
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: May 24, 2001 3:22:47 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Delorme, Paulette" <Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Air India Flt. 182

Dear Mr. Smith:   

Thank you for your e-mail messages of 2 May and 8 May (sent 
to Ms. P.
Delorme, Office of the Executive Director) concerning the crash 
of Air India
Flight 182 that occurred on 23 June 1985.  

First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada (TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI
Flt.182 occurrence.  As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not 
established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More
importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared as
input to India's investigation. 

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of the
very nature of our chosen careers.  We are interested because 



quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation. 
 Above all, we
are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 
Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost 16
years after the event.  As you are aware, the RCMP have been 
conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 
since 1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any
information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 
provided
includes material that was produced by John Garstang.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.

With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 



May), there is
one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.  In fact, 
to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.  However, the aviation safety 
investigation
conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Thank you again for your messages.  

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General, 
Investigation Operations

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith Eudora 

[SMTP:Barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2001 11:37 PM
To: paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 Probable Cause

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

Dear Fellow aircraft accident investigators, 2 May 01

I am an independent investigator concentrating specifically 



on early
model Boeing 747s that suffer inadvertent decompressions in 
flight. After
years of research and analysis, my conclusion is that four fatal 
Boeing 747
accidents were caused by faulty poly-x wiring shorting on the 
forward cargo
door unlatch motor leading to the rupture of one or both of the 
midspan
latches leading to explosive decompression which resulted in 
amidships
breakup for three of the aircraft and a large hole on the right side 
just
forward of the wing on the remaining aircraft. I refer to Air India 
Flight
182, Pan Am 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World 
Airlines Flight
800. UAL 811 is the aircraft that did not come totally apart and 
landed with
its incontrovertible evidence that matches up with the other three 
in so
many significant ways as to imply they all had the same probable 
cause for
the initial event.

Regarding Air India Flight 182, an accident in which 
Canadian public
safety organizations are intimately involved, I have written a 
report
supporting my findings and have quoted extensively from the 
Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report of 1986 of the Canadian Aviation 
Safety Bureau.



Please note that the Canadian aviation accident investigators 
never
said it was a bomb that caused the agreed upon explosion in the 
forward
cargo compartment of AI 182. The Canadian aviation accident 
investigators
were absolutely correct in their conclusions of 1986 and only by 
subsequent
similar accidents is the cause of that unexplained explosion now 
clear.

I am sending by Word file my Smith AAR for AI 182 for 
your
evaluation. Should you find the wiring/cargo door/explosive 
decompression
explanation a plausible, reasonable, alternative explanation with 
precedent
for the destruction of AI 182, then the issue of a clear and present 
danger
to the Canadian flying public becomes apparent as the cargo door 
wiring in
early model Boeing 747s has not been inspected for the tell tale 
cracking
that the polyimide insulation shows before shorting.

I invite your queries to me for further details by phone or 
email.
Regardless, a supplemental AAR for AI 182 is probably 
warranted since TSB
has never actually given its official opinion regarding one the 
most
celebrated of all tragic Canadian aviation accidents, equal to the 



Arrow
Gander crash and Swiss Air 111.

Swiss Air 111 showed the vulnerability of widebody 
airliners to the
faulty Kapton type wiring insulation which I conclude is the 
probable cause
for Air India Flight 182. The 1972 DC-10 event over Windsor, 
Ontario, when a
cargo door inadvertently opened, presaged the Paris Turkish 
Airlines DC-10
cargo door accident. Therefore, when I say that faulty wiring is 
causing
cargo doors to inadvertently rupture open in wide body airliners, 
I believe
you will say it's possible but did it happen for AI 182 and ask for 
the
evidence. That evidence is presented in my report.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon. <http://www.corazon.com/> 
com <http://www.corazon.com/>831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA  USA 93924

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2001 2:00 PM



To: Trans Safety Board Canada 
Subject: Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India Flight

182

Yes, the Mounties are saying the 'bomb' was in the Aft 
compartment
of Air India Flight 182 and want to put three guys in jail for life 
for
putting it there.

Ha!

Can you do something about this nonsense?

Cheers,

John Barry Smith

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: May 24, 2001 3:22:47 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Delorme, Paulette" <Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Air India Flt. 182

Dear Mr. Smith:   

Thank you for your e-mail messages of 2 May and 8 May (sent 
to Ms. P.
Delorme, Office of the Executive Director) concerning the crash 



of Air India
Flight 182 that occurred on 23 June 1985.  

First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada (TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI
Flt.182 occurrence.  As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not 
established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More
importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared as
input to India's investigation. 

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of the
very nature of our chosen careers.  We are interested because 
quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation. 
 Above all, we
are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 
Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost 16
years after the event.  As you are aware, the RCMP have been 



conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 
since 1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any
information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 
provided
includes material that was produced by John Garstang.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.

With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 
May), there is
one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.  In fact, 
to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.  However, the aviation safety 
investigation



conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Thank you again for your messages.  

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General, 
Investigation Operations

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith Eudora 

[SMTP:Barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2001 11:37 PM
To: paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 Probable Cause

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

Dear Fellow aircraft accident investigators, 2 May 01

I am an independent investigator concentrating specifically 
on early
model Boeing 747s that suffer inadvertent decompressions in 
flight. After
years of research and analysis, my conclusion is that four fatal 
Boeing 747
accidents were caused by faulty poly-x wiring shorting on the 
forward cargo
door unlatch motor leading to the rupture of one or both of the 
midspan
latches leading to explosive decompression which resulted in 



amidships
breakup for three of the aircraft and a large hole on the right side 
just
forward of the wing on the remaining aircraft. I refer to Air India 
Flight
182, Pan Am 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World 
Airlines Flight
800. UAL 811 is the aircraft that did not come totally apart and 
landed with
its incontrovertible evidence that matches up with the other three 
in so
many significant ways as to imply they all had the same probable 
cause for
the initial event.

Regarding Air India Flight 182, an accident in which 
Canadian public
safety organizations are intimately involved, I have written a 
report
supporting my findings and have quoted extensively from the 
Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report of 1986 of the Canadian Aviation 
Safety Bureau.

Please note that the Canadian aviation accident investigators 
never
said it was a bomb that caused the agreed upon explosion in the 
forward
cargo compartment of AI 182. The Canadian aviation accident 
investigators
were absolutely correct in their conclusions of 1986 and only by 
subsequent
similar accidents is the cause of that unexplained explosion now 



clear.

I am sending by Word file my Smith AAR for AI 182 for 
your
evaluation. Should you find the wiring/cargo door/explosive 
decompression
explanation a plausible, reasonable, alternative explanation with 
precedent
for the destruction of AI 182, then the issue of a clear and present 
danger
to the Canadian flying public becomes apparent as the cargo door 
wiring in
early model Boeing 747s has not been inspected for the tell tale 
cracking
that the polyimide insulation shows before shorting.

I invite your queries to me for further details by phone or 
email.
Regardless, a supplemental AAR for AI 182 is probably 
warranted since TSB
has never actually given its official opinion regarding one the 
most
celebrated of all tragic Canadian aviation accidents, equal to the 
Arrow
Gander crash and Swiss Air 111.

Swiss Air 111 showed the vulnerability of widebody 
airliners to the
faulty Kapton type wiring insulation which I conclude is the 
probable cause
for Air India Flight 182. The 1972 DC-10 event over Windsor, 
Ontario, when a
cargo door inadvertently opened, presaged the Paris Turkish 



Airlines DC-10
cargo door accident. Therefore, when I say that faulty wiring is 
causing
cargo doors to inadvertently rupture open in wide body airliners, 
I believe
you will say it's possible but did it happen for AI 182 and ask for 
the
evidence. That evidence is presented in my report.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon. <http://www.corazon.com/> 
com <http://www.corazon.com/>831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA  USA 93924

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2001 2:00 PM
To: Trans Safety Board Canada 
Subject: Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India Flight

182

Yes, the Mounties are saying the 'bomb' was in the Aft 
compartment
of Air India Flight 182 and want to put three guys in jail for life 
for
putting it there.



Ha!

Can you do something about this nonsense?

Cheers,

John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 26, 2001 11:32:55 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR Appendices A, B, C, D, E

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF files are appendices A, B, C, D, E to the Smith 
AAR on AI 182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 26, 2001 11:33:35 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR Appendix I

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as a PDF file is appendix I to the Smith AAR on AI 
182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 26, 2001 11:37:08 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR Appendices F, G, H, J, 



W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF files are appendices F, G, H, J,  to the Smith 
AAR on AI 182.

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 26, 2001 11:37:31 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Official AI 182 Reports in PDF

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF file is the CASB and Kirpal Inquiry reports.

Sincerely,
Barry



John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 26, 2001 11:38:29 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: UAL 811 NTSB AAR in PDF

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as a PDF file is the NTSB AAR 92/02 for United 
Airlines Flight 811.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Date: May 30, 2001 7:15:55 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: PDF of  Smith AAR for AI 182

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General, 
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  30 May 01

Attached is the Smith AAR for AI 182 dated 1 May 01 in PDF 
and supercedes the earlier Word file which had formatting 
problems. PDF allows the color photographs to be where they 
should and keeps the indents in proper order.

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 30, 2001 7:16:58 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Sgt Blachford contacted me

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General, 
Investigation Operations



Dear Mr. Tucker,  30 May 01

Sgt Blachford wrote me a letter received today. He confirms he 
has received my Smith AAR from you, will 'review and digest 
the contents of this report', will not be available for a meeting 
with me until mid August, and will be in touch with me in the 
'near future'.

My reply to him below.

I have created my original Word file Smith AAR into a PDF file 
which incorporated the Garstang report of 16 March 01 and an 
additional appendix which included the Bruntingthorpe event. I 
trust this is the one you sent to RCMP and your staff.

Anyway, I will send the PDF of my updated report via separate 
email and will send by snail mail a hard copy of the updated 
AAR and the appendices to the Head Office in Hull, Quebec, 
Place de Centre, 4th floor, 200 Promenade du Portage, K1A 1K8, 
address. If you are located elsewhere, please inform me and I'll 
send it there.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Sergeant Blachford, 30 
May 2001

Thank you for your letter of 24 May 2001, file number 85-3196, 
to which I reply:

IÕm glad that Mr. Tucker of TSB has forwarded my Smith AAR 
for AI 182 to you. That means that technical aircraft questions 
can be answered by TSB or me. I shall send the attachments/
appendices to you by snail mail to the Heather Street address as 
well as a hard copy of the actual AAR.

I ask that you take note of Appendix J which is about the 
Bruntingthorpe bombing of a Boeing 747. Note the photograph 
that shows a real bomb going off in a real Boeing 747 leaving 
real evidence. Then note the photograph in my AAR of UAL 811 
and the huge hole on the starboard side of the nose which occurs 
when a real electrical problem causes a real large door to 
inadvertently open in flight on a real Boeing 747 leaving much 
real evidence.

Then compare AI 182 to both of those real, incontrovertible and 
 indisputably explained events and you will clearly see that the 
real bombing evidence of Bruntingthorpe is absent in AI 182 and 
the real explosive decompression evidence from the ruptured 



open cargo door of UAL 811 is present in AI 182.

There are actually thousands of pages of accident reports and 
public docket information on hard copy, electronic memory, and 
CDs that are relevant to AI 182 and are on file here with me. All 
four accidents are controversial and have generated much official 
investigation and reports. I do not refer much to media 
speculation and rely on official reports for support of my claims.

I appreciate your intent to fully study the Smith AAR as it is 
dense and full of facts and documentation. At any time please 
call for any clarifications via email or telephone.

Mid August is fine for a meeting or sooner at your convenience 
and I have to add the situation is urgent from a public safety 
point of view.

I look forward to our meeting in the future. If I call you Sergeant, 
you might call me Major as I was in the Army or I can call you 
Bart and you can call me Barry.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: June 20, 2001 6:20:48 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Swiss Air 111 changes

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is in reply to your series of e-mails, and to clarify the TSB 
position
in case there is a misunderstanding.  I'm sorry I have not been 
able to
reply sooner.  I shall be away for the next two work days and I 
had a reply
to you on my "must do" list before leaving tonight.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation. 
 Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that
occurrence.

That said, I am not suggesting that your concerns and your 
analysis are all
invalid.  In fact, I find that you have raised some interesting 
points that
have potential use for us in our work.  To that end, I am 



personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.  

From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that. 
  If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.  However, I cannot 
promise
immediate processing and I cannot engage in direct and detailed 
dialog on
all the material you send me;  I simply have too much other work 
to do.
Right now I have over 150 e-mails in my in-box to read and 
action;  there
will be well over 200 when I return next week.  I am not 
complaining, I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

Sincerely,

Bill Tucker.



-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2001 11:59 AM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Swiss Air 111 changes

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01

Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to find
out what happened in an accident and the good faith efforts of an 
airline
to prevent it from happening again. Good work by TSB and 
Swiss Air. Not
good by reluctance of Boeing to implement the changes for all.

Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.

I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air
India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is causing 
problems that
were not apparent.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith



(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001

Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical
system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 Crash cause
deliberations.

FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH

Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight 111
near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. Their 
remaining 19
MD-11  airliners are being radically converted in modifications 
to the
electrical system in the cockpit area. For over one million Swiss 
Francs
per jet: " ...primarily it's the electrical system that is to be
significantly improved " according to Swissair documents made 
available to
Sundays newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 111 
and its 229
passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB Report 
being
anticipated for public release not before the beginning of 2002. 
Already
many family members of Flight 111 victims have been "paid 



out". So now
Swissair no longer wants to wait for the outcome of the final 
report of
the Canadian accident investigation before implementing the 
safety fixes
that it has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " 
claims
Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned changes. "
Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on
flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" modification 
program
initiative."

In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board (TSB) 
express
themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation leader
Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce potential safety 
deficiencies
are well-known to us." As a crash cause, it is so far certain only 
that an
electrical fire in the wiring-bundles was crucially responsible. 
Because
of the fire, important systems in the cockpit failed in quick 
succession,
without which captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan 
Loew could no
longer control their machine.

In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they will
naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant



critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, via a 
routing with
greater electrical integrity and individual isolation, into the 
cockpit.
In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran through a single focal point 
described
as a critical node. It was specifically within this area in the 
ceiling
(just forward and aft of the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire 
had
devastatingly raged. It affected not only the emergency power 
systems but
the "last-ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now 
that
these systems are to be split and segregated for greatest integrity,
important protections will again be in place - for example the one 
that
controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator). This
propeller can be unfolded from a compartment in the fuselage in 
an
emergency and in the airflow produces current - like a 
hydroelectric
direct current generator. In SR111 the Canadian investigators 
found that
this critical emergency power turbine had given out no energy. 
Despite the
crisis, its control functions had failed to deploy it - probably 
because,
by that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the 
fire. Video
cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by this 
"unique to



Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video cameras are being 
installed
everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the electronics bay under the 
cockpit
floor - as well as behind the cabin linings. allowing the pilots a 
never
before possible view into potential fire zones. The pictures will 
come up
on a small 14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition more 
smoke
detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is that 
crews
would no longer be condemned to helpless seated inactivity in 
the case of
fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the cabin linings can squirt 
upon
any detected fire.

All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 
emergency
flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from two separate 
power
sources and will function reliably even if all other systems have 
broken
down (as was the case with SR111 in its last few minutes of 
flight).
Altogether the cockpit changes are to cost 20 to 23 million Swiss 
Francs
according to calculations of a Swiss Aviation Expert. The 
extensive
modifications are the result of ongoing Swissair internal 
investigations
into the accident's most likely course of events.



Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the
leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its
work, paralleling that being done by the official Canadian TSB 
Team. They
sought to track down all possible causes of the disaster. The SR 
MD-11
Electrical Rework is in addition to other earlier measures (such 
as
changes in checklists and procedures) - but is seen as the most 
important
outcome of these investigations. Although latterly consulting and 
then in
close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 
Swissair
engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the accident
themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the original
type-certificated design. In a further internal document Swissair
explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites for the 
initiation
and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition source (e.g. arcing
wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) and oxygen (i.e.
air-conditioning system ventilation or crew oxygen system lines) 
". As a
consequence of its insights another risk-factors conclusion of the 
SR
Halifax Taskforce presents a frightening new dimension to 
SR111: "We have
clearly concluded that such contributing factors exist in each type 
of
aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 



the
MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB and 
sent to the
certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the only ramifications 
of SR111
reaching beyond the MD-11 are the new emergency rules 
retroactively
affecting the STC's (Supplemental Type Certification) of Inflight
Entertainment Systems on just about every type of airliner in 
service
today.

Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA
supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 
mandate) the new
Swissair safety precautions for all remaining MD-11's. If this was 
to be
done, such a program could then logically expand to include 
most other
types of airline aircraft exhibiting the identical type-certification
deficiencies. The first Swissair machine should be converted and 
ready for
return to service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 
Fleet is
permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these system
safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight program in 
Zurich.
Preliminary re-certification assessments would normally be 
monitored by
representatives of the FAA (the American airworthiness 
regulatory



authority). However these were carried out in the spring of 1999 
so that
these changes could proceed without delay to SR Flight Services. 
But
because manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these 
changes for a
long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation.
Boeing sees much of the program as "enhancements" and not 
necessarily as
required safety modifications. These new Swissair safety 
initiatives have
now become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have only 
just completed
their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must return to the 
hangar yet
again for extensive rework.  But it's not necessarily a case of 
spending a
dollar to save a penny. Once you look at the cost of SR111 and 
its
potential for costing the airline industry as a whole, it may well 
have
been the other way round.

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: June 20, 2001 6:20:48 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Swiss Air 111 changes

Dear Mr. Smith,



This is in reply to your series of e-mails, and to clarify the TSB 
position
in case there is a misunderstanding.  I'm sorry I have not been 
able to
reply sooner.  I shall be away for the next two work days and I 
had a reply
to you on my "must do" list before leaving tonight.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation. 
 Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that
occurrence.

That said, I am not suggesting that your concerns and your 
analysis are all
invalid.  In fact, I find that you have raised some interesting 
points that
have potential use for us in our work.  To that end, I am 
personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 



to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.  

From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that. 
  If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.  However, I cannot 
promise
immediate processing and I cannot engage in direct and detailed 
dialog on
all the material you send me;  I simply have too much other work 
to do.
Right now I have over 150 e-mails in my in-box to read and 
action;  there
will be well over 200 when I return next week.  I am not 
complaining, I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

Sincerely,

Bill Tucker.

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2001 11:59 AM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Swiss Air 111 changes



W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01

Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to find
out what happened in an accident and the good faith efforts of an 
airline
to prevent it from happening again. Good work by TSB and 
Swiss Air. Not
good by reluctance of Boeing to implement the changes for all.

Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.

I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air
India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is causing 
problems that
were not apparent.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001

Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical
system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 Crash cause
deliberations.

FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH

Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight 111
near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. Their 
remaining 19
MD-11  airliners are being radically converted in modifications 
to the
electrical system in the cockpit area. For over one million Swiss 
Francs
per jet: " ...primarily it's the electrical system that is to be
significantly improved " according to Swissair documents made 
available to
Sundays newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 111 
and its 229
passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB Report 
being
anticipated for public release not before the beginning of 2002. 
Already
many family members of Flight 111 victims have been "paid 
out". So now
Swissair no longer wants to wait for the outcome of the final 
report of
the Canadian accident investigation before implementing the 
safety fixes
that it has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " 



claims
Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned changes. "
Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on
flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" modification 
program
initiative."

In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board (TSB) 
express
themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation leader
Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce potential safety 
deficiencies
are well-known to us." As a crash cause, it is so far certain only 
that an
electrical fire in the wiring-bundles was crucially responsible. 
Because
of the fire, important systems in the cockpit failed in quick 
succession,
without which captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan 
Loew could no
longer control their machine.

In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they will
naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant
critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, via a 
routing with
greater electrical integrity and individual isolation, into the 
cockpit.
In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran through a single focal point 
described



as a critical node. It was specifically within this area in the 
ceiling
(just forward and aft of the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire 
had
devastatingly raged. It affected not only the emergency power 
systems but
the "last-ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now 
that
these systems are to be split and segregated for greatest integrity,
important protections will again be in place - for example the one 
that
controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator). This
propeller can be unfolded from a compartment in the fuselage in 
an
emergency and in the airflow produces current - like a 
hydroelectric
direct current generator. In SR111 the Canadian investigators 
found that
this critical emergency power turbine had given out no energy. 
Despite the
crisis, its control functions had failed to deploy it - probably 
because,
by that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the 
fire. Video
cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by this 
"unique to
Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video cameras are being 
installed
everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the electronics bay under the 
cockpit
floor - as well as behind the cabin linings. allowing the pilots a 
never



before possible view into potential fire zones. The pictures will 
come up
on a small 14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition more 
smoke
detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is that 
crews
would no longer be condemned to helpless seated inactivity in 
the case of
fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the cabin linings can squirt 
upon
any detected fire.

All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 
emergency
flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from two separate 
power
sources and will function reliably even if all other systems have 
broken
down (as was the case with SR111 in its last few minutes of 
flight).
Altogether the cockpit changes are to cost 20 to 23 million Swiss 
Francs
according to calculations of a Swiss Aviation Expert. The 
extensive
modifications are the result of ongoing Swissair internal 
investigations
into the accident's most likely course of events.

Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the
leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its
work, paralleling that being done by the official Canadian TSB 



Team. They
sought to track down all possible causes of the disaster. The SR 
MD-11
Electrical Rework is in addition to other earlier measures (such 
as
changes in checklists and procedures) - but is seen as the most 
important
outcome of these investigations. Although latterly consulting and 
then in
close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 
Swissair
engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the accident
themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the original
type-certificated design. In a further internal document Swissair
explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites for the 
initiation
and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition source (e.g. arcing
wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) and oxygen (i.e.
air-conditioning system ventilation or crew oxygen system lines) 
". As a
consequence of its insights another risk-factors conclusion of the 
SR
Halifax Taskforce presents a frightening new dimension to 
SR111: "We have
clearly concluded that such contributing factors exist in each type 
of
aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 
the
MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB and 
sent to the
certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the only ramifications 
of SR111
reaching beyond the MD-11 are the new emergency rules 



retroactively
affecting the STC's (Supplemental Type Certification) of Inflight
Entertainment Systems on just about every type of airliner in 
service
today.

Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA
supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 
mandate) the new
Swissair safety precautions for all remaining MD-11's. If this was 
to be
done, such a program could then logically expand to include 
most other
types of airline aircraft exhibiting the identical type-certification
deficiencies. The first Swissair machine should be converted and 
ready for
return to service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 
Fleet is
permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these system
safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight program in 
Zurich.
Preliminary re-certification assessments would normally be 
monitored by
representatives of the FAA (the American airworthiness 
regulatory
authority). However these were carried out in the spring of 1999 
so that
these changes could proceed without delay to SR Flight Services. 
But
because manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these 
changes for a



long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation.
Boeing sees much of the program as "enhancements" and not 
necessarily as
required safety modifications. These new Swissair safety 
initiatives have
now become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have only 
just completed
their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must return to the 
hangar yet
again for extensive rework.  But it's not necessarily a case of 
spending a
dollar to save a penny. Once you look at the cost of SR111 and 
its
potential for costing the airline industry as a whole, it may well 
have
been the other way round.

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: June 25, 2001 11:05:37 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR

Dear Mr. Smith,

Your reponse below prompts a further reply from me.  I 
appreciated the
understanding demonstrated in your e-mail.  I do have an open 
mind (or at
least I hope and try to), and I will strive to retain it long after I 
retire



from the TSB.

I am now up to date with your correspondence, except for one 
left to read
that you sent me on 23 June.  I have targetted specific elements 
to specific
people (e,g, the Appendix on Wiring to our SWR 111 IIC (Yes, 
that's Vic
Gerden) as well as to Dir of Inv. - Air).  I shall forward this to  all 
of
them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 
any follow-up
queries they may have  

Bill Tucker..

P.S.  In one of the things I read, you indicated that John Garstang 
had been
seconded to the RCMP for over a decade.  That is not so;  John G 
was loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 
for short terms
of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch. 

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2001 9:43 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Sudden loud sound on CVR



Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01

Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo
door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.
Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to
that
occurrence.

I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to 
change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying 
bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal stated 
explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling conflict. 
Just 
where was that bomb?

I find that you have raised some interesting points that
have potential use for us in our work.



Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.

To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC
of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.

Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your 
personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will put 
emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only 
direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all the rest is 
circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden loud sound 
is 
everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 'Explosive 
decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." When in 
doubt, I 
always come back to the sudden loud sound on the CVR's on all 
the 
four early model Boeing 747s that suffered the inflight 
explosions 
forward of the wing. The sound is incontrovertible.

From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 



your
strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.

Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of the 
five children he left became Navy pilots.

 If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it,
as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed 
replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they 
come up.

I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

I understand. Thanks again for your reply.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,



Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate
holder.

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: June 25, 2001 11:05:37 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR

Dear Mr. Smith,

Your reponse below prompts a further reply from me.  I 
appreciated the
understanding demonstrated in your e-mail.  I do have an open 
mind (or at
least I hope and try to), and I will strive to retain it long after I 
retire
from the TSB.

I am now up to date with your correspondence, except for one 
left to read
that you sent me on 23 June.  I have targetted specific elements 
to specific
people (e,g, the Appendix on Wiring to our SWR 111 IIC (Yes, 
that's Vic
Gerden) as well as to Dir of Inv. - Air).  I shall forward this to  all 
of
them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 



any follow-up
queries they may have  

Bill Tucker..

P.S.  In one of the things I read, you indicated that John Garstang 
had been
seconded to the RCMP for over a decade.  That is not so;  John G 
was loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 
for short terms
of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch. 

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2001 9:43 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Sudden loud sound on CVR

Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01

Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 



cargo
door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.
Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to
that
occurrence.

I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to 
change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying 
bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal stated 
explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling conflict. 
Just 
where was that bomb?

I find that you have raised some interesting points that
have potential use for us in our work.

Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.

To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC
of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 



do that
yourself whenever you so choose.

Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your 
personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will put 
emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only 
direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all the rest is 
circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden loud sound 
is 
everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 'Explosive 
decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." When in 
doubt, I 
always come back to the sudden loud sound on the CVR's on all 
the 
four early model Boeing 747s that suffered the inflight 
explosions 
forward of the wing. The sound is incontrovertible.

From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your
strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.

Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of the 
five children he left became Navy pilots.

 If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it,



as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed 
replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they 
come up.

I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

I understand. Thanks again for your reply.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate
holder.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Date: July 2, 2001 9:59:51 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Part One in PDF file

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,Ê 2 July 
01

Attached is Part One of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 5, 2001 8:17:24 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: PDF Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182

W.T. (Bill) Tucker



Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,Ê 6 July 
01

Attached is Part Two of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 6, 2001 4:45:00 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: PDF of Conclusions, Recommendations, and 
Implications of wiring/cargo door explanation, Part Three

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,Ê 6 July 
01



Attached is Part Three of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: July 13, 2001 5:38:37 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.

Sincerely, 



Bill T..

---Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: PDF Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India

Flight 182

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  
6 July 01

Attached is Part Two of my shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door 

rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
presentation in PDF

format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to

forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,



Carmel Valley, CA 93924

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182

<< Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
811nosetogether.jpg >>  <<
File: 182nosetogether.jpg >> 

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: July 13, 2001 6:58:00 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182

Dear Mr. Smith.

Re: >>> I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any 
comments you
have when you return

Thanks very much.

Bill T..



-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2001 9:16 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182

Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01

Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts,
Location, Cause, and Conclusions.

I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any comments 
you have
when you return.

(I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The
Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded me of years 
ago when my
wife and I cycled all through and around the city. It was a very 
bicycle
friendly city.)

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,



Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but
I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am
about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.

Sincerely,

Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 23, 2001 4:03:53 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Two matched events of uncommanded cargo door 
openings, old and new



W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,

Below are two events (both UAL) which support the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup for four other Boeing 747 accidents.

The alarming part of the recently discovered SDR about the 
uncommanded forward cargo door opening is that it occurred in 
a 747-400 which is supposed to have fixed the faulty PolyX/
Kapton wiring situation.

The electrical fault which causes the cargo door to open when it 
shouldn't is still present. If event happens in flight, catastrophe 
ensues.

Please follow up somehow on this precursor event. Please open 
supplemental investigation into Air India Flight 182 which shall 
examine an alternative mechanical explanation  with precedent 
and now continuing problems which support the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation.

Please have specialized staff contact me for further clarification.

I've notified AAIB, NTSB, and FAA of my findings but have 
heard nothing back yet.

The problem is intermittent which is the most difficult to resolve. 
It needs heavy horsepower to find and fix.



Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

New Service Difficulty Report SDR:

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00 
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA



Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING. 

From AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811

1.17.6 Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK 
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to 
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B, 
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was 
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, 
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL 
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker 
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had 
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment 
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset, 
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to 
defer further
work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight. 
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door 
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit 
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then 
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident. 



With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple 
pin) connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located 
on the upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring 
bundle from the junction box to the fuselage was then 
manipulated while readings were taken on the cannon plug pins 
using a volt/ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were 
noted. When the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the 
door began to open with no activation of the electrical door open 
switches. The C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door 
operation ceased. When the circuit breaker was reset, the door 
continued to the full open position, and the lift actuator motor 
continued to run for several seconds until the circuit breaker was 
again pulled. At this time, a flexible conduit, which covered a 
portion of the wiring bundle, was slid along the bundle toward 
the J-4 junction box, revealing several wires with insulation 
breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and 
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the 
Safety Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the 
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of 
the door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the 
door was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of 
the door control switches had no effect on the door. This 
indicated that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as 
expected (removing power from the door when it was locked). 
After the on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from 
the airplane and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory 
for further examination.
The wiring bundle with the damaged wires contained all electric 
control wires (28 volt DC) and power wires (115 volt AC) that 
pass between the fuselage and the aft cargo door. From the 
forward side of the J-4 junction box, the bundle progresses in the 
forward direction, just above the forward pressure relief door, 



then upward, following the forward lift actuator arms. The 
bundle then enters an empty space between two floor beams, 
where the bundle has an approximate 180-degree bend when the 
door is closed. From this location, the wiring bundle progresses 
inboard, through a fore-to-aft intercostal between two floor 
beams. The wiring bundle then splits, with wires going in several 
directions.
The bundle is covered by the flexible conduit approximately 
from the lower end of the lift actuator arms to the fore-to-aft 
intercostal between the floor beams.
The conduit covering the wiring bundle is intended to prevent the 
wire bundle from being damaged during opening and closing of 
the door and during cargo handling operations. The conduit is a 
sealed flexible interconnector consisting of a convoluted helical 
brass innercore covered by a bronze braid. The innercore is 
soldered at every other convolute, and should be capable of 
withstanding pressures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square inch 
(psi). Boeing has indicated that the conduit is an evolutionary 
improvement and that it has been installed on all B-747 airplanes 
produced since 1981 (from line number 489 on). Airplane 
N152UA was delivered in April 1987.
Airplanes produced prior to 1981, including N4713U, used a 
bungee retraction system, to retract the cargo door wire bundle. 
Guidelines for the replacement of the bungee system with the 
flexible conduit were covered in Boeing Service Bulletin 
747-752-2170, dated August 1981. The service bulletin was 
prompted by reports that the wire bundle bungee retraction 
system had not retracted the wire bundle sufficiently to prevent 
trapping the bundle between the cargo door and the door frame. 
UAL did not perform the retrofit on N4713U, which was line 
number 89, nor was the company required to do so.
Examination of the wires in the damaged area on the wiring 
bundle revealed that four of the wires were similar in appearance, 



with insulation breaches that progressed through to the 
underlying conductor. Adjacent to the breach on these four wires, 
the insulation was blackened, as if it had been burned. Another 
wire contained an extensive breach but no evidence of burned 
insulation. The damaged area was located on the bundle at a 
position approximately corresponding to a conduit support 
bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm of the 
forward lift actuator mechanism. This support bracket was found 
bent in the forward direction. In addition, mechanical damage 
was noted on adjacent components in this area.
A second damaged area was noted on the wiring bundle at a 
position approximately corresponding to the conduit swivel 
clamp at the elbow between the two arms of the forward lift 
actuator mechanism. Wires in this area were missing portions of 
their exterior coating, but no breaches to the underlying 
conductors were noted.
The exterior braid on the conduit contained minor rub marks and 
was slightly kinked at a position corresponding to the area on the 
wires with breached insulation. Additional examinations revealed 
that the innercore of the conduit contained multiple 
circumferential cracks in the areas corresponding to the damage 
areas on the wires. The cracks were in the convoluted innercore 
directly adjacent to the inside diameter of the conduit.
The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo 
door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally 
in excellent condition. There was no evidence to suggest that the 
cams had ever been electrically (or manually) driven into or 
through the lock sectors.
Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a 
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the 
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also 
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was 
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the 



upper arm of the forward lift actuator.
The Safety Board determined that the chafing of the wires on the 
airplane involved in the JFK occurrence was caused by, or was 
greatly accelerated by, the circumferential cracks in the conduit 
and that the cracks in the conduit were caused either by repeated 
flexing of the conduit as the cargo door opens and shuts or by 
unusual stresses on the conduit generated concurrently with 
damage to the conduit guide bracket and attached standoff pin on 
the upper end of the forward lift actuator upper arm.
A portion of the wire bundle for the forward cargo door on many 
B-747 airplanes is also covered by a flexible conduit that is very 
similar to the conduit for the aft cargo door. However, there are 
substantial differences between the orientation of the flexible 
conduits for the two doors, and the Safety Board has not become 
aware of problems associated with the flexible conduit for the 
forward door.
Nevertheless, because of the concerns about the chafed wires and 
possible electrical short circuits, on August 28, 1991, the Safety 
Board recommended that the FAA:
Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747 
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle 
between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited 
inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the 
conduit for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an 
electrical test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the 
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3) the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the 
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further 
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket 
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of 



the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should 
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval. (Class II, Priority 
Action) (A-91-83)
Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward 
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped 
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection 
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, 
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83. (Class II, 
Priority Action) (A-91-84)
The FAA responded to these safety recommendations on 
November 1, 1991, stating that it agreed with the intent of the 
recommendations and that the issuance of an NPRM was being 
considered to address the issues in the safety recommendations. 
The Safety Board replied on November 27, 1991, classifying 
each of the recommendations as "Open--Acceptable Response," 
pending the completion of the rulemaking process. Since that 
exchange of correspondence, the FAA has published an NPRM 
which is now being reviewed by the Safety Board. Safety 
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 will continue to be classified 
as "Open--Acceptable Response" until an acceptable final rule is 
published.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: July 26, 2001 10:41:53 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Electrical cause of uncommanded forward cargo 
door opening initiated by civilians.

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,Ê 26 July 01



Below is back story to United Airlines Flight 811 and how 
civilians were able to get the door retrieved and the proper cause 
of it opening determined as electrical and not improperly latched.

Sometimes worthy information can come from the public, 
especially ones who are directly involved such as family member 
or crewmember of victim. Kevin and Susan Campbell lost their 
son and I lost my pilot.

Please note comments below relating directly to Air India Flight 
182.

Please start supplemental investigation into Air India Flight 182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com



Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your 
kind comments 
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt 
here in Waikiki 
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were 
late 
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not 
arrive until 
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st 
june . Our son 
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the 
new baby . I 
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be 
managing OK . 
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and 
got your 
site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had 
obviously 
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as 
we moved into 
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve 
if he had 
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo 
doors { I 
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have 
found the reason 
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the 
one page ]  
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would 
contact you 
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with 
me this trip as 
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC 



Panorama progam 
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the 
release to the 
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the 
Discovery 
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC 
depending on wether 
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco 
followed a 
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday 
program titled "Fire 
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire  in Feb of this year .I had lent 
BBC some 
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the 
cause of 811 and 
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to 
Disaster" 
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the 
811 disaster . 
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to 
you if you 
have never seen them. 
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and 
have appeared in 
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in 
NZ newspapers 
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and 
did a Documentry 
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent 
Steve was 
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my 
theory 
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program 



the NTSB theory 
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I 
had to be 
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the 
Americas Cup 
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page 
article on our efforts 
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron 
Acihido of the 
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they 
started with a 
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures 
of the damage 
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the 
NTSB 
hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from 
the NTSB 
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would 
only give us 
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first 
recess 
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the 
press table 
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of 
proceedings we gave an 
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we 
went back in to 
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife 
Susan 
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of 
stuff here 
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB 



guys were 
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and 
were off . 
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was " 
Countdown 
to Disaster" 
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many 
times .On one visit 
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements 
and wrote to 
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were 
First and 
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited 
everyone who 
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New 
York Florida 
San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle . 
Boeing would 
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins 
Coie] and 
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the 
accident 
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of 
last resort for 
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United 
maintenance base in 
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it 
did not work 
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told 
them were they 
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it 
ended up with the 
Senior VP United  Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort 



around the base 
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood 
in the cargo 
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the 
Conduit at the 
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had 
originated 
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly 
painted 747with a 
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I 
checked my 
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it 
was N4713U 
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried 
every avenue 
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was 
phoned 
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had 
a 
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct 
the door was to 
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the 
Campbells 
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that 
the door is 
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we 
could not see 
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we 
entered the 
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours 
later we held 
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they 



admitted we were 
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed 
but not to 
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released . 
After lunch 
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you 
still think 
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the 
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811. 
I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my 
findings on 
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we 
had the 
problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in 
hooks opened 
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what 
811`s did 
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the 
fuselage as 
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it  . 
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK 
and they could 
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report 
however still 
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at 
23000 ft 
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary 
scenario for 
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards 
preclude it 



from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground 
switch which I 
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door 
design for 
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the 
cockpit of a 
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the 
door 
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system 
deleted by 
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the 
aircraft was 
certified with this system or not as it never made it into 
production . I 
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I 
guess that 
would have opened up liability problems for Boeing  I lent the 
document to a 
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have 
plenty of 
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart 
Mc Clure 
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel 
702 831 7746  Fax 
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the 
last bit of 
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went 
up and 
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can 
see that 
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe 
that had it 



been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41 
section joint 
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am 
103 and TWA 
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I 
actually 
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor 
off the 
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by 
the cargo 
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid 
floor left in 
business class was were our son sat in 12H  But the shock wave 
went from the 
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the 
hole ] forward 
12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke 
his seat 
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of 
the first 
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had 
air 
cavities in them  Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and 
called on all 
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m 
it was at 
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a 
perfect landing at 
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around 
for another 
attempt  { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling 
reading } What was 
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a 



loud explosion { 
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to 
actually 
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers 
some off them 
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A 
thousand 
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first 
class {with 
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something 
start up 
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed 
him and dismissed 
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was 
already in the 
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator 
was moving 
. So the sequence was a whir  a thump a hiss and then 1.8 
seconds later the 
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al 
replied "I 
don't know "between the thump and the explosion  The CVR's 
power was then off 
for 21.4 seconds 
I have the all the NTSB  photos and my own of the door frame 
area,the side 
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are 
all 
goughed but otherwise OK  the forward mid span pin is also 
goughed and the 
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span 
pin was 
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had 



broken . It 
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to 
open  
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8 
second time gap 
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door 
had blown 
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they 
also opened 
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had 
to be 
different to PAN AM 10 out of  London where the door was 
closed by the 
slipstream and they got back safely. 
At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the 
Coroners 
report on what they found and I have seen what they removed 
from the engine 
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a 
DNA sample 
and the result was negative  Steve recently spoke to someone 
who inspected 
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine 
was seat 
material until he touched it and realised what it was  They told us 
that they 
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it , 
they 
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in 
an action 
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ] 
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft 
and to the 



vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we 
know he 
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4 
minutes below . 
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the 
ground in 
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended 
the 
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM 
local time but it 
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago 
and said he 
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was 
caused by a body or 
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly 
by luggage .
N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium 
{the first 
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM 
did not wait for 
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted 
them to their 
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications 
of not 
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one 
time test to 
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told 
the airlines 
to hit the door open switch to see what happened  , a day later 
they stopped 
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the 
planes , 
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators 



were live 
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers 
 and the 
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel 
ones .  
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: August 3, 2001 3:24:11 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Startling SDR

Dear Mr. Smith, 

Thanks.  I'm back as of Monday (though have one more week to 
look forward to
in late Aug) and am catching up on e-mail again.  During my 
holiday, I
enjoyed reading two of the bigger docs you had sent me.

Re the info. below, I was not aware of that.  I found it of interest 
and
have forwarded it to 3 or 4 other people.   

Re your closing para about a supplemental report on Air India 
182, I don't
think we can contemplate doing so in view of present workload 
and the fact
of the very extensive RCMP investigation and the upcoming 
trial.  We would
at least want to see what the latter generates.  Also, if we were to 
suggest



re-consideration of the Govt of India safety investigation report, I 
believe
we should do so to the Govt of India.

Bill Tucker.

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 22, 2001 11:18 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Startling SDR

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,

Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.

I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA
database: Capitals in original.

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA



Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB
PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT BREAKERS WERE 
PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE
RELIEF DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR 
LATCHES OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR
OPENED ON ITS OWN. COULD NOT DUPLICATE 
PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL OPENING.

Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know about 
forward
cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If that CB 
had been
pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that forward cargo door 
would
have ruptured/opened with known catastrophic results. What is a
'controller' and what 'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident 
airline and
well familiar with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out 
and were told



to stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling the 
door
CB and it may have saved their ass.

Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air
India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events such as 
United
Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of incidents like the 
above.

Please do something.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

ORDER:           8300.10

APPENDIX:        4

BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)    
                for Airworthiness (FSAW)

BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50



BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
                During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation

EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94    
---------------------------------------------------------------
1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.

2.  BACKGROUND. 

A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors of
B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of the
cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo door
control circuitry.

B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors: 

(1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors. 



(2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms. 

(3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
failed components and fire.

                                                             2

C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive 
(AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that manual
tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed 
by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.

3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
continued use.

4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.



5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.

/s/
Edgar C. Fell

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 12, 2001 11:13:00 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: From CASB member Les Filotas

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   12 August 2001,

A few years ago Mr. Les Filotas contacted me regarding my 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. He was a former 
member of the CASB and had some interesting things to say 
about Air India Flight 182 and the opinions of some.

I'm trying to use the opinion of someone you might respect in 
support of my explanation in order to take some action to prevent 
a reoccurrence, Mr. Tucker; such as an update report/a review/a 
supplemental/a refinement.

Sincerely,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: Pre-installed User <lesfilo@resudox.net>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: TWA 800 Cargo door therory
Date: Tue, 22 Jul 1997 21:05:30 -0400

Barry,

I'm a former member of the Canadian Aviation Safety Board. I 
spent about 5 years reflecting on the evidentiary distinctions 
between a mechanical failure and the in-flight explosion of a 
bomb (in connection with the Arrow Air DC-8 crash at Gander in 
Dec. 1985).

My first impression of your material is that you may be onto 
something missed by all others.

To: Pre-installed User <lesfilo@resudox.net>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: TWA 800 Cargo door therory
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 



Barry,

I'm a former member of the Canadian Aviation Safety Board. I 
spent about 5 years reflecting on the evidentiary distinctions 
between a mechanical failure and the in-flight explosion of a 
bomb (in connection with the Arrow Air DC-8 crash at Gander in 
Dec. 1985).

My first impression of your material is that you may be onto 
something missed by all others.

Thank you sir, I trust your second and third would sustain your 
conclusion. I respect an aviation safety professional and would 
be honored to discuss this issue of high time Boeing 747 forward 
cargo door malfunctions with you. I have the CASB Air India 
182 aviation occurrence submission scanned in completely on 
the web site. It is a fascinating document.
 May I answer any first impression questions? Can you 
receive .jpg or .gif pictures at lesfilo@resudox.net?
Cheers, 
Barry

From: Pre-installed User <lesfilo@resudox.net>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pleased to meet you, Mr. Filotas
Date: Wed, 30 Jul 1997 12:19:22 -0400

John Barry Smith:

Thank you for your messages. Indeed, I sent my note to 
encourage you.  

You can get some idea of my background, thoughts on aviation 



accident investigation, Air India, Mr. John Garstang and the 
NTSB from my book "Improbable Cause" which can be obtained 
without charge in electronic form from Michael C. Spencer 
(fourdm@aloha.net). My book should also explain why I'm 
somewhat cynical about the whole official process of describing 
and recording the factual basis of politically sensitive aircraft 
accidents, both here and in your country. 

The CASB finished its involvement in Air India prior to my 
appointment in early 1987.  I did, however, review much of the 
internal documentation and had many conversations with 
members involved throughout. I havn't reviewed my notes, but I 
can tell you that the Canadian government's fear of legal and 
other reprecussions (if found liable for lax security at its airports, 
for example) was not absent >from consideration. The bomb 
theory was accepted belatedly and reluctantly. I have kept a lot of 
internal documentation which I would be pleased to retreive from 
storage and make available to you. I am most sceptical of 
influencing the NTSB's agenda, but will review the material on 
your web site more carefully and help you if I can.

Best regards.
----------
From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 1997 20:33 PM
To: lesfilo@resudox.net
Subject: Pleased to meet you, Mr. Filotas

Mr. Filotas, permit me to explain how I got your name.
1. Your email is lesfilo.
2. You mentioned Gander.
3. I checked my URLs for Gander page.
4. A Les Filotas is named.



If I can research that, I can research cargo door. And did.

Please help me with the cargo door explanation and getting the 
cause
confirmed or ruled out.
I've been to Gander in a P2V5FS in 1962 out of Argentia 
Newfoundland.
Cargo door is an explosion of sorts, it's explosive decompression 
and
mimics a bomb in suddenness, loud sound, and blast effects.
Sincerely,
Barry Smith

Barry,

I'm a former member of the Canadian Aviation Safety Board. I 
spent about 5
years reflecting on the evidentiary distinctions between a 
mechanical
failure and the in-flight explosion of a bomb (in connection with 
the
Arrow Air DC-8 crash at Gander in Dec. 1985).

My first impression of your material is that you may be onto 
something
missed by all others.



Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: Pre-installed User <lesfilo@resudox.net>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Small world
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 1997 10:22:24 -0400

Dear Barry,

Thanks for your notes and kind comment about "Improbable 
Cause".  Six years after writing it I have no reason to 
substantially alter any of the conclusions.  

Your inference about my opinion about Air India and Pan Am 
103 is mistaken.  I hope that when you finish my book it will be 
clear that I do my utmost not to color my impression of the 
evidence in one crash by the evidence in another.  This trap is, in 
fact, the probable source of the "ice theory" and is a danger that 
you must continually warn yourself about and guard against in 
considering the "cargo door" hypothesis. My greatest fear iduring 
the Gander investigation always was the possibility of replacing 
one incorrect theory by another incorrect theory.

I believe the best evidence for Pan Am 103 is a bomb, but I have 
an open mind.  I know the Air India investigation was botched 
and have no faith whatever in the bomb theory, which was 
accepted by the Canadian board without detailed consideration at 
the last minute to avoid conflict with the Indian report . A very 
experienced British investigator  subsequently told me that he 
and his colleagues did not accept the bomb evidence.  Naturally, 
the possibility of a bomb must be taken seriously and evaluated 
dilligently.



Still have not had time to carefully consider your work, but keep 
it up.

Regards,

Les F.

----------
From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, August 08, 1997 2:29 AM
To: lesfilo@resudox.net
Subject: Small world

Dear Les, Reading book, nice research, fascinating read.
I've been to Gander in P2 out of Argentia in 1962.

Came back from Vietnam on Magic Carpet on Stretch DC-8. 
Gear would not come
down over Travis AFB. We orbited for an hour and finally tried 
it, gear
came down. Phew. Fuselage wavered back and forth during flight 
as seen from
aft seats, eerie.

Spoke to John Garstang on phone a few months ago..

Met General Wickam in Korea in 1980.

 And of course, DC-8s crash on take off and it ain't ice, Miami 
today.

My friend suggested smuggled armaments by soldiers for Gander 



crash, you
considered that too. Lots of vibration during takeoff, would set 
off
grenades or other things.

I know you believe AI 182 and PA 103 were bombs to support 
you Gander bomb.
But sorry, I believe it was mechanical, not plots, just door 
popped just
like UAL 811 years later and TWA 800 last year.

But I would love to discuss it with a knowledgable person.
http://www.lsoft.com/flight-800.html is group of missile and 
cargo door
guys.

Regards, Barry Smith

Email: barry@corazon.com
Page: http://www.corazon.com/

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 26, 2001 9:25:07 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: A330 fuel starvation Azores

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26Aug  2001



Below is email regarding the Transat A330 fuel starvation 
incident. I forward this interesting, and possible, explanation to 
show you, Mr. Tucker, that I follow aviation accidents closely, I 
have sources which are reliable, I don't make wild claims, and 
my explanations are supported by authoritative sources and 
official government documents.

This email is not a definitive cause but then the event only 
happened a few days ago.

My shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 
182 and others is based upon 12 years of research though 
hundreds of sources and documents. It is correct. It reveals a 
current danger to the flying public. It needs to be further 
investigated. I can help.

Civilians, like me, can help the professional authority, like 
yourself, Mr. Tucker, by being occasionally correct and well 
worth the effort to rule in or rule out the safety suggestion.

Air India Flight 182 research can be done in an office reviewing 
the high quality film taken by underwater robots which is still 
available through the RCMP and CASB files. It's not that hard to 
do; the evidence is there and waiting to be examined from the 
hindsight of 16 years.

If my explanation of bad wiring causing cargo doors to open in 
Boeing 747 can not be refuted, then the assumption must be 
made that it could be correct. If possibly correct then action must 
be taken to confirm or rule it out. If ruled in then action must be 
taken to fix the problem. If ruled out then I am wrong and I 



apologize for the time wasted. I do not believe I am wrong 
because the explanation has never been refuted, just ignored or 
sidestepped.

How can one man see something about a sudden fiery fatal jet 
plane crash that hundreds have missed? Easy. I'm the man who 
has been in a sudden fiery fatal jet plane crash and they haven't.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Lu Zuckerman's information (which he normally gets through 
industry
sources):
"The two major fuel lines going into the engine fractured or 
became
separated just upstream of the firewall shut-off on the effected 
engine.
This engine shut down due to fuel starvation and the remainder 
of the fuel
drained out of the two open lines - at which time the other engine 
shut
down."

"Just for your info gents the jettison fuel dump rate is 1150Kg's 



(2536
lb's) a minute and has two switches required for its use (arm & 
active).
Jettison should cease when either one of the two switches are 
deselected,
inner tank low level sensors are dry or the fuel quantity reaches 
the
preselected figure in the FMGEC (flight management and 
guidance envelope
computers)."

I think that the fuel dump on the ETOPS A330-200 is supposed 
to be an
option. And if that's correct then you can probably say that 
because of that
there's a better chance for either the manufacturer or the 
maintainer to get
it wrong (if it's an odd-ball jet) i.e. hardware pinouts. But if it 
was not
dump-enabled, and if Lu's information is correct, then there is a 
terrible
failure in the a/c design (in that such an event could permit all the 
fuel
to either depart stage left or become unavailable to the remaining 
engine).
Although perhaps the leak simply created an unforeseen situation 
whereby the
flow of available (and sufficient for its demands) fuel to the good 
engine
was circumvented by:

a. The continued unconstrained flow via the leak (there being 
some common



manifold setup either by the pilots [manually] or the cruise-
control system
[automatically] [i.e. an FMEA failure]). Think of this as two hose
sprinklers being fed from the one tap via a T junction and one 
hose
separating on one side of the T piece (not enough fuel/fluid is 
going to get
to the other sprinkler).

b.  Alternatively the cruise-control system (if based upon known 
quantities
and directional flow-rates) may have sensed that it needed to 
quickly
reposition some fuel to retain the C of G within limits. In doing 
so, it may
have opened up crossfeed/cross-transfer valves that would've 
been better
left closed in the circumstances (if it had been a smarter system).

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: September 7, 2001 4:11:26 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Defence team contact

Dear Mr. Smith

In answer to your question, you may certainly forward the e-
mail.  

I'm sorry to be so late in responding.  As I said before, I'll do my 
best to



review your e-mails and forward relevant material to other TSB 
staff, but I
can't undertake to deal with them promptly.  There is just too 
much
information from you and too much other work for me to 
undertake to do
otherwise.

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, August 10, 2001 2:54 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Defence team contact

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   10 August 2001,

The Defence Team for Air India Flight 182 has contacted me and 
asked for:

At Thu Aug  9 18:48:26 2001, Jaswinder S. Parmar wrote:
Can you forward me all your correspondence with the TSB so I 
can forward
it
to the appropriate people.  We have a defence team meeting on 
the 17th of
this month and I would like to bring this issue to the for front.



Mr. Tucker, may I do so?

The reference files such as the government AARs for 182, 103, 
811, and 800
and my AAR for 182 which I sent you are already available to 
the defence
team. The emails in questions are attached below and were sent 
by you to
me. They are all proper, correct, and consistent with Canadian 
policy. The
value of them to the defence team is to show them that there is a
responsible, fair, government official in the investigation process 
who
can be trusted to respect the facts, data, and evidence as shown 
by the
recorders and twisted metal. They have been battered by the 
RCMP and the
AITF in their attempts to obtain a conviction to alleviate the grief 
of
the public over the sudden loss of 329 persons in Air India Flight 
182.
The RCMP have not played fair in this, in my opinion, as they 
think they
are trying to catch very bad guys and have not given sufficient 
thought to
a mechanical explanation for this plane crash.

The defence team and the accused Sikhs are very leery of any 
Canadian
official and trust very few people. I have tried to persuade them 
that the
TSB is a potential ally in that it is independent and concentrates 



on why
planes crash, not why people do bad things. I really do believe 
that.
Leave the conspiracies to the RCMP and the crashes to the TSB.

I believe it is worthwhile to show the emails below to the 
defence team to
show that there is a real human out there who has experience in 
these
matters, has political clout to get things done, follows up on
correspondence, commands a talented staff, and is fair and polite.

The vital agencies and persons are aware of the shorted wiring/
forward
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation
for Air India Flight 182: RCMP, AITF with Sgt Blachford and 
John Garstang:
TSB with you, sir, and your staff, and the defence team for the 
accused
which involves the Crown attorneys and therefore the 
government of Canada.
In addition the AAIB and the NTSB are well aware of the wiring/
cargo door
explanation for Air India Flight 182. Only the Indian government 
remains
ignorant of the alternative mechanical explanation.

I would like to see all groups talking to each other. You see, I 
know this
a mechanical problem which can be fixed and needs to be fixed 
quickly
before it happens again. This is not a case of crime and 



punishment with
secret this and that. This is a case of a plane crash from a cause 
which
can be prevented. Cooperation is needed sooner or later.

I appreciate any thoughts you have on this, Mr. Tucker.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Thu May 24 15:21:34 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Delorme, Paulette" <Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Air India Flt. 182
Date:  Thu, 24 May 2001 18:22:47 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith:  

Thank you for your e-mail messages of 2 May and 8 May (sent 
to Ms. P.
Delorme, Office of the Executive Director) concerning the crash 
of Air
India
Flight 182 that occurred on 23 June 1985. 



First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada
(TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI
Flt.182 occurrence.  As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not 
established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was
prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More
importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared
as
input to India's investigation.

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of
the
very nature of our chosen careers.  We are interested because 
quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and
many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation. 
 Above all,
we
are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 



Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost
16
years after the event.  As you are aware, the RCMP have been 
conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 
since
1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any
information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 
provided
includes material that was produced by John Garstang.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest
as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the
Director
of Engineering for their information.

With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 
May), there
is



one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.  In fact, 
to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.  However, the aviation safety
investigation
conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Thank you again for your messages. 

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith Eudora 

[SMTP:Barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2001 11:37 PM
To: paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 Probable Cause

Transportation Safety Board of Canada

Dear Fellow aircraft accident investigators, 2 May 01

I am an independent investigator concentrating specifically 
on early
model Boeing 747s that suffer inadvertent decompressions in 



flight. After
years of research and analysis, my conclusion is that four fatal 
Boeing
747
accidents were caused by faulty poly-x wiring shorting on the 
forward
cargo
door unlatch motor leading to the rupture of one or both of the 
midspan
latches leading to explosive decompression which resulted in 
amidships
breakup for three of the aircraft and a large hole on the right side 
just
forward of the wing on the remaining aircraft. I refer to Air India 
Flight
182, Pan Am 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World 
Airlines
Flight
800. UAL 811 is the aircraft that did not come totally apart and 
landed
with
its incontrovertible evidence that matches up with the other three 
in so
many significant ways as to imply they all had the same probable 
cause for
the initial event.

Regarding Air India Flight 182, an accident in which 
Canadian public
safety organizations are intimately involved, I have written a 
report
supporting my findings and have quoted extensively from the 
Canadian



Aviation Occurrence Report of 1986 of the Canadian Aviation 
Safety Bureau.

Please note that the Canadian aviation accident investigators 
never
said it was a bomb that caused the agreed upon explosion in the 
forward
cargo compartment of AI 182. The Canadian aviation accident 
investigators
were absolutely correct in their conclusions of 1986 and only by
subsequent
similar accidents is the cause of that unexplained explosion now 
clear.

I am sending by Word file my Smith AAR for AI 182 for 
your
evaluation. Should you find the wiring/cargo door/explosive 
decompression
explanation a plausible, reasonable, alternative explanation with
precedent
for the destruction of AI 182, then the issue of a clear and present
danger
to the Canadian flying public becomes apparent as the cargo door 
wiring in
early model Boeing 747s has not been inspected for the tell tale 
cracking
that the polyimide insulation shows before shorting.

I invite your queries to me for further details by phone or 
email.
Regardless, a supplemental AAR for AI 182 is probably 
warranted since TSB
has never actually given its official opinion regarding one the 



most
celebrated of all tragic Canadian aviation accidents, equal to the 
Arrow
Gander crash and Swiss Air 111.

Swiss Air 111 showed the vulnerability of widebody 
airliners to the
faulty Kapton type wiring insulation which I conclude is the 
probable
cause
for Air India Flight 182. The 1972 DC-10 event over Windsor, 
Ontario, when
a
cargo door inadvertently opened, presaged the Paris Turkish 
Airlines DC-10
cargo door accident. Therefore, when I say that faulty wiring is 
causing
cargo doors to inadvertently rupture open in wide body airliners, 
I
believe
you will say it's possible but did it happen for AI 182 and ask for 
the
evidence. That evidence is presented in my report.

Very Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
barry@corazon.com
www.corazon. <http://www.corazon.com/>
com <http://www.corazon.com/>831 659 3552
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA  USA 93924



-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 08, 2001 2:00 PM
To: Trans Safety Board Canada
Subject: Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India Flight

182

Yes, the Mounties are saying the 'bomb' was in the Aft 
compartment
of Air India Flight 182 and want to put three guys in jail for life 
for
putting it there.

Ha!

Can you do something about this nonsense?

Cheers,

John Barry Smith

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Wed Jun 20 18:18:46 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Swiss Air 111 changes
Date:  Wed, 20 Jun 2001 21:20:48 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is in reply to your series of e-mails, and to clarify the TSB
position



in case there is a misunderstanding.  I'm sorry I have not been 
able to
reply sooner.  I shall be away for the next two work days and I 
had a
reply
to you on my "must do" list before leaving tonight.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo
door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation. 
 Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that
occurrence.

That said, I am not suggesting that your concerns and your 
analysis are
all
invalid.  In fact, I find that you have raised some interesting 
points
that
have potential use for us in our work.  To that end, I am 
personally
looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think
appropriate,



to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC
of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose. 

From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your
strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that. 
  If
you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it,
as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.  However, I cannot 
promise
immediate processing and I cannot engage in direct and detailed 
dialog on
all the material you send me;  I simply have too much other work 
to do.
Right now I have over 150 e-mails in my in-box to read and 
action;  there
will be well over 200 when I return next week.  I am not 
complaining, I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

Sincerely,



Bill Tucker.

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2001 11:59 AM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Swiss Air 111 changes

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01

Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to
find
out what happened in an accident and the good faith efforts of an
airline
to prevent it from happening again. Good work by TSB and 
Swiss Air. Not
good by reluctance of Boeing to implement the changes for all.

Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.

I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air
India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is causing 
problems that
were not apparent.

Sincerely,
Barry



John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001

Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical
system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 Crash cause
deliberations.

FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH

Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight
111
near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. Their 
remaining 19
MD-11  airliners are being radically converted in modifications 
to the
electrical system in the cockpit area. For over one million Swiss 
Francs
per jet: " ...primarily it's the electrical system that is to be
significantly improved " according to Swissair documents made 
available
to
Sundays newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 111 
and its
229



passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB Report 
being
anticipated for public release not before the beginning of 2002. 
Already
many family members of Flight 111 victims have been "paid 
out". So now
Swissair no longer wants to wait for the outcome of the final 
report of
the Canadian accident investigation before implementing the 
safety fixes
that it has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " 
claims
Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned changes. "
Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on
flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" modification 
program
initiative."

In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board (TSB) 
express
themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation
leader
Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce potential safety 
deficiencies
are well-known to us." As a crash cause, it is so far certain only 
that
an
electrical fire in the wiring-bundles was crucially responsible. 
Because
of the fire, important systems in the cockpit failed in quick
succession,



without which captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan 
Loew could no
longer control their machine.

In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they will
naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant
critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, via a 
routing
with
greater electrical integrity and individual isolation, into the 
cockpit.
In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran through a single focal point
described
as a critical node. It was specifically within this area in the 
ceiling
(just forward and aft of the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire 
had
devastatingly raged. It affected not only the emergency power 
systems
but
the "last-ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now 
that
these systems are to be split and segregated for greatest integrity,
important protections will again be in place - for example the one 
that
controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator).
This
propeller can be unfolded from a compartment in the fuselage in 
an
emergency and in the airflow produces current - like a 
hydroelectric



direct current generator. In SR111 the Canadian investigators 
found that
this critical emergency power turbine had given out no energy. 
Despite
the
crisis, its control functions had failed to deploy it - probably
because,
by that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the 
fire. Video
cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by this 
"unique to
Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video cameras are being 
installed
everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the electronics bay under the 
cockpit
floor - as well as behind the cabin linings. allowing the pilots a 
never
before possible view into potential fire zones. The pictures will 
come
up
on a small 14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition more 
smoke
detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is that
crews
would no longer be condemned to helpless seated inactivity in 
the case
of
fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the cabin linings can squirt 
upon
any detected fire.

All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 
emergency



flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from two separate 
power
sources and will function reliably even if all other systems have 
broken
down (as was the case with SR111 in its last few minutes of 
flight).
Altogether the cockpit changes are to cost 20 to 23 million Swiss 
Francs
according to calculations of a Swiss Aviation Expert. The 
extensive
modifications are the result of ongoing Swissair internal 
investigations
into the accident's most likely course of events.

Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the
leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its
work, paralleling that being done by the official Canadian TSB 
Team.
They
sought to track down all possible causes of the disaster. The SR 
MD-11
Electrical Rework is in addition to other earlier measures (such 
as
changes in checklists and procedures) - but is seen as the most
important
outcome of these investigations. Although latterly consulting and 
then
in
close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 
Swissair
engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the accident



themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the original
type-certificated design. In a further internal document Swissair
explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites for the 
initiation
and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition source (e.g. arcing
wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) and oxygen (i.e.
air-conditioning system ventilation or crew oxygen system lines) 
". As a
consequence of its insights another risk-factors conclusion of the 
SR
Halifax Taskforce presents a frightening new dimension to 
SR111: "We
have
clearly concluded that such contributing factors exist in each type 
of
aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 
the
MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB and 
sent to the
certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the only ramifications 
of
SR111
reaching beyond the MD-11 are the new emergency rules 
retroactively
affecting the STC's (Supplemental Type Certification) of Inflight
Entertainment Systems on just about every type of airliner in 
service
today.

Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA
supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 
mandate) the new



Swissair safety precautions for all remaining MD-11's. If this was 
to be
done, such a program could then logically expand to include 
most other
types of airline aircraft exhibiting the identical type-certification
deficiencies. The first Swissair machine should be converted and 
ready
for
return to service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 
Fleet is
permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these
system
safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight program in 
Zurich.
Preliminary re-certification assessments would normally be 
monitored by
representatives of the FAA (the American airworthiness 
regulatory
authority). However these were carried out in the spring of 1999 
so that
these changes could proceed without delay to SR Flight Services. 
But
because manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these 
changes for
a
long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation.
Boeing sees much of the program as "enhancements" and not 
necessarily as
required safety modifications. These new Swissair safety 
initiatives
have



now become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have only 
just
completed
their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must return to the 
hangar
yet
again for extensive rework.  But it's not necessarily a case of 
spending
a
dollar to save a penny. Once you look at the cost of SR111 and 
its
potential for costing the airline industry as a whole, it may well 
have
been the other way round.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Mon Jun 25 11:04:11 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR
Date:  Mon, 25 Jun 2001 14:05:37 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

Your reponse below prompts a further reply from me.  I 
appreciated the
understanding demonstrated in your e-mail.  I do have an open 
mind (or at
least I hope and try to), and I will strive to retain it long after I
retire
from the TSB.

I am now up to date with your correspondence, except for one 
left to read



that you sent me on 23 June.  I have targetted specific elements 
to
specific
people (e,g, the Appendix on Wiring to our SWR 111 IIC (Yes, 
that's Vic
Gerden) as well as to Dir of Inv. - Air).  I shall forward this to  all 
of
them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 
any
follow-up
queries they may have 

Bill Tucker..

P.S.  In one of the things I read, you indicated that John Garstang 
had
been
seconded to the RCMP for over a decade.  That is not so;  John G 
was
loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 
for short
terms
of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch.

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2001 9:43 PM
To: Tucker, Bill



Subject: Sudden loud sound on CVR

Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01

Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India
182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo
door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.
Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to
that
occurrence.

I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to
change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying
bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal stated
explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling conflict. 
Just
where was that bomb?

I find that you have raised some interesting points that



have potential use for us in our work.

Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.

To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the
IIC
of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to
Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.

Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your
personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will put
emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only
direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all the rest is
circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden loud sound 
is
everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 'Explosive
decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." When in 
doubt, I
always come back to the sudden loud sound on the CVR's on all 
the
four early model Boeing 747s that suffered the inflight 
explosions
forward of the wing. The sound is incontrovertible.



From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your
strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.

Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of the
five children he left became Navy pilots.

 If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process
it,
as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed
replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they
come up.

I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

I understand. Thanks again for your reply.

Sincerely,
Barry



John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate
holder.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Jul 13 17:36:16 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Date:  Fri, 13 Jul 2001 20:38:37 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but
I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am
about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.

Sincerely,



Bill T..

---Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: PDF Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India

Flight 182

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker, 
6 July 01

Attached is Part Two of my shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door

rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
presentation in PDF

format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to

forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182

<< Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
811nosetogether.jpg >>  <<
File: 182nosetogether.jpg >>

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Jul 13 18:55:38 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Date:  Fri, 13 Jul 2001 21:58:00 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith.

Re: >>> I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any 
comments you
have when you return

Thanks very much.

Bill T..



-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2001 9:16 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182

Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01

Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three
parts,
Location, Cause, and Conclusions.

I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any comments 
you have
when you return.

(I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The
Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded me of years 
ago when
my
wife and I cycled all through and around the city. It was a very 
bicycle
friendly city.)

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone



551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but
I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am
about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to
read
while I am away.

Sincerely,

Bill T..

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Aug  3 15:25:09 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Startling SDR
Date:  Fri, 3 Aug 2001 18:24:11 -0400



Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I'm back as of Monday (though have one more week to 
look forward
to
in late Aug) and am catching up on e-mail again.  During my 
holiday, I
enjoyed reading two of the bigger docs you had sent me.

Re the info. below, I was not aware of that.  I found it of interest 
and
have forwarded it to 3 or 4 other people.  

Re your closing para about a supplemental report on Air India 
182, I don't
think we can contemplate doing so in view of present workload 
and the fact
of the very extensive RCMP investigation and the upcoming 
trial.  We would
at least want to see what the latter generates.  Also, if we were to
suggest

re-consideration of the Govt of India safety investigation report, I
believe
we should do so to the Govt of India.

Bill Tucker.

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, July 22, 2001 11:18 PM



To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Startling SDR

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,

Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.

I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA
database: Capitals in original.

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29



A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB
PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT BREAKERS WERE 
PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE
RELIEF DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR 
LATCHES OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR
OPENED ON ITS OWN. COULD NOT DUPLICATE 
PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL OPENING.

Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know about 
forward
cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If that CB 
had
been
pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that forward cargo door 
would
have ruptured/opened with known catastrophic results. What is a
'controller' and what 'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident 
airline and
well familiar with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out 
and were
told
to stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling the 
door
CB and it may have saved their ass.

Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on
Air
India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events such as 



United
Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of incidents like the 
above.

Please do something.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

ORDER:           8300.10

APPENDIX:        4

BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)   
                for Airworthiness (FSAW)

BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50

BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
                During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation

EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94   
---------------------------------------------------------------
1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures



being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.

2.  BACKGROUND.

A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors of
B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of the
cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo door
control circuitry.

B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:

(1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors.

(2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms.

(3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to



failed components and fire.

                                                             2

C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive 
(AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that manual
tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed 
by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.

3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
continued use.

4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.

5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.

/s/
Edgar C. Fell



-- 
Nothing is meaningless;
Every thing is important.

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: November 20, 2001 1:08:16 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Request from RCMP AITF

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is just an interim reply.  In a nutshell:  I may be able to 
attend.  

I am certainly willing to do so if you and Sgt. Blachford feel I 
could be of
assistance.  It would be much better for John Garstang to be there 
- as my
knowledge of the subject is "orders of magnitude" below his. 
 However, he
simply can not be made available given the amount of time he 
has already
contributed to the Air India 182 investigation and the magnitude 
and urgency
of the work on his plate for our investigation of the Swissair 111 
accident.



I must emphasize that my contribution would be essentially to 
attend as a
detached third party with a strong functional interest in the 
subject
matter, but no vested interest in the outcome.

I look forward to hearing from you.  Meanwhile, I shall follow 
up with Sgt
Blachford re possible date, etc. 

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2001 4:29 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Request from RCMP AITF

<< Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
blachford9nov01.jpg >> 

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,    14 Nov 01

Below in a scan is a request from RCMP AITF Sgt Blachford to 
come to 
California to meet and discuss my Air India Flight 182 report in 
some 
detail, taking at least a day to do so. He is asking when and 



where I 
would prefer to meet.

I am going to reply back soon that in my home office is a good 
place 
and the sooner the better. Would you or your representative like 
to 
join us? Note below that Mr. J. Garstang 'is not available and will 
not be available in the foreseeable future.'

Is there any way possible that a TSB aviation accident 
investigator 
can spare a few hours for discussion of my shorted wiring/
forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation for Air India Flight 182 with me and a representative 
of 
the RCMP AITF? It will be most fruitful.  What dates and times 
or 
place would be convenient?

I'll meet you or your representative at the Monterey Airport, or, if 
you drive, as I did in March to Vancouver, call me and I'll set you 
up with lodging. An alternative meeting place is possible.

I've also invited an attorney from the defence assigned by the 
Crown, 
Mr. Keith Hamilton, to join us.

It seems the mood has changed in the past few days after AA 587 
and 
now the first speculation of a cause of an airliner crash is 
mechanical failure instead of a terrorist act (such as believed in 



1985). It looks like facts, data, and evidence, are taking priority 
now and that is good. There are lots of those for support of a 
mechanical cause for Air India Flight 182 and I would look 
forward to 
laying them out for you or your representative.

The poignant emails below between us were just prior to the 
WTC 
attacks in which obvious terrorist acts in airliners took place. It 
was a different world then for aviation security and I understand 
the 
added workload and budget expenditures the TSB now has.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: November 20, 2001 1:08:41 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Recall: Request from RCMP AITF

Tucker, Bill would like to recall the message, "Request from 
RCMP AITF".



From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@TSB.GC.CA>
Date: November 20, 2001 1:14:12 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "'Bart BLACHFORD'" <BART.BLACHFORD@rcmp-
grc.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Request from RCMP AITF

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is just an interim reply.  In a nutshell:  I may be able to 
attend.  

I am certainly willing to do so if you and Sgt. Blachford feel I 
could be of
assistance.  It would be much better for John Garstang to be there 
- as my
knowledge of the subject is "orders of magnitude" below his. 
 However, he
simply can not be made available given the amount of time he 
has already
contributed to the Air India 182 investigation and the magnitude 
and urgency
of the work on his plate for our investigation of the Swissair 111 
accident.

I must emphasize that my contribution would be essentially to 
attend as a
detached third party with a strong functional interest in the 
subject
matter, but no vested interest in the outcome.

I look forward to hearing from you.  Meanwhile, I shall follow 
up with Sgt



Blachford re his views, possible date, etc. 

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2001 4:29 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Request from RCMP AITF

<< Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
blachford9nov01.jpg >> 

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,    14 Nov 01

Below in a scan is a request from RCMP AITF Sgt Blachford to 
come to 
California to meet and discuss my Air India Flight 182 report in 
some 
detail, taking at least a day to do so. He is asking when and 
where I 
would prefer to meet.

I am going to reply back soon that in my home office is a good 
place 
and the sooner the better. Would you or your representative like 
to 
join us? Note below that Mr. J. Garstang 'is not available and will 



not be available in the foreseeable future.'

Is there any way possible that a TSB aviation accident 
investigator 
can spare a few hours for discussion of my shorted wiring/
forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation for Air India Flight 182 with me and a representative 
of 
the RCMP AITF? It will be most fruitful.  What dates and times 
or 
place would be convenient?

I'll meet you or your representative at the Monterey Airport, or, if 
you drive, as I did in March to Vancouver, call me and I'll set you 
up with lodging. An alternative meeting place is possible.

I've also invited an attorney from the defence assigned by the 
Crown, 
Mr. Keith Hamilton, to join us.

It seems the mood has changed in the past few days after AA 587 
and 
now the first speculation of a cause of an airliner crash is 
mechanical failure instead of a terrorist act (such as believed in 
1985). It looks like facts, data, and evidence, are taking priority 
now and that is good. There are lots of those for support of a 
mechanical cause for Air India Flight 182 and I would look 
forward to 
laying them out for you or your representative.

The poignant emails below between us were just prior to the 
WTC 



attacks in which obvious terrorist acts in airliners took place. It 
was a different world then for aviation security and I understand 
the 
added workload and budget expenditures the TSB now has.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 1, 2001 11:34:09 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Confirming 4/5+December meeting

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   1 Dec 01

Sgt Blachford called and confirmed you both will be flying into 
Monterey Airport on Tuesday night, 4 Dec, renting a car, 
checking into the Doubletree Inn, and coming out to my home 
office on Wednesday morning about 9AM. Very good. The hotel 
is a fine one in downtown Monterey.



Directions to my house:

From Doubletree make way to Highway 1 South, a four lane 
highway. Drive up large hill and then down the hill on Highway 
1 to Carmel Valley Road which is left turn only road with a 
traffic light. Drive on Carmel Valley road about 12 miles and turn 
left on Country Club Drive which is a dangerous left turn only 
road with only a yellow blinking light to give advance notice. 
(Portofino Inn sign on left at entrance.) Drive up Country Club 
Drive a mile until coming to green mailbox on left which says 
Smith 541 on it and make dangerous left turn down the driveway. 
The up driveway is for 551 and the down driveway is the correct 
one. Drive down narrow driveway into circular driveway and 
park.

We shall walk around a bit and get the lay of the land and then 
get to it. As it goes, we may find that discussion past Wednesday 
is necessary and that is fine, some things take time to digest and 
sleeping on it may suggest new questions the day after.

Please call at any time, Tuesday or Wednesday, if any confusion 
arises. 

I have prepared copies of all relevant accident reports and 
pictures. We shall have notepads, printer for extra material, the 
internet for research, and the phones for communication.

I am at your service for as long as necessary to resolve any 
doubts you may have that Air India Flight 182 deserves a 
supplemental/updated investigation conducted by TSB or AITF 
based upon the upcoming trial and subsequent similar accidents 
that suggest there is a plausible mechanical alternative 
explanation for the explosive decompression/inflight breakup 



which constitutes a current hazard to the Canadian flying public.

Thank you again for coming.

Cheers, 
Barry Smith

(831) 659 3552 landline
831  594 6493 cell
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: December 3, 2001 10:39:27 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Confirming 4/5+December meeting

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is to confirm receipt of your e-mail and to thank you for the 
thorough
directions.  I shall be meeting Sgt Blachford at the Car Rental 
Desk at the
airport, and I am expecting to be the Navigator - so your 
directions will
come in handy.  

I look forward to meeting you.  I'll call you if any glitches arise. 
  

Bill Tucker.



-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2001 2:34 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Confirming 4/5+December meeting

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   1 Dec 01

Sgt Blachford called and confirmed you both will be flying into 
Monterey
Airport on Tuesday night, 4 Dec, renting a car, checking into the
Doubletree Inn, and coming out to my home office on 
Wednesday morning
about 9AM. Very good. The hotel is a fine one in downtown 
Monterey.

Directions to my house:

From Doubletree make way to Highway 1 South, a four lane 
highway. Drive up
large hill and then down the hill on Highway 1 to Carmel Valley 
Road which
is left turn only road with a traffic light. Drive on Carmel Valley 
road
about 12 miles and turn left on Country Club Drive which is a 
dangerous
left turn only road with only a yellow blinking light to give 
advance



notice. (Portofino Inn sign on left at entrance.) Drive up Country 
Club
Drive a mile until coming to green mailbox on left which says 
Smith 541 on
it and make dangerous left turn down the driveway. The up 
driveway is for
551 and the down driveway is the correct one. Drive down 
narrow driveway
into circular driveway and park.

We shall walk around a bit and get the lay of the land and then 
get to it.
As it goes, we may find that discussion past Wednesday is 
necessary and
that is fine, some things take time to digest and sleeping on it 
may
suggest new questions the day after.

Please call at any time, Tuesday or Wednesday, if any confusion 
arises. 

I have prepared copies of all relevant accident reports and 
pictures. We
shall have notepads, printer for extra material, the internet for
research, and the phones for communication.

I am at your service for as long as necessary to resolve any 
doubts you
may have that Air India Flight 182 deserves a supplemental/
updated
investigation conducted by TSB or AITF based upon the 
upcoming trial and
subsequent similar accidents that suggest there is a plausible 



mechanical
alternative explanation for the explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup
which constitutes a current hazard to the Canadian flying public.

Thank you again for coming.

Cheers, 
Barry Smith

(831) 659 3552 landline
831  594 6493 cell
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
-- 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 5, 2001 8:44:22 PM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Debrief 

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   5 Dec 01

Well, thank you again for coming, I think the meeting went well. 
Everyone found out more than what we knew before. My trust is 
in the bits and pieces that you and Sgt Blachford seek to clarify 



will lead to the larger picture, thus confirming the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation. The evidence speaks better than I can.

I remain available for any questions, answers, followup that you 
may have, please call anytime.

As I digest the contents of today's intense discussion, I will add 
further thoughts; the aspect of Mr. Garstang's aft bomb is 
particularly disturbing since it does not refute the explosion in 
forward conclusion of CASB, Mr. Davis of AAIB, nor the Kirpal 
findings, and does not add any significant new evidence that 
supports aft bomb explosion. How to explain away the sudden 
loud sound that matches an explosive decompression of a DC 10 
but not a bomb?

Well, I hope Sgt Blachford does indeed stay in touch with me as 
he said. We shall see. 

Thanks again for the time and effort to come down to discuss the 
issue. I also learned a lot from you about the workings of the 
TSB, and from all indications, it is a superior structure because it 
maintains true independence which is what all investigations 
need.

I hope your flights back went smoothly.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,



Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: December 11, 2001 5:46:42 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Debrief

Dear Mr. Smith, - - -Barry

Thank you, too.  Bart Blachford and I both found the discussion 
interesting
and informative.  We also appreciated the fact that you and your 
family
invited us into your home for the meeting.  As you have 
indicated, we all
have more to think about.  I think we all had our minds 
broadened by the
discussion.

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2001 11:44 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Debrief

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations



Dear Mr. Tucker,   5 Dec 01

Well, thank you again for coming, I think the meeting went well. 
Everyone
found out more than what we knew before. My trust is in the bits 
and
pieces that you and Sgt Blachford seek to clarify will lead to the 
larger
picture, thus confirming the shorted wiring/forward cargo door
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. 
The evidence
speaks better than I can.

I remain available for any questions, answers, followup that you 
may have,
please call anytime.

As I digest the contents of today's intense discussion, I will add 
further
thoughts; the aspect of Mr. Garstang's aft bomb is particularly 
disturbing
since it does not refute the explosion in forward conclusion of 
CASB, Mr.
Davis of AAIB, nor the Kirpal findings, and does not add any 
significant
new evidence that supports aft bomb explosion. How to explain 
away the
sudden loud sound that matches an explosive decompression of a 
DC 10 but
not a bomb?

Well, I hope Sgt Blachford does indeed stay in touch with me as 
he said.



We shall see. 

Thanks again for the time and effort to come down to discuss the 
issue. I
also learned a lot from you about the workings of the TSB, and 
from all
indications, it is a superior structure because it maintains true
independence which is what all investigations need.

I hope your flights back went smoothly.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
-- 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 11, 2001 1:55:17 PM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Garstang Report in text, unable to send PDF

Garstang report scanned and optical character reader 
interpretations with many errors below.
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1.0
INTRODUCTION



1.1This report summarizes my observations and conclusions 
pertaining to the investigation  into the Air India Flight 182 
occurrence. Some historical background information will be 
presented first in order to explain the role of some agencies, the 
timing of some events,  and my involvement and/or interaction. 
Short briefs will then be given on the technical aspects of my 
work for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCNP) Air India 
Task Force   (AITF). This work was concentrated in two main 
areas:

    Structural Break-up Analysis and, Trajectory/Wreckage 
Pattern Analysis

2.0
ICAO BACKGROUND

2.1
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is the 
specialized agency the United  Nations has designated to be 
responsible for establishing international standards,
    recommended practices and procedures covering the technical, 
economic, and legal fields  of international civil aviation 
operations. ICAO is headquartered in Montreal, Canada.
    Most States are members. Canada and India are members.

2-2
Article 26 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation 
obliges States to institute an  Aircraft Accident Inquiry in 
accordance with ICAO procedures. "Standards and 
Recommended Practices for Aircraft Accident Inquiries" were 
first adopted pursuant to 
  A.rticle37oftheConventionandweredesignatedasAnnexl3. Since 



the Air India Flight 182 occurrence took place in international 
waters, jurisdiction to conduct the aircraft   accident investigation 
was the responsibility of the country of aircraft registry: India 
(refer to ICAO Annex 13).

2. '3
The Government of Canada offered assistance to the 
Government of India, which was   accepted. The Canadian 
Aviation Safety Board (CASB) provided some of that assistance 
and participated in the Government of India investigation as an 
Accredited Representative  (refer to ICAO Annex 13).

CASB/TSB BACKGROUND

    The CASB was created in 1984, by an Act of Parliament, as an 
independent federal  government agency with the sole object of 
advancing aviation safety. It was not the object of the Board to 
determine or apportion any blame or liability in connection with 
aviation  occurrences. The mandate of the CASB was to advance 
aviation safety by: conducting independent investigations and, if 
necessary, public inquiries into aviation occurrences (accidents, 
incidents, or safety hazards) in order to make findings as to their 
contributing factors and causes;
     -I-

    *identifying safety deficiencies as evidenced by aviation 
occurrences-
    *reporting publicly on its investigations and public inquiries 
and on the related      findings-,
    *making recommendations designed to eliminate or reduce 
safety deficiencies.

3.2



The CASB was subsequently replaced by the Transportation 
Safety Board (TSB) of Canada. The TSB was created by an Act 
of Parliament which came into force on 29 March 1990. The 
TSB is also an independent federal government agency with a 
mandate similar to the CASB, but the areas of responsibility 
were increased to include railway, marine, and commodity 
pipelines in addition to aviation. The TSB inherited the CASB 
aircraft accident investigation files, including the Air India Flight 
182 file (CASB file
    number:     5002-85-F50903). The TSB has not carried out an 
investigation into Air India Flight 182.

4.0
C AVIATION INVESTIGATION (1985 TO 19801

4.1
Activities such as search, recovery, and analysis of floating and 
submerged wreckage from Air India Flight 182 was undertaken 
in 1985, as part of the Government of India aircraft
    'dent investigation. CASB participated in these act'v' 'es (and 
others) as an Accredited

    Representative. It should be noted that only a very small 
fraction of the aircraft was recovered. Subsequent RCMP AITF 
dive campaigns (referred to later in this report) recovered only a 
few additional pieces.

4.2
Internal CASB reports and correspondence were prepared on 
some aspects of the investigation. Copies of other reports and 
reference material (both domestic and foreign) were compiled by 
CASB (under CASB file number: 5002-85-F5090'3). This 
information was used by CASB to prepare a submission for the 



purpose of advancing aviation safety.

4.
During the Government of India investigation into the Air India 
Flight 182 occurrence, I was employed at CASB and participated 
in this investigation. My duties involved:

   search and recovery operations,
    .providing failure analysis assistance to the CASB 
investigation team,
    .examining a few pieces of wreckage for post-blast damage,
         z'

    0attendin- a small part of the Justice Kirpal Commission of 
Inquiry to provide      technical advice on failure analysis and 
post-blast damage on a few pieces of      wreckage to the CASB 
Investigator-in-Charge: Art LaFlamme.

5.0
ANALYSIS WORK FOR RCMP (1988 TO PRESENT)

5.1
In 1988, the RCNV requested aircraft accident investigation 
assistance from the CASB, as part of their on-coin- criminal 
investigation into Air India Flight 182. 1 was assigned to

     -2-

The submission was           ry in India.-

carry out this work for the RCNP AITF. Work activities 



involved-

    a independent aircraft accident investigation review of the 
reports and files      pertaining to the Air India Flight 182 
occurrence,
    mission planning and participation in the 1989 RCNU dive 
campaign,
    participation in explosive sabotage tests conducted by the 
United States (US)      Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on 
a narrow body Boeing 707 aircraft      in Tucson, Arizona in July 
1989.

5.2
Through RCNW requests to the TSB, 1 have been seconded to 
the RCNT AITF to continue to provide aircraft accident 
investigation assistance for their on-going criminal investigation. 
I-Eghlights of some of the work activities I was involved in 
follows:

    *continued independent aircraft accident investigation review 
of the reports and      files pertaining to the Air India Flight 182 
occurrence,
    *invited to and participated in the British Air Accidents 
Investigation Branch      Boeing 747-121 Pan Am Flight 103 
Lockerbie investigation in 1989,
    *participated in mission planning for the 1990 RCNT dive 
campaign (it was      postponed),
    *did mission planning and participated in the 1991 RCNT dive 
campaign,
    *participated in the RCNV AITF visit to the Department of 
Civil Aviation      Facilities in New DeN and the Air India 
Facility in Bombay in June, 1992, to      examine all Air India 
Flight 182 wreckage stored in India,



    *participated in explosive sabotage tests conducted on a 
narrow body DC-' )      aircraft by the RCMP in Carp, Ontario in 
October 199' ),
    *reviewed other aviation occurrences and aircraft bombings 
for reference      purposes during different intervals whicwere 
concentrated over the time      frame from 1994 to 1997 (work 
continues to date),
    *reviewed FAA explosive sabotage tests results conducted on 
a wide body      Boeing 747-1 00 aircraft, which was destroyed in 
Bruntlnc,,thorpe,
    Leicestershire, England in May 1997,
    *re-examined all wreckage in the possession of the RCNW 
AITF in Vancouver      in July 1997,
    *attended RCMP explosive sabotage tests conducted on the 
cargo compartment      section of a wide body Boeing 747-200 
aircraft in Tucson, Arizona in October      1997,
    *attended explosive sabotage tests on a wide body Lockheed 
L- IO 1 1 aircraft in      Mobile, Alabama in January of 1998,
    *reviewed information on the Air France Flight 171 Boeing 
747 aircraft      occurrence, United States registration: N I 252E, 
in May 1998,
    examined personal effects of the victims with the RCNW 
AITF in February      1998.

5.3
My independent investigation work for the RCW AITF has been 
concentrated in two main areas:

    Structural Break-up Analysis and, Trajectory/Wreckage 
Pattern Analysis.

    A summary of this work is outlined in Sections 6.0 and 7.0 of 
the report. It should be noted that the Air India Flight 182 data I 



used for my work is primarily based on information gleaned 
from:

    0Kirpal Commission of Inquiry records,
    CASB records (CASB file number: 5002-85-F50903),
    0data collected by the RCMP AITF and,
    0information on other aircraft occurrences, tests, etc., used for 
reference      purposes.

5.4
le carrying out my work for the RCNIP AITF, two other TSB 
employees have, on occasion, provided some part-time assistance 
to myself These individuals are:

    Louis Landfiault
    Mr. Landfiault primarily provided help in the design and 
operation of the Computer Aided Design/Drafting (CAD) and 
inteotated database system used in this investigation (refer to 
Section 6.0
of the report).
    Demetrios Karafotias
    Mr. Karafotias primarily provided early CAD operator 
assistance such as creating some initial wreckage plots. He is no 
lon(yer employed at the TSB.

5.5
Two private contractors hired by the RCNP have, over different 
contract periods, provided full-time assistance to myself during 
the Air India Flight 182 investigation. These individuals are:

    . Jack Melson
    Mr. Melson primarily provided early wreckage target 
identification and fracture pattern plotting.



      . Ted Slack
    Slack primarily provided follow-on wreckage target 
identification and fracture pattern plottino,

5.6
Arrangements were also made through the RCMP to obtain 
specialized CAD services from the Department of National 
Defence (DND) Quality Engineering Test Establishment 
(QETE). The DND QETE employee tasked to manage this work 
was.-

     -4-

    Fabian Allard
         in

    Mr. Allard was primarily responsible for convert' g two 
dimensional (2D) drawings of fracture patterns (produced by Mr. 
Melson and Mr. Slack) into three dimensional (3D) CAD model 
pieces. I-Es group then added the exterior paint scheme of the 
aircraft onto the surfaces of these items.

5.7
Further assistance was also provided by the RCW. For example, 
a RCNT member of the Criminal Intelligence Directorate was 
assigned to provide long term local liaison and support. The 
individual assigned was:

    Sgt. Terry Goral
    Sgt. Goral was the primary contact who provided records and 
file information. He also assisted in organizing, checking and 
validatin- data.



6.0
STRUCTURAL BREAKUP ANALYSIS

6.1
Some of the data referred to in paragraph 5.3 was reorganized for 
analysis work. An example is the following imagery:

    *all available underwater photographs (colour negative/colour 
positive) and      underwater videos from the 1985, 1989 and 
1991 dive campaigns,
    *photographs taken during the AITF examination of recovered 
wreckage in      New Delhi and Bombay in 1992,
    *photographs taken of wreckage in the possession of the AITF 
in Vancouver in      1997.

6.2
The imagery listed above was indexed and entered into a 
database which was linked to a Computer Aided Design/Drafting 
(CAD) system. The photographs (in excess of 5000 in number) 
were scanned onto Compact Disks (CDs). All the 1985, 1989 and 
1991 videos were digitized onto Dicital-S video cassettes (which 
numbered in excess of 75). The digitization process was 
undertaken to preserve as well as organize the imaaery. Each 
video segment and each CD image were then linked, where 
possible, to a target number and logged into the database/CAD 
system. The CD ima ery was run on computers equipped with 
software that could facilitate imaee processing operations. These 
operations were used to enhance the ima-ery as necessary to 
brine, out fine detail through enlargement, contrast/bfichtness/
edge/colour adjustment, etc. The computer was also linked to 
pfinters for hard copy output. The digital video was run on 
equipment that could be interfaced to computers so that 



electronic frame grabs could be taken of video imagery to create 
still pictures, as needed. The imagery was analysed to 
systematically trace out fracture patterns on engineering 
drawings. The fractures were located by plotting their 
relationships to engineering drawing details such as:

     -5-

    doors,
    windows,
    paint schemes,
    skin cutouts and joints,
    rivet patterns,
    frames,
    stringers,
    beams, etc.

6.3
Work was concentrated on tracing out the fracture patterns of the 
positively identified parts that formed the exterior skin of the 
fuselage. In addition, positively identified pieces associated with 
the floor structure of the aft cargo and bulk cargo compartments 
were also traced out. The flooring work was undertaken to 
reconstruct this area in more detail since the exterior skin was 
more broken up in this region. Attempts were made to also 
reconstruct the passenger floor in the same vicinity, however, 
there was insufecient information available to complete this task.

6.4
The fracture patterns were transferred from 2D drawings to a 
scale, 3D- CAD model of the aircraft. By doing this work, the 
aircraft was systematically reconstructed in the computer in 3D. 
Each individual piece of wreckage drawn was correlated to its 



tarcet number, and each could be color coded to designate from 
which Section of the aircraft it was associated with (refer to 
Appendix "N' for Section numbers and Station (STA) numbers). 
The following pieces of exterior fuselace and empennage (tail 
assembly) skin have been reconstructed, and transferred to the -)
D aircraft model with the appropriate paint scheme (fisted by 
target number from the front to the rear of the aircraft, in 
columns to be read from top to bottom, left to right):

"245" "358/399" cciiii '-26" c'9711 "6811 
'419211 4'1 -l 7 11 "287" "656'f 4c7491 119911 

  "218" 4'2 8 11 '4011 "307" cc73 11 c'67" "204"
"711 cc8l' cc28211 "3 3 /-l 4 11 "2711 41 1 91 of

14 1 ft "loll, '4658'f 4'36911 5 
11 "')62/-)9611 21 11 4'71 11 'c)20" c4-) 71 It c"37t'

6.5
Isometric views of the 3D aircraft model showing different 
combinations of detail are shown in Appendix "B". The ecterior 
paint scheme on the model has been projected through onto the 
inside surfaces of the aircraft skin to better highli-ht details such 
as the location of windows, doors, etc. The outline of the carao 
areas has been depicted by coloured LDI baggage containers, 88" 
x 125" pallets, and subdivided bulk cargo compartment floor re 
'ons. Cargo information is based on the aircraft load sheets and

    91
    other associated material. The layout of skin targets (referred 
to in paragraph 6.4) and the layout of the passenger floor plan 
(based on engineering drawing details and the passenger 
manifest) are also shown.
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6.6
Appendix "C" shows different two dimensional views of the 
aircraft (top, left, bottom and      right) with the outline of each 
skin target, which has been labelled with its target number. 
     The targets in this Appendix are depicted without the aircraft 
paint scheme, and they have      not been drawn in as fine a detail 
as that shown on the 3D aircraft model. The outline of      some 
primary aircraft structure (e.g. stringers and frames) appear 
underneath the targets  for reference purposes.

6.7
The outline of other targets that make up the aft cargo and bulk 
cargo compartment floor      structure were drawn out in a similar 
manner. The floor pieces that were reconstructed      (listed by 
target number from the front to the rear of the aircraft, in 
colunms to be read      from top to bottom, left to right) are:

         c'2f'          c42511          'c653"
         c'47'f           'c4Oll

    (Note:     Target "40" is in both the list above and the list in 
paragraph 6.4 because it is comprised of pieces from both the 
exterior fuselage skin, and from the aft cargo and bulk cargo 
compartments).

6.8
Appendix "D" depicts left and fight side views of the aft fuselage 
showing the aft and bulk      cargo compartments. It illustrates the 
spatial relationship of the skin targets to the pallets,      baggage 



containers and the bulk cargo regions. Target "24" is also shown 
with these      items. This target is a piece of the bac, a-e 
container situated at position 44R in the aft cargo compartment.

6.9
Appendix "E" is a top view of the aft and bulk cargo 
compartment floors showing      different combinations of detail. 
It illustrates the spatial relationship of the skin and floor targets 
to the pallets, baggage containers and bulk cargo regions.

    Breakup Analysis of the Forward Half of the Aireraft Fuselage 
(Sections 41. 42, 44)

6.10
It should be noted that systematic analysis of each piece of 
wreckage for both the forward and rear halves of the aircraft did 
not reveal any evidence of any malfunction or pre- existing 
defect that may have been contributory to the occurrence. The 
fractures and  fracture patterns examined were all consistent with 
an overload mode of failure.

6.11
Breakup analysis of the for-ward half of the aircraft fuselage 
(Sections 41, 42 and 44) disclosed that it had fractured into lare 
segments (e.g. targets: "192", 4'218'f, "I'7") which were found 
lying in large crumpled piles or heaps, smaller pieces of 
wreckage tended to be found in concentrated clusters or groups 
of items,
                    -7-
the interior was often found entrapped, entangled, attached, or in 
close proximity to the exterior skin and structure which initially 
enveloped it (this was particularly evident in the large segments 
previously referred to).



    Detailed examination revealed that in Sections 41, 42 and 44 
items such as aircraft furnishings, insulation, wiring, seats, floor 
structure, and fuselage frames were often found still fixed to and/
or crushed/pinned within these heaps, or they were found in close 
proximity to them. It should be noted that the size of some of the 
large segments of the aircraft could not be fully delineated by 
tracing the fracture patterns since some areas were partially 
buried and/or were hidden from view. Consequently, some 
reconstructed portions of the aircraft are lacking data in some 
areas, and therefore represent conservative estimates of the 
overall extent of the pile or chunk. Examples of this are seen in 
targets "192" (Section 41), "218" (Section 42) and "137" (Section 
44).

6.12
The general appearance of the piles or chunks (referred to in 
paragraph 6.1 1) indicated that these portions of the aircraft 
struck the water predominantly intact. For example, the exterior 
skin of the lower portion of the nose of the aircraft shows 
evidence where it has been sandwiched on impact. The skin is 
badly flattened from being crushed by the internal 'de, and dished 
inward by the water'mpact forces on the other. This structure on 
one si wasseenontarget"245"(Section4l). 
Similarly,thefilselageportionabovethewing centre section (target 
"IJ'7") has essentially remained as one massive piece. This piece 
was still attached to a considerable portion of the upper w'ng.

    Breakup Analysis of the Rear Half of the Aircraft Fuselage 
(Sections 46 and 48)

6.13
Breakup analysis of the rear half of the aircraft (Sections 46 and 



48) disclosed that in  contrast to the front half of the aircraft: the 
structure had fractured into smaller pieces, the overall extent of 
fragmentation was greater, the pieces were typically found lying 
alone, isolated from one another, the interior was 
characteristically stripped away from the exterior skin and the 
structure which initially enveloped it.

    Examination disclosed that the vast majority of exterior skin 
from the rear of the aircraft was essentially bare, devoid of 
interior items such as furnishings, insulation, seats, etc. Analysis 
revealed that a sudden and distinct change between the two 
different types of fuselage breakup patterns occurred at fuselage 
Station (STA) 1480. This location corresponds to the 
manufactufing joint between fuselage Sections 44 and 46. It is 
located just behind the wings of the aircraft. The for-ward end of 
the aft cargo compartment is located at a bulkhead at this 
location. The area of the Joint was found to have completely 
fractured in two. The fracture at STA 1480 is considered 
significant since'.
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it generates a clear dividing line between the two different 
breakup patterns observed.

6.14
It was previously noted that the rear of the aircraft was much 
more fragmented. The  extent of fragmentation generally 
increased from STA 1480 aft until the vicinity of STA 2400, 
where large pieces of the empennage were encountered (e.g. fin, 
horizontal stabilizers). The largest pieces of wreckaee in the rear 
of the aircraft were situated      adjacent to STA 1480 (refer to 
target "28"), and adjacent to STA 2400 at the empennage 
 (refertotargets"31"and"37"). OrJytheleftsideoftheverticalfin



(target"37")was  delineated by tracing the fracture patterns since 
the right side was partially buried and/or   hidden from view. The 
fin was found lying on its right side on the ocean floor. 
 Consequently, this delineation represents a conservative estimate 
of the overall extent of  the fin.

6.15
The breakup of the aft cargo and bulk cargo compartments in the 
rear half of the aircraft were found to be unique. As such, they 
will be discussed separately below.

    Breakup Analysis of the Aft Car2o and Bulk Cargo 
Compartments

6.16
The manner in which tarcets from this area separated is 
considered to be significant. The      targets of specific interest 
are:

                Target "7",
                Target "8",
               Target "47",
               Target "307",
and other targets which exhibit deformation patterns.
    Target "7"
6.17
Target "7" is a large piece of belly skin from the aft cargo 
compartment, alone the aircraft   centerline. It is approximately 
32 feet in length and approximately 8 feet in width. It   extends 
from STA 1480, which is the forward end of the aft cargo 
compartment, to  approximately STA 1860. It extends almost the 
full length of the aft cargo compartment.  The compartment ends 
at STA 1920. The keel beam extension booms are attached at one 



 end near STA 1480. The sides of this piece of skin generally 
follow stringers 45L and  45R.

6.18
Target "7" exhibits key characteristics that are considered to be 
very significant The large  piece of skin that makes up this target 
cleaffly separated from the ends of all the frames it  was attached 
to, without being -rossly deformed or disfigured (e.-. bent, 
twisted, crushed)  over the vast majority of its surface area. There 
were three regions that did exhibit some  localized deformation. 
These regions were situated at the periphery at the right side 
where some curlin- of sheet metal took place near STA 1540 and 
STA 1760, and at the
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end of target "7" near STA 1860. It is significant to note that the 
frames on target "47" that mate to the skin on target "7" were 
also found to be in very good condition, as were the other pieces 
of the floor assembly on target "47" (refer to paragraph 6.24).
    Examination of the fracture patterns indicated that the skin and 
frames had been pulled apart in overload. The manner in which 
they were pulled apart (leaving both the skin and floor structure 
in such good condition, over such a large area) is unique. This is 
not characteristic of aerodynamic or impact damage. The only 
type of loading that could conceivably generate this type of 
failure is: internal overpressure load(s) acting on the inside 
surface of the belly skin, pushing the skin outward away from the 
frames.

    The regions where localized deformation took place were 
found to also be consistent with this mode of failure (refer to 
deformation patterns in paragraph 6.28). It is significant to note 



that the local deformation that took place at the end of target "7" 
near STA 1860 was also present on target "8" (refer to paragraph 
6.22).

6.19
Another unique feature observed on target "7" was the overload 
failure of the keel beam splice joints situated near STA 1480. The 
keel beam is one of the strongest parts in the aircraft. It forms the 
foundation upon which the aircraft structure is built. The keel 
beam extends across the centre of the body gear wheel well in 
the aircraft centre section. Two  booms are attached to the keel 
hewn box by splice joints near STA 1480. These booms  extend 
aft along the underside of the aircraft and are rivetted to the belly 
skin of target  "7". The overload failure of the splice joints is 
significant because of the enormous load required to break them 
and, the'oints were  broken without imparting any significant 
gross deformation damage to the belly skin they were attached 
to.

6.20
Yet another unique feature was observed on target "7". A 
sinusoidal displacement along  the fractured left edge of the skin 
(near strincer 45L) was found to have taken place. In  my entire 
career, I have never observed this phenomena on a piece like this 
except in one  instance, which I will describe in paragraph 6.21. I 
have consulted with my aircraft accident investigation colleagues 
in other governments (e.g. AAEB, NTSB) and in  industry. To 
date, I have found no one who has seen this phenomena on a 
piece like this elsewhere in any aircraft accident cases.

6.21
The only instance where I have found a similar example of a 
sinusoldal displacement on a  piece like target "7" was when I 



examined photography and video of a piece of fuselage skin 
from the Br-untingthorpe 747-100 destructive bomb tests. I have 
observed in another instance, pieces which bore a resemblance 
but the amplitude of the sinusoidal pattern was not as 
pronounced. This occurred when I examined pieces of aircraft 
wreckage from the Mobile LI 0 1 1 destructive bomb tests.
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    Target "8"

6.22
Target "8" is a piece of belly skin that mates to the end of target 
"7" at STA 1860 and  extends to approximately STA 1960. About 
half of the length of this piece of skin is  situated below the 
luggage containers at position 44R and 44L (at the aft end of the 
aft cargo compartment), and the other half is situated below 
position 51 (at the forward end of the bulk cargo compartment). 
The sides of this piece of skin generally follow stringers  46L and 
47R.

6.23
Target "S" is considered significant because it also exhibited 
separation of all of the frames   from the belly skin, like target 
"7". It too is consistent with having been generated by   internal 
overpressure load(s). Targets "7" and "8" essentially comprise 
most of the belly  skin below the floor of the aft cargo 
compartment. The deformation and degree of damage on target 
"8" was much greater than target "7".

    Target "47"

6.24
Target "47" is a piece of cargo compartment floor and floor 



support structure. It extends  from approximately STA 1590 to 
approximately STA 1770. This piece basically spans  most of the 
width of the aft cargo compartment from stringers 45L to 41R. It 
is  predominantly situated below the pallets at position 32P and 
41P, in the nu'd portion of the   aft cargo compartment. It is 
comprised of approximately 9 frames which mate to the skin  of 
target "7".

6.25
Target "47" is considered very significant because it also 
exhibited a clean separation of all   its frames that mate to the 
belly skin of target "7". The frames were found to be in very 
good condition, as were the other pieces of the floor assembly on 
it such as roller trays,  retractable drive wheels, etc. The thin 
frangible sections of the frames exhibited minimal  damage and 
were not significantly deformed (e.g. bent, twisted, squashed). 
These characteristics are also consistent with having been 
generated by internal overpressure  load(s).

    Tar2et "307"

6.26
This item is a piece of exterior skin located from approximately 
STA 2060 to      approximately STA 2220, and from 
approximately stn'n-er 28L to approximately stn'nger  42L. It 
forms part of the bottom and left side of the bulk cargo 
compartment. This piece was recovered during the RCMP 1989 
dive campaign.

6.27
Some frames had cleanly separated from the skin. The skin 
exhibited bulges in an outward direction in between rivet lines, 
creating a "quiltin-" pattern. Small depressions were also  present 



around rivet holes, which appeared consistent with damage 
caused by the rivets  either being pulled through the skin or 
failing in tension after they had plastically deformed
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    the skin. The "quilting" and pull through effect of rivets are 
considered consistent with damage caused by internal 
overpressure load(s).

    Deformation Patterns

6.28
The plastic deformation of individual pieces of fuselage skin 
from both the forward and rear halves of the aircraft were studied 
(pieces analysed are listed in paragraph 6.4).  Outward bulging of 
the skin and/or the presence of petals or curls in the sheet metal 
of the skin were found on some targets. For the purposes of this 
report, petals or curls are defined as the shape formed when 
pieces of s have been plastically deformed in an  outward 
direction, such that a continuous curve or near continuous curve 
is generated, producing a roll or part of a roll in the sheet metal. 
The radius of curvature typically is not  constant.

6.29
Although it is possible for outward bulging of the skin and petals 
or curls to be made in   sheet metal in some instances by 
aerodynamic forces during breakup or due to water  impact, 
analysis indicated that a significant number of deformations 
found in the rear half  of the aircraft were not associated with 
these types of events. An ordered and well  integrated, not 
random, pattern was found in the rear half This was in contrast to 
the  forward half of the aircraft where deformation was found to 



be primarily associated with  impact damage.

6.30
In the rear half of the aircraft numerous pieces of exterior skin on 
the bottom and both  sides of the fuselage were found to be 
deformed in a manner consistent with them having   been peeled 
or rolled outward, away from the aft cargo and bulk cargo 
compartment areas. Outward bulging of the skin was also present 
on some targets. For example,  targets such as "287", cc65811, 
"26" and "')69" on the left side of the aircraft, and  corresponding 
targets c'321 ", "71 " and "282" on the right side showed some of 
these  characteristics. The sheet metal of some of these targets 
exhibited petals and curls  consistent with having been pushed 
outward, and in a general direction upward, toward   the window 
lines of the aircraft, and/or some outward bulging of the skin was 
present. This overall pattern is considered significant. It is 
consistent with: damage generated by the rupture and venting of 
internal overpressure outward from the aft car-o and bulk car-o 
compartment areas.

    Aircraft Pressurization

6.'o 
1It should be noted that most of the aircraft fuselage is a pressure 
vessel. Except for the nose gear and main landing gear wheel 
wells, and the centre win- structure, the fuselage from STA 140 
to STA 2' ) 60 is pressurized when the aircraft is in cruise flight. 
Re,-ulation  of pressure is primarily accomplished by controlling 
the size of the openings of outflow valves, through which 
ventilation air escapes from the aircraft. Failure of the aircraft
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pressurization system was studied to see if a malfunction of this 



system could create rapid overpressurization in the fuselage. No 
scenario could be conceived that was consistent with the 
evidence in this case.

6.32
Detonation of a bomb (improvised explosive device) in the aft 
cargo compartment or bulk  cargo compartment could generate 
sudden, large, overpressure pulses. These overpressure pulses 
could distribute large loads on numerous inside surfaces almost 
 simultaneously. The layout of the lower fuselage is such that 
only a thin curtain separates   the aft cargo compartment fi7om 
the bulk cargo compartment. Both these compartments are 
interconnected. Cargo load information indicates that there were 
only two luggage  containers in the aft cargo compartment (at 
positions 44L and 44R), and that four open  pallets containing 
engine parts and cowlings were forward of these containers. 
There  would have been open airspace around the pallet 
locations. Hence, air pressure associated      with blast effects 
could be transferred around the pallets, and onto the bulkhead at 
the  front of the aft cargo compartment (at STA 1480). Post-blast 
overpressure effects could   transfer tremendous loads to the keel 
beam joints at this location. If the 44L and 44R  luggage 
containers and the bulk cargo curtain were breached, air pressure 
could more easily be transferred to the aft cargo compartment, 
and vice versa. Veliting of post-blast overpressures could 
generate petals and curls as well as outward bulging in the 
aircraft  skin. The structural damage analysed exhibits 
similarities to the damage created by the  Bruntingthorpe 
747-100 destructive bomb (improvised explosive device) tests.

    Structural Breakup Analysis Summary

6.33



Analysis indicated that the aft cargo and bulk cargo 
compartments failed due to large,  internal, overpressure load(s). 
The only plausible way to do this rapidly, and in the manner 
previously described, is by the detonation of a bomb (improvised 
explosive device). The evidence 1 have exanu'ned is consistent 
with this.

7.0
TRAJECTORY[WRECKAGE PATTERN ANALYSIS

7.1
An analysis of the trajectory of the wreckage was undertaken to 
see if pattem(s) were present in the debris field. This work was 
not undertaken with any intent of, nor should it  be misconstrued 
to be capable of, defining the exact or precise location where a 
particular  part will come to rest. The work was conducted to 
analyse the Ceneral location where   parts should fall (for certain 
oiven conditions) compared to the location where parts were 
 found. It should be noted that the breakup of an aircraft in-flight 
involves numerous  complex reactions and interactions, some of 
which may be random in nature. A wide variety of wreckace 
pieces will be created during the break-up which vary in wel-ht, 
size,      shape, etc. The behaviour of these parts as they fall 
through the atmosphere, and descend      through the ocean 
(approximately 6700 feet in depth) in this case, cannot be 
precisely  determined since there are simply too many unknowns, 
and too many variables. For example, the exact characteristics of 
the atmosphere and the ocean at the time of the occurrence (such 
as the direction and speed of the winds and/or currents) are not 
known,

7.2
If it is presumed that the manner in which all the wreckage was 



deposited on the ocean floor is meaningless because it is 
hypothesised that some unpredictable mixing of the wreckage 
has taken place (e.g. due to random events and/or due to the 
complexity of the situation), then the pattern of the parts on the 
ocean floor should show this. Conversely, if  the wreckage has 
been deposited on the ocean floor in an ordered way that fits the 
laws of science in a predicted manner, then the pattern of the 
parts on the ocean floor should also  show this. In order to 
detemiine which may apply in this case, I carried out my 
analysis.

7.3
The primary source of positional data I used in my analysis 
comes from the original 1985 aircraft accident investigation 
material, and from the RCMP AITF 1989 and 1991 dives   (refer 
to Appendix "F" for samples of the data). The 1985 positional 
data was used to relocate targets during the RCW AITF 1989 and 
1991 dive campaigns. The 1985  posit ' ions of the wreckage 
were found to be in general agreement with the positions 
 measured in 1989 and 1991. All available data associated with 
the Air India Flight 182  dive campaigns (including the most 
recent ones) were reviewed, and relevant portions  were indexed 
and correlated in a database. The identity of each part was log-
ed, related to where on the aircraft it had come from, and each 
was colour coded to designate from which section of the aircraft 
it was associated with. Efforts were concentrated on wreckage 
classified as positively identified. The location of each piece of 
wreckage on the  ocean floor was plotted using Computer Aided 
Design/Drafting (CAD) software linked to      the database. By 
doing so, different permutations and combinations were able to 
be  queried in the database and the results were able to be 
graphically displayed, and output.



7.4
Some key points I used in my analysis (based on my independent 
review of the case) are:

         I .the aircraft was proceeding normally at a constant 
airspeed and altitude toward the East (essentially along the 5 1 ' 
3,5' North line of latitude) prior to the                occurrence,
         2.something sudden, without warning, and catastrophic in 
nature occurred,
         3 .no evidence was found of any malfunction or pre-
existing defect that may have   been contributory to the 
occurrence,
         4.meteorologic information indicated that a mainly West or 
West North West  airflow covered the area at the cruise altitude, 
surface winds were forecast to                generally be Westerly, 
no significant meteorological reports (sigmets) were 
               valid for the area at the time of the occurrence,
         5.submerged wreckaee came to rest on an essentially flat, 
featureless, ocean                floor,
         6.submerged wrecka-e was surveyed to determine the 
location of each part on  the ocean floor, and parts were identified 
to determine where on the aircraft                they had come from.
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7.5
The wreckage field found on the ocean floor was generally 
oblong in overall shape, roughly orientated in a Northwest to 
Southeast direction. It was approximately 14  kilometres long 
from the first isolated target found at the most Westerly location 
(target
    "lX':     a tom suitcase at position 51' 02.63'North, 120 
53.12'West) to the last item at the Eastern end of the debris field. 



However, most of the wreckage was in an area that measured 
approximately 10 1/2kilometres long by approximately 2 
kilometres wide. There was a cluster of items to the North of the 
main body of wreckage, most of which are contained in an area 
that measured approximately I kilometre square (refer to 
Appendix "I&' for an overall wreckage plot) .

7.6
Analysis of the wreckage revealed that concentrated heavy mass 
items (e.g. engines) were      situated in the cluster of parts in the 
Northern portion of the debris field. Given the flight      direction 
of the aircraft, these items (which conceptually act like cannon 
balls) define a  base point for the trajectory analysis. Current and/
or wind would have little effect on their  trajectory path since 
they exhibit a lot of inertia (ie. once 'in motion, they want to 
remain in motion). When positively identified fuselage targets 
were plotted (by aircraft Section      number), and colour coded to 
identify what portion of the aircraft they had come from,      two 
distinct wreckage trails were evident. There was a slight overlap 
of a few pieces of  each trail, which may have occurred due to 
factors such as the close proximity of one trail  to the other. Both 
wrecka-e trails were orientated in an East South East direction 
(with light items predominantly deposited at the East South East 
ends of the trails). This  indicates that the predominant wind/
current drift line was to the East South East. This is  consistent 
with a West North West airflow which defines the asymptote for 
each wreckage trail.

7.7
The first wreckage trail off the aircraft track was comprised 
almost exclusively of pieces from the rear half of the aircraft 
(e.g. Section numbers 46 and 48). This will be referred to as the 
Southern trail (coloured green). Since this trail was the first trail 



encountered off  the aircraft track, the trajectory analysis 
indicates that these items were the first group of  parts to separate 
from the aircraft. The second wreckage trail was comprised 
almost  exclusively of pieces from the front half of the aircraft 
(e.g. Section numbers 41, 42, and
    44).     This will be referred to as the Northern trail (coloured 
red). Since this trail was the second trail encountered off the 
aircraft track, the trajectory analysis indicates that this group of 
items separated from the aircraft as a second, separate event, 
after the first. In other words, the analysis indicates that the 
aircraft broke up in-flight in two major staces (refer to 
Appendices "H' and "I"). Parts comprising the Northern 
wreckage trail were found to be forward of the STA 1480 break, 
and parts comprising the Southern wreckage trail were aft of this 
break.

7.8
Trajectory analysis of the geographic distribution and 
concentration of wreckage indicated      that the Southern green 
trail (Sections 46 and 48; rear half of the aircraft fuselage) was 
     much more individually deposited as separate items, and 
spread out than the Northern red
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trail (Sections 41, 42, and 44- forward half of the aircraft 
fuselage). As previously noted in the structural breakup analysis 
section of this report (refer to Section 6.0), the forward half of 
the aircraft fuselage had fractured such that it tended to be in 
larger, more complete chunks, clumps, or clusters of parts. In 
addition, more of the interior of the forward half was found 
intermixed or contained within exterior pieces of the skin as 
exemplified by targets "192", "218", and "137". This was in 
contrast to the rear half of the aircraft where the interior tended 



to be stripped away. From a trajectory analysis perspective, these 
findings are consistent with the structure of the rear half of the 
aircraft being much more extensively broken up at altitude and 
scattered, than the forward half of the fiiselage.

7.9
It is significant to note that the very first item found (the most 
Westerly part) was a tom  suitcase (target "lA!'). This suitcase 
was situated approximately 3 1/2kilometres West from the 
Western edge of the main debris field. Since it was found so early 
along the  flight path, it is consistent that this is one of the very 
first items to have separated from the aircraft. In order for this to 
take place, it is likely that an opening in the fuselage occurred at 
a location where a suitcase was in proximity to the opening, such 
as in the vicinity of a cargo compartment or overhead locker (if 
an item of this type would have been allowed to  be taken into 
the passenger compartment as carry-on luggage). In addition, 
some of the first items to be found at the beginning of the 
Southern trail were targets "8" (piece of      belly skin below the 
aft end of the aft cargo compartment, extending to the forward 
end of the bulk cargo compartment), target "7" (large piece of 
belly skin below the aft cargo compartment) and target "2" (piece 
of cargo compartment floor from the aft cargo compartment). 
Based on the trajectory analysis, evidence indicates that the 
suitcase  probably came from the rear of the aircraft, since the 
first off Southern trail of wreckage was comprised almost 
exclusively of pieces from the rear of the aircraft. Early breakup 
of the bulk cargo and aft cargo compartments was indicated by 
the early presence of targets   '6811, "7" and "2" at the beginning 
of the trail.

7.10
It is significant to note that the wreckage trail patterns bear a very 



strong resemblance to a  known case involving the same type of 
aircraft, at essentially the same altitude and speed,  which was 
proceeding normally when, without warning, somethin- sudden 
and catastrophic occurred. In this reference case, there was also 
no evidence found of any  malfunction or pre-existing defect that 
may have been contributory to the occurrence. The  case I am 
referring to is the Pan Am Flight 103 occurrence (refer to Uru'ted 
Kingdom  Department of Transport, Aircraft Accident Report 
2/90, "Report on the accident to  Boeing 747-121, N7'9PA at 
Lockerble, Dumfriesshire, Scotland on 21 December 1988" 
     There is an important distinction between the Air India Flight 
182 and Pan Am Flieht IO' )
                                                           C,
cases. The distinction is that the wreckage trail patterns indicate 
that the lead Air India Flight 182 breakup event occurred in the 
rear of the aircraft, as opposed to the front in the Pan Am IO') 
case.

                   -16-
    Tra*ecto!Ey/Wreckage Pattern Summary

7.11
Trajectory/wreckage pattern analysis indicated that the aircraft 
broke up in-flight in two  major stages that occurred in sequences 
Evidence indicates that the sudden, lead, catastrophic event was 
associated with the early, extensive destruction of the rear half of 
the fuselage. The breakup of the aft cargo and bulk cargo 
compartment areas played a  key role in this event.

8.0
SYNOPSIS

8.1



The aircraft was proceeding normally when, without warning, 
something sudden and catastrophic in nature occurred.

8.2
No malfunction or pre-existing defect that may have been 
contributory to the occurrence was found.

8.3
Trajectory/Wreckage Pattern analysis indicates that the aircraft 
broke up in-flight in two  major stages that occurred in sequence, 
creating the first off Southern wreckage trail and  the secondary 
Northern wreckage trail.

8.4
The composition of parts in the first off Southern wreckace trail 
indicated that the lead  catastrophic event was associated with the 
early, extensive destruction of the rear half of  the fuselage 
(Sections 46 and 48). The composition of parts in the Northern 
wreckage  trial indicated that the front half of the aircraft 
(Sections 41, 42, and 44) broke up later in  the sequence.

8.5
The presence of the following targets at the beginning of the first 
off Southern wreckage  trail indicated that the early, extensive 
destruction of the rear half of the fuselage was  initially 
associated with the breakup of the aft cargo and bulk cargo 
compartment areas:
         *Target "8": a piece of belly skin below a portion of the aft 
and bulk cargo                compartments,
         0Target "7": a large piece of belly skin below the aft car-o 
compartment and,
         0Target "2": a piece of aft cargo compartment floor and 
floor support structure.



8.6
Structural Breakup Analysis disclosed that in contrast to the front 
half of the aircraft  where it had fractured into larce segments 
which were found lying in large crumpled p'll.--,Iz    or heaps 
with the interior often found entrapped, entangled, attached or in 
close proxinu'ty  to the exterior skin and structure which initially 
enveloped it-, the rear half of the aircraft was much more 
fragmented into smaller pieces which were typically found lying 
alone, isolated from one another with the interior 
characteristically stripped away from the  exterior skin and 
structure which initially enveloped it.
                    17-

8.7
Structural Breakup Analysis disclosed that the unique manner is 
which target "7", target  "8", and target "47", failed in overload is 
consistent with all these failures having been caused by large 
internal overpressure load(s).

8.8
The presence of a unique s'me wave on target "7" is consistent 
with having been generated  by sudden, internal overpressure 
pulse(s).

8.9
The enormous load required to break the keel beam splice joints 
situated near STA 1480,  and the manner in which these 'oints 
were broken in overload without imparting any  significant 
deformation damage to the belly skin they were attached to, are 
consistent with  damage generated by large, internal overpressure 
pulse(s).



8.10
The outward bulging of skin in between rivet lines which created 
a "quilting" pattern on   target "'307" is consistent with damage 
caused by internal overpressure load(s).

8.11
The overall deformation pattern of the exterior skin on the 
bottom and both sides of the  rear fuselage, which exhibited 
petals or curls and the outward bulging of structure, is  consistent 
with damage generated by the rupture and venting of internal 
overpressure(s)  outward from the aft cargo and bulk cargo 
compartment areas.

9.0
CONCLUSION

9.1
Analysis indicates that the sudden and catastrophic loss of the 
aircraft was due to the  overload failure of the aft cargo 
compartment and the bulk cargo compartment as a result of 
sudden, large, internal overpressure load(s). The only plausible 
way to do this rapidly, and in the manner previously described, is 
by the detonation of a bomb (improvised explosive device). The 
evidence I have examined is consistent with this.

SECTION BREAKDOWN  SECTION ERS
NOMENCLATURE   7-11 Inboard Engine Strut 7-12

Outboard Engine Strut 7-13 Engine and/or 
Cowling 11 Center Section 12 Wing Panel 14

Leading Edge Flaps 15 Spoilers 16



Trailing Edge, Flaps, Inboard and/or Outboard 17
Ailerons, Inboard and Outboard 18 Wing- Tit) 41

Body Section (STA 90 to STA 520) 42 Body Section 
(STA 520 to STA 1000) 44 Body Section (STA 1000 to 
STA 1480) 46 Body Section (STA 1480 to STA 2360) 48

Body Section (STA 2360 to STA 28' )2) 61 Main 
Landing Gear - Wing 62 Nose Landing Gear 6'3
Main Landing Gear - Body 81 Stabilizer Torque Box 

82 Stabilizer and/or Tip 8 @) Stabilizer 
Leading Edge 84 Elevators, Inboard and/or Outboard 

85 Dorsal Fin 86 Vertical Fin Assembly 87
Vertical Fin Leading Edge 88 Rudders, Upper 

and/or Lower

Note:For the purposes of this report, empennage (tail assembly) 
pieces that comprise      Section Numbers 81 to 88 will be 
grouped with Body Section Number 48 (as per      reports 
prepared for the Kirpal Commission of Inquiry),

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 11, 2001 1:56:18 PM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Garstang PDF Report

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: December 12, 2001 3:46:28 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sixteen years ago today...

Noted, thanks.  In fact, I rec'd another e-mail today on the same 



topic.  It
was from Ron Schleede - formerly of the NTSB who retired last 
year and who
was heavily involved in the CASB investigation of the Arrow Air 
accident.

By the way, that cause statement below is verbatim correct, and, 
in my view,
also correct in the sense of an appropriate conclusion to a 
thorough and
unbiased investigation.  It is quite different from what some 
people think
(or say) that the Board said.

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2001 2:58 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Sixteen years ago today...

     Accident description - Status:Final
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date:        12 DEC 1985
Time:        06.46
Type:      McDonnell Douglas DC- 8-63CF
Operator:   Arrow Air
Registration:  N950JW
C/n:      46058/433
Year built:    1969
Total airframe hrs: 50861 hours
Crew:        8 fatalities / 8 on board



Passengers:    248 fatalities / 248 on board
Total:     256 fatalities / 256 on board
Location:  Gander (Canada)
Phase:   Initial Climb
Nature:    Non Scheduled Passenger
Flight:  Gander IAP - Fort Campbell, KY (Flightnumber 1285R) 
Remarks:
Crashed shortly after take-off from Runway 22. PROBABLE 
CAUSE: "The
Canadian Aviation Safety Board was unable to determine the 
exact sequence
of events which led to this accident. The Board believes, 
however, that
the weight of evidence supports the conclusion that, shortly after
lift-off, the aircraft experienced an increase in drag and reduction 
in
lift which resulted in a stall at low altitude from which recovery 
was not
possible. The most probable cause of the stall was determined to 
be ice
contamination on the leading edge and upper surface of the wing. 
Other
possible factors such as a loss of thrust from the number four 
engine and
inappropriate take-off reference speeds may have compounded 
the effects of
the contamination."

Source: (also check out sources used for every accident)
AW&ST 19.12.88 (107), 20.3.89 (267), 27.3.89 (33)3.4.89 (67), 
3.7.89
(66-67) ,31.7.89 (29), 1.7.1991 (29) + FI 21-28.12.1985 (2) + 
ICAO Adrep



Summary 1/89 (29)
Gander: the untold story

[legenda] [disclaimer]
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright © 1996-2001 Harro Ranter / Fabian Lujan
Aviation Safety Network; updated 5 August 2001
-- 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 13, 2001 9:13:44 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Whoa, Nelly....

Wednesday, December 12, 2001 

Crazed horses on jet to Toronto
Bumpy ride prompts emergency call to airport

TORONTO (CP) -- Emergency crews were on hand for the 
arrival of a 747 jetliner to Pearson International Airport on 
Tuesday after a horse on the plane went berserk during a stretch 
of turbulence. 
Twelve horses were in the cargo hold aboard the flight from 
Frankfurt, Germany, to Toronto when the ride became bumpy. 
"One of the horses became agitated and an effort was made to 



subdue the horse with tranquillizers," said Air Canada 
spokeswoman Laura Cooke. 
However, the horse's handlers didn't have enough tranquillizers 
to last the duration of the flight, so other efforts were made to 
calm it. 
Police said one handler had to use the flat end of an axe to bring 
the horse under control. Cooke could not confirm if this 
occurred, although she did say the animal was slightly injured in 
the incident. 
"It's expected to make a full recovery," she added. 
Two groomers and one Air Canada worker suffered superficial 
injuries, but did not need to go to hospital, Cooke said. 
The plane's pilot made an emergency call to Pearson for help 
with two hours left in the flight, which was not delayed. 
A veterinarian was on standby in Toronto along with ambulances 
and firetrucks, but the situation was under control by the time the 
plane landed. 
Air Canada routinely ships animals on passenger flights, but 
Cooke said Tuesday was an "unusual, isolated incident." 
There were 230 passengers aboard the flight. 
The horses were reportedly being flown in from Europe for use 
by the RCMP, CFTO-TV reported. 
Cooke said Air Canada will be reviewing the matter as part of 
company policy. 
"We want to make sure the existing policy and practice are 
appropriate," she said, adding that such reviews are "not 
unusual." 

ÊÊÊÊ 



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 17, 2001 8:55:50 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: NTSB was with 182/Trial delay

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 17 Dec 01

Let us take advantage of this extra time to further check out the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup for Air India Flight 182 and 
others.

I'm hoping this extra time will give Sgt. Blachford and the AITF 
incentive to interview me again as he checks out the items of 
interest he discovered during our discussions such as paint 
smears and twisted torque tubes. I've paraphrased parts of this 
letter and will snail mail him a copy.

Is there any chance we can view videotapes of that door area of 
Air India Flight 182 together to look for those matches to United 
Airlines Flight 811? 

During our talks down here I mentioned that the family of one of 
the victims of United Airlines Flight 811, the Campbells, had 
quoted a NTSB investigator as saying the Air India Flight 182 
door looked just like the United Airlines Flight 811 door which 
gives a further match to a wiring cause and not a bomb.  You said 
you believed that no NTSB investigator had access to the Air 
India Flight 182 photos and thus could give no opinion. I was 



able to research this further and discovered that, in fact, a NTSB 
investigator did have access to all of the Air India Flight 182 data 
and thus could state with accuracy that the Air India Flight 182 
door matched the United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door. 
That investigator was no less than Jim Wildey, the person who 
ruled out the forward cargo door of Trans World Airlines Flight 
800 based on only the examination of eight of the ten latches.

Below excerpt from the Campbells of New Zealand to me:

'We flew to Seattle but were told we could not see 
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we 
entered the 
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours 
later we held 
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they 
admitted we were 
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed 
but not to 
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released . 
After lunch 
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you 
still think 
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the 
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.'

From Kirpal Report below on Air India Flight 182:

'1.5.16 The participant had all filed their affidavits by way of 
submissions. The Court indicated that formal hearings would be 
held for the purpose of cross-examining some of the witnesses 



about three weeks after the receipt of all the reports of the 
various groups. While in Cork, in the first week of November, 
1985 some of the salvaged pieces of the wreckage were brought 
there. After they were inspected by all the participants and their 
advisers, who were present in Cork, it was decided by the Court 
that further detailed metallurgical and other examination of those 
pieces would be done at BARC, Bombay. In order that there 
should be no undue delay the Court decided that a Group be 
constituted consisting of expert representatives of all the 
participants and also the nominees 
of the Court. This group was asked to carry out metallurgical and 
other examination of some of the critical pieces salvaged and 
give its report to the Court. The group constituted as a 
'Committee of Experts' was as under :-
a. Mr. A.J.W. Melson, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, 
Canada.
b. Mr. R.K. Phillips, Canadian Pacific Air, Canada.
c. Mr. T. Swift, Federal Aviation, Administration, USA.
d. Mr. R.Q. Taylor, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
e. Mr. J.P. Tryzl, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
f. Mr. J.F. Wildey II, National Transportation Safety Board 
USA.
g. Mr. S.N. Seshadri, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India 
(Coordinator).'

Small world, as the world of accident investigation may assumed 
to be. Ron Schleede, Jim Wildey, and John Garstang keep on 
turning up on these four Boeing 747 events.

The above suggests that for Air India Flight 182, the NTSB 
representative, Jim Wildey, said no bomb; the AAIB 
representative, Mr. Roy Davis, said no bomb; the Canadian 
Aviation Safety Board, (CASB) declined to say bomb, and only a 



judicial officer, not an aircraft investigator, Judge Kirpal, said 
bomb, and even that opinion was given reluctantly:

From Kirpal Report:

'ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 From the evidence which is available what has now to be 
determined is as to what caused the accident.
4.2 Finding the cause of the accident is usually a deduction from 
known set of facts. In the present case known facts are not very 
many, but there are a number of possible events which might 
have happened which could have led to the crash.
4.3 The first task is to try and marshal the facts which may have 
a bearing as to the cause of the accident.
4.4 It is undisputed, and there is ample evidence on the record to 
prove it, that Air India's Kanishka had a normal and uneventful 
flight out of Montreal. The aircraft had been in air for about five 
hours and was cruising smoothly at an altitude of 31,000 feet. 
The readout from the CVR shows that there was no emergency 
on board till the catastrophic event had occurred. This is 
corroborated by the printout available from the DFDR. The event 
occurred at approximately 0714 Z and that brought the aircraft 
down, and it probably hit the surface of the sea within a distance 
of 5 miles. The time within which the plane came down at such a 
steep angle could not have been more than very few minutes. 
There was a sudden snapping of the communication between the 
aircraft and the ground. The aircraft had also suddenly 
disappeared from the radar.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000 feet which 
had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could have possibly 
happened to it? The aircraft was apparently incapacitated and this 
was due either to it having been hit from outside; or due to some 
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an explosive device 



within the aircraft.
4.6 Evidence indicates that after the event had occurred, though 
the pilots did not or were not in a position to communicate with 
the ground, they nevertheless appeared to have taken some 
action. ...
4.7 It can further be speculated that if an explosion takes place 
in the forward cargo compartment, the oxygen stream might have 
been damaged so that when the pilots donned their masks as part 
of the emergency drill for explosive decompression, they were 
not breathing enriched oxygen and the time of useful 
consciousness at about 31,000 feet would be significantly less 
than 30 seconds under high stress and if the pilots became 
unconscious as a result of this, then the aircraft would have got 
out of control which would explain the subsequent events.
4.8 ..."The United States Norad/Space Command has confirmed 
that there was no incoming space debris in the vicinity of Ireland 
on June 23, 1985."
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities viz., 
structural failure or accident having been caused due to a bomb 
having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10After going through the entire record we find that there is 
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points to 
the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a bomb 
in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time there 
is complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was any 
structural failure.'

So, that's two aviation accident investigation agencies giving an 
opinion that there was no bomb, one agency declining to say a 
bomb, and one judicial officer saying bomb out of two equal 
choices. That's three to one against supporting bomb. When 
Judge Kirpal said there 'is complete lack of evidence to indicate 
that there was any structural failure,' he was correct in 1986 



because he did not know what a structural failure from an 
inadvertently opened cargo door in flight looks like on a Boeing 
747, nobody did. But now we do know and the evidence matches 
United Airlines Flight 811, not a bomb event although initially 
thought to be by the crew.

I hope to hear from AAIB regarding my questions of the status of 
the starboard side of Pan Am Flight 103, such as ruptures at 
midspan latches and paint smears above the forward cargo door. 
Those are easy questions to answer and can be determined in 
fifteen minutes inside the hangar of two minutes looking at 
photographs. Can you get photographs of that blown out 
starboard side of Pan Am Flight 103 and check if there are large 
ruptures like Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and paint smears 
like United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800?

I wish you were not retiring so soon this coming summer.

Cheers,
Barry

(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow.asp?
art_id=1836280357
A-I bombing trial postponed to Nov. 2002 



VANCOUVER: The trial for three men charged with killing 329 
passengers in the 1985 Air India bombing, expected to start in 
February, has been moved to November.
British Columbia Supreme Court justice Ian Bruce Josephson 
Friday rescheduled the trial, expected to be the most complex 
and longest in Canadian history, to allow more time for pretrial 
motions and jury selection.
The trial of Ripudaman Singh Malik, Ajaib Singh Bagri and 
Inderjit Singh Reyat had originally been set for February 4.
Josephson's ruling is outlined in a 25-page written brief that is 
banned from publication until at least Wednesday, when defence 
lawyers will advise whether they object to any part of the 
decision being published.
The trial was expected to be delayed by construction of a new 
high-security courtroom scheduled to be ready in April.
Malik and Bagri were arrested October 27, 2000, and Reyat was 
added to the indictment in June.
The three remain in custody in a Vancouver jail, and only Reyat 
appeared in court on Friday.
The three are alleged to have been militant Sikh separatists who 
targeted the airline in June 1985 to retaliate against the 
government for a raid on Amritsar's golden temple a year earlier. 
( AFP )

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: January 29, 2002 3:41:02 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>
Subject: FW: Lockerbie Cago Door Photos

Dear Barry,

As per our discussion last month, I contacted Ken Smart, the 
"Chief



inspector of Air Accidents" in the U.K. (the head of the AAIB). 
 He obtained
and forwarded four photos of the Lockerbie B747 showing the 
forwrd cargo
door, which I am now forwarding to you.

Ken was quite familiar with the issue of cargo door failures.  His 
team are
positive that was not at play in the Lockerbie occurrence - either 
as a lead
event or as a consequential one.  

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: Ken Smart
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2002 3:32 AM
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca
Subject: Lockerbie Cago Door Photos

Bill

Please find attached four shots of the Lockerbie B747 cargo door 
in 
situ on the reconstruction.  I hope that it can be clearly seen that 
there is none of the classic upwards tearing of the structure above 
the hinges.

If you need any further detail, don't hesitate to let me know.

My very best wishes for 2002.
-- 
Ken Smart
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From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: February 1, 2002 3:30:47 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Analysis of PA 103 cargo door photo Part III

Thanks Barry, I'll try to go through your last two e-mail on the 
weekend.

Bill T..



-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2002 4:42 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Analysis of PA 103 cargo door photo Part III

<< Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
skinabove103doorcrop.JPG >>
<< File: 811holewpeoplesky1.JPG >>  << File: 
811doorhalvesphotocropped.jpg

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 22, 2002 3:29:46 PM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Photos and film in TSB hands.

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 22 Feb 02

I just received a letter from Sgt. Bart Blachford of the RCMP 
dated 18 Feb 02, excerpt below:

"As indicated in my previous correspondence I have forwarded 
your previous correspondence to our aviation investigator for his 
consideration. He has the photographs and film footage needed to 
conduct any further follow up deemed necessary."

I interpret this to me than all my correspondence, photos, and 



text, have gone to Mr. John Garstang, just previously reported by 
Sgt. Blachford to be part of TSB, not RCMP. In addition, this 
states that Mr. Garstang has the photos and film, and this excerpt 
reveals that it is up to Mr. Gartstang to 'conduct any further 
follow up' with the RCMP blessing. If Mr. Garstang were to 
conduct follow up (whatever that means) on Air India Flight 182, 
it would be all right from the RCMP point of view. In other 
words, a supplemental/updated aviation style investigation of Air 
India Flight 182 would be OK with the RCMP and thus the 
Crown.

Does that mean that the ball is in Mr. Gartstang's court? Can he 
drop the ball and let it lie there? Can he be persuaded to run with 
it? Is he the end of the line for the wiring/cargo door explanation 
for Air India Flight 182? Is he expected to examine some photos 
and come to a conclusion that is contrary to what he has believed 
for 17 years? Mr. Garstang may be biased towards 'bomb' for Air 
India Flight 182. He has not and probably will not give the 
wiring/cargo door explanation a chance to speak. He refused to 
attend our meeting in December. He refuses to correspond with 
me. He is apparently not interested in contrary opinion, even that 
which is supported by ample physical evidence. For Mr. 
Garstang to be the final arbiter of the wiring/cargo door 
explanation for Air India Flight 182 would be a tragedy if he is 
the final word and that would be bomb in aft cargo compartment. 

I have hopes that you are the final word, Bill, and I know you 
have an open mind and that means examining the photos and film 
of the wreckage of Air India Flight 182 to compare the cargo 
door area to other similar accidents. If there is a match, then a 
more accurate cause may be determined. If a bomb cause, the 
bomb explanation should be strengthened by examining the 
photographs of the aft and forward cargo compartment, no one 



should have anything to fear from decades old photographs of 
sterile wreckage at the bottom of the ocean.

The RCMP have refused to examine photographic evidence 
which is relevant to an investigation that has been ongoing for 17 
years. That is very sad. The RCMP and Mr. Garstang are acting 
like vengeful prosecutors instead of curious investigators. They 
have put their 'case' above the public safety.

They have their reasons for this self imposed ignorance I 
suppose, but from my point of view, facts, data, and evidence are 
everything and there is much clear and concise wreckage that 
must be examined to rule out or rule in a current hazard to the 
flying public.

So, I guess it comes back to you, Bill, as it should as you are the 
Director General, Investigations Operations. I put great faith in 
that title.

The photos of the forward door area of Air India Flight 182 must 
be examined as a fingerprint to see if there is an ID match to 
another fingerprint, United Airlines Flight 811. Can Mr. Gerden 
examine the photos as he has experience with wiring problems 
and wreckage reconstruction of a large airliner, and an open mind 
not tainted by years of 'bomb' talk?

Can you look at the photographs of Air India Flight 182 forward 
cargo door area as you looked at the ones of Pan Am Flight 103, 
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800?

Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith



(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 2002 10:51:07 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Pic 4 exhibit list

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 2002 10:51:19 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Pic 1 article

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 2002 10:51:29 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Incident page 5



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 2002 10:51:37 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Incident page 4

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 2002 10:51:45 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Incident page 3

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 2002 10:51:54 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Incident page 2

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 2002 10:52:14 AM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Incident page 1

From: "Kevin & Susan Campbell" <smandkjc@internet.co.nz>
Date: March 3, 2002 2:07:55 PM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: 182 door exactly like 811 door

Hi!  The main guy we visited at the NTSB that day was Ron 
Schleede but there were at least 2 others involved in the meeting 
and lunch. Fairly sure it was Ron who made the comment but he 
may well deny it. Michael Marx was the Chief of the Materials Lab 
on 811 Jim Wildey was Senior Metallurgist but Susan recalls it 
was Ron and Michael we had lunch with.
I have found a letter I wrote to Ron Schleede and Michael Marx 
after our meeting making reference to our discussion about AI 



182 and will email that as well.
Regards Kevin

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: March 5, 2002 3:04:28 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Photos and film in TSB hands.

Dear Barry,

You are feeding me faster than I can swallow, but I'm still trying 
to keep
up.  I now have 50 e-mails in my in-box, unopened; half of them 
are from
you.  As you know, I keep mail marked "unread" so I don't forget 
it.  Also,
I will not give someone a short half-baked answer if I haven't 
found the
time to adequately consider his/her message to me.  So, I keep 
your mail for
when I can find enough time to digest it properly.

I hope (but don't promise) that I can deal with some of it before 
going on
one week's vacation this Saturday.  

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2002 6:30 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Photos and film in TSB hands.



W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 22 Feb 02

I just received a letter from Sgt. Bart Blachford of the RCMP 
dated 18 Feb
02, excerpt below:

"As indicated in my previous correspondence I have forwarded 
your previous
correspondence to our aviation investigator for his consideration. 
He has
the photographs and film footage needed to conduct any further 
follow up
deemed necessary."

I interpret this to me than all my correspondence, photos, and 
text, have
gone to Mr. John Garstang, just previously reported by Sgt. 
Blachford to
be part of TSB, not RCMP. In addition, this states that Mr. 
Garstang has
the photos and film, and this excerpt reveals that it is up to Mr.
Gartstang to 'conduct any further follow up' with the RCMP 
blessing. If
Mr. Garstang were to conduct follow up (whatever that means) 
on Air India
Flight 182, it would be all right from the RCMP point of view. In 
other
words, a supplemental/updated aviation style investigation of Air 



India
Flight 182 would be OK with the RCMP and thus the Crown.

Does that mean that the ball is in Mr. Gartstang's court? Can he 
drop the
ball and let it lie there? Can he be persuaded to run with it? Is he 
the
end of the line for the wiring/cargo door explanation for Air India 
Flight
182? Is he expected to examine some photos and come to a 
conclusion that
is contrary to what he has believed for 17 years? Mr. Garstang 
may be
biased towards 'bomb' for Air India Flight 182. He has not and 
probably
will not give the wiring/cargo door explanation a chance to 
speak. He
refused to attend our meeting in December. He refuses to 
correspond with
me. He is apparently not interested in contrary opinion, even that 
which
is supported by ample physical evidence. For Mr. Garstang to be 
the final
arbiter of the wiring/cargo door explanation for Air India Flight 
182
would be a tragedy if he is the final word and that would be 
bomb in aft
cargo compartment. 

I have hopes that you are the final word, Bill, and I know you 
have an
open mind and that means examining the photos and film of the 
wreckage of



Air India Flight 182 to compare the cargo door area to other 
similar
accidents. If there is a match, then a more accurate cause may be
determined. If a bomb cause, the bomb explanation should be 
strengthened
by examining the photographs of the aft and forward cargo 
compartment, no
one should have anything to fear from decades old photographs 
of sterile
wreckage at the bottom of the ocean.

The RCMP have refused to examine photographic evidence 
which is relevant
to an investigation that has been ongoing for 17 years. That is 
very sad.
The RCMP and Mr. Garstang are acting like vengeful 
prosecutors instead of
curious investigators. They have put their 'case' above the public 
safety.

They have their reasons for this self imposed ignorance I 
suppose, but
from my point of view, facts, data, and evidence are everything 
and there
is much clear and concise wreckage that must be examined to 
rule out or
rule in a current hazard to the flying public.

So, I guess it comes back to you, Bill, as it should as you are the
Director General, Investigations Operations. I put great faith in 
that
title.



The photos of the forward door area of Air India Flight 182 must 
be
examined as a fingerprint to see if there is an ID match to another
fingerprint, United Airlines Flight 811. Can Mr. Gerden examine 
the photos
as he has experience with wiring problems and wreckage 
reconstruction of a
large airliner, and an open mind not tainted by years of 'bomb' 
talk?

Can you look at the photographs of Air India Flight 182 forward 
cargo door
area as you looked at the ones of Pan Am Flight 103, United 
Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800?

Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate
holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.



Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

-- 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 5, 2002 4:33:23 PM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Photos and film in TSB hands.

Dear Bill, yes, the amount has been hot and heavy; it's because 
I've been getting a lot of good pictures and info from the 
Campbells about United Airlines Flight 811 that really support 
the goal of actually examining the photos of Air India Flight 182 
to get the match to United Airlines Flight 811. Sgt Blachford is 
intrigued also, mainly about the NTSB saying point blank that 
the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 looked exactly 
like the forward cargo door of United Airlines Flight 811, and as 
we know, United Airlines Flight 811 was not a bomb, while Air 
India Flight 182 still is said by some to be so.

I understand and appreciate your efforts to digest them fully and 
give them the attention they deserve. Standing by for your 
evaluations.

Thanks for email explaining what's going on.

Cheers,
Barry



Dear Barry,

You are feeding me faster than I can swallow, but I'm still trying 
to keep
up.  I now have 50 e-mails in my in-box, unopened; half of them 
are from
you.  As you know, I keep mail marked "unread" so I don't forget 
it.  Also,
I will not give someone a short half-baked answer if I haven't 
found the
time to adequately consider his/her message to me.  So, I keep 
your mail for
when I can find enough time to digest it properly.

I hope (but don't promise) that I can deal with some of it before 
going on
one week's vacation this Saturday.  

Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 17, 2002 1:30:17 PM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Welcome Back

Dear Bill, 

Welcome back and hope you enjoyed the vacation.

Cheers,
Barry



From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: March 22, 2002 3:52:17 PM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Welcome Back

Hi Barry,

Thanks.  By the way, I took with me much of the mat'l you had 
sent me and
perused it during my time away.  Now I have some selective 
forwarding to do.
I'll get back to you, but will not likely be able before at least next
Thursday.    

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2002 4:30 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Welcome Back

Dear Bill, 

Welcome back and hope you enjoyed the vacation.

Cheers,
Barry
-- 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Date: March 22, 2002 4:36:59 PM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Welcome Back

Hi Barry,

Thanks.  By the way, I took with me much of the mat'l you had 
sent me and
perused it during my time away.  Now I have some selective 
forwarding to do.
I'll get back to you, but will not likely be able before at least next
Thursday.    

Bill T..

Thank you, sir, I've just completed a picture story of the shattered 
cargo doors and will send once refined and checked over and 
over for accuracy.

Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 22, 2002 10:58:44 PM PST
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Door Story in pdf

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 23 Mar 02



Attached as PDF file is door story or picture story of the cargo 
doors on four Boeing 747s and their similarities. I hope a 
pictures is worht a thousand words.

Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 11, 2002 10:05:40 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Mr. Ken Smart

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 11 April 2002

May I send a letter/email to Mr. Ken Smart and mention that we 
have been in contact regarding the shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup for Air 
India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103? He may  give the 
hypothesis some attention if he understands that a fellow 
transportation government official is considering it.

I'll send you a copy when I send it to Mr. Smart so if he calls you 
will know what he is referring to. The contents will essentially be 
the pictures of all the forward cargo door areas of the four 
aircraft and the smoother port sides with a few charts and 
excerpts from government reports. You have already received 
that analysis of the door areas with my conclusion that the doors 
of all four opened in flight for certain and the cause of the 



inadvertent rupturing open under debate.

The goal is to get further examination of Pan Am Flight 103 to 
either rule in or rule out the opening in flight and then consider 
that the cause may have been mechanical such as wiring or 
switch.

It's never too late for safety.

Cheers,
Barry

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: April 16, 2002 3:48:14 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Letter to Mr. Ken Smart enclosed.

Barry,

I've sent it to Ken Smart.  I'll also be seeing him here in two 
weeks and
will follow up then  

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2002 1:02 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Letter to Mr. Ken Smart enclosed.

<< Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
103doorannotateaw.JPG >>  <<



File: 103peelbackcloseup.JPG >>  << File: 811bigholeaw.JPG 
>>  << File:
811peelbackbig.jpg >> 

From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Date: April 18, 2002 9:41:27 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA 103   
message!

Dear Mr Smith

Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of the 
PanAm 103.

During the first five days of the investigation into PanAm 103 the 
AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry.  The first was 
that the aircraft had suffered a structural failure in-flight as a 
result of a defect or induced structural overload, the second was 
that an improvised explosive devise was responsible.

When the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found, the investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited.  In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the 
subject of very detailed examination.  All the specialists involved 
were satisfied that the fwd. cargo door was correctly latched 
when the device detonated and that the subsequent structural 
failures where secondary events.

All structures by nature of their design have paths of least 



resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example. 
 You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of breakup 
in structural failures that emanate from very different causes. 
 The important differences lie in the detailed examination rather 
than the macro features.

I'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your hypothesis, but 
the scenario that you suggest was the subject of very 
considerable examination in the early stages of the Lockerbie 
investigation.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

From: "Postmaster" <Postmaster@aaib.gov.uk>
To: "Postmaster" <Postmaster@aaib.gov.uk>
Date: Tue, 16 Apr 2002 18:20:08 +0100
Subject: POP3 Account Warning - No Local Recipients Found in 
original message!

The entire message text follows:
-------------------------------------------------------



Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from cpmx0.dircon.net (195.157.7.41) by 
storage-2.netscalibur.it (5.5.043)
       id 3BD042450FDFC415 for aaib-dot@m.dircon.co.uk; Tue, 
16 Apr 2002 19:13:36 +0200
X-Envelope-To: <aaib-dot@dircon.co.uk>
Received: (qmail 29833 invoked from network); 16 Apr 2002 
17:17:33 -0000
Received: from rmx3.dircon.net (HELO mx3.dircon.net) 
(195.157.4.5)
 by cpmx0.dircon.net with SMTP; 16 Apr 2002 17:17:33 -0000
Received: from mail.redshift.com (mail.redshift.com 
[216.228.2.86])

by mx3.dircon.net (Mirapoint Messaging Server MOS 
2.9.3.2)

with ESMTP id ACH87539;
Tue, 16 Apr 2002 18:17:06 +0100 (BST)

Received: from [216.200.53.25] 
(216-200-53-25.corp.redshift.com [216.200.53.25])

by mail.redshift.com (8.12.2/8.12.1) with ESMTP id 
g3GH1eVo009147

for <aaib-dot@dircon.co.uk>; Tue, 16 Apr 2002 10:03:34 
-0700
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Sender: barry@smtp.redshift.com
Message-Id: <p04310103b8db6dc03ff3@[216.200.53.108]>
Date: Tue, 16 Apr 2002 10:01:47 -0700
To: aaib-dot@dircon.co.uk
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA 103
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
boundary="============_-1193145836==_============"



--============_-1193145836==_============
Content-Type: multipart/Related; 
boundary="============_-1193145836==_mr==========
=="
; type="text/html"

--============_-1193145836==_mr============
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 
boundary="============_-1193145836==_ma==========
=="

--============_-1193145836==_ma============
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed"

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart,  17 April 2002

It's never too late for safety and I really believe that since I was
two seconds from dying in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal jet 
airplane
crash. Mr. Bill Tucker of TSB and I have been in contact for 
about a
year regarding the shorted wiring/forward cargo door
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup for Air India 
Flight
182. I respect Mr. Tucker immensely and value his opinions.



A few months ago he visited me in my home in Carmel Valley,
California to discuss the hypothesis further. We both learned a 
lot.

Subsequently, I received some photographs of the forward cargo 
door
area of Pan Am Flight 103. They literally sent chills down my 
back.
For the first time I could see the actual start of the hull rupture
that caused the explosive decompression that led to the 
destruction.
And the locus was on the shattered starboard side at the aft 
midspan
latch, not on the smoother port, 'bomb', side. The pictures of the
cargo door area show that the skin is torn vertically in a
characteristic straight line above the forward cargo door and the
fuselage skin in and around the door is petalled outward from a
suddenly released internal pressurized force in flight, not inward
from ground impact. The latched status of the aft and bulk cargo 
door
is given as 'locked' whilst the forward cargo door latching status 
is
unstated which implies it was 'unlocked' and corroborated by the
picture below showing much of the door missing, especially the 
lower
half where eight of the ten latches are located.

It is quite evident the forward cargo door opened in flight when
compared to another Boeing 747 whose forward cargo door also 
opened
in flight, United Airlines Flight 811, a wiring/cargo door event.



Above two pictures show the shattered forward cargo door area 
of Pan
Am Flight 103 with its characteristic peeled back skin from the 
aft
midspan latch and the vertical tearing of fuselage skin above the
leading and trailing edge of the door which matches United 
Airlines
Flight 811 forward cargo door area.

Above two pictures show the shattered forward cargo door area 
of
United Airlines Flight 811 with its characteristic peeled back skin
from the aft midspan latch and the vertical tearing of fuselage 
skin
above the leading and trailing edge of the door which matches 
Pan Am
Flight 103 forward cargo door area.

Please permit me to further explain, Mr. Smart. For reference I 
have
attached a pdf file with pictures and text to demonstrate that what
happened to United Airlines Flight 811 happened to Air India 
Flight
182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
starting
with the sudden loud sound at event time for all four accidents 
which
would occur at a sudden explosive decompression.

Yes, the implications are enormous but please let's stick to facts,



data, and evidence. The reason those three aircraft (minus United
Airlines Flight 811) are always clumped together is that they do
indeed have a common cause because they display common 
evidence such
as an abrupt power cut to the recorders right after the sudden 
loud
sound at event time, a very rare occurrence, and the cause is
probably wiring or a switch but could be a bomb, or a center tank
explosion, or a missile, or any other event that would cause the
explosive decompression in flight for all early model Boeing 
747s.

I would ask that Pan Am Flight 103 be revisited one more time 
and
examined from the point of view of an electrical problem causing 
the
forward cargo door to try to unlatch which resulted in a rupture 
at
the aft midspan latch and subsequent explosive decompression. 
The
sooty and relatively mild directed blast in the baggage container
which caused a 20 inch hole on the port side of Pan Am Flight 
103 was
probably caused by a 'rather large shotgun', as suggested by 
AAIB
Report 2/90, and not a powerful, plastic, spherical, loud bomb. 
 The
forward cargo door area of Pan Am Flight 103 now needs to be 
examined
closely for torque tube damage, latch damage, locking sector 
cracking
along with the recovered pieces of wreckage so close to the 
explosion



in the forward cargo compartment.

Regardless of the cause, I submit to you, Mr. Smart, with
photographs, charts, and text, proof that the forward cargo door 
of
Pan Am Flight 103 ruptured open in flight at initial event time. 
The
cause of the inadvertent opening may have been bomb, center 
fuel tank
explosion, missile, or electrical and each party may present its
case. My belief is the cause was mechanical in that the known 
faulty
Poly X wiring shorted on the door unlatch motor, circumstances 
very
similar to United Airlines Flight 811, which is my model. It all
comes back to United Airlines Flight 811, the plane that almost 
lost
its nose, that almost crashed, but didn't, and came back to tell its
tale; a tale which was not a bomb, (although the crew thought so 
and
so informed the tower) and not an improperly latched cargo door,
(although an NTSB AAR, 90/01, was written stating so) but after
reexamination years later by government aviation safety officials
proved to be an electrical/cargo door problem which was 
incorporated
into the updated NTSB, AAR for United Airlines Flight 811, 
92/02.

I have much further evidence, if given a chance to present, (in
addition to these cargo door photographs,) such as charts, text, 
and
documents that support the wiring/cargo door explanation and 
these



analyses are available upon request. Mr. Tucker has them also; as
well as the RCMP Air India Task Force. A summary is below:
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight

AI 182 PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800
Boeing 747 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Early model -100 or -200 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type) Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total) Yes Yes

Yes Yes
Breakup occurs amidships Yes Yes Yes Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours) No Yes Yes Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service) No Yes Yes Yes
Previous maintenance problems
with forward cargo door Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff No Yes Yes Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in
or near forward cargo door area Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is loud Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event followed immediately by
abrupt power cut to data recorders Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound matched to
explosion of bomb sound No No No No
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner Yes Yes Yes Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above
 forward cargo door area Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above



 forward cargo door Maybe Maybe Yes Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward
cargo compartment Yes Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to
engine or cowling of engine number three Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or
cowling of engine number four Yes Yes Yes Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight Yes Maybe Yes
Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight Yes Yes Yes Yes
More severe inflight damage on
starboard side than port side Yes Yes Yes Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris Yes Yes

Yes Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or
forward of the forward cargo door Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of
forward cargo door Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Midspan latching status of
forward cargo door reported as latched No No No No
Airworthiness Directive
88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock sectors) No No No
Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage Yes Yes 
Yes Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area
around forward cargo door Yes Yes Yes Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally Yes Yes

Yes Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries Yes Yes Yes



Yes
At least nine missing and never
recovered passenger bodies Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft Yes Yes No Yes
Initial official opinion of probable
cause as bomb explosion. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial official determination modified
 from bomb explosion Yes Yes Yes Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause Yes Yes

Yes Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo
 door considered for probable cause Yes No Yes Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion Yes Yes No No
Official probable cause as 'improvised
 explosive device' No Yes No No
Official probable cause as explosion
by unstated cause Yes No No No
Official probable cause as explosion in
center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source No No No Yes
Official probable cause as improper
latching of forward cargo door No No Yes No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door No No Yes No
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight

AI 182 PA103 UAL 811 TWA 80

Mr. Smart, it's never too late for safety and one implication of the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan Am Flight 
103 is



that the hazard of faulty wiring and outward opening nonplug 
cargo
doors still exists. The hazard of potential catastrophic disaster
still exists but can be prevented...if the photographs of the Pan 
Am
Flight 103 forward cargo door area persuade you that the door 
opened
in flight and the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation is thus worthy of 
further
investigation.

Please enquire further of me about the wiring/cargo door 
explanation.

Cheers,

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.



Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

--============_-1193145836==_ma============
Content-Type: text/html; charset="us-ascii"

<!doctype html public "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<html><head><style type="text/css"><!--
blockquote, dl, ul, ol, li { margin-top: 0 ; margin-bottom: 0 }
--></style><title>Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA
103</title></head><body>
<div>Ken Smart<br>
Chief Inspector of Accidents,<br>
Accident Investigations Branch<br>
AAIB<br>
DRA Farnborough<br>
United Kingdom<br>
</div>
<div>Dear Mr. Smart,&nbsp; 17 April 2002</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>It's never too late for safety and I really believe that since I
was two seconds from dying in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal jet
airplane crash. Mr. Bill Tucker of TSB and I have been in contact 
for
about a year regarding the shorted wiring/forward cargo door
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup for Air India 
Flight
182. I respect Mr. Tucker immensely and value his opinions.</
div>
<div><br>
A few months ago he visited me in my home in Carmel Valley,
California to discuss the hypothesis further. We both learned a
lot.<br>
</div>



<div>Subsequently, I received some photographs of the forward 
cargo
door area of Pan Am Flight 103. They literally sent chills down 
my
back. For the first time I could see the actual start of the hull
rupture that caused the explosive decompression that led to the
destruction. And the locus was on the shattered starboard side at 
the
aft midspan latch, not on the smoother port, 'bomb', side. The
pictures of the cargo door area show that the skin is torn 
vertically
in a characteristic straight line above the forward cargo door and
the fuselage skin in and around the door is petalled outward from 
a
suddenly released internal pressurized force in flight, not inward
from ground impact. The latched status of the aft and bulk cargo 
door
is given as 'locked' whilst the forward cargo door latching status 
is
unstated which implies it was 'unlocked' and corroborated by the
picture below showing much of the door missing, especially the 
lower
half where eight of the ten latches are located.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>It is quite evident the forward cargo door opened in flight 
when
compared to another Boeing 747 whose forward cargo door also 
opened
in flight, United Airlines Flight 811, a wiring/cargo door
event.</div>
<div><img src="cid:p04310103b8db6dc03ff3@
[216.200.53.108].1.0"></div>
<div><br></div>



<div><img src="cid:p04310103b8db6dc03ff3@
[216.200.53.108].1.1"></div>
<div>Above two pictures show the shattered forward cargo door 
area of
Pan Am Flight 103 with its characteristic peeled back skin from 
the
aft midspan latch and the vertical tearing of fuselage skin above 
the
leading and trailing edge of the door which matches United 
Airlines
Flight 811 forward cargo door area.</div>
<div><img src="cid:p04310103b8db6dc03ff3@
[216.200.53.108].1.2"></div>
<div><br></div>
<div><img src="cid:p04310103b8db6dc03ff3@
[216.200.53.108].1.3"></div>
<div>Above two pictures show the shattered forward cargo door 
area of
United Airlines Flight 811 with its characteristic peeled back skin
from the aft midspan latch and the vertical tearing of fuselage 
skin
above the leading and trailing edge of the door which matches 
Pan Am
Flight 103 forward cargo door area.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Please permit me to further explain, Mr. Smart. For 
reference I
have attached a pdf file with pictures and text to demonstrate that
what happened to United Airlines Flight 811 happened to Air 
India
Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800
starting with the sudden loud sound at event time for all four



accidents which would occur at a sudden explosive 
decompression.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Yes, the implications are enormous but please let's stick to
facts, data, and evidence. The reason those three aircraft (minus
United Airlines Flight 811) are always clumped together is that 
they
do indeed have a common cause because they display common 
evidence
such as an abrupt power cut to the recorders right after the 
sudden
loud sound at event time, a very rare occurrence, and the cause is
probably wiring or a switch but could be a bomb, or a center tank
explosion, or a missile, or any other event that would cause the
explosive decompression in flight for all early model Boeing
747s.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>I would ask that Pan Am Flight 103 be revisited one more 
time
and examined from the point of view of an electrical problem 
causing
the forward cargo door to try to unlatch which resulted in a 
rupture
at the aft midspan latch and subsequent explosive 
decompression. The
sooty and relatively mild directed blast in the baggage container
which caused a 20 inch hole on the port side of Pan Am Flight 
103 was
probably caused by a 'rather large shotgun', as suggested by 
AAIB
Report 2/90, and not a powerful, plastic, spherical, loud 
bomb.&nbsp;
The forward cargo door area of Pan Am Flight 103 now needs to 



be
examined closely for torque tube damage, latch damage, locking 
sector
cracking along with the recovered pieces of wreckage so close to 
the
explosion in the forward cargo compartment.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Regardless of the cause, I submit to you, Mr. Smart, with
photographs, charts, and text, proof that the forward cargo door 
of
Pan Am Flight 103 ruptured open in flight at initial event time. 
The
cause of the inadvertent opening may have been bomb, center 
fuel tank
explosion, missile, or electrical and each party may present its
case. My belief is the cause was mechanical in that the known 
faulty
Poly X wiring shorted on the door unlatch motor, circumstances 
very
similar to United Airlines Flight 811, which is my model. It all
comes back to United Airlines Flight 811, the plane that almost 
lost
its nose, that almost crashed, but didn't, and came back to tell its
tale; a tale which was not a bomb, (although the crew thought so 
and
so informed the tower) and not an improperly latched cargo door,
(although an NTSB AAR, 90/01, was written stating so) but after
reexamination years later by government aviation safety officials
proved to be an electrical/cargo door problem which was 
incorporated
into the updated NTSB, AAR for United Airlines Flight 811,
92/02.</div>
<div><br></div>



<div>I have much further evidence, if given a chance to present, 
(in
addition to these cargo door photographs,) such as charts, text, 
and
documents that support the wiring/cargo door explanation and 
these
analyses are available upon request. Mr. Tucker has them also; as
well as the RCMP Air India Task Force. A summary is below:</
div>
<div><font size="-3">Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence
Obtained for Four B747 Breakups in
Flight<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab></
font></div>
<div><font
size="-3"><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>AI
182<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>PA103<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>UAL
811<x-tab> </x-tab>TWA 800</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Boeing 747<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</



font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Early model -100 or
-200<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)<x-
tab>&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial 
or
total)<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Breakup occurs
amidships<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>



<div><font size="-3">High flight time (over 55,000 flight
hours)<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Aged airframe (over 18 years of
service)<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Previous maintenance problems</font></
div>
<div><font size="-3">with forward cargo door<x-tab>
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Maybe<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>Maybe</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event within an hour after
takeoff<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event at about 300 knots</font></
div>
<div><font size="-3">while proceeding normally in all
parameters<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event has unusual radar
contacts<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Maybe<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event involves hull rupture
in</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">or near forward cargo door area<x-tab>
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event starts with sudden
sound<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event sound is
loud<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>



<div><font size="-3">Initial event sound is audible to
humans<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event followed immediately
by</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">abrupt power cut to data
recorders<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event sound matched to</font></
div>
<div><font size="-3">explosion of bomb sound<x-tab>
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial event sound matched to
explosive</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">decompression sound in wide body
airliner<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</



font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Torn off skin on fuselage above</font></
div>
<div><font size="-3">&nbsp;forward cargo door
area<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Unusual paint smears on and above</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">&nbsp;forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Maybe<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Maybe<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Evidence of explosion in forward</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">cargo
compartment<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Foreign object damage to</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">engine or cowling of engine number



three<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Fire/soot in engine number
three<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Maybe<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Foreign object damage to engine or</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">cowling of engine number four<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Right wing leading edge damaged in
flight<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Maybe<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>Maybe</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Vertical stabilizer damaged in
flight<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>Maybe</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in
flight<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">More severe inflight damage on</font></
div>
<div><font size="-3">starboard side than port side<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Port side relatively undamaged by inflight
debris<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft
or</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">forward of the forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch
of</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Maybe<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Midspan latching status of</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">forward cargo door reported as
latched<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>No<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Airworthiness Directive</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock
sectors)<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward
fuselage<x-tab> </x-tab>Yes<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>



<div><font size="-3">Rectangular shape of shattered area</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">around forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Forward cargo door fractured in two
longitudinally<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>Maybe</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Status of aft cargo door as intact and
latched<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>Maybe</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Passengers suffered decompression type
injuries<x-tab> </x-tab>Yes<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">At least nine missing and never</font></
div>
<div><font size="-3">recovered passenger
bodies<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-



tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Wreckage debris field in two main
areas,</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">forward and aft sections of
aircraft<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial official opinion of probable</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">cause as bomb
explosion.<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Initial official determination
modified</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">&nbsp;from bomb
explosion<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Structural failure considered for probable
cause<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Inadvertently opened forward cargo</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">&nbsp;door considered for probable
cause<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Yes</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Official probable cause as bomb
explosion<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Official probable cause as
'improvised</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">&nbsp;explosive
device'<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Official probable cause as explosion</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">by unstated
cause<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Official probable cause as explosion
in</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">center fuel tank</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">with unknown ignition
source<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Official probable cause as improper</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">latching of forward cargo door<x-
tab>&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>No</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Official probable cause as switch
/wiring</font></div>
<div><font size="-3">inadvertently opening forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>No<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>Yes<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>No</
font></div>
<div><font size="-3">Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence
Obtained for Four B747 Breakups in
Flight<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab></
font></div>
<div><font
size="-3"><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>AI
182<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>PA103<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>UAL
811<x-tab> </x-tab>TWA 80</font></div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Mr. Smart, it's never too late for safety and one implication 
of
the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan Am Flight 
103 is



that the hazard of faulty wiring and outward opening nonplug 
cargo
doors still exists. The hazard of potential catastrophic disaster
still exists but can be prevented...if the photographs of the Pan 
Am
Flight 103 forward cargo door area persuade you that the door 
opened
in flight and the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation is thus worthy of 
further
investigation.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Please enquire further of me about the wiring/cargo door
explanation.</div>
<div><br>
Cheers,<br>
<br>
<br>
John Barry Smith<br>
(831) 659 3552<br>
541 Country Club Drive,<br>
Carmel Valley, CA 93924<br>
www.corazon.com<br>
barry@corazon.com<br>
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate
holder.<br>
US&nbsp; Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 
650
hours.<br>
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.<br>
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy<br>



Retired US Army Major MSC<br>
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.<br>
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C<br>
</div>
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le781Db0iKWUgGsWgfb
HAhxc5rdjG+9vvanSMTdCr3Y+CXWj5PpNf1w
+r9lQsGVAczeA5jwSI3aexcfifXTAs+t
LuuXM/
yfkMsw8ICPVmiLbMh7LDW2pt7fY33LAw6+p4uFX017mFwJ
bW4GT6Q9zd7obsc3
6CDV0TO+yYtbzSbMR1pa3cYcLQ4Hc7b
+bv8A3UAIi6vUapo9A+k3/Wzol+f0+to+1Y+V
6ZryGND2ssv9uMy33epX+dv9n6P/
AAi3LMPp7xFlNRB8Wt7LxwdFyW042K9tZbiurdVk
MdteNvuua5u3/C/me5WsvDyrsuu+pjq2s2te3fLS2S542fmvb/



g31uS4e0v5dUDi7F7T
q1f1ZZ9h6u2trun3WnGtuqcWs9xNdVjtpbuYy5n0lyv1hysGoZb
8Au+xD9HWSd5cAP09
1e/3bP3ViWdK6senV4OwtZXW5oG930/Ubax+z6O32prOnXO
+2uvpG+6fRsMktJYKiT7U
7WhZsgdSmyOh1ego2egz0yPTDG7TxpH5yq5Y
+zZdOXIDT7LCDBg6td/ZVXo/SeodR6pO
PR+qYgosyqwdtb/Sbtc36P8AOv3fu/mJs/omVZj24+PbVY/
HDd7QXNeHes69tDd7ffUy
p/p02V7FB70Yz4SvokbeTey3dOzunG+xztzHHZYCZc7d+i9Td/
OMRMWplt91WOzb6TxX
kEgbRYGNseWub/IK5y3puS7HGL6DRl3ZDrW9z6ft/
Qbh9Hds969B+qn1Xy+nY3UX5VbD
ZmndQzdO0OrDfTe3Y1rH7vz0s1THY
+ChcdS6P1Syul2dP34geK9CbbWhnqE+71K9Xfo1
t5GXVSdxcC4Nlrf/ACX7rFwt/
wBWOpYnTcDFjH9ejp2Xg5ADzG/JM03NIr/SfR/dQcj6
sdVvrsDL2Um2gVuDnb272V10ssrO1t1G/
Z6V3v8AT9JNEVtE6l6W/q1T+oY2LeX+pmts
dRAG0irabGuM+xvvbt/0iseszUhwgazpA/
8AIrlMvoXUSce3HrrYa68ptldlrnt9XJZX
U0V+myv9E59Xv9P09m9VczpXV
+nNFmRWL3ZOZRbXRXaBWCyg1Xeq25lOP9Jns9SytOsA
0v26PVdQ6i3p+Bk5mhNFbn1tJ5f9Gtv
+e5q8nYyzqPVKanuLn5eQxj3zqd7/ANM7ct7M
6Y
+jpVVzGubi2sqpbVc4C2qzHdba936Jrq7GZG7fvresPpWDm5n
WMf7KWB1L23klxbpU
fUfrDv6qFcWTyVemz6i65r8mGuBl8AA/
mg7dF5317IxbupXhzi21k2Md+a4Ocfaf3Vpf
sTqDbhcwspebst7rWOO4NyG7KeGt3em73bE3Tfq7VR1BuVm
1MyK2U1srqDpb6jPpPsG1
vqMU



+TFOco0KpYJb26n1EwaaOm35maCw5xDWdnNqqP6N3/XX
+o5dHVgdMyQ52PaWFsk+
u4cd3+3/
AAa479n5zaMgRTbkOtL68l7nAurdYMjY5se11e3bX9OtVqei5
b7aGWsrupZb
kmwFxM13/QG3a36EqQRlEACx
+SyRJL11GUzOz321n9SobsY6JNzqvp5BH5tTP8EqHXMk
3VVWGDN7SI
+IENWNTgXZWTdi42O7DrJzK8XK3scKxYAHPy3OjJqoY2nb
S91dez1P0fqI
uT0+4syrxDK7PTbVU3VrXVs9L126N/nH
+5Disk1QAXRsCnoOp5uO/qNfQ6yX2V0m5zxB
aZd6Z1/
N2QjNbWwMbo57pLQInT91c7gfUzquZWwUmrHIwm0WXh7
jvsbZ9oc9x2N/pFbf
Ts/rrSw/q5nWdQyctjq31EZBbh2Oitn2itlFbxZs2b63se97Nn
+FVOc7MYg6BlBq7D0l
WFjsB+0OaXt+k0u0ZI9o0+nZ+cuX6t1WLckY7CMuuy/
HEHQBxb6r2T/wTa/er3TvqzZi
Zt+T1FtWdU2rHFeY5xLxZj1uqyMhzI9u9rn/AJ647Jqy83qz
+qNbXXTbkG5jA4tJrc11
eocHe5/scojEGVk7KjIkEpcLE9Im22OwY2Zjt/
0lac6DtJ18O6wx0i4VY9LQwZFU+vtJ
9zTu2jdt/N3+zc1E
+w5VGRVcYLK7QWjcS9zdnpHdP5+7+wpAB3Vfg6T3BkucJ2
gugcwN
dFBmZS6lmQ0+17Q5gPnrr+6qt2Bm3XutrDWAsh4scNsBrodx
+jfuf+YqNeFk47YYytzj
XS3c46bq3bnOZp+7+8pYmgg32d3HzcJoa+x4rfYSA130jAn2/
wAlSZ1Ou5gfjjc1xhrj
31WNi9Mv30us2PLHXhwntZrW4e38z91PT0nLpZXvaDXTX6
dga6CHB/qetXp7v5aJmoAu
03qDoja2QIJB5KhmZ1mLQ655IYImImCQ3x/ecs



+rotv2RrmtrGQMg3MfP06y/wBT0XO2
/wDfUr
+i5L2XV1bHNsrrbWbHkmv03+o5gdt929N4iU69nVDQ39Jbt9o
kmSYHLid3tQ2O
xrK2W17HNI3tOkEH+QmNd9uPlVZAZU072VukwWlvtc7d/
Kcsuzpvq0Y1YAa9lDsfILfo
ubHsIdH5trfU+im8PdN9mXUa66bGhkltrSXQBDS3t/
JUHdRZdnV2OB9QYwrAHu3Fh59v
8lCy+m5dor3uaRVS5j3TtlxhxcNP5KosxbjbLiAdj2mz6MF/0H
+385OhodFsrelrt2Y/
qcBoBnx/
ebtJU6sqvIxW20uIrubva13MH9791YzMZzWUOZtse0OFlW4u
aXOZ6QsbLdrd
qJh/
bKKK8JzRsZUAXMku3bvh9FSWbWh12Gmsg2PAgfRH0oP73
7qtYXU9pFbTtrbwe65Q
9OzHtucAyDXZWYJibHB9Z4/
z0VnTchlvqEMFYfS81btHemNljXe3973JEGtlcWr1LOsU
ZOO/JaXBjHPa82aQWHa/
u5v5qZuW2wNuLg9rhLPMEe3RZWPh2Ho2TgwwPufdsIMgeo
S5
nb81A/ZOaY/SMrBFAEGTWaj7/T0/
wqiIZLPZ235PrOZtYxjSIJboXEfvGVB9UgcAHvOi
x29DtswrGCuoZAvNnqSf5s2ets37VbxMPNx7bGhtbca3IttIky1j
/dU1g27f66FUoE9k
72NMbdfFQcwcwAYVrZr7RM/
kQbWQJMAeKNpcXqVV5yajjmLHe1seKvM+rga1mXnZH2i6
QXNefaPkhdQEPoeH7CLB7vD
+Utx97W420AXNaJBI0P8AKKbMnSkRGr//0CZX1VGDXj09
Tx2usewkPaS5sj6TGuGz6Mqhk9B6LVRZe7H2CtsgNe4SfzW8/
nOXpd+NhdXusoyNwtwn
xsaYgPG6uz/rlazM/wCrWBZlY2JXa8Pe42uaQHgMYPpu/
wCubdikjXU0yccSNd3z1/1b



x6qqLHve1vtbk7XGQ5/0dv8AJY72o7+gVVgvGbkVtAkndMA
Lv8r6m0X1Pq+0uG8RJaDr
z4hYNfQr+oZX7Moy6HPx5Oa2HbmBrtlddn8u7+cb/
IThR1EtlAjV5i3Dyxh/bWZb6yGw
wES544r3un85P9k65XkMo+2gF7S5hsEgkfTY2P3V2eT9T
+oWX0VNfSaqj6r2y4Eke2tv
H0ULqX1S6p6bbq2se+g+oA12sfnt9236TUtO4+1Gjypx/
rG32+tjPHPuBE/gg25H1goc
z1KaH+q/YwtdyfCPauqs6P1VlAyHYzvTcN
+5pa6BG7c73LFG3I6i141rxq5bPBfZ/wCR
rQ2P8F1dmhX1TrLy8fs71BW4tJY8/
SHlKNjdUzrbq6XYNtIsIa57jDG/vOc6PzUd49Hq
LTJ9LMEO/wCMb9A/5qNlPFbGsA33POymsd3f
+RagfsUHr8Z2L0vo4tre2yzJ4cyHAj80
af8ASXEZ9rcXq9NtFQstzHCssaCSHTu9gb/WXW9K
+rrxg4rcgktY1rdtftBk6/ym/SWr
Z0TpWNbjWekxttb3bLQPcGkR6TT9L3KnwSMjI6AaRXCUY
31JaPR/qxjYbxl5gFuc6IHZ
oPu2M/rfnrWy8xuMxwaAb7OGg8KGTkjHcQ3W506c7Z/
8is97yHOcXS92pKmgAsoyNy2Y
WesHOu3NfYR9B4IEx9FlrT/hP5TUJudjWZVuILW/
a6axZbQ07i0OOz3OHt+kqXXupfs/
ptlzXQ8+ys+Dnfnf2Vg/UJm/9p9TeSXWOZSHO5MfprP+ranA
+rhH1Xvb44DrWB2uwOd8
/osUeovaK219jMz4gfR/
6SWCHve8sBeS1oAEf1nST9FVeq3hlj2OgOY0QQZA3fSiE7D
A
nJfitk859a8w1dMpcILg97m7uCRsZEKl9XOn24osz8is02ZA21
UkEFrJlzzP+kW+1hdj
1k013GuwvY59Ye5jo/
nKy76P0UC71t5fduLjqSVPjwETlIkHXRjOSNUN2DroJ7Dued
U2
8FrSDA8e+vig2uDSY1Hj/



eguvDXbWkE9lYpjt08TCdl13WWO2VUs3GIBLnHZXW0v9rf
3
nvRMfKxqWmul7n49Di3f3utHtfta3/ANd
+e9Z9YuyWjGBLmEy4DTcfP+S3+Ut3B+rjyB
ZlO2sH0W+XjH5yhyTA+Y+UQyRFaue
+zM6pY2ipgbWDGxshro/Ot/0m1PSH5NWQNrgK91
drXiNQBsLCN27c5zNq67Fwsaql1TGbWWNLS4aPgiCdyqVY
FfT6Xsa/e57jaCdD7QGUt/
sKjnzTkYgemEQdv2skJRF9S2Ont9PBEgl5ad3bke3lQxQ2H0jU
sG18cSf/IJV3XOD3WH
eTtaO50l3vDfo
+7anxaW4zXMgOtscA5wOhI8v5Ki3pB0u9y5X1ty309AIE1jJsb
jl37r
XOlxJb9H1GN2rjrC6toZUPedGjsI5JXYdY6v0vJ6blYvqfaDa0t
9NjSWgtO7c9/t/dXI
2YuU68XV2j03MANZYP7Tmvnd7k4R12Xx
+WttUVDLHuNNTgCdbLj499iFbc2m1u1zsiwe
1z+A34LUpqFbt1nvPAZwwRr9EIDumY7ayK5YJ0BMgTz/
ACk4a7pcwHKt13E1nQVzDYn8
9HuG9wrMOIIB7gFXqMXbG
+HBv0RAgHhTuqo2EXaCdHAwU6ieqNEFIYwFkncx2wlwAkx
u
RWNBbIEiST2BlVm/Zq7C+oOvPIL9IPjt/
OUzZZYN7rPbE7RoAkPFTJleLSSaxB42gkiO
fop3XOLdPaPEcoR2jUCTpqTE
+MJAGfiSlf0Ujth2vMDU8lM2sjn2sKk5o1HBn8ii2T7E
t1LvA4YQG8bnDWCsrLpDce2JMO1OvbyWwNsDdrEfNU8gV
utsa5sMe3sZMFGNboKDDaXU
VmddsgkQEdrNsnfuM6a8IWPY1+PU2DtAifgSiDRxBOg1j/
yKkEvBbXdcuIETp2HkmMls
yQOD80iWucWATpzHipNY1vMkzMeYRslSTGubWNjXAtHJP
jK0BWXOY9s+mBDyRpP8lYrm
htnqGYJggcLXxshrqdri4yRAn/



vqjmNl0S2ZrY2G6Fw1DT5JmuaGuseSfcSC46Qh6xPH
YJj9DadR3TNFzI2GAASd3HYILx2Pfuk0tZOsjsEC3JAdxondF
IerBrMf1Odrmu/FHuy7
cxgLnCusD80x20Wf1K11uM9oPYwFDDuY/
Er2tghoDonUoGPVaDq//9GTMn0cwZNFttbr
G7L3tscCdutTnHd+b9FWMbPsF9uW3MubdZDN5sc47GztHu/
lOWQ7pGT9r+zY+bcdtRts
c4NgEu21Vf8AXFKjpPUbag/
7fD5LXsdWPa5vtc2QpzIEdftX8Mr3B+j0L/rD1KqpzxnW
EMBOoYeP6zFn9I6h1Xp2ZkZjcvfd1QttyHWMa73MG1jfZs2fo
yst3T+oW2PpOUx7qoe5
5aWsEfmPa36aHWzrVjKXTj7cn6BeCBOpaHfyntHsSjw67nui
Ql2D1uL9ZesMttve+i02
kANcwthrRDQ3bZ/aVpv1x6hJFmPjvbqIDntJ/
wCjYuMON11n5lBgaAPIj/OCDY/rdTmM
djsLrd2wB8khurkKgT1+xVEbxH2vQt671R3T7uk3OrbU1zj6jS
7eaHS/7MN3/bfqf6NV
cWstp3H6Vri8/P6H/
RWKyzqtrRZ9ieWu0DmPb25a6fcldkdZ2jbjXsYwciCOPikeE7H
c
9lCx0dfqFdf2N7rHBuw72u8Hg6NhWuk9Pybs3Gty2RdeT7P9G
xgDhI/NdY5c8x/ULjTb
kl4xd7XG1wG0CRu3f2V6B0O7Hsqf1XKsaxuQ4fZCXbppH
+EY1n51qbKuGgb16LrN3T0T
P0bWtqZugBpIgCB/
WWd1HOm6ytgl7C1ojgRq4/5yGPrd0azJZh4thvyLi5tQaNNzRu
d7
vzdqywXNfuD3O3O3WN0Ic887f3VEdfoqEDdyFNtujd2he50G
eVy+P9Zszqf1prwsNza+
m0eq65zR/Ohjdmp/0fq/QXROY
+4fZNxrfdLC9upYHA7rG7vbuY1cb9TsfHZdm5dVpu2z
QC5obw98OY5v0vUrDEom5iPbVk21df60sx3dDyLbmy6sVimT
AFlj9jf636Nj1W+rbBR0



GgN+le+y1wHeXGtrv82tafUm4l
+HXhZjHbOpiw12sG4VmtrWst/d9jvcqtAFGPVS0yK2
NrY7+qOf7X0kuUBlLJI38xAtbPSIds5eNiYwJdufY0H02nuOzt
Fnt65mBzN22ymtwPpl
rdR+f7j+f/WWfZa91nuPud3H/SUa7a2WtbaNAd0/
HgK7DGIjbiLDI8Wmzvj6z+lFVOGK
2zEvdJDTz9EfSVPrWfj2UD0WD1XmXtGuxv5rT/
K0WVfkNdeQ2dex8e6t9P6Ll9QsksNV
ZMyR7z/Vafot/
lvR9EPUfT3WDHfVy7HuIDQSXO4aNTp4LX6R9WM3MeLb
m+lWOSefvXSY
P1f6dhMD7Whx0JnU/wBuz87+r9BSy+uUVTXQJg7WgCI/
qtChycyTpHQd2SMB09R/5qXF
6X0/plZdVWHXAfTInX+TuRqd17tzj7fzp50/
NVGvDzMxvr5rnY9PZgH6Qzpx+YtVrK6m
CqsbWN4HJ/
zlWkepTLTrZU4jTiPDyWfllv2m2wkBjAA4E92hXn2Ma11thA
YwTzpHZUcm
t2XU3YdjLGmyxv70zB3N/Naop6hUN/
BD02wtodlPbNl9n6JsxLRo1zv5P5yJVkPvzzXX
teGhwsM7Xaj/AAbUF+576qcZ3tc2arP5LRt/
6Ko9bx5xeqV4jnOy30OAcDJdaQ31tn7v
6JmxqEbryZaBN93mH532cupNbhZU91bq3+RPv3M9r0A5eXb
+j3QHnaGs0Efmoe1jWjRt
ZaAIaDyOVPHe0He0GRJDj4p44jROgSXWLQOwAHPy5lyDb
k1ViRL47NEzP8pU7LH2OncX
eR1PChZMQ4mPEqS0M7cy4ghkVgjQDU/NAc124lxLtNT5/
BKBofKYKm3cSP8AUcJGwplT
WD9LuVLadgDQOY1RK2OMtMCR20Mx7kPYXta4EwOQY7
eaalf04Gus6TGnKeNDPjB+KdjC
8kc6alOQGSNSJQCmD2xJ8/ihNMA8Ao24knTTw
+CgGmDICchC7c4xE6d+EOyr6LjJdJBC
MX7fb37lCte7a4AaCCiENXHx3tda2Gloc4ADtPu9ynYa6i0GZc



Y01TnJZiuc14Jc/wB8
jWfzUO3KxnP9RzfdI11HyUh8ENhu2HOHB4TjbE9+T8UGqxlj
XbAWtHtE9u6kZgeMJKWs
9zRt85jsrXT7CwiQCIme6rl208yNB/
cpY20WgOJAdA8gkRoUXq6ra3OdOhJE+GnwSdW5
rZMgQi5GT07CrP2vMqxg9shpduuIH7tbfesPqP1tx7rjXiY7/
QADW2u9pJH0/wBHr/1S
iFL7bb3N3ARqToqXULRVWdzhXugAkxwq2b1ml7mnErsqdE
OLzqDHuOn7yxbGOfbusLrX
O/eJc6U4GkE9m6/
PqDIE2ESIHGv9ZAo6nZj0em1oLhO2ToFVcWtu+zlvpuJ9/
ciVo1U9
BZ0TLstt3dXZlVtw6nEiaNPUdsb+j/Od9JyVnr1WW//
S2bj0HpuBk9bu9bIxr7wG+jYx
zm16U022bi13p7/+rU8vF6JgZ91br7am21sdSC9j22Xv
+hTWW7nb/dW5YOU3FyMezHsq
9ljCwkNboCIn2lYjulOdXi1gtvOKC2+Zb6jnjbuD2btvpNa1jFN
U766rzKv0nvcr6udJ
wel2tyuqem8g/abj6ZIgb7/
YP3a09n1dxc5j6Me9zGUVVZFGQ5tZrJcCaw1os9Rrm7Pf
vaz6a4d3Sq7v2jvDPUyd32e07nFm5jajucfd+b/
LU7MLMfbZa29tRLMYBodYWuOOd3p2
e3+ad+b+4l+sHT8ECf8AWD2x6DW7BbljPoh7PUlzYaY
+nHv3e1cv0zIb1C+7O2bK6f1e
pruxbrkPn+U5ZeTg277K6bGMxg6q1lRc+A5j3Wur97fd9N+z
+ureHQK+m5GJbbUXZFlr
5DyBFp3bHO2t2vTZA9vwSJ66kJ6cirH6k/CcZZe030vBG0R/
PMc6VHNzPUt+z4zZDXsY
55I2vLtfTZB/Nb9NZWf07K/
RPqymOdS2yLJBJDi0sbdtY1tvtZttd+ep9T6bbXjHKf6L
G5lmK2lgLi4vr91np/o/ztyFGrpNnZM22/
qeU5ljhXg0SLLCYAa2d+v7rGtXYOzcDFws
bJprfdTbXsqNADrGVbfbaypxZ7fzXbVU6D9T8hvSs3CssqY7L



F4rtEua1trDzubW79G/
6a5rrNF
+Nk1tuDbgymnHbVjlxAdj7mstb7Wfo73lzvd6SZjjvR3SZV9N3
Ud1TDrpqPRc
mmkXWtoFmRiuqLGtl91Xqu31uts3LpMW6l90BzTAlsEa/
wBX/NXmeN0PqeXmV4rq2UWl
tdllbyWgNrJdvsYA7bub+jXZt6U6vOGfh+ni1tLTZS3Vr/pPf
+h2bW2+o/dXkV2Vpgj+
iD1XCRIBp0cvPqxMLOzXuAOPj2OaJAcS4em3b/
nLnPqvbQzpA2GHW2Pc5pjcADs/76r2
T9X8zNyG32Gj7Gbse4h07nDHD2212ex+59vqfofzFUs+rw
+xtpptbi31uyt+TUTvsGRL
KqXNhuyqprvf7vepseIxnLIRxXoxzyfoh0/
UvtrqZ6k0SfSBMguJ1azd9L+qh5Vgrawu
AG7c0QdTtO1/9pirZlV9zMmyx9dGTbZjX4nptJbVZigMbbVoP
ddH6b2qg7pGXb1d1xH2
h1ux+0EtLXt3O3Nj2+m/e76bmKwD/VAWeos7M+v7c3EAc
+2A8lvDWn85ytY9D7wbQ5or
JgWOI2mDq1k/zn9RiZ31SycvJynutra27HbSx7SfZY14f
+k9m21jmt9N/pPVy7oL259G
VZ6FlX2v17cY6sbX6H2M1Vt9PY71HfpX
+2tMnzJFiOvYpGM6EtTqVDcC6iplrbbXQ7eC
Gw4kituxjnt/
NXX19Wqx6mBzmb9gc5jXSC6Pe7+U31FzWR9ST1DNGV09
ww6d2O6toEMb
bUdnqBse79X9qu3fVDMZ1ZmXVZQ6unKZbXBc0+kKXY76
3s9N7fV3/nb/AKDFU1MjKUjI
lkJAAjTojIz+qNBNtdFAaC+1z29+Nlc/
nK19WXdLycIZ2HW4u3WVmy+C8Oqe6qzbsJra
zcz27Vh4H1Nvw+ndNe5uOcrp14fkc7L65t2sfZ6e/wDQ+t6te
+p60sX6s5tf1Pyehm9l
OTkuusbdXJYBbYb21vEMdt93pWJXruske2g8Ho3X0uY0+qy
LCAHbhBjs0z7kKzMx2byb



WBzA7c3cC4RrGyfpLlus/VjqXUmW4uLXh4ZfiPbeKy
+BkXPZaHts9L3VO9Le/wBlT9/+
kVbrPQQ2nr2RkU1ZGRmEPxG1bnPbNTcaz9L6W9n0fe6v/
BoSPjugDV6TOtxrcZjHX1hr
3NfpBZA9rWP939ZStYG4Z2ukOAA9wY1sH
+ccfa1cdgdLvzuoGw1Nx8n1nW20bm2VW+pj
/
ZW21W4tTqmfZ9v0PSf9NXeo9JNH1fwMD1TbZgXU23OvM
MtbVO9n+Ecytv5m5MMRqe7I
LoD6paer15mI23Hc6uvFvfT+a2bK3fpWse3c19Tv
+mrTMjEfdfjW2byWuL3Ha2HWDY/b
+d+jXEOwLjjONWRWaQ/
KlwJ9BoyS1+9j3Bv6Wvb6XtYqjLcBjD0+nIdkvbkfaX5JDp2M
q2WVeq8e9tjkgOxX2RuG++yh9TMTGvbZiYbnU0O/Oe0fTs/
65ZuRKmtbW2QT5eAKw/q5
bjGqzHO1mQ3X1I
+k0T7JW6y5oYJEmP8AcpToBSAb1SNJ1AgeICFc6TA1H
+uiTrBDjMca
BBBJM9iQT2SCrZET7YEhGqaIEcoR5PafyqdYce8nwCJpA3b
AkSfAalM1wDrKx46QFCre
bPdrHYcT+c17kVxr3uc1u2ddPFDZcpn0pj7/
APYovDpjv21j8FF1rWkwRPPkouvnWdCe
ySl5A7geIKafaezux7aIJeOWgAmdVDcZEn7ijVoSkh/
aNvKW4cOjThCL50HJ00UC8hsx
xoT/ALUaRbX6lkVtbjOvq9aip4NlIJY57GlrrGNsb9Hc3cm6hk/
VO6T0X7RW97d32bIc
TteXNbsxiBa+785/ud+YhZsGsTGj26uEjX+Sql+Dn4+Y6/
GtGNUI9OzcGOO5o3tbW33N
93tTuIbFab3BbeA6xr7BYQYOsdyrkEyY0PdY1fq0kZHquuueD
vae0/yUG/Oycnc2x4a0
fmjmY0hjUAfC1F1cjqGNWWs3b3abo7fypVZmVZk3vZU71G
Vt3D0faAZ/PssWQ5ry4Foc
AR+d



+X81Qa1xDvcdY4dAP9n85GzqtsunZRiB5PrtsyX6GlsvgD871
Xf99Rfs1t9jfSex
o4dMNg86tWcLn+kK2BrXQANoDQf63+Ed/
nLbxMRw2lzYIDdwJmQfzkyVLo6ocjAZU5rX
3ixjtXFrSJ8pKyC70rC5kyJGvY
+K3cmuv1QWwWyBAPCpWYtDLS6yXEkku4CUTV6pkL20
c07i8v03O4jVSrqe57QGnU/
BW7baKnbGwD2GgWpZ0HKxMF
+fbk4bmw12NRRaL7LyfbYy
n0Pc30W+6xIy8StEb0f/
0+ryvqXjsuFmPY77KNX48bnmPzKXu/e/lLnx0DIuyWVdOx7L
cWhzjY921p36s9Gz3N3Pa791dLjfWK/
HxQy6o3vZoLQQJaPousH0tygOsdUyQ5uBS2uw
S5wqZvn
+u9+yvcmDIITIPEaGxuh5SZhxka0fEvO09B6ky6zFdhWF1fvY
7TVjj7fdu/Nc
qXUcd+JupsqfTknaGseCD7zta4LTd9Y+vP6jU6vIH2lgdU/
E9EF0EtJ9Stp3/otv0lRy
8uzO6g7LyrRZa3RzhAaC39G1jWfm7Pcp
+MHYjbiNFFEbgNQ0BmUyl3vba2K5M+9v0v8A
Oar1vR+k1YrL81tmXaXbW41NvotaCN262yHOd/
ZV1vSMa36tO66cpxsrDn+m3btBa41e
n
+9/0lnlmxg2uJPJnRPxxGTUk12sj8UGo7MKemfVx1rXPqzKm
A61eu2xmvjur3u/zldr
xMLLz6eovrcXYhccat5JYNgO3ZXu2fSVLXvyrmNl200tYWtL
Oa3fnAz9NSZMI4Rw3vsZ
LYzs6pcnr95ob7hVbtLbGskNDRqYauMsy7r7LbXPO5xLifgfauj
63kY2PRkZ1NXrsrDQ
GQQN7/b7v5G5ZH1czuo9R6yG2srsxww/q7amlgHO/
a0bvbsTRmx4zwiOvVbKEpmr0eg6
N09+ML8qwe/KprbUeXbA3e97tf8AC2u/
6CuscHUluoaAOO5VPJ6o6uGYFf2pzrGsutZq



yhv0n+q36TH/
AJrGbVfpod6fqu9rAND4yfBQkxu99fzZgCABWwRMNwYQH
bN8j1HztaI/
1+igNqqBcwO3tBjSWl37pEqXUsrD6fUy3Pt
+ysiWtdrZYP8AgcYfpP7a53q31qzHYzbO
k1HFotc6s5VoBu9sS2turKfa7+unZM1VEH7FojqZF6K3Fc1grv
bL3/Qqb9MR+9/ov7S1
MdtNFZqeG2P0JjXQjQP/
ADrP7S5P6kV5V7hZkXvuY1zgNziSXgOd7xPuXZYVVbwy2
wh7
3gexk6f13KuchO5ZKAC9dN98V47CQBDuzQP6yJ9hpoyaW3
A5FthJH+jbA8Pzlo1Fwa1j
tJP0W8apg1trW5DdXNLg1p5k
+xNJWcWvgoukVg6AOBHYQA46ItAa50xu8v4IYxzY6oXG
NHHaDpx7hKNeG+g6qobWAdtOEQOqwrvb6m5pHt+iGzopk
+OgjniIUWAhjRrMf7FR6n1N
mHV+hAtyHCa6weT+buP5qaSAL7oAJNBPk5Dcel
+QHABzS7eT4eyrT+0sc5rm204+MRZs
Z+lunTcZ9u4/uqrk332s9XNftDtdgMzHK5/
qf1pxsfdViy5+2NrILtP5X821M1kWaMRH
fV1cvrrsYZVVOTVUKKnOuvkMeTG5lVW//SO/0a5jL
+tuGK2VV7+o5TvpZFv6OphcPe2q
n6Vm3+Wud6k3Py8w5Rrn1XbWs3bnDzIcononUXOAtr9EvI2z
rM/6Opm6x/8AmqQRH6Rt
XEf0QnzMvrfWfTfaAa2yAdorrIb+9r6bnt/
kqj6mRD7QxzRVo5wBhp+j7iF0GT9WeoYH
TK8i0va0vDRXaQ10O/dpbudW3d+
+5ZTLXjIdjGxzqxPtBO2eT7fop0OE6gBafEtPDvaR
6Wnqg+x0wulxsoXY9bohwkO
+IMcrMv6SMz1MjG9ttTA5rY0e4auZ/XUej5jrGWVukWM9
xbEeTvankDSkCxo9AdhqiRuOkqIcGkN8BKrNumNY7kJzYdR
+VIUFzYcR+Q+J/lKVVoHf
QgGDyD3VYuPcmDxCjW5wLeJ1GngEtxsq28+0gbvPSPEqDr



HbgWmeRoqlhIc14J0PEfJF
LZbpMtIJPKBH8ipkXyZcfjPKiTB+OqG50A/
f8EIvLuZRU2i4EHXRNvlwgaHmPigbhqDo
VJnqWNOxugE7ydB/5JGlWkJgwASewGp/
6KC24G703tLZENkfneA/lKzUwVWVkFxLpDyd
VdodWx52gEEkt3cNc4bXOa0+1EUeq22r
+zsY1kWl9odo4OAaT/mog6Z030xFO4nkn3EK
wNzg4RJJ1dzCg1tnq7SCA0CNeUCf5UuDn9UwKR097qm
+m6qHhzdDp9ILmK77A4lsFzuA
ROq7PIcDVZVtkPEcf6/
vLkbr2UOc0e3aYIAiIQ0RIfRh6OTeSXkknklEZ0+tsuc/7uxV
V3UCDFYJ8VYxLn5Fdrnjc9sQwAjQ/
nbh7f8APRrTZZYbNbcOqJADzy4wteq4Ayw6j4Lm
s4aVhrSzycZ/J7VYwuouxDV68OrsG4QZjt/
ZTJDXyXCVHs27cXO3WvshtTQSHtcCSfzP
Ys2/JtZe0l2wloOv
+aujF9NmO924QRIB7rnuphzrGOLAJaY26aApQlaZDxabnTaS
5+6e
T3Wp07IzMVou6XOLlAzXlsftdtj3Vlh/e/
lLLY0h5IOwER7k5gGNxcPLQKQjTVYC/wD/
1Ogw2U25dFeQSKLX7HOiAXAaVz9H3O2rrA1rL2V1tDGhp
O1uggeX9YrlDXUBDtztTtEk
AExq1v8AZVlnUOoUxF25wZs3OAJIBLtx/l
+5KeMkgjobZJau6en4FXUP2mK2MyrGei+0
AAuBMta539Zea/W/pldPWs014zXVtc2xp4ANg9R/tB
+m525dXZdkZDq/UsfYXPYGidJJ
+k1oVCrpg6/9c+qW3jf0/CdVW8/mufWwTU3952536VCAMZa
+mxZG6uHQ2boftQjpv7F/
xf14toDMrqlrH2tHZ1rhbsH/
ABVLFTzqdhrMn31iz3Rwfo7Y3LpPrOW33dLqdpUMoOcA
dQ1g28f2lgdfyRf1W9zR7WEMb8GgDsrXL9B5lEvltoHUDx/
15SaYMceP9yTnNHIgAJyA
QHg6mZHdWSWKmWZhX531fyMamW23XscyBJcKh6rq0H/



F9juDszILQ30yKGuPMmfV1/k+
xbHSM/CoxWtusFbq3vcQdZ3cKx0nHdXv9KGOzbbMjcGk/
TPsgf8AF+1ZBMxlymcTGPF6
WzCuEUdUmVjYLHnJpx6xlWgNsua2HvA43u/
O4VLK64zolN2bfWLR6Z+ztcdH2ztY1x/M
Y1b9tNFddZsHr2E6vcIjb9AbW/1lwf1r
+snTrbWYdNbcn7G6XE/ze/Xfub/hNu5HiFAA
HVVvNsb1PrPUftWTvuuyHQ+8Nc9rGn81jWz7GN
+gtDI6dl0A4OVvZjUF9rHlgBcT7a3+
k8tfss2LNf8AWDqjgQ259bTwKzsA/
qtZt2q7VQ3ql1ddNN1LYDsjLuc60x4w7Y2utyXC
bs1S0EbPUfVIvr6ZXIAa5lp2jklx27iV2XT8R1eKw8WBo0GnK
5f6tMaMFlbXtczGApDm
93kl73T/
AG1s4fUMrGutb7H0OIDWx7u1Y9ziohIA0V8gTGg7RrayNxn
TQBVDlZR6q3Eq
DW4rMcvd4759v/RU/tjy
+1r6yA0tDA087+NyVeQx1hIbLmkVkDRxAn6bv3XJ3EDVMY
ie
otts9xZAghuv9oj85MbGSay
+SdCBq3T3QXoD86hrto95DpIb9AR+9+8uf699cMLpW6mP
tec4lwxme1jCfzsiz83/
AIv6aRN6BQgS7ub1GuimfUFLII9Q8xx7AuQzvrPg0F7MJvq3
j8/lxP7xLvorjus/WTqPULD9sySQZPpsaGsaD+ZXHu/
zkLpmD1G6wPZjubjuBBsscKw4
R+Y+z/vqIiTufouFR0Dq5eT1XqFb95c0a/o26E6cT9L3LMsZ0/
Eo9O82DI2ndTVBe0/y
vpMWjZi3PG7OyvRbt9uPQTqQNGvs
+k5CFFIaG49baG93AAvJ597vcpRAgaKJtp5GBbhX
Y1mW+yln6MuB1eyYe76H57KnLXd9bKcQPo
+reC3HAndmZQ33O/lbP/Stio5WNZe42WPd
bYSQ91ji4lG6fisoezcAZJDjz/
BLgBq0XWxQXWdbyWPOZmWWfaSHODiJJZLmentH6NjN



3+CQsLoz7SLRb7WmdzSPdPMlWwy2rqjck7n1Cp1W6JLXB0
ztb+a9v5yqNpy67jeA9tV9
9rzW3kNc39Hvb/Ks9ydwgdEW6lIbQPSrMQ
+dTrxtKwhjjA6y1hEtt7nuLPP/AIxHZXlu
ex2QbGvfihnq6+2yddyy8+/Jvu9Wwu9VjWCT2c36Xpn+Vt9T
+uiUE6PQCRLSDLdD4aJn
XNZrYQwOIaJ7k8BZzrMyxxPvAdaxwIn6Dm/pP
+mmtryS41n1LA22s1nkFrT73O/loJt0
23VuYSw74O0uHY9wowG2B+ont5qni4PVbiBiUW2vdkOmlo
+k152td/nFqu9S6b1TB+ye
vU6j1Lm1Fu5hedDua5tTn7UNNuqel0zeSfER4HseVE3sYwOsc
GgkCe0lUXDqbHNZfvYw
tOwxJ+nuZ6n9apBFOdbjuDmvscXt3N29w/
duYfzv0aIBOiL6uw30y5rbCQ0n3ECSrHp9
MsBFFr3uaYs3ctP7u1qybKepMFgdubYHkEQNWF42vpd
+82r8xFwy2izN1eS+wupcRq8b
GtaPd+f/AFkflCrsugcXEa6TWHGeXSY89sqVrttZLjAZqSOI/
OWLv6k9roFoP6EtEGRq
ftDf/Jow/aG0ttFvo7r2tI+kdP1YT+dX9JNslV
+DoepVfU00uD5ghw4hW6bqNjiayHSW
7SeSFjUY2QzpePtB3tNYuqZ9PYDFoH8vap3U5wba3DF7g
+kGsmN3rCz3l/7v6L95Hoq3
Xfea6n3FrWsrEuLpgN/ecQqttz7XvbQ+XM2ztElpcNzZ/sqs/
HzsjE6nJvdt3Nopb9F7
SA36Me5rXoZx
+ph79rbm1i7HhwB0r2frH9hrkCCeqrbW3PEesXPZrJ2g/
D2tXI9TYW5t
u3SXE9xC6G3Ky6KWY99ttDwLxvLHEt94+y3vdW17/bUs/
rFza85wcBax7Wu3nkyPppAV
1VIginHNoLwXgzHMc/NFosex26m0t
+CI5+PY4lw9PzGsCNfa5Vnta20enEEaFHw/JZt1
bNxa+hjZ3WA9wBM/y/
pf5yq2BzixsSRofDyU66Lban2Vun0yAGnk7vBQcLmPaC0tdyB



8
UtOijbcOVlXMroYCwMAA2iS74pW05rnMOQHe4+1zuY/O/
lNU68p9bveTTYIksGoEfFGy
MxjrarfU9UtJLtIcfJ/
5u5NII2C4V1LQuqNWWKnQ8iNfGVqsoFF4JxvSbtE7vfEeTFl
5
N5vzTaxuyYgLWFT8i6LXusJGvpHU+Rsdsa3/ADUNbHkodX//
1d9h3D1QHBlhmvdG7aT7
d38pF5B7Ed/is3o1sVW4EA/YrXMBD/U59zmtuk
+oxq28fAuyMV99bd0OLYnsB7nKbYWV
6LpzbH5lb2N3GlpLGx/hHDYwu/kN971uMx6Om4YoZoCTZa/
u5zjute7+VY5B6Jhtx6X5
loh9vA8GN+j/AJyo9Y6mwVX5N25lOOwvhwjQDd/a3KA/
MSev/RVRkaG3VqVWuzfrHiWB
wa2hr/a4+ILfou/
P9ywOo3PfnZNjCGtsueQOdJj6SvNtyXZFWfXW6GNafaN5a4t
9Tbbs
37H
+785ZOVa0PLHOh30i12nKtYR1300TMdEDi8xwSCB4KxZVZ
WAdBuEs1mR4yqwspLtr
Xt8xIT/
aK4azfJBgN5jy0U2vdjo9lx73ku1JK7CqkssbWbh7WNYx4BgN
02/9Uuf6Zg2W
Wh76n7CCGy0iSR2lXcDqNNdTsHLfsuqLmFxG5w2+3a7X81v
u9zlT5yQkQAdmXFEi76tz
r/VqOl9FdnucLLTNWPTM77dW/
wCY3+dXkddN1thAaXPfzHi46n/OW91n6wdGyckMqx7s
qjFc70jk2xWXnR9/
p1Dd7tv0PUWWzIdl237ahjvZUXitgI4Lezvd9Fyrj7Ekx2u0voY
G
E8WZThlWkj9A0xWNOLLR9L
+yrOL1CvqWTt6hbZVhtO11NTSBLQPSa4/urGfQCf0hM8/F
X8FnWciux



+EK3tqJY4BzGWRH0thLHPbsd9NPjEG7W2boB7v6suwy26rD
ayvFxrmwBqXS
wWG139ZaFLGEOse01usAcWuM6nvp/
JWB9U8z7BhZOb1S2nEtybQxxvhjyK2Blfosb9Jv
u/dUD9asD7W5uK5/UrXF3p1MYa6xro9zjvtd/
mKvOMjI0GYF6e3JxmVltjoY6PcDGo/d
es13U8LAxxm3v9OjIO43PdAe3830af51/
wD1Cwv2r1rI9T0qqsCmgGy40M9e9jYlz3vc
fTo/645iyqs/EbmV2OqfYyBvucW25LmgH02U+o30Mb/
rdadGBOt7dlE99Haz+u9c6o9t
HR6z0/FulrL7vbbYD/oam7rnf9arWaeldE6S51vWL/
tOWNzm45O+x7v5WLQ53p/+heR/
1tRyerdUy6bKsSpvTse0RY5rjZkvHP6bOt/S
+79yr02KniYFFUw3cTPlJ+KkjjI61+aw
yHQX5tnpJwyBf9hBuJLtzyHEd/0fqt9Gr
+RtY9WLm5F97n2vcBrtbumB4SpB36NjRDY4
HEd1NtpEFxnU/NTAALbNo2UhukT4kmZ/
tJtgYHA9jHlCk2wy8Fo1gj4xrqonkk8HnWEr
Qvt9sAwkw7WmedDCi21pDg2SWchomPjCA7MofY6muwOtr
HuaPD7krUjz800MvZTPq1sF
s6EAH267lIZ9FYDXu0B2GyPaHBvqOZ/
ZQbasa57vUJmxux0GNw+lsciHExtXObIndtcf
bO3Zv/
rbUvFVKs6jTs9wcdwbDYEkWnbU7lUL6231PpsDq7G6VNIiD
9KHyfoO96ufY8dz
ILTILdpBI0ZLq2hyjk4lVh9dxO9rhwYOiBsq8Gtj9RqbjsBDnbK
ySQPzQY8fzdysV3HI
y8fHoJHq3soe8j2+/wCl/
mqrVgY7X2VkuIeyAJP0fzhP9ZXnMw6MQGhjrOoWWNtDw6
K6
dn0XbP8ADXWf5iaTWnVQBS5XVnfasRmOxgGFTYHuABD
vTs/SbeHe5rVpt639Wsqvfn1W
C2oMtYYGybD7Hl0+xzfz3uXP4mK3abLCfUc1zXGdIfrZp/



KRWYNVZP0oLQ0yezfoNUZI
J6rtXYyuofV97iyu5zHNZoQzf73Nc9rT
+a36P8tiqYnW8KvFx337hfYxm6G+0OdP0VSd
h49LwWAtY8Bjmg6HT6SG/BxmR9ItAbthx/
NPsUsch7oIJbV3XMJ7rCa3EQS17vAHb9H+
siWXYF2C
+6HVir9wEuY5p9zv6rv3lm04Tju3uLmWB29piDJ3N2O/
nParFVdlTiwlzvPd
zGrfcjxk76oAXr6k5uQxjzvqfXuaNJc7dsZtd/
KRX57Tfb625xFjKmsa0e1zm7mgOlCu
wMR7/Urh1ZbBr1Y7V29zmn6P0/
duUziUF28by5722klxJ3tG1ibIgaJFtnp2Q2xwsrBF
byW7XdnNO0yrjMmyvJaT/
NWO2uEdyPpLPx6W4zP0cw1xftJnk7narTyR6uPImRDhHxRB
0CTbcwQ31ranOhrw4/
DT6P4ITrXEEHyAnwKVNx2sLGkm2NpOuse6f6rlN1Oodx3cO
5Pk
T9FGzvuhG7GpsbvewF0bXOA1Lf3HfvMXM/
WBlDM1rbq9zXMBYfIHXj91dQ8nc0mQGmYk
CR4HRYv1gZW5tDnuLQ3cCXgHQkbWt/
NSJCiHnH00iX1QAOWHUH71WcG+qHOMAmdoHAlX
racUssbTW++x201XNJYG/
v7mQW2bvorNsaWWgGNYI790AQsILr0YmbS112M1jmNIJfL
J
+I3rPzsizIvba4+8jaSIHH9X2ogptbQLbKntpcQPVg7Sf3Z
+ihZ2Xdkur3kO2CGw0N+/
btRsdCo7dmJv19Oz3xpu7yVENa8ANcWnsD/
eosAOQ392RKvvxpY2fStJMtgxZ/0UbA3K
ACWm1t7LBYBxrLdRIVxmcTYbA9wLhqJgfJVLmPquNbQ5o
I+i7nVPiVNtY5rzoOIGuqSt
Qaf/1j9Blt5/WN7HVl7qdgaQ6W
+6Vs05llnV8XpGKT694dblOB/m6Ggbt3/C3bmMY3+W
sTGvdg0Z+d6tdrqq/wBG57YZ6p+g32fSWr/



i9x3OwcjrubaX35DzS248mHQ8x/Ku/Rs/
kMRyS/
R27svQk69Pq9Z1E2spZXSQ0Ehu2JJHkuP6rkPyX5tbnTRZazF
pZwIYN1z/AOU5
73LqepX+kX2E61sL4+W1q5GtrhRQbPpDdYR/
Ks9yioylQuuqsekbbfTvq903O6nk9Vbl
vL2OaG04zjU4bGhp9dzNttn/
AFC6LDqxhQzFvLMi8bi7cdz9sy0u/O+iuKyjnMLH4bXG
91jNgY7YXAGbG7z/ACf3kPrfUM7pleHdU+/
HzLHzcHuDrCzT22WsGzbuTJAwycINriDI
XxV4PenDw5Lfs9ZHM7G6D7knNoY7bWxlboOscD4LL6V19
mU/7Pl7a7y0BjuGv8dzvotc
tHcaw+18CtjS9+mkN93dEmWzHRG5crqmSXWuxcE
+pc3Sx0yd519y826g+zBGZZa/a+57
w8kw9xcfc5mq63N+sbOn9Lt6g2sHJsBbQXO2zZZIb7Y/
N3bnLhaem9Q6nTb1LOsGR6Ic
0AuDSSwe/dwiLGsqAZDoKDmNoc0HcNsAEB/
cOG5vP7zVq0dK6sC3J9MONtckF7C/Y4bZ
dU5/q/RTftktz7cx1lmJaWVgMrayxoFdfp++q34Loc7pr
+r11ZDfRbuqY6bGOD5cB9G1
n5v8hDJkEa2orYxBt5vHw67y
+p9gxbay0AWA7TP52/8AN2rX6Nj4Duk5LrqqMnIpfZ6Y
uIHA+m0+2xc9k4V1GRZSTDmEg6kzHOpV95td06ioMZ
+jktc1kOMn3B9jfpqSxQrqPooX
fk3OtUdOdm1/sE15VJxq/tTWCwNbY3cbNr8nc/
37VaZm9AwajViMPU8ktE1Ug044d9It
yL59fKb/
ACNyp00OtpZ6ry1zhD6xoJb7Q5yLRi10TrLyZJQ4AaK7ipfKye
qdQp9DItbj
4Zg/YMRoqpgfvhnvt/665PRiU1FrmN
+idUX26gqUAM0M69+U8CggorWtIgdxMJsamrJZ
6mLlYthI/mn2elY0jQse25rG
+3+Q9K1xBafExCqnpDbXl7mnHr5e95DWif6//kUT3COr



oO6d1NpLxivsbOrqi24f+AFyE9trXBjmWNsPDCx24k
+ULKycbBxmg42fZZk+Fde1g/68
HNsc7+wpU9a+sFRHo5t/t4h5/I/
chcun8v8AFSa8XbPTrawH5dleFW7UuveA/wDs4zd1
zv8ANVK/rPQMVxpdU7OhoixzzWxxJduLmN/St27W
+xVHdVz7nufmYmPlv72WUtLz/wBd
q9N6xs91VuU57aW0O71CS0dvz9z00WTr9ijIAaOxkfWTMuY
+nHFeJjv5qpaGhw8Hv91j
/wC05U6cYm92QJFtg1J0Bn6SpPtua0FjWjbxHb
+yreHdZcwhxl7T7gPA907QLbvdvsaG
gbjo3kojb
+R37zyUBrS4CY0RG7Q0ExPmjfbRNJDYN3mUrYLLXA6tbu
A8/NMI8RGuijkC
ce0M03CNOT8P5KP1tTXqtLnjcQ14BB8ZWoMf1KWWNaBIk
x4jlYNdtZeHsB3hoNh7DQeK
3cPLpp6fdbY8BlFjWuaNTNgmse395MMeIjugHqyrrDRBb3St9
MEbhBPZCry7rXGKvQB7
OIc/5N/N/
tLTHTXuw2PoHo5BBNr7CHuPdpYyG7USIxq9bXAk7OY/
HfkjbXSWsb7i92mn
8mUVmDQ9w1Ia1okuMknvCnUy
+lrvVebHzqTpH8lqtsaH1SSSd0OI7Aj2p4jEjZbZBa19
VAIrrdJaR7vH4fyVFlTSZ
+lKHYdpLm8wdqlRvdkNMmNp0JiSUzh8FyzsQNcfTd/Zd3lJ
tL57SFZcwhsuk69vNQH6Nhk6E/
ghwgKtg1kSDxzPki45ljtR7JGvh+agl+0guO0kaCNT
8lCyq26GEbA8HTvP5jv5SJCAW1idQrrZ6ADrHtf7dsRr+bv/
AHtytttyrmvjG2kAQS/U
Hv7VXxYxw2hzZsuE7wANpj6PC0a3uNe6SSIDp8eEVIKcPqN
73/zLTEuk8DyO5Yn1usyc
GrEyAKn
+9zQANzZAB97HLpqtC4OA9zCWnzGq5/631su6VTeYIZZP
+c3Qbf6yaDuno4DO



p4djT9prdZcBLXNfFY/60wN/
6tUeo3sychj6qG47GtDSGDmPzn/vOQNtUyQQPBpj/qty
TXubq10+R/
vRFXbGSSKLc9HNuqAe4+iIc0PdDZ43NZKD1W2y22t9zmPsi
Ca27Zj2jdo3
91CN9zTPcaiNVB1zrLGved7vzt3JPnKXCbtRIqqK7QReQ0ag8
AyjV5e10vh09+CI4T31
1+qx9BOxzQY4dv8Az+P3UJ1Z3DtHb/
YiT4I2WusDri4Fx0HJkqx0xtVjnNcXVwR+kaJg
H6Xs+k5UyCbZJ0MyU9TnsEtdBnjVGvGlXrb/AP/XlX0/
IyOgfZ6tnr5XvLrAYAmQdrR9
La1u1dP0Ol2Lj4PR4/R4ji59g4e6lu++z+1mX7f
+trGPV8amxrcWm4XMLSS4sNIY136X
bY3/AAmz+SupxMUU0tufIv8ARgtPANrjkW/+RUea5SFWB
+lbNtHWtdmt1a99ltjWAEuO
nhDQsK42t0OhOs6ER8lo57Lbn
+xpeATO3XSFVrrbZivrrP02QbCYIB+kGqaJAFdVVoGn
n1dR6e/GGLW+/LtL/wBFTtc9oDQd9jbC1mz
+0sz6z5PUGZDRVY6rfQC/HtY3UA73uft/
m3f1XK71D7TdmOFN78cVgsLmcuBaz2/2bGqpmvvba19+GO
oimoNdZTd6djI+l+jfDrFX
EgcxXfotkOFlbXj3B7QRHiRKB1bN6szAufjZNjvS1spc72Pqjba
139VFx7DcysUtcTax
uyruB+69yD1mynExrsd91T7LGlm2uSG7hD/
Vc791qsT4dLOqwX0W6lV9WMz6pYuZnMFf
UMikBtjS9z67PdtIqB+hu
+n7Vk9BzMaqr9nmm2x1p1c0N2y8Q97/AH/mqs/PusrrpYT6
dLQxjj4acf1k+RbbjVi7EsNN9ZBD2c6+139bcq
+QAgxItdtqzHXb8DIu6f1LEo6lQwFt
JtaA8f6P9MB72f1lv/VUUZvT7G2PBuoeHnZ7SK7AHVs2/
wCjqe2ypcBmZd2RbuvsL3zJ
dEAT+6Gq/wBH61kdHy6M6uLAwenbXMCypxl1X9dv
+DQlj4o1v1Wxyal6P6w/VbMN787p



05DHCbKnQXg/nlkRuWd0yrIZ6tWTU6lzALKwQQCCYf8AT/
Pa5b+R9eumMfjOwqzmU21O
dfTPp212SNjPc3Y72fuoeV9a+h9SxttteZhS4EW
+my1ug9zfYW7ksfFEi4g19q8gHW3P
btdMmIEBQkaSdfJTYem3MJxur0F7h7WX1WUgkfvv/
SNamdV1Wmqyzp7MPIsawzbXkMtf
xLnNpf6e3/MUxkPqilqq7rS8MYdjY/Su9tev/
Cu9qezI6VjAfacs5b+9OJo2f5WTdt/8
DrXNXdRzsxrnZN0BpgAnjz2KWHfWQS33uAguP/
VJSvQreIW67uuZA/oWOzGP5r/5yz/t
2z/vrVQu
+1ZVnqZFjrLHakuJPx1RA575OgTtaBqBJEpbp1YV0VNc2dQ
YlGeWydsBpGkB
Kl7Xbh
+4QJPaRKUkgjbM950CVkikMSOYMTwsrqdO2xlvZ0z8lqw35
Ed1Wzmb8dzgJNfv
Hy+klf0UdnHLpJLTJGh
+StdLt25TWO19QFuvj2VVrGtcXD3Fx4R6qSy2u6Q17XfRJ7y
E
d2MW7gnkECPFODLiABzrKgdTEHTU6ahONSfzu/
zSDKyLhBiIHZM4l1ZESAD+CdoAHkeU
8tBIOseOqPRTiBj6rZAMzqzz0XofT+lWY1dNV
+lWK0+nUSHB1j/fbkvZ9H1G7nVUf6Ji
5TpWMLOu42ORLMi2slkeDpd/
m7V17MrfUKWOL7a3OpucRruYT/6L2qPJdABUBVsicLFD
xjVV+s8e50Dv+c5Vjc
+xx3u90zP9yjcAx0a7nDX4oO9jnbtQYjQ9/
wB5MC8qyq94JZo4
dz380LHa8sI3HudToSdPof1UQvkiGnaJ
+Eeai2wbCdu4tEyDEfFWMZ6Fjk1Lqw3UgHaZ
HhoVDfYbIBhwM6DznlTsyt25oMtn6B0HKAHWPJc2GeLvD/
zJAobD3Bhe73AH2me0wd21
AN1rnNaweo8zNh4EHsn



+yn2PtJcXNmSNfD3FEaCXhoAYAQTAiENUsqKGUPdZY4Os
PeJ5
/OcivsJg/S2nTwQ3AS4jx/IneCOBMwUr6Kpe8u9j/
olpBDjqBP0lo4dhvY99TS2TBZGo
nk/huWZubdU4TIALVY6aXlo2n059pI8voz
+7uQB1qkuo7GuDT7yIBFbvj4hZ3WOnVv6V
azKyRTjgse5xaTtLdD9H4rVZAIeSSDqZKz/
rI1o6RmxyWBwHHB3JGN6DRPR84IaC4btA
YaYg/imhoHjPI/Io+o48jU9yptNe7UuAJA/
egIgMPdRIAI2mROqhY5rnNiPNFtfiBpFZ
ts8C6GD/
ADfe5ALt7gWt2jwBRG9qKf8ARF2s1meRx9yd1L3AFjw5vPP
hz/KQXPO5wnT+
7xUN50118tCEQQhsP9T1Wvc0wImfL4KbzRZa57QA1xkDnb5
fylXZY8ugkkE9/wC9M2p7
jPH+vikVW//QzOp5ldWFayl
+54BL3+JOu1v9pemYuTX1HAxcjGeDTk1h7XDvDfc3+x9F
eXW9G6g3GdkZVbfsjXsa6yq2u1gLz7G7qnH/AKSnR1/
qPRxdh4bnuxchjh6IftNVjv8A
D4r4d6Tv32fzb1FKXETRbBgarsdH0aylzGOc2WBzGxWex
+lbu/zlzPWc/I6fivuxmtLm
GXNdzDva01j+S5Uun/XLql1LaOoV/ajo37XUNtrP3vtFP0XN/
wCGYo9TyK8zJfh02G1m
u97Yh+33bWu/d3JRPTdVGnKq
+sOS07y0OJ1JJ7pftarLyjbkWfZ9wDXBoG391xLm+5ZW
ewUZJxcd4vDDAI+kZ/N2/
nJMxbvTc97S0jhneUoxo3QW29NldT6Hj4/t6qWgtixlDS6x
w/cafZ6f+cuR+2syb3bHO9EE7HP5jtI/
eS6rU5r2AwX3N3aCNoA+iq3SLsWvLbXmMLsc
7i/
bO6dp2cFvs9RPo63utMtaGzr4tdRAd9JvmrD2tdWezCDJif8AX
auexM1+K+XHdW4+
4eHwXU4TqLaq3+o307jAJ4j87t



+agYmx4rhIEPPZdeHXe4Mu9aqZrdAkjsHD81yaj03b
2QdAC3cZ07wp51DMXKsqscJrcRuHBEnYf81DZ6zmF
+OxzwwAOeGktifzn/RakL2WVrbK
xjKyOJj2juo2ZeW6tgfadlRJrr3aNJ77f5Sj6WRZr4ckdlINpNL2
Cquy93+HJdIHZkOL
a93tRArdGrvu9O/Govexp9atrzA7xtd/
1Kq24eM8T6Yrdy1zTBUen2vZSMN722OqEt2n
dDT+buH7qK8DTnX/AF1RJ
+q8OHlepRlWU7QWkbmiZ0P8pRwbQ3KDdoG72z5/
mqz1SkDZ
c3XbLTHn9FUQHOe14c0QQQ4jXyhFYdC7dZjmR2j
+Kk0H6J1d3hTDd1cx7nBKthkEtkiQ
AO+iaNGRTGCXaawAfkpQ2HQJA8EtOdPinbowtAGpn/
YiN0LbYMeHKG9rS0zB0iONFJwJ
AE695805a13tHx
+f5yXX8ktBvSKvU3Gx20mQOOe25WqcWimC1o3cgnU/
9JF2QBtMDx0U
trWwO41KQJ3RVdEZJgGQTzICUkCB3Un6HzhDEEn
+CQP47pZHvz2kfgn0PEzp8+ybXwmY
mOdFIseDoR5HhEeKEuDW85gva2XUVWvgn+T6beD/
AKSxi2elZVf2rqtUTtvb6LZJ5Dqi
P636Nqp9ExMfIHUW5G702Ycl7XQR+ka9nu/4ypqq/
Vi26l17XH3WhpIHJLTvn/pJh1td
dU7dotbqWQe2/
Un97QIDWb3ur9cA66AQ2fi1EazcSXzA48YPmih1DWFrWgbi
InwTeIBN
WhGPW1rS55LiPoAHn
+s5BOHY54aToSdzj4cBXWe4uJ7D56Jsh7SaiW6AuHEzp/
0fclxW
VcIc+7p4oDnAbmGdz+Z1IVS+5rCxoEjwH5Vs2uL2+hOxjn
+89g3lY2SxrshxDSKWkisu
Puj5KQSvotIplsabrDvJa6AOSP6qma7myQRsjXxEf9UhY1jw6
wE7w0jgQOdrUa8OsY5v



eIHz80bvqhk11ROggloIHklY9xMNI
+IQmss0eZDRALGifucpfaKWEtb+keBrGg1/lwka
6qtnVW/
c7Zo3kgfjKlh5NVW5j7BsJmszoTP0QqORZkWHa4F1bpa5rZa
P7T/pO9ynjCqo
Ma8Cls6AiTHl/
WTSdbCnYt6sHfoqKX2kcEN7jlVOoZ2VfiXVuxnhllbmOJ5BA
OqsYFwL
RXSxwG4jc07dPpI
+RQH02NEtNgLWknguHf8AzkdepS8lX9WizGZkZNjKK3Vixo
LxuLdu
6RV9J29ZOfjYVNY9Cx7nyN0tgCRr3XSNyOlHpzcO7prKbyxt
Ts0uda4Fo/nWb7K2U/R+
gqXXK8dvRWOxLxdS2wNc07WvD/
c76G1tj2bfzlHCdmtUyh6bADlUdHzMoNdjY9jmEDXk
T+c6dPah5vTszAsY3KaGF2rRIOgMfmrsqen9SxsPFsOL62M
+mpzbqXtcC1zWunZuFv0j
+6uf+s7rDk41dlb6n1tcNtgLdZ7b/
wA1PjMmVCiFhgBG3Hure20bmkB/uaCIkfyUaivF
cx77XtYWgFrXTLvJmwbWrq
+k00W14OX6QyXYlZbawNL5a73M3saHfRduWb9bel4WPRR
n
4lL8YZNr2Oqe3ZwA7dUxwY5taXGCeEgq4CBxOC6PX0AaO
YaZUiXlxBcBpoJ5RMuiqu+n
0mbGW1NdBdu9x+k6R9H+omyqX41/
oMtrvLmh25moEj6EvDfc1P0WP//R0/qF0TFyvq11
TGvg15uSay5pkDY1jWOa795tnuXF5NVGFmZFFlovdj2Oqdc3
UOLTt3LrPqz9bmbbTdi1
YuJjkjFrpO2lseFcepc9/wBL7Q9cR1N9F
+fkX4TPTodY4hvYF30z7v5SrC5S2psmxxdj
VKfm47y7ZkCgt02wZM/S1A+gi9Dt
+0ZGYWPcbBG2BGhJ0Y1v0ViZVJrb6kgh2k+a0ui9
RdVkVYzGNY2+Gus13T9KdFYjEAAUxcRt6PBbUS2GtD2Pg



uDRMnxKtW9Jsz2PfQ15trDv
e0EgR++foqnQ0sfZcHbX1NLyfED6Xt/
O9q6LovXcW4Gh7xU6S6pg+i5um+f3v5G5TRoi
kSJGoeVf9XMjP6FdkVgjJotb6IGstg/aP+iuW
+14ldZq9GXOMOfOpb+6P3V6TXm24zXs
2tDJIiOeWT/aXN3/
AFbwsvqbLXkg5Dw30WwGlx7l6ZKO1KF7vOdYwG4OY7GB
JaNrmHmW
vAeP+qXQ/V7P6ZgdJDYzMiyyTayt1dVbTw5nrQ65zFV
+sdQ6ZlOxxjtuptj0Mh0usGz9
H6XqbvzVWxz6dLhAEgy0cSVHRqtdN6SKu6dK/wCsuK
+31MTp2G28QHW3Veq9o7Ab3+n/
ANFZmf8AWXr
+S00X5JdjOGtNYaxkf8VU1jUTKwqcfDse0Q9xBc/
XXnss1npgNiHu5J4I
SERfkiUiz
+0NYGtb9A8jxARszJvzaGVUV1V016iutsGY1c53usscg1U0uf
Lx7RIMfiji
o49gfjWB
+3WYIjy2OSIG1aqBJ66JcDCOPjDMnR4G0AfHdKuAeH9ZrvJ
GwzV1DENdX6Es
0cORuMucR/J3KqynIqIqvYWuYS0Hs5vZzXFCN63Q/
guFBexlVrPSd7q3TPySpxMWudtb
R2nk/
ijA1DQ8jifNEa11rQKwNOSfJE35eS6g1tzGSBPKbf3Bggcdke7
Fc1m8xJ7d0DsN
PGURr4oNsvUMa6SdR2SDg/
sfaltIZBHHu18OFEEfdMaI6hTIiXQDOsQnDWnmdw0KZrjr
rA4nwTgtIJP3IEWlfXT3aTGp0CnNIEuIBgDTv80DQu41JiOyI
1sxHzEofRDJ7mnVvP4K
DWRZ2jzRhUwgDSewiU2yHEmdYEccJAjummDoBLQBohh7
JgkxMSAiuZpuAmefFDiOR21S
KlX5N1WG7GpcG15ttddx/OLWfpdn/



k01WVj42ZTbU3cfU2WOkj2n2/2VPIAbi4rtJ+2Q
4eXpqu7HYd+mr5B0/
wA1OPDQ8t1utvVOaZLPzmay3VOS2XCOB9I+aq9Jy6Thxe/
bkMa0
HeQNzPo7ml37se5XSaQNAXAaEtHM/
vblDIUfJkDEywe2AP3u5QLnMkAyC0yZ480Wx9oa
9rKw3aBG73T5tWdkG17gHPds04aGme/
0tyEOp7qLauaHWuLYcBrHjIBVY1VNY5zdSTBb
JOseacnJBea53ANJAjXTxhPZQ8At9QPbPO4mTH57fb4qQ7ad
FjXYzb9P2gCJJj6J3JG3
a8ik7g86l+k6KYxo0LiO8jkKbKQNxAHu192un9pAHomkbcay/
wBzzDATDRo370zGNFYa
wANJJlxk/wDRVm1xNO0AbWax4x9If5qrH1iBJG
+zQA8Adk4noikp2upI7/SJnuFXy2N2
McRMGJnifNO6x9L2jbOhBM/
imIFlbw4wDIDo7DUFN3Ki6OIBcGPDRMAgE6fuuHthGdLG
OpcYBBb/AFSfon
+yszpOW9lLSWtca3Fr4OvPthalupa8aGTopAAp4zM6t9l/QYu
+m+ix
zbHTua4A8ta/d/1KBm9W+24D6bmB
+QXscywMY0tHu3hzms3u3f1lczWGzOtafcWuO3jU
FVHNDq7H1MeatWFwYSJnhz2hDhgK02Wni7u5g/
W7JxcSg5lGJlsDW1Naz231srGwNIja
sv6x9Sp6vbjvpLmsqDgW2gA6+76dbn71kQWw1x2uH5p/
78n3Mj6WvOgSEIg2BSDKVcJd
bp+bbjMc0XXVMe0Ail0SRxuQeoVjNc0+rY6JP6R2/
wD6pBbTmiltwpsfRP8AOBjo29/f
CbMyMJ9bDhttqeP5xtjmvEeLHNaxyIAuwD9FXpRLO3Gotf6h
0dwQNB8RCi7Hx929/udx
JPy1CA
+x4u2MsFrIBDxIH3OVxl1Z6vjONIdWWtL6sY7p0P0fU/P/
AH2ok1tG0bv/0si1
ppqftJc1hO0nTSfBZeJiW5LZaI3Fzi4zAA8f81a4sZdFrmGqhw



Dve4GGkTq4fSVN3UqC
99eOYr2lsagajaXBRxoHqzksBiYrrDgWDeH1a+LbNCJKxsqp/
Tctga4uDYcx3zWtSKnZ
YeGD1bD73NPtAA/lIXXaK3WUy1zy4FjSDGsz/wB
+TxteywjYu1ZkNe1rgIc5o3tdzxqs
rNyn15jfThprY3gxz4tR
+n02ZWK1wIdawe5hPvO390fnbVXvxbLeo
+teLK6K2AWvaxzy
ANP5v+slKQ7pAO+7sYfUWZjNSBa0a+atMbkh
+9lBt10BBI47R+c1VMTpvQyGZrX2ux64
Dr8dxeyfHKo2/acX/wA9rd/YOBmsZk4mTfUNo234tx2/
Nvvrch7prVdwvMdYvvbQzFfW
8BgcS57TAB1hpcP3lm/
Z3GsnaYaQS7tyNF2tnSvrFjD9TzKuo19q8pppt+WRj7WO/wCu
NWRk9SccoY2Z0Rz8+w7GsvqZdXP/AIYoFV2z/
PS909AD9UcP0czMw8t2N6dFe8vI03sG
n9pzVlu6bm15DcdzGsseQGy5pH9pzS7aux6llfVLp1YryOl49u
YWgvxqWaNd+6+5cvb1
h3vZg4tHTqnk6UtlxHHuvs3v/
wA1DjlLogxHdzW22VtJcANYcD5+BRsdxfc11h21kydJ
IH/fkerqOZWQGurc1ugD6mPB8jvap5HVsjI2+pXQ3aBIqqawn
+sWoHi3QAGz060UlxrI
EkBwHfkN9v8AaV7KrdbS4h3vGrB4rFxLXVZIOoa8QSdY8Fu
Ulr2kkT4HXRPrSwlyK7C6
yDyTErWxyxo5DZ0cPMd1j5LfQyHDWN0jsinJlo27Wg6OHco
SBNaFI0b2VlM1rYQ46+4B
UXHt8E1VjHETqPHQ/kRbaAwe0iPH
+CANCqSdVNcTyYjQqESXRoR2Te0CAdPyp2N9x76d
k69EL6mO7gfFO0/
PT8iYD3EcHnzS2jUgxt1Q2VTN3EDSJ1T1u0gjjt4oZbYLvpj0S
Pa3
uUQBoG7z1ko6falMywNO0/R8VN0HTnugNe2ZGvOgP/
kVMvd+7p4hNOyVbmkD94HsouA3



eR8E7nDkciJHChIJO0kyJ08URfVTF
+91bKjG1lvqkiZ3bfTbwm0LTPPbRIPbBGuonVRb
wdslp7eKV9aQzdJYyJO4R5d10WHnMyaA5zgyxoDbGnxAiY/
dcueMelGstg91Cu01O3sO
h0e3xH7uqdOPEAgGi9K25pkbfEE95WfmlooLj7dsEEcyiU2se4
vY8vYBqfjx/aQMmxr2
/
Zz9J2rnntAlR8NJu204uNjiIbuY068EqLt1bZcQQPc4Bo0HHZT
YWOfuiWloB8SQVJzm
kbWnWY1SkVBf0txD3EwCDHig9QtaQ1lcbgJc74/
moxdyO3cHwQbqqniR7X+PYoHSk6tE
22RwSdI4hEY9x1A90QT5IbMW4PEmRyTr4ozXMqd7nCJ8k6
PCeq3VDcyx7tWzGogpMcxm
j4AIiTp7uyLZkMDTBkRGgP8A1RVLLtqd7GHe10ce5wI/
O9u5qICmeO66m6yoCA4tLgT2
aZ0/
srbyM6l9cmxjSJ2kukwuXqqN1hsNrml2jQTtIMfntHuWrhYFV
WO31SHkvAMtHc/R
lO1CLQZmNj32tsrdXXZtILnD1NwcI/
NLdm1VumYuZ0y07fTvbZoA6x9bZP552+m72onU
cbCozA4upcQAfs1jzSXNO76FzSqWHbURazJsvZZvJrFT2PaG
H6I2Wfzm3+um+mjodd+q
bOjq9cyn3dItblNxhkG2k1nHh/6Npe6zc/
bv3+5c11Z2JZltOI0sBJLva1g8nNYz2q7m
2OZWDVYbiZBa
+ssI08Q5zXLKufYx7WObtcBpuE9+yMYgLZyt1MMWXUubb
1F+GxpArD22
Oq9zdvutZvbSljNvZ6dzMfF6kA9tbGTuh37j6prf7/8ASuTsyKLa
gXWvokNFmySwx9Hc
oW2hjq8hpqfZUdwftguH7ljQW
+1Gipo5VGTTnOZk0fZrOTUBtAB1bt/krd+qn1cGe8dR
zNwwKXHaJg2vH
+DY79xv571DovRMj6w9RflZJDMGiBfY1u0OP5uPUP3nrs8i2



uuplFDR
XTU3ZXU3hrQkTpVqjGzb/9PnMllldrsXIqh2O73uLoP0gCH/
AJ35yV7enVFs472lxhpY
+Rx4ParX1g6flYt7n3OZWcpkETMAEe4u+lue/
wDOVPFxmZtTHOJD2BzXCSR7Ro/+SmSr
oWYXsrbnNbNVLC3QiHQYQc919lTfXxiBW4PJa7laVBG3bP
GitHFbmUU147Gm6lrvtAkB
zmz7Ttd9L+ylYiDooi3J6VW1zGZWU92EAWvxy3R+yY9Zsj
+b3fSeu9paz+c3i1zm62CC
DIWI3GrfQ7e1rnFm3j6LQPaxh/cWZh5uT0m57PddgGA5sma/
5Vf8lMkb1XAVo7+V9XKX
3nP6Zc7p2eOLK/oOP7ttX0XM/rLJ
+1XdNyj9vY7pOW4/8oYrd2Jb/LysP3Nr/wCMqXSY
udTk1CytwLSJBVbquRQ/HONY1r22/
SaRMD7k3j6S2VSPpf1hv6hc/Ce2p17BJy8R/qUu
b+c5wd7qX/yXKv1jrGYB9h6Y140i/KjV08sx/
wB1n8tT6T03F6bSacZha60br7O7hyyv
+om6r1TH6fU4yDkEQ1giQT
+e791qOOjOwL8Ck7amni8sMrcGOAY9xO53efP+shCtjnCB
93ZVM2512Q4k7uZP47k
+DliuwDd7Xaa8qaYvQMQl0bzMdjiQ18kDX4nhM7GfuIraXu4
M
fRE+a0cXbbXDyIaNfnwjNpDGEsbBmHE+fg1N1ql9OUA+o
+kYZp7t0Ht5Kw6/MFAfiPAt
bLTIB08kHLa
+y4yfI9tFHFecfKbU46PaQBwN3LU6IoarSezJ1luVjC
+xvvbPqfHv/V3I
LXQTB0Cv/Zyx77AdLWy8DiRo1Z1ezfuOjZ1jyS1CgUeI/
bjFsEuJdtaJEmdEWt+UKHsq
G/
Y1tm6JJP8AhKv81Wa87H2SHRoI54OjHO0UrL6g4t0ESN0wJ
b7n/wAn2ptnsmtN2sXZ
jGWOfPssDSYkbHQd/



wDYaiV2XuyPSFwaDXuLmt0OvGv71ak/
Lrrtaxh3h4JBPAgblDG6
tVazbeA2wjcYBSVp3R5brKsuyyuQW1Mj2zPuUn5NvqOZzW
RYwy2OGyz/AF/PV6zMorDQ
50SC4EAnRo9x0/dQrMysgmp4BD2tO4H876P+d
+alfYKrxamCwOvYXT7aa9sjgjQ8olt+
T72kQC6xpEcMDZZZP8pWftNIG7fydo05dMQPuUftjAXtc4A
BzGt0dPuH0Xf1kteyq8Wv
S84/TmOqaTYQwvjUiYa47f5LUrsu5mjX7yADIEAgu2n/
AKCMcyloFgfAIJ7/AJn0p/tI
zbCQDGhAg8I6qrsWg/IyNl1m8Btby1ocNNs
+xM3JyC3R4LPeWPbDtR/Ns9n5yvWtbYyH
iWmDqe44URVtktgEkE8aniUhSte6Ky29goJlgf8Azh526fR/
zlWouvrxw1oI2tc5mnLt
/wBCP6qvuc5w1b8+AkSQSCCY4QNBVNR
+Tkw7cCDLw5sfRDRNb5/rKVVjzU19h3FwDvox
Bj3K0XEiA0QeJOvxQHudu4Aga9/kn7o83Y6e/
wDQAhpmXBzjG3s7X71HZQ215fc5r+Gi
ms2v4+k7Wupn9u1U8PIawBj5JeWtkTO2Y0V/
P6IMd5c214bYQXDiY+jKaRqUjZY9QZQ3
9Divsc3Tde9rZBPPpY+7/wA+ph1e4Vndi0aGfUkz/wBUo/
YMYlrnhzp1MuJ7+aL9mxWi
BQ3XXUT+VIR1VbWf16lmhpY0/
nBjudfoqDfrHgTFlFkDUNrEkBEtxcQ+51LW8yRos+3G
Eu9MEtPAhKgVWW7Z1XpuU4xZkVVkgFhA48R7Uxu6O9wI
suc1vJjUxA7jb/0VmN6e4vOh
BadZ0hWasANbJMTr4pCPZXEercszenFuwY9luzQb3lCruqLi2
qjZ4SZ/IoNxiDoAdfzt
PmEerfyQImAW6f8ASRo9FWgsxLdj7GiNQdO06+1Pd1W3DO
I17PWYC/cwktku2sa8/wBR
WmC54sb3DTAJVa3pebn49FePWHPFk+q6BtZAJdz7m
+1O8Vp12SdTwftOYXekbhWwB0OE
cmFkPx8V1hYKQyD2J0I7bmlaP1hxn15Jcwk7Q1kiWydXOlqz



8emSCCXOcfHvwkbGgpHW
qWrx6iYZZaHcMHI/6f0kDq4vbfQLn+p7SWy1rSJP5wZ/
KXW9I+rZdQMzKsZXW6TVVX7n
/wBv/
Rrlevs2dVsDJ2B7hWTP0WnaOfpIgS6qOzodL6h1H7OMLGpo
NMk21+t6D7tIb6lj
3ta7b/JVrC6G7q/UG0ZWEem11e+19cva5h/
4dz9m79z01l9L6Jn9X/R4rx7Xhtgc32tZ
H869y73Hx8XpeC3BxNa2auf3c4/
Se5CWgoaJiL8mWzFw8VmDhs9LGpENb4n995/Oe5Z1
1246mAE995dLSY7qlY/seSeyYK8WTZ//
1NnM6Bi34VmNY0lz2nY+wklp5Z7p/eXI0Yb8
HItx7m+lkNaQ9hMgyPpj+S5q9Hvc9jnNdiZDmj/
CMa1wPw9+9cT9ZM6+zKv24FuO6Gsr
suYW2OO1zW7He6v3bfoKOYjXpFV0+VnFuQKXV2v2kbSfa
Brt0ULbKq7q7Hgi8td6buPc
0e1UcTL9LMPqv9th2PBnRwVzKrqzdordFtZlonQ+SFDqjydjp
+Yc6sONrLMp389RtFR/
rUidtjEazDLmFzQRbw9h0JC5XJZBPY8tI0j
+qrVfWuqU3VOdY69jG7TU86x5WfSSOMjW
JSJd1zl5vRcn9E4/
Z3y51PIHjtn6D1rVZVOWBkMubdIDnEHVs/
mOb7dr1n5eTi9XcH1j
9IGgPYYa8EeIVGq5vT8O99UG218B3JAb9HcE0ji/
vbKGnk6vXet53TxVTQWtGRV6nrls
umSw7Z9vt2rmbsrJsfue55dYdXHUknzWxmdTp610auq
+qunOx7JpfWSSWu/ntzHfQ3e1
UaWPYwB5NuhAJA/
86UsSIiqorZWTvo1L7D9nMNa6TzGoj6XuWfWTu0mOwWlb
GxzSPaeR
xqs9+ORq3UESO/3p1d9FknXwC
+1o2mCAS53YbRJRLOrZL52vMa66T/0gs3BtLWPpZYG+
qNrnOHA/Ob/



aUXNMu2ku2nw0S066J4jTaOS6x2573PMck6KvbeXZLZ0LYj
yPZTYGCv2h
3qxoTwgMxrbH+76RMyT4pEilau8x5uxt0w7gtPY/nKi
+p9YcHQQTrtRMA2Yznb2bmNB9
QAySI5TjIqyha1gAcwyweLT+d/
WTem65rV47S0s3mNrWcDhp3I78XfWAHwA5zyPBz9HF
Bb6rBuMEjw/2qP7RqeS1wLDwD2n
+UlROxulWABejYr6fSHMhx9pdppGqrX4oosqc0Syu
G7jEun/yKk7NppcG7vUdGpbqEXIym/
Z2hoa826lv5zIMe9KjeqrjTK3Hn3e9oDXM409w
93ud
+ck7EYN36QkO2O4HNftYtPplmPd059hwXvAtAsfXYdjTodm
x7j9Jv5+1Z2XkYzKL
n1MfvGS5ranCQ2kBvt9T/
Sf2U4wAqjafEhg7Hq90u0sI3AgQSPL9/VRdTWHH9IRDmO1I
/wAH7W8q11fNwC8HoVezDdiV0ZTrKwXh7nvd9J/
0LXfR9Vqya7MnFf6tDi0WtcwujRzH
ey1vu
+kgRrQJWmXgnsqBgV2Nc33knQ6uMljhLFeY8OrHiBBLZInw
WC14bkTUwsERtnd/
aXRUFlVbWskuGr3RHuj3cIiN7lUZeCJ
+QykBzmua08EiPgpi0P1a0ncZ8kLMacqtzCTP
0gTwSEHBsdsLHuLSw6t8EjEXQK6y3Bv3GG+Rk8KLiS4H7/
D71MOaPc46nUn8iE62psnc
PHhCgDvuqyyFhayDzrJUXXMLmyBERwossFgNjToNE7mbfc
ODxonX2QxN9lbhZXG6sh41
0JBldr1PZkY4saYa8tdPgHCWriizXjmTK6no
+Vj5XSWYptnLxmOL2d9rCXVnX6f6P91N
kkNQsEtMaa6+MKNt7Wtk6yND5DwVkg3102XNFRsLyGNdu
ECNnv8Ab+alZ0zGs+kXyJmD
Cbxx2Np4T0chrn5VhYyZJiPyI37OyXsdthvbXstPHxMfEIcxsE
E6v5MJn34w/wAI0E6k
N/



2JHIdgECPdzWdIyNN9gAPnOo5VkYDASDb5uj5KduXQYND
DJdB4bz/xih9udEtr9xga
un/qQhxyKaCb7DitI0fY5wmPBP6Fe7RgaCNB
+VyrPzsmQNGgg6tG4/8ASQ3MzbpBeQ34
xz/UCNnqVadkzfRFz2CPaOe370K50ktbihgeGEEgazubLzs/
tb1kfs4C+s2QWOeA+yXa
Ej8/Xar37Nxi
+qtoDhMzOgEdw0omXbVDaGD9ry3Hbuk9x4rTxenfZq32NqY
Dq7cIkAfu
+1V/q8zHqbl0G7dlkixtIcQ4Vhvptc1s/
R9RVPrBmV0dTrwvc3Gqrax1jXcWOO51u5xd
9FvtUhmIQEiLJRw8Uqvh8VvrB1jqvSG9P
+yGkOyqnvsL2lwO0s2+0kf6RYX1jrzusZfR
K2M9XLyMXc4N+iCbH7nfyWMU+s5l/
Vc7GxmbLnY7TVQaRG4vI9zmN/O9rV0+NTXg4uOx
zG/bqqG02Wt10BNjq2O/
d9RyRmCLHXZBgQaPTsi6dgYvRML7JjnfbbD8m46Fz/3Wz/
gm
IOTeTIHKe6+ZEz4+CqPcCdDPeSmbr9gissJnuTyUNlTzq7Vo4
Cm4eB8yoOedu1nwJ8EQ
h//V9Cc1oIkgHxWF9ZKnuswBtDgyx1riW7gANte8t/
ky5q6Egz4Ryey83+t31os6p1Fv
SehH1awDjWWjT1LXP3enQ935jXt97/
z0vxXwu2h03p2X9YsbMux6KKf2fvNT62bBc8je
3HcJ+k3+ce/99YvTHgFkkh51sEagj6X+auyvyWfUz6qM6dcT
+2c9tjhih4ca3Wex17nj
8xjf+muTxuk32dItzm2CqmoPAcdS8sNdVrf/
AAVCUQVx8OiH1sfIbZWDAYT7joCf5P7y
Q9xE89n9p/
lKoAGxyGge0SrmE5pmu2GgmGuPHwSI4RpqoG2vfjOZFjCRc
XwHMOqNku29
P9Bxiyx+9zvHboEV1uV025z6GVvkFu2xoe33fySs
+LX2l1z9xsO4Bv0Qe4aPzU0+o6jZ



G31T4tDmMc6xupLQ3TnXxVifUqkAMMwfHQq6BjfZqmvY8
lxG10+3T+SnFWIG+xrSSTIE
zyfFGWM90iQ2cjIAsa8NA9gADUDHx2Pe/G0L/
pMdEEn8+slaD6WevY+IcYhoOkeSpWB1
L22h0Prs3zHYaOS4uiiEGZhvZ76obA97fP6OiDTa98BjRIBc4n
w81rZranHewe21odpx
PdULaRWD6Toc8QfCD
+anm6Wkarur9m6skNPBjxUhUR7tNBr5qpjZD6x6VntgSJVluS
Dr
HITLGydGbDY15IcYmWDwI/OQbmvx8pt1bgQ4+4Dx7t/
tIoc0D26RxJSc0PrgwQeJ/K1H
XqEltgtsbvbo0/eNOCs2+l1druIdOpE9kqcl
+Na6q33McPpH8HBXbtrqy4wR+af7krrb
qjceTlAOrdHI5cf71tfVuvoVvWcf9v2mrppa91jpc0OcB+irfZX
+kazd+6siysiBAJ1+
f9ZNjPdvNbvon6PkR2SGq3Z6DG6tidC+st
+R0onJ6O63aazJ30k7vZ6n6RzqXfzNizM5
1fpW5Tbnn7TkWupqAAbt3aPMj85qNhnorsfLPU3ZAva1v2Kv
HAhztdzbXOa5rfzVkXBz
S0u08vBGKpdNXW6ZlY9RtDQ7Kwsmljeo1msbm/nOtph3/
ae3+at3MVfLybsn0GudOPi1
+lQNoZuaCfe+P8LZ
+eqFIO5xHIHHxRS6whrGkjwb21R8EJcdzacpljgIHc9pWxVW9
4Lq
/
fXLo266j6TVghjp2viQDu81pdGzPTccUw0OJNZ5kmJahfmuid
W7ssadwYdvafyKtlNN
Vouawh1jTodNwB+krdouIBk6GI/jqs/
qL7meldbIYHFu7sZ7NTfovOzD9oVOcXZDT4AA
8QEmCq2sWWWBjZOg1IQMqn1W764iZgfBPhvqcPQIIcfoA
+I/NRK2z1dDBqbY40t4cZkj
y7K83B3MPpPcXDUSPag4Di+yoluoO0mdPaP
+j7VbpDnHeSNm46DTTkJ42CWrbi6wHSeC



NUsQOoyqrZLdrgSRI0+idf3dqM87zoNszrM6oYa5ji1w5mDK
HdLfszc511cbS1hcPZwQ
foxv/ktRC3NuMusLQZJaCfL/
AEe1AxHMscK6wS5rZM6zprH7q0Kb6mNcxx1iBrqCoyBe
iQUIwRuIcQ4nnTt4DduRhi0NZAb7iNddEN2SCfb28U7rnGCh
SmbaKjHsB7SAJClsDmkx
prGncchDNzgw6aEg7v8AqU5dvOp1+7lEAKVayNp0bLZ
+ChBjSTP5U7iPaXGYEfNSrcIG
moS0UydVNMTHnz/
aQsME5xG6Y0044hrv6ynkOfXS4AA7hJkcKv0uG5zpOpZLT4
90JbqC
dvVel9JzH5WWx/2sy2i6uTFem5jmfQt/S/
pFh5uZiW2DJxc7JuzN0Ndsa1xLj9HYC7ct
uGWV5DDrYxwLHHsIO/8A89q7Ri41LmZ
+RjhmTr6VbgJZqf0rv5TvpN/cQjOzRB9Ka8tU
XTsO/
BZ9p6hZ63ULGw3c1oNTDrs9gH6T99Ndc6CZ1SybzY8kn3Ge
VTfYSfEdwPFP8lLv
eCDJQiQCJ17pz9KR3QXuI9o1PCcNFrJzu06aqEwBHHgmJ2jT
vI1Ud0amQeycp//W6b64
dfp6dh0NpPr223t9XFgtdZU3W5pc7+bb/
wBWvPurdSx39VPVem1WYhueMgVXhhay2vvV
6XtdT7GonWrq3Z1llFj7qZIpscDLmj84bv3li03nIc5n0Y0M8pl2
Tenkz1w6BRdm9Sz3
X2OflZWQ7c+xwLnf1tB7Kmf5iu9c6jjPxsPo
+CP1Xpwfvu4N1ryHWXbPzW+1U/tWTjPs
+y2Oqbe0Me1mkjzIQ/
sV4Ac8bQBMO15+ipLtadtEbHEkR8B4wrLjDNsyPHshsrNcOc
Pd
4DsoZF3psc49tQPEokaLW024ho2unZAIJkj
+Sg2sAI2mAdfxWXVlXVWG0cu1cDqD8VqY
/p31uaSK3kbm7u8jVqi4al4JBB0b+FZSbW
+pZ7WCGjz8VZ9bFJAL2cmAT5rDaXBw1Pcz



4JMd7dQe4H39lLd6Ib
+RbjydjhLTyPBBZWcklrHN1B0dpqq7a5IJ4mI/1/eSmyp2+Ybr
Him8IVZbJqcyhgIGkgNnwO0wqWRY31C0AyBoNVogE9Ops5
LnP+MHVZmcC17bGn7kiu1Q
H0nGLJiOPBEbW0l
+x0saYaSI00Qd3MiXdyj1uazFsdEkiBPaSgPNBDARGhnwhO0
vBgkQ
e6rUus10JbMSEVtocRIMlFbbK4NubBgPBlp8Uctsbtx925j2+x8
cHksJKGNSSIko1Lwy
Q4S0ztk8GEjp1XKfjTWNDLRof71RewtO8ODS0yW/
xWs4kgcO7kjgqlkUhxLmwXHsgPJU
hohDjBEiXE6AyNUIb3klx07/AACG4bCS3Rk6juFGwnTt/
FIeDGW2wAjYTo76PCeqqp1n
6a00ACJa3cdP5MtVVobs1cAeymRvbtGruNNSUa/FN
+DZt9Fzv0Vu4AauLYJ/shV7SRdL
RsAjbr4d5/
rIYL2OGzSNFN1gcSYjy8EK8VaF6TCz6L8VjnuAtHttDj3HfV
VOr3Y+S1lL
TIYS6WnTXxWMLyz6Igjkg8+UI93qCr1Nu3iQfNOJ0ql1tlz6G
NY3GLomSHkEz5Qgug2e
rXpa3xCqi2za2ILSYjQmERjnTO0weSm61SrdvpTw61p1Di7e4
ngaEOWjRrsbo6d2o8B4
LF6dYW
+oZgiII1PfhWXZUPmwuaWD6bjAGnCeNk23trWuLXAkgkaf
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hpamtsbW5vZHV2d3h5ent8fX5/
c4SFhoeIiYqLjI2Oj4OUlZaXmJmam5ydnp+So6Slpq
eoqaqrrK2ur6/90ABAAt/9oADAMBAAIRAxEAPwD7+Yq/
Bv8APL8wre38+ebNQ1K4ijsr
rX78u8e0oQXMnE1p2XN5pddp+EAgWA7MRkAKHRiug/nH
+W7iW1FvNq6uoX1JJByHuK5m
ZM+CceX2/tbcQlKVck98m+bvI2na7Nqtv9csuJ+CJ1qCT0A
+nNNqdJiyDa3dYsMoCw+j
Py986Jq+v3+pX3rQ6IUPKArXYDfNHm7BlM+m/
scbP2hkhtf3ssvrjyfJo2u6xpcRWxBZ



oldN1cdfxyA7JOIVLn7l0uuMjReb3f5gWuneTF1XUYpLdoZB
HBc+mV5IdgK5D04vJ3N+
m3lOp/
mNdW99pzaEZLmO8dDdoBX4W61y7H2jAHht1eq7S8CMj3e
T0XX9SvdG0W11DRLA
td6mQJZlHxIW60Oef9vQnn1FxN7lv0HbHiR6Mu8r6zcaPoa32
nae955tkcGRmJB9PY0J
8c2PZ0BGIjIdHJOc5JM0jXUPN8f1jSLloPOkciSXNjKTxWPua
/POjxaXF4ZPVzIQ4I7p
+YfOvmLWrXStFYnVNMVRqR5UUAbMa98xZarwTs1Zc4xiy
XxT/wA5gflz50sbK61ubUpZ
9ZJC2QC/Cr9lB775uuye0oTNSqz73GlrYgE10T38q/zR/
wCcUdB/KzQ9O/O/8wRov5iw
REX8TwzBreamwDRqwzpMc5mQERs6LUds5IGgNn0J5Z/J7/
nH783tHsNW0T83La6udTo0
AguOLMtaIOD8TuMlqZ5IGuCx7nHj26SeV/BA+d/Ker/lFqFj
+X2k6jF5w8ra5GfX00EG
dBsOi771zTauPiC
+ECu533Z3aUMn1AC078k6h5b8m6BrPljTPKM
+nQTlfr07gExO7Dfp
Udc5fU6mWORFF2mXTwyASiU6/MaLzLJpvluL6+I/
K0xBlQGrAEDfBh1kiNwfk4YxGzTH
Nam8oW1pbHy7qdxqmrQBeWnysWQnuadKZsdN2pO6obe9Q
KBRui3vlHTtD1zVvNWoQWWv
Tf7yeXRLwZwN4zx/yjm3jrZS2r7WmGWcZbInRdO8/jSbLzf5y
+oaJ5RadpdPjuJgpZKE
rStOqiuTMZZtojf3uFHPOecjuDHdbubW71RvO9vZyX
+kaeqRwT2Uwf4mO1KHNX2jpZ8B
/H6HOhmkFb8xtH876pq/lPW9PSTUvKs8CS6hZz/
DNGhFSpYb5yePRz499/e5EdSOoB+D
R0fzB5nuJZvy5nh04aNwSSznZVEbE/
EPUJ3r750Ol7GJF8ND3LkMfqBAtG6zB+aHl8xp
p3lmC9easl9Nb3Cy+oAaMTTfrms7T7CBPLv71xZ6/



iBTTWPKGs+ePKtraeXLyPSPOLyA
ajbLsyxN1FPH3yrRdh
+F6jy97DLnSYWnlT8v5NIg160uNa816aPQ9B/jilmPb6c2o4cP
Ldp45dGX6b5ji1PzLFaRTX2gxTj1f0UrvHv1PAqQflk5aqJHOm
sgy5xtdoX5iedrLzlq
umQajqlzY271ghlu7h9vDgzFclh1OMbSJ+bfi0OPIN4Rv3Bny/
mz511B10Sw1C603Wkc
ySzenFOFSuy0ljcfhlWsy5BvgmfjR/Qyydi4esB9o+4p9rP5p/
mDYyabDp97bSGPiuoy
3dohEjd6BDHT6Mx9L2jl5ZZgS7q6uOewcchccZ+B/
WzKH8xvPj3FqY9P0e7sZmUOypMs
q1pUkiYin+xzaQ1ZPOnBy9iQj/OHy/
Umcv5zWVrrCeX5YLO71eQHhawXRUkjseSNTDPW
8PS3El2QBvxEfD9qKX85NNg8yw
+V9X0a502+mh9ZZRIksfStK0U5HF2gMn8JaR2TOQuJ
BRtv+cvk
+dbggXqG2do5B6StUp148HauWz12OHO2yXYWpHQFGD83
vIa263N1qk9jG32V
ns7kMfkqxMcYdoYZcpONLsvUD
+H7mS6V5z8ra3AbnTNbt7iFd2YkxkfMSBSPuy2OqxHl
IOOdJlH8JTa31jSLxmS01S0umX7SxTxuR8wrHH8ziuuON
+8NZwzHOJ+SPV0evB1enXiQ
cuBB5MCKXYUOxV2KuxV2KuxV/9D79O6xo8jmixqWY
+wFTir8HPzE/LPRvOEl3qWo3TWe
lTX0s1xfSmlWdiWFT0FTmmOp4HrsOniUm038gvKOgol/
p2oW2o28oDIDSvHrlo7aGIeo
faP1OVLRxIBC7zJ+itJsxFY+XPrTAUF3x2jYDZ/oO
+V4O3DnzCEO8c6PNyo+mFPOv+V/
eavy9nOi6po4t7O6XlbXkqisten350Goz6zGARGJt0etzwxkmX3
Jbp//ADmzcPrr+Rb7
y8n6Pu1EkgjTgp71OVjUZMn1x36uol2ljibjX3Pumy/
O38rfOP5UT+VLvQbddaaHlpMK
kEtIOnTvhj2UNSNxXzdhp+0JTN8W3c+afI/



lP8yNQ84avdR6GP8ADthBzjl9KgIAqQKD
xyGb2KqPFdX5n9Li9oGBgT1e3SrqFxZ2rpfx2tvDJ+/
t5CKqw9jnNZuwZ6eff7yHK7PN
R3ARK+arPSZ7eGe/
Quzioj4qVHiW3zY6fsky35Oyhn8OXJ6VDr66krQ6Xrtn5bvIUE
6a
u7IgkXqQzGhOZ+XRcAq3ZT7QgY2Qn/
k7819Qs7m68v8A1qztfMt2ym11a4j9NJ1Y7Mrk
ioPbML+TCTZ+9w5Sx6nl9ryb/nIn88/y98zW1z+WCapbr
+ZVnbPNeSDeKRlAPw+OT/ki
VxML+xwJnHjnUpV5e5Ofyiuv+cS/
Pv5LyaR5l0nyzqnmy0hW08xQX0UX1x55HCAxlviJ
q21M6LR4dVjqrp1+sgJzuNcL6r8vf84mfkjpN1oev6H5bbTJtMt
F+pRW0hRKEVUkLtXM
ifb+oxXEkH4OrmIQPJnt9+UGhx6rB5m0OL/
nZoAqR3F0ealAKUAPTrmJHtgajacR8mfj
G7i+JP8AnNebzd+Q35bXv5m6XPa3el6hqFpa+ZQw
+y07mhUdduPbNZqdPhzG6A+DtdN2
sRsT9rI/IX5Yax+ZfkTyh+Y+l+ckufL+sacly+nSufTDMvIha5q/
yccfJ2Ue2McTw99M
P80+REnluNK0zVY9F1CaEx25t2VpHm6CgBrm10EIEb29FLN
iGMn39zGvyg/5wZ84+crj
VvMf52+Z9QUUNv5aS1kaObip/dSt/
q0zNnlxRI2DyeftKEJbC3hnkb8v/wA2fzX/AOcp
/PP/ADi9+Z35j3t35D/LK1+s2ltDIxMtpMlId
+vKh6k5mR1WPFG4gW4su0xGRO270z/n
JryLoH/OGP5WSX2n/mVeXcGsalDBpXli74PcOgNfg/
aPGnXKM2sjkjy+1sHaoPR8OfmV
/wA5SfmtYXn5fXulatdRaVqqRRz2IrX02A
+0M1YniBv9TYO0YlnLfmPqn5h/nP8AlN+S
2nee5vJiecruG58w65ZNRWY/
EtvWoqX6deubbHqMcY7B1+fXZL25PrL/AJzP/Kfzr/zj
p5Tsvzc/



LL8zdVaDRT9W1fQbyQv656llYmmavVSlk3Fox6zIRzL86fKX
/OeX58eWrqz8
5aFo6ag8r8dUnlAZSr7AAA5jQEjtLk48tVO/V9z6L0v/
AJy6uPzJ80297JbxTebLMLf3
FioCpzpUqW6bU6Zg6nEC7TS6yUtntPmH89vN
+r3unedp9Hjsp7NVQrGtEJOwqRmF+SMu
Vu2x6kAck08hfnn5ov8A8yLK3u9JWNtQCguVovx/
ZY7dD45s8XYs544/qLkjUin0n5i8
i/m3oOuXXnHRRHdQy0kMCsCArb09+ubns/sSANTI
+f63B1HaNDZ575mv/wA7PM1uLe08
tvHMx+C4X4QGHvm2l7MaYTGUy5G+jRj7cljP9oV/LnlL/
nJuaGaS+1GTQNNiXaZqHYZX
m7E0mSVAiz77bT25GZ3H2/
sfNf5l2vnz8oNQT8wNT862+pXjXKrGsqg7s9aA5har2d4I
3Fyx2tjlHcM38o/n/wCdPP3n61vNVurGz0aC1jjluVCj4uPau
+aeOgyYrFMsGvhEekDd
7rZa7q+nSXsuitDqtlPMZPXAGzHc0zW6wS5EOZ+bEkn1rz/
+YnmDV9KutK8tRSWWmOIL
uRRXirGjNTpsN8xMGllOQ97EZACaZFc
+YtcvJf0TpzTgneVYBwYHxJGdTHsiNHm0CUSx
nU9e/Mq7im8uaLDPa3tv8bahGCJOA6mvfOd7Q9nhknxC/
mP1JsDkF+iebNVtVENwsq60
yiK91KSokcg0H44cenzaYARJFfa3YoxmDbOZ/Of5g
+VmsL6K7vX05+JeETTKDv1Pxd/b
Nzpe1ceMVkHF8mnJixcjGJ
+AZlqf5pfmLe63o3pXuoeWtBuolaW/qHB8SRIrDM86/RTH
Ij5foLQNDpjY4Av1X83PzF8t
+YrKCLzomv6CWDXZktLPmEpUjkkSt+OYU7kf3RJ8iGqH
ZujnLeNfE/rY5rf/ADmH5sg1wpoPl22uPLdt
+6vNTvbWYj1R14mOaOg+jJQkR/eCnC1H
ZWCJ9JPz/Y9/8tfn6vmPyq
+vWulwyXduv7+1Z3hRnr0ViJCPxy/FwZDW4cDNoIRPpkSx
b/oaq2p/yiI5+r9Up9ean1qv2a/Vvs8d6+O2XeBD+cfl+1x/yfn9j//



R+8+u31rpmiax
qV8/p2On2Nxc3kn8sUUbO5+hQcB5MofUH5o/
mL5JfzMtn9Qgik8kzyBnLfCWDGoBA2zU
ZdM7+GSXR5Kv5a3r
+YJrG3gk0nSo50ht2WXlH6YHUL26Zhw0sMl8f2uUMuWQ2J
TbzH5T
ks9ZXRNNuIdWgEILA0ojAb8j3yvsfSDDrxKP877g7LRY5yPq
fEn/ADkR5Q1fVZrNtSuF
sxpr/
wCjNGtFFOgNOuelazt444xFA0Oodd25pImPw73yDc6Pe6vq6R
wNHaamAIGuUVqc
BtzJpmFKslyoWd+T5/kwyEiBya8nSa/+V/n231i/
82x6rb6ZJyTTWlILM42NG264BqZ4
uVu10UJB+gn5Y/8AOcnmbRPL
+taPreiQwwwo7R3zKpEiufHvscux9rmUgcoO3LYfocs4
5S2fIv5vf85HeZtWZ9c8tTXEVtLKfrEABRQSeoA65PU62Obe
vsdhi/dxeV6b+Y35u6rd
2txqd5JYWGoERxyuRv4Ad98ox5NuTEaqju+mfyt85P5s/
MvyTpX5l6hPYeS/Ll3H+m76
NmAuIuQJWQ/
rzE1MSZWeTHUaywAH6Df85xeavyO82+UfIej/
AJZec7aPzzbX0Q0C58vO
p42yqA0dyyUO9Nq980naGqOOGzPs/JkF3yfltc3WjX3n4X
+sJdW3mTSH9DUNRlUkzhdi
enf55Hs3tM9f0uq15nLL8Syby9Z/lv5c/
M3TfMvmMXGiaXfXNtPBfI7LBMY5AfiWtNyM
7XQ9oRMa/S73szTCUfWfxT9otd/5yT/M7ytL5f1PT/
ys1TzJ5D1C0jNrqGnqGYRUoHKH
txocry6fCbvq7/H7O6LUDh4xfvTzRv8AnKu516/
eXTvLd7b2lkP9Isr63MUnIjcbE7Zi
5NFp5EHe/eHYYf8AgeYjp+ITsk9JD9T4a/5+Zfndb/mD
+WvkH8u9OuRZaVrfmeyl80Wk
W0iwxK+zeABYZh5J4MY2k6TXex2XSY7JJN+XJ+n3lT/



lXP5af848+XbSzvbPS/Jul+V4
TYzNKqs7rACQtTuzHKDCMzyeQGkzeN4ZjuKfz+fkv/
zkPrWj/wDOY/l/zB59vrv/AJVx
qOuTadZmdSYiJHpDJybwqOhzLiBDaOzn5znxXGXL3P6h4W
M/GWKT1LeaNJLSZKFGVhUU
6ihBBzByRB97ppQ3sE2/ll/OH81fzc07/nOX85/
OH5U6xL5d8wWOrPpkq20o4XEUVVVZ
OQYMKDwzFz6wYQLbsem4+pBQ2l+XfP8A+c/mvUPPn/
ORfne58263oDFfLfli4cPFLKal
VVVCr8PbbMWPaUCaALOel8MXz/
HvSnUW8xrpfmPzDrHlZptesXNtoPl7hVolXZGCdhTD
LfvDXAxPe8p1nT7QQ+X7WwW/
0n82IHTXtN1SKoNpcAhhCzE7DbbL4HLDnyTk1OOQ2fXu
if8AORnnT/nKPSU/IX8/
PPMPl2OBYrebWWtVDlgtDJI4O598z8Oph1Yx1cIjmEt/PP8A
5wT0P8rfy1v/ADb5D/
5yH0fzJZWcYpoysA7qq8q8VYn8MzTjjnFcve05NSJEU/
P38mtW
uo/MrWumgNrl6wijvASFbenxMSKA+OabU6Q3Q5B2uiyxp
+jOp/mqfya0Py1pnmwQ6xc+
aLqJfqij1eCsew3zI0enLspaqEf7H6Hflj
+VWqefvPvlzzPf2q6F5Sh062mtFEXp8lKh
wCTTOjOUYsYrcgOBl1ht9b6veeYZrySy0lR
+gbVzC1w24bi1BQ/LMnBGExZ2k2Yj4r03
RtY0v0msLm2jt4ba3DPcSKApoNyCRmq1GDKJ7b/
Fx82IDcPLNZ8/DVG1Xy+kCpoSBh+k
q9QoqaZnabSShMTo2GYwB+Vn/PxX/lXC/
lb5Yu9KlupNUe5jLhXlUNQjcgGmDXdq5cIq
QUQx8qfFf5P3NzbazZy6zc3Mei3SxskQkNenic5iHtDDJkog/
IJOcYzwDo/W78hfNXlC
9mv9KvWW2sZYuFq77/Ee+/fLtRLHmjY/Q3Qzk8ntkHl6Ly/
BJrlhqEH1GS7/AH9mCD+6
r9rKNNjEZA1tbfHJO93p+i



+WtJkhbX7S0jR7hfjlNKAHvnUYtRCXRzIZTdF4nbeYNU0f
z5eM1n6llG7LLIV+FkY0HHxzXajUC
+jmw9QZn5lvPKd3LaSRaSn1qZlZmRd+RPtmNkxw
1AumcIyiNyl/5t6pPa6Jp1rBaJDGIQ45ADcU2GazP7N5c/0/
c4spcLAfMGuav538raXp
jsmnWtjGsck6EKS/QCuYg9jtRYNjb3hrjqIwvvQNr+X6/
lxBpnmXXLttes7gV+pMxalf
nnTYezji2H3uJLWgbfoT3UvNOkXNhJqkWg28Ply5jISP0xxMn
v2yebs4y9VMxnGQMb/x
T5wsvLr3Hlny1DeaZLKgeNU40ANT0HhlZ0pIqixMAOSTf4nf
jX/DEfL0frHHb/evlTh9
2+DwJs+Ev//S+wn/ADk/
5hk8rf8AOPf5va3Cpaa38tXkMKqaEvdL9WUV9zLhHNu0wvJ
E
eb5l/KNZ/P35Kzaxd6wi2ejweq1pGVryjWtG
+eQ1GK427wZRCQFMJ8keZh5pn80xXtob
WPToZH+tAUWtKk70zSywm3caSWMx9Rpgfle9026/
TjaTFc3mqws5S9epiKioPTwGT0OT
hy0PN22ny4z6Y/e8J/
MrSdR1TQtUmvQPWtCSXpWo36A50wyGfMPJ9uSuVe79L4j8
ma6m
mXvmCMWgvtRtYJPS9QqQKddyKDLMcpHo6Aw4nrflnQPy
+uf+cffNX5keaNLhu/NDanxt
oWUFwqtRabjpkM066OfggYh8oa95xsPN+pReW1tH02yKB/
UReINFpRjmry3MimrNMwPJ
N/yws9M0vVb6+812QvPKdkCsSSCobj45s8GKIjz
+1lLNcaevTeYfKn5pSTan5a0W307R
/
LciJCEoOTdMysU4DYtMMRkXrF15k0jyjpWnaPqvkODV9N1
z9219CKSqzihFfGpyjV5h
PYJ8Hfd5kmiRW+s/4d0Hy4PLVhJdi8fVp1VigQhj8R3Vae
+c92hAGNHudzpyMcbKZeZv
zo/JOTz/AKPos9m/mKPToWs/MWraVaE/



vF2MgcEggHqQMw8WilEWHFnwZshHVjXmfzP+
VfnDS/OfldL
+41jU7FfV8oaRDERcK0fxhV77Uqc3Oln4I9Rb8YoUC/av/n3r
+f1p+ev5
IWunarb29t5s/
L100fWNIagm9BUAimaJgCAR7ZkzzcZ9JdTqvGjvvu
+15fJXlS4maWTQ
7WKaTeZ4UC1Pi1MoOHi501w7VzYtrPyfgf8A8/GtI0rTf+cg/
wAtvIfl7Smig8y3sJ1E
kfaMjItF/wBWpOY8tAeYJer0ftTmx4xGQEh52+gf+cp/ygl8r/
lv5E8m2vmDVTYpbwS/
vGYRAsBVNjSm+WR4obc3ZQ9ptLkxy48EAe8GiH5kfnr
+WHmCS98l+XNIdJIZrf6xbTQN
8UMqn4SW+eZ+MmfN0Wu1+HUDY/aH03+SP/OY3/
OTf5QQ6z5U/M/zBBrXl3QNGEWjz3Kq
8kHBaRgyD4ugHXL/AMte55ulxwhxepJf+cef+ca/
OP5kfl7+cf8Azlr5m1mCGG9k1DVN
HtjR2upICXlY/wAoANBXOb7W0U5EADojLIRybF4ta
+f5dT8l6Z568v6H6Y0G9a4utTVS
FkZJAD165rdJpZwnUnNjHxIvXJ/
zYuPzY1zSbv8ALvyTca1rdjaIfNjW8UkkcIYULycF
PHbffOy0+ngY+fvcSWACVPB7by/fa55m8263c65DYFY5I1t3/
vY3jP2AOoyrU6cmOwRL
QV
+AlZtbPSdHudP8xaOby71qN408wRIVmG5oeY3zl8gyY5tMuz
73/Q+ZPM1jd6PCbW11
/
VnhlkKrFcTuYeINKEE5vdHmlkFnamiemronnluzvtA06PV5tM
NsIpQV1C33FexbOh02
My6hoOMh+hn/ADif5f8AIn5zfmV5WsfPtuNa/
wANst3awuxNfTFQG5ZnHTmtgGIlIP6E
NX17yzaaFa2OkXNpHaLCsNnDFReKRqFCgDwG2arT4ZjJcw
5YgasvG9S84HUoLTyv5dR5



oWl/0u6B+wwO9SN8zJYt
+Ic3Mwy4F3nyXU9V0Z9HsJRFf29sIzNEaFyB3pksIIlZcvFL
ilYYFrGoabD5P0byxFdBNXjKDU2r8Q/mJ
+ebnRCXGZHdzuAEbh4N+en5W6f+aflO98p2
djbTalaWkj6fMRyPqAEiijMftfs3HqBvQ+Diy0/CX5GeWb660/
Ub7yXrFvLba35ZkMU/
qEAfAStB08M8tn2NwamVEHf3cmnLowDxHq+y/wAm/
Ml48kdjHCvqKSfVI8PAiub/AEek
uguIdz7DttK83avYK0kkkWn3I4mlR70A650mHsyBHq2+Ac
+EC9HsPM3mjQdFOg3TvArj
9yZPhJ
+RzaYuycRHpkPtZGgUfoHlbzJq8Mup31x6VpEC8zkUJH05rs3
Z8Iyon7WyOSk+
TynDY3lrqseqrLbSUZI33+Pvj
+RETQboamtkv842tlH9Wv8Az1qQTSJJAkCRncL1y7xz
h5LMcYYXe
+T9PmmuLHRtXP6GuTHPYxlqtXYqCPDMeXbmX6d/
kHUZsMkY0EfmfzFpf5ee
Y9UGnQTQD071DsDH03OCOplV1bqMuGXGE11zS9M0l9T8
uXrve6Bp8aW8F/D8KEr/ALsI
Xue+b/TiOTECRR6inaafFKMLPcwTU/NfmLy/
oaaX5ckSbRnm2mBBZQzEUNfbMPPjx4ie
W7MZvVRW+vpn/LQ1fqnrU/5ev5fuzC44dzmcT//T+o//
ADnI5f8A5xk/MLTkuls5tbl0
jT4JmNN5dVtCyj3ZFYZTnnwQtydGLyj4/c/Jb/nE3z/
5n8hedtd8gedbyW38nazb8LSR
+RDNxFa8qD7st00zkG7sTk9T76svLl/f/
wCKbnSI7aDyhfwyC0uTT1ZKLTdV3AOWZ9PW
7mY4mW4OyS+U/N+neTPy
+1TRB5Sjh1UzurX6rykkQ7VHffNFpBWU
+79LsOzNOZTvi5A7
PJ/
OPlWKPypea9eXMkJ1H4xZzCm1K7LnWaYA2T3OP2nojKcjb



889d8tJpWj63etZVl1I
S0uoloyqfbqMxcuu/Lg/
qeZyHgYloX5da35g8lxXcHmEyeWLZvVudOD0Af8AlcV2zRz
9
oYSnRr7WOLUG6Qvm78sdC0zQNH1x7kQ6jqMnC1ihNRxqA
edO+bXT6zFljYA+bPU5CSKe
Xa3qmoWWqQeRJeFhaXMXJ7yv7PGpJwmWLnSMUTJ6b
+WVpZ2F3c+SfK9xHPp+oQSy6lfE
DZ+Nag9iD0yP5nEOZcyGmPN7RcT2Gg
+VtLjhvrzXNUgvFjdnBeKFgaAgnMc6jGTtJyyK
HJiv502X5malF5O/L+xtUt9U/
NfVrfSdP1BKczHcAV4ldxQdaYBjGSV3dODmynk/dn8k
f+cNPyQ/
KH8utC8oH8vdG1fXIbKMeYtduoFnuLu6YATMZnFeJatAOm
XQOXHyohweLhNj
q/Pb/n4Z/wA40aV+Tlx5M/5yg/I/yhp
+jH8vr0Dz7YQKBFLESPTlMLGjfaIbKNTjlliY
k1fd0b8GXhlxW+F/IX58/mj+Tv5zW3/
OUcHlYQeUfMhgi846ZpqehazWkxALsifCpXtt
mBosM8Y4SSaPM/c7DPnGWO7+njyN5x0L8w/K/
lnzp5ZnW70DzZYRX9lcqyn4ZkDhDQ9R
uDm1HS3TzykS4eb+Zf8A5+Bfnd5g1z/
nMPUv8OQmWf8AK67ittJiiT1DK8arIzBQCTTM
7D6qDmyzCMBDyeg
+Yv8An5H5988+XtH8qeefy1njbSkjF3qYtHLFEAHMrxqNhmV
DBjM/
2ONPgMTEki/Jj+hfnV5I8930N7EZIU06T/ck3oNys4T+2/
KlF75ZLHCPIssenB5SDzn8
w9G8lJL5p1DyZ57T8xpvMtrIE0s3KFoaKT8C8g23hmFl1PAaB
TPTS6F+rv8Az6z1zyx5
/wD+cStU/KrV5lub3Q77U7DzPo0g4yxQ3h
+CqnfpmHky8Z3aDExFl+ZP58fk5+bP/OKP
5hQ/kwi22u/lz+Zusc/IPmG5Rhb24vZuHoSMagPGCKg/



PHHpxIggOTp9SY7P3v8A+cdv
yG8j/wDOM/
5YSi4Wzh1J9PF9558zcVSKUInNhyI3VQMt3sCLDPnJN9z8C
PzQuvyh80fm
7+Yvmb8ttWlFhrNzNNbJFJ/o/
rs1Gbh0ptXOhxSgI79ziDtGXFRSaYeYNb0F9PRVk/RA
Vhdn9sKDuD75q9RDDOX7Hp9LkhOFl4t
+aOm6NeflvoMzR8NfW8kW4nVKvQvUAn2ygaGX
OHJxtTGJOySfk1oOu+YtbbylJcyX1jKpigsCtT+8FK/
RXY9s2Wnw5YDmHX5MT9k/+cbv
+cYLb/nG/TNT8/
eYLldU8169asNF0mQ0MYlG23XbM0TyAdHDOCyHt3lGLXf
MGo6K2rfW
LKwsJmiuUjB4Ola1LeOaHU6rIDsOve7mOEHZ6RpPlSeTzxdr
5S1VYNMj+OdJmNXJ608M
2Om1UzGyD9jkDRirY3qnmPXLbzXqHly2eL9JvG1LlHqoUdN
998xsmvJJ2qnM0ukGM2er
BfNXlrVYvKun6lZO1xr0l8q6vJE/
JvS5fFXwzL0nbUYmi7KOIEPVvL915b8u6xp2sX9w
xtxalbqdyQBIVpwI61y7V9qeINmnLiD8pv8AnJr8rNStPPWr
+fdE0hzpWsXBla8gUhCG
PKpYfPOSE7mST1cHVjYBmP8Azjj
+YHlSykgs7mFJJYWIkLbsZOlK75uNPnjEOHhxUX34
2u681zYyzodN0MMk6Mw4qY1p+vNnh7RETR5OwwESlRZT
+Z8lp5rt9BudBu1JjEf1h0Pg
wJ6fKmSxdrwgTRXLjHE9E80Tayvl3RdP0GJp9PktlXVJ4iOQa
gqMjp+0IZMtlqywIik/
le2s7OKfT9UmnW1h/fBputRvQV98zNdLHvKy6uOinOfF
+lBz2Plz8yr270HUJZILaAF7
WV9vsHYqTnL59dASrjLucWGcI9Uh0/y7pnl7Vr
+6j1dr30Z0tLeOQgjiNgPwyOLUgm+I
EORLFxBJ9ctNPTza
+o8xGbZeU0hNdj2XwzdYM8Du0R0USbKHvoRqHlrXbqz1m



GC4kPqJ
bE/ap0FDXJZtd4f0n706g
+HHhAeReWtSitV9HXVaZEeqstQrtX7PfMD+UJ5Dv97zk8h8
Tl0Z36Q9T1P0U3D1/wBI8an/AHl9P0+P/Bb1weN5h2G9fD9L/
9T3P/z8/g8xXH/ONNsn
loObuDzlpF5drHWpt7KO6uiNu3OJBkMmPjFOVoyBO/J
+SWh/nh5U89flVDdahaGx85aH
eJazMoo9dgSTsc3Og0cabTI8Wz76/Jb80hq
+gaR5csb0y3LRqs9sxqaV33w63EIiQ8nJ
jqDEUHpn5jahq+m6lax2GlxJaQRo0zMnwue
+cljHDMl2fZOpnZ9wQnmjVD5/8v6PYX+m
pDHCRGTb7V8cyYdqeFGR5s9XnkTK7fNP5h
+QtA8j3V5MLyTUYdQtpa2jgsFPE7V3yY1g
1MdwXRZMHGHxFpnlltKg1bSdF1aZbHX5y4gq1I5HNSKdK
DKcXY0ckv2MMejINhN/NukR
eQ4/Ldt5nm/
SWkyMkk6ofiVj3+Yze4dBg00OE1fucs6bh5vNPMXlj8vPOHnd
Li21yWzs
2tyT6lea1psD4ZgZxgOwI
+bQfQrxeVvLXljStYfy751SC6PKOGQt8e/blXNVm0cZWQft
WOs4S94/KjXbvzN5Em/
L6aO1u9euJDONWjUGSi7gsTtXKNP2ZIm7LkHXwOxpgn5i
+YPO
H5Uedvyb/M65abzRZ/lhryXN/ZkcuFujASKF3/
ZJoc3OPQzxg2S4WbLGXKn7m+Sf+fgX
/OKHn+CzfT/zX0/
Tbq6gSW5stSWW1e3Z1q0bF0ALIajbbLDMx5uFON0Hx1/
z8K/5y6/J
vzx+T+p/kh
+V3mmH8wPPP5h3MFtappLF7e1jDjnJNKBT2p9ORyZhXJtxa
SR5F+e2ueRP
zQ8tflroH5P3T2+qpe2Y/
SgWvposwDKrO3Xh7ZTg1EL3DsseE4xu+2/+fZX/ADkNbeQL



zzD/
AM4vfmd5higv9InN95Hv7qTjB6TLWWFZHNAO43zaHTgxuJ
B8nX5QBKgwD/nGjQtB
/Nz/AJ+V/nXr1/
YWesaJ5fe8ktiYleB2j4oDvseTAn3GGUBDkeji6nIRIP0r/
wCcmfzP
/JX8gvKOvea9c8i
+XNb1uxiWC20NYLdJ5RIpNKMo2yuWU448VuDLNI5SK6P5
vfzR/OXR
vzb86eWY9F8on8rPKfmXVYLfzH9VAi9WGaZQ4JU7gKTkJaj
xHMxTyDmX7A/85Rf84Yf8
41eRP+cek8+/
llo9r5d86aHZWtz5W1i2m5vqE7KtA6ljyLVrtk8WMSlRDsMWr
nB8G+Tr
n8/v+cW/Mv5Z/
nJpcMunWn5hSwL55sRHSCSGYqp9QH4akb17Zly0NC9m
+eWWUVT9oP8A
nMv8gT/zlh+Q2kXHlvW10jzFoCR+ZvK2oE/
ujKsYkZWcdOmxBzFxT8OVOGI0aL8p/wA4
f+ctvzk86fkD5V/JL8vtWe81uyroP5p+YVYNPL6QKPEHY/
ZLDc9aZdq8sI3kGzLPEAW+
Lvy//
KjVLXzQPK2k8brVljEl7Oy1RDStCTmnPaHFYt57LKXiW
+ktf0iaHysLDQ79DrC3
AjvYx8NUGzCnhXKsWXJKdB3elnMxovN9R1OzWzjsbzR7f6
rZSrHIp35yr9pzX+YnN9I5
cMQa+1zMcaNEvpD/AJwlt/
Laf85Crea9o0UFnLbs9rFQUYj7NAcxB27mHp4SPi5YwEjY
v1Z83JN+Y/8AiDXTYvpOm
+Uw8dhIB8UoWtKAbdsux9qkACiw8OjuLeL/AJF/mn5k1K88
0aVNokf1PRy5tfXZeTqD1oR1yWPVwmakPsbYy7g9OtfMjT6p
ataBba8uJCLqGJf7utdi
RTNr



+ZwiNU5cM0o9FGby0bTzFPrrusEkql55wpLFQeh60rmrzQhkB
NcLk+OSk1nDqmo3
moz2FrM+npyeVVBKuR0znM+GUJbW5Ecxpk3l
+HQfMj3Gi695fliliHqGdtq8d6nKZa04
9iwlmsovz15D0zzV
+XOuaXCIxDHDJFZQlavWlOmVw1XHsGOeN7F+GnnnS9W/
KHzd5e0a
zHoSTarHNKChXkvMVBHyzMxTl1ccQoP2c89HVPOWkfl/
c2RhTTzpkAniioP3gQciwG2b
SF5Nu5xRl4ZbFnv5bflpa2Gm6re3OoJqESQPKkFeSxuBtQdsnP
AIxNno5U8lEA9Xj+sf
mJrGj6Xq9npet28UyXfGKyY/
EVB6eOYXZ2EnPseodzLBE4rYXefnZqHmiKTR7eGOHUbe
FVnmRyoYqKHamHtWGX1VW5cM1DkxIfm5riRwadqdh
+jbr1xb2t5BXm6+PhQ+OcNPBqpT
2Pf/ABNZzgMem8w+ZrTzLeadf6kILZ5Vu0unNKd6FQc6Ps/
Q6sncE18WMtVwxspNrn5y
axbahcD0uds/7o3TMCsnaooM3ePPkwbTB+TRHWG3zj5m/
ML8yU85eWY9B1GSTTb+6C3d
sWoOPLeo8M2EO1MMtpX8mefMJxfrHoEXlW
+8s6TzsI73WLeNDqEKrTjJQE1rtmJqYGcy
cX0uj8I8dsh/TWm+tx+ow8fV+rcdv7n0eXp/Ou+YtZvNz
+MV8P0v/9X6F/8AOees3Vt5
M8keX7eNZYtf1W7a+V/s
+lbWpU1/2UwzB12aeMR4O9zdHj4uLyD+eHzjoWo/ln5lv7e9
0xYfLmuTfWPrSii823G+Zmj7WywG5LYZCJep+RfNNx
+VWo6X57l143ug6lJH61ny2jJp
032oMsz6vxTIkndvlCE4v2O86+ePy986/lT5P80x
+YIjc6hBF6iWkgqoIFeVO/zzTavU
8AIDdp8Jj9JIDHdU13Rbbydb2vlNxe31mnrSyftsD4/
LON12bOb4Uzw5OLckpa2p6Jc+
WtIGq6Pbz6prswtVaU1Yeps32q0rm67I1uTHtKz8AyjHhL5N/
M/8opPy8k1iGKY29xqw



Mlg3MN6TGpHCo2pXOwxdtYIjckH3ObifI/
kjyZqvmvzFLoH5n+Zk+qXF1x06aeTiSDuA
vie2YWt7SlnncPp/He158AJslL/zM8v+UvJuuX2mWa/
V5LS3Mcb8qyOa0DfI5pZ6eeQ3
xge8On1GGuReVDyhDqHk
+5eSa4sr67mJtZpKgEnoRmw0+hmJD1RLqp4jbJdD88f8qV0r
QrbQbv8ATvmjUrhBektVkh/armyGkzA+kD5uXj03Fyt9j
+aLLT/PejaT5t8vzR3mlWGm
/WPO9mKMfXkALRhT9OZunxZz9QoOcNAAN3kEf5C/
ln5+tLDUbDyjJY2ty3JpS7QuDXcf
AVG/uMy56O/qZ/lcYNEh6T5d/Jn8vPJ
+j6p5i0jRbOTV9JlEVnZwofrVBsX9Qk099s0H
aOmEeRt2mLhhGqRdtBqfmp5bHV9XOj3V3GX015Jfii4/
ZSpPfpnPY4SB2tws8+I0HhPm
rQdEt7LVJLzSLq38+6BHWz8zWT0ldW7NTrnQYtZlgasupz4y
JF9zf8+4vNP5Ufl7pf5o
/mj5q1a30i/jt4I9Vlu2pc/uEHI0JqSw3zYQ8XJv+hw5wvK
+Bf8AnLf86dA/5yX/AOch
n8xeXNRu5vItnT9wQwjJj
+EOR0+IDbNv2do457GQ0ApxcMiQ8M882ekXGl3WtzLTTrQi
DTbeEhSJFoA4UdDmXk7Kxw3B
+xtEgNy35V8967YWvl7zX55/MXVNd0by/dI2leT3nllX
92dl9NyVA28M1WSJxEkG2yM4jcv2d0b8pPOP/OZ/5Hw
+btN8z2z6PdK9tp/lIvxFvQUH
IjZSpyOXXHJERbsGrjvb8z9P87/85ZflNfap/wA47WXnC
+0DSLO9lhuJZrgzxekHI+CS
uykbUGODTgiyjLkEz6We6X5Ssvy8trzUBpdxrd5dj6zfaxZgmA
StUyuxANSScx9dpZSh
s4xEq3ZX5Gn0nUtC1nWtNuP0VrFy54zybSnsBX55yp08xOv0
OPLTWbYWvlnVNNF1qV7e
yXE80posVeJJPb786zs7SgC5D8W5mCFMb84+Wg0KLZ3LRu
9LmWJhuGArmz1upiIkU5sY
gc05/



IzzP5hsPNtl5laAiXTpvqtup2puFqx8M0MMkZTOzkx1MYv2jU
fmxN5FTXDcWMHl
6ZluLmeJ1KlKVIc9K9t82cMUZyEANyyjqITkAGLfmP5aj0zQ/
KeueSoWgfzSEhkv4FIH
rE/
FUD365hTzQxz4XKhCBPN655b8laTo1mza9d28Wtx2v1iVjcK
HLEbsQTtU5iamOYS4
hdOVEAckX5f1PyjeWeppq1+kYuEKRh5ORr0qGWozKx5I5Bc
uYRmgARs8j8ueYvN3lfzR
qOl6JDFqGkXMrNa/FUkruBQ5HNISjQbY48XIsiu/
zS822nmSHRX8qWun6nqaqkl3Nx4q
HanIVzm9XpJTlsC2HTYyL4i9QvNQ8yeWNV0XTzpK6vDqY
9W+v4IxwjB9+mZei7K4Pql9
jDDjjljv0fGn/OSv5e+X/O/
nW21iXSoUfR7dpprhFANV3oabVzcjQRPIhqzYTDa2M/lp
+enlXSYzp2v3Dw2SQtFHPJUrGsVV
+g5lQ7OMQTGvm4OTFEEGAp7B/wBDC/lN5X/LnzJq
OiecWumnjZdnVmVpDSgzA1OnymJBNe4rImRBPR5B
+Wv5Naf+Zy2P5iJ54aS31GVnFsXF
E3JFRXB2aJ6TJxG5C/0OwnricfBXxe7R/wDOJU11Y63q2i
+Y4WuqEQum3FgK1c+GV6vt
EyHI/Z3tE9Zj2iRu+WNV/
wCdRu4tD816jbXWp207LDcRkMvGM7GteuarDq4GW4+xE4
AC
y8j83a7/
AI8n12LS71opNOCobtTQ1UU4Z1Wl7VwYY3t9oU44ZRTzmx
j1XV30vyzFcrLP
acvrBLVcV7k5hajtPTaqVRMb7rYZsEIDYhPtc8u
+YNA13y9eWSrPbWsyes5oSd96HMcd
jeNZHXzdPHJOR5bP1d/
LzyLda1+Xr63DrEenyaqPUMn7S1VQR89s22Hs
+eIDGAfm5QjZ
Yz/yprU/X4/4zk/3s4Vof988q9cy/wCT8ncW3w3/1vef/



Oc2oWDT+QNIuiA62eq3Qcj7
Ku9ola9vsHIz4a3dv2ZhM4zI8v0vzK/PfyLpv5j/
AJSvDo0ivd2NXguP92Oy9gfbMfij
FjqNFPu/S/
N3y7Y63rWmzeStdZ7NrRyslxMSF9NTTYHvtjwG9nWZMGW
H9hfeP/OOHmny
3omteXfyq1hV1HSbqUcLyZ6hegpUmma/UwN7hphqMkD
+0v0X8y3/AJT8rarf2HlvQ5dR
gFoFlng+KgIFQKVyuGPAeYHxd1pNROUrPd32s8r+VvK/
nPQbnXtTupdHXQpzcWazNxPN
ATxA23rlsdNpyeQHxbskyXzX
+bGqDzNLPcpevqKaex4qWqQP49Mvj2VhybA/ayx5pDm+
LfN3lefzl5t8onTrW7ZtKuxezegSvHhQ8T49Mxs8BpoeHHp822
WTiVvM8ejebPNnmnzf
qmkzwHy/
b2tr9RcfCzxKxavapIGc7kzZiQItE48XN5Lrn5g6n5kt7a/
k0JtP0bRpeESp
GVVqbCppTNnjlqcMgbJ+Dj
+CLt5drnmEDzAup2mgi2N1bUhu3Gyt05AHbOl0XaB/i+5F
1yfSn/OMWrXujWeqabqVybpfNdyyrFUsG28DnQYtfjArb5I/
MkCi+jrK31pvMEel3kza
PZ6ageOAfAJEFWBp4nMXVaoTNjkyHDlNsG/
M381tQ8q6c0Wh2PpXfmzVIdHhuRs6+rRf
VU70O+aHLIzk50ZiAfdL/
wDPrmw8xfldoUMX5xeZrTznfelql1qU8okhE06BwgAowVSe
xyWPEO5wc2uErFPmH8z/APnEz8xv+cXHt/Pvm/z/
AGnnryffL9Rura9RUnaVhtSu5Phm
YBCPMMTqIkb7vh/zvBo1nfSS2N3dJo/
mWQjW7ReSIrsacSB4Zn4e0sePYj7XWGcTLYMH
t9R0qw1K38n
+X9NWDTZd7vWSPiKjopc9Th1PaWKVGFj8eTkXSBlt/
rGk32mPZzvfaZet
JHBJQpLEpqGp4nHH2qOV/ez4Qlt/



rWua7Da6mvle3t9N0JgrW6RKrSU2JYV3y05YZRue
bMY4nyfRP5E+dvzU/L6TVYvy5/NS60Tyz5qjkOraVR1WOQg/
3KGoBFaZzvamT8rPYE+5
wc
+l4d4yDJbbydrupBpNY1Mrqdz6kra3M1ZZg5JDMDU13zd9na
mOWG9hs0+KdbkPoT8m
vz78n+RPy281flj548vvrMwZha68F2bkSPtEUzcZp4jAAFy
+GR2rk8L17VPLeoSo2gS/
oq3nkLJAW4kqTsRTNQNLCeQXXNtMY8KfyazF5Zhsr3Ubz6
xZcR+6Ygk+9Dm/zYIQw+kj
qwxx3eWzeepta873KwWXDTpICYQRtxp1OcfrNVzBY58M
+YSTzdc6rpGmNeaJMYEnVuPo
mhV69dsu7PxxyH4uBxSBrd6nrn/OWXnGy/5xVf8ALrT/
ADFdrrz6hZme4Ynm0UU6yMny
PGhzq4aMYxxx5hvjMx9UeYfvx+S3mDT9S/5x5/KfXPMGj/
WJ77RrZ1tkUP8AvitS3Tap
3zmc+CBzXfn83IGeQlYNWzDVvyc8o
+dIH1TW7ae0vdTh4RmGQrwB6dCMlPU36AG4a+YO
wDAB/
wA46R6Sbc6TeB9J09lItJDVnVftEnMSeIdCyl2lW1Jr5n/
Iu08wR2WseUtZfQtS
gId4R9klRRh49MpAMebUNdxF5Pq/
5P6h5i1LXLbVvMsbanp0ccVrdI/B1mYVWpzY4fCy
ek83YYzIx2S7Sfyo/
PHUFn0WLzpJFYRn02uSwZki8Vbr8scmGEeRpY6uWn57PGP
zm0zz
H
+TEmi6L5i1yDVW8zu8aXklPUZGbiAR1qQcoNjlJzsWvjmHN
8eea/I+v2Nzq1u+jkaXq
TF42Vang69V9jhGpmDQIIZTyxD5LisB5cg8xadqtsU0X1/
hTep3qBmfDDxi3W5tSA990
T8w9L8meRdBv/
K13e2ZtXre2okYIgNKHc7jMfJp5RdbLXbver3/



nKy7T8uryz8vecHt9
Y1WL96sRJALClCa9cwj2UJnZycWojIi3jX5TeUNS/
MTzzpcWs6rPrt9fUf6szk/E7b9c
pl2IYb/pdvLLGYfeNt
+Rvk3yfcazpt7oUtrLfShdSk9MyAIKEGoBod
+uYmfTHFEA9WzH
ESHpLMLX/nHL8kV0rUvMflO/
Y61DasXTnuJAOhXOcljGHKJR521SwZCdxs+cvzB8rpp3
kPS20ieO81yO+ZpYqioUE0zsOz
+38ghw0a93c5ENGX0LeaN53vvy68i6R5f8wCwFyYhq
cCmhHOlaEU6Z3XZ2siAJSAs94apYRAEve/8AoXm4pT/
FV7y/RFa+q/8AvZWvLr/Lg/0Q
Qv6B9TqvzP30/wD/1/UH/Od3njTrT81/Jvki+smaO/
8ALkM0mpoKtD9ZvblOA7VIgBzC
1MpiQAG1PUdhz4cUtuZ/QHzDrWmtp66ZoeiwvLZxw/
WPVagZyxHwsPpyEBImiHaTyR7n
wj/
zlL5V1Dy3qemajYRfUrW5j9a8aLqPiFQSM6DHhgTYIddlEJD
YgPIU1H9NXGg3XlCa
a1NmANRveXGWNl6kU65tcen0uQcJ/Q6fLoyTYIIfsv8A84i
+cHuPK/76N9e1eWI29pLc
DkzyL9qta+IzFzdg47sXv5ByccABT0XzLcXE0+oaDe2jRzX/
AD+txW6keiTXei9xmn1n
YHBZB+wO0w48B+qQvzfFGuX9loetzaXpzSuk0pS6E
+xG9N65zOp0k8R2kGeXSYyPSR80
yuZ59PtE1PyqI7e4tkY3cki9dqNQ5r/5S/
hl0cOWMB4BrdJPqdxfaxFY2/mTUB9f6Udh
tSubPSZ8EjcgPk0nZDeatGhm8s6jaWMsLaDZz
+s8sYpzKb0zrNONFMVUfmWnKeKNB45r
OqaP530rTvLum6WtoXAgF4vcg8a1HzzIOh0/8P3sIChuo
+S9Rk/Kf81PI+nTzi/0+zmA
nhHxbk0yJ0cIjmQ6/VRvk
+4Pzj1LWL3zNpGt6FaPHYX1ursDs61Ga3UZI4yQDsx0spRi



AXz3+Y7XWpadoGuCJpNQ8j6pDrDWhG94kDBmjC9K7dc1R
1EL5u03MX6h6F/z91/I6HyN
BqmveU9d0fX7e3W3t9B9MP6k0SBac9gBUbHNhHIDydYcIJ3
fmT5+/Ov81v8AnNv8z7Tz
D5rVvL/kLy45n8v
+VrV5EtpBE1Y2kEjGrMBuRl2OAJ3bZYDw
+Tr2a58waNr81/8Al1cW
tppzzUkAqrlCRzBK982MNJglzp1lVJ81aDqEGu3+oWUFt9UaI
84o5CAylegJzLw9maWO
23zc4ckddXN9dXDW8M0ceqn92Wf7PEbfTXLz2ZhH9obQwh
9P842nmSCxZxLHdsF+GojI
PentlMtJiBHqptBPIPoXXtIk/
LuDQDLyubvVCs7xgcVRW7mnbMXWwwie+7h5dJKW6O0P
znPqWu3moavKy2FvAba0sgdlYClQe
+UZcJA9HJhDTzgn8l499p81hHaxXNvcxn0ozs59
8hKMyA5WDigTbxO78n67La6jqst16EWnFhYQo
+6lTUA5AZJxcuoS5sCvfzG17XZtO0jV
bZwmnyAzsw6qu1cnHXEOPKUY8n1H5p81+W9F8jW91pWm
xTXWp26Ry3H7SUUVoRv45p9d
khPe+ZZx1p5EJB5WS3l8tK0bpq8lx8ZsD
+8ZFc1775X2fqYxltIj5t4hHLtX2JX+ZHko
2Gi2Wr6dBaLGgWS5tDQMm9SeOdKO1ZcNCaJ6IQFv3y/
5w4/N3ynrX/OPfli2/S0V9qOi
BbZrRwpMTUotadgc0+XWY
+Kz9hDjflZE7PsKXzppUceliYCRbxGMZUEDko3plZ12DqT8
m+PZk52868s6n5tvPMt5dy
+YrRPLvqObXSVkHqcOwNamuXfm8FbSv4OVm0cMWMCt/
c84
81f85IX2kecofKPl3SWv51mKXi8C3FR1IIG305jS1MJHbdy8X
YeOUBKwwqy/MHQk8063
Nr8RE2rXCPJQlfTZBsDXpvlM5Sr083Yw08RDhiKL2vUPzU8
seXJ9Dk0qX6zHfhU1KFat
xU03265hz1WWJqR+11GbQZpE8fwflN/



z8l1RfMn5tfljq0erPZaNoiW7w24coXYNyYcc
rz6/KATAE7NUdDLHGjzQv/KwI/P
+nBLC8mUW8EdpFOyFaFRxNT33ynSazUHGDKJv3NEh
MHd88fm3/wA4/
ecdP0R9ebW43sbxzPIHOy7VrmyxarPf7CGqWHi6vLvPWkRad
+UemRR3
kV5cXacZZojThTv9GbaGoyGPJxp6A0S
+b9J1jS9GsorXUtUlMquADWpG/XLMWrnA8y2Y
tNIRt9i/
kD5l84t578t6j5MfgNOdJHuZP2gvxb5fPXyI3c3HE1T7X/MH/
nK38yLW2uv0
joStJNctDNdhSAwDcQajqNs1OvzHIKcjSarwrHm+erz80/
zQsvP2l6npkzQ6dqkdZ9Pi
JEbmRabr0JzR6TTceX1ueNae77Weed/
J35waJpWnecVjeLTtflUxwTfsszClAfnnoGl7
IwSiKI+1qPaUg+xvI1t5w0SbyNFrqNc/
pRoDJ8XFEaop7Zup6aMce3S2vNmJhZfpnWSt
fTj/AN5q1r+1Slc5Kvfzedr73//Q6r/znDa+atZ/
PbWbnRrWKe18t6NpVuWcgMrGNrgl
a+Hr4zx+nid3oBIY7Hm
+ZbXWNW08aZqWtai13cPLxktIyPgUfZB+nNdLKYuROc900/
MP
S/LH5j+Rbu/1NK3kCSJGG+Ww
+nBHW5Ijq62RkOb89vJWm3eia4PLN7bDQtM1WQ22lX8q
8TI7t8JLN7nIDtScTf6HHllp9SWH5i/mZ/
zi35w8naTrkUc2kzyM9tqEa0DJOQPiPQ1G
dFpO3+Eer7iyxZSbfZHk/wDOS81DzZr
+oxW51OTV7J5YJXX4IyEqaE+2Zk+046iO34+b
dAG3wN5j83+atf8APWu2kejSxRz3hpc0PIb/
ALOcp2hjllsB2OG319+W3k+684eRtWuN
ZP6Oh0Efv7ZzxkkNKV7E1pmp0/ZYgbLlwxWbfNP5j
+Sfrel6iscLmCwcT2BQbqQa1Gbe
PZ4PJzhjAjuEi8o3ljrnkrUfKWtq1rcXYIgcghzTbr75cdJID0uh1n



pO2zxT6pp3krWI
rC2lc2dpUDmN1YtUkE9cyNHGYlUzs6o5JmVBI9YudMHmO
01ZZGub6ORZubdgDXocl2pj
jjhePm5+XBWO33Zbec3/ADF/LRfOFhEln/g+19K9t49/
rLRChY13FfbOXjqMuQ8MgB52
6/HlIPIPL/J/mCy1Wws/
NXmDTln083JVLcVJhWtCWoRUHwIzIHZEsm4yge8OeNRtV
PQv
N/kjyBqWoaZqvl7RdP8AMFhOEe7094wxQ7E/
CKeGX4Oy9RimJGcSB5uJlyE8kP5Z8weT
dc/MWy8vR2kXkTQdGtz+kLqICNBx6fCeu/
vlv5oxNHm40tST6UF5v8xXWiyXfljS/wAw
LXUrHUlZf3kKGqn3DZsIGcgCLaIYMhN0+LvN/ka
+8r6q2vaTdR6o0o5XEtpWh6mnEHY5
lY9LlyGyfscyPcdlDytBB5ihudUWKaDVLLkZonBB6eHzzN/k/
Lw7Efc3BZ5R0rzbrvmS
G9mFxHBZuWCqDRlUmu9M1OfRamPK/
mzNiJfXU175e8x2N0+v3sajQ7BYQjqOQ8Rvmujr
eHJWQ9erfh4iAXkt15fstY1Sxi8vyj0TIDcOP5P9rNzi14nIDown
Mgpr511NdLex07y8
zSS2SGO4ljFQHbahOb6WTHQ9zVkssO0zS/Mc
+o6Tot5IDFqlyizR86F+Tbkjud8xMoxy
cOfiB7j5v/
IryfY63aWyysl5d2wN2sYo3TuD2zAyYYm6LEcR5vPLzRPK4u
rLyFc6ov1i
6kEHqFRQRk7cfA5zOfs3JKXpIckGNPYLzyToP5PLa2Wn3sO
p6peQcbeBdzRhUE/Rlun7
DzT9V7nuKY5zHk8A8yeVNfu7HWL3UdQdWvlY20TtXateA
WuZf8lZ8IJNltGolk2Z/wD8
40fm4v5Qa35d8r6zNLY2/mDUYYpVJ+Fld6Voemc/
k0uWeY7EByceWUeb+k3U9F0u38v6
XrUCyTWa2kckAT4zSRA1QAffMqfZolEH9LlabtQxJEnz/
eeXNBXVV83aTq97YjSn9S9s



XDhGJ61Ga46HNE7E/
N3f95Gyhtf0DVxpmrfmT5YsYEnkjaksgozUH2hX55fjOXHuba
8e
pHF4fV45Yax5b03Rbe983Whutb1d3cxowb4+wFCTm80GtiZV
K+Tl44CR4Uh8p6tc6155
jgey+p6ag/dMzbAE0Bp7ZPLnxTl+xqz6U1Y+98Uf85m/
XL7zXK0qtfy6U9dNcA0cjpTE
wxEW6LN4t1uif+cX/
Ml55o8s3Gh32jwWmo2Uxe55ACQANU8suwRGMAxcSWokB
wyBe+fn
t5qsNe8mp5a0i3DTxRi3uDHv1HEnN1i7SkRR
+5zuzCOIkgvzw/NPyxJoug2flSwu2jtn
tDJcyUq4JFWAJyGUiYJa+0s8fFAB73jPlTyDo/
nWWysreN5NRt1POR/hDEdzmrzYZdC5
OnEDEWLfSGgjUPJOo6fYaNaXcC2o4Xt3bgMtQtKVyqGPIOr
HJKETts/SW58oaX5u/wCc
dtL1WwgS/
wDMMUvK6ikUeqKmtT9+HLjle7j48MpT9FU8k8p6KItTsLzV
bKOJtKKcIZAK
ck33rmp1ZnCXpdvj0vp3p92/mHpWsfnF
+VflaTQYIo20yePmiLVAIiK9KU6Z1PY2pyCI
u3AyafFjmR30g9WS/wBWuvJuia5D
+itK0ieH6zqsXwnmhFAT26Z0WScvCMtxsWOejDYP
tiuldfrfw/orh9r/AI9unq9PHOWuV/H9Dz1y+1//0ZP/
AM5Vea7Gb84vznvZLqeW60zV
baxsbe3biQbbTrWFgw/aHJTsMh+fA/d9zv8ARa0Y8Qj
+jzfGekWOrX9jc6p+nEhuamVL
GU/vCoPTid65KUYzGzdLtDH/ABV8mdeQ/
wAwPLWqTz6DcafJHNanjLdTbQsynetdsx5a
ccK+NpsnUIy/
8leVPM3m3yTrfmwmXRtJ1dZmsLXpwSSoJGa4aX1elrnoMO
Uekj5vuf8A
5zAsfyO/



NH8lrpvLtmlx5r0O2QeXIiKOPTTZTTftl89KB6XHhoThPDYN
vy5/5xt/O/Ub
TXNJ/L7WdMEevXM/1ZUlXqENFG+/
TNjpMUY7XTmY8URzfc135M1LRfPc2rR+U0lMiiX0
HjpHzI249t82+PRQIu/
sZGcIrY77Xbm61G3uLb9FXFwCJrFB8HHxKjMDUaHqHJ02c
STz
TdG0Cz8p6/FqEcV1M0JKTSUoAxqT9GVxBiKcrLk2p8Q
+b7BtP1ux1by/YGeyjkCzTNQR
jfsd/
DMWWeeKVd7z3aIIp59508q6756u4r3SNGYrAeM31ZDIWpu
TVRkvGIdRjn+8HveE
635V836Z5rsY7zy1dPBdII4+SlOQ6GlfDM/
T4fzGxd1qcwGIe4PYvLP5jD8sfKHmDynd
eXL66GrI6xmNGkoz/skAdsr1vs+cYuLrYY/UyP8AJzzT5bh
+peWdd066tYNcMjtFdqVR
T1A3HfOdnp9RiO1uUIbMu8n2nmqHzJ
+YPmTQovT0LRIJY7SBz8AKg8afPMjDDNI0XHlB
47H590uby35kvPNBgtddvfUECqOLGjGgFPE5kw7MnOV7Ou
yek2878oWsPmNbmbW1lgC/
HaTczWn35tI6WcI8m6Gq4QitX8yHy/xtdASW
+43CiRHBYcSadaHNpgnkhGqLQcxJt6hG
v+F0s/MGo6Wttb6lGJJGVaAg9a198p1faMoRPNy8WoIep/lx
+fGi6BqFz5etPJkGqrrY
KWs3pqx5sPtAkZy+bteQlfc5sM4KG1ny5o/l6bzJf
+ZbN5JNfUyPYRmvpB6kUA6UzT5d
Jl1GTjA2cmM6GzX5SeTNLn0nU9cN4qW4LqkcrcXCgGlN650
PZ/Zmfa7r3OHmM+YLwWLV
ltNe8z6cJkkshe+tHJJVneh3UfLN/
l0Rjy2YY80q9TKNK86eWY9e8v8Amu9s51uPLswk
fTq0EwBoNj8s1WeU4bByPGgQ+rvNPliT/nIHUNM8+eXL/
wDwdbRwIJ4JHp8KCp6da0w4
ccsvWi0S4JHZ8ofmB5CWLzPZ6tpmoBv0TMqXOo1JRmRqm



hHjTMbUabLhN8dtWSNPXPMM
/
lHULfTtbtdXmvfNkUKBoVBdQ3EA1NdsydL2oYbH7nDkZHk
8j8yfpaaK2vdQuHrBOGdB
XiE7mn0ZLXdoZcleHEH7G7TSyAna0l87voPn
+x0o2Fr9U1vRaGzvIm9M8kIbqfGmc5ky
amMrMDv8XZSmYgeJs/Zn/n35/wA5STfmZfT/
AJPeaLyZ9Z8taYi28d6wrKiKF+AMfipT
tmbp+OQALTlnEixu
+4b3yRqlvq2uXQ1QNpU1R9SeIH3NNjtm4xaUT2d1pNYTEAr
dYt7r
XvIF9oGlosAYNHK6jhQd/
CmWZOzIEVXNlGMYZeMl4hZaD5P/
AC9bTLrzNpx111T0w3D1
PTfxHXNfPsYQNgfj5uXlzTj9J3KUt
+QVn568wXWs6Jrc2g2l6wnWBAV4o29KChzUS0BE
v2tufXGGP1fc+B/+c4Pyni/5x2i0DzdqGvya7pusSFEgkLcy/
wAiTmV+XIDp8faMJS3H
2Pib8gPzxt/LvnXW7i/
g9S38xyO0EafDwWWgAPjTMvF6aBbIVKRNP0F0Y
+VbBtPu9Uuv
UHmH
+5tRvQSNtUncHN7iw4+G3N084xvZ59+ff5Z2upajHpOjxvKk8
CsJ1A5KDQ/aGaDV
6wwlQdHqIHJqR7i+FfNWi
+Zvyb1CB7ZGdZvhDEAleR61yeHNKW7s4Y+GDPdA/
PPWvL/k
y9099Jh1bUtUl9T63wBMVT03r2y6WUxdLqcpjJ+jn/
OGXnqw82+S9X0zzRqUGjXlw4MF
pcSBSFBp+Oa7Ua/hkz0eulGYHmGLfmJ5Z1qy87331LV/
W0lpXYSxPVKds10dUMs93sce
ojOD6S/KT8+pLTT7X8tLDT2l+prxudQRGJ
+L3zquzs0IVbodZACXG9lhuNP8x+edM8l3



zmOz1CMXbBzQiRP2PnnS59TDwKHczyZB4VnufWv6J0/
l6Xov/vD+ha0P93x9XOa4x9tv
P8Y/2Vv/0o1+atvp2vfn7+aOrX03qRRecNaNpFsQ4jvpIlP/
AAKAZp9RoMvGZC9z3F6L
BpsRhEmrodXheveT11bWNS866ffGC6hmNtb2BJCvQAdOnQ
5ldn6XNLKARtv3jo5cNJil
tafeV/Imqa+s9p+YcSeSNN1FaWerACEN/
KQQBnUDsTLVkGh5uPm7Kj9UbTVbfU/ytL3t
jexebrKyYBL5Ssq8egBqCOmYeowwxbcO7jwxSgafRH5TfmP5
S1i5j8w+dbKA2EDhbrSY
lFW5dCaeOayRlzcuOmyfVswH8+fyg0i5/NPyv
+Z35ceXv0fax3SXcNxZrxZUoD+87HMW
RINjZBxZO4fN9i6Pq3mL8zLL6y88dsNCtF
+vNCtS4jWhLE0IPywx12WMh6jQcTNpMkvJ
LnufLPkryrqHm+Gwl826vdSNbXNuoDfVwK/
E1e2X6rtqIBtGDi0/PdIvMf5Y6FF5Bs/z
E8xeZhpMetcRD5cBAJR/ioqVBpvttnPy7cjKVUXY4s/
iyoAvln8wvLelavo36K0dp9J0
OVgTdspU1psR365vuztRp84vIa+BZ6nDEkCXc+ffLXnXU/
ybuLnQdE1T9NG8d2W5moQl
f8phm11I03B6JB0k8MITs7BMPPH5gT
+atEtdc85xRadBoLEwTxKFaXvsV65p8euOKWy6
6UJRAjIHcMJ8g+a/yp8wrrGu+Z5/qsp
+C1jRqGvQbZmDtDLl2NfJcUd2Y6rB5Yi0i01j
SNYOoXhuFW3tCayRoTsPuyjMMnOnK4dlmja0bXWbvynbXP
1O08wxMbsF/tyEeGanVdoZ
sQHCDt7nDyjhfPfnzypp/lopaa6DNO18Xtyf5K1B
+nLtF7Q5eRH2B1+phQtGaf5dv9Qt
leFTbwtHS2UfDUdqUzaS9oKHqA
+RcGGMl6B5J0G10Qz2uvQrLdXJ4aejKAXkb7Na7mmQ
j7SY5GqHzdpHTikd558ytqGh3vkTzJbLb6ppfxRzcTUW7D4Sa
ZkfyngzDl9qfBCa+XtL
8saX5P07zBoM9tqGt6ORSWM1dTTfktK5i5seGW4vmkQp7J5



pt9L1vyzpfmS3pd397bA6
jwqyIQNxTen05uRqdNDHQq/
cXLxRJfNdpBqFpdcodT9PR0cmaMNTfwIrmx0/aOEQ2r5t
0oClfyd+U/mf81/
Nl3onkiz9C6vnEcGpTgGHkx3YEfxzC1erE42CwGaMBVHZ9b
D/AJ9G
/
n1c2P1uf81NIj1KU8xbFGZUruBUZzmTxJb7H4tf5nGef3MhsP
8AnB//AJyY/K/yzeWu
oa7aazYojCe5ikqEjp+yOvbMCeqzYJ3RA97IzxSG1X7nzV
+Ydw/lbRl8q6XozalruoyF
ZoolLn1ehNd8hPtTJk2NuHPES8Ph1TUvLmo6fptj5eeLVL
+ZI9UuZUZhHzIBO4IG+VRy
SJaPy5Bfaf59flTpP5YfkRZfmFqHmCxvtQ1dI0g0wlSwMg5dB
U983OiNxs87ZRBjJ+em
jalqGqxx3llbiCG1HrShRUVG4r7ZdqNWIhr7ayTlAV3j7nof5T
+f/MWgfnF5S/MmWU+X
7fRJ44UvLUcGcK4BDEU2I2OYuLVwka6uNoZ5OCI839Sf5f8
AmK9/MvyppvmRGitLPUl9
RJYyG5g75usOTw4h3E5iGwZfb2YTUNQtjacLX0eJagAb3y3x
+IDfqgZZHqhLbyPod3bK
t7bpdUk5kSiv0ZXk1suKg25NXkiRuidE8tS6Vq9/
cEpFan4bGJQAFB2zG1GaG1Ddqy62
eaNSOz8Rf+fuX5h3KeZfJPky60T9I6PZ/
wCkO9KjkeoycNLjyi5E7dzixhICw/IDTY9P
vNU07V5rhdEewnBaw+w7KD8IA
+WYsxGewJDKObNjPL7X6R/lf5t0rz/f+WtMm0eUSadN
GovCTxMa96DMnDCcY1x27PRa6cTuC
+ovOdxocfmaTTPL96P0kY1Us5qD241PvmLk0M+L
iJ2driqeQyPc8286f84/6b5k0x7rzxrUVjfTqfqKeoDyZh8IAHXN
xpMWGI3Lm5c2IRrq
+DNR8rax+XvmTVfLV
+YlslQyWE1wAecfZg3SmHU4sEhtL7HltZASOyQ/



lJq2vXn5sJa/
paS10e4mSKCSJisb1ahKmoBzjO08OK5ASFhrw44jd
+2nnvyT5fn8oeV7Ly7cTXerNC76
jdVqA0cRkox
+jB2Z2fx7gj5+TusMjVBCf84GeZdK1nzL510DVdHhutTsJTHH
esisyqh+
Kvhtm9/KmB6uPr8cvDu3v2iWekj/
AJyFuDDOL17Mu6QpQiMnt9GbGUZiG7DUQMcG/k+y
f0jZ+v6FJ+f1z6rypt6voevWvhx2+eUeEa+H6XnePZ//0+a6rcaJr
+pXvmE3Xp6rd6pf
X17HHvzWa5kn7dzyzcabXRrcfaHbnTTrmwi51my80eRL2x8s
wvB5gtNUknVuh9NGoPnU
5PV9qRhAcAN+YtqGLLE2CnPnTX9Y81+X/J/
lvz7HNaaRYRr9Zv7f4DVe3yOayHtXkJ4K
H2uXilmJoq/lK00DW3n8peX5biLy9IHE93LVqKo+0CTvkM
+qnlHFTsYYeEWULo3lryp5
X84R6Z5Y8wS6neXEipd2EhJQGtA3cADMYysW5YzGIp
+kH5VXug2+oXPlfzneJqE01iJN
NtbceoAKUoT2ocx5kFx8mrI7iwPy9rFv5V88eatJtFfTYLhZAtr
M3wOr1AGYspxjvItA
1guiGVaJYeZPy/
8AKXmLX5be11PTdXdpIbNgJKlvAHMKWLHnO1MZTjLk8o
1rTfL3nO60
m78/Xd4lzapz03Q43Iir+yONabZkw9mIT9QIv3kOVpxTXn
+xiXyvbS3OlGyggUwxWNAG
9Jd1c/MYZ9lS0vIive2Z5gz3fnn+YWg6fqN01/pUMkTq/
EJ3BPTLI4Mmo2jZdRrzAx3Y
mNEuU0O40Lzo00a3lTp6SbVDCg65dHQZsX1WPeHR
+DAWa5Pn/wA7eRv+Vf3NgyStLb6l
T0W34jJyEu9ni1RCe
+QWv7fzF6uo6tx08QVgjO616j6crkZ9zsMWrHV6PBLJN5gfz
Q0/
rRab+8jcbU4dfY5haiJn5JzEZZR4eSG8ya5D



+alnfaxFbm8utM4rDETQ/u2BPTbtjpNJ
ISadXjjGKzTvzIAtLS/1LSZLO10IiP00+ENx7sO
+brJouOLrdPSL8xfmrofnea21XRw9
tqMLLFpioOIVx0enc5rDoYA8nL8Wfcu8vfntY6PrD6f
+YnlaPVb+b/RbzUpU4mSPovXw
GZGHs
+JPJPFLuZfqfmbyLp9ve33la1XTLa9iYyW7HY8geg6Zm/
k4Yq23lsK/S2Q35s7/
ACG/Nnyvoul3Pl7XLdLy31GUhpZ/
tIXJ2UeGYGo0WTAeKfLfr3OXGQiitd8neWLS61e+
e6YWV7J6sdsKhVVtxTNbHPLiqJKJZY97vKX5nf4Fiu7PynqS
RPyP1Z4COcdOlW7EHN7h
xylEbtmn1MAanEvUrD/nLb/nI6008W1v+YEIsYHJ/
e0afiBWnM5iamEsfc7Ez0hF0Qfg
kOu/8/DPzuvLC08my3EUumahL6Oq6w4/eqoPY
+BzBMhHebqNVnwDeHPzCr/iTS9K80+U
vMWiamnmF5WWbVXm4sqSOKkdT3zCyavTxPRjgyxKZ3nnf
ylP5x8z6H5u0SOHUfMsRfQ7
i2UIqsehJFO+ZulzY58vvb5Si
+OPzx0Tzpr01poepape3WiaO4LW4ctGqEVWg36DNnGQ
i63VRnYlGqLzPy9ZancXKeW/I1w0soU/
XYZ2AJUDpXMbPijlNFxtYTwi0280WXmTVNDP
lxIvql3pLcrpx2p1AZczuz+xYzmN+7o26aQMAKfvr/z7G/M
+HzL+UTeRNX12PUda8szB
Io3YeoYgKDiK12pm87Q0BwxBG4Z5S/
Qnz1ql5oWi3mo2FpJcygAMlDQAbbU3zF0MI8VS
5IxlCaBrkl5o+nvcxm21DUlVo4GBFB06HLM
+GJlceTdON7plrnmjTfLsyXOu3gsbSCKr
SMNmNKjfxzGGkGWNhwuDd+SP/OS8n5c/m35t1vVrrjrQt
+CWMBILLQ0FB880mtM8Gw6u
40kQRReL/wDOMf5EfkL
+cfm3zVof5n2cNlrGn1TSoVb0i46cg9aVFM1eiM+pIcjW4eEW
A+w9M/5wh/LP8iE1vz/



pHnS91HR7OJ500m4dXRe4VSGObfHLNexJcTTSiZUQQ
+EvO/nL
y9qWv3d9YNPprBiYmOxqOhBOdBopSlH1u4mREDhTm0n1/
XPL1vqtzdPrMWntzgEzVYFd
xTMjhjLZw8pJYd
+bvlef85Py7sbOwsRofmiGQQvfAEMyDah74js05NxbrcgkXz9+
XfmX
8vfyK8w6D5X/
ADT0S5v72wk5pqsKVRd6KTX3zk9d2Bx8RI3J7muMfTu/R/
yP/wA5A6f+
ZVl5j8v+VrRLWC5gaLT7uTZipWgAOWdldmy08du/
zd92ZGoEr/8AnDfydd+T/wAy/MM3
mDVZ7e7upZWjMdQsnJjtt1zf6bDIjduzi8Xxfav5ZWml6T
+ffmOKwhfVRqVu0s+on4jA
7fs79MyNRilHFdun7QlKqvufZn1O29TnwXl63qVr
+36fCvzptmr451V9P0un4dvh+l//
1PKthef4dk0cAicxwodQRty9VFd8zMGq08xvQdni1JPVn/
la5s7LWrnUzYwWmi6ghWrf
DRuux9zmbH8tM0CPm5Yzk9U1/L6/j/
MXUPNflbzxaiw0uyMg0K+J48z+zQnr9GR1GjwR
Fx5+9zceaHduq6V5W1Ty7ezaZpt9ELOG3MY4kciSTWp
+RzTnUSB4eEU2SzcSHT8v/M9h
aX
+s6QYFvNWuCkeo9XjUnbf2zCnMkk1TinU0aepfkv531H8uPM
2p6P5nWHVdbvLYrp+t
O3Iwhl2Henxb5iTysvFt7/8Alv8AkdB53sfM/
nT8wvzIiaaSWSSzghk4MvUop3BykVl9
Lj5RxDhiLSe81vVtFhl8p8b26sORGn3LNyVlB2Irmyw9mgC/
0Li08gkV3pvmS+lsdSuN
EaKC0FYdQJrxPzyWTUzxbW7TDAhBeaZtT8yaMbK/
1Fr0wSAO1atTsKjwFKZz+q7SzSyG
PMe4spQjKRt5T5w8p2NtottqFvagPa/
GxKj4ivjtmR2d2pLTy3rpzdfrMAPV8vfntY+e



dYsPL3mqxtkSxtfTjEa
+C7V3zrRrDq4UBTgY9FG7KRecH8secvy/
06wglS584aNF6mpL
TegHQDoMw5aSY6hjl0kRyfJ
+va1bxRaNb2Nw1q68lkLggmhoRXMeWmmP7XVZomDP/
wAv
tfuNTM
+mXZP1Z0ZVmbbmfDLsWnhwevY20w1ksZosp8i6vp3kXXb6
ymh9UanI8SQt9gCX
q34Zfgx4geYb8usMwkP5gebtOb675MtNNiM983OGaOn7Xvm
dklEA197j4pEB5JcavP5Z
tItLt9O9DU7OQPBPSoNe9e
+ao5AWyGcszign1q1stT1yeK7vHCvKiqOQJNAKHM7TyFt4
1Xk9DuNI02fT7D63yjijPMxU4gAH9r55tMfDYvkEZdRY2Yh5
2jghuLPVNBiMdtbKtWjP
dep2x7U1OGWOr+49XXT1cwX0L5dv73z75VGmz3pRnt93U/
EKe+cQM2GB2Z49ZI82Jaf5
b0jRLTUWudQZp7QN63Jt/
pzdwnCujnR1MjzeMaj5vvJTeWFhdF4mJ9JR3r0ynU8OQ15N
gmSh/LHlvzD5hdkvL36raRAmRiN6H+ObD
+TozwUBvfk2xHHs9S0bTtN0PVtH0+XzOUsS
/KZOVORB75ymp7HJny6+TMY+F9M
+YLPRNXtdN13y9qI1XWtKSi7Aui+FaZl6fsnhGw+w
sufNiTahbT2eoTarym1NlPGEnYE/
zKOuZuTRyxxsuXDLIxETyHJ89G1sdL8xyfocmw1X
UPiUwk1qTuPbNHmOXi9O7Tq8Qyx3ZX5Y1640Fde0jVLT65
c3aMjTzIXereBzddn5sw2E
iC60Hg2pU/Jjzl5j/
JD8z9D856P5ifQNPv7sJeW87MsTxs24pXOpw6qco8M5WGRl
xP3P
f/
nKvzhoq6T5ne0i81+RdSRVunSjOGIFaKKg75TmjpQLogsoRU
Ne/wCc3bWW/trex8qS



Wt7HG0llAxALKBVQK0zRarV
+BjMce5tBjkBocngP55/851aN518kjyk2gyweYpCBM8ZL
MrCo3p88xey9bqORiQPe5GLEL32fJOnr+j/
qfmrW9Re0gv8AjFFaFtyx3FRmRrcVg5Jb
gOzxxECCOiMu/PGn
+V9atdY0+JIILj4bi9jJWU9q5zmLtbS45gGx8HNnlGZ6RYfm1q
2r
W7rp/mye+0CVlW+sLl6rTuu+djoe1OzpRszj8R+x12bTTjuLea
+fNW8v+atdj0fRNOSJ
4UCzzR0IMnXtmTm7S0sx+5lEjyLHTSlEHjSq7/
MLUfy6ih0ldKlv4WFZRGDsB3+jNJqt
VkjvBzIkF6VqP5g2Fnc
+UZ5OVzBqVk1xdw22zIx3HIDwzVDt/UYT0+Z/W2eDE/
JgHnrS
NP8AOug6tqbaBb6hBawn0byWL9/v0367Zm/6IhwUevn
+t18sQEWNf848Trouu6P5empo
sGpXarBqFweFAx+IVP4ZuOz+0I5IA+8u00ceHF836deSvzI8n/
lp+a6+WL+D/Ed3fKVg
vbdeapUfaJHiTnQAxyYQI7FcuPxIAAvov8qbVIvzm82anDcKll
fwq0Vueqs9SAB2yGvA
GAB0/aEeHm+kv0Rrvr1/So4fpj6z9jf6t6NPT/
4LNLxD7HE4o18H/9XwL5G1LU9f8xS/
pONk0dovTXUX2jEg2K19s5yOHMR6SXP8fCTWydfmbP5iuJ
7Hyvo1wbDSLBlnk1U/DFIR
RuIcmhzI0uk1PESSfkt9xZfqP5iad5k8t6DaaYj6Zd
+X5FTU75FZfVKbE8gBWtM3F5Mc
fV
+lsjKTLvr66hpkkun6wwuVRZp3J6JmKdSAW4ZCtsfzH1jy55as
dG13VEOn3k6ql6p3
+Nj0yiWHPInnR
+LijJZKY3GveTtJ1qa5GuPe3OpCkDuCWDEdAT4ZRPQZpdfs
LkQyhlf5
Z/mEdG1650/XZr290merIkZPEGux99sxpaHPikCKN



+beNQH0pqv5o+WrzSVuLqeXTI7S
QR2PrW4LEdBuN6ZvdLHLw+rb4uXj1UeSJ0Pz3H5902Ty/Z
+Zo9Ptoxx9T0+A/HLxpBI2
S3eJxcmOatCn5fRPbXN2NX/
SHxR3SmoNehyo9kxMyR180EEC2EebvNdva6JZ6VcIjS6z
/cilWVDUbYZ9lwG/
X4Ou1E5sW82+RfMFr5V019RRxoUiMyP336bZDJqpYcZiI
+4hw46r
IOj4o80waJ5Hu77VNNjZrrUq2821eR98w/
5Xy95ZHUE8whda0ryf+YflCxvDow0u+06M
1aNQrF6d6eJzKxa7Jk6hplAT5vnL69qGj6/
ZWgb6vAjhY4adgaVr745YTybk0fJxpaHi
NvZ9Q8qX+s295rwmSCK3tke2kJH958/
ozI03ZeaY5n5BongEPq2ecav5cS40U+am1FYd
UtFI3YblOlMyM3ZmWAs8vcxjw3sWHadPrPnieKwKqkkI/
eXpHWnSpOYfglyoyi9fi8qw
3miRPa6lFNqWmlUnjVqcmXqTvmXpsRtsAgegfR2gfl3p/
mPyaA2pwQ37QcpvjqV4jpmw
l6MRtMsYJoPMp/Lel6RGdFhn
+vXTE1Cmop3zm82KWYtctCDugNO1DV9HnrZoNKaxNAHq
BIvhT37ZjYuyZE7/
AHuLPTCHNmGo6OPNHlue603RbuCedf8ATpCTxYdySc6DT
dnkjdvw
YwXjmleU4dPupfTiuJL6CpHBBItB23BzJPZw5uz4IgIy98wRW
9jdvau1tcgFJIlorKe5
YZCeoOnFFpGWMS8o8vWw1PWTc6zqzmxtmLuUNSor3zX4
9WJZPV39yRkBfSn/ADjx5rs4
fzI1izluxN5ZaFkQSvxBIFK1OdXooYpxHJHNnvmf9Gaf5w1Ga
S5RdNuatAA4I3NQM13a
WE5IkR5ftUSphVtp2i2l1qPmu6aq25JseW7fIDOKnm8Ce4bRM
FbZeY4ZIrjXL6zWG0uW
+K+ZaKg7HM3s/UmWTcCt2Phgvbvy5/JXyF
+dOmJZeavMwsVLu+nSBgoNQeJBzooZBTLw



Xnnl3UvzP/J/zrr35dTazJrPkHRnZtNSR
+aMFPwlCeua7VZpMxg3e4Weta15q0B/zNGn
R3Mmis1oNOTYotKVI
+jNfi0vjT4jzYyxEckmSDy7q3ly71H9Dr/
iC6cvwUVZGrsM2MTD
AOfzY8JDzbUIrnUraO21i8Nte2zKdOsZTxLENtsd9hlWaccwIs
bs4k3S7U75JdRjTXFW
eKyiARVNRnM67sQcw2+Pws38vReQLnyhr9/+k2sTaRmQryo
K/KtMw9LGOM8J394Yy1F9
VXTvKyaD5Gb8x/
LWorqwvJlMcQPIlh9qh39s6TR6KIhcRQJYDIJc0LqP5taQnl
+91XzB
oiwXENsySkJVgSQCT4CmbSOMBvhJ5nq3mPUfX/L/
AMyeR7Rb6x8wXBsk5qZFRAOTLTsc
qzYYzidnIjOVPpC81GLTL6DT9Tv1t2v7YCWwFFRWPYU65
yur0EY7gn5MCOJD2nkby75y
uJLe51P6rNpMhktdQh+Djw3pxGZfZ/
aQwAYzAnpsXLx5AIcL338kbbTdZ/Muw0zTr+K8
vdOhb1buWjFvT3FSd+gzsdBrBmFRBB/Y42pzShwiPc/
UP8lfL0emweaPMepsLm+nuzSU
JUrGgqAuT7SyyoQDptVklM7ph/yuKf6zT/C+pej/AIg+p+r6X/
Hj9Xr9a+XqfBTMHwMv
d0YcMPsf/9b5v+X/
ADZb2Oka75biuBJp167yafMKeqgJqn4dcweyZEgWHYZdHGB
u2b6a
xutJ0TS/
MlxW0jlLxudy6joGr451EcBIsBhjkI7Mk8+ILjTtL0vyxZxafbuR
zkQD4z70
zH1GDoXIjMJZoflrVvJVNZ1yf1bW5X40DErTvUdOmXaXQY
Ji5X9jbYIZV5iHkrzrpNvd
hYxDp7qwgZaLVehzZZcenmPTTriG54fKeoWllNbwpLNaqAO
G3D6c1ObTzifQwMyE5t/M
GkaKLK7SYXYjYvcW9OTAJSgB7ZrpS1EeY29zA5CzO0vfO/



5jWd/5gjt4NO0GzeOHT7bj
QyFnCioPffKhqLPqAZQySBfTnmz8qriP8kNb8yeWNeg03zhoF
oJZ/LgjAuJzStEpv+GX
icB1dzp82275i/Jf80JPOnlC+0HzfYXlp5tspDHbS3p/
dgKaClVBGQOqMtrdsJAxeuXv
l22tPLses+YRFNe6cxe2aJuZEY3Wg
+eYczM720zwiSlqnnbzJ598u2VposDapZW8BhNk
ihWG43oT2AzHlI78XJw8unEN3k/
5s6d5CfQPIei2mjgeZLnUXk1pnpyRFU7EfPNNqp0d
nEyQFPjfzHH5j0zzI9ro1uI9IluOAipRQpNNz0yGDU0Cd7cKfE
GHfm/5I1Gxu9L1hSir
6ayS+mykV69RXN/ptUCBbiDNISYbo3nm7jn0/
T7q5ZtKnbjfEnYAHYZ1mg1cQEZoSyM2
8/eWba7m0x9N1FE0GZVaaMMKGu5pTL8+vjPa/
tCMWipittGlxrtv5W8txmNLtQkt0Nt+
nXNbPIJOR+VLJ9b/AC7v/Jus6FpdvqvI63OIpm5mlWNT
+vIxgb2T4JDOfzJ07zp5Bv8A
QtF8pX0091qcI
+twQNUceO5ODVRkMFnvaJQmJ7Gnmuiec72w1ae21OGWbU
7RuRqNyfDb
rvms0EyA5uPPkAq2TjzV/
jO7ddTtzpj27BYtuBNOlK982mPJZ6U05ISkWU6F5x82X2qJ
+XWjahGg1P8AdLcsfiodt+2ZMtQIDYrEcHJ6Hrv5O/mj
+ROm2/mu+nj1e3vTyZGIYCN+
56+OQx6wcrTPMZDZ8+XEEer+aoPMF/
EYNP1H4ruECkda0pTp0zW9pHjcMwySN2o+aNM0
bQ9cgtdBg52+tKORFWAp8umc7xSBJJ2DbiuJ3ZH5g8m3flXy/
b6hpNusdzcKGkkj+I/F
ua03zd6XtIxFX9pdhjmK3QOizW3mTR2spJ55tatG/
dQuSZHYfsqvUjLNX20YAj9Iasku
5k
+m635b0VpovPtxJBJJD6VvpwrVSooCV675pBWrPE4JzSB3Q1
npuqtZXUuqzx3Hku7d



jY2Y61/Z/DNpp8AIqPRycWotjN55n8y
+X9NkW1nl0SC0aukRxPSR1H2RT3GbSGMgbuTH
Oo3V75j123tfOOn6jqFzqNoB9bsZCeMpHYA
+OYOpkLbxqNnpPkD8wfO8OpJc6ZKLK01B
kh1LR3HJRXZqrg02EzOx
+12UTHhD6A1vU9dbUbDSfJunxzatPwe6WJRuTSvTMHtDsrP
M
2Cfm05JRfO35xp5ytvPmk2+sldM1e0j9c29eOyAVB6bnDpOzc
mIcRP2MMco8SW6Z5ott
Uur64ujItxaRlJUevAlR2rm6y6fjx1+OTCUBOSA0Tznokuga7od
1buH1blFCydFWtan3
zif5NnHLYZZdOIRst+W/
zE86Mnlz8rvI8tNPF4KzSbwfEfiJZvxzpMObw8YieYNuCCA9
1u1lTzncfl752gtZF1GxMVxewkGMlhX7XQGuUz1hvZuGSmJ
6Baa1pvlzUPL3lQreJ5Dv
ri
+ExIKojnYKe5yR1gjAltjmevadoOkeevy7tfNus66tp5gNwFiDuF
ZuP2qqfA5Tg1EM
xuQHyZiaNTX7uwvNPtND00Xdq6LFf3y1oSBQsx986jQ6Ts
+YHFwg/JvjMU+xP+cT9M0m
H84La6fTVVru1YS8WqCxHU5szp9PpoHwa37iieM5KPcH39e
+fb78u9dutMXT/wDcReSy
PCZD8BcjYVzCziGQWedNJ03FuUd/yuTzF/1K1jxr6n2h/vP/
ADffmp4j5sPyUe8v/9f5
3ea9D8pR/m15oHkSUX/
lsrJJoQH2QCSUBA2oBtlOmh4e7s8ktt0p8nPeXv6bHmmYiO1
D
G1jU8mjCmnwgdMy8mtyY/
o3dXlJEtk41LW720sLF0uZLbTTMq2lxItSTWhG/tmk1Pbuc
y4eE2iGSTKdR8y3uuaZFp0ga5ggHJZAKVA28ct0Woy59qonv2
c+HFVsg0S10rUvL9z5e
06Exalx5sxPfwzeY9DrIfSL
+LCUiEl0vT7rQIry1kIaWjdetfADMoavNg2yQI+KIw4/J



Q8v6tYabLqcuoW7S3LJyhgIqSCOoBzLx9q4Jxomj5kfrRPTkH
mGT+XtQ84X/AJo8o+YY
dZOm+SdI1G3udR0oNT1EikDsrRj5ZSOz8eoNg/
aG8acgPsH83vz88p6/+aOk+b/IVjJD
ogtIrK/
tVPwzyKoU1QbdcmfZyZFxtqMjAvnb8ypvNvmfzi0mlWcOk6R
d8Zf9Fj9OWg3N
aDNfquxcuG9j8nYw1HJ6J5E/
MbyvLMnkvX9QF3IFEDwyPVwzbCtTmlljyg1+tzoZrZNo
6y+Q/OdpZ6V6sNhczEOZPscJRRaZI6aVWW2UPEACX/mt
+Xeny/mFZ3MOoJNqdxF6kcNa
KrMK9Bmp1Gn3cLJi4Xx1r+tmTzBq/
k260lvrVuSReITQnxrXK8WmDgznEF57cX11ZXK6
VrenyXNq3wxvu21aDMuOlkNw6+WWNvPvNnkSwsbzRdU0i
E3FlcXiNqNiN/hqCajw7Ztc
UckQ5mERnu9t882vkzz3aaVb+SNMXQLXSbMDUpV/
dxtIg3FPGuYZz5BkLlY6unzjY6nq
um6hc32jwp6GhScbmfiH58OpqfHMrFmPMlMiHq2pRH8xLfyj
q3l24mn16O6V7qzLFljq
RvQdM3+klGQtx5GLKPOmrXmg67aPNfOfMmnW5gltWoVJ
K1rU77AjMztPgGnA97h5soeP
i+mnkl11rAPfwc2J/
nPvnL4MdcvJxPHILFR5g1XX7pb6a1eJ7KXkqQrTp1B6VzPlD
gxE
uZDUAikzsrrVH1OLUtG52mpQHl9bZuLIflmFl4uG2rJO
+T2HVfzS8+atoEXl3zB5sOr+
unBI5CW4dgAdxtmqxZsnHW64o3zSfzNo2vXPlLy9oNuEtbq6
YE3TkIOLHY8jTrm3zC+f
k5EsV8mKQWevaD5t0XylqQhvZ24lbkOGAH+t0/
HNadOJElx5gxZJY6/5rvfP9/5dN/E9
laAqYHoVCjbNxpNDGTUch5I208u3fl/zDq/
mHQNYtdS1LTAZl0tGFVI6imYXavZkpyqI
2vuZxkWTaVpHlf8ANDy5qnm7zTCLXzTYM6XFr48e4zJ7N7I



EY8/vYZSe55hb+erk6Xea
Dp8BaPTyzW0bDcBfn8s2em0ngk
+9GmNXaKpF5tksNZ8wxSW8lnGix2aAhJD4EZsJYtnM
4gyKbTPzb1F4bLy75QurDQo2U296sDAMniTTfOf1mHdPGH
1v/wA47/8AOKvmfVI9X8za
3qIdLt/7pjx9I9Sadsw9Ll4TsGyWqkORe++V/L2k/
lv539eGSPUp4DRgSHNT7+2ZmTWc
ex+5iMxm+M/
+cqLCx1j81LLzfrGoraW0sgjhta8SWUA8T7UplHizrm2nGY7xf
ML+YoL3
zO+k36rpnl2edIX1SNfh9NjQsWHth8eUQzwZuE3IF9P+aPy3/
KXyn5Y0288tayNYtb+P
1L295hnRiO1DmJqMxl9PP3L2hqwYbeb5p03y1rF9HrMPk2W
b042ZrW5iPFzvWqmtRucw
MeQyl6nR4s8yWaaVYfmFqGlwaRqAQy2TCS51aT/
ej4T9jlWv45nDSme8Rzdzp8cpoS2n
8+6P5j1Hy/
5LsJriLVUVtVZeRE4PX4httglg8H1Tia9xc3JgMY2HqPk7Qbm/
1WHRfNjN
oaGSkaMxVeR67bZZj1enOxsfBxhIjmHrJ07zR
+X2s30SoNa0GeIiwnQcqsRtTNliwYp7
8TdGQfXX/Pu/y/5/84+c/
PvmHzLpk2m2OjxuuktKCvWvHiD75mCAxAEGwW6OsjAUX
3Xo
V9J5ksfNuh/mJJbaf+hppDplyWCu4Ukhd
+2ZIwTlRrZEtUDyecfo3SPq/L/EcHL6nWnq
/sfWOPHr/Lvl/wCXi1fmS//Q+M/
luXzLoVyb2yDxRKjcnlXlVKV2zN1QjHk7Gb1L8p77
W7m/
1jzFNaRXFvcBoYo5mojPv1r45h6bPj4uGVH3plpwY29W8z6/
eebLG00bW9HtNJt9
EKzQi0IkDUIBBI3qeubTLpNCRdRtwJQ4UrvIbqBeFg3o2kcdI
mIIqTQ7kCmUR1WLTC4j



l8W2GU8kdp/mG38oQwajeTI19cGkrR1NB9GZUfakR2I+Y/
U5MY96da5rXlWaXTfMP1+X
1rhlE1gpNd
+pzF1faEdZ9ND3NWX08mtVGgajruiNZTNFFIiG4iYfEQdyu2
ctqew82WXF
CYHwLjjISbKbyNplrqMmm6bJNFBfv6RiclVBI60PyyjF2TrcEt
pRPzDnY8loXTrvU7LX
f0Xeadb2eg2EqcNTjFWZ6jvnTaTLrcQF8vIllLGJPbzqPm3Vbs
TaakFxpIhaL62wowUi
nXNjqe18hj1+bAY6fOvm3ypF5P1yz8yy8zfzXkbTSxGv7stuSc0
A7QyGdm2+M6fbepee
fKmpXPlG+S4eOaK1T0XIDg8VoSRv3zdjUDJHf7m2OoA2t8g/
mL5x16//ADPn1Gy1Sa4h
sYWf1VqKIOtaeAGYeXDCR3+5vOojW7xHzp5/062ubvXtJuEf
W3XhKH+0TXfMX8vj8nWZ
5QlyRnk/zhrHmaGM6rZ2jMwoZtuQHY5t/
AiKHk6qWjEizLSdOsI4vMXmHUrmOSHTYRGL
MkcU2rUfPLhgHC5mHHKGweH6lrFta+X7/
UNOldE1CdgqRkk0+WafLpxGRtybMdyKRv5f
2NjqlrHYJyhgvKtqrydRXr9JzCybFxcmpD1fQn0PyG82o
+VFNx+jpGjvjxq4Ze4Hhvhx
6kxcczMtw851xn80ecofOTM1wZFPrQqOrHrUYNfr5GAiD0Z
wgJc2F61qFzpusNGicLeW
rSLSoFW+ztkNFqrj5oyYYpf5h8xWkMFvZaJAlvczAG6cDetd/
vzZnPKUaouHwyibplN1
+X97faFpuoWWtiC8ugDJAGFST2oDUZZXEKczTQM2OF9c/
LyG6h1nSTdtcL/oc8gqFJ75
hHCISunLMODd7eNft/MXkTS/
Wh9LU1KGFTudu2+TGTxJU0nVxBp57q6WOo6tbvPyt7m1
P7y4qR2p12zNhoDIWGqWojJjgsYfLr6ze6Vf
+tcXUMno3hJbgxFd2NT9+WxjLExjUinX
le2sbPyLf
+cdP1Bz5nkmaK8Uk8nU9ds2eCePJHfm7DFiiXsP5aflv+b/



AJw8oahrnlby
9JDHO5E97PDSNx/NRhQ5XxTgaHJtlpxIMw0X/
nGzzO3o6xqjQx3NxcLBqXpABQB9qijp
m100BKFlw5afh5PsTy1+Q/
l2C7sorXTY9VgtUjaZpwCagb0IGY2ryDHFr8Mvo7zj5iku
NAtfLHljy3baILGNIZpRGGqo2Y9K7jOJ1/
acYk2gQJLDrLWNL0RY9Ct9Rm02G9kP6TcM
Nw3UrTp1yXY2THqMfF3397sBoiUq8x/l75T0IRa9o/
mI3MkiPJLNK5Y7kmhFffNiMEL/
AGuTj0VPkbzn/
wA49Sfmfpeva8moza5fRVl0+zSvwOK8iKkDcAYNQcYqIcwY
YjaT5V8j
+V/J9j5f81eW/wAwNSit9Utp3hGjs1LpabKVB9/
A5fh08ZjdxdTgjAFOfK35TLaLptrd
a5JceXNbufSt4XcclVjQCmVZdIBydfj0pz7Po6L/AJxl17ydrtla
+VZ5ri2vI1YrTl8L
AEZjYc2OB3HLybMfZpiUHJ
+W3nTRbrXUu7V7maUssECKQ2wzf6btbRwHqEfudpDTmAY
U
uo+YtIFnbeXtGaPV7Z
+N7MRuKn4hl2s1+i1mLw8QAlz2l0Z8Ziy7z7Z2Xmry5p8l5frZ
a/CAbkRn4gVoe3uM5/V6ECNj73GyZrKprPmW6s9A8r6Vouo/
pXULbj9YRl5NtTr3zW6K
ZhOrYQyxPR9l/
wDOOv5lfmVqWqyeW9CaLRpr9Qt5cKojWgAHxdM6/
BOE4ASArua80YyN
0+qPPH5Tape635Xi8z+c7ey0q9o+t3dsyqzE9mNe
+bHDqgcchEcujieESdkH/wAqq/JD
1fT/AOVjN/x2fqH98Psel6lOv45T4kq+n+G+f2M/Ak//
0fCi6FpV5+W2valC1ubjTkKQ
oDRmoP45h9o5ZDq7IjZ5Z
+THkjWfzd84+XPyr0LWINDvdbuQshYkUDGhauYmnjLiJHK
2



Ms/CKL74/OP/AJ9n+fvyk0Fta8q+bp/
NUbW7vq70asUgHge1c3Q05ybhjGPicnwZ5Zg8
46TcXWha
+zXhtZGQNzqB88uyaH0fT97ZPTnGOKmZaFYaPqr6l/
iSPjDasVgHT5UGYM9N
GOxH3tHiEJT5g0HRUls44J3VGcNHHX7Kg5Qcch9DMQ8Rk
vm6LStM0rQNR0WZpdUHpgpX
f50zM0vjRFGRDXPT0l2taxrRurO6itRPKUUzMNyrUrXN/
hMpDc21Qnwl6b+W2pT+ZNH1
fTtXtDyeakVw4pwPYmoyXhSJ3qnOjlHCibyz8w+X
+UEWsudMZuTRxyGvE9Nq5LJosZDU
Mt8lTV9Ns/
Muky2FveLc6jPblYVZuR5AbZr49m4+Lomj0eUfl1+Y9v5D8z
Wvlv8AMCCT
09OLJHNL8QCmuwObOOjxR2KJYDJ6HL5y0PzLf
+aZfJmlR3fO3kX1JF6Lv0plk9HhI2Li
zxTHL73xBfpHf6jNe31qsX1W5dLy0pxGzeOazN2fG7BcU4spI
5spE0F6ls+iodLtoDxu
eDE7Hatco4J27DhyB6DP5YVNN02HTPMZni8wKH1VJOxrSn
3Zmxxz4WXiSHN5rrmhR6X5
n07TLjUI20mzcSssZBVuPWoGavNEk7sZ5SQziz1VbqRk0uwF
tpV/dCE6tGtAtNtjmBkx
7uLMW9D8t+WrTyxovmd312G/
udceR4lLBihboSO2GGMUxGyS6XaWumaTcNasBdTqQgO/
Jh1I+eYmt7MnLl97l447MVg0zTb15ReuiajvWB
+tSdjTMbSdmZ4mwC4+c0WOzeUNIW6e
41K7EUkRLRJHTkaeOdHpMWaEjxA8kx1G1N2ujWUZXW47
29a2jkAihiqQWB2qPozKnGz6
nOwy4k317VtY81W9pbGANZW78W9YANt2qcthoYZNrbpxt
MZopdKfTZWQNbIFIRdwv0DI
Q0EISkXXZdPE7pRfRTeZ9XurLSIWSsZWvHYMw8cz9NnhG
JtwjhFvQfI/5U639TXy/c6J
LfDVDIJrx0Z+G1aqe2RMoZwQL3ZxxEcn3T/zj3/zjJ



+Xvl7y7qlx59ZruNG529qwHGp3
4k9cwoaScJbWQ7DDKY6PqPyj
+Yd1M7flfpOgw6Z5diJhS9hVQSg2UkKPDN2JQlGqoudx
MS1nybqPlnzFd21q66nbyyJIYkJMa13Na13zWZdcNOTEs4AV
u9H0c2Nisk99D9TJpQR9
K
+GaDXdqwyWA2jECxbzBqdqY7l4r0hiSqOD49K5wfaUcuQS
MRe36GQ0p5gPAJJbK61S5
i1JzG9T6UzniPYg5sfZviwaepGjQbhLg5pzp1lodzBeLcao0tjaKz
XS861C9ab+GZGXW
zstc9SByYraefvTnltPy
+VjYwcor1ftc2B2r9Ga6HaExImRaI5jM2+X/AM2PKGj3lxe+
bPqK/
p6N1ke3ShZ2rU7ZvtJ2vtzY6iRlFE6L5Z1fWvJ2j65rKPpC290sl
tAooycW2rm3
Gu4w5XZmWMDZ830NefmHqkEFnqFrfM11p0Ch35EbKAMl
DgvdzYaqJSi+/PG+hvLDW0ga
7kCcblFFanpuPfJyGCt6WeeNIq11/RNT0XWfMq2aWGp3Yd
+AWh5MDvmGY4cUuLGRfk4R
yRk+O9C89rpHnS9sdQt/
rNvqMhE1zN8SryPUV6ZHP2gDHhtwslW9Yg81eW/JWoT6/
DGm
oRTvSGCQ81VaV2pmtw5zxWxhEJHY/
n1fz3+rXWitN5enuS4W6gkdQoPcA5v8HaA5dzsf
AHCCz7Rfzmv9Z8tmb/
F93rWpmQQPFdTOxUpsQm4zOOplIbOBlyeE9P8Ar8NOf6Pl5
fon
9IU9Zq/W68OXXrT8Mq8bK4/8pD8U/wD/0vmd
+ZGt6VoWh3Njol1LBqGp8V+q1oGr4L4Z
rZaaWQ3K6diZMA8seY7zyXr3lbzV5ct5tO8+aTPFdQ3kLMyk
KQaFdiOmY8YzjYH09GvL
B+sB/wCfoHnDzZ5Zu/LGpaNZW
+oGzFrqdyyELKQvEsA29TkjqNRj3H3uXo8cRK3wFf8A



nu7tbzVfMNpo6XNpcztNcySL/
OdwMzNP7RZYmiT827VGoMc1zzUnnOWwj8saWLfUHZBN
HEPiJPYDN9pe0pZuZdJm3UW1e8tNU0ryv5r8q3ekXKyArqM
6sglqfE5jdo9oeEOQ+TTC
XC9mtYvJcupfoiVmE1vD6qu55DkB0BJ6Zr8OrOpHo2PkyMpd
7zbT9Zvf8XX0b2Ltp8b1
hjH2WRagHNpjlKA9RazOnoaeb45rK
+022s3s5bp19H0fgcspqKkD2y6WuxwjuS2QymWz
F287NKlxo1zbTm+5cZZACeNdh1yyWvw+HfF9jdjp6F
+WGhWckN5qL6nG+saaSyW3Pf2r
XKtHljnyUMgj8HK4uHmLYb56/KHzlceVtc/
NPXdCF3YJcN9Vkj+I8FJA6ZtdZ2fOJsZB
Lbo1S1/DsA878r619Rj8vyaTPHpM
+rSql1Ex4F0r8SmuczmyTiatw56slAfmr5ft7j8y
LDStJiFto90YpNRuFAo7GnMbdanLMJyWJbtmDVjiCX
+dNEj8s3mn6RpMPpRzorTBtyQe
+bOGXJdmJp2hzgsViutX08S3wtJJNLsiU3DUqvhmxjrYU451E
bQeo+ctIu2t5rvQJGLi
pYA1odu+YGoInuHFyZLOz0+fUrGPyto+kaPp/oJPKk0m1XBO
+aLPIBPCKdY2LCz1Oe9l
aBSOrbbDMcaqhs4eU8KDvtQjmTRrbQwZGSPldSnpmFPtHK
T+xydLl4graZZQXk76hfn6
vchuAY9TQ0rXN92frthxANeqSXzRZ2OgzfXh6msT3QIjij
+Ij2b783o1kZ8g4sBfJjHl
XXfPKRi20zRpJYLi8AVZIarGprt0zX54yycnaYLD2CD8qvPP
mfTpZpLOXSFkmrG5HFK+
9M150epB9P6XYiYD0jyt
+Vmo6PZPJ5wYyGy2WFwAHXtx79N86DSaTLwVL9brcuHJu
Rb6
b/Ln/
nHvyd5r0+883WV8ulWmlgzzRMeJdo9yMlLRiECS4JjkHO31d
+WXnbyrc6fe6JpP
lu3vtS06KSCK9SMMDtQkk980U9XHTx4hzumYMx/



YxWG4vF0/XNO1mNLSS8kcwLx6D28K
ZnQ7RuF05uIzroq
+RfIVx5T0yfXxrUt3HflgrSndK9KHOe1fbU4SoNsvErl9rGfLvn
1v
K3m7UNN1m5bUY7wPILiQ8lU9l5HOZz9uZJ5Tz
+xlHjHNMJfzal1SzunsdLjZ7OVkUOvW
pIGThrRP6vuc3Fmp4lc/m+Li/wBU8tR6NHNrHomeQr
+wetaZmjVYoC5EU5v5oAc3nPmb
8xB5g0yy0DQ9GF35lnk4SQoaPQe3XNphGmyi4xHwdXqdTxP
L/Ofn3/lX6WlnrGn3UF5c
cVvbdDyop61yUtHimbqnBx5d0NpfnzR7HVYdZ0G/
ksLG4tVSa1A2MvUsR474/wAjRlHi
H6HIlIncPRPJVtpeu3d15m1fVAQhYJDOKK3LoSDsclDsI5BY
2+TjGUiWc+adTuPKflW9
PmCeGXR9QJOkbrRQw240zCz6fJpZgE/
Y3Y5SAp83Wv5hfXo7rTEVJImPFZ1pWmZmPUzP
NsBIZ55dv7BLGWO8tWJkICSKO/YgHMgY/
EZEkhjPmXUddSOe2svUS2ZCUjCj4vDocw9V
o8kB6LY1KPKy8bvdIefy1qBaF5PMN0T6b0ChN
+5Oa3DoMs8m/K0HHOX7Wa6d+X1tceRt
OubvVOWpoAJbYtU1G5r92b
+PZoiN2cMGTyYvqeh6bFpckcOqQqYuT3UgIBCkbDKoaExN
uzxjIALpO/
yr8l2DWq6xBMzWNsVeahJBcElnPsc2mIxgGGbTCYp7h/
iy19f1fXl9P9I8
ab0+q+h6X/A88u8aLrf5KD//0/
k5B5q8tX0mi6xrWlytHbzKgnlXaoHUE5toSgRW27mE
8npml6zo83m
+4vbPR6WslpQTso4tUdqj9WX4NFG7LDPkNsT1XTrK4bVZ7
GxZJ5ZgEQDc
dPHMrVw0kYES50egb9PmpPdVstR0ryOj6hbMltItX5dDnn3aO
mAmDjbJzOXbuYz5OuLr
yHfaN56sbFbq0juY5mtieQYAgHr882PZUsgkLaJYCX2H



+ef5neSPzh8taHctYQ6Pq1vA
BHMlAwkA8Rv1zqpaKGeO/wChwZ4iC
+aNK0bUvME1oujkyz2G89wOrqOoP3ZpJ6WOllt+
j9DLo668x6hoFzqqSaa8kyKVV
+HQ9CBtkJ5OIbOPPGSxzStT1jVLm31ayDD0CTLGQRTf
MP8AJnMd2WCBEvgzyw1q1027nvtThiZ78GME7kV2/
DJYOx55JUDt5H9blYsZ4rLIdK8t
6To9zrl9p9/MZdXtg0K86UcjfauZeo7Iy6YcUb
+x2WajAsjstV8wWvkm70W91+8vdPuJ
GE2nmSqBTT7IJpTHFqNTGIEifNox6UGI73zN5s/LzXNV1/
S49BeSkaK1lAx3Vzv26ZaI
zyMjobfQfk38qfzJv/
KOt3nmHRfX1XTULafMKFjxG2+ZAhMCqavyBibeHW15qTa
Zql/5
vQQazp0xito5aBqA0A3w
+JlArenI8ChuyjUPM1pP5ah0mSK2he4Fem/TKDpwTxF15wji
eHalqk0d3a3MyQTWemyIHTbcKctGSuTDJHgOye3X5j295rsF
9baellYRqEjavwswAqKd
MjLJAjcA
+9x5ZSAnWpfmPp91pstjcxFTdPSMgbfF3+WYk46eQ
+gW48snEOStFc6fbtpe
l6Ve/
WrvUApT0wPgJHQnIY9GJjkuDLwcnqtp5Y1IvapdaTPOSgV4
Y0JLk/tDLoxOI1Ts
fTl+ovftB/K7y1DYpe6lax20oTk0E5/fBqfZCnM/
FKNIljjjPp3emadN5M8v6LpMFjot
mb64kkM4kj32FAcy8c6PJthkZFplv5p85WkiaJpDJp
+mzCS74IKOg6lAD+vN3p8sAN9v
k22Ui8weVvMHnTzhpcRs5YNMtCqzxRj7arseXh0zJE4DFxBu
yZg9H8z6XYaXfaT5X0aZ
7PS3Crqpg5LuQKqc5PtbtHhx8+v6HG8aN7s31PUf
+VVeXYofy/0qO7u9UASaZ0+NS/Vq
559LV8QBkW/HkhJlreWNMsPJcXm/



8wNXEWp3Mfqpbg0AJ3pT6c2Gm11CujtMM4Pmb83f
zj1gaNpPl/yJIJoSxLSr/GmYusyY
+bleJi7ngV5541HRn02XzJp011qepoIE4qTSQ/tm
gzW6bSY8s/e4eQR3pji/
mvrWh6xcaZe2cgVP3leJ3XqM6KPY8eHZ12UUkdl+aekQ6nrv
mKazeG4khKxzdCQBQjsd81Ot7OqJG+7RAyMqeXWf5rvrutpe
+UdNn07WIGLLqHRuvZs7
HsnT6XFGpkfFJxGTKdDvvPHmvzjM+v6JFrEt5GV/
fHkHNKDc/wBMsyw0/H6CD7mPgGKS
31nc6J5nu/
LepeXf0V6dwHmt1PNY1b4tifEZrNRqTCRgBsHLjjqD2SSfRd
Y062srG4+q
Q2jr66Q0BYLTrmhz+0GTTSoV9oaTBHfmzJo/
mHRtDihvZJtN0uJVlslNSWUUrUnLcWvn
rfUf1t8Mb508i6FbWPm2W7Lzy6bIxBtyrUA9z0zY4sZDOUHts
PmLSbfWrsXcbjSIrc/V
lAo3Ndqfhm4wwDUgdNvNN1+4huYrue0iMlGWXp1zOHDya
pagYzSZeYJ/K2gfWuX+51Jw
EmWLcRuw2Yn2yUYRibA+Tdj1oDBrDytPptnc
+ZdS80rJo96S1rpiOCyKe1MOTUxltRc2
OujLZbp2hflrLHefpO8kjn1KNv0fDy6mm345iTzBs8a+rf5O6/
caK3mHQtRtxBpJLpp0
km3Janx8cxZ5Yshkeq+r+6p9Sh4ehWu3+8/q15fLllHFDuT4j//U
+PdvqdpceW7W08x2
6XFlZvwgECkEsO52qTm9y4sEj6CL6LHjJFvQ7PX7y6tIA9o2n
W1jCPqXJKNKoG1T13zY
6HSTyxIkb+DlDCJ/
UF975p1O38uN5il0lYeN4sEQ5CrVNCSM5rtHsoSyHcjc8iiWP
gGy
b6hNrP5j21t5ei1q30yFbcXU8clfsA07/
LMPBpxhJB3vv3PzceGslhNGN2xptYtbezby
6t3BJDpziE3TOPTYg0IA986HSz08RyDlR7TjLYxUj5TutRuIL
+XVEh0mIV9CGQMw79K0



zF18zL+7IHvaZZoZDQZh5V8zXvl
+9uk0eB7hONYxSpYDsc12DTajJ9YB9xbIaefc9B0j
z/oHmmO80/XdF/
RupkMo5LQsfHLpaDOBtAn3OTHT19QpKXs4vKdgr6YVvYr
+Zq1Gy+1c
xhHVYbvHIDvptjghvTC7fy7q3m3UdYh9H0YtFgN9I1CAVUc
vh6V+jM/T6yeMgkH5MQOi
feQNZtvMbTzTq6Q2EMkZNa7ptX8M3sdQNVGqDjamfhhnkx
02Sxht7aUrKzpRWNK98w9V
o4QjYLbi1OwYXrl5qcPmGOC3dtOKoq/
pCMbrnPnOccubnY84L6r/AOcYfPs+m+Yrryz5
n82QahbaieMSXmwo1F/a+ebTDrBKrIbZyFKP/OVH5J
+W5PMYl8vCGb6ypmmEBrGT9rot
Rm6JwyxWKtqzH07Pzz8zabdWN88GoMYZLQEoONCAO1D
1zl805CddHRz4+J5otu/mW9ks
LNCsHUDo0knY/
KuSEo1RbPDlLcs0ufyX1bSdMS61+5OnxzASWynYfMA5bjxR
yFkNNad6
P5RsPN/
1LytZqBqDssUF4P2vE17bZtI9kxIv9DGeh4QZB9qWf5LeQPy
+s/LGi3ssVx5h
cpNJqgG3xb8abkbGmZUdIMceTrzpyzLznc
+YPLGsaZLo0aTBUQWxCBtgNq+GabUx4iwM
ZBF3V7FqLx655ggkh1KNQPSAKoxHXYfPNcRKGSujlYQTH
dONIsoPNGpJetaNbwR0SJQK
KQepGb7S5Y9WUjT6mvfLsOj6RpOl
+TfMo0651KJTeBWFBXqDmP2jrjjIo7WGvxyELJZ6
3odnDYaRcxXN6p/
0y9YBmdO9D8suj29A4uE7fBy9NLxCgPONxp93pei6Za2DTalf
XCCe
9QUdTXck5yXbnamE4qFdXZfyeCLplPnvRf8ACvlyyTTniv8A
Up2to4BM4HFiNxv3ziTr
sNxBprj2bvy+x86fnv5q1zTotJ8v



+YrSaS3ntkDzLUpEWpxpTx6Z0WDw5RHC35NIYjZ4
MJLrS+ElxGllxg56X6yijkjvXMTLCUTZaMUD1YV5J/
Ml9V84anN5/tI4bDy7GzWhRBxd
xXj2y7TiMDbIT3YfqP5hXeuahr
+s22grc2rmWPTg6ivEbL2zpcWe40G0CJ5vMtS1lrzS
7OK90CSH0ZjLc
+nsWHgdsx9VpsmYCI792yGnxXuzO20fVfOOj2T
+SPKM1hFA6pc38MdC
RtXmfDKI9k44GzlkCfiGXhYxyL6Dn/
KTXLLy9oN9oXmSK01i5TjNGVBMTgUILBq9c2mn
7L2/vb94QccXjeqaL5wTzDc2mpH9M62FCXGor0kYd9/
bM0YcOMUd/cWmUgNggJC3lDUI
LbVLN7Y3oHKoJBqaEj6coyaLQ5xvxg
+Yto4haK1HyH5s1q8WTR3J0tGDzoWps/2ajrlc
Oz8cNsZv4Afc5mMXu9Wg8qXOjaClqtismo8RzKsC1duoyRw
0yyBMLXyXH5j8rzy3+m/U
bq0coXK8WcDp88IlwuDMU8+80eWNM0ryy9pb3Itb2Nnbmp3
oK06ZYNQBzccwieby5vKl
/
pPlM6ldXUuoXGpPVEryI8Dm50sI5Rv3MTjikWpQT2Gl2B1a
4eKC6oohP7FfbKNTpYwl
5LwAbh3m210jRPL
+meZ7C6FxdW68UiO9APbKJwxtvjMg8hNqnmnSLnUri2EiOB
6XEbrX
pmHPDA9U+Myr9H+aOXpfWJfT9D6nTl/
x78fU4fLnvlH5aPey8Z//1fi7eXE+myeXrS4g
Ez2t0sk8Sb8h3qMo0uUxy2Ts5ss8ALD2/
wDMnz5pE8ugW2iW6x28NvGt6o4qwbiK0Pb6
c9B7H1mIxPqCcetx9aQtsdE1Hy/NG1xG/
pTidbbnXfruPGuarV5YzmacuOoxSW+UU0+b
zOVvC6JPbiM8aAKpqQM57MDWzg6rAJy4o9yS3R0w6nqek3
Gngaes5aKfhRiVPWoOabLl
zQO1uFPTGKCW



+8v6TcJGjy3cDGrRfF08FyePWz6tUISEgy6Dzh5Q0sRT6ek1te
TsFEb/
AKt8vj2hkJ2H2O4x5AEbqcunoi
+YEug1xcNxkQUB5Htm50vaM47kD5ts58QSe/8AzDTy
3DaW9zYvfW17OhNRWnyr45sv5bMsZEh9rhSlwHZ6Vpf5heT
jd3OoH63ZetZmH02rwIA3
Ga49ucMTQLmQy2EEmo6SugyeYvJuly3dnyaPU1TYht6kgZm
diZzqMhPvac2MSQXlzz95
WurWe5utOlnu9LILIVJAPj9GX62ZANuv/
KThuJH7Ho3lLXvLWv3F1rNtCdSuYRzn01xs
EXt92cll8OZo03QyZI9WDectC1vzl5ktfM/kbTf0X
+iyPrFvG9KU708cYaQX6fvb46k9
Xpn5efn7e+U/
O2h6F52sDrxvXSGWOf42U9wpA8M3GLGcY5n9Dlw1QkKL
xv8A5yS1Kz89
/mFdaj5XtRpWm29RLCTxp93tkMh8TkN22EsZI5c3mflryVf
+W5rXzI7Lcxc1a1jQ1pvU
FvbNfkx5CdmnJqIbint3n3U9Y/MHT9JsNRslt4gghtni
+EliR4dslijnxkE1XxcSefue
teUfyqGkaXpcmm6a6arCENzdBagfTnSaPX2eAn73GlqJVRe23
/5W3l/c6Z5iuNV9aa2Q
erbD4qUHQjN4M2Ocd5BiMoW2Ud/r2pXfradLD
+j1DRiT4eQUdQGpXNTljjv6h8wysF1x
bajrNvGq6d6s/IrAo3LEGlM1erAMrDZF9EeQ/LmqadpMZ1vy
+1kskZHPj2p4nMLLM4hb
M4+JknlWLybonmv0db9Um6icWUJBcc2+zTJYYjUxJlyDD8p
xbIPVNBt7PVtWt/rstsb4
NJpqMCNj0zmO0NTiwzIBczTaE42L2WqaP5A0G/v/
ADJq0N7qUc1bOFas68jsKb0zQwlD
WSMbd9jGzwb82NW83eatFXXrTVCIdIuUv0Tky/Ao
+FT0xh7OeL+8B5eXe3YQBzSTzJ+Z
MWteVtJ8y+agt/
PawhBp6GrOUHw7e1M6DRaAYAATyYaqUSHldv57g/N/



U4NO1bSZdC+o
Jw0zYRVRd6tXr0zNzHGBRdTEgWhI/Iv6Q/
TuuXDxQaRpLcbpehlA+ea2OK3Cohh+q635
Y/R1ta+X4qTMx
+FCB7dAMzcQME8dJhovl6C5EMmvyrb2tyw41G4X7s3WgjD
Uy4Znbp0Z
cfEzDTPzW1zyR5ml/LXyXbQXmlavDxnumjHwB16g50U/
YvFnhxRnIe6QLAyku1LzDqvl
jVLbSteug0N/UxXAagSRt6DNDqPZ7V4doZJ/
IfrazkkHhfm38xLnQWvryzlma8kn4wXJ
BIIr2OY
+KZwH12acnEbSzVPzAvvMsWlC4szqGoJ6ZVyPfpm9wdtaUC
iDaJw3TqK985Se
ZGuz5gGh2ywBGsa9R409sxc
+qxE8Uefuc6JqCvqPmy60vUA9v5re4nG0isdq+OafUdoU
WBmzPTfzr806d5bupdXggl09HUwag4pRB3ynFreMtZk8N8z/
AJixW2tpqM7Nrun62nrP
HFXjHX+XtmwGCOUAuNOW71F/M413yzp
+oeXzHFHH8E1pLSq+FM6DQ/uQ1SLzbV/NNh5k
u00PUI/
SnsRSW5UVG2YvaOq4xICO7SYk3TAvPVy04g0rSZPrVuEAc
Df7xnPGcwORa+CY
fS/5Z6hbeXvIYhuZkjuQVpHGPiOwG475jyznvRc3p/1mw/
w9+mfSm4/4e/THLj3/AE/+
h6/Lltg8Y1zXin3P/9b5SefPKmq/ldfzW2sPba3rMczxXyRA/
u26VU7gjMU6eWY0Obn5
NPj4d0nfyb/iTQU8zafqkC3USl7vSwayRgDcU22zaaTTTxQrjo
+brsukiORDD9Lt5UuZ
lhspXovNghJA2wYNDOcjch9zXj0pKbwazrGmrps0Gmus1xIeU
p+1wDEfqzZY9Hww4S5U
M3h
+h6FrxttThtTZTpaXkgpPy6szCmUZ9HCXQNwyiSG8raKujXtt
eay8N8kMuyGm9a1G



aieho7BEiKV08kaJ52836hcT3x0+3tIw0NuB8JI8MysGTHh2kH
G46UL+XRLe4PluUv6F
qAwk8Su1QfozJ/PYJdPscvFPiXtZ
+X9dtlht7j1TZuCkMrfGHHcbe2TEtLOO9M8gFsc8
t6TrPm3zhd6HpcYKaZHJI4cgghBuOgyjLptMBYr4FxZZaL0X8
vb/AM16c+peWdGsrVre
4uuGpiWjKrO3BiCaU2Jzbdi9qafSEjeyD0HX4pGY82Uea/K
+sfk1LHq+vaJHc+W9aak0
8O4Ck+I2yjtXUxzRPDz/AGM/
zNpFbebBaanbar5C8vTJpF6npXF0dlJceNM4XNos8pEx
v5NM5XyZf5evJvL2qyvqGri1uNXYFbXkaCtdj275sOycebESM
oO9cxXQuNkhIsU8+eWJ
tAu5daVWutTuS1xaajF+8EIoSKHtnTkxMWsCcXg1x5gvtS0u
+vbmQx3FCrs9asR7DMPx
RE0GyOaYL6Z/5xut/LvmHyZrtt5lu3nvYK/
UEkbcMegAPhiMlb0njmZPbLTy1ZWtzowv
pj6CS8o178RuAcpya8QG4Ll48Zk9A8y/
m3F5W0nUreyiVookpDKo+ImmwzX5O0+IgQG7
eNIRzYn5R/OXXbezj1K/0pngm/
eASkjbqM2cNRKUbKRpYvqzTvNN/wCdrK48w6J5YicW
un+mIFG7ORStM1ue5lmNKEd5F8gea9F8oy
+b9ShFnc6nPJLb2mzNGp6ChzDjKUTXczGk
fSHlRtSs/
J9wfM2qLNbzW5eD1lqQaf1wZtTPkW6Glk848uiGeRNQ063s9
c1W3nZ7KO4W
rIqneg9spjqdVGJGORiD02crFglGQJZv5m8yQztb6h5t06xsruB
AiyqfTHFe1AM5rW9l
fmCZTBv4udEAvg386Nb8qaVep5lsraa9tryZWexJJUsD2GYmi7
HOjJML68yyMuDowbzf
5ybzBbwPaMmjaNqVtBE2lMCKsv2zU
+Nc3sdfk0+LhPMnvcbLnPN5VriTaV5m0d7RIbzT
I0DfVAagGlaEHY5h4+2pSO9/
Y4ctScmyE1rV4rjUTqWtgaPqUaFtMgtE4qyr0V6eOZA1



fiyHmWAFPPrbzF5m8z6hcaPeX7aJZs3wWQNBcKehPjmeDLo
wlKL0Gx/LbTtEWLVWufUc
7xW9aknwAzb6PHxVxbNB35KXnPVLm6t7KA2zWdtais5IKk
Dx+nNlqNBAYzKFE/FgbiLo
sIi846JYzLqmksx1mNTEpk3bwzW6DPqBOjt8w1HKt80ah/
jfTbVX1UQanpf7+Zq77Cu3
3Z1mllkH8RHxtrOXYse1bzXoGo6NZWp0KRmFP3zLXcdW6
d+uSz6TSzB8SvjsnTZrYXH5
k1Cz1nTYtEsUdEbkgCgtv1zmNT2dpQfSR83JnkovWJrlNSmS
+1q3lhuJU4OrjjsO4yr8
uMY9JPzbY5rFJBd/
4S0u4+t3VlJcxr8TsRyG2+YObTSlugzcY083JZwXDHT/
ACtcxrFJ
GBxBFSST9GY+OEsZa5Tb/
MWy8keWdP0ax8mMupz8Fik9ShANKU3zY4tVPHR/
QyJ2Ro03
T/
LnlGK7uqRXt3CZVgjNRyNT0za4u1Yn6mssK8mSaPPp2sahN
F/uQkDoXkXpy8CczMOv
wTnRpcQ9SC8l+XLG2v31bUbpXFxK4gjevHY/Tmxxx0+Tu
+bk7PY9M0+z1DUPTgZvRU/C
sf2a5eOysGTr9oWol9y/4It/+VXel6B9f/lR/wClaU/8yf6vL/
kVmJ/JWLj4enHw9P5v
F97TQ4vj+h//1/j/AOX/
ADVqdvrGoeYPPsUuspqiurTXB5irHkSMzNLq4Y5Enu7mcM/
G
aJRVhp8ZubvXdKvnsdCnZmuLVjRSh3oBmXPPDJybMpACI1
LVxp+hXuoeW4El+suIJJev
tmLkjPo0YM5iWPB/
OF8mkMLZIrexClxtuK1OOPUcOxG7bPJxyJT7zBqunaxqVhaR
6dcQ
36Rgu0CnhUGnbLzrcdbtgxgssj8oxukMl5eXFs5IMaNXYn55jx
1uMHmFnhMRd/B7L5cl



/KPTbEfWNSb/ABBbDjcpQgP8z0zC1UsWTew67LKujC/Mv
+G77UY7zStOF4/QGPfb3zV+
HG9vvZ4tWI9GO+Tbny35f/
MprjzDo6zafPAhOnzEqVIG52r1ycQehLfLL4psLtM836Fp
X5j
+ZNe8r6SILN45Q9sjbqG22JzYYdREbTFtMMZlOkJc2nPRdYv
9DuZ7S71E/WJ2DfEC
1Tt3rmQOzsepIlAb+9zhiESInmUTY/mRq
+rfllqXlbz7NPNbQFktLyYM/FQKAjLDpcmI
+pnLTgMt/L/
V7vzD5R8ueQtCtDb2CSlzrUkfDnwOwqd98ycWqhHoEDF3IPz
pYws2oWlz
p0n6R0ZSzX8ZqwK
+wy2c45pChVBtjiHIrfI3nObzN5c1Gw1W5iNtYRuPWkA9YFR
sBXxy
GfTmti0zxgvnbVEtYf0pGkot/
rDlrcHoab9PfNVCFSDjmAG70f8AK7SL210gavDqH1Uf
WATZjatPbNzjhjPNmM+M93zew6l56uX1GxmEx5Qpx
+q17jb8ctnpdPkHT5svHA5J9Za9
pupaLqiazF6Es0bSQzvSnJT75hy7LwxuUenmEZNWS8p12880e
YYW0ny5qfNY0T6qY34q
pB6HMIzjH0ohnL6F/wCcYv8AnJfzb5H1bWfJ3mC0S
+uLKE28wehU16GtMAxb25EdSX6p
aJpPmXz/APl7p
+taB5js7iGOFp7uzRlJjLNsvXsNsxJxEDuHIhqVM6leQafpOn65
xmtV
5LNJsV
+HbjtmvyZY3Z5OXDUPLfMw1byprsmuaHKkWlekWjEGx5uP
sgHM3Hq8EY7uWMwn
sHg/
nL83b7zJK0WoLI0cJo8RAqOPetO2ZUcuCY2r5suKg8/1nXtO1
u40yCe1a9jShkUo
OP0AZh6iERycXNlYL



+avnbynY655M0CGweOVoDLdgKFAHIkbfLOe1uinkkSPvdXq
daIi
nlXnvzto84il8uq/rWkoSU06DwzBwdkz4uR
+THR5PELDdU8xDWrVNV1FfTlgThCOhFB1
pmxh2cYSBLlZbgibbRoJ9F0jzc19JNP63GE0pxp2IzNhpT0txZ5
4l6JqV1dR6ppFzDe+
oaK0lsTsSQCSRmZDR5RuCuLLFjevapq
+t6hJbO8RtDKolA7r4Zuezxnj6N3PBvGSEjk0
DR5PPemm2ZBaQqv1yH3A3ObvJo5SiSXWGMie959diOy84a
nIZ/S024lZYADszbgD5ZpM
uCcASCdmrJCXdsifNuqzwWOm2lnAiSSOAWRQKg9Rmtlnm
RRJPvLkYdMALREd7a+WpdM1
K9tVicEbkde/
fMcaPDkPqi2eDjMvVSNn83zebrg2+1vDM1ILgALxHfcZtdHo
NPjjI7g+
9unhxQrh+9DjUbzy9fR6Y0EetwTkASMK/
OvbJ5YwHJrOMd6ZfXLvUfMcGgT6bcW+l3UD
LbTxjiFZxsSo8M12XFxm2qWLYr9A8hWegfWY9fla8eGVpI5p
K9D0CjKdQOGIaRnHIgq/
lfy7qPmbzPqFvdiWbSbWslmjnbhQkLm37N0mHPCzYZ8YlyY
5Lr1paX+teW7bQX4B3Kyo
v7Q265kS7Kxg8UZH5M8IqW7BrK51G61GysIP95IJuU4P7G
+4OGOj4eUh8nIAj3h7Lpfm
X9GX9tYxJ6cszUMgGw+nMiHHj6hPBfUP1p/
QWqfoL9G89/8AoSP9NU/5eP05+kuf3b1y
jxp3d/x/bVONX+7p/9D5GflJ5B/
MP829Qn8seS9Dm81a3FIHOhFCUjVa1anYYY6SOXfk
4wxkHZ69548l+W/IuhT+VvP87eX/
ADpYnnLoFvX7S7FWBO2bPHopYx1+bneGa3eQeaLf
R9B8kaCul3Egi1S5El1xH2QDXI5MxxCiGEYAFH23kTzTr
+mWXmSy1dP0HIAotlk4PRe5
pmNMxPMc3HM6JpHTXtz5YniuEhhujbRBZeABl8a7g1yiUIy
Zw1Rik7/mF5r843kdnBZi



2t4G5I9AJHUdjWmV/kTkNAth1pI6FN9V846CIhpf
+H2t7uFaXt4RvyHflTfMPL2VO+f2
OBn1J7lHRLrzBNN6mirHHCo5KZDQke2Qj2TPoR9rrzrADuC
qaZ5Z8w+cfN97qLlmuLNC
J2UVWqrT9WSy4jijR5uRpdUJTW6SbbRf8Qzm29W8t1ZbtaV
6HNV4mTjp6LRY+OTKbLzp
5cn04Xzr6bWqjnBGKqwpTem3XOk0OtOKrvozzx4coPQMtXQ
dO8w+R5NatbRr2zdj6lvT
jX3zNya0ZGMslpTrf5s2mkWvlKx8qaZHbSaTGYbkotDzpxFds
swQhNYZKYNofnnUZdZ1
mPzFGQdVNCWqCA2bPDjhxbssk7NvY9Y/KvynZfl/
P5i0XXInubhC8tmrKW50qdgcq7S0
5nH0uLkm+Wms7bzBax2PH6s0clDcEb8gexOc5i0moEuh
+LimyWW6ZbajoNva6R60lzM0
heKRVNDXpU5lT0GpjLYn5gtOXGeiF1658wWl8skVjJJqKEO
Ywtaj2Byien1Q58XyRg4o
ndEXWs
+ZtasIbTUNPlsIZgQXHwEDvUj3GUjNqdPYiNjz2c2XBSf6B9
Z0Tyxf2Wmws+pX
MwMN4x+z9P6s1k9XwysuH4pB2CcQaTpugJZ6nean9X1/
V143UvLqT3qM2mHtcGO4+39j
mY/
X5Pob8pPzm80flXfyeWr64un0bV0RLWSOSoPInsT75h5+18O
YfQR8W4Sp9liC/udK
m1nVtQuI9JljEsEaykfboxJGafN2hgIocVuViIPJgfmTzdpcuiXE
+k69PcR29Fjt5Cdn
VaZopRzylsLA83YYgQSS8C0qW61q7kfWL1LOMvV0konJCd
982OjlqIkWJNspimO+efzM
8tfl/rdhY2zRXYlUcZIiHXf3Gdbo5cYHE6zUZOb5Z8zfmHP5l/
MuHXbmOKXTNN5BE7+l
Xoc2GTTgge50vaMPTY5lAv5lbWNb1JtE08RadP8AG6j4viG2
2TxabGN6Dldkkx5/jZjm
naidX1dtIvJ2h5lgoBpuuCWHHKVOXq9Rxig9a0W+uPLtw+m



+Z4riDQgOVnM9WVtqj78t
hoMfR00xJmWga/
pXmrVWSyjS1W1jNOb9D9OZkNIRyTjMnnWqXz6Bq
+oRyzNcLJIzoYzy
CEdxTKsmY6c3X2ssmuyYhVFLbc6hwu/Oyu/
1JY2UuT0YeIyce2vE2cnR67iO4QsQtr/Q
7TVnnX1Lm6/cc+rEmu1e
+ZmLhzCj1dzPLDJE1zVfMdlqqXGiIirLzZWUdG/HMTU9nx6f
ocIxnGLMPMnlvUNetLNZIjwso
+cwpXZRU9M1UtGQdnR58uWMtrY9fahouieXA0HBLq3j
IKkft1OU5Izhs5eHLOQ9TNfIKw6/5VfULiBBOGrHMrAn4dw
K5QCSd3NhMlMNL84mHzPb
2txYsX06I8aAEnagzOxYrpzYiwhNTGvazcXuqSKyaaGqYiDy
X5jN3pOy8eWwQNg40sAC
Uyap5r0e3/
S3lWRbjilLiJvAZqtUY6XN4Q72oy4WK6JfebNRurvUbS3invZ
6rcxUB4k7
7bZl6bW4RtIsTktKYNF1PSL26a6/3t1CQ1iXohJzYRyYpdQnjZ
V+ntCsPLupw61Ki6tE
GW1uF3cOBUUwS0eLJvY+a8Qf0cf8qnuPB/8A1kv/AAJ3/
vP65ouCP+yr4Nd/e//R+c//
ADjP5/8Azl8gfm5qE/8Azj55XuPNHnW
+sXs9SsYUaQQkVR5mNKLvvvk8M+CJFORPhiaD
E/
zDT8x7r81Nbufzy0mSLzhfO0uozX3JWjZmJI47VrWgzd6PXw
upih7nIM+IclSy0/Rl
8q+ZtF8zvFHqF23qeV4jUkx/
5Phtm0nj0uUXxD5OFkiYljXlS21fyvDdP5inls9CiQtp
lqzFVlruCtTTNXLSacjaUXFGOym/lS/8q6/
fahfX9stYqrxDEEim1R0xx6PB1PyLZHEO
qGv7vyPaW91FYGex1O4dhY3Cv9lifAdsvz6XHGI8MlvhjiLYl
Y32maQk2j+bJ7i9kvZP
3l5GA3BG8W



+nNbOBDi5MMSeQeiWfl241fzFEPLtxcX3lqGzEifUUeWRlA3
osYJNO9Bko
GYahocZ34Uy8m32veSfM93FM0UOja5yiSW5qkqhunIMAQw
7jMLU4eM8m2HZ4gLH3sv0/
ydZyR+bLS3uY9T+vxNcySxNzoSCOIOY0OzQd3YaLLwFic/
ljy7Z+V7Gwt0Ecl7WG5lP2
1bl374J6Ik1Hmz1OcZDVvVJfM2k/ll
+X48uR01CWa3J5VrTkOn45jnQTjv8ArYRhb51v
NC1bVtGXXbFI7M28vrLE4FSOu/
fJwM8aJxphhj17W9VL3IiiCqQXXappm0w9tQxRETRP
va5SoKEC
+YdFDW8txNdJM5W0tA5KsTt9nNpg7R8UWPvDg8dlHa3ezR
6bpOktaNpuvGdZ
Gh4ULg++VZNdKMv2OSI7PpO883eXvLvkO3kvbEHzS/
BYJJEBA4rtT6crl2rXMBuhAHm8
cPnt21O1muYVubuUgtIgrsfam2US7YiOcR82nNjrkqedvMuuT
WQlsLMRxM8aAlR1NagD
rko9r4J
+gg7+bhxEjOno3kryTN5msxDdauunzCCOd4Xbj8RUsOvtlc
+zsWX1b05vgULK
BvNL0QyJpmuW8t3IJvT02/
TdS6mg3HQVzFn2TE8ijGCCi5PIHmTXddFnpmpRvcQxq0Qm
b7BH8ua+fs8Ty+4t85PSk8/fmN
+V8g0Lzdra6to97WG0s2PPgCtP15hS9lsnOvtLXDIY
sHu9c1fRdPutQu/
i03U52ltyp2TfYEe9c2Wi7FGEVP8AW2ZNVONAMW8+fmjb6
r5ftdM0
8yQaqECiSDZmA69M2mPs7EOg
+TKOpkebyT9DXt1rGjS6s73A9Lmqy9fxzPx6DEOn2tt8
SHbSdOW81acsPqtw3pyKv7OSy4jAbUWXgRO6RpZ3tlfJ
+ir0W9oDQIG4s1OtfHNVmw5Z
H0/
YUDBXIp5ZeStV1C4fWrcgyxMCQO5PvmFPT6iI5EtU8YgbK



d6t5t8yTzReWfMMXJol
AsyVB+Gm2HF+YjzB
+Tizpjs2jjR7p7u1vJ7KSUDmFfardaZuNPqJj6mgZRFnsn1bT/
Ks
l0EGo3MilHmJ5OPc5k6iAzRohZZI5BuAn/5Xfl5qvm/
y9fm915LPRXjdhpzEKZDSvfNd
i7OjjPNcZhj6PPpLaLTYI9M1Py7fXOm6NdusM8BPxkGgYEb
ZlnihuOjkfm48gHpD6Xru
paGvmCMxNpFmo9CGVgJkp
+OPiTPNyoakEbqWn69YzeXtV1RdcaGeJGhazJNVY7UGZmK
E
Zc2oRE5clC303yknlpNRvL2G6k1FeIgmYcg9fDJZtHiO4pzI6c
AJxpekap5e0+G6s7uN
tJuCDb2SEbOTsfuzU5dMInZfDpAWGpR
+Xb7XNV82J9XluEP1E7fRTBCQhueiTKgWS+Uv
zIu9c02/
sDbxRacxIjnZPiZe335sdP2pp4SqwOLZxJZyUytbaCaO/
wBPtrWaRryJljmi
U0UsPYZm6r2djqx44PPfmeriZMtvGdG0DXfJmuui6iTNfMVt2
NeKV2owzntZ7O5OLY8u
4sBK0h1nTfP0WtzWdrK2oajKTIs8fxcVrXbMYaDJi5ksuNX0f8
t11MafF5j1B4dX1TUo
rVrEuBI73EixLsfdhlOTxxyJr3JEn9sf6E03/lmH+8H6N/
6Nv5Mkzf/S+o3/ADjP/wA4
a/lf/wA4sy
+brjyJqeua9eecLoXN5qfmJ7Ke7hHeKKW1tLWiEmtCDkjIlHW
3zT/zlR/z
7k17/nIr8xtQ/MLTPzttfKK3kUaL5bufLZvYw8fRjdR6lAxr/
wAYsju3Ry0Hx154/wCf
Q/5/a1caXfaV
+bvkPUL3SIjDbfW7fUtNjKUoKiKG9NffIDxI8pH5plkBYn
+a3/Psn/nL
fzNoWg6bBaeSdVfQYwlNM1yWP1+IpWt5ZWo39zh9fe4wBD



wy1/59zf8AOZPlGxvWuPyb
/SYavpppmsaPcSMPcC
+DH7syMEyOZbBzRWlf84cfnHPbfonzB/zj95z0a/vf3TasdKnv
I4CWAL+paeqoHetc2uDNEA3IOXhlEDemX/kL/wA4IP52/
wCchz+Wn5m6P5isPJum6ZcX
N7qM+n3lktw6xlo1imniVT8YFQDmPnyjmN2rMAd3255m/
wCfdflj/nHfyX+Yf5kflp+Z
1/od5oem3WpWR1RVeGJI0r6ddhuBTKoakAsIZDHk/OWX/
nJz8ufNH5OWF3588nQyedo9
SkgbVrJFYygAj1N6EV65nRyxkLZxkI7sN/
IbybHrmteb9SHmH9Dx+ZbOZPLVjeF4yzMT
0BA3GTEgGQmOiX+a/
JF55a09LDULkTatBIfVkqSrKO4+nISMYUR1RCMYyJIeYaw1
rf6j
pdjdXDtZylElk/ZB
+eImJInn4eXJMfN9ppAv106y8wSW1uLVUEaP8HKncZE6fFP
6vsWO
Xi5oPSPyw1u7t0udNvPrqn7TKQT49sw5dnRymjyajEz2SLXN
B1ny1NZjWQsT/XU+qyA8
jxFK7U23y7HiGl2AtxJ4jjKS65BLq3nawu57+nHgQJDtT2plE9
WJT4twHLhISFB7Lrmj
6baw6bfeYrhbu0nelvEvxcRQAcqdMjlyxIciIIYvp9roHl3WrvW
YIU1mxgH761WjemD3
BPhmsnKMizMb5voDy/5H8u/
mH5en856G4iW3kXlp53UFR0p4muVYdHGWXiphhwR8Tmy
T
yP8AlnpPmHzlqdneamdNaNECgNxUcEoR
+OdtocMeHhLm6mG1B6pqnlfyj5B8u3nleXTE
1zWNeLjS9UKhvQ5DZ69qY6zGMUJSHQNeHTiUSa3fKnm/
V7L8t4km8vvLqHmy6uEjljJ5
cV7im
+c9Dtk45UXHzacx6PKPN2st5gtR5m1fVVk1a3n9R9NLfY3+z
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m6bB/WWn1XrV93+MPDwriPTxtKmztDJ0dP77n/ylb/
xwBtf1dobJ92Qdo+RXjg7EL0j/
ABLVz1HqLz+ZW3cPiXL1Rvokta0EA6yvO/
8AHLfZX07AoH0LHOLh5j6K8nBb8T4L1P8A
xM0/q3UMmYO4Mj4hejOIaGlee/
46LJwem0f8IXH7oXlGvbsvVv8AExfW/Ez8YD3s2uJ8
jML0iAfcdTwvLP8AHXJzOl1jj0nn/pLzb0yZ9sho+9ex/
wCKDHdV9XshzjItu3Bo7aLu
iByBCi8xyhusjkKZsgAxooG33QGyU7b27tpG0qbnbRrqoC4D6
QkKbX1vbwYUCGF2k6ch



O17QSNRPdSfYGgaKJs01U2uBGi//
0PTgSCovYDBJII8FFzWQADoDIU45cf7Kg+dfH8E9
UMHsnXmVIufpBSnxjd4p4kaj4qu8y8sgOrjXdrChVjYbTJxKm
vPENElYn+MLrL+j/V8v
r2iy07RWYmP5K8Rs6jbZb6zwNzhJLdFB2fkEiHufH7xkj/
zlDfdfa0b3lzZmD4/vf1lE
gk+7juFe6H05/Uuq04VF4xrLD7LnHaJH0Qi9UyOs9Oz8jp
+Tl2Psoca3+4uaSPBUG5OU
IcLD7TLTPf8AeXU0/WHpef8AVG7pPUzu6pvLqMqwbiB+6H/
STfVH62W/V/JtryMv7Rgi
stbjOlzHf1G/mrrm9W
+r31h6EynrebTtFhLSGw9jSdKmH81Vm/UX/
F07cft9jRG4D1BM
FUm/VronQOrYXWul9Rbk41VoL8fcA/
SeXT9FZPXMPqmRmO63h0Oc6zINjn7w7aA7dU3c
0+3cvRc3Dw/rb0DGxerbacksFjg2xksf4/SWD/
4zfTHPlmf7SPaJldN9V/qjg/VbHsbj
uNlt8C28kQR+a3auhexw0I9viuX+vX1Ut+s/
Tqq8awV34xlod3C84/8AGr+todLaWkA8
kheh/wCL76p5n1b6fkMzng25Lg4Mb20XVGtsAHkLjf8AGZ9V
+qdfwsV/TWC23FPuqkAk
HwleZu+of1tY/wBI9PfuHmD+Mr0n/Fj9V
+odAw8rJ6k30bsohrajqQG99P6y7UuDO3P0
fNee/
wCNvofUOpsws7BrNwxmuZY1ok6ndK8uON1EDb9ntB4+g7+
5ezf4sOkdR6X9XnjO
Ya3ZFnq1tJ12kLrtwDZ7+Ci87hJQyzdGqk9joABT
+m8HcOUzaZfvfypWIbi6IRK5AgfN
LaRJCbY559wgBSsaCJGiGQY8UStpiV//0fTZlM/
6MIW0lyMBx5JzEJtB2UXkxoEF4gaH
lTYwsbue4meyGY3O2cEax5LhutfXz6zY2VZR03oj2t1b6tzSX
OjTe3b+avPPrDmfWbqV
323rDLtg0ZuBDG



+SxjrrOjlN9YafaZ0SBaGHd3HZaGH07HyT7Mmus7YPqmApZ
HRhjta5
ubU68ERscfltKpZNN5yHmywXWl3vdMklJmFkOAdEgguA8h
ympwcjJeW01lztSQOwW99X
fqwev4FmHis2dSZduNryAxtMe4O/tLFz
+k5WBmW4Fjd91JIJYZaY7hA9K2ANr5PGvKlZ
j3MDZDm7hI10jxW90U9eZ9X+qswhuoPp+vWTrB
+jZXK58W5bXT6lgcdAdxn8qtVda63V
sNeZa30hDCHHhWaPrD9YMjJrpd1O1jbXBpe4+0SeSvUfqJbl
Nyc3H6h1sdTvqO2vHYZA
bH8+3Rdj6j49w1bwPH4qVbnbtZk
+akR7o3S7xPCUwdp1KU7TDNHdyomx7jDHEAcpmuLn
e76bPzjxBUbtxEVgnVQp3BzeQDOh4+aMAw6bGF0/
ujT8EjqdHadgf4KIrcRE6TKlZALf
JQ03gIsHUpxuATzpqg2A8pbmxxqpsMDhMbIMd1Jj3OBB
+9JzCRzoo7GxypANaOV//9L0
2ISfxooNmdURsJaSlyovJ28IDpBARnN3NEcoLiWvjbqe6JWS5
xJh0cF2qFm4OJ1DFsxs
qpj6HiLGwNR/JK4X6xf4tfq7jYlefh1mimiwPyQ+ww6v85m4/
QXJfWz6n42C1vU+k5NH
2G1u4UeqHPZI8/c9c2zFN1TSBtd4cz5qL+m5bX
+mK5J1keC3XjoN31IpqBDOuYuQ+WD6
Tmud/wCRXSZv1A6Vb9R6er4LX1dTZS260FxcXT9KvZ
+auU6P9SfrT1jd9kxn1triXXE1
jX93cui/8anquM2qy7PbU52lwYZLJ+j9H95ad/
8AiszMT6v2twclz+sB/qb2PcwOZH8z
oV5saOoC99drLX2MJbZyXSPNQtbkgtba17HToCCNFpdC
+rXXPrFfZjYDC70hNrnmGt/k
yt/pv1Mxm4GZd1Tq7+n24DtmYyuXAt/
wejS3cuOyzSzIsrxbjfRW8imxw2lzf3y1ROTZ
IaYlg8FE3OJ90R5Begf4r/rN0TpLb6up2Mqvud+it2iY/
ddZ9JesNdVbU25jg+t4lrm6
gg/



nSkxoBgGXHv2hIv2jQad0xe7kBSaSo7hPHxTB0AtDZB5UbS8
kAe2EwY7QF0orQ4NP
n3QiPaeVKsOI1UnToJ0UCWgggorbA4Qo
+pA4TMtG6HNlPa6GAcGUzNhIh2vcIg017IZB
JJU2yWxCW2RBEBRDdroRYK//0/
ToTOMcqAdqiDUIbnEGFJkRqU1hZ2che0u5lFEQovce
AlUIBTvaS32/NVsirFsrdRnhj8V4hzLI2H+tKwcn6g/
VEZNmdbinZdEBpBqZHHptCqu/
xXfVe15tqflNDjLW1vgD+quU+vH1Hf8AV/
CHUel5F1uI5wbbvdLmygdTxOhZvSuldL6O
xt3Xry11tlehbPexy6v/
AMbr7L0ndmdZymXsZuusbYRTp7tuyVQx/wDG3hY
+AMc49j8r
G/Rtc8yLGj27v+iufd/jT679suyWY
+PsthpqdXMNb9Feh3Yub9bfq9hZmFnWdNzHsFpd
juIbr/
g3hq8e9Xq2NlZLTklttFhFrnHUmfpf2lXt6rl2Xepc4WEcF2uq6
H6n2/XF2NnZ
nQ9rMeubMh7ho5zR/Nt/
sroPq79XMn6yfVy3MqyWUdRyrnDJFg3MIa72zWuG6o3I6f1O
3pdlVD7sSwsNjWwHQqlfUCxr2Ooqdu/
OLdR8FH7c4Fp9Gox226GPELay/q59p6LhdYxy
12RnX+g3EqEaxK6T6ndX+vXSulm8YD8zo9O8uD4Fgaz
+c2bvdtbC6v6v/wCMj6v9acKH
z0/
Ic6K6rY93m1w9q6l1lUe21nnLhCG21rvaLaz8HBHDT2hw8tU
MsdOogFOxobwUzwx2
rih2BrSC0yp1OJCbfEiFOsyFJzRomhmvtSbHAalLYI7oby0QTy
VJ+6AY3KHqEOA2RPdH
5EIW1xOimweai7Q6uTTLuZKM2YX/
1PTgk4CIKZrRCkNFBzm9wmaRKVjQRooNr00RSIbC
A4+6ZhTrdu7qe8AGfmuP/wAZ+bVV9VXggh1lgYwjRch9Suu/
XjqOMem9Nvr+z4e19l95



0YwGfSLv+EXT9H+vWTUOqftWulrMIep6lBkHXbsZK5D65/
Xe/rT2V9Muvr6dkAC3HtaA
zdP5jlT+sn1dv
+qH7OzcLJebcyoPDoHtdALmtXRYeH9fuvdD9ejrVORS6v8AS
YrXAuiJ
2W/
u2LgWZWQMkNfWx11biwtPcgx7loV5PUPTtyG9OY7HbLbD
Htk6crufqVgO6T9X3dSr
6pZikgvfjXwKN4+jtd
+6uF639YG9Vzb8m3BobkOPutrJh0fnLKycqq6xj66G0w0Mc1v
5
x/eXa9C659Z+gdAtqb0H1umvaXW22BwBaRG98D6Ko/V7O
+tfQy3rGLgvv6eS+wUQfTaH
e7dub/JWD1fqNfVerX9Sc01uy3myxo4a4/msVXfi7nTLt
+gPgV6n9SvqJ0d/SQ7qmFXm
ZDwLPUJ/NdxC7LH6H0nHZj0VYrGU4j9+K0/mP/
fXFfXD674+Dd1XobbLq3XN2ja0AMJH
urr1+hd+evKIOkO1H4Inr5I9nrvj
+sYT1ZWZRYH1XPa9uocHFbGN9e/rZiM2U9RsDR+a
dR+K6HC/xx9eprZXk41WTt+lY6Q4/wCaujwP8b/
QLmtbnUWVWOMOLAC0T81u1fXD6qZM
BvUKmOdoNzo0WizL6aQHNzKnNP0ZcIMq7VWC0OY4WM
I0LToo+lYDOwkHSFJrC0H2wRqR
2CcGdQOe3gncB/
sS2iFDYxpkcpemDqDKftqo2Bu5p8FMkbdELc8yAiVOgapOLI
1CYbew
1TscO6//1fTgEnjUJAQEjxKZ5aBwmZB1TWKNQfKKDoe6E0t
c47mp2vYGOdthreSo+o1z
A/8ANdwVh/XinBu
+q2Z9sZNVQ3NdyQ7xC89+on1o6B9WrMpl1rrKMwN3DZMb
e34o31k6
v9SeuZdV9eW/EpaNttDKyA/zft+kufuw/
q9c4143VHNrGlVTqydZ/NMo/VGU5NFLesdX



u9elobRQ
+lw2Vju3X3e1N0OzE6ZlHI6b152La3UA1Etd297N21yr29Mw
MjqVh/arXWXB
1tloZtEnU91Zp6LgWdMfXX1M/
bC6a6y7axwH7wVmzrXW87AZ0LPyKq+nsIqB2gF3hcHT
7mLOf9U82jJ2U349jB9Cz1WwQ7yTYH1fvr6pW3M9F9FNgd
c1trRpP5rvzl6f9eOuNd9W
bMTpD6LxfWKrB6jQWMI/NaofU/qmK/
6jux8uypllNT6nVGxoLhG1k/1l5c76s9TOXUGV
VtbkuPoMNgIg/
vPQ8r6tdWw8iyi6gGxon2HdA8oU8Xq31m6La2zHvuYWgaGS
0D83cw/R
Xa9E/wAanWGYjm9VwHZdg/m72DaJ/
deIXEfWLK6n1zrl2dbjPZbeQAwMOmkNWc7CzBua
cezcww4hhIBTHGy2NJNFjWxJLmH8sKxdh9NZgMvqynPyyfd
jbDAH/GKkQSdB8jymmT4H
iEiRr5dlqdQ6T03D6TiZdec2/
MydbMRo1Y395z1QGVkAAC54A4G46Izer9UrADM25o7A
WO/vR6vrJ1+kfo+oX+Mbyfyr1X/
F4euZVVOfldWbl45a4X4US9hP8375Xa8CGAnSSEvd
8ypDcG6oJBlTrlvzUnRCjtae6m1sCCn2wmGk6JnObGoS9sghT
aBGoX//1vTmkpAzMpwE
xmYQ3x4qTB7RCax
+0RCGx5BlGaZ93AQHSC4TzwqfUcpuJivu3ANa0yCsn6q3dSy
bs2yx
27BcwOx553z79v8AJVb/
ABl3ZtX1YFWHX6gyrQy3yaQvImdH6o5rQ3GJA5MidU56X1
Rm
5rsZzo7iNE+Hj2VZ9NllTm10WNdc7wAMkra/
xh9ZxOr9crt6fcLMWihjW2NGgdHvXLs2
gglpcTzClsbXa5rmOLeYUWtYXiQ6C4aeU
+5db9fThZtnSaOkMFraMRrbTU0yHT9B6yK/
qd9ZX2BjenWB5AgO0nd9EtV7F/xa/



W6+412YbsfSRZYdCfDRZXVvq31vosHqeJZQx7oY
88Ez4rU+tXS8PF6b0y7BosY/JrnIfrteR
+7H7q571r2OY1z7GMaZbMgjzCsu6l1AXCz7
W/dENfPb+Uo5Gbn2B5syC6QN38r91dZ13pmRifVro
+R0+66zJ6mwetU0ggk9toC5rIzO
v4eR6eVdbRewD6ehgcdlEdb6xXU
+sZTi2z3PiJlKz6w9YfS2qy5z2Rt90LS650SzovSu
n5rbd56mC99ZGjdqyqur2UnWimw9i4Sf7KbK6mbrvUdjUgkR
DQYP4rqPqp9W+pdS6Hmd
RpxcV1dbXem69pJJAl4r2uH0Vm9Q6Tn9I6Bi5WTi476OpCW
WQfVZ5fSWLjZzcd0vx67S
OzxKst6k2xxJwK4cRt2NMc8IWfsquew1CpztXVd2acL0b/
EvQ1tfU8gMOhrawu+Gq9Ic
TEl20nv5KG4hwE7lNwLghkluhU6SRyJT2FwnTRQY0uh3CM
HJyo6wh2g6Dck3bIBKMA3d
yv/X9NBlM
+Y0UQ5xEcKYkgjuq722SQNUarcGidErYIlCZqUf83QaBAsd
W0OeQYC4n649
Uf6bq6G8CQxxjcFz31S+urugX/ZeotLsPKcXEtMms/
yV0P11+tHRs/6n2P6flMe+54Aq
cQLG/wDW/pLyjGfnva0U2PcRrsBMkD6UItfUs
+pxcLy1j5EHX/OWr9W+m9V6q9l3qxgP
yGY2S7TcS/ttWp1r6jdRp63k9J6F
+lxamNssLwBBcJIlce9uXhZVuOSG21uLbOCJCkc7
LDZNg1BaTAJ/
tI1WflvtpBe3dLKwQ0QATAXZdW6J9bPqnm0Ho
+S7MGdDn2em0w/wd7fa
1c/1X63fW27qFQzbX15uKYraBtIP9QLo/q/
9bf8AGD1rdi4JrfazR1lp2gnwb/KVj6yY
P19y+hZI6sca+jBcHX1scC4jR3+d7lY
+rn16p6WzH6L9ZMRtMMY7FuaA8FlgDmepu+h7
XJv8a2X0H9n41VNVN2fkGWW1R7K40f7PpLzd2VQ/
a00hgaPeP3yO7v3VYbk9O2Bl9Mtb



q0NMgT+8Vu9G+tdvQusYOTmVl/TxTsbURu2sn
+cq3fnKX1/+tvRvrLk4hwq3Mqx59Qub
tc6Vzpx+ltrd6d1nrHXZt0AKrV14huZW+xzanOAc8jVs/nL1A/
UpvVsGtuV19uZhYTGm
ulzWt9PeJbvI9y5mjo31Z6fX1BnU/
WfZU4tx7y2GHs30f9I9ZGT0rotGCXfarRngF9TN
v6Nzf6/7y9D/AMUVGfX0PIvyLd3T7Xbcek9n8W/
53tWn9avq3g/Wm3H6QzMbjXYI3vqb
BcGnT6C83679Qsz6v5lf7Tsnp9zi1mVUNxH7vqt/MV/
pv1y6dT0g/VzMaK6mv2jqFTA9
5ZuDvowfeqX1no6VmZdVfR3UuqeRsyHPizji1n5q77/
Fp1HFycG7GppZXfRDchzDO4t9
u5q7FzpPgI0lNuIglvHBUpkzwoF4g6SpVuJYdIQt5DiHHQqTX
DcGtMo0Qo+p2IOiZrw7
VKwAwdsqLR7gQ3RH08F//
9D06I5S5TQJhI6cII3yTOiIwkiXJOr3DlQNJHBU2Nc1vOqq
5LnFrmEwCdVx31p6XkW1imms23k/
oiPNchd9SOouuDYdu5sBBPvPKz+vfUvqn1eZRl9S
YHYlrg1zmkTJ12qjjZ+BiXUZWLS8XVvky6W7Z42/
yldZm9Ct63X1HJx3nG9QvzMdn0YI
/Nj2s9y08v634FdVtfRgMKluSzJop2zLqwB
+kcui6R9e7+o9fx6unMbk3dQY1uWNu3bs
HuO5Z/12xvqP+12115DsXPqujNljiNscce73LlsvA+rlTbH4/U/
WseTsb6bgAPPRD+wd
Iox6L8bqYuyA9pON6bh7gfaNxC9Vz+u/
WGj6r5WZ1LCFD3MH2Y1+8tkfnBm5YHTMX/Fn
ltZ1K3MsGaAHXG6wkh559r1r9K6d9TOj9UHVcXqR98vZQX
+0vj3Ohcbd16yzO6wbcp2P
07OLrKmE7y
+xsNrr0n2u2qr1rqzPrT1DprLcT7HXjMrove4hrnN0aX6wq3Vvq
/kY3VMn
HxT9pxWS3Es9QOPpj6HdVum4Oey+6v7M299tZYA4iGk/na/
nKOb9WesdOdXVlUDdYA8b



HB3tGvuDJWyzEw+rdX6Gb2Od0y3ZjWxoQ6fcyVV
+tn1exOmfWjJ6ZhMsbjVta6oQXmXN
3bd38pywix7LCCx4c0e4wfb5QiZHS
+o4+Pj5N1DxTkjdQ8AndBXo7cFn1z+qDb+ng4XV
8ABltNR2iwMGxvrsb9LcxvsXmt7s/
wBU4mU97n0OM12GQ0jnn85PbX+h9Wywug7ah4Dw
R6+sdXxMRuHjZL2Y1TxaGMcQNx190fBb31p+sLuo/s/qmFY/
H6occVZJocQXAH6TvTXY
fUv6x0/WTouV0n6y21+oxor22xW41uG3fL4/Sfyk+TjdG6a
+voP/ADcdk03AjEyWkONg
H5zrx9FYX1w+qdlPRm5WH0X9nDGPqXv9VryGfR7O93K9A
+qvTMLD6TjX4mP6L7qmOsdw
XS0HctcwRuOngVFri7R3HZEgSEwYJMpRGnZL02nUpBjQ6
QIUnfSlNM+CjA4TuJ4UKyQ6
EeNNF//
R9NG7vBjlMXbQHRoTwoh4JkESpmY1hA1kjd8k7WuPJKKI0
1Kf2kJnAR3VV7SX
nmE1eO0WiyfcOEVwAcIEOM7yO4XI/
wCNLFflfVRjqg601Xtf7Y441leOVMIjcNBqSOR5
LT6Hmtrtu6cKi+jq22i5wANjRuDt1M/nbkf64/VvG
+r3UGYONf8AaHWMDntP0mTrtd/K
XTf4u+sdNu+sGJh14zMa2qogXt0NhDfe22Vt/wCM/
ov1du6TZ1i1wqz6zsrdWRNj/wDR
2ryBjNwiAZGh81rdC+r2Z1frGNgsDml8F728sH767nqf/
Ov6jXtybcl3V+i2H07a7fcA
PB/
7rlr5HRvqPmdFb17D6ZTcbfotbo31HdrNfzHLzHrXRqsGx1lm
VQ59hJGNjknZP+D9
yo4tn2HMx8p1bbRQ4WGqzhwB
+iV2P1+xndYd03qnTcNzftNJ9Sqtuo2jk7fzf3VxtZur
BYyx1djTPJ0/rqLsvLEOba9rx3B5Kk7qfUGvNteRZucNrnEk/
ILXxehfWp+Hj5HTBZkV
2H7Q1tX5jv8ASarOt61105D7bsu37Q2WPcYLgRptKnl9Yy8n9



Iw+k/0w25+ku8yiVZn1
nv6c2yp11/T8E6GAWVlbn+Lr60XdM+sIblOaMfqcNuef3h/
N7VY/xo/V09N663qtbQMX
POruwsjc6Vyf2z1afSbTXFPbXX
+Wo5GVuLDRQ2psQ5o5d5vXTf4vOrfVfpl9v7Zp/WLD
FV7xLGt/dXcdV6b/AIvfrFSbHZNFdg4yaXbXjy7IfWuu/
wDNr6tfZsDqFGTfSzZil53X
Fh9rXf12LlKP8ZdWR9WLuidZrtyLrqyx2S0jcSTu3O/qre/xV9b
+225GJdl33OpY0Y1V
0QGgR7dq794BaHHUeA4lMNxgDspjnUJ+/
KYz2KeYHKju15Tn3KBYwclJtYmQUTbKcNAK
kAv/0uyx/rn9V73PFWa0+kNxJ03T+6jD6zfV59Qv
+2sbWNJJ7pV9e+r5DXjqFUPPslw1
/qqy7rXRGPDX51TSeAXAJj1PpJc4jLp4md4Tt6h00f8Aaun/
ADwn/afT3S1mZQSOfeEm
dSwXuDRl0OJ7B4lH9encWi6skakbhoEMPxnuM2s149ydrccv2t
tYXdmh2qm9kiWlu5vJ
nj+suH/xn9A6v1HBqz+m2Pe3G9t2FXx/xnt
+mvIWMsD42Oc6YcNQQRy0hdJ9Q8UX/XPC
bc3Rjt+w6TA0Wz9augUdd
+vWbjYry2xlTr8hzfdqwD2/5q4ZrrsfKLqHuZdU4ta4e0+H
ZWz+27adlld9tDn+oQ4Fw3/vN3Kp9nyC54NTtrBMEbSF1X
+LrqteD9Z8U3WANymmp7nm
A3T2ar0r9iUnredjZdrsjD6jUS7Edq0f8I39xZeN9TWY31X6t0iX
mrc6/H2uIIc331hs
fBeN2F/qbbgQ+s7XTzIP5yI0F24gmfv0Xo/
QfrnlYnRrc9rKndK6extPoOI9Z9jxt/rb
Ny4LKyLMvJyssVCn7S8l1fZveJVKzaWuLZ3gag8ADwXof1q/
ZnTf8XXTMfGoYLM8Ncbd
oL9wG6z3/S7rW/
xfdSta3GqaCzApwS7ItIhgeC7l68p6g4W9RyXtPtfa8yPCUNh3
Ne52
u0R8QvRvqUxv/jddeDDJIeSD2O1q4evp



+TVh4fUcUOte5zn7WgnZ6R/2LperfW3qHXvq
kKM1rL8hlxc9/G2uPauR3PBeWwdpG6PBTNde0WXP27gSI5/
kqu5tz9ksLnO+jpOiYCCS
wlru4HEd1ap6X1DJw3Z2132WskC555P+jqn6Tlb
+rn1bzOs9UrwmsIBabHT+6F0/+KzD
ysf643t2OFNTbWPJGkg7Wr1p
+nfQ6+SYbwdBypy7v9yGbCTPZTrJdKexswJQ/TcDMqbP
okKMgHUSpCOQp6pwdE4I8V//
0+GfgmujHyLqvQouLhVY0zuLfzYH0Udx/Vtj8clzxvLf
zWt43OVYVCoV1aWM1c18fRJ8FPIIyGtDTv0gvPIIUKSWucy
y0uaW7nNHJH7rVCq21m8F
7tjvoh2rmjzQ3Al522niXFmhIT0WXbAfWcxwPsjQx5q9Tn5Vd
j7jnPG9uwtJJcSFUuzu
obmRl3EDQEOITDqXU67hZXmXGxushx0Cs4/
XOsjIY67OvNNtjfUaHmSJ0C9X+sf1kv8A
q5l9Oz7CP2XkMFWRT/
hA46+tP8lcrdnf4vuqdQsyrMg4QuJNjWgjXs9sfvKvjj6p9L+u
fSL+j5zraWlzsmx5Jj2ujUrHwvrDkY/
11d1PBfJyL3MeSJDqyYM/2U9/1f6n1TOyep4z
GDD9Z5D5DWl4J9gBW5hdI
+uzsRtjcihtdXuFTon4LmvrS65nVSN+14aCa2nUH84P/e3L
KyKLsf0rXM9PUWDWSTzK9O+qH10ryMZ+Vme
+3GIZlWvP0cb9/wDle5a+V1v6wdIzrW4P
TLOrdPymizDurcNJG5wevJuuYHV/t2TmZ+G/
EF1hsdLfa3ceFUZTd9ndawFrGwAToSPF
b/1l
+rlfRsHpeVTc7b1Rm65h49o3cLFdfUQ9jKrHMsENBBJLv30P
L2uLWMa4gDa54aQF
6C12F1T/ABTm3OAa7Cc5lFkSQ5sbdv8AXVXLz
+r43+LTGqxsX0Kcj2X3j3F7D+7t+iuC
fTa5gYyl5DeHBpkzzuVzqGflZmNRRdiV4teM3aLK69hdH51rv
znLsP8AFzmYv/NvruHm
h32Q1OtusboQI2Qt3oQxOkf4t7cuyse9topftl



+20u9Kf6zV5f06phPo2XGmnI9tpLSY
KnmYT
+n5L6wZDRtpe5pAe09zKhiOwRbRbmA2Ue4WNbyCP+
+r0f6rVdF6d9Xr/rB1Gtj6
tWYoc3dAj2heaybH2vYwelZYbCeNrZlS
+1ZtuO3p4vIw63utqYD7Q530ipdPPWnOtu6Y
+5rsVhdfYxxBawfygu+/xN5ll2T1Fl7zY6wNducZP8or0Z+Ti/
QGTVDdILhISFtG6RkV
mePeEVrAWyHAu5Lg4QFEVtkOPPhPKnWwhpcBIPgk8PaQW
MLtFAerEuaQpAkNOhQo92k6
9kVpIAgQ0ePKZ7pHtncUqyHGJhw7IjSI4X//
1OJx3Ou9jGk1gnaG6+4fSeEZ1hbWG7vb
c6XPZrr5qrLqbWuqIsfZIluun8pStrta1vpFoNukdw7vuRsakmyy
XA21iGEcSs9jLi5w
bDiSfVciVW1iKwzaf3+xCg9zX7XDSXbSTz/
ZVnHqhpu9IkVkg+BHigPG520nYw/RA8FG
iout2kFpeDtceBC1fqph0Zf1nwMPIYLmWWEOHjt1a5aH
+MTqWX1P6x39Ps0xemD06q2d
/wCV/WXLtqrspbJ9wn2+B/
N3Ku6ohzgdHNElyPjvvrta7HZNlbdw26nb+c9Fu6jmux68
X1neg15tbSNG7ne4vU/2n1IONrc17bG6sAOgH7qrC97spuTb
+msLg5738ko3UsivIzft
FbPTreA1zfMcwi9Npru6i3FOQcXFyh6T7XaM/qu/krrcnrv1v
+q/Rcf0Mj7VhZDiyjIe
JLAww1jD+49Y/Vfrv9YOsYlPTuovYzHda31nNEOcJH0/5Kt/
4wbekuzMDF6K6pzW0D1T
SZ9w7PhX+rdY+rv1h6L0fHycn0PsUtyGugXAtG39G3+Ws3J
+t/Tse+wYOCH+gPTxn2Dk
D8+3+Uqeb9bxn4R6fj4FVXqfSe0aj9+E7erYjfqM/pPqkZXrk
+kO4nlbPR/r/R0f6pjD
spZmZVT/AE249mrNn77lCr/G5mVBlZ6Tihg+kAD8tuip/WH/
ABgZf1gwbMB/TqaK3/Rt
YPeI8FTwPrk/p/SMjpFfTccV5jfTyLxO9wOkrueq9bw/



q79ScLEy6Bddl1zjUgSIA9r7
P6q5Tp/16wMRrd3TWvud7nWkag/yFZ6p/
jA6T1ej7P1DpoLWcQILR+8Fy/UBimwPwWOx
8O4HYbB7pH0l2OR1fEw/8XeJibDZ6lkWVdnM/fd/
IXGZ2S21xtqxxj0PbFdI4AH0nIGO
SyolrAWmdzfELsvqrk4vRvqR1XqGQQL84mjGqOsyEb/F/
wBF6z0vHzvrJbWWUMx3hmO6
QXkj6Ufurgbcm/
JvsyHOcDY4vcGkwJPCcOuBrc657Z1HuMrQx/rN1/
GaW0Z1oYZBEzCt
M+uv1pmt7c6wemIEeCer68/WqsH0uqXQTMGOVYb/
AIyfrc10fbS4AcuA5Vqn/Gl9bGHW
2u3yciv/AMbP1qI+jUPgERv+N/6xbdpxqC4fn6yp0/44evtaQ/
Cx7DyJkLZ+r/19+un1
jtNPTem4wbX/ADlzy4MH8mV0/qfXkbP1XA3O+l73covr/
W5rCTjYZcOwc5f/1eTxLqb7
msuYRUzgsEEkfBCvtxchxAb6FW/
c547niAPzVDMpZXW00N2u/fOmhULw2mpkOLnOg7jo
E4PqWFzLS5sboAjVRc8Nq9rYsJ/
SNHcIYrocHCTbuGrAI9vklW0NawOrh0+wckBaNH2U
m4Q615ABcTt2/wBhVbfR2ObX+mdXw8+2B/V/
OVbEcfdc2SxnY+K3PqfaxnWburveK29N
pNj3xIBeNrFzWRn5WVnW5lrzZkXOJc/
xJU91bmNceXH3gdj8UrK7bbGUNhrLHBgJPEnl
zl6h1PpvQvqR9UbH4zWW5+fWKja8hxLnj6TG/
m1tXmF7QK6ha7nV7QNUNxqDXBw9pOg7
ojhjjHscNHEjYRrp3SFMVgxvDuNfFMcVzHeiHOcW/
SIEgLTzuqXO6XjdKAcMSmXGsncX
uP57D/IVDKqrDa3NqcWAe5sySP3v5KG1gFbGkzVY6dPpt
+aamqo3vY0CwHVrnc6fSTWm
sBzayXCdXeKamrbeQx20kR96hYwB
+mtoMT20UYa50gS9pkzwQpPrNVocQBHAB3cqVdQs
3lziCeDxCG7fubWW7tvPbcPJW7Tdua3IdY8tDRj12uJLfH2uU



a/51zbAHAGXgc/EKbqW
2XPr27WOG8zoQAnu6hkW4eNh37XY2K55qEQ73eLvzke3Ly
Bj04TLQ7EY0OcHc7v3FUt2
istrc6HH84aAfyUXHqd9na0WRtJI08UCw5Norxw5zoduFY1a0
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TDXHBa2qWiA5hG3a5v8AYWb9bv8AFrjWtfn9I9j4g0AQAP3
l511Do+dgWiq1jt5MVucI
B/
qqi07SWnR4kEJFrjBiPmiNDGtDXCSe8qLnNc4gt0bwpssBbo0
bhwoA7iZBBUvRcJsZ
rpwgu3AEk6xpC9ptyK/qX/i/
qyOm1j7RYxjpdzvsH847+qvOWfX/AOt28ubnHdYZGnJ8
GrQo/wAZH1zpuc3IvG8iNljA2D2X/9bkcN1jLfTw3es5495/
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q1B7bXltF1jdrWwHd/
JCy63uqZQCHtb9F3if3QrHTarYdimqXBhHrHgFVKaXuLwNz
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t3O4J81Zrtym2D0m1eqwbNBAEcyqhu+jc2WFrvYTqSZ/
6haNdrn2OrtrDD6e57/GR2VC
26t7a2N9xLdtZHPP
+EQ2OtsyS1rdI2mNGkrSwTdR0brVdNcB1bG37uwkxtXOVgt2
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eD2VkY7nVfaDYGtn6HiU9+0ENP0XCdER12Tk0RmXPuawb
ai8ztHg1NaHv22vboxgaNvO
g9pKpv3l7RYIIGvmEexrGUhu8S3QeJBUhvaWemZ0BIPkrj7H
2w1zvRBbvhv55UXHaWWT
tcRtE67J8P6yl1Bt9ddYc1zLXiGuBEPHis9rXyxoeDbOrfA
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6DtFbTW1w9zT2T1U2Psc4NLwW6PGnCCINwBPGijbIJ/
dmNEVmwBr+HfinEEPc1pcBq9d
J9RMfpN3WP2h1h4bh4FJta150c9v0Wx+csjrXUq
+p9ZyeoVM2VWvipvgJ9qDh/0mxh/P
H854FFguynuyDL3MIEcDwVfIa8V1vdsc7USOwCato2tnWT7g



7n+spu9ry0kuqA0nXVTr
vFYYWtJaOR4A/urX+qV9OPndSzSxtjcfEe+ttokOMgf9+XY/
4n7qrMDqexkZJsa+yO4d
Lmwu0zbsqh1JpqLwTNnwPiq2f06vqbGjLw27mEFjiBA/qrC6r/
it6N1AA0u+z3kE72kQ
XH95v5y8r6/0azovUbem2WC19Pdnh4qHTvq713qbd3T8K29v
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vUHIQ876s/WHpVQtzun21sd9F5Ej/
orONeS5kBjy48gNP9yUZTWgOreAP5J4ULILNDIH
h28l7D9fQP8AxuMdzvp7McT34Xj7ZDmvYRLIdr4hXM3qGR
1LLdl5UOssLWiONBtav//X
4RuZUx4uqaWOby5v0nT
+a5qJ9oqs3nZvsiGk6bXeOigLaLhUGMLXNBDg7s7+T/WUci
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gVT6b9OOJ/kqxXl1lxde97XYrdtTG8Pd4vQ35m
+oneXvmZIjU/mqWS7HdZW5rotLdtsf
mny/eTVvY2rbXucHHUkagfnPCW59j3g2i0VN/Rzo4A
+ACrOA21vosJge9pA5RmvZNg37
6zBa3iD8VYrsz7OmZxDm2YwY0XawWidNn76yTU4Nbtcdjm
zWSFMA+m1ziQQfcHaD+yok
Gy0uBM8N8FNg9Ku11hHqNcACPNHsAbjNfq9z5BB/
iqZa0BgE7m/PXwUnl0NFjZj8f6qV
skgVgNETuBn/ADleY1jaarXuDt3thuuv/
kEHIsZ6pbVYfUJHP0Y8GqWdZaQxrTIjUHn+
yqlgLQyQC8cHt/aP7ys476ay9hkvLdwJ4Eodm6ysFxa07eZ5H/
kksRznHY1xAAMg6Ku/
23EN
+ie58UrWvdtH72qne2uGH5QmqmvfMgd01pLqQ8y0EwWjupi
m2GkCJ+jYOI/lI+Ma
6shsk74gDt8XpjfszH2emT293PxTXX1PxqmiolweT6nf4Qo2Ae
o2wne8/mjshuZs22PO
5j5hg5BUg3dBn0w3gHkyuj6VfgUfU/qeTl2D7VY/
7Nj1NjfBG73fyF0H+KTqHR8GjNry



sttGVdsmq0hrSGjQsd
+cuy6r1PCy8K6vp3V6asuBtc1wMLkMvB+vuRmeh0/
qjcsWNkgk
CB4uhczb1D614mRY12dazMxH
+mQf5WhNX7zWrvcX6k9K6t0/p+Xl3+tnMcLrshsE2E80
2Lr8fHOMxlNTW11MAAbWAFgfWX6+dJ
+r9r6HPdkZ2m6pgBgfylzmR/jkxnVuFfT/AFXR
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+rZVvo3+NL6tZQqpz8QYWVYdroY01AngueQuyrqxMuvc1tO
Ti2Ay5jWlpB/NaWheM/
4yvq3idC6uw4Xsx81nqtp/cM/
Rau2+vwcf8AF1jFurAygz347ryDcNzoH0gpMJ2O09wc
DPdf/9DhsPAzGWEek1x1+k4Dka/
5qiKdtTmvloadHASCf5Vn0ULbk2MhzQ30uI0keO5M
47Q6QHGJaT3Rq7bK6nb6XGfzgJ/
tJ8fFDsKHAyXFws7CfFAsjV9bd3pfSfMSf3UNgJbu
D3N8Rrx8VKuiy71CyQWgEO4JCiXOaAWD3RA00I
+CgHAE7x7SCXAdiuhq6Pl431JyepuI
FGU8MY3vofpLDqLLI3O0bq0ePwRXVUNqm0Ofvna8Hj
+TCDscyCw7g0T/AOYozGPFDnva
HMt9xPmP5X5rkTJudZi1vcAxxO1rY7DxKrWDHDdZZYTET
KAzc+DBJaZ58FarqbZuLB+j
b7nn/vqtVV1OpdaysilrdxcTEHyVWllbqy
+xoJn2wdRPihXb22AvaXE6NAKibJDGPG1w
Mk8hSs3TYREQPcNVEsrNJDtLQJHcKFdrd7TrA
+lCWRte8vI2td9AotlVhZS6Rtbp8UrA
4PFYjdz4qdm6pz494DQSYkSUMgCljy79IXRtI0E907y9tTGTL
g6ZBgIzTNksYDY5v0yd
PuUKwPtTm6lvBDjqPmmmpu1pBZtcdZkeSg+x9L3tczV49p7/
ABTXNNbmeo06iTHirTaM
37LTYK/be/06HFvc+12qs/
WOmnEyMXptbAbMWseu5pnc8+7cfvWVlBxuaX6OPBbohw6
t



42OcwnkgqxR1XqWHbvx8y1jyOQ4j5Jxn52XkCy6xz3ucA5wB
LoP0nf2V1GD9bcbpv1X6
l0UWWvy7Xk4uQCQRxH9RYNXWeubSXdRvbu0PvdoqjxY7I
dZbY+6130rHEkn/ADlA1O3u
jRo1KHZUW+92rStLpH1j670kNOFlOYxurGOJLP8AMQ
+v9e6p9YbRndTsD7KxsYGjaAPg
vT/8YL9v+LzFYDo9lGnwC8gBAcCR2RG1OcQ9pgeHiv/
R4CMgvb6thlxcS/4/mqeFfe1p
xGEPpuljmO+jJ/P/AKynTWHh1Or66Sdzhzp/
31T6a3Hy8x3rENorEhvjCi/qWTba59Dj
W0tLA1vH/nKr05mVXWKa5c0E
+ox30SSp20+ltr3TW873OHGv5iTaS8ivcK2uPs8yp5Fj
23Fjp2sbDnDkwqjrXj9JU4vB02nsP3VNj67txLW1tjVvaVo25/
UP+bLemG8WVNsL20ay
Gnh39RZbWOaWl0Aj2kf
+RRTJLRYTXtmB2KG61jWubGxx4b4fynK0MlpwrGWCKTB
2jguH
5x/lKFz7LcdoIABAie8fuoNsF/
qisksb7t3EfvIhZ6T67mt3OeQ7YOBCstsaXOdGkkvq
r7T4p221HHtpt3Nhs1j83b5/
ylUY9thlobW15AdHcDwTXM2sLmkvh5ax3YCFXrsDAJ94
IIg8yiy4MsaG7WPDY
+IUPRdtO10uIgjwQdoaHEaHw8R3RXentYXtLmxopvrlrCXe0a
ms
cphYGXB7RL
+CD4IuRkPaXbYaxwG4dzHgo2A3NJd9LZvPkBondjt2Uhwc1r
h+J+ipsc6m
0Wv2vNAhtZ4/64hANGaTc2QBukcfEotpoDGOYwhxJOv0DK
De4ucC1254EDy/kprN7gwO
d7/
PiPBbnRcvJyHm7ItI6d0trnCvsHuBa2P7awn2vyLn3kn1Xklzvn/
5FKPVeGjRrBqT
4pWVaMl2pOqrva4O1Ere+pXS87qHXKTi1PsbXJe8D2j



+sq31gx8rC6vmU5DPQtNhdtjT
b+8xUmOYGEawwgknuVJ9zt4c4lod4IYba4vO
+ZPCZ251e2ZA5BQwHuDt49re47KDi4sJ
kxK9Y/xkWlv1K6awfRfXVr8GheUuc4tDoAHiiMd7gOAeCv/
S4etzy/ZtEBsuDuwUKK/0
9THNDqT73gH81FoptsBdQ0s2lwJ8Gk8H97chdPptblXnHgGts
uJ4B77UCsRvsbyZ93Aa
fJGo27Gv27XzFg/
eUuoNDGt9LvwzwKhiD17aBG21rxuLvokIeQa/
tV73EOFbiAQeSVKx
u3FYHQN2m5vE/wAv
+UoVipzXFx9oBmdC4hXMkhvQ230mfVd6du7RwA8P5KqOsr
LK2Or9
oIIfPKlY+my2YLYiI1+ZQ7nB1xiJ4BPdXAxrMW2kCbnx/
UHwcq50oHrDbsENeNQT4Jsp
5NNLOHg/zfiP5SNk2B2OfStDhp67ODu/
N2oGFY2tznOltcRI1181cuL3N2nY9hboWmXT
8FSLmSHhsOZpB00R7WVNa25z4EBxZ3g/yVVs2vs3VCaW/
R8PmU7rQxr6xy/6R/6lPtDa
xWCHabiSY938n95DsrLmQ8w9rTISc8NrYWyWRGo7p2CSA
76ZGidtlouD2RtOniiEQ7fa
A4A/grVV9TGWAAQ/
RruTCt5ddWNXUSQ8ubLtZA09u791UsnIa/022MFpH5o0B/
tD6SrW
iyq1obueHciJgeCfIcxrWt3EPB1qPggOLbHAsb6bQYDe481bxa
KAbL8p/qMYwioDkuPC
fL
+1YODXgFpa6/8ATWt7lrtWKtWGNx3sgO3jc3XUFDdYWsY
BJcRDnQmeCGAh+4k8eCWT
WA0eMT7TOv8AKXsP1f8Arf8AUjo3RqMai30DVW19zGiXO
eR7/d+f7l559aOsYvW/rDZ1
HHafsztGB4guHiqjzj47Qw0Bzm/nE/
SlUrL6fUl1AcDwCeFXsbtcSwloOseCfbADnHaX



GYU2tMuIdI7V+KFYIqcCCDOoXqP+MoA/U7pTp0Fdf/
UtXmFFBtBJG2vnlOxgrfofb+C/
/9PgGNuLJc1246WiNSPzWtKtU49uE0vzCK2kfohyQT
+a9Ga3Fa3YHPHqauAdA1VfH2fa
rqK5G5sMfMAf1v3kIb6r3tcz9E7RoPZ3iUV1LqqRu/
nXHXXkHjZ+6mymMLRUPpDv3+bl
DCLvtlY09hmyfoloXW4X+L3I6l0y/qTGtL7Xn0q2kAbZ
+kuP6hhZGNVbRuBppthzeC4/
vp/
Ur9OqsFpcz6RjmfFLIcPsYa073F5k9gPMKNT3WVtYxoJGhB7
J6mVhz7bpgHbpoD8E
K2vde1oG1pMtB1JH7qv+yzBtewGtrCG666qu/
wBMVtrEguAIB1BI5Q7twx23WNlr3bWk
cj
+TuULqnMrh7QyNXDuPDchksEtY4t3AEt7H4KxibmvJpZvsd7
Q7sAoODiLHO0Mw55/J
CVtjbHtLhw2AEKoljNhEBx57KdrWOJZY3YKwCSDJIUXBn
ptLWke72zrAUC6bXw4khvfV
Rsc7TQgADTsiVtdurJkF3cqNpNZ9NwhwMktVytrXSDp7QYPJ
RN1H2fZXV74hzp4CfIya
gyh9Td7A0seDw7SNf6qr1vp2traZrd9KeQf5BTVWtGQGgua1h
mskzqP3/wB5FAfZZDg0
wS57iNTP7qr2Us9V3uLSTAB8PNQa19VrS3lvIOrVPKyb7rhfe/
e4t2t8mj81V/YBBaSH
fQb3TVumzUmADIJ4hSAdsc4/R5BS2Ej2mD+cPHyR/
TpuDXNGp0DRo7TwVuulnpB/qBoc
fTDSJLYTWhst9+5jdCXawVRtrAsdYT7R/
roouaIGsNcFN7KnFoJ3kCZHkoeozQ1gh7To
UO4OG9hJJaZJPdelf4y8g/8ANfolAb/
PVNPw2tavPGSafR4J7pNqaxwL3QG/mnUFf//U
4c39Qc2suuFdZ1raOSB3Kr5OU++0227iwDT
+Uf3UZ5a6uu11O1juP3tO7kBrLH3e0Swc
Hv8A2laouust9G33h3545+Cs5DqbmGixjGbIi0ciP3lWyW7q2sk
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6Rt2t8PzlqYH1n
+sfSsa3Fw8t4xK9HMf9JpOnsWRblZVtbnWtFlj3bnOd9Mz
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dG4EcdpVjqOEacagsfPrDe8nsD
+YqAcW3iys7DMQrlb3XMYzJsAYx8saz6TpPuT3YrKs
p7bG7WvG6tw7N/
eerVT2t6VYGB3usAa88FVnsb9lue924+3X90jlo/
rKLWMOMz1C4jfv
9P8AMDe39pQe2u+11tztrmkb93cD6IQw
+yS7aHNcYaewanqdZ649Mxrt14Pkf5aG6t9j
nMPvcHax2/
kozMYOJdHuY3RjuQgaeiWw4PPIPAU62UNaQfe90ekT3P50p
gxzbH+oYj6I
Q6yRbZuIEtISsO/
aQdocA2T5I7NzBvcRYGaBiDLXPBc3YXGCT2BVhzttoDSHb
Bx4jshu
9XZvAgEHjv5KDbW+m1pDg2TujspGBsDmQN0t
+Hioje25+0jwAVjGyg1rQ73EE7T4obrn
WPeSxsk6OHioFxO9u+K+QfP91M9x3NLmnUa
+Gis9D6Rl9c6pTg4Tf0ljhvs7Mb3cV231
7x/qf0TpY6JiYtdnWHNbvtaNWH859rv
+EXnzA0t2kklnYcFSsNT3Vkj040BHMeKsVuY3
9KwDeNBv5H8tqNU0PpseXMBn3vH0yP3igZDX0vdLuI3A95
4Vd5NkMawl5+iG8JWGbQzZ
Gz6ZRXBjANtZ27TyhV12EzW2BAOnKHkMuDnNcPpEanleif
40h6fRfq+08irj+yxeevku
aNQJ1J4UvTZuEPgTr4L/1eHx2ltXpenus/
Nc7QAf99Untpeyv09AD7yeN38lQuxq20gt
cQZ1H53/AG2mc0lxYP5prZfBh2qWPS
+pt214O3UVAzP9tWmVRjk7ttD49zxqT+exBtAY
a3MI2NdDTM6RwmqqreXMa402PMmOf/
MUpYK3vYQS79GGu8W/Scf6yAwGxrpZqDq8Ht+6



iVMb6BH0yNWt/
cP5qn02u3qr6ekucKrn2OdXe8w3cfzHz9FiJ176q9e6Fst6lSBXP
87W
dzfwVTFJdaxr2jYfc3wI8dyg655zrLdxFbRtg6mO0BWMUi7Asr
c4sJOgHI/qtQZNeM+p
w3j90/
S04O1Sxm131A3mRuk1zBULbXWZNoe2QYI8Bt4SYaHMBL
4Jcd1XY/NSqyKxaBaz
c1nLB+VSeGbnNgtggtICkSH2bLdCGzvGiqGsOZFR90Hc4/
FJxAugEBrQ0wP+lCkH1XNu
saNmvtkqswPdbBIl3BRPTaNrQ7cWkn5qdYBcXvfsgbgexSfZf
Yzc5wa10gABTvvcXAsE
RWGO05hRa7ZS0TugSATEKDqydhcYDpLgFKxh9Lc1/
wBHifBPW2wslrQHN1c491HYBX6z
dHOTtjbtLDoJLh4pqth3aCBwwng/+ZIZguhuoPn3/
dXUf4tr6sPrt/UcgllGFQ+y0tE8
e3/vy53PyTl52RmW2Occi17mudyWE+3/AKKJU
+z09HB1bdAI1IQrT7a3RtDj7u6m6G1t
3DQzDkSkVtwnACXPd7jPZRdfa8OrewWVtgtJ0OiCzIroLoHu
dEHwTQHWEFw1EzPdFaH2
McGvltY5f7ZSosdEOdG/SuOGlDy97XvLiNzSHNPku8/
xpO3dO+ru/UGglw/s1rgXFjSQ
Wk7tWO8FOz0qw4MO4kgAHzX/
1uEG9n6O5xGk66yjsfY7EFNYbumSXcH/AIr9xDaW2Wta
2fUeC0Pd2PgqnpWMvfW8ncBtd4/NW8XEAqeCPSceQTM/
Aot911bvTuh/tAH7jR8P31Vv
LfSbRowtO4O7fNSc9ljaX1hzbZh57kKTqN9z3OiSIA4jzUnu2Y
YqAh4G2wt8P31Btv6o
Q8hgcQWwPcQ3xcq1lt1oc0NLHNhxLeY/Mjb+cujr
+u2Xf0YdH6vjW5FWzaLCDuns7Vqw
xjY7H10tse0WEy54IaAf3Af3USvFGRfcPVDWUt2Ntj6UfyVH
E9OvHtAdsc4yxz9SSPD9
1QvDTWzKafe4hjyeZ7lVjspyLHQXODob8ESJe9zj73RuZ5JqX



1Ms9zJMxWeyMGtqyd52
tA1d33eSlkWWgPa1pEwSO/8AJ2lVi5wPtd6gI9w8D
+6oPZsrfuksJj2+Pmmaxg3Pt7AB
oHdO2kPaX7SGtGoQ6A0OJcJhwhGdRusNdbSHMl8k6QU7Nj
atzRvdOjSFAFrZO/dW7Tjg
+Cm4bB7nS9wgEcBvgoFjW2NFbg4x37f1lAGHuD5AEI7mVv
bDLB7uQR/r7VF1mwmoH6Ih
x7H4JEgVgidvmhtcHPDay4gCCOJTstLa9pa1wJ0dGv8Aq1Cse
02B22I/NH/VL0T/ABcd
Fsr6D1fqzqTa
+6p1FVLhIeD7lzHVugZPS8TDzr3VWvzt84zYmoMKzqXUm
m2xxLXARSRx
KgGgUgmSQdXHhHa8GoNkFx0iPFItZVjhjiGua7hCtaDoX6A
H6KFQKiS3bxyTqpPZXFm0
bjwwhFbWwgDKdLtvsA8f5SnXZV6LazXJYTJH4Kna11744tB
0B7r0D/GoIw/q8x2jxQd3
+axcDYCHjbLtw08Ap1sZa+HEA9j5r//X4rBdVa91uRJrY0Rt1I
+KWXsJY4Q1pdFRbyR/
LVSo2MuFVjDbax81gc6opdYb7/aRv0sB5B/
eVjApZ6dxsc6xlWlbvP8Add/KVL1wHODm
wRP0vNMXt
+zttBkh20h3HyUq7gfTBdsFf0T5n81FNj2XPsJFm6BvJ48ghW3
Bl0NJeBoY
4hPdY27Gse1u3cQWgfyU1dxqrqvqf6dzTLSNdf7S6LD/
AMZPVcYVtycLGzCwQwvaNx8/
bCkzqVP1vzaaOqPZ00Fx9O1gDRWP3R/
WWZmY2F0vr9uJi5ByKqXGMkxB0/Oj2oQbi/Zc
jaWuL3S2zz8lnNY0M2kkvJ1B4HgmoD/
UtY9skayo1hxtFrmyfpBvkFOth+0tcdo9WSB4
BWMTEyci17cZvqGoeq93IACm9uRugPG3naeZCqP9RgeWkN
eTuI7n4J3n2wxrnN0fI7eZ
UbK7QIJa8ESAORPdWKTkW1WUgiPTgE/
nKsyj6LXA1v7uSc+x1u2ZGoLzxopb4qZa9x3V



mWiFCystYQTJ+kfidWqXoX
+m1lRH6QS4+EKLWh7htHuA184TgPjc4AsJ94/vRLWD2OqY
R
+7HCiytoaQ9pLnH3nsEWrDuyrhj430QJbPGnZDvEZPp2j0nNE
7W8KtDjunUM4HmrvQ/
q/1XrmSMfp9DrST
+ksj2NH8py7zrGb9cfqZ0RuMBQ3CcPQqLDL2kj6cLzs3FwBs
cS55L
t7iZB5d7fo+5yL6jdo4c06HwJSuNYqr2ueWkztcIP/
nKk2xxa97S1jmwB4JqzSGn3b3u
d7p4+SA4AF0Rr2UmD064B0J+kPyIrD
+kaKgA7uW6pjVabXuJBc36SagubYWvAdu+hHim
/SOzKTZG3eGmPFd5/jZP6LoNY
+kKXH7wxcGz3Fo7xA8NFYoYzeIrDjy8n6Onmv/Q4HHc
PTsIfDnACe2iba0NqD7NxcdCNICCxznXB1biC0kTOv3ojWvsf
Y91nvB1cO4TsyBQLKhL
WvMzOk
+KHXtBdJDy7WSq7yGt2gzudIb2U2v1a5wEgjSUV9kWOsrOjo
AaeAo22PZexxcH
emJ9oj5JV3u9J4rgNMktI4lDLyQ0cR2TNe0vG5svjR0qzW7fib7
CA6skMH70/wDkVDHp
sLoB97vzTrp5q62xn2Y06PqmGwIId4ShZg9IFhA9waRBnUKo
Hu9QHUE86p7DNxFctDuH
H8iehoY9ptkwSA4a/JdJ0T6xYPRuj9SwXUTk5gLarO4J/
MWA4PdY0MBc9wJcJmEVtT2t
bfc4ewxt7whlr3B1v0GbSIB7JxVb6Vj2ObG0E6iYjhRxbamUuI
eZ/NEahDYy97Z3S/dw
eNfNEk05DmPcAwDXuA4qLRZWQ3Rz/
wA0chO6u9lLi5kusPPYQmAuabDUZY1g3HwJ8EOm
uzc15ENGhPdOylz7djdWzMEo1xsfYA4em2nkgodhDGFzDua/
Qkn/AKlqJXkW4tYdU7Y6
vUE6zKm6vFym/
aMjKNb39gwlBxunWZnUaenY7t777GsbZ4BxiXL1br3VMH6h



fVuvpXTw
P2nawAPAjc4/
zlrnLyfK6h1HKJOXlWXlxkte4uaCe7Q4oNj99TGkA7D8yjVW
MZU9vfke
ASsy2Pcxrh7WnSweClbe11NlVbQ9h1390m2RS1u0ABuhjWV
XDS8Ekp6mvewjSBqBMKIL
9xeZEH83RWA6SXAHaRJcnxCAWvaNxJIAJSqqff1Omqv3G2
0Fo8123+N12y/pNRMPqoAc
PDQLg6Q9oMauaJb4KxiWRLAYe46k/R+5f//
R8yZaxoLZMFSstY0tLDO3hCNhL5mJ1Um3
kEgGJ5KI/IDieNB96E2xocHjQnkeSe2N4c36Pb4KILXAT2/
KjufXsbuPub2QHOJe7adD
ym3nbEme6nuAcCTIIUZH5wPkVZZ6f0AJkfinYXMdIMECNx
5Tm90VVtaRtk+RMojwGQbQ
Dv107Ks5rwRZPsDtEVxPql7hudpA7BTpNm4vIhjdQ3zP7qjb
W8N9Qua4uful30z/AOYo
9uQ43C4tNLzta1ten+u5M4i0kPa5tAdqfzy/
+UVENscHmtrnVk6/ux8E7cdvpv8AT13c
tPgE9eO8S6msu2t3Of2A8UFwrFQd6gcLdXNHYhRufU5mytha
ABM+PmoB20sEHceSjuus
FLaQd9XMnsUNtn6G1ro90bQOdFJj3ik2aS0gbe8JM212Ne0O2
O1Lz2/qqdtjCXEM9p4B
5P8AKQ3uYA2t21xI0I5anDqmNe24OskQ1/
mgG6xjG6Rt4b2Xaf4pOlnL+sL8x7A+nErd
P9d30UT/ABw2ZY+sdTbG/qzaW
+iY0Lj9NcHxDCB8UwhogczopOfoWu08FDc3aAR80XHc
wOdyBB0UnWONQIBkIZs3ABpM90ShrZJfO4jsht3HcwTCMP
ViNQ0DVNWTW5pIEa6ouFY5
uZjbfpttBEcrsf8AG3Zu6h09rhqKGHXnUd1xWOaQ1+9xaewH
dMywPZsA47r/0un/APG6
+pkx+zh/nuUX/wCLn6lgaYHPg9yZv+Ln6lkQcCPPe5M7/
Fv9Sw2BhGf3t5Vd3+Lf6nOk
NxnCO+4pq/8AFd9U3AuLH+TZKE//ABU/VYw4PsEct7FQP



+Kj6sOcD6tjBxtCk7/FJ9WH
EBttrYGvmqrv8TvQ3PcG5tzdJGg/vRaf8UHQRS1luXa58zugD
+KZ/wDid+r4Licy1odo
3QaH70J3+JrowrLv2lcA3l20ED4+5crmfUerEeXfbTtDi2uRBcf
8Ht/rLnn+ri5T5H6S
qRY3nXwTtvubQwOMsLHdtQSUiAXMLgIDeXaKQewUuaHe
4mYAkAIc2l7mMOjCJJ7ynquZ
L3XOPqAkNcB9E/BFa+p4a8s33H2uB0G397+si3Vueyxtb/
V3bZsdoD/Jn+QoNwrhjsqc
7ZteXbT5/nFEFFVB9Swu9IDa1w7k
+KLcw2hz6XCr02gurOkiPpNVN1+Rc1h02humsE/J
V7BQMZjqm7bTO5x7qLLDsI1c53t3AaCEQ
+5w3EBreT3TWVPBaDLmTLQ3mP5SJ6VTWxaY
2+4R4H6KgHvbi2VahxdJMdkEbhdWN0DSCeytZLmve4bRU1
ntFn7yDcwtipoG6JcT4fFC
bYxtYY3Uk691dHT/
AEaX5XUKrqay3diy32WH91zlPp31l6h0i429GtdivtG21rRIPh9
J
WeufWfrfXBT
+06jd6Ehh27TJHkufLXSQWkHuIOiaREcFLdJJOqRdoE4dBM
HlIvkAa6JD
y0+KIx0GS47vJRa4e4unXuET1a9pbqZHKG06QTodFJj/AE/
cBue0yHL0jPGF/jB6LhV4
FrKeu4bNn2Z52h7RAd71j/8AjV/XMtNfpU7Qed4k/gof
+Nb9c6z7aK9PB4X/0/Sd+nGo
UXOOhA7JVlzpPZScCW6Qq7nPaDtA81Op3tgCCe6g4Hl2uvZ
IE/mj4yp+qXNgASdJUBdI
Nf53G5NkZlGDhW5eWf0VLS5zh4Bcj03/ABk9N6l1R
+G2pxq2k47j+cR+aVZdl9Z6/wBC
sfS13TXscTD
+XgeapHpWP1TJxMW25jba4L9Z9w7tC4n659Kx+l/WG
+iuY2B+7dulx/P/
APMVitI2FjHg



+07z4AqLS4PMn1AGAAEcBOytzmukCAJEGNERpFVn6L3Vl
u586+4dpQGi
y6t7wA3XcZ0Ui9rmVuZ7Wh0W
+Mqybcc7iAfePayYEj87amuvtIY9jgCwahwmU4fZ+jNh
D5OlQ4lO77Vd9pfWA97dvqdoHg1CAvur9QNaCHFre0KtZW0
VS4lzjJcwdoRGUxQbToxo
BLQfFL0yXF7BAn2tKkfUF52GLdvHb4JzWz6VoMvHt7+74K
RDK8c2WuJ8DESVXeaqzWW/
pCSC9qsGi24OewAV7twa48AolnT2Nuspdc17WgAWTpqgYGI
+zq+Ji0N9ebmQG/nAH3r3
Pq9GDnMGF6LLzVAZQB7W6eKH036p9Jw6w6/
Cpfa5wcCWg7SPzVq/YcN2pw6IHBLAhHp/
S5c49OoLncn026/goN6N0J2j+mY8n/g2/
wByHZ9Wfq44ku6bSB5NAQB9UPqw52uAzXyC
Hd9RPqnaC04IH9Uwqb/8XH1PcNv2OyPEPUP/
ABrPqa8T6VzP+uf7EE/4qPqp+b6s/wBf
/Yhv/wAUf1bLJZbYD5uVWz/E90ouHp5paO86qlf/
AIna3aY3Umgg8FhP8Vm9Z/xVZvSO
mZHU/t1dzMdpc5jWkE/iuOxcumim17RYzNJHoXVu2hg/
PmP3kb/nD13ZsHUcjaO3qO/v
R2fXH6y11itvULdo4JcSV//
U9JJDfbEzyVF1gaHOOjRoFAWe3c3v+anJaWaSHeCDxUXg
bvMdz+6oMue0NaSS13M9v5KsFzG1udOjeQOU1e51e/
XjWVF5BrkQC3mFQc+9lnqBzCw/
m/nErNGD1i/
KuGY5tnSn6vx3eH7oWUfqHiMyf2j01v2du4bKu7QPBdRkXF
uKMez36bKK
xy8+BXivWMzKxOtXsxLnC1jz+kB1b/I/
sqtf9ost3Zlz35FoBFkzI/lKLmgCyplZLJAL
28x3Q7XOrfLj+jLYB7mOyTMV7sf1nQ0kyG/
nEfyUXGqe4kuPsdw1vB/lf2U9NJyN2OX1
1sJM2Hy/dQ/
RrBDQf0rHQ1x4IRS172mwlnqSG7e0eKbIGx8uexxAADD3/



qqLWu9YPfLA
73R5D81T+0C0utZua4e1x7R2UXj9CyoD2Os+kPHzTu
+z11PDXkvd7ZKiwtbU8lgc0gBz
vCO7FZv9PIbjihsPnaXcbvj/AC0N9fottY5xJqIk
+JPASsGS1tVxhrnSGn5Idr7LKNlp
ca2cR2Cr+7e0gH3aA9wpkOdaaydO5KJ9nf6Wm0VDUWHldZ/
ilown/WC59zgcljCMYHuT
9OF6jVjtxnFtY1PLlYpNoOpkcmUYF0GW
+aYPcQdIKYOJI7FJ8lwaePBRPtdA4UnglpPk
hl7hWC0a8FSq3OHu4Uy0Ja7YhM0OJmOEhpMNgKh1/
pbur9FyunVv9N9zYY7x/rLjOm/4
oOl1trb1TLsdk8vbXGxbln+LX6ouYK/Qc0t0Lx3Qx/iu
+qQ4ZYV//9Xvxc5jX1SCfFCO
Z7/
QtiDq0+P9VM3IFh9gLCAYDtOEIZpcTU5p3HhyPdYaqmsY0u
HJA11QDa2ysmphDhpr
wHfylI5LWWVNyARbaNh2iWyNfcjNz63uI3RtEOPYAeKg62p
tm0PBY4SHzp96oPNTXfRL
mOdAtBnT+SjnLYzIdhtY5zSA8XaxA53I/rVNpLmaOcJb/
esfrvWcPF6cH1BrrsgbKyXQ
8T+4z95eN5zHWdQu9xl7txc7Rw+ScFvo+mHzsO5rnaO
+Cnjvip7CJc5p2A6H4f1krb9t
tBa0+owCa3CJjkf2lPOy67x6leOaXHgDUMQaHWVHe
+S0ECB3nsU1oL3PrjY1p3GOwKaq
sFzmyH6y0kwPvUiG7g4uLXQRDfcETIrxxcGuBDn1gNdz7v3k
QVmuyhr5Zrtc+JkH8/8A
koltLRlOrx3+q1oLiANG/wApVMkPY5ge7dI9QAcaquH/
AKF7SATumUbexrmCN1bQTHmf
3ke8vfj0N3xIiBpHkh3XMfG7U9ydBp5ogaBXVXOjyXFpPuAj
RPLxjklwAALA3vz9JVYf
7YdqBrH5UVpLm7i0a6bpQw11Psc+anmWAGVp/UvOdh/
WnBtBGlhZPGjtF7xly2zc1sg8
woVvYIiUTedY1lPLi3d5JmuBbu7qDrZPmEwuAOvdJ9sA



+SZri5ogIgeANUxtaCR4alDf
k1k7RPxCM1zeZhQ9f3bRqiNe1zojlM
+NxkQRwEzXsiDz5orC0gmF/9bsQWj3F8MeTtdz
JVS+6urLOPYTIZNfcz
+8xN9sJY15Y62yoEGNCJ8VDF6i26p7hBewwWHQjy3Ilec7Y
5z7
NrILi6fohV25GWXMbTY307J9503g99v8hU
+p29VZftxnb7KmgGonUt/0oKJbnvx6W3Fz
bSI+0NA2z5GVeb1LHsprc7aKnauYNNo/
N1VLNzvtOSynGtbVTE+RH8j+UiYrWMfb6r3u
Y6NgDtSPzkPPsyMXENGPeC24y15HuaP9G1YeVSMrGGQw
C41fSJ0c0/vslefZLZzLtzi9
xd7X/
wDfVJtThdtczdY5stH7oUqiA5oLt53QfEH96UfqGNeGsts+i/
T1QQTp8FV9R7mG
ov50AAjcPFKDTdte47Yk95P5qs4rKsj1GAF9sbndpn4qDMdw
Y5robHumJkKTsf06qLHH
c2HexmhH9ZR9MtsY+8na/wCifBFyXXOtpb9Ofo/
1fAqFjgL32+oKw8bXMaI4VZ7qd7XE
ksaIHjCAHbGEbfaTLSiurBaBG0v1J4RnV2xJaf0bJpPZylLPSY
57AbT9MH6PlAUqi10v
sB2OkepwWEfm/
wBVCe0itxJmeHeISYxjfpgtIABM87uEtwrb6DtNrvDsmsDi6YA
YR7TO
qtfVa1lP1gwbLGbx6v0T
+Ve85GUwsdYXTEAbfgkyxha2xph0QWnzUmWhz9SHADhql
Wxh
ZoSewEp6GRAGg1mUNzwXHaAXDRDLHOJ36a
+0DxT5Es3DuA38U4Lx39o7KTbmBhedZKrX
G4PNjSALdA1MBb9Db37Kxa3dRoYcCJT1tG8SY01T0gi2Z0n
RHcx28nmUNzZdtIRwIENX
/9fbpyW49kEOuZe9/sq1LI/rKdLqw79Ha597gX0veBE/
uPKp4+Veb8h7i5zwCWuPDnD8



1n8lDwLDkUPNlfpNDi
+6dJcUJz21Qz2brzta1xIDh4NQrsysVPa4AZdE7JJE/usZ/VVH
Pvzdjct9pZl+mDUxxiHT/wCRUBk3XVb8mytlGwm42mHOd/
IARGfZzU+plxvx7WAmPzIE
w1HxThllLCy1tLhsqfaIDTzvDgmxeqPrysp1QY6tzgPUeToG6O
9H+sn/AGtW6vIubazJ
voDnV1k8B3/kVzlGXm2YJG/
c0y2tzDrJ7PWC9z3X7H6guiPB3imspsrtc11sOGhIRsVr
X3tMBhDgx4dwZ/
ORM62lltlFDiNnMagz8VQ4MF3viYPEo767BZvEPYwjjUg/
yk9T3V5I
dO86lxGgIKsNsqrxzWHl0s9Qk9ignIY731u2tj5nxT5Rc5lbdxNb
x7fAH+UlZaH3UtDQ
xzRta4cjzchm9gse1ga5sw9x7kfuqLi2u8GNwtbBHgPJALHGsg
6QZAPgrVTmvcWWMDq2
snd4KbbLbKqaWl1kiAD4fyUY0tpbXZYwGvWA/
lpCGbGFt9rnNJIEVjiP/JJ8q0toqo3s
LC2WlnLfKxB2b3Sz9JIDnE/
yeNqZ2SfTdc4BweYc09lBpoY82PBM8D82VZ6E0v6tSNGO
e7SfE/
Rhex9OZkMP2axrnbWS541bu8f6qPQ6Rfbc0ktIAjggcuarGDiik
PdW8OfYNzWk
6wimawNn86fe4TwFVZnMZdcHB7iYc0/m6fSU6HPsyA
+CymxsjyPmo225TAS33BjuSmde
7IHqCWlxG4HtCsvvrbucZIAjaOSfJSY7FcfT1lrZI7oGx7nD3E7
DOnYFCa7bkWGHyzUA
8H
+qrz7S2oNiXPgyOAFNjXEzIgjnxTUkeq6pxG4HQ9kZryToeD
wiSCZSa+Pmv//QsjHZ
ZZZb7z6o/Q1glhLxrOiHVbm2izFuf6L2NL2ua2QLR9Fp/
kqt0d2eMcszCWZDnkv76A6b
f3d6vjOc69mLYQ6smdgEafynLN61hU5m1ga5lVHuqeHGQf3v
/MU9mWx+Di3U1Gy0O9O5



pEugaCxVOpQPVcxwe6sB7dxmD
+6qRsF9zKcndtfUXEubDZHf+qrtlb7MU1Y9O0ua0DZw
QPztFQyuuBlYw+oWlja/aGtGoap9L6h0/
LvNNA3VVR6THnaT4if5St1049lmbVdTsHp7
m2M9oYf3Jb9JYXSa7nVX1ghrWkuYwO7+blmOoqZBc932reS
aQJA109/8pDe19t7q49z9
XEnUKdVlrRtEGQR4klFqi32OcBazvET/
AOcoObXXXZt3hxPdEppl/qCwMa4S5viAq730
F7iyWAH2N8T3RLrGbSGV7XEQdZkItFQsthoBlv8AN/
BVn2tDHUmWw4kga6pg1rtQ8kN0
A7lSMbtWQ0RuI/N/lbUX0ot3sPrFo9g4kIVlgdQ9oEuDtDPA/
OCJT6DCW2NNjS0FoBgE
n/yKIz0zsZig+oNS+fo/yQFaFQtoreXF9z59Vh4hv7iBbXU
+tzBWGOEEPnQCfzk+X6Jk
AepU5u7dG2CNI3fnKND6rHOc8+k1rQGNb30Ve3cK9rgCwnc
DxAKY+mHvrLv0boMER/mo
vSarX9RorY8tO4ubpJgL0HD691Gm5tdNsNcf0gf
+7H0NVb6b1zPLbaGtF0teHyYgH91X
6ep4tbWVy4PDYtGst8FXyesMpPpssNlZ0Lvzg7zQx1p1jjVSX
EMI9SGzI+Ku0dcIydmz
ZS1vvLjBj832qvZ1e+
+5+wOtZiu1gbRHmo2fWfe5leyK7nBpe3UTP539VbNFjGh7t4u
r
HDh2cmbkV00jJe4Ct7ttbp1RMjLprpZtIJs7h30fMqvX1bH9N4s
tFltbtX8ABTZ9YMYO
NT7BsOjYEkk/uo9Wa++wkRDBA8NEXBzmZYsLB
+kYfcfGFabd+lYWtkQZ+KN69e4MI9xR
NvvBJ0C//
9G19saBXlb9124ttMe1v7vphEszarw1ugsrtmyyrRrtD7LP5KFjP
qew5r3Q
1ziHA67SDDP+toF+Rin1CGhjhqXAavJ71/usQ8q/
IqqltYdRc32WHWf5X9dDGXZVWGsa
G5VgEWgewx9Fv9ZZrBi32WUuJdlvP6asHg



+SfOvaMZgufvFX6KyOzT/g0vtbsXHb9lNh
sIAsIPtrr/
wftXJ57brOoWveTdBknxHkp9Frvs6gHVt013gfmhddfkCnp12j
qa3N2/pD
Js/
qrA6dZXThX7mGvUvk6lwVVrt2YHNB2ug6aOVW9hqte5ztb
HwD3HxRa6Wn9Kwgei4e
3uVNrzXe9xaHg6tI7SqzmtLrDEwZk8Ic7DEEuOjT2godgeHDf
ydNOyst9NjHl4L92lbv
NRrc6uwu+i4DXxhQNzXtDYiHbp/
OKIIsyRds9NjSHEDyCiXk73AnY90mOSJT47rWve+k
QDoJ7BP6bi0j09sn3HwJRcatoEu1AkNA8U2IS17ywQSJcT2V/
INe2v7NkBoY0nbB3tJ5
Df66qPyHZFZqc1rQ6A4N7kHk/
wApByXXSa2uIprGjHagDyTtvrB2tjVsA+Oije+x7Q0g
SGhojwCZ7rDcNzQ8AQAUbBfYzOqc39HYCdrltM6hd6lzXt3
vp9zp0V7G6qyvBorwngZe
4uaHaktn3+p/K/
cU6PrE2mzfB3biHeoC47j8PzEavIraLcjNY5mRaZaAfZB77U1f
Un1Z
QrbYaW7fUra3lxH738lGxvrBXdnusyGMs21hzA78+w/
mf1GKeLm241ptfYXMzT76PH/i
/wBxR6vZXSPSxW
+nW8gjXQn85v8AWR8XqGZZh241TPRaBItBj3fy1Xd1L7Lh4
1VrnW7r
JEgkcp39cyCCz02+m5wDLAIJ19zVYxupdMZ1Wbqf0Ue
+h35zo+mFfw8PGuyK73s1Y8lg
ZwAT7WLUqtxKKsit7wAXF4aNS1x7K50P027y2AX+5n
+3+UmfnCrKdjW6AGS74rQrNJcC
129wE6eCPU9zgHggtd9Ff//
SH9oGe1oY4101zvyHjaSf5YQrH1gNLKwGAxkhp0cf9K3+
SrXTa7G3+o20MxnS1rvzQT9Frkzm49bbJcQ5ljhabNPkz
+Ss2zqnSm1Ctt7WtDtKt3D/



AB/qKf2qu7HOK++t9T3BwFJ3O
+CpZdND81+RiVPYWsFbGD85wMw7+Si/aas5zKzUMcCD
bY7QuLf3WrNznPIs9Gyz1LXFvqNHs2t
+i15VOplselfjuttbqHsHbzV3pv2jCvc21tdN
JEvscYd5Mar2S99jbXZPva9rfSqPAb2c/
wDdVEVsxbLbRaHOpbLCz3afuQsp13rZdJD/
AE2OJm3iS7xQ7jX9p9Jpltbzu89Oynj5BrexsTDt0DuB
+ahZjz6rvSJbW8kkef7qgGSy
XDaC2XEqVgDWNsBEAaeKrv3hzXOmXaklTMtaZO5s
+0t4lPU5+7QlztpLvIIbmueZBLiA
DPgFcYT6jAwlzu0d1A1PLH2tc1r2O9zO8J8a0Vvfc9oua/
RzO0JWWPNm4OJ3fzhj6X7v
+ahy61rRURuaTMKTHtc07TtMRYO5KsOrDDv3H1tsNAHtg/
vINzTXW0M9rnRuI5USx5ba
8ulsILXdg3WBtSDjJDiWkgcou1zbPTLg8DkI9Vu25j2CBU73H
uAtN37PzMq1rWOeSzc5
7/b
+RDqpYAcetxbY9w2v7NaOW7ldxasiq41Cw7ZHq2EAhsfR2n
+Up5F9BffNjRcNC4nS
P3mqpZdTWx1gva5zy0Na4+4RySrtFnS
+oZhDqwwCkN3gw97292tRDjss/Wbbz7nQ3ZqS
8fQDFUz3es2qwPNHpOi+pupb/Ld/XRDlZN2A+7EPqs9T0zV
+dA/wr/5CQ69aA3Hua5tN
bSKwGyN38lyDjZl19w9a0eiwkvYO3w/
lJ7siq1/2jGq3Cr3jcfc4DRXcTrtnqM9Hc1jR
Jrj2mfBy08fr/
S6rDmNd9nDD76nah7vzuVcwPrRhvvvNZYWk72NYZgLW9f
FddXlMvrLC
Jc2ZJnmf6qv4uRjjLD2Fvub7RPIVwOoYGhtjSJ3Nkr//
0xUYLn1sxHnYMlxdY8/RBHu/
spvVoxcix5HrXVjYHt+gR+76ag3Mta/IcxzWVUurc+sj2mdYb/
KQerM9fDuz2+4Onbj7
odH7y4EBrXOFzCS7VvjKu9BdaOoA1tkOBBbMSugsusfWcll3



p+i412f+RH7zlDIaW4uP
luYXV1ulzAddT9Io+XbU1rPScGtcBYBGh3fSB/qqF
+RTZkU1i4NaRuc5vtMfuuRca+t7
LrbGtt9382/90fnfyVSzMiptb7mW7XkxBEjYeAVWeykVuFMA
NP05jc7wWbXD7gyJLSZH
5uqjdUWXgViXt+6Pipe70BsMPJ9xHY
+SV2OBO8ncQCDKCHAN9M/pCfPsns9rGSw7AC09
+e6nlndXWAZDRAMQUzG1vrDQYP5reAT5p9j2WugbZbHxl
DDix9dbhuaNXtb59iiRY2Wk
7GB0tI+ko2MLeRvDuHA6mf3kU1traxr/
AKbho0cfelvpr9MOO5xBkDsoFxcwAgMaSfcN
Cq4EPa2AY7+KuOuuNMwGuVdzto3vtl86NCZzyAAQdRJAT
Vv3bnMMEDg/wSrAexwmCTBn
lJwFToZ7hI3f70XHdTMNcQ55gtPB/
tLRdddSGiu1peDAEf8AgZd+co1B5srpsl2u61rf
ytctSvFuvuyKKiX4m1hLydsGfoyq+bhMpeX1w606PpB3bW/
6XcqmdZj5FgtfRtFYa0Pb
p83f1lLprbBfbkUmXjQNP5o/eZ/
KWmXPdY0Oe1mM33y3WHD8wfylRzrMf7ERjvJbY4m1
5Hun80OUsHIcOmGsO+z2vO3eBJd8VG7Ke
+r0rm7qqjHtEEH99D+z3VOLaodWAHNs8d3I
cpPacUtIduD9CAfooFGTaSWeoGO1DB8Ua4Y1mNTUz9Jc9+2
554aR+d/aWi04GNGFTjur
udBueBw7+SUX07a7KH1uitwcC09z2/
qq5g9SdXcH3vc2itsP7mQth31kodj1vtJsZU8O
rDW7TtHO535y/9SrS6rIwr6cq9zWaBuw87fzh/
KQbHUCql1IcwNG2f8ASO/0rlTpymsr
f64Lml2rRyHfmOULxZZmUvvkUFu24M507lRy
+nYDjba5gMVlwA7WD6NYUKMVjWFzaPTd
tBJboWj87aq1t1VWFbXaWPFj/
wBX29nfvWIdbrG47gbTv9Roezso51rnBpYHVVztDT4/
nFTa5pDaxjl72mfUd+c3/
wAirfqObjWPLWzYQwT3n8539RZrvVbU



+q4CwTAc3jT95MLK
Kw8uHqEj21Hnd+81Vra3C0CtsVOEhx4n87/
NTX1u3g12At26qVDt2O2rYWhrvpnunvaw
ZQZZucS0wG/DRAFbAIAJIbJhMcg
+j6TSQNwOvOie9jwG2yXA8O8E1jtwbENPZnn/ACkc
WUWWhz/ULmt1aPJVgfTdoILzPnH8pHbWbLXuc/a5okF/
cpqWfafUAdsewT8YUQ/cW+7a
GiDu4PwUWkhweGggHUJOsa
+swCXSYCETDwIGnfwRb7S5rTo0HRRIZI2NkOgB/mlcCxzi
Qd0QPBR2MFTC5wk9hyFIVHZLSNTr4pBldbnscTM6hWcdm
I4saXEj3S1SuJDWCsEbRAHY
fynfylbxLjWKzeBWA4OZ/
LjuxWjkWsryWtsI9Yghh8CfzECnHLnWVttFbokPP0j/AMDZ
/IUcfGdkvL3Wl2Mw7MgjmT9GP6qnXiiq15qsBZWdoZ
+cf5StEV0sNFfsEbw4+Pl/KWfD
zWa9013k7bHfSkK/i4l
+PhWWhzC4jad3Yf6RVdzmV72+4Wz7jw4D6SIcl9bGTUCX6
NqH
5w/kf1VUNVz3vqrAFjjuaD3P+g/rpmMDq6mHY+2p30m9z/
o3IorvZZY1wP6Q7jUOVaot
zL2g3WzkNduYz84gfnI3qWY72VPcLxkEv1/
NIRsOmrIuY99zmned4HcR9F6suY5+O0Oe
AA+ABoAJ7r//1ccZGN9gsyzWSa7DU1rNSNp/
7+qfULGvYKGk1vvZ6jauwd4NKZma/Hsa
N4rL9oMgFzXDtsP5r/
30fFcxge7MbucbXPIaZ0PGz95GuDW4dl9hdtsdNQAlzD23N/
dV
WzIb6QDYsdfA3g6Hb9JUr2A0A1gVxZBbzu/
lf1km3NFTnPYTbIcHRqS380qVdV9le7Kc
G02nh2jXT+a137zEV7z6grxai5mM2H2P0cW/
uNCC51not3ktax4JEfRB/dVd/wBoJvfA
9KQWEakyfBRy6LhlOc0Eta3c3TWf3Wqtk3307WRtqJBa3uD3
Q73l9rYaA466H6SIbw9r



q9QxupEfRKJZZcbhYxxc/
YGlwHLYQa6wLi4gtrPEaqJa11RIZBB+9Qe4egJiQfozr9yh
dYJJaCJPzKObg2WHRu3gc6hCBfZo7RoAAPdTa9tdmx30m6l
yam6C9zYGvPHKi4NA1khu
qdlo0fUIJ57otDmMabTo4kyIVa2XWbgIBEx4qZEk6btR7VFjy2
Yb7SePBStLy7cXAgjh
N6ZdYA0gt0kEqwXVsaWbCyDyNVFoqfbYCJJI1doUgxjLQ0
GWkHhTFlVVWz6c6Ef7UzLS
a2mNWmWs507q5T1GbWW2kNbVG4Ecg6f9FCsy2vzrJs30bv
b20P5y023VViKA1olpcQdN
vl+89V77mV3PLC7c4yzeNrtp/
ko1v2ZxrIuJ2uALiPdr2hDybX2iqgM/QVOJlo1KllW+
wWY2pA/S0vMT8lUJNja7bPa0uADG67D4KLmXtJtLy
+wO9p8BKMccXPL6LHWBx9R272nf
5IbnXU313ZAggxYGjSPFWHm+zFdYC3a6wgWk+7Z
+YlXbkYthc8teKtHPHMoAc83OFcvc
dXOPbd/o1bx8htWFadxc5h2mpw27Y/PY/
wDORTdRn47X0A2OrIe4ExqPzNF//9blXU9R
ZTeWWNLA/a4tGjoP0h+6nfl3tpLHMG94/
R2OEmP3mFNbh5bAy7L2WloEOboYP7ybGfmu
uO1zbGiC5pEFjPzCN30lZyMjNvdeLLGPcRNjGe0Bg7T9Hcqf
22/FqdTWGOocBsO3Vp/O
1VF91haWNndO7xDvh
+6iTlTuLgx74FdR1Ksuw3uxqXZeT6T2ucYIJYI/daiOvybsYtrM
SIgCHFv9ZOwVOoNVu65tkGl3BBb
+8qDbMinKguBa0gvjiP6qsZ1+dkZhuZDW1Nlp4BCz
cixjw19YO4n9I9/
BP8lqFaXb9p78QIPyViljnMe1hDbGtk7hukD81RtynMaHtHpW
Foa7
whBfbaWgE+w/RPBCctPoNO+B3KGGySY3N/
fRGnfXt0kHUnk/BQDnhpBI3T7ZGpUdjntk
O1nVNLTLiYcBBJ7qW5ggiCDAIhO0ODiJ0Hc6j7lKCCHfRJ
MNI4+MIQALy0GXSZ8CpiSB



GkCGuKidzQS50Oke5bf1X+qWT9ZL76se5tAx2eo
+x50M8DasTIqfj5VlNpAfU4scORof
pKdji9wbLSWiQQIUy1xpLw
+RwR3CCx5khpme5H8VaaGF1YtIraQfcNdU9bvQY0+01u1f
IkgKxdZU7G20gE7wRYNNO7FTynVXW
+qBtYAGg9iR9JWMXHrNhsr/AEkfSb+8P3Gp25Zs
yC6pm0fRDCNAPzvb+
+1EtNQyGmH3OaBD3af9b1RrhhPsdZU41sY3VjhJ3/1kK21rK
m3s
sixnNY8PFTFvrVes4BsiGu7n4q3gY
+PTitsDxYDLnMP0tOzlVtvsfeaq9tbXah51/sIb
GuZaMlryza7Yae5H76G8nJvex7jtcC4gmNR9FDpyXvxnYpbuN
TtzY0OqsNuDHMxmgEXe
1zyZklNVXTtsbvP2is7WOn6J
+H5ytVOrosh0Wvsr2WMPEjX1AmYMJgrt3OquLptY3QNA
K//X5mnKfjAVbAcJzR6zO+/85zEa60W/
Z3OYG4jP5p1nIH7pj85Vuq0GxoyG3+lDgWUE
6vH7yGcilhbY82OscfZxo7uokAHI/
PYGlzdvG7+UoWNe2nbeTseARt4M/mtVSyz3PdU7
02tYK2zwdeEZwD7XMa7e6lm99p44+iFbbSMqmrL9Yubo1lTu
B+85ylkMdUbNl7WV1s31
OP5zv9GjU3GzH+1O2+oGForHAB+k5Zbjsu30g2yBI7a8/
wBlP1Fzn3Vt37GVthoHBVOy
p1lTXO9rmEyP
+pTlz3Pr9RhDh9FzkekspdcyfcRo4fRkpr6QxlfrOD3WTMcD92
EMGuyq
xjmk
+mIafzpVcv8AZ7AHuOmvZDYXtIBPJ908Iluw3V7TIGhcOJU
A0WWn1DtmYPgeyUuE
lupAh0JnA+o2WnxKmCNxLm88Qnq3m520QBqSeyNgdOy
+p9QoxMcguyHemLD9ET+c5b2b
/i0+smH0+7OLW2tx3Frq2TvLW/4QD9xct
+j0O4l5Go8CmbLPpQW+BRMbNy8V7rMW12OS



IfsMS0oby02OdO7dw48yf3kzGgPh3J4VkVgVGut/
I3EFQAc1w3HR2r2jsoOs2vIaJbII
B5Vit7Hh1g0DjLgfH91WsdvqBj3VkBph4/NIKB1F1BLQxoYd/
wDNj6IH739pWKMhrN9j
PY9hEhvG3+QrQIsublCklrRwIgE/
nuUcnIba9rckuFDfpWMHunxcpMooc6y4brK6z7Rp
BCBZRUWeq5u0AkkniD9EJVNxm4QJNgLbC4P/ADI/
dVjHqZWw3Nre4XAkOd4j93+SoXNr
GQ1jWaFu47uZGuiE99tlnqEGlzmyCYkn95qhkY4IZe
+1jnQYY3/qnIdD6nVtIbsbW4zY
O5/dP8lMbmC6LKdu3U7fot/
lMR6KWUuNtjfUtu1rd2aB3ci4xxH3tfY2RJDnn97xWicV
jfSssIut1Y7bGzX6Jcv/
0OSOQxwsorZDd2r5104gJW3BjibpIayY5a6Pztv5qBkWC2kX
3N9F7iPRB10CfJ9SvGad7T6uoHh5IReDWDu9OsN1rHimuZo
1/q7gBqzwniAggBlnqF36
PgyO/mFZbjg7z/OAkBkaAz+9CsV1tY0sZNl/
ZzeGgfSG1ByrRs21Ve4t2unVpbP87/Ie
jUnJru
+z0Fr9zRFn8mPc1U3ZFrci1gbNY9umkFDupsaweofTBdtDx7t
T+ak1rrsd9QAY
2sj1GE6n93a5LMY2z02se5rm6FhGg/
tfnImF9om6g1i5obuLuGtI/lqeVa17hWadhDBu
+Q+kqf2oMrb6U+nPu0mT/
WQ3brKjEAzIA5QHWGdTJjVJzhEgRB9v9VR3AmCPMHwR
aHjd
prGv/
mSMW1Psa9rnP3GNsfRKkDW9hGu4O2kgefgosPoZjmH3Ndp
r3V36t5mT0/rePZjO

--
Sandra Duffin



PS/Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

-- 
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
Date: April 18, 2002 3:03:36 PM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning: could not send message for past 4 hours

   **********************************************
   **      THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY      **
   **  YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE 
 **
   **********************************************

The original message was received at Thu, 18 Apr 2002 10:44:25 
-0700
from pm5-210.corp.redshift.com [216.228.4.210]

  ----- Transcript of session follows -----
<Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>... Deferred: Connection timed out with 
mail.tsb.gc.ca.
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old



Reporting-MTA: dns; mail.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 10:44:25 -0700

Final-Recipient: RFC822; Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca
Action: delayed
Status: 4.4.1
Remote-MTA: DNS; mail.tsb.gc.ca
Last-Attempt-Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 15:03:36 -0700
Will-Retry-Until: Tue, 23 Apr 2002 10:44:25 -0700

Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from [216.228.4.210] (pm5-210.corp.redshift.com 
[216.228.4.210])

by mail.redshift.com (8.12.2/8.12.1) with ESMTP id 
g3IHheSk008584

for <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>; Thu, 18 Apr 2002 10:44:25 
-0700
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Sender: barry@smtp.redshift.com
Message-Id: <p04310105b8e4b566fc67@[216.228.4.58]>
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 10:43:45 -0700
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Note from Mr. Smart and my response:
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

At 5:41 PM +0100 4/18/02, Ken Smart wrote:
X-From_: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk  Thu Apr 18 09:41:49 2002
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:41:27 +0100
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA 103   message!
Cc: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>



Dear Mr Smith

Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of the 
PanAm 103.

During the first five days of the investigation into PanAm 103 the 
AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry.  The first was 
that the aircraft had suffered a structural failure in-flight as a 
result of a defect or induced structural overload, the second was 
that an improvised explosive devise was responsible.

When the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found, the investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited.  In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the 
subject of very detailed examination.  All the specialists involved 
were satisfied that the fwd. cargo door was correctly latched 
when the device detonated and that the subsequent structural 
failures where secondary events.

All structures by nature of their design have paths of least 
resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example. 
 You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of breakup 
in structural failures that emanate from very different causes. 
 The important differences lie in the detailed examination rather 
than the macro features.

I'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your hypothesis, but 
the scenario that you suggest was the subject of very 



considerable examination in the early stages of the Lockerbie 
investigation.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

At 10:39 AM -0700 4/18/02, John Barry Smith wrote:
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

Dear Mr. Smart, 18 April 2002,

Thank you very much for your quick personal response. Please 
give me time to analyze and reply to your comments. I shall 
work on it all day today. I shall try to be polite as possible as it is 
difficult to offer evidence which refutes long held belief without 
being offensive. I shall use only AAIB, TSB, or NTSB data as 
support for the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan 
Am Flight 103 and others.

After a quick scan of your email, the following jumped out at 
me:

All the specialists involved were satisfied that the fwd. cargo 
door was correctly latched when the device detonated and that 
the subsequent structural failures where secondary events.

Sir, this seems to imply that it is accepted by AAIB that the 
forward cargo door opened in flight (a subsequent structural 
failure) and the cause was "device detonated."



If so, then we agree on a most important point: Door opened in 
flight. Then let me address my responsive email to the question 
of 'how' and 'why' it opened with consideration of 'bomb', 
'missile', 'center tank explosion', or 'electrical' as the initial event.

Thank you again for your valued opinions and I'm now off to my 
research sources and United Airlines Flight 811 for responses.

Cheers,

Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 18, 2002 5:29:51 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Resend of Note from Mr. Smart and my response:

  ----- Transcript of session follows -----
<Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>... Deferred: Connection timed out with 
mail.tsb.gc.ca.
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old

At 5:41 PM +0100 4/18/02, Ken Smart wrote:



X-From_: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk  Thu Apr 18 09:41:49 2002
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:41:27 +0100
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA 103   message!
Cc: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>

Dear Mr Smith

Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of the 
PanAm 103.

During the first five days of the investigation into PanAm 103 the 
AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry.  The first was 
that the aircraft had suffered a structural failure in-flight as a 
result of a defect or induced structural overload, the second was 
that an improvised explosive devise was responsible.

When the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found, the investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited.  In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the 
subject of very detailed examination.  All the specialists involved 
were satisfied that the fwd. cargo door was correctly latched 
when the device detonated and that the subsequent structural 
failures where secondary events.

All structures by nature of their design have paths of least 
resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example. 
 You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of breakup 



in structural failures that emanate from very different causes. 
 The important differences lie in the detailed examination rather 
than the macro features.

I'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your hypothesis, but 
the scenario that you suggest was the subject of very 
considerable examination in the early stages of the Lockerbie 
investigation.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

At 10:39 AM -0700 4/18/02, John Barry Smith wrote:
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

Dear Mr. Smart, 18 April 2002,

Thank you very much for your quick personal response. Please 
give me time to analyze and reply to your comments. I shall 
work on it all day today. I shall try to be polite as possible as it is 
difficult to offer evidence which refutes long held belief without 
being offensive. I shall use only AAIB, TSB, or NTSB data as 
support for the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan 
Am Flight 103 and others.

After a quick scan of your email, the following jumped out at 
me:

All the specialists involved were satisfied that the fwd. cargo 
door was correctly latched when the device detonated and that 



the subsequent structural failures where secondary events.

Sir, this seems to imply that it is accepted by AAIB that the 
forward cargo door opened in flight (a subsequent structural 
failure) and the cause was "device detonated."

If so, then we agree on a most important point: Door opened in 
flight. Then let me address my responsive email to the question 
of 'how' and 'why' it opened with consideration of 'bomb', 
'missile', 'center tank explosion', or 'electrical' as the initial event.

Thank you again for your valued opinions and I'm now off to my 
research sources and United Airlines Flight 811 for responses.

Cheers,

Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
Date: April 19, 2002 11:17:30 PM PDT
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning: could not send message for past 4 hours

   **********************************************



   **      THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY      **
   **  YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE 
 **
   **********************************************

The original message was received at Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:29:12 
-0700
from pm5-253.corp.redshift.com [216.228.4.253]

  ----- Transcript of session follows -----
<Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>... Deferred: Connection reset by 
mail.tsb.gc.ca.
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old

Reporting-MTA: dns; mail.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:29:12 -0700

Final-Recipient: RFC822; Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca
Action: delayed
Status: 4.4.2
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 19 Apr 2002 23:17:30 -0700
Will-Retry-Until: Tue, 23 Apr 2002 17:29:12 -0700

Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from [216.228.4.253] (pm5-253.corp.redshift.com 
[216.228.4.253])

by mail.redshift.com (8.12.2/8.12.1) with ESMTP id 
g3J0TA7n023708

for <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>; Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:29:12 
-0700
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Sender: barry@smtp.redshift.com



Message-Id: <p04310100b8e515555f41@[216.228.4.210]>
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:29:51 -0700
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Resend of Note from Mr. Smart and my response:
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

  ----- Transcript of session follows -----
<Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>... Deferred: Connection timed out with 
mail.tsb.gc.ca.
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old

At 5:41 PM +0100 4/18/02, Ken Smart wrote:
X-From_: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk  Thu Apr 18 09:41:49 2002
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:41:27 +0100
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA 103   message!
Cc: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>

Dear Mr Smith

Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of the 
PanAm 103.

During the first five days of the investigation into PanAm 103 the 
AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry.  The first was 
that the aircraft had suffered a structural failure in-flight as a 
result of a defect or induced structural overload, the second was 
that an improvised explosive devise was responsible.



When the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found, the investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited.  In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the 
subject of very detailed examination.  All the specialists involved 
were satisfied that the fwd. cargo door was correctly latched 
when the device detonated and that the subsequent structural 
failures where secondary events.

All structures by nature of their design have paths of least 
resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example. 
 You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of breakup 
in structural failures that emanate from very different causes. 
 The important differences lie in the detailed examination rather 
than the macro features.

I'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your hypothesis, but 
the scenario that you suggest was the subject of very 
considerable examination in the early stages of the Lockerbie 
investigation.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

At 10:39 AM -0700 4/18/02, John Barry Smith wrote:
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

Dear Mr. Smart, 18 April 2002,



Thank you very much for your quick personal response. Please 
give me time to analyze and reply to your comments. I shall 
work on it all day today. I shall try to be polite as possible as it is 
difficult to offer evidence which refutes long held belief without 
being offensive. I shall use only AAIB, TSB, or NTSB data as 
support for the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan 
Am Flight 103 and others.

After a quick scan of your email, the following jumped out at 
me:

All the specialists involved were satisfied that the fwd. cargo 
door was correctly latched when the device detonated and that 
the subsequent structural failures where secondary events.

Sir, this seems to imply that it is accepted by AAIB that the 
forward cargo door opened in flight (a subsequent structural 
failure) and the cause was "device detonated."

If so, then we agree on a most important point: Door opened in 
flight. Then let me address my responsive email to the question 
of 'how' and 'why' it opened with consideration of 'bomb', 
'missile', 'center tank explosion', or 'electrical' as the initial event.

Thank you again for your valued opinions and I'm now off to my 
research sources and United Airlines Flight 811 for responses.

Cheers,

Barry Smith



John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 20, 2002 8:19:32 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Resend just in case

X-From_: MAILER-DAEMON  Fri Apr 19 23:17:30 2002
Date: Fri, 19 Apr 2002 23:17:30 -0700
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning: could not send message for past 4 hours
Auto-Submitted: auto-generated (warning-timeout)

   **********************************************
   **      THIS IS A WARNING MESSAGE ONLY      **
   **  YOU DO NOT NEED TO RESEND YOUR MESSAGE 
 **
   **********************************************

The original message was received at Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:29:12 
-0700
from pm5-253.corp.redshift.com [216.228.4.253]

  ----- Transcript of session follows -----



<Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>... Deferred: Connection reset by 
mail.tsb.gc.ca.
Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old

Reporting-MTA: dns; mail.redshift.com
Arrival-Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:29:12 -0700

Final-Recipient: RFC822; Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca
Action: delayed
Status: 4.4.2
Last-Attempt-Date: Fri, 19 Apr 2002 23:17:30 -0700
Will-Retry-Until: Tue, 23 Apr 2002 17:29:12 -0700

Return-Path: <barry@corazon.com>
Received: from [216.228.4.253] (pm5-253.corp.redshift.com 
[216.228.4.253])

by mail.redshift.com (8.12.2/8.12.1) with ESMTP id 
g3J0TA7n023708

for <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>; Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:29:12 
-0700
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Sender: barry@smtp.redshift.com
Message-Id: <p04310100b8e515555f41@[216.228.4.210]>
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:29:51 -0700
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Resend of Note from Mr. Smart and my response:
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"

  ----- Transcript of session follows -----
<Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>... Deferred: Connection timed out with 
mail.tsb.gc.ca.



Warning: message still undelivered after 4 hours
Will keep trying until message is 5 days old

At 5:41 PM +0100 4/18/02, Ken Smart wrote:
X-From_: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk  Thu Apr 18 09:41:49 2002
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:41:27 +0100
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA 103   message!
Cc: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>

Dear Mr Smith

Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of the 
PanAm 103.

During the first five days of the investigation into PanAm 103 the 
AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry.  The first was 
that the aircraft had suffered a structural failure in-flight as a 
result of a defect or induced structural overload, the second was 
that an improvised explosive devise was responsible.

When the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found, the investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited.  In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the 
subject of very detailed examination.  All the specialists involved 
were satisfied that the fwd. cargo door was correctly latched 
when the device detonated and that the subsequent structural 
failures where secondary events.

All structures by nature of their design have paths of least 



resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example. 
 You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of breakup 
in structural failures that emanate from very different causes. 
 The important differences lie in the detailed examination rather 
than the macro features.

I'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your hypothesis, but 
the scenario that you suggest was the subject of very 
considerable examination in the early stages of the Lockerbie 
investigation.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

At 10:39 AM -0700 4/18/02, John Barry Smith wrote:
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

Dear Mr. Smart, 18 April 2002,

Thank you very much for your quick personal response. Please 
give me time to analyze and reply to your comments. I shall 
work on it all day today. I shall try to be polite as possible as it is 
difficult to offer evidence which refutes long held belief without 
being offensive. I shall use only AAIB, TSB, or NTSB data as 
support for the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan 
Am Flight 103 and others.



After a quick scan of your email, the following jumped out at 
me:

All the specialists involved were satisfied that the fwd. cargo 
door was correctly latched when the device detonated and that 
the subsequent structural failures where secondary events.

Sir, this seems to imply that it is accepted by AAIB that the 
forward cargo door opened in flight (a subsequent structural 
failure) and the cause was "device detonated."

If so, then we agree on a most important point: Door opened in 
flight. Then let me address my responsive email to the question 
of 'how' and 'why' it opened with consideration of 'bomb', 
'missile', 'center tank explosion', or 'electrical' as the initial event.

Thank you again for your valued opinions and I'm now off to my 
research sources and United Airlines Flight 811 for responses.

Cheers,

Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 22, 2002 8:04:41 AM PDT



To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: My reply to Mr. Smart's email

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Mr. Ken Smart and Mr. Bill Tucker,   21 
April 2002

As I think of replies to Mr. SmartÕs email  to me of 18 April 02, 
I always end up thinking as if I were speaking to both of you 
gentlemen at the same time. Please permit me to do this at this 
time. And it is entirely reasonable for me to do that since you 
both are very high officials in the premier safety boards of two 
large, highly industrialized countries with large air carriers. I am 
aware of the high level of authority to which I speak. I 
understand the relationship between amateur and professional. I 
know the value of decades of investigation and experience. I 
have the lower authority, I am the amateur, and I have not made 
aviation safety my lifelong career although that may come true.

Mr. Smart, I will try to be polite and efficient and most of all 



accurate. If I offend or appear to be rude in any of this long 
written discourse, please, not so. If I seem to be aggressive at 
times it is because I am passionate about this aviation safety 
issue and that is because my life was saved in a sudden night 
fiery fatal jet plane crash long ago. Please disregard any 
emotional tugs or pulls based on my lack of charm. My main 
worry here is to not make a mistake. So, when I name numbers 
and locations of things, I assume that Mr. Tucker is checking my 
every word. I submitted my Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 
and he noticed a few errors in my comparison chart of all four 
Boeing 747s, notified me when he visited, and I immediately 
corrected them. (Smith AAR sent by separate email with this 
one.)

I believe, Mr. Smart, that you are of a curious mind, of honest 
intent, and have a firm adherence to principal as shown by your 
observations of the four Pan Am Flight 103 photographs  of the 
forward cargo door area. The curious might say, it does look 
shattered and outward, I wonder why; the honest would say, well, 
whatever the reason, we should find out; and adherence to 
principal is safety always comes first regardless of wishful 
thinking by others. Safety never sleeps.

Part I

I ask that you also be open minded, please. ItÕs very hard to do 
at this stage of the event, almost fourteen years later. But worth 
it. I trust you would seriously consider an alternative probable 
cause to Pan Am Flight 103 if the alternative were:
1. Plausible.
2. Reasonable.
3. Well documented by official investigative reports.
4. Has close precedent.



5. Reveals current hazard.

Gentleman, the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air 
India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 fulfills all four 
requirements above. 

The wiring/cargo door explanation is plausible as a sequence of 
events from wiring short to airframe breakup as it all could 
happen according to physical laws of nature.
ItÕs reasonable because we know the explosive effects of an 
unintentional hull rupture in a pressurized jet from the Comet 
experiences.
ItÕs well documented by the Kirpal Report, the Canadian 
Aviation Safety Board AAR, Three NTSB AARs (90/01 and 
92/02, and 00/03), AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/
C1094), and aviation safety public docket information. 
It has close precedent because of United Airlines Flight 811, 
(AAR 92/02 sent by separate Email with this one.)
It reveals a current hazard of aging defective wiring in early 
Boeing 747s of which about 500 are still in service and it reveals 
a poorly designed outward opening nonplug cargo door.

My goal is not to persuade you that an electrical problem caused 
the destruction of Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India Flight 182, 
but to persuade you that reasonable cause exists to reconsider the 
probable cause for both events and conduct an updated/
supplemental investigation into each from the point of view of 
probable cause as:
1. Missile. (Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
2. Center fuel tank explosion with undetermined ignition source. 
(Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
3. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 



decompression/inflight breakup. (Brought up by United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
4. Bomb. (Brought up by Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
5. Rather large shotgun. (Brought up by Pan Am Flight 103.)

But first, it would be polite of me to do a line by line reply to Mr. 
SmartÕs most welcomed and important email of 18 April. 

KS>ÒDear Mr Smith

KS>Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of 
the Pan Am 103.

JBS>Thank you, sir, for your reply. ÔHypothesisÕ is good and 
implies math and science, I prefer Òexplanation,Ó with 
Ôprobable causeÕ reserved for the accident board.

KS>ÒDuring the first five days of the investigation into Pan Am 
103 the AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry. Ò

JBS>And an exciting five days they were too, I bet. I see the 
names The Right Honourable Cecil Parkinson, Secretary of State 
for Transport, D A Cooper, the Chief Inspector of Accidents, and 
M M Charles, Inspector of Accidents, Department of 
Transportation on the AAIB report and they must have had an 
experience to remember.

Five days was months before the fuselage reconstruction was 
completed to give the investigators a good view as to what 
happened to the shattered forward cargo door area of the fuselage 
and the smoother skin on port side opposite. 



Five days was months before the pieces of the forward cargo 
compartment were retrieved to examine the latches, cams, pins, 
tubes, and manual locking handle of the forward cargo door, a 
likely culprit to the disintegration in flight. Apparently the pieces 
never were recovered since the lock status of the forward cargo 
door is not stated in the AAIB AAR while the status of the aft 
identical cargo door and the bulk cargo door is given as Ôlatched 
and lockedÕ which implies the forward cargo door latch status is 
ÔunlockedÕ or Ôunknown.Õ 

Five days was months before the most direct evidence, the CVR 
and FDR data, could have been analyzed and conclusions made 
as to the source of the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut.

Five days was months before a seasoned decision could have 
been made to rule out your first inclination below: Ò...a structural 
failure in-flight as a result of an induced structural overload.)Ó

Five days was way too soon to believe the cause was a bomb and 
continue thence from that point of view to prove the case. Once 
the main path of terrorist bombing was taken so soon after the 
event, it was difficult, if not impossible, to take side trips to other 
possibilities when the whole world, the media, and the political 
leaders were all rightly demanding retribution if the cause had 
been a terrorist bombing. It was not. It was mechanical. And of 
course, at the time, United Airlines Flight 811 had not yet 
occurred and the only similar event, Air India Flight 182, was 
deemed a terrorist bomb by the Indians but not the Canadians so 
the connection was made of bomb and sealed. Too soon, sir! But 
not too late to amend.

Would you agree that five days was too soon to decide on 



Ôbomb/device/improvised explosive deviceÕ and exclude Ò...a 
structural failure in-flight as a result of an induced structural 
overloadÓ?

KS>ÒThe first was that the aircraft had suffered a structural 
failure in-flight as a result of a defect or induced structural 
overload,Ó

JBS>Solid agreement already! I contend you were correct from 
day one with that probable cause as modified Ó...a structural 
failure in-flight [forward of the wing on the right side] as a result 
of an induced structural overload [when the cargo door ruptured 
open in flight and explosive decompression occurred which took 
a twenty foot by thirty foot section of skin and ribs away.] (And 
it was your first choice, too. Mr. Smart, AAIB were right from 
the very beginning with your first choice.)

KS>Ôthe second was that an improvised explosive devise was 
responsible.Õ

JBS>IED and still reluctant to call it a bomb, and very correct to 
do so as explained later.

KS>ÒWhen the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found,Ó

JBS>And very important evidence too and all explainable using 
hindsight because of subsequent events. ÒBombÓ evidence 
which appeared so convincing for Pan Am Flight 103 has now 
been shown to be benign because of the Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 event which was another Boeing 747 thought to have 
been bombed, as explained later.



Evidence appeared later that ruled against an improvised 
explosive device. The damage in the baggage container and 
adjacent area is from a mild directed blast as if a rather large 
shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in Aircraft 
Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 
Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels formed the boundary of the 
shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, 
heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - 
rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the inner 
surface of the fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith 
the two container reconstructions placed together it became 
apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041 
through the rear lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged 
at an angle on the forward face of container 7511.)

KS>Òthe investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited. Ò

JBS>Structural weakness exploited? You could be referring to 
that weak Section 41 with the pear shape that causes problems 
with extensive compressions and decompressions and had an 
Airworthiness Directive for repair.

I have discovered a new structural weakness for Boeing 747s and 
by implication all pressurized jets with large cargo doors.

For the Boeing 747: The four nine foot vertical slices in the 
fuselage skin for the sides of the forward and aft cargo doors are 
held in place by only one latch in each side. So, each nine foot 
slice has one midspan latch to hold four and a half feet closed on 
each side of it. And the midspan latch has no locking sector on 
the latching cam to prevent inadvertent back driving in flight. All 



the eight bottom latches on each door, for a total of sixteen 
latches, have locking sectors. The four midspan latches for the 
two cargo doors have none. The weakness is at the midspan 
latches and the absence of locking sectors. One latch with no 
locking sector for nine feet of fuselage slice is not enough. It 
ruptures open in flight and causes the tell tale peeled back and 
down skin from the latch such as in Pan Am Flight 103, United 
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and 
possibly Air India Flight 182, if the photos are reexamined.

KS>In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the subject of very 
detailed examination. 

JBS>Ah, very good, sir, their research is invaluable. Are the 
documents available? What is the current latch status of 
wreckage of door in hangar? What position is the Manual 
Locking Handle in? What did they think of the peeled back skin 
from the aft midspan latch? This evidence matches the peeled 
back skin from the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door or 
United Airlines Flight 811 which happened a scant two months 
later. I suspect United Airlines Flight 811 was not compared at all 
to Pan Am Flight 103 because PA 103 was already compared to 
Air India Flight 182, as it should have been since they are both 
so similar. Since Air India Flight 182 was considered a bombing 
by the Indians, then Pan Am Flight 103 was a bombing also. 
Since United Airlines Flight 811 was not a bombing, it was not 
considered as a potential match at that time. It should and can be 
now, sir.

A detailed examination of a possibly defective forward cargo 
door was done in the later AAR for United Airlines Flight 811 
(NTSB 92/02). It includes close examination of the latch pins for 
bluing from overpressure, the hinges for overtravel, the torque 



tubes for bending, the bellcranks for slack, the overpressure relief 
doors for operation, the manual locking handle for status, the 
locking sectors for damage, and other evaluations. There is no 
discussion of the forward cargo door in AAIB 2/90 and in fact, 
the latching status is omitted as well as a picture of the starboard 
side door area. In drawings the door is just sketched in. That area 
does need the depth of examination that was conducted for 
United Airlines Flight 811.

Let us do it now. We have the benefit of hindsight and the rare 
chance to take advantage of that luxury.

KS>ÒAll the specialists involved were satisfied that the fwd. 
cargo door was correctly latched when the device detonated

JBS>Why so? With respect, sir, what led them to that 
conclusion? What was their opinion about the cargo door 
inadvertently opening in flight by improper latching or an 
electrical problem, as was suspected in United Airlines Flight 
811 which also had that sudden loud sound on the CVR followed 
by an abrupt power cut? Did they have an mechanical alternative 
to the bomb explanation? It appears that five days after the event, 
sooty rib in hand, the bomb explanation was the working 
hypothesis as the safety investigation then proceeded as to what 
happened after the device detonated while the law enforcement 
people went after the ÔbombersÕ. May I ask if they thought the 
door was latched when the bomb went off, when did the door 
become unlatched? A second later or a few minutes later?

For Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 the assumption 
has been bomb from the very first few days and any accused 
always agrees it was a bomb but they did not plant it. I know 
they did not plant it because nobody ÔplantedÕ a bomb because 



there were no bombs. There was something that looked, smelled, 
and sounded like a bomb explosion, but wasnÕt. It was a 
tremendous explosion of an explosive decompression from a hull 
rupture at a door. There was something for Pan Am Flight 103 
that looked like a rather large shotgun had gone off in a baggage 
container and it probably was and it probably did.

The assumption of Ôdevice detonatedÕ is not adequately 
supported by the evidence to make a conclusion, in my humble 
opinion, while the assumption of a rather large shotgun firing off 
at event time is.

Please, Mr. Smart, open your mind for just this effort: No bomb 
but a rather large shotgun which gave you the evidence AAIB 
have taken for a powerful ÔIED/Bomb/device.

You still are not calling the ÔbombÕ a bomb but call it an 
Ôimprovised explosive deviceÕ and now a Ôdevice.Õ

And yet you are absolutely correct for both phrases when they 
are viewed objectively. The English language allows precision. 
Others may see a bomb when they read your words of ÔdeviceÕ 
and Ôimprovised explosive deviceÕ but I see a complex device 
called a forward cargo door with latches, cams, bellcranks, 
overpressure relief doors, manual locking handle, viewing ports, 
and torque tubes. I see an explosive device since I know about 
the Comets and United Airlines Flight 811 where the crew 
described the initial event as a Òtremendous explosion.Ó 
Improvised by whom? Improvised by fate that let polyimide 
aromatic insulated wiring called Poly X be installed in planes 
that are now flying at twice the expected in service life using 
wiring that is prone to chafing and cracking, especially in the 
presence of moisture? (The forward cargo compartment has a 



special bilge built in to hold the excess moisture in the 
compartment from condensation.) Was the outward opening 
device improvised by the designers who created non plug cargo 
doors while making the passenger doors the plug type? The cargo 
doors on Boeing 747s have been subject to many Airworthiness 
Directives over the years to correct problems such as bent sills, 
exposed wiring, too soft metal, poorly placed placards, and there 
are many Service Difficulty Reports of leaking seals.

Cargo doors on Boeing 747s are extremely complex devices, 
proven capable of explosive action, poorly designed, and prone 
to failure. They can be, under certain conditions of flight, 
improvised explosive devices. They are not bombs although they 
may cause similar damage.

Mr. Smart, to be precise, and this is the time for it, you are 
correct by calling the part of the machine that caused the 
destruction of Pan Am Flight 103 to be a Ôdevice,Õ or an 
Ôimprovised explosive deviceÕ because it was. It was not a 
homemade bomb but a forward cargo door. I am not playing with 
words here; I am being as precise as AAIB in the use of the 
English language. The use of IED is proper because the evidence 
shows it. It does not show bomb and ÔbombÕ was therefore not 
used.

I believe the location in the forward cargo compartment in the 
baggage container which had its lower quadrant blown way held 
a rather large shotgun which was stored in baggage, was loaded, 
and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened nearby. A 
tremendous explosion did happen nearby when the opposite 
fuselage blew out when a huge 20 foot by forty foot hold 
appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin above 
it used to be. The rather large shotgun fired, the relatively mild 



explosion left soot on a rib, burst through the corner of the 
baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 inch hole in 
the port side of the fuselage. A sooty rib was soon found on the 
ground and incorrectly declared proof a bomb had gone off 
instead of a shotgun cartridge.

ItÕs the classic red herring. Most everyone went for it. But the 
long arm of safety is now finding the bomb explanation to be 
false because a more likely cause is now being revealed. Safety 
never gave up.

KS>Òand that the subsequent structural failures where secondary 
events.Ó

JBS>And here we come to a important interpretive point, sir. 
When you write, Òsubsequent structural failure,Ó do you mean 
the rupturing open of the forward cargo door in flight? Can we 
agree that a sudden, huge hole on the starboard side forward of 
the wing where the cargo door and skin above it used to be can 
be called a Òsubsequent structural failureÓ? And can we agree 
that you believe that if that kind of structural failure occurred, it 
happened ÔsecondaryÕ or after the initial event?

If so, we are in general agreement except for a few seconds of 
time. Timing is so important and was examined in the AAIB 
report in Appendix B of wreckage distribution drawings of the 
sequence of destruction of Pan Am Flight 103 as it came apart in 
the air.

Did the forward cargo door of Pan Am Flight 103 rupture open in 
flight or was it latched and locked until ground impact? The 
photographs show enough outward force peeled skin to enable 
one to make an assumption it opened in flight.



If it did rupture open in flight, where in the door?

At the weak latches with no locking sectors.

But when? When did the aft midspan latch rupture? 

The initial event time was officially determined to be the sudden 
loud sound on the CVR. I contend the initial event of sudden 
loud sound is the explosive decompression sound when the 
rupture/structural failure occurred and the air molecules rushed 
out making the sudden loud sound on the CVR. This initial event 
sudden sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182 has been 
matched to a DC-10 explosive decompression sound when its 
cargo door opened in flight. Pan Am Flight 103 has been 
matched to Air India Flight 182 in the AAIB report. All four 
Boeing 747 sudden sound events have been matched by NTSB in 
Chart 12 of the public docket for Trans World Airlines Flight 
800.

They are all linked together by the sudden loud sound on the 
CVR which I contend is the primary, not the secondary event, of 
the structural failure when door ruptured open and explosive 
decompression ensued.

The time of the structural failure of the ruptured open forward 
cargo door on the starboard side and the opening of the 20 inch 
hole on the port side was determined to be the initial event time 
of the sudden loud sound by the AAIB wreckage distribution 
drawings in Appendix B based upon the distance from the datum 
line of the retrieved wreckage and which showed at initial event 
time the large rectangular shaped fuselage skin area around the 
shattered forward cargo door occurred at the same time as the 20 



inch hole on the smoother port side. As the seconds progressed, 
the subsequent drawings show the holes getting bigger and 
bigger with the starboard cargo door side always staying larger.

Based on wreckage distribution it can be said by the evidence 
that the 20 inch hole on the port side occurred at the same time as 
the twenty foot by thirty foot hole on starboard and both were at 
initial event time of the sudden loud sound on the CVR. Which 
hole is more likely to have caused the nose to come off a Boeing 
747?

Mr. Smart, I see the difficulty a bomb theorist would have when 
trying to understand that if a huge structural failure forward of 
the wing on the right side occurred inflight at the time of the 
sudden loud sound, how can that failure be secondary to a 
Ôbomb explosionÕ that only made a small hole on the port side, 
was not heard by the CVR, was relatively mild, not spherical but 
directed, and caused damage that looked as if a rather large 
shotgun had gone off at close range to the fuselage skin?

If we can agree that a structural failure may have occurred 
forward of the wing on the right side in flight and that failure 
may have been caused by the forward cargo door inadvertently 
rupturing open at the aft midspan latch in flight after a cause, 
then what was it?

What caused the forward cargo door to rupture at the aft midspan 
latch in flight?

I think this is the point, Mr. Smart. We can look at the reasonable 
and possible initial events, based on knowledge gained in 
subsequent accidents which are:
1. Missile. (Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)



2. Center fuel tank explosion with undetermined ignition source. 
(Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
3. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup. (Brought up by United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
4. Bomb. (Brought up by Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
5. Rather large shotgun. (Brought up by Pan Am Flight 103.)

(Discussion of the above in Part II.)

KS>ÒAll structures by nature of their design have paths of least 
resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example. Ò

JBS>I understand, sir, and that hard lesson was learned from the 
Comet accidents of an extensive fuselage skin rip when 
explosive decompression occurred at corner of RDF window. 
Your observation of the belt, Mr. Smart, shows that a 20 inch 
hole in the fuselage skin on the port side of Pan Am Flight 103 
would have stopped at the belts and other strengthened stiffeners 
and not get bigger, thereby limiting the damage to the small hole. 
The aircraft would slowly depressurize and land safely with its 
small hole. The damage shape of departed cargo door and skin 
above it did stay rectangular as the torn off skin stopped at the 
belts and stiffeners but the nine foot by ten foot loss of the 
forward cargo door and it adjacent skin was too much for 
structural integrity and the nose came off. The point is that the 20 
inch ÔbombÕ hole was too small to cause the destruction of Pan 
Am Flight 103 while was the twenty foot by thirty foot hole of 



missing door and skin (as shown by AAIB photographs and 
distribution drawings) would be large enough to cause the nose 
to come off.

KS>Ò You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of 
breakup in structural failures that emanate from very different 
causes. 

JBS>I understand, sir. I agree wholeheartedly again. A hull 
rupture is a hull rupture and could be from different sources. I 
understand and agree that the possible structural failure (ruptured 
open cargo door in flight) for Pan Am Flight 103, Air India Flight 
182, and United Airlines Flight 811 could have been caused by 
three different causes and if one of them was a bomb, the 
structural failure could have been after the bomb explosion...or 
missile hit....or center fuel tank explosion...or wiring short.

Will you agree that a cause for four Boeing 747 structural 
failures in flight (ruptured open forward cargo door in flight) 
could be from only one cause? A common cause? One cause fits 
all? Maybe?

Mr. Tucker made the very same point of several sources causing 
the same event to me, sir, when he pointed out specifically that 
even if the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 ruptured 
open in flight and United Airlines Flight 811 did also, the cause 
might be two separate reasons, and I agree wholeheartedly. I 
have thought about this a lot.

There are many ways for a cargo door to inadvertently rupture 
open in flight: (Current official opinion in parentheses)
A. Bomb explosion. (Partially accepted for two flights, ruled out 
for two flights.)



B. Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Accepted for two flights, 
ruled out for two flights.
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for all flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for all flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for all flights.)
G. Fire. (Ruled out for all flights.)
H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for all flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for all flights.)
J . Fuel tank explosion. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for 
three flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for all flights.)
L. Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for all flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for all flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for all flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for all flights.)
P. Out of rig door. (Ruled out for all flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for all flights.)
R. Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for all flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one flight, then 
ruled out for all flights.)
T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for three 
flights.)
U. Repair error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for three 
flights.)
W. Collision with terrain. (Ruled out for all flights.)

Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, may we agree for this discussion that 
there was structural failure in flight forward of the wing on the 
right side of Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India Flight 182 and 
United Airlines Flight 811? There may be one cause, or two, or 
three. The structural failure may have occurred after a bomb 



explosion. A rather large shotgun could have gone off in a 
baggage container after a nearby explosion.

The key is pattern. The pattern is similar evidence in only four 
early model Boeing 747 inflight fatal events. I have discerned a 
pattern amongst the four fatal accidents out of the thirty odd hull 
losses. The pattern is clear yet complex and detailed. When a 
forward cargo door ruptures open in flight, certain things have to 
happen and they happened for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 
Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800.

I see the pattern and now I believe, and am immensely relieved, 
that you two gentlemen see it also. 

What is the significance of the pattern? The significance is that it 
is possible only one cause is for all and that cause, faulty 
electrical wiring or switch, still exists, is a current hazard and 
must be dealt with, the sooner the better. There is urgency.

The significance of the pattern is that enough current hard 
evidence exists to justify a supplemental safety investigation into 
Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 based upon 
subsequent similar accidents such as United Airlines Flight 811 
and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 from which much new 
knowledge was gained, such as the aging aircraft study which 
revealed the dangers of Kapton/Poly X wiring and an electrical 
problem can cause a cargo door to rupture open in flight.

Permit me a moment of wistful thinking based upon little 
experience in the aviation safety government system for an 
opinion that carries little weight:



From my point of view, it would not be too much of a reaction to 
recommend to NTSB that an emergency AD be written to inspect 
all the wiring in the forward cargo door area of Boeing 747s for 
arcing, sooting, or fire damage. In addition, it must be an option 
to pull the cargo door electrical circuit breaker, as was done and 
maybe saved a UAL aircraft as shown by below SDR from FAA:
ÒDifficulty Date : 10/11/00  Manufacturer : Boeing Aircraft 
Group : 747 Aircraft Model : 747422 Engine Manufacturer : 
Part/Defect Location : Cargo Door Part Condition : 
Malfunctioned : UALA Precautionary Procedure : A/C N 
Number : 199UA Aircraft Serial No. : 28717
Discrepancy/Corrective Action: Fwd cargo door opened by itself 
when cb pushed in. On arrival, circuit breakers were pushed in, 
when pressure relief door handle was opened the door latches 
opened and then the door opened on its own. Could not duplicate 
problem after initial opening.Ó

Now thatÕs sort of scary.

I think that enough hard evidence exists of the pattern of wiring/
cargo door cause for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 
to justify a supplemental investigation for both and that decision 
can be justified to the highest authority to include the Prime 
Ministers via the Transportation Ministers via the heads of the 
safety boards via the heads of AAIB and accident investigations 
of TSB or whatever torturous path the news takes to the top.

The legal system may be done with Pan Am Flight 103 and 
starting on Air India Flight 182 in November, but are the safety 
people through? Safety is never finished. The safety people are 
really never ÔthroughÕ with an accident and thatÕs why film 
and wreckage is archived for future evaluation based on 
subsequent similar events. Safety explains the past to predict the 



future because history repeats itself.

The value of the CVR and FDR, the saving of wreckage and the 
archiving of film for decades, and the willingness for safety 
officials to always review the past to determine the present has 
been shown to be invaluable in this investigation into four 
Boeing 747s accidents far from each other in time and distance 
and yet all related by evidence.

If official aviation safety organizations announced they were 
doing a supplemental investigation into several airplane crashes, 
I believe the public would accept that as normal, prudent, and 
comprehensive. (A precedent of later official review was set by 
NTSB with its rewrite of the United Airlines Flight 811 accident 
with an entirely new AAR, 92/02 which superseded 90/01.) (End 
philosophical digression.)

KS>ÒThe important differences lie in the detailed examination 
rather than the macro features.Ó

JBS>I again agree wholeheartedly, Mr. Smart, and thatÕs why I 
have come to the conclusion of a rather large shotgun, shorted 
wiring, and poorly designed cargo door caused the destruction of 
Pan Am Flight 103 and not a powerful plastic explosive bomb by 
terrorists: By a detailed examination.

JBS>Detailed examination; I have it, sir. Details from text, 
charts, photographs, tables, reports, tests, and evaluations. ItÕs in 
literally thousands of pages of consideration and analysis by me 
and thousands of pages of related consideration by others. I have 
the details and do not risk inundating you with them but only 
send two AARs via separate email for your consideration but all 
details are available upon request, Mr. Smart. It takes just a few 



minutes to send you anything you want on my end.

KS>ÒI'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your 
hypothesis, but the scenario that you suggest was the subject of 
very considerable examination in the early stages of the 
Lockerbie investigation.

JBS>You have not thrown cold water, sir, but added fuel to the 
fire. Thank you for confirmation that my subject of considerable 
analysis was worthy of your considerable initial analysis. I ask 
that the subject now have considerable examination in the late 
stages of the Lockerbie investigation, using the rare luxury of 
hindsight and the subsequent similar accidents of United Airlines 
Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

To politely repeat, Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, my goal is not to 
persuade you that an electrical problem caused the destruction of 
Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India Flight 182, but to persuade you 
that reasonable cause exists to reconsider the probable cause for 
both because of subsequent similar accidents which reveals a 
potential common cause for all. Let TSB and AAIB create an 
updated/supplemental investigation into each from the point of 
view of a reasonable, plausible probable cause as:
1. Missile. (Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
2. Center fuel tank explosion with undetermined ignition source. 
(Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
3. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup. (Brought up by United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
4. Bomb. (Brought up by Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
5. Rather large shotgun. (Brought up by Pan Am Flight 103.)



Part II

OK, what reasonably could cause the forward cargo door of a 
Boeing 747 to open in flight at initial event time of a sudden loud 
sound on the CVR?

A missile could hit the plane in flight. Where could a missile 
have hit Pan Am Flight 103? Only a hit in the forward cargo 
compartment would cause the abrupt power cut to the recorders 
and the sudden loud sound. What corroborative evidence is there 
that a missile struck Pan Am Flight 103? None that I can see. 
There were no military planes nearby nor reports of missing 
missiles, there were no reports of missile sightings at event time, 
there is no residual evidence of residue, missile casing, pitting, or 
cratering which follows a high explosive detonation, and there 
was no missile explosion sound on the CVR. The same reasons 
that a missile was ruled out for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
are the same reasons that a missile can be ruled out for Pan Am 
Flight 103.

Based upon lack of corroborative evidence, a missile as a 
probable cause for Pan Am Flight 103 may be ruled out.

Could the center fuel tank have exploded from an undetermined 
ignition for Pan Am Flight 103?

There was fire for the wing and engine number three but no 
evidence of inflight fire around the center fuel tank. The center 
tank may have been on fire as it fell, but it did not explode 
according to the wreckage. The sound on the CVR was not a fuel 
tank explosion sound. The pieces of wreckage which left the 
plane first were not from the center fuel tank. The sides of the 



fuselage near the center tank are damaged in much different 
degrees and should be evenly bilateral. None of the passengers 
were burned extensively. The reasons for determining a center 
fuel tank exploded for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the 
same reasons for ruling it out for Pan Am Flight 103 because 
they did not occur.

Based upon lack of corroborative evidence, a center fuel tank 
explosion of undetermined ignition as a probable cause for Pan 
Am Flight 103 may be ruled out. 

Could an electrical problem of wiring or switch have caused the 
destruction of Pan Am Flight 103?

The corroborative evidence is literally in volumes: NTSB AAR 
90/01 and NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811 and 
AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am Flight 103. Below are specific matches 
between PA 103 and UAL 811 gleaned only from those 
government AARs.
Both were:
Aged.
High flight time.
Early model-100.
Poly x wired.
Boeing 747.
Experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in 
cargo door area.
Shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is 
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
Fodded number three engine.
On fire number three engine.
Sudden sound on cvr
loud sound on the cvr.



Short duration sound on the cvr.
Abrupt power cut to fdr.
Outward peeled skin in cargo door area from aft midspan latch.
Longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at 
midspan latch.
More severe inflight damage on starboard side.
At least nine never recovered bodies.
Vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door.
Torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side. 
Outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage. 
Destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

Based upon abundance of corroborative evidence, an electrical 
problem of wiring or switch as a probable cause for Pan Am 
Flight 103 may be ruled in pending further investigation.

Could a bomb/rather large shotgun have caused the destruction 
of Pan Am Flight 103?

If a powerful bomb were to explode in the forward cargo hold of 
Pan Am Flight 103, certain corroborating evidence would be 
present such as hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal, punctures, 
shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting, cratering, explosive type 
injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb 
explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder. 

For Pan Am Flight 103:
A. Pitting: Present
B. Cratering: Present
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent



F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Found.
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Found
J . Timer: Fragment of plastic.
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent

Bombs have been considered for Air India Flight 182 and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 as well as Pan Am Flight 103 and thus 
extensively investigated. The same reasons for ruling out a bomb 
for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons to rule 
it out for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103.

The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800: Page 180, footnote 368: Evidence of a bomb 
explosion included deformation of materials away from a 
location at the height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting 
damage on multiple pieces of wreckage that formed a pattern 
radiating from the same location (including into the CWT), 
punctures radiating from the same location, and shrapnel. 
Further, according to the FBI's laboratory report, No. 91204034 S 
YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30, 1990, chemical 
analysis of a piece of wreckage from the right side of the CWT 
identified the presence of RDX and PETN high explosive. These 
two explosives comprise about 86 percent of the composition of 
SEMTEX, which is a rubberlike material manufactured by 
Synthesia Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia, primarily for 
use in mining and other civil engineering activities. According to 
the FBI, SEMTEX has been used by criminal and terrorist 
elements in Europe since 1966. (SEMTEX was identified as the 
material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103. For 
additional information, see section 1.11.1.2.) 



Page 257 to page 259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1.2 Consideration 
of a High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or 
Missile Warhead) Several factors led to speculation that the 
accident might have been caused by a bomb or missile strike. 
These factors included heightened safety and security concerns 
because of the 1996 Olympics then being held in the United 
States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was an international flight, 
and the sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. 
In addition, numerous witnesses to the accident reported seeing a 
streak of light and then a fireball, which some people believed 
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some 
anomalous primary radar targets were recorded by the Islip, New 
York, radar site in the general vicinity of TWA flight 800 at the 
time of the accident that apparently could not be explained. 
Accordingly, the Safety Board considered the possibility that a 
bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a missile warhead from 
a shoulder-launched missile exploded upon impact with the 
airplane. Testing performed by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three 
separate pieces of airplane wreckage (described by the FBI as a 
piece of canvaslike material and two pieces of floor panel). 
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated 
with a high-energy explosion of a bomb or missile warhead (such 
as severe pitting, cratering, petalling, or hot gas washing) were 
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure, 
including the pieces on which the trace amounts of explosives 
were found. Only about 5 percent of the airplane's fuselage was 
not recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were 
large enough to have encompassed all of the damage that would 
have been caused by the detonation of a bomb or missile. 
Although several large holes are visible in the reconstructed 
portion of the airplane fuselage, almost all of the structure that 



originally filled in these holes is attached to the remaining 
structure but is folded either inward or outward. No area of 
structure in the reconstructed portion of the airplane contained 
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point 
of a missile. Further, the victims remains showed no evidence of 
injuries that could have been caused by high-energy explosives, 
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior 
components consistent with a high-energy explosion. 
Investigators considered several scenarios to determine how the 
trace amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the 
wreckage from the accident airplane. Trace amounts of explosive 
residue could have been transferred to the contaminated pieces 
from the military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots, 
and equipment) that were on board the accident airplane when it 
was used to transport troops during the Gulf War in 1991. In 
addition, explosives were placed and then removed from several 
locations in the accident airplane during a dog-training explosive 
detection exercise about 1 month before the accident. Despite 
being unable to determine the exact source of the trace amounts 
of explosive residue found on the wreckage, the lack of any 
corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy explosion 
indicates that these trace amounts did not result from the 
detonation of a high-energy explosive device on TWA flight 800. 
Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight 
breakup of TWA flight 800 was not initiated by a bomb or a 
missile strike.Ó

Gentlemen, most of the required evidence that corroborates a 
bomb explosion on Pan Am Flight 103 is missing and those few 
traces of residue can now be explained as benign based upon 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800. Evidence of Semtex was found 
on both Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
yet called benign for one and could be for the other too.



Based upon absence or a benign finding of corroborative 
evidence, an explosion of a powerful explosion from a bomb as a 
probable cause for Pan Am Flight 103 may be ruled questionable.

Could the firing of a rather large shotgun have given evidence 
which led investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been 
detonated causing the destruction of Pan Am Flight 103?

The evidence shows a relatively mild directed blast existed a 
corner of a baggage container, traveled 25 inches and caused a 20 
inch hole in the fuselage skin. The sound of the mild directed 
blast was not heard on the cockpit voice recorder. Bombs are 
loud, spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are relatively mild 
and directed.

To politely repeat: The damage in the baggage container and 
adjacent area is from a mild directed blast as if a rather large 
shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in Aircraft 
Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 
Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels formed the boundary of the 
shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, 
heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - 
rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the inner 
surface of the fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith 
the two container reconstructions placed together it became 
apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041 
through the rear lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged 
at an angle on the forward face of container 7511.)

The AAIB official who was actually there opined the cause of the 
damage he personally viewed to be as if a rather large shotgun 
had been fired at the fuselage at close range and I agree with him 



and the AAIB and it may not have been a shotgun but some type 
of directed firearm but not a bomb.

Can we agree that this AAIB opinion may have been correct in 
its assessment of the cause of the mild blast, pitting, sooting, 
distortions, ragged, and shattered skin as if a very large shotgun 
had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at close range?

Can we agree that pitting, sooting, distortions, ragged, and 
shattered skin could also have been interpreted as evidence of a 
bomb explosion?

Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners 
before and have been accidentally discharged, (AprilÊ26, 2000 
Gun goes off in bag being loaded into jet. Associated Press - 
Portland  ÒA high-powered handgun went off in the baggage 
compartment of an Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at 
Portland International Airport, sending a bullet into the passenger 
compartment within inches of passengers' feet. Nobody was 
injured.Ó)

Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires 
in a directed manner and would give a relatively mild blast 
compared to a high explosive bomb. The sound of the weapon 
firing is not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the 
power had been abruptly cut after the tremendous explosive 
decompression when the huge hole appeared on the starboard 
side of the hold or the gunshot was over shouted by the 
tremendous noise from the huge hole and the explosive 
decompression.

The evidence corroborates the detonation of a device called a 
rather large shotgun which caused a relatively mild directed blast 



which resulted in a 20 inch hole in the fuselage skin on the port 
side. This damage was not sufficient to cause the nose to come 
off Pan Am Flight 103 because the structure was designed to 
withstand a hold that size in the pressurized hull by the presences 
of stiffeners, ribs, and belts.

Based upon the presence of corroborative evidence, the firing of 
rather large shotgun in the forward cargo hold  Pan Am Flight 
103 may be ruled in as occurring but ruled out as the cause of the 
subsequent structural failure pending further investigation.

To summarize some conclusions about Pan Am Flight 103 based 
upon subsequent events such as United Airlines Flight 811 and 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
1. Structural failure of a ruptured open forward cargo door in 
flight is likely because of presence of corroborative evidence.
2. Bomb explosion or missile strike or center fuel tank explosion 
unlikely as probable cause because of absence of corroborative 
evidence.
3. Detonation of rather large shotgun in baggage container is 
likely to have occurred because of presence of corroborative 
evidence.
4. Electrical problem as cause of ruptured open forward cargo 
door possible because of presence of corroborative evidence and 
the precedent of United Airlines Flight 811.

Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, thank you for wading through the 
above analysis. There are four complex fatal Boeing 747 events 
to cross reference/compare/sort out and it gets confusing at 
times. For the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation, all the 
evidence for four fatal crashes must remain consistent and it 
does. Over and over again the wiring/cargo door explanation 



makes sense when investigated. The latest confirmation came 
with the four photographs of the forward cargo door area of Pan 
Am Flight 103 which revealed: The peeled back and down skin 
from the aft midspan latch and the longitudinal split of the door. 
This specific evidence matches United Airlines Flight 811 door 
which is the most credible model because its evidence is 
indisputable. There was no way for me to know the close match 
of the Pan Am Flight 103 door to the United Airlines Flight 811 
door since there were never any photographs released of that 
starboard side, only two of the port ÔbombÕ side and yet, the 
new evidence continues to match the credible model.

The goal again, gentlemen, is not to persuade you that there were 
no bombs on Air India Flight 182 or Pan Am Flight 103 and that 
an electrical problem caused the forward cargo door to rupture 
open in flight causing a huge hole to appear leading to a 
tremendous explosion which caused the subsequent destruction 
of both aircraft, but the goal is to persuade you that a pattern has 
emerged which indicates that sequence may have happened that 
way  based upon subsequent similar accidents and since the 
electrical hazard still exists to this day, supplemental 
investigations into the mechanical explanation are warranted. 

The evidence in Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 still 
exists in hangars and high quality film and video in archives of 
AAIB, TSB, and RCMP. The confirming answers are there if 
examined. Please reexamine the metal, tubes, latches, cams, 
locking handles, pins, skin, paint as shown in wreckage and 
photographs to match up or not match up to United Airlines 
Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800. Please 
reconsider the probable cause as electrical and conduct a 
supplemental investigation to rule in or rule out that current 
hazard.



For Air India Flight 182, please have faith in the CASB of 1986 
who said an explosion occurred in the forward cargo 
compartment but declined to conclude it was a bomb explosion 
and were correct.

For Pan Am Flight 103, please have faith in the AAIB of 1988 
who thought first of a structural defect induced by overload and 
were correct.

Thank you again, Mr. Smart, for your informative email of 18 
April and I hope to continue our discussion further. Thank you, 
Mr. Tucker, for your continued interest and I look forward to 
further exchanges. 

Gentlemen, I invite you both to visit me here in Carmel Valley, 
California for a personal visit in pleasant surroundings for a 
mutual exchange of ideas. Spring is very pretty here.

Best Regards,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Enclosures:
AprilÊ26, 2000 Gun goes off in bag being loaded into jet
Associated Press - 



PORTLAND _ A high-powered handgun went off in the baggage 
compartment of an Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at 
Portland International Airport, sending a bullet into the passenger 
compartment within inches of passengers' feet.
Nobody was injured.
The .357-caliber Ruger discharged in a suitcase as it was being 
thrown into the cargo hold of a Boeing 737 being loaded Monday 
night for a flight to Anchorage, Alaska, said Port of Portland 
spokesman Doug Roberts.
If the gun had fired during the flight at a high altitude and the 
bullet had made a large hole in a window, the aircraft would have 
experienced rapid decompression, said Alaska Airlines 
spokesman Bill MacKay. However, he said, if the bullet had 
penetrated the plane's outer skin, the hole would have been 
smaller and there would have been no threat of rapid 
decompression.

Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight

AI 182 PA103 UAL 811
TWA 800

Boeing 747 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Early model -100 or -200 Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type) Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Breakup occurs amidships Yes Yes Yes
Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours) No
Yes Yes Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service) No



Yes Yes Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door

Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff No Yes
Yes Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots 
while proceeding normally in all parameters Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts Maybe

Yes Yes Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door 
area Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is loud Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data 
recorders Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound

No No No No
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound 
in wide body airliner Yes Yes Yes Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door 

Maybe Maybe Yes Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
three Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three Maybe



Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
four Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight Yes 
Maybe Yes Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight Yes Yes 
Yes Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward 
cargo door Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door

Maybe Yes Yes Yes 
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as 
latched No No No No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock 
sectors) No No No Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched Yes
Yes Yes Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
Yes Yes Yes Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies

Yes Yes Yes Yes



Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft Yes Yes
No Yes
Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable 
cause Yes No Yes Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion Yes
Yes No No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'

No Yes No No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause

Yes No No No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source No No No
Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo 
door No No Yes No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring 
inadvertently opening forward cargo door No
No Yes No
"Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to detonation flight

Yes Yes N/AN/A
"Bomb' allegedly loaded one flight previous to detonation flight

N/AN/AN/AYes
Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes



"Bomb' allegedly goes off on ground after a flight N/
A N/AN/AN/A
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight

AI 182 PA103 UAL 811

Difficulty Date : 10/11/00  Operator Type : Air Carrier ATA 
Code : 5210 Part Name : CONTROLLER Aircraft 
Manufacturer : BOEING Aircraft Group : 747 Aircraft Model : 
747422 Engine Manufacturer : PWA Engine Group : 4056 
Engine Model : PW4056 Part/Defect Location : CARGO DOOR 
Part Condition : MALFUNCTIONED Submitter Code : Carrier 
Operator Desig. : UALA Precautionary Procedure : NONE 
Nature : OTHER Stage of Flight : INSP/MAINT District Office 
Region : Western/Pacific US office #29 A/C N Number : 199UA 
Aircraft Serial No. : 28717
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:Fwd cargo door opened by itself 
when cb pushed in. On arrival, circuit breakers were pushed in, 
when pressure relief door handle was opened the door latches 
opened and then the door opened on its own. Could not duplicate 
problem after initial opening.Ó

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 22, 2002 8:04:45 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: PA 103 reply to your email, Mr. Smart

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB



DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Mr. Ken Smart and Mr. Bill Tucker,   21 
April 2002

As I think of replies to Mr. SmartÕs email  to me of 18 April 02, 
I always end up thinking as if I were speaking to both of you 
gentlemen at the same time. Please permit me to do this at this 
time. And it is entirely reasonable for me to do that since you 
both are very high officials in the premier safety boards of two 
large, highly industrialized countries with large air carriers. I am 
aware of the high level of authority to which I speak. I 
understand the relationship between amateur and professional. I 
know the value of decades of investigation and experience. I 
have the lower authority, I am the amateur, and I have not made 
aviation safety my lifelong career although that may come true.

Mr. Smart, I will try to be polite and efficient and most of all 
accurate. If I offend or appear to be rude in any of this long 
written discourse, please, not so. If I seem to be aggressive at 
times it is because I am passionate about this aviation safety 
issue and that is because my life was saved in a sudden night 
fiery fatal jet plane crash long ago. Please disregard any 
emotional tugs or pulls based on my lack of charm. My main 
worry here is to not make a mistake. So, when I name numbers 



and locations of things, I assume that Mr. Tucker is checking my 
every word. I submitted my Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 
and he noticed a few errors in my comparison chart of all four 
Boeing 747s, notified me when he visited, and I immediately 
corrected them. (Smith AAR sent by separate email with this 
one.)

I believe, Mr. Smart, that you are of a curious mind, of honest 
intent, and have a firm adherence to principal as shown by your 
observations of the four Pan Am Flight 103 photographs  of the 
forward cargo door area. The curious might say, it does look 
shattered and outward, I wonder why; the honest would say, well, 
whatever the reason, we should find out; and adherence to 
principal is safety always comes first regardless of wishful 
thinking by others. Safety never sleeps.

Part I

I ask that you also be open minded, please. ItÕs very hard to do 
at this stage of the event, almost fourteen years later. But worth 
it. I trust you would seriously consider an alternative probable 
cause to Pan Am Flight 103 if the alternative were:
1. Plausible.
2. Reasonable.
3. Well documented by official investigative reports.
4. Has close precedent.
5. Reveals current hazard.

Gentleman, the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air 
India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 fulfills all four 
requirements above. 



The wiring/cargo door explanation is plausible as a sequence of 
events from wiring short to airframe breakup as it all could 
happen according to physical laws of nature.
ItÕs reasonable because we know the explosive effects of an 
unintentional hull rupture in a pressurized jet from the Comet 
experiences.
ItÕs well documented by the Kirpal Report, the Canadian 
Aviation Safety Board AAR, Three NTSB AARs (90/01 and 
92/02, and 00/03), AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/
C1094), and aviation safety public docket information. 
It has close precedent because of United Airlines Flight 811, 
(AAR 92/02 sent by separate Email with this one.)
It reveals a current hazard of aging defective wiring in early 
Boeing 747s of which about 500 are still in service and it reveals 
a poorly designed outward opening nonplug cargo door.

My goal is not to persuade you that an electrical problem caused 
the destruction of Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India Flight 182, 
but to persuade you that reasonable cause exists to reconsider the 
probable cause for both events and conduct an updated/
supplemental investigation into each from the point of view of 
probable cause as:
1. Missile. (Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
2. Center fuel tank explosion with undetermined ignition source. 
(Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
3. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup. (Brought up by United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
4. Bomb. (Brought up by Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
5. Rather large shotgun. (Brought up by Pan Am Flight 103.)



But first, it would be polite of me to do a line by line reply to Mr. 
SmartÕs most welcomed and important email of 18 April. 

KS>ÒDear Mr Smith

KS>Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of 
the Pan Am 103.

JBS>Thank you, sir, for your reply. ÔHypothesisÕ is good and 
implies math and science, I prefer Òexplanation,Ó with 
Ôprobable causeÕ reserved for the accident board.

KS>ÒDuring the first five days of the investigation into Pan Am 
103 the AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry. Ò

JBS>And an exciting five days they were too, I bet. I see the 
names The Right Honourable Cecil Parkinson, Secretary of State 
for Transport, D A Cooper, the Chief Inspector of Accidents, and 
M M Charles, Inspector of Accidents, Department of 
Transportation on the AAIB report and they must have had an 
experience to remember.

Five days was months before the fuselage reconstruction was 
completed to give the investigators a good view as to what 
happened to the shattered forward cargo door area of the fuselage 
and the smoother skin on port side opposite. 

Five days was months before the pieces of the forward cargo 
compartment were retrieved to examine the latches, cams, pins, 
tubes, and manual locking handle of the forward cargo door, a 
likely culprit to the disintegration in flight. Apparently the pieces 
never were recovered since the lock status of the forward cargo 
door is not stated in the AAIB AAR while the status of the aft 



identical cargo door and the bulk cargo door is given as Ôlatched 
and lockedÕ which implies the forward cargo door latch status is 
ÔunlockedÕ or Ôunknown.Õ 

Five days was months before the most direct evidence, the CVR 
and FDR data, could have been analyzed and conclusions made 
as to the source of the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut.

Five days was months before a seasoned decision could have 
been made to rule out your first inclination below: Ò...a structural 
failure in-flight as a result of an induced structural overload.)Ó

Five days was way too soon to believe the cause was a bomb and 
continue thence from that point of view to prove the case. Once 
the main path of terrorist bombing was taken so soon after the 
event, it was difficult, if not impossible, to take side trips to other 
possibilities when the whole world, the media, and the political 
leaders were all rightly demanding retribution if the cause had 
been a terrorist bombing. It was not. It was mechanical. And of 
course, at the time, United Airlines Flight 811 had not yet 
occurred and the only similar event, Air India Flight 182, was 
deemed a terrorist bomb by the Indians but not the Canadians so 
the connection was made of bomb and sealed. Too soon, sir! But 
not too late to amend.

Would you agree that five days was too soon to decide on 
Ôbomb/device/improvised explosive deviceÕ and exclude Ò...a 
structural failure in-flight as a result of an induced structural 
overloadÓ?

KS>ÒThe first was that the aircraft had suffered a structural 
failure in-flight as a result of a defect or induced structural 
overload,Ó



JBS>Solid agreement already! I contend you were correct from 
day one with that probable cause as modified Ó...a structural 
failure in-flight [forward of the wing on the right side] as a result 
of an induced structural overload [when the cargo door ruptured 
open in flight and explosive decompression occurred which took 
a twenty foot by thirty foot section of skin and ribs away.] (And 
it was your first choice, too. Mr. Smart, AAIB were right from 
the very beginning with your first choice.)

KS>Ôthe second was that an improvised explosive devise was 
responsible.Õ

JBS>IED and still reluctant to call it a bomb, and very correct to 
do so as explained later.

KS>ÒWhen the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found,Ó

JBS>And very important evidence too and all explainable using 
hindsight because of subsequent events. ÒBombÓ evidence 
which appeared so convincing for Pan Am Flight 103 has now 
been shown to be benign because of the Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 event which was another Boeing 747 thought to have 
been bombed, as explained later.

Evidence appeared later that ruled against an improvised 
explosive device. The damage in the baggage container and 
adjacent area is from a mild directed blast as if a rather large 
shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in Aircraft 
Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 
Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels formed the boundary of the 
shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, 



heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - 
rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the inner 
surface of the fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith 
the two container reconstructions placed together it became 
apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041 
through the rear lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged 
at an angle on the forward face of container 7511.)

KS>Òthe investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited. Ò

JBS>Structural weakness exploited? You could be referring to 
that weak Section 41 with the pear shape that causes problems 
with extensive compressions and decompressions and had an 
Airworthiness Directive for repair.

I have discovered a new structural weakness for Boeing 747s and 
by implication all pressurized jets with large cargo doors.

For the Boeing 747: The four nine foot vertical slices in the 
fuselage skin for the sides of the forward and aft cargo doors are 
held in place by only one latch in each side. So, each nine foot 
slice has one midspan latch to hold four and a half feet closed on 
each side of it. And the midspan latch has no locking sector on 
the latching cam to prevent inadvertent back driving in flight. All 
the eight bottom latches on each door, for a total of sixteen 
latches, have locking sectors. The four midspan latches for the 
two cargo doors have none. The weakness is at the midspan 
latches and the absence of locking sectors. One latch with no 
locking sector for nine feet of fuselage slice is not enough. It 
ruptures open in flight and causes the tell tale peeled back and 
down skin from the latch such as in Pan Am Flight 103, United 



Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and 
possibly Air India Flight 182, if the photos are reexamined.

KS>In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the subject of very 
detailed examination. 

JBS>Ah, very good, sir, their research is invaluable. Are the 
documents available? What is the current latch status of 
wreckage of door in hangar? What position is the Manual 
Locking Handle in? What did they think of the peeled back skin 
from the aft midspan latch? This evidence matches the peeled 
back skin from the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door or 
United Airlines Flight 811 which happened a scant two months 
later. I suspect United Airlines Flight 811 was not compared at all 
to Pan Am Flight 103 because PA 103 was already compared to 
Air India Flight 182, as it should have been since they are both 
so similar. Since Air India Flight 182 was considered a bombing 
by the Indians, then Pan Am Flight 103 was a bombing also. 
Since United Airlines Flight 811 was not a bombing, it was not 
considered as a potential match at that time. It should and can be 
now, sir.

A detailed examination of a possibly defective forward cargo 
door was done in the later AAR for United Airlines Flight 811 
(NTSB 92/02). It includes close examination of the latch pins for 
bluing from overpressure, the hinges for overtravel, the torque 
tubes for bending, the bellcranks for slack, the overpressure relief 
doors for operation, the manual locking handle for status, the 
locking sectors for damage, and other evaluations. There is no 
discussion of the forward cargo door in AAIB 2/90 and in fact, 
the latching status is omitted as well as a picture of the starboard 
side door area. In drawings the door is just sketched in. That area 
does need the depth of examination that was conducted for 



United Airlines Flight 811.

Let us do it now. We have the benefit of hindsight and the rare 
chance to take advantage of that luxury.

KS>ÒAll the specialists involved were satisfied that the fwd. 
cargo door was correctly latched when the device detonated

JBS>Why so? With respect, sir, what led them to that 
conclusion? What was their opinion about the cargo door 
inadvertently opening in flight by improper latching or an 
electrical problem, as was suspected in United Airlines Flight 
811 which also had that sudden loud sound on the CVR followed 
by an abrupt power cut? Did they have an mechanical alternative 
to the bomb explanation? It appears that five days after the event, 
sooty rib in hand, the bomb explanation was the working 
hypothesis as the safety investigation then proceeded as to what 
happened after the device detonated while the law enforcement 
people went after the ÔbombersÕ. May I ask if they thought the 
door was latched when the bomb went off, when did the door 
become unlatched? A second later or a few minutes later?

For Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 the assumption 
has been bomb from the very first few days and any accused 
always agrees it was a bomb but they did not plant it. I know 
they did not plant it because nobody ÔplantedÕ a bomb because 
there were no bombs. There was something that looked, smelled, 
and sounded like a bomb explosion, but wasnÕt. It was a 
tremendous explosion of an explosive decompression from a hull 
rupture at a door. There was something for Pan Am Flight 103 
that looked like a rather large shotgun had gone off in a baggage 
container and it probably was and it probably did.



The assumption of Ôdevice detonatedÕ is not adequately 
supported by the evidence to make a conclusion, in my humble 
opinion, while the assumption of a rather large shotgun firing off 
at event time is.

Please, Mr. Smart, open your mind for just this effort: No bomb 
but a rather large shotgun which gave you the evidence AAIB 
have taken for a powerful ÔIED/Bomb/device.

You still are not calling the ÔbombÕ a bomb but call it an 
Ôimprovised explosive deviceÕ and now a Ôdevice.Õ

And yet you are absolutely correct for both phrases when they 
are viewed objectively. The English language allows precision. 
Others may see a bomb when they read your words of ÔdeviceÕ 
and Ôimprovised explosive deviceÕ but I see a complex device 
called a forward cargo door with latches, cams, bellcranks, 
overpressure relief doors, manual locking handle, viewing ports, 
and torque tubes. I see an explosive device since I know about 
the Comets and United Airlines Flight 811 where the crew 
described the initial event as a Òtremendous explosion.Ó 
Improvised by whom? Improvised by fate that let polyimide 
aromatic insulated wiring called Poly X be installed in planes 
that are now flying at twice the expected in service life using 
wiring that is prone to chafing and cracking, especially in the 
presence of moisture? (The forward cargo compartment has a 
special bilge built in to hold the excess moisture in the 
compartment from condensation.) Was the outward opening 
device improvised by the designers who created non plug cargo 
doors while making the passenger doors the plug type? The cargo 
doors on Boeing 747s have been subject to many Airworthiness 
Directives over the years to correct problems such as bent sills, 
exposed wiring, too soft metal, poorly placed placards, and there 



are many Service Difficulty Reports of leaking seals.

Cargo doors on Boeing 747s are extremely complex devices, 
proven capable of explosive action, poorly designed, and prone 
to failure. They can be, under certain conditions of flight, 
improvised explosive devices. They are not bombs although they 
may cause similar damage.

Mr. Smart, to be precise, and this is the time for it, you are 
correct by calling the part of the machine that caused the 
destruction of Pan Am Flight 103 to be a Ôdevice,Õ or an 
Ôimprovised explosive deviceÕ because it was. It was not a 
homemade bomb but a forward cargo door. I am not playing with 
words here; I am being as precise as AAIB in the use of the 
English language. The use of IED is proper because the evidence 
shows it. It does not show bomb and ÔbombÕ was therefore not 
used.

I believe the location in the forward cargo compartment in the 
baggage container which had its lower quadrant blown way held 
a rather large shotgun which was stored in baggage, was loaded, 
and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened nearby. A 
tremendous explosion did happen nearby when the opposite 
fuselage blew out when a huge 20 foot by forty foot hold 
appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin above 
it used to be. The rather large shotgun fired, the relatively mild 
explosion left soot on a rib, burst through the corner of the 
baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 inch hole in 
the port side of the fuselage. A sooty rib was soon found on the 
ground and incorrectly declared proof a bomb had gone off 
instead of a shotgun cartridge.

ItÕs the classic red herring. Most everyone went for it. But the 



long arm of safety is now finding the bomb explanation to be 
false because a more likely cause is now being revealed. Safety 
never gave up.

KS>Òand that the subsequent structural failures where secondary 
events.Ó

JBS>And here we come to a important interpretive point, sir. 
When you write, Òsubsequent structural failure,Ó do you mean 
the rupturing open of the forward cargo door in flight? Can we 
agree that a sudden, huge hole on the starboard side forward of 
the wing where the cargo door and skin above it used to be can 
be called a Òsubsequent structural failureÓ? And can we agree 
that you believe that if that kind of structural failure occurred, it 
happened ÔsecondaryÕ or after the initial event?

If so, we are in general agreement except for a few seconds of 
time. Timing is so important and was examined in the AAIB 
report in Appendix B of wreckage distribution drawings of the 
sequence of destruction of Pan Am Flight 103 as it came apart in 
the air.

Did the forward cargo door of Pan Am Flight 103 rupture open in 
flight or was it latched and locked until ground impact? The 
photographs show enough outward force peeled skin to enable 
one to make an assumption it opened in flight.

If it did rupture open in flight, where in the door?

At the weak latches with no locking sectors.

But when? When did the aft midspan latch rupture? 



The initial event time was officially determined to be the sudden 
loud sound on the CVR. I contend the initial event of sudden 
loud sound is the explosive decompression sound when the 
rupture/structural failure occurred and the air molecules rushed 
out making the sudden loud sound on the CVR. This initial event 
sudden sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182 has been 
matched to a DC-10 explosive decompression sound when its 
cargo door opened in flight. Pan Am Flight 103 has been 
matched to Air India Flight 182 in the AAIB report. All four 
Boeing 747 sudden sound events have been matched by NTSB in 
Chart 12 of the public docket for Trans World Airlines Flight 
800.

They are all linked together by the sudden loud sound on the 
CVR which I contend is the primary, not the secondary event, of 
the structural failure when door ruptured open and explosive 
decompression ensued.

The time of the structural failure of the ruptured open forward 
cargo door on the starboard side and the opening of the 20 inch 
hole on the port side was determined to be the initial event time 
of the sudden loud sound by the AAIB wreckage distribution 
drawings in Appendix B based upon the distance from the datum 
line of the retrieved wreckage and which showed at initial event 
time the large rectangular shaped fuselage skin area around the 
shattered forward cargo door occurred at the same time as the 20 
inch hole on the smoother port side. As the seconds progressed, 
the subsequent drawings show the holes getting bigger and 
bigger with the starboard cargo door side always staying larger.

Based on wreckage distribution it can be said by the evidence 
that the 20 inch hole on the port side occurred at the same time as 
the twenty foot by thirty foot hole on starboard and both were at 



initial event time of the sudden loud sound on the CVR. Which 
hole is more likely to have caused the nose to come off a Boeing 
747?

Mr. Smart, I see the difficulty a bomb theorist would have when 
trying to understand that if a huge structural failure forward of 
the wing on the right side occurred inflight at the time of the 
sudden loud sound, how can that failure be secondary to a 
Ôbomb explosionÕ that only made a small hole on the port side, 
was not heard by the CVR, was relatively mild, not spherical but 
directed, and caused damage that looked as if a rather large 
shotgun had gone off at close range to the fuselage skin?

If we can agree that a structural failure may have occurred 
forward of the wing on the right side in flight and that failure 
may have been caused by the forward cargo door inadvertently 
rupturing open at the aft midspan latch in flight after a cause, 
then what was it?

What caused the forward cargo door to rupture at the aft midspan 
latch in flight?

I think this is the point, Mr. Smart. We can look at the reasonable 
and possible initial events, based on knowledge gained in 
subsequent accidents which are:
1. Missile. (Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
2. Center fuel tank explosion with undetermined ignition source. 
(Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
3. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup. (Brought up by United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
4. Bomb. (Brought up by Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and United Airlines 



Flight 811.)
5. Rather large shotgun. (Brought up by Pan Am Flight 103.)

(Discussion of the above in Part II.)

KS>ÒAll structures by nature of their design have paths of least 
resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example. Ò

JBS>I understand, sir, and that hard lesson was learned from the 
Comet accidents of an extensive fuselage skin rip when 
explosive decompression occurred at corner of RDF window. 
Your observation of the belt, Mr. Smart, shows that a 20 inch 
hole in the fuselage skin on the port side of Pan Am Flight 103 
would have stopped at the belts and other strengthened stiffeners 
and not get bigger, thereby limiting the damage to the small hole. 
The aircraft would slowly depressurize and land safely with its 
small hole. The damage shape of departed cargo door and skin 
above it did stay rectangular as the torn off skin stopped at the 
belts and stiffeners but the nine foot by ten foot loss of the 
forward cargo door and it adjacent skin was too much for 
structural integrity and the nose came off. The point is that the 20 
inch ÔbombÕ hole was too small to cause the destruction of Pan 
Am Flight 103 while was the twenty foot by thirty foot hole of 
missing door and skin (as shown by AAIB photographs and 
distribution drawings) would be large enough to cause the nose 
to come off.

KS>Ò You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of 
breakup in structural failures that emanate from very different 
causes. 



JBS>I understand, sir. I agree wholeheartedly again. A hull 
rupture is a hull rupture and could be from different sources. I 
understand and agree that the possible structural failure (ruptured 
open cargo door in flight) for Pan Am Flight 103, Air India Flight 
182, and United Airlines Flight 811 could have been caused by 
three different causes and if one of them was a bomb, the 
structural failure could have been after the bomb explosion...or 
missile hit....or center fuel tank explosion...or wiring short.

Will you agree that a cause for four Boeing 747 structural 
failures in flight (ruptured open forward cargo door in flight) 
could be from only one cause? A common cause? One cause fits 
all? Maybe?

Mr. Tucker made the very same point of several sources causing 
the same event to me, sir, when he pointed out specifically that 
even if the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 ruptured 
open in flight and United Airlines Flight 811 did also, the cause 
might be two separate reasons, and I agree wholeheartedly. I 
have thought about this a lot.

There are many ways for a cargo door to inadvertently rupture 
open in flight: (Current official opinion in parentheses)
A. Bomb explosion. (Partially accepted for two flights, ruled out 
for two flights.)
B. Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Accepted for two flights, 
ruled out for two flights.
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for all flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for all flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for all flights.)
G. Fire. (Ruled out for all flights.)



H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for all flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for all flights.)
J . Fuel tank explosion. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for 
three flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for all flights.)
L. Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for all flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for all flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for all flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for all flights.)
P. Out of rig door. (Ruled out for all flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for all flights.)
R. Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for all flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one flight, then 
ruled out for all flights.)
T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for three 
flights.)
U. Repair error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for three 
flights.)
W. Collision with terrain. (Ruled out for all flights.)

Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, may we agree for this discussion that 
there was structural failure in flight forward of the wing on the 
right side of Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India Flight 182 and 
United Airlines Flight 811? There may be one cause, or two, or 
three. The structural failure may have occurred after a bomb 
explosion. A rather large shotgun could have gone off in a 
baggage container after a nearby explosion.

The key is pattern. The pattern is similar evidence in only four 
early model Boeing 747 inflight fatal events. I have discerned a 
pattern amongst the four fatal accidents out of the thirty odd hull 
losses. The pattern is clear yet complex and detailed. When a 



forward cargo door ruptures open in flight, certain things have to 
happen and they happened for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 
Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800.

I see the pattern and now I believe, and am immensely relieved, 
that you two gentlemen see it also. 

What is the significance of the pattern? The significance is that it 
is possible only one cause is for all and that cause, faulty 
electrical wiring or switch, still exists, is a current hazard and 
must be dealt with, the sooner the better. There is urgency.

The significance of the pattern is that enough current hard 
evidence exists to justify a supplemental safety investigation into 
Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 based upon 
subsequent similar accidents such as United Airlines Flight 811 
and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 from which much new 
knowledge was gained, such as the aging aircraft study which 
revealed the dangers of Kapton/Poly X wiring and an electrical 
problem can cause a cargo door to rupture open in flight.

Permit me a moment of wistful thinking based upon little 
experience in the aviation safety government system for an 
opinion that carries little weight:

From my point of view, it would not be too much of a reaction to 
recommend to NTSB that an emergency AD be written to inspect 
all the wiring in the forward cargo door area of Boeing 747s for 
arcing, sooting, or fire damage. In addition, it must be an option 
to pull the cargo door electrical circuit breaker, as was done and 
maybe saved a UAL aircraft as shown by below SDR from FAA:
ÒDifficulty Date : 10/11/00  Manufacturer : Boeing Aircraft 



Group : 747 Aircraft Model : 747422 Engine Manufacturer : 
Part/Defect Location : Cargo Door Part Condition : 
Malfunctioned : UALA Precautionary Procedure : A/C N 
Number : 199UA Aircraft Serial No. : 28717
Discrepancy/Corrective Action: Fwd cargo door opened by itself 
when cb pushed in. On arrival, circuit breakers were pushed in, 
when pressure relief door handle was opened the door latches 
opened and then the door opened on its own. Could not duplicate 
problem after initial opening.Ó

Now thatÕs sort of scary.

I think that enough hard evidence exists of the pattern of wiring/
cargo door cause for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 
to justify a supplemental investigation for both and that decision 
can be justified to the highest authority to include the Prime 
Ministers via the Transportation Ministers via the heads of the 
safety boards via the heads of AAIB and accident investigations 
of TSB or whatever torturous path the news takes to the top.

The legal system may be done with Pan Am Flight 103 and 
starting on Air India Flight 182 in November, but are the safety 
people through? Safety is never finished. The safety people are 
really never ÔthroughÕ with an accident and thatÕs why film 
and wreckage is archived for future evaluation based on 
subsequent similar events. Safety explains the past to predict the 
future because history repeats itself.

The value of the CVR and FDR, the saving of wreckage and the 
archiving of film for decades, and the willingness for safety 
officials to always review the past to determine the present has 
been shown to be invaluable in this investigation into four 
Boeing 747s accidents far from each other in time and distance 



and yet all related by evidence.

If official aviation safety organizations announced they were 
doing a supplemental investigation into several airplane crashes, 
I believe the public would accept that as normal, prudent, and 
comprehensive. (A precedent of later official review was set by 
NTSB with its rewrite of the United Airlines Flight 811 accident 
with an entirely new AAR, 92/02 which superseded 90/01.) (End 
philosophical digression.)

KS>ÒThe important differences lie in the detailed examination 
rather than the macro features.Ó

JBS>I again agree wholeheartedly, Mr. Smart, and thatÕs why I 
have come to the conclusion of a rather large shotgun, shorted 
wiring, and poorly designed cargo door caused the destruction of 
Pan Am Flight 103 and not a powerful plastic explosive bomb by 
terrorists: By a detailed examination.

JBS>Detailed examination; I have it, sir. Details from text, 
charts, photographs, tables, reports, tests, and evaluations. ItÕs in 
literally thousands of pages of consideration and analysis by me 
and thousands of pages of related consideration by others. I have 
the details and do not risk inundating you with them but only 
send two AARs via separate email for your consideration but all 
details are available upon request, Mr. Smart. It takes just a few 
minutes to send you anything you want on my end.

KS>ÒI'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your 
hypothesis, but the scenario that you suggest was the subject of 
very considerable examination in the early stages of the 
Lockerbie investigation.



JBS>You have not thrown cold water, sir, but added fuel to the 
fire. Thank you for confirmation that my subject of considerable 
analysis was worthy of your considerable initial analysis. I ask 
that the subject now have considerable examination in the late 
stages of the Lockerbie investigation, using the rare luxury of 
hindsight and the subsequent similar accidents of United Airlines 
Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

To politely repeat, Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, my goal is not to 
persuade you that an electrical problem caused the destruction of 
Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India Flight 182, but to persuade you 
that reasonable cause exists to reconsider the probable cause for 
both because of subsequent similar accidents which reveals a 
potential common cause for all. Let TSB and AAIB create an 
updated/supplemental investigation into each from the point of 
view of a reasonable, plausible probable cause as:
1. Missile. (Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
2. Center fuel tank explosion with undetermined ignition source. 
(Brought up by Trans World Airlines Flight 800.)
3. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup. (Brought up by United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
4. Bomb. (Brought up by Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and United Airlines 
Flight 811.)
5. Rather large shotgun. (Brought up by Pan Am Flight 103.)

Part II

OK, what reasonably could cause the forward cargo door of a 
Boeing 747 to open in flight at initial event time of a sudden loud 
sound on the CVR?



A missile could hit the plane in flight. Where could a missile 
have hit Pan Am Flight 103? Only a hit in the forward cargo 
compartment would cause the abrupt power cut to the recorders 
and the sudden loud sound. What corroborative evidence is there 
that a missile struck Pan Am Flight 103? None that I can see. 
There were no military planes nearby nor reports of missing 
missiles, there were no reports of missile sightings at event time, 
there is no residual evidence of residue, missile casing, pitting, or 
cratering which follows a high explosive detonation, and there 
was no missile explosion sound on the CVR. The same reasons 
that a missile was ruled out for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
are the same reasons that a missile can be ruled out for Pan Am 
Flight 103.

Based upon lack of corroborative evidence, a missile as a 
probable cause for Pan Am Flight 103 may be ruled out.

Could the center fuel tank have exploded from an undetermined 
ignition for Pan Am Flight 103?

There was fire for the wing and engine number three but no 
evidence of inflight fire around the center fuel tank. The center 
tank may have been on fire as it fell, but it did not explode 
according to the wreckage. The sound on the CVR was not a fuel 
tank explosion sound. The pieces of wreckage which left the 
plane first were not from the center fuel tank. The sides of the 
fuselage near the center tank are damaged in much different 
degrees and should be evenly bilateral. None of the passengers 
were burned extensively. The reasons for determining a center 
fuel tank exploded for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the 
same reasons for ruling it out for Pan Am Flight 103 because 
they did not occur.



Based upon lack of corroborative evidence, a center fuel tank 
explosion of undetermined ignition as a probable cause for Pan 
Am Flight 103 may be ruled out. 

Could an electrical problem of wiring or switch have caused the 
destruction of Pan Am Flight 103?

The corroborative evidence is literally in volumes: NTSB AAR 
90/01 and NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811 and 
AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am Flight 103. Below are specific matches 
between PA 103 and UAL 811 gleaned only from those 
government AARs.
Both were:
Aged.
High flight time.
Early model-100.
Poly x wired.
Boeing 747.
Experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in 
cargo door area.
Shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is 
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
Fodded number three engine.
On fire number three engine.
Sudden sound on cvr
loud sound on the cvr.
Short duration sound on the cvr.
Abrupt power cut to fdr.
Outward peeled skin in cargo door area from aft midspan latch.
Longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at 
midspan latch.
More severe inflight damage on starboard side.
At least nine never recovered bodies.



Vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door.
Torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side. 
Outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage. 
Destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

Based upon abundance of corroborative evidence, an electrical 
problem of wiring or switch as a probable cause for Pan Am 
Flight 103 may be ruled in pending further investigation.

Could a bomb/rather large shotgun have caused the destruction 
of Pan Am Flight 103?

If a powerful bomb were to explode in the forward cargo hold of 
Pan Am Flight 103, certain corroborating evidence would be 
present such as hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal, punctures, 
shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting, cratering, explosive type 
injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb 
explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder. 

For Pan Am Flight 103:
A. Pitting: Present
B. Cratering: Present
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Found.
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Found
J . Timer: Fragment of plastic.
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent



Bombs have been considered for Air India Flight 182 and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 as well as Pan Am Flight 103 and thus 
extensively investigated. The same reasons for ruling out a bomb 
for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons to rule 
it out for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103.

The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800: Page 180, footnote 368: Evidence of a bomb 
explosion included deformation of materials away from a 
location at the height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting 
damage on multiple pieces of wreckage that formed a pattern 
radiating from the same location (including into the CWT), 
punctures radiating from the same location, and shrapnel. 
Further, according to the FBI's laboratory report, No. 91204034 S 
YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30, 1990, chemical 
analysis of a piece of wreckage from the right side of the CWT 
identified the presence of RDX and PETN high explosive. These 
two explosives comprise about 86 percent of the composition of 
SEMTEX, which is a rubberlike material manufactured by 
Synthesia Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia, primarily for 
use in mining and other civil engineering activities. According to 
the FBI, SEMTEX has been used by criminal and terrorist 
elements in Europe since 1966. (SEMTEX was identified as the 
material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103. For 
additional information, see section 1.11.1.2.) 

Page 257 to page 259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1.2 Consideration 
of a High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or 
Missile Warhead) Several factors led to speculation that the 
accident might have been caused by a bomb or missile strike. 
These factors included heightened safety and security concerns 
because of the 1996 Olympics then being held in the United 



States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was an international flight, 
and the sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. 
In addition, numerous witnesses to the accident reported seeing a 
streak of light and then a fireball, which some people believed 
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some 
anomalous primary radar targets were recorded by the Islip, New 
York, radar site in the general vicinity of TWA flight 800 at the 
time of the accident that apparently could not be explained. 
Accordingly, the Safety Board considered the possibility that a 
bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a missile warhead from 
a shoulder-launched missile exploded upon impact with the 
airplane. Testing performed by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three 
separate pieces of airplane wreckage (described by the FBI as a 
piece of canvaslike material and two pieces of floor panel). 
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated 
with a high-energy explosion of a bomb or missile warhead (such 
as severe pitting, cratering, petalling, or hot gas washing) were 
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure, 
including the pieces on which the trace amounts of explosives 
were found. Only about 5 percent of the airplane's fuselage was 
not recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were 
large enough to have encompassed all of the damage that would 
have been caused by the detonation of a bomb or missile. 
Although several large holes are visible in the reconstructed 
portion of the airplane fuselage, almost all of the structure that 
originally filled in these holes is attached to the remaining 
structure but is folded either inward or outward. No area of 
structure in the reconstructed portion of the airplane contained 
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point 
of a missile. Further, the victims remains showed no evidence of 
injuries that could have been caused by high-energy explosives, 
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior 



components consistent with a high-energy explosion. 
Investigators considered several scenarios to determine how the 
trace amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the 
wreckage from the accident airplane. Trace amounts of explosive 
residue could have been transferred to the contaminated pieces 
from the military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots, 
and equipment) that were on board the accident airplane when it 
was used to transport troops during the Gulf War in 1991. In 
addition, explosives were placed and then removed from several 
locations in the accident airplane during a dog-training explosive 
detection exercise about 1 month before the accident. Despite 
being unable to determine the exact source of the trace amounts 
of explosive residue found on the wreckage, the lack of any 
corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy explosion 
indicates that these trace amounts did not result from the 
detonation of a high-energy explosive device on TWA flight 800. 
Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight 
breakup of TWA flight 800 was not initiated by a bomb or a 
missile strike.Ó

Gentlemen, most of the required evidence that corroborates a 
bomb explosion on Pan Am Flight 103 is missing and those few 
traces of residue can now be explained as benign based upon 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800. Evidence of Semtex was found 
on both Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
yet called benign for one and could be for the other too.

Based upon absence or a benign finding of corroborative 
evidence, an explosion of a powerful explosion from a bomb as a 
probable cause for Pan Am Flight 103 may be ruled questionable.

Could the firing of a rather large shotgun have given evidence 
which led investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been 



detonated causing the destruction of Pan Am Flight 103?

The evidence shows a relatively mild directed blast existed a 
corner of a baggage container, traveled 25 inches and caused a 20 
inch hole in the fuselage skin. The sound of the mild directed 
blast was not heard on the cockpit voice recorder. Bombs are 
loud, spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are relatively mild 
and directed.

To politely repeat: The damage in the baggage container and 
adjacent area is from a mild directed blast as if a rather large 
shotgun had gone off at close range. (AAIB stated in Aircraft 
Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) section: 1.12.2.1 
Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels formed the boundary of the 
shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, 
heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - 
rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the inner 
surface of the fuselage at close range,Ó and 8. Analysis: ÒWith 
the two container reconstructions placed together it became 
apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited container 4041 
through the rear lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged 
at an angle on the forward face of container 7511.)

The AAIB official who was actually there opined the cause of the 
damage he personally viewed to be as if a rather large shotgun 
had been fired at the fuselage at close range and I agree with him 
and the AAIB and it may not have been a shotgun but some type 
of directed firearm but not a bomb.

Can we agree that this AAIB opinion may have been correct in 
its assessment of the cause of the mild blast, pitting, sooting, 
distortions, ragged, and shattered skin as if a very large shotgun 
had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at close range?



Can we agree that pitting, sooting, distortions, ragged, and 
shattered skin could also have been interpreted as evidence of a 
bomb explosion?

Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners 
before and have been accidentally discharged, (AprilÊ26, 2000 
Gun goes off in bag being loaded into jet. Associated Press - 
Portland  ÒA high-powered handgun went off in the baggage 
compartment of an Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at 
Portland International Airport, sending a bullet into the passenger 
compartment within inches of passengers' feet. Nobody was 
injured.Ó)

Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires 
in a directed manner and would give a relatively mild blast 
compared to a high explosive bomb. The sound of the weapon 
firing is not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the 
power had been abruptly cut after the tremendous explosive 
decompression when the huge hole appeared on the starboard 
side of the hold or the gunshot was over shouted by the 
tremendous noise from the huge hole and the explosive 
decompression.

The evidence corroborates the detonation of a device called a 
rather large shotgun which caused a relatively mild directed blast 
which resulted in a 20 inch hole in the fuselage skin on the port 
side. This damage was not sufficient to cause the nose to come 
off Pan Am Flight 103 because the structure was designed to 
withstand a hold that size in the pressurized hull by the presences 
of stiffeners, ribs, and belts.

Based upon the presence of corroborative evidence, the firing of 



rather large shotgun in the forward cargo hold  Pan Am Flight 
103 may be ruled in as occurring but ruled out as the cause of the 
subsequent structural failure pending further investigation.

To summarize some conclusions about Pan Am Flight 103 based 
upon subsequent events such as United Airlines Flight 811 and 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
1. Structural failure of a ruptured open forward cargo door in 
flight is likely because of presence of corroborative evidence.
2. Bomb explosion or missile strike or center fuel tank explosion 
unlikely as probable cause because of absence of corroborative 
evidence.
3. Detonation of rather large shotgun in baggage container is 
likely to have occurred because of presence of corroborative 
evidence.
4. Electrical problem as cause of ruptured open forward cargo 
door possible because of presence of corroborative evidence and 
the precedent of United Airlines Flight 811.

Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, thank you for wading through the 
above analysis. There are four complex fatal Boeing 747 events 
to cross reference/compare/sort out and it gets confusing at 
times. For the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation, all the 
evidence for four fatal crashes must remain consistent and it 
does. Over and over again the wiring/cargo door explanation 
makes sense when investigated. The latest confirmation came 
with the four photographs of the forward cargo door area of Pan 
Am Flight 103 which revealed: The peeled back and down skin 
from the aft midspan latch and the longitudinal split of the door. 
This specific evidence matches United Airlines Flight 811 door 
which is the most credible model because its evidence is 
indisputable. There was no way for me to know the close match 



of the Pan Am Flight 103 door to the United Airlines Flight 811 
door since there were never any photographs released of that 
starboard side, only two of the port ÔbombÕ side and yet, the 
new evidence continues to match the credible model.

The goal again, gentlemen, is not to persuade you that there were 
no bombs on Air India Flight 182 or Pan Am Flight 103 and that 
an electrical problem caused the forward cargo door to rupture 
open in flight causing a huge hole to appear leading to a 
tremendous explosion which caused the subsequent destruction 
of both aircraft, but the goal is to persuade you that a pattern has 
emerged which indicates that sequence may have happened that 
way  based upon subsequent similar accidents and since the 
electrical hazard still exists to this day, supplemental 
investigations into the mechanical explanation are warranted. 

The evidence in Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 still 
exists in hangars and high quality film and video in archives of 
AAIB, TSB, and RCMP. The confirming answers are there if 
examined. Please reexamine the metal, tubes, latches, cams, 
locking handles, pins, skin, paint as shown in wreckage and 
photographs to match up or not match up to United Airlines 
Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800. Please 
reconsider the probable cause as electrical and conduct a 
supplemental investigation to rule in or rule out that current 
hazard.

For Air India Flight 182, please have faith in the CASB of 1986 
who said an explosion occurred in the forward cargo 
compartment but declined to conclude it was a bomb explosion 
and were correct.

For Pan Am Flight 103, please have faith in the AAIB of 1988 



who thought first of a structural defect induced by overload and 
were correct.

Thank you again, Mr. Smart, for your informative email of 18 
April and I hope to continue our discussion further. Thank you, 
Mr. Tucker, for your continued interest and I look forward to 
further exchanges. 

Gentlemen, I invite you both to visit me here in Carmel Valley, 
California for a personal visit in pleasant surroundings for a 
mutual exchange of ideas. Spring is very pretty here.

Best Regards,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Enclosures:
AprilÊ26, 2000 Gun goes off in bag being loaded into jet
Associated Press - 
PORTLAND _ A high-powered handgun went off in the baggage 
compartment of an Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at 
Portland International Airport, sending a bullet into the passenger 
compartment within inches of passengers' feet.
Nobody was injured.
The .357-caliber Ruger discharged in a suitcase as it was being 
thrown into the cargo hold of a Boeing 737 being loaded Monday 



night for a flight to Anchorage, Alaska, said Port of Portland 
spokesman Doug Roberts.
If the gun had fired during the flight at a high altitude and the 
bullet had made a large hole in a window, the aircraft would have 
experienced rapid decompression, said Alaska Airlines 
spokesman Bill MacKay. However, he said, if the bullet had 
penetrated the plane's outer skin, the hole would have been 
smaller and there would have been no threat of rapid 
decompression.

Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight

AI 182 PA103 UAL 811
TWA 800

Boeing 747 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Early model -100 or -200 Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type) Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Breakup occurs amidships Yes Yes Yes
Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours) No
Yes Yes Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service) No
Yes Yes Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door

Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff No Yes
Yes Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots 
while proceeding normally in all parameters Yes



Yes Yes Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts Maybe

Yes Yes Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door 
area Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is loud Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data 
recorders Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound

No No No No
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound 
in wide body airliner Yes Yes Yes Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door 

Maybe Maybe Yes Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
three Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three Maybe
Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
four Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight Yes 
Maybe Yes Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight Yes Yes 
Yes Maybe



Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight Yes 
Yes Yes Yes 
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward 
cargo door Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door

Maybe Yes Yes Yes 
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as 
latched No No No No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock 
sectors) No No No Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched Yes
Yes Yes Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
Yes Yes Yes Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft Yes Yes
No Yes
Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion

Yes Yes Yes Yes



Structural failure considered for probable cause
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable 
cause Yes No Yes Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion Yes
Yes No No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'

No Yes No No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause

Yes No No No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source No No No
Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo 
door No No Yes No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring 
inadvertently opening forward cargo door No
No Yes No
"Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to detonation flight

Yes Yes N/AN/A
"Bomb' allegedly loaded one flight previous to detonation flight

N/AN/AN/AYes
Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
"Bomb' allegedly goes off on ground after a flight N/
A N/AN/AN/A
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight

AI 182 PA103 UAL 811



Difficulty Date : 10/11/00  Operator Type : Air Carrier ATA 
Code : 5210 Part Name : CONTROLLER Aircraft 
Manufacturer : BOEING Aircraft Group : 747 Aircraft Model : 
747422 Engine Manufacturer : PWA Engine Group : 4056 
Engine Model : PW4056 Part/Defect Location : CARGO DOOR 
Part Condition : MALFUNCTIONED Submitter Code : Carrier 
Operator Desig. : UALA Precautionary Procedure : NONE 
Nature : OTHER Stage of Flight : INSP/MAINT District Office 
Region : Western/Pacific US office #29 A/C N Number : 199UA 
Aircraft Serial No. : 28717
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:Fwd cargo door opened by itself 
when cb pushed in. On arrival, circuit breakers were pushed in, 
when pressure relief door handle was opened the door latches 
opened and then the door opened on its own. Could not duplicate 
problem after initial opening.Ó

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 22, 2002 8:04:58 AM PDT
To: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182/103

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

Dear Mr. Smart,

Attached as pdf file is my AAR for Air India Flight 182 which 
includes evaluations for Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines 
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

Cheers,
Barry Smith



John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 22, 2002 8:05:12 AM PDT
To: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: AAR United Airlines Flight 811 92/02 NTSB

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

Dear Mr. Smart,

Attached as pdf file is the NTSB AAR for  United Airlines Flight 
811 which has much relevance to Pan Am Flight 103 and others.

Cheers,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:24 AM PDT



To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Appendices A-K

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Appendices A-K in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:26 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix M

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,



Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix M, NTSB AAR 92/02 
for United Airlines Flight 811 in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:27 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix L

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD



United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix L, AAIB 2/90 for Pan 
Am Flight 103 in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:29 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Part IV

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart,



Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Part IV in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:31 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Part III

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Part III in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry



John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:42 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Part II

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Part II in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:47 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Part I

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Part I in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:54 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix L

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix L, AAIB  AAR Pan 
Am Flight 103, in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:26:59 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix M

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,



Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix M, NTSB AAR 
United Airlines Flight 811, in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:27:01 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Appendices A-K

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill,



Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Appendices A-K in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:27:05 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Part I

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Part I in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith



(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:27:10 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Part IV

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Part IV in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:27:12 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Part III

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Part III in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:27:15 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR PA 103, Part II

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,



Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill,

Attached is Smith AAR PA 103, Part II in PDF format.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:31:28 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Smith AAR for PA 103 completed and sent

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

W.T. (Bill) Tucker



Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Mr. Ken Smart and Mr. Bill Tucker,   30 April 2002

Good morning, gentlemen. I've just completed my masterpiece, 
the aircraft accident report for Pan Am Flight 103. It's quite large 
in file size and paper sheets. I shall send it in pieces.

It's in four parts, I, II, III, and IV, and 13 appendices, A through 
M. They are all in PDF files for compatibility and efficiency. If 
any trouble receiving files, please tell me and I can send them via 
plain text or other format.

I'll attach the four parts each in four emails , then appendices A-
K in one email, appendix M in one email, and appendix L in one 
email for a total of seven emails. 

I think you'll find the report comprehensive, maybe too much as I 
have repeated some things over and over.

Essentially:
Shotgun firing misled investigators with red herring of bomb 
explosion.
Real culprit is shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
Hazard exists today.
Supplemental investigation by professionals warranted.

Cheers,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2002 9:31:29 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Smith AAR for PA 103 completed and sent

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada 

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart,   30 April 2002

Good morning, gentlemen. I've just completed my masterpiece, 



the aircraft accident report for Pan Am Flight 103. It's quite large 
in file size and paper sheets. I shall send it in pieces.

It's in four parts, I, II, III, and IV, and 13 appendices, A through 
M. They are all in PDF files for compatibility and efficiency. If 
any trouble receiving files, please tell me and I can send them via 
plain text or other format.

I'll attach the four parts each in four emails , then appendices A-
K in one email, appendix M in one email, and appendix L in one 
email for a total of seven emails. 

I think you'll find the report comprehensive, maybe too much as I 
have repeated some things over and over.

Essentially:
Shotgun firing misled investigators with red herring of bomb 
explosion.
Real culprit is shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
Hazard exists today.
Supplemental investigation by professionals warranted.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 1, 2002 1:05:08 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Additional considerations to AAR PA 103, Smith

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada 

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart,   1 May 2002

There are additional considerations regarding Pan Am Flight 103 
and the others:

There are similar anomalies among them regarding the two 
pressure relief doors inside the forward cargo door. They are 
missing, unstated, or jammed.

Text below from Appendix N, added to Smith AAR regarding 
pressure relief doors and attached to this email as a pdf file:



The more the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup is used to match up the 
actual evidence of the four aircraft, the more the explanation 
holds true. I await any questions or comments, or corrections 
regarding the new AAR on Pan Am Flight 103

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Pan Am Flight 103 Forward cargo door showing missing aft and 
forward pressure relief doors.

No reference is made in AAIB AAR 2/90 for Pan Am Flight 103 
to any pressure relief door in any cargo door for Pan Am Flight 
103.
*
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Forward cargo door showing 
missing aft pressure relief door.

No reference is made to any pressure relief door in any cargo 
door in NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800.
*
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Forward cargo door showing 
separated and replaced forward pressure relief door.



No reference is made to any pressure relief door in any cargo 
door in NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

*
Air India Flight 182 Forward cargo door showing missing top 
half of door including the aft and forward pressure relief doors.

No reference to any pressure relief door in any cargo door in 
CASB and Kirpal AAR for Air India Flight 182

Even if an explosion or a shotgun fired, there is still only a 
twenty inch shatter hole which is not big enough to cause the 
forward section to come off because the airframe is designed to 
withstand such a sized hole when hull is pressurized and, indeed, 
a Boeing 747, United Airlines Flight 811, successfully withstood 
a much larger hole in the same area of the aircraft on the 
starboard side.

Any firing of a weapon or small directed explosion which caused 
a twenty inch hole on the port side would have instantly 
decreased internal pressure of the hull which was impinging on 
the forward cargo door making it less likely that door area would 
rupture in flight at initial event time. The evidence of the 
recovered wreckage and illustrated by the wreckage distribution 
charts in Appendix B of AAIB AAR 2/90 shows that the forward 
cargo door area did suffer a large and catastrophic hull rupture at 
initial event time. 
The pressure waves of the relatively mild explosion did not 
destroy a nearby fiberglass baggage container and were thus 
unlikely to blow out a strengthened side of a fuselage. The firing 
of a weapon in the forward cargo hold was very unlikely to have 
caused the extensive damage on the starboard side.



Was a weapon found in the wreckage that might have caused the 
mild directed blast against the port side fuselage which might 
have been a rather large shotgun? 

A weapon may have been recovered in the wreckage, logged 
in, and therefore the wreckage database must be searched for any 
recovered weapons.

Were there there any passengers on board who might have been 
reasonably expected to carry weapons in their baggage? 

There may have been experts in firearms, or weapon 
salesmen, or gun collectors on board who might have put their 
products in their baggage. The passenger manifest needs to be 
checked for such persons.

Are there any other possible explanations for the mild directed 
explosion on the port side of the forward baggage compartment 
for Pan Am Flight 103?

Diplomatic pouches are often carried on international flights 
which do not go through security checks. A pouch may have held 
a weapon or have been booby trapped to explode into the face of 
the unauthorized person attempting to open it. Antique guns are 
often shipped by air. Flares and blasting caps might have been 
inadvertently ignited. There are several reasonable explanations 
that offer alternative to a bomb causing the mild directed 
explosion in the forward baggage compartment on the port side.

Since the opinion was given by the AAIB of a rather large 
shotgun, is it possible for a further description?

Based upon the evidence recovered, it should be possible for 
the FBI or Scotland Yard to determine the caliber, the type of 
powder, and the type and model of the weapon that would have 
caused the mild directed blast that exited one container, struck 
another and caused a twenty inch hole in the fuselage leaving 



soot and pitted metal behind.

How can the problems revealed be fixed?
1. Faulty Poly X wiring can be fixed by:

1. Turning off all unnecessary electrical circuits.
2. Removing all unnecessary wiring. Only that wiring 

which is needed for safe aircraft flight is required to be wired 
such as engines, communications, navigation, and cockpit 
instruments.

3. All other electrical needs can be wireless or battery 
driven.

2. Rupturing open cargo doors can be fixed by:
1. Making the doors plug type, or,
2. Barring the doors mechanically so that they can never open, 
and,
3. Entering cargo compartments from inside the hull to store 
items.

Are the repairs suggested economically feasible?
It is in the best interests of the airlines, the manufacturer, the 

government, and the passengers and flight crews that all known 
hazards to flight safety be removed as soon as possible. Flying is 
dangerous and all hazards can not be removed but those that are 
discovered must be corrected. A safer airplane is a best selling 
airplane. A best selling airplane is a popular airplane. A popular 
airplane creates secure jobs. 

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: Ô2.11.4.6 All 
cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some 
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 



forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the 
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage 
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John 
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the 
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free 
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea 
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.Õ

Conclusion:
The missing and jammed pressure relief doors in the forward 
cargo doors of aircraft that suffer and explosive decompression 
in the forward cargo compartment indicate that internal pressures 
were not normal and require satisfactory explanation. The status 
of the pressure relief doors needs to be determined for Pan Am 
Flight 103, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and Air India Flight 
182. 

The pressure relief doors are not designed to blow out if 
abnormal internal pressure detected. They are mechanically 
linked to the latching mechanisms. If the latches inadvertently 
turn towards the unlatched position in flight, the pressure relief 
doors would slightly open also. When the pieces of the cargo 
door fell from a great height, the relief doors might have become 
jammed or lost upon ground or water impact. The pressure relief 
doors may have been recovered in the wreckage but not hung on 
the wreckage reconstruction.

At this time, this investigator has no explanation for the similar 
anomalies of the jammed and missing pressure relief doors in the 



cargo doors.

Appendix N: Pressure Relief Doors

*
Normal Boeing 747 forward cargo door showing aft and forward 
pressure relief doors near top hinge.

From NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811: ÔThe 
cargo doors on the B-747 have a master latch lock handle 
installed on the exterior of the door. The handle is opened and 
closed manually. The master latch lock handle simultaneously 
controls the operation of the latch lock sectors, which act as 
locks for the latch cams, and the two pressure relief doors located 
on the door.  The final securing operation is the movement of 
lock sectors across the latch cams. These are manually moved in 
place across the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams 
through mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle. The 
position of the lock sectors is indicated indirectly by noting 
visually the closed position of the two pressure relief doors 
located on the upper section of each cargo door. The pressure 
relief doors are designed to relieve any residual pressure 
differential before the cargo doors are opened after landing, and 
to prevent pressurization of the airplane should the airplane 
depart with the cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure 
relief doors are mechanically linked to the movement of the lock 
sectors. This final procedure also actuates the master latch lock 
switch, removing electrical control power from the opening and 
closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo 
door warning light through a switch located on one of the 
pressure relief doors.Õ
*
United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door showing missing 



aft pressure relief door and jammed open status of forward 
pressure relief door according to NTSB AAR 92/02.

Below excerpts for NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 
811:
ÔThe ramp service personnel said that they had verified that the 
forward cargo door was flush with the fuselage of the airplane, 
that the master door latch handle was stowed, and that the 
pressure relief doors were flush with the exterior skin of the 
cargo door. The dispatch mechanic stated that, in accordance 
with UAL procedures, he had performed a "circle check" prior to 
the airplane's departure from the HNL gate. This check included 
verification that the cargo doors were flush with the fuselage of 
the airplane, that the master latch lock handles were stowed, and 
that the pressure relief doors were flush or within 1/2 inch of the 
cargo door's exterior skin. He said a flashlight was used during 
this inspection.Õ

SB-747-52-2097, "Pressure Relief Door Shroud Installation--
Lower Lobe and Side Cargo Doors," was issued on June 27, 
1975. Revision 1 to SB-747-52-2097 was issued November 14, 
1975. In general, the SB recommended the installation of shrouds 
on the inboard sides of the cargo door pressure relief door 
openings. The purpose of the shrouds was to prevent the 
possibility of the pressure relief doors being rotated (blown) to 
the closed position during the pressurization cycle. This 
condition could only occur if the master latch lock handle had 
been left open and the flightcrew failed to note the cargo door 
open warning before takeoff.Õ

ÔUAL records for N4713U indicated that SB-747-52-2097 had 
been complied with and the shrouds had been installed on the 
forward and aft cargo doors. However, examination of the aft 



cargo door on N4713U revealed that the shrouds were not in 
place. UAL could not find records to verify if the shrouds had 
been installed or if they had been removed from either door.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found 
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to 
which the shrouds attach was missing.Õ

ÔThe lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque 
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were 
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at 
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief 
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods 
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of 
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door 
was jammed open into the cutout.Õ

ÔThe examination of the recovered forward cargo door did not 
provide confirmation that the pressure relief door shrouds were 
actually installed on the forward door, although UAL records 
showed that they had been installed on both cargo doors of 
N4713U, in accordance with SB-747-52-2097. However, the 
shrouds were found not to be installed on the aft door, contrary to 
UAL records, and therefore may not have been installed on the 
forward door. Without the shrouds, the pressure relief doors 
could have rotated shut during the pressurization cycle. Because 
the closure of the pressure relief doors would back-drive the lock 
sectors, this scenario would presume previous damage to the 
sectors, which would permit the sectors to move over the 
unlatched cams.Õ

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Date: May 1, 2002 1:05:17 PM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Additional considerations to AAR PA 103, Smith

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada 

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart,   1 May 2002

There are additional considerations regarding Pan Am Flight 103 
and the others:

There are similar anomalies among them regarding the two 
pressure relief doors inside the forward cargo door. They are 
missing, unstated, or jammed.

Text below from Appendix N, added to Smith AAR regarding 
pressure relief doors and attached to this email as a pdf file:

The more the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup is used to match up the 
actual evidence of the four aircraft, the more the explanation 
holds true. I await any questions or comments, or corrections 



regarding the new AAR on Pan Am Flight 103

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Pan Am Flight 103 Forward cargo door showing missing aft and 
forward pressure relief doors.

No reference is made in AAIB AAR 2/90 for Pan Am Flight 103 
to any pressure relief door in any cargo door for Pan Am Flight 
103.
*
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Forward cargo door showing 
missing aft pressure relief door.

No reference is made to any pressure relief door in any cargo 
door in NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800.
*
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Forward cargo door showing 
separated and replaced forward pressure relief door.
No reference is made to any pressure relief door in any cargo 
door in NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

*
Air India Flight 182 Forward cargo door showing missing top 



half of door including the aft and forward pressure relief doors.

No reference to any pressure relief door in any cargo door in 
CASB and Kirpal AAR for Air India Flight 182

Even if an explosion or a shotgun fired, there is still only a 
twenty inch shatter hole which is not big enough to cause the 
forward section to come off because the airframe is designed to 
withstand such a sized hole when hull is pressurized and, indeed, 
a Boeing 747, United Airlines Flight 811, successfully withstood 
a much larger hole in the same area of the aircraft on the 
starboard side.

Any firing of a weapon or small directed explosion which caused 
a twenty inch hole on the port side would have instantly 
decreased internal pressure of the hull which was impinging on 
the forward cargo door making it less likely that door area would 
rupture in flight at initial event time. The evidence of the 
recovered wreckage and illustrated by the wreckage distribution 
charts in Appendix B of AAIB AAR 2/90 shows that the forward 
cargo door area did suffer a large and catastrophic hull rupture at 
initial event time. 
The pressure waves of the relatively mild explosion did not 
destroy a nearby fiberglass baggage container and were thus 
unlikely to blow out a strengthened side of a fuselage. The firing 
of a weapon in the forward cargo hold was very unlikely to have 
caused the extensive damage on the starboard side.

Was a weapon found in the wreckage that might have caused the 
mild directed blast against the port side fuselage which might 
have been a rather large shotgun? 

A weapon may have been recovered in the wreckage, logged 
in, and therefore the wreckage database must be searched for any 



recovered weapons.

Were there there any passengers on board who might have been 
reasonably expected to carry weapons in their baggage? 

There may have been experts in firearms, or weapon 
salesmen, or gun collectors on board who might have put their 
products in their baggage. The passenger manifest needs to be 
checked for such persons.

Are there any other possible explanations for the mild directed 
explosion on the port side of the forward baggage compartment 
for Pan Am Flight 103?

Diplomatic pouches are often carried on international flights 
which do not go through security checks. A pouch may have held 
a weapon or have been booby trapped to explode into the face of 
the unauthorized person attempting to open it. Antique guns are 
often shipped by air. Flares and blasting caps might have been 
inadvertently ignited. There are several reasonable explanations 
that offer alternative to a bomb causing the mild directed 
explosion in the forward baggage compartment on the port side.

Since the opinion was given by the AAIB of a rather large 
shotgun, is it possible for a further description?

Based upon the evidence recovered, it should be possible for 
the FBI or Scotland Yard to determine the caliber, the type of 
powder, and the type and model of the weapon that would have 
caused the mild directed blast that exited one container, struck 
another and caused a twenty inch hole in the fuselage leaving 
soot and pitted metal behind.

How can the problems revealed be fixed?
1. Faulty Poly X wiring can be fixed by:

1. Turning off all unnecessary electrical circuits.



2. Removing all unnecessary wiring. Only that wiring 
which is needed for safe aircraft flight is required to be wired 
such as engines, communications, navigation, and cockpit 
instruments.

3. All other electrical needs can be wireless or battery 
driven.

2. Rupturing open cargo doors can be fixed by:
1. Making the doors plug type, or,
2. Barring the doors mechanically so that they can never open, 
and,
3. Entering cargo compartments from inside the hull to store 
items.

Are the repairs suggested economically feasible?
It is in the best interests of the airlines, the manufacturer, the 

government, and the passengers and flight crews that all known 
hazards to flight safety be removed as soon as possible. Flying is 
dangerous and all hazards can not be removed but those that are 
discovered must be corrected. A safer airplane is a best selling 
airplane. A best selling airplane is a popular airplane. A popular 
airplane creates secure jobs. 

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: Ô2.11.4.6 All 
cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some 
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the 



damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage 
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John 
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the 
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free 
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea 
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.Õ

Conclusion:
The missing and jammed pressure relief doors in the forward 
cargo doors of aircraft that suffer and explosive decompression 
in the forward cargo compartment indicate that internal pressures 
were not normal and require satisfactory explanation. The status 
of the pressure relief doors needs to be determined for Pan Am 
Flight 103, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and Air India Flight 
182. 

The pressure relief doors are not designed to blow out if 
abnormal internal pressure detected. They are mechanically 
linked to the latching mechanisms. If the latches inadvertently 
turn towards the unlatched position in flight, the pressure relief 
doors would slightly open also. When the pieces of the cargo 
door fell from a great height, the relief doors might have become 
jammed or lost upon ground or water impact. The pressure relief 
doors may have been recovered in the wreckage but not hung on 
the wreckage reconstruction.

At this time, this investigator has no explanation for the similar 
anomalies of the jammed and missing pressure relief doors in the 
cargo doors.

Appendix N: Pressure Relief Doors

*



Normal Boeing 747 forward cargo door showing aft and forward 
pressure relief doors near top hinge.

From NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811: ÔThe 
cargo doors on the B-747 have a master latch lock handle 
installed on the exterior of the door. The handle is opened and 
closed manually. The master latch lock handle simultaneously 
controls the operation of the latch lock sectors, which act as 
locks for the latch cams, and the two pressure relief doors located 
on the door.  The final securing operation is the movement of 
lock sectors across the latch cams. These are manually moved in 
place across the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams 
through mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle. The 
position of the lock sectors is indicated indirectly by noting 
visually the closed position of the two pressure relief doors 
located on the upper section of each cargo door. The pressure 
relief doors are designed to relieve any residual pressure 
differential before the cargo doors are opened after landing, and 
to prevent pressurization of the airplane should the airplane 
depart with the cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure 
relief doors are mechanically linked to the movement of the lock 
sectors. This final procedure also actuates the master latch lock 
switch, removing electrical control power from the opening and 
closing control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo 
door warning light through a switch located on one of the 
pressure relief doors.Õ
*
United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door showing missing 
aft pressure relief door and jammed open status of forward 
pressure relief door according to NTSB AAR 92/02.

Below excerpts for NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 
811:



ÔThe ramp service personnel said that they had verified that the 
forward cargo door was flush with the fuselage of the airplane, 
that the master door latch handle was stowed, and that the 
pressure relief doors were flush with the exterior skin of the 
cargo door. The dispatch mechanic stated that, in accordance 
with UAL procedures, he had performed a "circle check" prior to 
the airplane's departure from the HNL gate. This check included 
verification that the cargo doors were flush with the fuselage of 
the airplane, that the master latch lock handles were stowed, and 
that the pressure relief doors were flush or within 1/2 inch of the 
cargo door's exterior skin. He said a flashlight was used during 
this inspection.Õ

SB-747-52-2097, "Pressure Relief Door Shroud Installation--
Lower Lobe and Side Cargo Doors," was issued on June 27, 
1975. Revision 1 to SB-747-52-2097 was issued November 14, 
1975. In general, the SB recommended the installation of shrouds 
on the inboard sides of the cargo door pressure relief door 
openings. The purpose of the shrouds was to prevent the 
possibility of the pressure relief doors being rotated (blown) to 
the closed position during the pressurization cycle. This 
condition could only occur if the master latch lock handle had 
been left open and the flightcrew failed to note the cargo door 
open warning before takeoff.Õ

ÔUAL records for N4713U indicated that SB-747-52-2097 had 
been complied with and the shrouds had been installed on the 
forward and aft cargo doors. However, examination of the aft 
cargo door on N4713U revealed that the shrouds were not in 
place. UAL could not find records to verify if the shrouds had 
been installed or if they had been removed from either door.
There was no evidence of the pressure relief door shrouds found 
on the forward door; however, most of the inner door lining to 



which the shrouds attach was missing.Õ

ÔThe lower two connecting rods between the lock sector torque 
tube and the torque tube below the pressure-relief doors were 
undamaged; however, the upper connecting rod had separated at 
the upper, tapered end. The torque tube below the pressure-relief 
doors were missing, and the pressure-relief door connecting rods 
had separated at the lower, tapered end. The remaining portion of 
each rod was undamaged, but the forward pressure-relief door 
was jammed open into the cutout.Õ

ÔThe examination of the recovered forward cargo door did not 
provide confirmation that the pressure relief door shrouds were 
actually installed on the forward door, although UAL records 
showed that they had been installed on both cargo doors of 
N4713U, in accordance with SB-747-52-2097. However, the 
shrouds were found not to be installed on the aft door, contrary to 
UAL records, and therefore may not have been installed on the 
forward door. Without the shrouds, the pressure relief doors 
could have rotated shut during the pressurization cycle. Because 
the closure of the pressure relief doors would back-drive the lock 
sectors, this scenario would presume previous damage to the 
sectors, which would permit the sectors to move over the 
unlatched cams.Õ

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: May 9, 2002 1:46:28 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA 800 justification for reconsideration

Dear Barry,



As indicated to you, I did discuss your correspondence about 
PanAm 103 with
Ken Smart when he was here last week.  However, I must tell 
you that the
outcome was nothing like what you were thinking/hoping (about 
an
international team to reconsider the probable causes of various 
B747
accidents).

As I explained in an e-mail last year, the TSB-C does not have 
the mandate
to open another investigation into the Air India 182 accident. 
 Moreover, in
my opinion, based on consideration of the potential to advance
transportation safety (which is the only reason the TSB-C exists), 
it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to undertake such an
investigation.  I have neither the omniscience nor the ego to 
make an
absolute statement about a bomb or a cargo door.  However, 
based on a
reasonable (but certainly not perfect) knowledge of the 
occurrence and the
investigation, I believe that, while other explanations are 
possible, the
weight of evidence supports the conclusion of a bomb having 
exploded in that
aircraft.  Canada still has a strong interest in that occurrence, not 
the
least because so many of its citizens were killed.  That interest is
reflected in the level of effort that is still being exercised in the 
RCMP



investigation and the upcoming trial.

I have less knowledge of the PanAm 103 occurrence, but I have 
considerable
familiarity with Ken Smart and his team at the U.K. AAIB.  I 
have high
respect for their dedication, their technical competence and their
integrity.  Ken has told me that his team considered various 
theories in the
course of their investigation, including the one you espouse 
about the cargo
door, and they did not reject any of them without good reason. 
 He is quite
satisfied that they came to the correct conclusions.  AT the time 
we met,
Ken had not seen some of the correspondence you sent him (i.e. 
e-mail in the
last week of April).  My understanding is that he is always 
willing to
consider new information, as he did with what you sent before, 
however he
saw nothing so far to prompt him to re-open the investigation.

With respect to TWA 800, my position is the same as for PanAm 
103.  I don't
have a lot of detailed knowledge of the occurrence, but I know 
several of
the key NTSB people very well.  I have great respect for people 
like Ron
Schleede, Bernard Loeb, Barry Sweedler and Vern Ellingstad.  I 
believe the
NTSB's conclusions that there was no bomb, but that there was a 
centre fuel



tank explosion, are well supported.

While I can understand that various people may not accept 
various
conclusions of the above safety investigations, I have no doubts 
about the
integrity of any of those investigations.  I am sincerely sorry that 
you do
not have the same level of comfort - especially since I am also 
certain of
your integrity.  Unfortunately, it is a fact of life that honest 
people can
have honest differences of opinion.

For my part, I shall continue to do what I undertook to do last 
year.  That
is: to review your material to the extent that I can; to relay 
pertinent
extracts to our Director of Air Investigations, Director of 
Engineering, and
IIC of the SwissAir 111 investigation; but to only sometimes 
reply to your
mail.  In that vein, I am continuing to forward info from you to 
them, and I
still have some to forward.  I repeat my advice that you should 
send Air
India 182 related material directly to Sgt. Bart Blachford.  I am 
not
competent to serve as a filter for material pertinent to his 
investigation,
and I could not undertake to perform that role.

Finally, on a personal note, I want to tell you that I have decided 



to
retire this year.  I absolutely had not decided when we met in 
December, but
you seemed to have     I decided a month or so ago that I would 
retire by
this summer.  I haven't picked the exact date yet, but the farewell 
party is
booked for the 12th of June, so I guess I'll have to pull the plug 
within a
couple of weeks of that date.  I shall certainly be writing to you 
again
before I leave.

Sincerely,                 

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 05, 2002 2:43 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: TWA 800 justification for reconsideration

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill, 6 May 2002

As you can imagine, I am very curious as to the outcome of your 
meetings



with Mr. Smart and your opinion of my AAR for Pan Am Flight 
103 sent by
.PDF. I hope all went well.

I'm left to guess on the progress, so I'm thinking/hoping you are 
putting
together a team of international aviation safety experts to 
reconsider the
probable causes of all Boeing 747s that suffered similar events to 
United
Airlines Flight 811.

The team would be led by you representing Canada and Air India 
Flight 182,
Mr. Smart of UK AAIB for Pan Am Flight 103, and two 
representatives are
needed from NTSB for United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans 
World Airlines
Flight 800.

Regarding Trans World Airlines Flight 800: The rebuttal from 
NTSB to the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight
breakup for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 rests upon one 
document,
Exhibit 15C, which reported: 'Metallurgist's Factual Report, 
Exhibit 15C
'Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that 
all eight of
the door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of the 
door
itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.'



Bill, there are several things seriously wrong with that 
conclusion and
they are serious enough to justify a reexamination of the entire 
rejection
of the wiring/cargo door explanation:
       1. Photographs of the forward cargo door area show the 
'door' to
be in many pieces with an additional many important pieces 
missing. There
is no 'door' to examine.
       2. There are ten, not eight latches in that door. Eight is not
enough. Even if the required ten latches had been found (but 
were not) and
had been latched (none reported so), the door could have 
ruptured open in
the middle, inside the latches.
       3. The two midspan latches are not in the NTSB wreckage 
database
of recovered wreckage parts.
       4. Photographs of the wreckage reconstruction of the 
forward cargo
door area show large rupture holes exactly where the midspan 
latches used
to be.
       5. The eight latches reported  to be 'attached' make no 
mention of
'latched' and could in fact be unlatched but attached to pins. 
There is no
status report on the locking sectors, the manual locking handle, 
the
pressure relief doors, the torque tubes, bellcranks, or door wiring.
       6. Only one sill was found and it was determined to be the 



aft
cargo door sill. There is no forward cargo door sill in the 
wreckage
database. There are two identical cargo doors on a Boeing 747 
and TWA 800
and both have an identical lower door sill. Only one was 
recovered for
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and it was not the forward cargo 
door
sill. It was the aft cargo door sill. The sill was found in the aft
fuselage debris field along with other items identified as coming 
from the
aft cargo compartment. The area of the forward cargo 
compartment debris
field was spread out far and wide and no forward cargo door sill 
was
found. Conclusion: There is a very real probability that the 
wrong sill
was hung on the wreckage reconstruction and called the forward 
sill when
it is in fact the aft cargo door sill. That aft cargo door sill may 
have
had the bottom eight latches attached as there is no information 
in the
AAR about the aft cargo door.

So, the conclusion that the forward cargo door was latched and 
locked
until water impact is a flawed conclusion. It justifies further
examination. There are many other discrepancies/contradictions 
like the
above in areas such as CVR analysis, sequence of disintegration, 
and



engine breakdown report.

Emails below from Mr. Schleede show that he made his 
conclusion of a
latched and locked forward cargo door even before the NTSB 
wreckage lot
shows the pieces and the sill recovered from the ocean: 11 Aug 
96 for Mr.
Schleede to state he examined the 'door' and 26 August 96 for the 
aft sill
to be recovered. Some of the forward fuselage parts were 
recovered on the
29th of Aug 96.

If there is a forward cargo door sill recovered, it is not in the 
official
NTSB wreckage database supplied by CD ROM to me from 
NTSB. (Database
enclosed.)

I hope you were able to persuade Mr. Smart to an agreed course 
of action.
I hope my AAR on Pan Am Flight 103 persuades you that a 
supplemental
investigation is warranted. I hope the below can help persuade 
NTSB that a
reconsideration is due for the shorted wiring/forward cargo door
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for 
Trans
World Airlines Flight 800.

Looking forward to a follow up.



Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

At 6:48 PM -0400 4/16/02, Tucker, Bill wrote:

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Tue Apr 16 15:47:47 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Letter to Mr. Ken Smart enclosed.
Date:  Tue, 16 Apr 2002 18:48:14 -0400

Barry,

I've sent it to Ken Smart.  I'll also be seeing him here in two
weeks and

will follow up then 

Bill T..

Below excerpts from NTSB wreckage database for Trans World 
Airlines Flight
800 supplied by NTSB on CD ROM:



8/18/96-6 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 
46.90 -72 37 27.90
aft cargo door - lower sill latches & locks

8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1800 RIB 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80
FS 1810; outer frame aft cargo door panel stringer STR 24R-28R 
(aft upper
main cargo door sill)

8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 metal strap with internal 
cargo door
switch for forward cargo door; FS 560;

Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C:
'Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that 
all eight
of the door latching cams remain attached (along with pieces of 
the door
itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:  
Be assured that we are checking that.  I was the investigator in 
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes 
and factors.



Thanks for the interest.

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:  
I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and 
latched!

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@NTSB.gov>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: What is 'backup theory'?
Date: Mon, 19 May 1997 13:51:11 -0400
Encoding: 135 TEXT
As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched 
at
impact.  ron

Microsoft Word 6.0 Document MSWordDoc Word.Document.6
C:\WORD6\TEMPLATE\NORMAL.DOT X5000        Hong tao 
Hong tao 40 37 34.00
-72 42 38.00 TWA carpet TWA headphone sachel, hair dryer and 
misc items 40
39 18.42 -72 40 45.99 plastic cover 6"(4" beige 40 38 27.29 -72 
40 19.15
"levis" T-shirt, red, black, white 10/02/96-1 40 39 08.06 -72 40 
10.92 40
38 51.68 -72 39 54.32 food tray holder; 3 trays w/ food 
8/08/96-14 40 38
45.26 -72 39 51.96 front spar RH web LBL 75-115 8/08/96-14 



40 39 07.56 -72
39 47.89 nylon bag with cord 9/11/96-4 40 38 46.39 -72 39 47.31 
beer
shelf; pan, black plastic 8/16/96-10 40 38 57.30 -72 39 45.38 
white
plastic piece 9/27/96-1 40 38 44.44 -72 39 43.97 2 CD's; 
clothing; small
metal wreckage 40 38 57.00 -72 39 4.200 small piece of channel 
(green)
8/19/96-13 40 38 51.48 -72 39 38.58 black plastic box 
8/14/96-11 40 38
43.85 -72 39 37.31 metal fragments (yellowish-green) 40 38 
47.34 -72 39
36.77 ladies purse 10/02/96-1 40 39 18.03 -72 39 31.78 small 
piece of
metal 1'(10", shirt 10/08/96-4 40 38 42.99 -72 39 29.48 4'(6"(2" 
strut
8/14/96-9 40 38 49.80 -72 39 27.50 pack (air cond) inlet air 
scoop
8/20/96-15 40 38 56.53 -72 39 26.78 bag of gum 8/14/96-11 40 
38 52.50 -72
39 26.60 aspirator inlet, black circular object with items inside 
attached
to yellow/silver 8/12/96-4 40 38 46.79 -72 39 25.61 forward 
lower cargo
bay structure FS 800-840 L/H CW w/motor and wheels (cargo 
floor 4'(3'(2';
ac motor w/brake 8/14/96-9 40 38 53.15 -72 39 25.08 air cycle 
mach #3 Part
# 719238.7, serial # KE10372 8/04/96-66 40 38 51.24 -72 39 
24.06 metal
tubing; LH front spar 8/15/96-11 40 38 48.50 -72 39 24.00 small 
clear



bottle 8/20/96-15 40 38 51.70 -72 39 23.30 fan inlet diffuser 
housing for
pack #3 8/14/96-11 40 38 51.70 -72 39 23.30 small aluminum 
box with toggle
switch and red toggle switch safety cover 8/12/96-4 40 38 58.50 
-72 39
23.16 black plastic box 8/14/96-11 40 38 36.99 -72 39 22.38 
roller on
track 8/15/96-11 40 38 42.98 -72 39 21.70 3'(2' green aluminum 
8/24/96-7
40 38 58.02 -72 39 21.24 white piece of canvas 40 38 46.46 -72 
39 21.01
part of seat and cord 10/02/96-1 40 38 46.44 -72 39 21.00 seat 
arm 40 38
35.90 -72 39 20.71 #2 Ram Air duct 40 38 01.40 -72 39 20.64 
white plastic
piece 9/27/96-1 40 38 47.24 -72 39 20.58 flow control valve S/N
SNKB5189-764476-2 P214-9, #3 pack 8/05/96-2 40 38 47.24 
-72 39 20.58 A/C
unit K3283; TWA 1848; S/N 910424-separator water; catalytic 
ozone
converter S/N02089 8/05/96-2 40 38 36.99 -72 39 20.25 ram air 
inlet screen
8/19/96-11 40 38 36.39 -72 39 19.99 insulated tubing 
1120363320 8/22/96-7
40 38 43.19 -72 39 19.80 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 
900-960 L/H
CW w/ motor and wheels, pn 747-5100-5-0 8/03/96-85 40 38 
43.10 -72 39
19.80 FS 740-780 stringers 15R-26R with R2 door attached 
(#5804951 7 on
bottom inner door frame) 8/03/96-85 40 38 53.62 -72 39 19.51 
row 19 seat



4-5 8/06/96-46 40 38 55.26 -72 39 19.08 projector 8/15/96-11 40 
38 34.66
-72 39 18.72 misc. metal 10/17/96-1 40 38 42.10 -72 39 18.53 
piping/U
shaped 8', # 65B4093-5-1; Bleed Air Tubing, #3 pack ducting, 
forward end
8/03/96-85 40 38 48.80 -72 39 18.30 blower assembly w/ piping 
part # 1923;
Air Cycle Machine #1. casting P/N 18488, ACM valve turbo 
bypass; P/N 71
8/05/96-2 40 39 03.06 -72 39 18.00 pants/shorts? tray 10/06/96-3 
40 38
53.47 -72 39 17.98 row 19, seat 6-7 8/12/96-4 40 38 54.02 -72 39 
17.76
seat parts row 19, seat 4, panel, 8/15/96-11 40 38 48.54 -72 39 
17.76 seat
track 8/16/96-10 40 38 40.74 -72 39 17.46 victim 40 38 39.30 
-72 39 17.22
1) 2.5" ( 1" ( 1" BAC27EBY-51 2) 18" ( 1" ( 2" metal assy 
69B60682-1
8/19/96-11 40 38 41.50 -72 39 17.14 zone multiplexer s/n 
0390234 (box 50)
Zone B, p/n 51030 8/03/96-85 40 38 43.63 -72 39 16.20 
8/16/96-10 40 38
41.47 -72 39 15.82 1(1 alum. and honeycomb side 8/03/96-85 40 
39 00.87 -72
39 15.80 6" ( 2" honey comb insulation 1/4" thick; static cable 
guide;
support bracket assembly #69840527-1 8/05/96-2 40 38 55.30 
-72 39 15.60
interior bulkhead 8/16/96-10 40 38 44.90 -72 39 15.49 #3 pos air 
cycle
machine/heat exchanger w/ ducts, dual heat exchanger #3 40 38 



44.68 -72 39
15.42 metal strap, 1" wide 8/04/96-66 40 38 45.13 -72 39 15.35 
40 38 41.29
-72 39 15.25 FS 760-960; stringer 22R-37R; p/n 6580173 40 38 
41.29 -72 39
15.25 keel beam section box; also refer to LF 55D 40 38 41.29 
-72 39 15.25
floor beam w/ fiberglass floor panel #101, FS 860-880; RBL 
55-76;
9/19/96-1 40 38 41.75 -72 39 15.19 ozone catalytic converter p/n 
D-19333-2
s/n 02103 8/06/96-1 40 38 43.89 -72 39 15.14 alum/plastic strut; 
3' long (
5" wide 8/04/96-66 40 38 55.00 -72 39 15.00 side and bottom of 
meal
cart/serving cart 8/16/96-10 40 38 55.00 -72 39 15.00 row 19, 
seats 8,9,10
40 38 45.00 -72 39 15.00 AC access panel; right fuselage FS 
1112-1170 40
38 39.45 -72 39 15.00 2 coach seats # stenciled on frame 
823566404
8/03/96-85 40 38 39.45 -72 39 14.98 black tote bag 8/04/96-66 
40 38 52.86
-72 39 14.94 scarf red white and blue 10/02/96-1 40 38 41.25 -72 
39 14.87
possible wing section, "caution on antenna" 40 38 40.87 -72 39 
14.82 first
class galley 40 38 40.87 -72 39 14.82 galley parts (3' ( 3' metal 
piece w/
latch on side) 8/03/96-85 40 38 40.87 -72 39 14.82 alum. door 
(Plastic +
honeycomb piece) 40 38 40.87 -72 39 14.82 6' ( 2' inner galley 
room liner



40 38 49.70 -72 39 14.80 gasper air hose 8/26/96-32 40 38 27.80 
-72 39
14.80 fuselage stringer, 7' section 8/26/96-32 40 39 05.29 -72 39 
14.76
debris 10/06/96-3 40 38 41.99 -72 39 14.67 AC motor p/n 
747-5117-1-0 s/n
1638; 4(4 alum siding 8/06/96-1 40 38 41.99 -72 39 14.67 green 
metal strut
(04366-100) 8/04/96-66 40 38 50.50 -72 39 14.60 oxygen 
cylinder 8/26/96-32
40 39 00.50 -72 39 14.50 suitcase, baggage # TW194392 
8/14/96-11 40 38
53.40 -72 39 14.30 ram air inlet to air cycle machine/heat 
exchanger
8/12/96-4 40 38 54.80 -72 39 14.20 coffee maker 8/26/96-32 40 
39 00.20 -72
39 13.90 2 shirts on hangers 8/14/96-11 40 38 47.00 -72 39 13.40 
row 18,
Seats 4,5,6,7 40 38 37.56 -72 39 13.38 cargo bin structure, upper 
track
(roller tray), bent twisted metal piece 8/12/96-4 40 38 43.63 -72 
39 13.03
zone trim air duct 8/16/96-10 40 38 40.00 -72 39 12.60 row 20, 
Seats
4,5,6,7 8/3/96-85 FBM11A 40 38 37.29 -72 39 12.46 floor beam 
with seat
track; FS 840-880; RBL 33.99 8/04/96-66 40 38 37.29 -72 39 
12.46 floor
beam upper chord FS 920, RBL 16-37 40 38 58.90 -72 39 12.00 
side of galley
cart; galley carrier 8/16/96-10 40 38 44.55 -72 39 11.93 chrome 
brazing
8/04/96-66 40 38 40.01 -72 39 11.67 outer body fuselage skin 



fairing, pn
192L 8/04/96-66 40 38 46.70 -72 39 11.60 ice hammer 
8/16/96-10 40 38 57.66
-72 39 11.34 one 12"(24" tan fiberglass piece marked 
"823564-1A"
8/19/96-11 40 38 33.10 -72 39 11.10 Pile of debris: 4' piece of 
metal
tubing; short 6" piece of framing with several screws; interior 
framing
with w/ hydrauli 8/12/96-4 40 38 55.01 -72 39 10.78 black suit 
case
8/05/96-2 40 38 55.01 -72 39 10.78 blue TWA carpet 15'(5'; ball 
cap of
Florida Marlins; 2-6" ( 6" dinner trays; 6" ( 3" aluminum plate 
with wire
coming 8/05/96-2 40 38 54.70 -72 39 10.69 2 misc. pieces; 2 1/2
( 2 1/2
plastic, 3(2 alum sheet 8/06/96-46 40 38 57.40 -72 39 10.60 food 
cart w/4
drawers 8/08/96-31 40 39 00.00 -72 39 10.55 levi's jeans size 
W28 L34
10/02/96-1 40 38 32.87 -72 39 10.47 10' heavy framing 
8/19/96-12 40 38
38.64 -72 39 10.44 inlet valve 8/16/96-10 40 38 27.88 -72 39 
10.07 metal
part GD5340A wire attached 8/16/96-9 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 
food service
cart 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 Food carts 40 38 54.80 -72 39 
09.90 galley
"C" frame 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 galley "C" frame 40 38 
54.80 -72 39
09.90 galley "C" frame 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 coffee maker 
40 38 54.80



-72 39 09.90 galley "C" structure 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 food 
service
cart 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 galley "C" frame 40 38 55.04 -72 
39 09.76 4
pieces of alum framing from galley ID on framing. pn 
1681001-101
8/06/96-46 40 38 55.04 -72 39 09.76 small plastic trays, broken; 
armrest
46-5, armrest support 48-3 8/06/96-46 40 38 54.72 -72 39 09.61 
about 100
small plastic galley pieces 8/06/96-46 40 38 35.80 -72 39 09.00 
fan inlet
& diffuser housing for air cycle machine 8/12/96-4 40 38 35.80 
-72 39
09.00 Right belly and cargo track between FS 800-940; stringer 
37R-44R
8/12/96-4 40 38 35.80 -72 39 09.00 forward lower cargo bay 
structure FS
800-840 centerline (FS 980 floor beam - LBL 20 to RBL 11. 
Cargo track (fwd
8/12/96-4 40 38 44.94 -72 39 08.97 wing front spar web LBL 
20-70
8/03/96-85 40 38 38.54 -72 39 08.77 front spar RBL 66 - LBL 
28; (8(6 frame
# 65B1029858 front spare BL O;) CW front spar 40 39 05.98 -72 
39 08.64
suitcase 10/06/96-3 40 38 45.08 -72 39 08.48 wire plug DL9404 
8/04/96-66
40 38 47.80 -72 39 08.40 front spar; LBL 60-95 8/16/96-10 40 
38 52.30 -72
39 08.20 galley piece 8/16/96-10 40 39 06.08 -72 39 07.92 black 
shoe w/
glass imbedded in heel 10/06/96-3 40 38 36.06 -72 39 07.68 air 



cond heat
exchanger tubing 8/16/96-10 40 39 12.20 -72 39 07.56 tan hat 
10/06/96-3 40
38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 plastic travel light 8/04/96-66 40 38 39.55 
-72 39
07.45 metal/ wood framing 8' long 8/04/96-66 40 38 39.55 -72 
39 07.45 lip
stick (Honey Ginger color) 8/04/96-66 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 
3' angle
iron 8/03/96-85 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 misc. pieces 40 38 
39.55 -72 39
07.45 misc. pieces 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 air cycle machine 
ducting (fan
inlet & diffuser housing) 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 misc. pieces 
8/03/96-85
40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 FS 800-840; stringer 13R-16R with R2 
door frame
40 38 41.57 -72 39 07.30 FS 780-920; stringer 23L-37L 
8/03/96-85 40 38
53.00 -72 39 07.00 galley debris 8/16/96-10 40 39 06.62 -72 39 
06.84
debris 10/06/96-3 40 39 00.63 -72 39 06.83 debris - black plastic
10/02/96-1 40 38 41.77 -72 39 06.83 gear door, 65B10020-574, 
8/03/96-85 40
38 41.77 -72 39 06.83 hatch :Part # 65B10020-574, Serial # 
000160, MFR
Code 82918 40 38 53.20 -72 39 06.80 bottom side and door to 
galley cart;
serving cart bottom & 2 sides 8/16/96-10 40 38 32.94 -72 39 
06.78 5 misc
pieces wired together largest 3' ( .5' ( 2" 8/19/96-11 40 38 47.33 
-72 39
06.68 minolta camera, lens on camera & and separate lens in bag 



all in zip
lock bag sitting on bottom 8/03/96-85 40 38 25.71 -72 39 06.68 
Forward
lower cargo bay structure FS 820 right hand side 8/17/96-4 40 38 
22.77 -72
39 06.67 approx 1' long curved piece of fiberglass 10/02/96-1 40 
38 50.80
-72 39 06.50 aluminum tube seat frame; passenger seat bar 
8/16/96-10 40 38
26.58 -72 39 06.48 part of tire 8/16/96-9 40 38 26.58 -72 39 
06.48 seat
part, tray table piece 8/16/96-9 40 38 24.28 -72 39 06.17 1' ( 1" 
broken
heavy metal strut 8/17/96-4 40 39 06.37 -72 39 06.12 10/08/96-2 
40 38
46.63 -72 39 06.02 3 lights from interior of plane 10/02/96-1 40 
38 33.24
-72 39 05.70 duct work 8/16/96-10 40 38 39.90 -72 39 05.50 
small metal
piece 8/26/96-32 40 38 31.08 -72 39 05.10 front spar; FS web 
RBL 66-RBL
45; cw tank 8/08/96-14 40 38 50.80 -72 39 04.80 O2 cylinder 
8/16/96-10 40
38 51.98 -72 39 04.74 TWA M 88801-1 food cart 8/09/96-37 40 
38 51.98 -72
39 04.74 2 food box holders 40 38 51.98 -72 39 04.74 TWA M 
88801-1 1068;
outer frame for food carts s/n B972; M.O. 80E41 8/09/96-37 40 
38 31.20 -72
39 04.68 FS 980 lower frame Stringer 40L-42R 8/08/96-14 40 38 
30.60 -72 39
04.56 wire basket/ rubber coated 2"(2 1/2"(4"/6"(4" framing/ 
2'(1" strut



8/08/96-14 40 38 41.10 -72 39 04.30 panel, wires, 110v outlet 
(per
TWA-elec. relay panel, fwd cargo bin) p/n 65B40474-22 & 
65B40476-10 RA164
8/26/96-32 40 38 30.38 -72 39 04.30 3 piece framing 1 1/2( 2 1/2
8/08/96-14 40 38 30.38 -72 39 04.30 alum strut 4' long, circular 
tubing
18" diam; rubber/plastic w/ metal strap; assembly 65341207-1 40 
39 00.10
-72 39 03.60 black tray 8/14/96-11 40 38 51.50 -72 39 03.60 24" 
piece of
structure 8/16/96-10 40 38 31.50 -72 39 03.54 telephone 
8/16/96-10 40 38
31.50 -72 39 03.54 2' framing w/ hydraulic hose 8/19/96-11 40 
38 51.40 -72
39 03.31 seat 14 (8 9 0) 8/04/96-66 40 39 02.10 -72 39 03.20 
plastic grate
8/20/96-15 40 38 33.20 -72 39 03.20 White support 8/24/96-8 40 
38 33.59
-72 39 03.15 1/2 black hard side suitcase with hair dryer and 
misc items
40 39 01.20 -72 39 03.00 metal strap 3' long 8/20/96-15 40 38 
28.11 -72 39
02.61 front spar web and stiffner++ 8/17/96-4 40 38 59.74 -72 39 
02.41
2-1/2' ( 3' piece of wreckage; 3 castor wheels 8/04/96-66 40 38 
29.19 -72
39 02.40 #1 heat exchanger ram air door 8/05/96-2 40 39 00.06 
-72 39 02.37
food cart 8/06/96-1 40 38 44.20 -72 39 02.37 seats 19 (123) 40 
38 44.20
-72 39 02.37 3 seats; row 19 seats 1,2,3 8/03/96-85 40 38 50.28 
-72 39



02.17 fuse box galley complete 6'(3"(2"; galley B & C 
8/08/96-14 40 38
34.80 -72 39 01.90 part of cargo conveyor system 8/26/96-32 40 
39 09.72
-72 39 01.80 shirt, small piece of plastic 10/08/96-2 40 39 16.67 
-72 39
01.63 gray garment bag w/ red plping 10/08/96-2 40 38 34.70 
-72 39 01.40
arm rest 8/26/96-32 40 38 26.64 -72 39 01.31 fiberglass rib 
3'(1'(3"
8/20/96-15 40 38 59.90 -72 39 01.20 plastic tray 8/14/96-11 40 
38 59.90
-72 39 01.20 small metal framing in bag 8/14/96-11 40 38 39.90 
-72 39
01.20 3'(2' molded metal 8/14/96-11 40 39 01.50 -72 39 01.10 
victim 40 38
28.43 -72 39 01.03 9/10/96-4 40 38 30.78 -72 39 00.90 air plane 
wreckage?
(literal quote from tag) 8/19/96-11 40 38 29.30 -72 39 00.40 
connector
panel 8/24/96-8 40 38 34.48 -72 39 00.37 FS 800-1000; stringer 
40L-40R
with forward lower cargo bay structure w/rollers attached 
8/05/96-2 40 38
34.34 -72 39 00.14 light alum framing; 2' and 3' long; arm rest 
Row 17,
Seat 8 and 10 8/06/96-1 40 39 00.90 -72 38 59.90 plastic strips 
8/22/96-7
40 38 30.66 -72 38 59.76 3 pieces: 1) metal 10"(18"; 2) spring/
hinge,
small; 3) plastic cowling 6"(6"(2" 8/20/96-15 40 38 30.66 -72 38 
59.76
Forward lower cargo bay structure FS 940 left hand side 



8/20/96-15 40 38
54.22 -72 38 59.50 blue seat backing 8/08/96-14 40 38 53.96 -72 
38 59.50
black suit case 8/08/96-14 40 38 28.68 -72 38 59.46 clothing 
9/10/96-4 40
38 31.20 -72 38 59.30 cargo floor 8/24/96-8 40 38 54.19 -72 38 
59.18 row
?? Seats 8,9,10 8/06/96-46 40 38 53.37 -72 38 59.07 row 15 seat 
8-9-10
8/06/96-46 40 38 37.30 -72 38 59.00 air filter (galley) 8/26/96-32 
40 38
31.03 -72 38 59.00 fiberglass framing 3(3(3 8/06/96-1 40 38 
26.76 -72 38
58.74 #1267448 - 65808074-39 Green piece w/ gasket; 
horizontal stabilizer
fairing 8/17/96-4 40 38 31.09 -72 38 58.69 forward lower cargo 
bay
structure FS 860-880 left hand cargo floor 8/05/96-2 40 39 13.07 
-72 38
58.56 magazine 10/06/96-3 40 39 02.02 -72 38 58.56 shoe 
headphone volume
control, debris 10/03/96-4 40 38 55.60 -72 38 58.48 row 10; 
seats 8,9, 10
8/04/96-66 40 38 53.99 -72 38 58.22 umbrella, sweat shirt 
8/06/96-46 40 38
45.30 -72 38 58.10 luggage carrier, yellow blow dryer; AIWA 
walkman;
Boeing p/n 60B40125-10 8/08/96-31 40 38 45.30 -72 38 58.10 
right SOB CW
rib; web between SWB 1 and mid spar. Lat/long is in Red field 
40 38 45.30
-72 38 58.10 right SOB CW rib; web between R.S. and SWB 1. 
40 38 32.10 -72



38 58.08 same mark, 6' strut; 9302356 8/19/96-11 40 38 32.10 
-72 38 58.08
1) fluorescent light fixture p/n BR6219-401 2) bracket 4" ( 18" 3) 
small
3" piece of plastic 8/19/96-23 40 39 01.90 -72 38 58.00 seat 
frame, round
tube w/foot rest 8/20/96-15 40 38 44.17 -72 38 57.89 row 15 seat 
4-5-7
8/04/96-66 40 39 00.20 -72 38 57.80 personal effects 8/14/96-11 
40 38
59.76 -72 38 57.77 clothing and CD 8/14/96-11 40 38 42.70 -72 
38 57.46
lighting strut; red shirt size 44 8/04/96-66 40 38 59.88 -72 38 
57.10 row
21, seat 1-2-3 8/08/96-14 40 38 33.80 -72 38 57.00 rib w/ pulley; 
strut
with wheels 8/24/96-8 40 38 59.50 -72 38 56.90 electric part 
(personal)
8/17/96-2 40 38 59.80 -72 38 56.60 "Star Wars" book 8/08/96-14 
40 38 38.00
-72 38 56.50 support rod 8/24/96-8 40 38 44.45 -72 38 56.32 
food warmer
box 8"(20"(14" plastic TWA 44-0842 8/06/96-46 40 38 31.07 -72 
38 56.26
forward lower cargo bay structure, FS 800 Right hand side 
8/06/96-1 40 38
31.07 -72 38 56.26 3 small pieces; 18" long assembly 
65B41247-79 8/06/96-1
40 38 30.23 -72 38 56.20 framage curved 40 38 48.23 -72 38 
55.86 row 12
seat 10 8/16/96-10 40 39 02.88 -72 38 55.68 luggage 10/03/96-4 
40 39 02.12
-72 38 55.68 personal effects, camera 10/03/96-4 40 39 02.12 -72 



38 55.68
luggage & rack 10/03/96-4 40 38 32.09 -72 38 55.64 spanwise 
beam #3; LHS
web; LBL 20-83 8/19/96-11 40 38 51.90 -72 38 55.60 nylon bag 
40 39 02.88
-72 38 55.6 blue shirt, 2 pieces plastic debris 10/03/96-4 40 38 
59.40 -72
38 55.40 wiring hanging off item, part of seat with audio cables 
seat
track RBL 33.99; STA 950 to 995 w/ seat leg attached 8/12/96-4 
40 38 25.50
-72 38 55.40 Forward lower cargo bay structure FS 960 left hand 
side
8/24/96-8 40 38 31.77 -72 38 55.37 1) metal frame with electric 
plug &
wire assy "69B71009-1" 2) metal tube 12" assy "65B41247.79" 
8/19/96-23 40
38 31.77 -72 38 55.37 1) metal strap 4'(1" p/n 65B41247-5; 2) 
4'(2"(11"
possible fiberglass 8/20/96-15 40 39 01.94 -72 38 55.32 piece of 
step
10/06/96-3 40 38 40.51 -72 38 55.05 FS 940 tension tie; 
665B09631-57 753
8/05/96-2 FBM11D 40 38 40.51 -72 38 55.05 seat track LBL 
33.99 FS 840-880
40 38 46.20 -72 38 55.00 cargo track with cargo pallet stop 
8/12/96-4 8 16
96-10 40 38 40.70 -72 38 55.00 overhead reading light 
8/16/96-10 40 38
40.70 -72 38 55.00 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 800 left 
hand side
8/12/96-4 FMB20D 40 38 40.70 -72 38 55.00 12" floor beam 
upper chord STA



800, RBL 55 to RBL 70 8/16/96-10 40 38 40.70 -72 38 55.00 
8/16/96-10 40 38
29.80 -72 38 55.00 stringer 8/24/96-8 40 38 45.77 -72 38 54.89 
row 18 seat
8 10 8/04/96-66 40 38 48.14 -72 38 54.86 recovered white cable 
and a
circuit box 10/02/96-1 40 38 45.83 -72 38 54.78 luggage bin 3(2
(3
8/05/96-2 40 38 45.83 -72 38 54.78 6"(4 piece 8/05/96-2 40 38 
45.83 -72 38
54.78 wire harness 8/05/96-2 40 38 34.20 -72 38 54.50 plastic 
door
8/24/96-8 40 38 30.70 -72 38 54.50 ducting 900 RH Zone C 
8/24/96-8 40 38
31.20 -72 38 54.42 1'(4" alum strut 8/19/96-11 40 38 31.20 -72 
38 54.42
body fairing 8/19/96-11 40 38 45.58 -72 38 54.36 blower/fan (air 
search)
#1166735 8/03/96-85 40 38 45.55 -72 38 54.30 stewardess chairs 
(2) CO2
bottle on side, side strut, #971E13020-2 Rev E lot #12 2-6-71 
A-2 40 38
29.20 -72 38 54.30 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 1000 
left hand CW
outer skin (canted press bulkhead w/some body skin) 8/24/96-8 
40 38 26.85
-72 38 53.82 Partial seat arm with green mesh att'd 8/22/96-7 40 
38 26.85
-72 38 53.82 8'(2" metal frame 8/16/96-10 40 38 51.80 -72 38 
53.80 coffee
pot with silver 8/17/96-2 40 37 54.37 -72 38 53.54 15'(10' siding 
"TR" on
side; FS 840-960; stringer 6R-25R with window frame 



8/14/96-11 40 38 32.50
-72 38 53.40 long piece of framing 8/19/96-12 40 38 54.80 -72 
38 53.30
seat row 15 seat 2 (do not place in Aircraft Station) 8/17/96-2 40 
38
54.80 -72 38 53.30 row 15 seat 1-2-3 8/17/96-2 40 38 54.80 -72 
38 53.20
brown luggage with clothes 8/17/96-2 40 38 51.40 -72 38 53.20 
luggage,
black with green insert and gold lettered monogram (American 
Tourister)
8/17/96-2 40 38 41.69 -72 38 53.14 framing; alum light 
8/06/96-46 40 38
41.69 -72 38 53.14 row 23 seat 5-6-7; row 12 seat 8 armrest-
A2041
8/06/96-46 40 38 41.69 -72 38 53.14 olympus camera 8/06/96-46 
40 38 41.69
-72 38 53.14 seat 12 (8) armrest 40 38 42.18 -72 38 53.04 seat 
track
8/16/96-10 FBM10B 40 38 32.40 -72 38 53.00 floor beam lower 
chord FS 880
LBL 5-25 8/24/96-8 40 38 39.15 -72 38 52.96 SWB #3 RBL 23 
to LBL 20; p/n
65B01110 19 8/06/96-46 LW05,LW06 40 38 39.15 -72 38 52.96 
LW05 lower wing
skin outboard; LW06 upper wing skin outboard; both are 
attached to A2018
8/06/96-46 40 39 02.61 -72 38 52.94 plastic drink holders 
8/06/96-1 40 38
43.38 -72 38 52.90 1' green light framing 8/06/96-1 40 38 55.00 
-72 38
52.80 empty hard side suitcase, gray (Samsonite) 8/17/96-2 40 
38 29.20 -72



38 52.80 white "L" shaped brace 8/24/96-8 40 38 33.03 -72 38 
52.61 2 small
pieces of frame 1"(1"(3' (left leg to seats 17 (1 2 3) 8/04/96-66 40 
38
57.70 -72 38 52.50 personal effects 8/15/96-11 40 38 57.70 -72 
38 52.50
black carry-on plastic luggage 8/15/96-11 40 38 57.70 -72 38 
52.50 galley
compartment door see A623 8/16/96-10 40 38 57.70 -72 38 
52.50 black carry
on bag 40 38 57.70 -72 38 52.50 see A623, galley debris 
8/16/96-10 40 39
02.42 -72 38 52.48 food cart 8/06/96-1 40 38 31.93 -72 38 52.42 
small
frame section with green rod 8/19/96-11 40 38 57.70 -72 38 
52.30 Row 16
Seats 1,2,3 8/15/96-11 40 38 55.00 -72 38 52.30 green fabric 
luggage
(Olympla) 8/17/96-2 40 38 38.18 -72 38 52.30 FS 780 900; 
1'(2' (Possibly a
floater) 8/09/96-37 40 39 00.80 -72 38 52.20 victim 40 39 00.80 
-72 38
52.20 seat recovered with victim (a645) numbers on seat 
89490-1 & 89493-2
8/17/96-2 40 38 30.10 -72 38 51.96 red seat back w/ frame; 
fiberglass
round dome 2 1/2' diameter.; seat 16 (10) seat with no back - 
from cabin
interior d  8/05/96-2 40 38 39.73 -72 38 51.81 row 21, seat 4-5-6
8/14/96-11 40 38 35.58 -72 38 51.54 seat rail 8/19/96-13 40 39 
01.23 -72
38 51.09 row 23, seat 4 8/06/96-1 40 38 31.50 -72 38 51.00 seat 
piece



8/24/96-8 40 38 59.10 -72 38 50.90 plastic tray / underwear 
8/15/96-11 40
38 35.64 -72 38 50.90 right nose gear wheel well door 8/05/96-2 
40 38
30.50 -72 38 50.50 metal fragments 8/24/96-8 40 38 35.22 -72 
38 50.32 blue
towel; underwear; cosmetic bag 8/29/96-1 40 38 35.22 -72 38 
50.32 TWA ID
FBM11C 40 38 42.21 -72 38 50.28 seat track RBL 33-99 FS 
800-840, 1 bra
8/06/96-1 40 38 30.84 -72 38 49.80 14" angle structure; white 
stringer 40
38 38.79 -72 38 49.77 metal parts and framing 8/14/96-11 40 38 
56.07 -72
38 49.74 suitcase 8/04/96-66 40 38 28.29 -72 38 49.71 structural 
member
w/holes 8/24/96-8 40 38 38.09 -72 38 49.68 M320001-10 on 
plastic O2
holder; air ent lot #057 8/14/96-9 40 38 28.17 -72 38 49.64 
clothing -
panties 8/22/96-7 40 38 28.17 -72 38 49.64 frame #L220 40 38 
28.17 -72 38
49.64 1.5' frame 8/16/96-10 40 38 51.76 -72 38 49.56 clothes 
hanger
10/06/96-3 40 38 39.24 -72 38 49.50 camera tripod 8/19/96-12 
40 38 53.50
-72 38 49.40 suitcase blue with clothes (Samsonite) 8/17/96-2 40 
38 47.80
-72 38 49.20 black carry on with handle top 8/19/96-12 40 38 
26.19 -72 38
49.05 galley serving traycontainer 8/16/96-10 40 38 27.71 -72 38 
48.87
forward lower cargo bay structure FS 1000 left hand side 



8/22/96-7 40 38
27.71 -72 38 48.87 3' bent metal # 86-4040 8/22/96-7 40 38 
27.71 -72 38
48.87 strut p/n 65B41247-83 & 84 8/16/96-10 40 38 27.21 -72 
38 48.87 8'
wire, white 8/22/96-7 40 38 36.38 -72 38 48.52 plastic bucket & 
light
8/19/96-11 40 38 26.08 -72 38 48.49 forward lower cargo bay 
structure FS
920 left hand side (Cargo floor beam left hand station 920) 
8/17/96-4 40
38 24.53 -72 38 48.31 Arm rest 8/17/96-4 40 38 25.73 -72 38 
48.05 floor
support 8/17/96-4 40 38 51.72 -72 38 48.02 1/2 suitcase; open 
with
clothing 8/04/96-66 40 38 51.72 -72 38 48.02 fuselage skin w/
red paint 40
38 51.72 -72 38 48.02 FS 300-340 stringer 27R-41R; 8/04/96-66 
40 38 51.72
-72 38 48.02 fuselage skin 40 38 51.72 -72 38 48.02 fuselage 
skin 40 38
54.80 -72 38 47.90 black hand cart luggage (jaguar) 8/17/96-2 40 
38 54.80
-72 38 47.90 misc clothing in various cloth cases 8/17/96-2 40 38 
54.80
-72 38 47.90 misc jewelry in various cloth cases 8/17/96-2 40 39 
12.96 -72
38 47.76 debris 10/06/96-3 40 38 31.60 -72 38 47.50 floor beam 
upper chord
FS 940, RBL 12-33 8/19/96-11 40 38 48.21 -72 38 47.28 blue 
luggage w/
green trim 8/06/96-1 40 38 22.91 -72 38 46.91 misc. metal 
9/28/96-1 40 38



25.67 -72 38 46.82 access door frame 8/17/96-4 40 38 37.80 -72 
38 46.70
row 22 Seats 4,5,6 8/05/96-2 40 38 41.52 -72 38 46.61 row 14 
seat 4-5-6-7
8/19/96-12 40 38 32.82 -72 38 46.25 four foot piece of ducting 
8/19/96-11
40 38 50.80 -72 38 46.10 12" ( 12" black plastic grating 
8/17/96-2 40 38
34.80 -72 38 46.00 food galley tray 8/19/96-13 40 38 51.31 -72 
38 45.83
luggage cart 8/06/96-1 40 38 30.93 -72 38 45.73 stainless band 
with green
rod 8/19/96-13 40 38 27.90 -72 38 45.31 12" green metal strut; 
6"(2"
yellow plastic w/black clip 162-1013-3 8/11/96-1 40 38 41.10 
-72 38 45.30
2' long white framing piece with a flange in the center 8/12/96-4 
40 38
38.90 -72 38 45.30 stainless steel band 8/19/96-13 40 38 24.22 
-72 38
45.25 piece of wire 8/30/96-5 40 39 12.64 -72 38 45.24 debris 
10/06/96-3
40 38 51.45 -72 38 45.21 nail polish, debris 10/03/96-4 40 38 
40.86 -72 38
45.07 yellow glass case w/ glasses 8/05/96-2 40 38 40.86 -72 38 
45 07 L2
door 65B04425-411 8/05/96-2 40 38 40.86 -72 38 45.07 pull 
latch assembly,
overhead storage piece, 2'(4" honeycomb 8/05/96-2 40 38 35.92 
-72 38 44.95
nose gear dooor/hatch p/n 65B10019-2; 3'(6'(4" thick; RH nose 
gear wheel
well door/first 6'; joins A152 8/06/96-46 40 38 55.25 -72 38 



44.56 row 14,
Seats 1,2,3 8/08/96-14 40 38 51.80 -72 38 44.52 pocket planner 
8/06/96-1
40 38 36.01 -72 38 44.44 metal container appearing to be for 
food service
8/06/96-22 40 38 24.11 -72 38 44.40 overhead light 8/17/96-4 40 
38 51.80
-72 38 44.00 insulation found in the red zone 8/06/96-1 40 38 
36.97 -72 38
44.00 seat assembly p/n S403359-402 s/n 1234 Mod 901 
8/06/96-1 40 38 34.80
-72 38 44.00 8" piece of green metal; support 8/24/96-8 40 38 
24.57 -72 38
43.94 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 38 21.80 -72 38 43.80 Structure 
Framing 1' (
3'; white fiberglass support 40 38 52.35 -72 38 43.68 metal rack 
w/ wheels
8/04/96-66 40 38 52.35 -72 38 43.68 green suitcase 8/04/96-66 
40 38 30.80
-72 38 43.50 metal section marked "FWD Unit No. 284" 
8/19/96-13 40 38
54.74 -72 38 43.34 10" ( 2" fiberglass part with Insulation 40 38 
50.49
-72 38 43.30 coat hanger 8/06/96-1 40 38 50.49 -72 38 43.30 bar 
cart
8/06/96-1 40 38 37.20 -72 38 43.30 frame piece 8/19/96-11 40 
38 35.00 -72
38 42.90 white metal strip with rivets 8/19/96-11 40 38 33.74 -72 
38 42.75
plastic box w/tubing' rectangular metal tube 3" 8/08/96-31 40 38 
33.74 -72
38 42.75 frame FS 820 & 5' Piece of 5/8" O2 Tubing 8/06/96-46 
40 38 50.89



-72 38 42.73 suitcase 8/06/96-1 40 38 22.20 -72 38 42.70 2" ( 4' 
green
frame 8/04/96-66 40 38 46.80 -72 38 42.60 JVC power supply 
8/19/96-13 40
38 46.80 -72 38 42.60 frame in shape of cross with rivets 
8/19/96-13 40 38
40.20 -72 38 42.30 circular item 12" to 18" diam. honeycombed 
8/19/96-11
FBM10A 40 38 40.20 -72 38 42.30 floor beam lower chord; FS 
880; RBL 35-86
40 38 33.55 -72 38 42.25 FS 900-940; stringer 0-6R, 5(3 rounded 
alum
siding; inside p/n 4111-4#158; 7380-2DBLR; RH fuselage crown 
skin;
8/06/96-1 40 38 33.80 -72 38 42.06 light framing 2' long 
8/06/96-1 40 38
36.07 -72 38 42.01 backpack 8/19/96-13 40 37 42.80 -72 38 
42.00 very large
net entangled with debris 9/27/96-1 40 38 37.69 -72 38 41.92 
metal strut;
green 653B36 48864080 Rh; 2-3' pieces 8/05/96-2 40 38 47.40 
-72 38 41.50
small pieces of metal with light flexible material 8/19/96-12 40 
38 48.40
-72 38 41.40 3' long alum trim- 1" wide 8/08/96-14 40 38 56.70 
-72 38
41.20 black hard suit case w/clothes ( 8/22/96-7 40 38 50.26 -72 
38 41.20
jar facial cream 8/08/96-14 40 38 23.77 -72 38 40.56 misc. metal 
9/28/96-1
40 38 23.82 -72 38 40.48 "L" shaped plastic piece 10/02/96-1 40 
38 53.92
-72 38 40.36 canyas suitcase (green) name tag -personal effects-



8/15/96-11 40 38 53.92 -72 38 40.36 row 2 seats 4-5-6-7 
8/15/96-11 40 38
29.17 -72 38 40.13 1.5' ( 2" strut 8/19/96-23 40 38 29.17 -72 38 
40.12
Overhead compartment 8/17/96-4 40 38 33.79 -72 38 40.07 fair 
lead assembly
3' 8/05/96-2 40 38 24.01 -72 38 40.06 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 
38 47.88
-72 38 39.91 row 11, Seats 1,2,3 8/06/96-1 40 38 51.85 -72 38 
39.75
suitcase 8/06/96-1 40 38 51.59 -72 38 39.75 wire connection; 
4"(4"
aluminum 8/06/96-1 40 38 29.27 -72 38 39.52 slide compartment 
8/17/96-4 40
38 39.20 -72 38 39.50 luggage rack cart 8/22/96-7 40 38 26.42 
-72 38 39.48
several small pieces of wire 8/19/96-23 40 38 26.42 -72 38 39.48 
FS 920
Body Frame Segment 40 38 58.20 -72 38 39.40 misc pieces 
8/19/96-10 40 38
32.85 -72 38 39.36 coiled white wire; W848-5(38 2 alum pieces 
1' long each
8/06/96-46 40 38 32.85 -72 38 39.36 strut 3' long and black 
window molding
9/26/96-17 40 38 32.18 -72 38 39.28 18"(4" strut framing
assembly#65B54207-3 8/06/96-46 40 38 45.38 -72 38 39.15 
suitcase w/ puller
and insulation 8/15/96-11 40 38 32.79 -72 38 38.98 4'(4" light 
framing w
3" diam hole through part of framing 8/06/96-1 40 38 32.79 -72 
38 38.98
food cart frame, levi's shorts 8/06/96-1 40 38 35.21 -72 38 38.96 
plastic



holders/tray 65B60108; 65B0174-1 40 38 37.71 -72 38 38.95 2.5
(2.5
fiberglass w/PBE holder p/n 4566M37-B-042NM S/N E955016 
8/06/96-1 40 38
32.33 -72 38 38.95 framing 3(1 rollers on bottom; cargo floor 
framing
8/06/96-1 40 38 32.33 -72 38 38.95 pulley bracket FS 960-980 
8/06/96-46 40
38 36.39 -72 38 38.91 suitcase 8/05/96-2 40 38 53.10 -72 38 
38.90 black,
hard side suitcase containing misc items (sunglasses, books); --
Personal
Effects- 8/22/96-7 40 38 48.20 -72 38 38.80 2 pair shorts, 1 shirt, 
4"
tube seat framing 8/08/96-14 40 38 24.40 -72 38 38.59 one blue 
bottle
"Crystal" 8/19/96-11 40 38 24.40 -72 38 38.59 1.5' long framing 
& various
small pieces 8/19/96-11 40 39 19.74 -72 38 38.52 clothing 
9/11/96-4 40 38
48.99 -72 38 38.41 forward galley 8/08/96-14 40 38 48.99 -72 38 
38.41
T-shirt @W513?? 40 38 32.60 -72 38 38.37 front spar web RBL 
76 8/19/96-11
40 38 35.99 -72 38 38.36 arm rest row 15 Seat 4, foot rest bar, 3' 
alum
strut FBM10F 40 38 35.99 -72 38 38.36 STA 880 floor beam 
lower chord LBL
25-70 40 38 26.56 -72 38 38.30 1) metal 14"(6"(1.5" p/n 
65B38600-137; 2)
yellow oxygen mask; 3) 2.5' metal pipe 3/4" diameter plus hose 
and toggl
8/20/96-15 40 38 26.56 -72 38 38.30 small metal piece 3'(2' p/n:



65B08060-12n/c ADCN 1-2-3 7075-T6, s/n: 252 sept 11 1970 40 
38 47.50 -72
38 38.10 bottom half of seat no seat or row # 8/08/96-14 40 38 
35.99 -72
38 37.89 3(3(6" framing w/ honeycombing; #10-390#112, 114 
hand written on
honeycomb 8/05/96-2 40 38 35.99 -72 38 37.89 floor beam and 
frame
connection FS 960, LBL 110 to SOB S25-29 8/05/96-2 40 38 
32.43 -72 38
37.87 spanwise beam #3 -mid right side; p/n 65B10683 2 
8/06/96-46 40 38
57.40 -72 38 37.80 clothing, black 8/15/96-11 40 38 57.40 -72 38 
37.80
personal items, small plastic parts, insulation 8/15/96-11 40 38 
57.40 -72
38 37.80 row 20, seat 8-9-10 8/15/96-11 40 38 57.40 -72 38 
37.80 misc
wiring bundle 40 38 57.40 -72 38 37.80 sensor, zone temp 
8/19/96-10 40 38
23.71 -72 38 37.78 small metal piece 3"(7"(0.25" metal 40 38 
32.48 -72 38
37.73 floor beam upper chord & web FS 920, LBL 102-72 
8/06/96-46 40 39
02.30 -72 38 37.50 piece of plastic from interior 8/26/96-31 40 
38 39.80
-72 38 37.50 long structure piece w/crack on one end 8/19/96-11 
40 38
33.00 -72 38 37.42 frame 2' long w/ wire connectors 8/05/96-2 
40 38 23.70
-72 38 37.30 4'(1' framing and wire harness 8/14/96-11 40 38 
23.70 -72 38
37.30 seat track RBL 11.33 FS 940-960 40 38 05.24 -72 38 37.29 



large
section of metal (8' ( 6') changed from Z3453 to X2201 to match 
actual
debris field (Kurt and Deb) 40 38 05.24 -72 38 37.29 40 38 34.09 
-72 38
37.28 mans loafer; assy #493780-0001A (19) light box; 5"(2" 
alum angle FS
820 8/08/96-31 40 38 34.10 -72 38 37.25 1) plastic housing 
2' ( 8" ( 4"
assy 493780-0002A" 8/19/96-23 40 38 27.70 -72 38 37.20 
2-1/2'(5"(1'
framing 40 38 46.20 -72 38 37.00 black suitcase with strip 
(american
tourister) 8/19/96-12 40 38 46.20 -72 38 37.00 cargo track and 
rollers
8/12/96-4 40 38 19.90 -72 38 37.00 metal strip w/rivets; white 
curtain
attachment 40 38 19.90 -72 38 37.00 3' piece of white metal w/
holes;
overhead support 40 38 37.20 -72 38 36.84 floor assy STA 
760-800 RBL 33 to
RBL 72, 3(3 alum framing possible cargo area 8/05/96-2 40 38 
37.20 -72 38
36.84 10' long 3/8" piping 8/05/96-2 FBM10C 40 38 37.54 -72 
38 36.75 floor
beam lower chord FS 880 LBL 70-121 (SOB) 8/19/96-13 40 38 
34.61 -72 38
36.68 tea can 3(3(4 8/05/96-2 40 38 32.68 -72 38 36.48 AC vents 
light/alum
frame, green; FS 1140 BAC 27ECT-158 8/06/96-1 40 38 32.68 
-72 38 36.48
floor beam segment 40 38 43.20 -72 38 36.00 section of 
bulkhead; life raft



support eam (fragment 40" length) FS 800-860, LHS 8/19/96-12 
40 38 48.67
-72 38 35.96 clothing; 7'1" piping, door hinge 8/06/96-1 40 38 
48.07 -72
38 35.95 FS 820-900; stringers 14L-25L 8/06/96-1 40 39 17.96 
-72 38 35.91
clothing 9/10/96-4 40 39 17.96 -72 38 35.91 misc. plastic parts 
9/11/96-4
40 39 17.96 -72 38 35.91 misc. plastic piece 9/11/96-4 40 38 
28.24 -72 38
35.85 3(2 1/2 inner light framing/2' seat rail 8/08/96-14 40 38 
34.67 -72
38 35.41 frame work speaker 8/05/96-2 40 38 19.90 -72 38 35.14 
thick
rubber piece 1' ( 4" ( 1"/ clear plastic cover 8/17/96-4 40 38 
32.20 -72
38 35.00 Small electrical access panel with 2 plugs 8/24/96-8 40 
38 29.20
-72 38 35.00 Small metal structure with rivets 8/24/96-8 40 38 
33.00 -72
38 34.80 2 small pieces of channel 8/24/96-8 40 38 18.00 -72 38 
34.70 lamp
frame L517 40 38 26.39 -72 38 34.66 FS 800-880; stringer 
36L-40L
8/08/96-14 40 38 26.39 -72 38 34.66 FS 800-860; stringer 
39L-44L 40 38
27.14 -72 38 34.54 18" light braising; 1(6 alum bulkhead 
8/08/96-14 40 38
27.14 -72 38 34.54 cw spanwise beam #1 section 40 38 26.92 -72 
38 34.47 6"
plastic piece 8/19/96-11 40 38 22.55 -72 38 34.25 green 5' strut
8/14/96-11 40 38 20.80 -72 38 34.10 "Y" shaped Metal with 
holes; overhead



support 40 38 23.87 -72 38 34.01 6' piece of red wire 8/19/96-23 
40 38
22.70 -72 38 33.40 exit sign w/ electronics; spring hinged arm; 
4" tubing
8/10/96-9 40 39 09.35 -72 38 33.29 small O2 bottle; metal strut; 
plastic
strap 8/28/96-14 40 38 53.00 -72 38 33.00 Black suitcase 
(softside)
containing misc items.-Personal Effects- 8/22/96-7 40 38 36.81 
-72 38
33.00 blank photos/men's tie 8/28/96-24 40 38 27.78 -72 38 
32.88 strut
5'(3" p/n 65B04366-145; 4'(3' p/n 86-4638 s/n AC668 8/11/96-1 
40 38 27.78
-72 38 32.88 metal piece with possible foot rest, 1.5' ( 1.5' 40 38 
17.80
-72 38 32.84 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 960 right 
hand side
(intercostal fairing ES 920-960) 8/17/96-4 40 38 17.80 -72 38 
32.84 FS 960
lower body frame stringer 43L-47L 40 38 39.27 -72 38 32.83 
floor panel 2(4
BMS4-17F, TY.2; Lot# 903140 MFGR.CIBA - GEIGY 
8/06/96-46 FBM 19 40 38
39.27 -72 38 32.83 floor assy. STA 780 -840 RBL3 to LBL 94 
8/06/96-46 40
38 39.27 -72 38 32.83 fuselage skin 40 38 39.27 -72 38 32.83 
fuselage skin
40 38 39.27 -72 38 32.83 fuselage belly skin 40 38 39.27 -72 38 
32.83
fuselage skin 40 38 36.96 -72 38 32.76 blue chair(no seat #) 
8/05/96-2 40
38 33.02 -72 38 32.52 3' strut 1'('1 green FS 920 8/08/96-14 40 



38 18.64
-72 38 32.52 cargo bin ceiling 8/17/96-4 40 38 29.10 -72 38 
32.34 6'
length of rectangular metal tubing 6'(.5"(1" 8/20/96-15 40 39 
19.96 -72 38
32.32 misc clothing (bagged) 40 38 39.85 -72 38 32.29 small 
suitcase
frame, MT-Personal Effects- 8/19/96-11 40 38 20.64 -72 38 
32.05 fuselage
fairing frame 8/17/96-4 40 38 20.64 -72 38 32.04 wire harness in 
bag
8/17/96-4 40 38 20.64 -72 38 32.04 piece of bracket w/section of 
stringer
& fiberglass/plastic sheet; cargo compartment support 40 39 
03.00 -72 38
32.00 Motor actuator cargo door 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 BAC 
65B07943-931
40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 power unit F+D wheel drive cargo 40 
39 03.00 -72
38 32.00 TWA 38003; 12" diam press relief valve 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00
cabin; 10"(12" door frame 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 1'(2' white 
structure
w/90 deg 2' track 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 white bulkhead 
unknown location
40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 813/96-85 40 
39 03.00
-72 38 32.00 TWA 14002; see B053 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
40" piece spiral
staircase center support 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 same as B049; 
press
relief valve 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 canted bulkhead FS 400 40 
39 03.00



-72 38 32.00 forward bulkhead FS 400 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
40 39 03.00
-72 38 32.00 stringer 26R - 38R Canted bulkhead FS 260-280 40 
39 03.00 -72
38 32.00 canted bulkhead FS 400 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
row?? Seat 9
8/3/96-145 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
canted
bulkhead FS 260; 2(4 Bulkhead W/L323 Equip Center Light - 
FWD 40 39 03.00
-72 38 32.00 L-1 door slide raft housing 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 upper
portion FS 140; bulkhead 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00
FS 240-287; stringer 22R-26R (Right fuselage; w/ pitot tube) 40 
39 03.00
-72 38 32.00 power drive 747-5100-5-0; 5"(6"(8" 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00
Rain repellent 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 Puritan plastic valve 
BAC#
60B50016-1 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 2' section seat rail w/ floor 
40 39
03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 cargo
floor w/ wheels 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 cargo handling drive 
wheel 40 39
03.00 -72 38 32.00 10"(30" green assy p/n 65B0173240 40 39 
03.00 -72 38
32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 see 35; 
5"(13"
roller latch-cargo 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 PA system 40 39 
03.00 -72 38
32.00 2'(3' red & white skin peeled 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 R1 



Door Top
40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 power unit F+D wheel drive cargo 40 
39 03.00 -72
38 32.00 controlled thermostat 2BACR158A5AD 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 40 39
03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 600-640 stringers 26R-25R with portion 
of floor beam
40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 western 
power drive scd
# 60B60006 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 RF 3 Cargo door hinge; 2 
rollers 40 39
03.00 -72 38 32.00 cargo 3"(4"(4" red latch 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00
actuator 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 
340 bulkhead
40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 LF22-05 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 
740; stringer
39L-44L 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 RH wing upper skin plank; 
Right Hand Wing
Upper Skin Plank 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 SWB #2 RBL 33-3. 
was cut by
NTSB, its associated piece is B2003 or (CW 704) 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00
bag support 3" base; EMCO 3 phase motor D2113 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 RH
Nose Wheel & Tire 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 nose wheel well 
sidewall and FS
340 Bulkhead 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 680-720 Stringer 
26R-36R 40 39
03.00 -72 38 32.00 small 3"(8" sheet structure w/latch arm 2 40 
39 03.00
-72 38 32.00 cargo floor 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 4"(40" beam 
LF22-19 40



39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 580-600; stringer L38-L39 40 39 03.00 
-72 38
32.00 LF22-14 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 600-620; stringer 
42L-39L 40 39
03.00 -72 38 32.00 floor heater, electrical 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00
6"(26" green structure; stiffener p/n 65B38600-36 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00
40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 cargo tie down latch;AL 5"(14"track 
red latch 40
39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 1'(1'(1' green 
structure
w/12"armature shaft 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 6"(20" twisted 
white like box
6 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 740-760 
40 39 03.00
-72 38 32.00 linear actuator 747-5700-2-0 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 R/A
gear box for fixed wheel drive 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
65B01731-402 40 39
03.00 -72 38 32.00 Seat Frame 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
513-28-8750; 1"(10"
casting w/eccentric groves 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 2'(3' cargo 
structure
w/2-6" rubber wheels 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 white 40" roller 
ball track
w/balls 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 spanwise beam #2 RBL 11 
stiffener 40 39
03.00 -72 38 32.00 right hand fuselage window bays; FS 
620-740 stringer
19R-26R with windows 40 38 23.46 -72 38 31.94 FS 840-880. 
Stringer R1-R6
8/19/96-11 40 39 09.49 -72 38 31.92 galley "A" kitchen galley 



ovens A6,
A6a, A6b, A6c, A6c, A6d (3 pieces) 8/08/96-14 40 39 09.49 -72 
38 31.92
dish tray box; 1'(16"(6" w/2 dishes 8/08/96-31 40 39 09.49 -72 
38 31.92 2
pieces alum sheet; ea 3'(2' 8/08/96-31 40 39 09.49 -72 38 31.92 
galley A 4
ovens, coffee maker & drawers 8/08/96-14 40 39 09.49 -72 38 
31.92 seat 52
(3) armrest/tray, 40 39 09.49 -72 38 31.92 Fuselage skin 40 39 
09.49 -72
38 31.92 FS 160-180 stringer 24R-26R 40 39 06.38 -72 38 31.72 
insulation /
lining; misc debris 8/31/96-3 40 39 01.66 -72 38 31.62 p/n 
58607, DME
Receiver 40 38 56.80 -72 38 31.50 lavatory door 8/22/96-7 40 38 
35.44 -72
38 31.49 strut 1.5'(2' / light fixture 8/28/96-22 40 39 06.77 -72 38 
31.47
luggage carrier; black dress 8/08/96-31 40 38 30.40 -72 38 31.43 
10(2(3
Metal box; 967-A stenciling inside 8/04/96-66 40 38 23.58 -72 
38 31.23
9/28/96-1 40 39 08.46 -72 38 31.20 debris, fuel line 10/06/96-2 
40 38
24.30 -72 38 31.08 1) floor beam and frame segment FS 920 
LBL 100-SOB
S25L-27.5 2) 1.5(6" skin 3) drawer 1.5'(2'(3" p/n A0 8/19/96-23 
40 38
24.30 -72 38 31.08 fuselage skin 40 38 24.30 -72 38 31.08 cargo 
container
piece 40 38 30.10 -72 38 31.07 white wire, marked 02125 or 
C2125 (xeroxed



dive report) approx 2' long 8/22/96-7 40 38 36.22 -72 38 30.98 
shirt /
metal siding 8/28/96-25 40 38 24.01 -72 38 30.95 6" piece of J 
channel;
white brace 40 38 18.57 -72 38 30.89 wiring 8/17/96-4 40 38 
29.76 -72 38
30.84 7' long strut; small piece 6"(2.5"(4" p/n 65B38600-154; 
small piece
1'(5" no number; small metal shard with 2 whee 8/22/96-7 40 38 
17.46 -72
38 30.72 Plastic window frame 8/17/96-4 40 38 19.98 -72 38 
30.60 4'(2"
Med. wtr Framing 8/17/96-4 40 39 01.90 -72 38 30.00 piece of 
aircraft
interior panel (insulation) 8/22/96-7 40 38 33.00 -72 38 30.00 
metal
w/vent holes "ZONE C" on side 8/24/96-8 40 38 22.30 -72 38 
30.00 FS 900
frame stringer 25R-21R 40 38 18.96 -72 38 30.00 wire harness/
small framing
8/17/96-4 40 38 18.96 -72 38 30.00 3' fiberglass duct, 1' bent 
metal;
Insulated duct 40 38 36.18 -72 38 29.99 plastic bag containing 1. 
pencil
sharpener, 2. pen "Reynolds" 3. stapler 4. little box of staples
8/28/96-23 40 38 27.97 -72 38 29.96 4' light alum framing 
8/14/96-11 40 38
27.97 -72 38 29.96 upper portion of galley "B" 8/14/96-11 40 38 
35.98 -72
38 29.95 magna filter frame box structure p/n GB52424A30X 
2'(2'(4"
8/06/96-46 40 38 42.43 -72 38 29.73 empty plastic bag 40 38 
24.90 -72 38



29.43 seat electronic box 85 8/06/96-1 40 38 22.97 -72 38 29.33 
1) rubber
window molding 2) piece of Insulation with plastic latch 3) 
angled plastic
molding 6" ( 3" p/n 162-103-8 8/19/96-23 40 38 58.70 -72 38 
29.30 black
plastic tray 8/22/96-7 40 38 32.71 -72 38 29.30 floor beam lower 
chord (3'
long); FS 920; LBL 28-71 40 38 32.71 -72 38 29.30 floor beam 
lower chord
(12") 40 38 21.70 -72 38 29.30 Interior Metal Piece with Support 
Struts;
metal panel 40 39 04.02 -72 38 29.25 various aircraft parts in 
basket 40
38 25.38 -72 38 29.22 5 pieces 69B517061 HC 8/19/96-11 40 39 
06.10 -72 38
29.21 TWA AKN7415 cargo container 40 38 17.01 -72 38 28.97 
1' ( 1' siding
/ light framing 8/17/96-4 40 38 47.80 -72 38 28.78 row 11 seat 6 
armrest
8/03/96-85 40 38 43.63 -72 38 28.78 2 seats one red, one blue # 
row 11'
seat 6 40 38 28.80 -72 38 28.70 metal piece w/jagged edge 10" in
length-green 8/24/96-8 40 39 04.12 -72 38 28.52 wallet 40 38 
57.30 -72 38
28.50 black suitcase, softside, full of misc items 8/26/96-31 40 
38 20.94
-72 38 28.49 body stringer cargo floor Area 4' long 40 38 20.94 
-72 38
28.49 stringer p/n 65B04366-144 8/19/96-23 40 39 03.74 -72 38 
28.43 green
bag containing personal effects (inside clear bag) 8/21/96-3 40 
39 03.74



-72 38 28.43 misc debris inside Black Bag 8/21/96-3 40 39 03.74 
-72 38
28.43 misc debris placed inside black plastic bag 8/21/96-3 40 39 
03.74
-72 38 28.42 Black Bag (Tag inside) contains Misc Debris 
8/21/96-3 40 39
03.70 -72 38 28.40 misc pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 03.70 -72 38 
28.40 victim
40 39 03.70 -72 38 28.40 misc pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 03.70 -72 
38 28.40
miscellaneous small pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 03.70 -72 38 28.40 
fuselage
skin, small fragment TBD 40 39 06.27 -72 38 28.39 tubing & 
parts in
plastic bag 8/17/96-1 40 39 06.27 -72 38 28.39 4' tubing section
"65B40128-756" 8/17/96-1 40 39 06.27 -72 38 28.39 8' frame 
piece 8/17/96-1
40 39 13.28 -72 38 28.32 1 green carry on bag 10/10/96-1 40 39 
03.80 -72
38 28.30 fuselage LHS FS 600-760 40 38 34.72 -72 38 28.27 
harlem NY shirt;
Alum shelf siding 8/05/96-2 40 39 03.60 -72 38 28.20 window 
frame interior
8/29/96-1 40 39 03.60 -72 38 28.20 window frame 8/26/96-31 
FBM-8A 40 38
31.73 -72 38 27.88 FS 900 floor beam & frame LBL 85 to SOB; 
this part is
part of LF36 & FBM-8A 8/08/96-14 40 38 31.73 -72 38 27.88 
piece of cabin
overhead compartment 20" ( 4" 40 39 04.853 -72 38 27.85 bag of 
small misc.
debris 8/24/96-9 40 39 04.853 -72 38 27.85 bag of misc. debris 
8/24/96-9



40 39 04.853 -72 38 27.85 bag of misc. debris 8/24/96-9 40 39 
04.85 -72 38
27.85 insulated hose with fittings 8/24/96-9 40 38 43.99 -72 38 
27.81 40
38 21.75 -72 38 27.64 body crown fuselage; changed from B561 
to A2031 to
match actual debris field 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 human 
remains (spine)
8/23/96-13 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 
8/24/96-9 40 39
04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 8/24/96-9 40 39 04.63 -72 
38 27.62
bag of misc. debris 8/24/96-9 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of 
misc. debris
8/24/96-9 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 8/24/96-9 
40 39
04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 8/24/96-9 40 39 07.70 -72 
38 27.50
fuselage skin 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 Misc. Personal 
Electronics and pr.
women's glasses 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 part of 
intercoastal
with # 326 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 fuselage 
formering with 660
written on it 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 row 10 seat 2 
label-cap
8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 Baggage Claim TW 210981 
8/29/96-1 40 39
07.70 -72 38 27.50 part of RADOME 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 
38 27.50 misc
small debris 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 misc. debris 
8/29/96-1 40
39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 metal strap with internal cargo door switch 



for
forward cargo door; FS 560; WL 164; RBL 96 40 38 58.80 -72 
38 27.48 misc.
debris 8/29/96-1 40 38 58.80 -72 38 27.48 misc. debris 8/29/96-1 
40 38
58.80 -72 38 27.48 misc. debris 8/29/96-1 40 38 58.80 -72 38 
27.48 misc.
debris 8/29/96-1 40 38 58.80 -72 38 27.48 misc. debris 8/29/96-1 
40 38
58.80 -72 38 27.48 misc. debris 8/29/96-1 40 39 05.70 -72 38 
27.40 crate
containing misc plane fragments aluminum, fiberglass, liner 
plastic, wood,
plexiglass, personal clothing, paper 8/28/96-9 40 39 05.70 -72 38 
27.40
crate containing misc plane fragments aluminum, fiberglass, liner 
plastic,
wood, plexiglass, personal clothing 8/28/96-8 40 39 01.00 -72 38 
27.40
bone possibly human 40 39 01.00 -72 38 27.40 bone, possibly 
human 40 39
01.00 -72 38 27.40 Cargo Net of Misc wreckage Debris 
8/26/96-31 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20
personal luggage 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 5 
seat 5 & 6
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 debris-sweepings 
8/05/96-7 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20
personal luggage 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 1 pair eyeglass 
frames 40 39



04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 420-440; stringer 20R-27R 8/03/96-145 
40 39 04.30
-72 38 27.20 forward fuselage bulkhead 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 sweepings 8/05/96-11 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 victim 40 
39 04.30 -72
38 27.20 5' round spiral staircase ceiling panel 8/03/96-145 40 39 
04.30
-72 38 27.20 1 jacket with contents of B138 8/04/96-65 LF22-04 
40 39 04.30
-72 38 27.20 FS 741; stringer 45L-43R (1'(2'(5' twisted AL w/U 
stiffeners;
cargo bin white w/primer) 8/05/96-5 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
nose wheel
well skin surrounding nose seal FS 320-260 8/03/96-145 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 right side cargo door, FS 640-760 aft stringer 28R-43R 
8/04/96-65 40
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 1 large suitcase 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20
personal luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 circuit 
board
8/05/96-6 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 8/04/96-65 
40 39 04.30
-72 38 27.20 row 5; seat 8-9 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 personal
luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FWD cargo door 
lift 8/04/96-65
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 personal luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal
luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 tan sport jacket 



containing
B208 (travelers checks/ticket) 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 one pair 
of pants
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/04/96-65 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 4, seat 8 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20
personal luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 armrest 
54- 8, 10
8/04/96-54 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 5 gal fiber drum small parts 
wire and
plastic 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cockpit debris; 
armrest,
partial frame 34-9 -10, armrest 45-8, seat 45-10 8/04/96-64 40 39 
04.30
-72 38 27.20 light fixture 8/04/96-57 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal
property 8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cockpit wreckage 
8/04/96-64
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 488-560 stringer 13R-31R, aft and 
beneath R-1
door (Aircraft door frame and 3 window frames) 8/04/96-65 40 
39 04.30 -72
38 27.20 L-1 door 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal property 
8/03/96-145
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 FS 380-488; stringer 17L-30L includes door L1 8/04/96-65 
40 39 04.30
-72 38 27.20 canted bulkhead FS 400 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20
personal luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 L2 door 
65B04425-411



8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 forward fuselage 
8/03/96-145 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 wallets, passports, cash 8/04/96-65 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 operations manual 8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
clothing
8/05/96-10 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 8/06/96-2 
40 39 04.30
-72 38 27.20 personal luggage 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 portion
of a cargo bin 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage
8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 4'(6' floor FS 580-520; left 
butt line
75 to RBL 11 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 INS battery 
8/03/96-145
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 scraps, pieces 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 Three(3) human feet and tissue 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
avionics
bay; seat 9-10 8/05/96-17 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 3'(4-1/2' 
cargo floor
w/roller balls 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 victim white 
female
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 victim white male 
8/03/96-145 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 2, seat 8 and 9; row 3 seat 1 and 2 (See 
tag B2070)
8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 victim 8/03/96-145 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 victim 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 380-580; stringer 
23L-40L
8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 



8/03/96-145 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 Cargo bin 7866 (FC2) 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20
Cargo bin 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 Victim-w/m Row 
92, seat 1,
wallet attached in clear plstic bag 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
fuselage
skin; FS 340-360; stringer 37R-41R 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20
personal effects 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 fuselage part 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 misc. 
debris
8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin 8/05/96-34 40 39 
04.30 -72
38 27.20 travelers checks and ticket found in B207 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 FS 540-580 stringers 24R-30R with top right corner of 
forward cargo
door 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/06/96-2 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 260-400; stringer 23L-42L from window 
belt to nose
wheel well 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage 8/06/96-2
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 frame member 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20
forward fuselage bulkhead 8/03/96-145 LF22-27 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 FS
560; stringer 44R 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.2Å FS 240, 
skin splice,
fuselage; FS 260-280 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
8/03/96-145 40 39



04.30 -72 38 27.20 1 large brown suitcase 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 row 4
seat 9 8/05/96-3 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 right hand skin R1 
door FS
460-520 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 340-380, stringer 23R-37R 
8/06/96-2 40
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 FS 420-480 stringers 11R-19R, door 1 upper door cutout; 
8/06/96-2 40
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 crash ax 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 440-580; stringer 
42L-37R
8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fwd portion lower right 
cargo door; FS
560-670; target # 2931.2S 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 section of 
cargo bin
8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 8/03/96-145 
40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects, scarf 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 personal luggage 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal effects
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 support beam, fwd cargo 
8/06/96-2
LF04, RF04 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 520-800; stringer 
4L-24L (Note: saw
cut above from RF04) 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
clothing from
debris field row 5 seat 5 8/05/96-9 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal
effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 92, seat 1,2 



8/06/96-2 40
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 clothing 8/05/96-12 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 340, skin 
8/05/96-4
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 FS 340-360; stringer 19R-22R with window 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20
fuselage skin w/red paint 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 360-380; 
stringer
19R-23R with window 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 140-380; 
stringer 0-45L;
top of skin below cockpit window structure 8/07/96-15 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 FS 240-287; stringer 8A-14R 8/07/96-15 LF22-34 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 FS 500-540; stringer 40R-45R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
seat 36 (9)
armrest 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20
fuselage skin 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 Seat 8 (1 2 3) 8/23/96-1 
40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 lower 
140
bulkhead structure 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin 40 39 
04.30 -72
38 27.20 seat 3 (8) 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 first ACM seat 40 
39 04.30
-72 38 27.20 personal luggage; black bag w/wallet 8/07/96-15 40 
39 04.30
-72 38 27.20 LBL 70, Frame FS 320 (approx 50" fragment) 
@WL 302 with



fragment of floor beam about 30" length 8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 personal computer 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal
luggage- 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/07/96-15
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage pants w/wallet 
8/07/96-15 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 nose gear wheel well FWD bulkhead w/
actuator 8/07/96-15
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin w/red paint 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 second ACM seat 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 1480-1550, 
1480 bulkhead
WL 220 to stringer 36R; 8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 
580-800;
stringer 23L-39L (upper deck floor beam segment (approx 20" 
length)) 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 pulley bracket assy 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
upper deck
floor 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 upper deck floor 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20
Upper deck floor beam segment, about 7' length, FS 740 
Stateroom
8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 440-520; stringer 
9R-14R 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage; black handbag 40 39 04.30 
-72 38
27.20 cargo bin floor 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cockpit windows 
to FS 400.
S 9L - 15 R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 380-400 stringer 
22R-23R (piece of
window frame) 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 Fuselage skin 40 39 



04.30 -72 38
27.20 cargo bin piece 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage,
electronics 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 nose wheel well 
structure
upper pressure panel 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin support 
from B222
8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 520-560; aft; 40" long 
stringer
12R-19R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 structural support 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 aircraft skin, 65B04705 410 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
small section
of upper forward cargo door 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 
460-520; stringer
31R-38R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin floor 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20
oxygen bottle 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cockpit 
windows to FS
400 stringer 9L-15R includes B211 and B238; skin with wash 
nozzles and
crew service door 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 wheel well struoture 
8/07/96-15
8 07 96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 91, seat 1,2 8/07/96-15 
40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 passport 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
cockpit
floor 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage, personal 
computer
8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 560-640; stringer 
19R-23R with
window belt 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 aircraft debris 
8/07/96-15
LF22-23 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 640-660; stringer 



44R-46R 8/07/96-15
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 600-780 stringer 23R-44R with 
attached cargo
door 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 forward pressure bulkhead 
8/07/96-15 LF22-20
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 600-620; stringer 44R-47R 
8/07/96-15 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 cardboard box 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 FS
220-287; stringer 14A-22R with window belt 8/07/96-15 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 section 41 FS 300-340. NWW Right fuselage side panel 
8/07/96-15 40
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 600-720, stringers 24R-26R with rear 
top portion
of forward cargo door 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal items
8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 skin section FS 200-260; 
stringer
34-43 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 upper deck floor 40 
39 04.30 -72
38 27.20 FS 720 frame fragment w/fragment of upper deck floor 
beam
8/04/96-64 LF22-11 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 right fuselage FS 
580-560
stringer 40-44 8/07/96-15 LF22-06 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
belly piece; FS
780-800 Stringer 40L-45L 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
cargo bin
8/07/96-15 LF22-13 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 660-680; 
stringer 41L-45L
8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 side panel, nose wheel well, 
FS



245-340, p/n65B07942 pressure panel 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 FS
740-800; stringer 44L-43R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 skin section 
8/07/96-15
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin 7430(FC4) 8/07/96-15 40 39 
04.30 -72 38
27.20 crew door 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 seat 4 (9) 
40 39 04.30
-72 38 27.20 floor assy; FS 720-740; LBL 2 to LBL72 
8/03/96-145 40 39
04.30 -72 38 27.20 floor assy FS 740-800; RBL 11.33 to RBL 
11.33
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 180-120 stringer 
26R-36R, two
pieces 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 seat 3 (1 2) 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 FS
200-240 stringer 24R-45R 40 38 24.48 -72 38 27.12 3' piece of 
circular
green metal 8/19/96-11 40 38 24.48 -72 38 27.12 spanwise beam 
#2 RH web
door RBL 8-30 8/19/96-11 40 38 24.48 -72 38 27.12 Forward 
lower cargo bay
structures, FS 900 8/19/96-11 40 39 02.70 -72 38 27.10 blue and 
white
shirt, TWA face cloth, white sock 8/26/96-31 40 39 04.00 -72 38 
27.00
green bag of misc pieces, airplane debris, wiring 8/26/96-26 40 
39 04.00
-72 38 27.00 green bag misc pieces airplane debris, insulation 
8/26/96-25
40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 small body parts/tissue 40 39 03.10 -72 
38 27.00
personal effects including tickets 8/29/96-1 40 39 03.10 -72 38 



27.00
landing gear safety pin 8/29/96-1 40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 
luggage tag
8/29/96-1 40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 TWA employee ID 8/29/96-1 
40 39 03.10
-72 38 27.00 personal checkbook 8/29/96-1 40 38 28.22 -72 38 
26.96 small
piece of wire 8/19/96-23 40 38 28.22 -72 38 26.96 piece of 
insulation
found in vicinity of DIG268 8/19/96-23 40 38 29.30 -72 38 26.90 
Black
plastic with two hinged pieces -white 8/24/96-8 40 38 21.39 -72 
38 26.86
white plastic box cover p/n 60B40053-3 8/19/96-23 40 39 04.70 
-72 38 26.80
frame part; 65 B 14073-1 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
frame part;
65B14006-2 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 debris parts 
8/12/96-4 40
39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 general aircraft debris 8/08/96-31 40 39 
04.70 -72
38 26.80 FS 570-600 stringers 22R-23R 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 
-72 38 26.80
window frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 500 part 
8/08/96-31 40
39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 floor frame deck 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 
-72 38 26.80
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80 FS
740-760 stringer 32R-36R 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
aircraft skin
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 debris/parts 8/12/96-4 
LF22-24 40 39



04.70 -72 38 26.80 skin/frame; FS 760-780 Stringer 40L-42L 
8/12/96-4 40 39
04.70 -72 38 26.80 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 cargo 
bin/part
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 electronic bay 8/12/96-4 40 
39 04.70
-72 38 26.80 personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80 aircraft
skin/frame; FWD Cargo Door skin 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80
aircraft skin/frame 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 
675-725;
stringer 34L-38L 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal 
effects
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 8/12/96-4 40 
39 04.70
-72 38 26.80 plastic frame with darl 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 
38 26.80
plastic frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 electronic box 
8/12/96-4
40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 
04.70 -72 38
26.80 FS 380-400; stringer 19R-23R with window (skin panel; 
w/ window)
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 section 42 - skin 8/08/96-31 
40 39
04.70 -72 38 26.80 cargo floor 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80 720
main deck floor beam 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 belly 
skin
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 cargo liners 8/08/96-31 40 
39 04.70
-72 38 26.80 FS 580, upper floor support beam 8/08/96-31 40 39 



04.70 -72
38 26.80 FS 340-400 stringer 15R-19R(passenger cabin skin, 
section 410)
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal luggage 
8/08/96-31 40 39
04.70 -72 38 26.80 frame section 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80
personal luggage 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal 
luggage
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 8/08/96-31 
40 39
04.70 -72 38 26.80 Row 92 seats 8-9 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 
38 26.80
cargo liner 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 TWA cargo 
container skin
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 160-220; stringer 
22R-24A with
window belt. 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 cargo 
container top frame
- 7866 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 galley cabinet; row 
10, seat
1-3 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 generator control unit 
8/08/96-31
40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 340-380; stringer 9L - 19L 
8/08/96-31 40 39
04.70 -72 38 26.80 air-conditioning cabin duct 8/08/96-31 40 39 
04.70 -72
38 26.80 personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
load
controller 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 wheel well part 
8/08/96-31
40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 
04.70 -72 38



26.80 frame w/pheniolic block 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80 personal
effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 
8/08/96-31 40
39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 400-420; stringer 18R-23R with 
window 8/08/96-31
LF22-02 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 680-700; stringer 41L-47R 
8/08/96-31
40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 generator control 8/08/96-31 40 39 
04.70 -72 38
26.80 belly skin 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal 
effects
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 720 frame 8/08/96-31 
40 39 04.70
-72 38 26.80 FS 540-560; stringer 34R (cargo door skin; RF 
FWD) 8/08/96-31
40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 belly frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 
38 26.80
FS 800 frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 galley floor 
8/08/96-31
40 39 04.90 -72 38 24.80 personal luggage, 8/07/96-15 40 39 
00.90 -72 38
24.80 piece of plastic & hair spray cylinder 8/26/96-31 40 38 
27.00 -72 38
24.60 seat belt and buckle 8/24/96-8 40 38 26.90 -72 38 24.50 
Aluminum
Pipe 8/24/96-8 40 38 23.00 -72 38 24.50 metal object w/loose 
wire assembly
8/24/96-8 40 38 53.30 -72 38 24.40 plastic box 8/26/96-31 40 38 
54.17 -72
38 24.36 2 pictures (photographs) & wallet type picture holder 
10/02/96-1
40 38 35.07 -72 38 24.27 3' light siding trim 8/19/96-11 40 38 



19.20 -72
38 24.26 1'(3"(3" green metal brace, piece of white electrical 
wire
8/22/96-7 40 38 52.70 -72 38 24.20 electronic box "AIDS DATA 
ACQUISITION
UNIT" part # 2222228 mod dav-70-101 ser. 30 TWA part # 
53502 8/26/96-31 40
39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 various aircraft debris / parts 8/10/96-9 40 
39
00.00 -72 38 24.00 vent part FS 380 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 
38 24.00
seat 1 (1), 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 fuselage skin 40 
39 00.00
-72 38 24.00 air-conditioning/vent part station 11-15 8/10/96-9 
40 39
00.00 -72 38 24.00 aircraft skin 8/10/96-16 40 39 00.00 -72 38 
24.00
generator control unit 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 
personal effects
8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 row 9 seat (8 9 10), 
8/10/96-9 40 39
00.00 -72 38 24.00 personal effects 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 
24.00
various aircraft debris / parts 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00
personal effects 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 various 
aircraft
debris 8/10/96-9 40 38 20.83 -72 38 23.95 light alum/plastic 
1' ( 1'
8/06/96-1 40 38 20.83 -72 38 23.95 light alum/plastic 1'(1' 40 38 
29.23
-72 38 23.90 3 short metal pieces w/ wires # stamped; must bend 
alum to
see # 8/05/96-2 40 38 23.00 -72 38 23.90 Duct 5" in diameter 



8/24/96-8 40
38 19.51 -72 38 23.68 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 840 
left hand
side (3(1 light inner framing) 8/06/96-46 40 38 16.37 -72 38 
23.68 O2 mask
& overhead 8/17/96-4 40 38 20.38 -72 38 23.58 small piece of 
metal frame
12"(3"(3" attached to coil spring 8/22/96-7 40 39 05.10 -72 38 
23.50 3'
aluminum pc. 8/26/96-31 40 39 03.41 -72 38 23.26 personal 
effects & a
light fixture moved by ROV from unknown point, also wire and 
fiber glass
moved from 12597.4P 8/22/96-8 40 38 47.50 -72 38 22.95 tag 
"towel disposal
no cigarette disposal" - paper towel disposal door 10/02/96-1 40 
38 19.04
-72 38 22.74 coil of white electrical wire 8/22/96-7 40 38 26.32 
-72 38
22.71 vent screen 2(8" LH#9 C ZONE AC#17119 40 38 18.40 
-72 38 22.61 1(1
light alum framing assembly# 65B52747 8/06/96-46 40 38 20.48 
-72 38 22.58
18" alum light framing 1" thick 8/06/96-46 40 38 21.02 -72 38 
22.57 alum
angle 2"(1"; 1" u shape angle; alum sheet w/brackets & hole 
18"(12"; flex
hose 10"; plastic window frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.50 -72 38 
22.50 life
vest and cover 8/26/96-31 40 39 04.50 -72 38 22.50 TWA label 
book
8/26/96-31 40 38 28.55 -72 38 22.39 small duffel; containing 
books,



walkman, tapes; 8/08/96-31 40 38 20.04 -72 38 21.80 metal/alum 
framing w/
smoke detector type II; p/n 30-231-7B, S/N 30336 8/06/96-1 40 
38 28.55 -72
38 21.78 egress system power supply M9412 8/04/96-66 40 38 
19.29 -72 38
21.50 FS 900 fuselage frame stringer 34L-36L 8/06/96-1 40 38 
21.00 -72 38
21.21 TWA Plate, 8", Broken, White 40 38 21.00 -72 38 21.21 
TWA Plate, 8"
broken, white 40 38 23.05 -72 38 20.74 3"(2" piece of aluminum 
8/31/96-2
40 38 20.35 -72 38 20.68 1) oxygen mask, 2) 6'(1" brown rubber 
molding, 3)
5"(1" green metal bracket #69B50687-1, 4) navy blue TWA seat 
40 38 24.38
-72 38 20.64 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 01.62 -72 38 20.60 1 
small bone 40
39 03.10 -72 38 20.50 misc pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 03.10 -72 38 
20.50 misc
pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 05.21 -72 38 20.20 bra, alum angle 
18"(1"; 5"(3"
misc honey comb 8/08/96-31 40 38 59.90 -72 38 20.20 Passport - 
French,
8/26/96-31 40 38 23.52 -72 38 20.02 4' black wire with modular 
plug (#cory
71771) 1'(10" piece of aluminum 8/31/96-1 40 38 52.00 -72 38 
20.00 metal
box w/handle 8/26/96-31 40 38 53.60 -72 38 19.80 seat row 22 
seat 7
8/26/96-31 40 38 34.34 -72 38 19.49 40 38 34.34 -72 38 19.49 3" 
metal
structure, 6" ( 4" white plastic serving tray 10/13/96-4 40 39 



04.40 -72
38 19.20 passengerair & lightvent 8/26/96-31 40 39 02.00 -72 38 
19.00
pilot op manual; plastic window frame; 1' tubing alum "T", 
plastic
inslulation 8/08/96-31 40 39 02.00 -72 38 19.00 American 
tourister
suitcase; black 8/08/96-31 40 39 02.00 -72 38 19.00 Clothing 
and misc
debris; personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 38 25.47 -72 38 18.91 
multi color
wires 8/28/96-13 40 39 06.51 -72 38 18.88 misc personal effects 
and small
parts 8/08/96-31 40 39 06.51 -72 38 18.88 seat 9 (1), 40 38 19.78 
-72 38
18.43 1 shirt; wire 8/30/96-6 40 38 17.94 -72 38 18.42 5/16" 
socket
driver; phenolic latch; alum metal w/bolts; alum angle 5'(10" rib
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.55 -72 38 18.27 metal 1'(1'; pieces of 
ceramic plate;
white pouch; wire; white slide; spiral notebook 8/28/96-20 40 38 
17.60 -72
38 18.17 8" flex tubing; 2" diameter 8/06/96-1 40 38 45.45 -72 
38 17.91
aluminum frame 8/03/96-85 40 39 06.50 -72 38 17.90 stainless 
tray
8/26/96-31 40 39 01.21 -72 38 17.89 multicolored suitcase, misc. 
luggage
pieces 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.21 -72 38 17.89 wallet 8/22/96-8 40 
39 01.21 -72
38 17.89 metal scraps (duty free cart) 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.21 -72 
38 17.89
stainless metal drawer 8/22/96-8 40 38 55.76 -72 38 17.87 row 8 



seat (8,
9, 10) 8/24/96-9 40 38 27.07 -72 38 17.83 7' long 1" wide light 
strut 40
38 26.69 -72 38 17.81 green suitcase/black hairclip 8/11/96-1 40 
38 26.69
-72 38 17.81 plastic tube #B18-5 3 1; metal green; 5'(5" metal p/
n
65B54114-9SK; white insulation 8/11/96-1 40 38 23.06 -72 38 
17.78 light
framing with trim "Assy 65B54___" 8/19/96-11 40 38 13.88 -72 
38 17.29
siding with 65B54890-1 4 3071 / O2 mask 8/17/96-4 40 39 02.80 
-72 38 16.90
small debris/parts 8/12/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 38 16.90 personal 
effects
8/12/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 38 16.90 personal effects 8/12/96-4 40 
39 02.80
-72 38 16.90 digital computer central air data 8/12/96-4 40 39 
02.80 -72
38 16.90 various aircraft debris/parts 8/12/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 
38 16.90
personal effects 8/12/96-4 40 38 23.99 -72 38 16.84 1) metal seat 
frame
"5403359-404"; 2) electrical wire; 3) plastic tray small 3" ( 6"
8/19/96-11 40 38 39.44 -72 38 16.82 P/N 863703 dispenser for 
head
8/04/96-66 40 39 04.00 -72 38 16.80 windowgasket 8/26/96-31 
40 38 28.51
-72 38 16.55 overhead flood light mfr p/n 30-0418-5/TWA 
291-0191 8/10/96-9
40 38 16.20 -72 38 16.53 body stringer segment (approx 6") 40 
38 16.20 -72
38 16.53 white frame 1' ( 10" ( 2" 8/19/96-23 40 38 19.20 -72 38 



16.32 3
pieces 1) Porthole frame 2) Piece of porthole frame 3) 
"147/1074-98" green
brace 8/19/96-11 40 38 24.03 -72 38 16.17 seat back 8/08/96-31 
40 38 15.00
-72 38 16.16 rubber window gasket 8/11/96-1 40 39 13.18 -72 38 
15.72 pair
of shorts 10/08/96-2 40 38 13.35 -72 38 15.71 1) 1-2' piece of 
pipe 3/4"
diam, 2) 6"(1.5" piece (1621012B), 3) 3'(1/2(1/8 strip, 4) 1' with 
bend
with snap hook (69B 40 38 13.98 -72 38 14.91 forward lower 
cargo bay
structure FS 860 left hand side (5'(2.5'(1" metal piece p/n 
65B107; also a
1.5'(2" metal piec 8/22/96-7 40 38 15.28 -72 38 14.65 green 
angle iron 20"
( 1.5" ( 1.5" 8/19/96-23 40 38 22.60 -72 38 14.47 1) pair of 
socks; 2)
piece of window 8/19/96-11 40 38 13.44 -72 38 14.47 wires, 
magnetic
cassette tape, passenger headphones, bungi cord material, hair 
tie, 2
pieces of fiberglass, 2'(1' & 1' 8/22/96-7 40 38 20.34 -72 38 
13.50 5
pieces 1) TWA 44-0842 1' (2' plastic door 2) Plastic bin 3) small 
plastic
tray 3 ( 6 4) RayBan Cats Eyeglass frame 8/19/96-11 40 38 13.09 
-72 38
13.50 18" piece of wire 8/19/96-23 40 38 12.18 -72 38 13.50 
honeycomb
insulation 18"(5" 8/19/96-11 40 39 02.09 -72 38 13.45 green 
strut 6"(2"(1"



8/28/96-15 40 39 03.68 -72 38 12.85 misc. metal debris 
8/22/96-8 40 39
03.68 -72 38 12.85 flex tubing p/n 4811-189 8/28/96-10 40 38 
24.50 -72 38
12.79 8" green light strut 8/19/96-11 40 38 16.53 -72 38 12.68 
seat tray
8/08/96-31 40 38 12.43 -72 38 12.68 forward lower cargo bay 
structure FS
880 center line (7'( 2 1/2" light interior framing; wire harness
W552-M621) 8/08/96-14 40 38 15.48 -72 38 12.33 aluminum 
trim rail, green
honeycombed fiberglass (2 pcs) 8/24/96-8 40 39 04.97 -72 38 
12.28 blue
shirt 8/28/96-11 40 39 02.93 -72 38 12.02 ID card and business 
card
8/28/96-29 40 38 58.14 -72 38 11.61 cargo container AKN 9737 
TWA 8/11/96-1
40 38 55.16 -72 38 11.53 black umbrella 8/11/96-1 40 39 16.97 
-72 38 11.44
plastic piece - white, interior (possible window frame) 
10/02/96-1 40 38
20.26 -72 38 11.40 3' light alum strut 8/06/96-46 40 38 20.32 -72 
38 11.38
1. 10"(4" fiberglass duct 2. metal strut 5"( 1.5" "621012D" 3. 
white wire
8/30/96-4 40 39 01.82 -72 38 11.36 metal tube 1.5'(0.5"; small 
luggage
lock 8/28/96-21 40 38 58.57 -72 38 11.25 2(2 white metal panel 
w. many
connectors and wiring 8/11/96-1 40 39 01.47 -72 38 11.04 blue 
suitcase of
8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 -72 38 11.04 green suitcase of 8/22/96-8 
40 39 01.47



-72 38 11.04 blue soft side bag of 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 -72 38 
11.04
unidentified blue suitcase 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 -72 38 11.04 
metal box
misc. metal pieces 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 -72 38 11.04 black soft 
luggage
of 8/22/96-8 40 38 15.40 -72 38 10.97 intercostal door frame FS 
434 (p/n
69B50675 DEC 9) 8/22/96-7 40 38 06.10 -72 38 10.80 human 
body 40 39 00.17
-72 38 10.35 brown soft luggage 8/11/96-1 40 39 00.65 -72 38 
10.15 6'(2'
metal structure w/ ribs and insulation assmbl # ASSY 
65B103305000085
8/11/96-1 40 38 57.39 -72 38 10.07 1. 3' flexible tubing ( 1.5" 
2.2'
flexible tubing plus pipe with clear plastic box attached 
"4811-189" 3.
jockey underwe 8/28/96-12 40 38 55.24 -72 38 09.74 8/11/96-1 
40 38 35.38
-72 38 08.94 fuselage FS 940-820; stringer 6L-17L 8/04/96-66 
40 38 35.38
-72 38 08.94 FS 270-290; stringer 39R: 40 38 35.38 -72 38 08.94 
FS
400-420; stringer 24A-32A right hand fuselage: 40 38 35.38 -72 
38 08.94
fuselage skin FS 360-400 stringer 34R-41R; 8/04/96-66 40 38 
35.38 -72 38
08.94 FS 300-340; stringers 29R-41R; 8/04/96-66 40 38 35.38 
-72 38 08.94
fuselage skin FS 260; stringer 39R-41R; 8/04/96-66 40 38 49.39 
-72 38
08.49 food container 8/28/96-21 40 38 12.01 -72 38 08.21 2' ( 6" 



aluminum
siding; #3 spanwise center fuel tank beam 8/19/96-11 40 38 
58.75 -72 38
08.09 2 bottle O2 container attached to a wire protective blowout 
panel
8/08/96-14 40 38 17.24 -72 38 07.67 1) 1 blanket, 2) 1 
1/2' ( 2" ( 1/4"
angle bracket, 3) 1 1/2' ( 1/4" ( 1 1/2' metal piece 40 39 02.50 -72 
38
07.25 clothing 8/28/96-16 40 38 12.41 -72 38 06.75 1) 3' strut - 
white 2)
contact panel 4" ( 6" 8/19/96-11 40 38 08.67 -72 38 05.68 2 
pieces 1)
1.5'(1' shard R644 R645 BAC27EEL652 2) 2'(8" metal stamped 
TWA 8/20/96-15
40 38 08.67 -72 38 05.68 floor beam lower chord FS 980 RBL 
8-28 40 38
59.90 -72 38 05.53 curved white exterior piece 4(4; TWA colored 
nose cone
8/08/96-14 40 38 59.90 -72 38 05.53 p/n 65B50570-121 p/n 2-3 
Order #
E330894; 12(1(1 framing 8/08/96-14 40 38 57.56 -72 38 05.50 
fiberglass w/
honeycomb insulation, approx 1'(1'. p/n 69B55044-1 
SL648A3-500 8/22/96-7
40 38 49.88 -72 38 04.92 3"(2" white clear plastic piece w/3 
small holes
10/02/96-1 40 38 59.44 -72 38 04.65 yellow inflatable slide (p/n 
3A2065-21
on handle)/strap<sup>*</sup>10 knife cut by riggers 8/08/96-14 
40 38 15.94
-72 38 02.36 food tray (plastic) 8/19/96-11 40 38 52.19 -72 38 
01.22 metal



box; sneaker; piece of plate 9/25/96-2 40 38 52.19 -72 38 01.20 
luggage
9/22/96-1 40 38 50.05 -72 38 00.75 metal food storage unit 
10/03/96-4 40
38 07.32 -72 38 00.70 plastic piece p/n 65B50174 "breathing 
oxygen"
8/11/96-1 40 39 02.88 -72 37 59.88 debris 10/03/96-4 40 39 
02.88 -72 37
59.88 clothing in plastic bag 10/03/96-4 40 38 57.66 -72 37 
59.51 plastic
bag w/ unknown contents 10/03/96-4 40 38 45.05 -72 37 59.05 
lg. piece of
debris 10/03/96-4 40 38 05.10 -72 37 57.40 right forward cargo 
bin STA
780; 3'(1' alum siding -ribbed on back 8/10/96-9 40 38 05.04 -72 
37 57.40
2'(10"(1/8" fiberglass w/ hinge p/n 69B52864-1 8/20/96-15 40 38 
19.28 -72
37 57.32 1. 7" plastic curved tube 2. 2.5'(1' metal 3. white wire 4 
dirty
white panties "hanes her way" 8/30/96-8 40 38 08.06 -72 37 
55.95 3'(1'
piece of aluminum; 1'(2" piece of rubber 8/30/96-3 40 38 18.65 
-72 37
55.58 plastic top of phone; metal shard curved 1'(6" 8/30/96-9 40 
38 53.95
-72 37 55.20 knife & signal mirror in plastic bag 10/03/96-4 40 
38 08.68
-72 37 54.73 1) grill cover assy 65B64174-2 2) green strut 
2.5'(1"(1" assy
65B50404-27 8/19/96-23 40 38 47.67 -72 37 54.52 misc. piece 
of metal from
aircraft 8/29/96-5 40 39 04.57 -72 37 54.12 debris 10/06/96-3 40 



38 51.92
-72 37 52.92 metal tray and plastic 10/02/96-1 40 38 54.67 -72 
37 52.68
rubber like debris & butter knife 10/02/96-1 40 38 05.10 -72 37 
51.18
12"(18" thin alum sheet 8/10/96-9 40 38 49.23 -72 37 51.08 
metal piece of
airplane 8/29/96-5 40 38 19.51 -72 37 50.33 metal shelf 
3'(1.5'(10"
8/30/96-7 40 39 53.12 -72 37 49.96 green metal piece 
8" ( 1.5" (angular,
riveted) 10/13/96-3 40 40 02.93 -72 37 49.86 2 pieces aircraft 
structural
metal 40 38 07.75 -72 37 49.44 4'(1.5' piece of aluminum 
8/30/96-2 40 39
42.59 -72 37 49.29 plastic fuse cover TWA p/n 291-1570 
10/11/96-10 40 39
13.30 -72 37 48.31 pictures 10/08/96-2 40 39 52.00 -72 37 48.26 
plastic
bag w/ unknown contents 10/08/96-1 40 39 49.47 -72 37 48.12 1 
plastic bag
various items 10/17/96-2 40 40 07.60 -72 37 47.90 metal ribbing 
40 39
47.94 -72 37 47.61 3 oxygen masks, assorted wires, plastic 
tubing
10/11/96-10 40 39 47.95 -72 37 47.61 plastic time piece wrapped 
in
plastic, 10"(2" small green metal, 2"(1" fabric scrap, one photo
10/13/96-3 40 39 51.83 -72 37 47.43 plastic bag w/ debris 
10/08/96-1 40 40
01.80 -72 37 47.40 aircraft structural metal with rib attached 40 
39 54.64
-72 37 47.05 green twisted metal w/ rivets p/n 65B38600-350 



209
10/11/96-10 40 40 46.40 -72 37 46.50 structural framing 40 39 
47.96 -72 37
45.44 white plastic 6" ( 6", and black plastic cover with one 
metal prong
10/11/96-10 40 39 59.83 -72 37 44.60 skin yellow/green with 
electrical
wiring and ribs attached 10/18/96-3 40 40 04.70 -72 37 44.40 
aircraft skin
with structural partition attached white one side 40 39 56.69 -72 
37 43.72
twisted green metal 10/13/96-3 40 40 00.14 -72 37 43.57 plastic 
bag with
small debris 10/02/96-1 40 40 00.14 -72 37 43.51 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 40
05.11 -72 37 43.28 honeycombed skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 52.14 
-72 37 41.94
plastic bag w/ debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 49.68 -72 37 40.14 auto
transformer; misc. metal; cloth; photos 9/27/96-1 40 39 39.92 -72 
37 40.12
1 twisted 12" ( 6" aluminum w/seams and rivets 1 small piece tan 
2"(3"
plastic - 1 piece light g Z2592a 40 39 43.30 -72 37 4.95 some 
kind of
carpet; nylon bag other debris 40 39 51.12 -72 37 39.99 debris w/ 
pipe
protruding, & plastic bag of unknown debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 
49.23 -72 37
39.54 curved plastic w/ black shirt 10/11/96-10 40 39 51.08 -72 
37 39.54
curved plastic attached to metal section w/ screws & nuts 
10/11/96-10 40
39 41.47 -72 37 38.90 aluminum piece with spring; skin plastic 



10/11/96-10
40 40 00.73 -72 37 38.85 small piece curled aluminum 
10/17/96-1 40 40
01.60 -72 37 38.80 aluminum beam 10/17/96-1 40 40 01.60 -72 
37 38.80 arm
rest 10/17/96-1 40 39 55.18 -72 37 38.76 various white metal 
strips
10/17/96-2 40 39 57.97 -72 37 38.75 debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 
57.05 -72 37
38.35 metal debris and other debris in clear plastic bags 
10/02/96-1 40 39
57.05 -72 37 38.35 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 55.05 -72 37 38.35 
debris
9/22/96-1 RF114A 40 39 49.80 -72 37 38.30 window; fuselage 
9/28/96-1 40 40
00.03 -72 37 38.22 debris & plastic bag containing debris 
10/08/96-1 40 39
49.80 -72 37 38.10 black melted plastic w/ tubing 9/28/96-1 40 
39 59.78
-72 37 37.55 small piece bent skin, aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 39 
50.80 -72 37
37.47 fuselage bulkhead parts, 8'(2' 8/16/96-5 40 40 04.90 -72 37 
37.00
10/17/96-1 40 39 44.60 -72 37 36.90 carpet; seatbelt; wires; 
motor; misc.
metal 9/27/96-1 40 39 42.18 -72 37 36.79 plastic and metal cover
10/13/96-3 40 39 42.20 -72 37 36.78 unknown type of motor 
10/09/96-1 40 39
42.20 -72 37 36.78 6' ( 3' ( 3' piece of wreckage 10/09/96-1 40 40 
01.10
-72 37 36.70 aluminum strip w/ red material attached 10/17/96-1 
40 40
09.16 -72 37 36.54 2 small pieces of wreckage, s/n 65B82330 on 



larger
piece 10/10/96-1 40 40 09.16 -72 37 36.54 1 piece of skin s/n 
65B02424-53
10/10/96-1 40 40 09.16 -72 37 36.54 arm rest passenger seat 
10/10/96-1 40
39 46.70 -72 37 36.51 front spar web; RBL 65-112; CW 
MOCKUP 9/08/96-2 40
39 46.70 -72 37 36.51 fire extinguisher tanks and pipes; debris 
9/21/96-1
40 39 46.70 -72 37 36.51 white piece of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 
46.70 -72
37 36.51 green metal piece w/ black metal piece (twisted) 
attached
10/13/96-3 40 39 46.70 -72 37 36.51 window; carpet; debris; 
human jaw bone
9/21/96-1 40 39 46.70 -72 37 36.51 riveting, fuel filter 
10/18/96-3 40 39
58.10 -72 37 36.50 aluminum strip 10/17/96-1 40 39 11.05 -72 
37 36.48
debris 40 39 10.84 -72 37 36.12 debris 40 40 00.30 -72 37 35.60 
6" piece
of aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 40 00.30 -72 37 35.60 small sheet 
metal piece
10/17/96-1 40 40 03.40 -72 37 35.60 small light structural piece
10/17/96-1 40 39 45.57 -72 37 35.30 twisted metal, riveted 
10/13/96-3 40
39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 fuselage skin w/2 skin patches 40 39 45.40 
-72 37
35.20 Fwd belly skin 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 Belly skin w/ 
stringer 40 39
45.40 -72 37 35.20 Portion of engine 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 
FS 2412-2436
(3'(2.5'); stringer 18L-23L PARTS BAY 8/29/96-2 40 39 45.40 



-72 37 35.20
one piece of metal from aircraft 8/29/96-2
C1652 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 engine exhaust; tail cone 
8/29/96-2 40 39
45.40 -72 37 35.20 misc. debris 8/29/96-2 40 39 45.40 -72 37 
35.20 misc.
debris 8/29/96-2 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 small piece or cw tank 
side of
body rib web (2" ( 3") CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 
Fuselage skin 40
39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 fwd belly skin 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 
Portion of
fan reverser 40 40 04.45 -72 37 35.18 skin w/ red paint, mangled
10/17/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 34.83 curved alum. w/
honeycombs 10/17/96-1
40 40 00.43 -72 37 34.66 skin part 10/17/96-1 40 39 58.10 -72 
37 34.50
small irregular piece of aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 39 47.70 -72 37 
34.30
misc. wires; metal; flourny pipes; plastic 9/27/96-1 40 39 47.70 
-72 37
34.30 personal effects - 2 fanny packs; jacket; white shoe; waist 
band of
pants 9/27/96-1 40 39 56.68 -72 37 34.24 duct work and metal 
9/11/96-5 40
39 56.68 -72 37 34.24 debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 51.51 -72 37 
34.22 film
projection device 10/10/96-1 40 39 53.38 -72 37 34.22 debris 
10/07/96-1 40
39 53.38 -72 37 34.22 debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 53.38 -72 37 
34.22 piece of
black pipe, 2 pieces of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 51.51 -72 37 
34.22 plastic



bag w/ unknown contents 10/08/96-1 40 39 53.38 -72 37 34.22 
part of filter
system 10/07/96-1 40 40 01.50 -72 37 34.20 skin piece 
10/17/96-1 40 39
56.88 -72 37 34.02 debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 
#2 engine
fan casing ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 #2 
engine ENG HGR
8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 #2 engine oil tank and main 
gear box
ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 variable camber 
flap section
ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 #2 engine tail 
pipe ENG HGR
8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 aircraft hydraulic filter 
assembly ENG
HGR 8/10/96-16 40 40 06.10 -72 37 33.79 long piece of stringer 
10/17/96-1
40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 spanwise beam 3 web + stiffener RBL 
83.24 CW
MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 CW1020 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 LBL 
66; rear spar web
segment with stiffener flange CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
33.74 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 debris and black 
bag of
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 misc. metal debris 
9/24/96-16 40
39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 debris and black bag of debris 9/22/96-1
Z3500 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 misc. metal debris 9/24/96-16 
40 39 46.89
-72 37 33.74 misc. metal debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
33.74 misc.



metal debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 VISA card and 
photographs
9/24/96-16 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 large fuel flange 9/22/96-1 
40 39
46.89 -72 37 33.74 debris and black bag of debris 9/22/96-1 40 
39 54.40
-72 37 33.70 coupler antenna; large piece of metal 9/27/96-1 40 
39 54.40
-72 37 33.70 misc. metal debris; clothing; rubber hose 9/27/96-1 
40 39
54.46 -72 37 33.57 FS 1350-1394 stringer 23L - 33L 9/19/96-1 
40 39 54.46
-72 37 33.57 misc. metal debris 9/19/96-1 40 39 54.46 -72 37 
33.57 plastic
bag and air duct 9/11/96-5 40 40 01.50 -72 37 33.40 aluminum 
structural
10/17/96-1 40 39 49.80 -72 37 33.20 green metal strip 40 39 
49.80 -72 37
33.20 misc. metal; plastic; lifevest; wires; rope 9/27/96-1 40 39 
49.80
-72 37 33.20 large metal green piece 9/27/96-1 40 39 49.80 -72 
37 33.20
misc. metal; plastic tray table 9/27/96-1 40 39 52.37 -72 37 33.01 
burnt
skin part & structure skin 10/17/96-1 40 39 52.37 -72 37 33.01 
2' ( 3'
piece of skin 40 39 30.48 -72 37 32.98 one woman's shoe 
(black).
10/17/96-1 40 40 04.30 -72 37 32.76 yellow structural piece 
10/17/96-1 40
39 58.71 -72 37 32.73 piece of tubing 10/07/96-1 40 39 56.90 
-72 37 32.71
green metal piece 1.5" ( 7" 10/13/96-3 40 39 29.95 -72 37 32.61 



aircraft
skin 10/17/96-3 40 39 48.20 -72 37 32.60 black boot; misc. metal 
9/27/96-1
40 40 05.30 -72 37 32.55 small metal piece, purple on one side, 
yellow on
the other 10/12/96-3 40 40 05.30 -72 37 32.55 fuselage skin 40 
40 05.30
-72 37 32.55 cloth insulation (2 1/2"(2 1/2") 10/12/96-3 40 40 
05.30 -72
37 32.55 fuselage skin w/ frames (1' ( 1') 10/12/96-3 40 40 05.30 
-72 37
32.55 3' strip aluminum frame 10/12/96-3 40 39 47.20 -72 37 
32.40 misc.
metal wires attached; seat back; plastic; flashlight 9/28/96-1 40 
39 49.18
-72 37 32.15 green metal 40 38 12.04 -72 37 32.11 40 39 52.70 
-72 37 32.10
grey "U" shaped metal 40 39 52.70 -72 37 31.90 heavy gauge 
green metal w/
rivet holes 40 38 11.33 -72 37 31.77 FS 880-900 stringer 1R-3R 
RHS 1'(1'
fuselage crown skin/6"(2"(2" alum strut; 8/10/96-9 40 39 53.85 
-72 37
31.41 debris 10/07/96-1
Z1783 40 39 53.85 -72 37 31.41 2 blazers, blue slacks, garment 
bag, 3
hangers 10/07/96-1 40 40 03.12 -72 37 31.34 green american 
tourister
luggage 10/17/96-1 40 40 04.07 -72 37 31.31 towel dispenser 40 
39 48.10
-72 37 31.20 7'(9' section of metal debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 48.10 
-72 37
31.20 2 cameras; personal hygiene items 9/25/96-2 40 39 48.10 



-72 37 31.20
1 hydro pump (vickers s/n MX438017); misc. metal debris 
9/25/96-2 40 39
47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine left hand side cowl door ENG 
HGR 8/10/96-16
40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine fuel pump and control ENG 
HGR
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 aircraft fire bottle 
8/10/96-16 40 39
47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine angle gear box ENG HGR 
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00
-72 37 31.00 #2 engine tail pipe lining ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 
39 47.00 -72
37 31.00 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 40 
39 47.00 -72
37 31.00 #2 engine strut ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 31.00 #2
engine inlet duct ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
31.00 APU exhaust
duct ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine 
reverser air
motor ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #1 engine 
LPT rub strip
ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 fuselage skin 
cargo door
surround FS 1920-1960; stringer 27R-34R 8/10/96-16 40 39 
47.00 -72 37
31.00 power unit EEMCO 60B0037-25 ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 
40 39 47.00 -72 37
31.00 bulkhead section PARTS BAY 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 31.00 FS
2275-2360 stringer 11R-23R, aft lower body skin; 8/10/96-16 40 
39 47.00



-72 37 31.00 FS 1870-1930; stringer 22R-23R with window 
frame (fuselage
strip with 3 window frame portions) 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 31.00 FS
1920-1965, right side fuselage bulkhead frame 8/10/96-16 40 39 
47.00 -72
37 31.00 FS 2290-2230, fuselage section 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 
-72 37
31.00 FS 2460, frame 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 FS 
2340-2360;
stringer 8R-4L aft portion of RHS crown skin 8/10/96-16 40 39 
47.00 -72 37
31.00 bulk cargo door structure FS 1960-2060; stringer 23R-46R 
8/10/96-16
40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine inlet duct ENG HGR 
8/10/96-16 40 39
47.00 -72 37 31.00 door crank mechanism/actuator arm EEMCO 
60B40037-25
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 FS 1640 frame section 
8/10/96-16 40 39
47.00 -72 37 31.00 cw lower skin-left S-14 to S-15 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 48.10
-72 37 30.90 hazmat bag containing human spine 40 39 45.70 
-72 37 30.90
camera (Nikkormat); lens; luggage tag brown 9/26/96-17 40 39 
45.70 -72 37
30.90 piece of luggage 9/26/96-17
Z3534 40 39 45.70 -72 37 30.90 seat 32 (7) arm and rail; window 
section
(skin); motor exhaust (TWA#1501); misc metal debris 
9/26/96-17 40 39 56.00
-72 37 30.80 piece of metal 1'(2" 10/09/96-1 40 39 50.40 -72 37 
30.80



misc. metal/rubber debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 47.90 -72 37 30.80 
actuator
pneumatic drive s/n 40P-1126C; misc. debris 9/27/96-1 40 39 
32.72 -72 37
30.72 18"(10" insulation PARTS BAY 8/09/96-37 40 39 13.31 
-72 37 30.69
blank photo 10/07/96-1 40 39 49.68 -72 37 30.51 bag of debris 
10/02/96-1
40 39 49.68 -72 37 30.51 debris and black bag of debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39
49.68 -72 37 30.51 debris and black bag of debris 9/22/96-1 40 
39 49.70
-72 37 30.50 hazmat bag containing human bone 40 39 49.70 -72 
37 30.50
lower center wing STR 13; 3"(4" piece; Lot # 9-24-96-16 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39
49.70 -72 37 30.50 lower center wing skin panel; RBL 85; 
stringer 14-15;
Lot# 9-24-96-16 CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 30.50 lower 
center wing skin
panel; RBL 57-75; stringer 13-14; Lot # 9-24-96-16 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.70
-72 37 30.50 misc. debris; camera; clothing (womens) 
9/24/96-16 40 39
49.70 -72 37 30.50 long metal tube 9/24/96-16 40 39 48.00 -72 
37 30.40
6'(2' section of metal 9/25/96-2 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.40 
aluminum strip
10/17/96-1 40 39 48.00 -72 37 30.40 misc. metal doors 9/25/96-2 
40 39
45.17 -72 37 30.39 metal pump 10/13/96-3 40 39 43.58 -72 37 
30.35
honeycombed metal 10/13/96-3 40 39 50.10 -72 37 30.30 



external aircraft
skin #65B15697-5 approx. 10'(8' CW MOCKUP 9/24/96-16 40 
39 50.20 -72 37
30.30 misc. metal debris; 1 pressure regulation bypass valve 
9/25/96-2 40
39 56.10 -72 37 30.30 small structural piece 10/09/96-1 40 39 
50.10 -72 37
30.30 misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 50.20 -72 37 30.30 misc. 
metal debris
9/25/96-2 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.13 #1 engine cascade support 
ring ENG HGR
8/08/96-39 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.13 FEGV casing #1 engine 
ENG HGR
8/08/96-39 40 39 47.50 -72 37 30.10 drivers license/camera 
9/25/96-2 40 39
59.50 -72 37 30.10 small piece of aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 39 
53.90 -72 37
30.08 fuselage fragment or flight control surface or wing 
9/11/96-5 40 39
53.90 -72 37 30.08 metal and pipe 9/11/96-5 40 39 53.90 -72 37 
30.08
debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 53.90 -72 37 30.08 misc. metal; rubber 
gasket
material 9/27/96-1 40 39 53.90 -72 37 30.08 metal tubing; scrap 
metal
9/27/96-1 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.01 #1 engine ENG HGR 
8/08/96-39 40 39
47.17 -72 37 30.01 inlet duct half ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 
47.17 -72 37
30.01 #1 engine fan case ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 47.17 -72 
37 30.01
turbine exhaust casing #1 engine ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 
47.17 -72 37



30.01 #1 engine half intake duct ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 
49.40 -72 37
30.00 misc. metal debris; wiring; plastic 9/25/96-2 40 39 48.00 
-72 37
30.00 long metal piece 9/24/96-16 40 39 51.50 -72 37 30.00 
yellow metal 40
39 48.00 -72 37 30.00 misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 48.00 -72 
37 30.00
misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 seat 49 (6) cap 
and
ashtray only CABIN HGR 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 SOB web 
CW MOCKUP 40 39
48.00 -72 37 30.00 luggage w/ wheels 9/24/96-16 40 39 47.18 
-72 37 30.00
misc. metal debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 48.50 -72 37 30.00 misc. 
metal debris
9/26/96-17 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 seat 46 (0) armrest only 40 
39 48.50
-72 37 30.00 camera; perfume; clothing 9/26/96-17 40 39 48.50 
-72 37 30.00
metal debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 green metal 
piece
10/17/96-1 40 39 42.74 -72 37 29.97 aircraft skin 10/18/96-3 40 
39 48.50
-72 37 29.90 misc. metal debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 47.90 -72 37 
29.90 misc.
metal debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 51.50 -72 37 29.90 small piece of 
aluminum &
section of fiberglass panel 10/17/96-1 40 39 49.40 -72 37 29.80 
wallet
9/24/96-16 40 39 49.40 -72 37 29.80 watches, US currency, 
personal effects
9/24/96-16 40 39 49.40 -72 37 29.80 black canvas carry-on bag 



9/24/96-16
40 39 49.40 -72 37 29.80 #65B9753-1EMG position 1&2, 3&4 
9/24/96-16 40 39
47.80 -72 37 29.60 leading edge flap; drive torque tube 
8/30/96-22 40 39
47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. piece of metal from aircraft 8/29/96-4 
40 39
47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. metal debris PARTS BAY 8/29/96-4 40 
39 47.80 -72
37 29.60 human bones 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. piece of 
metal from
aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 stainless steel tubing 
(hydro
line) 8/30/96-23 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 2220-2330 (lower 
L5 door)
stringer 23-31 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 wallet, earring 
set;
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 2360-2506; stringer 
8L-20L; piece of
outer skin of aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc 
metal piece
from aircraft PARTS BAY 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
misc. metal
pieces of aircraft PARTS BAY 8/29/96-4
C1656 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc piece of metal from 
aircraft 8/29/96-4
40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 2440-2500, aft fuselage, upper 
crown skin
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 frame #5 door; fragments 
probably from
R5 door area 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 aft fuselage FS 2436 
angle bulkhead
40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 1480 bulkhead outer cord; fragment



approximately 16" in length at WL 186 8/29/96-14 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 29.60
vertical fin canted rib #3, section 86 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 aft
fuselage FS 2502 upper bulkhead 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 rod-
to-cap/web;
truss; 48 section 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. debris from 
aircraft
PARTS BAY 8/30/96-23 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 stabilizer trim 
quadrant and
cable 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 cabin
entry door R5 upper flap seal (upper gate #5R door FS 2261); 
stringer 17R
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage 40 39 
47.80 -72 37
29.60 rudder web, rudder FS 32.865 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 
37 29.60 FS
1480-1500; stringer 10R-13R 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 misc. piece
of metal from aircraft PARTS BAY 8/30/96-21 40 39 47.80 -72 
37 29.60 left
wing outboard aileron - outer 1/3 of the aileron 8/29/96-4 40 39 
47.80 -72
37 29.60 misc. piece of metal from aircraft PARTS BAY 
8/29/96-4 40 39
47.80 -72 37 29.60 fragment bulk cargo door; forward end with 
tee-stop 40
39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 piece of fuselage, left side 8/29/96-4 40 39 
47.80
-72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage - red (2' ( 1') PARTS BAY 40 39 
47.80 -72
37 29.60 fuselage skin, aft belly (3' ( 1') 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
Left



side belly fuselage 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage 40 
39 47.80
-72 37 29.60 FS 2320-2340 stringer 20R-21R 8/29/96-4 40 39 
47.80 -72 37
29.60 piece of fuselage, red/white/silver 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 Portion
of fuselage - red - aft belly PARTS BAY 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 misc.
personal effects including watch 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 misc.
metal pieces from aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS
1500-1600; stringer 12R-21R; with window belt 8/29/96-4 40 39 
47.80 -72 37
29.60 misc. metal pieces from aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 
37 29.60
misc. metal pieces from aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 misc.
part (tail section) of aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
misc.
body parts 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage - left side 
40 39
47.80 -72 37 29.60 piece of keel beam
C2214 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 fuselage section w/fairing 
attachments 40
39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 fuselage skin. red/white paint aft FS 520 
40 39
47.80 -72 37 29.60 fuselage skin-red/white paint (1' ( 1') 40 39 
47.80 -72
37 29.60 Galley cart 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Portion of 
fuselage 40 39
47.80 -72 37 29.60 Lower left side fuselage - red PARTS BAY 
40 39 47.80
-72 37 29.60 Piece of belly fuselage aft 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 



Right
side floor of duty free module. FS 2223-2253 CABIN HGR 40 
39 47.80 -72 37
29.60 FS 2436-2484; stringer 17L-23L 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 29.60
Piece of fuselage - aft PARTS BAY 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
Piece of
fuselage - red - right side PARTS BAY 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
Piece of
fuselage white/red PARTS BAY 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
portion of fuselage
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 cabin entry door R5 lower 
section; FS
2240-2285, stringer 24R-25R 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 FS
2280-2345, stringer 42R-51L 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
long piece
of metal 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.10 -72 37 29.60 misc. metal debris 
to include:
metal fragment labeled p/n 65B97321B s/n RR005402 and 
9.5'(6" ch
9/26/96-17 40 40 01.78 -72 37 29.57 piece of bulkhead 
10/17/96-1 40 39
41.70 -72 37 29.56 piece of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 47.31 -72 37 
29.56
misc. metal debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.27 -72 37 29.52 metal 
piping
10/17/96-1 40 40 04.97 -72 37 29.44 aluminum skin 10/12/96-3 
40 40 04.97
-72 37 29.44 plastic valve assembly 10/12/96-3 40 39 47.50 -72 
37 29.36
misc. metal debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.20 -72 37 29.20 metal 
tubes and



misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.20 -72 37 29.20 wire and fabric
9/24/96-16 40 39 49.20 -72 37 29.20 long metal tube 9/24/96-16 
40 39 49.29
-72 37 29.20 white plastic bag containing misc. debris 
9/24/96-16 40 39
49.20 -72 37 29.20 large riveted metal piece of debris 9/24/96-16 
40 40
06.70 -72 37 29.13 small piece of fiberglass honeycomb 
10/12/96-3 40 39
49.10 -72 37 29.10 FS 940-960; stringer 38L-40L; fuselage skin 
under body
fairing; lot # 9-25-96-2 9/25/96-2 40 39 49.10 -72 37 29.10 misc. 
metal
debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 49.10 -72 37 29.10 right wing upper 
surface near
rear spar WS 1250 9/25/96-2 40 39 49.10 -72 37 29.10 SOB rib 
segment CW
MOCKUP 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 frame fragment, white and 
green, 2'(3'
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 fuselage fragment,
green/white/partially charred 6'(8' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
29.00
fuselage fragment 12'(10' w/windows and door, FS 2140-2280 
8/14/96-9 40 39
47.00 -72 37 29.00 portion aft section bulkhead 8/14/96-9 40 39 
47.00 -72
37 29.00 fuselage fragment green/white 3'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 
47.00 -72 37
29.00 fuselage, red heavy frame 3'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 29.00
human remains 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 left fuselage FS 2200 - 
2240. S34L
- 46L; fuselage bulkhead w/window, red and white 3'(4' 



8/14/96-9 40 39
47.00 -72 37 29.00 fuselage fragment 3'(1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 
-72 37
29.00 fuselage fragment 10'(8' green/white; STA 2320-2489, 
stringer 3L-11L
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 actuator outflow valve, 
electric MOTOR
BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 cabin entry door R5, 
partial
structure (window damage distinctive); FS 2240-2285; stringer 
18R-22
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 fuselage, exterior, red 1'(1' 
8/14/96-9
40 39 46.90 -72 37 29.00 2 cameras; US mail; perfume; watches 
9/26/96-17
40 39 46.90 -72 37 29.00 misc. metal debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 
49.00 -72 37
29.00 1 camera; 1 watch; 1 cassette recorder 9/26/96-17 40 39 
49.00 -72 37
29.00 plastic bag containing small copper pieces 9/26/96-17 40 
39 49.00
-72 37 29.00 a/c motor s/n 325P205; metal fragment marked 
"93" and misc.
debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 49.00 -72 37 29.00 misc. metal debris 
9/26/96-17
40 39 55.61 -72 37 28.97 green metal piece 9/16/96-2 40 39 
55.61 -72 37
28.97 pipe; material (cloth); little piece of filter; debris 
9/20/96-33 40
39 52.40 -72 37 28.90 misc. debris and large camber shaped 
piece of metal
9/24/96-16 40 39 45.39 -72 37 28.90 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
50.90 -72 37



28.90 piece of door 9/25/96-2 40 39 45.80 -72 37 28.70 8' metal 
shaft w/
u-joint attached 9/26/96-17 40 39 45.00 -72 37 28.70 3' aircraft 
skin
9/21/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 37 28.60 FS 1394-1880 fuselage; 
stringer 26L-12R
40 39 49.20 -72 37 28.60 4 watches and 1 Visa gold card; 2 
cassette
recorders 9/25/96-2 40 40 59.50 -72 37 28.60 curved piece w/ 
bulkhead &
honeycomb 10/17/96-1 40 39 49.20 -72 37 28.60 misc. metal 
debris 9/25/96-2
40 39 49.20 -72 37 28.60 misc. metal debris to include: 1 large 
and heavy
circular shaped section of metal 9/25/96-2 40 39 51.76 -72 37 
28.59 metal
tube and misc. parts 9/24/96-16 40 39 51.76 -72 37 28.59 misc. 
metal;
wires; window frame 9/27/96-1 40 39 51.76 -72 37 28.59 
numerous pieces of
debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 51.76 -72 37 28.59 misc. metal piece 
9/27/96-1 40
39 46.44 -72 37 28.55 seat 32 (6) CABIN HGR 40 39 49.55 -72 
37 28.39 8"
air vent line; 5' long 9/30/96-1 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc. 
siding
Z2552 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 various siding (bagged); 
hydraulic framing
40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 cargo deck roller, red encased- piece of 
tubing
joint, small green tubing, green plastic, misc. wires, 10/03/96-1 
40 39
49.55 -72 37 28.39 various siding (bagged)/ hydraulic framing 40 



39 49.55
-72 37 28.39 misc. siding 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 debris 
10/06/96-1 40 39
49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc debris, details on hard copy 40 39 49.55 
-72 37
28.39 misc. metal debris from plane 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.55 -72 
37 28.39
misc. metal debris from plane 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.55 -72 37 
28.39 misc.
wire, small pieces of metal, large circular piece of metal 
10/13/96-3 40
39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc wires; metal; metal coupling; skin 
10/13/96-3
40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 a/c skin, life jacket, tubing, actuator 
valve,
black plastic bag 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 debris, beeper? hose, 
computer
disk 10/06/96-1 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 black electronics part, 
3' gray
metal tube w/ ball joint @ one end 10/06/96-4 40 39 45.02 -72 
37 28.38
bulkhead with hinge 9/30/96-1 40 39 41.67 -72 37 28.38 large 
metal riveted
pipe and channel and skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 41.67 -72 37 28.38 
5' piece of
metal section 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.10 -72 37 28.20 aluminum 
strip 40 39
48.70 -72 37 28.20 two full baskets of debris 8/30/96-1 40 39 
48.30 -72 37
28.20 metal debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 48.70 -72 37 28.20 two full 
baskets of
debris 8/30/96-1 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 upper CW skin; RH 
side R.S. to



STR 19 CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-15 RW08, CW8 40 39 49.60 -72 
37 28.10 right
wing/part of fuselage FS 1140-1319; mid spar upper SOB 
paddle/fitting/web;
right wing upper CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 -72 37 
28.10 right
wing/part of fuselage FS 1140-1319 8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 -72 
37 28.10
right wing/part of fuselage FS 1140-1319 8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 
-72 37
28.10 lower aft CW skin S1 to S5; LBL 76 to RBL 98 CW 
MOCKUP 8/08/96-15 40
39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right wing/part of fuselage FS 1140-1319 
8/08/96-15
40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right wing/part of fuselage FS 
1140-1319
8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right wing/part of fuselage 
FS
1140-1319 8/08/96-15 CW1003 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 rear 
spar RBL33 to
RBL87 CW MOCKUP CW1004 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 rear 
spar web RBL-21
-LBL11 CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 spanwise beam 
#2; RBL 83-110 at
lower chord CW MOCKUP CW1012 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 
rear spar RBL85 CW
MOCKUP CW1011 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 rear spar right side 
RBL 70 to RBL
33 at lower chord CW MOCKUP CW1001 40 39 49.60 -72 37 
28.10 #3 of 3 tags
on same piece right side CW rear spar (see also C2278 (RF17), 
C2279 (CW CW
MOCKUP 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 lower CW skin; RBL 



98-127.5; R.S. to STR 1
CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 #2 of 3 on same piece 
right side CW
upper segment SOB rib (see also C2278 (RF17), C2280 (CW 
CW MOCKUP
C2278 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right hand body attached to 
right hand
upper wing with 3R door opening; (#1 of 3 tags (see also C2 CW 
MOCKUP 40
39 48.20 -72 37 28.10 3'(5' section of twisted metal 9/26/96-17 
40 40
01.00 -72 37 28.10 aluminum strips & wires 10/17/96-1 40 39 
48.20 -72 37
28.10 misc. metal debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 48.20 -72 37 28.10 
watch; note
recorder; nail polish 9/26/96-17 40 39 48.20 -72 37 28.10 2'(1' 
metal
section 9/26/96-17 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 row 54 seat 3 
CABIN HGR
8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 skull fragment 8/14/96-9 40 
39 46.50
-72 37 28.00 row 42 seat 1 CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 
-72 37 28.00 FS
1900-1960; stringer 49L-51R 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 
spar
fragment 8"(1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 fuselage skin 
fragment
1'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 spar fragment 1-1/2'(2' 
PARTS BAY
8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 bulkhead fragment 2'(2' 
PARTS BAY
8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 cargo container base 
CARGO BAY



8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 1/2 wing rib fragment 4'(8' 
8/14/96-9
40 39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 longitudinal floor beam overhead 
pressure deck 40
39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 body landing gear trunion support backup 
fitting aft
1450 inner and outer 40 39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 stabilizer hinge 
fitting
with hinge pin FS 2598 diagonal braces 40 39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 
misc.
debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 misc. debris 
9/24/96-16 40 39
51.00 -72 37 28.00 misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 51.00 -72 37 
28.00 misc.
debris CW MOCKUP 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.35 -72 37 27.93 
65B07810917 section
w/tubing & debris (tubing lost) 10/09/96-1 40 39 49.35 -72 37 
27.93 metal
labeled oil tank capacity 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.35 -72 37 27.93 
seat 34 (1)
CABIN HGR CW1105 40 39 49.35 -72 37 27.93 CW tank BL0 
web aft of midspar
CW MOCKUP 10/9/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 pneumatic 
duct (blue
stainless) 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 pneumatic duct (blue 
stainless) 40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.90 row 26 seat 2-3, armrest & frame 26-1 
CABIN HGR 40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.90 fire extinguisher 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
row 26 seat
4-5 CABIN HGR 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 seat frame seat 44 (3) 
seat
(partial) CABIN HGR 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 row 30 seat 8 



CABIN HGR 40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.90 fuselage sect w/parts of 3 window apertures, 
FS
2020-2100 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 cargo container wall 
CARGO BAY 40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.90 recirculation fan 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
wing
bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 
8/08/96-30 40
39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 row 45 seats 2-6 armrest 45-1 seat 45-2 
CABIN HGR
8/06/96-46 40 39 47.80 -72 37 27.90 row 44 seat 2 (partial) 
CABIN HGR 40
39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 27.90
wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing 
bulkhead 8/08/96-30
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90
wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing 
bulkhead 8/08/96-30
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 tire w/ section of hub (Imbedded) - 6R 
40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 wing
bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 
with attached
ACM ducting 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 right cw 
body rib
in-between rear spar and SWB #1 CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40 
39 47.00 -72 37
27.90 hydraulic filter assembly 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 #7



flap track 8/08/96-30 CW203, CW 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
lower CW skin,
STR 1-3, LBL 60-13 CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 27.90 galley 40
39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 27.90
misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint; FS 1960-2020; stringers 30L 
- 37L
8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing section 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90
FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 2120-2180; 
stringer 13L-22L with
window belt 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ 
red paint
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint 40 
39 47.00
-72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint; FS 1080-1120 
stringer
24R-27R 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 1080-1120; 
stringer 24R-39R
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint 40 
39 47.00
-72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 LF FS 
1980-2020
8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90
LF FS 1840-1940; Stringer 22L - 30L 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90 LF
FS 1840-1940-part of C149, tag removed 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 misc
fuselage skin sect w/ red paint-part of C149, tag removed 40 39 
47.00 -72
37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint 40 39 47.00 -72 37 



27.90 LF
FS 1940-1960 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 LF FS 
1960-2020
8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ 
red paint
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint 40 
39 47.00
-72 37 27.90 FS 1060-1120; stinger 19R-24R, fuselage skin sect 
w/2
windows, 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 left wing section 
w/variable
camber scissors around WS 1516.6 CW204, CW 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 27.90 lower
CW skin - STR R.S. -3; LBL 104-62 CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90 misc
fuselage skin sect w/ red paint 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 bulk 
cargo door
structure FS 1960-2080; stringer 23R-45R (Fuselage skin, FS 
1960)
8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1480-1860; stringers 
2R-23R with
window belt and R4 door frame 8/04/96-111 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 right
body gear L22-24 8/04/96-55 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 left body 
gear
8/04/96-56 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 speaker system overhead 
mounting
assembly 52747; position 9714 - 9352 8/04/96-64 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90
cargo container AP7309 CARGO BAY 8/04/96-64 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90 LH
keel chord FS 1480-1620 8/04/96-64 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
hydraulic



sequence valve assembly MOTOR BAY 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 27.90 aft
pressure bulkhead (approx 50%); 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 lower 
portion
bulk cargo door surround FS 1960 - 2080; stringer 36R - 45R 
8/18/96-6 40
39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
aft cargo
door - lower sill latches & locks 8/05/96-70 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 Left
FS 1760-1800. S25L -31L 8/06/96-46 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
entrance door
40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 tire on rim; main wheel 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90
fuel pump w/on-off valve and check valve 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 FS
2664-2742, LH APU access door hinge 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
corner of
passenger entry door 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 
40 39 47.00
-72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 
XXXX frame 40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
FS XXXX frame 40
39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
5 bales
jeans/jean jackets 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 BL 0 keel beam 
center web from
FS 1330-1241 8/04/96-111 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 var. L.E. 
device torque
tube 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 aft cargo door cutout (#1860)/
seats/fuselage
40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS frame 1350 stringer 22L-29L 



LW07, CW10 40 39
46.90 -72 37 27.90 left upper wing skin; SOB to WBL 200; part 
of CW106,
LW07, & CW401 CW MOCKUP 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 door (R4)
8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 misc debris/black suitcase/
red seat/2
bales (partial seat 42-6, seat 42-7 (armrest 42-9, armrest 43 
8/05/96-70
40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 2280-2340 includes saw cut RF9A/
B 40 39 46.90
-72 37 27.90 left lower wing skin jack point to LWS 670 
8/04/96-111 40 39
46.90 -72 37 27.90 spoiler panel 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 E-
galley counter
top 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 2000-2120; stringer 8L-22L 
with window
belt 8/05/96-70 RF109B 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1580-1620, stringer
30R-39R fuselage bulkhead w/frame section 8/06/96-46 40 39 
46.90 -72 37
27.90 FS 2200-2310 stringer 21R-38R, cargo bulk door right side 
lower
8/05/96-70 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 fuel pump maint pad 40 39 
46.90 -72 37
27.90 wing section, top landing gear FS 469-820 8/05/96-70 40 
39 47.00 -72
37 27.90 row 24 seat 4-5-6-7 CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 bottom
left wing 8/05/96-70 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing leading edge 
w/picelo
tube/triangle 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 hinged panel 40 39 46.90 
-72 37



27.90 fuselage skin FS 1740-1760; stringer 42R-44R 8/05/96-70 
40 39 46.90
-72 37 27.90 FS 1660-1700; stringers 40R-43R 8/05/96-70 40 39 
46.90 -72 37
27.90 FS 1840-1960; stringer 23R-26R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90
FS 1820-1840 stringer 23R-27R with aft cargo door hinge 
8/05/96-70 40 39
46.90 -72 37 27.90 lower cw skin- right fwd side S21 to S23 CW 
MOCKUP 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 lower cw skin-right fwd side STR 1-21 
CW MOCKUP 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1720-1820; stringers 49L-51L, 51R 
8/14/96-9 40 39
46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1840; stringer 45R-46R 8/05/96-70 40 39 
46.90 -72 37
27.90 FS 1630-1680; stringer 22R-30R, with R4 door structure 
8/05/96-70 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 fuselage skin FS 1760-1780; stringer 
41R-35R
8/05/96-70 LF16A, CW1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 part of 
CW1002; Note: saw
cut separates part into two pieces; rear spar RBL 0 - RBL 76 CW 
MOCKUP 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 portion of aft press bulkhead FS 2360 
8/05/96-70 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1620-1680; stringers 45L-51L,51R 
8/12/96-3 40 39
46.90 -72 37 27.90 fuselage skin FS 1720-1760; stringer 
40R-41R 8/05/96-70
40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1960-2080 stringer 36R-45R bulk 
cargo door
surround 8/5/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1620-1680; 



stringer 36R-42R
8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 2040 stringer 32R-33R 
8/05/96-70 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1680-1720; stringers 36R-41R 
8/05/96-70
C2242 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1640-1740; stringers 
43R-51R and 51L-49L
40 39 47.80 -72 37 27.90 portion aft press bulkhead FS 2360 
LF16B, CW1 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 part of CW1006; Note: saw cut separate 
part into two
pieces; rear spar web LBL21-LBL57 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90 seat
52 (7) CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 50 (5) armrest 
partial
frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 52 (6) armrest 
partial frame
CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1900-2320 stringers 
10L-6R Note: saw
cut from RHS for RF9B and RF15 40 39 44.30 -72 37 27.90 
9/12/96-2 40 39
46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1810-1836; stringer 27R-30R; forward 
right upper
corner of aft cargo door 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 left 
lower
wing skin; SOB - WS600 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1980-2010, stringer
38R; handle from aft bulk cargo door 8/04/96-111 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90
FS 1900-2140; stringer 6R-22R with window Note: saw cut from 
RF 9A and
RF15 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1480-1520 stringer 26R-30R, 
from lot #



8-5-96-70 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 49 (7) 
armrest, CABIN
HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 42 (2 3) armrest, CABIN 
HGR 40 39 46.90
-72 37 27.90 fow 41 seat 10 seat CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 
37 27.90 seat
50 (6) armrest, partial frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 seat 48
(9) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1480-1580, stringer
19R-26R with window frame 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1982-2020 36R-39R;
section of aft bulk cargo door 8/04/96-111 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 50 (8)
armrest, partial frame, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
seat 33 (1 2
3), CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1760 stringer 
42R-43R 8/05/96-70
40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 armrest for seat 35 (2), CABIN HGR 
8/04/96-111 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 35 (8 9 0) armrest/partial seat CABIN 
HGR
8/04/96-64 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 37 (8) armrest/partial 
seat, seat
37 (10) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1960-1980; stringer
28R-31R 8/05/96-70 40 39 44.30 -72 37 27.90 FS 1060 stub 
beam 9/12/96-2 40
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 47 (5) armrest CABIN HGR 40 39 
46.90 -72 37
27.90 FS 2060-3000; stringer 29R-36R 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
FS 1820-1840
stringer 31L-34L 8/06/96-46 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 left wing 



outboard
tip HF antenna portion 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 26 (8 9 0) 
CABIN HGR
40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 43 (9) CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90
seat 44 (6) CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 45 (6 7) 
CABIN HGR
C2367 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 42 (6 7) CABIN HGR 
RF109A 40 39 46.90
-72 37 27.90 FS 1610-1640 stringer 37R-40R 8/05/96-70 40 39 
46.90 -72 37
27.90 seat 42 (9) armrest only CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 FS
1416-1480 stringers 28L-33L with chord beam 8/04/96-111 
RF109E 40 39 46.90
-72 37 27.90 FS 1660-1680 stringer 31R-35R 8/05/96-70 40 39 
46.90 -72 37
27.90 seat 51 (6) armrest, cap, and tray table 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90
LHS body gear drag brace reaction fitting common to the keel 
beam box FS
1350-1416 40 39 47.96 -72 37 27.84 seat 54 (1) CABIN HGR 
8/12/96-3 CW104
CW 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 upper right fwd CW skin, double 
plus chord,
STR 19-30; also a portion of right SOB CW rib (CW30 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 lower CW skin; left SOB to LBL 100; R.S. to STR 
3; (wing
center section, lower skin segment, 20" CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80
fuselage skin FS 1780-1800; stringer 34R-40R 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37



27.80 landing gear trunion support segment; FS 1480 8/26/96-36 
40 39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 FS 1916-1960; stringer 48R-51R 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37
27.80 FS 1480-1570; stringer 36R-45R with body landing gear 
trunion
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 Body Belly skin 3' ( 2'. Red 
paint 40
39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1900-1940 aft cargo door surround; 
stringer
41R-44R L 15.8 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 Bulkhead 
Aft wheelwell
lower 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 Body belly skin 2' ( 2'. Red paint 
40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 a/c 1/2" tubing TUBING BAY 8/26/96-36 40 
39 46.40 -72
37 27.80 L5 - door threshold 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80
unidentified landing gear brace with connected hydraulic line 
8/26/96-36
40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1536-1620, stringer 42R-49R 
8/26/96-36 40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1800 RIB 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 
1810; outer
frame aft cargo door panel stringer STR 24R-28R (aft upper 
main cargo door
sill) 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 Aft cargo step 40 39 
46.40 -72
37 27.80 RHS keel chord aft of FS 1480 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 FS 1480
Frame 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 aircraft motor (main landing 
gear and
anti-skid valves, MOTOR BAY 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 



27.80
unidentified piece of wreckage PARTS BAY 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37
27.80 cargo bin stanchion, marked "STA 1680" 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37
27.80 part of cargo bin structure 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 food
storage box 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 support beam 8/26/96-36 
40 39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 unidentified piece of wreckage 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37
27.80 partial seat assembly 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
FS
1920-1940; stringer 39R-45R 8/26/96-36
C1098 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 partial seat assembly armrest 
8/26/96-36 40
39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 49 (5) armrest CABIN HGR 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 portion of bottom of food service cart 8/26/96-36 
40 39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 seat 48 (10) armrest CABIN HGR 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37
27.80 seat 43 (10) armrest and partial frame CABIN HGR 
8/26/96-36 40 39
51.30 -72 37 27.80 3 bags of small metal shards and plastic 
debris, one
bag contains 3' length of 3" pipe marked fuel 9/24/96-16 40 39 
51.30 -72
37 27.80 3 bags of small metal shards and plastic debris, one bag 
contains
3' length of 3" pipe marked fuel 9/24/96-16 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 seat
38 (6) armrest, not previously in database CABIN HGR 



8/26/96-36 40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 32 (3) armrest and partial frame CABIN 
HGR
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 49 (10), armrest and 
partial
frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1940-1961, 
stringer 30R-34R.
Lot # 8-26-96-36 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 
1920-1940,
stringer 34R-40R. Lot # 8-26-96-36 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 27.80
main landing gear wheel half 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 LHS
fuselage segment FS 1416 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
unidentified
piece of wreckage marked with STA 1580 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80
cargo compartment barrier net, 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80
horizontal jack screw 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 main 
landing

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: May 9, 2002 1:46:28 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA 800 justification for reconsideration

gear wheel half 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 partial seat 
assembly
seat 50 (9) 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 B. L. 0 keel 
beam web
(wheel well) FS 1460-1480 8/26/96-36 40 39 51.30 -72 37 27.80 
3 bags of



small metal shards & plastic debris, one bag contains 3' length of 
3" pipe
marked fuel 9/24/96-16 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 unidentified 
aircraft part
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 38 (7) armrest, partial 
frame
CABIN HGR 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 46 (8), 
armrest,
partial frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 wheel half 
with brake
assembly 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 main landing gear 
wheel half
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 52 (0), armrest CABIN 
HGR 40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 cargo bin stanchion, secondary structure 
marked "STA
1680" 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 unidentified piece of 
wreckage
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 hydraulic shutoff valves 
8/26/96-36 40
39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 possible gear well bulkhead piece 
8/26/96-36 40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 partial floor track and seat assembly with 
purple
backpack remnants attached. Note: char marks o 8/26/96-36 40 
39 46.40 -72
37 27.80 main landing gear wheel half 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80
partial brake assembly with torque rod 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80
black wallet 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 one swiss army 
watch and
one set of keys 8/26/96-31



C2386 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1720-1750 stringer 45L-48L 
8/26/96-36 40
39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc clothing and personal effects 
8/26/96-31 40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 US passport 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 human
remains appearing to be 2 hip bones and one skull bone, 
8/27/96-9 40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 possible human skull fragment 8/26/96-31 40 
39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 FS 2160-2200 stringer 35L-42L 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37
27.80 black fanny pack containing identification 8/26/96-31 40 
39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 misc personal clothing, intact camera, other effects
8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc clothing and personal 
effects
8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 apparent piece of jawbone 
with tooth
8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 human remains 8/26/96-31 
40 39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 human remains 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 human
remains 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 human remains 
8/26/96-31 40 39
51.00 -72 37 27.80 flat yellow metal appro( 4"(6" 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80
possible human hair 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 social security 
card
8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc clothing and various 
personal
effects 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 six apparent human 
bones with



tissue, 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 gold necklace 
8/27/96-9 40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 wallet containing French passport 8/27/96-9 
40 39 46.40
-72 37 27.80 human remains appearing to be 1 knee + 1 arm 
8/27/96-9 40 39
46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc clothing and personal effects including a 
US mail
plastic bag, empty 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 black 
fanny pack
with green trim 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 photo album 
of children
8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc personal clothing + 
effects
8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 possible human remains 
8/26/96-31 40
39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 personal effects 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
personal
items - glasses in case 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 miscellaneous 
personal
items 8/19/96-16 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 cargo bin handling 
tires CARGO
BAY 8/19/96-22 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 miscellaneous 
hydraulic line
8/19/96-22 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 personal effects - red box 
2" ( 4" 40
39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 belly skin aft cargo bin 8/19/96-22 40 39 
47.36 -72
37 27.71 small portion (2' ( 2' section) wing skin 40 39 47.36 -72 
37
27.71 Trash can lid aft of L-5 Door 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
miscellaneous
clothing, pocket calculator 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 cargo 



container CARGO
BAY 8/19/96-22 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 FS 1920-2020; 
stringer 44L-49R
8/19/96-22 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 miscellaneous parts & 
pieces PARTS BAY
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 cargo bin CARGO BAY 
8/20/96-12 40 39
47.36 -72 37 27.71 aircraft 1/2" tubing (miscellaneous cargo bin 
parts &
pieces, carpet roll, passenger seats, floor boar TUBING BAY 
8/20/96-12 40
39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 personal items 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71
miscellaneous parts & pieces PARTS BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 
47.36 -72 37 27.71
miscellaneous parts & pieces PARTS BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 
47.36 -72 37 27.71
fuselage frame circa 1980 and miscellaneous parts 8/20/96-12 40 
39 47.36
-72 37 27.71 personal effects black box 2" ( 4" 40 39 47.36 -72 
37 27.71
row 52 seat 2 duty free module CABIN HGR 8/19/96-22 40 39 
47.36 -72 37
27.71 miscellaneous cargo bin parts & pieces, carpet roll, 
passenger
seats, floor board, cargo lock; row 4 CABIN HGR 8/20/96-12 40 
39 47.36 -72
37 27.71 cargo bin CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 
27.71
miscellaneous cargo bin parts & pieces, carpet roll, passenger 
seats,
floor board, cargo lock 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
Bulkhead Web
40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 6" Piece of turbine blade ENG HGR 40 



39 47.36 -72
37 27.71 Anti-Skid Hydraulic Part 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
pickup for fuel
tank FUEL ROOM 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 seat Row 50 seats 1 
& 2 40 39
47.36 -72 37 27.71 lot -seat parts CABIN HGR 40 39 47.36 -72 
37 27.71 FS
1847-1877, stringer 20R-23R 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 
27.71 Fuselage
Section PARTS BAY 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 FS 1800-1900; 
stringers 50R-50L
40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 FS 1680-1720, stringer 27R-31R 
8/20/96-12 40 39
47.36 -72 37 27.71 armrest 44-5 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 cabin 
flooring
PARTS BAY 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 seat arm rest 43-5 40 39 
48.60 -72 37
27.70 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 40 01.10 -72 37 27.70 
small piece of
aluminum w/ flap 10/17/96-1 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.66 misc. 
green metal
10/13/96-3 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.66 misc. metal debris 
10/13/96-3 40 39
47.36 -72 37 27.66 misc. green metal 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.36 -72 
37 27.66
misc. green metal 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.66 misc. 
wires,
possible engine components, cylinder gear 40 39 47.41 -72 37 
27.64 cargo
container CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
seat part foot
rest 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Mail, FED EX, DHL, 
manual 40 39



47.41 -72 37 27.64 row 42, seat 8 armrest CABIN HGR 40 39 
47.41 -72 37
27.64 Miscellaneous personal items 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
cargo
container CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
piece of fuel line
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 cargo flooring CABIN 
HGR 40 39 47.41
-72 37 27.64 Intercostal fuel tank 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous
parts & pieces 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 
1760-1850; stringers
44R-48R 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 cargo pallet floor 
CARGO BAY
40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 1740-1780; stringers 46L-49L. 
fuselage skin
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 miscellaneous parts 
8/20/96-12 40 39
47.41 -72 37 27.64 miscellaneous body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 
27.64 skin
& stiffeners-stringers, Crown, white-exterior apparent skin splice 
AF FS
1241 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 miscellaneous parts 
8/20/96-12 40
39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 miscellaneous parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 
47.41 -72 37
27.64 personal effects, memorex tape players, casio watches 40 
39 47.41
-72 37 27.64 miscellaneous body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64
miscellaneous parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 misc 
parts
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 misc parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 
47.41 -72



37 27.64 miscellaneous body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
portion of
cargo bin CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous
parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Portion of Cargo bin CARGO 
BAY 8/20/96-12
40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 miscellaneous personal items 40 39 
47.41 -72 37
27.64 personal effects (wallet) 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Rt Hand 
rear
spar, inboard in; left landing gear beam FS 1350 8/20/96-12 40 
39 47.41
-72 37 27.64 FS 2600-2640; station 4L-46L 8/20/96-12 40 39 
47.41 -72 37
27.64 personal effects, 3 women's make-up purses 40 39 47.41 
-72 37 27.64
miscellaneous body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous body parts
40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 spanwise beam #1BL 0 - 60 / chord 
segment CW
MOCKUP 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Cabin flooring 
CABIN HGR 40 39
47.41 -72 37 27.64 seat 53 (3) armrest, CABIN HGR
C2311 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 seat 54 (5) armrest CABIN 
HGR 40 39 47.41
-72 37 27.64 FS 1780-1840, stringer 38R-46R forward lower 
corner of aft
cargo door cut-out. Lot # 8-20-96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
seat 45 (4)
armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 seat 45 (5) 
armrest, CABIN HGR
40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 portion of aft pressure bulkhead 
8/20/96-12 40 39



47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 1660-1700 stringer 39L-42L 8/20/96-12 
40 39 47.41
-72 37 27.64 FS 1480-1500 stringer 23L-27L w/ frame support 
8/20/96-12 40
39 49.10 -72 37 27.60 aircraft skin, red on one side 10/17/96-1 
40 39
48.02 -72 37 27.46 row 27, seats 1-2-3 CABIN HGR 8/12/96-3 
40 39 48.90 -72
37 27.40 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 52.39 -72 37 27.31 
some kind
of pipes with (TWA 15201/ s/n 237) 9/21/96-1 40 39 49.70 -72 
37 27.30 CW
stringer CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 CW stringers- 
upper CW MOCKUP
40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 right SOB web (9-23-96-5) CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.70
-72 37 27.30 terminal fitting rear spar wing CW MOCKUP 40 39 
49.70 -72 37
27.30 CW lower skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 
CW lower skin CW
MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 Fuel vent 9/23/96-5 40 39 
49.70 -72 37
27.30 black camera bag 9/23/96-5 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 
riveted piece of
metal 9/23/96-5 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 metal tube 9/23/96-5 
40 39 49.70
-72 37 27.30 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 
CW lower skin
CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 center tank lower 
stringer CW MOCKUP 40
39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 spanwise beam section CW MOCKUP 40 
39 49.70 -72 37
27.30 CW fuel capacitance probe 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 CW 



stringer end
CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 spanwise beam section 
CW MOCKUP 40 39
49.70 -72 37 27.30 bio hazard bag containing skull fragment 
9/23/96-5 40
39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 misc. debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.60 -72 37 
27.30 1
cargo net (misc. debris, passenger seats, 1 shoe 9/22/96-1 40 39 
46.00 -72
37 27.30 green metal rod 20' long 9/12/96-2 40 39 46.00 -72 37 
27.30 green
metal rod 15' long 9/12/96-2 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 1 long 
tube
9/22/96-1 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 #8 flap track assembly and 
carriage
transmission 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 fuel probe 
9/22/96-1
Z3387 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 1 long piece of debris 9/22/96-1 
40 39
49.60 -72 37 27.30 misc. debris (1 long piece) 9/22/96-1 40 39 
47.24 -72
37 27.28 AKN7488 cargo container CARGO HGR 40 39 47.24 
-72 37 27.28 cargo
container 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 one bag of jeans & 
miscellaneous
personal effects 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 fuselage skin 3' ( 2', aft 
cargo
belly section 46 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo bin ballmat 
8/20/96-12 40
39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 oxygen bottle 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.24 -72 
37 27.28 FS
1480 bulkhead & skin 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 piece 
of cargo



floor with rollers 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 Cargo floor panel 
from close
to rear pressure bulkhead 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 4' piece of 
cargo bin
support frame CARGO BAY 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 FS skin 
rear belly keel
beam 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo container 
AKN7501 CARGO BAY
40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 galley container CABIN HGR 40 39 
47.24 -72 37
27.28 cargo flooring CARGO HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
arm rest seat 37
(2) 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 small section wing interior skin 
with nozzle
fitting 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 food carrier CABIN HGR 40 39 
47.24 -72 37
27.28 lower section of galley 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 personal
effects (suitcase) 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 mag of blue 
jeans
and misc. personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
misc.
personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 part of cargo 
hold #4
CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 upper part of 
galley
8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 aircraft frame 8/22/96-5 40 
39 47.24
-72 37 27.28 misc personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28
galley top 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 Galley Drawer 
8/22/96-5 40
39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo handling wheel CARGO BAY 



8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24
-72 37 27.28 gasper duct DUCTING BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 
-72 37 27.28
misc part of galley 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 part of 
galley
8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 Movie Projector 8/22/96-5 
40 39 47.24
-72 37 27.28 US mail 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo 
lock CARGO
BAY 8/22/96-5
C2090 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 wiring bundle 40 39 47.24 -72 
37 27.28 misc
personal items; clothing, watches 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28
personal effects: purse, jewelry, coinage, credit card belonging 
to:
8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 misc. body parts and bones 
8/21/96-6 40
39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cabin floor support PARTS BAY 8/22/96-5 
40 39 47.24
-72 37 27.28 piece of frame PARTS BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 
-72 37 27.28
misc. personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 US 
mail
8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 part of cabin chair 37 (3), 
CABIN HGR
8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 FS 2180-2240; stringers 
36R-44R
8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 DHL Mail Bag 8/21/96-6 40 
39 47.24 -72
37 27.28 Part of Galley and Galley Bulkhead (D section) 
8/22/96-5 40 39
47.24 -72 37 27.28 service galley CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 



37 27.28 cargo
container CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 seat 
34 (4), CABIN
HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 seat 35 (4), armrest with partial 
frame,
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 seat 38 (5) armrest, 
CABIN HGR 40 39
47.24 -72 37 27.28 seat 47 (7), CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 seat 34
(5), CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 seat 44 (4), CABIN 
HGR 40 39 47.24
-72 37 27.28 seat 36 (8), CABIN HGR 8/20/96-12 40 39 50.14 
-72 37 27.24
generator cable lead 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flap mechanism 
8/09/96-37 40
39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 fuel tank bulkhead; ?? CW MOCKUP 
8/09/96-37 40 39
50.14 -72 37 27.24 fuel tank bulkhead; right inboard fuel tank 
8/09/96-37
40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 # 4 reserve fueling valve 8/09/96-37 40 
39 50.14
-72 37 27.24 flap carriage assembly 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 
37 27.24
engine pylon firewall and harness 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24
right lower wing skin; SOB rib, stringer 3-rear spar 8/09/96-37 
40 39
50.14 -72 37 27.24 flap carriage assembly 8/09/96-37 40 39 
50.14 -72 37
27.24 fuel tank slice 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flap 
carriage
section 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flap drive assembly 
8/09/96-37



CW215, CW 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 front spar RH terminal 
fitting/jack
point #2; right hand lower panel; contains jack point #2; this part 
i CW
MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 spoiler section 
8/08/96-30 40
39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 engine wiring harness CW30?? 40 39 
50.14 -72 37
27.24 R14 #5 CW Body Rib. SWB #2 to mid spar CW 
MOCKUP 8/09/96-37 40 39
50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 2285-2360; stringer 8L-24L 8/09/96-37 
40 39 50.14
-72 37 27.24 right wing stringer 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 spar
section FSSI 920.00-ILES 922.25 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24
variable cambor scissors 8/09/96-37 LF15A, RF09 40 39 50.14 
-72 37 27.24
FS 2100-2160; stringers 22L-30L 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 flap
section 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 fuselage section 
including 8
window apertures 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 wing 
center box
bulkhead fragment 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 fuel 
capacitance
probe 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 ?? center fuel tank 
assembly
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 R3 main entry door 
8/08/96-30 40 39
50.14 -72 37 27.24 lower CW skin; S-4 to S-10; left SOB to RBL 
80 CW
MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 2530 -2618 



stringer 23R -
49L 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flaptrack 8/08/96-30 40 
39 50.14
-72 37 27.24 top aft right cw tank skin S-1A to S-9 CW 
MOCKUP 8/08/96-30
40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 right wing lower skin; RWS 1196-1424 
8/09/96-37
CW801, CW 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 mid spar web RBL 85 to 
LBL 49 (CW801);
SWB #2 RH web RBL 30,80 (CW702). Top right portion CW 
MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40
39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 lower center and left CW skin 5-10 to 
5-15; LBL 97
to RBL 104 CW MOCKUP 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 
horizontal
stabilizer skin section 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 
1540-1820
left side fuselage 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 right wing 
stringer
8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 left wing #1 flap carriage 
((See
C2029) 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 CABIN HGR 
8/08/96-30 40 39
50.14 -72 37 27.24 trailing edge flap 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 
37 27.24
trailing edge flap 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 trailing 
edge flap
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 upper fwd inboard section 
wheel well
wall; FS 1360-1380 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 wing to 
fuselage
angle 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 right trailing edge 
flap section



8/08/96-30 CW1010 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 rear spar RBL 
11-80, web @
lower chord CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 cw tank 
stringer 40 39
50.14 -72 37 27.24 cw stringer CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 
37 27.24 spanwise
beam #1-lower RBL 53 to 66 CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 cw spanwise
beam #2-LH web door perimeter CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 
37 27.24 lower CW
skin; STR 14-15; RBL 30-80 CW MOCKUP
C2160 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 cw lower skin-left side mid spar 
to S13;
left SOB to LBL 104 CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 
cw lower skin
stringer CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 lower wing 
skin; right hand
wing; WS 1214-1243; FS 6 to rear spar 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 
-72 37 27.24
lower cw skin-fwd left corner CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 skin
panel FS 2020-2040; stringer 36L-41L 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 
-72 37 27.24
FS 2160-2220; stringer 23L-30L 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 seats
51 (1 2 3), CABIN HGR 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 rear spar CW 
tank @ RBL
127, was cut from lower right wing CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 
-72 37 27.24 FS
2270-2300 stringer 10L-13L 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 FS
1920-1940 stringer 32L-36L 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 right wing 
outboard



fore flap 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 1760-1810 stringer 
25L-30L
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 1740-1800 stringer 
30L-34L
8/08/96-30 40 39 49.40 -72 37 27.20 misc metal debris 
9/20/96-33 40 39
49.40 -72 37 27.20 miscellaneous metal debris 40 39 48.90 -72 
37 27.20
grey metal rivet 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 seat 36 (4) 8/12/96-3 
40 39
47.62 -72 37 27.15 cargo bin w/ bone fragment in side CARGO 
BAY 8/12/96-3
40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 fuselage frame approx 5', no FS # 
8/12/96-3 40 39
47.62 -72 37 27.15 toilet paper holder 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 
37 27.15
metal strip 6"(1; cargo liner PARTS BAY 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 
-72 37 27.15
cargo container fragment, approx 2'(2' 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 
37 27.15
olive drab green panel, 4'(2' w/link to 4' structure 8/12/96-3 40 
39 47.62
-72 37 27.15 door section 3'(1/2' 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 
27.15 cargo
container w/letters AK CARGO BAY 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 
37 27.15 cargo
container 5'(2' w/letters KN7488 CARGO BAY 8/12/96-3 40 39 
47.62 -72 37
27.15 cargo container #AAP7309 1'(2' CARGO BAY 8/12/96-3 
40 39 47.62 -72
37 27.15 bundle of blue jeans 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 
27.15 seat 41
(4 5) armrest only CABIN HGR 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 



27.15 row 43
seat 7 armrest CABIN HGR 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 
wing leading
edge air foil rib 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 wing box 
beam w/fuel
vent port approx 3' long 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 
white carry-on
cloth bag 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 FS 1900 fuselage 
approx 3'
long p/n 65B04600 separated 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 
section of
floor w/ball decking 2'(2' 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 
suitcase w/
tag located in galley structure 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 
27.15 galley
storage locker 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 black carry-on 
bag
w/name tag ( 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 US mail bag 
8/12/96-3 40
39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 red crushed fuselage skin 1'(1' 8/12/96-3 
40 39
47.62 -72 37 27.15 bulkhead fragment w/circular fairing area 
(unpainted)
approx 4'(4'(3/16" 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 electric 
pump -
non-aircraft 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 5' section of 
leading edge
8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 5' length of fuselage frame
w/handwritten "1960" 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 
fuselage frame, FS
1520 approx 8' long 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 FS 1220 
frame from
stringer 5R-11R 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 FS 1620 frame section 



from
stringer STR 5R-9R 40 39 47.60 -72 37 27.11 black handbag 
8/12/96-3 40 39
47.60 -72 37 27.10 fuselage frame # 1900 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.60 
-72 37
27.10 bulkhead fragment, approx 3'(4' 8/12/96-3 40 39 46.80 -72 
37 27.10
1.5' long metal with hinge red on one side 9/10/96-4 40 39 47.60 
-72 37
27.10 seat 36 (1) armrest. CABIN HGR 40 39 52.50 -72 37 
27.10 misc metal
9/28/96-1 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 wing rib w/#WS 1454.0 
8/14/96-9 40 39
47.35 -72 37 27.06 seat frame, unknown # 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 
-72 37
27.06 luggage; olive green flower print; 1'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 
47.35 -72
37 27.06 wallet and pants, 8/26/96-30 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 
cargo
container fragment; 2'(4' CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 
-72 37 27.06
misc mail packet, DHL unopened 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 cargo
retention mechanism, 3' long 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 
fuel tank
bulkhead fragment, 1'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 
light duty
structural frame, 5' long 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 tire 
fragment
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 pneumatic actuator MOTOR 
BAY 8/14/96-9
40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 movie projector housing CABIN HGR 
8/14/96-9 40 39



47.35 -72 37 27.06 bathroom toilet paper dispenser CABIN HGR 
8/14/96-9 40
39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 FS 1680 frame segment; stringers 4L-12L 
8/14/96-9 40
39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 misc luggage 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 
37 27.06 FS
1860 frame segment; stringers 7L-16L; light structural frame, 7' 
PARTS BAY
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 misc mail packets in bags, 
USPS\
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 fuselage bulkhead fragment 
1' 8/14/96-9
40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 FS 1800-1848 stringer 22R with two 
windows
(fuselage bulkhead, w/window fragment) 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 
-72 37 27.06
row 43, seat 4 armrest CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 
37 27.06 row 42
seat 4-5 CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 light 
structural
frame 3' PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 
fuselage bulkhead
fragment 8'(3' PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 
fuselage FS
1560 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 fuselage bulkhead 
fragment 6'(1'
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 passports and wallets, 
8/14/96-9 40 39
47.35 -72 37 27.06 red fuselage skin 1'(1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 
-72 37
27.06 a/c duct filter 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo 
container
fragment CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 



interior bulkhead
section 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 interior bulkhead 
fragment
1'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo container wall 
and edge
CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo 
container motorized
wheel CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 olive 
drab box, 5'(3'
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 main landing gear tire 
8/14/96-9 40 39
47.35 -72 37 27.06 non-structural interior, red, 5' long PARTS 
BAY
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 R4 jumpseat, F/A CABIN 
HGR 8/14/96-9 40
39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 door, corner, exterior 8/14/96-9 40 39 
47.35 -72 37
27.06 cargo container 2'(1' CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 
-72 37 27.06
5'(5' alum pallet CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 cargo
conatiner edge (10') CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 door
section fragment 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 interior
non-structural box 2'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 
luggage
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 fuselage bulkhead fragment 
8/14/96-9 40
39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo container fragment 4'(6' CARGO 
BAY 8/14/96-9
40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 FS 
2484-2598; stringer
23L-42L 8/14/96-9 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 armrest 25 (0) 



CABIN HGR 40 39
47.35 -72 37 27.06 seat 52 (8), partial seat/armrest no back, 
CABIN HGR 40
39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 portion of spanwise beam CW tank CW 
MOCKUP 40 39
47.35 -72 37 27.06 seat 35 (6 7), CABIN HGR 40 39 48.01 -72 
37 27.06
portion of spanwise beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.01 
-72 37 27.06 debris
9/22/96-1 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 CW lower skin, RBL 9-50, 
STGR 10-13 CW
MOCKUP 9/22/96-1
Z3375 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.01 
-72 37 27.06
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
48.01 -72
37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39
48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 45.03 -72 37 27.01 FS 
910-940;
stringer 13L-14L 9/02/96-11 CW1016 40 39 49.03 -72 37 27.01 
inboard leg CW
tank left hand pickle fork rear CW MOCKUP 9/21/96-1 40 39 
45.03 -72 37
27.01 CW front spar lower chord, LBL98.48 CW MOCKUP 
9/21/96-1 40 39 49.03
-72 37 27.01 metal debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 45.03 -72 37 27.01 
metal debris
and wire (1 cargo net) 9/21/96-1 40 39 45.03 -72 37 27.01 #2 
eng, left
under wing fitting outbd 9/21/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.00 #3 
engine
diagonal brace pylon ENG HGR 8/08/96-30 40 39 45.00 -72 37 



27.00 lower
left wing skin; WBL 448-1098; mid to rear spar 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 27.00
right wing trailing edge flap; upper airfoil section 8/08/96-30 40 
39
47.00 -72 37 27.00 internal components to right wing 8/08/96-30 
40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.00 R3 cabin door; internal components to right 
wing
8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.00 left wing - outboard section 
of the
inboard aileron 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.00 internal 
components to
right wing 8/08/96-30 40 39 45.00 -72 37 27.00 L/W inside brace 
40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.00 internal components to right wing 8/08/96-30 
40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.00 internal components to right wing 8/08/96-30 
40 39
47.00 -72 37 27.00 internal components to right wing 8/08/96-30 
40 39
45.00 -72 37 27.00 lower left wing skin; WBL 584-910; lower 
panel skin
splice to aft spar 40 39 45.00 -72 37 27.00 left wing #4 flap track
assembly 40 39 48.50 -72 37 27.00 misc. airplane shell parts 
with
snake-skin belt 9/11/96-4 40 39 48.50 -72 37 27.00 CW spar CW 
MOCKUP 40 39
48.50 -72 37 27.00 side of body center wing tank CW MOCKUP 
40 39 49.00 -72
37 27.00 6 ft curved piece of metal 9/20/96-33 40 39 48.50 -72 
37 27.00
right hand inboard aileron actuator and support assembly 



9/12/96-2 40 39
49.50 -72 37 27.00 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.50 -72 37 27.00 FS 
923-960;
stringer 29L-35L with FS 940 frame segment 40 39 47.12 -72 37 
26.99 misc.
metal & plastic fragments 10/17/96-1< 40 39 47.12 -72 37 26.99 
misc. metal
debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.12 -72 37 26.99 misc. metal debris 
10/13/96-3
40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 spanwise H4, LE1A 40 39 47.04 -72 37 
26.90 piece
of horizontal stabilizer station 106.9-131.9; part of H4 and LE1A
8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 seat armrest marked Row 
48 Seat 6
CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 human 
remains 8/23/96-13 40
39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 wreckage labeled actuator rotary motor 
part
#544646-1 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 portion of 
galley-per ALPA
representative CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 
26.90 fuselage side
of body; FS 1393; LBL 98.58 to 110.5 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 
-72 37 26.90
portion of galley container- CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 
47.04 -72 37 26.90
unidentified aircraft part PARTS BAY 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 
-72 37 26.90
partial seat assembly marked row 43 seat 2 (armrest row 43 seat 
1 and 2)
8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 portion of fuselage skin 
PARTS BAY
8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 FS 1540-1600; stringer 



35R-43R
8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 unidentified aircraft part 
8/23/96-15
40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 unidentified aircraft part 8/23/96-15 40 
39 47.04
-72 37 26.90 fuselage skin FS 1680-1700; stringer 42R-44R 
8/23/96-15 40 39
47.04 -72 37 26.90 portion of galley- CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 
40 39 47.04 -72
37 26.90 seat 51 (6); armrest and partial frame CABIN HGR 40 
39 47.04 -72
37 26.90 misc clothing and personal effects 8/23/96-1 40 39 
47.04 -72 37
26.90 DHL package and misc papers 8/23/96-1 40 39 47.04 -72 
37 26.90 misc
clothing and personal effects 8/23/96-1 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 
possible
human bone 8/23/96-13 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 misc clothing 
and personal
effects 8/23/96-1 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 one small photograph 
album
8/23/96-1 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 possible human bone 
8/23/96-13 40 39
47.04 -72 37 26.90 misc clothing and personal effects 8/23/96-13 
40 39
46.81 -72 37 26.86 body part 8/21/96-6 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 
suitcase
with misc. personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 
chair part
row 35 seat 3 CABIN HGR 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 
chair part;
armrest 54-6,7 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 partial head 
skull 40 39



46.81 -72 37 26.86 FS 2020-2160 stringer 41L - 45R 8/22/96-5 
40 39 46.81
-72 37 26.86 suitcase and misc. personal effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 
46.81 -72
37 26.86 personal effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 
misc.
personal effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 bone part 40 
39 46.81
-72 37 26.86 stringer 8/22/96-5 40 39 54.24 -72 37 26.84 debris 
10/07/96-1
C2110 40 39 48.32 -72 37 26.81 fuel line tubing: seat 53-7 
CABIN HGR 40 39
46.40 -72 37 26.80 scavenge pump 40 39 51.30 -72 37 26.80 
oxygen cylinder
9/24/96-16 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 
39 46.40 -72
37 26.80 CW SOB rib CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 
SWB #1 web right
hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 
SWB #1 web right
hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 
SWB #1 web right
hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.50 -72 37 26.80 2 
pieces gray metal
40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 right SOB rib lower chord segment at 
SWB #1 CW
MOCKUP 40 39 49.56 -72 37 26.73 row 30, seat 9-10 CABIN 
HGR 40 39 45.60
-72 37 26.70 FS 2100-2280 stringer 23R-2R 40 39 46.60 -72 37 
26.70 FS
1720-2018, stringer 27L-3R 40 39 51.33 -72 37 26.66 seats 23 (2 
3) armrest
for 23 (1) CABIN HGR 8/23/96-1 40 39 55.63 -72 37 26.64 



debris, wing
9/16/96-2 40 39 55.63 -72 37 26.64 right hand inboard flap 
assembly
trailing edge with carriages (20'(10') 9/16/96-2 40 39 55.63 -72 
37 26.64
piece of debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 center fuel 
tank gauge
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 skin with stringer 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59
spanwise beam #1 - lower web at LBL 98 intercostal (wing 
center section
intercostal) CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Wing Skin 
1'(2' CW MOCKUP
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 mid spar wing section 65B01036-17 40 
39 46.89 -72
37 26.59 fuel tank probe CW504A 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
front spar LH web
above access hole approx 8"(8" section CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59
seat 47 (6) armrest; seat 47 (7) seat CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59
FS 1840-1920, stringer 47R-50R 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 center
wing tank span 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. personal clothing 
and
effects 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 tail cone / APU 
exhaust; FS
2742-2775 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Item of jewelry 
and photo
8/25/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one human foot 8/25/96-1 40 
39 46.89
-72 37 26.59 aft cargo door fragment 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59



cargo bin structure CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 cargo
container CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
landing gear
actuator 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 piece of cargo door 
8/22/96-5
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 940-1000; stringer 35L-39L with 
piece of
bulkhead under wing front spar 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 inner
sleeve for hydraulic actuator 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
seat 29
(1) armrest, seat 29 (2) seat CABIN HGR 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59
left wing, rear spar, inboard end 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 TWA
flight attendant jacket 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc 
personal
clothing and effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 cargo 
bin ball
matt - CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 portion 
of cargo bin
flooring CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat - 
Row 50 seat 3
CABIN HGR 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 armrest 51(7) 
and partial
seat assembly CBN INT 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 
41 (8)
armrest cap 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 armrest, Row 47 
Seat 9 40
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 landing gear actuator 8/22/96-5 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
26.59 library card 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one piece 



of luggage
8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one piece of luggage 
8/22/96-4 40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc clothing 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 2 US
mail bags 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 2 pieces of 
luggage + misc
personal effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 lower belly 
skin
8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. personal clothing + ID 
credit
card 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one lap top computer 
8/22/96-4 40
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 piece of skull 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
small blue
pack containing French passport + US currency 8/22/96-4 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
26.59 check book 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one piece 
of luggage
8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc clothing 8/22/96-4 40 
39 46.89 -72
37 26.59 2 US mail bags 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one 
piece of
Luggage w/"TWA" cap visible 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 body parts
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified aircraft wreckage 
8/22/96-5 40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 rib FS 1620 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 waist
garment chain (charred) 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 right 
hand side
aft bulk cargo door lower section 8/23/96-15 RF109D 40 39 
46.89 -72 37



26.59 FS1620-1660 stringer 30R-33R 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59
piece of aircraft fuselage 8/22/96-5
C2126 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Row 53 Seat 8 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59
aircraft wreckage labeled rotary actuator TUBING BAY 
8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89
-72 37 26.59 shutoff bleed valve 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
aircraft
wreckage labeled "water separator" 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59
unidentified aircraft wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59
unidentified aircraft wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 a/c 1/2"
tubing TUBING BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
aircraft tire/wheel
8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified aircraft 
wreckage
8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified aircraft 
wreckage
8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 aircraft wreckage TUBING 
BAY 8/25/96-1
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one (1) dollar bill US currency 
8/25/96-1 40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 flap drive tube PARTS BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
26.59 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 
-72 37
26.59 wheel well structure 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
piece of
fuselage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 49 (4) armrest 
8/24/96-7



40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 possible seat part CABIN HGR 
8/22/96-5 40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 
-72 37
26.59 piece of clear plastic to which foot was attached 8/25/96-1 
40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial seat assembly; seat 34 (2) 8/24/96-7 
40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 left main landing gear air ducting for air start 
(with
small hinged door marked "pneumatic ground se 8/24/96-7 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
26.59 FS 1620 rib 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 32 (1) 
armrest
CBN INT 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seats 33 (4 5 6 7) 
CABIN HGR
8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 2140-2160; stringer 23R - 
35R
8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 rib for wing 8/24/96-7 40 39 
46.89 -72
37 26.59 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Aircraft Wreckage 
8/23/96-15
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. personal effects and clothing 
8/25/96-1 40
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. paper, magazines and other debris 
8/25/96-5 40
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Portion of Meal cart 8/23/96-15 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
26.59 Aircraft Wreckage 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Aircraft 
Wreckage
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 1725-1820, stringer 
44R-50R
8/23/96-15



C1008 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 aircraft part with wires attached
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 fuselage skin (per ALPA
representative) PARTS BAY 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 seat 32 (8 9
10) seat backs CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 Apparent
partial speaker assembly (aircraft wreckage) 8/23/96-15 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
26.59 two (2) bone fragments with some tissue attached 
8/25/96-1 40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 Aircraft Wreckage 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
partial seat
assembly marked row 51 seat 9 CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
26.59 FS 1760-1780, stringer 43R-45R 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59
right main wheel well; FS 1460; (body steering harness included) 
8/24/96-7
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat assembly marked row 53 seat 10 
CABIN HGR
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 portion of cargo container 
CARGO BAY
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 piece of horizontal 
stabilizer
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 aircraft part marked FS 
1660
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial seat assembly 
marked row 38
seat 3 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 apparent container 
portion
marked "TWA" bearing number 7501 CARGO BAY 8/23/96-15 
40 39 46.89 -72 37
26.59 armrest marked Row 50 Seat 7 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 



37 26.59
aircraft wreckage 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. 
personal
clothing and effects 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc 
clothing and
personal effects 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified piece of 
aircraft
wreckage 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 six bones - all 
found in same
proximity 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 2 bags marked 
"US Postal
Service" 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 1 Bundle of Blue 
Jeans
8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Mail Bag, Misc. Personal 
Effects
8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Blue Jean Pants From 
Bundle 8/25/96-1
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 1540-1620; stringer 24R-31R 
8/23/96-15 40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 one (1) one-hundred dollar bill; one (1) fifty 
dollar
bill; One (1) twenty dollar bill (all US Currency) 8/25/96-1 40 39 
46.89
-72 37 26.59 one bone approx. 8" long with black discoloration 
about 1/2
of bones length 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one possible 
bone
fragment 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Personal effects 
including
various forms of identification and photographs 8/25/96-1 40 39 
46.89 -72
37 26.59 aircraft wreckage 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
misc.



personal clothing and effects 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
possible
human bones and tissue 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 
1680-1800;
stringer 46L - 50R 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc 
personal
effects and clothing 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 1 photo 
ID), 1
photo album, 1 broken JVC tape cassette 8/25/96-1
C1048 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 portion of fore support joist 
marked "STA
1980" PARTS BAY 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 1 Bundle 
of Blue Jeans
8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one possible human tooth 
(located on
cargo net during loading of M boat) 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59
Misc. Personal effects and clothing 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59
possible piece of luggage with apparent charring 8/25/96-6 40 39 
46.89 -72
37 26.59 Blue Jean Pants From Bundle 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59
Blue Jean Pants From Bundle 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 aircraft
wreckage 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 51 (5) 
armrest, CABIN
HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified piece of wreckage 
8/26/96-36 40
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 46 (4) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 
46.89 -72 37
26.59 fuselage skin under body fairing, stringer 34 40 39 46.89 
-72 37



26.59 LE2B is portion of LHS outboard elevator from ES FS 
335-385
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified piece of 
wreckage marked
"STA 1820" 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 48 (5) 
armrest, CABIN
HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial seat assembly 8/24/96-7 
40 39 46.89
-72 37 26.59 FS 1800 frame segment; stringer 6L-14L 8/22/96-5 
40 39 46.89
-72 37 26.59 seat 53 (4) arm rest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 seat
53 (6) arm rest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
unidentified aircraft
wreckage 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 apparent top of 
cargo bay -
8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial seat assembly marked 
"ROW 36
SEAT 7" 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 36 (5) armrest, 
CABIN HGR
8/8/96-31 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial cargo container 
8/24/96-7 40 39
46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 47 (8) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59
FS 2725-2742, part of RH APU access door hinge 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 FS
1438-1460 stringer 28L-29L 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 human
remains 8/23/96-13 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 insulation material 
containing
possible human bones 8/23/96-13 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc 
clothing
8/23/96-13 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc clothing and personal 



effects
8/23/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 bag marked US mail 
8/23/96-13 40 39
52.85 -72 37 26.54 1 large piece of twisted metal; 1 window and 
seal; 1
small piece of twisted metal 9/11/96-5 40 39 52.85 -72 37 26.54 
CW tank
midspar web LBL 52-78 CW MOCKUP 40 39 52.85 -72 37 
26.54 4.5-5' ( 2-3'
piece of skin (red/white & green metal) 10/02/96-1 40 39 52.85 
-72 37
26.54 camera, black notebook, various sizes of green, gray, 
yellow metal
pieces, woven belt 10/02/96-1
Z3227 40 39 52.85 -72 37 26.54 thin metal (meshed) interior 
(seat arm
rest), 1 tube colgate toothpaste, approx. 1'(6" gray metal pie 
10/02/96-1
40 39 52.85 -72 37 26.54 debris- airplane/metal debris w/plastic 
bag
attached w/debris in it also 10/02/96-1 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 
small
body parts 8/30/96-23 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 misc. debris 
from aircraft
PARTS BAY 8/30/96-23 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 personal items 
including a
black Casio watch 8/30/96-23 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 FS 
2018-2040, with
partial window 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 misc debris from 
aircraft PARTS
BAY 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 wire bundle 8/30/96-23 40 39 
46.70 -72 37
26.50 personal effects - black reading glasses 40 39 46.70 -72 37 



26.50
misc metal from aircraft 8/31/96-4 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 
Triple A Card
40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 black cover of the Holy Bible 40 39 
46.70 -72 37
26.50 FS 920-1000, stringer 29R-34R CW MOCKUP 8/30/96-23 
40 39 46.70 -72
37 26.50 seat 47 (4) armrest CABIN HGR 40 39 50.20 -72 37 
26.50 debris
9/22/96-1 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 seat 46 (9) armrest only 
CABIN HGR 40
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 #4 engine pylon section ENG HGR 
8/19/96-22 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing lower skin LWS 1030-1230; front 
spar aft to
S1 8/17/96-7 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 aft spar WS 400 No. 2 
tank outboard
jettison 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 leading edge left wing with 
leading edge
flap; part of edge flap 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Main 
Landing
Gear Strut with tires 1F, 1R, 2R 8/17/96-7 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49
miscellaneous cabin interior parts CABIN HGR 8/19/96-22 40 
39 46.15 -72 37
26.49 seat 36 (3) CABIN HGR 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 window
reveal 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 hydraulic lines 
TUBING BAY
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing structure part of 
hydraulic area
8/17/96-7 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous Payne Webber 
paper



reports 8/19/96-16 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 clothing, life vest, 
suitcase
8/19/96-20 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 personal effects, 8/19/96-16 
40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 2 bags of US Mail 8/19/96-16 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49
wing ribs 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 1920 crown 
frame (C891)
40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 fuselage station 1319 8/16/96-5 40 39 
46.15 -72
37 26.49 left wing up skin; LWS 771-808 with front span cap 
(skin segment
(C891)) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Lot - Misc Pieces Interior 
CABIN HGR 40
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Piece of door with handle - L5 door
C2012 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 seat 51 (8) armrest and tray 
table CABIN
HGR 8/06/96-46 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 duct 8" dia. (C891) 
40 39 46.15
-72 37 26.49 personal effects; wallet 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49
row 49 seat 8 armrest CBN HGR 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 wing
stringer (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous parts 
8/19/96-22 40
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing skin piece 2' ( 1' (C891) 40 39 46.15 
-72 37
26.49 rib (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 rear spar segment WS 
450.00
(C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 920-1000; stringer S 24-28 
(C891)
8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 1235 WL 168 RBL 87 
(C891) 40 39



46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper skin @ side body (C891) 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49
left wing #1 flap carriage (C891) (See C229) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 wing
spar segment (C891) CW108, CW 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
upper CW LH splice
S14 (M.S.) (CW108); mid spar - 3' portion of LBL 127.5 fitting; 
this part
is part CW MOCKUP 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing 
front spar left
lower center section CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
wing rib (C891)
PARTS BAY 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 rear spar WS 522.00 
(C891) 40 39 46.15
-72 37 26.49 stringer 7-13; upper left hand splice body to center 
wing LBL
127.5(C891) CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 hydraulic 
return filter
wheel well area (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 vent line 
18" (C891) 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 cargo container (C891) CARGO BAY 40 39 
46.15 -72 37
26.49 12" ( 3" wing skin (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
miscellaneous
clothing 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous 
human rib bones
40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 APU firewall segment 8/18/96-6 40 39 
46.15 -72 37
26.49 personal effects 8/18/96-4 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left 
wing
outboard aileron section and wing bulkhead WS 1325-1390 
8/18/96-4 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 left lower wing skin WS 520-660 8/18/96-6 



40 39 46.15
-72 37 26.49 lower left wing skin; WS 525-690 8/18/96-6 40 39 
46.15 -72 37
26.49 #3 left flap track and carriage assembly 8/18/96-6 40 39 
46.15 -72
37 26.49 FS 2484-2638, stringer 1R-17R 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49
left wing lower skin; (WS 650-1035; midspar to front spar) 
8/18/96-6 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 air cycle machine 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 72 
37 26.49
8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing up skin; LWS 
586-688; from
STR 10 to midspar 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 fuel 
pump 8/18/96-6
40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 personal effects, 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 
-72 37
26.49 wing ribs 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 section of 
wing flap
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous wing parts 
PARTS BAY
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 fuel boost pump 8/19/96-22 
40 39 46.15
-72 37 26.49 left wing #1 flap track 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49
long piece - misc parts 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
spoiler
actuator, flap, gear box & misc wing structure & tubing; 
MOTOR BAY
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 lot- pieces of wing and fuel 
tank WING
AREA 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing flap track 
support LWBL



353 5-7 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous parts 
8/19/96-22
40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous wing parts 8/19/96-22 
40 39 46.15
-72 37 26.49 wing stringer -lower panel 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
fore flap
track Assy - outboard 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 CW side body 
chord - upper;
fits with C2176 CW MOCKUP LW15, CW 40 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 left upper
wing skin at SOB S25-S33 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 Front spar
center section Web CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
lower front spar
Side of Body outboard wing left CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 left
lower wing skin panel segment; WS 860-902 8/19/96-22 40 39 
46.15 -72 37
26.49 Row 37 Seat 4 armrest CABIN HGR 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 front spar
web piece; center fuel tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 spanwise
beam #3LBL 127.5 paddle fitting and web CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49
left lower wing skin; WS 650-760; STR 10-13 CW407A 40 39 
46.15 -72 37
26.49 LH BL127.5 (SOB) rib stiff at mid spar (lower half) o/b 
wing side
65B11557-3 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 SOB rib at 
upper FS LH side
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 SOB rib at upper FS 
LH side CW MOCKUP
CW407B 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 LH BL127.5 (SOB) rib, stiff 



at MS (upper
half) o/b wing side 65B11557-3 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 left
upper wing skin; LWS 499-528 from STR 4-7 8/19/96-22 40 39 
46.15 -72 37
26.49 left upper wing up skin; WBL 470 to WS 791 from 
midspar to STR 17
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 1319 WL 305 RBL 65 
frame 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 spar segment approximately 2' 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49
upper center wing skin piece; LH side at stringer 5-1; LBL 
104-115 at
upper STR 5-1 CW MOCKUP 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 upper CW left
hand splice stringer 17-28 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 ducting
YSTEMS ARE 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 lot - cargo area pieces 
CARGO BAY
C2037 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Pylon Fairing - Right Wing 
ENG HGR 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 1500 RBL 120 WL264 Framing 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49
FS 2000 Framing 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 rear spar segment 
WS 1007 to WS
1040 CW113, CW 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper CW skin; 
LBL 72-93; stringer
12-13; this part is part of CW113 & CW817 CW MOCKUP 40 
39 46.15 -72 37
26.49 upper CW skin piece; LBL 6-29 stringer 20-21 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.15
-72 37 26.49 wing front spar fragment, possibly LHS WS 686 
(Rear Spar



Segment approximately 2') 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front spar 
LHS corner
fitting CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 cw lower skin-
matches w/C2160.
LBL 104 STR 11.5-13.5 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 lot - fuel vent +
fuel feeds - several pieces FUEL ROOM 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 left lower
wing skin; WS 660-734; stringer S5-S8 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49
wing and tank parts small debris 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front 
spar LH
terminal fitting piece CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
left upper wing
skin LWS 670-725 with front spar to S23 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 
-72 37
26.49 upper CW skin; LBL 107.5-118.5; upper STR 3; center 
fuel tank CW
MOCKUP 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front spar, lower 
dry bay access
hole CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front spar- LH 
web SOB above
access hole CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 cw lower 
skin-fwd left
corner CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front spar lower 
dry bay access
hole CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 center fuel tank 
stiffener, side
of body, left hand S3 upper S2 lower CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49
left upper wing skin WS 780-804 from stringer 22 to forward 
edge of panel
8/18/96-6 CW1013 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper rear spar web 



40 39 46.15
-72 37 26.49 left wing #3 trailing edge flap drive gear box 
8/19/96-22 40
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 center wing tank lower 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49
center fuel tank left hand near rear spar 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
FS
1260-1280 stringer 28L-31L 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
center wing
tank spanwise beam 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 cw mid spar 
stiffener BL 11L
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 center wing tank LH 
side of body, upper
span wise beam 1 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 seat 43 (8) armrest 
and partial
frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 SOB rib segment 
CW MOCKUP 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 seat 41 (3) CABIN HGR 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 SOB rib
segment @ SWB #1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
left wing front spar
ILES 280-440 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 SOB rib segment, in line 
w/ S-7 LWR
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 SOB rib segment CW 
MOCKUP
C2368 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 seat 41 (6 7) CABIN HGR 40 
39 46.15 -72 37
26.49 right side CW upper skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 left SOB
web CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 TWA blue 
passenger blanket and misc
personal clothing 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 TWA blue 
passenger



blanket with clear plastic material that was attached to it 
8/19/96-22 40
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 one Nikon one touch 100 camera 
8/19/96-22 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 center wing tank upper skin stringers 3-6 CW 
MOCKUP 40
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left sob web BBL 127.5 CW MOCKUP 40 
39 46.15 -72 37
26.49 left SOB rib stiffener free FLG + web - 14" long CW 
MOCKUP 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 CW upper skin LBL 98 @ S-16 CW 
MOCKUP 8/19/96-22 40 39
46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing gear door rt side 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 
-72 37
26.49 left upper wing skin WS 766-780; stringer 24-25 
8/19/96-22 40 40
03.70 -72 37 26.40 stainless steel tubing 10/17/96-1 40 40 01.53 
-72 37
26.34 skin yellow (4'(1') 10/17/96-1 40 39 44.90 -72 37 26.30 
misc.
wreckage balance of cargo net 9/12/96-2 40 39 44.75 -72 37 
26.20 landing
gear strut 10' long 9/11/96-4 40 39 44.75 -72 37 26.20 CW upper 
skin M.S.
to SWB #1, LBL 45 - LBL 98 CW MOCKUP 9/11/96-4 40 39 
44.75 -72 37 26.20
left wing flap track actuator #2 9/11/96-4 40 39 44.75 -72 37 
26.20 CW
stringer 40 39 44.75 -72 37 26.20 CW spar 40 39 44.75 -72 37 
26.20 center
section stringer 40 39 50.60 -72 37 26.20 misc. debris 9/22/96-1 
40 39
58.97 -72 37 26.18 aircraft skin with red paint 10/17/96-1 40 39 



46.40 -72
37 26.10 15' ft curved metal piece 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
26.10
misc. debris in cargo net 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10
miscellaneous metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 48.70 -72 37 26.10 
1 arm rest
and misc. debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 1 cargo net 
full of
miscellaneous debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 3 
pieces of fuel
probes 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 cargo net full of 
misc. debris
9/20/96-33 CW1017 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 CW rear spar 
stiffener and web
-LBL 98 (9-20-96-33) CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 
3 sections of
probable fuel probes 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 SOB 
rib lower
cord (9-20-96-33) CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 SOB 
rib segment CW
MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 SOB rib segment CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72
37 26.10 SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP
Z2801 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 left SOB top edge of rib CW 
MOCKUP 40 39
46.40 -72 37 26.10 CW upper skin tension fittings @ SWB #1, 
3" ( 6" LBL 98
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 left SOB top edge of 
rib CW MOCKUP 40
39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 mid spar web, LBL 97-105, 9'(12' CW 
MOCKUP 40 39
46.40 -72 37 26.10 right SOB web, just below CW310 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.40



-72 37 26.10 left SOB top edge of rib CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.08 -72 37 26.07
lower center wing skin panel; LBL 127; stringer 2-5; Lot # 
9-21-96-1 CW
MOCKUP 40 39 46.08 -72 37 26.07 FS 1700-1760; stringer 
26R-28R 9/21/96-1
40 39 46.06 -72 37 26.07 debris (1 cargo net) 9/21/96-1 40 39 
46.08 -72 37
26.07 fuselage skin under body fairing; stringer 37L; Lot # 
9-21-96-1
9/21/96-1 40 39 48.10 -72 37 26.00 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 
40 39
56.15 -72 37 25.96 two 5' long pieces of debris, plastic bag of 
debris
10/07/96-1 40 39 45.25 -72 37 25.86 misc. metal & plastic pieces
10/17/96-1 40 39 48.50 -72 37 25.70 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 
46.06 -72 37
25.62 green & gray metal piece 10/17/96-1 40 39 51.70 -72 37 
25.50 misc.
debris; wire 9/23/96-5 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 gray green piece 
of
wreckage 9/12/96-2 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 stringer 34; Lot # 
9-12-96-2
9/12/96-2 40 39 51.70 -72 37 25.50 long metal debris 9/23/96-5 
40 39 51.70
-72 37 25.50 SOB rib web CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.70 -72 37 
25.50 left lower
wing skin (6'(8'); WS 1335-1450; stringer s4 to mid spar 
9/22/96-1 40 39
45.20 -72 37 25.50 center wing tank LH side of body lower 
spanwise beam 1
40 39 51.70 -72 37 25.50 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 CW1014 40 39 
45.20 -72 37



25.50 Left butt line 98 rear spar stiffener CW1015 40 39 45.20 
-72 37
25.50 Aft left rear spar pickle fork, upper rear spar kik fitting CW
MOCKUP 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 upper CW tank wing skin 
@ side of body 4"
( 6" CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 left SOB web CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.50
-72 37 25.50 gray metal "T" bar 40 39 51.70 -72 37 25.50 mid 
spar web RBL
112-116, 7'(6' CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 left SOB 
rib upper
stiffener between SWB #2 & mid spar CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.50 -72 37 25.50
fuel probe 40 39 31.66 -72 37 25.49 misc. green metal. 
10/17/96-1 40 39
31.66 -72 37 25.49 marked "M LAV DOOR" 10/17/96-1 40 39 
48.71 -72 37 25.32
gray metal panel 10/17/96-1 40 39 53.78 -72 37 25.31 debris 
10/07/96-1 40
39 46.50 -72 37 25.30 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33
Z2664 40 39 47.72 -72 37 25.28 seat 34 (7) armrest CABIN 
HGR 40 39 46.45
-72 37 25.21 1) "L" shaped green metal piece 2) 4' long gray 
metal
9/09/96-49 40 39 48.60 -72 37 25.20 misc metal debris 
9/20/96-33 40 39
46.50 -72 37 25.20 metal pump 8"(8"; pump/gear box with 
brackets 9/12/96-2
40 39 46.50 -72 37 25.20 green metal strip beam 10/17/96-1 40 
39 47.00 -72
37 25.10 small motor and/or pump, "27 - 1061" 9/09/96-49 40 39 
49.02 -72
37 25.09 left hand SOB stiffener CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.02 -72 



37 25.09 right
hand SOB stiffener CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 CW 
stringer 22 RH
end CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 upper center 
section stringer, LBL
11.3 - RBL 76 CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 debris 
9/21/96-1 40 39
49.02 -72 37 25.09 1 cargo net of debris (fuel probe, personal 
effects)
9/21/96-1 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 49.02 
-72 37
25.09 debris 9/21/96-1 Z3351a 40 39 49.01 -72 37 25.07 
personal effects
(camera and wallet) 40 39 49.01 -72 37 25.07 human remains - 
skull
fragment 9/21/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 long piping debris 
9/22/96-1
40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 debris (1 cargo net); camera, mini 
cassette
9/22/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 RH SOB rib 24" portion of 
lwr chord FS
1058 - 1082 CW MOCKUP 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 
RH SOB rib 13"
portion of lwr chord FS 1039 - 1052 CW MOCKUP 9/22/96-1 
40 39 49.00 -72 37
25.05 RH SOB rib 26" of inbd & outbd mipspar stiffener CW 
MOCKUP 9/22/96-1
40 39 47.50 -72 37 25.00 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 
49.70 -72 37
25.00 sink; green oxygen bottle; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 45.90 
-72 37 24.90
actuator w/ motor; 4'-5' long piece of wreckage; 2'-3' long piece 
of metal



9/12/96-2 40 40 02.70 -72 37 24.90 airvent 10/17/96-1 40 39 
46.30 -72 37
24.80 lower panel out board wing (6' ( 2' section of wing) 
9/09/96-49 40
39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 rectangular piece of metal approx. 5' ( 2.5'
9/11/96-4 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 left wing WS 523 9/11/96-4 
40 39 45.40
-72 37 24.80 MED 3L cutout skin, lower part FS 1250-1241 
stringer
24.5L-28.5L 9/12/96-2 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 squared 3-D 
green piece of
metal 9/11/96-4 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 metal with rivet holes 
and
stripes 9/11/96-4 40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 hydraulic shaft w/ 
metal body
9/12/96-2 40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 circular metal piece w/ arm 
9/12/96-2
40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 gray/green tube w/ gears on end 2' long 
9/12/96-2
40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 left mid-spar fitting at double plus 
chord CW
MOCKUP 40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 gray/green piece of 
wreckage 1.5'(4.5'
9/12/96-2
Z3066 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 9/11/96-4 40 39 45.40 -72 37 
24.80 misc.
items contained in cargo net 9/12/96-2 40 39 55.75 -72 37 24.76 
7' ( 5'
piece of debris, plastic bag of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 44.70 -72 
37 24.70
pump w/ hoses and large section of wing 9/12/96-2 40 39 47.40 
-72 37 24.60
small debris which fell from larger pieces on deck 8/15/96-8 40 



39 47,40
-72 37 24.60 top fwd, right and center; stringer 22 to front spar, 
LBL 33
to RBL 127.5 CW MOCKUP 8/15/96-8 40 39 47.40 -72 37 24.60 
bag US Mail
foreign - unopened 8/15/96-8 40 39 47.40 -72 37 24.60 wing 
front spar at
station 778 - fragment 8/15/96-8 40 39 47.40 -72 37 24.60 right 
hand upper
wing segment, front spar to mid spar WS 1186-1280 8/15/96-8 
40 39 47.40
-72 37 24.60 FS 2638-2709, stringer 7R-4L 8/15/96-8 40 39 
47.40 -72 37
24.60 BLO web body gear wheel well 8/15/96-8 RF37, CW51 40 
39 47.40 -72 37
24.60 FS 930-1065; stringer 10R-27R; CW front spar - RH web 
and stiffener
with window frame (upper R CW MOCKUP 8/15/96-8 40 39 
45.60 -72 37 24.60 5'
pointy green metal piece 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.00 -72 37 24.60 5' 
long gold
colored tubing, bent 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.10 -72 37 24.60 40 39 
49.35 -72
37 24.60 housing w/attached tubing 10/07/96-1 40 39 45.01 -72 
37 24.60
metal strip 40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 aircraft door panel 40 39 
45.01 -72
37 24.60 engine fan blade 40 39 50.90 -72 37 24.60 honey comb 
aluminum, 2
pieces of skin, laptop computer, framing w/ holes, twisted 
framing
10/07/96-1 40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 metal skin 40 39 45.01 -72 
37 24.60



metal fragment 40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 screened metal 40 39 
45.01 -72 37
24.60 metal fragment 40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 wire bundle 40 
39 43.10 -72
37 24.54 perforated metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 43.10 -72 37 24.54 2 
pieces of
metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 56.22 -72 37 24.53 possible wing skin, 
also
possible hydraulic line broken off 10/10/96-1 40 39 45.20 -72 37 
24.50 1)
2' long structure 2) 3' long tubing 3) egg crate type rectangular 
4"(12"
4) small metal piece 9/09/96-49 40 39 48.40 -72 37 24.50 many 
misc items,
details on hard copy 40 39 51.30 -72 37 24.50 seat foot rest 40 
39 48.40
-72 37 24.50 gear box 40 39 56.10 -72 37 24.39 #6 flap track 
10/10/96-1 40
39 48.43 -72 37 24.33 seat 32 (4 5) armrest and frame CABIN 
HGR 40 39
47.30 -72 37 24.30 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 47.50 -72 
37 24.30
skin section 10/17/96-1
Z3233 40 39 52.37 -72 37 24.21 possible section of structural 
ribbing
(plastic) 10/07/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 24.20 7' ( 2' metal 
9/09/96-49 40
39 46.10 -72 37 24.20 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 41.30 
-72 37
24.20 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 50.66 -72 37 24.14 
possible
section of structural ribbing 10/07/96-1 40 39 48.00 -72 37 24.00 
trim air



valve 40 39 49.90 -72 37 24.00 passenger seat + wire, debris 
9/22/96-1 40
39 55.62 -72 37 23.91 bag with small metal part 9/09/96-49 40 
39 48.90 -72
37 23.90 hinged bracket 10/17/96-1 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.80 
wing CW
stringer 40 39 47.40 -72 37 23.80 FS 940-960 (2' long); stringer 
31L-32L
9/09/96-49 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.80 keel beam chord FS 1480 
40 39 47.60
-72 37 23.80 3' long metal structure type assembly 9/09/96-49 40 
39 47.60
-72 37 23.80 heavy metal structure 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.40 -72 
37 23.80
sealed buttrib; WBL 140 40 39 47.40 -72 37 23.80 skin segment; 
FS
990-1000; stringer 32L-34L 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.12 -72 37 23.76 
beam with
skin 10/17/96-1 40 39 57.98 -72 37 23.73 upper CW skin FS to 
stringer 27;
LBL 17-117 (4' ( 5' section of interior structure) CW MOCKUP 
9/08/96-2 40
39 57.98 -72 37 23.73 small piece of crumpled metal 9/09/96-49 
40 39 57.98
-72 37 23.73 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 #4 
engine
stator Ring ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 wallet 
8/15/96-5 40
39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 portion of engine #4 cowling ENG HGR 
8/15/96-5 40 39
47.90 -72 37 23.70 #4 engine accessory gear box ENG HGR 
8/15/96-5 40 39
47.90 -72 37 23.70 cowling ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 



-72 37 23.70 #4
engine thrust reverser actuator ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 
-72 37 23.70
#4 engine worm gear ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 
23.70 cowling ENG
HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 cowling ENG HGR 
8/15/96-5 40 39
47.90 -72 37 23.70 cowling ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 
-72 37 23.70 #4
engine cowling ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 
#4 engine thrust
reverser actuator ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 45.30 -72 37 23.70 
5' long white
tubular piece 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.30 -72 37 23.70 15' long 
structural
member CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.70 FS 2517-2598 
(6'(2'); stringer
8L-11L 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.30 -72 37 23.70 15' long structural 
member CW
MOCKUP 9/08/96-2
Z3319 40 39 46.30 -72 37 23.70 misc metal fragments 9/16/96-2 
40 39 45.20
-72 37 23.70 propeller blade 9/12/96-2 40 39 49.50 -72 37 23.70 
seat 28
(8) armrest CABIN HGR 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.20 -72 37 23.70 
hydraulic fuel
pump 9/12/96-2 40 39 45.30 -72 37 23.70 left lower wing skin; 
WS
1140-1210; rear spar stringer S5 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.30 -72 37 
23.70 skin
segment FS 960-1000 stringer 27.5L -31.5L 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
23.70 metal
fragments 9/16/96-2 40 39 45.20 -72 37 23.70 L shaped piece of 



metal light
green, white and a bit blue 9/12/96-2 40 39 45.30 -72 37 23.70 
FS 1080
stub beam at side of body LHS 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.50 -72 37 
23.60 pieces
of wheel assembly 9/09/96-49 Z3108B 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.60 
flight
attendant's personal luggage 40 39 43.50 -72 37 23.60 round 
metal item;
misc. wreckage 9/12/96-2 Z3108A 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.60 5' 
high, 1' ( 1'
square green and white metal structure 40 39 43.50 -72 37 23.60 
CW
stiffener 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 left lower wing skin (10'(2'); 
WS
557-670; mid-spar to stringer 8 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
23.50 black
Jansport knapsack with contents in small pouch 9/09/96-49 40 39 
47.80 -72
37 23.50 assorted small pieces of debris 9/10/96-4 40 39 47.80 
-72 37
23.50 1 3" ( 5" photograph 9/09/96-49 40 39 46.30 -72 37 23.50 
CW
stabilization braces CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.30 -72 37 23.50 
outboard wing rib
FS 1280 40 39 46.30 -72 37 23.50 edge of wing 7' section 
9/09/96-49 40 39
47.40 -72 37 23.50 seat 34-6 and other assorted pieces CABIN 
HGR
9/09/96-49 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 plastic bag with clothes and 
misc.
wire 9/10/96-3 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 suitcase luggage 
9/10/96-3 40 39



47.40 -72 37 23.50 portion of spanwise beam CW tank CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 47.80
-72 37 23.50 9/10/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 9/10/96-3 40 39 
50.80 -72
37 23.47 seat part 40 39 50.80 -72 37 23.47 fuselage section, 
green, 4' (
3', charred 40 39 50.80 -72 37 23.47 fuselage bulkhead parts 
8' ( 2' 40 39
50.80 -72 37 23.47 spanwise beam #2 - RH web; SOB rib to 
RBL 90 CW MOCKUP
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.80 -72 37 23.47 seat part 8/16/96-5 40 39 
43.25 -72 37
23.45 round piece (like a gear) 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.25 -72 37 
23.45 FS
1350; stringer 23L-30L; fuselage skin w/ red paint 9/11/96-4 40 
39 43.25
-72 37 23.45 outboard wing spar chord 40 39 43.25 -72 37 23.45 
beam
section with metal plate attached (green) 9/11/96-4
Z3103 40 39 00.00 -72 37 23.40 5' metal beam 9/09/96-49 40 39 
50.94 -72 37
23.39 left lower wing & skin WS 1214-1420 8/17/96-7 40 39 
50.94 -72 37
23.39 HF coupler; "180R-17" 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 
23.39 part of
fuel tank 3'(6' section CARGO BAY 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 
37 23.39
systems hydraulic reservoir & 3 pumps (all connected) 8/17/96-7 
40 39
50.94 -72 37 23.39 spanwise beam #3 RBL 78-127.5 CW 
MOCKUP 8/17/96-7 40 39
50.94 -72 37 23.39 right LW outboard 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 
37 23.39



small pieces - human skull 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 LWS 
1309-1423; left
upper wing skin 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.89 FS 
1319-1434; stringer
5L-23-L 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 leading edge 
8/17/96-7 40 39
50.94 -72 37 23.39 SWB #3 chord with small segment right SOB 
web attached
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.75 -72 37 23.33 large metal piece w/ 
holes 10/17/96-1
40 39 43.05 -72 37 23.32 metal plate gray on one side, bright 
blue on the
other 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.20 -72 37 23.30 FS 920-1000; stringer 
35R-40R
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.20 -72 37 23.30 fuselage skin w/ red paint 
9/11/96-4 40
39 43.20 -72 37 23.30 small piece with hydraulics lines attached 
9/11/96-4
40 39 43.30 -72 37 23.30 gear box assembly 9/11/96-4 40 39 
43.20 -72 37
23.30 possible CW spar 40 39 51.31 -72 37 23.22 stringer 
section
10/07/96-1 40 39 43.65 -72 37 23.20 stainless steel tube 
9/11/96-4 40 39
43.65 -72 37 23.20 round engine part 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.65 -72 
37 23.20
"shovel-like" pieces of metal, green and red colors 9/11/96-4 40 
39 43.65
-72 37 23.20 flap panel with support arm 40 39 43.05 -72 37 
23.20 frame
piece (semi-circle) burnt looking 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.65 -72 37 
23.20
framing piece 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.65 -72 37 23.20 metal plate; 



gray on one
side, green and red (screws) on the other side 9/11/96-4 40 39 
47.10 -72
37 23.17 10/17/96-1 40 39 50.50 -72 37 23.10 seats; seat 25 (1 2 
3), seat
backs and frame CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 50.90 -72 37 
23.10 wing section,
9/23/96-5 40 39 44.20 -72 37 23.10 stainless duct 9/12/96-2 40 
39 44.20
-72 37 23.10 metal tubing with torque hanging off 9/12/96-2 40 
39 44.20
-72 37 23.10 MED 3L cutout skin, LWR part FS 1265-1350, 
stringer 23L-31L
9/12/96-2 40 39 49.05 -72 37 23.07 1 long strand 9/22/96-1 40 
39 49.05 -72
37 23.07 1 long strand 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.05 -72 37 23.07 debris 
9/22/96-1
Z3381 40 39 49.05 -72 37 23.07 1 long strand 9/22/96-1 40 39 
47.68 -72 37
23.06 row 31, seats 9-10 CABIN HGR 8/15/96-8 40 39 46.65 
-72 37 23.04
section of stringer 10/17/96-1 40 39 48.30 -72 37 22.95 metal 
debris
10/17/96-1 40 39 45.85 -72 37 22.82 actuator part round metal 
item with
rivets 18" round 9/12/96-2 40 39 49.50 -72 37 22.80 body 
landing gear drag
strut 8' 8/15/96-8 40 39 49.50 -72 37 22.80 fuselage right side; 
FS
1350-1480, stringer 23R-32R with FS 1350 bulkhead frame and 
RHS landing
8/15/96-8 40 39 43.72 -72 37 22.80 motorblade (#23 written on 
it)



9/11/96-4 40 39 43.72 -72 37 22.80 flat plate 9/11/96-4 40 39 
43.72 -72 37
22.80 white metal w/ rivet holes 40 39 55.92 -72 37 22.75 4 
small pieces
of debris 10/10/96-1 40 39 45.20 -72 37 22.70 left lower wing 
skin; WS
1120-1180; stringer 5-7 9/11/96-4 40 39 45.20 -72 37 22.70 2 
seats (row 27
seat 8 and seat 0) a third seat came off but we attached with 
plastic
strap; seats 27 CABIN HGR 9/11/96-4 40 39 48.50 -72 37 22.70 
debris
9/22/96-1 40 39 45.20 -72 37 22.70 outboard wing spar 40 39 
48.50 -72 37
22.70 possible CW lower skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.20 -72 37 
22.70 left wing
spoiler #5 with actuator 9/11/96-4 40 39 50.78 -72 37 22.68 
metal ducting.
10/17/96-1 40 39 46.60 -72 37 22.60 2' long green metal with 
jagged ends
9/10/96-4 40 39 51.19 -72 37 22.50 FS 1170-1500; stringer 
7R-24R with
window belt and door frame 8/16/96-5 40 39 51.19 -72 37 22.50 
spanwise
beam #1- LBL 60-100 web segment CW MOCKUP 8/16/96-5 40 
39 51.19 -72 37
22.50 span wise beam #1 - upper LBL SOB connection CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 50.50
-72 37 22.50 seat belt w/ buckle 9/24/96-16 40 39 45.80 -72 37 
22.40 piece
of bulkhead with frame section, hole in side of outer skin 
9/08/96-2 40 39
50.90 -72 37 22.40 small section of metal & housing 10/07/96-1 



40 39 46.10
-72 37 22.20 5' long twisted metal 9/09/96-49 40 39 46.10 -72 37 
22.20
portion of top wing 40 39 46.10 -72 37 22.20 15' long twisted 
beam
9/09/96-49 40 39 46.10 -72 37 22.20 seat 44 (9), CABIN HGR 
40 39 43.66 -72
37 22.19 #3 engine LP compressor ENG HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 
48.42 -72 37
22.19 I-beam w/attached skin 10/09/96-1 40 39 43.66 -72 37 
22.17 #3 engine
inlet cowl 6'(2'; TWA tag s/n 2019; RR# 22028 ENG HGR 
8/09/96-37 40 39
43.66 -72 37 22.17 #3 engine exhaust (s/n 64) case & piece of 
tailpipe ENG
HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 43.66 -72 37 22.17 lg piece of engine 
core cowling;
hng end 6'(4.5' ENG HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 43.66 -72 37 22.17 
21/2'(3' irreg
shape, heat exchanger "precooler air bleed" s/n 50-679 
8/09/96-37 40 39
46.60 -72 37 22.15 piece of metal with pipe 10/17/96-1
Z3724 40 39 46.60 -72 37 22.15 10/17/96-1 CW1104 40 39 
48.04 -72 37 22.06
spanwise beam web CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.04 -72 37 22.06 
debris (camera)
9/22/96-1 40 39 48.04 -72 37 22.06 black metal box 9/22/96-1 40 
39 48.04
-72 37 22.06 CW stiffener CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.04 -72 37 
22.06 debris
9/22/96-1 40 39 42.00 -72 37 22.00 left wing up fragment mates 
in LWS
554-580 behind mid-spar small fragment 8/11/96-2 40 39 43.50 



-72 37 22.00
formerly round-brown metal container 9/11/96-4 8/11/96-2 40 39 
42.00 -72
37 22.00 #3 engine ENG HGR 8/11/96-2 8/11/96-2 40 39 42.00 
-72 37 22.00 #3
engine fan rub ring ENG HGR 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 wing 
support strut
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 mangled metal 2.5' long with 
blue on it
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 mangled green metal 3.5' 
long with arm
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 misc engine parts 40 39 
42.00 -72 37
22.00 aircraft pneumatic duct and panel 8/11/96-2 40 39 42.00 
-72 37 22.00
aircraft pneumatic duct and panel 8/11/96-2 40 39 42.00 -72 37 
22.00 #3
engine ENGINE HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 3' 
piece of metal w/
rubber molding 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 misc airline fragments 
in a black
body bag and cardboard box; also loose turbine blades (engine bl 
40 39
47.25 -72 37 21.90 seat frame row 33; seats 33 (8 9 10) armrests 
and
frames CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 
photograph 3" ( 5"
color, partially destroyed 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 
fuel probe
40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 CW tank piece CW MOCKUP 40 39 
47.25 -72 37 21.90
assorted plane parts 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 1 black 
leather



type bag with contents 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 
structural piece
approximately 3' long 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 FS 
1120-1140,
stringer 23R-27R 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 portion CW tank 40 
39 47.25 -72
37 21.90 personal luggage 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 
portion of
flap assembly 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 anti-skid valve module 
MOTOR BAY 40
39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 portion of outboard fore flap 40 39 47.25 
-72 37
21.90 metal frame with wheels from luggage 9/08/96-2 40 39 
47.25 -72 37
21.90 CW wing center section floor beam 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90 piece of
seat, seat 31(7) armrest frame CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 
47.25 -72 37
21.90 left wing aileron segment (o/b) 3'(4' 9/08/96-2
Z3017 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 passenger seats; seats 25 (4 5 6 
7), seat 4
- frame, seat 5 - armrest/frame, seat 6 - frame, seat 7 - CABIN 
HGR
9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 metal tubing, 1 
approximately 25' long,
1 approximately 6' long 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 9' 
long metal
with rivets 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 seats 25 (8 9 10) 
seat 25
(10) frame; seat 25(8) -armrest, back, frame; seat 25(9) - armrest, 
frame
CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 3' long cone 
shaped metal



9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 section 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90 cargo
net full of debris; portion of rudder 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90
5' long metal strut hinged 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 
structural
piece with pump type assembly 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90 4' piece
of airplane flap 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 2' length of 
large
tubing 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 assorted pieces of 
metal
9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 approximately 8' section of 
wing
9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 right hand HF antenna 
assembly
approximately 8' long 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 bleed 
air #3
manifold station 1240 ACM BAY 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90 human
remains, spine, rib, small bones, lumbar vertebrae 1-5, sacrum, 1 
rib, 2
metatarsals 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 heavy tubular 
strut
9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 5' long frame section 
9/08/96-2 40 39
44.90 -72 37 21.90 misc metal pieces 9/16/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 
37 21.90 CW
tank upper center stringer 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 portion of 
spanwise
beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 3' long 
piece of metal 40
39 47.20 -72 37 21.70 6" ( 2' section of aluminum with rivets 



9/08/96-2 40
39 44.25 -72 37 21.70 various airplane parts and debris 9/16/96-2 
40 39
45.13 -72 37 21.52 6' ( 4' edge of wing target # GRS992 
9/08/96-2 CW211,
CW 40 39 50.46 -72 37 21.45 lower CW skin; R.S. to STR 1; 
LBL 15 to RBL 15
CW MOCKUP 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.00 -72 37 21.20 horizontal 
stabilizer upper
skin between aux. spar and rear spar. stabilizer STA 
143.60-180.50
9/10/96-4 40 39 50.47 -72 37 21.03 seats 22 (8 and 9) plus 
armrest for
22(10) CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.10 -72 37 21.00 2 
small pieces 1)
2.5' long 2) approximately 1' long and bent over 9/10/96-4 40 39 
48.10 -72
37 21.00 toilet assembly 10/17/96-1 40 39 54.00 -72 37 20.98 
piece of
debris 9/20/96-33 40 40 02.82 -72 37 20.84 debris 9/22/96-1 40 
39 51.41
-72 37 20.65 2'(2' skin 10/07/96-1 40 39 41.30 -72 37 20.50 
landing gear
door 9/11/96-4 40 39 44.90 -72 37 20.40 large metal debris 
9/16/96-2 40 39
44.90 -72 37 20.40 bone fragments
Z3128 40 39 45.00 -72 37 20.40 4' metal, triangular section, 
wing edge?
9/10/96-4 40 39 46.00 -72 37 20.30 1) 6' ribbed metal piece 2) 
2' ( 1'
piece of outside skin of plane 9/10/96-4 40 39 45.60 -72 37 20.30 
human
remains skull, scalp, eye socket, jaw bone, teeth, part of spinal 



column
9/10/96-4 40 39 50.72 -72 37 20.15 3' ( 4' section 9/08/96-2 40 
39 50.72
-72 37 20.15 outer part of plane 9/08/96-2 40 39 48.46 -72 37 
20.08
structural section 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.70 -72 37 20.00 2' ( 2' 
section
with 3 pieces of tubular coming off 9/10/96-4 40 39 47.53 -72 37 
19.98 O2
compressore, wire, masks 40 39 47.53 -72 37 19.98 ss 1/2 
tubing, 2 pieces
40 39 47.20 -72 37 19.80 4 pieces 1) 3' long piece of rubber 2) 5' 
piece
of ribbed metal 3) 5' long, 6" wide green metal with "S 9/10/96-4 
40 40
00.66 -72 37 19.80 AR1054; big cylindrical object 9/20/96-33 40 
39 46.30
-72 37 19.70 5' long green metal with bolts and clips on edge 
9/10/96-4 40
39 53.55 -72 37 19.60 vhf antenna poss. 10/07/96-6 40 39 50.57 
-72 37
19.49 misc. metal; battery charger 9/28/96-1 40 39 50.57 -72 37 
19.49 misc
metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 48.77 -72 37 19.47 armrest 32??2 40 39 
48.77 -72 37
19.47 seat 36 (10) armrest CABIN HGR 8/24/96-7 40 39 48.77 
-72 37 19.47
seat 36 (6) 40 39 48.77 -72 37 19.47 main landing gear assembly 
8/24/96-7
40 40 02.30 -72 37 19.40 metal structure 10/17/96-1 40 39 43.28 
-72 37
19.15 left upper wing skin, WS 503-584 from STR 16-22 
8/09/96-37 40 39



48.60 -72 37 19.10 1 small leather wallet 9/30/96-1 40 39 46.90 
-72 37
19.00 left upper wing skin (3'(10'); WS 1200-1330; stringer 5-12 
9/10/96-4
40 39 46.90 -72 37 19.00 wing portion 10/13/96-4 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 19.00
aft wheel well bulkhead 40 39 53.02 -72 37 18.91 31 (5) partial 
frame,
31(6) armrest/frame CABIN HGR 9/09/96-49 40 39 46.30 -72 37 
18.90 2' ( 3'
green metal with electrical connections plus assorted metal 
pieces and
small items 9/10/96-4 40 39 46.30 -72 37 18.90 passenger head 
phone tubing
9/10/96-3 40 39 46.30 -72 37 18.90 door port (interior) 9/10/96-3 
40 39
46.30 -72 37 18.90 9/10/96-3 40 39 46.50 -72 37 18.80 1' (2' 
metal
structure, green on one side, gray on the other 9/10/96-4 40 39 
49.48 -72
37 18.78 tire hub 10/07/96-11 40 39 59.40 -72 37 18.70 metal 
skin section
10/17/96-1 40 39 52.08 -72 37 18.66 #5 flap track "TWA 17729" 
mfg
5B81129-6; flap track with jack screw 8/09/96-37 40 39 46.60 
-72 37 18.60
CW upper stringer 10/13/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 removed 
tag from
part tagged Z3125 10/13/96-4
Z2531 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 upper wing skin - left side 
10/13/96-4 40
39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 upper wing section left side 40 39 46.60 
-72 37



18.60 flight attendant jump seat 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 
9/10/96-4 40 39
50.10 -72 37 18.60 5 pieces of small metal; 2 small metal pipes
intertwined; wire; life vest in package 9/30/96-1 40 39 46.60 -72 
37 18.60
wing tank web 10/13/96-4 CW1021 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 
CW tank rear spar
LBL 85 stiffener CW MOCKUP 9/30/96-1 40 39 46.60 -72 37 
18.60 outboard
wing stringer 10/13/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 humerus bone 
40 39 46.60
-72 37 18.60 ulna and radius with metacarpal and distal/middle 
phalanges
with skin intact 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 spinal column 
(complete) with
humerus 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 10' ( 1' long/wide green metal, 
plus
assorted smaller pieces of wreckage 9/10/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 
37 18.60 8'
long ( 1' wide curved, green metal with rivets 9/10/96-4 40 39 
46.60 -72
37 18.60 11' long, narrow angular piece with rivets - green color
9/10/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 portion of fuselage longeron 
40 39
45.90 -72 37 18.40 CW tank upper skin segment CW MOCKUP 
10/03/96-4 40 39
50.70 -72 37 18.40 misc metal box 9/28/96-2 40 39 45.90 -72 37 
18.40
green, yellow, and gray pieces of metal and piping; some interior 
pieces
and personal items 9/30/96-1 40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 8' to 9' 
piece of
metal w/yellow exterior paint CW MOCKUP 9/30/96-1 40 39 



45.90 -72 37 18.40
8' to 9' metal piece; white on one side/green on opposite side 
9/30/96-1
40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 1 multi-colored rugby shirt; one piece 
of white
notebook 9/30/96-1 40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 blown-out tire 
including metal
rim on tire 9/30/96-1 40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 CW tank 
spanwise beam #3
LBL 82-98.6 CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 39 50.00 -72 37 
18.30 #4 engine with
wing strut ENG HGR 8/15/96-8 40 39 51.20 -72 37 18.10 
Goodyear tire and
rim (large) 10/07/96-1 40 39 51.20 -72 37 18.10 Goodyear tire & 
rim
10/07/96-1 40 39 43.86 -72 37 18.00 left upper wing skin; LWS 
554-580 from
STR 7-10 40 40 08.00 -72 37 17.97 brown date book w/
calculator 10/07/96-1
40 39 54.72 -72 37 17.92 misc. metal; life vest; pipe 9/28/96-1 
40 39
47.61 -72 37 17.80 black + green metal, wire 40 39 52.10 -72 37 
17.50
small stringer section 10/07/96-10 40 39 50.40 -72 37 17.50 misc 
metal
9/28/96-2 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 center wing fuel tank 
spanwise beam CW
MOCKUP 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 right upper wing skin 
96"(33" adjoins mid
spar FS1250 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 misc. small 
debris (1 cargo
net full) 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 (1) shoe and 
personal



property 9/19/96-1
Z2261 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 skin surface horizontal stab 40 
39 45.80
-72 37 17.40 horizontal stabilizer, part of 40 39 45.80 -72 37 
17.40 left
upper wing skin; WS 1336-1423; stringer 5-14 40 39 45.80 -72 
37 17.40 SWB
#3 upper web RBL 99-112 CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.92 -72 37 
17.38 metal beam
9/16/96-2 40 39 39.57 -72 37 17.34 fuselage fragment with 
attached burned
insulation 3'(3'(1' 9/27/96-2 40 39 50.68 -72 37 17.26 motor or 
valve
10/07/96-7 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 approx. 3' green metal 
spring w/
partial white metal casing 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 8' 
to 9'
metal piping 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 CW tank 
spanwise beam 3
LBL 98.6 side of body CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 39 48.40 
-72 37 17.00
approx. 6'(6" green metal trim 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 
17.00 one
interior light; headphone switch; 4 pieces of metal debris; one 
plastic
debris piece 9/30/96-1 RF114C 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 3.5' to 
4' square
plane skin 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 approx. 1.5' 
diameter mech.
part, one cylinder w/2 rows of 1" diameter holed, variety of 
interior/exte
10/06/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 approx. 4' pipe possible 
shock



attached to 1' square piece of metal and smaller metal pieces at a 
jo
9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 approx. 1.5'(3.5' gray metal 
piece w/
appendatures 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 approx. 4' 
piece green
metal w/ slight curvature 9/30/96-1 40 39 06.44 -72 37 16.68 life 
raft,
debris 10/06/96-1 40 40 12.10 -72 37 16.67 debris 10/07/96-1 
Z3201a 40 39
50.80 -72 37 16.60 misc metal, first aid kit, wires near wheel 
well door
40 39 54.23 -72 37 16.49 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 50.33 -72 
37 16.46
misc engine component ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 
16.46 #4 engine
cowl, thrust reverser ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 
16.46 engine
component 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 misc actuator 
8/16/96-5 40 39
50.33 -72 37 16.46 misc actuator 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 
16.46 misc
engine component ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 
16.46 metal, misc
engine part ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 
engine part ENG HGR
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 gear pump, fuel 8/16/96-5 40 
39 50.33
-72 37 16.46 #4 engine accessory, pump? ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 
40 39 50.33 -72
37 16.46 #4 engine accessory, generator ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 
39 50.33 -72
37 16.46 engine fan stage ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 



37 16.46
engine block part ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 
engine cowl
frame ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 #4 engine 
intake section
ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 row 20 passenger 
vent CABIN HGR
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 engine component 8/16/96-5 
40 39 50.33
-72 37 16.46 misc engine component ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 38 
52.84 -72 37
16.32 plastic debris & a piece of american flyer luggage - piece 
of black
gasket 10/02/96-1 40 39 43.17 -72 37 16.07 cowling 10/13/96-3 
40 39 46.90
-72 37 16.00 center wing tank spanwise 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 
misc.
metal pieces CW MOCKUP 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 
airplane part
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 main entry door L3 
9/19/96-1 40 39
46.90 -72 37 16.00 misc. parts 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
16.00 upper
wing skin 9/19/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 16.00 multiple pieces of 
gray metal
piping, yellow & green metal, shredded plastic/cloth; piece of 
burnt bl
9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 16.00 multiple green and yellow 
pieces of
metal; interior seat pieces; piping; approx. 1.5' diameter gray m
9/30/96-1 40 39 47.50 -72 37 15.90 misc. metal pieces 9/19/96-1 
40 39
47.50 -72 37 15.90 fuselage skin aft 40 39 47.50 -72 37 15.90 



misc. metal
pieces 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 37 15.80 metal piece 9/19/96-1 
40 39
46.00 -72 37 15.80 misc. metal debris 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 
37 15.80
various metal fragments 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 37 15.80 
misc. metal
fragments 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.05 -72 37 15.76 alum siding, 
figerglass vent
and framing 8/14/96-10 40 39 45.80 -72 37 15.60 (1) cargo net 
full of
misc. debris 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 15.60 personal effects 
9/19/96-1
40 39 45.80 -72 37 15.60 3'(3' metal panel 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 
-72 37
15.60 part of landing gear door 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 
15.60 APU
fire wall Z3202a 40 39 48.20 -72 37 15.40 metal U-shaped wing 
piece 40 39
07.96 -72 37 15.24 black bag 10/96/96-1 40 39 47.20 -72 37 
15.16 misc
metal, life vest with seat belt 9/28/96-2 40 39 47.20 -72 37 15.16 
upper
center wing left hand SOB-LBL30; STR22-27 CW MOCKUP 
CW1103 40 39 47.20 -72
37 15.16 center wing rear spar to SWB #1; BL0 rib; Lot # 
9-28-96-2 CW
MOCKUP 40 39 40.59 -72 37 15.15 7'(2.5' aircraft skin 40 39 
40.59 -72 37
15.15 yellow plastic with aircraft skin 10/17/96-2 40 39 44.57 
-72 37
15.01 piece of skin and channel 10/13/96-3 40 39 08.21 -72 37 
14.88 life



raft 10/06/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 9 pieces (largest 
3'(15"(3");
B2B1 has chair rail attached p/n 65B817-2 PARTS BAY 
8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51
-72 37 14.83 #65-41916-21 7 pieces with part of back seat parts 
are
charred CABIN HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 4 
pieces including a
shoe and melted life vest 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 #4 
engine
portion of cowling ENG HGR 8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 
14.83 5 small
pieces; p/n 65B1029817; 65B0275-15; 65B0275-16; 
65B0275-17 PARTS BAY
8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 2 pieces 6' long p/n 
65B04600-9 FS
1394; p/n 65B38600-170; s/n 001047 8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 
37 14.83 p/n
69B02355; 1'(1' green metal; 3-1/2'(2' tube p/n 10234 on clamp 
PARTS BAY
8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 white metal skin 3'(2'(.25"; 
green mesh
3'(1.5'(1/8" 8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 1(1 electronic 
piece BAC
60B40037-25 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 #3 engine 
portion of
cowling ENG HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 
15'(4.5'(1.5' green
metal; right wing with skin 8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 
intercostal
between beam #2 to #3 CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 
mid spar-lower
web piece LBL 66-87 CW MOCKUP CW1022 40 39 49.51 -72 



37 14.83 rear spar
stiffener at RBL 21, complete CW MOCKUP 40 40 06.31 -72 37 
14.64 3' piece
of metal (yellow) 10/17/96-2 40 39 46.50 -72 37 14.50 center 
wing tank
spanwise 2 CW MOCKUP 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.34 -72 37 14.42 
burnt suitcase and
aircraft skin 10/17/96-2 40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 9/19/96-1 40 
39 47.00
-72 37 14.10 ducting 9/19/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 metal 
frame work
9/19/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 sheet of metal 9/19/96-1 40 
39 47.00
-72 37 14.10 oxygen bottle 9/19/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 
misc parts
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 CW tank upper skin 
segment@ LBL 106,
stringer 2 CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 
right hand SWB #1
web RBL 106.2 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 
9/20/96-33 40 39 46.76
-72 37 14.05 LH SOB rib RS CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 37 
14.05 left hand
rib near right side (fits between CW411 and CW412) CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.76
-72 37 14.05 portion of spanwise beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 
40 39 46.76 -72 37
14.05 left hand SOB rib section CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 
37 14.05 portion
of spanwise beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 37 
14.05 misc debris
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 left hand upper center 
section stringer



end CW MOCKUP CW1018 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 LBL 70; 
rear spar web
segment at upper chord with 8" piece of stiffener CW MOCKUP 
10/03/96-4
CW1019 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 LBL 66; rear spar web skin 
segment with 2'
of stiffener CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 
fuselage skin
under body fairing; Lot # 9-20-96-33 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.76 -72 
37 14.05
CW tank upper skin segment with piece of spanwise beam and 
chord CW MOCKUP
10/03/96-4
Z2785 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 CW upper skin, 10 pieces CW 
MOCKUP 40 39
46.76 -72 37 14.05 CW upper skin LBL 127, S-2 to R.S. CW 
MOCKUP 9/20/96-33
40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 CW upper skin LBL 127; S-2 to R.S. 
CW MOCKUP
9/20/96-33 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 vertical stabilizer station, 
fin
staion 230.412-410.045 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 FS 1000 ring 
chord segment
with stringer 37L end fitting 9/20/96-33 CW518, LF3 40 39 
52.48 -72 37
14.03 FS 900-1350 stringer 4R-29L; 15'(40'; 14 windows CW 
MOCKUP 8/16/96-5
40 39 47.11 -72 37 13.88 lower center wing skin panel; LBL 
100; stringer
2; Lot # 9-27-96-1 CW MOCKUP CW1106 40 39 47.11 -72 37 
13.88 portion of
span wise beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.11 -72 37 
13.88 large metal



piece CW MOCKUP 9/27/96-1 40 39 47.11 -72 37 13.88 metal 
snap; plastic;
wiring; seatbelt; mirror base; picture; misc. metal 9/27/96-1 40 
39 49.04
-72 37 13.76 5'(1' reinforced metal and insulation 8/09/96-37 40 
39 49.04
-72 37 13.76 amex travel checks 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.04 -72 37 
13.76
portion center wing fuel tank. butts up with C2132 8/09/96-87 40 
39 49.04
-72 37 13.76 various small pieces 8/09/96-37 40 39 23.76 -72 37 
13.74 6"
piece metal frame # 5B38600-361 10/12/96-2 40 39 44.50 -72 37 
13.70 piece
of skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 43.70 -72 37 13.60 aluminum skin w/
red paint
10/13/96-3 40 39 34.91 -72 37 13.56 6(18"(3 1/2 piece of rudder; 
FS 357.4
and 382.4 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 fuselage 
fragment; FS
1135-1280; stringer 11R-6L 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 
center wing
tank spar 3' ( 3' 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 PARTS BAY 
8/16/96-5
40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 row 23 seat 9-10 CABIN HGR 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72
-72 37 13.33 head rest F/A jumpseat CABIN HGR 8/16/96-5 40 
39 50.72 -72 37
13.33 fuselage frame FS 1200 (fuselage part green, 6' (6') 
8/16/96-5 40 39
50.72 -72 37 13.33 fuselage part, 2.5' ( 6", "65B38600-170" 
PARTS BAY
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 control surface, 



6' ( 1' (ribbed metal
skin) 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 engine part, exhaust 
cone ENG HGR
8/16/96-5 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 oblong metal frame 
9/19/96-1 40 39
44.50 -72 37 13.30 SWB #1 stiffener free flange CW MOCKUP 
40 39 44.50 -72
37 13.30 3' ( 5' metal 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 
women's purse
9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 misc metal 9/19/96-1 40 39 
44.50 -72 37
13.30 misc metal 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 misc metal 
9/19/96-1
40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 misc metal 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 
37 13.30 CW
upper skin M.S. to SWB #2, LBL 41 - LBL 96 CW MOCKUP 
9/19/96-1
Z3342 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 metal frame 9/19/96-1 40 39 
44.50 -72 37
13.30 hatch door 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 right SWB 
#1 above
door CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 LBL 57.5 floor 
beam CW MOCKUP 40
39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 misc metal 9/21/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 
13.30 long
metal beam 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 large wing 
section with
window 9/19/96-1 40 39 47.11 -72 37 13.18 misc. metal 
9/27/96-1 40 39
31.88 -72 37 13.13 misc. plastic 40 39 44.63 -72 37 13.11 pieces 
of skin
10/13/96-3 40 39 45.70 -72 37 13.10 metal pieces 9/19/96-1 40 
39 45.70 -72



37 13.10 metal fragment 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.70 -72 37 13.10 
metal sheet
approximately 3'(4' 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.70 -72 37 13.10 various 
metal
fragments 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.70 -72 37 13.10 small door 
9/19/96-1 40 39
53.43 -72 37 12.66 7'(1/2" hydro landing gear tubing TUBING 
BAY 8/11/96-1
40 39 48.10 -72 37 12.50 several small pieces of metal green/
silver/white;
1 battery to a cellular phone 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.10 -72 37 12.50 
small
green piece of metal 2'(2' 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.10 -72 37 12.50 
large oval
cone shaped metal piece - black/silver 9/30/96-1 40 39 43.30 -72 
37 12.40
miscellaneous skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 53.10 -72 37 12.30 misc 
metal, life
vest 9/28/96-2 40 40 03.58 -72 37 12.25 metal ribbing w/ partial 
honey
comb attached 10/17/96-2 40 39 44.13 -72 37 12.15 flat 
aluminum, aluminum
channel 10/13/96-3 40 39 44.13 -72 37 12.15 wing piece and 
wiring conduit;
piece of seat 10/13/96-3 40 40 08.63 -72 37 12.14 stainless steel 
debris
10/07/96-1 40 39 45.81 -72 37 12.12 9/19/96-1 40 39 42.00 -72 
37 12.00
rusty gray metal pieces (2)approx. 6"(1'(2"; approx. 8'(3" green/
gray
metal piece (twisted); approx. 10/02/96-1 Z3324a 40 39 45.40 
-72 37 11.90
misc. metal 40 39 47.56 -72 37 11.84 honeycomb piping and 



channel
10/13/96-3 40 39 47.56 -72 37 11.84 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 
39.42 -72
37 11.77 piece of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 44.91 -72 37 11.70 4 
pieces
longest 3'(2'(2" 8/09/96-37 40 39 44.91 -72 37 11.70 14 pieces; 
p/n
65B10295-27 MAR 17; FS 2180 8/09/96-37 40 39 46.99 -72 37 
11.57 misc.
metal; hoses; TWA p/n #291-4304 s/n 1799 9/28/96-1 40 39 
49.20 -72 37
11.20 10-12' gray, crushed pipe approx 6-8" diameter 10/02/96-1 
40 39
43.30 -72 37 11.20 aluminum strip 10/13/96-3
Z2670 40 39 43.60 -72 37 11.10 center section floor beam 40 39 
43.60 -72
37 11.10 misc metal pieces 9/19/96-1 40 39 43.60 -72 37 11.10 
part of CW
fuel tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 43.60 -72 37 11.10 part of center 
wing tank 40
39 43.60 -72 37 11.10 part of center wing tank 40 39 45.89 -72 
37 11.10
aluminum angle (2), piece of skin, bracket, metal strap with holes
10/13/96-3 40 39 33.13 -72 37 11.06 piece of metal and 
fiberglass
10/17/96-2 40 40 07.85 -72 37 10.95 window frame 10/11/96-9 
40 39 45.40
-72 37 10.90 5'(8' piece of airplane structure 9/08/96-2 40 39 
44.30 -72
37 10.90 green metal structure 10/13/96-3 40 39 43.60 -72 37 
10.60 toilet
seat 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.80 -72 37 10.50 8(8 section 9/19/96-1 
40 39 46.80



-72 37 10.50 3'(3' section 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.40 -72 37 10.20 
assorted
small structural pieces 9/09/96-49 40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 misc 
debris
9/11/96-5 40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 6" hose + 7' aluminum 
9/27/96-2 40 39
42.66 -72 37 10.07 human leg bone 9/27/96-2 40 39 42.66 -72 37 
10.07 misc
fuselage fragments, ribbing, wiring 9/27/96-2 40 39 42.66 -72 37 
10.07
seat and misc fragments 9/27/96-2 40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 3' 
aluminum
flanged pipe 9/27/96-2 40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 cargo door, 
7'(3'(1'
9/27/96-2 40 39 45.61 -72 37 10.01 bag of small metal parts 
9/09/96-49 40
39 45.61 -72 37 10.01 white toilet seat 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.61 
-72 37
10.01 RT stub frame FS 1060, RBL 98.58 - RBL 127.50 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 54.20
-72 37 09.86 bag of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 54.20 -72 37 09.86 
debris
10/07/96-1 40 39 54.20 -72 37 09.86 debris, poss. speaker assy. 
10/08/96-1
40 39 46.59 -72 37 09.60 seat belt and small piece of structure 
10/13/96-3
40 39 48.15 -72 37 09.58 5' light framing/ various piping & light 
edging;
waterline 100 RBL 55 Support 8/16/96-10 40 39 36.37 -72 37 
09.58
8/09/96-37 40 39 48.15 -72 37 09.58 aircraft struts, frame 6' 
length
8/15/96-12 40 39 43.30 -72 37 09.30 one 8' & one 2' of "z" 



channel
10/13/96-3 40 39 46.97 -72 37 09.21 panel structure 10/11/96-10 
40 39
46.90 -72 37 09.20 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 09.20 9/19/96-1 
40 39
43.20 -72 37 09.20 aluminum channeling 10/13/96-3 40 39 52.57 
-72 37 09.14
4'(1.5'(3" red/white exterior skin p/n 65B03318376 8/11/96-1 40 
39 52.57
-72 37 09.14 3 small pieces largest 3'(3"(1" #65B12201-8 
8/09/96-37 40 39
45.46 -72 37 09.10 one canvas bag; one knap sack 9/09/96-49 40 
39 45.46
-72 37 09.10 2'(2'(1' section of structure 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.46 
-72 37
09.10 3' length of tubing 9/09/96-49 40 39 49.49 -72 37 09.00 
fuselage
6'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 49.49 -72 37 09.00 fuselage (yellow) 
2.5'(18" CW
MOCKUP 8/14/96-9 40 39 43.40 -72 37 09.00 structural metal 
w/wire
10/13/96-3 40 39 50.46 -72 37 08.96 5'(3',2'(3' oblong metal sect
honeycomb insulation; fire damage part-metal 8/14/96-11 40 39 
45.83 -72 37
08.61 8" tubing & pieces 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.13 -72 37 08.61 
paper
products 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 US mail; 
magazine 8/14/96-10
40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 food container unit 8/15/96-12 40 39 
45.83 -72 37
08.61 exterior part PARTS BAY 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 
08.61 metal
part PARTS BAY 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 



denimjacket 8/15/96-12
40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 fiberglass part 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 
-72 37
08.61 metal part 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 metal part 
8/15/96-12
40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 sandal & metal parts 8/15/96-12 40 39 
45.83 -72
37 08.61 metal frame parts 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 
5' metal
piece 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 seat back and rounded 
fwd wing
sect 5'(4'(2' 8/14/96-10 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 photo's, suitcase 
parts
- burn damage 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 horizontal 
stabilizer
right side inboard nose section 40 39 34.02 -72 37 08.58 piece of 
metal
10/17/96-2 40 39 43.10 -72 37 08.30 honeycomb skin 10/13/96-3 
40 39 47.30
-72 37 07.90 right SOB web-lower segment CW MOCKUP 40 
39 47.30 -72 37
07.90 2 small pieces of skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 
forward
lower cargo bay structure FS 920 right hand side 8/15/96-11 40 
39 47.95
-72 37 07.80 aircraft - exterior & frame 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 
plastic
& metal parts PARTS BAY 8/16/96-9 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 
aircraft
exterior with access panel 8/16/96-9 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 
skin & frame
8/14/96-10 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 A/C exterior, overhead 
panel, metal



carts fire damage 8/15/96-12 40 39 05.11 -72 37 07.68 tan 
curtain or sheet
10/06/96-1
Z3640 40 39 44.60 -72 37 07.50 gasket and metal parts 
10/13/96-3 40 38
05.10 -72 37 07.40 12"(18" thin alum sheet 8/10/96-9 40 39 
44.70 -72 37
07.40 aluminum skin, 2'(3' 10/13/96-3 40 39 43.35 -72 37 07.38 
misc debris
9/11/96-5 40 39 48.38 -72 37 07.13 section of aluminum angle 
10/11/96-10
40 39 48.38 -72 37 07.13 white plastic strip with black screws 
and nuts
10/11/96-10 40 39 44.15 -72 37 07.08 honeycomb fragment 
10/13/96-3 40 39
44.15 -72 37 07.08 panel structure 10/13/96-3 40 39 44.15 -72 37 
07.08
skin section 10/13/96-3 40 39 51.18 -72 37 06.75 assorted small 
pieces
9/09/96-49 40 39 45.00 -72 37 06.50 tubing & channel parts 
10/13/96-3 40
39 43.70 -72 37 06.50 rubber hose and structure 10/13/96-3 40 
39 46.85 -72
37 06.22 6 pcs alum framing, 2 inner walls, largest 3'(1' 
8/14/96-9 40 39
46.30 -72 37 06.20 plastic skin and metal fragment 10/13/96-3 
40 39 46.40
-72 37 06.20 section of metal structure 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.30 
-72 37
06.20 miss rubber, small stainless part 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.30 
-72 37
06.20 honeycomb 40 39 47.47 -72 37 06.01 aluminum structural 
GD 205.2A -



serial #; plane skin 10/11/96-10 40 39 44.30 -72 37 06.00 wiring 
bundle
10/13/96-3 40 39 44.30 -72 37 06.00 one piece of aluminum 
skin, red, white
& green, 6' 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.37 -72 37 05.80 beam CW rear 
spar CW
MOCKUP 40 39 47.37 -72 37 05.80 SWB #1 web; 1'(2' green 
sheet metal with
rivets CW MOCKUP 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.37 -72 37 05.80 mid 
spar CW stiffener
CW MOCKUP 40 39 32.77 -72 37 05.57 10'(1'(3" 8/09/96-37 40 
39 48.13 -72 37
05.51 overhead bin / various light framing / speaker frame 
8/16/96-10 40
39 48.13 -72 37 05.51 speaker frame, 4' metal frame, overhead 
compartment
8/15/96-12 40 39 51.71 -72 37 05.34 bag of debris 10/07/96-1 40 
39 51.71
-72 37 05.34 4'(2' piece of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 43.30 -72 37 
04.95
outboard wing rib segment, upper and lower 40 39 43.30 -72 37 
04.95
debris, purse 9/16/96-2 40 39 43.30 -72 37 04.95 FS 1100 frame 
segment 40
39 43.30 -72 37 04.95 wing rib segment lower chord 40 39 43.30 
-72 37
04.95 # 1 engine pylon access panel inboard 40 39 43.30 -72 37 
04.95 gap
cover engine 40 39 47.28 -72 37 04.89 5 small pcs alum framing, 
metal pc
4'(2' jagged edges 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.28 -72 37 04.89 seat belt, 
wire
harness p/n 8131913; 5 small pieces aluminum framing 



8/14/96-9 40 39 45.05
-72 37 04.78 metal parts and tubing 8/14/96-11 40 39 44.36 -72 
37 04.63 CW
upper skin (9-21-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.36 -72 37 04.63 
9/22/96-1 40 39
44.36 -72 37 04.63 CW upper skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.36 
-72 37 04.63 SWB #1
(9-21-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.36 -72 37 04.63 name tag 
and debris plus
some kind of pipe 9/20/96-33 40 39 44.36 -72 37 04.63 large 
pieces of
debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 44.36 -72 37 04.63 debris 9/21/96-1 40 
40 04.43
-72 37 04.48 metal bucket like object 10/17/96-2 40 39 47.98 -72 
37 04.08
metal seat back 10/11/96-10 40 39 45.00 -72 37 03.76 20'(10' 
fuselage
sect, also metal part # 501 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.00 -72 37 03.76 
4'(2'
curled metal framing & siding; 20'(10' piece of fuselage 40 39 
51.38 -72
37 03.58 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 1'(2" metal 
piece PARTS
BAY 8/15/96-12 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 metal parts, tubing, 
smoke
detector 8/16/96-9 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 light metal framing 
8/15/96-12
40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 framing & clamp 8/15/96-12 40 39 
46.31 -72 37
03.51 A/C exterior 10'(10" 8/15/96-12 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 
A/C
exterior & light framing 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 metal parts 
8/16/96-9 40



39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 5'(2' siding (alum) 8/15/96-12 40 39 46.31 
-72 37
03.51 fan inlet diffuser housing for air cycle machine 8/15/96-12 
40 39
50.17 -72 37 03.35 metal plastic parts, headsets and spring 
8/14/96-11 40
39 50.17 -72 37 03.35 2.5' framing 8/15/96-11 40 39 46.62 -72 
37 03.35
7'(2'(1' square framing p/n 65B50570-119 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.62 
-72 37
03.35 light framing at hole built in #1621011 21 8/14/96-9 40 39 
46.62 -72
37 03.35 mail label; book 8/14/96-9 40 39 57.66 -72 37 03.06 
debris
10/08/96-1 40 39 47.34 -72 37 02.89 strut marked 814491, alum 
framing w/
burn marking 8/14/96-9 40 39 59.07 -72 37 02.75 aircraft 
ribbing, 1.5'
long, 'Z'shaped 10/17/96-2 40 38 19.30 -72 37 02.70 plastic 
window framing
(whole) 8/10/96-9 40 39 36.47 -72 37 02.70 2'(1"(1"angle iron, 
small
bundle of wires W1295-2CC48 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.72 -72 37 
02.67 metal frame
structure p/n 69B518H9-6, 4370, A3191; black luggage 
8/14/96-9 40 39 45.72
-72 37 02.67 metal frame structure "69B518H9-6 4370 A3191" 
40 38 52.33 -72
37 02.64 some kind of gray tray 10/02/96-1 40 39 48.47 -72 37 
02.59 white
+ yellow curved piece of plastic 10/11/96-10
Z3426 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 debris and a piece of carpet 
9/22/96-1 40



39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 lower center wing skin panel mid spar at 
BL0; Lot #
9-22-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 lower center 
wing skin panel;
front spar at BL110; Lot # 9-22-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.47 
-72 37 02.59
misc. metal debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 lower 
center wing
skin panel; RBL 98; stringer 13-14, Lot # 9-22-96-1 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 48.47
-72 37 02.59 lower center wing skin panel; RBL 98; stringer 9; 
Lot #
9-22-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 debris 
9/16/96-2 40 39 48.47
-72 37 02.59 SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP 40 39 30.20 -72 
37 02.30 rudder
section 10/17/96-1 40 39 36.06 -72 37 02.28 tail rudder 6'(8'(1'
"65B25056-1" 8/09/96-37 40 39 53.91 -72 37 02.26 plastic bag 
of debris
10/07/96-1 40 39 53.91 -72 37 02.26 debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 
46.35 -72 37
02.14 speaker frame, 6" exhaust tubing 4' long, side panels; 
lighting
panel PARTS BAY 8/14/96-10 40 39 46.75 -72 37 02.14 metal 
parts, tubing
test switch for fire ext. 8/16/96-9 40 39 46.75 -72 37 02.14 
rubber tubing
8/16/96-9 40 39 32.16 -72 37 01.61 aircraft skin 10/17/96-1 40 
39 30.50
-72 37 01.30 skin, 1' ( 6" 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.40 -72 37 01.20 1 
gray
plastic bag and misc metal 9/11/96-5 40 39 46.40 -72 37 01.20 
debris



9/21/96-1 40 39 46.40 -72 37 01.20 piece of jewelry on a piece 
of clothes;
eye or sunglass case; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 49.50 -72 37 00.60 
green
metal, 3'(2"(3" 10/11/96-10 40 39 46.36 -72 37 00.45 inner 
framing and
wiring 8/14/96-10 40 39 46.36 -72 37 00.45 6'(4' siding various 
piping and
siding 8/14/96-10 40 39 47.41 -72 37 00.06 green metal with 
rivets twisted
10/11/96-10 40 39 26.46 -72 37 00.06 aircraft skin 10/17/96-1 40 
39 47.41
-72 37 00.06 frame member/station 1438 40 39 00.00 -72 37 
00.00 misc metal
debris from plane 40 39 45.04 -72 36 59.81 bag of debris 
10/02/96-1 40 39
45.04 -72 36 59.81 toilet seat lid; life vest; debris 9/11/96-5 40 
39
52.50 -72 36 59.80 debris - some kind of paper 9/22/96-1 40 39 
45.23 -72
36 59.71 green skin 10/11/96-10 40 39 47.70 -72 36 59.60 green 
skin
10/11/96-10 40 39 48.08 -72 36 59.49 green skin 10/11/96-10 40 
39 46.08
-72 36 58.60 2 plastic bags; hatch; misc metal pieces 9/11/96-5 
40 39
28.40 -72 36 58.50 structural part 10/17/96-1 40 39 43.52 -72 36 
58.38
debris 9/16/96-2
Z2568 40 39 43.52 -72 36 58.38 bags, gray 9/11/96-5 40 39 
43.52 -72 36
58.38 misc. debris; hoses 9/27/96-1 40 39 43.00 -72 36 58.20 
skin + l beam



10/11/96-10 40 39 46.07 -72 36 58.02 green skin; framing 
10/11/96-10 40 39
46.07 -72 36 58.02 green metal with rivets with four circular 
holes
10/11/96-10 40 39 46.07 -72 36 58.02 green metal 40 39 46.94 
-72 36 58.00
gasket 9/20/96-33 40 39 42.80 -72 36 57.50 10/11/96-10 40 39 
31.08 -72 36
57.32 LHS vertical stabilizer upper fin station 370-520 
8/09/96-37 40 39
44.92 -72 36 57.32 DOD flight info sheets/ 12 pieces bagged 
with flight
info and 3'(2'(4' piece PARTS BAY 8/09/96-37 40 39 45.74 -72 
36 57.27
1'(1' outer hatch bolted shut; wallet 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.74 -72 36 
57.27
exhaust tubing?, 1'(1' small alum pcs, wallet 8/14/96-9 40 39 
45.74 -72 36
57.27 metal framing ?? damage PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 
45.03 -72 36 56.89
3'(4" inner wall attached to framing 8/15/96-12 40 39 31.10 -72 
36 56.80
small structural part 10/17/96-1 40 39 45.13 -72 36 56.61 inner 
framing,
largest 18"(12", oxygen mask, alum rail 1' long CABIN HGR 
8/14/96-9 40 39
42.10 -72 36 55.94 brown zip bag; piece of small debris; bag 
containing
newspaper 10/02/96-1 40 39 42.10 -72 36 55.94 pipes & debris 
9/16/96-2 40
39 44.77 -72 36 55.72 possible wing framing 3'(1'(1'; 3'(1'(3" 
framing;
misc. pieces 8/14/96-9 40 39 44.77 -72 36 55.72 1'(6" insulation 



and small
aluminum inner siding 8/14/96-9 40 39 44.42 -72 36 55.17 
crown skin FS
1241-1438 stringer 5L-8R 9/16/96-2 40 39 44.42 -72 36 55.17 
debris -
clothes 9/20/96-33 40 39 32.00 -72 36 54.60 small structural part 
w/
fabric 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.30 -72 36 54.18 misc. small framing 
aluminum
DUCTING BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.60 -72 36 54.18 7' long 
curved ducting p/n
65B38600-153-256 8/14/96-9 40 39 30.50 -72 36 54.00 black 
boot w/ possible
human remains 40 39 45.72 -72 36 53.73 p/n 65B0 3862 20; 
4'(2.5' inner
wall; various hoses (melted) 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.72 -72 36 53.73 
various
hoses melted PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 28.40 -72 36 52.70 
ribbing with
access hole 10/17/96-1 40 39 44.79 -72 36 52.47 debris 
9/16/96-2 40 39
44.79 -72 36 52.47 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 44.31 -72 36 51.63 2 
pieces of
skin, aluminum on one side, green on the other side 40 39 42.39 
-72 36
50.64 2 pieces plastic & magazines 10/12/96-2 40 39 45.10 -72 
36 50.19 2
pieces of metal 10/12/96-2 40 39 34.36 -72 36 49.37 1' light 
framing PARTS
BAY 8/26/96-33 40 39 44.69 -72 36 49.13 bent piece of metal 1' 
long
Z1756 40 39 34.96 -72 36 49.06 small piece of debris 10/02/96-1 
40 39



29.65 -72 36 48.92 several small pieces of metal framing (5) the 
largest
is 1'(6" 8/20/96-15 40 39 46.11 -72 36 48.90 debris 10/08/96-1 
40 39 28.22
-72 36 48.71 2 pieces 1) 2'(1/8"(1' p/n 65B40501 M206; 2) 1'(2" 
shard
8/20/96-15 40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 plastic window shade, 
fabric with
insulation 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 baggage & 
wreckage; 1 large
aluminum piece marked: INTER COS. 65B01113-?; 4' curved 
framin 8/26/96-17
40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 large bundle of debris 8/26/96-28 40 39 
43.93 -72
36 48.43 white bag with plane pieces 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.93 -72 
36 48.43
metal tubing. burnt metal frame PARTS BAY 8/26/96-33 40 39 
43.93 -72 36
48.43 blue bag, foreign air mail 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.93 -72 36 
48.43
2'(1.5' metal skin; 3'(20" metal 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.93 -72 36 
48.43 misc
debris 8/26/96-1 40 39 53.91 -72 36 48.31 debris 10/08/96-1 40 
39 43.76
-72 36 48.16 1. 3' long with "DOOR MUST BE LATCHED" tag 
2. 2' long with
ripped out rivet holes 3. 3" piec 10/12/96-2 40 39 31.33 -72 36 
47.97 part
of aircraft skin 40 39 43.90 -72 36 47.67 various pieces of scrap 
metal;
18"(10"; 18"(36"; 15"(3.5" 8/24/96-10 40 39 25.97 -72 36 47.25 
3 pieces of
green metal framing, longest 2.5'(2"(2" 8/20/96-15 40 39 27.20 



-72 36
47.00 aluminum strip 10/17/96-1 40 39 43.90 -72 36 46.43 US 
airmail
envelope 8/26/96-14 40 39 43.04 -72 36 46.32 10/07/96-9 40 39 
37.98 -72 36
45.94 large piece of debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 37.97 -72 36 45.93 
seat frame
with blanket; 1.5'(2' metal with 10' carpet; FWD unit #320 
CABIN HGR
8/26/96-33 40 39 41.83 -72 36 45.87 skin 1'(2' 10/07/96-12 40 39 
48.09 -72
36 45.78 debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 42.44 -72 36 44.43 piece of 
metal - 1 ft.
long with "WL/310" stenciling 10/12/96-2 40 38 26.13 -72 36 
43.93 seat 5
(1 2) first class CBN INT 10/29/96-2 40 39 24.05 -72 36 43.38 
3'(1'
exterior skin, 2'(1' exterior skin 8/26/96-33 40 39 23.45 -72 36 
43.20
1'(8" exterior skin 8/26/96-33 40 39 53.68 -72 36 42.65 debris 
10/07/96-1
40 39 41.79 -72 36 42.48 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 41.7 -72 36 
42.48 book;
debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 26.40 -72 36 42.30 black blanket 
10/17/96-1 40 39
44.22 -72 36 42.19 misc. debris 9/27/96-1 40 39 44.22 -72 36 
42.19 debris
9/21/96-1 40 39 49.22 -72 36 42.09 carpet 10/07/96-1 40 38 
50.27 -72 36
41.71 passport photo 10/02/96-1
Z1703 40 39 18.20 -72 36 41.38 4' piece of debris 10/07/96-1 40 
39 49.50
-72 36 41.13 2.5" piece of plastic / fiberglass 10/17/96-2 40 39 



49.50 -72
36 41.13 1.5" green metal piece 10/17/96-2 40 39 28.82 -72 36 
40.73 1
piece plastic w/ metal strap 10/17/96-2 40 39 49.27 -72 36 40.24 
debris
10/08/96-1 40 39 26.70 -72 36 40.00 black rubber 10/17/96-1 40 
39 40.22
-72 36 39.99 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 55.29 -72 36 39.48 3' long 
frame
section 8/24/96-10 40 39 44.16 -72 36 39.23 financial papers 
8/26/96-11 40
39 44.16 -72 36 39.23 2'(2' siding; t shirt; j&b whiskey bottle; 
siding
p/n M442 B03287 1 8/26/96-2 40 39 45.10 -72 36 39.17 metal 
pieces, hair
dryer, rubber pieces 8/26/96-16 40 39 42.95 -72 36 39.04 small 
plastic
siding; small aluminum piece; 6"(6" fiberglass 8/26/96-21 40 39 
41.48 -72
36 38.76 window shade 3' ( 4' aluminum 8/26/96-3 40 39 43.36 
-72 36 37.93
2'(1.5' piece of aluminum; 8"(14" aluminum; magazines; 
fiberglass pieces
8/26/96-23 40 39 40.05 -72 36 37.90 metal debris, toothbrush, 
and
photographs 9/23/96-5 40 39 40.15 -72 36 37.80 debris 9/21/96-1 
40 39
40.15 -72 36 37.80 piece of pipe or hose 9/21/96-1 40 39 46.52 
-72 36
36.92 unidentified clothing 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.52 -72 36 36.92 
metal part
w/frame (56B0551511), 4' ( 4" metal ?? toilet seat cover, misc 
debris



(details on ha 8/24/96-7 40 39 41.24 -72 36 36.62 debris; tube 
9/21/96-1
40 39 38.86 -72 36 36.33 piece of wire and a book 9/22/96-1 40 
39 42.41
-72 36 36.19 10/08/96-1 40 39 40.14 -72 36 36.02 portion of 
spartwise beam
CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 piece of 
carpet and debris
9/22/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 4' long beam 10/17/96-2 40 
39 37.86 -72
36 34.77 blackened metal debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 
34.77 misc.
metal debris; towel; quilt; photographs; US mail 9/25/96-2 40 39 
37.86 -72
36 34.77 newspaper and letter with address 10/17/96-2 40 39 
37.86 -72 36
34.77 flight bag; flashlight 9/27/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
several
pieces of metal (&1 wire bundle) from wreckage log 10/17/96-2 
40 39 37.86
-72 36 34.77 1 piece of metal with oil tank written on it 
10/17/96-2 40 39
37.86 -72 36 34.77 seat pan 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
support
beam metal 9/27/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc. metal 
debris 9/27/96-1
40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc. debris 9/27/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 
36 34.77
hose; misc. debris; flotation device 9/27/96-1
Z3544 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 west clock timer; seat cover 
9/27/96-1 40
39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc. metal debris 9/27/96-1 40 39 37.86 
-72 36



34.77 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc metal 
9/28/96-1
40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 carpet; misc. metal debris; floor trim 
9/27/96-1
40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 rubber gasket 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 
-72 36 34.77
misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 personel effects, 
calculator
10/18/96-3 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 pieces of metal 10/17/96-2 
40 39 37.86
-72 36 34.77 small pieces of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 
36 34.77
several pieces of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
piece of
plastic 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 2.5' length of pipe 
w/ metal
10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 honeycomb insulation 
10/17/96-2 40 39
37.86 -72 36 34.77 green metal piece 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 
36 34.77
1' long piece of plastic 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
plastic
ventilation 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 fiberglass w/ 
warning
label 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 1' ( 2' piece of metal
10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 
37.86 -72
36 34.77 piece rubber coated wire 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 
34.77
wiring harness 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 framework 
40 39 37.86
-72 36 34.77 framework 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 framework 
10/18/96-3 40 39



37.86 -72 36 34.77 3' ( 4' metal piece 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 
36 34.77
5' piece of black metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 6' 
metal piece
10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 metal tube & wiring 
10/17/96-2 40 39
37.86 -72 36 34.77 6" green metal(qty 2); 7" triangular orange 
metal; 5"
flat metal 1/2 wrapped in black plastic 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
brown
denim shorts, size small 40 39 46.96 -72 36 34.73 1'(1.5" metal 
p/n
65B03153 32; 6" wire cover; 1'(3" fiberglass 8/24/96-7 40 39 
23.84 -72 36
34.44 debris, head phone cords black; red exterior piece of plane
10/02/96-1 40 39 23.98 -72 36 34.16 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 
40.09 -72
36 34.11 debris - carpet - P1 to 50 9/22/96-1 40 39 45.81 -72 36 
34.11
misc. metal 9/28/96-1
Z3448 40 39 26.24 -72 36 34.01 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 40.21 
-72 36 33.92
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 44.99 -72 36 33.78 white plastic bag and 
metal
debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 44.10 -72 36 33.64 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
43.26 -72
36 33.16 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 33.57 -72 36 33.04 vent 5'(5" p/
n
1471075-34 8/20/96-15 40 39 45.38 -72 36 32.96 6"(6" alum.; 
metal
fragments PARTS BAY  8/24/96-7 40 39 43.76 -72 36 32.55 mail 
envelope
(white); piece of hose 9/22/96-1 40 39 40.29 -72 36 32.45 2 



pieces of
debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 46.40 -72 36 32.44 umbrella, 6'(4' 
carpet; piece
of burnt plastic, Carpet 7' long 8/24/96-7 40 39 39.49 -72 36 
32.23
portion of aft pressure bulkhead; 9'(6' tapering mass w/insl 
attached p/n
65B0263458 on clip 8/11/96-1 40 39 39.49 -72 36 32.23 
8/11/96-1 40 39
39.49 -72 36 32.23 bag full of insulation 8/11/96-1 40 39 23.26 
-72 36
31.96 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 42.67 -72 36 31.94 debris 
9/22/96-1 40
39 43.10 -72 36 31.49 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.10 -72 36 31.49 
strut 7'
long 65B067617 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.10 -72 36 31.49 2 women's 
cosmetic bags,
striped with misc materials in it - no ID 8/26/96-12 40 39 46.98 
-72 36
31.42 1'(6" alum PARTS BAY 8/24/96-7 40 39 44.95 -72 36 
31.34 FS 920
frame; stringer 33L-35L; (rib assy #65001736-401) 40 39 44.95 
-72 36 31.34
carpet & alum. pcs / panties / headphone 8/24/96-7 40 39 45.37 
-72 36
31.08 debris- honey comb/ plastic 10/02/96-1 40 39 45.70 -72 36 
30.46
debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 43.24 -72 36 30.45 small pieces of 
debris
9/23/96-5 40 39 43.93 -72 36 29.83 green cloth 9/23/96-5 40 39 
03.03 -72
36 29.57 burnt rubber tubing DUCTING BAY 8/24/96-7 40 39 
39.68 -72 36



29.54 personal effects photo (no picture) 40 39 44.55 -72 36 
29.11 debris
10/02/96-1 40 39 44.94 -72 36 28.85 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
45.10 -72 36
28.75 luggage rack cart 8/22/96-7 40 39 38.37 -72 36 28.75 2 
small pieces
of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 45.82 -72 36 28.59 2"(4" plastic 
#68-5330;
armrest piece 8/24/96-7 40 39 19.58 -72 36 28.58 new levi's 
jeans, tags
still attached; rubber weather strip 8/26/96-33 40 39 19.43 -72 36 
28.58
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 42.04 -72 36 28.57 gasket; debris; picture
9/21/96-1 40 39 37.42 -72 36 28.42 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 
41.63 -72 36
28.41 fiberglass pieces, metal pieces, world business report 
8/26/96-33 40
39 41.63 -72 36 28.41 6'(4" curved framing p/n 65B38600-170 
257 PARTS BAY
8/26/96-33 40 39 41.63 -72 36 28.41 p/n 69B501101:1 on frame 
6'(2'
8/26/96-33 40 39 42.01 -72 36 27.99 piece of backbone 
9/21/96-1 40 39
42.01 -72 36 27.99 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 42.83 -72 36 27.99 
debris
9/21/96-1 40 39 20.35 -72 36 27.82 piece of metal with paint on 
one side
10/17/96-2 40 39 40.42 -72 36 27.56 debris 9/11/96-5 40 39 
46.28 -72 36
27.56 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 34.23 -72 36 27.55 strapped gray 
mass
unknown (mail?) 9/22/96-1 40 39 37.76 -72 36 27.41 debris 
9/20/96-33 40 39



40.66 -72 36 27.34 bag of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 44.43 -72 36 
27.20
various small metal pieces (6) & 1 picture; small alum and 
plastic pieces
8/24/96-7 40 39 37.60 -72 36 27.00 insulation panel, 6"(6" 
10/12/96-3 40
39 37.60 -72 36 27.00 coded steel cable 10/12/96-3 40 39 42.87 
-72 36
26.64 windows shade; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 43.53 -72 36 26.17 
window
molding 9/21/96-1 40 39 44.72 -72 36 25.97 debris 9/22/96-1 40 
39 37.78
-72 36 25.65 two pieces of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 38.81 -72 36 
25.39
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.10 -72 36 24.97 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 
42.93 -72
36 24.91 1'(4" piece of plastic; a photo; 3 small pieces of 
fiberglass; 5
bags 8/24/96-7 40 39 15.55 -72 36 24.87 white rain jacket & 
small burlap
bag 8/24/96-10 40 39 43.32 -72 36 24.87 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
38.88 -72
36 24.77 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 38.88 -72 36 24.77 row 31 (1 2 
3) seats
CABIN HGR 40 39 38.88 -72 36 24.77 paper and debris 
9/20/96-33 40 39 35.62
-72 36 24.73 various framing 40 39 35.62 -72 36 24.73 misc 
debris with the
following p/n 65B09123-23 919 FS 1301; p/n 69B42019-1 
8/26/96-33 40 39
43.65 -72 36 24.67 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 41.38 -72 36 24.55 
debris
9/11/96-5 40 39 32.58 -72 36 24.49 9/22/96-1 40 39 41.41 -72 36 



24.15
piece of black hose 10/12/96-3 40 39 41.41 -72 36 24.15 one side 
of
honeycomb insulation panel 10/12/96-3 40 39 37.82 -72 36 23.96 
debris
9/20/96-33 40 39 37.25 -72 36 23.43 debris 9/20/96-33
Z3413 40 39 37.25 -72 36 23.43 some kind of book and 
computer disk
9/21/96-1 40 39 41.28 -72 36 23.13 debris 9/11/96-5 40 39 38.34 
-72 36
22.87 US mail envelope; hose; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 38.34 -72 
36 22.87
see tag 9/21/96-1 40 39 00.03 -72 36 22.79 microfiche, red bag, 
orange bag
8/24/96-10 40 39 38.99 -72 36 22.67 right SOB stiffener, 4th aft 
of SWB
#3; 65B11554-16 CW MOCKUP 40 39 38.99 -72 36 22.67 right 
SOB web at first
stiff forward of M.S., FS 1120, below CW303 CW MOCKUP 40 
39 38,99 -72 36
22.67 SWB #1 web right hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 
39 38.99 -72 36
22.67 right SOB web at SWB #1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 38.99 -72 
36 22.67 right
wing upper surface, stringer 9-mid spar, WS 1250 40 39 38.99 
-72 36 22.67
SWB #1 web right hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 
38.99 -72 36 22.67
rubber strip and debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 38.99 -72 36 22.67 SWB 
#1 web
right hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 40.05 -72 36 
22.00 debris in bag
9/22/96-1 40 39 36.15 -72 36 21.94 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 



38.43 -72
36 21.78 personal effects and debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 39.29 -72 
36 21.75
various small metal & plastic pieces, one measures 18"(8"(8" 
8/24/96-10 40
39 39.62 -72 36 21.74 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 33.43 -72 36 21.38 
fuel pipe
9/22/96-1 40 39 37.20 -72 36 21.35 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 36.96 
-72 36
20.93 9/22/96-1 40 39 41.20 -72 36 20.82 debris and miniature 
bottle
9/22/96-1 40 39 39.69 -72 36 20.69 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 39.69 
-72 36
20.69 SWB #2, LBL 93.48 web, 9'(14'H inc?? fuel hole CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 39.69
-72 36 20.69 CW upper skin 5 pieces CW MOCKUP 40 39 39.69 
-72 36 20.69
large piece of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 35.92 -72 36 20.24 misc. 
debris
9/23/96-5 40 39 22.52 -72 36 19.81 misc. plastic 10/17/96-1 40 
39 43.02
-72 36 19.42 debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 29.60 -72 36 19.40 
structural piece
10/17/96-1 40 39 43.42 -72 36 19.06 debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 
42.44 -72 36
19.01 clothes (bumt); burnt lifevest 8/24/96-7 CW1008 40 39 
42.44 -72 36
19.01 rear spar, left corner section CW MOCKUP 8/24/96-7 40 
39 41.28 -72
36 18.99 picture - bundle - piece of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 39.55 
-72 36
18.31 book; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 39.55 -72 36 18.31 metal & 
fiberglass



insulation 10/17/96-2
Z3457 40 39 35.01 -72 36 18.25 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 
39.72 -72 36
18.22 piece of debris - piece of cloth - instruction book- picture
9/22/96-1 40 39 36.65 -72 36 18.17 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 
31.73 -72
36 17.67 2'(2" framing 8/26/96-33 40 39 34.15 -72 36 17.55 p/n 
69B01906-1
7/24/70; a/c headphones; rain jacket 8/26/96-33 40 39 35.02 -72 
36 17.52
mail box; plastic tubing; metal piece of fuselage 8/26/96-33 40 
39 32.82
-72 36 17.52 men's slipper, US Mail 8/26/96-33 40 39 35.02 -72 
36 17.52
4'(2' framing and wall PARTS BAY 8/26/96-33 40 39 44.02 -72 
36 17.37
debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 33.92 -72 36 16.54 1'(4" metal piece and 
8"(4"
insulation 8/26/96-33 40 39 42.28 -72 36 14.50 1 piece rubber, 
piece skin
4' long ( 1' wide 40 39 42.45 -72 36 13.92 10"(10" piece of 
siding
8/24/96-7 40 38 58.84 -72 36 13.53 inner wall siding CABIN 
HGR 8/24/96-7
40 39 36.67 -72 36 12.89 misc. debris, strap 9/23/96-5 40 39 
38.31 -72 36
11.20 plastic gasket 9/16/96-2 40 39 41.91 -72 36 10.87 p/n 
69B41076-
piece of pipe - seatbelt 9/22/96-1 40 39 42.73 -72 36 10.77 debris
9/22/96-1 40 39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW stiffener (9-22-96-1) 
CW MOCKUP 40
39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW mid spar RBL 87.26-98.59 
(9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40



39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW mid spar CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 
-72 36 10.57
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 SWB #1 (9-22-96-1) 
CW MOCKUP 40
39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 right SOB web CW MOCKUP 40 39 
42.31 -72 36 10.57
right SOB web (9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 -72 36 
10.57 CW stiffener
CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW stiffener 
(9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40
39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW upper skin (9-22-96-1) CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 -72
36 10.57 CW upper skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 -72 36 
10.57 portion of
spanwise beam #1 upper chord CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 -72 
36 10.57 SWB web
(9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 43.85 -72 36 09.48 misc. 
debris 9/23/96-5 40
39 40.98 -72 36 08.72 magazine bundle, photograph 10/07/96-1 
40 38 55.45
-72 36 08.34 metal debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 36 08.18 
debris
9/16/96-2 40 39 34.44 -72 36 06.17 misc metal debris 9/24/96-16 
40 39
31.49 -72 36 05.17 misc. metal 10/17/96-1
Z2577 40 39 44.66 -72 36 05.01 rudder sta. 57.8 9/16/96-2 40 39 
33.70 -72
36 04.98 L shaped metal with honeycomb fiberglass p/n 
65B54890-1 4 3071;
small 20" wire p/n W9412107 8/26/96-10 40 39 39.34 -72 36 
04.53 assy p/n
65B0350392 (M151), 10"(1' siding 8/24/96-7 40 39 37.63 -72 36 
03.90 2'(2'



fiberglass, possible wing section / photograph 8/24/96-7 40 39 
45.88 -72
36 03.74 3" triangular fiberglass piece & photos 8/23/96-6 40 39 
05.64 -72
36 03.45 left wing outboard aileron section and wing bulkhead 
8/24/96-7 40
39 36.46 -72 36 01.00 1'(7" fiberglass debris 8/24/96-7 40 39 
33.63 -72 35
58.95 2'(2' aluminum interior skin & framing - m1 2 65B?3864 
PARTS BAY
8/26/96-18 40 39 21.88 -72 35 57.87 various pieces of laptop 
computer
largest is 12"(8"(2" 8/24/96-10 40 39 26.78 -72 35 56.81 
aluminum with
honeycomb 10/18/96-3 40 39 29.04 -72 35 56.09 plastic 1.5'(6", 
Eddie Bauer
shirt 8/26/96-7 40 39 30.43 -72 35 55.18 2' framing p/n 
65B52313-192
8/26/96-19 40 39 36.60 -72 35 54.71 plastic parts #1621028-2; 
US mail
envelope and sheet music 8/23/96-6 40 39 38.20 -72 35 54.66 
wreckage log
says 2'(6" aluminum piece 8/26/96-29 40 39 38.29 -72 35 54.66 
plastic sink
basin CABIN HGR 40 39 38.29 -72 35 54.66 plastic sink basin 
8/26/96-33 40
39 21.78 -72 35 54.39 various pieces of cloth 8/24/96-10 40 39 
30.70 -72
35 53.80 plastic window framing 8/26/96-33 40 39 34.97 -72 35 
53.57 metal
parts, p/n 65B0386314 M207; 2 fiberglass parts; black clothing 
8/23/96-6
40 39 27.80 -72 35 53.48 misc. plastic 10/17/96-1 40 39 09.86 



-72 35 53.16
outer metal skin - 2 pieces 40 39 41.43 -72 35 52.61 debris 
9/16/96-2 40
39 29.20 -72 35 52.56 suit case tag #A21131; clothing; cargo 
overhead bin
8/26/96-27 40 39 31.17 -72 35 51.34 2'(3" metal structure 
PARTS BAY
8/26/96-33 40 39 39.00 -72 35 51.25 4 photos 8/26/96-13 40 39 
39.00 -72 35
51.25 8"(12" fiberglass/ 18" ( 12" twisted metal 8/26/96-22 40 39 
35.05
-72 35 49.33 2.5'(20" insulation 8/26/96-29 40 39 29.69 -72 35 
48.54
partial jordache suitcase (frame) 10/17/96-1 40 39 32.44 -72 35 
47.62
small metal piece; small fiberglass piece marked with p/n 
65B16805-004 42;
horizontal stabilizer w plcd w/horz stab 40 39 32.44 -72 35 47.62 
1.5'(1"
fiberglass 1"(2' metal (assy M3255 p/n 65B16805-04) 8/26/96-20 
40 39 23.59
-72 35 45.51 luggage/personal items (glasses, belt, pants) in 
white
plastic bag 40 39 33.45 -72 35 43.89 magazine 8/26/96-15 40 39 
33.40 -72
35 43.89 1) fiberglass piece; 2) picture; 3) burnt life preserver 
CABIN
HGR 8/26/96-9 40 39 37.20 -72 35 41.76 1) torn fiberglass with 
honeycomb;
2) faded kodak paper; 3) torn fiberglass with honeycomb, mild 
8/26/96-8 40
39 31.50 -72 35 39.93 bent window shade; seat cover 8/26/96-29 
40 38 57.83



-72 35 37.23 parachute & metal cylinder 10/03/96-4
Z3791 40 39 30.32 -72 35 33.05 rib framing 6"(7' long arc, STA 
2080, lime
green 40 39 31.71 -72 35 32.43 aluminum structure, circular with 
3
protusions 40 39 31.26 -72 35 32.36 metal structure with many 
wires, 15'
long ( 2' wide, #'s available STA 280, STA 2200 40 39 24.43 -72 
35 31.60
life jacket 10/17/96-2 40 39 21.92 -72 35 26.16 debris 
10/07/96-1 40 39
21.97 -72 35 25.42 plastic with insulation on opposite side 
10/17/96-2 40
39 04.07 -72 32 23.90 various (7 bags and various piping) all in 
metal box
8/26/96-24 40 37 52.79 -72 30 06.79 black and white plastic 
10/02/96-1
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 10, 2002 9:48:08 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Pictures

Dear Bill, 9 May 02

Got your long email, thanks for taking time to write. I think I 
understand. Best wishes on your retirement. It is well earned, I'm 
sure. My retirement has been very pleasant.

In the remaining month on board could you please acquire and 
send four photographs of the forward cargo door area of Air 
India Flight 182, as you did for Pan Am Flight 103? Sgt 
Blachford referred me to you for that type of thing.

They would be most helpful and very appreciated.



Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 22, 2002 4:28:28 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182

Dear Bill, 22 May 02

Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal 
Commission to have suffered an explosion on the right side 
forward of the wing in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right 
side forward of the wing are relevant and very important. It is to 
be expected that photographs of that area be available for 
inspection as they are the fatal wound of the victim. Much time 
and expense was used to procure those photographs. They exist 
and held by the Crown authorities.

If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation 
Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is 
rebuffed with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going 
on.

Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did 
Ken Smart say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?

Bill, the whole sequence is fishy. 

I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for 
Air India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.



In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you 
refer to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the 
accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also 
never refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed 
which is absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other 
three.

Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only 
the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since 
1985 and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even 
in the face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds 
in the metal, cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United 
Airlines Flight 811.

For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan 
Am Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the 
'bomb' explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution 
fuselage reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event 
time. The photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence 
is there.

But ignored and that's why it's fishy.

Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo 
door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to 
see if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of 
twisted metal. 

Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Date: May 22, 2002 4:28:28 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182

Dear Bill, 22 May 02

Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal 
Commission to have suffered an explosion on the right side 
forward of the wing in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right 
side forward of the wing are relevant and very important. It is to 
be expected that photographs of that area be available for 
inspection as they are the fatal wound of the victim. Much time 
and expense was used to procure those photographs. They exist 
and held by the Crown authorities.

If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation 
Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is 
rebuffed with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going 
on.

Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did 
Ken Smart say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?

Bill, the whole sequence is fishy. 

I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for 
Air India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.

In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you 
refer to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the 
accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also 
never refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed 
which is absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other 
three.



Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only 
the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since 
1985 and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even 
in the face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds 
in the metal, cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United 
Airlines Flight 811.

For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan 
Am Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the 
'bomb' explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution 
fuselage reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event 
time. The photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence 
is there.

But ignored and that's why it's fishy.

Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo 
door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to 
see if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of 
twisted metal. 

Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 30, 2002 9:22:20 AM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Written before and after Trans World Airlines Flight 
800 and way before China Airlines Flight 611



Mr. John Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,
16 August 1995

 This is John Barry Smith from Carmel Valley, California. We 
spoke on the phone today,  16 August 1995. Thank you again for 
the conversation. 
 The essential point is that I think it was an inadvertent opening 
of the cargo door which resulted in explosive decompression and 
not a bomb leading to the crash of Pan Am 103. You believe 
opposite.
 In response to my statement that if there were a picture of the 
skin peeling back I would be persuaded that it was a bomb, you 
told me about a picture in Flight International. I immediately 
went down to the Monterey library which did not carry the 
magazine but, to my luck, the Naval Postgraduate School did, 
from 1962 to 1992. As a retired officer, I had access and 
reviewed the entire bound and unbound back issues. The 
enclosed copies are some of what I found.
 The only visual reference I could find is this drawing. It is a 
drawing made by someone in a publishing group on assignment 
to read the report and make a picture. It has several 
inconsistencies and has very little credibility.  
 Mr. Brennan, will you consider an alternate cause for the crash 
of 103? A quality of an intelligent mind is the ability to hold two 
completely opposite trains of thought at the same time. One 
would be the bomb theory and the other the door. 



 The copilot of United Flight 811 reported, "A bomb went off," 
when the cargo door let loose. He was wrong but based upon 
what he felt and heard he could have been right. Only later did he 
change his mind.
 Will you follow the hypothetical line that it was an inadvertent 
opening of the cargo door which resulted in explosive 
decompression? 
 Accident investigations must rule out certain possible causes as 
well as rule in the probable. May we assume that the cause of the 
explosive decompression was not a mid-air with some foreign 
object? Yes, because the object should have shown up on radar, 
and didn't. May we assume human error was not the cause such 
as a pilot induced sudden pitchup? Yes, because the flight 
recorder information would have revealed such deviation.
 Can we rule out mechanical malfunction? No, although many 
types of malfunction can be ruled out such as aft bulkhead 
breaking and shearing of the vertical stab and rudder, or other 
known 747 problems. If those mechanical malfunctions had 
occurred, the disintegration would have taken a few seconds 
longer and shown up on the flight recorder.
 Is there a mechanical malfunction which could cause the sudden 
explosive decompression and explain the subsequent actions of 
the crash? Yes. A large hatch opening at high altitude would do it. 
The plane would pop like an inflated balloon. That possibility 
then needs to be conclusively ruled out if a different cause is to 
be believed.
 In my opinion, the cargo door mechanical malfunction 
possibility has not been conclusively ruled out.  It doesn't matter 
how much belief there is that it was something else, this 
possibility needs to be ruled out for the alternate bomb theory to 
be believed without doubt.
 Mr. Brennan, please persuade me that it could not have been a 
cargo door. 



 I will always say it could have been a bomb. In my opinion, 
however, the scale of reasonable probability tips towards the 
mundane explanation of a mechanical event that happened before 
and happened afterward-inadvertent cargo door opening; as 
opposed to the tortuous, twisted, shadowy, flimsy explanation of 
Libyan agents, Maltese tailor shops, German bomb factories, 
botched British security, transferred luggage, traces of explosive 
on fragments, concealed warnings, and fake cassette recorders. 
 Let me get back to our conversation by telephone today. Thank 
you again for your time. I fully realize the possible futile effort of 
talking about a subject so close to you with a stranger on the 
telephone. You were gracious and patient. I recall your statement 
of it's not an economic thing but more important thing to find out 
the truth. I agree. 
 Of note in the Flight International article is the the investigating 
board declared, within a week, the cause of the crash to be a 
bomb found on traces on a metal pallet and no evidence of 
structural failure. That was fine for a quick guess but carries little 
weight for an accident scene miles wide. In September of  1990, 
the accident report was released, (which I assume you have 
access to, where can I get one?,) but did not address the 
possibility of a cargo door opening, a very curious omission for 
such an obvious cause, a cause you immediately speculated 
upon, an aging aircraft with mechanical problems. 
 Let us examine the drawing and then the picture of the large 
piece of cockpit.
 It doesn't make sense. Why is the cargo door closed? Logic says 
that when the bomb went off and the fuselage started to 
disintegrate the tear would have been at a point where the 
fuselage was already cut, the cargo door. 
 The size of the bomb hole is much larger that the report stated, 
50cm. 
 The photo picture shows a straight line cut near the cockpit, 



exactly what the forward fuselage of Flight 811 looked like after 
it limped home from its 20000 feet, lower altitude, inadvertent 
door opening. That 747 was also an aging aircraft. The picture 
shows a line consistent with a shearing action of a door torn off, 
not an explosive disintegration of jagged edges.
 To rule out the cargo door the accident board should have done 
the following: 
 1. Where did the door land? Was it near the frame of the door as 
it would be if it were a bomb and the whole front of the aircraft 
disintegrated together? Or was it far away indicating it separated 
first and drifted further away?
 2. Was the door found with any of the latches still intact and 
clasping indicating it was bomb? Or was the door found with all 
latches unlatched indicating the door was opened in flight?
 3. Was the door compared with the door from Flight 811 which 
was conclusively proven to be an inadvertent door opening? 
Dissimilar markings would indicate a bomb. Similar markings 
would indicate inadvertent door opening.
 4. Was the tape from 103 compared to the tape of 811 during the 
critical second after the event? Dissimilar would indicate bomb; 
similar would indicate cargo door opening.
   5. Explain debris in starboard engines and not port engines. 
Port engine FOD indicates bomb, starboard engines indicate 
door.
 Did the board do these steps to rule out an obvious crash cause? 
If they didn't, they were negligent.
 To rule in the bomb I ask;
 1. Where is the picture of the peeled back skin in the 
reconstruction of the aircraft? The omission of the important 
picture is alarming. As Sherlock Holmes said, "The hound should 
have barked, but didn't."
 2. Where are the pictures of the fragments on which traces of 
explosive were found? They may be too small to photograph or 



damaged during testing. Fragments imply very small pieces and 
traces imply very small amounts. To find a very small amount of 
something on a very small piece of something among millions of 
very small pieces of something spread out over many square 
miles in a few days is not probable, is not likely, and is not 
believable. I believe it also rained following the crash so that 
may have washed off any residue.
 3. Where is conclusive evidence from the terrorists. Many 
terrorists want credit for their cause and have code numbers or 
leave notes. None for Flight 103 because there is none.
 4. Explain how the sequence and coincidences and lapses and 
bad luck could have resulted in the bomb going off when and 
where it did and remain plausible to a reasonable person.
 If the opening of such a small hole that the bomb caused could 
cause an explosive decompression, why was the possibility not 
considered of inadvertent opening of other hatches, such as the 
passenger doors which can be opened from inside?
 I can explain why the bomb theory holds such weight but I get 
into controversial opinion which might be better discussed later. 
Let us stick to objective facts as much as possible.
 Bomb scenario...Too confusing for me but many people can 
explain the path as well as disagree as to the exact route.
 Door scenario...several documented accidental openings on 
ground, documented accidental opening at 20000 feet, accidental 
opening at 31000 feet. Boring, sad, and completely plausible.
 Which sequence is more probable, more likely, more believable?
 If the door can not be ruled out, then the conclusion must be that 
it could be the cause just as if the bomb can not be ruled out, it 
must be considered to be the cause. 
 If the door is the cause, then your company has just saved a 
billion dollars. I have never written a billion dollars before and in 
this case, it is a real number.  The damage awards are from two 
to twenty million. If a conservative number is five million and 



the number is 200 passenger sue out of the 260 killed, then a 
billion dollars changes hands. 
 If not a bomb then a cargo door, still misconduct but not wilful 
and therefore limited to 75000$.
 Why is money important? It should act as an inducement for 
closed minds to consider other options, even if embarrassing or 
surprising. The cause of the crash should be reexamined. There 
are many historical precedents for catastrophes to be blamed on 
bombs and then later reassessed to be natural phenomena.
 Changing a person's mind is the most difficult thing in the world 
to do. I'm open, sir, persuade me it was not a cargo door and it 
was a bomb. I will say it could have been a bomb. Will you say it 
could have been a cargo door inadvertently opening at high 
altitude causing explosive decompression of Flight 103?
 Should you choose to reply by telephone, Mr. Brennan, I'm at 
408 659 3552. By email, I'm at meadow@redshift.com. By snail 
mail, I'm at 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, California, 
93924.  To help put an image for your reply I've enclosed a 
graphic of me. I'm a commercial pilot, instrument rated, formerly 
owned a FAR Part 135 charter company, Navy P2V aircrewman, 
RA5C navigator, squadron legal officer, and now a retired officer 
with wife and daughter. 
 Please continue our dialogue.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

Mr. John V. Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation Underwriters



One Seaport Plaza
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,
    6 September 1995

 Well, sir, a polite brush off is better than no brush off. Thank you 
for reading my letter of 16 August and replying; it could have 
been ignored.  I will followup on your lead of the picture of the 
bomb caused petalled hole in the side of Pan Am 103 which is 
said to appear in a later issue of Flight International. I shall drive 
to San Francisco from Carmel Valley to find a library with the 
back issues. A 50cm bomb hole is six inches; I hope it's a 
closeup.
 While waiting for your reply I wrote a shorter letter to Mr. 
Harold Clark reviewing the essential points supporting my belief 
that the inadvertent opening of the cargo door caused the 
explosive decompression of the airframe of the older Boeing 747 
leading to its destruction.
 Your letter does not rebut any of those suppositions. Nor does it 
answer my question of how I can get hold of the official accident 
board investigation report. 
 The question I have that should be answered in that report is 
where did the door land?  Assuming a bomb, the door falls 
nearby with the rest of the nose. Assuming the door unlatched, 
opened up,  was torn  way, and then drifted down to land, that 
certain spot can be calculated. Start at 31000 feet, velocity 450 
knots, factor in the wind, use a drift angle determined by the 
United Flight 811 door falling, and the area of probability can be 
approximated. If the door was found in that far location, then it 
must be assumed it came off and did not come down with the rest 
of the forward fuselage.



 Easy problem with easy answer with big consequences.
 I will seek the book you recommend, "Sky Gods: the Fall of Pan 
Am," by Robert Gandt. I will keep an open mind although it 
appears that the book will rule in a bomb, something that has 
been done, and done poorly, for the last six years. 
 I'm asking to rule out the accidental opening of a cargo door; 
something that has happened before, could have happened then, 
and happened after. This is not a weird request like saying it 
could have been a midair with a flying saucer, man, check out the 
autopsy photos. I'm the rational one here with a boring, ordinary, 
mechanical event. An old airplane gets worn, twisted and its door 
snaps open. Not very interesting unless you have a billion dollars 
on the line. And you do.
 Much more interesting with shadowy spies with secret weapons 
concealed duping security, switching airplanes and whatever, the 
bomb theory just gets too strange for me. I'm very down to earth 
when it comes to reality. I also know who killed John  F. 
Kennedy...Lee Harvey Oswald.
 The American people do not want to believe that  a single 
twisted person with a gun could kill a beloved symbol or a few 
simple latches unsnapped and killed hundreds. They want to 
believe it was a conspiracy of dozens of shadowy secret agents in 
cahoots doing terrible things. They even tried to blame the 
Oklahoma bombing on Mideast terrorists until the real culprits 
showed up.
 There is a way for me to stop writing to you....tell me it is in 
your best interest that the cause of the crash be a bomb. If your 
company is better off with a bomb cause than a cargo door, I'll go 
elsewhere. Your mind will not be changed.
 If a cargo door, the US government loses 30% of two billion for 
taxes. They have already issued tax claims against the family 
members. It wants a bomb.
 If a cargo door, the family members don't get their 10 million 



each from you, just a lousy $75000 to assuage their grief. They 
want a bomb.
 If a cargo door, Boeing has some questions to answer and may 
have to pay a lot money to somebody. They want a bomb.
 Pan Am is dead and said, as it was dying, "It was a bomb but it 
wasn't my fault, it got on the plane because of faulty airport 
security, blame Heathrow, and the government knew about it and 
should have told me and should share the blame." Blah, blah, 
blah.
 Now it comes down to paying the piper, the insurance company: 
you. The insurance company is to pay for other's screwups. Is 
that the way it works?
 Mr. Brennan, let us be philosophical. You are the good guys. 
You correctly judged the risk to loss and assigned a correct 
premium to insure Pan AM. It was not wilful misconduct. Your 
company should not pay.
In one sense you are the victim of an enormous insurance fraud 
by well meaning institutions who are blind to boring truth 
because they believe it is in their best interest to believe the 
exciting lie of a bomb. And for hundreds of millions of dollars, in 
cold cash, I would have trouble believing otherwise myself.
 I see your letterhead reads-Chairman of the Executive 
Committee. What does that mean? What does the Executive 
Committee do? When I called to find out the correct spelling of 
your name, the secretary said you were retired but still employed. 
What does that mean? Do you have a staff? a budget?
 Did I detect a New York Irish accent in our conversation?  I was 
born in England and emigrated at age two and a half. My parents 
have given me a bias against the Irish. I fight against that bias 
and try to be objective in matters of Ireland and the IRA, etc. (If 
the Boeing had been British Airways, the cause would have been 
an IRA bomb. Still wrong.)
Mr. Brennan, put yourself in my position for a few moments., 



You are a fifty one year old retired military officer who built 
model airplanes as a kid, then flew model airplanes as a teenager, 
then soled a real plane at eighteen. Went on to get commercial 
license and becomes a charter pilot. Went to war as a navigator 
on Navy carrier jet. Survived an ejection and crash which killed 
his pilot. And believes that the cause of a world famous crash is 
not the common belief. The common belief has nations fighting 
with each other. It has nations refusing to fly into other nations 
airports, has stopped commerce into another country, has caused 
barbaric bounties for the capture of foreign citizens. It has caused 
delayed compensation to grieving family members. It has glossed 
over a defective apparatus in an aircraft that we may fly in and 
crash. The common belief is wrong; it happens all the time. What 
would you do, Mr. Brennan if you believed as I do?  Who should 
I talk to? Where should I write?
 Back to objective. Can you assign a lowly staff member a 
morning of work to work out the landing spot of the door if it 
were to come loose at 31000 feet over Lockerbie? I would do it if 
I had access to the accident reports of Flights 811 and 103. I don't 
have the data. You do.
 Does the Flight 103 door look like the Flight 811 door? I don't 
have access to the pictures. You do.
 Do the flight recorder sounds of Flight 811 match the sounds of 
Flight 103? I don't have access to the sound tapes. You do.
 Please explain the starboard engines FOD. It should be the port 
engines if a bomb.
 Where may I obtain copies of the accident reports of Flight 811 
and Flight 103?

Sincerely,

John 



Barry Smith
email 

meadow@redshift.com
(408) 

659-3552
551 

Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. John V. Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation Underwriters
One Seaport Plaza
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,
               16 September 1995

Well, sir, I went to the local bookstore, (the Thunderbird, at the 
mouth of Carmel Valley, you may know it if you have visited the 
Monterey Peninsula,) and excitedly picked up the book you 
recommended about Pan Am by Robert Gandt. It has three pages 
about the crash. Two of the pages are about the cause being 
structural failure. One page is about a bomb. The rest of the book 
is tabloid heart-pulling pseudo-dramatic crap. 
 I shall have to add wild goose chase to polite brush off. But 
then, a wild goose chase is better than no goose chase. 
 As you also recommended, I went back to the library and found 
another visual representation in Flight International of the Pan 



Am Boeing 747 being blown apart by a bomb. It was the same 
non-official drawing I sent you; they just repeated it in another 
later issue. There was no picture.
 If you have a picture, please send it. I would think that a 
company that is about to pay a billion or so dollars because of an 
event would have a picture of that event displayed prominently 
in the files with a note,  "Here is the bomb! Read it and weep!"  
 (To quote from a report, "General Re's US Aviation subsidiary 
was the leader of a 15-member syndicate that carried 30% of the 
insurance on the plane involved in the 1988 Pan Am 103 crash, 
about which there has been considerable litigation that may still 
affect this unit.")
 To have no picture in your files is curious. To have no picture at 
all, even in the British official files, is damning.
 I sent a picture to you; it was the 747 lying on its side with a 
straight line cut on its starboard side, exactly as it would appear 
if the cargo door ripped off in flight. 
 Why the resistance to accept a contrary theory until ruled out, 
Mr. Brennan?
 Our difference in opinion is the cause of the crash; you bomb, 
me cargo door.
 What do we have in common? We are men. We are aviation 
experienced. We are retired. We are over fifty. We speak English. 
We are Americans. We respect the truth. Our names are both 
John. (Check out my web page, http://www.redshift.com/
~coyote, it includes a story of ejection and a link to my John 
Smith club.)
 Since we are men we know that terrible crimes such as mass 
murder do exist so it could have been a bomb. Since we are 
aviation experienced we know that there are an infinite number 
of causes of crashes so it could have been a bomb or a cargo 
door. Since we are retired we don't have to kiss ass for money or 
approval, we can think for ourselves. Since we are over fifty we 



can look back and see that many events are misunderstood for 
years and some are never correctly explained. Since we speak 
English we can talk about all this stuff. Since we are Americans 
we know that many other cultures hate us for whatever reasons 
and could kill us with a bomb. We also know we Americans 
make things that don't often work the way they should and 
occasionally break, like space shuttles. Since we respect the truth 
we never give up trying to find out what happened about 
important events until 100% sure. 
 Mr. Brennan, are you 100% sure the cause of the crash was a 
bomb? If so, crush this letter up, hold it over the wastebasket and 
let it float down to destruction.
 If not 100% sure, then read further. What else could it be if not a 
bomb? 
 Let's skip the bomb or door theory for now. Let's agree it was a 
sudden decompression and then go to what happened next. Do 
you agree it was a sudden decompression? Is the analogy of a 
pricked fully inflated balloon satisfactory?
 The prick came from inside. Do we agree so far? Then what 
happened?
 How far can we agree before we disagree?
 Tomorrow I'm going on a few days motorcycle trip around 
California. I want to see the high Sierra passes before the snows 
hit. Then down to the deserts, flat and fast and alone. It's good to 
get away and just think with no distractions and outside 
pressures.

Sincerely,

John 
Barry Smith

email 



meadow@redshift.com, 
web 

page http://www.redshift.com/~coyote/
(408) 

659-3552
551 

Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. John Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan, Wednesday, 04 
December, 1996

 Mr. Brennan, John Barry Smith here. We spoke on the phone 
and exchanged a few letters last summer.
 The cause of the crash of Pan Am 103, the inadvertent opening 
of the forward cargo door in flight, which we spoke about, has 
happened again, this time to TWA Flight 800.
 As the insurer of both, I assume you have a responsibility to 
investigate a reasonable report of hazard to the things you insure.
 I wish again to make a reasonable report of a hazard to the 
airplane you insure and which has crashed at least two of them, 
Pan Am 103, and TWA 800.
 The reasonable mechanical cause is the inadvertent  opening of 
the forward cargo door in flight.
  Full documentation and support for the report of hazard is on 
web site, www.corazon.com The web site has ADs, NTSB 
reports, other government reports such as UK AAIB, and news 



reports. 
 I wish to thank you for steering me on to the path of 
documentation by referring me to the Flight International article 
on Pan Am 103 which was supposed to have a picture of the 
petalling of the fuselage skin from the bomb but actually had an 
artist's impression. Once started on documentation, I went to the 
NTSB and other governments and literature for information on 
the crashes. The research only made me more firmly believe in 
the cargo door theory.
 By the way, if the proof of bomb on 103 was the same evidence 
as used for bomb on TWA 800 but later shown to be benign such 
as heart medicine or planted explosives for dog sniffing tests, 
why not PA 103 also be benign? It can be and the cause of the 
crash can be shown by evidence to be that forward cargo door. 
The weight of evidence for bomb on 103 is lessened by the 
discovery of innocent evidence on 800. The investigation of 103 
should be reopened.
 Regardless, the cargo door theory must be investigated for the 
current crash and for the fact that the hazard still exists and can 
cause another Boeing 747 crash.
 I invite you to turn this over to your investigators by referring 
them to the web site or calling me at 408 659 3552.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
1 Seaport Plaza,



199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Clark,
30 August 1995

 I am John Barry Smith from Carmel Valley, California. The 
cause of the crash of Pan Am 103 was the inadvertent opening of 
the starboard cargo door resulting in explosive decompression to 
the airframe. The cause of the crash of Pan Am 103 was not a 
bomb.
  Why is that important to you? Because that truth will mean that 
your company does not spend a billion dollars in claims because 
the company you insured was not guilty of wilful misconduct by 
allowing a bomb through security checkpoints. The company you 
insured did its best to make sure the door was locked but, as 
documented, many inadvertent openings happened before and 
happened after December 21, 1988. Your judgment about risk to 
loss to insure the airline was correct.
 For the past six years all interested parties have believed it was 
in their best interests to believe it was a bomb and spent their 
time ruling in a bomb and not ruling out the cargo door. Until 
now. 
 It is in your interest to try to rule out a cargo door, Mr. Clark. 
And sir, that can't be done. I've tried to in my hobby/interest of 
six years and the deeper I go, the more I am persuaded that it was 
the door. It could have been a bomb but the more reasonable, 
mundane, tragic cause is the cargo door.
 I ask you, Mr. Clark, to use science and open mindedness to try 
to rule out the cause of the crash being the opening of the cargo 
door. Ruling in a bomb has been done, and done poorly, but still 



holds as the consensus opinion. It is a wrong opinion.
 A letter to your employee, Mr. John Brennan, is enclosed. As a 
retired military officer I followed the chain of command. Time is 
getting short. He has not replied yet so I have come directly to 
you.
 As a commercial licensed, instrument rated pilot I want the 
causes of crashes to be accurately appraised to prevent a 
reoccurrence. Truth hurts. We must realize our planes have 
defects but we are not totally hated with mysterious foreigners 
tying to bomb us. Let Boeing pay for their design errors which 
led to death of passengers and crew.
 Important questions not answered yet to rule out door:

1. Where did the door land? Close to cockpit means bomb; 
far away means failure of door.

2. Was the door found with any of the latches still intact? Or 
all latches unlatched?

3. Was the door compared with the door from United Flight 
811 which was conclusively proven to be an inadvertent cargo 
door opening? Dissimilar markings would indicate a bomb. 
Similar markings would indicate inadvertent door opening.

4. Explain FOD in starboard engines and not port engines. 
Port engine FOD indicates bomb, in starboard engines indicates 
door.
 I welcome discussion; please reply.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
Email  meadow@redshift.com
551 Country Club Drive, 
Carmel Valley CA 93924
408 6593552



Ronald Ferguson
Chairman, President, and CEO, 
General Reinsurance
HQ: 695 E. Main St., 
PO Box 10351, 
Stamford, CT 06904-2351

Dear Mr. Ferguson
                   12 October 

1995

 I'm at the top corresponding with you. Please consider this a 
billion dollar letter.
 Your company should not pay the claims against you for the 
crash of Pan Am 103 because you are not fairly liable. The cause 
was not a bomb which was judged wilful misconduct but an 
inadvertent opening of a cargo door which is not wilful 
misconduct.
 The accident board ruled in a bomb. They should have ruled out 
the door. If unable, the accident board investigation must be 
reopened. Current facts prove the door theory possible. Further 
investigation will prove it correct.
 Current facts show foreign object damage (FOD) in the 
starboard engines, consistent with the cargo door opening. There 
was no FOD to the port engines, consistent with a bomb theory.
 Documentation shows seven previous inadvertent cargo door 
openings on the ground in early boeing 747s with no damage. A 
few months after Flight 103, records show one door opening in 
flight, United Flight 811, with loss of life and heavily fodded 
starboard engines.
Further investigation will match similarities to the known door 
opening of Flight 811 to Flight 103 such as sounds on tape, 



markings on door, number of latches attached, and landing 
distance from cockpit.
 Why you and your company, sir? Because only now is the piper 
due his payment and you are asked to pay for someone else's 
tune. You should not pay the billion dollars and should listen to 
clear reasons why not.
 The tune of conspiracy of spy Libyans in Malta buying stuff and 
going to Germany and hiding bombs etc is not your tune. There 
is no conspiracy. A stupid boring thing happened. A door opened 
when it should not have. It's happened before and will happen 
again. You insured against that door opening and should pay the 
75000$ maximum. You should not pay the 20 million dollars per 
victim for a phantom bomb. When multiplied by 260 victims and 
divided by the other companies shares, you still will pay out a 
billion of real dollars unnecessarily.
 Here's how to avoid that injustice. Attempt to rule out the door 
opening. When unable, petition to reopen the accident board 
investigation. The new cause will be the faulty cargo door. Then 
ask the courts to moot the wilful misconduct decision. There will 
be no new trial against you because the victims will seek 
damages against Boeing, the true culprit. 
 How to reopen the accident investigation? Show it was a cargo 
door.
 Will you go through the thinking with me?
A real event happens and consistent, reasonable events follow.
An imagined event occurs and inconsistent unreasonable events 
are proposed.
 The real event is the cargo door and the imagined event is the 
bomb.
 The imagined event is much more interesting and much more 
profitable for many people who believe it is in their best interest 
to believe it. So they do.
 The real event is ordinary, boring, and deprives sad people a lot 



of money who therefore disbelieve it.
 Will you agree with me that a 747 cargo door opening at 31000 
feet would cause an explosive decompression such as a pricked 
balloon? We know from Flight 811 that the fuselage is torn apart 
when the door opens. Flight 811 was at 21000 feet and therefore 
the door opening had less explosive force which did not destroy 
the craft, but did tear a large piece of skin off, blew debris into 
number 3 and 4 engines, and allowed the solo door to float down 
a far distance away into the water where it was retrieved. In 
addition, the co-pilot of United Flight 811 said a bomb had gone 
off. Only upon landing was it discovered that the door had 
opened and torn off. (If that United 747 had not limped back to 
Honolulu but crashed into the ocean, there would have been two 
bomb thought US 747 crashes within three months with terrible 
international repercussions.)
 If the Pan Am 103 crash could have been the cargo door 
opening, a competent accident investigation would rule that 
cause out. That was not done. The board concentrated on ruling a 
cause in, a bomb.
 In the real event of the door coming open and then off, the door 
would drift to a certain spot on the ground that can be calculated 
using the United Flight 811 data. Did the Pan Am 103 door land 
near that spot? That must be determined.
 In the imagined bomb explosion, the door would land someplace 
else. Where? The landing location of the door must be 
determined. 
  I can't do that. I don't have access to the board investigation. I 
have asked your employees, Mr. John Brennan and Mr. Harold 
Clark of US Aviation Underwriters, for help, but so far, no joy. 
(Letters attached.)
 The door needs to be examined in close detail to determine if it 
is similar or dissimilar to the United Flight 811 door. The real 
event of the door opening at altitude would leave similar 



scratches, snapped latches, twisted hinges, etc. If a bomb, the 
markings would be dissimilar.
 The audio tape needs to be examined closely for similar sounds. 
A half a second is an eternity to an audio expert. The tape of 
Flight 811 and Flight 103 may be similar in the critical one half 
second after the door opened. Or they would be dissimilar if a 
bomb. If both flights of early 747's suffered inadvertent door 
openings, there would be a discernible pattern in the half million 
microseconds before the tape ended for Flight 103 when 
compared to Flight 811.
 If the door theory is to be discounted, a reasonable explanation 
needs to be provided for the pounds of debris found in the 
engines on the cargo door side of the plane and no debris found 
in the engines on the bomb side of the fuselage.
 The bomb theory is the flimsiest set of coincidences with 
improbable discoveries and is easily discarded when a strong, 
verifiable explanation is presented.
 (Just one wildly impossible occurrence which is required for the 
bomb theory...Within two days of the crash, with twisted, 
shattered debris scattered over dozens of miles, fragments of a 
storage pallet were discovered which had traces of explosive on 
them. Something invisible, traces of explosive, was quickly 
found on something very small, fragments, in an area of millions 
of very small pieces, debris, in a very large area, pastures. 
Possible but improbable, just as are all the other bomb linking 
clues.)
 A competent, non-political, unbiased aircraft accident 
investigation has to rule out probable causes. The Pan Am 103 
investigation was inadequate and only ruled in a cause.
 The early conjecture of the cause of the crash was structural 
failure on an airframe with over 70000 flight hours. That cause 
was not ruled out. It can't be because that was the cause.
 (Other interesting coincidental facts about early 747s: They had 



the cargo door area worked on as part of a civilian retrofit for 
military purposes in event of war. That was an opportunity for 
defective workmanship. After the crash of 103, early 747s were 
recalled and more structural work was done on the cargo door 
area. This was an opportunity to fix door problems.)
 To review: 
1.You should pay for what you agreed to pay...75000$. You 
should not pay for what you did not agree to pay...20 million per 
victim for wilful misconduct of your client.
2. Determine if there is reasonable belief that the cargo door 
opening could be a cause of the crash by calculating landing 
spot.
3. Request that investigation be reopened upon further evaluation 
of facts.
4. When confirmed that door could have and probably did cause 
the crash, ask the wilful misconduct judgment be set aside.
 You will have potent opposition. Everybody except the 
insurance company loves the bomb theory, especially Boeing. 
The US government wants the half billion or so in taxes it will 
collect from the families after you pay them off. (It has already 
sent tax due notices to families how have yet to be paid off.) The 
families want the 20 million dollars instead of the 75000$.  The 
US government and Boeing will be concerned at the sales export 
drop at the decreased reputation of the 747. Everyone will be 
upset at the door explanation except you, who saves a billion 
dollars. 
 Conspiracy theories abound and are false. Lee Harvey Oswald 
killed President Kennedy, not a group of ex-CIA agents. A cargo 
door opened and caused the crash of a 747, not  a  group of 
Libyan secret agents working in several countries smuggling a 
bomb on  board a plane. A jealous ex-husband slashed his wife to 
death, not a group of racist police who planted evidence to frame 
OJ Simpson.



 You may think, who is presenting this idea of cargo door crash 
cause, which goes against the popular belief? The crash cause 
should stand on its merits but the messenger is always judged.
 I may be a tramp pushing a shopping cart full of carefully 
selected items picked up from trash cans while talking on a 
broken cellular telephone to people on another planet. But, even 
a blind squirrel finds an acorn once in a while. The acorn is the 
cargo door.
 But I am not the person described above although I did see 
someone just like that. Again, that homeless tramp is more 
interesting than the reality which is a retired military officer 
living in own home with wife and daughter.
 Here I am. Call me anytime, Mr. Furguson. I have a phone, 408 
659 3552, a snail mail address, 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel 
Valley, CA, 93924, an email address, meadow@redshift.com, a 
web site, http://www.redshift.com/~coyote/, and an insurance 
company I have had for thirty years, USAA, account number 
0071 03 10. Check me out.
 Regarding the crash of Pan Am 103, I have been in a plane 
crash, ejected and lived to tell about it. The story is on my web 
page under FCLP. I am a commercial licensed pilot, instrument 
rated. I have flight time as enlisted crewmember, jet carrier 
navigator, civilian owner and pilot, and Boeing 747 passenger. 
On the legal side, I was a Navy squadron legal officer, not an 
Article 27b lawyer, but a Navy trained legal officer handling 
summary courts-martial and non-judicial punishments.  I've had 
a few articles published in aviation newspapers, worked on a 
local newspaper, and finished a novel which can be read at my 
web page under Valiant Dust. I became an audiologist which 
examines sound very closely and assists the hard of hearing.
 Do you disregard free advice but respect information you pay 
for? Then send me a dollar.
 I can see clearly how a person's perceived best interests rule 



their beliefs. This individual delusional response applies to 
aircraft accident boards, corporations, and governments. Truth 
does not shape administrative reality.
 The accident board, Boeing, and the US government all believe 
a bomb was smuggled on board Pan Am 103 because they 
believe it is in their best interests to believe in the bomb theory. 
It's just not true.
 A jury in a courtroom ruled Pan Am showed wilful misconduct 
in allowing the bomb on board. Pan Am paid you premiums to 
pay off any claims against them. You must now pay a billion or 
so dollars to fulfill your contract.
 But you don't have to, sir. Before payout, take that last gasp and 
check out the landing spot of the cargo door. Find out if the 
latches and markings on the door match the documented 
defective cargo door of Flight 811. Clutch that last straw and 
demand to know why the starboard engines of Flight 103 were 
fodded and the port engines were not. Look under the final stone 
and examine that audio tape for a frequency pattern similar to 
Flight 811.
 You have that right. You can examine the aircraft pieces for 
which you are about to pay a billion dollars. Give the case to 
your fraud squad. Tell them to look at the claim as bogus from 
claimants who stand to gain much from the flimsy bomb theory 
and little from the solid cargo door theory.
 When the door theory is shown to be correct, your actuarial 
judgment in assessing premiums against risk will be vindicated. 
 You did not gamble and lose a lot. You gambled and lost a little. 
General Reinsurance will have re-established the integrity of the 
insurance risk/premium/claim/payment/ model. It's worth the 
effort.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith



551 Country Club Drive, 
meadow@redshift.com

Carmel Valley CA 93924
(408) 659-3552

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 30, 2002 9:22:27 AM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Written before and after Trans World Airlines Flight 
800 and way before China Airlines Flight 611

Mr. John Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,
16 August 1995

 This is John Barry Smith from Carmel Valley, California. We 
spoke on the phone today,  16 August 1995. Thank you again for 
the conversation. 
 The essential point is that I think it was an inadvertent opening 
of the cargo door which resulted in explosive decompression and 
not a bomb leading to the crash of Pan Am 103. You believe 
opposite.
 In response to my statement that if there were a picture of the 
skin peeling back I would be persuaded that it was a bomb, you 
told me about a picture in Flight International. I immediately 



went down to the Monterey library which did not carry the 
magazine but, to my luck, the Naval Postgraduate School did, 
from 1962 to 1992. As a retired officer, I had access and 
reviewed the entire bound and unbound back issues. The 
enclosed copies are some of what I found.
 The only visual reference I could find is this drawing. It is a 
drawing made by someone in a publishing group on assignment 
to read the report and make a picture. It has several 
inconsistencies and has very little credibility.  
 Mr. Brennan, will you consider an alternate cause for the crash 
of 103? A quality of an intelligent mind is the ability to hold two 
completely opposite trains of thought at the same time. One 
would be the bomb theory and the other the door. 
 The copilot of United Flight 811 reported, "A bomb went off," 
when the cargo door let loose. He was wrong but based upon 
what he felt and heard he could have been right. Only later did he 
change his mind.
 Will you follow the hypothetical line that it was an inadvertent 
opening of the cargo door which resulted in explosive 
decompression? 
 Accident investigations must rule out certain possible causes as 
well as rule in the probable. May we assume that the cause of the 
explosive decompression was not a mid-air with some foreign 
object? Yes, because the object should have shown up on radar, 
and didn't. May we assume human error was not the cause such 
as a pilot induced sudden pitchup? Yes, because the flight 
recorder information would have revealed such deviation.
 Can we rule out mechanical malfunction? No, although many 
types of malfunction can be ruled out such as aft bulkhead 
breaking and shearing of the vertical stab and rudder, or other 
known 747 problems. If those mechanical malfunctions had 
occurred, the disintegration would have taken a few seconds 
longer and shown up on the flight recorder.



 Is there a mechanical malfunction which could cause the sudden 
explosive decompression and explain the subsequent actions of 
the crash? Yes. A large hatch opening at high altitude would do it. 
The plane would pop like an inflated balloon. That possibility 
then needs to be conclusively ruled out if a different cause is to 
be believed.
 In my opinion, the cargo door mechanical malfunction 
possibility has not been conclusively ruled out.  It doesn't matter 
how much belief there is that it was something else, this 
possibility needs to be ruled out for the alternate bomb theory to 
be believed without doubt.
 Mr. Brennan, please persuade me that it could not have been a 
cargo door. 
 I will always say it could have been a bomb. In my opinion, 
however, the scale of reasonable probability tips towards the 
mundane explanation of a mechanical event that happened before 
and happened afterward-inadvertent cargo door opening; as 
opposed to the tortuous, twisted, shadowy, flimsy explanation of 
Libyan agents, Maltese tailor shops, German bomb factories, 
botched British security, transferred luggage, traces of explosive 
on fragments, concealed warnings, and fake cassette recorders. 
 Let me get back to our conversation by telephone today. Thank 
you again for your time. I fully realize the possible futile effort of 
talking about a subject so close to you with a stranger on the 
telephone. You were gracious and patient. I recall your statement 
of it's not an economic thing but more important thing to find out 
the truth. I agree. 
 Of note in the Flight International article is the the investigating 
board declared, within a week, the cause of the crash to be a 
bomb found on traces on a metal pallet and no evidence of 
structural failure. That was fine for a quick guess but carries little 
weight for an accident scene miles wide. In September of  1990, 
the accident report was released, (which I assume you have 



access to, where can I get one?,) but did not address the 
possibility of a cargo door opening, a very curious omission for 
such an obvious cause, a cause you immediately speculated 
upon, an aging aircraft with mechanical problems. 
 Let us examine the drawing and then the picture of the large 
piece of cockpit.
 It doesn't make sense. Why is the cargo door closed? Logic says 
that when the bomb went off and the fuselage started to 
disintegrate the tear would have been at a point where the 
fuselage was already cut, the cargo door. 
 The size of the bomb hole is much larger that the report stated, 
50cm. 
 The photo picture shows a straight line cut near the cockpit, 
exactly what the forward fuselage of Flight 811 looked like after 
it limped home from its 20000 feet, lower altitude, inadvertent 
door opening. That 747 was also an aging aircraft. The picture 
shows a line consistent with a shearing action of a door torn off, 
not an explosive disintegration of jagged edges.
 To rule out the cargo door the accident board should have done 
the following: 
 1. Where did the door land? Was it near the frame of the door as 
it would be if it were a bomb and the whole front of the aircraft 
disintegrated together? Or was it far away indicating it separated 
first and drifted further away?
 2. Was the door found with any of the latches still intact and 
clasping indicating it was bomb? Or was the door found with all 
latches unlatched indicating the door was opened in flight?
 3. Was the door compared with the door from Flight 811 which 
was conclusively proven to be an inadvertent door opening? 
Dissimilar markings would indicate a bomb. Similar markings 
would indicate inadvertent door opening.
 4. Was the tape from 103 compared to the tape of 811 during the 
critical second after the event? Dissimilar would indicate bomb; 



similar would indicate cargo door opening.
   5. Explain debris in starboard engines and not port engines. 
Port engine FOD indicates bomb, starboard engines indicate 
door.
 Did the board do these steps to rule out an obvious crash cause? 
If they didn't, they were negligent.
 To rule in the bomb I ask;
 1. Where is the picture of the peeled back skin in the 
reconstruction of the aircraft? The omission of the important 
picture is alarming. As Sherlock Holmes said, "The hound should 
have barked, but didn't."
 2. Where are the pictures of the fragments on which traces of 
explosive were found? They may be too small to photograph or 
damaged during testing. Fragments imply very small pieces and 
traces imply very small amounts. To find a very small amount of 
something on a very small piece of something among millions of 
very small pieces of something spread out over many square 
miles in a few days is not probable, is not likely, and is not 
believable. I believe it also rained following the crash so that 
may have washed off any residue.
 3. Where is conclusive evidence from the terrorists. Many 
terrorists want credit for their cause and have code numbers or 
leave notes. None for Flight 103 because there is none.
 4. Explain how the sequence and coincidences and lapses and 
bad luck could have resulted in the bomb going off when and 
where it did and remain plausible to a reasonable person.
 If the opening of such a small hole that the bomb caused could 
cause an explosive decompression, why was the possibility not 
considered of inadvertent opening of other hatches, such as the 
passenger doors which can be opened from inside?
 I can explain why the bomb theory holds such weight but I get 
into controversial opinion which might be better discussed later. 
Let us stick to objective facts as much as possible.



 Bomb scenario...Too confusing for me but many people can 
explain the path as well as disagree as to the exact route.
 Door scenario...several documented accidental openings on 
ground, documented accidental opening at 20000 feet, accidental 
opening at 31000 feet. Boring, sad, and completely plausible.
 Which sequence is more probable, more likely, more believable?
 If the door can not be ruled out, then the conclusion must be that 
it could be the cause just as if the bomb can not be ruled out, it 
must be considered to be the cause. 
 If the door is the cause, then your company has just saved a 
billion dollars. I have never written a billion dollars before and in 
this case, it is a real number.  The damage awards are from two 
to twenty million. If a conservative number is five million and 
the number is 200 passenger sue out of the 260 killed, then a 
billion dollars changes hands. 
 If not a bomb then a cargo door, still misconduct but not wilful 
and therefore limited to 75000$.
 Why is money important? It should act as an inducement for 
closed minds to consider other options, even if embarrassing or 
surprising. The cause of the crash should be reexamined. There 
are many historical precedents for catastrophes to be blamed on 
bombs and then later reassessed to be natural phenomena.
 Changing a person's mind is the most difficult thing in the world 
to do. I'm open, sir, persuade me it was not a cargo door and it 
was a bomb. I will say it could have been a bomb. Will you say it 
could have been a cargo door inadvertently opening at high 
altitude causing explosive decompression of Flight 103?
 Should you choose to reply by telephone, Mr. Brennan, I'm at 
408 659 3552. By email, I'm at meadow@redshift.com. By snail 
mail, I'm at 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, California, 
93924.  To help put an image for your reply I've enclosed a 
graphic of me. I'm a commercial pilot, instrument rated, formerly 
owned a FAR Part 135 charter company, Navy P2V aircrewman, 



RA5C navigator, squadron legal officer, and now a retired officer 
with wife and daughter. 
 Please continue our dialogue.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

Mr. John V. Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation Underwriters
One Seaport Plaza
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,
    6 September 1995

 Well, sir, a polite brush off is better than no brush off. Thank you 
for reading my letter of 16 August and replying; it could have 
been ignored.  I will followup on your lead of the picture of the 
bomb caused petalled hole in the side of Pan Am 103 which is 
said to appear in a later issue of Flight International. I shall drive 
to San Francisco from Carmel Valley to find a library with the 
back issues. A 50cm bomb hole is six inches; I hope it's a 
closeup.
 While waiting for your reply I wrote a shorter letter to Mr. 
Harold Clark reviewing the essential points supporting my belief 
that the inadvertent opening of the cargo door caused the 
explosive decompression of the airframe of the older Boeing 747 
leading to its destruction.



 Your letter does not rebut any of those suppositions. Nor does it 
answer my question of how I can get hold of the official accident 
board investigation report. 
 The question I have that should be answered in that report is 
where did the door land?  Assuming a bomb, the door falls 
nearby with the rest of the nose. Assuming the door unlatched, 
opened up,  was torn  way, and then drifted down to land, that 
certain spot can be calculated. Start at 31000 feet, velocity 450 
knots, factor in the wind, use a drift angle determined by the 
United Flight 811 door falling, and the area of probability can be 
approximated. If the door was found in that far location, then it 
must be assumed it came off and did not come down with the rest 
of the forward fuselage.
 Easy problem with easy answer with big consequences.
 I will seek the book you recommend, "Sky Gods: the Fall of Pan 
Am," by Robert Gandt. I will keep an open mind although it 
appears that the book will rule in a bomb, something that has 
been done, and done poorly, for the last six years. 
 I'm asking to rule out the accidental opening of a cargo door; 
something that has happened before, could have happened then, 
and happened after. This is not a weird request like saying it 
could have been a midair with a flying saucer, man, check out the 
autopsy photos. I'm the rational one here with a boring, ordinary, 
mechanical event. An old airplane gets worn, twisted and its door 
snaps open. Not very interesting unless you have a billion dollars 
on the line. And you do.
 Much more interesting with shadowy spies with secret weapons 
concealed duping security, switching airplanes and whatever, the 
bomb theory just gets too strange for me. I'm very down to earth 
when it comes to reality. I also know who killed John  F. 
Kennedy...Lee Harvey Oswald.
 The American people do not want to believe that  a single 
twisted person with a gun could kill a beloved symbol or a few 



simple latches unsnapped and killed hundreds. They want to 
believe it was a conspiracy of dozens of shadowy secret agents in 
cahoots doing terrible things. They even tried to blame the 
Oklahoma bombing on Mideast terrorists until the real culprits 
showed up.
 There is a way for me to stop writing to you....tell me it is in 
your best interest that the cause of the crash be a bomb. If your 
company is better off with a bomb cause than a cargo door, I'll go 
elsewhere. Your mind will not be changed.
 If a cargo door, the US government loses 30% of two billion for 
taxes. They have already issued tax claims against the family 
members. It wants a bomb.
 If a cargo door, the family members don't get their 10 million 
each from you, just a lousy $75000 to assuage their grief. They 
want a bomb.
 If a cargo door, Boeing has some questions to answer and may 
have to pay a lot money to somebody. They want a bomb.
 Pan Am is dead and said, as it was dying, "It was a bomb but it 
wasn't my fault, it got on the plane because of faulty airport 
security, blame Heathrow, and the government knew about it and 
should have told me and should share the blame." Blah, blah, 
blah.
 Now it comes down to paying the piper, the insurance company: 
you. The insurance company is to pay for other's screwups. Is 
that the way it works?
 Mr. Brennan, let us be philosophical. You are the good guys. 
You correctly judged the risk to loss and assigned a correct 
premium to insure Pan AM. It was not wilful misconduct. Your 
company should not pay.
In one sense you are the victim of an enormous insurance fraud 
by well meaning institutions who are blind to boring truth 
because they believe it is in their best interest to believe the 
exciting lie of a bomb. And for hundreds of millions of dollars, in 



cold cash, I would have trouble believing otherwise myself.
 I see your letterhead reads-Chairman of the Executive 
Committee. What does that mean? What does the Executive 
Committee do? When I called to find out the correct spelling of 
your name, the secretary said you were retired but still employed. 
What does that mean? Do you have a staff? a budget?
 Did I detect a New York Irish accent in our conversation?  I was 
born in England and emigrated at age two and a half. My parents 
have given me a bias against the Irish. I fight against that bias 
and try to be objective in matters of Ireland and the IRA, etc. (If 
the Boeing had been British Airways, the cause would have been 
an IRA bomb. Still wrong.)
Mr. Brennan, put yourself in my position for a few moments., 
You are a fifty one year old retired military officer who built 
model airplanes as a kid, then flew model airplanes as a teenager, 
then soled a real plane at eighteen. Went on to get commercial 
license and becomes a charter pilot. Went to war as a navigator 
on Navy carrier jet. Survived an ejection and crash which killed 
his pilot. And believes that the cause of a world famous crash is 
not the common belief. The common belief has nations fighting 
with each other. It has nations refusing to fly into other nations 
airports, has stopped commerce into another country, has caused 
barbaric bounties for the capture of foreign citizens. It has caused 
delayed compensation to grieving family members. It has glossed 
over a defective apparatus in an aircraft that we may fly in and 
crash. The common belief is wrong; it happens all the time. What 
would you do, Mr. Brennan if you believed as I do?  Who should 
I talk to? Where should I write?
 Back to objective. Can you assign a lowly staff member a 
morning of work to work out the landing spot of the door if it 
were to come loose at 31000 feet over Lockerbie? I would do it if 
I had access to the accident reports of Flights 811 and 103. I don't 
have the data. You do.



 Does the Flight 103 door look like the Flight 811 door? I don't 
have access to the pictures. You do.
 Do the flight recorder sounds of Flight 811 match the sounds of 
Flight 103? I don't have access to the sound tapes. You do.
 Please explain the starboard engines FOD. It should be the port 
engines if a bomb.
 Where may I obtain copies of the accident reports of Flight 811 
and Flight 103?

Sincerely,

John 
Barry Smith

email 
meadow@redshift.com

(408) 
659-3552

551 
Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. John V. Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation Underwriters
One Seaport Plaza
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,
               16 September 1995



Well, sir, I went to the local bookstore, (the Thunderbird, at the 
mouth of Carmel Valley, you may know it if you have visited the 
Monterey Peninsula,) and excitedly picked up the book you 
recommended about Pan Am by Robert Gandt. It has three pages 
about the crash. Two of the pages are about the cause being 
structural failure. One page is about a bomb. The rest of the book 
is tabloid heart-pulling pseudo-dramatic crap. 
 I shall have to add wild goose chase to polite brush off. But 
then, a wild goose chase is better than no goose chase. 
 As you also recommended, I went back to the library and found 
another visual representation in Flight International of the Pan 
Am Boeing 747 being blown apart by a bomb. It was the same 
non-official drawing I sent you; they just repeated it in another 
later issue. There was no picture.
 If you have a picture, please send it. I would think that a 
company that is about to pay a billion or so dollars because of an 
event would have a picture of that event displayed prominently 
in the files with a note,  "Here is the bomb! Read it and weep!"  
 (To quote from a report, "General Re's US Aviation subsidiary 
was the leader of a 15-member syndicate that carried 30% of the 
insurance on the plane involved in the 1988 Pan Am 103 crash, 
about which there has been considerable litigation that may still 
affect this unit.")
 To have no picture in your files is curious. To have no picture at 
all, even in the British official files, is damning.
 I sent a picture to you; it was the 747 lying on its side with a 
straight line cut on its starboard side, exactly as it would appear 
if the cargo door ripped off in flight. 
 Why the resistance to accept a contrary theory until ruled out, 
Mr. Brennan?
 Our difference in opinion is the cause of the crash; you bomb, 



me cargo door.
 What do we have in common? We are men. We are aviation 
experienced. We are retired. We are over fifty. We speak English. 
We are Americans. We respect the truth. Our names are both 
John. (Check out my web page, http://www.redshift.com/
~coyote, it includes a story of ejection and a link to my John 
Smith club.)
 Since we are men we know that terrible crimes such as mass 
murder do exist so it could have been a bomb. Since we are 
aviation experienced we know that there are an infinite number 
of causes of crashes so it could have been a bomb or a cargo 
door. Since we are retired we don't have to kiss ass for money or 
approval, we can think for ourselves. Since we are over fifty we 
can look back and see that many events are misunderstood for 
years and some are never correctly explained. Since we speak 
English we can talk about all this stuff. Since we are Americans 
we know that many other cultures hate us for whatever reasons 
and could kill us with a bomb. We also know we Americans 
make things that don't often work the way they should and 
occasionally break, like space shuttles. Since we respect the truth 
we never give up trying to find out what happened about 
important events until 100% sure. 
 Mr. Brennan, are you 100% sure the cause of the crash was a 
bomb? If so, crush this letter up, hold it over the wastebasket and 
let it float down to destruction.
 If not 100% sure, then read further. What else could it be if not a 
bomb? 
 Let's skip the bomb or door theory for now. Let's agree it was a 
sudden decompression and then go to what happened next. Do 
you agree it was a sudden decompression? Is the analogy of a 
pricked fully inflated balloon satisfactory?
 The prick came from inside. Do we agree so far? Then what 
happened?



 How far can we agree before we disagree?
 Tomorrow I'm going on a few days motorcycle trip around 
California. I want to see the high Sierra passes before the snows 
hit. Then down to the deserts, flat and fast and alone. It's good to 
get away and just think with no distractions and outside 
pressures.

Sincerely,

John 
Barry Smith

email 
meadow@redshift.com, 

web 
page http://www.redshift.com/~coyote/

(408) 
659-3552

551 
Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. John Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan, Wednesday, 04 
December, 1996

 Mr. Brennan, John Barry Smith here. We spoke on the phone 
and exchanged a few letters last summer.



 The cause of the crash of Pan Am 103, the inadvertent opening 
of the forward cargo door in flight, which we spoke about, has 
happened again, this time to TWA Flight 800.
 As the insurer of both, I assume you have a responsibility to 
investigate a reasonable report of hazard to the things you insure.
 I wish again to make a reasonable report of a hazard to the 
airplane you insure and which has crashed at least two of them, 
Pan Am 103, and TWA 800.
 The reasonable mechanical cause is the inadvertent  opening of 
the forward cargo door in flight.
  Full documentation and support for the report of hazard is on 
web site, www.corazon.com The web site has ADs, NTSB 
reports, other government reports such as UK AAIB, and news 
reports. 
 I wish to thank you for steering me on to the path of 
documentation by referring me to the Flight International article 
on Pan Am 103 which was supposed to have a picture of the 
petalling of the fuselage skin from the bomb but actually had an 
artist's impression. Once started on documentation, I went to the 
NTSB and other governments and literature for information on 
the crashes. The research only made me more firmly believe in 
the cargo door theory.
 By the way, if the proof of bomb on 103 was the same evidence 
as used for bomb on TWA 800 but later shown to be benign such 
as heart medicine or planted explosives for dog sniffing tests, 
why not PA 103 also be benign? It can be and the cause of the 
crash can be shown by evidence to be that forward cargo door. 
The weight of evidence for bomb on 103 is lessened by the 
discovery of innocent evidence on 800. The investigation of 103 
should be reopened.
 Regardless, the cargo door theory must be investigated for the 
current crash and for the fact that the hazard still exists and can 
cause another Boeing 747 crash.



 I invite you to turn this over to your investigators by referring 
them to the web site or calling me at 408 659 3552.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
1 Seaport Plaza,
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Clark,
30 August 1995

 I am John Barry Smith from Carmel Valley, California. The 
cause of the crash of Pan Am 103 was the inadvertent opening of 
the starboard cargo door resulting in explosive decompression to 
the airframe. The cause of the crash of Pan Am 103 was not a 
bomb.
  Why is that important to you? Because that truth will mean that 
your company does not spend a billion dollars in claims because 
the company you insured was not guilty of wilful misconduct by 
allowing a bomb through security checkpoints. The company you 
insured did its best to make sure the door was locked but, as 
documented, many inadvertent openings happened before and 
happened after December 21, 1988. Your judgment about risk to 



loss to insure the airline was correct.
 For the past six years all interested parties have believed it was 
in their best interests to believe it was a bomb and spent their 
time ruling in a bomb and not ruling out the cargo door. Until 
now. 
 It is in your interest to try to rule out a cargo door, Mr. Clark. 
And sir, that can't be done. I've tried to in my hobby/interest of 
six years and the deeper I go, the more I am persuaded that it was 
the door. It could have been a bomb but the more reasonable, 
mundane, tragic cause is the cargo door.
 I ask you, Mr. Clark, to use science and open mindedness to try 
to rule out the cause of the crash being the opening of the cargo 
door. Ruling in a bomb has been done, and done poorly, but still 
holds as the consensus opinion. It is a wrong opinion.
 A letter to your employee, Mr. John Brennan, is enclosed. As a 
retired military officer I followed the chain of command. Time is 
getting short. He has not replied yet so I have come directly to 
you.
 As a commercial licensed, instrument rated pilot I want the 
causes of crashes to be accurately appraised to prevent a 
reoccurrence. Truth hurts. We must realize our planes have 
defects but we are not totally hated with mysterious foreigners 
tying to bomb us. Let Boeing pay for their design errors which 
led to death of passengers and crew.
 Important questions not answered yet to rule out door:

1. Where did the door land? Close to cockpit means bomb; 
far away means failure of door.

2. Was the door found with any of the latches still intact? Or 
all latches unlatched?

3. Was the door compared with the door from United Flight 
811 which was conclusively proven to be an inadvertent cargo 
door opening? Dissimilar markings would indicate a bomb. 
Similar markings would indicate inadvertent door opening.



4. Explain FOD in starboard engines and not port engines. 
Port engine FOD indicates bomb, in starboard engines indicates 
door.
 I welcome discussion; please reply.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
Email  meadow@redshift.com
551 Country Club Drive, 
Carmel Valley CA 93924
408 6593552

Ronald Ferguson
Chairman, President, and CEO, 
General Reinsurance
HQ: 695 E. Main St., 
PO Box 10351, 
Stamford, CT 06904-2351

Dear Mr. Ferguson
                   12 October 

1995

 I'm at the top corresponding with you. Please consider this a 
billion dollar letter.
 Your company should not pay the claims against you for the 
crash of Pan Am 103 because you are not fairly liable. The cause 
was not a bomb which was judged wilful misconduct but an 
inadvertent opening of a cargo door which is not wilful 
misconduct.
 The accident board ruled in a bomb. They should have ruled out 



the door. If unable, the accident board investigation must be 
reopened. Current facts prove the door theory possible. Further 
investigation will prove it correct.
 Current facts show foreign object damage (FOD) in the 
starboard engines, consistent with the cargo door opening. There 
was no FOD to the port engines, consistent with a bomb theory.
 Documentation shows seven previous inadvertent cargo door 
openings on the ground in early boeing 747s with no damage. A 
few months after Flight 103, records show one door opening in 
flight, United Flight 811, with loss of life and heavily fodded 
starboard engines.
Further investigation will match similarities to the known door 
opening of Flight 811 to Flight 103 such as sounds on tape, 
markings on door, number of latches attached, and landing 
distance from cockpit.
 Why you and your company, sir? Because only now is the piper 
due his payment and you are asked to pay for someone else's 
tune. You should not pay the billion dollars and should listen to 
clear reasons why not.
 The tune of conspiracy of spy Libyans in Malta buying stuff and 
going to Germany and hiding bombs etc is not your tune. There 
is no conspiracy. A stupid boring thing happened. A door opened 
when it should not have. It's happened before and will happen 
again. You insured against that door opening and should pay the 
75000$ maximum. You should not pay the 20 million dollars per 
victim for a phantom bomb. When multiplied by 260 victims and 
divided by the other companies shares, you still will pay out a 
billion of real dollars unnecessarily.
 Here's how to avoid that injustice. Attempt to rule out the door 
opening. When unable, petition to reopen the accident board 
investigation. The new cause will be the faulty cargo door. Then 
ask the courts to moot the wilful misconduct decision. There will 
be no new trial against you because the victims will seek 



damages against Boeing, the true culprit. 
 How to reopen the accident investigation? Show it was a cargo 
door.
 Will you go through the thinking with me?
A real event happens and consistent, reasonable events follow.
An imagined event occurs and inconsistent unreasonable events 
are proposed.
 The real event is the cargo door and the imagined event is the 
bomb.
 The imagined event is much more interesting and much more 
profitable for many people who believe it is in their best interest 
to believe it. So they do.
 The real event is ordinary, boring, and deprives sad people a lot 
of money who therefore disbelieve it.
 Will you agree with me that a 747 cargo door opening at 31000 
feet would cause an explosive decompression such as a pricked 
balloon? We know from Flight 811 that the fuselage is torn apart 
when the door opens. Flight 811 was at 21000 feet and therefore 
the door opening had less explosive force which did not destroy 
the craft, but did tear a large piece of skin off, blew debris into 
number 3 and 4 engines, and allowed the solo door to float down 
a far distance away into the water where it was retrieved. In 
addition, the co-pilot of United Flight 811 said a bomb had gone 
off. Only upon landing was it discovered that the door had 
opened and torn off. (If that United 747 had not limped back to 
Honolulu but crashed into the ocean, there would have been two 
bomb thought US 747 crashes within three months with terrible 
international repercussions.)
 If the Pan Am 103 crash could have been the cargo door 
opening, a competent accident investigation would rule that 
cause out. That was not done. The board concentrated on ruling a 
cause in, a bomb.
 In the real event of the door coming open and then off, the door 



would drift to a certain spot on the ground that can be calculated 
using the United Flight 811 data. Did the Pan Am 103 door land 
near that spot? That must be determined.
 In the imagined bomb explosion, the door would land someplace 
else. Where? The landing location of the door must be 
determined. 
  I can't do that. I don't have access to the board investigation. I 
have asked your employees, Mr. John Brennan and Mr. Harold 
Clark of US Aviation Underwriters, for help, but so far, no joy. 
(Letters attached.)
 The door needs to be examined in close detail to determine if it 
is similar or dissimilar to the United Flight 811 door. The real 
event of the door opening at altitude would leave similar 
scratches, snapped latches, twisted hinges, etc. If a bomb, the 
markings would be dissimilar.
 The audio tape needs to be examined closely for similar sounds. 
A half a second is an eternity to an audio expert. The tape of 
Flight 811 and Flight 103 may be similar in the critical one half 
second after the door opened. Or they would be dissimilar if a 
bomb. If both flights of early 747's suffered inadvertent door 
openings, there would be a discernible pattern in the half million 
microseconds before the tape ended for Flight 103 when 
compared to Flight 811.
 If the door theory is to be discounted, a reasonable explanation 
needs to be provided for the pounds of debris found in the 
engines on the cargo door side of the plane and no debris found 
in the engines on the bomb side of the fuselage.
 The bomb theory is the flimsiest set of coincidences with 
improbable discoveries and is easily discarded when a strong, 
verifiable explanation is presented.
 (Just one wildly impossible occurrence which is required for the 
bomb theory...Within two days of the crash, with twisted, 
shattered debris scattered over dozens of miles, fragments of a 



storage pallet were discovered which had traces of explosive on 
them. Something invisible, traces of explosive, was quickly 
found on something very small, fragments, in an area of millions 
of very small pieces, debris, in a very large area, pastures. 
Possible but improbable, just as are all the other bomb linking 
clues.)
 A competent, non-political, unbiased aircraft accident 
investigation has to rule out probable causes. The Pan Am 103 
investigation was inadequate and only ruled in a cause.
 The early conjecture of the cause of the crash was structural 
failure on an airframe with over 70000 flight hours. That cause 
was not ruled out. It can't be because that was the cause.
 (Other interesting coincidental facts about early 747s: They had 
the cargo door area worked on as part of a civilian retrofit for 
military purposes in event of war. That was an opportunity for 
defective workmanship. After the crash of 103, early 747s were 
recalled and more structural work was done on the cargo door 
area. This was an opportunity to fix door problems.)
 To review: 
1.You should pay for what you agreed to pay...75000$. You 
should not pay for what you did not agree to pay...20 million per 
victim for wilful misconduct of your client.
2. Determine if there is reasonable belief that the cargo door 
opening could be a cause of the crash by calculating landing 
spot.
3. Request that investigation be reopened upon further evaluation 
of facts.
4. When confirmed that door could have and probably did cause 
the crash, ask the wilful misconduct judgment be set aside.
 You will have potent opposition. Everybody except the 
insurance company loves the bomb theory, especially Boeing. 
The US government wants the half billion or so in taxes it will 
collect from the families after you pay them off. (It has already 



sent tax due notices to families how have yet to be paid off.) The 
families want the 20 million dollars instead of the 75000$.  The 
US government and Boeing will be concerned at the sales export 
drop at the decreased reputation of the 747. Everyone will be 
upset at the door explanation except you, who saves a billion 
dollars. 
 Conspiracy theories abound and are false. Lee Harvey Oswald 
killed President Kennedy, not a group of ex-CIA agents. A cargo 
door opened and caused the crash of a 747, not  a  group of 
Libyan secret agents working in several countries smuggling a 
bomb on  board a plane. A jealous ex-husband slashed his wife to 
death, not a group of racist police who planted evidence to frame 
OJ Simpson.
 You may think, who is presenting this idea of cargo door crash 
cause, which goes against the popular belief? The crash cause 
should stand on its merits but the messenger is always judged.
 I may be a tramp pushing a shopping cart full of carefully 
selected items picked up from trash cans while talking on a 
broken cellular telephone to people on another planet. But, even 
a blind squirrel finds an acorn once in a while. The acorn is the 
cargo door.
 But I am not the person described above although I did see 
someone just like that. Again, that homeless tramp is more 
interesting than the reality which is a retired military officer 
living in own home with wife and daughter.
 Here I am. Call me anytime, Mr. Furguson. I have a phone, 408 
659 3552, a snail mail address, 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel 
Valley, CA, 93924, an email address, meadow@redshift.com, a 
web site, http://www.redshift.com/~coyote/, and an insurance 
company I have had for thirty years, USAA, account number 
0071 03 10. Check me out.
 Regarding the crash of Pan Am 103, I have been in a plane 
crash, ejected and lived to tell about it. The story is on my web 



page under FCLP. I am a commercial licensed pilot, instrument 
rated. I have flight time as enlisted crewmember, jet carrier 
navigator, civilian owner and pilot, and Boeing 747 passenger. 
On the legal side, I was a Navy squadron legal officer, not an 
Article 27b lawyer, but a Navy trained legal officer handling 
summary courts-martial and non-judicial punishments.  I've had 
a few articles published in aviation newspapers, worked on a 
local newspaper, and finished a novel which can be read at my 
web page under Valiant Dust. I became an audiologist which 
examines sound very closely and assists the hard of hearing.
 Do you disregard free advice but respect information you pay 
for? Then send me a dollar.
 I can see clearly how a person's perceived best interests rule 
their beliefs. This individual delusional response applies to 
aircraft accident boards, corporations, and governments. Truth 
does not shape administrative reality.
 The accident board, Boeing, and the US government all believe 
a bomb was smuggled on board Pan Am 103 because they 
believe it is in their best interests to believe in the bomb theory. 
It's just not true.
 A jury in a courtroom ruled Pan Am showed wilful misconduct 
in allowing the bomb on board. Pan Am paid you premiums to 
pay off any claims against them. You must now pay a billion or 
so dollars to fulfill your contract.
 But you don't have to, sir. Before payout, take that last gasp and 
check out the landing spot of the cargo door. Find out if the 
latches and markings on the door match the documented 
defective cargo door of Flight 811. Clutch that last straw and 
demand to know why the starboard engines of Flight 103 were 
fodded and the port engines were not. Look under the final stone 
and examine that audio tape for a frequency pattern similar to 
Flight 811.
 You have that right. You can examine the aircraft pieces for 



which you are about to pay a billion dollars. Give the case to 
your fraud squad. Tell them to look at the claim as bogus from 
claimants who stand to gain much from the flimsy bomb theory 
and little from the solid cargo door theory.
 When the door theory is shown to be correct, your actuarial 
judgment in assessing premiums against risk will be vindicated. 
 You did not gamble and lose a lot. You gambled and lost a little. 
General Reinsurance will have re-established the integrity of the 
insurance risk/premium/claim/payment/ model. It's worth the 
effort.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive, 

meadow@redshift.com
Carmel Valley CA 93924
(408) 659-3552

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: May 30, 2002 10:22:17 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Stay and fight, Bill, you are needed and most 
important.

Hi Barry,

You are getting way ahead of me again with e-mail msgs.  I have 
several
replies to write to you, especially about the AI 182 photos.   I 
hope I can
do so today or tomorrow.  and I shall certainly try to because, if 
not, it
will not likely be until the week of 17 June.



This one is easy.

As a public servant, referring to comments by a politician, my 
reaction is
"No comment".  
As for my pending retirement, I don't think there is anything that 
could
dissuade me.  I am really looking forward to having a better 
balance to my
life - and especially, more time with my wife (who is also going 
to retire
in late June). 

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2002 12:41 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Stay and fight, Bill, you are needed and most important.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
POSTED AT 7:17 PM EDT    Wednesday, May 29

Canada nation of defeatists, Harper says

Canadian Press

Ottawa - Alliance Leader Stephen Harper called Canada a nation 



of
defeatists on Wednesday as he defended his remark that the woes 
of
Atlantic Canada are linked to a pervasive "can't-do" attitude.

Mr. Harper said there is a "culture of defeat" not just in the 
eastern
provinces, but on the Canadian prairies and among some 
Quebeckers.

"In parts of the prairies we're increasingly seeing similar views - 
there
is no hope, there is no way forward, and all we can do is kind of
negotiate with the party in power," he said.

"I think any region where you have sustained underdevelopment 
or lack of
growth for a long period of time, this starts to develop."

Mr. Harper then went one step further, calling defeatism a 
"general
problem" among Canadians.

"Generally the kind of can't-do attitude is a problem in this 
country," he
said.

"I think this whole country ... should be leapfrogging the United 
States
and there's too many people in this country think that we can't do 
it.

"This should be the wealthiest country in the world, not a country 



with a
living standard that's 25 per cent lower. So obviously the growth 
and the
attitudes that go with that are different in some parts of the 
country
than others, but it's a general problem."

Mr. Harper said he comes from an "eighth-generation Canadian 
family that's
left the Maritimes because there's no growth."

He argued Tuesday in a newspaper interview that his party's 
biggest
stumbling block to a breakthrough in Atlantic Canada was the 
"can't-do
attitude," fostered by years of federal transfer payments and 
industry
handouts.

Rather than toning down his argument Wednesday by expanding 
it, Mr. Harper
appeared to ratchet up the rhetoric, saying Atlantic politicians 
outraged
by his remarks don't understand their own constituents.

"Frankly, they're out of touch with their own people if they don't 
think
that there isn't a lot more that could be done to get people more
optimistic in that part of the country," he said.

"Atlantic Canada can be as wealthy as any other region but that 
needs to
be pursued agressively and we don't sit around waiting for 



favours from
government ...."

He said the Alliance would put an end to federal handouts, and 
that -
combined with low taxation and less regulation - would help 
"have-not"
regions flourish.

Other federal leaders also jumped on the remarks Wednesday, 
saying Mr.
Harper was being irresponsible by perpetuating stereotypes.

"You know, the more things change, the more they stay the same 
with the
Alliance party," said NDP Leader Alexa McDonough.

"This is the real Stephen Mr. Harper, who wanted to put up 
firewalls
around Alberta to keep those nasty eastern Canadians out 
because we're
ne'er-do-wells and we're lazy bums.... They've just got it dead 
wrong.

Tory Leader Joe Clark said the comments were uncalled for.

"It's just an irresponsible thing for a national political leader to 
say,"
he said.

"Atlantic Canadians are not defeatist and certainly the people of
Saskatchewan are not. Mr. Harper, all of us, should be very 
careful not to



apply false caricatures to people or parts of the country."

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: May 30, 2002 3:48:28 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>
Subject: FW: My email to Mr. Chou for China Airlines Flight 
611

Dear Barry,

Based on what little I know about the China Airlines 611 
accident, I would
say: "You may well be right".  Of course, to be complete one 
should also add
that "You may be wrong".  I am quite sure that you would agree 
with both of
those statements; however, those who don't know you may not 
realize that.
It may seem to them that you have a focus only on cargo doors.

A wise old investigator taught me, almost 20 years ago, that there 
is a good
reason why accident investigators have two eyes and two ears, 
but only one
mouth.   

Your hypothesis about China Airlines 611 seems quite plausible, 
and I would
be surprised if K F Chou and his team do not have it under active
consideration. However, I would also be surprised if that is the 
only



hypothesis under consideration.  I have met K F, his boss (Kay 
Yong) and
several others from the ASC - Taiwan; and I have also seen the 
results of
some of their work.  They are a really good group. 

If you are correct, that will be impressive and, more importantly, 
 you will
no doubt see safety improvements result in the area that is so 
close to your
heart.  However, please keep in mind that it would be quite 
inappropriate
for the ASC to jump to a premature conlusion.  They must be 
cautious and
thorough.  As for me, I have lots of my own TSB work to do 
without
intervening in the ASC's, - but I will keep an eye on their 
progress.  I'm
sure Ken Smart would say the same.

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2002 8:33 PM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: To Mr. Chou: China Airlines Flight 611 Black Box

results

<< Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File:
AI182pagecan23matchesDC10aw.JPG >>  << File: 
Chart12Report.jpg >> 



-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2002 1:02 PM
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca; ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: My email to Mr. Chou for China Airlines Flight 611

<< Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File:
811holephotocropped.jpg >> 

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2002 1:13 PM
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca; ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: China Airlines 611

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart,   25 May 2002

It probably happened again. Based upon what is released to 



the
public, the pattern is the same as TWA 800, Air India Flight 182, 
 and Pan
Am Flight 103 and of course, United Airlines Flight 811.

The chart below will be filled in slowly with 'yes' for most of 
the
pattern for China Airlines Flight 611. It already fits eight 
categories. The
CVR with the sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt power 
cut will be the
clincher at this stage.....

.....etc.

From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Date: June 7, 2002 2:33:14 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Conscience/Comet/Wiring/Doors

Dear Mr Smith

Your recent e-mail trails presents me with the difficulty of 
responding to your hypothesising in what I hope is a reasonable 
way.

I can only reiterate that accident investigation, along with all 
other forms of investigation, is an evidence based process.  I 
cannot afford the luxury of taking a stance that is in effect one 
that says " don't confuse me with the facts".

I can see that there is nothing that I can do to convince you that 



Panam 103 was bought down by an improvised explosive device. 
I can only refer you to the AAIB report and the very extensive 
technical evidence presented at the trial by specialists from 
around the world.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspecrtor of Air Accidents

WARNING: The remainder of this 154K message has not been 
transferred.  Turn on the ÒFetchÓ button in the icon bar and 
check mail again to get the whole thing.

From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Date: June 7, 2002 2:33:14 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Conscience/Comet/Wiring/Doors

Dear Mr Smith

Your recent e-mail trails presents me with the difficulty of 
responding to your hypothesising in what I hope is a reasonable 
way.

I can only reiterate that accident investigation, along with all 
other forms of investigation, is an evidence based process.  I 
cannot afford the luxury of taking a stance that is in effect one 
that says " don't confuse me with the facts".

I can see that there is nothing that I can do to convince you that 



Panam 103 was bought down by an improvised explosive device. 
I can only refer you to the AAIB report and the very extensive 
technical evidence presented at the trial by specialists from 
around the world.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspecrtor of Air Accidents
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<html><head><style type="text/css"><!--
blockquote, dl, ul, ol, li { margin-top: 0 ; margin-bottom: 0 }
--></style><title>Conscience/Comet/Wiring/Doors</title></
head><body>
<div>Ken Smart<br>
Chief Inspector of Accidents,<br>
Air Accidents Investigations Branch<br>
AAIB<br>
DRA Farnborough<br>
Hants GU14 6TD<br>
United Kingdom<br>
</div>
<div>Dear Mr. Smart,&nbsp; 3 June 2002</div>
<div><br>
Conscience: It's what safety is all about:&nbsp; Doing the right
thing although many would try to dissuade.<br>



</div>
<div>By your silence to my Smith AAR for Pan Am Flight 103 
and your
lack of response to my personal replies to your email regarding 
the
photographs of the torn and twisted forward cargo door, I know 
you
know that there is a very real possibility that the probable cause 
of
the inflight breakup was not a bomb but the shorted wiring/
forward
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression explanation and that 
the
finding of 'bomb' was probably based on the red herring of a 
rather
large shotgun blast in the compartment after the tremendous 
explosion
of the sudden decompression.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>I know you know this because the evidence, the facts, and 
the
data support those conclusions and have been presented to you. 
You
have implied that vertical torn skin above a cargo door proves it
opened in flight and indeed, the forward cargo door of Pan Am 
Flight
103 has those telltale vertical tears. The wreckage distribution
shows that ruptured open door occurred at the initial event time
which is the sudden loud sound which matches the United 
Airlines
Flight 811 sudden loud sound. You may be stunned by the 
enormity of
the discovery.</div>



<div><img src="cid:p04310100b91e94bc2c88@[216.228.4.44].
1.0"></div>
<div>Above picture of Pan Am Flight 103 shattered forward 
cargo door
with peeled back skin from aft midspan latch and vertical tear 
lines
above door.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>I also know you know the complex political implications 
of this
more accurate mechanical probable cause becoming accepted by 
aviation
professionals and the public. There must be strong pressure to
maintain the reputations of the New Scotland Yard, the AAIB, 
the
NTSB, the FBI, and the stature of at least three foreign 
governments,
India, UK, and USA. Literally billions of dollars have and will
change hands thereby shifting the fortunes of millions. Based on 
the
non-conspiracy theory for Pan Am Flight 103, apologies may be 
made to
a foreign government. The viability of the largest airliner
manufacturer in the world may be in question.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>I want you to know that I know of all these political
implications and probably ignorant of many more such as 
promotions
and assignments of those involved.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Yet, my purpose is clear: Aviation safety for crew and
passengers is paramount and comes before financial or emotional
considerations. I feel this way probably because I am a survivor 



of a
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash myself. I've been there.
I'm trying to stop others from going there.</div>
<div><br>
The one caught in the middle is you, sir, the Chief Inspector of 
the
branch which investigates Air Accidents.<br>
<br>
What to do?<br>
</div>
<div>Remain silent? Well, that silence of authorities over the 
years
has apparently resulted in the recent deaths of 225 more 
passengers
and crew in China Airlines Flight 611.</div>
<div><br>
Speak up? What good would that do? What's the use? Why try?
<br>
<br>
And that's where conscience comes in. Just because the political
forces are aligned against safety and just because the will of the
people you represent wants very badly for Pan Am Flight 103 to 
be a
terrorist event and really, really don't want it to be mechanical,
are those good enough reasons to ignore the evidence that shows 
a
mechanical cause? Just because the cause to reopen the 
investigation
based on subsequent similar accidents appears to be daunting, is 
that
reason not to try?</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Please don't turn a blind eye to the photographs of the



shattered door; please don't use a deaf ear to the sudden loud 
sound
on the CVR; and please look and listen to the purest and best
evidence of what happened; the CVR and photographs.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div><img src="cid:p04310100b91e94bc2c88@[216.228.4.44].
1.1"></div>
<div>Above: Chart 12 from NTSB showing four Boeing 747 
sudden loud
sounds on the CVR and the abrupt power cut. The sound for Air 
India
Flight 182 has been matched to a DC-10 explosive 
decompression cargo
door event.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Several men are accused or convicted of causing a Boeing 
747 to
suddenly come apart inflight within an hour of takeoff and yet 
the
similar inflight breakup has happened again...in 1989, and again 
in
1996...and again in 2002. The serial killer called faulty Poly X
wiring is striking again and again and again while others or 
symptoms
such as a fuel tank explosion or shotgun discharge are blamed.</
div>
<div><br></div>
<div>The evidence of similar matching evidence is 
overwhelming as
shown by the SmithTable below with more matches coming for 
China
Airlines Flight 611 as the wreckage is retrieved.</div>
<div><br>



The political pressure and popular will to keep the situation 
status
quo of terrorist bombing is overwhelming also.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>I realize I am pleading my case. Not my personal cause 
because I
have little to gain. Pleading as in a legal sense, not for myself but
for others such as passengers and for things such as wiring and
doors.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Wiring pleads innocent in the sense it was light, strong, 
good
insulation, and designed for fifteen years. It apparently fulfilled
its design requirements at the time. Only later did the problems
appear: Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A 
Systems
Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, 
&quot;A
Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire 
was
used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. 
Wire
insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service problems:</div>
<div>-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high
vibration areas.<br>
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)<br>
-Random flaking of the topcoat.<br>
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.<br>
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly 
associated
with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest contributor to
mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture 



in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a contributor.&quot;</
div>
<div><br></div>
<div>The Cargo Door pleads innocent in the sense that outward 
opening
nonplug doors to baggage compartments have been the tradition 
for
transportation vehicles for centuries. Stagecoaches, trains, buses,
cars, and airplanes have always had baggage doors that opened
outward; it's a tradition. The reason is to save internal space, of
course. The advent of highly pressurized cabins which mandated 
plug
type doors were not enough to overcome the tradition of outward
opening doors. Ten latches but only eight locking sectors were
thought sufficient to overcome any unwanted unlocking signal.</
div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Passengers plead innocent in the sense of wishing to spend 
the
least amount of money to go where they want to go and if that 
means
flying in a plane with cheap tickets with a dangerous door, then 
they
will. The tickets are cheaper because more income can be 
derived from
a larger cargo compartment than one which is taken up by a door 
that
opens inward.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Manufacturers plead innocent in the sense they are in a
competitive business that must make a profit to continue to make
aircraft and the wiring and doors were deemed to be adequate at 



the
time. Only decades later did the problems appear.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>And that's why safety agencies exist; to identify these
difficult to prove problems and urge repair. These are plane 
crashes,
not bank robberies. Plane crashes are usually mechanical or pilot
error; bank robberies are usually conspiracies.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Mr. Smart, what gives me the assumed right to lecture a 
senior
government aviation safety official on his duty? What allows me 
to
tell you things you already know? It's because I have the 
arrogance
based on experience, the experience of actually being in one 
sudden
night fiery fatal jet airplane crash and specifically talking to you
about another sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash. I have 
the
right to suggest what you should do because I have earned that 
right
by surviving even though my pilot died during his ejection.</
div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Please reconsider the probable cause of Pan Am Flight 103 
to be
mechanical and not sabotage. It's never too late to correct an 
error
of judgment by those who did not have the benefit of hindsight.</
div>
<div><br></div>
<div>The Comet investigation is a good example of history 



repeating
itself. Bombs were suspected for the inflight breakups and the 
planes
grounded. After a while the political pressure exerted itself and 
the
planes flew again only to come apart again with more deaths. 
Then an
objective, comprehensive investigation was conducted and the 
true
culprit of hull rupture by mechanical reason was discovered, 
metal
fatigue in a corner of a squarish ADF window. Bomb cause was 
ruled
out. The Boeing 707 surged into the lead of commercial aviation.
Safety improvements were made with round smaller windows 
and
stiffeners and belts installed to prevent the spread of a crack or
hole. (The 20 inch 'bomb' hole in Pan Am Flight 103 port side 
would
have stopped at a small manageable size and did.)</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>I've included the Comet AAR to show that my conclusions 
on Pan
Am Flight 103 are based on solid research and to show that
similarities among each Comet accident led to the answers. The 
Comet
probable cause was determined by comparing the similar 
evidence in
similar crashes. I did the same for the Boeing 747. The Comet
comparisons were made by safety officials because of the short 
time
(one year and four months) between inflight breakups while the 
Boeing



747 intervals for inflight breakups have been 1985 to 2002 or
seventeen years.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Comments made almost fifty years ago about the Comets 
are
relevant today for Boeing 747s: &quot;Some considerable 
attention was
paid in the Press last weekend to Sir Miles Thomas' statement 
that
the possibility of sabotage in the case of the Elba accident
&quot;cannot be overlooked.&quot; This statement was natural 
enough
in the circumstances, since such a cause is always a possibility in
any such disaster, and efforts must obviously be made to follow 
up
likely clues.<br>
</div>
<div>But the weight of the investigation will, no doubt, continue 
to
be directed towards what I believe to more practical possible 
causes.
Among these could be the explosion of a kerosene-air mixture, or 
of
hydraulic fluid vapour, and the medical evidence may go a long 
way
towards confirming the likelihood of one or other similar
possibility.</div>
<div><br>
Nevertheless, no one imagined it probable that signs of incipient
structural failure would actually be found in the Comets under
examination. B.O.A.C.'s maintenance and inspection is among 
the most
thorough in the World, and if such signs were to be seen in any 



of
the Comets in service it is likely that they would have been found
during previous maintenance checks completed during the past 
few
months.<br>
</div>
<div>But a full and careful inspection of all the Corporation's
Comets was vital, both as a means of assuring the public and as 
an
essential link in the series of checks which must be made towards 
a
narrowing-down of the possible cause of the accident.<br>
</div>
<div>Finally, let us remember, that the Comet is far from being 
the
first or only civil aircraft to have suffered serious trouble, the
cause of which could not be immediately diagnosed, in the 
earlier
stages of its service life.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>There have been other similar cases of trouble with civil
transports which have afterwards continued, during their long 
lives,
to be popular and successful aircraft.&quot;</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Mr. Smart, meet the new boss of 1988, 1989, 1996, and 
2002, same
as the old boss of 1954: Explosive decompression caused by
pressurized hull rupture inflight; several aircraft destroyed; errors
of judgment by politicians to keep flying; and the Airbus surges 
into
the lead of commercial aviation. China Airlines Flight 611 is the
fifth controversial, strange, mysterious inflight breakup of a 



Boeing
747 and the people who buy airplanes are mindful of this.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Regarding China Airlines Flight 611: A recent news article
reports:<font face="Times New Roman" color="#000000"> 
&quot;Aviation
experts have offered several theories on the cause of crash,
including metal fatigue, an internal explosion, sudden loss of 
cabin
pressure, a mid-air collision or a military accident. U.S. crash
experts who investigated the mid-air explosion of a Trans World
Airlines jumbo jet in 1996 are in Taiwan to try to determine why 
the
China Airlines aircraft broke into four pieces at an altitude of
30,000 feet and plunged into the Taiwan Strait. &quot;</font></
div>
<div><br></div>
<div>History has repeated history.</div>
<div><br>
What to do?<br>
</div>
<div>From my point of view, the choice is clear: Investigate 
fully
and let the chips fall where they may. Let the politicians handle 
the
red faces and the attorneys handle the money exchanges. Let the 
Air
Accidents Investigation Branch investigate an air accident which 
now
appears to possibly have been caused by a mechanical cause 
which has
happened before December, 1988, happened in February, 1989, 
and is



still happening again and again.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Based on the preliminary findings for China Airlines Flight 
611
and the retrospective of United Airlines Flight 811, there is full
justification to reopen/continue the investigation into a probable
cause of a disintegration of an airliner which continues to fly
thousands of passengers a day in hundreds of planes still in 
service
which crash cause is now open to question.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Hindsight is valuable and a luxury. To do nothing after 
United
Airlines Flight 811 was wrong. To do nothing after Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 was wrong. To do nothing after China 
Airlines
Flight 611 is wrong.&nbsp; To not reconsider the probable cause 
for
Pan Am Flight 103, even at this late date, is to betray the trust of
the passengers and crew; to ignore the visual and aural evidence 
is
to betray the aviation safety profession; and to pretend UAL 811 
is
irrelevant to PA 103 is to make a lie of your career.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Do you need more evidence presented to you, Mr. Smart? I 
have it
and can assist your staff of investigators. There is much to check
out in the wreckage at Farnborough. Motivated, informed 
citizens can
have much to offer the experts. I am available at any time to 
answer
any questions you may have. You have access to the answers in 



your
files and in a hangar. I can direct you where to look. You can
satisfy your curiosity and the skepticism of the senior 
government
politicians within a few hours of examination of the wreckage 
which
has been saved for exactly this purpose.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Do you need advice on how to proceed politically? I can't 
help
you there and good luck facing the press and the politicians.</
div>
<div><br></div>
<div>All I can do is to go to the authority that have the
responsibility and present my evidence and conclusions. They 
are in
my Smith AAR for Pan Am Flight 103 and sent to you earlier as 
well as
other documentation. There is much more if required and is 
available
upon request. There is no dearth of factual support for the 
shorted
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight
breakup explanation for Pan Am Flight 103.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Please, Mr. Smart, let the weight of the investigation 
continue
to be directed towards more practical possible causes. It may be a
difficult decision but the right one when it comes to life and
death.</div>
<div><br>
Cheers,<br>



Barry<br>
<br>
John Barry Smith<br>
(831) 659 3552<br>
541 Country Club Drive,<br>
Carmel Valley, CA 93924<br>
www.corazon.com<br>
barry@corazon.com<br>
<br>
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</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event within an hour after
takeoff<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-



tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event at about 300 kts<br>
while proceeding normally in all
parameters<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event has unusual radar
contacts<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door
area<x-tab>&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event starts with sudden sound<x-tab>&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event sound is loud<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event sound is audible to
humans<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>



Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data
recorders<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound<x-
tab>&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression 
sound<br>
in wide body airliner<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area<x-tab>
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab></div>
<div>Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo
compartment<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number
three<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Fire/soot in engine number
three<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number
four<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Right wing leading edge damaged in
flight<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>



Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab></div>
<div>More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port
side<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight
debris<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward 
cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo



door<x-tab>&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as
latched<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock
sectors)<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage<x-tab>
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab></div>
<div>Forward cargo door fractured in two
longitudinally<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab></div>



<div>Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched<x-
tab>&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries<x-tab>
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger
bodies<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,<br>
forward and aft sections of aircraft<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb
explosion.<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Initial official determination modified from bomb
explosion<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Structural failure considered for probable
cause<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable
cause<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>



Official probable cause as bomb
explosion<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive
device'<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause<x-
tab>&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;



</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank<br>
with unknown ignition source<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-



tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Official probable cause as switch /wiring<br>
inadvertently opening forward cargo
door<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab><x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab><br>
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747
Breakups in Flight<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</x-tab></div>
<div>AI 182<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>PA103<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>UAL
811<x-tab> </x-tab>TWA 800 and counting for China Airlines 
Flight
611</div>
<div><br></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT, 1949<br>
<br>



THE CIVIL AVIATION (INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS) 
REGULATIONS 1951<br>
<br>
Report of the Public Inquiry into the causes and circumstances of 
the
accident which occurred on the 10th January, 1954, to the Comet
aircraft G-ALYP<br>
<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>AIRCRAFT: Comet
G-ALYP<br>
*<x-tab> </x-tab>ENGINES: Four de Havilland Ghost 50<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>REGISTERED 
OWNERS AND OPERATORS:
British Overseas Airways Corporation<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>CREW:<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>Captain A. Gibson - Killed<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>First Officer W. 
J. Bury -
Killed<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Engineer 
Officer F. C.
Macdonald - Killed<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Radio 
Officer L. P.
McMahon - Killed<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>Steward F. L. Saunders - 
Killed<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>Stewardess
J. E. Clarke - Killed<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>PASSENGERS: 29-



All Killed<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>PLACE OF 
ACCIDENT: Over the
Mediterranean off Elba.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>DATE AND TIME: 10th 
January, 1954,
at about 1000 G.M.T.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">All times in this Report are
G.M.T.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART I<br>
INTRODUCTORY<br>
<br>
(a) Definitions<br>
<br>
1. In this Report the following expressions bear the following
meanings:<br>
<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>&quot; 
A.R.B.&quot;
means the Air Registration Board incorporated as a company 
limited by
guarantee under the Companies Act, 1929, on the 26th February,
1937.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>&quot; A.S.B.&quot; means the 
Air Safety
Board appointed by the Minister of Transport and Civil 
Aviation.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>&quot; de
Havillands &quot; means the de Havilland Aircraft Company 
Limited.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>&quot; 



R.A.E.&quot; means
the Royal Aircraft Establishment controlled by the Minister of
Supply.<br>
*<x-tab> </x-tab>&quot; B.O.A.C.&quot; means British 
Overseas Airways
Corporation.<br>
<br>
(b) The Air Registration Board<br>
<br>
2. The primary object of A.R.B. is to carry out such 
administrative
and advisory functions with regard to the design, construction 
and
maintenance of aircraft and matters connected therewith as may 
from
time to time be delegated to A.R.B. by the Minister of Transport 
and
Civil Aviation. Under its Articles of Association A.R.B. is to
consist of two members appointed by the Minister and sixteen 
other
members. Of these sixteen four must represent operators of 
aircraft,
four must represent constructors of aircraft, four must represent
insurers engaged in aircraft insurance business and the remaining
four are co-opted. It is provided that of the two members to be
nominated by the Minister one is to be an independent person 
and the
other a person who has had not less than five years' professional
experience as a pilot of civil aircraft. It is further provided that
the co-opted members are to be persons representative of some
interest connected with civil aviation.<br>
<br>
3. By section 7 of the Civil Aviation Act, 1949, which reproduces



section 2 of the Air Navigation Act, 1936, it is provided that the
Minister may by order provide for delegating to a body 
appearing to
him to be constituted as is A.R.B. under its Memorandum and 
Articles,
such of the administrative functions of the Minister with respect 
to
the matters mentioned in the subsection as may be specified in 
the
order and for entrusting to that body such advisory functions in
connection with any of such matters as may be specified.<br>
<br>
4. In pursuance of this section the Minister by the Civil Aviation
(Air Registration Board) Order of 1951 (which replaces Orders 
made
under the 1936 Act) delegated a number of his administrative
functions to A.R.B. and entrusted to it certain advisory functions.
Under section 1 of the Order the Minister delegated to A.R.B. the
following functions (inter alia):_</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(a) 
the
formulation and publication of technical requirements as regards 
the
design, construction and maintenance of aircraft and engines,
components, accessories, instruments, equipment and apparatus 
of
aircraft;<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>(b) the investigation of aircraft 
(including
their engines, components, accessories, instruments, equipment 
and
apparatus (excluding radio apparatus) and the manner of the



installation of the same) for the purposes of the issue and renewal
of certificates of airworthiness or of validations of such
certificates and for the purposes of the variation of particulars 
and
conditions specified in such certificates of any flight manual or
performance schedule issued therewith;<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(c) the 
making of
recommendations to the Minister as to the issue of certificates of
airworthiness and of validations of such certificates and as to the
variation of particulars and conditions specified in such
certificates or any flight manual or performance schedule issued
therewith;<br>
*<x-tab> </x-tab>(d) the renewal of certificates of airworthiness 
and
of validations of such certificates and to such extent as may be
determined by the Minister in writing the variation of particulars
and conditions specified in such certificates or any flight manual 
or
performance schedule issued therewith;<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>(e) the making of any investigation 
required
in connection with an application for a special permission for an
aircraft to fly without a certificate of airworthiness being in force
in respect thereof and the making of recommendations to the 
Minister
as to the giving of such a special permission;<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(f) 
the approval
of engines for aircraft;<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(g) the 
making of
inspections of organisations of persons or firms desiring to 



furnish
reports or certificates as to compliance by aircraft and engines,
components, accessories, instruments, equipment and apparatus 
of
aircraft with airworthiness requirements, the approval of any 
such
firm or persons as qualified to furnish such reports of certificates,
and the acceptance of such reports or certificates;<br>
<br>
<br>
5. The chairman of A.R.B. is the Rt. Hon. Lord Brabazon of Tara. 
The
members of the Council are identical with the members of the 
Board.
The Council are advised by a technical staff of about 125 of 
whom
about 84 are employed on inspectional duties. The Chief 
Executive
Officer is Mr. R. E. Hardingham and the Chief Technical Officer 
of
the Board is Mr. W Tye.<br>
<br>
6. To enable A.R.B. to discharge its functions it prepares and 
from
time to time publishes detailed requirements which inform
manufacturers of the minimum conditions with which, prima 
facie, they
have to conform if they are to obtain a Certificate of 
Airworthiness.
To assist A.R.B. in the preparation of these requirements they 
have
appointed an &quot; Airworthiness Requirements Co-ordinating
Committee&quot; which includes representatives of the Ministry 



of
Supply, R.A.E., manufacturers of aircraft, operators of aircraft 
and
A.R.B. itself.<br>
<br>
7. Requirements are not, however. treated by A. R. B. as being as
immutable as the laws of the Medes and Persians. On the one 
hand,
during the development of a new type, requirements more 
exacting than
those prescribed in the published regulations are often imposed 
or
adopted by the manufacturer concerned. On the other hand, on
occasions certain deviations from the prescribed conditions are
accepted by A.R.B. provided that they are satisfied that the safety
of the aircraft is not thereby jeopardised.<br>
<br>
(c) The Air Safety Board<br>
<br>
8. A.S.B. is a purely advisory body and has no statutory authority
behind it. It was appointed in November. 1946, with the 
following
terms of reference: &quot; To keep under continuous review the 
needs
of safety in British civil aviation and to recommend measures
calculated to promote safety in respect of both (a) the operation 
of
British civil aircraft throughout the world, and (b) the efficiency
of the system of ground facilities provided for civil aircraft of all
nations operating over the United Kingdom.&quot; Its members 
are
appointed by the Minister and at the material date consisted of 
Air



Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill, Lord Brabazon, Sir 
Leonard
Bairstow Air Commodore Banks and Mr. (now Sir) Arnold
Hall.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
(d) The Royal Aircraft Establishment<br>
<br>
9. R.A.E. is controlled by the Minister of Supply. The main
establishment is at Farnborough but there are branch 
establishments
in other parts of the country. In this Report I am mainly 
concerned
with the work done at Farnborough. The Director of R.A.E. is Sir
Arnold Hall. The Head of the Structures Department is Dr. P. B.
Walker. The only other member of the staff who need be 
mentioned by
name is Mr. E L. Ripley who was responsible for the work in
connection with the reconstruction and investigation of the 
wreckage
recovered after the accident. I should, however, add that R.A.E. 
has
its own flight testing facilities which were fully used in the
investigations which took place after the accident.<br>
<br>
(e) The de Havilland Aircraft Company Limited</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">10. de Havillands were the 
manufacturers
of the Cornet aircraft and the engines were made by a subsidiary
company. the de Havilland Engine Company Limited. Mr. R. E. 
Bishop is
the Chief Designer of de Havillands and his Chief Assistant is 
Mr. C.



Wilkins. Mr. R. H. T. Harper is the Chief Structural Engineer and 
Mr.
H. Povey is the Director in charge of Production. de Havillands 
have
an Inspection Department entirely separate from their Production
Department and the independence of the Inspection Department 
is
secured by the provision that it reports direct to the Managing
Director and is not in any way under the control of the 
Production
Department. de Havillands have been approved under paragraph 
1(g) of
the Civil Aviation (Air Registration Board) Order of 1951 as
qualified to furnish reports and certificates as to compliance with
airworthiness requirements.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART II<br>
HISTORY OF THE COMET PROJECT<br>
<br>
11. Mr. Bishop stated that at the end of the war de Havillands 
were
faced with the problem of recommencing the manufacture of 
civil
aircraft. During the war they had been building only military
aircraft. They decided that it would be inadvisable merely to 
build
another version of the conventional aircraft; they had had some
years' experience with jet fighters and concluded that with the 
help
of their engine company they should be able to produce a useful 
civil
aircraft which would be a step ahead of the current type. With 



this
end in view they commenced design by the end of September, 
1946. Some
idea, however, of the amount of work involved is indicated by 
the
fact that it was not until the 27th July 1949, that the first
prototype Comet made its first flight. de Havillands were, 
however,
fortunate that B.O.A.C. and the Minister of Supply were willing 
to
enter into a contract for the purchase of Comet aircraft without
waiting for the prototype to be available. This enabled de 
Havillands
at once to do preliminary work in the Production Department. 
The
contract was entered into on the 21st January, 1947 and under it
B.O.A.C. started their proving, flights in April, 1951.<br>
<br>
12. At some date in 1951 it was arranged that the first two
prototypes should be delivered to the Ministry of Supply but that 
the
remaining aircraft to be supplied under the contract should be
delivered to B.O.A.C. and that the approval of the Ministry of 
Supply
to them should no longer be required.<br>
<br>
13. A.R.B. issued a number of special category certificates of
airworthiness to enable the requisite tests, both in this country 
and
overseas, to be carried out, but it was not until early in 1952 that
a full Certificate of Airworthiness was issued. This enabled the
passenger service to be started and it was actually commenced on 
the



2nd May, 1952. The personnel for the service had received 
intensive
training. B.O.A.C. had established a school for the training of
pilots and crews and made full use of a special school which had 
been
established by de Havillands for the training not only of pilots 
and
crews, but also of station engineers. By the 8th April, 1954, when
the Comet fleet of B.O.A.C. was grounded after the disaster near
Naples, Comet aircraft had flown almost 25,000 hours, 
representing,
on the basis of 400 miles per hour, a mileage of 10,000,000 
miles.<br>
<br>
14. Dealing more specifically with the technical aspect of the
development of the project between September, 1946, and the 
2nd May
l952, de Havillands' outlook and practice underwent virtually no
chance. In order to provide an economically satisfactory payload 
and
range at the high cruising speed which the turbo-jet engines 
offered,
it was essential that the cruising height should be upwards of 
35,000
ft. double that of the then current airliners and that the weight of
the structure and equipment should be as low as possible.</
font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
15. Throughout the design they relied upon well established 
methods,
essentially the same as those in general use by aircraft designers.
But they were going, outside the range of previous experience 
and



they decided to make thorough tests of every part of the cabin
structure. They had not only to prove to their own satisfaction 
that
their design was basically sound, but also to investigate the 
effect,
on the large variety of materials involved, of the extreme 
conditions
which would be met. They gave special attention to the structural
integrity of the pressure cabin. The difference -- This difference 
is
sometimes referred to hereafter as ' P ' -- between the internal and
external pressure (8.25 lb./sq. in) was about 50 per cent. greater
than that in general use and there was in addition a larger
difference between the internal and external temperatures.<br>
<br>
16. Their policy of testing in the laboratory was not a novel one,
nor indeed were they alone in their belief in it. They recognised,
however, that testing alone is not sufficient. Every test is to some
extent a compromise, since the conditions to be met in service 
can
seldom be represented completely in the laboratory and in many 
cases
are not accurately known. The result must therefore, be reviewed 
in
the light of calculations based on fundamental knowledge, and 
on
general experience and practice.<br>
<br>
17. For the design of the basic structure of the cabin they adopted 
a
multiple of the Working pressure difference, P. in excess of 
current
requirements in any country. The British Civil Airworthiness



Requirements (B.C.A.R.) called for a &quot; proof &quot; 
pressure of
1.33 P (under which the cabin must show no signs of permanent
deformation), together with a &quot;design&quot; pressure of 2 
P (at
which the material may reach its ultimate strength). These
requirements were the same as those of the International Civil
Aviation Organisation (I.C.A.O.) and also those of this country 
for
military transport aircraft. de Havillands used a design pressure 
of
2.5 P and tested the cabin to 2 P. Two test sections of the cabin
were built. The front part, 26 ft. in length, extended from the 
nose
nearly to the front spar of the wing, and included typical 
windows,
hatches and door. The centre part, 24 ft. in length, extended from 
a
few feet in front of the front spar to a few feet aft of the rear
spar, covering the large cut-out containing the wine 
structure .<br>
<br>
18. Their reasons for adopting these substantially higher figures
were two. They believed, and this belief was shared by A.R.B. 
and
other expert opinion, that a cabin which would survive 
undamaged a
test to double its working pressure, 2 P. should not fail in service
under the action of fatigues -- There is attached hereto as 
Appendix
IV a note on the subject of fatigue in metals and its bearing on 
the
design of engineering structures which has been prepared for my



assistance by my Assessors. -- due to the pressurisation to 
working
pressure, P, on each flight, and to other fluctuating loads to which
it is subjected in operations.<br>
<br>
Secondly, they considered that it would ensure a larger margin of
safety against the possible failure of windows, doors, and 
hatches.
These are contingencies which had been shown by experience to 
be a
serious risk, for even if nothing worse happens, the resulting loss
of pressure may be rapid.<br>
<br>
19. So much importance did they attach to this latter 
consideration
that they made many tests of window panes to very high 
pressures in
addition, they applied pressures of between P and 2P some 30 
times to
the test section of the front part of the cabin together with a
series of 2,000 pressurisations to rather over P. These tests were
not intended as a test of the fatigue resisting properties of the
structure, but rather as providing an assurance that the cabin 
would
be satisfactory as a pressure vessel. But they undoubtedly
contributed to de Havillands' confidence in the soundness of the
cabin.<br>
<br>
20. Simultaneously With the design and testing of the pressure 
cabin,
all other parts of the structure were receiving treatment based on
the same outlook -- design to at least the current requirements,
coupled with exhaustive tests. The wing is of special interest, 



since
it is here that requirements specifically directed to resistance to
fatigue first became important. During the period 1949 o 1951 
there
had been growing among all aircraft designers and users a 
realisation
that the life of the essential structure of an aircraft is not
unlimited. The effects of atmospheric turbulence had produced
unexpected and relatively early failure of the wings of certain
transport aircraft. Gusts are most severe near the ground and in 
the
tropics. Methods had been devised, and have since been 
improved and
extended, for determining their frequency and intensity. In the 
light
of this knowledge, repeated loading tests -- In which the 
appropriate
load is applied and removed many times, simulating the effects 
of
gusts, or any other cause of variation of load -- of the wings of
transport aircraft became accepted as necessary. Tests of the 
Comet's
wing were made in close co-operation with R.A.E.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
21. Until about the middle of 1952 the likelihood that the fatigue
resistance properties of a pressure cabin demanded further
precautions, either in design or by test, than were provided by the
current static strength requirements had not been realised. The
matter first came to de Havillands' notice through Sir. Harper's
association with the problem on Service (R.A.F.) transport 
aircraft,
as a member of the Joint Airworthiness Committee (J.A.C.) of 
the



Ministry of Supply. Draft Requirements (Paper 579, Oct., 1952) 
called
for a static test to 2 P, a proof test to 1.33 P, together with
repeated loading tests of 1.25 P applied 10,000 times.<br>
<br>
22. At about the same time A.R.B. were reviewing the civil 
position.
In due course they issued proposals in Paper No. 230 (19th June 
1953)
which called for the same static test to 2 P and proof test to 1.33 
P
but raised the number of applications of 1.25 P to 15,000. At the
same time the paper suggested that certain structural parts such 
as
riveted joints, door and window frames etc., might have to be
designed to 3 P (on the ultimate strength of the material), in order
to meet these requirements. It also stated that the figure of 15,000
was intended to cover the number of applications of P during the 
life
of an aircraft, and that the test pressure of 1.25 P was intended to
cover the phenomenon of &quot;scatter&quot; -- see Appendix 
IV -- in
the fatigue strength of different cabins built to the same 
design.<br>
<br>
23. The result of these developments was that in July, 1953 de
Havillands reconsidered the position of the Comet's cabin. Up to 
that
time no Comet had exceeded 2,500 hours flying say 800 
pressurised
flights. In order to satisfy themselves of its safety, and also to
discover its probable safe working life, they carried out repeated
loading tests of the test section of the fore part of the cabin,



applying the working pressure P about 16,000 times. By 
September,
1953, this specimen had withstood 18.000 applications of P in
addition to some 30 earlier applications of pressures between P 
and
2P.<br>
<br>
24. These tests were ended by a failure of the skin in fatigue at 
the
corner of a window, originating at a small defect in the skin. But
the number of pressurisations sustained was so large that, in
conjunction with the numerous other tests, it was regarded as
establishing the safety of the Comet's cabin with an ample 
margin.<br>
<br>
25. Meanwhile, on the 2nd May, 1953, Comet G-ALYV had 
crashed in a
tropical storm of exceptional severity near Calcutta. An inquiry 
was
directed by the Central Government of India and was held under 
Rule
75 of the Indian Aircraft Rules 1937. The Court reported on the 
26th
May, 1953, that the accident was caused by structural failure of 
the
airframe during flight through a thundersquall. In the opinion of 
the
Court the structural failure was due to overstressing which 
resulted
front either :<br>
<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-
tab>(i) Severe



gusts encountered in the thundersquall, or<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>(ii) Overcontrolling or loss of control 
by the
pilot when flying through the thunderstorm.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">Fatigue failure of the cabin was 
not then
suspected as a cause and in my opinion the evidence adduced in 
the
course of the present Inquiry affords no sufficient reason for
doubting the conclusion of the Indian Court.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART III<br>
THE ACCIDENT<br>
<br>
26. Comet G-ALYP (sometimes hereinafter called Yoke Peter) 
left
Ciampino Airport, Rome, at 09:31 hours on the 10th January, 
1954, on
a flight to London. After taking off the aircraft was in touch with
Ciampino control tower by radio telephone and from time to time
reported its position. These reports indicated that the flight was
proceeding according to the B.O.A.C. flight plan and the last of
them, which was received at 09:50 hours, said that the aircraft 
was
over the Orbetello Beacon. The Captain of another B.0.A.C. 
aircraft,
Argonaut G-ALHJ. gave evidence of communications which 
passed between
him and Yoke Peter. The last such message received by the 
Argonaut
began &quot;George How Jig frown George Yoke Peter did you 
get



my&quot; and then broke off. The Captain of the Argonaut gave 
it as
his opinion that the message was not merely interrupted by 
another
aircraft but that transmission ceased after the word 
&quot;my&quot;
and he estimated that the message was received by him at
approximately 09:51 hours. Shortly after 10:00 hours the 
Ciampino
Traffic Control Clerk heard a sound which he suggested might 
have
been an unmodulated transmission from Yoke Peter.</font></
div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
27. The evidence of four witnesses from Elba as to things seen 
and
heard by them on the 10th January suggests that Yoke Peter must 
have
crashed into the sea at about 10:00 hours and it therefore appears
that something happened to the aircraft with catastrophic 
suddenness
which may have accounted for the interruption of the 
transmission of
the last message to the Argonaut. It is also clear from the 
evidence
of the Elba witnesses that part of Yoke Peter fell into the sea in
flames.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">28. The chart, which is Figure 1 of 
this
Report, was prepared from all the information available and 
produced
by a Navigating Officer from B.O.A.C. The estimated flight track 



of
the aircraft and the position in which bodies and wreckage were 
found
can be seen on the chart and the witness gave it as his opinion 
that
at 09:51 hours the aircraft was probably approaching a height of 
27
000 feet.<br>
<br>
PART IV<br>
THE AIRCRAFT<br>
<br>
29. Yoke Peter was designed and constructed by de Havillands 
and was
of the type properly described as DH106 series 1, commonly 
known as
the Comet 1. It was designed for high speed long distance, 
passenger
and freight transport at high altitude and was propelled by four 
de
Havilland Ghost 50 turbo-jet engines mounted within the wings, 
each
engine developing a static thrust of 5,000 lb. The crew and 
passenger
compartments were pressurised, so that when flying at 40,000 ft. 
a
cabin pressure equivalent to atmospheric pressure at an altitude 
of
8,000 ft. was maintained. The cabin pressure was regulated to a
maximum pressure difference between cabin and outside 
atmosphere of
8.25 lb/sq. in. and a safety valve was set to open at a pressure
difference of 8.5 lb/sq. in. The dual flying control were power



operated by hydraulic servo control units. The fuel for the 
engines
was kerosene carried in a centre section tank made up of four
inter-connected bag tanks and in four integral wing tanks. The
authorised maximum all-up weight was 107,000 lb. Yoke Peter 
first
flew on the 9th January, 1951, and was granted a Certificate of
Registration No. R.3162/1 on the 18th September, 1951, in the 
name of
B.O.A.C. as owner. A Certificate of Airworthiness No. A.3162, 
valid
until the 12th March, 1953, was granted on the 22nd March, 
1952. The
aircraft was delivered to B.0.A.C. on the 13th March, 1952, and 
from
that date was operated by B.O.A.C. On the 2nd May, 1952, 
having by
then flown a total of 339 flying hours in experimental, test and
training flights on behalf of de Havillands and B.O.A.C. it 
entered
scheduled passenger service and was the first jet-propelled 
passenger
aircraft carrying aircraft in the world to do so.<br>
<br>
30. On the 11th March, 1953. the Certificate of Airworthiness 
was
renewed for one year and was therefore, valid at the time of the
accident. On the 11th November 1953, after the aircraft had 
flown
3,207 hours and following a repair to the passenger entrance door 
the
fuselage was subjected to a proving test to 11 lb/sq. in. The
airframe and engine log books show that the airframe and 



engines had
been regularly inspected and maintained in accordance with the
Approved Maintenance Schedules and that the number of flying 
hours of
each engine since its last complete overhaul was well within the
approved life.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">31. In accordance with the 
Approved
Maintenance Schedules a Check I inspection was completed on 
the 6th
January, 1954, at London Airport and a Certificate of 
Maintenance,
signed by properly licensed airframe and engine maintenance 
engineers
and valid for 75 flying hours, was issued on the 7th January 
1954. At
the time of the accident the aircraft had flown only 40 hours 
since
the issue of the Certificate of Maintenance and its total flying life
was 3,681 hours. An Aircraft Radio Station Certificate of
Serviceability was issued in respect of Yoke Peter on the 7th
January, 1954, with the remark &quot;no items
unserviceable.&quot;</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART V<br>
THE CREW<br>
<br>
32. Captain Alan Gibson, D.F.C., who was in command of Yoke 
Peter at
the time of the accident was aged 31 years and 3 months. He held
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence No. 22713, valid until the 24th



February 1954, which entitled him to fly in command of Comet 
aircraft
and he had a valid Instrument Rating.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
Captain Gibson also held Flight Navigator' s Licence No. 1442 
which
was valid until the 19th February, 1954. He entered the 
employment of
B.O.A.C. under contract in 1946 having previously been 
employed by
B.O.A.C. on secondment from the Royal Air Force. While in the 
Royal
Air Force Captain Gibson had a total flying experience of 1,348 
hours
of which 1.175 were flown in command. He had flown a total of 
4,062
hours by day and 1,165 hours by night with B.O.A.C. and most 
of these
were flown as first pilot. He had flown Comets for 84 hours by 
day
and 48 hours by night as second pilot and for 79 hours by day 
and 80
hours by night as first pilot. During the six months preceding the
accident he had flown 79 hours by day and 80 hours by night as 
first
pilot of Comets and 47 hours by day and 31 hours by night under
supervision.<br>
<br>
33. While with B.O.A.C. Captain Gibson was concerned in an 
accident
involving the forced landing of a Hermes aircraft in 1951 and 
was
complimented by the Operations Manager for his conduct on that



occasion. He was successful in both his flying checks during the
period when he was flying Comets and l am satisfied that he was 
fully
equipped to carry out his normal duties as a pilot and as a captain
and to deal with emergencies.<br>
<br>
34. The second pilot of Yoke Peter was First Officer William 
John
Bury whose ace was 33 years and 10 months. He held Airline 
Transport
Pilot's Licence No. 27251 valid until the 8th April, 1954, and a
valid Instrument Rating. In addition he held Flight Navigator's
Licence No. 2583 valid until the 9th October, 1954. He had 
flown a
total of 1,917 hours in the Royal Air Force of which 1,735 were 
as
first pilot, all in piston engined aircraft. With B.O.A.C. he had
flown 2,355 hours by day and 643 by night as second pilot and 
11
hours by day and 1 hour by night as first pilot and altogether had
flown 153 hours by day and 109 by night in Comets, all as 
second
pilot. I am satisfied that First Officer Bury was fully equipped to
carry out his normal duties and to support his captain in
emergencies.<br>
<br>
35. The Engineer Officer was Mr. Francis Charles Macdonald 
who was
aged 27 years and 11 months. Since joining B.O.A.C. on the 21st
January, 1952, he had 439 hours flying as Engineer Officer in 
Hermes
aircraft and 281 hours in Comets of which 225 hours were flown 
during



the six months preceding the accident Mr. Macdonald's Flight
Engineer's Licence was No. 428 and had expired on the 11th 
December,
1953. During its validity this licence included Comet aircraft. 
Had
he applied to renew his licence he would have been required to 
give
Log Book evidence of six hours flying as engineer-in-charge 
including
six flights during the 12 months preceding the date of application
and would have been required to pass a medical 
examination.<br>
<br>
36. On joining B.O.A.C. Comet Fleet Mr. Macdonald obtained 
an
endorsement to his licence which made it valid in respect of 
Comet
aircraft and he completed a form giving details of his licence. In
completing this form he stated, wrongly, though no doubt in 
good
faith, that his licence was valid until the 24th April, 1954. He
himself made no application to renew the licence before its 
expiry
nor was he given any reminder to do so by B.0.A.C. This matter 
is
further referred to in paragraph 147 of this Report.<br>
<br>
37. I am satisfied that Mr. Macdonald's flying experience was
sufficient to support an application for renewal of his licence but 
I
have no evidence as to his medical fitness. However, I have no 
reason
to suppose that he was in fact unfit at the time of the 



accident.<br>
<br>
38. The Radio Officer was Mr. Luke Patrick Mc Mahon who was 
aged 32
years and 2 months. He held a First Class Flight Radio 
Telegraphy
Operator's Licence No. 1235 which was valid until the 16th 
October,
1954, and had done 2,946 flying hours with B.O.A.C. in various
aircraft before the 3rd October, 1952, and 629 hours in Comets
thereafter. During the six months preceding the accident he had 
flown
207 hours in Comets. I am satisfied that he was a capable
officer.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">39. The other members of the 
crew were
Steward Frank Leonard Saunders and Stewardess Jean Evelyn 
Clarke,
both of whose services had at all times been entirely
satisfactory.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART VI<br>
THE PASSENGERS AND CARGO</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">40. Yoke Peter carried a total of 29
passengers, all of whom were killed in the accident. The cargo
carried did not include any items which could have been relevant 
to
the cause of the accident. The comparison between the amount of 
cargo
known to have been carried and that shown in the Load 
Distribution



and Trim Sheet showed a discrepancy of 27 kilograms in hold 
2A.
Moreover, no load was shown on the Load Distribution and Trim 
Sheet
for hold 3, whereas there was evidence that 15 kilograms of 
baggage
were placed in that hold. I am satisfied, however by the evidence 
of
Mr. B. J. Folliard that these errors in the Load Distribution and
Trim Sheet would have left the loading and trim of the aircraft 
well
within the prescribed safe limits.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">PART VII</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">PRE FLIGHT INCIDENTS<br>
<br>
41. The last three flights made by Yoke Peter prior to that which
ended in disaster were from Karachi to Bahrein, Bahrein to 
Beirut and
Beirut to Rome. During refuelling at Karachi a defect developed 
in
the port wing tanks the Engineer Officer of Yoke Peter adopted a
procedure known as &quot;off-load&quot; refuelling which is
authorised for use in such an emergency. It involves holding the
refuelling switch in the &quot;off-load&quot; position -- The 
normal
purpose of this position is to enable the tanks to be emptied -- 
and
releasing it when refuelling is complete. In fact the Engineer
Officer did not release the switch in time and about five gallons 
of
fuel escaped from the airvent on the under surface of the 
mainplane.



There was no repetition of this incident at Bahrein but at Beirut,
after the Engineer Officer had explained to the ground engineer, 
who
was assisting him with the refuelling what had happened at 
Karachi, a
further incident occurred. When the Engineer Officer returned to 
the
port wine after inspecting the starboard tanks he noticed fuel
emerging from the port air vent. The refuelling switch was in the
neutral position from which fact, and from the fact that fuel was
obviously entering the tank, he deduced that somebody, 
intending to
put the switch to the &quot;off-load&quot; position, from which 
it
should automatically have returned to neutral when released 
must have
failed to do so and that the switch, instead of returning to neutral
had remained half open. He attempted to close the switch by 
moving it
to the full &quot;off-load&quot; position and releasing it but this
had no effect and the flow of fuel was eventually stopped by 
shutting
down the bowser.<br>
<br>
42. As a result of this incident the actuator was removed and as 
no
replacement was available it was tested, found satisfactory and
refitted. These incidents were reported by the Engineer Officer to
Mr. Macdonald when the aircraft was handed over at Rome. The 
practice
of &quot;off-load&quot; refuelling is further referred to in
paragraph 111 of this Report.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>



<div><font color="#000000">43. Two other items were also
unserviceable during the flights from Karachi to Rome. These 
were the
No. 1 engine hydraulic flow warning light and the automatic
temperature control selector. The former device is designed to 
draw
the attention of the pilot to a possible failure of the
engine-operated hydraulic pump. On this occasion, when the 
flow
warning light appeared faulty, the operation of the pump was 
tested
by other means and found satisfactory. The automatic 
temperature
control selector is intended to control automatically the 
temperature
of the crew and passenger compartments. When it was found to 
be
faulty the temperature was controlled manually. I am satisfied 
that
neither of these faults, both of which were drawn to the attention 
of
Mr. Macdonald, can have endangered the aircraft in any
way.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
<br>
PART VIII<br>
WEATHER CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF THE 
ACCIDENT</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">44. From take-off at Rome at 
09:31 hours
on the 10th January, 1954, to the time of the accident at
approximately 27,000 ft. near Elba Comet G-ALYP experienced



essentially good weather conditions. The climb was made 
through only
thin and broken layers of cloud with no rain and with negligible
icing conditions. At the time and position of the accident it is
probable that some turbulence in clear air may have existed due 
to
the proximity of a narrow high velocity wind current called a 
&quot;
jet stream &quot;. Such turbulence, if encountered, would be less
than aircraft frequently experience in turbulent cloud conditions. 
It
can, therefore, be assumed that the state of the weather was not a
contributory cause of the accident.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART IX<br>
ACTION TAKEN AFTER THE ACCIDENT AND PRIOR<br>
TO THE ACCIDENT TO COMET G-ALYY<br>
<br>
(a) Local salvage and medical investigation<br>
<br>
45. At 11:50 hours on the 10th January, 1954 the Harbour 
Authority at
Portoferraio in the Isle of Elba was informed of the occurrence of
the accident, being told that an aircraft had exploded in the air 
and
crashed in flames into the sea south of Cape Calamita roughly in 
the
direction of the island of Monte Cristo. With commendable 
promptness
Lieutenant-Colonel Lombardi, the Officer Commanding the 
Harbour
Authority of Portoferraio, despatched all available craft to the



scene of the accident with a doctor and nurse on board and he 
himself
put to sea after he had made all the necessary arrangements. In 
these
salvage operations 15 bodies, various mail bags and some 
aircraft
wreckage and personal effects were recovered. The ships had 
been
assisted in their search by the collaboration of aircraft. On the 
two
following days the search was continued. No more bodies were 
found
but various pieces of wreckage and articles were recovered.<br>
<br>
46. Under Lieutenant-Colonel Lombardi's directions the bodies 
were
taken to the local cemetery at Porto Azzurro and devoutly placed 
in
the chapel there. At the request of the examining magistrate at
Portoferraio an examination of the bodies recovered was carried 
out
by Professor Antonio Fornari who was acting under the direction 
of
Dr. Folco Domenici, Director of the Institute of Forensic 
Medicine in
the University of Pisa. Professor Fornari gave evidence before 
me and
he put in a report which had been prepared by him and Dr. 
Domenici.
The substance of their report is to be found in the conclusions at 
p.
60 of the translation of the report and may be summarised as 
follows



:<br>
<br>
<br>
(1) Death was caused by impact against parts of the aircraft.<br>
<br>
(2) There was serious lesions resulting from explosive 
decompression
and deceleration.<br>
<br>
(3) The probable point of impact between the bodies and the 
structure
of the aircraft was the forepart of the fuselage, perhaps in the
vicinity of that part of the fuselage which lies above the
engines.<br>
<br>
(4) There were burns on the bodies of all the victims but they
presented post-mortem characteristics from which the inference 
was
that the burns took place after death.<br>
<br>
(b) Action taken by the Ministry of Transport and Civil 
Aviation<br>
<br>
47. News of the accident was received by the Accidents 
Investigation
Branch of the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation at 12:00 
hours
on the 10th January, 1954, and both the Senior Inspector of
Accidents, Mr. Nelson, and the Senior Investigating Officer, Mr.
Morris. left for Italy that evening.<br>
<br>
48. On arrival Mr. Nelson got into touch with the Commission 
which



had been convened by the Italian aviation authorities and went 
with
the Commission to Elba. Some days later it was agreed that the
responsibility for the investigation of the accident should be 
handed
over to the Accidents Investigation Branch of the British 
Ministry of
Transport and Civil Aviation but Colonel Miniero and Signor 
Roveri,
who have attended this Inquiry, were appointed accredited
representatives to the British investigators and gave them every
possible assistance. The Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation 
was
also in touch with the Admiralty and it was arranged that the
Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean, Admiral Earl Mountbatten, 
would
cause an intensive search to be made for the wreckage. The Chief
Inspector of Accidents, in accordance with normal practice, 
arranged
for the wreckage recovered to be sent to and examined at R.A.E. 
Mr.
Nelson and Mr. Morris remained in Elba, examined the 
Wreckage
recovered and arranged for its transport back from Elba to the
mainland and thence to Rome, whence it was flown direct to the 
United
Kingdom, but certain very large pieces had to be sent by 
sea.<br>
<br>
(c) Naval search for wreckage<br>
<br>
49. Commander Forsberg was placed in charge of the operations.
Special vessels, H.M.S. Barhill and H.M.S. Sea Salvor, were 



fitted up
to carry 200 tons of heavy moving gear. An observation chamber,
television gear, all toothed grab and other equipment were 
obtained
from England and the necessary modifications to the vessels 
were made
in the dockyard at Malta. This was all done in under a fortnight 
and
the two vessels and H.M.S. Wakeful, in which the television 
equipment
was installed, arrived off Elba on the 25th January,
1954.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
50. The search was prosecuted at depths varying between 70 
fathoms
and 100 fathoms. It is noteworthy that this was the first occasion 
on
which television equipment had been used for this purpose. The 
first
date on which anything was located on the bottom by television 
was
the 12th February. 1954. I need not recount in detail the history 
of
the search. Suffice is to say that by the 23rd March, 1954, only 
the
floating wreckage, the pressure dome, and parts of the rear 
fuselage
and the engines and wing centre section had been recovered and 
that
thereafter the search continued until by the end of August, 1954,
about 70 per cent. of the empty weight of the aircraft, made up of
about 70 per cent. of the structure, 80 per cent. of the power plant
and 50 per cent of the equipment, had been recovered. I have 



included
as Appendix V a table, which was put in evidence, showing the 
dates
of recovery of the main portions of the wreckage and the dates 
on
which they reached Farnborough. Diagrams (Figures 2 and 3) 
give a
striking impression of the amount of material which was 
ultimately
recovered, though they relate only to the external structure. 
Figure
4 is a photograph showing the reconstruction of the fuselage and 
tail
unit from the wreckage and Figure 5 is a photograph showing the
reconstruction of the front fuselage.<br>
<br>
51. The amount of wreckage recovered was greatly in excess of 
the
expectations entertained in March, 1954, when the decision to 
allow
the Comets to fly again was taken. A remarkable fact was the 
small
amount of damage which had been caused to the structure either 
by
immersion in sea water or in the process of salvage.<br>
<br>
(d) The Abell Committee<br>
<br>
52. Immediately on receiving news of the accident B.O.A.C. had
decided to suspend their normal Comet passenger services, for 
the
purpose of carrying, out a detailed examination of the aircraft of
the Comet operational fleet in collaboration with A.R.B. and de



Havillands and to this end the Chairman of B.O.A.C. had called a
meeting at London Airport for the 11th January, 1954, which was
attended by representatives of B.O.A.C., the Accidents Branch of 
the
Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation, de Havillands, the de
Havilland Engine Company Limited and A.R.B. As a result of 
that
meetings a committee under the chairmanship of Mr C. Abell, 
the
Deputy Operations Director (Engineering) of B.O.A.C., and 
composed of
representatives of A.R.B., B.O.A.C. and de Havillands, was 
appointed
to consider what modifications were necessary before B.O.A.C. 
could
properly seek the agreement of the Minister of Transport and 
Civil
Aviation to the resumption of passenger services by Comet 
aircraft.
The Committee proceeded to consider what possible features or
combination of features might have caused the accident. 
According to
the evidence of Mr. Abell. they came to the view that possible 
main
causes of the accident were as follows :<br>
<br>
<br>
(a) Flutter of control surfaces. This is a term used to describe a
type of vibration of a surface, which may be dangerous and may 
arise
from one or more of several causes such as the failure of some 
part
of the mechanism connecting the control surface to the hydraulic



power unit which operates it in flight, or to the development of 
play
or backlash in the mechanism. It was decided to make a special
inspection of the whole of the mechanism and of the control 
surfaces
and mass-balance arms.<br>
<br>
(b) Primary structural failure. They considered, in particular, the
possible effects of gusts, in causing abnormally high loads, and
surveyed all parts of the structure of which there was any 
suspicion
in the light of previous experience.<br>
<br>
(c) Flying controls. For each hydraulic power unit operating a
control surface there is an output circuit connected to the control
surface, and an input circuit connected to the pilot's control in the
cabin. Many possible sources of malfunctioning both of the 
hydraulic
power units themselves and of these mechanical circuits were 
examined
and special investigations initiated.<br>
<br>
(d) Fatigue of the structure. They had in mind more particularly
fatigue of the wing, because about the time of the Elba accident
cracks had appeared near the edge of the wheel-wells, on the
under-surface of the wing of the first prototype which was under 
test
at R.A.E., after the equivalent of about 6,700 flying hours. They
re-examined also one or two other parts of the structure at which
they felt fatigue effects might be appearing.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
(e) Explosive decompression of the pressure cabin. They had no 
reason



to suspect the primary structure of the cabin itself. They 
reviewed
the records of damage by, for example, the steps used to load the
aircraft, and the methods of repairing such damage by schemes
approved by de Havillands. Their main concern, however, was 
the
window panels, where they thought it necessary to consider 
possible
defects which might cause weakness not revealed in the tests 
made
during design at de Havillands.<br>
<br>
(f) Engine installation. Their main preoccupation here was with 
the
possibility of fire and investigations were made at a number of
points in order to remove every cause of possible fire risk which
they could imagine.<br>
<br>
53. As a result of the inspections and tests which followed the
meetings of the Committee, a large number of modifications 
were made
both to the power plants and to other parts mentioned above. At 
the
conclusion of their work the Committee still regarded fire as the
most likely cause of the accident. But one modification deserves
special mention since it shows the care which was taken to avoid 
the
possibly serious consequences of failure of a turbine blade. 
although
there existed no evidence of such a failure in all previous
experience. The only recommendation specifically directed to 
fatigue
related to the wing as mentioned above. One modification and 



two
special inspections were called for. Mr. Abell said that the
possibility of fatigue in the wing structure due to gusts was
believed to be much more likely than fatigue in the pressure 
cabin
since this is subject to much less frequent chances of load. At this
stage neither Mr. Bishop nor Mr. Harper of de Havillands 
suspected
that the failure of the cabin structure by fatigue or otherwise was 
a
primary cause of the accident. They still regarded the 18,000
repeated loadings as removing any doubt about the fatigue life of 
the
cabin.<br>
<br>
(e) Resumption of Comet services<br>
<br>
54. On the 17th February, 1954, Mr Abell forwarded to the 
Operations
Director of B.O.A.C. a report and papers showing in detail all the
inspections, investigations, modifications and other work which 
had
been carried out since the Comet aircraft had been temporarily
removed from service by B.O.A.C. on 11th January, 1954. On 
the 19th
February the Chairman of B.O.A.C. forwarded the above-
mentioned
report and papers to the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation
stating in the course of his letter that, on the assumption that no
further indication of the cause of the accident emerged prior to 
the
completion of the inspection and modification work, B.O.A.C.
considered that all such steps as were possible before putting the



aircraft back into passenger service should have been taken.<br>
<br>
55. The position was also considered by A.R.B. On the 4th April 
Lord
Brabazon wrote to the Minister saying :<br>
<br>
&quot;Although no definite reason for the accident has been
established, modifications are being embodied to cover every
possibility that imagination has suggested as a likely cause of the
disaster. When these modifications are completed and have been
satisfactorily flight tested, the Board sees no reason why 
passenger
services should not be resumed.'&quot;<br>
<br>
56. In the meantime the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation, 
who
had not revoked the Certificate of Airworthiness of the Comet 
fleet
had asked A.S.B. for advice on the resumption of the Comet 
passenger
services. On the 5th March Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick 
Bowhill,
the Chairman of A.S.B., minuted the Minister as follows :<br>
<br>
<br>
&quot; 2. The Board has considered all the available information
resulting from recent investigations and has noted the nature and
extent of the modifications planned as a result. It realises that no
cause has yet been found that would satisfactorily account for the
Elba disaster, and whilst the Calcutta disaster is completely
accounted for if the aircraft is supposed to have encountered a 
gust
of very great severity (which would have broken any other 



aircraft)
we cannot eliminate that the accident might have been due to 
some
other cause which was possibly common to both disasters.
Nevertheless, the Board realises that everything humanly 
possible has
been done to ensure that the desired standard of safety shall be
maintained. This being so, the Board sees no justification for
imposing special restrictions on Comet aircraft.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
3. The Board therefore recommends that Comet aircraft should 
return
to normal operational use after all the current modifications have
been incorporated and the aircraft have been flight
tested.&quot;</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">57. Acting on this advice the 
Minister
gave permission for flights to be resumed and the first Comet
aircraft to resume passenger service took the air on the 23rd 
March,
1954.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART X<br>
THE ACCIDENT TO G-ALYY</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">58. On the 8th April, 1954, Comet 
aircraft
G-ALYY, which was on charter to South African Airways, 
crashed near
Naples while on a flight from Rome to Cairo. I am making a 
separate
Report on that accident. It is sufficient for the purpose of this



Report to record that the accident occurred at approximately the 
same
height and after approximately the same lapse of time after 
departure
from Rome as in the case of Yoke Peter. On receiving news of 
the
accident B.O.A.C. decided immediately to suspend all Comet 
services
until more was known and on the 12th April, 1954, the 
Parliamentary
Secretary to the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation 
informed
the House of Commons that the Minister, after consulting A.R.B. 
and
A.S.B. and discussing the matter with the Chairman of A.R.B., 
had
withdrawn the United Kingdom Certificate of Airworthiness 
from all
Comet aircraft.<br>
<br>
PART XI<br>
INVESTIGATION OF THE ACCIDENT TO<br>
G-ALYP AND G-ALYY<br>
<br>
(a) Investigation by R.A.E.<br>
<br>
59. The loss of Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke presented a problem of
unprecedented difficulty, the solution of which was clearly of the
greatest importance to the future, not only of the Comet, but also 
of
Civil Air Transport in this country and, indeed, throughout the
world. Accordingly, shortly after the Naples accident, the 
Minister



of Supply instructed Sir Arnold Hall the Director of R.A.E. to
undertake at R.A.E. a complete investigation of the whole 
problem
presented by the accidents and to use all the resources at the
disposal of the Establishment. This provided an opportunity of
showing what can be done by a close collaboration between a 
private
firm and R.A.E. with the unique facilities at its disposal. It will
be seen hereafter that full use was made of that opportunity by
R.A.E. and de Havillands.<br>
<br>
60. R.A.E. made a complete review of the conclusions which had 
been
reached by the Abell Committee, and particularly of the 
implications
arising from the fact that there had been two accidents in what
appeared to be similar conditions, each occurring at about the 
time
when the aircraft was nearing the top of its climb. They thought 
it
necessary to satisfy themselves about the structural integrity of 
the
aircraft, in particular of the cabin and the tail and to consider in
more detail possible sources of explosion and loss of control. 
They
also considered that flight tests would be required in order to
investigate the possibility of flutter of control surfaces (see para.
52 (a)). It soon became evident that it was probable that more
wreckage would be recovered than had at first been expected. 
The wing
centre section was received on the 5th April (the engines had 
been
recovered and sent by air to de Havillands on the 21st March), 



and
the front part of the cabin arrived on the 15th April. But at the
time when their attention became directed to fatigue of the 
pressure
cabin they were influenced chiefly by the apparent similarity of 
the
circumstances of the two accidents, and by the fact that the
modifications carried out after Elba seemed to rule out many of 
the
other possible causes.<br>
<br>
61. On the 18th April Sir Arnold Hall decided that a repeated 
loading
test of the whole cabin ought to be made. He said that he 
regarded
this as one of a number of lines of inquiry which had to be 
pursued
and that he felt it to be necessary to study every possible cause in
detail.<br>
<br>
62. The normal method of testing pressure cabins up to the point 
when
they fail under pressure is similar to that used for vessels such as
boilers. They are filled with water, and more water is pumped in
until the desired difference between the internal and external
pressure is reached. This method has two advantages over the use 
of
air. Water is relatively incompressible, so that failure when it
occurs produces only a mild form of explosion. The origin of the
failure can be determined and the structure can generally be 
repaired
and tested again. If air were used instead of water, the failure
would be catastrophic (equivalent in the case of the Comet's 



cabin to
the explosion of a 500 lb bomb). Such a test would be dangerous, 
the
cabin would be destroyed, and the evidence of the origin of the
failure should almost certainly be lost. It is however necessary to
prevent unrepresentative loading of the cabin structure by the 
weight
of the water. This is ensured in practice by immersing the whole
cabin in a tank, and filling the tank and the cabin simultaneously
with water. Pressure in the cabin is then raised by pumping in 
water
from the space outside it. Cycles of loading, to the same or
different levels of pressure as desired are applied by a suitable
routine of pumping.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
63. By a remarkable effort, to which de Havillands and the firms 
who
built the tank (see Figure 6) contributed to the full and by the use
of all the resources of R.A.E., repeated loading tests began early 
in
June on aircraft G-ALYU (Yoke Uncle). The object of the tests 
was to
simulate the conditions of a series of pressurised flights. To this
end the cabin and wings were repeatedly subjected to a cycle of
loading as far as possible equivalent to that to which they would 
be
subjected in the period between take-off and landings. In 
addition to
one application of cabin pressure, fluctuating loads were applied 
to
the wings in bending to reproduce the effect of such gusts as 
might
be expected in normal conditions, although the contribution of 



gust
loads to the stresses in the cabin structure, compared with that 
made
by the internal pressure, was in general small. Moreover, the
programme of tests included, at intervals of approximately 1,000
&quot; flights &quot; a proving test in which the pressure was 
raised
to 1.3 P (11 lb./sq. in.). It must be understood that there are other
sources of fluctuation, load and. therefore, of fatigue to which no
precise value can be attached. No attempt was made to represent 
these
in the test. Examples are vibration due to irregular airflow,
vibration due to the engines and the jet efflux and fluctuating 
loads
occurring during take-off and landing.<br>
<br>
64. Yoke Uncle had made 1.230 pressurised flights before the test 
and
after the equivalent of a further 1.830 such flights, making a total
of 3,060, the cabin structure failed, the starting point of the
failure being the corner of one of the cabin windows (see Figures 
7
and 8). The fact that the failure occurred during one of the 
proving
tests to 11 lb/sq. in. is not thought significant since the crack
would have spread in very much the same way after a few more
applications of the working pressure. Examination of the failure
provided evidence of fatigue at the point where the crack would 
be
most likely to start, namely near the edge of the skin at the corner
of the window (see Figures 9 and 10). This was revealed by the
discoloration due to algae in the water which made it clear that 
the



crack had endured several pressurisations before it spread
catastrophically. It is important to note here that the sources of
fatigue mentioned above, which were not reproduced in the tank 
test,
all tend to increase the burden of fatigue and that, therefore, the
life of a fuselage deduced from the test is longer than would be
expected in service. It is not possible to do more than estimate 
the
magnitude of this effect but it was suggested by Dr. Walker that a
&quot;life&quot; of 3,060 flights in the test might be equivalent 
to
about 2.500 in practice.<br>
<br>
65. It is convenient to note here that Comet G-ANAV, which had 
been
sent to R.A.E. to undergo flight tests (unpressurised) on a number 
of
matters which could only be explored in flight, made its first 
flight
on the 23rd June. A large amount of miscellaneous wreckage was
arriving at R.A.E. during the whole of this period and was being
stored out and examined by the Accidents Investigation Section 
under
Mr. Ripley.<br>
<br>
66. The failure of the cabin of Yoke Uncle marks the point at 
which
the character of the investigation changed to one in which the
problem of fatigue in the structure of the cabin began to 
dominate
all others, although many possible sources of trouble were
continually investigated during the whole of the summer. In the 
main



their results were negative so far as the accidents were concerned
though they revealed points which needed and will receive 
attention.
The inference suggested by the tank test, that the primary failure 
of
Yoke Peter was the bursting of the pressure cabin, was confirmed 
by a
close examination of the wreckage and by the experiments 
referred to
in the next following paragraphs of this Report.<br>
<br>
67. The character of the damage caused to the structure was such 
that
it became possible to determine with a high degree of probability 
the
manner in which the various fragments struck the sea, mainly 
because
of the very high local pressures produced by the impact with the 
sea.
Moreover, it rapidly became clear that the intense fire which had
existed was confined virtually to the centre part of the wing,
leaving the outer parts of the wing and the front and rear parts of
the cabin untouched. These considerations led to the conclusion 
that
it was probable that the main part of the aircraft fell into the sea
in a small number of relatively large pieces, one of which was on
fire (see Figure 11). Most of these pieces had fallen in a
surprisingly small area. This conclusion was in agreement with 
the
evidence of the farmer at Elbas who saw fragments, one of which 
was
on fire, falling into the sea. This led to a line of experiment which
produced remarkable results. Models were made of the Comet in 



light
wood, suitably ballasted, and projected in the air at the 
appropriate
speed. They were released from a kite balloon at a height above 
the
ground corresponding to that at which it was believed the Comet
structure failed, reduced in proportion to the scale of the model.
The model was so constructed that it would break at the point 
where
the failure of the cabin was suspected, namely in the 
neighbourhood
of the wing. The outer parts of the wing (only one of which had 
been
recovered), were also separated from the centre part. The descent 
of
the fragments was photographed, and it was found that they fell 
in a
manner which agreed faith the deductions which had been made 
from the
evidence mentioned above.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
68. Simultaneously with this work, further experiments in the 
water
tank were made on the cabin of Yoke Uncle, after the first failure
had been repaired by de Havillands. Until then, owing to the 
need to
discover whether the cabin had, against all previous belief, a
relatively short life under repeated loading, no attempt had been
made to measure the stress in the material of the skin at points
where it might be expected to be higher than the average. One 
reason
for this omission was that the number of places coming within 
this



description is large, and it would have taken a long time to install
the necessary strain gauges and other associated equipment. But 
it
now seemed highly probable that the stress near the corners of 
the
windows was higher than had been believed by the designers, 
and the
strain gauges were therefore fixed to the surface of the skin, at
various positions near the corners of typical windows, including 
the
windows corresponding to the one which had failed but on the 
other
side of the cabin.<br>
<br>
69. A discussion of the evidence bearing on the reliability of the
estimates of the stress at the edge of the window will be found in
paragraphs 118 to 129. It is sufficient here to say that I am
satisfied that the highest stress in the skin, at the edge near the
corner of the window of Yoke Uncle, was probably over 40,000 
lb./sq.
in. when the pressure difference was 8.25 lb. / sq. in. and that the
general level of the stress in the skin in these regions was
significantly higher than had been previously believed. In the 
light
of known properties of the aluminium alloy D.T.D. 546 or 746 of 
which
the skin was made and in accordance with the advice I received 
front
my Assessors, I accept the conclusion of R.A.E. that this is a
sufficient explanation of the failure of the cabin skin of Yoke 
Uncle
by fatigue after a small number, namely, 3.060 cycles of
pressurisation.<br>



<br>
70. In considering the possible bearing of this result on the
accidents at Elba and Naples, it is necessary to recognise that 
there
are inevitable differences between individual aircraft structures
built to the same drawings. The nature and extent of these 
depend on
a number of factors such as variations in the thickness of metal
sheet of nominally the same gauge, and local regions of high 
stress
due to the methods employed in joining the various parts, such as
rivets, bolts, etc. If a number of such structures are tested under
repeated loading, there will be appreciable differences between 
the
number of cycles of application of given loading before failure
occurs. Experience suggests that there will be a variation of at
least 9 to 1 in the number of cycles necessary to produce failure
when the general level of stress is high, and the number of cycles
undergone before failure therefore low. If a large number of
specimens could be tested, it would undoubtedly be found that 
the
weak and the strong were relatively few in number, and that the
majority would be more or less evenly distributed round a mean 
value.
But it is impossible from a single test to say where, in the total
range to be expected from general experience, a particular 
specimen
lies.<br>
<br>
71. At the time of the Elba accident Yoke Peter had made 1,290
pressurised flights and at the time of the Naples accident Yoke 
Yoke
had made 900 pressurised flights. Sir Arnold Hall said in 



evidence
that in the light of the experiment on Yoke Uncle, and of the
measurements and calculation of stress referred to above he
considered that the cabin of Yoke Peter had reached a point in its
life when it could be said to be in danger of failure from fatigue,
and that the Cabin of Yoke Yoke would similarly be in danger. 
Dr.
Walker said that he did not regard the picture presented by the 
three
failures (on the assumption that these were all due to the same
fundamental cause) as surprising, since the three results taken
together are consistent with general experience of the strength 
under
repeated loading of a number of nominally identical structures, in
which the stress level is high. They lie within a range of just over
3 to 1, whereas experience suggests a total range of at least 9 to
1.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
72. At this stage in R.A.E. 's attack on the problem, it seemed
unlikely that any more wreckage would be recovered which 
would throw
light on the problem which was now obviously the chief one. But 
after
a further review of the whole of the circumstances of the flight of
the aircraft and the distribution of the wreckage on the sea bed,
R.A.E. reached the conclusion that search in a wider area was
justified. Whatever the cause of the bursting, it seemed probable
that the disruption of the aircraft would have resulted in some
relatively large pieces of the structure being blown clear. These
might well have fallen some distance away from the main pieces 
of
wreckage, all of which, as mentioned above, were found within a
remarkably small area. It was therefore decided to make a search 



of
an area some miles long in the sea below the path of the aircraft
working towards Rome from the area where the main items were
recovered. As the depth of the sea increased rapidly in this
direction, the only practicable method was trawling.<br>
<br>
73. As a result of the new search R.A.E. received a piece of cabin
skin, which had been found by an Italian fishing boat. It was
identified as coming from the centre of the top of the cabin
approximately over the front spar of the wing (see Figure 12). It
contained the two windows in which lie the aerials which are part 
of
the A.D.F. (Automatic Direction Finding) equipment. At the 
same time
R.A.E. received a part of the aileron of the port wing (see Figures
13 and 16) and a part of the &quot;boundary layer fence&quot; 
fitted
to the leading edge of the port wing not far from the tip (see
Figures 14 and 16).<br>
<br>
74. The latter parts provided important evidence about the 
bursting
of the cabin. There were marks on them which were identified as 
made
by pieces from the cabin itself. Taken together with the paint 
mark
on the leading edge of the centre section not far from where the
outer wing broke off, which was identified as caused by the piece 
of
the cabin wall containing the first window (escape hatch) (see
Figures 15, 16 and 12), they established that the cabin burst
catastrophically in the neighbourhood of the front spar of the 
wing



when the aircraft was flying substantially normally.<br>
<br>
75. By examination of the piece containing the A.D.F. windows 
and the
adjacent pieces (see Figure 12) it was established that it was here
that the first fracture of the cabin structure of Yoke Peter
occurred. In general terms, it took the form of a split along the 
top
centre of the cabin along a line approximately fore and aft 
passing
through corners of the windows as shown in Figure 17. The 
direction
in which the fracture spread was determined by examination of 
the
lines of separation of the material.<br>
<br>
76. A development drawing of the wreckage recovered from the 
part of
the cabin over the wing spar is shown in Figure 18. Apart from 
the
area on top of the cabin around the A.D.F. windows, which is 
shown
cross-hatched, the remainder was recovered with, and in many 
cases
remained attached to, either the front fuselage, the wing centre
section, or the rear fuselage. These three groups are distinguished
by different hatchings, as indicated in the diagram. In the light of
all this evidence, I accept R.A.E. 's conclusion that the first
fracture of the cabin occurred near the rear A.D.F. window and 
spread
fore and aft from it.<br>
<br>
77. I do not consider it possible to establish with certainty the



point at which the disruption of the skin first began. But I 
consider
that it is probable that it started near the starboard aft corner of
the rear A.D.F. window, at a point where examination by experts
showed that fatigue had existed, at the edge of the countersunk 
hole
through which a bolt passed (see Figure 19)<br>
<br>
78. The only alternative point suggested was the opposite (port
forward) corner of the same window. Here the fracture passed 
through
a small crack in the reinforcing plate, about 0.2 in. long, made
accidentally during the build, of the aircraft. This had been dealt
with by de Havillands in accordance with their procedure for 
dealing
with any departure from the strict requirements of their drawings
which might appear during the manufacture of their aircraft. All 
such
matters were required to be reported to the Technical Office, and
each was dealt with as a special case by a qualified expert. In this
case approval was given to the use of the normal process of
&quot;locating&quot; small cracks in the skin of an aircraft by
drilling small holes at their ends. Advised by my Assessors I see 
no
reason to doubt that this would have been a satisfactory method 
of
dealing with the crack in question had it not been for the fact that
the stress in this region was relatively high. It was suggested that
such a crack might be a possible place of origin of fatigue but no
witness was able to identify any evidence of fatigue at the 
material
point.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>



79. It is my opinion that the fundamental cause of the failure of 
the
cabin structure was that there existed around the corners of the
windows and other cut-outs a level of stress higher than is
consistent with a long life of the cabin, bearing in mind the
unavoidable existence of points, within the areas of generally 
high
stress, at which it will be still further raised by relatively local
influences, such as the countersunk hole near the starboard rear
corner, and the small crack with its &quot;locating&quot; hole 
near
the port forward corner. I find it impossible to say definitely, on
any evidence before me, which of these operated first. But, since 
the
existence of fatigue near the bolt hole is established, I think it
the more probable.<br>
<br>
(b) Investigation by the de Havilland Engine Company 
Limited<br>
<br>
80. The R.A.E. investigation did not deal with the engines. The
history of their recovery and investigation is as follows.<br>
<br>
81. The centre section of the wing of Yoke Peter was recovered 
from
the sea on the 15th March. It was severely damaged by fire and 
by
impact with the water. It contained the four Ghost engines
substantially intact with the exception that the turbine disc of No.
2 engine (port inner) was missing. The shaft on which it had been
mounted had broken near the hub to which it was bolted and it 
had
escaped through a large gash in the exhaust cone. The disc has 



not
been recovered.<br>
<br>
82. The engines were removed and examined superficially by an
engineer from de Havillands Engine Company Limited. They 
were then
sent by air to that company's works where they arrived on the 
21st
March and were dismantled and examined in detail.<br>
<br>
83. Dr. Moult, Chief Engineer of the de Havilland Engine 
Company
Limited, said in evidence that there were no signs consistent with
seizure of any engine, or of any excessive internal heat, or of any
failure having occurred before the break-up of the aircraft. The
extensive fire damage was all external to the engines. The four
compressor impellers were intact on their shafts.<br>
<br>
84. The turbine discs from Nos. 1, 3 and 4 engines showed no 
signs of
failure. No blades were missing from them. In No. 2 engine, 
there was
no evidence of penetration of the shroud ring surrounding the
turbine, either by a blade or by the complete disc. There was no
evidence of failure of any blade in any of the engines.<br>
<br>
85. Examination of the hubs to which the turbine discs of Nos. 1, 
3
and 4 engines were bolted showed that all were on the point of
failing. Cracks were found in the same regions as those which 
had
resulted in the fracture of No. 2 engine, which led to the loss of
the disc.<br>



<br>
86. The remarkable similarity of the damage to the turbine shafts 
of
all four engines pointed to a common cause external to the 
engines,
and further examination showed that the most probable cause 
was a
sudden and very rapid rotation of the whole wing about a 
transverse
axis, nose downwards, while the engines were still running 
normally.
Such a rotation, being about an axis at right angles to the engine
shafts, would produce gyroscopic couples tending to bend the 
shafts
in a sideways direction, that is, in the plane of the wing. Since 
the
clearances between the discs and the stationary parts surrounding
them are small, signs of rubbing would be expected in definite
regions. Examination showed such signs in each engine.<br>
<br>
87. From this evidence the conclusion was reached that the 
engines
had run, though only for a short time, possibly a few hundred
revolutions after a sudden nose-down rotation of the wing and 
had not
stopped suddenly. Further examination showed other evidence
consistent with this, namely the absence of any deformation in 
the
splines on the turbine shafts. This also suggested that by the time
the whole of the centre section, including the engines, hit the
surface of the sea, the engines were no lancer rotating.<br>
<br>
88. The whole of the remaining extensive damage to the engines 



was
considered to be due to impact with the surface of the sea. It was 
in
the main confined to the upper parts of the engines, and was
therefore consistent with the deductions from the examination of 
the
centre section of the wing itself, which showed everywhere 
evidence
of the wing having hit the sea upside down.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
89. In order to investigate the conditions which were now 
thought to
have caused the failure of the turbine hubs, tests were made on a
Ghost engine supported in a framework which was pivoted about 
a
horizontal axis some distance above the engine, so that it could
swing in a vertical plane, like a pendulum. The engine was run at
normal speed, and was pulled sideways, thus raising it from its
lowest position. When released, it accelerated under the 
combined
influence of its weight and the thrust from the jet. The rate of
rotation round the transverse axis could be varied by releasing it
from different heights. It was found that when this reached a 
value
of nearly 180É a second (corresponding to the centre section of 
the
wing turning upside down in about one second) the turbine disc 
hub
broke and the engine slowed down and stopped without any 
further
substantial damage. Examination showed the same type of failure 
and
symptoms, as were found on the four engines of Yoke Peter.<br>



<br>
90. The examination of the engines, combined with the striking
evidence of this experiment, confirmed de Havillands in the view 
that
no part of the engines was in any way the cause of the failure of 
the
aircraft. Dr Moult said that in their previous experience of Ghost
engines of the same type as those used in the Comet, they had 
had no
records of any blade failures. The modifications made to the 
aircraft
as a result of the Abell Committee's discussions, consisting of
fitting high tensile steel plate round certain parts of the engines
in the plane of the turbine discs, was regarded by him as possibly 
a
wise precaution, in view of the need to guard against every 
source of
trouble which could be imagined. At the time it was put into 
effect,
with the other modifications decided by the Abell Committee, the
engines from Yoke Peter had not been examined.<br>
<br>
91. In the light of all this evidence and these considerations, I
accept Dr. Moult's conclusion that there was no failure of any 
part
of any engine which could have been the cause of the failure of 
Yoke
Peter. The fire which damaged the engines externally was in my
opinion subsequent to and not a cause of the disintegration of the
aircraft.<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>



&nbsp;<br>
<br>
PART XII<br>
THE R.A.E. REPORT<br>
<br>
92. The Report (which was part of the evidence before the Court) 
is
divided into 12 parts. The first part contains an outline of the
investigation and states the opinion R.A.E. formed as to the 
cause of
the accident. I have included the first part which is intelligible
without reference to the other parts, as an appendix to this Report
(Appendix VI). Para. 4 thereof which states the opinion of 
R.A.E. is
in the following terms:_<br>
<br>
&quot;we have formed the opinion that the accident at Elba was 
caused
by structural failure of the pressure cabin, brought about by
fatigue. We reach this opinion for the following reasons:_<br>
<br>
*<x-tab> </x-tab>(i) The low fatigue resistance of the cabin has 
been
demonstrated by the test described in Part 3, and the test result is
interpretable as meaning that there was, at the age of the Elba
aeroplanes a definite risk of fatigue failure occurring (Part 
3).<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(ii) The cabin was the 
first part
of the aeroplane to fail in the Elba accident (Part 2).<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(iii) The 
wreckage
indicates that the failure in the cabin was of the same basic type 



as
that produced in the fatigue test (Parts 2 and 3).<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(iv) This explanation 
seems to us
to be consistent with all the circumstantial evidence.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(v) 
The only
other defects found in the aeroplane (listed in Section 3) were not
concerned at Elba. as demonstrated by the wreckage.<br>
<br>
Owing to the absence of wreckage, we are unable to form a 
definite
opinion on the cause of the accident near Naples, but we draw
attention to the fact that the explanation offered above for the
accident at Elba appears to be applicable to that at 
Naples.&quot;<br>
<br>
It should be added that the medical evidence as to the state of the
bodies recovered was consistent with the conclusion thus 
reached.<br>
<br>
93. The &quot;other defects&quot; mentioned in subpara. (v) 
quoted
above are:_<br>
<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(a) relatively low resistance of 
the
wing to fatigue;<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>(b) possibility of fuel from the fuel 
tank
venting system entering the trailing edge area of the wing near 
the
jet pipe shrouds;</font></div>



<div><font
color="#000000">*<x-
tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</x-tab>(c) risk of internal damage during refuelling to the outer
wing tanks under conditions which, though abnormal, may 
sometimes
have occurred in practice.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">94. I shall return to these defects 
after
I have stated my opinion on the major conclusion of the
Report.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART XIII<br>
THE COURT'S CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE CAUSE OF THE 
ACCIDENT<br>
<br>
(a) The main finding in the R.A.E. Report<br>
<br>
95. The opinions expressed in the Report were supported by the
evidence of Sir Arnold Hall, Dr. Walker and Mr. Ripley. Their
conclusions were accepted by de Havilland and B.O.A.C. All 
parties
appearing at the Inquiry paid a warm, and in my opinion
well-deserved, tribute to the Report and to all who had co-
operated
in the work done at R.A.E. As I have already indicated and for 
the
reasons I have given I have accepted the main conclusion of the
Report that the cause of the accident to Yoke Peter was the
structural failure of the pressure cabin brought about by 
fatigue.<br>
<br>



(b) The alternative suggestion made by Mr. B. Jablonsky<br>
<br>
96. The only rival Suggestion was made by Mr. Jablonsky. His
experience of structural problems in aeronautics has been 
concerned
mainly with propellers having blades of highly compressed 
wood. He
is, therefore, familiar with adhesives, and with the problems 
which
have to be overcome in using them to make components.<br>
<br>
97. In the construction of the Comet wide use is made of a
metal-to-metal adhesive known as Redux, mainly for the purpose 
of
attaching members, generally known as &quot;stringers&quot;, 
to the
skin both of the wing and of the cabin. In the cabin there are 
about
forty stringers more or less evenly spaced around the 
circumference
and running longitudinally. They are not structurally continuous 
from
end to end, the largest uninterrupted length being about 25 ft. de
Havillands were pioneers in using Redux for such purposes in 
aircraft
structures, and have had long experience of it. It is in effect an
alternative to the conventional riveting.<br>
<br>
98. Mr. Jablonsky's argument proceeded on the following 
lines:_<br>
<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(a) The skin of the cabin is 
exposed



under service conditions to a large variation in temperature. He
suggested a range of 80ÉC on the around in the tropics to -55ÉC
at about 40.000 ft. The rate of climb of the Comet is fairly high 
and
the temperature of the skin might change over this range in about 
30
minutes. The stringers, however. although inside the skin, are
outside the insulating lining of the cabin and therefore not 
exposed
to the full temperature of the warm cabin air. His argument
contemplated a difference in temperature between skin and 
stringer of
as much as 60É or 70ÉC. This would have the result that the skin
would contract relative to the stringer in the direction of the
cabin's length. The adhesive would therefore, be subjected to a 
shear
stress which might be sufficient to cause it to fail.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(b) Even if this did not 
cause the
adhesive to fail statically (that is on the first occasion when such
a difference of temperature between the skin and the stringers
occurred) frequent repetition of the shear stress might produce
fatigue in the adhesive, and cause it to fail.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp; </x-tab>(c) Mr. Jablonsky recognised that the
dependence on temperature level of the properties of Redux is 
well
known. He suggested, however, that frequent and rapid 
variations of
temperature would reduce its strength substantially .<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(d) It is generally
recognised that the satisfactory use in engineering structures of 
any
form of adhesive (or, indeed, of processes essentially similar 



such
as the welding or soldering of metals) can be ensured only by the
development and maintenance of higher standards of 
workmanship and
process inspection than are necessary in the use of riveting. 
While
Mr. Jablonsky recognised that de Havillands' production 
technique for
Redux had been developed after many years' study of its 
properties,
and that their experience of its use in other aircraft had been
highly satisfactory, he suggested that it was not a process
sufficiently reliable for use in the primary structure of a pressure
cabin.<br>
<br>
99. Mr. Jablonsky said in evidence that in his inspection of the
wreckage at R.A.E. he had seen examples of failure of the 
&quot;glue
line&quot; which had satisfied him that weakness in it was 
primarily
responsible for the failure of the structure of the
cabin.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
100. I deal below with these points separately:_<br>
<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(a) 
During the
experiments made in flight on Comet G-ANAV at R.A.E., 
measurements
were made of the difference in temperature between the skin and 
the
stringers in typical positions in steady flight at cruising altitude.
They led to the conclusion that the maximum probable steady



difference in temperature is about 10ÉC. I am advised that the
shear stress in the Redux caused by the relative contraction 
between
the skin and the Stringers due to a temperature difference of this
order would be well within its capacity.<br>
Mr. Jablonsky did not agree that any reliable inference about the
conditions on an operational climb could be drawn from these
experiments. I recognise that this comment has some force but I 
base
my conclusions on this aspect of his criticism on the more 
general
considerations set out in paragraphs 101, 102 and 103 
below.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(b) No evidence 
was
submitted of the effect, on the fatigue strength of a Redux joint, 
of
the level of temperature of the adhesive. But I am advised that 
the
wide experience of its use by de Havillands in the structures of
other aircraft, where alternations of load on the glue line have
certainly existed in numbers far in excess of any likely to have 
been
experienced in the cabin structure of the Comet, and over a wide
range of temperature of the Redux itself, is satisfactory evidence
that this is not a probable cause of failure of the Redux joints in
the Comet's cabin.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(c) 
de
Havillands made special tests to investigate the effect on topical
joints of repeated alternation of temperature between 60ÉC and
-50ÉC. I am advised that these show that alternations of
temperature within this range have no appreciable effect on the



strength of a Redux joint.<br>
*<x-tab>&nbsp;&nbsp; </x-tab>(d) At my request, de 
Havillands
submitted a statement which summarised the history and present 
state
of their production methods in the use of Redux, with particular
reference to its application to the construction of the Comet Mr.
Povey, the Director responsible for production, gave evidence on 
the
point. I am advised that this statement and evidence show that de
Havillands fully appreciated the importance of this aspect of the 
use
of an adhesive in essential structural components and that the
methods they have devised, including process control and 
inspection.
tests of samples of every joint, and periodic stripping of complete
stringers from the skin, provide all the assurance that could
reasonably be required.<br>
<br>
101. However, the final test of a process of this type is 
recognised
to be experience in service. No evidence was produced of any 
failure
of de Havillands' methods of dealing with the same problem in
aircraft such as the Hornet and the Dove, in both of which Redux 
is
widely used. Moreover, inspection of Yoke Uncle at R.A.E., both
before and after it was tested under repeated loading, showed no
signs of any deficiency in the glue line. It must be remembered 
that
before it was delivered to R.A.E. for tests, this aircraft had done
3,521 hours of flying on B.O.A.C. services, experiencing the
conditions of temperature, and of temperature variation between 



the
skin and the stringers, contemplated by Mr. Jablonsky.<br>
<br>
102. Finally. examination of the wreckage led Mr. Ripley to
conclusions contrary to those inferred by Mr. Jablonsky. for 
reasons
which he explained in detail.<br>
<br>
103. It has been established to my satisfaction that the rear part 
of
the fuselage substantially intact, hit the surface of the sea at high
speed, open end downwards. This caused the equivalent of an 
explosion
in it, whose effects were naturally most acute near the open end 
(see
Figures 3 and 4). I am advised that the failure, under these
circumstances, of the adhesion between the skin and the stringers
cannot be regarded as evidence of the failure of the adhesive to 
meet
the requirements of the normal use of the aircraft. There was in 
this
neighbourhood abundant evidence of the failure of all the 
methods of
attaching the various structural components to one another. 
Moreover,
the numerous places where the skin had parted from the stringers
exposed the glue line to examination and Mr. Ripley said that he 
had
been unable to find any sign of any unsatisfactory features in the
process employed by de Havillands, or of any weakness in the
adhesive.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
104. In the light of these considerations I have no hesitation in



rejecting Mr. Jablonsky's suggested alternative cause of the 
failure
of the cabin.<br>
<br>
(c) Mr. Tye's evidence<br>
<br>
105. The only other witness who did not completely accept the
suggestion advanced in the Report was Mr. Tye. He did not 
dispute
that the primary cause of the accident was the bursting of the 
cabin
structure, but he expressed himself as not entirely satisfied that
fatigue was the cause of that disruption. He appears to have
proceeded on the basis that the 9,000 hours (3,000 flights) at 
which
Yoke Uncle burst could be regarded as a fair average life for the
fuselage and to have been impressed by the improbability, on this
basis, of both Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke failing from fatigue 
after
only about 3,000 hours (1,000 flights). He was unable, however 
to
suggest any other cause. He admitted that he could find no 
evidence
either (a) of excessive internal pressure in the cabin or (b) of
excessive stresses in the cabin structure due to external action 
such
as gusts or failure of the control system. He agreed also that he
could not name any alternative cause of the failure which R.A.E. 
had
failed to consider.<br>
<br>
106. Bearing in mind that Mr. Tye is the Chief Technical Officer 
of



A.R.B. and as such will be responsible for advising A.R.B. when 
an
application is made for a new Certificate of Airworthiness for 
Comet
aircraft, his caution is understandable, but I have the duty of
expressing my conclusion on the evidence. I rely in this 
connection
on an answer given by Mr. Tye to Sir Lionel Heald which seems 
to me
to represent the proper approach for me to adopt in the 
circumstances
of the case. Mr. Tye said &quot;I think in concluding on the
likelihood of the cause one has to take the thing as a whole: one 
has
to take the tank test evidence and say that that shows that fatigue
is possible, although on my argument not necessarily probable, 
that
is the tank test by itself; one then has to look at the other half of
the matters namely, all the other possible causes, and if in the
process of eliminating possible causes you become completely
confident that you have eliminated every other possible cause, 
then
you are driven to say that the possible fatigue rises to the most
probable cause.&quot; Applying these observations to what was 
done in
the course of the investigations by R.A.E. and by the de 
Havilland
Engine Company Limited and to the evidence given in the 
Inquiry
before this Court, I unhesitatingly come to the conclusion that
R.A.E. were right in their conclusion that the accident at Elba 
was
caused by structural failure of the pressure cabin in the region of



the A.D.F. window, brought about by fatigue. In reaching this
conclusion I am fortified by the advice I have received from my
Assessors.<br>
<br>
(d) The possibility of over-pressurisation<br>
<br>
107. I considered nevertheless that although the R.A.E. Report
contained a full investigation of the equipment used for 
controlling
the pressure in the cabin, including both an examination of the
possible causes of mal-functioning and of the condition of the
equipment recovered from the wreckage, de Havillands should 
be asked
to produce further evidence directed towards establishing that the
precautions taken in the Comet installation, to ensure that the
pressure could not rise appreciably above the normal working
pressure, were reliable. Mr. Wilkins, an Assistant Chief Designer 
of
de Havillands, who was responsible for this aspect of the designs
gave evidence on the matter, and a statement was produced by de
Havillands summarising the method of operation of the essential
controlling and safety valves. Messrs. Normalair Limited, the 
firm
responsible for the pressurisation control equipment, also 
produced
full information about the essential parts. Taken together with the
R.A.E. Report, this additional evidence satisfies me that the
possibility of the development of excessive internal pressure in 
the
cabins of an amount sufficient to endanger its structure, was so
remote that it can be excluded as a probable cause of the bursting 
of
the cabin.</font></div>



<div><font color="#000000"><br>
(e) Certain defects referred to in the R.A.E. Report<br>
<br>
108. I turn now to the other defects discovered by R.A.E. and 
already
referred to in paragraph 93 of this Report, I see no reason to 
differ
from the conclusion reached by R.A.E. that none of these defects 
was
in any way the cause of the accident.<br>
<br>
109. It is clear that the separation of both port and starboard outer
wings from the centre section (see Figure 11) was not the 
primary
cause of the accident, for there is ample evidence from the
distribution of paint marks and scratches on both wings that they
were made by parts of the cabin structures and form a pattern 
(see
Figure 16) which is consistent only with the whole wing having 
been
intact when they were made. For the same reason, the known 
point of
fatigue weakness in the wing skin near the edge of the wheel-
wells is
not suspect. Moreover the fracture of the wings occurred some
distance outside this region.<br>
<br>
110. As regards escape of fuel from the fuel venting system,
examination of the wreckage disclosed that fire did not start until
alter the disruption of the cabin. It is cIear, therefore, that
escape of fuel from the tank vents during take-off or climb had
nothing to do with the accident.<br>
<br>



111. Turning to refuelling, the danger apprehended could only 
occur
by a concatenation of five events. The risk was, therefore, said to
be a remote one and in any event in the present case R.A.E. state
that examination of the Elba wreckage made it plain that even if 
the
aircraft had sustained damage of the type indicated in Part 6 of 
the
R.A.E. Report (which deals with this subject), such damage was 
not
the cause of the accident to Yoke Peter. There had, however, been 
a
recorded instance of trouble due to this cause and it is to be
observed that de Havillands have indicated their intention of
devising a method of removing the possibility of damage of this 
kind
(see Appendix VIII).<br>
<br>
(f) The possibility of damage by jet efflux<br>
<br>
112. During the operation of B.O.A.C. services, there had been 
some
experience of small damage to the cabin skin, due to the 
buffeting by
the efflux from the jet engines. This damage was partly in front 
of
and partly behind the pressure dome of the cabin. As soon as it 
was
observed, a systematic inspection was made of all Comets, and 
where
any signs of cracking were detected a repair was made according 
to a
scheme specially devised by de Havillands. Internal inspection 



showed
that the buffeting was also causing slight loosening of the joint
between the stringers and the skin in this region, and rivets were
therefore inserted in order to ensure that this would not give rise
to danger.<br>
<br>
113. This point of possible weakness was under continuous
observation. The steps taken to deal with it may be considered to 
be
satisfactory, particularly since, where the repair had been carried
out, no further trouble occurred.</font><br>
<font color="#000000"></font></div>
<div><font color="#000000">114. It is, however, recognised by 
de
Havillands that a situation in which it is known that such cracks 
are
likely to occur is unsatisfactory, and among the improvements 
they
intend to make on future Comets is one which they believe will 
reduce
the cause of this damage, namely, a slight change in the direction 
of
the jet pipes at their exits, with the object of diverting the jets
away from the sides of the cabin.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
PART XIV<br>
RESPONSIBILITY<br>
<br>
(a) Introductory<br>
<br>
115. No suggestion was made that any party wilfully disregarded 
any
point which ought to have been considered or wilfully took



unnecessary risks. Buts in the course of the evidence, questions 
were
put which make it necessary for me to consider a number of 
points in
the light of the conclusion I have already expressed as to the 
cause
of the accident.<br>
<br>
(b) Criticism of de Havillands' design work<br>
<br>
116. Dealing first with the period prior to the commencement of 
the
scheduled passenger service on the 2nd May, 1952, the 
calculations
made by de Havillands were criticised and it was suggested that 
the
tests they carried out were inadequate to guard against the risk of
fatigue in the cabin structure. In support of this contention
particular reference was made to certain calculations included in
paragraph 4 of Part 3 of the R.A.E. Report and to other 
calculations
produced by Sir Arnold Hall in the course of his evidence. It is,
however, to be observed that the primary object of de Havillands 
was
to lay the foundation for extensive tests which they regarded as 
the
soundest basis for the development of a project rather than to 
arrive
at a precise assessment of the stress distribution at the corners of
the cabin windows.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
117. I do not think that they can justly be criticised for this
approach to the problem. In arriving, at this conclusion I have 



been
assisted by a Memorandum which has been prepared for me by 
my
Assessors and which confirms the impression I formed from the
evidence of the witnesses that de Havillands were proceeding in
accordance with what was then regarded as good engineering 
practice.
I am also satisfied that in the then state of knowledge de 
Havillands
cannot be blamed for not making greater use of strain gauges 
than
they actually did or for believing, that the static test that they
proposed to apply would, if successful, give the necessary 
assurance
against the risk of fatigue during the working life of the aircraft.
The Memorandum to which I have referred is included as 
paragraphs 118
to 129 of this Report.<br>
<br>
(c) Memorandum by Assessors<br>
<br>
118. During the design of the Comet de Havillands did not make 
use of
calculations in an attempt to arrive at a close estimate of the
stress distribution near the corners of the cabin windows. We 
have
examined such of their calculations as had a bearing on this
question; these led to the stress of 28,000 lb./sq. in. mentioned by
Mr. Harper. It is clear that this stress refers to an area of the
skin in the neighbourhood of the corners, and may fairly be said 
to
be an average value over a width of 2 or 3 inches. de Havillands
believed that their method was satisfactory for the purpose they 



had
in mind, namely, the design of a test specimen. They did not 
consider
that a closer estimate of the highest value of the stress could be
made by any method which they would regard as reliable. They
preferred to rely on tests of specimens designed on the basis of
their calculations.<br>
<br>
119. Since their estimate of the general level of stress in the
region investigated was less than half the ultimate strength of the
material (about 65,000 lb/sq. in.) they were confident that they
could demonstrate by static test that there would be no failure at
twice the working pressure, and that there would be a 
considerable
reserve in hand. Their tests of panels about 3 ft. square, 
including,
a window, substantiated this view.<br>
<br>
120. We note, however, that in these tests the panel was 
supported on
the face of a stiff steel &quot;pressure box&quot;, and not in
conditions truly representative of those which existed near the
window in the pressure cabin itself. It is not possible to say what
the effect of this would be. de Havillands were reassured by the
results of the tests, in which the specimen withstood nearly 20
lb./sq. in. without failure.<br>
<br>
121. de Havillands used the same approach to the design of the 
whole
pressure cabin. The static tests which they made on the two parts 
of
the pressure cabin, respectively 26 and 24 ft. long, gave them
confidence in the integrity of the whole cabin. Since they 



believed,
with general support from then current practice and opinion,
including that of A.R.B., that this basis of design and static tests
would give ample assurance against risk of failure under repeated
applications of the working pressure, and other known causes of
fatigue, they felt that the cabin was good for the life of the
aircraft (say 10,000 pressurised flights, or 10 years).<br>
<br>
122. Here again, however, we note that the test sections of the 
cabin
differed from the cabin as fitted to the aircraft in several
respects. In the first place, each was incomplete, and incapable of
sustaining pressure if it had not been fitted with a stiff bulkhead
at the open end or ends. It is not possible to say whether the
constraint which these bulkheads imposed on the structure would 
make
it stronger or weaker than when it formed part of a complete 
cabin.
But it must be recognised that the stresses in the structure near 
the
bulkheads would be appreciably affected by the constraint, and 
the
reliability of deductions about the strength of the cabin would
thereby be reduced. Secondly neither section was fitted with the
complete number of windows, etc. Moreover, the windows of 
special
interest in this Inquiry, which were in the front test section, were
rather near the bulkhead mentioned, so that the stresses in the 
skin
round them might have been appreciably different from those in
similar places in the complete cabin.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
123. The increasing attention which de Havillands gave, during 



the
period mid 1952 to end 1953, to the fatigue life of pressure 
cabins
has been mentioned in paragraphs 21 to 24. In their repeated 
loading
tests the front test section of the cabin survived 16,000
applications of just over the working pressure. They felt 
confident
that the Comet's cabin would have a safe life well beyond their
target of 10 years in service.<br>
<br>
124. The repeated loading test on Yoke Uncle at R.A.E. led to an
unexpected failure after some 3,000 applications of load. Though 
this
was about three times the life of Yoke Peter at Elba or Yoke Yoke 
at
Naples it was surprisingly short and led directly to the inference
that there were high local stresses. Steps were, therefore, taken at
R.A.E. to measure the stresses near the corner of the window, 
using
strain gauges placed as near as possible to the edge of the skin
where the failure started. These measurements led to an 
estimated
stress of 43,000 lb/sq. in. at the edge at the normal pressure
difference of 8.25 lb./sq. in.<br>
<br>
125. This estimate of the stress was regarded by de Havillands as
unreliable, partly because the process of deriving it from the
experimental measurements involved some extrapolation, but 
also
because it would imply that in their own test to twice the 
working
pressure, there was a local stress of double this amount, namely



86,000 Ib/sq. in., which is some 30 per cent. above the ultimate
strength of the material. This apparent paradox can be explained 
by
recognising that it neglects to take account of the effect of the
ductility of the material in relieving &quot;stress
concentrations&quot; (see on this subject paras. 148 to 153
below).<br>
<br>
126. Calculations were made by Sir Arnold Hall to explore the 
problem
in the light of such theoretical solutions as were known of the
problem of stress distributions round a cut-out of the shape of the
cabin windows, in a cylindrical shell of metal under pressure. 
These
calculations were not put forward as exact, but, with due 
allowance
for the fact that the window frame, and the cabin stringers and 
hoop
frames, would influence the result they supported the 
reasonableness
of the estimate made from measurements on Yoke Uncle.<br>
<br>
127. It is our view that the two results taken together point
strongly to the conclusion that the stress in the skin at the edge of
the window near the corner was far higher than had been 
suspected by
de Havillands, and was probably over 40,000 lb/sq. in. under the
normal pressure difference.<br>
<br>
128. In the course of the Inquiry much attention was paid to an
estimate, given in Part 3, para. 6 of the R.A.E. Report on the tests
on Yoke Uncle, of the stress which might be predicted on the 
basis of



their measurements by strain gauges, as probably existing in 
flight.
The figure &quot;70 per cent. of the ultimate strength&quot; was
obtained by adding to the 43,000 lb/sq. in. (mentioned above) 
due to
the working pressure, another 2,700 lb / sq. in. due to other 
known
loads, leading to a total of 45,700 lb/sq. in. This was contrasted
with de Havillands' own estimate of 28,000 lb/sq. in. It has 
already
been pointed out that de Havillands' figure relates to an average
over a considerable distance near the corner of the window, and 
due
only to the working pressure, whereas the estimate made by 
R.A.E.
relates to a particular point where the stress would be expected, 
on
general grounds, to reach a maximum. A direct comparison 
between them
is therefore misleading. Having regard to the different approach 
the
two figures cannot be said to be inconsistent.<br>
<br>
129. It is natural that de Havillands and R.A.E. should have
approached the problem of the &quot;safe life&quot; of the 
pressure
cabin of the Comet from different points of view. de Havillands 
were
the designers and looked at the problem as designers would, 
having
confidence in their methods based on their experience. R.A.E. 
had had
virtually no previous knowledge of the design background of the



Comet, since it is a civil aircraft and their connection with it
before the 8th April, 1954, was primarily advisory in character 
and
was wholly concerned with fatigue of the wings. In the early 
stages
of the Inquiry there was, therefore, a sharp disagreement between
them on the interpretation of their calculations and tests. These
differences of opinion diminished in the course of the Inquiry as
greater mutual understanding developed. While there are still 
minor
points on which they do not quite see eye to eye, a situation 
which
is by no means unusual in technical problems of such difficulty,
there is now no longer any substantial disagreement between 
them. Our
own interpretation of the situation, so far as it can be determined
by existing evidence, is set out above, and we believe that it 
would
be accepted by de Havillands and R.A.E.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
(d) Criticism of de Havillands repeated loading tests in 1953<br>
<br>
130. Another criticism of de Havillands was connected with the
repeated loading tests carried out by them in 1953. When the 
R.A.E.
test revealed the short life of the cabin structure of Yoke Uncle 
the
question arose as to how to reconcile the result of that test with
the result of these earlier repeated loading tests. Sir Arnold Hall
suggested that the explanation might well be that the 1953 tests 
were
carried out on a nose section which had previously been 
subjected to



static tests up to a differential pressure of 16.5 lb/sq. in. and
that the effect of such a test might be to prolong the life of the
specimen subjected to it. Mr. Harper said that he was aware of 
this
possibility but he considered that if there was any increase in life
of the nose section attributable to pre-loading the tests so amply
covered the life of the aircraft both at the time of the tests and
for the immediate future that de Havillands could safely accept 
the
test as satisfactory. In the then state of knowledge I think this
conclusion was reasonable.<br>
<br>
(e) de Havillands' method of dealing with cracks<br>
<br>
131. There is one other question bearing on responsibility to 
which I
must refer. This concerns certain cracks, revealed by the 
examination
of the wreckage (see para. 78), which had occurred in the process 
of
manufacture and had been dealt with by location. Sir Arnold Hall 
said
that such manufacturing cracks might form foci for fatigue and 
thus
shorten the life of the structure. It was suggested in
cross-examination that the fatigue which led to the disintegration 
of
Yoke Peter had originated in these cracks, that they ought not to
have been dealt with as they were and that accordingly some
responsibility ought to attach to de Havillands for allowing the
aircraft which contained them to be put into service.<br>
<br>
132. It will be convenient to deal with the subject of cracks



generally before giving my opinion on the specific question of
responsibility mentioned above. This course may also enable the 
whole
matter to be viewed in proper perspective. Public concern may 
have
been aroused by what was said during the Inquiry and it is 
important
that groundless fears should be allayed.<br>
<br>
133. I am advised that it has been the general experience that
certain parts of the structure of aircraft develop cracks as the
result of fluctuation of load, vibration or casual damage and that
the external skin, whether in the wings, tail or fuselage is
particularly vulnerable. Cracks which occur during manufacture 
do not
differ materially, in their significance, from those which may
develop subsequently save, of course, that their presence may
indicate an unsatisfactory manufacturing process.<br>
<br>
134. It is the ordinary practice to make careful inspection of the
structure, both during manufacture and subsequently, particularly 
in
regions known to be specially susceptible and, if cracks are 
found,
to deal with each case on its merits in the light of a now very 
wide
experience of the problem. Where frequent inspection shows that 
a
particular crack is likely to spread, it is dealt with by a carefully
considered repair scheme, either prepared by the designers or by 
the
operators in collaboration with the designers. However if after 
such



repair the crack continues to spread it is considered as a matter of
major concern possibly requiring a radical modification to the 
design
to reduce the stress which gave rise to it.<br>
<br>
135. For small cracks in regions not highly stressed the method 
of
location is generally found to prevent further spread, provided 
that
care is taken to ensure the inclusion of the end of the crack in the
hole drilled. All witnesses who dealt with this matter in the 
Inquiry
were agreed that location was a reasonable method of dealing 
with
such cracks.<br>
<br>
136. I am also advised that most aircraft experience cracks due to
one or more of the causes mentioned above and that it would, 
indeed
be hardly practicable to insist on a standard of design and
construction which would preclude completely the possibility of 
any
crack in the skin.</font></div>
<div><font color="#000000"><br>
137. The methods employed by de Havillands in dealing with
manufacturing cracks were in no way different from those used 
to deal

-- 
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents



From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: June 24, 2002 9:01:20 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Please notify Chinese Authorities about the 
wiring/cargo door explanation

Dear Barry,

I have forwarded your message to them.  However, I must 
emphasize that I
will not immerse myself in the ASC's investigation.  I did say 
that I found
you to be sincere and well motivated, and I suggested that they 
may find it
worthwhile to look through what you have sent them and to use 
whatever they
find to be useful.   

A cargo door failure certainly seems like a plausible theory in the 
China
Airlines 611 accident, but it would not be the only one at this 
stage of the
investigation.  You and I agree that it has certainly happened 
before; but,
as you know, I do not share yor view that it was a factor in Air 
India 182,
Pan Am 103, or TWA 800.

I have a long half-finished e-mail reply to you which I will 
complete before



I "depart this fix" on Wednesday.  As I had indicated, though I 
wanted to
reply anyway, I felt I had to reply "for the record" when I read 
your
comments about "something fishy going on".    

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2002 10:14 PM
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca; ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: Please notify Chinese Authorities about the wiring/cargo
door explanation

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart, 22 June 2002

The last noise was a sharp "thud" before the power went off, he 
said.



Please Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, I suggest/ask/beg you to notify 
the 
Chinese aviation safety authorities, your counterparts, in Taipei 
about the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. Inform them there 
there 
is a similar event of United Airlines Flight 811 from which to 
match 
China Airlines Flight 611 evidence.

The officials in Taiwan are mystified by the sudden loud sound/
thud 
and the abrupt power cut. I am not and I believe you are not 
surprised either.

Please get them on the right track before another Boeing 747 
suffers 
an inflight breakup.

Respectfully,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



China Airlines Crash Remains Mystery
Sun Jun 23,10:32 AM ET

By ANNIE HUANG, Associated Press Writer

TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) - Initial analysis of a black box from a 
China 
Airlines jet has yielded no clues in the crash last month that 
killed 
225 people but has shown several unusual sounds, the chief 
investigator said Sunday.

Minutes before the Boeing 747-200 went down, the cockpit 
voice 
recorder picked up a noise that
sounded like a human heart beat. But investigators have yet to 
identify the source of the noise, said Kay Yong, the chief 
investigator at Taiwan's Aviation Safety Council.

Shortly before the crash, the black box also recorded a noise that 
sounded like "ka ta, ka ta, ka ta," Yong said. The last noise was a 
sharp "thud" before the power went off, he said.

Several Boeing 747 pilots who listened to the tape said the 
sounds 
were not normal in the cockpit, Yong said.

Each sound lasts a fraction of a second. Investigators could not 
say 
if they were related to the crash, "but at this moment, we'd rather 
be more suspicious," Yong said.



A closer and more sophisticated analysis was needed to identify 
the 
noises, he said.

The second black box, the flight data recorder, was still being 
analyzed, and Yong would not comment on its contents.

Yong repeated on Sunday that the pilots' conversations did not 
indicate any problems.

He refused to speculate about why the plane crashed on May 25 
about 
20 minutes after taking off from Taiwan enroute for Hong Kong. 
But 
divers searching for the wreckage deep under the sea did not 
"find 
anything that did not belong to the airplane."

Search crews are still trying to recover large parts of the plane, 
which split into four pieces before plunging into the Taiwan 
Strait 
near the Penghu island chain off Taiwan's western coast. The 
wreckage 
might offer the best clues about why the plane crashed.

Some aviation experts have suggested that metal fatigue might 
have 
caused the 22-year-old plane to break up. Others have suggested 
that 
an explosion  perhaps in the fuel tank  was to blame. Security 
officials have said there were no signs of terrorism or a missile 
attack.



Rescue teams have so far recovered 160 bodies. Eight corpses 
including that of co-pilot Hsieh Ya-hsiung  were found
Saturday in wreckage about 200 feet under the sea.

The United Daily News quoted prosecutors as saying Hsieh's 
body was 
attached to the seat when it was found, indicating there had been 
no 
problem requiring him to get up immediately before the crash.

From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Date: June 25, 2002 2:31:55 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Please notify Chinese Authorities about the 
wiring/cargo door explanation

Mr Smith

You can rest assured that the Aviation Safety Council in Tiawan, 
who are leading the investigation, will examine all possible 
causes for this tragic accident.

I understand that the cockpit voice recording contains some very 
interesting sounds in the seconds before the cessation of the 
record. These may give an important clue to the circumstances 
surrounding the loss of the aircraft, its passengers and crew.

Ken Smart



W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart, 22 June 2002

The last noise was a sharp "thud" before the power went off, he 
said.

Please Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, I suggest/ask/beg you to notify 
the Chinese aviation safety authorities, your counterparts, in 
Taipei about the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. Inform 
them there there is a similar event of United Airlines Flight 811 
from which to match China Airlines Flight 611 evidence.

The officials in Taiwan are mystified by the sudden loud sound/
thud and the abrupt power cut. I am not and I believe you are not 
surprised either.

Please get them on the right track before another Boeing 747 
suffers an inflight breakup.



Respectfully,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

China Airlines Crash Remains Mystery
Sun Jun 23,10:32 AM ET

By ANNIE HUANG, Associated Press Writer

TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) - Initial analysis of a black box from a 
China Airlines jet has yielded no clues in the crash last month 
that killed 225 people but has shown several unusual sounds, the 
chief investigator said Sunday.

Minutes before the Boeing 747-200 went down, the cockpit 
voice recorder picked up a noise that
sounded like a human heart beat. But investigators have yet to 
identify the source of the noise, said Kay Yong, the chief 
investigator at Taiwan's Aviation Safety Council.

Shortly before the crash, the black box also recorded a noise that 
sounded like "ka ta, ka ta, ka ta," Yong said. The last noise was a 



sharp "thud" before the power went off, he said.

Several Boeing 747 pilots who listened to the tape said the 
sounds were not normal in the cockpit, Yong said.

Each sound lasts a fraction of a second. Investigators could not 
say if they were related to the crash, "but at this moment, we'd 
rather be more suspicious," Yong said.

A closer and more sophisticated analysis was needed to identify 
the noises, he said.

The second black box, the flight data recorder, was still being 
analyzed, and Yong would not comment on its contents.

Yong repeated on Sunday that the pilots' conversations did not 
indicate any problems.

He refused to speculate about why the plane crashed on May 25 
about 20 minutes after taking off from Taiwan enroute for Hong 
Kong. But divers searching for the wreckage deep under the sea 
did not "find anything that did not belong to the airplane."

Search crews are still trying to recover large parts of the plane, 
which split into four pieces before plunging into the Taiwan 
Strait near the Penghu island chain off Taiwan's western coast. 
The wreckage might offer the best clues about why the plane 
crashed.

Some aviation experts have suggested that metal fatigue might 
have caused the 22-year-old plane to break up. Others have 
suggested that an explosion  perhaps in the fuel tank  was to 
blame. Security officials have said there were no signs of 



terrorism or a missile attack.

Rescue teams have so far recovered 160 bodies. Eight corpses 
including that of co-pilot Hsieh Ya-hsiung  were found
Saturday in wreckage about 200 feet under the sea.

The United Daily News quoted prosecutors as saying Hsieh's 
body was attached to the seat when it was found, indicating there 
had been no problem requiring him to get up immediately before 
the crash.

-- 
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: June 25, 2002 3:23:49 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182

Dear Barry,

I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed 
specific
responses to several of your points.  I'll get to your request for 
photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of 
your
concerns - or at least try to.



1)  - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".  

2)  - There is nothing fishy going on.

3)  - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a 
friend.  He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six 
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).

4)  - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I am 
shocked
that you would suspect a connection.  The fact is that my 
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before 
Ken's visit.

5)  - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India 
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy".  Based on my direct 
knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one 
plausible
explanation.  Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in 
the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I 
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be 
plausible, but
unlikely.  Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired 
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation 
sense) I have



become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.  

6)  - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182, 
PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity 
with the UA
811 investigation than the other three.  However, I have 
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed 
in UA
811.

7)  - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to 
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182.  Moreover, my personal opinion is 
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so. 
 Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I 
still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision.  I have high confidence 
in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I 
sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.

Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right 
side of
the AI 182 B747.  



I spoke with John Garstang about your request.  He advised that 
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation.  However, 
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is 
only
certain about the video.  They have pictures showing where the 
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at 
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he 
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus 
photographs..  

To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went 
by.  Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic 
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a 
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both 
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume).  Moreover, they 
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in 
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be 
prejudicial
to the court process.  Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have 
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that 
release of Air



India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's 
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access 
to
Information Act.      

There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info 
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be 
releasable
to you.  To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be 
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John 
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the 
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next 
few
months.  However, I have obtained a personal commitment from 
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations 
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is 
anything
that can be made available to you.  To that end, I shall send both 
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward" 
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can 
certainly be made
available after the trial.

Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure 



possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner.  In fact, I 
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information 
and
suggestions that you had provided.  John G. told me that when he 
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest 
hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed 
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.

As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related 
elements
are only part of a huge investigation.  The trial (which is 
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence 
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation.  You will 
no doubt be
following the trial, as I will.  Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome 
(whatever
that may be)..

In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating 
with you -
at least most of the time.  (I must admit that there have been 
times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with 
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere 



message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.)  If I may offer 
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume 
you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already 
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing 
it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not 
listen to
what you have to say.  I was, and still am, impressed with you. 
 You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful 
family and
home;  Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement 
years.        

Very sincerely,

Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2002 7:28 AM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182

Dear Bill, 22 May 02

Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal 
Commission 



to have suffered an explosion on the right side forward of the 
wing 
in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right side forward of the 
wing are relevant and very important. It is to be expected that 
photographs of that area be available for inspection as they are 
the 
fatal wound of the victim. Much time and expense was used to 
procure 
those photographs. They exist and held by the Crown authorities.

If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation 
Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is 
rebuffed 
with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going on.

Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did 
Ken Smart 
say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?

Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.

I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for 
Air 
India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.

In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you 
refer 
to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the 
accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also 
never 
refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed which is 
absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other three.



Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only 
the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since 
1985 
and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even in the 
face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds in the 
metal, 
cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United Airlines Flight 
811.

For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan 
Am 
Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the 'bomb' 
explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution fuselage 
reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event time. The 
photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence is there.

But ignored and that's why it's fishy.

Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo 
door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to 
see 
if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of twisted 
metal.

Cheers,
Barry

From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Date: June 25, 2002 3:23:49 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>



Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182

Dear Barry,

I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed 
specific
responses to several of your points.  I'll get to your request for 
photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of 
your
concerns - or at least try to.

1)  - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".  

2)  - There is nothing fishy going on.

3)  - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a 
friend.  He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six 
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).

4)  - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I am 
shocked
that you would suspect a connection.  The fact is that my 
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before 
Ken's visit.

5)  - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India 
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy".  Based on my direct 
knowledge from



the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one 
plausible
explanation.  Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in 
the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I 
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be 
plausible, but
unlikely.  Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired 
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation 
sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.  

6)  - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182, 
PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity 
with the UA
811 investigation than the other three.  However, I have 
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed 
in UA
811.

7)  - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to 
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182.  Moreover, my personal opinion is 
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so. 
 Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I 
still feel that



our doing so was an appropriate decision.  I have high confidence 
in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I 
sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.

Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right 
side of
the AI 182 B747.  

I spoke with John Garstang about your request.  He advised that 
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation.  However, 
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is 
only
certain about the video.  They have pictures showing where the 
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at 
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he 
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus 
photographs..  

To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went 
by.  Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic 
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a 
digitized version.



The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both 
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume).  Moreover, they 
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in 
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be 
prejudicial
to the court process.  Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have 
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that 
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's 
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access 
to
Information Act.      

There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info 
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be 
releasable
to you.  To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be 
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John 
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the 
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next 
few
months.  However, I have obtained a personal commitment from 
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations 



that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is 
anything
that can be made available to you.  To that end, I shall send both 
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward" 
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can 
certainly be made
available after the trial.

Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure 
possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner.  In fact, I 
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information 
and
suggestions that you had provided.  John G. told me that when he 
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest 
hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed 
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.

As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related 
elements
are only part of a huge investigation.  The trial (which is 
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence 
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation.  You will 
no doubt be



following the trial, as I will.  Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome 
(whatever
that may be)..

In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating 
with you -
at least most of the time.  (I must admit that there have been 
times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with 
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere 
message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.)  If I may offer 
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume 
you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already 
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing 
it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not 
listen to
what you have to say.  I was, and still am, impressed with you. 
 You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful 
family and
home;  Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement 
years.        

Very sincerely,



Bill T..

-----Original Message-----
From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2002 7:28 AM
To: Tucker, Bill
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182

Dear Bill, 22 May 02

Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal 
Commission 
to have suffered an explosion on the right side forward of the 
wing 
in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right side forward of the 
wing are relevant and very important. It is to be expected that 
photographs of that area be available for inspection as they are 
the 
fatal wound of the victim. Much time and expense was used to 
procure 
those photographs. They exist and held by the Crown authorities.

If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation 
Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is 
rebuffed 
with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going on.

Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did 
Ken Smart 
say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?

Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.



I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for 
Air 
India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.

In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you 
refer 
to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the 
accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also 
never 
refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed which is 
absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other three.

Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only 
the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since 
1985 
and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even in the 
face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds in the 
metal, 
cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United Airlines Flight 
811.

For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan 
Am 
Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the 'bomb' 
explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution fuselage 
reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event time. The 
photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence is there.

But ignored and that's why it's fishy.

Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo 
door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to 
see 



if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of twisted 
metal.

Cheers,
Barry

From: System Administrator <postmaster@TSB.GC.CA>
Date: July 25, 2002 10:40:37 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Undeliverable: Three hull rupture causes for China 
Airlines Fligh t 611

Your message

 To:      ksmart@aaib.gov.uk; Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca; 
kfchou@asc.gov.tw;
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov; WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov
 Subject: Three hull rupture causes for China Airlines Flight 611
 Sent:    Thu, 25 Jul 2002 13:39:19 -0400

did not reach the following recipient(s):

Bill.Tucker@TSB.GC.CA on Thu, 25 Jul 2002 13:40:27 -0400
   The recipient name is not recognized

The MTS-ID of the original message is:
c=CA;a=govmt.canada;p=gc
+bst.tsb;l=TSBV2902072517403NHLV4F4
   MSEXCH:IMS:Transportation Safety Board:HO:TSBV29 0 
(000C05A6) Unknown
Recipient



Message-ID: <p04310103b965e19f1ac1@[216.228.25.38]>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
To: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk, Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca, 
kfchou@asc.gov.tw, 

Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov, WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov
Subject: Three hull rupture causes for China Airlines Flight 611
Date: Thu, 25 Jul 2002 13:39:19 -0400
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2650.21)
X-MS-Embedded-Report: 
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"

K.F. Chou
Accident Investigation Division
Aviation Safety Council
16th Floor, 99 Fu-Hsing North Road, Taipei 105,
Taiwan, R.O.C.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accidents Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations



Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Dear Mr. Chou, Mr. Smart, Mr. Tucker, Mr. Wildey, and Mr. 
Streeter, 
July 25, 2002,

Apparently China Airlines Flight 611 suffered a sudden inflight 
breakup and that implies explosive decompression of the hull. 
There 
are three likely places for that rupture to occur: Aft pressure 
bulkhead, forward cargo door, and aft cargo door.

The aft cargo door is huge and same size as forward, 99 inches 
by 110 
inches. (The aft bulk cargo door is one third that size. Aft bulk 
cargo doors have never opened in flight on a 747 but have for DC 
10.) 
The aft main cargo door has never opened inflight for a Boeing 



747 
but has on the ground and a handle and seals have often leaked in 
the 
air.

1. For 747 251B: During climb, the aft cargo door 
illuminated 
and aircraft failed to pressurize. Flight returned to BKK after 
dumping 5000 lbs of fuel and landed without further incident. 
Maintenance found the aft cargo door handle out of position. 
Adjusted 
latch and lock. Operational check ok.

2. 1.17.6Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, 
JFK
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to 
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B, 
N152UA, at 
JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York.

Aft pressure bulkhead has failed once in flight for Boeing 747, 
the 
infamous JAL 123, after poor repair. The actions of JAL 123 
were not 
the same as the actions of China Airlines Flight 611 after the 
initial event.

The forward cargo door has opened officially twice in the air for 
a 
Boeing 747: United Airlines Flight 811 and the below event.

1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident



On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, 
N740PA, 
operating as flight 125 from London to New York, experienced 
an 
incident involving the forward cargo door. According to Pan Am 
and 
Boeing officials who investigated this incident, the flightcrew 
experienced pressurization problems as the airplane was 
climbing 
through about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and the 
pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew began 
to 
climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude began to 
rise 
rapidly again. The flight returned to London. When the airplane 
was 
examined on the ground, the forward cargo door was found open 
about 1 
1/2 inches along the bottom with the latch cams unlatched and 
the 
master latch lock handle closed. The cockpit cargo door warning 
light 
was off.

When the forward cargo door ruptures opens in flight, certain 
evidence is seen: Right wing leading edge has inflight damage, 
particularly in the right wing fillet. Midspan latches for both 
cargo 
doors will be absent. There will be outward petal shaped holes on 
right side of fuselage. Engine number three will be Fodded.

The forward cargo door is the most likely culprit pending 
evidence 



confirmation.

However; the location of the tail first in the debris trail and the 
sudden sound at initial event time described as 'sharp' and not 
'loud', indicates the  hull rupture may have occurred in the aft 
part 
of the aircraft. If so, engine number three may not be fodded and 
there will be no inflight damage to the wing.

Midspan latch status for the two main cargo doors is most 
important. 
If those are confirmed latched and attached to fuselage latch pins, 
then suspicion falls on aft pressure bulkhead failure.

Please release more factual information about this civilian airline 
accident during peacetime with no secrets involved.

Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: August 27, 2002 10:35:11 AM PDT

Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>



To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening 
of cargo 
doors on B-747 aircraft.  During any aircraft crash, investigators 
examine 
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause.  In the case 
of the 
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the 
bottom of 
the ocean by the investigators.  The latches were still in place, 
and there 
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight 
opening of 
that door.

On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a 
bomb blast 
had occurred.  Aircraft accident investigators are trained people. 
 Anybody 
can say anything they want on the Internet.  Put your money on 
the experts; 
you will win more often.
----------
From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Securitas



Subject: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Date: Saturday, August 31, 1996 9:50PM

<<File Attachment: BDY3.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:50:40 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 32287B6A.1295(a)corazon.com

FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]

TO: Securitas

SUBJECT: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY3.P00

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
--
Dear Safety Person, The cause of the Air India flight 182 crash of 
a
Boeing 747-237B from Toronto to London in 1985 was an 
inadvertent opened
forward cargo door which then tore of skin which then tore of 
nose to
destruction of aircraft. Not a bomb. My safety concern to TSB 
Securitas
is that it can happen again. To properly assess the risk to 
Canadian air
passengers, visit the web site at http://www.corazon.com for a 
fully
documented presentation of the issue of inadvertently opening 



cargo
doors. Open doors causing destruction in early model Boeing 
747s has
happened before, it has happened now, and it may happen again. 
Please
assess door opening claim by visiting web site and evaluating 
documents
supporting hypothesis. John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Supplemental TSB report for Air India Flight 182

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        24 May 01

Well, sir, thank you very much for your polite and informative 
email to me regarding the administrative details of the Air India 
Flight 182 accident. I do call it an 'accident' and not a 'downing' 
as the RCMP AITF, specifically Sgt Blachford, calls it.

Sgt. Blachford has been in contact with me and requests a 
meeting and documents, a suggestion I have accepted with the 
requirement that a TSB aircraft accident investigator be present 
to interpret the technical details of an aircraft inflight breakup, an 
occurrence which a policeman would not be expected to 
understand. I've attached my most recent letter to the RCMP 
AITF in text and as a PDF file.



First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada (TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI
Flt.182 occurrence.

Well, not yet. Is it not judicious to be prepared for the trial in 
February when a TSB official will most certainly be called to the 
witness stand to present the current Canadian aviation accident 
experts' opinion about Air India Flight 182 for which two men 
are on trial for their life's freedoms?

Also, my research and  conclusions indicate a present danger to 
the public safety in known faulty wiring again causing the 
forward cargo door of early model 747s to open in flight leading 
to fatalities, just like United Airlines Flight 811. Would it not be 
prudent to check out that startling claim by an experienced and 
educated aviation person?

When you say "Re-open" you imply the investigation was 
closed. My understanding is that the Air India Flight 182 
investigation in the AITF has been open and ongoing for about 
16 years. I would phrase the suggestion as providing a 
'supplemental' report to the existing CASB report although later 
in this email I justify the suggestion for an entirely new AAR on 
Air India Flight 182 done by TSB alone.

As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More



importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared as
input to India's investigation.

As I read the CASB aviation occurrence report, it appears to be 
selected portions of the Kirpal inquiry with notable omissions, 
such as the assumptions of 'twinning' being proof positive of a 
bomb, and most importantly omitting the conclusion of a 'bomb'  
although the thought was there in everyone's minds.

The Canadians are to be complimented on resisting the intense 
political pressure at the time to call the cause of the agreed upon 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment as a bomb 
explosion. The UK AAIB representative, Mr. Davis, said the 
cause was not a bomb. The non aircraft investigator judge said it 
was a bomb, and the Canadian aircraft accident investigators 
declined to say one way or the other. Who was correct? Well, 
after 16 years and several similar accidents, it is now clear to me 
that the UK and the CASB air accident investigators were most 
correct.

The CASB were cautious, as all good investigators are, and only 
concluded that which was supported by real evidence of only an 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment. Period. That wise 
conclusion was confirmed years later by the event of United 
Airlines Flight 811 which refuted all of Judge Kirpal's reasons 
for grasping for a 'bomb' in the face of contradictory evidence 
such as the sudden loud sound on the CVR which matched a DC 
10 explosive decompression sound and not a bomb sound.

Mr. Tucker, I read a lot of accident reports and the CASB 



occurrence report of 1986 was meticulous, precise, and cautious. 
They acted as investigators, not prosecutors. Now is the time to 
supplement that cautious and later proven to be correct report 
with an update. The update can be used to rule in or rule out the 
match to the subsequent event of United Airlines Flight 811 
which would indicate a present danger to the flying public and 
prepare some fellow for the cross examination by the defence of 
the accused in the February 2002 trial. After all, it was a plane 
crash, not a bank robbery, and current Canadian officials who 
know about plane crashes will be called to explain to the Court 
and jury just how and why a Boeing 747 came apart in the air so 
long ago.

Please do not wash your hands of Air India Flight 182. It's not 
done and gone. Accident investigations are based on precedent. 
We learn what happened now by what happened before. In one 
sense, a investigation is never complete because more and more 
is learned as similar accidents in similar circumstances leaving 
similar evidence occur allowing a refinement of the probable 
cause.

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of the
very nature of our chosen careers.

Too right.
 We are interested because quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation.  
Above all, we



are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 
Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost 16
years after the event.

Very frustrating, I agree. And the way to resolve that frustration 
is to confront the mystery again. There can be closure and 
satisfactory answers with a new supplemental report on the older 
one which can now examine the amazing significant similarities 
with United Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, 
and Pan Am Flight 103. Of course you are interested. I'm miffed 
because most of the people I talk to don't even recall the tragic 
event even though it killed so many, many more than the other 
three.

United Airlines Flight 811 had an original AAR, 90/01, which 
was later superceded by an entirely new AAR on the same event, 
AAR 92/02. There is precedent for TSB to write an entirely new 
AAR with its own conclusions based upon actual examination of 
the evidence in videotapes and not rely on the Indian judiciary 
and their interpretations. The confirming proof exists in the 
videotapes and high quality 35 MM color photographs of the 
actual Air India Flight 182 wreckage that can now be matched to 
United Airlines Flight 811. TSB has access to those films via 
RCMP and specific expertise to properly evaluate that evidence.

TSB is entitled to conduct its own investigation for its own report 
and not have to refer to a dissolved agency or a foreign judicial 
official for opinions about a Canadian aviation accident which is 
still as potent as ever. AITF is after the 'bombers'; let the TSB go 
after a mechanical explanation based upon the matching event of 
United Airlines Flight 811, an event not available to CASB for 



consideration in 1986 but available to you and TSB now.

The match to United Airlines Flight 811 and the other two make 
Air India Flight 182 even more of a significant aviation 
investigation other than a 747 that exploded inflight and was 
thought to be a bomb but was not, just like Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 for 17 months. Other AARs can now be updated and a 
current safety problem of wiring can be identified and fixed.

May I digress a moment, Mr. Tucker. The Airbus A380 will hold 
650 passengers and it has a fatal design flaw, that of outward 
opening non plug cargo doors. The small sized balloon of Comet 
burst at a window, the medium balloon of a DC 10 burst at a 
cargo door of AA 96, the large balloon of a 747 burst at a cargo 
door of United Airlines Flight 811, and now the huge balloon of 
the A380 may burst at the same place. The cargo doors must be 
designed like the passenger doors; plug type. Now is the time for 
authority to rule in or rule out my conclusion that forward cargo 
doors of 747s are rupturing open in flight at one or both of the 
midspan latches. If confirmed, then the A380 and subsequent 
airliners can correct this major design flaw which is 
acknowledged in NTSB AAR 92/02, that of outward opening 
non plug cargo doors.

And do we not agree that Pan Am Flight 103 does not have 
closure either? Is that event satisfactorily resolved in your mind? 
Can you really believe a 20 inch shatter zone on the port side of 
the nose caused by a 'bomb' can cause the nose of 747 to come 
off in flight even as we know that United Airlines Flight 811 had 
a ten foot by 15 foot hole in the nose and the plane stayed aloft?

As you are aware, the RCMP have been conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 



since 1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any
information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 
provided
includes material that was produced by John Garstang.

Ahh, Mr. John Garstang......He emailed me in 1997 with 
incorrect information. I replied and he called me on the phone 
later to correct his email report that the door was recovered intact 
as, in fact, neither cargo door was recovered. And there was not 
'...other solid evidence indicating a bomb blast had occurred.' 
Both his statements are misleading and incorrect. And now, 16 
years later, he issues a report from the RCMP stating the 
explosion was a bomb in the aft cargo compartment, completely 
contradicting the Kirpal Inquiry and the CASB report with no 
substantive or new evidence for such a bizarre conclusion. Not 
only does the evidence conclusively show there was no bomb 
explosion in the aft cargo compartment, it shows there was no 
explosion of any sort back there and the area was closely 
examined for such an event because of JAL 123 and the 
infamous aft pressure bulkhead crack.

The allusion to gambling by betting money on 'experts' in regard 
to aviation safety is also distressing. Mr. Garstang's poorly 
substantiated conclusions carry little weight with me. Compare 
your email which is polite and informative to his factually 
incorrect, insulting, and bragging statements below and you will 
see what I mean.

Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400



From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening 
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft.  During any aircraft crash, investigators 
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause.  In the case 
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the 
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators.  The latches were still in place, 
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight 
opening of
that door.

On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a 
bomb blast
had occurred.  Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.  
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet.  Put your money on 
the experts;
 you will win more often.
 ----------
From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Securitas



Subject: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Date: Saturday, August 31, 1996 9:50PM
<<File Attachment: BDY3.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:50:40 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 32287B6A.1295(a)corazon.com
FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]
TO: Securitas
SUBJECT: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY3.P00
 --
Dear Safety Person, The cause of the Air India flight 182 crash of 
a
Boeing 747-237B from Toronto to London in 1985 was an 
inadvertent opened
forward cargo door which then tore of skin which then tore of 
nose to
destruction of aircraft. Not a bomb. My safety concern to TSB 
Securitas
is that it can happen again. To properly assess the risk to 
Canadian air
passengers, visit the web site at http://www.corazon.com for a 
fully
documented presentation of the issue of inadvertently opening 
cargo
doors. Open doors causing destruction in early model Boeing 
747s has
happened before, it has happened now, and it may happen again. 
Please
assess door opening claim by visiting web site and evaluating 



documents
supporting hypothesis. John Barry Smith

So, Mr. Tucker, you can see I have been at this for years. Steady 
and solid; the facts are there; and all the while the evidence 
corroborates the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 
182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800. I plead with you to be able to meet 
and present my evidence to you and other Canadian aircraft 
accident investigators who respect research and evidence, who 
are not politically involved, and are not impressed by media hype 
of exciting myths about conspiracy bombers. There are no 
conspiracies, only physical laws of nature obeyed in twisted 
metal and sounds on data recorders. I rely on the reality of 
evidence for my conclusions not fearful fantasies of evil 
foreigners plotting to kill.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.

You may be right. They seem to have strong bias towards bomb 
and bombers, but you never know, they may have a real 
investigator who will consider any explanation that makes sense, 
has official documentation for support, and has an irrefutable 
precedent, United Airlines Flight 811.



 I have also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations,

Thank you.

the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation,

Thank you. I followed closely that investigation and found it to 
be patient, professional, and thorough.

 and the Director
of Engineering for their information.

Thank you.

I am of course available at any time to answer their queries as 
they arise. The enormity of the implications is breathtaking, but 
true. I hope they can get past the bias of years of media bomb 
bomb bomb and look at my research of matching evidence to 
confirmed mechanical events in United Airlines Flight 811 and 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 
May), there is
one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.



Yes, is the glass half full or half empty. But imagine the pressure 
on CASB to state it was a bomb. To not conclude it was a bomb 
shows that they did not just omit it, but really rejected it as a 
realistic explanation. Even now the RCMP is under intense 
pressure to allay the public fears and desire for revenge by 
prosecuting two foreign looking fellows for planting a bomb 
based on external circumstantial conspiracy evidence, just like 
Pan Am Flight 103.

 In fact, to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.

I understand the 1986 leaning towards bomb for the mystery 
cause of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment which 
CASB and Kirpal did agree on; the plane did come apart inflight. 
This is agreed upon and undeniable, so an explanation had to 
exist and a bomb explosion could cause that breakup, so, without 
a reasonable plausible alternative, what to say? Boom, bomb. For 
CASB to be cautious and reject the hysteria and just say 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment based on evidence 
only speaks highly of the mature wisdom of those officials at the 
time and now they are vindicated by events of a few years later 
in United Airlines Flight 811 which looked like a bomb, felt like 
a bomb, called a bomb by the crew, and yet, was not a bomb but 
an electrical problem with a cargo door.

If the CASB of 1986 had NTSB AAR 92/02 of United Airlines 
Flight 811 of 1992 to review, with its many significant matching 
similarities to Air India Flight 182, they would have had that 
reasonable plausible alternative to bomb and could have 
countered the 'bomb' explanation espoused by the politically 



minded Judge Kirpal. It's understandable that  in 1986 a bomb 
explosion could have been the cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment since there was no reasonable 
alternative. There is now and I invite/urge TSB to now use that 
luxury of hindsight and precedent to issue a supplemental AAR 
for Air India Flight 182. My Smith AAR report lays out the 
evidence, analysis, and conclusions to make the match and 
declare Air India Flight 182 to have as a probable cause the 
shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. Please evaluate the explanation on 
its own merits by experienced TSB investigators. I have high 
hopes that the gentlemen you forwarded my report to will do just 
that.  Please forward this email to them should you believe it may 
help in their evaluations.

 However, the aviation safety investigation
conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Well, Judge Kirpal was not an aircraft accident investigator nor 
was he a policeman involved with terrorist bombings. He could 
have relied on his Indian chief aircraft accident investigator, Mr. 
Khola, for information on why planes crash, and he could have 
relied on the Indian police force for evidence of bombings. but 
he did neither. He did the best he could trying to placate many 
pressures. His inadequate answers are shown by the lack of 
closure in the case. But again, in 1986 there was no precedent to 
rely on as United Airlines Flight 811 was about four years in the 
future. Judge Kirpal did the best he could under the 
circumstances, just as did CASB and others involved in the case.

The wisest probable cause conclusion based on the best evidence 



was the CASB one, not surprisingly by professional aircraft 
accident investigators. Through similar subsequent accidents, 
that cautious and prudent conclusion can now be refined to 
satisfactorily explain the cause of the agreed upon explosion in 
the forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, and it's 
not a bomb explosion but explosive decompression probably 
caused by faulty wiring shorting on a door unlatch motor.

AA Flight 96, a DC 10 over Windsor Ontario, in 1972 which had 
a cargo door inadvertently open in flight, and Swiss Air 111 are 
two accidents which are relevant to Air India Flight 182 and are 
well known to CASB and TSB officials. I know that when I say 
an inadvertently opened cargo door in flight in a wide body 
airliner is potentially catastrophic and that Kaptonized type Poly 
X insulation wiring in a wide body airliner is also potentially 
catastrophic by shorting, you will not look at me in derision but 
might say, "Could be, Smith, where's your evidence? Show me 
what you have. And make it snappy."

I have it, sir; please let me present it to you in depth. Endure the 
impatience and go through it with me, piece by piece, fodded 
engine by fodded engine, CVR by CVR, FDR by FDR, and 
leading edge by leading edge. I believe I may persuade you a 
supplemental TSB investigation into Air India Flight 182 is 
warranted based upon my presentation of my years of research, 
analysis, and conclusions based upon actual AARs of similar 
events and similar facts, data, and evidence. There will be no 
conspiracy nonsense but just airplanes and more airplanes.

I sense in you, Mr. Tucker, that you are walking a line of being 
professionally correct as an administrator in your dealings with a 
member of the public and yet also intrigued as an investigator by 
the raw data I have presented to you that may indicate that Air 



India Flight 182 was in fact not a bomb explosion but a 
mechanical event which has happened before and can happen 
again. The implications are that a present danger may exist and 
thus continued discussion is warranted.

Let us have those discussions.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
Background:
From Sergeant Blachford, 7 May 2001
"As per your email of April 10th, 2001 you advised you would 
be contacting me
the week of April 16-20th, 2001 and that you would have the 
requested data for
me. Could you please advise when I might receive that data. 
Thank you and I look
forward to meeting you."
For Sergeant Blachford AITF:



Dear Sergeant Blachford, 10 April 2001
Thank you Sergeant Blachford for your recent letter to me of 28 
Mar, 2001, file
number 85.3196. You stated that prior to our meeting I should 
send 'as much detail
as possible' 'which reflects that faulty wiring on Air India Flight 
182 was the cause
of the 'downing''. I am preparing that data now for your review. I 
will be in
Vancouver all next week (the week of 16-20 April) and may be in 
position to hand
carry it to your 5255 Heather St. address.
Dear Sergeant Blachford, 16 May 2001,
Thank you for your letter of 7 May 2001, file number 85-3196, to 
which I reply:
To be picky, which is what aircraft accident investigators do, and 
please don't take this personally,
I did say, "may be in a position to hand carry it to....". I later 
determined that I was not in a
position to hand carry it to you.
In your previous letter, you made the condition that before a 
meeting you must first receive my
research and analysis. I later believed that my research and 
analysis would not receive the
consideration they deserve.
And since I did not receive any acknowledgement from you of 
my 10 April 2001 email until now,
a month later, no rendezvous was set up between us for a 
meeting in April.
So, you see, we are off on the bad foot of misunderstanding 
already and that is not conducive to a
proper investigation/interview/interrogation of a potential 
witness with a high likelihood of



productive information being gained.
Maybe we can start again:
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
1
I have spent years in researching and analyzing explosive 
decompression accidents in early model
Boeing 747s. Air India Flight 182 is one of those accidents. My 
conclusion, amply supported by
official government documents, is that Air India Flight 182 did in 
fact suffer an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment which led to the inflight breakup, as 
stated in conclusions by the 1986
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Aviation Occurrence Report.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as 
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India 
Flight 182
was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of 31,000 feet 
resulting in its crash
into the sea and the death of all on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before water 
impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from the 
forward
portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the 
aircraft was the
lead event in this occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to 
indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo 
compartment. This



evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not 
support any other
conclusion.
Based upon my further research, again supported by various 
government aircraft accident reports
(AAR), the explanation for that explosion is not that of a bomb 
but of an inadvertently ruptured
open, at one or both of the midspan latches, forward cargo door 
caused by the known faulty
Kapton type wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor which 
caused the explosive decompression
which led to the inflight breakup. There is an irrefutable 
precedent for my conclusions of another
early model Boeing 747 involved in the similar type event 
leaving similar type evidence, United
Airlines Flight 811, a precedent not available at the time for the 
Canadian investigators to consider
since it happened years later.
My research, analysis, and conclusions are available in a 117 
page document, 'Smith AAR on Air
India Flight 182,' with 120 pages of appendices. I can provide 
that document to you for your
evaluation.
You asked to be advised when you might receive that data and 
you look forward to meeting me:
You may receive that data when we meet. I also look forward to 
meeting you. Let us now arrange
the details.
I suggest my home in Carmel Valley, California, since all my 
computer data and research materials
are located here as well as solving the family problem of my wife 
working as a Registered Nurse
and I'm the parent taking care of our daughter before and after 



school hours. For me to go back to
Vancouver would be a hardship for the Smith family. I 
understand the AITF is flying to England
and India interviewing witnesses so you're welcome down here 
and fully justified to obtain
information from someone who has been working five years on 
Air India Flight 182 details.
I suggest a time at your convenience and the sooner the better 
because, as a consequence of my
research, the implication is that a clear and present danger exists 
to the flying public in faulty
wiring again causing a cargo door to open in flight causing 
fatalities in an early model Boeing 747.
The persons to be included in the meeting should consist of you 
(RCMP AITF), me (independent
aircraft accident investigator), and a Transportation Safety Board 
of Canada aircraft accident
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
2
investigator (TSB). I really must insist on this, as my analysis is 
very technical and detailed and the
AITF should have a neutral, objective, aviation expert present to 
validate or refute my claims to
you. Your trip will be productive when you have an official 
expert at hand you can trust to
immediately advise you on the spot if what I say technically is 
nonsense or correct and thus worthy
of further examination by the AITF.
I invite John Garstang, of course; however, since he has been 
seconded to the RCMP since 1988,
he is hardly an objective observer and thus the TSB official is 
required. I suggest Mr. Vic Gerden
of TSB since he did such an excellent investigation of the Swiss 



Air 111 accident. A local
Vancouver TSB official would also be satisfactory. If you wish to 
document the meeting, I suggest
Paul Marquis, Editor, Aviation Safety Letter, Transport Canada, 
another Canadian government
official who understands why airplanes crash.
I will be referring to the AA Flight 96 DC-10 accident over 
Windsor, Ontario, Canada, in 1972 and
Swiss Air 111 accident near Peggy's Cove, Canada; two 
accidents the TSB will be well aware of
and which support my shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182. The TSB does not 
scoff at the suggestion that faulty
wiring or an inadvertently opened cargo door on wide body 
airliners could have occurred in Air
India Flight 182 because they know those causes have happened 
before and could happen again.
They will know which questions to ask of me to rule in or rule 
out the explanation. RCMP and/or
AITF understands criminal actions in terrorist bombings and 
conspiracies; however, the
wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression is a non-criminal 
mechanical event in a plane crash.
TSB participation is essential when talking about why the Boeing 
747 called Air India Flight 182
came apart in the air.
The following is very important: The Canadian aviation 
authorities were absolutely correct in their
conclusions of 1986. Subsequent similar airplane crashes such as 
United Airlines Flight 811 now
allow TSB in 2001 to supplement the earlier conclusions with a 
clearer explanation of the



explosion that caused Air India Flight 182 to breakup in flight 
amidships. The reason the RCMP
and the AITF took so long to make accusations against persons is 
that there were no criminals to
catch. If Air India Flight 182 had been a bombing, I believe the 
RCMP would have caught the
perpetrators immediately and I would hope they would have been 
punished to the fullest extent of
the law, and it's too bad Canada does not have the death penalty.
Let me digress a moment in investigative philosophy: The RCMP 
has a mandate which is that of
an investigative body which conducts interviews, examines 
evidence, and makes conclusions
which are then presented to the Crown for possible prosecution. 
The prosecutors and the defence
attorney then get together in an adversarial relationship during a 
trial with judge and jury. That is
the way it is supposed to work and when it does work that way, 
much success is had.
However, I have noticed in the past few years that the 
investigative agencies involved with airplane
crashes, specifically, the RCMP, FBI, NTSB, have become 
prosecutors pressing forward their
own case only and omitting contrary evidence which might 
contradict their opinion. The agencies
have become political, which is to say, giving scientific 
conclusions which please the political
appointees of the moment who reflect the popular will of the 
moment.
The people of Canada believe a bomb blew up Air India Flight 
182 and killed 329 men women and
children. The people assume a bomb had to be put there by 
someone and they want that person or



persons punished. That is the political conclusion about the 
probable cause for the Air India Flight
182 tragedy.
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
3
If the RCMP and the AITF are conducting the investigation with 
the bombing conclusion already
made and are now looking for evidence to support that 
conclusion, I am not the person to talk to
because my evidence refutes that conspiracy conclusion and 
gives a mechanical alternative
explanation with precedent that shows that there was no bomb, 
and thus no criminal, and thus no
punishment to be meted out to satisfy the desires of the grieving. 
In lieu of the bombing
explanation for the explosion in Air India Flight 182, I offer a 
plausible, reasonable, mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/cargo door 
rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup sequence of events as modeled 
by United Airlines Flight 811.
There are no conspiracies by groups involved with Air India 
Flight 182 such as Boeing, NTSB,
TSB, AAIB, Air India, or the RCMP. Everyone is acting in their 
own perceived best interest. I am
not associated with any of those groups and am motivated by my 
near death haunting experience of
surviving a sudden night fatal jet airplane crash in which my 
pilot died.
The recent meeting led by the RCMP in which lewd telephone 
calls are alleged to have been made
by the accused is unworthy of an honorable investigation into an 
Air India airplane crash but



indicative of a prosecution tactic to discredit the character of a 
person on trial to the jury.
Mr. Dave Cross and Mr. Ian Donaldson of the Defence team for 
the accused, Mr. Ripudamen
Malik, suggested to me that the RCMP and the AITF are not 
interested in what happened to Air
India Flight 182 but are only interested in what the defence might 
use in trial so that the
prosecutors would have time to counter the conclusions, and not 
to confirm them or rule them out
by further investigation. The attorneys may be right. Their point 
of view is that the RCMP is an
adversary whereas I might see the RCMP/AITF/TSB as allies 
once the authorities understood my
explanation for Air India Flight 182. (Although I had discussions 
with the Defence team attorneys,
there was a clear understanding that I am an independent person 
who is free to act as I feel
appropriate.)
However, based upon your most recent letter, Sergeant 
Blachford, I have hopes that quite possibly
there is a real investigator amongst you. There may very well be 
an investigator who does objective
research, searched the internet, reviewed my web site at 
www.corazon.com, read my emails to
RCMP, noticed the similarities of Air India Flight 182 to an 
incontrovertible similar accident,
United Airlines Flight 811, and decided to pursue the 
investigation further to rule in or rule out the
intriguing possibility that Air India Flight 182 was a mechanical 
accident and not a heinous crime.
The criminal analogy is that of a serial killer in many 
jurisdictions, over many years, with random



victims, but who always follows the same method of operation 
leaving a matching clue which links
him to the crimes.
For the wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression explanation 
for four early model Boeing 747
fatal accidents over eleven years, it's the sudden loud sound on 
the CVR immediately followed by
the abrupt power cut to the FDRs. That sound, Sergeant 
Blachford, is not that of a bomb, but of an
explosive decompression. The killer is wiring; the inadvertent 
accomplice/bystander is the outward
opening non-plug forward cargo door.
Someone at AITF, and it may very well be you, Sergeant 
Blachford, decided to follow up on the
previous inquiry you made to me. Someone may be willing to sit 
down with me accompanied by
an objective, neutral, government expert about airplane crashes, 
and patiently go through the
matching evidence of Air India Flight 182 to other similar 
accidents which left much similar
evidence that shows that the similar probable cause to be the 
initial event for all. The potential
confirmation of a present danger to the flying public demands it.
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
4
So, on that hope. I have reconsidered and agree to provide you 
with my analysis and conclusions,
and meet with at least you and a TSB official in my home to 
forthrightly and timely answer all your
questions regarding my claim to you that Air India Flight 182 
was not a bomb event but a
mechanical accident with precedent coupled with the urgent 
implication that a present danger to



public safety exists for the Canadian flying public.
To summarize: Meeting:
Documents to be made available: Smith AAR and appendices, 
and other documents as requested.
Location: 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA, USA
Time: At your convenience and I urge haste.
Participants: Smith, Blachford, Garstang, TSB (Gerden) 
Transport Canada (Marquis) and others
as agreed upon.
Agenda: Clarification of the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
That is my message: I know you are interested in the messenger:
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
I am not an anonymous caller after midnight with whispered 
unsubstantiated accusations about
minority groups.
I am a long time member of my community identifying myself 
fully, giving ample communication



channels, and inviting you into my home as well as offering 
documentation from authoritative
sources for all my technical conclusions.
If supported by evidence, is the AITF able to deviate from the 
conspiracy course at this late stage
and conclude there was no bomb, no criminals involved? Is the 
AITF willing to offer an entirely
different explanation for Air India Flight 182 other than the one 
promoted by the RCMP but
consistent with CASB of 15 years ago? Is the AITF willing to 
accept the advice, counsel, and
assistance from a fellow government agency, TSB, regarding this 
airplane crash?
I well understand the political difficulties involved and the 
consequences world wide of such a
revelation. But, honorable investigators rely on the facts, data, 
and evidence to reach reasoned
conclusions and let the chips fall where they may. Hindsight is 
valuable and available to us all
when we examine subsequent similar airplane crashes. I assert 
that beyond a reasonable doubt,
those realities support the probable cause for Air India Flight 182 
as the shorted wiring/cargo door
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
5
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation 
and refute a bomb explosion.
When you read my lengthy analysis and interview me, you too 
will be persuaded, if you have an
open mind. The AITF can yet crack this case.
Hope springs eternal.
Cheers,
Barry



John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Supplemental thoughts

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   26 May 01

Please permit me to amplify my previous email with additional 
thoughts:

The current status of opinion for the probable cause of the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 in which 329 died is:

The CASB aircraft accident investigators who state it was an 
explosion of unstated cause in the forward cargo compartment 
and not the aft cargo compartment....which conflicts with.....

The Indian Judicial authority who states it was a bomb explosion 
in the forward cargo compartment and not the aft cargo 
compartment.....which conflicts with...



The AAIB representative who said it was an explosive 
decompression explosion in the forward cargo compartment and 
not the aft cargo compartment the cause of which was yet to be 
determined.....which conflicts with.....

The RCMP AITF police authority who state it was a bomb 
explosion in the aft cargo compartment and not the forward cargo 
compartment....which conflicts with....

This independent aircraft accident investigator who states it was 
an explosion in the forward cargo compartment and not the aft 
cargo compartment the cause of which is summed by the shorted 
wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation....which conflicts with....

The TSB who remains....silent...reluctant....on the bench...

Mr. Tucker, please, stand up, come forward, put yourself in play 
and assert your power and authority to sort out this contradictory 
cacophony of conflicting opinions about a momentous Canadian 
aviation event.

Your opinion carries the most weight amongst us; it must be 
heard. What is it? What happened to Air India Flight 182? Why? 
How?

Any report that exists can be supplemented, or revised, or 
updated, or upgraded. The Canadian Aviation Safety Board 
Aviation Occurrence Report regarding Air India Flight 182 can 
certainly be called Version 1.0 and a Version 1.1 can be an 
upgrade, to use a computer software analogy.



I personally recommend starting with a clean sheet of paper and 
treat the accident as you would as if it happened yesterday. 
Because of the peculiar nature of the accident with most of the 
wreckage still on the bottom of the ocean and the suddenness in 
which the event occurred, the evidence upon which the original 
investigators relied upon to make their conclusions and findings 
still exists in a hangar in Bombay and in dozens of videotapes 
and hundreds of high quality 35 MM color photographs now held 
by the Gendarmerie royale du Canada.

With the benefit and luxury of hindsight, subsequent similar 
accidents in similar aircraft under similar circumstances leaving 
similar evidence can now be evaluated for comparison.

Your TSB report will be the most up to date, the most 
comprehensive, and the most accurate. It is vitally needed, Mr. 
Tucker. Your expert opinion is needed by the Crown, by the 
Defence, by the RCMP AITF, by the manufacturer, by the 
airlines, and by the worldwide flying public in early model 
Boeing 747s, of which approximately 1100 are still in service.

To assist, I am sending the PDF of AAR of United Airlines Flight 
811 and Air India Flight 182 Kirpal and CASB report. The 
electronic versions are very valuable for the ability to search 
quickly through for keywords. Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
NTSB AAR 00/03 and Pan Am Flight 103 AAIB 2/90 are very 
large and can be sent to you if you wish and are available for 
download at http://www.ntsb.gov and http://
www.aaib.detr.gov.uk/index/index.htm

I am also sending the Appendices to the Smith AAR for AI 182 
in PDF, in case you do not have them; Appendix I is a personal, 
informal supplement.



These additional research materials may assist your staff which 
have received my AAR from you for their information. I am 
available day or night on any day to answer questions they may 
have and invite a meeting between us at your convenience.

The videotapes and color photographs of the 182 wreckage will 
be particularly interesting as there now exists much other real 
twisted metal to compare with; metal which now resides in 
hangars in Farnborough and Virginia in addition to Bombay. It's 
easier to find something if one knows what to look for; in this 
case it will be matching evidence in and around the forward 
cargo door to possibly match with Pan Am Flight 103, Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, and United Airlines Flight 811, the 
subsequent incontrovertible accident with its many significant 
matches:

From Smith AAR:
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air 
India Flight 182 and United
Airlines Flight 811 specifically:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C. Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D. Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo 
door
J . Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding 



normally in all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward 
cargo door area
L. Initial event starts with sudden sound
M. Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power 
cut to data recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of 
bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive 
decompression sound in wide
body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door 
area
S. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo 
compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of 
engine number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of 
engine number four
V. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than 
port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of 
the forward cargo door



AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of 
forward cargo door
AC. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door 
not reported as latched
AD. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not 
implemented (stronger lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around 
forward cargo door
AG. Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered 
passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as 
bomb explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb 
explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door 
considered for probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal 
flight
Smith AAR AI 182

The data from the CVR and FDR (the only direct evidence of the 
events of AI 182) still exist and are as accurate as ever. There 
now exists similar CVR and FDR tapes to compare with.



Dr. Hill, the pathologist from AAIB in Air India Flight 182 is 
alive, well, and still practicing in England. I spoke with him by 
telephone a few months ago and he is as professional as ever. His 
phone number is 207 407 0378.

I implore you, sir, please, become involved, this is, after all is 
said and done, a fatal aircraft accident that originated in Canada 
and killed Canadians. Take a crack at it.

Sincerely,

Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: So true...

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations



Dear Mr. Tucker,  14 June 01

This article below about wiring is so true and supports my 
shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.

Also, this is the 34th anniversary night of my ejection from my 
on fire suddenly jet airplane during training for carrier landings 
which killed my pilot. This accident is the impetus for my 
continuing interest in aviation safety and my efforts to prevent 
what happened to me from happening to others.

May I enquire, sir, as to the progress of my Smith AAR on Air 
India Flight 182 which you submitted to RCMP, DAI, IcC of 
SWR 111, and DE for their information? The implications of my 
report show a present danger to the flying public in faulty wiring 
causing forward cargo doors to inadvertently open in early model 
Boeing 747s, in addition to the already known and reported 
wiring caused fires in the forward cargo compartment.

Mr. Tucker, I am always ready to be interviewed/queried as to 
the details of my explanation and welcome correspondence.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.

The Canadian Transportation Safety Board (TSB), which is now 
investigating the Swissair crash, and other countries' aviation 
agencies also received the Danish government accident report 
but made no recommendations related to Mylar.
TSB spokesman Jim Harris says the agency can't make 
recommendations based on another country's investigation. He 
says the TSB investigates accidents and is not a regulatory body 
like the FAA in the USA and its Canadian counterpart, Transport 
Canada.

U.S. knew of wiring flaws years before 



TWA crash 1993 jet fire raised issues, 
but only after 2 crashes killed 459 did 
FAA act
By Gary Stoller
USA TODAY
Smoke and a burning electrical smell seeped into the passenger 
cabin of an arriving SAS jet as it taxied to a terminal in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. All 110 passengers scrambled out of the 
plane safely before a raging fire consumed much of the fuselage.
For 8 years, that 1993 incident hasn't been reported in U.S. 
newspapers, although the U.S. government was involved in the 
accident investigation.
Now USA TODAY has obtained the Danish government's 72-
page accident report, and it reveals that:
* The fire on the SAS McDonnell Douglas MD-87 jet may have 
been a precursor of two deadly North American crashes -- TWA 
Flight 800 in 1996 and Swissair Flight 111 in 1998 -- in which 
investigators believe wiring problems and flammable cabin 
insulation may have played a role.
* Two U.S. agencies involved in aviation safety -- the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) -- assisted the SAS investigation and were 
aware of wiring and cabin insulation problems years before the 
North American accidents. Since those accidents, the FAA has 
issued a series of safety orders regarding inspections and 
modifications to wiring and the same type of cabin insulation.
* A type of wire on more than half of the airline jets flying today 
can be very dangerous when it fails.
A fierce fire
The SAS accident, which occurred on a flight from Barcelona, 
was caused by electrical wire that short-circuited, igniting 



flammable cabin insulation. ''Continued arcing and sparking 
resulted in ignition of the cabin sidewall insulation material, 
which eventually developed into a fierce, uncontrollable fire,'' 
Denmark's Aircraft Accident Investigation Board (AAIB) wrote 
in its 1996 report.
The AAIB investigation found ''clearly that the primary ignition 
source was that two wires, carrying an electrical load of 28-volt 
AC and 115-volt AC, respectively, became pinched between the 
aircraft structure and the recirculation fan duct.''
The pinching caused the wires' outer insulation to chafe, 
exposing their metal conductors, the AAIB says. The bare wires 
touched one another and an adjacent piece of metal, leading to a 
short-circuit.
Three years after the SAS fire, NTSB investigators headed to the 
Atlantic Ocean off Long Island to determine what caused the 
center wing fuel tank of a TWA Boeing 747 jet to explode, 
killing all 230 aboard. The NTSB didn't determine a probable 
cause but said last year that the most likely source of ignition 
was electrical wiring that short-circuited.
In September 1998, more than 2 years after the Danish report 
was written -- a high-temperature fire ignited before Swissair 
Flight 111 crashed near Nova Scotia, killing all 229 people 
aboard. Canadian investigators, who are still investigating the 
accident and haven't yet determined a cause, say they found 
short-circuited wires and burned Mylar cabin insulation on the 
McDonnell Douglas MD-11 jet.
The Danish accident report reveals that the two wires that short-
circuited on the SAS MD-87 had been installed between, and 
ignited, layers of Mylar insulation.
FAA conducted tests
As part of the investigation, the FAA performed fire tests on 
materials removed from the jet, according to a 1994 FAA letter in 
the Danish report.



The tests, conducted at FAA facilities in Atlantic City, N.J., 
showed that Mylar insulation failed the FAA's flammability 
requirements and could ignite from short-circuited wiring.
Despite those tests, the FAA proposed no regulations to remove 
Mylar from planes or ban it from new aircraft until after the 
Swissair crash. In August 1999, the agency ordered airlines to 
remove Mylar from MD-11 and MD-80 series jets within 5 
years.
When asked about the Danish accident report showing the FAA 
tested Mylar years earlier, FAA spokeswoman Alison Duquette 
said the agency accelerated Mylar-related research after the 
Swissair accident.
''Based on our new test that we developed, we found that Mylar 
does not meet an acceptable level of safety,'' she says.
Ed Block, a private expert who inspected aircraft wiring for an 
FAA subcommittee formed after the TWA accident, says that the 
FAA should have taken immediate action when it learned about 
the dangers of Mylar during the Danish accident investigation.
NTSB's participation
The NTSB, which assisted the Danish government in the SAS 
investigation, also was aware of the dangers of Mylar but made 
no call to have it removed.
''There are occasions when information developed in foreign 
investigations leads to Safety Board recommendations,'' says 
NTSB spokesman Ted Lopatkiewicz in a written statement. ''No 
NTSB recommendations were issued as a result of the Danish 
investigation.'' The board refused further comment on the SAS 
accident report.
The Canadian Transportation Safety Board (TSB), which is now 
investigating the Swissair crash, and other countries' aviation 
agencies also received the Danish government accident report 
but made no recommendations related to Mylar.
TSB spokesman Jim Harris says the agency can't make 



recommendations based on another country's investigation. He 
says the TSB investigates accidents and is not a regulatory body 
like the FAA in the USA and its Canadian counterpart, Transport 
Canada.

''Sadly, these agencies are all missing in action,'' Block says. 
''They're saying they don't care about the people in their country 
flying on these planes.''
Peter Thulesen, the head of the Danish accident investigation 
board, declined to be interviewed or to answer written questions 
about the type of wiring that short-circuited on the SAS jet.
The FAA's letter in the Danish accident report, however, reveals 
that the wire type was polyimide, which is often called Kapton. 
Boeing, which acquired McDonnell Douglas after the SAS plane 
was built, says Kapton is the general-purpose, or most commonly 
used, wire on MD-87 aircraft.
It is also the type that runs through most Boeing and Airbus jets, 
including the Swissair MD-11 that crashed. Short-circuited 
Kapton wires were found by Canadian investigators in their 
probe of that accident.
Cracked wire's dangers
U.S. Navy and other electrical engineering studies have shown 
that a crack exposing a Kapton wire's metal conductor can lead 
to a powerful short-circuit. Such a reaction could result in a 
10,000-degree Fahrenheit electric arc jumping out a wire, a 
flashover and a high-temperature fire.
In October, British government investigators concluded that 
Kapton wire malfunctioned, triggering an electrical arc that 
caused a bundle of wires to catch fire on a United Airlines 
Boeing 767 in 1998.
The lead investigator in that crash told USA TODAY that Kapton 
should not be installed on new jets and that older planes found to 
have cracked Kapton wiring should be grounded. Both Boeing 



and Airbus use Kapton wire on their new planes.
Last March, the Australian airline Qantas issued a memo 
prohibiting its mechanics from using Kapton as a replacement 
wire, citing ''ongoing incidents across the world involving 
Kapton wire.'' The memo, which was obtained by USA TODAY, 
calls for purging of all Kapton in inventory.
Officials at FAA headquarters in Washington say there is no 
evidence of a Kapton problem. Data on planes still being flown 
don't present serious concerns about Kapton wiring, provided it 
is carefully installed and maintained, the agency says.
The Danish government accident report, as well as other 
incidents in commercial and military aviation, provide more than 
enough evidence of a problem with Kapton, Block says.
''After the SAS fire, FAA officials should have realized they had 
a problem with Kapton wiring and made some prioritization to 
deal with Kapton arcing,'' he says. ''They ignored the problem, 
and it still festers.''

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Swiss Air 111 changes

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01

Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to find out what happened in an accident and the 
good faith efforts of an airline to prevent it from happening 
again. Good work by TSB and Swiss Air. Not good by reluctance 
of Boeing to implement the changes for all.



Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.

I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is 
causing problems that were not apparent.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001
Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 
Crash cause deliberations.

FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH
Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight 111 near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. 
Their remaining 19 MD-11  airliners are being radically 
converted in modifications to the electrical system in the cockpit 
area. For over one million Swiss Francs per jet: " ...primarily it's 
the electrical system that is to be significantly improved " 
according to Swissair documents made available to Sundays 
newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 111 and its 
229 passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB 
Report being anticipated for public release not before the 



beginning of 2002. Already many family members of Flight 111 
victims have been "paid out". So now Swissair no longer wants 
to wait for the outcome of the final report of the Canadian 
accident investigation before implementing the safety fixes that it 
has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " claims 
Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned changes. " 
Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" 
modification program initiative."
In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board (TSB) 
express themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation leader Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce 
potential safety deficiencies are well-known to us." As a crash 
cause, it is so far certain only that an electrical fire in the wiring-
bundles was crucially responsible. Because of the fire, important 
systems in the cockpit failed in quick succession, without which 
captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan Loew could no 
longer control their machine.
In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they will 
naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, 
via a routing with greater electrical integrity and individual 
isolation, into the cockpit. In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran 
through a single focal point described as a critical node. It was 
specifically within this area in the ceiling (just forward and aft of 
the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire had devastatingly raged. 
It affected not only the emergency power systems but the "last-
ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now that these 
systems are to be split and segregated for greatest integrity, 
important protections will again be in place - for example the one 
that controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator). This propeller can be unfolded from a compartment 
in the fuselage in an emergency and in the airflow produces 



current - like a hydroelectric direct current generator. In SR111 
the Canadian investigators found that this critical emergency 
power turbine had given out no energy. Despite the crisis, its 
control functions had failed to deploy it - probably because, by 
that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the fire. 
Video cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by 
this "unique to Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video 
cameras are being installed everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the 
electronics bay under the cockpit floor - as well as behind the 
cabin linings. allowing the pilots a never before possible view 
into potential fire zones. The pictures will come up on a small 
14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition more smoke 
detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is that 
crews would no longer be condemned to helpless seated 
inactivity in the case of fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the 
cabin linings can squirt upon any detected fire.
All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 
emergency flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from 
two separate power sources and will function reliably even if all 
other systems have broken down (as was the case with SR111 in 
its last few minutes of flight). Altogether the cockpit changes are 
to cost 20 to 23 million Swiss Francs according to calculations of 
a Swiss Aviation Expert. The extensive modifications are the 
result of ongoing Swissair internal investigations into the 
accident's most likely course of events.
 Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its work, paralleling that being done by the official 
Canadian TSB Team. They sought to track down all possible 
causes of the disaster. The SR MD-11 Electrical Rework is in 
addition to other earlier measures (such as changes in checklists 
and procedures) - but is seen as the most important outcome of 
these investigations. Although latterly consulting and then in 



close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 
Swissair engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the 
accident themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the 
original type-certificated design. In a further internal document 
Swissair explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites 
for the initiation and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition 
source (e.g. arcing wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) 
and oxygen (i.e. air-conditioning system ventilation or crew 
oxygen system lines) ". As a consequence of its insights another 
risk-factors conclusion of the SR Halifax Taskforce presents a 
frightening new dimension to SR111: "We have clearly 
concluded that such contributing factors exist in each type of 
aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 
the MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB 
and sent to the certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the 
only ramifications of SR111 reaching beyond the MD-11 are the 
new emergency rules retroactively affecting the STC's 
(Supplemental Type Certification) of Inflight Entertainment 
Systems on just about every type of airliner in service today.

Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 
mandate) the new Swissair safety precautions for all remaining 
MD-11's. If this was to be done, such a program could then 
logically expand to include most other types of airline aircraft 
exhibiting the identical type-certification deficiencies. The first 
Swissair machine should be converted and ready for return to 
service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 Fleet is 
permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these system safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight 
program in Zurich. Preliminary re-certification assessments 
would normally be monitored by representatives of the FAA (the 
American airworthiness regulatory authority). However these 



were carried out in the spring of 1999 so that these changes could 
proceed without delay to SR Flight Services. But because 
manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these changes for 
a long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation. Boeing sees much of the program as 
"enhancements" and not necessarily as required safety 
modifications. These new Swissair safety initiatives have now 
become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have only just 
completed their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must 
return to the hangar yet again for extensive rework.  But it's not 
necessarily a case of spending a dollar to save a penny. Once you 
look at the cost of SR111 and its potential for costing the airline 
industry as a whole, it may well have been the other way round.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Sudden loud sound on CVR

Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01

Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.  



Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that
occurrence.

I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to 
change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal 
stated explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling 
conflict. Just where was that bomb?

 I find that you have raised some interesting points that
have potential use for us in our work.

Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.
 To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose. 

Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your 
personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will put 
emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all 
the rest is circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden 
loud sound is everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 



'Explosive decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." 
When in doubt, I always come back to the sudden loud sound on 
the CVR's on all the four early model Boeing 747s that suffered 
the inflight explosions forward of the wing. The sound is 
incontrovertible.

>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.

Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of the 
five children he left became Navy pilots.

  If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed 
replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they come up.

 I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

I understand. Thanks again for your reply.

Sincerely,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Startle/falling reflex

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        23 June 01

At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thank you again for the opportunity to present some of my 
research and conclusions for review. I trust your two day trip was 
successful.



But first: Philosophy. To explain to myself the public's intense 
interest in aviation safety I go back to the basics. Infants are born 
with reflexes, two of which are the startle reflex and the grasping 
reflex. (Sucking is a third.) We are not born with the fear of fire, 
being crushed or drowning. We are born with the fear of a 
sudden loud sound and we are very afraid of falling. An infant 
will react by jerking when startled by a loud sound and the infant 
will instinctively grasp on to anything when it senses a fall 
backwards. A baby has to learn to fear fire or being squeezed too 
tightly and not to breathe underwater. So, being burned in car 
crash, crushed in a train wreck, or drowning in a ship sinking 
will always have less of a priority of a plane crash because a 
plane crash, especially one caused by a loud noise (explosive 
decompression or bomb explosion), holds two of the most primal 
of fears, startle and falling.

Because of these innate fears, severe reactions, even hysterical, 
are seen by X ray machines, sniffing dogs, etc, to try to stop a 
small percentage of probable causes of aviation accidents; 
sabotage. The billions of dollars could be better spent on pilot 
and maintenance training to reduce the crew error and 
mechanical problems which contribute to most of the accidents. 
However, the public demands a reduction in the fear of being 
startled in flight and then falling and a 'bomber' in a plane is 
terrifying.

That is why our job and in particular your job, sir, is so very very 
important. We must get it right, and if not exactly right the first 
time, then better the second time if we have the luxury of time 
and hindsight.

Second: Politics. A probable cause of an airplane accident which 
is high profile and involves literally hundreds of millions of 



dollars, thousands of jobs, and the pride of several countries is an 
important probable cause. Of course it is political and that means 
finding an answer which everyone can live with. The problem is 
that usually probable causes mean someone can't 'live with it.' 
Accidents are usually complex with no single overriding factor 
but, human nature being what it is, politics demands simple, 
quick, and easy answers. Money always enters the picture and 
changes things too.

I understand all these things. A probable cause of a machine 
accident should be independent of all those factors and focus on 
the actual events regardless of culture of pilot, country of origin 
of the manufacturer, passenger list, or religion of the owner of 
the airline.

My explanation for four Boeing 747 accidents involves many 
countries, airlines, and agencies and a lot of money. I did not 
pick the flight numbers of these 747 accidents, the evidence did. 
Of the almost 40 747 hull losses in the past 30 years, only four fit 
my criteria for the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. All four flight 
numbers are controversial because the official explanations are 
incomplete and contradictory.

Because the implications and consequences of the shorted 
wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for four 747 accidents are profound in a 
political and economic sense, please do not let that bias the TSB 
towards or against a particular probable cause; let the evidence 
speak for itself and there is much of it.

Third: Evidence.



Mr. Tucker, everyone talks about evidence but what is it? I use 
the legal terms of direct, tangible, and circumstantial; all of 
which can be very powerful and persuasive. The most is the 
direct. Direct evidence is the eyewitness, it's the participant, it's 
the CVR. The CVR was designed for this purpose; to tell us what 
happened up there, directly. The CVR heard what happened. Let 
the CVR speak and it says, "I heard a sudden loud sound that 
does not match a bomb explosion sound but does match an 
explosive decompression sound in a wide body airliner when the 
cargo door inadvertently opened in flight." And that is 
paraphrased from the official CASB and Kirpal report.

Let us assume the CASB and Kirpal report on the CVR sound is 
correct.  The implication is that the probable cause of Air India 
Flight 182 was not a bomb explosion but something else and that 
warrants further investigation.

I have done that further investigation. I can match the CVR 
sudden loud sound, (the only direct incontrovertible evidence,) 
from the DC-10 to Air India Flight 182 to United Airlines Flight 
811 to Trans World Airlines Flight 800 to Pan Am Flight 103.

In addition there are many other significant evidence matches 
among the four to be discussed later.

Yes, the claim is enormous and runs counter to the conventional 
wisdom for bombs for all, some for a day and some for years.

Conclusion:

My goal is not to persuade you for certain that Air India Flight 
182 was not a bomb explosion, but to persuade you that the 
mechanical alternative of shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/



explosive decompression/inflight breakup warrants further 
investigation by the TSB because of the direct evidence on the 
actual accident flight and the matching evidence of later accident 
flights. The probable cause of AI 182 may be something else 
other than bomb based on subsequent similar accidents, 
particularly United Airlines Flight 811, and that probable cause 
of faulty wiring is still present and unrecognized by authority.

TSB is that authority that can determine or rule out the danger. 
Can you and your staff spare some time to correspond with me 
via letter or email regarding Air India Flight 182 and its 
similarity to United Airlines Flight 811? They can ask rebutting 
questions which should be easily apparent if my explanation is 
bogus and I can reply with official documentation to support all 
my claims.

7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air India Flight 
182 and United Airlines Flight 811 specifically: From Smith 
AAR for AI 182:

A.        Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.  Breakup occurs amidships
F.      Section 41 retrofit not done
G.  At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area



L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.        Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries



AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause
AO.     Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight                                   
AP.     Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight

At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.

I appreciate that sir, they are the experts and can quickly discern 
if my shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation warrants further 
attention by TSB.

If your staff asks the questions, I will try very hard to provide the 
answers; I've had twelve years at it.

'Not to know is bad. Not to want to know is worse. Not to hope is 
unthinkable. Not to care is unforgivable." - Nigerian saying.

Mr. Tucker, I believe you want to know, you hope to find out, 
and you care. I do too. Thanks again for listening to me.



Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: DI-Air, DE, IIC, AITF

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     23 
June 01

Well, it's the 16th anniversary of Air India Flight 182 today. After 
reading and rereading the CASB and Kirpal reports so many 
times over the past years I can almost see and hear the Boeing 
747s involved as they preflight, taxi, takeoff and land. There was 
the 747 going to Tokyo, the 747 from Tokyo to Bangkok, the 747 
going to Toronto, the 747 going from Toronto to Montreal and 



thence to London. Four Boeing 747s; all safe except one, Air 
India Flight 182. All four were supposed to have bombs on them. 
Add in Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
and United Airlines Flight 811 which also were reported to have 
bombs in them and there were a total of seven Boeing 747s that 
had or were to have bombs on board at one time or the other. And 
of course, the bombs never went off when they were supposed to, 
either too early or too late or not at all or an explosion mistaken 
for a bomb. All of the four fatal accidents are intertwined with 
each other with Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 often 
relying on each other to support the bomb explanation.

Mr. Tucker, this conspiracy nonsense is contradictory, 
unproductive and non-scientific; I would prefer to leave it to the 
conspiracy people to play with, conspiracy people meaning the 
police, RCMP, FBI, and Scotland Yard who are paid to see plots 
everywhere.

I see singed metal, loud sounds on CVR, paint smears, twisted 
metal, broken turbine blades, fodded engines, and a forward 
cargo door frayed and damaged from an outward force lying on 
the ocean floor after a fall of five nautical miles from an 
explosion in flight leading to a total breakup, the nightmare come 
true for all of us pilots.

From CASB report:

All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had some 
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 



been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed.

At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.

Thank you again, Mr. Tucker, for sending appropriate material to 
your staff; their opinions carry much weight. I'm curious as to 
what they are. The RCMP have acknowledged receipt of my 
Smith AAR for 182 that you sent them. Thank you for that, Mr. 
Tucker, they were sure to read it since it came from you. Sgt. 
Blachford has written me that he is taking the time to digest it 
and the earliest he can meet with me to discuss it is in mid 
August in California. I welcome all authorities to review my 
every email and all documents I create.

In regard to the specific departments such as Director of 
Investigations-Air, Director of Engineering, and the Investigator 
in Charge of Swiss Air 111, permit me to write as if I were 
addressing those gentlemen directly. I assume they have read my 
Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 which lays out the premise 
of the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation and gives the 



supporting documentation.

Director of Investigations-Air: I can understand the reluctance of 
become involved with a 16 year old crash. The evidence may be 
gone or altered, witnesses have moved or died, memories have 
faded, and who would want to pull a scab off a partially healed 
wound? However, Air India Flight 182 is unique in that the 
evidence is as fresh and accurate as ever in videotapes and high 
quality 35 mm film, the only direct witness is the CVR tape and 
it's memory is as clear as ever, and the wound is about to be 
opened in the Canadian court system in February.

My goal is not to persuade the TSB-Air, that faulty wiring caused 
the forward cargo door of AI 182 to inadvertently open in flight 
but to persuade TSB that a supplemental/update investigation 
report is warranted for reasons based on subsequent new 
evidence in a similar accident, United Airlines Flight 811. The 
TSB will be called to explain what happened to AI 182 at trial 
and, most importantly, a danger that existed in 1986 on this very 
night, still exists today, faulty wiring in early model Boeing 747s 
involved with the cargo door unlatch motor. Air India Flight 182 
is not gone and forgotten; it is in the forefront of aviation safety.

To put it another way: Why is a update supplemental 
investigation warranted? The original dual investigations of 
CASB and the Kirpal inquiry of 1986 gave conflicting 
conclusions which left many questions. A similar accident 
occurred later which gave a probable cause that was not the same 
as the Kirpal inquiry finding. Three men are on trial for their 
life's freedoms which will require a full explanation of what 
happened to the airplane they are accused of blowing up and that 
means the TSB, and probably the Director of Investigations-Air, 
will be called to give his best accounting of the events. I submit 



it is prudent, well prepared, and thinking ahead to incorporate the 
latest aviation safety data into an official opinion about a 
controversial accident. I call it 'accident' because it certainly is 
not an 'incident.' Who is the most qualified of all on the planet to 
give the most respected opinion about the aviation accident of AI 
182? The police? A foreign judicial authority? The press? The 
NTSB? I believe the TSB is and that means Director of 
Investigations-Air. I would like to know, as many would, what is 
the current thinking by TSB-Air about Air India Flight 182, it is 
very important. The still active opinion by CASB is no bomb; 
has that changed?  I respect the CASB opinion of 1986; they 
refused to be rushed into a probable cause that did not have the 
scientific support to uphold.

And most importantly, the updated supplemental investigation 
can rule in or rule out the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation because, if 
ruled in, then a clear and present danger exists to the flying 
public in early model Boeing 747s of which approximately 550 
are still active.

The original CASB report is correct as far as it went. It made 
conclusions based solely on the evidence and although many on 
the team may have believed the cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment was bomb caused, the evidence was 
not there to support that conclusion, so the prudent and cautious 
conclusion was made of an explosion of undetermined cause, a 
judgment proven correct years later. The Canadian aviation 
accident authorities have made no errors of fact and they made 
no errors of judgment. There is nothing for the Canadian aviation 
accident investigators to correct, only supplement and clarify. 
What was the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment the CASB said caused the inflight breakup? Only 



now, 16 years later and three similar accidents later is the cause 
strongly suggested to be explosive decompression by a ruptured 
open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches 
probably induced by faulty Poly X wiring.

The shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is plausible, it is reasonable, it has 
precedent, and it has actual direct and tangible evidence to 
support it. How many matches does it take for one aircraft 
accident to give a suspicion that another had the same probable 
cause? It depends on the actual matches. Are they trivial or 
important? Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811 
have many significant ones, most of which are relevant to the 
inflight breakup. Both flights were:

A.      Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.      Breakup occurs amidships
F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.      At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders



P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.     Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion



AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause

I submit to the Director of Investigations-Air that the above 38 
officially documented matches between Air India Flight 182 and 
United Airlines Flight 811 are enough to say they may have both 
had the same probable cause for their fatalities after their inflight 
breakup. Is that a reasonable premise to make? Would that thus 
warrant an updated supplemental report to the CASB report to 
explain the mystery cause of the explosion? I assume I would be 
asked for further proof that what happened to United Airlines 
Flight 811 actually happened to United Airlines Flight 811. I can 
do that and invite queries.

United Airlines Flight 811 was incontrovertibly not a bomb 
explosion, incontrovertibly not a missile hit, incontrovertibly not 
a center tank explosion, and most incontrovertibly an 
inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight probably 
caused by an electrical fault. United Airlines Flight 811 is the 
model for Air India Flight 182 except UAL 811 came back to tell 
what really happened. We must take advantage of that stroke of 
luck and the luxury of hindsight.

For Investigator in Charge of Swiss Air 111 (I assume Mr. Vic 
Gerden), I offer a probable cause for Air India Flight 182 of Poly 
X wiring, in the presence of moisture in the forward cargo hold, 
shorting on the door unlatch motor. Is that realistic? I believe that 
based on Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and Swiss Air 111 the 
knowledge of the faults of polyimide insulation in aircraft wiring 
is now well known. Is it realistic to make the supposition that the 
Kapton type wiring in Air India Flight 182 failed. http://



www.wire.nasa.gov/ is a new site demonstrating that the 
knowledge learned in Swiss Air is being applied across all 
aviation related areas, even space.

AA Flight 96 over Windsor Ontario in 1972 showed the potential 
catastrophic effects of an open cargo door in flight when the 
DC-10 almost went out of control and crashed when the small aft 
cargo door opened in flight. That problem was not fixed and it 
happened again two years later out of Paris and the Turkish 
airlines DC-10 cargo door opened in flight and the plane augered 
in killing all.

For me to say an open cargo door in Air India Flight 182 caused 
the accident is not unrealistic. Is a shorted wiring/cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup a reasonable 
premise to make? I would assume I would be asked why do I say 
such a thing and told to show proof. I can do that and invite 
queries. I would hope I have succeeded in showing that an 
alternative to the current bomb explosion explanation is 
plausible, reasonable, has precedent and therefore an update/
supplemental report is warranted.

For the Director of Engineering I would offer explosive 
decompression and the 300 knots IAS and all its power on a 
weakened airframe with the huge hole in the nose forward of the 
wing around the forward cargo door as described in text and 
shown by a drawing in the Kirpal report to explain the inflight 
breakup.

I know an engineer understands the power of 8.9 PSI differential 
between inside and outside Air India Flight 182 and the always 
present 96921 pounds of pressure on the 10890 square inches of 
the 99 inch by 110 inch cargo door. There are ten latches holding 



the 99 inch slice of fuselage closed. The bottom eight latches are 
close together and have additional locking sectors to prevent 
inadvertent back driving of the cams. The mid span latches are 
alone and in the middle of the 99 inches and have no locking 
sectors. The shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation offers the premise 
and documentation for the ruptures at one or both of the midspan 
latches of the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 which 
caused the explosive decompression causing the huge 30 foot by 
40 foot hole in the nose on the right side as shown in drawings in 
the CASB report.

I know an engineer understands the power of 300 knots. 300 
knots is higher than the highest wind on earth and would tear off 
or crumple the nose of a weakened airframe after the explosive 
decompression. Non-aviation oriented persons think that driving 
a car at 60 MPH and having a door open is a minor event with a 
little noise and small pressure on eardrums and pull over and 
close the thing. A Boeing 747 at 31000 feet at 300 knots having a 
huge door open is another matter with a potential total inflight 
breakup occurring. Is that a reasonable premise to make? I 
assume I would be asked to provide documented evidence to 
demonstrate what I believe the sequence of destruction of Air 
India Flight 182. I can do that based upon the inflight breakups of 
two other early model 747s that suffered hull rupture in flight 
near the forward cargo door, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and 
Pan Am Flight 103.

For the Air India Task Force of the RCMP (Sgt Blachford) I 
would ask exactly where was this 'bomb explosion' you have 
accused three men of planting in Air India Flight 182? Is the 
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment as stated by 
the Kirpal Report? Is it in the aft cargo compartment as stated by 



John Garstang recently who has been seconded to the RCMP for 
over a decade? Was the bomb loaded in Vancouver or in 
Montreal? Why does the RCMP say a bomb explosion anywhere 
in Air India Flight 182 when the Canadian aviation accident 
investigation authorities of the time declined to say it was a 
bomb explosion and would only state an explosion of 
undermined origin although the AAIB investigator flatly stated 
the explosion was not a bomb but an explosive decompression of 
a cause yet to be determined? The RCMP may not believe it is 
important to state exactly where a 'bomb' exploded on a plane but 
aviation accident experts know it is very important as even the 
placement of a few feet of an inflight explosion port or starboard 
has serious consequences. The aft cargo compartment and the 
forward cargo compartment are separated by many hundreds of 
feet and there is no interconnecting tunnel or any way for 
passengers to get into the cargo compartments in flight.

To say a bomb in the forward cargo compartment means the 
bomb was not loaded in Vancouver but in Montreal because all 
the baggage loaded in Vancouver went into the aft cargo 
compartment and the Montreal baggage went into the forward 
cargo compartment.

To say a bomb exploded in the aft cargo compartment is to 
contradict the CASB and Kirpal investigators who flatly said 
there was no explosion in the aft cargo compartment and they 
looked very closely for such an event. Is there any new evidence 
to make such a startling claim?

To say a bomb explosion at all is to second guess the Canadian 
experts on aviation accidents and side with an Indian judicial 
official who has no accident investigation experience and was 
under intense political pressure to declare the cause a bomb, even 



so far as to dismiss the Indian Aviation Accident Investigator, Mr. 
Khola, and replace him with Judge Kirpal.

The AITF RCMP position is fraught with contradictions, relies 
heavily on circumstances of events far away, and not supported 
by the direct and tangible evidence. I look forward to meeting 
with Sgt Blachford in mid-August to sort out the confusion. I 
will say that the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation does satisfactorily  
answer all the incongruities and resolves all the contradictions 
listed above. It is the answer to the cause of the accident but may 
not be the answer they want to hear or believe. I have hopes there 
will be a real investigator there in the AITF who will follow the 
factual clues and not the media conjecture or conspiracy 
fantasies. It's never to late to get it right.

Many disagree with my explanation for Air India Flight 182. 
Disagreement is not rebuttal. I disagree with the RCMP but offer 
documentation and interpretation of evidence to rebut their bomb 
explosion explanation. No one has ever offered evidence to rebut 
the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation although many have offered 
disagreement. I shrug off disagreement but welcome attempts at 
factual rebuttal.

June 23rd, it's a date I always remember, just like December 21, 
July 17, and February 24, dates for early model Boeing 747s that 
suffered hull ruptures in flight that all gave a sudden loud sound 
on the CVR and all quickly followed by an abrupt power cut to 
the recorders.

Thank you again, sir, for permitting me to present some of my 
years of research and conclusions for your consideration.



Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        25 June 01

  I shall forward this to  all of
them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 
any follow-up
queries they may have 

Thank you, sir.
 John G was loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 
for short terms



of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch.

Correction noted, my error, thank you.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Consensus on Location of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182 Part One

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                        2 
July 01

Please allow me to present Part One of three parts of the shorted 



wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were 
in a conference room with members of the TSB listening to me 
for a period of time. Part One is to establish a consensus on the 
location of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on 
the right side that led to the inflight breakup. Part Two is to 
establish a consensus on the cause of the explosion. Part Three is 
to present conclusions, recommendations, and implications of the 
explanation.

As in any meeting, the participants can sit there and daydream 
until it's over and walk out with no comment except muttering 
under their breath, "Why do I have to put up with this crap?"

Or they can actively engage the speaker by heckling, asking 
pointed questions, or giving added confirmation to the ideas 
offered by their personal experiences. I accept all responses and 
will try to answer them appropriately. May I begin, sir?

Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this time to present an explanation 
for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of Air India 
Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985. My goal is not to persuade you of 
the higher standard of 'probable cause' but to persuade in the 
easier standard of 'possible cause' for the accident. You alone 



have access to the still accurate evidence of the inflight breakup 
in high quality film and data recorders which can raise the cause 
to 'probable' if applicable.

I would ask the TSB that if my three part presentation persuades 
that there is a new, possible, plausible, mechanical cause with 
precedent, then an updated supplemental investigation and report 
to the 1986 CASB AAR is warranted to rule it in or rule it out.

That is my goal; To have professional aviation safety officials of 
authority conduct an updated supplemental accident report on Air 
India Flight 182 to consider a possible cause of the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation based upon matching evidence of 
subsequent similar accidents, in particular, United Airlines Flight 
811 of 1989. The goal is to be reached in three parts: Part One is 
the determination of the location of the explosion and Part Two is 
the source of that explosion. Part Three is conclusions, 
recommendations, and implications. This is Part One.

If the new possible cause is correct, a consequence is that a 
present danger exists to the flying public because the fault of 
shorting wiring in the cargo door unlatch circuit still exists in the 
remaining 500 or so early model Boeing 747s still in service 
which would require airworthiness action to prevent a possible 
reoccurrence.

Why else to conduct a supplemental investigation into Air India 
Flight 182 other than imminent safety issues? Well, it happened a 
long time ago and much has been learned in the meantime that 
may clarify what exactly happened back then to answer the 
questions raised by initial reports, such as the unstated cause of 
the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side. 



Also, it is one of the most high profile, interesting, tragic, 
controversial, and mysterious plane crashes in Canadian history, 
right up there with the Arrow Gander crash and SWR 111, and 
current TSB investigators should have an opportunity at 
explaining it. Also, there are conflicting opinions of the probable 
cause among the authorities of CASB, AAIB, RCMP, and 
Indians which should be resolved. Also, there is an upcoming 
trial which will certainly ask questions of the TSB about what 
happened that day to that aircraft and having updated opinions on 
latest news already prepared for testimony would be most 
prudent.

The Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices is my major item of 
reference as it lays out the case, has references, and includes 
supporting documents. I assume you all have copies of that 116 
page report. If not, please tell me at barry@corazon.com and I 
will email the 1.2 meg PDF file to you. It includes color pictures, 
drawings, charts, and sketches as well as text which are very 
important to the understanding of the explanation.

Other documents which are used for support of the wiring/cargo 
door explanation are: The CASB report and the Kirpal Report for 
Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 92/02 for United 
Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am Flight 103, and 
NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800. All are 
available electronically and can be sent to you by email; please 
ask and I will provide them to you.

In this first meeting I would like to get us all to reach a consensus 
on the specific location of the explosion in Air India Flight 182. 
The sought after consensus is that of an explosion in the forward 
cargo compartment on the right side of Air India Flight 182 
which caused the inflight breakup that led to its destruction.



All opinion agrees there was a sudden explosion in Air India 
Flight 182 which led to the inflight breakup. There is some 
dispute as to where in the aircraft the explosion occurred and 
what caused it. I will attempt to clarify where and what in these 
three presentations.

 

Specific data about Air India Flight 182: Sequence in 
construction:#330, Construction Number 21473 Date completed: 
19 June 78, Type Aircraft: B747-237B Type of wiring: Poly-X 
(Raychem Corp), accident date: June 23 1985

The CASB,  Kirpal Inquiry, the AAIB representative, and this 
investigator all concluded that the explosion did occur in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side and all ruled out 
any explosion of any cause in the aft cargo compartment. That 
conclusion of the locus of explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment on the right side was based upon the physical 
evidence of shattered and frayed forward cargo door, inflight 
damage on right side such as the leading edge of right wing and 
the direct evidence of the CVR sudden loud sound. The ruling 
out of other locations such as cockpit and passenger cabin was 
determined by absence of any necessary corroborative evidence.

The possible location of an explosion from any source in the aft 
cargo compartment was extensively evaluated at the time based 
upon the subsequent accident of JAL 123 in which the aft 
pressure bulkhead cracked, caused an explosive decompression 
which led to loss of control of the Boeing 747 and its destruction. 
The removal and reinstallation of the aft cargo door stops before 
the fatal flight of Air India Flight 182 also caused intense 



examination for any type of explosion in the aft cargo 
compartment. There was suspicion of a potential problems in the 
aft section of Air India Flight 182 and thus the area was 
extensively examined and evaluated for an explosion by all 
authorities. Evidence of ruptures were found in both cargo 
compartments but no evidence of an explosion of any source was 
found in the aft cargo compartment, only the forward. All of the 
aft area of Air India Flight 182, especially the aft cargo 
compartment, was examined by video cameras and 35 MM film 
and evaluated by all investigators for an explosion but none was 
found. The unanimous undisputed opinions of all authority was 
of an explosion in the forward cargo compartment and no 
explosion in the aft cargo compartment. The evidence against an 
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment can be 
summed up thusly:

A. Absence of required corroborative evidence to support the 
assertion of aft cargo compartment bomb explosion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces of airframe well 
forward of the aft cargo compartment such as leading edge of 
wing and engines.
D. Overpressures in both cargo compartments, not just the aft.
E. Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F. Much straight and undamaged fuselage skin in the aft section.
G. Conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment to explain the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 
182.
H. General trajectory patterns from wreckage debris locations 
that match two other early model Boeing 747s, Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced 
inflight breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the 
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo compartment, as 



confirmed by the aircraft accident investigation authorities of the 
UK AAIB, and the USA NTSB.

A quote from the official Air India Flight 182 accident report 
states clearly:

" 2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was 
located between BS 1600
and BS 1760. Based on the direction of cleat rotation on the skin 
panel (target 7)
and the crossbeam displacement on this structure, target 47 
moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin. 
No other significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to indicate 
characteristics of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment."

Another opinion has recently been offered by Mr. John Garstang, 
while acting as an independent investigator and assigned and 
assisting the RCMP AITF, that the explosion took place in the aft 
compartment and the source was a bomb. His implication is that 
no explosion of any cause took place in the forward cargo 
compartment. No new evidence has been presented to refute the 
earlier Canadian, Indian, British conclusions. If Mr. Garstang has 
evidence that explains how the Canadians, the British, the 
Indians, and this investigator got the location of the explosion 
wrong, then now is the time to present it among fellow 
investigators and not later on the witness stand during a highly 
public trial with inquisitive attorneys and incredulous reporters. 
A rebuttal to the Garstang report of 16 March 2001 with the 
conclusion of bomb in the aft cargo compartment is presented in 



the Smith AAR of AI 182 of 1 May 2001.

Since the bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment 
explanation comes from the RCMP  which is primarily a police 
agency seeking criminals, an analogy comes to mind:

There was once a bank with two vaults which had no access 
between them. One was called the forward vault and the other 
the aft vault. One day it was discovered that all the money was 
gone from both vaults. Investigators investigated.

One group determined that the missing money was gone from the 
forward vault because it was stolen by three criminals but the 
missing money from the aft vault was not stolen.

Another investigator said the missing money from the forward 
vault was not stolen but disappeared for a reason yet to be 
determined and the missing money from the aft vault was also 
not stolen.

Another group said the money was gone from both vaults, no 
reason was given for the missing money in the forward vault but 
missing money not stolen from the aft vault.

Years went by as yet another group assumed a crime and sought 
the thieves of the missing money in the forward vault but did not 
search for any thieves for the missing money in the aft vault as 
everyone agreed the missing money in the aft vault was not 
stolen and therefore there were no thieves to catch.

Another independent investigator came upon the event with 
research of other similar missing money from banks and matched 
similar events and concluded the money was missing from the 



forward vault because of a clerical error which has happened 
before and the missing money from the aft vault was a side 
effect. There were no crimes nor thieves of either vaults.

And then, sixteen years after the event, three men are arrested as 
thieves for robbing the...the...aft vault!

And the agency with the most expertise about missing money in 
aft and forward vaults ponders whether to become involved.

I ask that agency to become involved and determine where and 
why the money went from both vaults to supplement their 
previous report of no money stolen from the aft vault.

We investigators are all on the same side on this issue of safety 
and the cause of accidents; we are all well intentioned; and we all 
want the right answers; honorable disagreement is normal and 
can usually be resolved by additional interpretation of facts. All 
factual criticism or rebuttal is welcomed via email or telephone 
or letter.

Let me show you below what a real bomb explosion looks like 
when it goes off in the aft cargo compartment of an early model 
747. This event did not happen to Air India Flight 182 because 
this evidence of the Bruntingthorpe real bombing is absent in the 
wreckage of Air India Flight 182.
 

The above bomb explosion would have been heard on the CVR, 
there were not large skin pieces near the explosion, there was 
explosive residue, the damaged area was very large, and the 
leading edge of the wing was not damaged. None of that 
corroborative bomb explosion damage was seen in Air India 



Flight 182 wreckage.

Then let me show you below what a real electrically caused open 
forward cargo door in flight does to an early model 747, United 
Airlines Flight 811:
 
Above is United Airlines Flight 811 from NTSB AAR 
('tremendous explosion' in the forward cargo compartment on the 
right side, as flightcrew was quoted).

 

Above is Air India Flight 182 from official AAR and matches 
United Airlines Flight 811, not the Bruntingthorpe bombing 
explosion evidence. Note the split longitudinally forward cargo 
door of Air India Flight 182 which matches exactly the recovered 
split cargo door of United Airlines Flight 811 picture below from 
NTSB AAR.

 

The corroborative real evidence which is present and matches Air 
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811 is listed below:

A.      Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200



C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.      Breakup occurs amidships
F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.      At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X.      Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 



door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.     Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.     Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.     At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause

Gentlemen, the immediate goal of this meeting is to gain 
consensus on the specific location of the explosion in Air India 
Flight 182 which caused the inflight breakup. Can we all agree at 
this time that the location was not the cockpit, the passenger 
cabin, the center fuel tank or the aft cargo compartment, all 
possible locations but ruled out by lack of corroborative 
evidence? Can we agree at this time, for the purposes of 
discussion, that the Canadians, the British, the Indians, and this 
independent investigator were correct and that the location of the 
explosion was in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side based upon the physical evidence?

Assuming we do agree on the location of the explosion, what 



was the cause?

Well, that is the question isn't it? Here's some choices of 
explosion source: Bomb, center fuel tank, missile hit, midair 
collision, and explosive decompression from hull rupture from 
metal fatigue of open window or cargo door.

If it is determined that the cause of the explosion was a bomb 
explosion, then I will be glad to stand around the water cooler 
and swap conspiracy tales of spies, anonymous informants, 
bribes for testimony, knocked off witnesses, sabotage in 
suitcases, x-ray machines that don't work and sniffing dogs that 
can't smell, explosions in airports far away, army assaults on 
temples, and bombs that never seem to go off when and where 
they are supposed to when set by incompetent terrorists who do 
happen to sneak two bombs onto two Boeing 747s on the same 
day at the same large metropolitan airport.

Until then, I shall stick to the physical evidence in airplane 
crashes because, after all, Air India Flight 182 was an airplane 
crash, not a bank robbery or an assassination or a truck hijacking; 
all crimes which might include the above ingredients for a good 
action adventure movie.

Let me end my Part One presentation at this time by assuming, 
for the purposes of further discussion to Part Two, a consensus 
has been reached that the specific location of the explosion in Air 
India Flight 182 which led to its inflight breakup was in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side. Unless rebuttal or 
criticism is offered, Part One is therefore completed.

The presentation will continue for Part Two in a few days via 
email for the determination of the cause of the explosion in Air 



India Flight 182. Let us use all the tools available to us in 2001 to 
find out the previously unstated cause of that powerful explosion 
and clear up that mystery presented by the CASB. I welcome all 
criticism, contrary opinion, or comment on data and conclusions 
presented so far.

After a meeting, there are usually informal talks among the 
participants and the presenter, commonly about personal stuff. 
The possible abrasive personality and lack of people skills of this 
discoverer are irrelevant to the determination of the correct 
probable cause of Air India Flight 182 but the style and 
demeanor of the messenger is always looked at and questioned. 
People like me who offer contrary perceptions to conventional 
wisdom are seldom charmers as we realize our egos are not 
important, only the facts, data, and evidence and the conclusions 
that they imply so we bluntly present the facts and implications 
with little regard for etiquette. Forgive any rudeness from me, 
please.

Anyway, here's my aviation history:
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

And here's my story. My life was saved in 1967 when my pilot 
thought of me during stress and told me to eject from our on-fire 
two seat carrier jet during night landing practice. We both 



ejected; I lived and he died. My chute opened two seconds before 
I landed but he did not have those two seconds to open and he 
died of multiple traumatic injuries when he hit the ground. I 
became interested in aviation safety. When Pan Am Flight 103 
occurred I immediately suspected explosive decompression from 
a hull rupture and could not shake that belief based on news 
reports. A few months later United Airlines Flight 811 happened 
and I immediately made the match. I continued to investigate 
although authorities had quickly called Pan Am Flight 103 a 
bomb and United Airlines Flight 811 an improperly latched 
forward cargo door. My cargo door explanation for both 
accidents was published in Flying magazine in 1992 but nothing 
came of it. In 1995 the internet allowed me to do more research 
and I obtained AARs for 103 and 811. I tried to refute the open 
cargo door explanation but could not because the evidence was 
not there; in fact the reports made it even clearer. During this 
time I was writing to authorities of my alarm at the potential risk 
from the cargo door event happening again. It did. On July 17, 
1996, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 suffered an inflight 
breakup that left all the similar evidence of United Airlines Flight 
811 and Pan Am Flight 103. I made the immediate UAL 811 
match and informed the authorities. Again Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 was called a bomb; a probable cause which remained 
primary for a year and a half. Right after the Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 event and again using the internet search 
abilities, I was able to research all the hull losses of Boeing 747s 
and sadly Air India Flight 182 jumped right out as another 
possible shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup event because of all the 
similarities of evidence to the other three, in particular United 
Airlines Flight 811, the incontrovertible cargo door caused event 
and incontrovertibly not a bomb explosion, although it was 
initially thought to be a bomb.



The evidence picks the flight numbers, not me, and if you know 
of any more early model Boeing 747s that have experienced a 
hull rupture in flight from an internal explosion forward of the 
wing which leaves a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed 
abruptly by a power cut to the recorders, a fodded engine number 
three, inflight damage to right wing and right horizontal 
stabilizer, missing midspan latches and a shattered forward cargo 
door, please tell me so I can add that flight to the list of four, as 
all of them have most of this matching evidence.

They all had an inflight explosion near the forward edge of the 
wing and they were all thought to be bomb explosions but now 
have differing official explanations:  Unstated and bomb for Air 
India Flight 182, bomb for Pan Am Flight 103, center tank 
explosion for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and electrically 
caused open cargo door for United Airlines Flight 811. My 
common explanation for the common evidence is the common 
cause which unifies all, the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

However, that conclusion for all four 747s is for later; at this 
time there is but one tree under examination in this forest of four, 
Air India Flight 182. Based solely on the evidence of that aircraft 
wreckage and without comparing others, it was difficult to 
determine a probable cause for the explosion in 1986. All the 
investigators at the time did the best they could since they did not 
have the benefit of hindsight as we do. Explosive decompression 
caused by an inadvertently opened forward cargo door mimics a 
bomb explosion; the crew of United Airlines Flight 811 even 
reported to the tower they had a bomb go off after hearing the 
noise and looking at the damage. It's understandable to call the 
cause of Air India Flight 182 a bomb explosion at first blush.



I must emphasize that the Canadian investigators in 1986 have 
made no errors of fact or judgment. There is nothing for the 
Canadians to correct or apologize for; they were right as far as 
they went. Their caution in stating the cause of the explosion as 
unknown was warranted, justified by lack of corroborative 
evidence, and proven correct these many years later. It is now 
possible to further clarify that earlier CASB report to state the 
cause of the explosion by a TSB supplemental report based on 
the similar accidents of the ensuing 16 years. There is still no 
official Canadian aviation authority modification to the unstated 
cause for the explosion and therefore the CASB report must be 
considered the current Canadian aviation authority opinion.

Why me as discoverer? I am able to be objective because I am 
not:  An airline employee, an attorney, work for Boeing, work for 
government, not a police officer, and not a family member of a 
victim. It is that objectivity plus my experience of 40 years in 
aviation and living through an aircraft accident that lets me face 
the unpleasant truth that Boeing airliners have a fatal design flaw 
of outward opening nonplug cargo doors and faulty Poly-X 
wiring which have caused four early model Boeing 747 
accidents. My job or reputation or welfare of my family is not on 
the line and I am able to speak frankly. I well understand the 
profound implications of the wiring/cargo door explanation for 
these controversial accidents. So be it. Safety is the priority and 
let the chips fall where they may.

I am able to pursue my belief in aviation safety, specifically hull 
ruptures in early model Boeing 747s, because I: Personally have 
been in a sudden night fiery jet fatal airplane crash, retired on a 
fixed income which gives me the time for research, and love a 
good mystery. Airplane crashes are always a mystery, sometimes 



hard to solve and sometimes easy. They are never supposed to 
happen but do; that's the mystery.

As accident investigators we all have a strong sense of justice 
and abhor injustice; in our case, the injustice of infants, children, 
and adult men and women who die in accidents that we know are 
preventable if we can only find out the causes so that they can be 
fixed and further deaths be prevented. We also know that if we 
get the probable cause wrong, then further injustice may occur; 
in this case, men imprisoned unjustly and reoccurring wiring 
problems in early model Boeing 747s.

We all have the common interest in solving those mysteries. You 
gentlemen have devoted your lives, your education, and your 
careers to the task; I respect you for that and thus offer my years 
of research, analysis, and conclusions to you for consideration 
and possible action.

Thank you for reading.

Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sincerely,
Barry



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     5 
July 01
Please allow me to present Part Two of the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were in a 
conference room with members of the TSB listening to me for a 
period of time. Part Two is to establish a consensus on the cause 
of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side that led to the inflight breakup. May I begin, sir?



Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this second time to present an 
explanation for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of 
Air India Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985. My goal is to persuade 
that there is a new possible, plausible, mechanical cause with 
precedent that exists for Air India Flight 182 and therefore an 
updated supplemental investigation and report to the 1986 CASB 
AAR is warranted.

References:
Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices, CASB report and the 
Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 
92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am 
Flight 103, and NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800. All are available electronically and can be sent to you 
by email; please ask and I will provide them to you.

Part Two: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182

Assuming that we agree for purposes of discussion that the 
location of the explosion which caused the total inflight breakup 
of Air India Flight 182 was in the forward cargo compartment on 
the right side, what was the cause of that explosion?



Well, that is the key question, because once we determine the 
probable cause, it can be corrected so that it does not reoccur. 
What were the opinions of other investigators? As it turns out, 
there is conflict, contradiction, and confusion among all.

The Canadian aviation accident investigators in the CASB in 
1985/86 determined the location of the explosion which caused 
the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air India 
Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment on the 
right side but declined to state the cause of that explosion 
although under much pressure to declare it a bomb explosion. 
Their conclusions are understandable based upon the physical 
evidence for the location of the explosion and the lack of 
evidence to determine the cause. The later similar event of 
United Airlines Flight 811 did not happen until four years later. 
Explosive decompression by hull rupture leaves no residue, or 
timer, or metal casing of a bomb, or causes burns; all evidence 
lacking in Air India Flight 182 to support a bomb explosion 
explanation and therefore the bomb cause was not stated by the 
prudent Canadian investigators.

The British representative from the AAIB determined the 
location of the explosion which caused the inflight breakup 
which led to the destruction of Air India Flight 182 to have been 
in the forward cargo compartment on the right side and stated the 
cause of that explosion was not a bomb explosion but of an 
explosive decompression from a cause yet to be determined. 
Those conclusions are understandable based upon the physical 
evidence for the location of the explosion and the direct evidence 
of the sudden loud sound of the CVR which ruled out a bomb 
explosion and ruled in an explosive decompression by hull 
rupture of unknown cause based on what was known about 
wiring and cargo doors in 1985/86.



The Indian judicial investigating authority, Judge Kirpal, in the 
Kirpal Report determined the location of the explosion which 
caused the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air 
India Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment 
on the right side and stated the cause of that explosion to have 
been a bomb explosion. His findings are understandable based 
upon the physical evidence for the location of the explosion and 
the circumstantial evidence to deduce the cause as a bomb. In 
addition, the three assumptions upon which Judge Kirpal based 
his finding of a bomb explosion may have been valid in 1985 but 
were later shown to be incorrect in 1989 by a similar accident. 
The original aviation accident investigator, Mr. Khola, was 
replaced within days of the accident by a judicial officer of the 
Court, Judge Kirpal, and therefore the aircraft accident report 
became a legal inquiry which was denied the priority inputs of 
aviation accident expert investigators who might have been 
expected to be less political and more prudent in stating the cause 
of the mystery explosion.

The recent declaration by a TSB investigator assigned to the 
RCMP, and at the behest of the AITF, that the location of the 
explosion which caused the inflight breakup which led to the 
destruction of Air India Flight 182 to have been in the aft cargo 
compartment and stated the cause of that explosion to have been 
a bomb explosion is not understandable because of the lack of 
new evidence or any reasoning which refutes the previous 
conclusions and findings of the Canadian, British, and Indian 
investigating authorities. This unsubstantiated conclusion of a 
bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment also concludes 
there was no explosion of any cause in the forward cargo 
compartment which directly contradicts the tangible evidence of 
such an explosion and the opinions of the other accident 
investigators.



The conclusions reached by this independent aviation accident 
investigator that determined the location of the explosion which 
caused the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air 
India Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment 
on the right side and stated the cause of that explosion was not a 
bomb explosion but of the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup sequence of 
events is understandable based upon his personal experiences in 
a sudden fatal jet airplane accident, the new research tool of the 
internet, the objectivity of not being connected to any of the 
parties and the luxury of hindsight. The conclusions of the 
location and cause of the explosion were based on the physical 
evidence, the data from recorders, the facts of previous 
preliminary and final reports from NTSB, TSB, and AAIB, and 
the many significant matching similarities between other wide 
body airliner fatal accidents such as SWR 111, Pan Am Flight 
103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800. This independent investigator agrees with the Canadian, 
British and Indian accident investigators' conclusions of 
1985/1986 regarding the location and consequences of the 
explosion and agrees with the British investigator as to the cause 
being explosive decompression and supplements that cause as a 
ruptured open forward cargo door inflight at one or both of the 
midspan latches probably from faulty wiring in the door unlatch 
motor circuit.

Summary of offered old and new opinions: Some investigators 
say the explosion was in the forward cargo compartment and not 
in the aft while one says explosion the aft cargo compartment 
and not the forward; one investigative agency declines to state 
the cause of that explosion, one says definitely not a bomb, one 
say a bomb in forward, another says bomb in aft, and another 



says wiring caused a forward cargo door to rupture open in flight 
causing explosive decompression which mimicked a bomb 
explosion.

The pondering, reluctance, and silence by the most authoritative 
and knowledgeable aviation safety accident agency for Air India 
Flight 182, the Transportation Safety Board of Canada, which 
also has close jurisdiction, is bewildering. There is a clear need 
for that aviation authority to step in and resolve all the conflicts, 
contradictions, and confusion as to what happened to Air India 
Flight 182 from an aviation accident investigation point of view, 
and not as a police action, a political event, or a judicial 
litigation. If the new cause of faulty wiring is correct, a present 
danger exists to the flying public. A TSB supplemental report of 
the earlier CASB report is urgently needed and clarifications 
required that uses hindsight of the similar aviation events of the 
past 16 years in relation to Air India Flight 182.

Until then, let us look at the choices for the cause of the 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side:

Based upon precedent in all airliners who have suffered inflight 
breakups which caused a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice 
recorder while proceeding normally, a possibility could be that of 
a bomb explosion, a gunshot, an explosive decompression by an 
inadvertently opened window or cargo door, turbulence, 
lightning strike, fuel tank explosion, or other explanation which 
might become apparent in years to come.

Many potential causes have been considered, evaluated, and 
ruled out: Lightning and turbulence were not in the vicinity of 
Air India Flight 182 and the flight recorders showed no unusual 
maneuvers prior to breakup. A gunshot or open window would be 



unlikely to cause the size hole necessary for the breakup since 
the 747 is designed to withstand a several foot wide hole in the 
fuselage (a safety aspect learned from the Comet hull rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakups).  A fuel tank 
explosion was unlikely because of the lack of fire damaged 
wreckage with only a few pieces of wreckage burnt. That leaves 
bomb explosion or the inadvertent opening of a very large 
section of pressurized hull for a reasonable explanation for the 
sudden inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182

Is there a precedent for either alternative? There is an official 
probable cause of a bomb explosion in an early model Boeing 
747 in the forward cargo compartment causing an inflight 
breakup but that bomb was alleged to have been on the left side, 
not the right side. That event was Pan Am Flight 103. It also has 
many other similarities such as the sudden loud sound on the 
CVR followed by an abrupt power cut to the recorders.

There is an official probable cause of an inadvertent opening of a 
very large section of pressurized hull in the forward cargo 
compartment causing a partial inflight breakup and that opening 
was on the right side. That event was United Airlines Flight 811.  
It also has many other similarities such as the sudden loud sound 
on the CVR followed by an abrupt power cut to the recorders.
The closest official match to the events of Air India Flight 182 
with its inflight breakup from an explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment on the right side is the inadvertent opening of a 
very large section of pressurized hull at the  right side forward 
cargo door as shown by United Airlines Flight 811 below and Air 
India Flight 182 under it.

 



 
What caused the forward cargo door of United Airlines Flight 
811 to inadvertently open in flight causing the explosive 
decompression and the partial inflight breakup? At first it was 
thought to have been a bomb explosion as reported by the flight 
crew who heard the explosion and saw the damage. After landing 
and ruling out a bomb, it was then thought to have been an 
improperly latched forward cargo door. An AAR was written 
with that probable cause made, NTSB AAR 90/01. That 
explanation was modified years later when the cargo door was 
retrieved from the ocean floor and found to have been properly 
latched but the wiring was frayed to bare wire and a switch may 
have been faulty so the probable cause of the inadvertently 
opened forward cargo door was changed to electrical wiring or 
switch and a new, supplemental AAR was written, NTSB AAR 
92/02, excerpt below:

"EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing 
747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was 
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from 
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3 
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu 
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the 
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had 
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the 
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the 
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the 
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific 
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report 



based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual 
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was 
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation 
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety 
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft 
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort 
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door, 
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle. 
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in 
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on 
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed 
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in 
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door 
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when 
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed 
in the report and was supported by the evidence available at the 
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the 
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the 
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from 
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had 
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the 
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-
driving.
 Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo 
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause 
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and 
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and 
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and 
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors, 



cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the 
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the 
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent 
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a 
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which 
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the 
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff. 
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the 
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them 
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become 
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also 
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective 
actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door 
opening incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety 
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug 
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety, 
and emergency response."

Below from CASB AAR for Air India Flight 182:

"All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some 
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the 
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage 
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John 
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the 



area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free 
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea 
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful."
Years later, with Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and SWR 111 
occurring, the terrible aging characteristics of Kaptonized type 
wiring became apparent in commercial airliners while having 
been known to military aircraft.. The wiring/cargo door probable 
cause for Air India Flight 182 includes events, evidence, and 
faults which are well documented and have precedents such as 
the catastrophic consequences of an inadvertently open cargo 
door in flight with the DC-10 and Boeing 747 aircraft and faulty 
wiring causing causing problems in MD-11 and Boeing 747 
aircraft.

This investigator further refines the cause of the explosive 
decompression by the inadvertently opened forward cargo door 
of United Airlines Flight 811 to be faulty wiring and the initial 
location of the failure of the forward cargo door to be the rupture 
at one or both of the midspan latches.

I offer the same explanation for Air India Flight 182: Faulty 
wiring causing the rupture of one or both of the midspan latches 
of the forward cargo door causing the explosive decompression 
which caused the inflight breakup.

Further evidence which matches the incontrovertible open cargo 
door explanation for United Airlines Flight 811 exists in the 
evidence matches between Air India Flight 182 and United 
Airlines Flight 811 below, presented in Part 1 and the Smith 
AAR for AI 182 and repeated here:

A.  Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200



C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.  Breakup occurs amidships
F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.   At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.      Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.      Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 



door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.        Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause
The bomb explanation opinion for the explosion in the forward 
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 is only stated by one 
of the four authorities investigating which was the Indians in its 
Kirpal report, written by a judge, not an aviation accident 
investigator, and was based on assumptions later proven to be 
incorrect.  The Indian Judge stated the cause was a bomb 
possibly because there was no other reasonable alternative 
offered to him in 1985/1986. He also based the choice of bomb 
explosion cause on premises that were later proven to be 
unreliable which were explosive decompression by structural 
failure could not cause an abrupt power cut to the flight recorders 
and it can, twinning could not be produced by an explosive 
decompression and it can, and floor panels can appear to be 
broken upwards when in fact the floor beams were broken 



downward. He also could not have been aware of the several 
airworthiness directives issued to correct faults in the cargo doors 
that only became apparent in the ensuing years.

Summary of evidence for a bomb explosion in Air India Flight 
182:
A. Blackened erosion on some seat cushions.
B. Cabinet had dent in it.
C. Minor fire and explosive damage in cabin.
D. Sudden and massive structural failure.
E. The lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
F. Although the wooden spares box was burned, this could have 
happened after the occurrence;
G. Although pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, 
it is not known if the burning happened at the time of the 
occurrence;
H. Although the pieces of U-section alloy clearly indicated 
evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible that these pieces 
were not associated with the aircraft;
I. The bottoms of some seat cushions show indications of a 
possible explosion;
J . The inside of the right wing root fillet appears to have been 
scorched; and
K. The deformation of the floor of the upper deck storage cabinet 
might have been caused by an explosive shock wave generated 
below the cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet.
L. Damage to the floor stantion and the presence of the 
fragments.
M. Targets 362/396 and 399 which contain some evidence that an 
explosion emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
N. Curling, cork-screwing, and saw tooth edges may also be 
indicative of an explosion though such fractures by themselves 
may not be conclusive evidence that an explosion was involved.



O. The bang could have been caused by a rapid decompression 
but it could also have been caused by an explosive device.
P. Marked similarities between the spectra of Indian Airlines 737 
and Air India's Kanishka CVR.
Q. Twinning on fragments of wreckage.

Summary of evidence against a bomb explosion for Air India 
Flight 182:
R. Wooden boxes were found broken apart exhibiting no burn 
marks.
S. An electronic device was found among some floating 
wreckage and was not modified as a detonating device.
T. There was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an 
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
U. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing 
mechanism was recovered.
V. Certain characteristics of the noise indicate the possibility that 
the noise was the result of an explosive decompression.
W. From the examination of the wreckage recovered and 
wreckage on the bottom, there is no indication that a fire or 
explosion emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas.
X. The medical examination of the bodies also showed no fire or 
explosion type injuries.
Y. A portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor shows no 
indications characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft 
cargo compartment.
Z. No evidence of fire burns or explosive material could be 
found.
AA. The floating wreckage recovered and showed there was no 
evidence of fire internal or external.
AB. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not show any 
explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
AC. The seat cushions and head cushions also did not show any 



explosive characteristics.
AD. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did not show 
any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck door 
showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
AE. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck, 
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and 
the rear bulk cargo hold.
AF. The bang could have been caused by a rapid decompression 
and no sound of a 'bomb' preceded the bang.
AG. The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at by 
the Court is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there 
has been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
AH. Twinning evidence is unreliable because of poor examining 
conditions and a powerful explosive decompression can be the 
cause of it.
To sum up the only two reasonable explanations for the cause of 
the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side 
that caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 which are 
bomb explosion or inadvertently opened forward cargo door in 
flight:

1. Bomb explosion explanation has no exact precedent, the 
available supporting evidence is weak with alternative benign 
explanations for its presence, the required necessary 
corroborative evidence of a bomb explosion is absent, and the 
basis for the only authoritative opinion in 1986 of a bomb 
explosion has now been shown to be faulty by a subsequent 
accident and the bomb opinion finding was made by a non-
aviation accident investigator.

2. Wiring/cargo door explanation has a very close precedent 
which has many significant evidence matches to Air India Flight 
182, and subsequent accidents have confirmed the strong 



suspicions that faulty wiring is the initial cause, and the bomb 
conclusion was unstated by Canadian aircraft accident 
investigators and ruled out by the British.

Air India Flight 182 did explode in flight; there has to be an 
explanation for the explosion. The two most likely possibilities 
are bomb explosion and hull rupture causing explosive 
decompression. Based upon the above reasoning, this 
investigator submits that the most likely cause to be that of the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup sequence of events and not that 
of a bomb explosion although the first understandable false 
impression for Air India Flight 182 was that of a bomb by the 
noise, the damage, and political circumstances at the time of the 
explosion.

An analogy comes to mind:
A man is found lying dead in the street with blood coming from 
his head. There is a foreign man nearby who has a gun in his 
pants and is a known enemy of the dead man. The authorities 
blame the man with the gun and prefer not to check into the 
health records of the dead man nor examine the slippery 
pavement with the high curb in a favorite shopping mall. Years 
later, the man with the gun is charged with the crime based on 
the circumstantial evidence of the presence of the gun, the 
bleeding from the head of the dead man and the loss of blood that 
led to the death although the gun had not been fired and the gash 
in the dead man's head was too small for a gunshot wound. An 
independent investigator presents evidence that the dead man had 
had a history of aneurysms in his brain and probably slipped on 
the pavement as he was falling and hit his head on the curb 
causing the bloody gash. The artery had burst in the dead man's 
head and the ensuing internal loss of blood led to his death. And 



it had happened again years later to members of the dead man's 
family which had a genetic weakness in their brain arteries 
causing them to burst when they shouldn't. The dead man and his 
family are beloved and people did not want to think there was an 
inherent flaw in the lineage but preferred to blame the foreigner 
with a gun.

I submit to you gentlemen that the obvious and most satisfying 
explanation for a complex accident is not always the correct one. 
Aviation accidents are extremely complex and hindsight is a rare 
luxury. Please use that luxury and issue a supplemental report on 
the extremely complex aviation accident of Air India Flight 182 
which indicates there may be an inherent flaw in early model 
Boeing 747s in the wiring and non plug cargo doors.

If there is consensus for the possible cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side that led to the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 to be faulty wiring 
causing a cargo door rupture, then Part Three will be presented 
which presents conclusions, recommendations, and implications 
of that mechanical explanation.

Thank you for reading.

Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



Sincerely,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Implications 
of wiring/cargo door explanation, Part Three

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     4 
July 01

Please allow me to present Part Three of the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were in a 
conference room with members of the TSB listening to me for a 
period of time.  Part Three is to present the conclusions, 
recommendations, and implications of the explanation for Air 
India Flight 182. May I begin, sir?

Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering



Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this third time to present an 
explanation for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of 
Air India Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985.  Part Three is to present 
the conclusions, recommendations, and implications of the 
explanation.

References:
Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices, CASB report and the 
Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 
92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am 
Flight 103, and NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800. All are available electronically and can be sent to you 
by email; please ask and I will provide them to you.

An analogy comes to mind:
Galileo was an amateur astronomer and announced that based 
upon his years of research and analysis of visual evidence of the 
skies that, counter to intuition, the earth in fact revolves around 
the sun and not the other way around. He was told no, he's 
wrong, he's crazy, he's ignored, he's told to shut up, but he kept 
on reviewing his evidence, realized his conclusions were still 
correct, understood the profound implications of his discovery, 
and kept on talking and publishing his findings.

He said to the authorities and the public, "Come over here, look 
through this telescope, see with your own eyes the moons of 
Jupiter which go around the planet and see how the planet goes 
around the sun, just like us. There is precedent for a moon going 
round a planet and a planet going round the sun, just like us. I 



conclude we go round the sun, not the other way around.

The authorities and the public said, "We don't need no stinking 
telescopes, we can stand in our front yard and see the sun go 
round us. You're wrong and we are ignoring you." No scientific 
rebuttal evidence was ever presented to refute the earth goes 
round the sun explanation, only common opinions from non 
astronomers who held positions of power and silence from other 
astronomers.

He continued presenting his evidence which was irrefutable that 
the earth goes round the sun. The authorities held a meeting. 
They asked of themselves, "What can we live with? Can we live 
with the sun going round the earth?" They all agreed that they 
can live with that since that's the way it was for years and 
everything seemed to be OK. They asked, "Can we live with the 
earth going round the sun?" They all agreed that they could not 
live with that because books would have to be revised and 
rewritten; reputations would be tarnished; and the people would 
be uneasy. The authorities concluded the sun goes round the 
earth because that was the most satisfactory answer that most of 
the people could live with, and what the heck, what difference 
did it make?

Galileo spent the rest of his life under house arrest, no new 
support was given to the earth round the sun explanation, and all 
the while the moon still went round the earth and the earth still 
went round the sun.

I am asking the authorities to look through the telescope of the 
internet at these official government AARs for Air India Flight 
182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, SWR 111, as well as my own report, 



the Smith AAR for AI 182, to see the precedent and the evidence 
matches and similarities among all events which indicate they are 
just like United Airlines Flight 811 which contrary to intuition 
and first official reports, was not a bomb explosion but was a 
electrical/cargo door rupture explosive decompression.

The machine killed the humans, not the other way around.

Assuming for the purposes of this discussion:

The CASB, the British AAIB representative, the Indian Kirpal 
Inquiry, and this independent accident investigator are correct in 
stating that the location of the explosion which caused the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 which led to its 
destruction was in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side; and,

This independent investigator is correct in stating the cause of 
that explosion is explosive decompression when the forward 
cargo door ruptures open in flight at one or both of the midspan 
latches caused by faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch 
motor;

What are the implications of such a conclusion?

1. Their exists a present danger to the flying public of the wiring 
again failing and turning the unlatch cams to the open position 
which could reproduce the fatal events of United Airlines Flight 
811 in the 500 active early model Boeing 747s.
2. The Canadians were correct in 1985/86 in their CASB report 
in their location of the explosion and prudent in their caution for 
declining to state the cause.
3. There was no bomb explosion which means no crime which 



means no criminals which means the three on trial for the 
'bombing' are innocent of that particular crime.
4. The Indian Kirpal Inquiry was correct on the location of the 
explosion but incorrect on the cause of it which is understandable 
based upon what was known about wiring and cargo doors in 
1985/86.
5. The British AAIB representative was correct in location of the 
explosion and the cause as non-bomb and of a cause yet to be 
determined.
6. Outward opening nonplug doors will find a way to open 
inadvertently in flight regardless of AD 'fixes' and should be 
modified to plug type doors.
7. Poly-X Kaptonized type wiring is faulty and should be 
replaced in all airliners that have it installed.
8. The shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup probable cause may have also 
occurred in Pan Am Flight 103.
9. The shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup probable cause may have also 
occurred in Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and therefore the 
center fuel tank explosion was not the initial event but secondary.

I ask that the TSB advance the safety of the aviation 
transportation mode by conducting an independent supplemental 
investigation, including, when necessary, a public inquiry into 
the transportation occurrence of Air India Flight 182 in order to 
make findings as to the causes and contributing factors;
*       - identifying safety deficiencies as evidenced by 
transportation occurrences such as Pan Am Flight 103, United 
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and SWR 
111,
*       - making recommendations designed to eliminate or reduce 
any such safety deficiencies, such as faulty wiring and non plug 



cargo doors; and
*       - reporting publicly on its investigations and on the findings 
in relation thereto in a supplemental, modified report of the 1986 
CASB AAR.

Forgive my presumptuousness in suggesting a way to proceed 
but I realize you are the only ones with the authority and means 
of access to determine once and for all the cause of the Air India 
Flight 182 destruction:

1. Contact NTSB, AAIB, RCMP, and FAA, and state intentions 
to rule in or rule out the possible mechanical cause of wiring for 
Air India Flight 182 and request assistance. Many of the 
investigators that worked on the original AAR are still active and 
can provide first hand corroboration of new suspicions. These 
gentlemen below from US FAA and NTSB are fully aware of the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation and may assist:

Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

John B. Drake
Division Chief



Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591

Ron Wojnar,
Manager



Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety 
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

2. Obtain evidence from respective agencies in their countries.
 

Air India Flight 182:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches now held by the RCMP, TSB, NTSB, AAIB, and BARC 
to include about 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs 
taken.
2. Access to all hard evidence of the wreckage which was 
retrieved from ocean now in Bombay.
3. Interviews with TSB, AAIB, and NTSB investigators who 
contributed to the AI 182 report through deposition or voluntary 
meeting.



4. Autopsy reports now held by Indian authorities.
5. Wreckage database and plots held by TSB
6. Passenger and cargo manifests held by TSB.
7. CVR and FDR printouts held by TSB.
8. All picture albums made of the wreckage, albums now held by 
TSB.

 

United Airlines Flight 811:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches now held by the NTSB.
2. Access to any existing wreckage.
3. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists, explosive expert and 
American law enforcement involved with the investigation.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.
7. CVR and FDR printouts.

 
Pan Am Flight 103:
1. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists and Boeing explosive 
expert and British law enforcement involved with the 
investigation.
2. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches now held by the AAIB and Scotland Yard.
3. Access inside the hangar at Farnborough of the Pan Am 103 
wreckage.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.



7. CVR and FDR printouts.

 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
1. Access to the hangar where the wreckage of TWA 800 is 
stored for at least 40 hours (five days at 8 hours a day) by at least 
five of your team.
2. Copies of all photographs, videotapes, interviews about TWA 
800 now held by FBI and NTSB.
3. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists, explosive expert and 
American law enforcement involved with the investigation.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.
7. CVR and FDR printouts.

Manufacturer:
1. Copies of all memos, data, and information about cargo doors 
and cargo holds on Boeing 747s.
2. Copies of all memos, data, and information about cargo doors 
and cargo holds on DC-10, MD-11, and MD-12.

Airlines:
Pan Am, TWA, Air India, United Airlines:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches regarding PA 103, AI 182, TWA 800, and UAL 811
2. Access to any existing wreckage held by them.
3. Interviews with airline staff involved with the accidents.
4. Maintenance logs for the accident aircraft long before and just 
before the fatal flights.

Miscellaneous:



1. Copies of all data about Canadian Pacific Air Flight 003, 
another Boeing 747 supposed to have a bomb on board.
2. Copies of all Data about Airworthiness Directives about cargo 
door on commercial airliners held by FAA and NTSB data banks.

3. Examine closely the actual wreckage in hangars or evidence 
on videotape and 35 mm color film for matching clues of United 
Airlines Flight 811 in the midspan latch area, the bottom latch 
area and all around the forward cargo door which has been 
implicated in all four events.

From Kirpal Report:
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all 
major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.12       After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered.

Recommendations:
1. Inspect all cargo door wiring for exposed bare wire in early 
model (-100 and -200 series) Boeing 747s.
2. Replace known faulty aromatic polyimide wiring in airliners.
3. Modify non-plug cargo doors into plug type doors.

The implications of the wiring/cargo door explanation are 
profound, controversial, and have great consequences for the 
flying public all over the world. The countries of USA, Canada, 
India, UK, New Zealand, Libya, and India are all directly 
involved by their investigations of years and millions of dollars 
and the loss of hundreds of their citizens as victims in the air and 
on the ground. Police type investigative agencies such as CIA, 
FBI, Scotland Yard, CSIS, RCMP, will have their procedures and 



findings reexamined. Aviation agencies such as NTSB, FAA, 
AAIB and TSB will have their probable causes modified. 
Lawsuits will proliferate as hundreds of millions of dollars will 
change hands. Insurance companies will readjust their premiums 
to reflect the real risks of mechanical failure and the lesser risks 
of sabotage. Careers will be enhanced or diminished. Reputations 
will be made or damaged. And on and on....

But, after all is said and done, after the new probable cause is 
determined, recommendations are made and implemented, flying 
will be a little safer, the risk of dying will be a little less, the 
people of the world will be a little bit less afraid of their fellow 
citizens. And those are good things.

Thank you for reading.

Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sincerely,
Barry

Quotes about evidence for Air India Flight 182 Reports:

FEBRUARY 26, 1986 3.2.6.5       To facilitate identification of 
the wreckage located by Scarab it was necessary to position 



aircraft maintenance personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft 
structure was badly torn, mutilated and distorted, serious 
difficulty was anticipated in identification of small pieces of 
structure. It was therefore essential that these maintenance 
personnel were provided with aircraft photographs, 
manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue, wiring diagram 
manuals and maintenance manuals.
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all 
major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.1      During recovery operation the video tapes as well as 
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to 
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and 
recovery of correct targets.
All the personnel involved in the recovery operation were shown 
the slides and photographs of the targets which were chosen for 
recovery on priority basis. The method and procedure of the 
recovery operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another 
meeting was convened on 6.10.85
 to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing 
various photographs of targets to be recovered.
3.2.10.12       After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to 
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the 
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by 
the experts group to facilitate their packing.

3.2.10.15       Efforts were made to repair Scarab so that the ship 
John Cabot could sail again in order to salvage as many pieces as 
possible. It was fortunate that the weather had not deteriorated. 
Some of the important but small pieces which had to be 
recovered had been placed in a basket at the bottom of the ocean. 



The ship sailed out again after Scarab had been repaired. The 
basket was sought to be lifted, but, unfortunately, when it 
reached near the surface of the sea it overturned and the contents 
of the basket spilled and were never traced again.

3.2.1.5 Next phase was the task of :
(a) Locating hundreds of pieces of wreckage by the combined 
use of sonar and video monitors.
(b)     Video and still photography of the pieces of wreckage.
(c)       Plotting the distribution of the wreckage.
All this was to be carried out under the directions of the Court.
3.2.2.1      The means (vehicles/equipment) proposed to be used 
in the locating, mapping and video photography of the wreckage 
were the CCGS John Cabot and SCARAB II.
3.2.2.4        The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed 
and built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 
6000 feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
 3.2.2.5  The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has 
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to 
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35 
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work. 
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide 
illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution 
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable 
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It 
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped 
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1   The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs. 
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating 
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence 



the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only 
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up. 
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial 
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still 
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this 
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain 
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still 
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported 
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2       About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still 
photographs (positives and transparencies) provided the visual 
information on the targets.
 Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and 
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment 
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had 
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3    The still photography used special professional quality 
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was 
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies 
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be 
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to 
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies 
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the 
results of the operation
3.2.6.5      To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by 
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance 
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly 
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in 
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore 
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with 
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue, 
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since 
carriage of such voluminous literature was not practicable, 3M 



micro film reader printer
 machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were 
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of 
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised 
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn, 
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.

3.2.9   Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1     All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and 
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During 
the course of the investigation, several members of the 
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and 
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it 
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and 
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of 
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending 
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave 
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident 
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage 
through photographic/video evidence without the physical 
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take 
this into account.

3.2.10.1        During recovery operation the video tapes as well as 
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to 
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and 
recovery of correct targets.
3.2.10.8        A meeting was held at 1400 hrs. on 4.10.85 on 
board CCGS John Cabot to establish/clarify the priorities for the 
wreckage recovery operation and coordination between John 
Cabot, Kreuzturm and Cork Search Centre. All the personnel 



involved in the recovery operation were shown the slides and 
photographs of the targets which were chosen for recovery on 
priority basis. The method and procedure of the recovery 
operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another meeting 
was convened on 6.10.85 to clarify the doubts and to present the 
picture albums containing various photographs of targets to be 
recovered.

3.2.10.9        A detail log of the activities of the ships John Cabot 
and Kreuzturm which started the recovery operation of 10.10.85, 
reveals the following :
(a)       The Scarab working independently recovered the 
following
(1)     Basket at target 192 containing copilot's chair, 2 suitcases 
and radar antenna (12.10.85)
(2)    Target 8 - Lower fuselage skin of aft cargo compartment. 
(11.10.85).
(3) Target 245 - Forward belly skin just aft of radome (16.10.85).
(4)       Target 350 - Economy class seats and carpet (23.10.85).
(5)      Target 296 - Piece of aft pressure bulkhead.
(b) The Scarab after attaching the grippers, bridal cable and lift 
line to the targets buoyed off the same to Kreuzturm which 
recovered the following targets :
(1)  Target 362/396 - Forward cargo fuselage skin from station 
700 to 840 and STR 41L to 43R. (16.10.85).
(2)     Target 193 - Fuselage skin from station 720 to 860 and 
passenger door 2L (17.10.85)
(3)     Target 223 - Nose landing gear pressure deck web and 
stiffeners, container pieces (station 260-340)(19.10.85).
(4)       Target 181 - Wing skin with forward cargo compartment 
SLIPPED OFF WITH GRIPPERS (21.10.85) AND WAS LOST.
(5)     Target 399/358 - Fuselage skin from station 780 to 940 and 
STR 7R to 35R with 2R door (25.10.85). A body entrapped in 



target 399/358 was recovered. Another body which came upto 
surface with the wreckage fell
 off into sea and was lost while hauling the wreckage on board. 
The recovered body was identified as of Dr. Mathew Alexander, 
a Canadian passenger and was brought to Cork by Fisherman's 
vessel "Orion" at 0130 hrs. on 28.10.85 and was sent for Post 
Mortem etc.
(6)   Target 7 - Aft cargo compartment fuselage skin from station 
1480 to 1860 (26.10.85).
(7) Target 47/50 - Aft cargo floor structure with roller tracks, 
frames, latch etc. from station 1600 to 1760 (27.10.85).
(8)        Target 117 - Three rows of coach class seats with 
passenger cabin floor boards, broken floor beam (28.10.85).
(9)        Target 35 - Aft Pressure Bulkhead piece (30.10.85).

3.2.10.12    After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to 
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the 
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by 
the experts group to facilitate their packing.

     The Canadian Transportation Investigation and Safety Board 
Act provides the legal framework governing the TSB's activities. 
Basically, the TSB has a mandate to advance safety in the 
marine, pipeline, rail, and aviation modes of transportation by:

*    - conducting independent investigations, including, when 
necessary, public inquiries, into selected transportation 
occurrences in order to make findings as to their causes and 
contributing factors;



*       - identifying safety deficiencies as evidenced by 
transportation occurrences;
*  - making recommendations designed to eliminate or reduce 
any such safety deficiencies; and
*       - reporting publicly on its investigations and on the findings 
in relation thereto.

INDEPENDENCE
     To enable the public to have confidence in the transportation 
accident investigation process, it is essential that the 
investigating agency be, and be seen to be, independent and free 
from any conflicts of interest when it investigates accidents, 
identifies safety deficiencies and makes safety recommendations. 
Independence is a key feature of the TSB. The board reports to 
Parliament through the President of the Queen's Privy Council 
for Canada and is separate from the other government agencies 
and departments. Its independence enables it to be fully objective 
in arriving at its conclusions and recommendations.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182

Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01



Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts, Location, Cause, and Conclusions.

I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any comments 
you have when you return.

(I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded 
me of years ago when my wife and I cycled all through and 
around the city. It was a very bicycle friendly city.)

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 



to read
while I am away.

Sincerely, 
Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Startling SDR

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,

Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.

I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA database: Capitals in original.

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00 
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056



Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING. 

Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know about 
forward cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If 
that CB had been pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that 
forward cargo door would have ruptured/opened with known 
catastrophic results. What is a 'controller' and what 
'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident airline and well familiar 
with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out and were told to 
stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling the 
door CB and it may have saved their ass.

Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events 
such as United Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of 
incidents like the above.



Please do something.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

ORDER:           8300.10

APPENDIX:        4

BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)     
                 for Airworthiness (FSAW)

BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50 

BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers 
                 During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation

EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94     
---------------------------------------------------------------
1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
being used by some operators to close and lock the lower 



lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.

2.  BACKGROUND.  

A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a 
foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used 
by a
specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo 
doors of
B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping 
of the
cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 
ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
control circuitry.

B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special 
cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function. 
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to 
trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in



relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:  

(1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated 
voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo 
doors.  

(2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and 
overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms.  

(3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the 
failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
failed components and fire.

                                                              2

C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors 
warning
system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness 
Directive (AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent 
the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo 



doors. 
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically 
removed by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the 
Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.

3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) 
having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of 
Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from 
its
continued use.

4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  
Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to 
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.

5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.

/s/
Edgar C. Fell

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Government of India reconsideration of Air India 
Flight 182

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  2 Aug  2001

Thank you for reply and for reading two of the three 
'cybermeeting' docs.

Also thanks for forwarding the SDR of another forward cargo 
door opening on its own by electrical cause. Let us hope that 
does not happen in the air or that the FE or copilot does not push 
in that CB in the air and start that catastrophic sequence. I'm 
interested in the opinions of the 3 or 4 other people you sent it to. 
I'm also interested in the opinions of the other listed in the 
'cybermeeting' about this issue. They must be concerned as I am.

I am of course disappointed that TSB does not contemplate a 
supplemental report on Air India Flight 182 but understand 
workload, budget, and staff limitations. But, I realize that that 
choice can change in a minute with more incidents like the SDR 
above. I believe there are already enough warnings by these 
faulty wiring caused open doors to launch a supplemental but....I 
shall keep you informed of any new discoveries and I hope they 
stay only incidents.

The RCMP are doing an investigation but their conclusions do 
not make sense and contradict the realities of aircraft accidents. 
They are not aircraft accident investigators but police and this is 
an airplane crash not a bank robbery. Sgt Blachford of RCMP 



AITF said in his last mail to me that he would meet with me in 
Mid August but I have not heard from him since. If we do meet, I 
can show him the false thinking in his 'bomb' explanation for Air 
India Flight 182 in the aft cargo compartment or the forward. 

Also noted is your figurative 'open door' to a supplemental report 
depending on what the RCMP or the upcoming trial generates. If 
the RCMP investigation or the trial shows that expert TSB 
technical advice and opinion is required, would the TSB then 
provide that information? I feel quite sure both circumstances 
will do that eventually.

Regarding a suggestion of a re-consideration of the Govt of India 
safety investigation report, you state you should do so the the 
Govt of India. Great idea, Mr. Tucker. I stayed out of the political 
arena, but that may be the way to go. The aviation authorities of 
India may wish to get a crack at explaining Air India Flight 182 
as they were quickly excluded from the original investigation and 
replaced by a judicial judge. Would you do that? A request to the 
Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi, India to 
reconsider Air India Flight 182 based upon similar subsequent 
accidents that suggest an alternative explanation exists of a 
mechanical cause with a precedent? Mr. H.S. Khola, Director of 
Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi may still be 
there and receptive to your suggestion to become involved.

The below excerpt from the Kirpal report does state that India 
has the authority to investigate the accident.

 "INITIAL ACTION TAKEN BY THE  GOVERNMENT OF 
INDIA
1.2.1   Initial intimation of the accident was received by Air India 
who, in turn, communicated the same to Mr. H.S. Khola, 



Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi. 
The Accident Investigation Branch of United Kingdom also sent 
information to the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi 
to the effect that the accident had taken place on international 
waters and as such it was India which was the authority to 
investigate the accident in accordance with the provisions of 
ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2  Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated 23rd June, 
1985 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation 
whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed Inspector of Accidents for 
the purpose of carrying out the investigation into the aforesaid air 
accident. This appointment was made under Rule 71 of the 
Aircraft Rules, 1937."

Thanks again, Mr. Tucker, for replying and sending on the SDR 
to others for opinion and trust your working holiday was 
successful. My wife and daughter are in Hawaii as I type and 
here I am at home. They are having a great time visiting relatives 
and swimming.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith, 



Thanks.  I'm back as of Monday (though have one more week to 
look forward to
in late Aug) and am catching up on e-mail again.  During my 
holiday, I
enjoyed reading two of the bigger docs you had sent me.

Re the info. below, I was not aware of that.  I found it of interest 
and
have forwarded it to 3 or 4 other people.   

Re your closing para about a supplemental report on Air India 
182, I don't
think we can contemplate doing so in view of present workload 
and the fact
of the very extensive RCMP investigation and the upcoming 
trial.  We would
at least want to see what the latter generates.  Also, if we were to 
suggest

re-consideration of the Govt of India safety investigation report, I 
believe
we should do so to the Govt of India.

  
Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:       John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Sunday, July 22, 2001 11:18 PM
> To:     Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Startling SDR
> 
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker



> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
> 
> Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,
> 
> Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.
> 
> I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA
> database: Capitals in original.
> 
> Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
> Operator Type           : Air Carrier
> ATA Code                : 5210
> Part Name               : CONTROLLER
> Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
> Aircraft Group          : 747
> Aircraft Model          : 747422
> Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
> Engine Group            : 4056
> Engine Model            : PW4056
> Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
> Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
> Submitter Code          : Carrier
> Operator Desig.         : UALA
> Precautionary Procedure : NONE
> Nature                  : OTHER
> Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
> District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
> A/C N Number            : 199UA
> Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717
> 
> Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR 



OPENED BY ITSELF WHEN CB
> PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT BREAKERS WERE 
PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE
> RELIEF DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR 
LATCHES OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR
> OPENED ON ITS OWN. COULD NOT DUPLICATE 
PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL OPENING.
> 
> Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know 
about forward
> cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If that CB 
had been
> pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that forward cargo 
door would
> have ruptured/opened with known catastrophic results. What is 
a
> 'controller' and what 'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident 
airline and
> well familiar with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out 
and were told
> to stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling 
the door
> CB and it may have saved their ass.
> 
> Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air
> India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events such as 
United
> Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of incidents like the 
above.
> 
> Please do something.
> 



> Sincerely,
> Barry
> 
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
> 
> ORDER:           8300.10
> 
> APPENDIX:        4
> 
> BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)    
>                  for Airworthiness (FSAW)
> 
> BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
> 
> BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
>                  During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
> 
> EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94    
> ---------------------------------------------------------------
> 1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
> being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
> cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.
> 
> 2.  BACKGROUND. 
> 
> A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign



> airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
> specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors 
of
> B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
> operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of 
the
> cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
> handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
> possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
> control circuitry.
> 
> B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
> door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
> of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
> Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
> before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
> cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
> relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors: 
> 
> (1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
> would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors. 
> 
> (2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
> conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving 
of
> the cargo door mechanisms. 
> 
> (3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
> doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure 
of



> a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
> failed components and fire.
> 
>                                                               2
> 
> C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
> system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive 
(AD)
> 90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
> tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
> possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
> Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed 
by
> the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
> Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
> 
> 3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
> certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
> 747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
> brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
> operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
> continued use.
> 
> 4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  Any
> questions regarding this information should be directed to
> AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
> 
> 5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.
> 
> 
> 
> /s/



> Edgar C. Fell
>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Warning/Alert/Interview me/Placentia

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  9 Aug  2001

I just read about the RCMP taking over a ship collision 
investigation. Hmmmm. You have indicated the TSB will stand 
aside as the RCMP does the aircraft accident re-investigation 
(which now has the bomb going off in the aft cargo compartment 
contrary to earlier official conclusions.)

Please, Mr. Tucker, do not let this Air India Flight 182 event pass 
by. I have presented evidence that shows there is a strong 
possibility the forward cargo door opened in flight and a good 
possibility that the cause was wiring. The loyalty is to the living 
and the problem which occurred in 1985 exists to this day in 
2001. Potentially catastrophic hull ruptures in Boeing 747s 
caused by an inadvertently ruptured open cargo door have 
occurred by official count in 1987, 1989, 1991, and 2000, in the 
air and on the ground.  By my count after twelve years of 
research the count is 1985 with Air India Flight 182, 1987 with 
Pan Am 125, 1988 with Pan Am Flight 103, 1989 with United 
Airlines Flight 811, 1991 with UAL preflight, 1996 with Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, and 2000 with UAL post flight. Seven 



events in Boeing 747 that have killed nine officially and 838 by 
my count.

You did not tell me I was wrong. You gave no rebuttal nor any 
effort at refutation. I know why. It can't be done using facts, data, 
and evidence. I have tried myself for years to prove it is a wrong 
explanation, but the evidence always supports the wiring/cargo 
door sequence starting with the sudden loud sound on the CVR 
which is present on all four fatal aircraft.

Please do not ignore the warning that is presented by this 
identified person with official documents and who has experience 
in these matters. The eighth time of wiring causing the door 
unlatch motor to turn on when it shouldn't can happen again, as it 
has in the far past, the past, and the near past, October, 2000, 
only ten months ago. (Capitals in original report from US FAA 
SDR. Note it was a 747-400)

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE



Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING.

What were the opinions of your staff of aviation accident 
investigators regarding my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for 
four Boeing 747 fatal events?

Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.

Do they offer any rebuttal? Offering an alternative such as bomb 
or missile or fuel tank explosion is not rebuttal but disagreement.

The seriousness of this alert/warning is such that either it is 
worthy of preventive action or it is not, but to do nothing is not 
right. Some warnings can be ignored and some can't without 
further investigation. I believe based upon the evidence of Air 
India Flight 182 and evidence of other fatal accidents, that this 
warning about faulty wiring causing cargo doors to open when 
they shouldn't is a warning that can not be prudently ignored but 



must have further investigation to rule it in or rule it out. A 
warning about a potential explosive decompression caused by 
compressed air occurring on a Boeing 747 is just as serious about 
a warning about an explosive decompression caused by chemical 
means.

Have your staff interview me so they can either rule in or rule out 
the mechanical explanation. Let me enter into an email dialogue 
with them; we can talk as pilot to pilot.

I am not a drunk on a phone late at night saying check some 
airplanes because of some horrid plot afoot. (That might get a 
response sadly). I am experienced, I offer incontrovertible 
evidence, I am identified, I invite interviews, I plead for 
consideration and inspections of the wiring for cargo doors in 
Boeing 747s as well as a supplemental investigation into 
Canada's largest mystery aviation accident.

Has any professional contact been made with Indian 
Transportation Safety officials? Can you give me an contacts to 
email to with the results of my research?

What would the attorneys for the trial have to do or ask for TSB 
to become involved with Air India Flight 182?

Mr. Tucker, it seems that the conspiracy minded people are 
everywhere (That's a joke) and are in charge, such as FBI and 
RCMP (That's not a joke.)

Please consider Air India Flight 182 an airplane crash first (As 
CASB did years ago) requiring transport safety officials to 
evaluate or re-evaluate and not a bank robbery for which the 
police can take a 'lead role.'



By the way, paint smears are very important clues to United 
Airlines Flight 811, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 which support the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. 
Video examination of Air India Flight 182 may very well show 
important matching paint smears. It's another example of how 
subsequent accidents can be used to review the past and clarify 
some issues. It's learning from experience.

Please do not let this Air India Flight 182 event go by. It's an 
active issue legally and reveals a potential public safety issue to 
Canadian citizens in wiring and cargo doors in Boeing 747s. 
Please have your staff contact me for further discussions. Please 
ask the Indians to become involved in an updated report.

(Regarding Placentia Bay below: I was in the Navy as an enlisted 
aircrewmember flying P2V Neptune ASW patrol aircraft with 
VP-10 out of Naval Air Station Argentia Newfoundland in 1962. 
I walked around Placentia. Ah, the rain, ah the rocks, as, the 
wind, ah the cold, ah, the fog....it was very tough flying out of 
there for our 12 hour patrols but I look back and loved it. Every 
flight was an adventure of subs, or liners, or ice or mechanical 
problems and electronic problems to overcome on those aging 
WW II designed planes. I was 18 and remember Argentia and 
Placentia  so vividly.)

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

RCMP to take lead role in investigation of fatal high-seas 
collision
Updated: Thu, Aug 09 1:13 PM EDT

The bow of the tanker Virgo remains moored at the Come By 
Chance oil refinery in Placentia Bay, Nfld. (CP/St. John's 
Telegram/Gary Hebbard) (CP)COME BY CHANCE, Nfld. (CP) 
- The RCMP are taking over from Transport Canada as the lead 
agency in investigating a recent collision on the high seas that 
killed three American fishermen.

The change, announced Thursday by Transport Canada, raises 
the possibility that the investigation of the tanker Virgo - now 
anchored in Newfoundland's Placentia Bay - will turn to criminal 
matters. But a spokesman for Transport Canada declined to 
explain the significance of the change.

The Mounties were scheduled to hold a news conference in 
nearby Clarenville, Nfld., to clear up the confusion.

Meanwhile, the U.S. Coast Guard "will continue to play an 
active role," said Transport Canada spokesman Paul Doucet.

An investigator from the U.S. Coast Guard spent Thursday 
inspecting the 180-metre Virgo, which was one of several ships 
in the area when the trawler Starbound was hit by another ship 
Sunday and sank.

Joseph Marcantonio, the captain of the 28-metre Starbound, was 



the only survivor.

The tanker's log books were seized and the crew told to stay on 
board after it arrived at an oil refinery near Come by Chance, 
Nfld., early Tuesday. 

Since the collision occured in U.S. waters - about 210 kilometres 
off Cape Ann, Mass. - the U.S. Coast Guard took the lead role in 
the investigation.

The oil tanker, owned by Russian-based Primorsk Shipping, was 
built in 1995. It displays the usual assortment of dents and 
scratches found on tankers, which normally require the aid of tug 
boats when docking.

But local fishermen have pointed to fresh scratches etched in 
green paint near the Virgo's portruding bow.

The Starbound was painted green.

"I saw the (scratches) when we got right along side of her this 
morning," Walter Brinston said Wednesday as he manoeuvred his 
heaving, 10-metre fishing boat in the shadow of the hulking 
tanker. "But it's just paint. Who knows what it means?"

Still, there were no obvious signs of a violent crash earlier in the 
day during an informal inspection of the 38,000-tonne tanker.

The skipper of a tugboat, who has been pushing tankers around 
Placentia Bay for eight years, said he didn't notice anything 
unusual about the ship after a brief sailpast with reporters on 
board. 



Several divers also inspected Virgo on Wednesday, but the dive 
leader refused to say what they found or who the team was 
working for.

The divers spent more than an hour inspecting the underside of 
the ship's hull, close to the stern, on one side. 

It's at that point where there are some larger dents near the high-
water line, though none of them appear to be new.
The company has said the ship's captain, Vladimir Ivanov, had 
no knowledge of a collision.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:10 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Defence team contact

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,   10 August 2001,

The Defence Team for Air India Flight 182 has contacted me and 
asked for:

At Thu Aug  9 18:48:26 2001, Jaswinder S. Parmar wrote:
Can you forward me all your correspondence with the TSB so I 
can forward it
to the appropriate people.  We have a defence team meeting on 
the 17th of



this month and I would like to bring this issue to the for front.

Mr. Tucker, may I do so?

The reference files such as the government AARs for 182, 103, 
811, and 800 and my AAR for 182 which I sent you are already 
available to the defence team. The emails in questions are 
attached below and were sent by you to me. They are all proper, 
correct, and consistent with Canadian policy. The value of them 
to the defence team is to show them that there is a responsible, 
fair, government official in the investigation process who can be 
trusted to respect the facts, data, and evidence as shown by the 
recorders and twisted metal. They have been battered by the 
RCMP and the AITF in their attempts to obtain a conviction to 
alleviate the grief of the public over the sudden loss of 329 
persons in Air India Flight 182. The RCMP have not played fair 
in this, in my opinion, as they think they are trying to catch very 
bad guys and have not given sufficient thought to a mechanical 
explanation for this plane crash.

The defence team and the accused Sikhs are very leery of any 
Canadian official and trust very few people. I have tried to 
persuade them that the TSB is a potential ally in that it is 
independent and concentrates on why planes crash, not why 
people do bad things. I really do believe that. Leave the 
conspiracies to the RCMP and the crashes to the TSB.

I believe it is worthwhile to show the emails below to the 
defence team to show that there is a real human out there who 
has experience in these matters, has political clout to get things 
done, follows up on correspondence, commands a talented staff, 
and is fair and polite.



The vital agencies and persons are aware of the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182: RCMP, AITF with 
Sgt Blachford and John Garstang: TSB with you, sir, and your 
staff, and the defence team for the accused which involves the 
Crown attorneys and therefore the government of Canada. In 
addition the AAIB and the NTSB are well aware of the wiring/
cargo door explanation for Air India Flight 182. Only the Indian 
government remains ignorant of the alternative mechanical 
explanation.

I would like to see all groups talking to each other. You see, I 
know this a mechanical problem which can be fixed and needs to 
be fixed quickly before it happens again. This is not a case of 
crime and punishment with secret this and that. This is a case of 
a plane crash from a cause which can be prevented. Cooperation 
is needed sooner or later.

I appreciate any thoughts you have on this, Mr. Tucker.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Thu May 24 15:21:34 2001



From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Delorme, Paulette" <Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Air India Flt. 182
Date:  Thu, 24 May 2001 18:22:47 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith:  

Thank you for your e-mail messages of 2 May and 8 May (sent 
to Ms. P.
Delorme, Office of the Executive Director) concerning the crash 
of Air India
Flight 182 that occurred on 23 June 1985. 

First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada (TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI
Flt.182 occurrence.  As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not 
established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More
importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared as
input to India's investigation.

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of the



very nature of our chosen careers.  We are interested because 
quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation.  
Above all, we
are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 
Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost 16
years after the event.  As you are aware, the RCMP have been 
conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 
since 1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any
information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 
provided
includes material that was produced by John Garstang.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.



With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 
May), there is
one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.  In fact, 
to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.  However, the aviation safety 
investigation
conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Thank you again for your messages. 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

        -----Original Message-----
      From:   John Barry Smith Eudora 
[SMTP:Barry@corazon.com]
        Sent:   Wednesday, May 02, 2001 11:37 PM
        To:     paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca
      Subject:        Air India Flight 182 Probable Cause

     Transportation Safety Board of Canada
   
        Dear Fellow aircraft accident investigators, 2 May 01
   
        I am an independent investigator concentrating specifically 
on early



model Boeing 747s that suffer inadvertent decompressions in 
flight. After
years of research and analysis, my conclusion is that four fatal 
Boeing 747
accidents were caused by faulty poly-x wiring shorting on the 
forward cargo
door unlatch motor leading to the rupture of one or both of the 
midspan
latches leading to explosive decompression which resulted in 
amidships
breakup for three of the aircraft and a large hole on the right side 
just
forward of the wing on the remaining aircraft. I refer to Air India 
Flight
182, Pan Am 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World 
Airlines Flight
800. UAL 811 is the aircraft that did not come totally apart and 
landed with
its incontrovertible evidence that matches up with the other three 
in so
many significant ways as to imply they all had the same probable 
cause for
the initial event.

        Regarding Air India Flight 182, an accident in which 
Canadian public
safety organizations are intimately involved, I have written a 
report
supporting my findings and have quoted extensively from the 
Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report of 1986 of the Canadian Aviation 
Safety Bureau.



        Please note that the Canadian aviation accident investigators 
never
said it was a bomb that caused the agreed upon explosion in the 
forward
cargo compartment of AI 182. The Canadian aviation accident 
investigators
were absolutely correct in their conclusions of 1986 and only by 
subsequent
similar accidents is the cause of that unexplained explosion now 
clear.
   
        I am sending by Word file my Smith AAR for AI 182 for 
your
evaluation. Should you find the wiring/cargo door/explosive 
decompression
explanation a plausible, reasonable, alternative explanation with 
precedent
for the destruction of AI 182, then the issue of a clear and present 
danger
to the Canadian flying public becomes apparent as the cargo door 
wiring in
early model Boeing 747s has not been inspected for the tell tale 
cracking
that the polyimide insulation shows before shorting.
   
        I invite your queries to me for further details by phone or 
email.
Regardless, a supplemental AAR for AI 182 is probably 
warranted since TSB
has never actually given its official opinion regarding one the 
most
celebrated of all tragic Canadian aviation accidents, equal to the 
Arrow



Gander crash and Swiss Air 111.
  
        Swiss Air 111 showed the vulnerability of widebody 
airliners to the
faulty Kapton type wiring insulation which I conclude is the 
probable cause
for Air India Flight 182. The 1972 DC-10 event over Windsor, 
Ontario, when a
cargo door inadvertently opened, presaged the Paris Turkish 
Airlines DC-10
cargo door accident. Therefore, when I say that faulty wiring is 
causing
cargo doors to inadvertently rupture open in wide body airliners, 
I believe
you will say it's possible but did it happen for AI 182 and ask for 
the
evidence. That evidence is presented in my report.
        
        Very Respectfully,
      
        John Barry Smith
        Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
      barry@corazon.com
       www.corazon. <http://www.corazon.com/>
  com <http://www.corazon.com/>831 659 3552
       551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA  USA 93924

    -----Original Message-----
      From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
       Sent:   Tuesday, May 08, 2001 2:00 PM
   To:     Trans Safety Board Canada



       Subject:        Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India 
Flight
182

   Yes, the Mounties are saying the 'bomb' was in the Aft 
compartment
of Air India Flight 182 and want to put three guys in jail for life 
for
putting it there.

      Ha!

     Can you do something about this nonsense?

       Cheers,

John Barry Smith

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Wed Jun 20 18:18:46 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Swiss Air 111 changes
Date:  Wed, 20 Jun 2001 21:20:48 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is in reply to your series of e-mails, and to clarify the TSB 
position
in case there is a misunderstanding.  I'm sorry I have not been 
able to
reply sooner.  I shall be away for the next two work days and I 
had a reply
to you on my "must do" list before leaving tonight.



The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.  
Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that
occurrence.

That said, I am not suggesting that your concerns and your 
analysis are all
invalid.  In fact, I find that you have raised some interesting 
points that
have potential use for us in our work.  To that end, I am 
personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose. 

>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your strong



interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.   
If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.  However, I cannot 
promise
immediate processing and I cannot engage in direct and detailed 
dialog on
all the material you send me;  I simply have too much other work 
to do.
Right now I have over 150 e-mails in my in-box to read and 
action;  there
will be well over 200 when I return next week.  I am not 
complaining, I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

Sincerely,

Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:       John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Monday, June 18, 2001 11:59 AM
> To:     Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Swiss Air 111 changes
>
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker
> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01
>



> Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to find
> out what happened in an accident and the good faith efforts of 
an airline
> to prevent it from happening again. Good work by TSB and 
Swiss Air. Not
> good by reluctance of Boeing to implement the changes for all.
>
> Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.
>
> I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air
> India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is causing 
problems that
> were not apparent.
>
> Sincerely,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
>
> Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001
>
> Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical
> system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 Crash 
cause
> deliberations.



>
> FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH
>
> Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight 111
> near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. Their 
remaining 19
> MD-11  airliners are being radically converted in modifications 
to the
> electrical system in the cockpit area. For over one million 
Swiss Francs
> per jet: " ...primarily it's the electrical system that is to be
> significantly improved " according to Swissair documents 
made available to
> Sundays newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 
111 and its 229
> passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB Report 
being
> anticipated for public release not before the beginning of 2002. 
Already
> many family members of Flight 111 victims have been "paid 
out". So now
> Swissair no longer wants to wait for the outcome of the final 
report of
> the Canadian accident investigation before implementing the 
safety fixes
> that it has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " 
claims
> Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned 
changes. "
> Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on
> flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" modification 



program
> initiative."
>
> In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board 
(TSB) express
> themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation leader
> Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce potential safety 
deficiencies
> are well-known to us." As a crash cause, it is so far certain only 
that an
> electrical fire in the wiring-bundles was crucially responsible. 
Because
> of the fire, important systems in the cockpit failed in quick 
succession,
> without which captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan 
Loew could no
> longer control their machine.
>
> In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they 
will
> naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant
> critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, via a 
routing with
> greater electrical integrity and individual isolation, into the 
cockpit.
> In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran through a single focal 
point described
> as a critical node. It was specifically within this area in the 
ceiling
> (just forward and aft of the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire 
had



> devastatingly raged. It affected not only the emergency power 
systems but
> the "last-ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now 
that
> these systems are to be split and segregated for greatest 
integrity,
> important protections will again be in place - for example the 
one that
> controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator). This
> propeller can be unfolded from a compartment in the fuselage 
in an
> emergency and in the airflow produces current - like a 
hydroelectric
> direct current generator. In SR111 the Canadian investigators 
found that
> this critical emergency power turbine had given out no energy. 
Despite the
> crisis, its control functions had failed to deploy it - probably 
because,
> by that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the 
fire. Video
> cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by this 
"unique to
> Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video cameras are 
being installed
> everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the electronics bay under the 
cockpit
> floor - as well as behind the cabin linings. allowing the pilots a 
never
> before possible view into potential fire zones. The pictures will 
come up
> on a small 14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition 



more smoke
> detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is 
that crews
> would no longer be condemned to helpless seated inactivity in 
the case of
> fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the cabin linings can 
squirt upon
> any detected fire.
>
> All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 
emergency
> flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from two separate 
power
> sources and will function reliably even if all other systems 
have broken
> down (as was the case with SR111 in its last few minutes of 
flight).
> Altogether the cockpit changes are to cost 20 to 23 million 
Swiss Francs
> according to calculations of a Swiss Aviation Expert. The 
extensive
> modifications are the result of ongoing Swissair internal 
investigations
> into the accident's most likely course of events.
>
>  Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the
> leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its
> work, paralleling that being done by the official Canadian TSB 
Team. They
> sought to track down all possible causes of the disaster. The SR 
MD-11



> Electrical Rework is in addition to other earlier measures (such 
as
> changes in checklists and procedures) - but is seen as the most 
important
> outcome of these investigations. Although latterly consulting 
and then in
> close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 
Swissair
> engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the 
accident
> themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the original
> type-certificated design. In a further internal document 
Swissair
> explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites for the 
initiation
> and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition source (e.g. 
arcing
> wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) and oxygen (i.e.
> air-conditioning system ventilation or crew oxygen system 
lines) ". As a
> consequence of its insights another risk-factors conclusion of 
the SR
> Halifax Taskforce presents a frightening new dimension to 
SR111: "We have
> clearly concluded that such contributing factors exist in each 
type of
> aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 
the
> MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB and 
sent to the
> certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the only 
ramifications of SR111
> reaching beyond the MD-11 are the new emergency rules 



retroactively
> affecting the STC's (Supplemental Type Certification) of 
Inflight
> Entertainment Systems on just about every type of airliner in 
service
> today.
>
> Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA
> supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 
mandate) the new
> Swissair safety precautions for all remaining MD-11's. If this 
was to be
> done, such a program could then logically expand to include 
most other
> types of airline aircraft exhibiting the identical type-
certification
> deficiencies. The first Swissair machine should be converted 
and ready for
> return to service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 
Fleet is
> permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these system
> safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight program in 
Zurich.
> Preliminary re-certification assessments would normally be 
monitored by
> representatives of the FAA (the American airworthiness 
regulatory
> authority). However these were carried out in the spring of 
1999 so that
> these changes could proceed without delay to SR Flight 
Services. But



> because manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these 
changes for a
> long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation.
> Boeing sees much of the program as "enhancements" and not 
necessarily as
> required safety modifications. These new Swissair safety 
initiatives have
> now become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have 
only just completed
> their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must return to 
the hangar yet
> again for extensive rework.  But it's not necessarily a case of 
spending a
> dollar to save a penny. Once you look at the cost of SR111 and 
its
> potential for costing the airline industry as a whole, it may well 
have
> been the other way round.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Mon Jun 25 11:04:11 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR
Date:  Mon, 25 Jun 2001 14:05:37 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

Your reponse below prompts a further reply from me.  I 
appreciated the
understanding demonstrated in your e-mail.  I do have an open 
mind (or at
least I hope and try to), and I will strive to retain it long after I 



retire
from the TSB.

I am now up to date with your correspondence, except for one 
left to read
that you sent me on 23 June.  I have targetted specific elements 
to specific
people (e,g, the Appendix on Wiring to our SWR 111 IIC (Yes, 
that's Vic
Gerden) as well as to Dir of Inv. - Air).  I shall forward this to  all 
of
them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 
any follow-up
queries they may have 

Bill Tucker..

P.S.  In one of the things I read, you indicated that John Garstang 
had been
seconded to the RCMP for over a decade.  That is not so;  John G 
was loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 
for short terms
of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:        John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Wednesday, June 20, 2001 9:43 PM
> To:   Tucker, Bill



> Subject:  Sudden loud sound on CVR
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01
>
> Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.
>
> >
> >The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the 
Air India 182
> >accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited 
resources and a
> >backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe 
that cargo
> door
> >or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we 
are confident
> >that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased 
investigation.
> Therefore,
> >we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to
> that
> >occurrence.
>
> I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to
> change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying
> bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal 
stated
> explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling conflict. 
Just
> where was that bomb?
>



> >  I find that you have raised some interesting points that
> >have potential use for us in our work.
>
> Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.
>
> >  To that end, I am personally looking
> >through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I 
think
> appropriate,
> >to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and 
the IIC
> of
> >the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward 
copes to Sgt.
> >Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you 
to do that
> >yourself whenever you so choose.
>
>
> Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your
> personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will 
put
> emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only
> direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all the rest 
is
> circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden loud sound 
is
> everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 'Explosive
> decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." When in 
doubt, I
> always come back to the sudden loud sound on the CVR's on 
all the



> four early model Boeing 747s that suffered the inflight 
explosions
> forward of the wing. The sound is incontrovertible.
>
> >
> >>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason 
for your
> strong
> >interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for 
that.
>
> Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of 
the
> five children he left became Navy pilots.
>
>
> >   If you
> >wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it,
> as
> >outlined above, to the best of my ability.
>
>
> Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed
> replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they
> come up.
>
> >  I
> >simply want you to understand my position with respect to 
your inputs.
>
>



> I understand. Thanks again for your reply.
>
> Sincerely,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
> Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate
> holder.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Jul 13 17:36:16 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Date:  Fri, 13 Jul 2001 20:38:37 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.



Sincerely,

Bill T..

    ---Original Message-----
        From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
       Sent:   Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
        To:     Tucker, Bill
    Subject:        PDF Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air 
India
Flight 182

      W.T. (Bill) Tucker
      Director General,
       Investigation Operations

        Dear Mr. Tucker, 
                               6 July 01

       Attached is Part Two of my shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door
    rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation 
in PDF

    format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be easier 
to

    forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

       Sincerely,
      Barry

   John Barry Smith



        (831) 659-3552 phone
    551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

> -----Original Message-----
> From:      John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
> To:   Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182
>
>  << Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
811nosetogether.jpg >>  <<
> File: 182nosetogether.jpg >>

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Jul 13 18:55:38 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Date:  Fri, 13 Jul 2001 21:58:00 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith.

Re: >>> I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any 
comments you
have when you return

Thanks very much.
 
Bill T..



> -----Original Message-----
> From:     John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Friday, July 13, 2001 9:16 PM
> To:      Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
>
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01
>
> Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts,
> Location, Cause, and Conclusions.
>
> I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any 
comments you have
> when you return.
>
> (I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The
> Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded me of years 
ago when my
> wife and I cycled all through and around the city. It was a very 
bicycle
> friendly city.)
>
> Cheers,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith



> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
>
>
>
>
>
>
> >Dear Mr. Smith,
> >
> >Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both 
formats), but
> I'll
> >have to close a few applications before I can open the 
pictures.  I am
> about
> >to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" 
text to read
> >while I am away.
> >
> >Sincerely,
> >
> >Bill T..
> >

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Aug  3 15:25:09 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Startling SDR
Date:  Fri, 3 Aug 2001 18:24:11 -0400



Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I'm back as of Monday (though have one more week to 
look forward to
in late Aug) and am catching up on e-mail again.  During my 
holiday, I
enjoyed reading two of the bigger docs you had sent me.

Re the info. below, I was not aware of that.  I found it of interest 
and
have forwarded it to 3 or 4 other people.  

Re your closing para about a supplemental report on Air India 
182, I don't
think we can contemplate doing so in view of present workload 
and the fact
of the very extensive RCMP investigation and the upcoming 
trial.  We would
at least want to see what the latter generates.  Also, if we were to 
suggest

re-consideration of the Govt of India safety investigation report, I 
believe
we should do so to the Govt of India.

 
Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Sunday, July 22, 2001 11:18 PM
> To:     Tucker, Bill



> Subject:  Startling SDR
>
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker
> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,
>
> Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.
>
> I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA
> database: Capitals in original.
>
> Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
> Operator Type           : Air Carrier
> ATA Code                : 5210
> Part Name               : CONTROLLER
> Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
> Aircraft Group          : 747
> Aircraft Model          : 747422
> Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
> Engine Group            : 4056
> Engine Model            : PW4056
> Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
> Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
> Submitter Code          : Carrier
> Operator Desig.         : UALA
> Precautionary Procedure : NONE
> Nature                  : OTHER
> Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
> District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
> A/C N Number            : 199UA



> Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717
>
> Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR 
OPENED BY ITSELF WHEN CB
> PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT BREAKERS WERE 
PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE
> RELIEF DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR 
LATCHES OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR
> OPENED ON ITS OWN. COULD NOT DUPLICATE 
PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL OPENING.
>
> Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know 
about forward
> cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If that CB 
had been
> pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that forward cargo 
door would
> have ruptured/opened with known catastrophic results. What is 
a
> 'controller' and what 'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident 
airline and
> well familiar with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out 
and were told
> to stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling 
the door
> CB and it may have saved their ass.
>
> Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air
> India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events such as 
United
> Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of incidents like the 
above.



>
> Please do something.
>
> Sincerely,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
>
> ORDER:           8300.10
>
> APPENDIX:        4
>
> BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)   
>                  for Airworthiness (FSAW)
>
> BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
>
> BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
>                  During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
>
> EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94   
> ---------------------------------------------------------------
> 1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
> being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
> cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.
>



> 2.  BACKGROUND.
>
> A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
> airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
> specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors 
of
> B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
> operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of 
the
> cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
> handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
> possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
> control circuitry.
>
> B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
> door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
> of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
> Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
> before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
> cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
> relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:
>
> (1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
> would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors.
>
> (2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
> conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving 
of
> the cargo door mechanisms.
>
> (3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 



cargo
> doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure 
of
> a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
> failed components and fire.
>
>                                                               2
>
> C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
> system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive 
(AD)
> 90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
> tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
> possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
> Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed 
by
> the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
> Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
>
> 3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
> certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
> 747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
> brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
> operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
> continued use.
>
> 4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  Any
> questions regarding this information should be directed to
> AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
>
> 5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.
>



>
>
> /s/
> Edgar C. Fell
>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Thu May 24 15:21:34 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Delorme, Paulette" <Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Air India Flt. 182
Date:  Thu, 24 May 2001 18:22:47 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith:   

Thank you for your e-mail messages of 2 May and 8 May (sent 
to Ms. P.
Delorme, Office of the Executive Director) concerning the crash 
of Air India
Flight 182 that occurred on 23 June 1985.  

First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada (TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI
Flt.182 occurrence.  As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not 



established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More
importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared as
input to India's investigation. 

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of the
very nature of our chosen careers.  We are interested because 
quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation.  
Above all, we
are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 
Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost 16
years after the event.  As you are aware, the RCMP have been 
conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 
since 1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any
information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 



provided
includes material that was produced by John Garstang.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.

With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 
May), there is
one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.  In fact, 
to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.  However, the aviation safety 
investigation
conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Thank you again for your messages.  

W.T. (Bill) Tucker



Director General, 
Investigation Operations

       -----Original Message-----
      From:   John Barry Smith Eudora 
[SMTP:Barry@corazon.com]
        Sent:   Wednesday, May 02, 2001 11:37 PM
        To:     paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca
      Subject:        Air India Flight 182 Probable Cause

     Transportation Safety Board of Canada
   
        Dear Fellow aircraft accident investigators, 2 May 01
   
        I am an independent investigator concentrating specifically 
on early
model Boeing 747s that suffer inadvertent decompressions in 
flight. After
years of research and analysis, my conclusion is that four fatal 
Boeing 747
accidents were caused by faulty poly-x wiring shorting on the 
forward cargo
door unlatch motor leading to the rupture of one or both of the 
midspan
latches leading to explosive decompression which resulted in 
amidships
breakup for three of the aircraft and a large hole on the right side 
just
forward of the wing on the remaining aircraft. I refer to Air India 
Flight
182, Pan Am 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World 
Airlines Flight
800. UAL 811 is the aircraft that did not come totally apart and 



landed with
its incontrovertible evidence that matches up with the other three 
in so
many significant ways as to imply they all had the same probable 
cause for
the initial event.

        Regarding Air India Flight 182, an accident in which 
Canadian public
safety organizations are intimately involved, I have written a 
report
supporting my findings and have quoted extensively from the 
Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report of 1986 of the Canadian Aviation 
Safety Bureau.

        Please note that the Canadian aviation accident investigators 
never
said it was a bomb that caused the agreed upon explosion in the 
forward
cargo compartment of AI 182. The Canadian aviation accident 
investigators
were absolutely correct in their conclusions of 1986 and only by 
subsequent
similar accidents is the cause of that unexplained explosion now 
clear.
   
        I am sending by Word file my Smith AAR for AI 182 for 
your
evaluation. Should you find the wiring/cargo door/explosive 
decompression
explanation a plausible, reasonable, alternative explanation with 
precedent



for the destruction of AI 182, then the issue of a clear and present 
danger
to the Canadian flying public becomes apparent as the cargo door 
wiring in
early model Boeing 747s has not been inspected for the tell tale 
cracking
that the polyimide insulation shows before shorting.
        
        I invite your queries to me for further details by phone or 
email.
Regardless, a supplemental AAR for AI 182 is probably 
warranted since TSB
has never actually given its official opinion regarding one the 
most
celebrated of all tragic Canadian aviation accidents, equal to the 
Arrow
Gander crash and Swiss Air 111.
  
        Swiss Air 111 showed the vulnerability of widebody 
airliners to the
faulty Kapton type wiring insulation which I conclude is the 
probable cause
for Air India Flight 182. The 1972 DC-10 event over Windsor, 
Ontario, when a
cargo door inadvertently opened, presaged the Paris Turkish 
Airlines DC-10
cargo door accident. Therefore, when I say that faulty wiring is 
causing
cargo doors to inadvertently rupture open in wide body airliners, 
I believe
you will say it's possible but did it happen for AI 182 and ask for 
the
evidence. That evidence is presented in my report.



        
        Very Respectfully,
      
        John Barry Smith
        Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
      barry@corazon.com
       www.corazon. <http://www.corazon.com/> 
com <http://www.corazon.com/>831 659 3552
       551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA  USA 93924

    -----Original Message-----
      From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
       Sent:   Tuesday, May 08, 2001 2:00 PM
   To:     Trans Safety Board Canada
        Subject:        Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India 
Flight
182

   Yes, the Mounties are saying the 'bomb' was in the Aft 
compartment
of Air India Flight 182 and want to put three guys in jail for life 
for
putting it there.

        Ha!

     Can you do something about this nonsense?

       Cheers,

John Barry Smith



To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Supplemental TSB report for Air India Flight 182
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:319840:RCMPblachfor16may01.pdf:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        24 May 01

Well, sir, thank you very much for your polite and informative 
email to me regarding the administrative details of the Air India 
Flight 182 accident. I do call it an 'accident' and not a 'downing' 
as the RCMP AITF, specifically Sgt Blachford, calls it.

Sgt. Blachford has been in contact with me and requests a 
meeting and documents, a suggestion I have accepted with the 
requirement that a TSB aircraft accident investigator be present 
to interpret the technical details of an aircraft inflight breakup, an 
occurrence which a policeman would not be expected to 
understand. I've attached my most recent letter to the RCMP 
AITF in text and as a PDF file.

First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada (TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI
Flt.182 occurrence.

Well, not yet. Is it not judicious to be prepared for the trial in 



February when a TSB official will most certainly be called to the 
witness stand to present the current Canadian aviation accident 
experts' opinion about Air India Flight 182 for which two men 
are on trial for their life's freedoms?

Also, my research and  conclusions indicate a present danger to 
the public safety in known faulty wiring again causing the 
forward cargo door of early model 747s to open in flight leading 
to fatalities, just like United Airlines Flight 811. Would it not be 
prudent to check out that startling claim by an experienced and 
educated aviation person?

When you say "Re-open" you imply the investigation was 
closed. My understanding is that the Air India Flight 182 
investigation in the AITF has been open and ongoing for about 
16 years. I would phrase the suggestion as providing a 
'supplemental' report to the existing CASB report although later 
in this email I justify the suggestion for an entirely new AAR on 
Air India Flight 182 done by TSB alone.

As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More
importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared as
input to India's investigation.

As I read the CASB aviation occurrence report, it appears to be 
selected portions of the Kirpal inquiry with notable omissions, 



such as the assumptions of 'twinning' being proof positive of a 
bomb, and most importantly omitting the conclusion of a 'bomb'  
although the thought was there in everyone's minds.

The Canadians are to be complimented on resisting the intense 
political pressure at the time to call the cause of the agreed upon 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment as a bomb 
explosion. The UK AAIB representative, Mr. Davis, said the 
cause was not a bomb. The non aircraft investigator judge said it 
was a bomb, and the Canadian aircraft accident investigators 
declined to say one way or the other. Who was correct? Well, 
after 16 years and several similar accidents, it is now clear to me 
that the UK and the CASB air accident investigators were most 
correct.

The CASB were cautious, as all good investigators are, and only 
concluded that which was supported by real evidence of only an 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment. Period. That wise 
conclusion was confirmed years later by the event of United 
Airlines Flight 811 which refuted all of Judge Kirpal's reasons 
for grasping for a 'bomb' in the face of contradictory evidence 
such as the sudden loud sound on the CVR which matched a DC 
10 explosive decompression sound and not a bomb sound.

Mr. Tucker, I read a lot of accident reports and the CASB 
occurrence report of 1986 was meticulous, precise, and cautious. 
They acted as investigators, not prosecutors. Now is the time to 
supplement that cautious and later proven to be correct report 
with an update. The update can be used to rule in or rule out the 
match to the subsequent event of United Airlines Flight 811 
which would indicate a present danger to the flying public and 
prepare some fellow for the cross examination by the defence of 
the accused in the February 2002 trial. After all, it was a plane 



crash, not a bank robbery, and current Canadian officials who 
know about plane crashes will be called to explain to the Court 
and jury just how and why a Boeing 747 came apart in the air so 
long ago.

Please do not wash your hands of Air India Flight 182. It's not 
done and gone. Accident investigations are based on precedent. 
We learn what happened now by what happened before. In one 
sense, a investigation is never complete because more and more 
is learned as similar accidents in similar circumstances leaving 
similar evidence occur allowing a refinement of the probable 
cause.

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of the
very nature of our chosen careers.

Too right.
 We are interested because quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation.  
Above all, we
are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 
Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost 16
years after the event.

Very frustrating, I agree. And the way to resolve that frustration 
is to confront the mystery again. There can be closure and 



satisfactory answers with a new supplemental report on the older 
one which can now examine the amazing significant similarities 
with United Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, 
and Pan Am Flight 103. Of course you are interested. I'm miffed 
because most of the people I talk to don't even recall the tragic 
event even though it killed so many, many more than the other 
three.

United Airlines Flight 811 had an original AAR, 90/01, which 
was later superceded by an entirely new AAR on the same event, 
AAR 92/02. There is precedent for TSB to write an entirely new 
AAR with its own conclusions based upon actual examination of 
the evidence in videotapes and not rely on the Indian judiciary 
and their interpretations. The confirming proof exists in the 
videotapes and high quality 35 MM color photographs of the 
actual Air India Flight 182 wreckage that can now be matched to 
United Airlines Flight 811. TSB has access to those films via 
RCMP and specific expertise to properly evaluate that evidence.

TSB is entitled to conduct its own investigation for its own report 
and not have to refer to a dissolved agency or a foreign judicial 
official for opinions about a Canadian aviation accident which is 
still as potent as ever. AITF is after the 'bombers'; let the TSB go 
after a mechanical explanation based upon the matching event of 
United Airlines Flight 811, an event not available to CASB for 
consideration in 1986 but available to you and TSB now.

The match to United Airlines Flight 811 and the other two make 
Air India Flight 182 even more of a significant aviation 
investigation other than a 747 that exploded inflight and was 
thought to be a bomb but was not, just like Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 for 17 months. Other AARs can now be updated and a 
current safety problem of wiring can be identified and fixed.



May I digress a moment, Mr. Tucker. The Airbus A380 will hold 
650 passengers and it has a fatal design flaw, that of outward 
opening non plug cargo doors. The small sized balloon of Comet 
burst at a window, the medium balloon of a DC 10 burst at a 
cargo door of AA 96, the large balloon of a 747 burst at a cargo 
door of United Airlines Flight 811, and now the huge balloon of 
the A380 may burst at the same place. The cargo doors must be 
designed like the passenger doors; plug type. Now is the time for 
authority to rule in or rule out my conclusion that forward cargo 
doors of 747s are rupturing open in flight at one or both of the 
midspan latches. If confirmed, then the A380 and subsequent 
airliners can correct this major design flaw which is 
acknowledged in NTSB AAR 92/02, that of outward opening 
non plug cargo doors.

And do we not agree that Pan Am Flight 103 does not have 
closure either? Is that event satisfactorily resolved in your mind? 
Can you really believe a 20 inch shatter zone on the port side of 
the nose caused by a 'bomb' can cause the nose of 747 to come 
off in flight even as we know that United Airlines Flight 811 had 
a ten foot by 15 foot hole in the nose and the plane stayed aloft?

As you are aware, the RCMP have been conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 
since 1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any
information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 
provided
includes material that was produced by John Garstang.



Ahh, Mr. John Garstang......He emailed me in 1997 with 
incorrect information. I replied and he called me on the phone 
later to correct his email report that the door was recovered intact 
as, in fact, neither cargo door was recovered. And there was not 
'...other solid evidence indicating a bomb blast had occurred.' 
Both his statements are misleading and incorrect. And now, 16 
years later, he issues a report from the RCMP stating the 
explosion was a bomb in the aft cargo compartment, completely 
contradicting the Kirpal Inquiry and the CASB report with no 
substantive or new evidence for such a bizarre conclusion. Not 
only does the evidence conclusively show there was no bomb 
explosion in the aft cargo compartment, it shows there was no 
explosion of any sort back there and the area was closely 
examined for such an event because of JAL 123 and the 
infamous aft pressure bulkhead crack.

The allusion to gambling by betting money on 'experts' in regard 
to aviation safety is also distressing. Mr. Garstang's poorly 
substantiated conclusions carry little weight with me. Compare 
your email which is polite and informative to his factually 
incorrect, insulting, and bragging statements below and you will 
see what I mean.

Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal



Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening 
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft.  During any aircraft crash, investigators 
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause.  In the case 
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the 
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators.  The latches were still in place, 
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight 
opening of
that door.

On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a 
bomb blast
had occurred.  Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.  
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet.  Put your money on 
the experts;
 you will win more often.
 ----------
From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Securitas
Subject: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Date: Saturday, August 31, 1996 9:50PM
<<File Attachment: BDY3.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:50:40 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 32287B6A.1295(a)corazon.com
FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]
TO: Securitas



SUBJECT: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY3.P00
 --
Dear Safety Person, The cause of the Air India flight 182 crash of 
a
Boeing 747-237B from Toronto to London in 1985 was an 
inadvertent opened
forward cargo door which then tore of skin which then tore of 
nose to
destruction of aircraft. Not a bomb. My safety concern to TSB 
Securitas
is that it can happen again. To properly assess the risk to 
Canadian air
passengers, visit the web site at http://www.corazon.com for a 
fully
documented presentation of the issue of inadvertently opening 
cargo
doors. Open doors causing destruction in early model Boeing 
747s has
happened before, it has happened now, and it may happen again. 
Please
assess door opening claim by visiting web site and evaluating 
documents
supporting hypothesis. John Barry Smith

So, Mr. Tucker, you can see I have been at this for years. Steady 
and solid; the facts are there; and all the while the evidence 
corroborates the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 



182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800. I plead with you to be able to meet 
and present my evidence to you and other Canadian aircraft 
accident investigators who respect research and evidence, who 
are not politically involved, and are not impressed by media hype 
of exciting myths about conspiracy bombers. There are no 
conspiracies, only physical laws of nature obeyed in twisted 
metal and sounds on data recorders. I rely on the reality of 
evidence for my conclusions not fearful fantasies of evil 
foreigners plotting to kill.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.

You may be right. They seem to have strong bias towards bomb 
and bombers, but you never know, they may have a real 
investigator who will consider any explanation that makes sense, 
has official documentation for support, and has an irrefutable 
precedent, United Airlines Flight 811.

 I have also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations,

Thank you.

the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation,



Thank you. I followed closely that investigation and found it to 
be patient, professional, and thorough.

 and the Director
of Engineering for their information.

Thank you.

I am of course available at any time to answer their queries as 
they arise. The enormity of the implications is breathtaking, but 
true. I hope they can get past the bias of years of media bomb 
bomb bomb and look at my research of matching evidence to 
confirmed mechanical events in United Airlines Flight 811 and 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 
May), there is
one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.

Yes, is the glass half full or half empty. But imagine the pressure 
on CASB to state it was a bomb. To not conclude it was a bomb 
shows that they did not just omit it, but really rejected it as a 
realistic explanation. Even now the RCMP is under intense 
pressure to allay the public fears and desire for revenge by 
prosecuting two foreign looking fellows for planting a bomb 
based on external circumstantial conspiracy evidence, just like 
Pan Am Flight 103.



 In fact, to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.

I understand the 1986 leaning towards bomb for the mystery 
cause of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment which 
CASB and Kirpal did agree on; the plane did come apart inflight. 
This is agreed upon and undeniable, so an explanation had to 
exist and a bomb explosion could cause that breakup, so, without 
a reasonable plausible alternative, what to say? Boom, bomb. For 
CASB to be cautious and reject the hysteria and just say 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment based on evidence 
only speaks highly of the mature wisdom of those officials at the 
time and now they are vindicated by events of a few years later 
in United Airlines Flight 811 which looked like a bomb, felt like 
a bomb, called a bomb by the crew, and yet, was not a bomb but 
an electrical problem with a cargo door.

If the CASB of 1986 had NTSB AAR 92/02 of United Airlines 
Flight 811 of 1992 to review, with its many significant matching 
similarities to Air India Flight 182, they would have had that 
reasonable plausible alternative to bomb and could have 
countered the 'bomb' explanation espoused by the politically 
minded Judge Kirpal. It's understandable that  in 1986 a bomb 
explosion could have been the cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment since there was no reasonable 
alternative. There is now and I invite/urge TSB to now use that 
luxury of hindsight and precedent to issue a supplemental AAR 
for Air India Flight 182. My Smith AAR report lays out the 
evidence, analysis, and conclusions to make the match and 
declare Air India Flight 182 to have as a probable cause the 



shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. Please evaluate the explanation on 
its own merits by experienced TSB investigators. I have high 
hopes that the gentlemen you forwarded my report to will do just 
that.  Please forward this email to them should you believe it may 
help in their evaluations.

 However, the aviation safety investigation
conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Well, Judge Kirpal was not an aircraft accident investigator nor 
was he a policeman involved with terrorist bombings. He could 
have relied on his Indian chief aircraft accident investigator, Mr. 
Khola, for information on why planes crash, and he could have 
relied on the Indian police force for evidence of bombings. but 
he did neither. He did the best he could trying to placate many 
pressures. His inadequate answers are shown by the lack of 
closure in the case. But again, in 1986 there was no precedent to 
rely on as United Airlines Flight 811 was about four years in the 
future. Judge Kirpal did the best he could under the 
circumstances, just as did CASB and others involved in the case.

The wisest probable cause conclusion based on the best evidence 
was the CASB one, not surprisingly by professional aircraft 
accident investigators. Through similar subsequent accidents, 
that cautious and prudent conclusion can now be refined to 
satisfactorily explain the cause of the agreed upon explosion in 
the forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, and it's 
not a bomb explosion but explosive decompression probably 
caused by faulty wiring shorting on a door unlatch motor.



AA Flight 96, a DC 10 over Windsor Ontario, in 1972 which had 
a cargo door inadvertently open in flight, and Swiss Air 111 are 
two accidents which are relevant to Air India Flight 182 and are 
well known to CASB and TSB officials. I know that when I say 
an inadvertently opened cargo door in flight in a wide body 
airliner is potentially catastrophic and that Kaptonized type Poly 
X insulation wiring in a wide body airliner is also potentially 
catastrophic by shorting, you will not look at me in derision but 
might say, "Could be, Smith, where's your evidence? Show me 
what you have. And make it snappy."

I have it, sir; please let me present it to you in depth. Endure the 
impatience and go through it with me, piece by piece, fodded 
engine by fodded engine, CVR by CVR, FDR by FDR, and 
leading edge by leading edge. I believe I may persuade you a 
supplemental TSB investigation into Air India Flight 182 is 
warranted based upon my presentation of my years of research, 
analysis, and conclusions based upon actual AARs of similar 
events and similar facts, data, and evidence. There will be no 
conspiracy nonsense but just airplanes and more airplanes.

I sense in you, Mr. Tucker, that you are walking a line of being 
professionally correct as an administrator in your dealings with a 
member of the public and yet also intrigued as an investigator by 
the raw data I have presented to you that may indicate that Air 
India Flight 182 was in fact not a bomb explosion but a 
mechanical event which has happened before and can happen 
again. The implications are that a present danger may exist and 
thus continued discussion is warranted.

Let us have those discussions.

Sincerely,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
Background:
From Sergeant Blachford, 7 May 2001
"As per your email of April 10th, 2001 you advised you would 
be contacting me
the week of April 16-20th, 2001 and that you would have the 
requested data for
me. Could you please advise when I might receive that data. 
Thank you and I look
forward to meeting you."
For Sergeant Blachford AITF:
Dear Sergeant Blachford, 10 April 2001
Thank you Sergeant Blachford for your recent letter to me of 28 
Mar, 2001, file
number 85.3196. You stated that prior to our meeting I should 
send 'as much detail
as possible' 'which reflects that faulty wiring on Air India Flight 
182 was the cause
of the 'downing''. I am preparing that data now for your review. I 



will be in
Vancouver all next week (the week of 16-20 April) and may be in 
position to hand
carry it to your 5255 Heather St. address.
Dear Sergeant Blachford, 16 May 2001,
Thank you for your letter of 7 May 2001, file number 85-3196, to 
which I reply:
To be picky, which is what aircraft accident investigators do, and 
please don't take this personally,
I did say, "may be in a position to hand carry it to....". I later 
determined that I was not in a
position to hand carry it to you.
In your previous letter, you made the condition that before a 
meeting you must first receive my
research and analysis. I later believed that my research and 
analysis would not receive the
consideration they deserve.
And since I did not receive any acknowledgement from you of 
my 10 April 2001 email until now,
a month later, no rendezvous was set up between us for a 
meeting in April.
So, you see, we are off on the bad foot of misunderstanding 
already and that is not conducive to a
proper investigation/interview/interrogation of a potential 
witness with a high likelihood of
productive information being gained.
Maybe we can start again:
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
1
I have spent years in researching and analyzing explosive 
decompression accidents in early model
Boeing 747s. Air India Flight 182 is one of those accidents. My 
conclusion, amply supported by



official government documents, is that Air India Flight 182 did in 
fact suffer an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment which led to the inflight breakup, as 
stated in conclusions by the 1986
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Aviation Occurrence Report.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as 
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India 
Flight 182
was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of 31,000 feet 
resulting in its crash
into the sea and the death of all on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before water 
impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from the 
forward
portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the 
aircraft was the
lead event in this occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to 
indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo 
compartment. This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not 
support any other
conclusion.
Based upon my further research, again supported by various 
government aircraft accident reports
(AAR), the explanation for that explosion is not that of a bomb 
but of an inadvertently ruptured
open, at one or both of the midspan latches, forward cargo door 



caused by the known faulty
Kapton type wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor which 
caused the explosive decompression
which led to the inflight breakup. There is an irrefutable 
precedent for my conclusions of another
early model Boeing 747 involved in the similar type event 
leaving similar type evidence, United
Airlines Flight 811, a precedent not available at the time for the 
Canadian investigators to consider
since it happened years later.
My research, analysis, and conclusions are available in a 117 
page document, 'Smith AAR on Air
India Flight 182,' with 120 pages of appendices. I can provide 
that document to you for your
evaluation.
You asked to be advised when you might receive that data and 
you look forward to meeting me:
You may receive that data when we meet. I also look forward to 
meeting you. Let us now arrange
the details.
I suggest my home in Carmel Valley, California, since all my 
computer data and research materials
are located here as well as solving the family problem of my wife 
working as a Registered Nurse
and I'm the parent taking care of our daughter before and after 
school hours. For me to go back to
Vancouver would be a hardship for the Smith family. I 
understand the AITF is flying to England
and India interviewing witnesses so you're welcome down here 
and fully justified to obtain
information from someone who has been working five years on 
Air India Flight 182 details.
I suggest a time at your convenience and the sooner the better 



because, as a consequence of my
research, the implication is that a clear and present danger exists 
to the flying public in faulty
wiring again causing a cargo door to open in flight causing 
fatalities in an early model Boeing 747.
The persons to be included in the meeting should consist of you 
(RCMP AITF), me (independent
aircraft accident investigator), and a Transportation Safety Board 
of Canada aircraft accident
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
2
investigator (TSB). I really must insist on this, as my analysis is 
very technical and detailed and the
AITF should have a neutral, objective, aviation expert present to 
validate or refute my claims to
you. Your trip will be productive when you have an official 
expert at hand you can trust to
immediately advise you on the spot if what I say technically is 
nonsense or correct and thus worthy
of further examination by the AITF.
I invite John Garstang, of course; however, since he has been 
seconded to the RCMP since 1988,
he is hardly an objective observer and thus the TSB official is 
required. I suggest Mr. Vic Gerden
of TSB since he did such an excellent investigation of the Swiss 
Air 111 accident. A local
Vancouver TSB official would also be satisfactory. If you wish to 
document the meeting, I suggest
Paul Marquis, Editor, Aviation Safety Letter, Transport Canada, 
another Canadian government
official who understands why airplanes crash.
I will be referring to the AA Flight 96 DC-10 accident over 
Windsor, Ontario, Canada, in 1972 and



Swiss Air 111 accident near Peggy's Cove, Canada; two 
accidents the TSB will be well aware of
and which support my shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182. The TSB does not 
scoff at the suggestion that faulty
wiring or an inadvertently opened cargo door on wide body 
airliners could have occurred in Air
India Flight 182 because they know those causes have happened 
before and could happen again.
They will know which questions to ask of me to rule in or rule 
out the explanation. RCMP and/or
AITF understands criminal actions in terrorist bombings and 
conspiracies; however, the
wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression is a non-criminal 
mechanical event in a plane crash.
TSB participation is essential when talking about why the Boeing 
747 called Air India Flight 182
came apart in the air.
The following is very important: The Canadian aviation 
authorities were absolutely correct in their
conclusions of 1986. Subsequent similar airplane crashes such as 
United Airlines Flight 811 now
allow TSB in 2001 to supplement the earlier conclusions with a 
clearer explanation of the
explosion that caused Air India Flight 182 to breakup in flight 
amidships. The reason the RCMP
and the AITF took so long to make accusations against persons is 
that there were no criminals to
catch. If Air India Flight 182 had been a bombing, I believe the 
RCMP would have caught the
perpetrators immediately and I would hope they would have been 
punished to the fullest extent of



the law, and it's too bad Canada does not have the death penalty.
Let me digress a moment in investigative philosophy: The RCMP 
has a mandate which is that of
an investigative body which conducts interviews, examines 
evidence, and makes conclusions
which are then presented to the Crown for possible prosecution. 
The prosecutors and the defence
attorney then get together in an adversarial relationship during a 
trial with judge and jury. That is
the way it is supposed to work and when it does work that way, 
much success is had.
However, I have noticed in the past few years that the 
investigative agencies involved with airplane
crashes, specifically, the RCMP, FBI, NTSB, have become 
prosecutors pressing forward their
own case only and omitting contrary evidence which might 
contradict their opinion. The agencies
have become political, which is to say, giving scientific 
conclusions which please the political
appointees of the moment who reflect the popular will of the 
moment.
The people of Canada believe a bomb blew up Air India Flight 
182 and killed 329 men women and
children. The people assume a bomb had to be put there by 
someone and they want that person or
persons punished. That is the political conclusion about the 
probable cause for the Air India Flight
182 tragedy.
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
3
If the RCMP and the AITF are conducting the investigation with 
the bombing conclusion already
made and are now looking for evidence to support that 



conclusion, I am not the person to talk to
because my evidence refutes that conspiracy conclusion and 
gives a mechanical alternative
explanation with precedent that shows that there was no bomb, 
and thus no criminal, and thus no
punishment to be meted out to satisfy the desires of the grieving. 
In lieu of the bombing
explanation for the explosion in Air India Flight 182, I offer a 
plausible, reasonable, mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/cargo door 
rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup sequence of events as modeled 
by United Airlines Flight 811.
There are no conspiracies by groups involved with Air India 
Flight 182 such as Boeing, NTSB,
TSB, AAIB, Air India, or the RCMP. Everyone is acting in their 
own perceived best interest. I am
not associated with any of those groups and am motivated by my 
near death haunting experience of
surviving a sudden night fatal jet airplane crash in which my 
pilot died.
The recent meeting led by the RCMP in which lewd telephone 
calls are alleged to have been made
by the accused is unworthy of an honorable investigation into an 
Air India airplane crash but
indicative of a prosecution tactic to discredit the character of a 
person on trial to the jury.
Mr. Dave Cross and Mr. Ian Donaldson of the Defence team for 
the accused, Mr. Ripudamen
Malik, suggested to me that the RCMP and the AITF are not 
interested in what happened to Air
India Flight 182 but are only interested in what the defence might 
use in trial so that the



prosecutors would have time to counter the conclusions, and not 
to confirm them or rule them out
by further investigation. The attorneys may be right. Their point 
of view is that the RCMP is an
adversary whereas I might see the RCMP/AITF/TSB as allies 
once the authorities understood my
explanation for Air India Flight 182. (Although I had discussions 
with the Defence team attorneys,
there was a clear understanding that I am an independent person 
who is free to act as I feel
appropriate.)
However, based upon your most recent letter, Sergeant 
Blachford, I have hopes that quite possibly
there is a real investigator amongst you. There may very well be 
an investigator who does objective
research, searched the internet, reviewed my web site at 
www.corazon.com, read my emails to
RCMP, noticed the similarities of Air India Flight 182 to an 
incontrovertible similar accident,
United Airlines Flight 811, and decided to pursue the 
investigation further to rule in or rule out the
intriguing possibility that Air India Flight 182 was a mechanical 
accident and not a heinous crime.
The criminal analogy is that of a serial killer in many 
jurisdictions, over many years, with random
victims, but who always follows the same method of operation 
leaving a matching clue which links
him to the crimes.
For the wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression explanation 
for four early model Boeing 747
fatal accidents over eleven years, it's the sudden loud sound on 
the CVR immediately followed by
the abrupt power cut to the FDRs. That sound, Sergeant 



Blachford, is not that of a bomb, but of an
explosive decompression. The killer is wiring; the inadvertent 
accomplice/bystander is the outward
opening non-plug forward cargo door.
Someone at AITF, and it may very well be you, Sergeant 
Blachford, decided to follow up on the
previous inquiry you made to me. Someone may be willing to sit 
down with me accompanied by
an objective, neutral, government expert about airplane crashes, 
and patiently go through the
matching evidence of Air India Flight 182 to other similar 
accidents which left much similar
evidence that shows that the similar probable cause to be the 
initial event for all. The potential
confirmation of a present danger to the flying public demands it.
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
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So, on that hope. I have reconsidered and agree to provide you 
with my analysis and conclusions,
and meet with at least you and a TSB official in my home to 
forthrightly and timely answer all your
questions regarding my claim to you that Air India Flight 182 
was not a bomb event but a
mechanical accident with precedent coupled with the urgent 
implication that a present danger to
public safety exists for the Canadian flying public.
To summarize: Meeting:
Documents to be made available: Smith AAR and appendices, 
and other documents as requested.
Location: 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA, USA
Time: At your convenience and I urge haste.
Participants: Smith, Blachford, Garstang, TSB (Gerden) 
Transport Canada (Marquis) and others



as agreed upon.
Agenda: Clarification of the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
That is my message: I know you are interested in the messenger:
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
I am not an anonymous caller after midnight with whispered 
unsubstantiated accusations about
minority groups.
I am a long time member of my community identifying myself 
fully, giving ample communication
channels, and inviting you into my home as well as offering 
documentation from authoritative
sources for all my technical conclusions.
If supported by evidence, is the AITF able to deviate from the 
conspiracy course at this late stage
and conclude there was no bomb, no criminals involved? Is the 
AITF willing to offer an entirely
different explanation for Air India Flight 182 other than the one 



promoted by the RCMP but
consistent with CASB of 15 years ago? Is the AITF willing to 
accept the advice, counsel, and
assistance from a fellow government agency, TSB, regarding this 
airplane crash?
I well understand the political difficulties involved and the 
consequences world wide of such a
revelation. But, honorable investigators rely on the facts, data, 
and evidence to reach reasoned
conclusions and let the chips fall where they may. Hindsight is 
valuable and available to us all
when we examine subsequent similar airplane crashes. I assert 
that beyond a reasonable doubt,
those realities support the probable cause for Air India Flight 182 
as the shorted wiring/cargo door
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
5
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation 
and refute a bomb explosion.
When you read my lengthy analysis and interview me, you too 
will be persuaded, if you have an
open mind. The AITF can yet crack this case.
Hope springs eternal.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
6



To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Smith AAR Appendices A, B, C, D, E
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:319840:Appendix A (WP).pdf: :Master:
319840:Appendix B (WP).pdf: :Master:319840:Appendix C 
(WP).pdf: :Master:319840:Appendix D (WP).pdf: :Master:
319840:Appendix E (WP).pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF files are appendices A, B, C, D, E to the Smith 
AAR on AI 182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Subject: Smith AAR Appendix I
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:319840:Appendix I (WP).pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as a PDF file is appendix I to the Smith AAR on AI 
182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Smith AAR Appendices F, G, H, J, 
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:319840:Appendix F (WP).pdf: :Master:
319840:Appendix G (WP).pdf: :Master:319840:Appendix H 
(WP).pdf: :Master:319840:Appendix J Bruntingthorpe.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker



Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF files are appendices F, G, H, J,  to the Smith 
AAR on AI 182.

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Official AI 182 Reports in PDF
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:320077:182.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF file is the CASB and Kirpal Inquiry reports.

Sincerely,



Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: UAL 811 NTSB AAR in PDF
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:320077:81192/02.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as a PDF file is the NTSB AAR 92/02 for United 
Airlines Flight 811.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Supplemental thoughts
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   26 May 01

Please permit me to amplify my previous email with additional 
thoughts:

The current status of opinion for the probable cause of the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 in which 329 died is:

The CASB aircraft accident investigators who state it was an 
explosion of unstated cause in the forward cargo compartment 
and not the aft cargo compartment....which conflicts with.....

The Indian Judicial authority who states it was a bomb explosion 
in the forward cargo compartment and not the aft cargo 
compartment.....which conflicts with...

The AAIB representative who said it was an explosive 
decompression explosion in the forward cargo compartment and 
not the aft cargo compartment the cause of which was yet to be 
determined.....which conflicts with.....

The RCMP AITF police authority who state it was a bomb 



explosion in the aft cargo compartment and not the forward cargo 
compartment....which conflicts with....

This independent aircraft accident investigator who states it was 
an explosion in the forward cargo compartment and not the aft 
cargo compartment the cause of which is summed by the shorted 
wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation....which conflicts with....

The TSB who remains....silent...reluctant....on the bench...

Mr. Tucker, please, stand up, come forward, put yourself in play 
and assert your power and authority to sort out this contradictory 
cacophony of conflicting opinions about a momentous Canadian 
aviation event.

Your opinion carries the most weight amongst us; it must be 
heard. What is it? What happened to Air India Flight 182? Why? 
How?

Any report that exists can be supplemented, or revised, or 
updated, or upgraded. The Canadian Aviation Safety Board 
Aviation Occurrence Report regarding Air India Flight 182 can 
certainly be called Version 1.0 and a Version 1.1 can be an 
upgrade, to use a computer software analogy.

I personally recommend starting with a clean sheet of paper and 
treat the accident as you would as if it happened yesterday. 
Because of the peculiar nature of the accident with most of the 
wreckage still on the bottom of the ocean and the suddenness in 
which the event occurred, the evidence upon which the original 
investigators relied upon to make their conclusions and findings 
still exists in a hangar in Bombay and in dozens of videotapes 



and hundreds of high quality 35 MM color photographs now held 
by the Gendarmerie royale du Canada.

With the benefit and luxury of hindsight, subsequent similar 
accidents in similar aircraft under similar circumstances leaving 
similar evidence can now be evaluated for comparison.

Your TSB report will be the most up to date, the most 
comprehensive, and the most accurate. It is vitally needed, Mr. 
Tucker. Your expert opinion is needed by the Crown, by the 
Defence, by the RCMP AITF, by the manufacturer, by the 
airlines, and by the worldwide flying public in early model 
Boeing 747s, of which approximately 1100 are still in service.

To assist, I am sending the PDF of AAR of United Airlines Flight 
811 and Air India Flight 182 Kirpal and CASB report. The 
electronic versions are very valuable for the ability to search 
quickly through for keywords. Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
NTSB AAR 00/03 and Pan Am Flight 103 AAIB 2/90 are very 
large and can be sent to you if you wish and are available for 
download at http://www.ntsb.gov and http://
www.aaib.detr.gov.uk/index/index.htm

I am also sending the Appendices to the Smith AAR for AI 182 
in PDF, in case you do not have them; Appendix I is a personal, 
informal supplement.
These additional research materials may assist your staff which 
have received my AAR from you for their information. I am 
available day or night on any day to answer questions they may 
have and invite a meeting between us at your convenience.

The videotapes and color photographs of the 182 wreckage will 
be particularly interesting as there now exists much other real 



twisted metal to compare with; metal which now resides in 
hangars in Farnborough and Virginia in addition to Bombay. It's 
easier to find something if one knows what to look for; in this 
case it will be matching evidence in and around the forward 
cargo door to possibly match with Pan Am Flight 103, Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, and United Airlines Flight 811, the 
subsequent incontrovertible accident with its many significant 
matches:

From Smith AAR:
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air 
India Flight 182 and United
Airlines Flight 811 specifically:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C. Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D. Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo 
door
J . Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding 
normally in all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward 
cargo door area
L. Initial event starts with sudden sound
M. Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans



O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power 
cut to data recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of 
bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive 
decompression sound in wide
body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door 
area
S. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo 
compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of 
engine number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of 
engine number four
V. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than 
port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of 
the forward cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of 
forward cargo door
AC. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door 
not reported as latched
AD. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not 
implemented (stronger lock sectors)



AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around 
forward cargo door
AG. Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered 
passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as 
bomb explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb 
explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door 
considered for probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal 
flight
Smith AAR AI 182

The data from the CVR and FDR (the only direct evidence of the 
events of AI 182) still exist and are as accurate as ever. There 
now exists similar CVR and FDR tapes to compare with.

Dr. Hill, the pathologist from AAIB in Air India Flight 182 is 
alive, well, and still practicing in England. I spoke with him by 
telephone a few months ago and he is as professional as ever. His 
phone number is 207 407 0378.

I implore you, sir, please, become involved, this is, after all is 
said and done, a fatal aircraft accident that originated in Canada 



and killed Canadians. Take a crack at it.

Sincerely,

Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PDF of  Smith AAR for AI 182
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:331906:SmithReportfinalfor.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General, 
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  30 May 01

Attached is the Smith AAR for AI 182 dated 1 May 01 in PDF 
and supercedes the earlier Word file which had formatting 
problems. PDF allows the color photographs to be where they 
should and keeps the indents in proper order.

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith



(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Sgt Blachford contacted me
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General, 
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  30 May 01

Sgt Blachford wrote me a letter received today. He confirms he 
has received my Smith AAR from you, will 'review and digest 
the contents of this report', will not be available for a meeting 
with me until mid August, and will be in touch with me in the 
'near future'.

My reply to him below.

I have created my original Word file Smith AAR into a PDF file 
which incorporated the Garstang report of 16 March 01 and an 
additional appendix which included the Bruntingthorpe event. I 
trust this is the one you sent to RCMP and your staff.

Anyway, I will send the PDF of my updated report via separate 



email and will send by snail mail a hard copy of the updated 
AAR and the appendices to the Head Office in Hull, Quebec, 
Place de Centre, 4th floor, 200 Promenade du Portage, K1A 1K8, 
address. If you are located elsewhere, please inform me and I'll 
send it there.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Sergeant Blachford,                                                                 
30 May 2001

Thank you for your letter of 24 May 2001, file number 85-3196, 
to which I reply:

IÕm glad that Mr. Tucker of TSB has forwarded my Smith AAR 
for AI 182 to you. That means that technical aircraft questions 



can be answered by TSB or me. I shall send the attachments/
appendices to you by snail mail to the Heather Street address as 
well as a hard copy of the actual AAR.

I ask that you take note of Appendix J which is about the 
Bruntingthorpe bombing of a Boeing 747. Note the photograph 
that shows a real bomb going off in a real Boeing 747 leaving 
real evidence. Then note the photograph in my AAR of UAL 811 
and the huge hole on the starboard side of the nose which occurs 
when a real electrical problem causes a real large door to 
inadvertently open in flight on a real Boeing 747 leaving much 
real evidence.

Then compare AI 182 to both of those real, incontrovertible and  
indisputably explained events and you will clearly see that the 
real bombing evidence of Bruntingthorpe is absent in AI 182 and 
the real explosive decompression evidence from the ruptured 
open cargo door of UAL 811 is present in AI 182.

There are actually thousands of pages of accident reports and 
public docket information on hard copy, electronic memory, and 
CDs that are relevant to AI 182 and are on file here with me. All 
four accidents are controversial and have generated much official 
investigation and reports. I do not refer much to media 
speculation and rely on official reports for support of my claims.

I appreciate your intent to fully study the Smith AAR as it is 
dense and full of facts and documentation. At any time please 
call for any clarifications via email or telephone.

Mid August is fine for a meeting or sooner at your convenience 
and I have to add the situation is urgent from a public safety 
point of view.



I look forward to our meeting in the future. If I call you Sergeant, 
you might call me Major as I was in the Army or I can call you 
Bart and you can call me Barry.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: So true...
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  14 June 01

This article below about wiring is so true and supports my 
shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.

Also, this is the 34th anniversary night of my ejection from my 
on fire suddenly jet airplane during training for carrier landings 



which killed my pilot. This accident is the impetus for my 
continuing interest in aviation safety and my efforts to prevent 
what happened to me from happening to others.

May I enquire, sir, as to the progress of my Smith AAR on Air 
India Flight 182 which you submitted to RCMP, DAI, IcC of 
SWR 111, and DE for their information? The implications of my 
report show a present danger to the flying public in faulty wiring 
causing forward cargo doors to inadvertently open in early model 
Boeing 747s, in addition to the already known and reported 
wiring caused fires in the forward cargo compartment.

Mr. Tucker, I am always ready to be interviewed/queried as to 
the details of my explanation and welcome correspondence.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 



also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.

The Canadian Transportation Safety Board (TSB), which is now 
investigating the Swissair crash, and other countries' aviation 
agencies also received the Danish government accident report 
but made no recommendations related to Mylar.
TSB spokesman Jim Harris says the agency can't make 
recommendations based on another country's investigation. He 
says the TSB investigates accidents and is not a regulatory body 
like the FAA in the USA and its Canadian counterpart, Transport 
Canada.

U.S. knew of wiring flaws years before 
TWA crash 1993 jet fire raised issues, 
but only after 2 crashes killed 459 did 
FAA act
By Gary Stoller
USA TODAY
Smoke and a burning electrical smell seeped into the passenger 



cabin of an arriving SAS jet as it taxied to a terminal in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. All 110 passengers scrambled out of the 
plane safely before a raging fire consumed much of the fuselage.
For 8 years, that 1993 incident hasn't been reported in U.S. 
newspapers, although the U.S. government was involved in the 
accident investigation.
Now USA TODAY has obtained the Danish government's 72-
page accident report, and it reveals that:
* The fire on the SAS McDonnell Douglas MD-87 jet may have 
been a precursor of two deadly North American crashes -- TWA 
Flight 800 in 1996 and Swissair Flight 111 in 1998 -- in which 
investigators believe wiring problems and flammable cabin 
insulation may have played a role.
* Two U.S. agencies involved in aviation safety -- the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) -- assisted the SAS investigation and were 
aware of wiring and cabin insulation problems years before the 
North American accidents. Since those accidents, the FAA has 
issued a series of safety orders regarding inspections and 
modifications to wiring and the same type of cabin insulation.
* A type of wire on more than half of the airline jets flying today 
can be very dangerous when it fails.
A fierce fire
The SAS accident, which occurred on a flight from Barcelona, 
was caused by electrical wire that short-circuited, igniting 
flammable cabin insulation. ''Continued arcing and sparking 
resulted in ignition of the cabin sidewall insulation material, 
which eventually developed into a fierce, uncontrollable fire,'' 
Denmark's Aircraft Accident Investigation Board (AAIB) wrote 
in its 1996 report.
The AAIB investigation found ''clearly that the primary ignition 
source was that two wires, carrying an electrical load of 28-volt 
AC and 115-volt AC, respectively, became pinched between the 



aircraft structure and the recirculation fan duct.''
The pinching caused the wires' outer insulation to chafe, 
exposing their metal conductors, the AAIB says. The bare wires 
touched one another and an adjacent piece of metal, leading to a 
short-circuit.
Three years after the SAS fire, NTSB investigators headed to the 
Atlantic Ocean off Long Island to determine what caused the 
center wing fuel tank of a TWA Boeing 747 jet to explode, 
killing all 230 aboard. The NTSB didn't determine a probable 
cause but said last year that the most likely source of ignition 
was electrical wiring that short-circuited.
In September 1998, more than 2 years after the Danish report 
was written -- a high-temperature fire ignited before Swissair 
Flight 111 crashed near Nova Scotia, killing all 229 people 
aboard. Canadian investigators, who are still investigating the 
accident and haven't yet determined a cause, say they found 
short-circuited wires and burned Mylar cabin insulation on the 
McDonnell Douglas MD-11 jet.
The Danish accident report reveals that the two wires that short-
circuited on the SAS MD-87 had been installed between, and 
ignited, layers of Mylar insulation.
FAA conducted tests
As part of the investigation, the FAA performed fire tests on 
materials removed from the jet, according to a 1994 FAA letter in 
the Danish report.
The tests, conducted at FAA facilities in Atlantic City, N.J., 
showed that Mylar insulation failed the FAA's flammability 
requirements and could ignite from short-circuited wiring.
Despite those tests, the FAA proposed no regulations to remove 
Mylar from planes or ban it from new aircraft until after the 
Swissair crash. In August 1999, the agency ordered airlines to 
remove Mylar from MD-11 and MD-80 series jets within 5 
years.



When asked about the Danish accident report showing the FAA 
tested Mylar years earlier, FAA spokeswoman Alison Duquette 
said the agency accelerated Mylar-related research after the 
Swissair accident.
''Based on our new test that we developed, we found that Mylar 
does not meet an acceptable level of safety,'' she says.
Ed Block, a private expert who inspected aircraft wiring for an 
FAA subcommittee formed after the TWA accident, says that the 
FAA should have taken immediate action when it learned about 
the dangers of Mylar during the Danish accident investigation.
NTSB's participation
The NTSB, which assisted the Danish government in the SAS 
investigation, also was aware of the dangers of Mylar but made 
no call to have it removed.
''There are occasions when information developed in foreign 
investigations leads to Safety Board recommendations,'' says 
NTSB spokesman Ted Lopatkiewicz in a written statement. ''No 
NTSB recommendations were issued as a result of the Danish 
investigation.'' The board refused further comment on the SAS 
accident report.
The Canadian Transportation Safety Board (TSB), which is now 
investigating the Swissair crash, and other countries' aviation 
agencies also received the Danish government accident report 
but made no recommendations related to Mylar.
TSB spokesman Jim Harris says the agency can't make 
recommendations based on another country's investigation. He 
says the TSB investigates accidents and is not a regulatory body 
like the FAA in the USA and its Canadian counterpart, Transport 
Canada.

''Sadly, these agencies are all missing in action,'' Block says. 
''They're saying they don't care about the people in their country 
flying on these planes.''



Peter Thulesen, the head of the Danish accident investigation 
board, declined to be interviewed or to answer written questions 
about the type of wiring that short-circuited on the SAS jet.
The FAA's letter in the Danish accident report, however, reveals 
that the wire type was polyimide, which is often called Kapton. 
Boeing, which acquired McDonnell Douglas after the SAS plane 
was built, says Kapton is the general-purpose, or most commonly 
used, wire on MD-87 aircraft.
It is also the type that runs through most Boeing and Airbus jets, 
including the Swissair MD-11 that crashed. Short-circuited 
Kapton wires were found by Canadian investigators in their 
probe of that accident.
Cracked wire's dangers
U.S. Navy and other electrical engineering studies have shown 
that a crack exposing a Kapton wire's metal conductor can lead 
to a powerful short-circuit. Such a reaction could result in a 
10,000-degree Fahrenheit electric arc jumping out a wire, a 
flashover and a high-temperature fire.
In October, British government investigators concluded that 
Kapton wire malfunctioned, triggering an electrical arc that 
caused a bundle of wires to catch fire on a United Airlines 
Boeing 767 in 1998.
The lead investigator in that crash told USA TODAY that Kapton 
should not be installed on new jets and that older planes found to 
have cracked Kapton wiring should be grounded. Both Boeing 
and Airbus use Kapton wire on their new planes.
Last March, the Australian airline Qantas issued a memo 
prohibiting its mechanics from using Kapton as a replacement 
wire, citing ''ongoing incidents across the world involving 
Kapton wire.'' The memo, which was obtained by USA TODAY, 
calls for purging of all Kapton in inventory.
Officials at FAA headquarters in Washington say there is no 
evidence of a Kapton problem. Data on planes still being flown 



don't present serious concerns about Kapton wiring, provided it 
is carefully installed and maintained, the agency says.
The Danish government accident report, as well as other 
incidents in commercial and military aviation, provide more than 
enough evidence of a problem with Kapton, Block says.
''After the SAS fire, FAA officials should have realized they had 
a problem with Kapton wiring and made some prioritization to 
deal with Kapton arcing,'' he says. ''They ignored the problem, 
and it still festers.''

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Swiss Air 111 changes
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01

Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to find out what happened in an accident and the 
good faith efforts of an airline to prevent it from happening 
again. Good work by TSB and Swiss Air. Not good by reluctance 
of Boeing to implement the changes for all.

Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.

I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is 
causing problems that were not apparent.



Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001
Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 
Crash cause deliberations.

FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH
Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight 111 near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. 
Their remaining 19 MD-11  airliners are being radically 
converted in modifications to the electrical system in the cockpit 
area. For over one million Swiss Francs per jet: " ...primarily it's 
the electrical system that is to be significantly improved " 
according to Swissair documents made available to Sundays 
newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 111 and its 
229 passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB 
Report being anticipated for public release not before the 
beginning of 2002. Already many family members of Flight 111 
victims have been "paid out". So now Swissair no longer wants 
to wait for the outcome of the final report of the Canadian 
accident investigation before implementing the safety fixes that it 
has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " claims 
Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned changes. " 



Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" 
modification program initiative."
In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board (TSB) 
express themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation leader Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce 
potential safety deficiencies are well-known to us." As a crash 
cause, it is so far certain only that an electrical fire in the wiring-
bundles was crucially responsible. Because of the fire, important 
systems in the cockpit failed in quick succession, without which 
captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan Loew could no 
longer control their machine.
In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they will 
naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, 
via a routing with greater electrical integrity and individual 
isolation, into the cockpit. In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran 
through a single focal point described as a critical node. It was 
specifically within this area in the ceiling (just forward and aft of 
the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire had devastatingly raged. 
It affected not only the emergency power systems but the "last-
ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now that these 
systems are to be split and segregated for greatest integrity, 
important protections will again be in place - for example the one 
that controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator). This propeller can be unfolded from a compartment 
in the fuselage in an emergency and in the airflow produces 
current - like a hydroelectric direct current generator. In SR111 
the Canadian investigators found that this critical emergency 
power turbine had given out no energy. Despite the crisis, its 
control functions had failed to deploy it - probably because, by 
that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the fire. 
Video cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by 



this "unique to Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video 
cameras are being installed everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the 
electronics bay under the cockpit floor - as well as behind the 
cabin linings. allowing the pilots a never before possible view 
into potential fire zones. The pictures will come up on a small 
14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition more smoke 
detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is that 
crews would no longer be condemned to helpless seated 
inactivity in the case of fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the 
cabin linings can squirt upon any detected fire.
All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 
emergency flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from 
two separate power sources and will function reliably even if all 
other systems have broken down (as was the case with SR111 in 
its last few minutes of flight). Altogether the cockpit changes are 
to cost 20 to 23 million Swiss Francs according to calculations of 
a Swiss Aviation Expert. The extensive modifications are the 
result of ongoing Swissair internal investigations into the 
accident's most likely course of events.
 Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its work, paralleling that being done by the official 
Canadian TSB Team. They sought to track down all possible 
causes of the disaster. The SR MD-11 Electrical Rework is in 
addition to other earlier measures (such as changes in checklists 
and procedures) - but is seen as the most important outcome of 
these investigations. Although latterly consulting and then in 
close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 
Swissair engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the 
accident themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the 
original type-certificated design. In a further internal document 
Swissair explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites 
for the initiation and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition 



source (e.g. arcing wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) 
and oxygen (i.e. air-conditioning system ventilation or crew 
oxygen system lines) ". As a consequence of its insights another 
risk-factors conclusion of the SR Halifax Taskforce presents a 
frightening new dimension to SR111: "We have clearly 
concluded that such contributing factors exist in each type of 
aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 
the MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB 
and sent to the certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the 
only ramifications of SR111 reaching beyond the MD-11 are the 
new emergency rules retroactively affecting the STC's 
(Supplemental Type Certification) of Inflight Entertainment 
Systems on just about every type of airliner in service today.

Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 
mandate) the new Swissair safety precautions for all remaining 
MD-11's. If this was to be done, such a program could then 
logically expand to include most other types of airline aircraft 
exhibiting the identical type-certification deficiencies. The first 
Swissair machine should be converted and ready for return to 
service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 Fleet is 
permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these system safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight 
program in Zurich. Preliminary re-certification assessments 
would normally be monitored by representatives of the FAA (the 
American airworthiness regulatory authority). However these 
were carried out in the spring of 1999 so that these changes could 
proceed without delay to SR Flight Services. But because 
manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these changes for 
a long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation. Boeing sees much of the program as 
"enhancements" and not necessarily as required safety 



modifications. These new Swissair safety initiatives have now 
become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have only just 
completed their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must 
return to the hangar yet again for extensive rework.  But it's not 
necessarily a case of spending a dollar to save a penny. Once you 
look at the cost of SR111 and its potential for costing the airline 
industry as a whole, it may well have been the other way round.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Wed Jun 20 18:18:46 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Swiss Air 111 changes
Date:  Wed, 20 Jun 2001 21:20:48 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is in reply to your series of e-mails, and to clarify the TSB 
position
in case there is a misunderstanding.  I'm sorry I have not been 
able to
reply sooner.  I shall be away for the next two work days and I 
had a reply
to you on my "must do" list before leaving tonight.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.  



Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that
occurrence.

That said, I am not suggesting that your concerns and your 
analysis are all
invalid.  In fact, I find that you have raised some interesting 
points that
have potential use for us in our work.  To that end, I am 
personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.  

>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.   
If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.  However, I cannot 
promise
immediate processing and I cannot engage in direct and detailed 
dialog on
all the material you send me;  I simply have too much other work 
to do.



Right now I have over 150 e-mails in my in-box to read and 
action;  there
will be well over 200 when I return next week.  I am not 
complaining, I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

Sincerely,

Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:        John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Monday, June 18, 2001 11:59 AM
> To:     Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Swiss Air 111 changes
> 
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker
> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
> 
> Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01
> 
> Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to find
> out what happened in an accident and the good faith efforts of 
an airline
> to prevent it from happening again. Good work by TSB and 
Swiss Air. Not
> good by reluctance of Boeing to implement the changes for all.
> 
> Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.
> 



> I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air
> India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is causing 
problems that
> were not apparent.
> 
> Sincerely,
> Barry
> 
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
> 
> Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001
> 
> Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical
> system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 Crash 
cause
> deliberations.
> 
> FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH
> 
> Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight 111
> near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. Their 
remaining 19
> MD-11  airliners are being radically converted in modifications 
to the
> electrical system in the cockpit area. For over one million 



Swiss Francs
> per jet: " ...primarily it's the electrical system that is to be
> significantly improved " according to Swissair documents 
made available to
> Sundays newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 
111 and its 229
> passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB Report 
being
> anticipated for public release not before the beginning of 2002. 
Already
> many family members of Flight 111 victims have been "paid 
out". So now
> Swissair no longer wants to wait for the outcome of the final 
report of
> the Canadian accident investigation before implementing the 
safety fixes
> that it has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " 
claims
> Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned 
changes. "
> Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on
> flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" modification 
program
> initiative."
> 
> In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board 
(TSB) express
> themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation leader
> Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce potential safety 
deficiencies
> are well-known to us." As a crash cause, it is so far certain only 



that an
> electrical fire in the wiring-bundles was crucially responsible. 
Because
> of the fire, important systems in the cockpit failed in quick 
succession,
> without which captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan 
Loew could no
> longer control their machine.
> 
> In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they 
will
> naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant
> critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, via a 
routing with
> greater electrical integrity and individual isolation, into the 
cockpit.
> In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran through a single focal 
point described
> as a critical node. It was specifically within this area in the 
ceiling
> (just forward and aft of the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire 
had
> devastatingly raged. It affected not only the emergency power 
systems but
> the "last-ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now 
that
> these systems are to be split and segregated for greatest 
integrity,
> important protections will again be in place - for example the 
one that
> controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator). This



> propeller can be unfolded from a compartment in the fuselage 
in an
> emergency and in the airflow produces current - like a 
hydroelectric
> direct current generator. In SR111 the Canadian investigators 
found that
> this critical emergency power turbine had given out no energy. 
Despite the
> crisis, its control functions had failed to deploy it - probably 
because,
> by that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the 
fire. Video
> cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by this 
"unique to
> Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video cameras are 
being installed
> everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the electronics bay under the 
cockpit
> floor - as well as behind the cabin linings. allowing the pilots a 
never
> before possible view into potential fire zones. The pictures will 
come up
> on a small 14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition 
more smoke
> detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is 
that crews
> would no longer be condemned to helpless seated inactivity in 
the case of
> fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the cabin linings can 
squirt upon
> any detected fire.
> 
> All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 



emergency
> flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from two separate 
power
> sources and will function reliably even if all other systems 
have broken
> down (as was the case with SR111 in its last few minutes of 
flight).
> Altogether the cockpit changes are to cost 20 to 23 million 
Swiss Francs
> according to calculations of a Swiss Aviation Expert. The 
extensive
> modifications are the result of ongoing Swissair internal 
investigations
> into the accident's most likely course of events.
> 
>  Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the
> leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its
> work, paralleling that being done by the official Canadian TSB 
Team. They
> sought to track down all possible causes of the disaster. The SR 
MD-11
> Electrical Rework is in addition to other earlier measures (such 
as
> changes in checklists and procedures) - but is seen as the most 
important
> outcome of these investigations. Although latterly consulting 
and then in
> close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 
Swissair
> engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the 
accident



> themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the original
> type-certificated design. In a further internal document 
Swissair
> explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites for the 
initiation
> and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition source (e.g. 
arcing
> wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) and oxygen (i.e.
> air-conditioning system ventilation or crew oxygen system 
lines) ". As a
> consequence of its insights another risk-factors conclusion of 
the SR
> Halifax Taskforce presents a frightening new dimension to 
SR111: "We have
> clearly concluded that such contributing factors exist in each 
type of
> aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 
the
> MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB and 
sent to the
> certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the only 
ramifications of SR111
> reaching beyond the MD-11 are the new emergency rules 
retroactively
> affecting the STC's (Supplemental Type Certification) of 
Inflight
> Entertainment Systems on just about every type of airliner in 
service
> today.
> 
> Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA
> supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 



mandate) the new
> Swissair safety precautions for all remaining MD-11's. If this 
was to be
> done, such a program could then logically expand to include 
most other
> types of airline aircraft exhibiting the identical type-
certification
> deficiencies. The first Swissair machine should be converted 
and ready for
> return to service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 
Fleet is
> permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these system
> safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight program in 
Zurich.
> Preliminary re-certification assessments would normally be 
monitored by
> representatives of the FAA (the American airworthiness 
regulatory
> authority). However these were carried out in the spring of 
1999 so that
> these changes could proceed without delay to SR Flight 
Services. But
> because manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these 
changes for a
> long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation.
> Boeing sees much of the program as "enhancements" and not 
necessarily as
> required safety modifications. These new Swissair safety 
initiatives have
> now become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have 
only just completed



> their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must return to 
the hangar yet
> again for extensive rework.  But it's not necessarily a case of 
spending a
> dollar to save a penny. Once you look at the cost of SR111 and 
its
> potential for costing the airline industry as a whole, it may well 
have
> been the other way round.

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Sudden loud sound on CVR
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01

Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.  
Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that



occurrence.

I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to 
change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal 
stated explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling 
conflict. Just where was that bomb?

 I find that you have raised some interesting points that
have potential use for us in our work.

Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.
 To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.

Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your 
personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will put 
emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all 
the rest is circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden 
loud sound is everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 
'Explosive decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." 
When in doubt, I always come back to the sudden loud sound on 
the CVR's on all the four early model Boeing 747s that suffered 



the inflight explosions forward of the wing. The sound is 
incontrovertible.

>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.

Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of the 
five children he left became Navy pilots.

  If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed 
replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they come up.

 I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

I understand. Thanks again for your reply.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith



(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Startle/falling reflex
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        23 June 01

At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thank you again for the opportunity to present some of my 
research and conclusions for review. I trust your two day trip was 
successful.

But first: Philosophy. To explain to myself the public's intense 
interest in aviation safety I go back to the basics. Infants are born 



with reflexes, two of which are the startle reflex and the grasping 
reflex. (Sucking is a third.) We are not born with the fear of fire, 
being crushed or drowning. We are born with the fear of a 
sudden loud sound and we are very afraid of falling. An infant 
will react by jerking when startled by a loud sound and the infant 
will instinctively grasp on to anything when it senses a fall 
backwards. A baby has to learn to fear fire or being squeezed too 
tightly and not to breathe underwater. So, being burned in car 
crash, crushed in a train wreck, or drowning in a ship sinking 
will always have less of a priority of a plane crash because a 
plane crash, especially one caused by a loud noise (explosive 
decompression or bomb explosion), holds two of the most primal 
of fears, startle and falling.

Because of these innate fears, severe reactions, even hysterical, 
are seen by X ray machines, sniffing dogs, etc, to try to stop a 
small percentage of probable causes of aviation accidents; 
sabotage. The billions of dollars could be better spent on pilot 
and maintenance training to reduce the crew error and 
mechanical problems which contribute to most of the accidents. 
However, the public demands a reduction in the fear of being 
startled in flight and then falling and a 'bomber' in a plane is 
terrifying.

That is why our job and in particular your job, sir, is so very very 
important. We must get it right, and if not exactly right the first 
time, then better the second time if we have the luxury of time 
and hindsight.

Second: Politics. A probable cause of an airplane accident which 
is high profile and involves literally hundreds of millions of 
dollars, thousands of jobs, and the pride of several countries is an 
important probable cause. Of course it is political and that means 



finding an answer which everyone can live with. The problem is 
that usually probable causes mean someone can't 'live with it.' 
Accidents are usually complex with no single overriding factor 
but, human nature being what it is, politics demands simple, 
quick, and easy answers. Money always enters the picture and 
changes things too.

I understand all these things. A probable cause of a machine 
accident should be independent of all those factors and focus on 
the actual events regardless of culture of pilot, country of origin 
of the manufacturer, passenger list, or religion of the owner of 
the airline.

My explanation for four Boeing 747 accidents involves many 
countries, airlines, and agencies and a lot of money. I did not 
pick the flight numbers of these 747 accidents, the evidence did. 
Of the almost 40 747 hull losses in the past 30 years, only four fit 
my criteria for the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. All four flight 
numbers are controversial because the official explanations are 
incomplete and contradictory.

Because the implications and consequences of the shorted 
wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for four 747 accidents are profound in a 
political and economic sense, please do not let that bias the TSB 
towards or against a particular probable cause; let the evidence 
speak for itself and there is much of it.

Third: Evidence.

Mr. Tucker, everyone talks about evidence but what is it? I use 
the legal terms of direct, tangible, and circumstantial; all of 



which can be very powerful and persuasive. The most is the 
direct. Direct evidence is the eyewitness, it's the participant, it's 
the CVR. The CVR was designed for this purpose; to tell us what 
happened up there, directly. The CVR heard what happened. Let 
the CVR speak and it says, "I heard a sudden loud sound that 
does not match a bomb explosion sound but does match an 
explosive decompression sound in a wide body airliner when the 
cargo door inadvertently opened in flight." And that is 
paraphrased from the official CASB and Kirpal report.

Let us assume the CASB and Kirpal report on the CVR sound is 
correct.  The implication is that the probable cause of Air India 
Flight 182 was not a bomb explosion but something else and that 
warrants further investigation.

I have done that further investigation. I can match the CVR 
sudden loud sound, (the only direct incontrovertible evidence,) 
from the DC-10 to Air India Flight 182 to United Airlines Flight 
811 to Trans World Airlines Flight 800 to Pan Am Flight 103.

In addition there are many other significant evidence matches 
among the four to be discussed later.

Yes, the claim is enormous and runs counter to the conventional 
wisdom for bombs for all, some for a day and some for years.

Conclusion:

My goal is not to persuade you for certain that Air India Flight 
182 was not a bomb explosion, but to persuade you that the 
mechanical alternative of shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup warrants further 
investigation by the TSB because of the direct evidence on the 



actual accident flight and the matching evidence of later accident 
flights. The probable cause of AI 182 may be something else 
other than bomb based on subsequent similar accidents, 
particularly United Airlines Flight 811, and that probable cause 
of faulty wiring is still present and unrecognized by authority.

TSB is that authority that can determine or rule out the danger. 
Can you and your staff spare some time to correspond with me 
via letter or email regarding Air India Flight 182 and its 
similarity to United Airlines Flight 811? They can ask rebutting 
questions which should be easily apparent if my explanation is 
bogus and I can reply with official documentation to support all 
my claims.

7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air India Flight 
182 and United Airlines Flight 811 specifically: From Smith 
AAR for AI 182:

A.        Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.  Breakup occurs amidships
F.      Section 41 retrofit not done
G.  At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud



N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.        Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies



AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause
AO.     Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight                                   
AP.     Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight

At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.

I appreciate that sir, they are the experts and can quickly discern 
if my shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation warrants further 
attention by TSB.

If your staff asks the questions, I will try very hard to provide the 
answers; I've had twelve years at it.

'Not to know is bad. Not to want to know is worse. Not to hope is 
unthinkable. Not to care is unforgivable." - Nigerian saying.

Mr. Tucker, I believe you want to know, you hope to find out, 
and you care. I do too. Thanks again for listening to me.

Sincerely,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: DI-Air, DE, IIC, AITF
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     23 
June 01

Well, it's the 16th anniversary of Air India Flight 182 today. After 
reading and rereading the CASB and Kirpal reports so many 
times over the past years I can almost see and hear the Boeing 
747s involved as they preflight, taxi, takeoff and land. There was 
the 747 going to Tokyo, the 747 from Tokyo to Bangkok, the 747 
going to Toronto, the 747 going from Toronto to Montreal and 
thence to London. Four Boeing 747s; all safe except one, Air 
India Flight 182. All four were supposed to have bombs on them. 



Add in Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
and United Airlines Flight 811 which also were reported to have 
bombs in them and there were a total of seven Boeing 747s that 
had or were to have bombs on board at one time or the other. And 
of course, the bombs never went off when they were supposed to, 
either too early or too late or not at all or an explosion mistaken 
for a bomb. All of the four fatal accidents are intertwined with 
each other with Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 often 
relying on each other to support the bomb explanation.

Mr. Tucker, this conspiracy nonsense is contradictory, 
unproductive and non-scientific; I would prefer to leave it to the 
conspiracy people to play with, conspiracy people meaning the 
police, RCMP, FBI, and Scotland Yard who are paid to see plots 
everywhere.

I see singed metal, loud sounds on CVR, paint smears, twisted 
metal, broken turbine blades, fodded engines, and a forward 
cargo door frayed and damaged from an outward force lying on 
the ocean floor after a fall of five nautical miles from an 
explosion in flight leading to a total breakup, the nightmare come 
true for all of us pilots.

From CASB report:

All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had some 
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed.



At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.

Thank you again, Mr. Tucker, for sending appropriate material to 
your staff; their opinions carry much weight. I'm curious as to 
what they are. The RCMP have acknowledged receipt of my 
Smith AAR for 182 that you sent them. Thank you for that, Mr. 
Tucker, they were sure to read it since it came from you. Sgt. 
Blachford has written me that he is taking the time to digest it 
and the earliest he can meet with me to discuss it is in mid 
August in California. I welcome all authorities to review my 
every email and all documents I create.

In regard to the specific departments such as Director of 
Investigations-Air, Director of Engineering, and the Investigator 
in Charge of Swiss Air 111, permit me to write as if I were 
addressing those gentlemen directly. I assume they have read my 
Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 which lays out the premise 
of the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation and gives the 
supporting documentation.



Director of Investigations-Air: I can understand the reluctance of 
become involved with a 16 year old crash. The evidence may be 
gone or altered, witnesses have moved or died, memories have 
faded, and who would want to pull a scab off a partially healed 
wound? However, Air India Flight 182 is unique in that the 
evidence is as fresh and accurate as ever in videotapes and high 
quality 35 mm film, the only direct witness is the CVR tape and 
it's memory is as clear as ever, and the wound is about to be 
opened in the Canadian court system in February.

My goal is not to persuade the TSB-Air, that faulty wiring caused 
the forward cargo door of AI 182 to inadvertently open in flight 
but to persuade TSB that a supplemental/update investigation 
report is warranted for reasons based on subsequent new 
evidence in a similar accident, United Airlines Flight 811. The 
TSB will be called to explain what happened to AI 182 at trial 
and, most importantly, a danger that existed in 1986 on this very 
night, still exists today, faulty wiring in early model Boeing 747s 
involved with the cargo door unlatch motor. Air India Flight 182 
is not gone and forgotten; it is in the forefront of aviation safety.

To put it another way: Why is a update supplemental 
investigation warranted? The original dual investigations of 
CASB and the Kirpal inquiry of 1986 gave conflicting 
conclusions which left many questions. A similar accident 
occurred later which gave a probable cause that was not the same 
as the Kirpal inquiry finding. Three men are on trial for their 
life's freedoms which will require a full explanation of what 
happened to the airplane they are accused of blowing up and that 
means the TSB, and probably the Director of Investigations-Air, 
will be called to give his best accounting of the events. I submit 
it is prudent, well prepared, and thinking ahead to incorporate the 
latest aviation safety data into an official opinion about a 



controversial accident. I call it 'accident' because it certainly is 
not an 'incident.' Who is the most qualified of all on the planet to 
give the most respected opinion about the aviation accident of AI 
182? The police? A foreign judicial authority? The press? The 
NTSB? I believe the TSB is and that means Director of 
Investigations-Air. I would like to know, as many would, what is 
the current thinking by TSB-Air about Air India Flight 182, it is 
very important. The still active opinion by CASB is no bomb; 
has that changed?  I respect the CASB opinion of 1986; they 
refused to be rushed into a probable cause that did not have the 
scientific support to uphold.

And most importantly, the updated supplemental investigation 
can rule in or rule out the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation because, if 
ruled in, then a clear and present danger exists to the flying 
public in early model Boeing 747s of which approximately 550 
are still active.

The original CASB report is correct as far as it went. It made 
conclusions based solely on the evidence and although many on 
the team may have believed the cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment was bomb caused, the evidence was 
not there to support that conclusion, so the prudent and cautious 
conclusion was made of an explosion of undetermined cause, a 
judgment proven correct years later. The Canadian aviation 
accident authorities have made no errors of fact and they made 
no errors of judgment. There is nothing for the Canadian aviation 
accident investigators to correct, only supplement and clarify. 
What was the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment the CASB said caused the inflight breakup? Only 
now, 16 years later and three similar accidents later is the cause 
strongly suggested to be explosive decompression by a ruptured 



open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches 
probably induced by faulty Poly X wiring.

The shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is plausible, it is reasonable, it has 
precedent, and it has actual direct and tangible evidence to 
support it. How many matches does it take for one aircraft 
accident to give a suspicion that another had the same probable 
cause? It depends on the actual matches. Are they trivial or 
important? Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811 
have many significant ones, most of which are relevant to the 
inflight breakup. Both flights were:

A.      Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.      Breakup occurs amidships
F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.      At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 



sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.     Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 



probable cause

I submit to the Director of Investigations-Air that the above 38 
officially documented matches between Air India Flight 182 and 
United Airlines Flight 811 are enough to say they may have both 
had the same probable cause for their fatalities after their inflight 
breakup. Is that a reasonable premise to make? Would that thus 
warrant an updated supplemental report to the CASB report to 
explain the mystery cause of the explosion? I assume I would be 
asked for further proof that what happened to United Airlines 
Flight 811 actually happened to United Airlines Flight 811. I can 
do that and invite queries.

United Airlines Flight 811 was incontrovertibly not a bomb 
explosion, incontrovertibly not a missile hit, incontrovertibly not 
a center tank explosion, and most incontrovertibly an 
inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight probably 
caused by an electrical fault. United Airlines Flight 811 is the 
model for Air India Flight 182 except UAL 811 came back to tell 
what really happened. We must take advantage of that stroke of 
luck and the luxury of hindsight.

For Investigator in Charge of Swiss Air 111 (I assume Mr. Vic 
Gerden), I offer a probable cause for Air India Flight 182 of Poly 
X wiring, in the presence of moisture in the forward cargo hold, 
shorting on the door unlatch motor. Is that realistic? I believe that 
based on Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and Swiss Air 111 the 
knowledge of the faults of polyimide insulation in aircraft wiring 
is now well known. Is it realistic to make the supposition that the 
Kapton type wiring in Air India Flight 182 failed. http://
www.wire.nasa.gov/ is a new site demonstrating that the 
knowledge learned in Swiss Air is being applied across all 



aviation related areas, even space.

AA Flight 96 over Windsor Ontario in 1972 showed the potential 
catastrophic effects of an open cargo door in flight when the 
DC-10 almost went out of control and crashed when the small aft 
cargo door opened in flight. That problem was not fixed and it 
happened again two years later out of Paris and the Turkish 
airlines DC-10 cargo door opened in flight and the plane augered 
in killing all.

For me to say an open cargo door in Air India Flight 182 caused 
the accident is not unrealistic. Is a shorted wiring/cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup a reasonable 
premise to make? I would assume I would be asked why do I say 
such a thing and told to show proof. I can do that and invite 
queries. I would hope I have succeeded in showing that an 
alternative to the current bomb explosion explanation is 
plausible, reasonable, has precedent and therefore an update/
supplemental report is warranted.

For the Director of Engineering I would offer explosive 
decompression and the 300 knots IAS and all its power on a 
weakened airframe with the huge hole in the nose forward of the 
wing around the forward cargo door as described in text and 
shown by a drawing in the Kirpal report to explain the inflight 
breakup.

I know an engineer understands the power of 8.9 PSI differential 
between inside and outside Air India Flight 182 and the always 
present 96921 pounds of pressure on the 10890 square inches of 
the 99 inch by 110 inch cargo door. There are ten latches holding 
the 99 inch slice of fuselage closed. The bottom eight latches are 
close together and have additional locking sectors to prevent 



inadvertent back driving of the cams. The mid span latches are 
alone and in the middle of the 99 inches and have no locking 
sectors. The shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation offers the premise 
and documentation for the ruptures at one or both of the midspan 
latches of the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 which 
caused the explosive decompression causing the huge 30 foot by 
40 foot hole in the nose on the right side as shown in drawings in 
the CASB report.

I know an engineer understands the power of 300 knots. 300 
knots is higher than the highest wind on earth and would tear off 
or crumple the nose of a weakened airframe after the explosive 
decompression. Non-aviation oriented persons think that driving 
a car at 60 MPH and having a door open is a minor event with a 
little noise and small pressure on eardrums and pull over and 
close the thing. A Boeing 747 at 31000 feet at 300 knots having a 
huge door open is another matter with a potential total inflight 
breakup occurring. Is that a reasonable premise to make? I 
assume I would be asked to provide documented evidence to 
demonstrate what I believe the sequence of destruction of Air 
India Flight 182. I can do that based upon the inflight breakups of 
two other early model 747s that suffered hull rupture in flight 
near the forward cargo door, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and 
Pan Am Flight 103.

For the Air India Task Force of the RCMP (Sgt Blachford) I 
would ask exactly where was this 'bomb explosion' you have 
accused three men of planting in Air India Flight 182? Is the 
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment as stated by 
the Kirpal Report? Is it in the aft cargo compartment as stated by 
John Garstang recently who has been seconded to the RCMP for 
over a decade? Was the bomb loaded in Vancouver or in 



Montreal? Why does the RCMP say a bomb explosion anywhere 
in Air India Flight 182 when the Canadian aviation accident 
investigation authorities of the time declined to say it was a 
bomb explosion and would only state an explosion of 
undermined origin although the AAIB investigator flatly stated 
the explosion was not a bomb but an explosive decompression of 
a cause yet to be determined? The RCMP may not believe it is 
important to state exactly where a 'bomb' exploded on a plane but 
aviation accident experts know it is very important as even the 
placement of a few feet of an inflight explosion port or starboard 
has serious consequences. The aft cargo compartment and the 
forward cargo compartment are separated by many hundreds of 
feet and there is no interconnecting tunnel or any way for 
passengers to get into the cargo compartments in flight.

To say a bomb in the forward cargo compartment means the 
bomb was not loaded in Vancouver but in Montreal because all 
the baggage loaded in Vancouver went into the aft cargo 
compartment and the Montreal baggage went into the forward 
cargo compartment.

To say a bomb exploded in the aft cargo compartment is to 
contradict the CASB and Kirpal investigators who flatly said 
there was no explosion in the aft cargo compartment and they 
looked very closely for such an event. Is there any new evidence 
to make such a startling claim?

To say a bomb explosion at all is to second guess the Canadian 
experts on aviation accidents and side with an Indian judicial 
official who has no accident investigation experience and was 
under intense political pressure to declare the cause a bomb, even 
so far as to dismiss the Indian Aviation Accident Investigator, Mr. 
Khola, and replace him with Judge Kirpal.



The AITF RCMP position is fraught with contradictions, relies 
heavily on circumstances of events far away, and not supported 
by the direct and tangible evidence. I look forward to meeting 
with Sgt Blachford in mid-August to sort out the confusion. I 
will say that the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation does satisfactorily  
answer all the incongruities and resolves all the contradictions 
listed above. It is the answer to the cause of the accident but may 
not be the answer they want to hear or believe. I have hopes there 
will be a real investigator there in the AITF who will follow the 
factual clues and not the media conjecture or conspiracy 
fantasies. It's never to late to get it right.

Many disagree with my explanation for Air India Flight 182. 
Disagreement is not rebuttal. I disagree with the RCMP but offer 
documentation and interpretation of evidence to rebut their bomb 
explosion explanation. No one has ever offered evidence to rebut 
the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation although many have offered 
disagreement. I shrug off disagreement but welcome attempts at 
factual rebuttal.

June 23rd, it's a date I always remember, just like December 21, 
July 17, and February 24, dates for early model Boeing 747s that 
suffered hull ruptures in flight that all gave a sudden loud sound 
on the CVR and all quickly followed by an abrupt power cut to 
the recorders.

Thank you again, sir, for permitting me to present some of my 
years of research and conclusions for your consideration.

Sincerely,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Mon Jun 25 11:04:11 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR
Date:  Mon, 25 Jun 2001 14:05:37 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

Your reponse below prompts a further reply from me.  I 
appreciated the
understanding demonstrated in your e-mail.  I do have an open 
mind (or at
least I hope and try to), and I will strive to retain it long after I 
retire
from the TSB.

I am now up to date with your correspondence, except for one 
left to read
that you sent me on 23 June.  I have targetted specific elements 
to specific
people (e,g, the Appendix on Wiring to our SWR 111 IIC (Yes, 
that's Vic
Gerden) as well as to Dir of Inv. - Air).  I shall forward this to  all 
of



them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 
any follow-up
queries they may have  

Bill Tucker..

P.S.  In one of the things I read, you indicated that John Garstang 
had been
seconded to the RCMP for over a decade.  That is not so;  John G 
was loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 
for short terms
of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch. 

> -----Original Message-----
> From:      John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Wednesday, June 20, 2001 9:43 PM
> To:   Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Sudden loud sound on CVR
> 
> Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01
> 
> Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.
> 
> >
> >The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the 
Air India 182
> >accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited 
resources and a



> >backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe 
that cargo
> door
> >or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we 
are confident
> >that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased 
investigation.
> Therefore,
> >we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to
> that
> >occurrence.
> 
> I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to 
> change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying 
> bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal 
stated 
> explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling conflict. 
Just 
> where was that bomb?
> 
> >  I find that you have raised some interesting points that
> >have potential use for us in our work.
> 
> Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.
> 
> >  To that end, I am personally looking
> >through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I 
think
> appropriate,
> >to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and 
the IIC



> of
> >the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward 
copes to Sgt.
> >Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you 
to do that
> >yourself whenever you so choose.
> 
> 
> Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your 
> personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will 
put 
> emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only 
> direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all the rest 
is 
> circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden loud sound 
is 
> everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 'Explosive 
> decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." When in 
doubt, I 
> always come back to the sudden loud sound on the CVR's on 
all the 
> four early model Boeing 747s that suffered the inflight 
explosions 
> forward of the wing. The sound is incontrovertible.
> 
> >
> >>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason 
for your
> strong
> >interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for 
that.
> 



> Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of 
the 
> five children he left became Navy pilots.
> 
> 
> >   If you
> >wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it,
> as
> >outlined above, to the best of my ability.
> 
> 
> Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed 
> replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they 
> come up.
> 
> >  I
> >simply want you to understand my position with respect to 
your inputs.
> 
> 
> I understand. Thanks again for your reply.
> 
> Sincerely,
> Barry
> 
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com



> Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate
> holder.

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        25 June 01

  I shall forward this to  all of
them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 
any follow-up
queries they may have

Thank you, sir.
 John G was loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 
for short terms
of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch.



Correction noted, my error, thank you.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Part One in PDF file
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:6105:tuckerone.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                         2 
July 01

Attached is Part One of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.



Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Consensus on Location of explosion in Air India Flight 
182 Part One
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                        2 
July 01

Please allow me to present Part One of three parts of the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were 
in a conference room with members of the TSB listening to me 
for a period of time. Part One is to establish a consensus on the 
location of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on 
the right side that led to the inflight breakup. Part Two is to 
establish a consensus on the cause of the explosion. Part Three is 
to present conclusions, recommendations, and implications of the 



explanation.

As in any meeting, the participants can sit there and daydream 
until it's over and walk out with no comment except muttering 
under their breath, "Why do I have to put up with this crap?"

Or they can actively engage the speaker by heckling, asking 
pointed questions, or giving added confirmation to the ideas 
offered by their personal experiences. I accept all responses and 
will try to answer them appropriately. May I begin, sir?

Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this time to present an explanation 
for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of Air India 
Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985. My goal is not to persuade you of 
the higher standard of 'probable cause' but to persuade in the 
easier standard of 'possible cause' for the accident. You alone 
have access to the still accurate evidence of the inflight breakup 
in high quality film and data recorders which can raise the cause 
to 'probable' if applicable.

I would ask the TSB that if my three part presentation persuades 
that there is a new, possible, plausible, mechanical cause with 
precedent, then an updated supplemental investigation and report 
to the 1986 CASB AAR is warranted to rule it in or rule it out.



That is my goal; To have professional aviation safety officials of 
authority conduct an updated supplemental accident report on Air 
India Flight 182 to consider a possible cause of the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation based upon matching evidence of 
subsequent similar accidents, in particular, United Airlines Flight 
811 of 1989. The goal is to be reached in three parts: Part One is 
the determination of the location of the explosion and Part Two is 
the source of that explosion. Part Three is conclusions, 
recommendations, and implications. This is Part One.

If the new possible cause is correct, a consequence is that a 
present danger exists to the flying public because the fault of 
shorting wiring in the cargo door unlatch circuit still exists in the 
remaining 500 or so early model Boeing 747s still in service 
which would require airworthiness action to prevent a possible 
reoccurrence.

Why else to conduct a supplemental investigation into Air India 
Flight 182 other than imminent safety issues? Well, it happened a 
long time ago and much has been learned in the meantime that 
may clarify what exactly happened back then to answer the 
questions raised by initial reports, such as the unstated cause of 
the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side. 
Also, it is one of the most high profile, interesting, tragic, 
controversial, and mysterious plane crashes in Canadian history, 
right up there with the Arrow Gander crash and SWR 111, and 
current TSB investigators should have an opportunity at 
explaining it. Also, there are conflicting opinions of the probable 
cause among the authorities of CASB, AAIB, RCMP, and 
Indians which should be resolved. Also, there is an upcoming 
trial which will certainly ask questions of the TSB about what 



happened that day to that aircraft and having updated opinions on 
latest news already prepared for testimony would be most 
prudent.

The Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices is my major item of 
reference as it lays out the case, has references, and includes 
supporting documents. I assume you all have copies of that 116 
page report. If not, please tell me at barry@corazon.com and I 
will email the 1.2 meg PDF file to you. It includes color pictures, 
drawings, charts, and sketches as well as text which are very 
important to the understanding of the explanation.

Other documents which are used for support of the wiring/cargo 
door explanation are: The CASB report and the Kirpal Report for 
Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 92/02 for United 
Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am Flight 103, and 
NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800. All are 
available electronically and can be sent to you by email; please 
ask and I will provide them to you.

In this first meeting I would like to get us all to reach a consensus 
on the specific location of the explosion in Air India Flight 182. 
The sought after consensus is that of an explosion in the forward 
cargo compartment on the right side of Air India Flight 182 
which caused the inflight breakup that led to its destruction.

All opinion agrees there was a sudden explosion in Air India 
Flight 182 which led to the inflight breakup. There is some 
dispute as to where in the aircraft the explosion occurred and 
what caused it. I will attempt to clarify where and what in these 
three presentations.

 



Specific data about Air India Flight 182: Sequence in 
construction:#330, Construction Number 21473 Date completed: 
19 June 78, Type Aircraft: B747-237B Type of wiring: Poly-X 
(Raychem Corp), accident date: June 23 1985

The CASB,  Kirpal Inquiry, the AAIB representative, and this 
investigator all concluded that the explosion did occur in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side and all ruled out 
any explosion of any cause in the aft cargo compartment. That 
conclusion of the locus of explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment on the right side was based upon the physical 
evidence of shattered and frayed forward cargo door, inflight 
damage on right side such as the leading edge of right wing and 
the direct evidence of the CVR sudden loud sound. The ruling 
out of other locations such as cockpit and passenger cabin was 
determined by absence of any necessary corroborative evidence.

The possible location of an explosion from any source in the aft 
cargo compartment was extensively evaluated at the time based 
upon the subsequent accident of JAL 123 in which the aft 
pressure bulkhead cracked, caused an explosive decompression 
which led to loss of control of the Boeing 747 and its destruction. 
The removal and reinstallation of the aft cargo door stops before 
the fatal flight of Air India Flight 182 also caused intense 
examination for any type of explosion in the aft cargo 
compartment. There was suspicion of a potential problems in the 
aft section of Air India Flight 182 and thus the area was 
extensively examined and evaluated for an explosion by all 
authorities. Evidence of ruptures were found in both cargo 
compartments but no evidence of an explosion of any source was 
found in the aft cargo compartment, only the forward. All of the 
aft area of Air India Flight 182, especially the aft cargo 



compartment, was examined by video cameras and 35 MM film 
and evaluated by all investigators for an explosion but none was 
found. The unanimous undisputed opinions of all authority was 
of an explosion in the forward cargo compartment and no 
explosion in the aft cargo compartment. The evidence against an 
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment can be 
summed up thusly:

A. Absence of required corroborative evidence to support the 
assertion of aft cargo compartment bomb explosion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces of airframe well 
forward of the aft cargo compartment such as leading edge of 
wing and engines.
D. Overpressures in both cargo compartments, not just the aft.
E. Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F. Much straight and undamaged fuselage skin in the aft section.
G. Conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment to explain the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 
182.
H. General trajectory patterns from wreckage debris locations 
that match two other early model Boeing 747s, Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced 
inflight breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the 
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo compartment, as 
confirmed by the aircraft accident investigation authorities of the 
UK AAIB, and the USA NTSB.

A quote from the official Air India Flight 182 accident report 
states clearly:

" 2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was 



located between BS 1600
and BS 1760. Based on the direction of cleat rotation on the skin 
panel (target 7)
and the crossbeam displacement on this structure, target 47 
moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin. 
No other significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to indicate 
characteristics of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment."

Another opinion has recently been offered by Mr. John Garstang, 
while acting as an independent investigator and assigned and 
assisting the RCMP AITF, that the explosion took place in the aft 
compartment and the source was a bomb. His implication is that 
no explosion of any cause took place in the forward cargo 
compartment. No new evidence has been presented to refute the 
earlier Canadian, Indian, British conclusions. If Mr. Garstang has 
evidence that explains how the Canadians, the British, the 
Indians, and this investigator got the location of the explosion 
wrong, then now is the time to present it among fellow 
investigators and not later on the witness stand during a highly 
public trial with inquisitive attorneys and incredulous reporters. 
A rebuttal to the Garstang report of 16 March 2001 with the 
conclusion of bomb in the aft cargo compartment is presented in 
the Smith AAR of AI 182 of 1 May 2001.

Since the bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment 
explanation comes from the RCMP  which is primarily a police 
agency seeking criminals, an analogy comes to mind:

There was once a bank with two vaults which had no access 
between them. One was called the forward vault and the other 



the aft vault. One day it was discovered that all the money was 
gone from both vaults. Investigators investigated.

One group determined that the missing money was gone from the 
forward vault because it was stolen by three criminals but the 
missing money from the aft vault was not stolen.

Another investigator said the missing money from the forward 
vault was not stolen but disappeared for a reason yet to be 
determined and the missing money from the aft vault was also 
not stolen.

Another group said the money was gone from both vaults, no 
reason was given for the missing money in the forward vault but 
missing money not stolen from the aft vault.

Years went by as yet another group assumed a crime and sought 
the thieves of the missing money in the forward vault but did not 
search for any thieves for the missing money in the aft vault as 
everyone agreed the missing money in the aft vault was not 
stolen and therefore there were no thieves to catch.

Another independent investigator came upon the event with 
research of other similar missing money from banks and matched 
similar events and concluded the money was missing from the 
forward vault because of a clerical error which has happened 
before and the missing money from the aft vault was a side 
effect. There were no crimes nor thieves of either vaults.

And then, sixteen years after the event, three men are arrested as 
thieves for robbing the...the...aft vault!

And the agency with the most expertise about missing money in 



aft and forward vaults ponders whether to become involved.

I ask that agency to become involved and determine where and 
why the money went from both vaults to supplement their 
previous report of no money stolen from the aft vault.

We investigators are all on the same side on this issue of safety 
and the cause of accidents; we are all well intentioned; and we all 
want the right answers; honorable disagreement is normal and 
can usually be resolved by additional interpretation of facts. All 
factual criticism or rebuttal is welcomed via email or telephone 
or letter.

Let me show you below what a real bomb explosion looks like 
when it goes off in the aft cargo compartment of an early model 
747. This event did not happen to Air India Flight 182 because 
this evidence of the Bruntingthorpe real bombing is absent in the 
wreckage of Air India Flight 182.
 

The above bomb explosion would have been heard on the CVR, 
there were not large skin pieces near the explosion, there was 
explosive residue, the damaged area was very large, and the 
leading edge of the wing was not damaged. None of that 
corroborative bomb explosion damage was seen in Air India 
Flight 182 wreckage.

Then let me show you below what a real electrically caused open 
forward cargo door in flight does to an early model 747, United 
Airlines Flight 811:
 
Above is United Airlines Flight 811 from NTSB AAR 



('tremendous explosion' in the forward cargo compartment on the 
right side, as flightcrew was quoted).

 

Above is Air India Flight 182 from official AAR and matches 
United Airlines Flight 811, not the Bruntingthorpe bombing 
explosion evidence. Note the split longitudinally forward cargo 
door of Air India Flight 182 which matches exactly the recovered 
split cargo door of United Airlines Flight 811 picture below from 
NTSB AAR.

 

The corroborative real evidence which is present and matches Air 
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811 is listed below:

A.      Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.      Breakup occurs amidships
F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.      At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters



K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X.      Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.     Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally



AH.     Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.     At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause

Gentlemen, the immediate goal of this meeting is to gain 
consensus on the specific location of the explosion in Air India 
Flight 182 which caused the inflight breakup. Can we all agree at 
this time that the location was not the cockpit, the passenger 
cabin, the center fuel tank or the aft cargo compartment, all 
possible locations but ruled out by lack of corroborative 
evidence? Can we agree at this time, for the purposes of 
discussion, that the Canadians, the British, the Indians, and this 
independent investigator were correct and that the location of the 
explosion was in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side based upon the physical evidence?

Assuming we do agree on the location of the explosion, what 
was the cause?

Well, that is the question isn't it? Here's some choices of 
explosion source: Bomb, center fuel tank, missile hit, midair 
collision, and explosive decompression from hull rupture from 
metal fatigue of open window or cargo door.

If it is determined that the cause of the explosion was a bomb 
explosion, then I will be glad to stand around the water cooler 



and swap conspiracy tales of spies, anonymous informants, 
bribes for testimony, knocked off witnesses, sabotage in 
suitcases, x-ray machines that don't work and sniffing dogs that 
can't smell, explosions in airports far away, army assaults on 
temples, and bombs that never seem to go off when and where 
they are supposed to when set by incompetent terrorists who do 
happen to sneak two bombs onto two Boeing 747s on the same 
day at the same large metropolitan airport.

Until then, I shall stick to the physical evidence in airplane 
crashes because, after all, Air India Flight 182 was an airplane 
crash, not a bank robbery or an assassination or a truck hijacking; 
all crimes which might include the above ingredients for a good 
action adventure movie.

Let me end my Part One presentation at this time by assuming, 
for the purposes of further discussion to Part Two, a consensus 
has been reached that the specific location of the explosion in Air 
India Flight 182 which led to its inflight breakup was in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side. Unless rebuttal or 
criticism is offered, Part One is therefore completed.

The presentation will continue for Part Two in a few days via 
email for the determination of the cause of the explosion in Air 
India Flight 182. Let us use all the tools available to us in 2001 to 
find out the previously unstated cause of that powerful explosion 
and clear up that mystery presented by the CASB. I welcome all 
criticism, contrary opinion, or comment on data and conclusions 
presented so far.

After a meeting, there are usually informal talks among the 
participants and the presenter, commonly about personal stuff. 
The possible abrasive personality and lack of people skills of this 



discoverer are irrelevant to the determination of the correct 
probable cause of Air India Flight 182 but the style and 
demeanor of the messenger is always looked at and questioned. 
People like me who offer contrary perceptions to conventional 
wisdom are seldom charmers as we realize our egos are not 
important, only the facts, data, and evidence and the conclusions 
that they imply so we bluntly present the facts and implications 
with little regard for etiquette. Forgive any rudeness from me, 
please.

Anyway, here's my aviation history:
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

And here's my story. My life was saved in 1967 when my pilot 
thought of me during stress and told me to eject from our on-fire 
two seat carrier jet during night landing practice. We both 
ejected; I lived and he died. My chute opened two seconds before 
I landed but he did not have those two seconds to open and he 
died of multiple traumatic injuries when he hit the ground. I 
became interested in aviation safety. When Pan Am Flight 103 
occurred I immediately suspected explosive decompression from 
a hull rupture and could not shake that belief based on news 
reports. A few months later United Airlines Flight 811 happened 
and I immediately made the match. I continued to investigate 
although authorities had quickly called Pan Am Flight 103 a 



bomb and United Airlines Flight 811 an improperly latched 
forward cargo door. My cargo door explanation for both 
accidents was published in Flying magazine in 1992 but nothing 
came of it. In 1995 the internet allowed me to do more research 
and I obtained AARs for 103 and 811. I tried to refute the open 
cargo door explanation but could not because the evidence was 
not there; in fact the reports made it even clearer. During this 
time I was writing to authorities of my alarm at the potential risk 
from the cargo door event happening again. It did. On July 17, 
1996, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 suffered an inflight 
breakup that left all the similar evidence of United Airlines Flight 
811 and Pan Am Flight 103. I made the immediate UAL 811 
match and informed the authorities. Again Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 was called a bomb; a probable cause which remained 
primary for a year and a half. Right after the Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 event and again using the internet search 
abilities, I was able to research all the hull losses of Boeing 747s 
and sadly Air India Flight 182 jumped right out as another 
possible shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup event because of all the 
similarities of evidence to the other three, in particular United 
Airlines Flight 811, the incontrovertible cargo door caused event 
and incontrovertibly not a bomb explosion, although it was 
initially thought to be a bomb.

The evidence picks the flight numbers, not me, and if you know 
of any more early model Boeing 747s that have experienced a 
hull rupture in flight from an internal explosion forward of the 
wing which leaves a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed 
abruptly by a power cut to the recorders, a fodded engine number 
three, inflight damage to right wing and right horizontal 
stabilizer, missing midspan latches and a shattered forward cargo 
door, please tell me so I can add that flight to the list of four, as 



all of them have most of this matching evidence.

They all had an inflight explosion near the forward edge of the 
wing and they were all thought to be bomb explosions but now 
have differing official explanations:  Unstated and bomb for Air 
India Flight 182, bomb for Pan Am Flight 103, center tank 
explosion for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and electrically 
caused open cargo door for United Airlines Flight 811. My 
common explanation for the common evidence is the common 
cause which unifies all, the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

However, that conclusion for all four 747s is for later; at this 
time there is but one tree under examination in this forest of four, 
Air India Flight 182. Based solely on the evidence of that aircraft 
wreckage and without comparing others, it was difficult to 
determine a probable cause for the explosion in 1986. All the 
investigators at the time did the best they could since they did not 
have the benefit of hindsight as we do. Explosive decompression 
caused by an inadvertently opened forward cargo door mimics a 
bomb explosion; the crew of United Airlines Flight 811 even 
reported to the tower they had a bomb go off after hearing the 
noise and looking at the damage. It's understandable to call the 
cause of Air India Flight 182 a bomb explosion at first blush.

I must emphasize that the Canadian investigators in 1986 have 
made no errors of fact or judgment. There is nothing for the 
Canadians to correct or apologize for; they were right as far as 
they went. Their caution in stating the cause of the explosion as 
unknown was warranted, justified by lack of corroborative 
evidence, and proven correct these many years later. It is now 
possible to further clarify that earlier CASB report to state the 
cause of the explosion by a TSB supplemental report based on 



the similar accidents of the ensuing 16 years. There is still no 
official Canadian aviation authority modification to the unstated 
cause for the explosion and therefore the CASB report must be 
considered the current Canadian aviation authority opinion.

Why me as discoverer? I am able to be objective because I am 
not:  An airline employee, an attorney, work for Boeing, work for 
government, not a police officer, and not a family member of a 
victim. It is that objectivity plus my experience of 40 years in 
aviation and living through an aircraft accident that lets me face 
the unpleasant truth that Boeing airliners have a fatal design flaw 
of outward opening nonplug cargo doors and faulty Poly-X 
wiring which have caused four early model Boeing 747 
accidents. My job or reputation or welfare of my family is not on 
the line and I am able to speak frankly. I well understand the 
profound implications of the wiring/cargo door explanation for 
these controversial accidents. So be it. Safety is the priority and 
let the chips fall where they may.

I am able to pursue my belief in aviation safety, specifically hull 
ruptures in early model Boeing 747s, because I: Personally have 
been in a sudden night fiery jet fatal airplane crash, retired on a 
fixed income which gives me the time for research, and love a 
good mystery. Airplane crashes are always a mystery, sometimes 
hard to solve and sometimes easy. They are never supposed to 
happen but do; that's the mystery.

As accident investigators we all have a strong sense of justice 
and abhor injustice; in our case, the injustice of infants, children, 
and adult men and women who die in accidents that we know are 
preventable if we can only find out the causes so that they can be 
fixed and further deaths be prevented. We also know that if we 
get the probable cause wrong, then further injustice may occur; 



in this case, men imprisoned unjustly and reoccurring wiring 
problems in early model Boeing 747s.

We all have the common interest in solving those mysteries. You 
gentlemen have devoted your lives, your education, and your 
careers to the task; I respect you for that and thus offer my years 
of research, analysis, and conclusions to you for consideration 
and possible action.

Thank you for reading.

Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sincerely,
Barry

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 182
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations



Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     5 
July 01
Please allow me to present Part Two of the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were in a 
conference room with members of the TSB listening to me for a 
period of time. Part Two is to establish a consensus on the cause 
of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side that led to the inflight breakup. May I begin, sir?

Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this second time to present an 
explanation for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of 
Air India Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985. My goal is to persuade 
that there is a new possible, plausible, mechanical cause with 
precedent that exists for Air India Flight 182 and therefore an 
updated supplemental investigation and report to the 1986 CASB 
AAR is warranted.

References:
Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices, CASB report and the 
Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 
92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am 
Flight 103, and NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines 



Flight 800. All are available electronically and can be sent to you 
by email; please ask and I will provide them to you.

Part Two: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182

Assuming that we agree for purposes of discussion that the 
location of the explosion which caused the total inflight breakup 
of Air India Flight 182 was in the forward cargo compartment on 
the right side, what was the cause of that explosion?
Well, that is the key question, because once we determine the 
probable cause, it can be corrected so that it does not reoccur. 
What were the opinions of other investigators? As it turns out, 
there is conflict, contradiction, and confusion among all.

The Canadian aviation accident investigators in the CASB in 
1985/86 determined the location of the explosion which caused 
the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air India 
Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment on the 
right side but declined to state the cause of that explosion 
although under much pressure to declare it a bomb explosion. 
Their conclusions are understandable based upon the physical 
evidence for the location of the explosion and the lack of 
evidence to determine the cause. The later similar event of 
United Airlines Flight 811 did not happen until four years later. 
Explosive decompression by hull rupture leaves no residue, or 
timer, or metal casing of a bomb, or causes burns; all evidence 
lacking in Air India Flight 182 to support a bomb explosion 
explanation and therefore the bomb cause was not stated by the 
prudent Canadian investigators.

The British representative from the AAIB determined the 
location of the explosion which caused the inflight breakup 



which led to the destruction of Air India Flight 182 to have been 
in the forward cargo compartment on the right side and stated the 
cause of that explosion was not a bomb explosion but of an 
explosive decompression from a cause yet to be determined. 
Those conclusions are understandable based upon the physical 
evidence for the location of the explosion and the direct evidence 
of the sudden loud sound of the CVR which ruled out a bomb 
explosion and ruled in an explosive decompression by hull 
rupture of unknown cause based on what was known about 
wiring and cargo doors in 1985/86.
The Indian judicial investigating authority, Judge Kirpal, in the 
Kirpal Report determined the location of the explosion which 
caused the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air 
India Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment 
on the right side and stated the cause of that explosion to have 
been a bomb explosion. His findings are understandable based 
upon the physical evidence for the location of the explosion and 
the circumstantial evidence to deduce the cause as a bomb. In 
addition, the three assumptions upon which Judge Kirpal based 
his finding of a bomb explosion may have been valid in 1985 but 
were later shown to be incorrect in 1989 by a similar accident. 
The original aviation accident investigator, Mr. Khola, was 
replaced within days of the accident by a judicial officer of the 
Court, Judge Kirpal, and therefore the aircraft accident report 
became a legal inquiry which was denied the priority inputs of 
aviation accident expert investigators who might have been 
expected to be less political and more prudent in stating the cause 
of the mystery explosion.

The recent declaration by a TSB investigator assigned to the 
RCMP, and at the behest of the AITF, that the location of the 
explosion which caused the inflight breakup which led to the 
destruction of Air India Flight 182 to have been in the aft cargo 



compartment and stated the cause of that explosion to have been 
a bomb explosion is not understandable because of the lack of 
new evidence or any reasoning which refutes the previous 
conclusions and findings of the Canadian, British, and Indian 
investigating authorities. This unsubstantiated conclusion of a 
bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment also concludes 
there was no explosion of any cause in the forward cargo 
compartment which directly contradicts the tangible evidence of 
such an explosion and the opinions of the other accident 
investigators.

The conclusions reached by this independent aviation accident 
investigator that determined the location of the explosion which 
caused the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air 
India Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment 
on the right side and stated the cause of that explosion was not a 
bomb explosion but of the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup sequence of 
events is understandable based upon his personal experiences in 
a sudden fatal jet airplane accident, the new research tool of the 
internet, the objectivity of not being connected to any of the 
parties and the luxury of hindsight. The conclusions of the 
location and cause of the explosion were based on the physical 
evidence, the data from recorders, the facts of previous 
preliminary and final reports from NTSB, TSB, and AAIB, and 
the many significant matching similarities between other wide 
body airliner fatal accidents such as SWR 111, Pan Am Flight 
103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800. This independent investigator agrees with the Canadian, 
British and Indian accident investigators' conclusions of 
1985/1986 regarding the location and consequences of the 
explosion and agrees with the British investigator as to the cause 
being explosive decompression and supplements that cause as a 



ruptured open forward cargo door inflight at one or both of the 
midspan latches probably from faulty wiring in the door unlatch 
motor circuit.

Summary of offered old and new opinions: Some investigators 
say the explosion was in the forward cargo compartment and not 
in the aft while one says explosion the aft cargo compartment 
and not the forward; one investigative agency declines to state 
the cause of that explosion, one says definitely not a bomb, one 
say a bomb in forward, another says bomb in aft, and another 
says wiring caused a forward cargo door to rupture open in flight 
causing explosive decompression which mimicked a bomb 
explosion.

The pondering, reluctance, and silence by the most authoritative 
and knowledgeable aviation safety accident agency for Air India 
Flight 182, the Transportation Safety Board of Canada, which 
also has close jurisdiction, is bewildering. There is a clear need 
for that aviation authority to step in and resolve all the conflicts, 
contradictions, and confusion as to what happened to Air India 
Flight 182 from an aviation accident investigation point of view, 
and not as a police action, a political event, or a judicial 
litigation. If the new cause of faulty wiring is correct, a present 
danger exists to the flying public. A TSB supplemental report of 
the earlier CASB report is urgently needed and clarifications 
required that uses hindsight of the similar aviation events of the 
past 16 years in relation to Air India Flight 182.

Until then, let us look at the choices for the cause of the 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side:

Based upon precedent in all airliners who have suffered inflight 
breakups which caused a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice 



recorder while proceeding normally, a possibility could be that of 
a bomb explosion, a gunshot, an explosive decompression by an 
inadvertently opened window or cargo door, turbulence, 
lightning strike, fuel tank explosion, or other explanation which 
might become apparent in years to come.

Many potential causes have been considered, evaluated, and 
ruled out: Lightning and turbulence were not in the vicinity of 
Air India Flight 182 and the flight recorders showed no unusual 
maneuvers prior to breakup. A gunshot or open window would be 
unlikely to cause the size hole necessary for the breakup since 
the 747 is designed to withstand a several foot wide hole in the 
fuselage (a safety aspect learned from the Comet hull rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakups).  A fuel tank 
explosion was unlikely because of the lack of fire damaged 
wreckage with only a few pieces of wreckage burnt. That leaves 
bomb explosion or the inadvertent opening of a very large 
section of pressurized hull for a reasonable explanation for the 
sudden inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182

Is there a precedent for either alternative? There is an official 
probable cause of a bomb explosion in an early model Boeing 
747 in the forward cargo compartment causing an inflight 
breakup but that bomb was alleged to have been on the left side, 
not the right side. That event was Pan Am Flight 103. It also has 
many other similarities such as the sudden loud sound on the 
CVR followed by an abrupt power cut to the recorders.

There is an official probable cause of an inadvertent opening of a 
very large section of pressurized hull in the forward cargo 
compartment causing a partial inflight breakup and that opening 
was on the right side. That event was United Airlines Flight 811.  
It also has many other similarities such as the sudden loud sound 



on the CVR followed by an abrupt power cut to the recorders.
The closest official match to the events of Air India Flight 182 
with its inflight breakup from an explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment on the right side is the inadvertent opening of a 
very large section of pressurized hull at the  right side forward 
cargo door as shown by United Airlines Flight 811 below and Air 
India Flight 182 under it.

 

 
What caused the forward cargo door of United Airlines Flight 
811 to inadvertently open in flight causing the explosive 
decompression and the partial inflight breakup? At first it was 
thought to have been a bomb explosion as reported by the flight 
crew who heard the explosion and saw the damage. After landing 
and ruling out a bomb, it was then thought to have been an 
improperly latched forward cargo door. An AAR was written 
with that probable cause made, NTSB AAR 90/01. That 
explanation was modified years later when the cargo door was 
retrieved from the ocean floor and found to have been properly 
latched but the wiring was frayed to bare wire and a switch may 
have been faulty so the probable cause of the inadvertently 
opened forward cargo door was changed to electrical wiring or 
switch and a new, supplemental AAR was written, NTSB AAR 
92/02, excerpt below:

"EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing 
747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was 
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from 
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3 



flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu 
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the 
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had 
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the 
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the 
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the 
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific 
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report 
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual 
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was 
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation 
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety 
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft 
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort 
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door, 
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle. 
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in 
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on 
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed 
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in 
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door 
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when 
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed 
in the report and was supported by the evidence available at the 
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the 
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the 
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from 
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had 



been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the 
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-
driving.
 Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo 
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause 
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and 
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and 
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and 
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors, 
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the 
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the 
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent 
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a 
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which 
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the 
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff. 
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the 
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them 
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become 
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also 
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective 
actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door 
opening incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety 
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug 
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety, 
and emergency response."

Below from CASB AAR for Air India Flight 182:

"All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 



structure except for the forward cargo door which had some 
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the 
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage 
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John 
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the 
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free 
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea 
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful."
Years later, with Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and SWR 111 
occurring, the terrible aging characteristics of Kaptonized type 
wiring became apparent in commercial airliners while having 
been known to military aircraft.. The wiring/cargo door probable 
cause for Air India Flight 182 includes events, evidence, and 
faults which are well documented and have precedents such as 
the catastrophic consequences of an inadvertently open cargo 
door in flight with the DC-10 and Boeing 747 aircraft and faulty 
wiring causing causing problems in MD-11 and Boeing 747 
aircraft.

This investigator further refines the cause of the explosive 
decompression by the inadvertently opened forward cargo door 
of United Airlines Flight 811 to be faulty wiring and the initial 
location of the failure of the forward cargo door to be the rupture 
at one or both of the midspan latches.

I offer the same explanation for Air India Flight 182: Faulty 
wiring causing the rupture of one or both of the midspan latches 
of the forward cargo door causing the explosive decompression 



which caused the inflight breakup.

Further evidence which matches the incontrovertible open cargo 
door explanation for United Airlines Flight 811 exists in the 
evidence matches between Air India Flight 182 and United 
Airlines Flight 811 below, presented in Part 1 and the Smith 
AAR for AI 182 and repeated here:

A.  Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.  Breakup occurs amidships
F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.   At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.      Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.      Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three



U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.        Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause
The bomb explanation opinion for the explosion in the forward 
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 is only stated by one 
of the four authorities investigating which was the Indians in its 
Kirpal report, written by a judge, not an aviation accident 



investigator, and was based on assumptions later proven to be 
incorrect.  The Indian Judge stated the cause was a bomb 
possibly because there was no other reasonable alternative 
offered to him in 1985/1986. He also based the choice of bomb 
explosion cause on premises that were later proven to be 
unreliable which were explosive decompression by structural 
failure could not cause an abrupt power cut to the flight recorders 
and it can, twinning could not be produced by an explosive 
decompression and it can, and floor panels can appear to be 
broken upwards when in fact the floor beams were broken 
downward. He also could not have been aware of the several 
airworthiness directives issued to correct faults in the cargo doors 
that only became apparent in the ensuing years.

Summary of evidence for a bomb explosion in Air India Flight 
182:
A. Blackened erosion on some seat cushions.
B. Cabinet had dent in it.
C. Minor fire and explosive damage in cabin.
D. Sudden and massive structural failure.
E. The lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
F. Although the wooden spares box was burned, this could have 
happened after the occurrence;
G. Although pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, 
it is not known if the burning happened at the time of the 
occurrence;
H. Although the pieces of U-section alloy clearly indicated 
evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible that these pieces 
were not associated with the aircraft;
I. The bottoms of some seat cushions show indications of a 
possible explosion;
J . The inside of the right wing root fillet appears to have been 
scorched; and



K. The deformation of the floor of the upper deck storage cabinet 
might have been caused by an explosive shock wave generated 
below the cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet.
L. Damage to the floor stantion and the presence of the 
fragments.
M. Targets 362/396 and 399 which contain some evidence that an 
explosion emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
N. Curling, cork-screwing, and saw tooth edges may also be 
indicative of an explosion though such fractures by themselves 
may not be conclusive evidence that an explosion was involved.
O. The bang could have been caused by a rapid decompression 
but it could also have been caused by an explosive device.
P. Marked similarities between the spectra of Indian Airlines 737 
and Air India's Kanishka CVR.
Q. Twinning on fragments of wreckage.

Summary of evidence against a bomb explosion for Air India 
Flight 182:
R. Wooden boxes were found broken apart exhibiting no burn 
marks.
S. An electronic device was found among some floating 
wreckage and was not modified as a detonating device.
T. There was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an 
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
U. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing 
mechanism was recovered.
V. Certain characteristics of the noise indicate the possibility that 
the noise was the result of an explosive decompression.
W. From the examination of the wreckage recovered and 
wreckage on the bottom, there is no indication that a fire or 
explosion emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas.
X. The medical examination of the bodies also showed no fire or 
explosion type injuries.



Y. A portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor shows no 
indications characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft 
cargo compartment.
Z. No evidence of fire burns or explosive material could be 
found.
AA. The floating wreckage recovered and showed there was no 
evidence of fire internal or external.
AB. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not show any 
explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
AC. The seat cushions and head cushions also did not show any 
explosive characteristics.
AD. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did not show 
any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck door 
showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
AE. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck, 
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and 
the rear bulk cargo hold.
AF. The bang could have been caused by a rapid decompression 
and no sound of a 'bomb' preceded the bang.
AG. The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at by 
the Court is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there 
has been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
AH. Twinning evidence is unreliable because of poor examining 
conditions and a powerful explosive decompression can be the 
cause of it.
To sum up the only two reasonable explanations for the cause of 
the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side 
that caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 which are 
bomb explosion or inadvertently opened forward cargo door in 
flight:

1. Bomb explosion explanation has no exact precedent, the 
available supporting evidence is weak with alternative benign 



explanations for its presence, the required necessary 
corroborative evidence of a bomb explosion is absent, and the 
basis for the only authoritative opinion in 1986 of a bomb 
explosion has now been shown to be faulty by a subsequent 
accident and the bomb opinion finding was made by a non-
aviation accident investigator.

2. Wiring/cargo door explanation has a very close precedent 
which has many significant evidence matches to Air India Flight 
182, and subsequent accidents have confirmed the strong 
suspicions that faulty wiring is the initial cause, and the bomb 
conclusion was unstated by Canadian aircraft accident 
investigators and ruled out by the British.

Air India Flight 182 did explode in flight; there has to be an 
explanation for the explosion. The two most likely possibilities 
are bomb explosion and hull rupture causing explosive 
decompression. Based upon the above reasoning, this 
investigator submits that the most likely cause to be that of the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup sequence of events and not that 
of a bomb explosion although the first understandable false 
impression for Air India Flight 182 was that of a bomb by the 
noise, the damage, and political circumstances at the time of the 
explosion.

An analogy comes to mind:
A man is found lying dead in the street with blood coming from 
his head. There is a foreign man nearby who has a gun in his 
pants and is a known enemy of the dead man. The authorities 
blame the man with the gun and prefer not to check into the 
health records of the dead man nor examine the slippery 
pavement with the high curb in a favorite shopping mall. Years 



later, the man with the gun is charged with the crime based on 
the circumstantial evidence of the presence of the gun, the 
bleeding from the head of the dead man and the loss of blood that 
led to the death although the gun had not been fired and the gash 
in the dead man's head was too small for a gunshot wound. An 
independent investigator presents evidence that the dead man had 
had a history of aneurysms in his brain and probably slipped on 
the pavement as he was falling and hit his head on the curb 
causing the bloody gash. The artery had burst in the dead man's 
head and the ensuing internal loss of blood led to his death. And 
it had happened again years later to members of the dead man's 
family which had a genetic weakness in their brain arteries 
causing them to burst when they shouldn't. The dead man and his 
family are beloved and people did not want to think there was an 
inherent flaw in the lineage but preferred to blame the foreigner 
with a gun.

I submit to you gentlemen that the obvious and most satisfying 
explanation for a complex accident is not always the correct one. 
Aviation accidents are extremely complex and hindsight is a rare 
luxury. Please use that luxury and issue a supplemental report on 
the extremely complex aviation accident of Air India Flight 182 
which indicates there may be an inherent flaw in early model 
Boeing 747s in the wiring and non plug cargo doors.

If there is consensus for the possible cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side that led to the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 to be faulty wiring 
causing a cargo door rupture, then Part Three will be presented 
which presents conclusions, recommendations, and implications 
of that mechanical explanation.

Thank you for reading.



Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sincerely,
Barry
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PDF Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:341462:tuckertwo.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                        6 
July 01

Attached is Part Two of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PDF of Conclusions, Recommendations, and 
Implications of wiring/cargo door explanation, Part Three
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: :Master:341462:tuckerthree.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                       6 
July 01

Attached is Part Three of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith



(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Implications of 
wiring/cargo door explanation, Part Three
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     4 
July 01

Please allow me to present Part Three of the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were in a 
conference room with members of the TSB listening to me for a 
period of time.  Part Three is to present the conclusions, 
recommendations, and implications of the explanation for Air 
India Flight 182. May I begin, sir?

Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering



Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this third time to present an 
explanation for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of 
Air India Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985.  Part Three is to present 
the conclusions, recommendations, and implications of the 
explanation.

References:
Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices, CASB report and the 
Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 
92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am 
Flight 103, and NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800. All are available electronically and can be sent to you 
by email; please ask and I will provide them to you.

An analogy comes to mind:
Galileo was an amateur astronomer and announced that based 
upon his years of research and analysis of visual evidence of the 
skies that, counter to intuition, the earth in fact revolves around 
the sun and not the other way around. He was told no, he's 
wrong, he's crazy, he's ignored, he's told to shut up, but he kept 
on reviewing his evidence, realized his conclusions were still 
correct, understood the profound implications of his discovery, 
and kept on talking and publishing his findings.

He said to the authorities and the public, "Come over here, look 
through this telescope, see with your own eyes the moons of 
Jupiter which go around the planet and see how the planet goes 
around the sun, just like us. There is precedent for a moon going 
round a planet and a planet going round the sun, just like us. I 



conclude we go round the sun, not the other way around.

The authorities and the public said, "We don't need no stinking 
telescopes, we can stand in our front yard and see the sun go 
round us. You're wrong and we are ignoring you." No scientific 
rebuttal evidence was ever presented to refute the earth goes 
round the sun explanation, only common opinions from non 
astronomers who held positions of power and silence from other 
astronomers.

He continued presenting his evidence which was irrefutable that 
the earth goes round the sun. The authorities held a meeting. 
They asked of themselves, "What can we live with? Can we live 
with the sun going round the earth?" They all agreed that they 
can live with that since that's the way it was for years and 
everything seemed to be OK. They asked, "Can we live with the 
earth going round the sun?" They all agreed that they could not 
live with that because books would have to be revised and 
rewritten; reputations would be tarnished; and the people would 
be uneasy. The authorities concluded the sun goes round the 
earth because that was the most satisfactory answer that most of 
the people could live with, and what the heck, what difference 
did it make?

Galileo spent the rest of his life under house arrest, no new 
support was given to the earth round the sun explanation, and all 
the while the moon still went round the earth and the earth still 
went round the sun.

I am asking the authorities to look through the telescope of the 
internet at these official government AARs for Air India Flight 
182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, SWR 111, as well as my own report, 



the Smith AAR for AI 182, to see the precedent and the evidence 
matches and similarities among all events which indicate they are 
just like United Airlines Flight 811 which contrary to intuition 
and first official reports, was not a bomb explosion but was a 
electrical/cargo door rupture explosive decompression.

The machine killed the humans, not the other way around.

Assuming for the purposes of this discussion:

The CASB, the British AAIB representative, the Indian Kirpal 
Inquiry, and this independent accident investigator are correct in 
stating that the location of the explosion which caused the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 which led to its 
destruction was in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side; and,

This independent investigator is correct in stating the cause of 
that explosion is explosive decompression when the forward 
cargo door ruptures open in flight at one or both of the midspan 
latches caused by faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch 
motor;

What are the implications of such a conclusion?

1. Their exists a present danger to the flying public of the wiring 
again failing and turning the unlatch cams to the open position 
which could reproduce the fatal events of United Airlines Flight 
811 in the 500 active early model Boeing 747s.
2. The Canadians were correct in 1985/86 in their CASB report 
in their location of the explosion and prudent in their caution for 
declining to state the cause.
3. There was no bomb explosion which means no crime which 



means no criminals which means the three on trial for the 
'bombing' are innocent of that particular crime.
4. The Indian Kirpal Inquiry was correct on the location of the 
explosion but incorrect on the cause of it which is understandable 
based upon what was known about wiring and cargo doors in 
1985/86.
5. The British AAIB representative was correct in location of the 
explosion and the cause as non-bomb and of a cause yet to be 
determined.
6. Outward opening nonplug doors will find a way to open 
inadvertently in flight regardless of AD 'fixes' and should be 
modified to plug type doors.
7. Poly-X Kaptonized type wiring is faulty and should be 
replaced in all airliners that have it installed.
8. The shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup probable cause may have also 
occurred in Pan Am Flight 103.
9. The shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup probable cause may have also 
occurred in Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and therefore the 
center fuel tank explosion was not the initial event but secondary.

I ask that the TSB advance the safety of the aviation 
transportation mode by conducting an independent supplemental 
investigation, including, when necessary, a public inquiry into 
the transportation occurrence of Air India Flight 182 in order to 
make findings as to the causes and contributing factors;
*       - identifying safety deficiencies as evidenced by 
transportation occurrences such as Pan Am Flight 103, United 
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and SWR 
111,
*       - making recommendations designed to eliminate or reduce 
any such safety deficiencies, such as faulty wiring and non plug 



cargo doors; and
*       - reporting publicly on its investigations and on the findings 
in relation thereto in a supplemental, modified report of the 1986 
CASB AAR.

Forgive my presumptuousness in suggesting a way to proceed 
but I realize you are the only ones with the authority and means 
of access to determine once and for all the cause of the Air India 
Flight 182 destruction:

1. Contact NTSB, AAIB, RCMP, and FAA, and state intentions 
to rule in or rule out the possible mechanical cause of wiring for 
Air India Flight 182 and request assistance. Many of the 
investigators that worked on the original AAR are still active and 
can provide first hand corroboration of new suspicions. These 
gentlemen below from US FAA and NTSB are fully aware of the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation and may assist:

Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

John B. Drake
Division Chief



Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI
Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591

Ron Wojnar,
Manager



Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety 
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

2. Obtain evidence from respective agencies in their countries.
 

Air India Flight 182:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches now held by the RCMP, TSB, NTSB, AAIB, and BARC 
to include about 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs 
taken.
2. Access to all hard evidence of the wreckage which was 
retrieved from ocean now in Bombay.
3. Interviews with TSB, AAIB, and NTSB investigators who 
contributed to the AI 182 report through deposition or voluntary 
meeting.



4. Autopsy reports now held by Indian authorities.
5. Wreckage database and plots held by TSB
6. Passenger and cargo manifests held by TSB.
7. CVR and FDR printouts held by TSB.
8. All picture albums made of the wreckage, albums now held by 
TSB.

 

United Airlines Flight 811:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches now held by the NTSB.
2. Access to any existing wreckage.
3. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists, explosive expert and 
American law enforcement involved with the investigation.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.
7. CVR and FDR printouts.

 
Pan Am Flight 103:
1. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists and Boeing explosive 
expert and British law enforcement involved with the 
investigation.
2. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches now held by the AAIB and Scotland Yard.
3. Access inside the hangar at Farnborough of the Pan Am 103 
wreckage.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.



7. CVR and FDR printouts.

 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
1. Access to the hangar where the wreckage of TWA 800 is 
stored for at least 40 hours (five days at 8 hours a day) by at least 
five of your team.
2. Copies of all photographs, videotapes, interviews about TWA 
800 now held by FBI and NTSB.
3. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists, explosive expert and 
American law enforcement involved with the investigation.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.
7. CVR and FDR printouts.

Manufacturer:
1. Copies of all memos, data, and information about cargo doors 
and cargo holds on Boeing 747s.
2. Copies of all memos, data, and information about cargo doors 
and cargo holds on DC-10, MD-11, and MD-12.

Airlines:
Pan Am, TWA, Air India, United Airlines:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches regarding PA 103, AI 182, TWA 800, and UAL 811
2. Access to any existing wreckage held by them.
3. Interviews with airline staff involved with the accidents.
4. Maintenance logs for the accident aircraft long before and just 
before the fatal flights.

Miscellaneous:



1. Copies of all data about Canadian Pacific Air Flight 003, 
another Boeing 747 supposed to have a bomb on board.
2. Copies of all Data about Airworthiness Directives about cargo 
door on commercial airliners held by FAA and NTSB data banks.

3. Examine closely the actual wreckage in hangars or evidence 
on videotape and 35 mm color film for matching clues of United 
Airlines Flight 811 in the midspan latch area, the bottom latch 
area and all around the forward cargo door which has been 
implicated in all four events.

From Kirpal Report:
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all 
major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.12       After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered.

Recommendations:
1. Inspect all cargo door wiring for exposed bare wire in early 
model (-100 and -200 series) Boeing 747s.
2. Replace known faulty aromatic polyimide wiring in airliners.
3. Modify non-plug cargo doors into plug type doors.

The implications of the wiring/cargo door explanation are 
profound, controversial, and have great consequences for the 
flying public all over the world. The countries of USA, Canada, 
India, UK, New Zealand, Libya, and India are all directly 
involved by their investigations of years and millions of dollars 
and the loss of hundreds of their citizens as victims in the air and 
on the ground. Police type investigative agencies such as CIA, 
FBI, Scotland Yard, CSIS, RCMP, will have their procedures and 



findings reexamined. Aviation agencies such as NTSB, FAA, 
AAIB and TSB will have their probable causes modified. 
Lawsuits will proliferate as hundreds of millions of dollars will 
change hands. Insurance companies will readjust their premiums 
to reflect the real risks of mechanical failure and the lesser risks 
of sabotage. Careers will be enhanced or diminished. Reputations 
will be made or damaged. And on and on....

But, after all is said and done, after the new probable cause is 
determined, recommendations are made and implemented, flying 
will be a little safer, the risk of dying will be a little less, the 
people of the world will be a little bit less afraid of their fellow 
citizens. And those are good things.

Thank you for reading.

Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sincerely,
Barry

Quotes about evidence for Air India Flight 182 Reports:

FEBRUARY 26, 1986 3.2.6.5       To facilitate identification of 
the wreckage located by Scarab it was necessary to position 



aircraft maintenance personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft 
structure was badly torn, mutilated and distorted, serious 
difficulty was anticipated in identification of small pieces of 
structure. It was therefore essential that these maintenance 
personnel were provided with aircraft photographs, 
manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue, wiring diagram 
manuals and maintenance manuals.
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all 
major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.1      During recovery operation the video tapes as well as 
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to 
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and 
recovery of correct targets.
All the personnel involved in the recovery operation were shown 
the slides and photographs of the targets which were chosen for 
recovery on priority basis. The method and procedure of the 
recovery operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another 
meeting was convened on 6.10.85
 to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing 
various photographs of targets to be recovered.
3.2.10.12       After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to 
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the 
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by 
the experts group to facilitate their packing.

3.2.10.15       Efforts were made to repair Scarab so that the ship 
John Cabot could sail again in order to salvage as many pieces as 
possible. It was fortunate that the weather had not deteriorated. 
Some of the important but small pieces which had to be 
recovered had been placed in a basket at the bottom of the ocean. 



The ship sailed out again after Scarab had been repaired. The 
basket was sought to be lifted, but, unfortunately, when it 
reached near the surface of the sea it overturned and the contents 
of the basket spilled and were never traced again.

3.2.1.5 Next phase was the task of :
(a) Locating hundreds of pieces of wreckage by the combined 
use of sonar and video monitors.
(b)     Video and still photography of the pieces of wreckage.
(c)       Plotting the distribution of the wreckage.
All this was to be carried out under the directions of the Court.
3.2.2.1      The means (vehicles/equipment) proposed to be used 
in the locating, mapping and video photography of the wreckage 
were the CCGS John Cabot and SCARAB II.
3.2.2.4        The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed 
and built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 
6000 feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
 3.2.2.5  The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has 
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to 
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35 
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work. 
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide 
illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution 
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable 
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It 
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped 
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1   The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs. 
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating 
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence 



the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only 
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up. 
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial 
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still 
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this 
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain 
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still 
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported 
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2       About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still 
photographs (positives and transparencies) provided the visual 
information on the targets.
 Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and 
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment 
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had 
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3    The still photography used special professional quality 
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was 
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies 
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be 
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to 
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies 
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the 
results of the operation
3.2.6.5      To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by 
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance 
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly 
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in 
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore 
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with 
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue, 
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since 
carriage of such voluminous literature was not practicable, 3M 



micro film reader printer
 machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were 
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of 
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised 
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn, 
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.

3.2.9   Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1     All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and 
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During 
the course of the investigation, several members of the 
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and 
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it 
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and 
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of 
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending 
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave 
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident 
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage 
through photographic/video evidence without the physical 
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take 
this into account.

3.2.10.1        During recovery operation the video tapes as well as 
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to 
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and 
recovery of correct targets.
3.2.10.8        A meeting was held at 1400 hrs. on 4.10.85 on 
board CCGS John Cabot to establish/clarify the priorities for the 
wreckage recovery operation and coordination between John 
Cabot, Kreuzturm and Cork Search Centre. All the personnel 



involved in the recovery operation were shown the slides and 
photographs of the targets which were chosen for recovery on 
priority basis. The method and procedure of the recovery 
operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another meeting 
was convened on 6.10.85 to clarify the doubts and to present the 
picture albums containing various photographs of targets to be 
recovered.

3.2.10.9        A detail log of the activities of the ships John Cabot 
and Kreuzturm which started the recovery operation of 10.10.85, 
reveals the following :
(a)       The Scarab working independently recovered the 
following
(1)     Basket at target 192 containing copilot's chair, 2 suitcases 
and radar antenna (12.10.85)
(2)    Target 8 - Lower fuselage skin of aft cargo compartment. 
(11.10.85).
(3) Target 245 - Forward belly skin just aft of radome (16.10.85).
(4)       Target 350 - Economy class seats and carpet (23.10.85).
(5)      Target 296 - Piece of aft pressure bulkhead.
(b) The Scarab after attaching the grippers, bridal cable and lift 
line to the targets buoyed off the same to Kreuzturm which 
recovered the following targets :
(1)  Target 362/396 - Forward cargo fuselage skin from station 
700 to 840 and STR 41L to 43R. (16.10.85).
(2)     Target 193 - Fuselage skin from station 720 to 860 and 
passenger door 2L (17.10.85)
(3)     Target 223 - Nose landing gear pressure deck web and 
stiffeners, container pieces (station 260-340)(19.10.85).
(4)       Target 181 - Wing skin with forward cargo compartment 
SLIPPED OFF WITH GRIPPERS (21.10.85) AND WAS LOST.
(5)     Target 399/358 - Fuselage skin from station 780 to 940 and 
STR 7R to 35R with 2R door (25.10.85). A body entrapped in 



target 399/358 was recovered. Another body which came upto 
surface with the wreckage fell
 off into sea and was lost while hauling the wreckage on board. 
The recovered body was identified as of Dr. Mathew Alexander, 
a Canadian passenger and was brought to Cork by Fisherman's 
vessel "Orion" at 0130 hrs. on 28.10.85 and was sent for Post 
Mortem etc.
(6)   Target 7 - Aft cargo compartment fuselage skin from station 
1480 to 1860 (26.10.85).
(7) Target 47/50 - Aft cargo floor structure with roller tracks, 
frames, latch etc. from station 1600 to 1760 (27.10.85).
(8)        Target 117 - Three rows of coach class seats with 
passenger cabin floor boards, broken floor beam (28.10.85).
(9)        Target 35 - Aft Pressure Bulkhead piece (30.10.85).

3.2.10.12    After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to 
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the 
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by 
the experts group to facilitate their packing.

     The Canadian Transportation Investigation and Safety Board 
Act provides the legal framework governing the TSB's activities. 
Basically, the TSB has a mandate to advance safety in the 
marine, pipeline, rail, and aviation modes of transportation by:

*    - conducting independent investigations, including, when 
necessary, public inquiries, into selected transportation 
occurrences in order to make findings as to their causes and 
contributing factors;



*       - identifying safety deficiencies as evidenced by 
transportation occurrences;
*  - making recommendations designed to eliminate or reduce 
any such safety deficiencies; and
*       - reporting publicly on its investigations and on the findings 
in relation thereto.

INDEPENDENCE
     To enable the public to have confidence in the transportation 
accident investigation process, it is essential that the 
investigating agency be, and be seen to be, independent and free 
from any conflicts of interest when it investigates accidents, 
identifies safety deficiencies and makes safety recommendations. 
Independence is a key feature of the TSB. The board reports to 
Parliament through the President of the Queen's Privy Council 
for Canada and is separate from the other government agencies 
and departments. Its independence enables it to be fully objective 
in arriving at its conclusions and recommendations.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Jul 13 17:36:16 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Date:  Fri, 13 Jul 2001 20:38:37 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 



to read
while I am away.

Sincerely, 

Bill T..

   ---Original Message-----
        From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
       Sent:   Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
        To:     Tucker, Bill
    Subject:        PDF Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air 
India
Flight 182

      W.T. (Bill) Tucker
      Director General,
       Investigation Operations

        Dear Mr. Tucker,  
                              6 July 01

       Attached is Part Two of my shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door 
   rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation 
in PDF

    format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be easier 
to

    forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

       Sincerely,



      Barry

   John Barry Smith
        (831) 659-3552 phone
    551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

> -----Original Message-----
> From:      John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
> To:   Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182
> 
>  << Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
811nosetogether.jpg >>  <<
> File: 182nosetogether.jpg >>

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01

Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts, Location, Cause, and Conclusions.

I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any comments 



you have when you return.

(I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded 
me of years ago when my wife and I cycled all through and 
around the city. It was a very bicycle friendly city.)

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.

Sincerely,



Bill T..

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01

Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts, Location, Cause, and Conclusions.

I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any comments 
you have when you return.

(I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded 
me of years ago when my wife and I cycled all through and 
around the city. It was a very bicycle friendly city.)

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.

Sincerely,
Bill T..

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Jul 13 18:55:38 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Date:  Fri, 13 Jul 2001 21:58:00 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith.

Re: >>> I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any 
comments you
have when you return



Thanks very much.
 
Bill T..

> -----Original Message-----
> From:     John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Friday, July 13, 2001 9:16 PM
> To:      Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
> 
> 
> Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01
> 
> Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts,
> Location, Cause, and Conclusions.
> 
> I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any 
comments you have
> when you return.
> 
> (I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The
> Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded me of years 
ago when my
> wife and I cycled all through and around the city. It was a very 
bicycle
> friendly city.)
> 



> Cheers,
> Barry
> 
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> >Dear Mr. Smith,
> >
> >Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both 
formats), but
> I'll
> >have to close a few applications before I can open the 
pictures.  I am
> about
> >to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" 
text to read
> >while I am away.
> >
> >Sincerely,
> >
> >Bill T..
> >

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Startling SDR
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,

Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.

I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA database: Capitals in original.

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT



District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING.
Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know about 
forward cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If 
that CB had been pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that 
forward cargo door would have ruptured/opened with known 
catastrophic results. What is a 'controller' and what 
'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident airline and well familiar 
with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out and were told to 
stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling the 
door CB and it may have saved their ass.

Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events 
such as United Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of 
incidents like the above.

Please do something.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone



551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

ORDER:           8300.10

APPENDIX:        4

BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)    
                 for Airworthiness (FSAW)

BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50

BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
                 During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation

EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94    
---------------------------------------------------------------
1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
being used by some operators to close and lock the lower 
lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.

2.  BACKGROUND. 

A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a 
foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used 



by a
specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo 
doors of
B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping 
of the
cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 
ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
control circuitry.

B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special 
cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to 
trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors: 

(1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated 
voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo 
doors. 

(2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure



conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and 
overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms. 

(3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the 
failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
failed components and fire.

                                                              2

C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors 
warning
system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness 
Directive (AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent 
the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo 
doors.
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically 
removed by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the 
Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.

3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) 



having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of 
Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from 
its
continued use.

4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  
Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.

5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.

/s/
Edgar C. Fell

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Two matched events of uncommanded cargo door 
openings, old and new
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,



Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,

Below are two events (both UAL) which support the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup for four other Boeing 747 accidents.

The alarming part of the recently discovered SDR about the 
uncommanded forward cargo door opening is that it occurred in 
a 747-400 which is supposed to have fixed the faulty PolyX/
Kapton wiring situation.

The electrical fault which causes the cargo door to open when it 
shouldn't is still present. If event happens in flight, catastrophe 
ensues.

Please follow up somehow on this precursor event. Please open 
supplemental investigation into Air India Flight 182 which shall 
examine an alternative mechanical explanation  with precedent 
and now continuing problems which support the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation.

Please have specialized staff contact me for further clarification.

I've notified AAIB, NTSB, and FAA of my findings but have 
heard nothing back yet.

The problem is intermittent which is the most difficult to resolve. 
It needs heavy horsepower to find and fix.

Sincerely,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

New Service Difficulty Report SDR:

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00 
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717



Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING. 

From AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811

1.17.6   Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK 
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to 
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B, 
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was 
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, 
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL 
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker 
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had 
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment 
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset, 
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to 
defer further
 work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight. 
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door 
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit 
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then 
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident. 
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple 
pin) connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located 



on the upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring 
bundle from the junction box to the fuselage was then 
manipulated while readings were taken on the cannon plug pins 
using a volt/ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were 
noted. When the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the 
door began to open with no activation of the electrical door open 
switches. The C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door 
operation ceased. When the circuit breaker was reset, the door 
continued to the full open position, and the lift actuator motor 
continued to run for several seconds until the circuit breaker was 
again pulled. At this time, a flexible conduit, which covered a 
portion of the wiring bundle, was slid along the bundle toward 
the J-4 junction box, revealing several wires with insulation 
breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and 
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the 
Safety Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the 
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of 
the door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the 
door was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of 
the door control switches had no effect on the door. This 
indicated that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as 
expected (removing power from the door when it was locked). 
After the on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from 
the airplane and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory 
for further examination.
The wiring bundle with the damaged wires contained all electric 
control wires (28 volt DC) and power wires (115 volt AC) that 
pass between the fuselage and the aft cargo door. From the 
forward side of the J-4 junction box, the bundle progresses in the 
forward direction, just above the forward pressure relief door, 
then upward, following the forward lift actuator arms. The 
bundle then enters an empty space between two floor beams, 



where the bundle has an approximate 180-degree bend when the 
door is closed. From this location, the wiring bundle progresses 
inboard, through a fore-to-aft intercostal between two floor 
beams. The wiring bundle then splits, with wires going in several 
directions.
 The bundle is covered by the flexible conduit approximately 
from the lower end of the lift actuator arms to the fore-to-aft 
intercostal between the floor beams.
The conduit covering the wiring bundle is intended to prevent the 
wire bundle from being damaged during opening and closing of 
the door and during cargo handling operations. The conduit is a 
sealed flexible interconnector consisting of a convoluted helical 
brass innercore covered by a bronze braid. The innercore is 
soldered at every other convolute, and should be capable of 
withstanding pressures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square inch 
(psi). Boeing has indicated that the conduit is an evolutionary 
improvement and that it has been installed on all B-747 airplanes 
produced since 1981 (from line number 489 on). Airplane 
N152UA was delivered in April 1987.
Airplanes produced prior to 1981, including N4713U, used a 
bungee retraction system, to retract the cargo door wire bundle. 
Guidelines for the replacement of the bungee system with the 
flexible conduit were covered in Boeing Service Bulletin 
747-752-2170, dated August 1981. The service bulletin was 
prompted by reports that the wire bundle bungee retraction 
system had not retracted the wire bundle sufficiently to prevent 
trapping the bundle between the cargo door and the door frame. 
UAL did not perform the retrofit on N4713U, which was line 
number 89, nor was the company required to do so.
Examination of the wires in the damaged area on the wiring 
bundle revealed that four of the wires were similar in appearance, 
with insulation breaches that progressed through to the 
underlying conductor. Adjacent to the breach on these four wires, 



the insulation was blackened, as if it had been burned. Another 
wire contained an extensive breach but no evidence of burned 
insulation. The damaged area was located on the bundle at a 
position approximately corresponding to a conduit support 
bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm of the 
forward lift actuator mechanism. This support bracket was found 
bent in the forward direction. In addition, mechanical damage 
was noted on adjacent components in this area.
A second damaged area was noted on the wiring bundle at a 
position approximately corresponding to the conduit swivel 
clamp at the elbow between the two arms of the forward lift 
actuator mechanism. Wires in this area were missing portions of 
their exterior coating, but no breaches to the underlying 
conductors were noted.
 The exterior braid on the conduit contained minor rub marks and 
was slightly kinked at a position corresponding to the area on the 
wires with breached insulation. Additional examinations revealed 
that the innercore of the conduit contained multiple 
circumferential cracks in the areas corresponding to the damage 
areas on the wires. The cracks were in the convoluted innercore 
directly adjacent to the inside diameter of the conduit.
The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo 
door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally 
in excellent condition. There was no evidence to suggest that the 
cams had ever been electrically (or manually) driven into or 
through the lock sectors.
Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a 
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the 
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also 
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was 
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the 
upper arm of the forward lift actuator.
The Safety Board determined that the chafing of the wires on the 



airplane involved in the JFK occurrence was caused by, or was 
greatly accelerated by, the circumferential cracks in the conduit 
and that the cracks in the conduit were caused either by repeated 
flexing of the conduit as the cargo door opens and shuts or by 
unusual stresses on the conduit generated concurrently with 
damage to the conduit guide bracket and attached standoff pin on 
the upper end of the forward lift actuator upper arm.
A portion of the wire bundle for the forward cargo door on many 
B-747 airplanes is also covered by a flexible conduit that is very 
similar to the conduit for the aft cargo door. However, there are 
substantial differences between the orientation of the flexible 
conduits for the two doors, and the Safety Board has not become 
aware of problems associated with the flexible conduit for the 
forward door.
Nevertheless, because of the concerns about the chafed wires and 
possible electrical short circuits, on August 28, 1991, the Safety 
Board recommended that the FAA:
 Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747 
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle 
between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited 
inspection of:
(1)      the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the 
conduit for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an 
electrical test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the 
upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3)       the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the 
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further 
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket 
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of 
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should 
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval. (Class II, Priority 



Action) (A-91-83)
Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward 
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped 
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection 
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, 
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83. (Class II, 
Priority Action) (A-91-84)
The FAA responded to these safety recommendations on 
November 1, 1991, stating that it agreed with the intent of the 
recommendations and that the issuance of an NPRM was being 
considered to address the issues in the safety recommendations. 
The Safety Board replied on November 27, 1991, classifying 
each of the recommendations as "Open--Acceptable Response," 
pending the completion of the rulemaking process. Since that 
exchange of correspondence, the FAA has published an NPRM 
which is now being reviewed by the Safety Board. Safety 
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 will continue to be classified 
as "Open--Acceptable Response" until an acceptable final rule is 
published.
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Electrical cause of uncommanded forward cargo door 
opening initiated by civilians.
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 July 01



Below is back story to United Airlines Flight 811 and how 
civilians were able to get the door retrieved and the proper cause 
of it opening determined as electrical and not improperly latched.

Sometimes worthy information can come from the public, 
especially ones who are directly involved such as family member 
or crewmember of victim. Kevin and Susan Campbell lost their 
son and I lost my pilot.

Please note comments below relating directly to Air India Flight 
182.

Please start supplemental investigation into Air India Flight 182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com

Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your 



kind comments 
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt 
here in Waikiki 
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were 
late 
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not 
arrive until 
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st 
june . Our son 
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the 
new baby . I 
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be 
managing OK . 
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and 
got your 
site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had 
obviously 
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as 
we moved into 
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve 
if he had 
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo 
doors { I 
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have 
found the reason 
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the 
one page ]  
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would 
contact you 
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with 
me this trip as 
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC 
Panorama progam 



for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the 
release to the 
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the 
Discovery 
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC 
depending on wether 
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco 
followed a 
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday 
program titled "Fire 
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire  in Feb of this year .I had lent 
BBC some 
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the 
cause of 811 and 
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to 
Disaster" 
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the 
811 disaster . 
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to 
you if you 
have never seen them. 
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and 
have appeared in 
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in 
NZ newspapers 
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and 
did a Documentry 
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent 
Steve was 
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my 
theory 
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program 
the NTSB theory 



they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I 
had to be 
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the 
Americas Cup 
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page 
article on our efforts 
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron 
Acihido of the 
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they 
started with a 
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures 
of the damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the 
NTSB 
hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from 
the NTSB 
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would 
only give us 
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first 
recess 
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the 
press table 
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of 
proceedings we gave an 
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we 
went back in to 
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife 
Susan 
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of 
stuff here 
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB 
guys were 



coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and 
were off . 
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was " 
Countdown 
to Disaster" 
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many 
times .On one visit 
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements 
and wrote to 
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were 
First and 
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited 
everyone who 
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New 
York Florida 
San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle . 
Boeing would 
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins 
Coie] and 
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the 
accident 
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of 
last resort for 
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United 
maintenance base in 
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it 
did not work 
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told 
them were they 
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it 
ended up with the 
Senior VP United  Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort 
around the base 



and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood 
in the cargo 
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the 
Conduit at the 
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had 
originated 
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly 
painted 747with a 
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I 
checked my 
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it 
was N4713U 
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
 We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried 
every avenue 
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was 
phoned 
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had 
a 
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct 
the door was to 
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the 
Campbells 
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that 
the door is 
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we 
could not see 
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we 
entered the 
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours 
later we held 
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they 
admitted we were 



correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed 
but not to 
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released . 
After lunch 
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you 
still think 
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the 
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811. 
 I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my 
findings on 
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we 
had the 
problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in 
hooks opened 
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what 
811`s did 
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the 
fuselage as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it  . 
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK 
and they could 
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report 
however still 
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at 
23000 ft 
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary 
scenario for 
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards 
preclude it 
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground 



switch which I 
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door 
design for 
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the 
cockpit of a 
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the 
door 
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system 
deleted by 
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the 
aircraft was 
certified with this system or not as it never made it into 
production . I 
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I 
guess that 
would have opened up liability problems for Boeing  I lent the 
document to a 
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have 
plenty of 
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart 
Mc Clure 
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel 
702 831 7746  Fax 
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the 
last bit of 
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went 
up and 
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can 
see that 
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe 
that had it 
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41 



section joint 
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am 
103 and TWA 
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I 
actually 
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor 
off the 
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by 
the cargo 
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid 
floor left in 
business class was were our son sat in 12H  But the shock wave 
went from the 
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the 
hole ] forward 
12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke 
his seat 
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of 
the first 
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had 
air 
cavities in them  Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and 
called on all 
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m 
it was at 
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a 
perfect landing at 
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around 
for another 
attempt  { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling 
reading } What was 
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a 
loud explosion { 



I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to 
actually 
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers 
some off them 
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A 
thousand 
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first 
class {with 
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something 
start up 
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed 
him and dismissed 
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was 
already in the 
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator 
was moving 
. So the sequence was a whir  a thump a hiss and then 1.8 
seconds later the 
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al 
replied "I 
don't know "between the thump and the explosion  The CVR's 
power was then off 
for 21.4 seconds 
I have the all the NTSB  photos and my own of the door frame 
area,the side 
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are 
all 
goughed but otherwise OK  the forward mid span pin is also 
goughed and the 
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span 
pin was
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had 
broken . It 



takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to 
open  
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8 
second time gap 
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door 
had blown 
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they 
also opened 
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had 
to be 
different to PAN AM 10 out of  London where the door was 
closed by the 
slipstream and they got back safely. 
 At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the 
Coroners 
report on what they found and I have seen what they removed 
from the engine 
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a 
DNA sample 
and the result was negative  Steve recently spoke to someone 
who inspected 
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine 
was seat 
material until he touched it and realised what it was  They told us 
that they 
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it , 
they 
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in 
an action 
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ] 
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft 
and to the 
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we 



know he 
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4 
minutes below . 
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the 
ground in 
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended 
the 
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM 
local time but it 
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago 
and said he 
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was 
caused by a body or 
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly 
by luggage .
N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium 
{the first 
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM 
did not wait for 
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted 
them to their 
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications 
of not 
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one 
time test to 
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told 
the airlines 
to hit the door open switch to see what happened  , a day later 
they stopped 
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the 
planes , 
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators 
were live 



just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers  
and the 
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel 
ones . 
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Aug  3 15:25:09 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Startling SDR
Date:  Fri, 3 Aug 2001 18:24:11 -0400 

Dear Mr. Smith, 

Thanks.  I'm back as of Monday (though have one more week to 
look forward to
in late Aug) and am catching up on e-mail again.  During my 
holiday, I
enjoyed reading two of the bigger docs you had sent me.

Re the info. below, I was not aware of that.  I found it of interest 
and
have forwarded it to 3 or 4 other people.   

Re your closing para about a supplemental report on Air India 
182, I don't
think we can contemplate doing so in view of present workload 
and the fact
of the very extensive RCMP investigation and the upcoming 
trial.  We would
at least want to see what the latter generates.  Also, if we were to 
suggest



re-consideration of the Govt of India safety investigation report, I 
believe
we should do so to the Govt of India.

  
Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:       John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Sunday, July 22, 2001 11:18 PM
> To:     Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Startling SDR
> 
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker
> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
> 
> Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,
> 
> Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.
> 
> I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA
> database: Capitals in original.
> 
> Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
> Operator Type           : Air Carrier
> ATA Code                : 5210
> Part Name               : CONTROLLER
> Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
> Aircraft Group          : 747
> Aircraft Model          : 747422



> Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
> Engine Group            : 4056
> Engine Model            : PW4056
> Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
> Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
> Submitter Code          : Carrier
> Operator Desig.         : UALA
> Precautionary Procedure : NONE
> Nature                  : OTHER
> Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
> District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
> A/C N Number            : 199UA
> Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717
> 
> Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR 
OPENED BY ITSELF WHEN CB
> PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT BREAKERS WERE 
PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE
> RELIEF DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR 
LATCHES OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR
> OPENED ON ITS OWN. COULD NOT DUPLICATE 
PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL OPENING.
> 
> Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know 
about forward
> cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If that CB 
had been
> pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that forward cargo 
door would
> have ruptured/opened with known catastrophic results. What is 
a
> 'controller' and what 'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident 
airline and



> well familiar with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out 
and were told
> to stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling 
the door
> CB and it may have saved their ass.
> 
> Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air
> India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events such as 
United
> Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of incidents like the 
above.
> 
> Please do something.
> 
> Sincerely,
> Barry
> 
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
> 
> ORDER:           8300.10
> 
> APPENDIX:        4
> 
> BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)    
>                  for Airworthiness (FSAW)
> 



> BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
> 
> BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
>                  During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
> 
> EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94    
> ---------------------------------------------------------------
> 1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
> being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
> cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.
> 
> 2.  BACKGROUND. 
> 
> A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
> airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
> specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors 
of
> B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
> operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of 
the
> cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
> handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
> possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
> control circuitry.
> 
> B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
> door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
> of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
> Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
> before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both



> cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
> relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors: 
> 
> (1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
> would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors. 
> 
> (2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
> conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving 
of
> the cargo door mechanisms. 
> 
> (3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
> doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure 
of
> a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
> failed components and fire.
> 
>                                                               2
> 
> C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
> system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive 
(AD)
> 90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
> tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
> possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
> Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed 
by
> the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
> Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
> 
> 3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having



> certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
> 747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
> brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
> operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
> continued use.
> 
> 4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  Any
> questions regarding this information should be directed to
> AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
> 
> 5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.
> 
> 
> 
> /s/
> Edgar C. Fell
>
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Government of India reconsideration of Air India Flight 
182
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  2 Aug  2001

Thank you for reply and for reading two of the three 
'cybermeeting' docs.

Also thanks for forwarding the SDR of another forward cargo 



door opening on its own by electrical cause. Let us hope that 
does not happen in the air or that the FE or copilot does not push 
in that CB in the air and start that catastrophic sequence. I'm 
interested in the opinions of the 3 or 4 other people you sent it to. 
I'm also interested in the opinions of the other listed in the 
'cybermeeting' about this issue. They must be concerned as I am.

I am of course disappointed that TSB does not contemplate a 
supplemental report on Air India Flight 182 but understand 
workload, budget, and staff limitations. But, I realize that that 
choice can change in a minute with more incidents like the SDR 
above. I believe there are already enough warnings by these 
faulty wiring caused open doors to launch a supplemental but....I 
shall keep you informed of any new discoveries and I hope they 
stay only incidents.

The RCMP are doing an investigation but their conclusions do 
not make sense and contradict the realities of aircraft accidents. 
They are not aircraft accident investigators but police and this is 
an airplane crash not a bank robbery. Sgt Blachford of RCMP 
AITF said in his last mail to me that he would meet with me in 
Mid August but I have not heard from him since. If we do meet, I 
can show him the false thinking in his 'bomb' explanation for Air 
India Flight 182 in the aft cargo compartment or the forward.

Also noted is your figurative 'open door' to a supplemental report 
depending on what the RCMP or the upcoming trial generates. If 
the RCMP investigation or the trial shows that expert TSB 
technical advice and opinion is required, would the TSB then 
provide that information? I feel quite sure both circumstances 
will do that eventually.

Regarding a suggestion of a re-consideration of the Govt of India 



safety investigation report, you state you should do so the the 
Govt of India. Great idea, Mr. Tucker. I stayed out of the political 
arena, but that may be the way to go. The aviation authorities of 
India may wish to get a crack at explaining Air India Flight 182 
as they were quickly excluded from the original investigation and 
replaced by a judicial judge. Would you do that? A request to the 
Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi, India to 
reconsider Air India Flight 182 based upon similar subsequent 
accidents that suggest an alternative explanation exists of a 
mechanical cause with a precedent? Mr. H.S. Khola, Director of 
Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi may still be 
there and receptive to your suggestion to become involved.

The below excerpt from the Kirpal report does state that India 
has the authority to investigate the accident.

 "INITIAL ACTION TAKEN BY THE  GOVERNMENT OF 
INDIA
1.2.1   Initial intimation of the accident was received by Air India 
who, in turn, communicated the same to Mr. H.S. Khola, 
Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi. 
The Accident Investigation Branch of United Kingdom also sent 
information to the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi 
to the effect that the accident had taken place on international 
waters and as such it was India which was the authority to 
investigate the accident in accordance with the provisions of 
ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2  Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated 23rd June, 
1985 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation 
whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed Inspector of Accidents for 
the purpose of carrying out the investigation into the aforesaid air 
accident. This appointment was made under Rule 71 of the 
Aircraft Rules, 1937."



Thanks again, Mr. Tucker, for replying and sending on the SDR 
to others for opinion and trust your working holiday was 
successful. My wife and daughter are in Hawaii as I type and 
here I am at home. They are having a great time visiting relatives 
and swimming.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I'm back as of Monday (though have one more week to 
look forward to
in late Aug) and am catching up on e-mail again.  During my 
holiday, I
enjoyed reading two of the bigger docs you had sent me.

Re the info. below, I was not aware of that.  I found it of interest 
and
have forwarded it to 3 or 4 other people.  

Re your closing para about a supplemental report on Air India 
182, I don't
think we can contemplate doing so in view of present workload 



and the fact
of the very extensive RCMP investigation and the upcoming 
trial.  We would
at least want to see what the latter generates.  Also, if we were to 
suggest

re-consideration of the Govt of India safety investigation report, I 
believe
we should do so to the Govt of India.

 
Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:  John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Sunday, July 22, 2001 11:18 PM
> To:     Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Startling SDR
>
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker
> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,
>
> Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.
>
> I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA
> database: Capitals in original.
>
> Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
> Operator Type           : Air Carrier



> ATA Code                : 5210
> Part Name               : CONTROLLER
> Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
> Aircraft Group          : 747
> Aircraft Model          : 747422
> Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
> Engine Group            : 4056
> Engine Model            : PW4056
> Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
> Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
> Submitter Code          : Carrier
> Operator Desig.         : UALA
> Precautionary Procedure : NONE
> Nature                  : OTHER
> Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
> District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
> A/C N Number            : 199UA
> Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717
>
> Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR 
OPENED BY ITSELF WHEN CB
> PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT BREAKERS WERE 
PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE
> RELIEF DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR 
LATCHES OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR
> OPENED ON ITS OWN. COULD NOT DUPLICATE 
PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL OPENING.
>
> Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know 
about forward
> cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If that CB 
had been
> pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that forward cargo 



door would
> have ruptured/opened with known catastrophic results. What is 
a
> 'controller' and what 'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident 
airline and
> well familiar with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out 
and were told
> to stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling 
the door
> CB and it may have saved their ass.
>
> Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air
> India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events such as 
United
> Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of incidents like the 
above.
>
> Please do something.
>
> Sincerely,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
>
> ORDER:           8300.10
>
> APPENDIX:        4



>
> BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)   
>                  for Airworthiness (FSAW)
>
> BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
>
> BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
>                  During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
>
> EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94   
> ---------------------------------------------------------------
> 1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
> being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
> cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.
>
> 2.  BACKGROUND.
>
> A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
> airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
> specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors 
of
> B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
> operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of 
the
> cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
> handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
> possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
> control circuitry.
>
> B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo



> door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
> of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
> Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
> before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
> cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
> relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:
>
> (1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
> would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors.
>
> (2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
> conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving 
of
> the cargo door mechanisms.
>
> (3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
> doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure 
of
> a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
> failed components and fire.
>
>                                                               2
>
> C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
> system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive 
(AD)
> 90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
> tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
> possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
> Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed 



by
> the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
> Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
>
> 3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
> certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
> 747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
> brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
> operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
> continued use.
>
> 4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  Any
> questions regarding this information should be directed to
> AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
>
> 5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.
>
>
>
> /s/
> Edgar C. Fell
>

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning/Alert/Interview me/Placentia
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  9 Aug  2001



I just read about the RCMP taking over a ship collision 
investigation. Hmmmm. You have indicated the TSB will stand 
aside as the RCMP does the aircraft accident re-investigation 
(which now has the bomb going off in the aft cargo compartment 
contrary to earlier official conclusions.)

Please, Mr. Tucker, do not let this Air India Flight 182 event pass 
by. I have presented evidence that shows there is a strong 
possibility the forward cargo door opened in flight and a good 
possibility that the cause was wiring. The loyalty is to the living 
and the problem which occurred in 1985 exists to this day in 
2001. Potentially catastrophic hull ruptures in Boeing 747s 
caused by an inadvertently ruptured open cargo door have 
occurred by official count in 1987, 1989, 1991, and 2000, in the 
air and on the ground.  By my count after twelve years of 
research the count is 1985 with Air India Flight 182, 1987 with 
Pan Am 125, 1988 with Pan Am Flight 103, 1989 with United 
Airlines Flight 811, 1991 with UAL preflight, 1996 with Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, and 2000 with UAL post flight. Seven 
events in Boeing 747 that have killed nine officially and 838 by 
my count.

You did not tell me I was wrong. You gave no rebuttal nor any 
effort at refutation. I know why. It can't be done using facts, data, 
and evidence. I have tried myself for years to prove it is a wrong 
explanation, but the evidence always supports the wiring/cargo 
door sequence starting with the sudden loud sound on the CVR 
which is present on all four fatal aircraft.

Please do not ignore the warning that is presented by this 
identified person with official documents and who has experience 
in these matters. The eighth time of wiring causing the door 



unlatch motor to turn on when it shouldn't can happen again, as it 
has in the far past, the past, and the near past, October, 2000, 
only ten months ago. (Capitals in original report from US FAA 
SDR. Note it was a 747-400)

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717
Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING.



What were the opinions of your staff of aviation accident 
investigators regarding my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for 
four Boeing 747 fatal events?

Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.

Do they offer any rebuttal? Offering an alternative such as bomb 
or missile or fuel tank explosion is not rebuttal but disagreement.

The seriousness of this alert/warning is such that either it is 
worthy of preventive action or it is not, but to do nothing is not 
right. Some warnings can be ignored and some can't without 
further investigation. I believe based upon the evidence of Air 
India Flight 182 and evidence of other fatal accidents, that this 
warning about faulty wiring causing cargo doors to open when 
they shouldn't is a warning that can not be prudently ignored but 
must have further investigation to rule it in or rule it out. A 
warning about a potential explosive decompression caused by 
compressed air occurring on a Boeing 747 is just as serious about 
a warning about an explosive decompression caused by chemical 
means.

Have your staff interview me so they can either rule in or rule out 
the mechanical explanation. Let me enter into an email dialogue 
with them; we can talk as pilot to pilot.

I am not a drunk on a phone late at night saying check some 
airplanes because of some horrid plot afoot. (That might get a 
response sadly). I am experienced, I offer incontrovertible 



evidence, I am identified, I invite interviews, I plead for 
consideration and inspections of the wiring for cargo doors in 
Boeing 747s as well as a supplemental investigation into 
Canada's largest mystery aviation accident.

Has any professional contact been made with Indian 
Transportation Safety officials? Can you give me an contacts to 
email to with the results of my research?

What would the attorneys for the trial have to do or ask for TSB 
to become involved with Air India Flight 182?

Mr. Tucker, it seems that the conspiracy minded people are 
everywhere (That's a joke) and are in charge, such as FBI and 
RCMP (That's not a joke.)

Please consider Air India Flight 182 an airplane crash first (As 
CASB did years ago) requiring transport safety officials to 
evaluate or re-evaluate and not a bank robbery for which the 
police can take a 'lead role.'

By the way, paint smears are very important clues to United 
Airlines Flight 811, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 which support the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. 
Video examination of Air India Flight 182 may very well show 
important matching paint smears. It's another example of how 
subsequent accidents can be used to review the past and clarify 
some issues. It's learning from experience.

Please do not let this Air India Flight 182 event go by. It's an 
active issue legally and reveals a potential public safety issue to 
Canadian citizens in wiring and cargo doors in Boeing 747s. 



Please have your staff contact me for further discussions. Please 
ask the Indians to become involved in an updated report.

(Regarding Placentia Bay below: I was in the Navy as an enlisted 
aircrewmember flying P2V Neptune ASW patrol aircraft with 
VP-10 out of Naval Air Station Argentia Newfoundland in 1962. 
I walked around Placentia. Ah, the rain, ah the rocks, as, the 
wind, ah the cold, ah, the fog....it was very tough flying out of 
there for our 12 hour patrols but I look back and loved it. Every 
flight was an adventure of subs, or liners, or ice or mechanical 
problems and electronic problems to overcome on those aging 
WW II designed planes. I was 18 and remember Argentia and 
Placentia  so vividly.)

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

RCMP to take lead role in investigation of fatal high-seas 
collision
Updated: Thu, Aug 09 1:13 PM EDT

The bow of the tanker Virgo remains moored at the Come By 
Chance oil refinery in Placentia Bay, Nfld. (CP/St. John's 
Telegram/Gary Hebbard) (CP)COME BY CHANCE, Nfld. (CP) 
- The RCMP are taking over from Transport Canada as the lead 
agency in investigating a recent collision on the high seas that 



killed three American fishermen.

The change, announced Thursday by Transport Canada, raises 
the possibility that the investigation of the tanker Virgo - now 
anchored in Newfoundland's Placentia Bay - will turn to criminal 
matters. But a spokesman for Transport Canada declined to 
explain the significance of the change.

The Mounties were scheduled to hold a news conference in 
nearby Clarenville, Nfld., to clear up the confusion.

Meanwhile, the U.S. Coast Guard "will continue to play an 
active role," said Transport Canada spokesman Paul Doucet.

An investigator from the U.S. Coast Guard spent Thursday 
inspecting the 180-metre Virgo, which was one of several ships 
in the area when the trawler Starbound was hit by another ship 
Sunday and sank.

Joseph Marcantonio, the captain of the 28-metre Starbound, was 
the only survivor.

The tanker's log books were seized and the crew told to stay on 
board after it arrived at an oil refinery near Come by Chance, 
Nfld., early Tuesday.

Since the collision occured in U.S. waters - about 210 kilometres 
off Cape Ann, Mass. - the U.S. Coast Guard took the lead role in 
the investigation.

The oil tanker, owned by Russian-based Primorsk Shipping, was 
built in 1995. It displays the usual assortment of dents and 
scratches found on tankers, which normally require the aid of tug 



boats when docking.

But local fishermen have pointed to fresh scratches etched in 
green paint near the Virgo's portruding bow.

The Starbound was painted green.

"I saw the (scratches) when we got right along side of her this 
morning," Walter Brinston said Wednesday as he manoeuvred his 
heaving, 10-metre fishing boat in the shadow of the hulking 
tanker. "But it's just paint. Who knows what it means?"

Still, there were no obvious signs of a violent crash earlier in the 
day during an informal inspection of the 38,000-tonne tanker.

The skipper of a tugboat, who has been pushing tankers around 
Placentia Bay for eight years, said he didn't notice anything 
unusual about the ship after a brief sailpast with reporters on 
board.

Several divers also inspected Virgo on Wednesday, but the dive 
leader refused to say what they found or who the team was 
working for.

The divers spent more than an hour inspecting the underside of 
the ship's hull, close to the stern, on one side.

It's at that point where there are some larger dents near the high-
water line, though none of them appear to be new.
The company has said the ship's captain, Vladimir Ivanov, had 
no knowledge of a collision.



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: What are opinions of your aviation experts about Air 
India Flight 182?



Dear Mr. Tucker, 24 Aug 01

I have not heard back from you regarding release of our email 
correspondence to the defence team so they did not get your 
opinions about Air India Flight 182, as valuable as they are to all 
concerned. The defence team continues to believe that the 
Canadian authorities at all levels are against them and will not 
cooperate either way. I told them the TSB was neutral, open, and 
scientific.

I have also been corresponding with the RCMP and AITF, if they 
request our correspondence, is it all right to give it to them?

This whole release of information just scares everyone. Why? 
We are the good guys. Bad buys are secretive and deceptive. This 
was not a secret flight, we are not at war, and only civilians were 
killed. This was a plane crash not a bombing raid.

Everybody is afraid. Mr. Tucker, please don't be afraid of the 
political repercussions of Air India Flight 182 not being a bomb 
but a shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. As long as the facts 
back up the conclusions, TSB will be respected and on firm 
ground.

Well, it's loyalties in conflict, that's for sure. Please come out on 
the side of science and proper aviation accident investigations. 
The Kirpal Inquiry was not an AAR, it was a judicial inquiry that 
said a bomb explosion. The CASB was an AAR and it did not 
say bomb. It said the correct explanation as far as it went. Four 
years later they would have been able to go further and explain 
the source of the unnamed explosion that tore Air India Flight 
182 apart with the occurrence of United Airlines Flight 811.



Please note and this is very important to me: No one, and that 
include media, RCMP AITF, TSB, AAIB, NTSB, FBI etc, have 
never asked substantive questions regarding the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup and have never refuted it.

Mr. Tucker, you have asked no questions and have not refuted 
the explanation either. Why is that? It is an alert from an 
experienced aviator who advises to check all the wiring in and 
around the forward cargo door area and all wiring dealing with 
opening the forward cargo door on all Boeing 747s. The danger 
is present and has occurred in the past as recently at October 
2000. Some warnings can be ignored such as UFO with a midair 
with an airliner going to happen soon....some warnings can't be 
ignored but must be checked out and ruled out or ruled in and 
action taken. My warning is in that category: faulty wiring is 
causing forward cargo doors to open in flight in Boeing 747s.

Air India Flight 182 was not caused by a bomb explosion but by 
the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

I may be politically naive regarding the relationships between 
government agencies, attorneys, and the police, but so what? The 
message is everything and it is an aviation safety alert based 
upon precedent and documents and experience.

The implications of the discovery of a cause of a plane crash is 
that several controversial accidents are now explained, Air India 
Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800.



At 6:22 PM -0400 5/24/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.

You said you would forward the Smith AAR to the RCMP and 
they acknowledged receipt of it from you so I know you are a 
man of your word, Mr. Tucker. I look eagerly forward to the 
opinion of the aviation experts regarding my explanation. I 
believe that once they examine my report closely they will find it 
all makes sense and is very accurate with very reasonable 
conclusions and recommendations.

What were the opinions of your Director of Investigations-Air? I 
know he has one because he has the Smith AAR for Air India 
Flight 182 and you told me you forwarded a copy to him.
What were the opinions of your Director of Engineering? That 
would include John Garstang who knows about Air India Flight 
182.
What were the opinions of your Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in 
Charge, SWR 111. Mr. Gerden knows about PolyX and Kapton 
wiring and the problems they cause which is at the heart of the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

What were their opinions, Mr. Tucker? Please do not dismiss me 



and my message without consulting with them. If you have their 
opinions, please tell me. If they tell me that they believe it was a 
bomb in the forward cargo compartment, or the aft cargo 
compartment, or wherever the mood is today, then I will desist 
from asking the Director General, Investigation Operations, to 
additionally investigate a plane crash from years ago which has 
relevance today and may reveal a current mechanical problems in 
planes flying today.

If they say the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup could be correct for 
Air India Flight 182, then please take action with a supplemental 
AAR to the CASB one, and then ask that the wiring in Boeing 
747s involved with the forward cargo door be checked for 
integrity.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Below from source quoting source
According to a source of mine in Air Transat, one of their 
A330s - KTS - has been subject to serious fuel leak 
problems for some time now and an engineer has been 
travelling with it constantly. It would be interesting to see 
if this is the aircraft involved in today's incident.



Canadian plane makes emergency landing in the 
Azores, nine injured

LAJES, Azores Islands (CP) - A Canadian Air Transat plane with 293 passengers on 
board ran out of fuel and had to make an emergency landing Friday on the Azores 
Islands, injuring nine people, airport authorities said.

"They had 10 minutes of fuel and were 20 minutes away of arriving at this airport," 
said Antonio Costa-Coelho, chief of staff at Lajes airport in the Azores, a group of 
mid-Atlantic islands about 1,450 kilometres off the coast of Portugal. The plane 
flew the last 10 minutes "with just the wind and the wings," said Costa-Coelho.

The landing burst the airliner's tires and spilled fuel on the runway, shutting down 
the airport, Portugal's Lusa news agency reported.

"He reached the runway without the engines and made the landing. He had to pull 
very hard on the brakes, so he made a little fire in the tires and made some damage 
on the runway," Costa-Coelho said.

A statement from the Regional Service of Civil Protection and Firefighters of the 
Azores said nine passengers were slightly injured in the emergency landing. It gave 
no further details.

The crew and most of the passengers are fine, said Costa-Coelho. He believed one 
woman was taken to the hospital but her injuries were not life threatening.

According to Lusa, the Airbus-330 developed a fuel leak on a flight between 
Toronto and Lisbon and had to land at the Azores, a group of nine islands 
belonging to Portugal.

"The pilot was very cool," said Costa-Coelho. "Without engines it is very difficult."

In Ottawa, a spokesman for the Foreign Affairs Department said the government 
was in touch with the airline to check on the well-being of the passengers.

Friday's was the second incident involving an Air Transat airliner in a week.

On Saturday night, a Lockheed L-1011 carrying 324 passengers and 14 crew to 
Toronto had to be evacuated at Orlando international airport after smoke poured 
into the plane's cabin.



Two people suffered minor injuries.

Air Transat specializes in charter flights from several Canadian and European cities 
to vacation destinations, according to the company's Web site.

The airline has a fleet of 23 aircraft.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Faulty wires in SWR 111 and Air India Flight 182

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,   28 August 2001,

"Faulty wires are "the igniter" of many potentially deadly inflight 
problems, he said."

I am saying the same thing, sir. TSB and I agree on the large 
issue. The more specific issue is crashes in which those 'faulty 
wires' are involved. Please check out  the shorted wiring/forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup for 
Air India Flight 182 and others.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,



Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

         
         

Vic Gerden, Chief Inspector of Swissair flight 111, left, reads his 
statement while Benoit Bouchard, Chairman of the 
Transportation Safety Board of Canada, looks on. (CP /Tom 
Hanson) (CP)OTTAWA (CP) - Investigators into the 1998 
Swissair crash called Tuesday for a ban on flammable materials 
in planes and tougher aircraft wiring tests, a move hailed as a 
huge step by one of the aviation industry's most vocal critics. 
"That's a giant leap for humankind," said Ed Block, a wiring and 
air crash expert based near Philadelphia.
Faulty wires are "the igniter" of many potentially deadly inflight 
problems, he said.

The Transportation Safety Board, which is continuing its probe 
of the disaster, also wants a reassessment of systems such as air 
conditioning which could help feed oxygen to onboard fires.

Swissair Flight 111, an MD-11, slammed into the ocean off Nova 
Scotia on Sept. 2, 1998, killing all 229 people on board.

"We are recommending a far more stringent certification test 
regime for electrical wires - one that takes into account the 
various ways in which wires may fail," said the safety board.

"Over the years, manufacturers have become very good at 
making sure that seats and interior cabin panels burn as little as 



possible in . . . a crash," said chairman Benoit Bouchard.

"But it is also true that in behind those panels - often in places 
where there are few, if any, defences in terms of fire detection 
and suppression - you can find various materials that can sustain 
a fire. And these materials don't just burn; they can also emit 
toxic gases and excessive amounts of smoke."

They include a rubber-like substance called elastomeric material, 
used on MD-11s to cap unused duct openings in air conditioning 
systems. 

"An airplane should not crash as a result of one ignition source," 
said Vic Gerden, chief investigator into the Swissair tragedy.

Time and more research are needed to discern the cost and 
practicality of the board's fourth round of recommendations, 
Gerden said.

Block has been fighting for safer aircraft wiring for years. He co-
authored a report, released earlier this month, that studied 
international aviation incidents over the last three decades. It 
cites more than 400 cases of wire-related problems from 1972 to 
2000, ranging from fatal crashes to reports of cockpit smoke.

Block praised the safety board for recommending tougher tests 
that he says are long overdue. But real change will depend on 
whether regulatory agencies such as the powerful Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) in the United States turns the 
recommendations into new rules.

"This is an issue that is being addressed with research that the 
FAA started and more will be done over the next few years," said 



spokesman Les Dorr.

"We feel we need to upgrade those," he said of performance tests 
currently conducted on aircraft wiring.

"I cannot speculate on what our formal response to the (board) 
recommendations might be. But certainly we will consider 
them." 

An MD-11 contains about 250 kilometres of electrical wire and 
rewiring a single plane would cost several million dollars. 

Canada's safety board is testing 20 burnt wires it believes were 
damaged by electrical arcs between wires on the doomed 
Swissair flight.

It has found evidence that fire developed in the ceiling near the 
cockpit, but hasn't discovered the cause. Wiring problems have 
long been suspected.

The board, along with its counterpart in the United States, has 
issued several recommendations and advisories since the ongoing 
probe began.

"Our purpose in issuing these recommendations now is to 
enhance the safety of the travelling public as quickly as 
possible," said Bouchard, 61, who is retiring after five years as 
chairman. 

The probe is not expected to wrap up before next year.

"It would be nice to see it solved," said Miles Gerety of 
Connecticut, whose brother Pierce, 56, was on Flight 111. "But 



the older I get and the longer it goes on, I don't know what 
solved is.

"The fact that my brother died in a terrible crash, it makes me 
concerned about air safety, but it doesn't make me obsessed with 
it," he said, adding he's still a frequent flier. 

Tuesday's wiring recommendation will have a major impact, said 
Cliff MacKay, president of the Air Transport Association of 
Canada, representing airlines and flight schools.

"It's going to be very important not just to Canada but to the 
industry around the world. 

"Costs are always an issue, but it's never been something that the 
industry has flinched at." 

Previous safety board recommendations include:

- Inspect cockpit wiring on all MD-11s.

- Give flight recorders independent power sources and the 
capacity to record up to two hours rather than 30 minutes.

- Reduce or eliminate metallized Mylar blanket insulation, found 
to be flammable. Mylar is currently being removed from aircraft 
worldwide at an estimated cost of at least $1 billion.

- Review firefighting capabilities and improve fire suppression 
and detection equipment on aircraft.

The painstaking Swissair investigation has so far cost $52 
million, much of it spent lifting more than two million pieces of 



wreckage from the ocean floor off Peggy's Cove, N.S. 

Pilots aboard the plane reported smoke in the cockpit about 53 
minutes after leaving New York en route to Geneva. The plane's 
electrical systems began failing some 15 minutes later before the 
jet plunged into the Atlantic Ocean.

Canada's safety board is an independent agency that reports to 
Parliament. It promotes safety in marine, pipeline, rail, and air 
travel by investigating accidents to assess causes and 
contributing factors.

It makes recommendations geared to fix or reduce such problems 
and makes its findings public.

The Transportation Safety Board of Canada has issued several 
recommendations and safety advisories since Swissair Flight 111 
plunged into the Atlantic Ocean on Sept. 2, 1998, killing all 229 
people on board. Their investigation has also led their American 
counterpart, the National Transportation Safety Board, to 
recommend new safety regulations:

January 1999: Based on the Canadian board's investigation, the 
American agency asks the Federal Aviation Administration in the 
United States to inspect cockpit wiring on all MD-11s.

March 1999: The Canadian board recommends flight recorders 
have independent power sources and be able to record up to two 
hours rather than 30 minutes.

August 1999: The Federal Aviation Administration orders 
metallized Mylar blanket insulation be replaced after it is found 



to be flammable. The Canadian board had issued an advisory that 
Mylar use be reduced or eliminated.

September 1999: The Federal Aviation Administration bans the 
in-flight entertainment system used on Flight 111, calling it "not 
compatible with the design concept of the MD-11."

April 2000: Acting on a directive from Canadian investigators, 
the Federal Aviation Administration orders map-reading lights on 
MD-11s inspected or shut off. In inspections of about 12 aircraft, 
flammable Mylar blanket insulation was found pressed against 
many of the lights and showed signs of heat damage.

April 2000: The Federal Aviation Administration issues eight 
safety orders concerning MD-11 electrical systems, bringing to 
over 30 the number of airworthiness directives released since the 
crash.

December 2000: The Canadian board issues five safety 
recommendations aimed at detecting and suppressing in-flight 
fires. Also recommends revising cockpit crew's emergency 
checklist to save time in event of fire.
Aug. 28, 2001: The Canadian board issues three more safety 
recommendations designed to stop the spread of fires and to 
enhance the certification requirements for aircraft electrical 
wiring.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Defence team contact



Dear Mr. Smith

In answer to your question, you may certainly forward the e-
mail. 

I'm sorry to be so late in responding.  As I said before, I'll do my 
best to
review your e-mails and forward relevant material to other TSB 
staff, but I
can't undertake to deal with them promptly.  There is just too 
much
information from you and too much other work for me to 
undertake to do
otherwise.
Bill T..

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,   10 Sep 01

Thank you for permission to forward copies of our emails during 
these past few months. I believe this will show the defence team 
that the TSB is patient, objective, and will listen to reason.

I may have sent too much information for prompt evaluation; my 
only explanation is that I feel a sense of urgency.

I'm standing by for any queries from your staff. It can't hurt to 
ask questions, now can it?

Sincerely,



Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
Subject: Tucker emails

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Thu May 24 15:21:34 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <Barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Delorme, Paulette" <Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Air India Flt. 182
Date:  Thu, 24 May 2001 18:22:47 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith:  

Thank you for your e-mail messages of 2 May and 8 May (sent 
to Ms. P.
Delorme, Office of the Executive Director) concerning the crash 
of Air India
Flight 182 that occurred on 23 June 1985. 

First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada (TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI



Flt.182 occurrence.  As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not 
established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More
importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared as
input to India's investigation.

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of the
very nature of our chosen careers.  We are interested because 
quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation.  
Above all, we
are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 
Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost 16
years after the event.  As you are aware, the RCMP have been 
conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 
since 1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any



information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 
provided
includes material that was produced by John Garstang.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.

With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 
May), there is
one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.  In fact, 
to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.  However, the aviation safety 
investigation
conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Thank you again for your messages. 



W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

    -----Original Message-----
      From:   John Barry Smith Eudora 
[SMTP:Barry@corazon.com]
        Sent:   Wednesday, May 02, 2001 11:37 PM
        To:     paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca
      Subject:        Air India Flight 182 Probable Cause

     Transportation Safety Board of Canada
   
        Dear Fellow aircraft accident investigators, 2 May 01
   
        I am an independent investigator concentrating specifically 
on early
model Boeing 747s that suffer inadvertent decompressions in 
flight. After
years of research and analysis, my conclusion is that four fatal 
Boeing 747
accidents were caused by faulty poly-x wiring shorting on the 
forward cargo
door unlatch motor leading to the rupture of one or both of the 
midspan
latches leading to explosive decompression which resulted in 
amidships
breakup for three of the aircraft and a large hole on the right side 
just
forward of the wing on the remaining aircraft. I refer to Air India 
Flight
182, Pan Am 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World 
Airlines Flight



800. UAL 811 is the aircraft that did not come totally apart and 
landed with
its incontrovertible evidence that matches up with the other three 
in so
many significant ways as to imply they all had the same probable 
cause for
the initial event.
    
        Regarding Air India Flight 182, an accident in which 
Canadian public
safety organizations are intimately involved, I have written a 
report
supporting my findings and have quoted extensively from the 
Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report of 1986 of the Canadian Aviation 
Safety Bureau.

        Please note that the Canadian aviation accident investigators 
never
said it was a bomb that caused the agreed upon explosion in the 
forward
cargo compartment of AI 182. The Canadian aviation accident 
investigators
were absolutely correct in their conclusions of 1986 and only by 
subsequent
similar accidents is the cause of that unexplained explosion now 
clear.
   
        I am sending by Word file my Smith AAR for AI 182 for 
your
evaluation. Should you find the wiring/cargo door/explosive 
decompression
explanation a plausible, reasonable, alternative explanation with 



precedent
for the destruction of AI 182, then the issue of a clear and present 
danger
to the Canadian flying public becomes apparent as the cargo door 
wiring in
early model Boeing 747s has not been inspected for the tell tale 
cracking
that the polyimide insulation shows before shorting.
        
        I invite your queries to me for further details by phone or 
email.
Regardless, a supplemental AAR for AI 182 is probably 
warranted since TSB
has never actually given its official opinion regarding one the 
most
celebrated of all tragic Canadian aviation accidents, equal to the 
Arrow
Gander crash and Swiss Air 111.
  
        Swiss Air 111 showed the vulnerability of widebody 
airliners to the
faulty Kapton type wiring insulation which I conclude is the 
probable cause
for Air India Flight 182. The 1972 DC-10 event over Windsor, 
Ontario, when a
cargo door inadvertently opened, presaged the Paris Turkish 
Airlines DC-10
cargo door accident. Therefore, when I say that faulty wiring is 
causing
cargo doors to inadvertently rupture open in wide body airliners, 
I believe
you will say it's possible but did it happen for AI 182 and ask for 
the



evidence. That evidence is presented in my report.
        
        Very Respectfully,
      
        John Barry Smith
        Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
      barry@corazon.com
       www.corazon. <http://www.corazon.com/>
  com <http://www.corazon.com/>831 659 3552
       551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA  USA 93924

    -----Original Message-----
      From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
       Sent:   Tuesday, May 08, 2001 2:00 PM
   To:     Trans Safety Board Canada
        Subject:        Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India 
Flight
182

   Yes, the Mounties are saying the 'bomb' was in the Aft 
compartment
of Air India Flight 182 and want to put three guys in jail for life 
for
putting it there.

        Ha!

     Can you do something about this nonsense?

       Cheers,



John Barry Smith
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Supplemental TSB report for Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:319840:RCMPblachfor16may01.pdf:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        24 May 01

Well, sir, thank you very much for your polite and informative 
email to me regarding the administrative details of the Air India 
Flight 182 accident. I do call it an 'accident' and not a 'downing' 
as the RCMP AITF, specifically Sgt Blachford, calls it.

Sgt. Blachford has been in contact with me and requests a 
meeting and documents, a suggestion I have accepted with the 
requirement that a TSB aircraft accident investigator be present 
to interpret the technical details of an aircraft inflight breakup, an 
occurrence which a policeman would not be expected to 
understand. I've attached my most recent letter to the RCMP 
AITF in text and as a PDF file.

First, I must respond that the Transportation Safety Board of 
Canada (TSB-C)
has no mandate to re-open the aviation safety investigation of the 
AI
Flt.182 occurrence.



Well, not yet. Is it not judicious to be prepared for the trial in 
February when a TSB official will most certainly be called to the 
witness stand to present the current Canadian aviation accident 
experts' opinion about Air India Flight 182 for which two men 
are on trial for their life's freedoms?

Also, my research and  conclusions indicate a present danger to 
the public safety in known faulty wiring again causing the 
forward cargo door of early model 747s to open in flight leading 
to fatalities, just like United Airlines Flight 811. Would it not be 
prudent to check out that startling claim by an experienced and 
educated aviation person?

When you say "Re-open" you imply the investigation was 
closed. My understanding is that the Air India Flight 182 
investigation in the AITF has been open and ongoing for about 
16 years. I would phrase the suggestion as providing a 
'supplemental' report to the existing CASB report although later 
in this email I justify the suggestion for an entirely new AAR on 
Air India Flight 182 done by TSB alone.

As you may be aware, the TSB-C was not established
until 1990, and the Aviation Occurrence Report you referred to 
was prepared
by the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, the predecessor to the 
TSB-C.  More
importantly, in accordance with ICAO Annex 13, the 
investigation of that
accident was led by the Government of India; the CASB report 
was prepared as
input to India's investigation.

As I read the CASB aviation occurrence report, it appears to be 



selected portions of the Kirpal inquiry with notable omissions, 
such as the assumptions of 'twinning' being proof positive of a 
bomb, and most importantly omitting the conclusion of a 'bomb'  
although the thought was there in everyone's minds.

The Canadians are to be complimented on resisting the intense 
political pressure at the time to call the cause of the agreed upon 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment as a bomb 
explosion. The UK AAIB representative, Mr. Davis, said the 
cause was not a bomb. The non aircraft investigator judge said it 
was a bomb, and the Canadian aircraft accident investigators 
declined to say one way or the other. Who was correct? Well, 
after 16 years and several similar accidents, it is now clear to me 
that the UK and the CASB air accident investigators were most 
correct.

The CASB were cautious, as all good investigators are, and only 
concluded that which was supported by real evidence of only an 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment. Period. That wise 
conclusion was confirmed years later by the event of United 
Airlines Flight 811 which refuted all of Judge Kirpal's reasons 
for grasping for a 'bomb' in the face of contradictory evidence 
such as the sudden loud sound on the CVR which matched a DC 
10 explosive decompression sound and not a bomb sound.

Mr. Tucker, I read a lot of accident reports and the CASB 
occurrence report of 1986 was meticulous, precise, and cautious. 
They acted as investigators, not prosecutors. Now is the time to 
supplement that cautious and later proven to be correct report 
with an update. The update can be used to rule in or rule out the 
match to the subsequent event of United Airlines Flight 811 
which would indicate a present danger to the flying public and 
prepare some fellow for the cross examination by the defence of 



the accused in the February 2002 trial. After all, it was a plane 
crash, not a bank robbery, and current Canadian officials who 
know about plane crashes will be called to explain to the Court 
and jury just how and why a Boeing 747 came apart in the air so 
long ago.

Please do not wash your hands of Air India Flight 182. It's not 
done and gone. Accident investigations are based on precedent. 
We learn what happened now by what happened before. In one 
sense, a investigation is never complete because more and more 
is learned as similar accidents in similar circumstances leaving 
similar evidence occur allowing a refinement of the probable 
cause.

That said, we certainly have more than a passing interest in the
circumstances of the AI Flt. 182 tragedy.  We are interested 
because of the
very nature of our chosen careers.

Too right.
 We are interested because quite a few
TSB staff were working for the CASB at the time (myself 
included), and many
of that group were involved in the AI Flt.182 investigation.  
Above all, we
are interested because of the enormity of the tragedy, the links to 
Canada
and the fact that there has not yet been closure on this matter - 
almost 16
years after the event.

Very frustrating, I agree. And the way to resolve that frustration 



is to confront the mystery again. There can be closure and 
satisfactory answers with a new supplemental report on the older 
one which can now examine the amazing significant similarities 
with United Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, 
and Pan Am Flight 103. Of course you are interested. I'm miffed 
because most of the people I talk to don't even recall the tragic 
event even though it killed so many, many more than the other 
three.

United Airlines Flight 811 had an original AAR, 90/01, which 
was later superceded by an entirely new AAR on the same event, 
AAR 92/02. There is precedent for TSB to write an entirely new 
AAR with its own conclusions based upon actual examination of 
the evidence in videotapes and not rely on the Indian judiciary 
and their interpretations. The confirming proof exists in the 
videotapes and high quality 35 MM color photographs of the 
actual Air India Flight 182 wreckage that can now be matched to 
United Airlines Flight 811. TSB has access to those films via 
RCMP and specific expertise to properly evaluate that evidence.

TSB is entitled to conduct its own investigation for its own report 
and not have to refer to a dissolved agency or a foreign judicial 
official for opinions about a Canadian aviation accident which is 
still as potent as ever. AITF is after the 'bombers'; let the TSB go 
after a mechanical explanation based upon the matching event of 
United Airlines Flight 811, an event not available to CASB for 
consideration in 1986 but available to you and TSB now.

The match to United Airlines Flight 811 and the other two make 
Air India Flight 182 even more of a significant aviation 
investigation other than a 747 that exploded inflight and was 
thought to be a bomb but was not, just like Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 for 17 months. Other AARs can now be updated and a 



current safety problem of wiring can be identified and fixed.

May I digress a moment, Mr. Tucker. The Airbus A380 will hold 
650 passengers and it has a fatal design flaw, that of outward 
opening non plug cargo doors. The small sized balloon of Comet 
burst at a window, the medium balloon of a DC 10 burst at a 
cargo door of AA 96, the large balloon of a 747 burst at a cargo 
door of United Airlines Flight 811, and now the huge balloon of 
the A380 may burst at the same place. The cargo doors must be 
designed like the passenger doors; plug type. Now is the time for 
authority to rule in or rule out my conclusion that forward cargo 
doors of 747s are rupturing open in flight at one or both of the 
midspan latches. If confirmed, then the A380 and subsequent 
airliners can correct this major design flaw which is 
acknowledged in NTSB AAR 92/02, that of outward opening 
non plug cargo doors.

And do we not agree that Pan Am Flight 103 does not have 
closure either? Is that event satisfactorily resolved in your mind? 
Can you really believe a 20 inch shatter zone on the port side of 
the nose caused by a 'bomb' can cause the nose of 747 to come 
off in flight even as we know that United Airlines Flight 811 had 
a ten foot by 15 foot hole in the nose and the plane stayed aloft?

As you are aware, the RCMP have been conducting a
criminal investigation into the circumstances of the crash ever 
since 1985.
In accordance with Canadian law, both the CASB and the TSB-C 
have provided
the RCMP with copies of material from our file - excluding, of 
course, any
information that is privileged under our Act.  The information 
provided



includes material that was produced by John Garstang.

Ahh, Mr. John Garstang......He emailed me in 1997 with 
incorrect information. I replied and he called me on the phone 
later to correct his email report that the door was recovered intact 
as, in fact, neither cargo door was recovered. And there was not 
'...other solid evidence indicating a bomb blast had occurred.' 
Both his statements are misleading and incorrect. And now, 16 
years later, he issues a report from the RCMP stating the 
explosion was a bomb in the aft cargo compartment, completely 
contradicting the Kirpal Inquiry and the CASB report with no 
substantive or new evidence for such a bizarre conclusion. Not 
only does the evidence conclusively show there was no bomb 
explosion in the aft cargo compartment, it shows there was no 
explosion of any sort back there and the area was closely 
examined for such an event because of JAL 123 and the 
infamous aft pressure bulkhead crack.

The allusion to gambling by betting money on 'experts' in regard 
to aviation safety is also distressing. Mr. Garstang's poorly 
substantiated conclusions carry little weight with me. Compare 
your email which is polite and informative to his factually 
incorrect, insulting, and bragging statements below and you will 
see what I mean.

Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal



Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening 
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft.  During any aircraft crash, investigators 
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause.  In the case 
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the 
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators.  The latches were still in place, 
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight 
opening of
that door.

On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a 
bomb blast
had occurred.  Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.  
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet.  Put your money on 
the experts;
 you will win more often.
 ----------
From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Securitas
Subject: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Date: Saturday, August 31, 1996 9:50PM
<<File Attachment: BDY3.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:50:40 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 32287B6A.1295(a)corazon.com
FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822; 
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]



TO: Securitas
SUBJECT: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY3.P00
 --
Dear Safety Person, The cause of the Air India flight 182 crash of 
a
Boeing 747-237B from Toronto to London in 1985 was an 
inadvertent opened
forward cargo door which then tore of skin which then tore of 
nose to
destruction of aircraft. Not a bomb. My safety concern to TSB 
Securitas
is that it can happen again. To properly assess the risk to 
Canadian air
passengers, visit the web site at http://www.corazon.com for a 
fully
documented presentation of the issue of inadvertently opening 
cargo
doors. Open doors causing destruction in early model Boeing 
747s has
happened before, it has happened now, and it may happen again. 
Please
assess door opening claim by visiting web site and evaluating 
documents
supporting hypothesis. John Barry Smith

So, Mr. Tucker, you can see I have been at this for years. Steady 
and solid; the facts are there; and all the while the evidence 
corroborates the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 



decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 
182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800. I plead with you to be able to meet 
and present my evidence to you and other Canadian aircraft 
accident investigators who respect research and evidence, who 
are not politically involved, and are not impressed by media hype 
of exciting myths about conspiracy bombers. There are no 
conspiracies, only physical laws of nature obeyed in twisted 
metal and sounds on data recorders. I rely on the reality of 
evidence for my conclusions not fearful fantasies of evil 
foreigners plotting to kill.

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 
strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.

You may be right. They seem to have strong bias towards bomb 
and bombers, but you never know, they may have a real 
investigator who will consider any explanation that makes sense, 
has official documentation for support, and has an irrefutable 
precedent, United Airlines Flight 811.

 I have also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations,

Thank you.

the



Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation,

Thank you. I followed closely that investigation and found it to 
be patient, professional, and thorough.

 and the Director
of Engineering for their information.

Thank you.

I am of course available at any time to answer their queries as 
they arise. The enormity of the implications is breathtaking, but 
true. I hope they can get past the bias of years of media bomb 
bomb bomb and look at my research of matching evidence to 
confirmed mechanical events in United Airlines Flight 811 and 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

With respect to the brief message in your second e-mail (of 8 
May), there is
one point that I must clarify in reply.  It is correct that the CASB
investigators' report never said it was a bomb that caused the 
explosion;
however, the report also never said that it wasn't a bomb.

Yes, is the glass half full or half empty. But imagine the pressure 
on CASB to state it was a bomb. To not conclude it was a bomb 
shows that they did not just omit it, but really rejected it as a 
realistic explanation. Even now the RCMP is under intense 
pressure to allay the public fears and desire for revenge by 
prosecuting two foreign looking fellows for planting a bomb 
based on external circumstantial conspiracy evidence, just like 



Pan Am Flight 103.

 In fact, to my
knowledge, there was nobody on the CASB team who didn't 
consider a bomb to
be the most likely explanation.

I understand the 1986 leaning towards bomb for the mystery 
cause of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment which 
CASB and Kirpal did agree on; the plane did come apart inflight. 
This is agreed upon and undeniable, so an explanation had to 
exist and a bomb explosion could cause that breakup, so, without 
a reasonable plausible alternative, what to say? Boom, bomb. For 
CASB to be cautious and reject the hysteria and just say 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment based on evidence 
only speaks highly of the mature wisdom of those officials at the 
time and now they are vindicated by events of a few years later 
in United Airlines Flight 811 which looked like a bomb, felt like 
a bomb, called a bomb by the crew, and yet, was not a bomb but 
an electrical problem with a cargo door.

If the CASB of 1986 had NTSB AAR 92/02 of United Airlines 
Flight 811 of 1992 to review, with its many significant matching 
similarities to Air India Flight 182, they would have had that 
reasonable plausible alternative to bomb and could have 
countered the 'bomb' explanation espoused by the politically 
minded Judge Kirpal. It's understandable that  in 1986 a bomb 
explosion could have been the cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment since there was no reasonable 
alternative. There is now and I invite/urge TSB to now use that 
luxury of hindsight and precedent to issue a supplemental AAR 
for Air India Flight 182. My Smith AAR report lays out the 
evidence, analysis, and conclusions to make the match and 



declare Air India Flight 182 to have as a probable cause the 
shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. Please evaluate the explanation on 
its own merits by experienced TSB investigators. I have high 
hopes that the gentlemen you forwarded my report to will do just 
that.  Please forward this email to them should you believe it may 
help in their evaluations.

 However, the aviation safety investigation
conclusion on that point was, appropriately, left to the Kirpal 
Commission
in India.

Well, Judge Kirpal was not an aircraft accident investigator nor 
was he a policeman involved with terrorist bombings. He could 
have relied on his Indian chief aircraft accident investigator, Mr. 
Khola, for information on why planes crash, and he could have 
relied on the Indian police force for evidence of bombings. but 
he did neither. He did the best he could trying to placate many 
pressures. His inadequate answers are shown by the lack of 
closure in the case. But again, in 1986 there was no precedent to 
rely on as United Airlines Flight 811 was about four years in the 
future. Judge Kirpal did the best he could under the 
circumstances, just as did CASB and others involved in the case.

The wisest probable cause conclusion based on the best evidence 
was the CASB one, not surprisingly by professional aircraft 
accident investigators. Through similar subsequent accidents, 
that cautious and prudent conclusion can now be refined to 
satisfactorily explain the cause of the agreed upon explosion in 
the forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, and it's 
not a bomb explosion but explosive decompression probably 
caused by faulty wiring shorting on a door unlatch motor.



AA Flight 96, a DC 10 over Windsor Ontario, in 1972 which had 
a cargo door inadvertently open in flight, and Swiss Air 111 are 
two accidents which are relevant to Air India Flight 182 and are 
well known to CASB and TSB officials. I know that when I say 
an inadvertently opened cargo door in flight in a wide body 
airliner is potentially catastrophic and that Kaptonized type Poly 
X insulation wiring in a wide body airliner is also potentially 
catastrophic by shorting, you will not look at me in derision but 
might say, "Could be, Smith, where's your evidence? Show me 
what you have. And make it snappy."

I have it, sir; please let me present it to you in depth. Endure the 
impatience and go through it with me, piece by piece, fodded 
engine by fodded engine, CVR by CVR, FDR by FDR, and 
leading edge by leading edge. I believe I may persuade you a 
supplemental TSB investigation into Air India Flight 182 is 
warranted based upon my presentation of my years of research, 
analysis, and conclusions based upon actual AARs of similar 
events and similar facts, data, and evidence. There will be no 
conspiracy nonsense but just airplanes and more airplanes.

I sense in you, Mr. Tucker, that you are walking a line of being 
professionally correct as an administrator in your dealings with a 
member of the public and yet also intrigued as an investigator by 
the raw data I have presented to you that may indicate that Air 
India Flight 182 was in fact not a bomb explosion but a 
mechanical event which has happened before and can happen 
again. The implications are that a present danger may exist and 
thus continued discussion is warranted.

Let us have those discussions.



Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
Background:
From Sergeant Blachford, 7 May 2001
"As per your email of April 10th, 2001 you advised you would 
be contacting me
the week of April 16-20th, 2001 and that you would have the 
requested data for
me. Could you please advise when I might receive that data. 
Thank you and I look
forward to meeting you."
For Sergeant Blachford AITF:
Dear Sergeant Blachford, 10 April 2001
Thank you Sergeant Blachford for your recent letter to me of 28 
Mar, 2001, file
number 85.3196. You stated that prior to our meeting I should 
send 'as much detail
as possible' 'which reflects that faulty wiring on Air India Flight 
182 was the cause



of the 'downing''. I am preparing that data now for your review. I 
will be in
Vancouver all next week (the week of 16-20 April) and may be in 
position to hand
carry it to your 5255 Heather St. address.
Dear Sergeant Blachford, 16 May 2001,
Thank you for your letter of 7 May 2001, file number 85-3196, to 
which I reply:
To be picky, which is what aircraft accident investigators do, and 
please don't take this personally,
I did say, "may be in a position to hand carry it to....". I later 
determined that I was not in a
position to hand carry it to you.
In your previous letter, you made the condition that before a 
meeting you must first receive my
research and analysis. I later believed that my research and 
analysis would not receive the
consideration they deserve.
And since I did not receive any acknowledgement from you of 
my 10 April 2001 email until now,
a month later, no rendezvous was set up between us for a 
meeting in April.
So, you see, we are off on the bad foot of misunderstanding 
already and that is not conducive to a
proper investigation/interview/interrogation of a potential 
witness with a high likelihood of
productive information being gained.
Maybe we can start again:
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
1
I have spent years in researching and analyzing explosive 
decompression accidents in early model
Boeing 747s. Air India Flight 182 is one of those accidents. My 



conclusion, amply supported by
official government documents, is that Air India Flight 182 did in 
fact suffer an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment which led to the inflight breakup, as 
stated in conclusions by the 1986
Canadian Aviation Safety Board Aviation Occurrence Report.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as 
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India 
Flight 182
was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of 31,000 feet 
resulting in its crash
into the sea and the death of all on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before water 
impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from the 
forward
portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the 
aircraft was the
lead event in this occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to 
indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo 
compartment. This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not 
support any other
conclusion.
Based upon my further research, again supported by various 
government aircraft accident reports
(AAR), the explanation for that explosion is not that of a bomb 
but of an inadvertently ruptured



open, at one or both of the midspan latches, forward cargo door 
caused by the known faulty
Kapton type wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor which 
caused the explosive decompression
which led to the inflight breakup. There is an irrefutable 
precedent for my conclusions of another
early model Boeing 747 involved in the similar type event 
leaving similar type evidence, United
Airlines Flight 811, a precedent not available at the time for the 
Canadian investigators to consider
since it happened years later.
My research, analysis, and conclusions are available in a 117 
page document, 'Smith AAR on Air
India Flight 182,' with 120 pages of appendices. I can provide 
that document to you for your
evaluation.
You asked to be advised when you might receive that data and 
you look forward to meeting me:
You may receive that data when we meet. I also look forward to 
meeting you. Let us now arrange
the details.
I suggest my home in Carmel Valley, California, since all my 
computer data and research materials
are located here as well as solving the family problem of my wife 
working as a Registered Nurse
and I'm the parent taking care of our daughter before and after 
school hours. For me to go back to
Vancouver would be a hardship for the Smith family. I 
understand the AITF is flying to England
and India interviewing witnesses so you're welcome down here 
and fully justified to obtain
information from someone who has been working five years on 
Air India Flight 182 details.



I suggest a time at your convenience and the sooner the better 
because, as a consequence of my
research, the implication is that a clear and present danger exists 
to the flying public in faulty
wiring again causing a cargo door to open in flight causing 
fatalities in an early model Boeing 747.
The persons to be included in the meeting should consist of you 
(RCMP AITF), me (independent
aircraft accident investigator), and a Transportation Safety Board 
of Canada aircraft accident
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
2
investigator (TSB). I really must insist on this, as my analysis is 
very technical and detailed and the
AITF should have a neutral, objective, aviation expert present to 
validate or refute my claims to
you. Your trip will be productive when you have an official 
expert at hand you can trust to
immediately advise you on the spot if what I say technically is 
nonsense or correct and thus worthy
of further examination by the AITF.
I invite John Garstang, of course; however, since he has been 
seconded to the RCMP since 1988,
he is hardly an objective observer and thus the TSB official is 
required. I suggest Mr. Vic Gerden
of TSB since he did such an excellent investigation of the Swiss 
Air 111 accident. A local
Vancouver TSB official would also be satisfactory. If you wish to 
document the meeting, I suggest
Paul Marquis, Editor, Aviation Safety Letter, Transport Canada, 
another Canadian government
official who understands why airplanes crash.
I will be referring to the AA Flight 96 DC-10 accident over 



Windsor, Ontario, Canada, in 1972 and
Swiss Air 111 accident near Peggy's Cove, Canada; two 
accidents the TSB will be well aware of
and which support my shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182. The TSB does not 
scoff at the suggestion that faulty
wiring or an inadvertently opened cargo door on wide body 
airliners could have occurred in Air
India Flight 182 because they know those causes have happened 
before and could happen again.
They will know which questions to ask of me to rule in or rule 
out the explanation. RCMP and/or
AITF understands criminal actions in terrorist bombings and 
conspiracies; however, the
wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression is a non-criminal 
mechanical event in a plane crash.
TSB participation is essential when talking about why the Boeing 
747 called Air India Flight 182
came apart in the air.
The following is very important: The Canadian aviation 
authorities were absolutely correct in their
conclusions of 1986. Subsequent similar airplane crashes such as 
United Airlines Flight 811 now
allow TSB in 2001 to supplement the earlier conclusions with a 
clearer explanation of the
explosion that caused Air India Flight 182 to breakup in flight 
amidships. The reason the RCMP
and the AITF took so long to make accusations against persons is 
that there were no criminals to
catch. If Air India Flight 182 had been a bombing, I believe the 
RCMP would have caught the
perpetrators immediately and I would hope they would have been 



punished to the fullest extent of
the law, and it's too bad Canada does not have the death penalty.
Let me digress a moment in investigative philosophy: The RCMP 
has a mandate which is that of
an investigative body which conducts interviews, examines 
evidence, and makes conclusions
which are then presented to the Crown for possible prosecution. 
The prosecutors and the defence
attorney then get together in an adversarial relationship during a 
trial with judge and jury. That is
the way it is supposed to work and when it does work that way, 
much success is had.
However, I have noticed in the past few years that the 
investigative agencies involved with airplane
crashes, specifically, the RCMP, FBI, NTSB, have become 
prosecutors pressing forward their
own case only and omitting contrary evidence which might 
contradict their opinion. The agencies
have become political, which is to say, giving scientific 
conclusions which please the political
appointees of the moment who reflect the popular will of the 
moment.
The people of Canada believe a bomb blew up Air India Flight 
182 and killed 329 men women and
children. The people assume a bomb had to be put there by 
someone and they want that person or
persons punished. That is the political conclusion about the 
probable cause for the Air India Flight
182 tragedy.
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
3
If the RCMP and the AITF are conducting the investigation with 
the bombing conclusion already



made and are now looking for evidence to support that 
conclusion, I am not the person to talk to
because my evidence refutes that conspiracy conclusion and 
gives a mechanical alternative
explanation with precedent that shows that there was no bomb, 
and thus no criminal, and thus no
punishment to be meted out to satisfy the desires of the grieving. 
In lieu of the bombing
explanation for the explosion in Air India Flight 182, I offer a 
plausible, reasonable, mechanical
explanation with precedent: The shorted wiring/cargo door 
rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup sequence of events as modeled 
by United Airlines Flight 811.
There are no conspiracies by groups involved with Air India 
Flight 182 such as Boeing, NTSB,
TSB, AAIB, Air India, or the RCMP. Everyone is acting in their 
own perceived best interest. I am
not associated with any of those groups and am motivated by my 
near death haunting experience of
surviving a sudden night fatal jet airplane crash in which my 
pilot died.
The recent meeting led by the RCMP in which lewd telephone 
calls are alleged to have been made
by the accused is unworthy of an honorable investigation into an 
Air India airplane crash but
indicative of a prosecution tactic to discredit the character of a 
person on trial to the jury.
Mr. Dave Cross and Mr. Ian Donaldson of the Defence team for 
the accused, Mr. Ripudamen
Malik, suggested to me that the RCMP and the AITF are not 
interested in what happened to Air
India Flight 182 but are only interested in what the defence might 



use in trial so that the
prosecutors would have time to counter the conclusions, and not 
to confirm them or rule them out
by further investigation. The attorneys may be right. Their point 
of view is that the RCMP is an
adversary whereas I might see the RCMP/AITF/TSB as allies 
once the authorities understood my
explanation for Air India Flight 182. (Although I had discussions 
with the Defence team attorneys,
there was a clear understanding that I am an independent person 
who is free to act as I feel
appropriate.)
However, based upon your most recent letter, Sergeant 
Blachford, I have hopes that quite possibly
there is a real investigator amongst you. There may very well be 
an investigator who does objective
research, searched the internet, reviewed my web site at 
www.corazon.com, read my emails to
RCMP, noticed the similarities of Air India Flight 182 to an 
incontrovertible similar accident,
United Airlines Flight 811, and decided to pursue the 
investigation further to rule in or rule out the
intriguing possibility that Air India Flight 182 was a mechanical 
accident and not a heinous crime.
The criminal analogy is that of a serial killer in many 
jurisdictions, over many years, with random
victims, but who always follows the same method of operation 
leaving a matching clue which links
him to the crimes.
For the wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression explanation 
for four early model Boeing 747
fatal accidents over eleven years, it's the sudden loud sound on 
the CVR immediately followed by



the abrupt power cut to the FDRs. That sound, Sergeant 
Blachford, is not that of a bomb, but of an
explosive decompression. The killer is wiring; the inadvertent 
accomplice/bystander is the outward
opening non-plug forward cargo door.
Someone at AITF, and it may very well be you, Sergeant 
Blachford, decided to follow up on the
previous inquiry you made to me. Someone may be willing to sit 
down with me accompanied by
an objective, neutral, government expert about airplane crashes, 
and patiently go through the
matching evidence of Air India Flight 182 to other similar 
accidents which left much similar
evidence that shows that the similar probable cause to be the 
initial event for all. The potential
confirmation of a present danger to the flying public demands it.
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
4
So, on that hope. I have reconsidered and agree to provide you 
with my analysis and conclusions,
and meet with at least you and a TSB official in my home to 
forthrightly and timely answer all your
questions regarding my claim to you that Air India Flight 182 
was not a bomb event but a
mechanical accident with precedent coupled with the urgent 
implication that a present danger to
public safety exists for the Canadian flying public.
To summarize: Meeting:
Documents to be made available: Smith AAR and appendices, 
and other documents as requested.
Location: 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CA, USA
Time: At your convenience and I urge haste.
Participants: Smith, Blachford, Garstang, TSB (Gerden) 



Transport Canada (Marquis) and others
as agreed upon.
Agenda: Clarification of the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
That is my message: I know you are interested in the messenger:
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
I am not an anonymous caller after midnight with whispered 
unsubstantiated accusations about
minority groups.
I am a long time member of my community identifying myself 
fully, giving ample communication
channels, and inviting you into my home as well as offering 
documentation from authoritative
sources for all my technical conclusions.
If supported by evidence, is the AITF able to deviate from the 
conspiracy course at this late stage
and conclude there was no bomb, no criminals involved? Is the 
AITF willing to offer an entirely



different explanation for Air India Flight 182 other than the one 
promoted by the RCMP but
consistent with CASB of 15 years ago? Is the AITF willing to 
accept the advice, counsel, and
assistance from a fellow government agency, TSB, regarding this 
airplane crash?
I well understand the political difficulties involved and the 
consequences world wide of such a
revelation. But, honorable investigators rely on the facts, data, 
and evidence to reach reasoned
conclusions and let the chips fall where they may. Hindsight is 
valuable and available to us all
when we examine subsequent similar airplane crashes. I assert 
that beyond a reasonable doubt,
those realities support the probable cause for Air India Flight 182 
as the shorted wiring/cargo door
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
5
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation 
and refute a bomb explosion.
When you read my lengthy analysis and interview me, you too 
will be persuaded, if you have an
open mind. The AITF can yet crack this case.
Hope springs eternal.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Smith/Blachford AITF letter 16 May 01
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To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Smith AAR Appendices A, B, C, D, E
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:319840:Appendix A (WP).pdf: :Master:
319840:Appendix B (WP).pdf: :Master:319840:Appendix C 
(WP).pdf: :Master:319840:Appendix D (WP).pdf: :Master:
319840:Appendix E (WP).pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF files are appendices A, B, C, D, E to the Smith 
AAR on AI 182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Smith AAR Appendix I
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:319840:Appendix I (WP).pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as a PDF file is appendix I to the Smith AAR on AI 
182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Smith AAR Appendices F, G, H, J,
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:319840:Appendix F (WP).pdf: :Master:
319840:Appendix G (WP).pdf: :Master:319840:Appendix H 
(WP).pdf: :Master:319840:Appendix J Bruntingthorpe.pdf:



W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF files are appendices F, G, H, J,  to the Smith 
AAR on AI 182.

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Official AI 182 Reports in PDF
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:320077:182.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as PDF file is the CASB and Kirpal Inquiry reports.



Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: UAL 811 NTSB AAR in PDF
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:320077:81192/02.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 May 01

Attached as a PDF file is the NTSB AAR 92/02 for United 
Airlines Flight 811.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com



barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Supplemental thoughts
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   26 May 01

Please permit me to amplify my previous email with additional 
thoughts:

The current status of opinion for the probable cause of the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 in which 329 died is:

The CASB aircraft accident investigators who state it was an 
explosion of unstated cause in the forward cargo compartment 
and not the aft cargo compartment....which conflicts with.....

The Indian Judicial authority who states it was a bomb explosion 
in the forward cargo compartment and not the aft cargo 
compartment.....which conflicts with...

The AAIB representative who said it was an explosive 
decompression explosion in the forward cargo compartment and 
not the aft cargo compartment the cause of which was yet to be 
determined.....which conflicts with.....



The RCMP AITF police authority who state it was a bomb 
explosion in the aft cargo compartment and not the forward cargo 
compartment....which conflicts with....

This independent aircraft accident investigator who states it was 
an explosion in the forward cargo compartment and not the aft 
cargo compartment the cause of which is summed by the shorted 
wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation....which conflicts with....

The TSB who remains....silent...reluctant....on the bench...

Mr. Tucker, please, stand up, come forward, put yourself in play 
and assert your power and authority to sort out this contradictory 
cacophony of conflicting opinions about a momentous Canadian 
aviation event.

Your opinion carries the most weight amongst us; it must be 
heard. What is it? What happened to Air India Flight 182? Why? 
How?

Any report that exists can be supplemented, or revised, or 
updated, or upgraded. The Canadian Aviation Safety Board 
Aviation Occurrence Report regarding Air India Flight 182 can 
certainly be called Version 1.0 and a Version 1.1 can be an 
upgrade, to use a computer software analogy.

I personally recommend starting with a clean sheet of paper and 
treat the accident as you would as if it happened yesterday. 
Because of the peculiar nature of the accident with most of the 
wreckage still on the bottom of the ocean and the suddenness in 
which the event occurred, the evidence upon which the original 
investigators relied upon to make their conclusions and findings 



still exists in a hangar in Bombay and in dozens of videotapes 
and hundreds of high quality 35 MM color photographs now held 
by the Gendarmerie royale du Canada.

With the benefit and luxury of hindsight, subsequent similar 
accidents in similar aircraft under similar circumstances leaving 
similar evidence can now be evaluated for comparison.

Your TSB report will be the most up to date, the most 
comprehensive, and the most accurate. It is vitally needed, Mr. 
Tucker. Your expert opinion is needed by the Crown, by the 
Defence, by the RCMP AITF, by the manufacturer, by the 
airlines, and by the worldwide flying public in early model 
Boeing 747s, of which approximately 1100 are still in service.

To assist, I am sending the PDF of AAR of United Airlines Flight 
811 and Air India Flight 182 Kirpal and CASB report. The 
electronic versions are very valuable for the ability to search 
quickly through for keywords. Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
NTSB AAR 00/03 and Pan Am Flight 103 AAIB 2/90 are very 
large and can be sent to you if you wish and are available for 
download at http://www.ntsb.gov and http://
www.aaib.detr.gov.uk/index/index.htm

I am also sending the Appendices to the Smith AAR for AI 182 
in PDF, in case you do not have them; Appendix I is a personal, 
informal supplement.
These additional research materials may assist your staff which 
have received my AAR from you for their information. I am 
available day or night on any day to answer questions they may 
have and invite a meeting between us at your convenience.

The videotapes and color photographs of the 182 wreckage will 



be particularly interesting as there now exists much other real 
twisted metal to compare with; metal which now resides in 
hangars in Farnborough and Virginia in addition to Bombay. It's 
easier to find something if one knows what to look for; in this 
case it will be matching evidence in and around the forward 
cargo door to possibly match with Pan Am Flight 103, Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, and United Airlines Flight 811, the 
subsequent incontrovertible accident with its many significant 
matches:

From Smith AAR:
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air 
India Flight 182 and United
Airlines Flight 811 specifically:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C. Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D. Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo 
door
J . Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding 
normally in all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward 
cargo door area
L. Initial event starts with sudden sound
M. Initial event sound is loud



N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power 
cut to data recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of 
bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive 
decompression sound in wide
body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door 
area
S. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo 
compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of 
engine number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of 
engine number four
V. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than 
port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of 
the forward cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of 
forward cargo door
AC. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door 
not reported as latched
AD. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not 



implemented (stronger lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around 
forward cargo door
AG. Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered 
passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as 
bomb explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb 
explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door 
considered for probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal 
flight
Smith AAR AI 182

The data from the CVR and FDR (the only direct evidence of the 
events of AI 182) still exist and are as accurate as ever. There 
now exists similar CVR and FDR tapes to compare with.

Dr. Hill, the pathologist from AAIB in Air India Flight 182 is 
alive, well, and still practicing in England. I spoke with him by 
telephone a few months ago and he is as professional as ever. His 
phone number is 207 407 0378.



I implore you, sir, please, become involved, this is, after all is 
said and done, a fatal aircraft accident that originated in Canada 
and killed Canadians. Take a crack at it.

Sincerely,

Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PDF of  Smith AAR for AI 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:331906:SmithReportfinalfor.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  30 May 01

Attached is the Smith AAR for AI 182 dated 1 May 01 in PDF 
and supercedes the earlier Word file which had formatting 
problems. PDF allows the color photographs to be where they 
should and keeps the indents in proper order.

Sincerely,



Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Sgt Blachford contacted me
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  30 May 01

Sgt Blachford wrote me a letter received today. He confirms he 
has received my Smith AAR from you, will 'review and digest 
the contents of this report', will not be available for a meeting 
with me until mid August, and will be in touch with me in the 
'near future'.

My reply to him below.

I have created my original Word file Smith AAR into a PDF file 
which incorporated the Garstang report of 16 March 01 and an 
additional appendix which included the Bruntingthorpe event. I 
trust this is the one you sent to RCMP and your staff.



Anyway, I will send the PDF of my updated report via separate 
email and will send by snail mail a hard copy of the updated 
AAR and the appendices to the Head Office in Hull, Quebec, 
Place de Centre, 4th floor, 200 Promenade du Portage, K1A 1K8, 
address. If you are located elsewhere, please inform me and I'll 
send it there.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Sergeant Blachford,                                                             
30 May 2001

Thank you for your letter of 24 May 2001, file number 85-3196, 
to which I reply:



IÕm glad that Mr. Tucker of TSB has forwarded my Smith AAR 
for AI 182 to you. That means that technical aircraft questions 
can be answered by TSB or me. I shall send the attachments/
appendices to you by snail mail to the Heather Street address as 
well as a hard copy of the actual AAR.

I ask that you take note of Appendix J which is about the 
Bruntingthorpe bombing of a Boeing 747. Note the photograph 
that shows a real bomb going off in a real Boeing 747 leaving 
real evidence. Then note the photograph in my AAR of UAL 811 
and the huge hole on the starboard side of the nose which occurs 
when a real electrical problem causes a real large door to 
inadvertently open in flight on a real Boeing 747 leaving much 
real evidence.

Then compare AI 182 to both of those real, incontrovertible and  
indisputably explained events and you will clearly see that the 
real bombing evidence of Bruntingthorpe is absent in AI 182 and 
the real explosive decompression evidence from the ruptured 
open cargo door of UAL 811 is present in AI 182.

There are actually thousands of pages of accident reports and 
public docket information on hard copy, electronic memory, and 
CDs that are relevant to AI 182 and are on file here with me. All 
four accidents are controversial and have generated much official 
investigation and reports. I do not refer much to media 
speculation and rely on official reports for support of my claims.

I appreciate your intent to fully study the Smith AAR as it is 
dense and full of facts and documentation. At any time please 
call for any clarifications via email or telephone.

Mid August is fine for a meeting or sooner at your convenience 



and I have to add the situation is urgent from a public safety 
point of view.

I look forward to our meeting in the future. If I call you Sergeant, 
you might call me Major as I was in the Army or I can call you 
Bart and you can call me Barry.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: So true...
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  14 June 01

This article below about wiring is so true and supports my 
shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.



Also, this is the 34th anniversary night of my ejection from my 
on fire suddenly jet airplane during training for carrier landings 
which killed my pilot. This accident is the impetus for my 
continuing interest in aviation safety and my efforts to prevent 
what happened to me from happening to others.

May I enquire, sir, as to the progress of my Smith AAR on Air 
India Flight 182 which you submitted to RCMP, DAI, IcC of 
SWR 111, and DE for their information? The implications of my 
report show a present danger to the flying public in faulty wiring 
causing forward cargo doors to inadvertently open in early model 
Boeing 747s, in addition to the already known and reported 
wiring caused fires in the forward cargo compartment.

Mr. Tucker, I am always ready to be interviewed/queried as to 
the details of my explanation and welcome correspondence.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

In view of the foregoing, I forwarded a copy of your report to 
Sgt. Bart
Blachford of the RCMP in Vancouver.  The RCMP have as 



strong an interest as
anyone in establishing what happened to AI Flight 182.  I have 
also
forwarded your report to the Director of Air Investigations, the
Investigator-in-Charge of our SWR Flight 111 investigation, and 
the Director
of Engineering for their information.

The Canadian Transportation Safety Board (TSB), which is now 
investigating the Swissair crash, and other countries' aviation 
agencies also received the Danish government accident report 
but made no recommendations related to Mylar.
TSB spokesman Jim Harris says the agency can't make 
recommendations based on another country's investigation. He 
says the TSB investigates accidents and is not a regulatory body 
like the FAA in the USA and its Canadian counterpart, Transport 
Canada.

U.S. knew of wiring flaws years before 
TWA crash 1993 jet fire raised issues, 
but only after 2 crashes killed 459 did 
FAA act
By Gary Stoller



USA TODAY
Smoke and a burning electrical smell seeped into the passenger 
cabin of an arriving SAS jet as it taxied to a terminal in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. All 110 passengers scrambled out of the 
plane safely before a raging fire consumed much of the fuselage.
For 8 years, that 1993 incident hasn't been reported in U.S. 
newspapers, although the U.S. government was involved in the 
accident investigation.
Now USA TODAY has obtained the Danish government's 72-
page accident report, and it reveals that:
* The fire on the SAS McDonnell Douglas MD-87 jet may have 
been a precursor of two deadly North American crashes -- TWA 
Flight 800 in 1996 and Swissair Flight 111 in 1998 -- in which 
investigators believe wiring problems and flammable cabin 
insulation may have played a role.
* Two U.S. agencies involved in aviation safety -- the National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) and the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) -- assisted the SAS investigation and were 
aware of wiring and cabin insulation problems years before the 
North American accidents. Since those accidents, the FAA has 
issued a series of safety orders regarding inspections and 
modifications to wiring and the same type of cabin insulation.
* A type of wire on more than half of the airline jets flying today 
can be very dangerous when it fails.
A fierce fire
The SAS accident, which occurred on a flight from Barcelona, 
was caused by electrical wire that short-circuited, igniting 
flammable cabin insulation. ''Continued arcing and sparking 
resulted in ignition of the cabin sidewall insulation material, 
which eventually developed into a fierce, uncontrollable fire,'' 
Denmark's Aircraft Accident Investigation Board (AAIB) wrote 
in its 1996 report.
The AAIB investigation found ''clearly that the primary ignition 



source was that two wires, carrying an electrical load of 28-volt 
AC and 115-volt AC, respectively, became pinched between the 
aircraft structure and the recirculation fan duct.''
The pinching caused the wires' outer insulation to chafe, 
exposing their metal conductors, the AAIB says. The bare wires 
touched one another and an adjacent piece of metal, leading to a 
short-circuit.
Three years after the SAS fire, NTSB investigators headed to the 
Atlantic Ocean off Long Island to determine what caused the 
center wing fuel tank of a TWA Boeing 747 jet to explode, 
killing all 230 aboard. The NTSB didn't determine a probable 
cause but said last year that the most likely source of ignition 
was electrical wiring that short-circuited.

In September 1998, more than 2 years after the Danish report 
was written -- a high-temperature fire ignited before Swissair 
Flight 111 crashed near Nova Scotia, killing all 229 people 
aboard. Canadian investigators, who are still investigating the 
accident and haven't yet determined a cause, say they found 
short-circuited wires and burned Mylar cabin insulation on the 
McDonnell Douglas MD-11 jet.
The Danish accident report reveals that the two wires that short-
circuited on the SAS MD-87 had been installed between, and 
ignited, layers of Mylar insulation.
FAA conducted tests
As part of the investigation, the FAA performed fire tests on 
materials removed from the jet, according to a 1994 FAA letter in 
the Danish report.
The tests, conducted at FAA facilities in Atlantic City, N.J., 
showed that Mylar insulation failed the FAA's flammability 
requirements and could ignite from short-circuited wiring.
Despite those tests, the FAA proposed no regulations to remove 
Mylar from planes or ban it from new aircraft until after the 



Swissair crash. In August 1999, the agency ordered airlines to 
remove Mylar from MD-11 and MD-80 series jets within 5 
years.
When asked about the Danish accident report showing the FAA 
tested Mylar years earlier, FAA spokeswoman Alison Duquette 
said the agency accelerated Mylar-related research after the 
Swissair accident.
''Based on our new test that we developed, we found that Mylar 
does not meet an acceptable level of safety,'' she says.
Ed Block, a private expert who inspected aircraft wiring for an 
FAA subcommittee formed after the TWA accident, says that the 
FAA should have taken immediate action when it learned about 
the dangers of Mylar during the Danish accident investigation.
NTSB's participation
The NTSB, which assisted the Danish government in the SAS 
investigation, also was aware of the dangers of Mylar but made 
no call to have it removed.
''There are occasions when information developed in foreign 
investigations leads to Safety Board recommendations,'' says 
NTSB spokesman Ted Lopatkiewicz in a written statement. ''No 
NTSB recommendations were issued as a result of the Danish 
investigation.'' The board refused further comment on the SAS 
accident report.
The Canadian Transportation Safety Board (TSB), which is now 
investigating the Swissair crash, and other countries' aviation 
agencies also received the Danish government accident report 
but made no recommendations related to Mylar.
TSB spokesman Jim Harris says the agency can't make 
recommendations based on another country's investigation. He 
says the TSB investigates accidents and is not a regulatory body 
like the FAA in the USA and its Canadian counterpart, Transport 
Canada.



''Sadly, these agencies are all missing in action,'' Block says. 
''They're saying they don't care about the people in their country 
flying on these planes.''
Peter Thulesen, the head of the Danish accident investigation 
board, declined to be interviewed or to answer written questions 
about the type of wiring that short-circuited on the SAS jet.
The FAA's letter in the Danish accident report, however, reveals 
that the wire type was polyimide, which is often called Kapton. 
Boeing, which acquired McDonnell Douglas after the SAS plane 
was built, says Kapton is the general-purpose, or most commonly 
used, wire on MD-87 aircraft.
It is also the type that runs through most Boeing and Airbus jets, 
including the Swissair MD-11 that crashed. Short-circuited 
Kapton wires were found by Canadian investigators in their 
probe of that accident.
Cracked wire's dangers
U.S. Navy and other electrical engineering studies have shown 
that a crack exposing a Kapton wire's metal conductor can lead 
to a powerful short-circuit. Such a reaction could result in a 
10,000-degree Fahrenheit electric arc jumping out a wire, a 
flashover and a high-temperature fire.
In October, British government investigators concluded that 
Kapton wire malfunctioned, triggering an electrical arc that 
caused a bundle of wires to catch fire on a United Airlines 
Boeing 767 in 1998.
The lead investigator in that crash told USA TODAY that Kapton 
should not be installed on new jets and that older planes found to 
have cracked Kapton wiring should be grounded. Both Boeing 
and Airbus use Kapton wire on their new planes.

Last March, the Australian airline Qantas issued a memo 
prohibiting its mechanics from using Kapton as a replacement 
wire, citing ''ongoing incidents across the world involving 



Kapton wire.'' The memo, which was obtained by USA TODAY, 
calls for purging of all Kapton in inventory.
Officials at FAA headquarters in Washington say there is no 
evidence of a Kapton problem. Data on planes still being flown 
don't present serious concerns about Kapton wiring, provided it 
is carefully installed and maintained, the agency says.
The Danish government accident report, as well as other 
incidents in commercial and military aviation, provide more than 
enough evidence of a problem with Kapton, Block says.
''After the SAS fire, FAA officials should have realized they had 
a problem with Kapton wiring and made some prioritization to 
deal with Kapton arcing,'' he says. ''They ignored the problem, 
and it still festers.''

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Swiss Air 111 changes
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01

Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to find out what happened in an accident and the 
good faith efforts of an airline to prevent it from happening 
again. Good work by TSB and Swiss Air. Not good by reluctance 
of Boeing to implement the changes for all.

Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.



I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is 
causing problems that were not apparent.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001
Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 
Crash cause deliberations.

FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH
Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight 111 near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. 
Their remaining 19 MD-11  airliners are being radically 
converted in modifications to the electrical system in the cockpit 
area. For over one million Swiss Francs per jet: " ...primarily it's 
the electrical system that is to be significantly improved " 
according to Swissair documents made available to Sundays 
newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 111 and its 
229 passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB 
Report being anticipated for public release not before the 
beginning of 2002. Already many family members of Flight 111 
victims have been "paid out". So now Swissair no longer wants 



to wait for the outcome of the final report of the Canadian 
accident investigation before implementing the safety fixes that it 
has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " claims 
Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned changes. " 
Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" 
modification program initiative."
In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board (TSB) 
express themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation leader Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce 
potential safety deficiencies are well-known to us." As a crash 
cause, it is so far certain only that an electrical fire in the wiring-
bundles was crucially responsible. Because of the fire, important 
systems in the cockpit failed in quick succession, without which 
captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan Loew could no 
longer control their machine.
In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they will 
naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, 
via a routing with greater electrical integrity and individual 
isolation, into the cockpit. In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran 
through a single focal point described as a critical node. It was 
specifically within this area in the ceiling (just forward and aft of 
the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire had devastatingly raged. 
It affected not only the emergency power systems but the "last-
ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now that these 
systems are to be split and segregated for greatest integrity, 
important protections will again be in place - for example the one 
that controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator). This propeller can be unfolded from a compartment 
in the fuselage in an emergency and in the airflow produces 
current - like a hydroelectric direct current generator. In SR111 
the Canadian investigators found that this critical emergency 



power turbine had given out no energy. Despite the crisis, its 
control functions had failed to deploy it - probably because, by 
that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the fire. 
Video cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by 
this "unique to Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video 
cameras are being installed everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the 
electronics bay under the cockpit floor - as well as behind the 
cabin linings. allowing the pilots a never before possible view 
into potential fire zones. The pictures will come up on a small 
14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition more smoke 
detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is that 
crews would no longer be condemned to helpless seated 
inactivity in the case of fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the 
cabin linings can squirt upon any detected fire.

All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 
emergency flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from 
two separate power sources and will function reliably even if all 
other systems have broken down (as was the case with SR111 in 
its last few minutes of flight). Altogether the cockpit changes are 
to cost 20 to 23 million Swiss Francs according to calculations of 
a Swiss Aviation Expert. The extensive modifications are the 
result of ongoing Swissair internal investigations into the 
accident's most likely course of events.
 Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its work, paralleling that being done by the official 
Canadian TSB Team. They sought to track down all possible 
causes of the disaster. The SR MD-11 Electrical Rework is in 
addition to other earlier measures (such as changes in checklists 
and procedures) - but is seen as the most important outcome of 
these investigations. Although latterly consulting and then in 
close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 



Swissair engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the 
accident themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the 
original type-certificated design. In a further internal document 
Swissair explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites 
for the initiation and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition 
source (e.g. arcing wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) 
and oxygen (i.e. air-conditioning system ventilation or crew 
oxygen system lines) ". As a consequence of its insights another 
risk-factors conclusion of the SR Halifax Taskforce presents a 
frightening new dimension to SR111: "We have clearly 
concluded that such contributing factors exist in each type of 
aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 
the MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB 
and sent to the certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the 
only ramifications of SR111 reaching beyond the MD-11 are the 
new emergency rules retroactively affecting the STC's 
(Supplemental Type Certification) of Inflight Entertainment 
Systems on just about every type of airliner in service today.

Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 
mandate) the new Swissair safety precautions for all remaining 
MD-11's. If this was to be done, such a program could then 
logically expand to include most other types of airline aircraft 
exhibiting the identical type-certification deficiencies. The first 
Swissair machine should be converted and ready for return to 
service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 Fleet is 
permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these system safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight 
program in Zurich. Preliminary re-certification assessments 
would normally be monitored by representatives of the FAA (the 
American airworthiness regulatory authority). However these 
were carried out in the spring of 1999 so that these changes could 



proceed without delay to SR Flight Services. But because 
manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these changes for 
a long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation. Boeing sees much of the program as 
"enhancements" and not necessarily as required safety 
modifications. These new Swissair safety initiatives have now 
become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have only just 
completed their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must 
return to the hangar yet again for extensive rework.  But it's not 
necessarily a case of spending a dollar to save a penny. Once you 
look at the cost of SR111 and its potential for costing the airline 
industry as a whole, it may well have been the other way round.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Wed Jun 20 18:18:46 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Swiss Air 111 changes
Date:  Wed, 20 Jun 2001 21:20:48 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is in reply to your series of e-mails, and to clarify the TSB 
position
in case there is a misunderstanding.  I'm sorry I have not been 
able to
reply sooner.  I shall be away for the next two work days and I 
had a reply
to you on my "must do" list before leaving tonight.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a



backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 
confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.  
Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that
occurrence.

That said, I am not suggesting that your concerns and your 
analysis are all
invalid.  In fact, I find that you have raised some interesting 
points that
have potential use for us in our work.  To that end, I am 
personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose. 

>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.   
If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.  However, I cannot 



promise
immediate processing and I cannot engage in direct and detailed 
dialog on
all the material you send me;  I simply have too much other work 
to do.
Right now I have over 150 e-mails in my in-box to read and 
action;  there
will be well over 200 when I return next week.  I am not 
complaining, I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

Sincerely,

Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Monday, June 18, 2001 11:59 AM
> To:     Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Swiss Air 111 changes
>
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker
> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker,  18 June 01
>
> Below shows the impact of a conscientious effort by 
investigators to find
> out what happened in an accident and the good faith efforts of 
an airline
> to prevent it from happening again. Good work by TSB and 



Swiss Air. Not
> good by reluctance of Boeing to implement the changes for all.
>
> Note the cameras in the cargo holds; that is very good.
>
> I look forward to the opinion of Mr. Vic Gerden to my Smith 
AAR for Air
> India Flight 182. I also have concluded wiring is causing 
problems that
> were not apparent.
>
> Sincerely,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
>
> Sunday newspaper, 6-17-2001
>
> Swissair optimizes MD-11-Cockpits with modifications to their 
electrical
> system -  as a direct consequence of their Flight 111 Crash 
cause
> deliberations.
>
> FROM TIM VAN BEVEREN ZURICH
>
> Two and a half years later, the consequences of the crash of SR 
Flight 111



> near Halifax N.S. have continued to affect Swissair. Their 
remaining 19
> MD-11  airliners are being radically converted in modifications 
to the
> electrical system in the cockpit area. For over one million 
Swiss Francs
> per jet: " ...primarily it's the electrical system that is to be
> significantly improved " according to Swissair documents 
made available to
> Sundays newspaper. There in Zurich the crash cause for the 
111 and its 229
> passengers is being assumed, despite the Canadian TSB Report 
being
> anticipated for public release not before the beginning of 2002. 
Already
> many family members of Flight 111 victims have been "paid 
out". So now
> Swissair no longer wants to wait for the outcome of the final 
report of
> the Canadian accident investigation before implementing the 
safety fixes
> that it has identified. "Safety remains our highest priority " 
claims
> Swissair speaker Urs Peter Naef regarding the planned 
changes. "
> Cost-saving measures never conflict with the required 
expenditures on
> flight safety, which underlie our "mode plus" modification 
program
> initiative."
>
> In Canada Investigators of the Transportation Safety board 
(TSB) express



> themselves reservedly over the planned SR procedure. 
Investigation leader
> Vic Gerden: "Swissair's efforts to reduce potential safety 
deficiencies
> are well-known to us." As a crash cause, it is so far certain only 
that an
> electrical fire in the wiring-bundles was crucially responsible. 
Because
> of the fire, important systems in the cockpit failed in quick 
succession,
> without which captain Urs Zimmerman and Copilot Stephan 
Loew could no
> longer control their machine.
>
> In a few days the technical modifications will begin and they 
will
> naturally concentrate on the known SR111 trouble areas: - 
significant
> critical wire-bundles are to be separated out and fed, via a 
routing with
> greater electrical integrity and individual isolation, into the 
cockpit.
> In SR111 these wiring harnesses ran through a single focal 
point described
> as a critical node. It was specifically within this area in the 
ceiling
> (just forward and aft of the cockpit/cabin bulkhead) that the fire 
had
> devastatingly raged. It affected not only the emergency power 
systems but
> the "last-ditch" power feeder lines to the batteries as well. Now 
that
> these systems are to be split and segregated for greatest 



integrity,
> important protections will again be in place - for example the 
one that
> controls the emergency power turbine (or ADG - air driven 
generator). This
> propeller can be unfolded from a compartment in the fuselage 
in an
> emergency and in the airflow produces current - like a 
hydroelectric
> direct current generator. In SR111 the Canadian investigators 
found that
> this critical emergency power turbine had given out no energy. 
Despite the
> crisis, its control functions had failed to deploy it - probably 
because,
> by that time, the associated wiring had been consumed by the 
fire. Video
> cameras and smoke detectors are also being installed by this 
"unique to
> Swissair" modification program. CCTV Video cameras are 
being installed
> everywhere: in the cargo-holds, in the electronics bay under the 
cockpit
> floor - as well as behind the cabin linings. allowing the pilots a 
never
> before possible view into potential fire zones. The pictures will 
come up
> on a small 14-centimeter monitor in the cockpit. In addition 
more smoke
> detectors are being strategically positioned.  The objective is 
that crews
> would no longer be condemned to helpless seated inactivity in 
the case of



> fire. Fire extinguishing agents behind the cabin linings can 
squirt upon
> any detected fire.
>
> All Swissair aircraft are to receive a new wholly integral 
emergency
> flight attitude instrument. It is to be operable from two separate 
power
> sources and will function reliably even if all other systems 
have broken
> down (as was the case with SR111 in its last few minutes of 
flight).
> Altogether the cockpit changes are to cost 20 to 23 million 
Swiss Francs
> according to calculations of a Swiss Aviation Expert. The 
extensive
> modifications are the result of ongoing Swissair internal 
investigations
> into the accident's most likely course of events.
>
>  Shortly after the crash on 3 September 1998 a Taskforce under 
the
> leadership of retired Swissair Technical Chief Willy Schurter 
began its
> work, paralleling that being done by the official Canadian TSB 
Team. They
> sought to track down all possible causes of the disaster. The SR 
MD-11
> Electrical Rework is in addition to other earlier measures (such 
as
> changes in checklists and procedures) - but is seen as the most 
important
> outcome of these investigations. Although latterly consulting 



and then in
> close co-operation with the US manufacturing firm Boeing, 
Swissair
> engineers unilaterally sought to analyse all factors of the 
accident
> themselves - in order to identify any deficiencies in the original
> type-certificated design. In a further internal document 
Swissair
> explains: "We knew that it needed three prerequisites for the 
initiation
> and propagation of a fire: a potential ignition source (e.g. 
arcing
> wires), fuel (e.g. thermal/acoustic blankets) and oxygen (i.e.
> air-conditioning system ventilation or crew oxygen system 
lines) ". As a
> consequence of its insights another risk-factors conclusion of 
the SR
> Halifax Taskforce presents a frightening new dimension to 
SR111: "We have
> clearly concluded that such contributing factors exist in each 
type of
> aircraft and that it is not simply a vase of being type-specific to 
the
> MD-11."  These were conclusions also reached by the TSB and 
sent to the
> certifying authority (the US FAA). To date the only 
ramifications of SR111
> reaching beyond the MD-11 are the new emergency rules 
retroactively
> affecting the STC's (Supplemental Type Certification) of 
Inflight
> Entertainment Systems on just about every type of airliner in 
service



> today.
>
> Nevertheless, neither manufacturers Boeing nor the American 
FAA
> supervisory authority want to even recommend (let alone 
mandate) the new
> Swissair safety precautions for all remaining MD-11's. If this 
was to be
> done, such a program could then logically expand to include 
most other
> types of airline aircraft exhibiting the identical type-
certification
> deficiencies. The first Swissair machine should be converted 
and ready for
> return to service at the end of June 2001. Before the SR MD-11 
Fleet is
> permitted to carry passengers following the incorporation of 
these system
> safety adjustments, it must pass a strict test flight program in 
Zurich.
> Preliminary re-certification assessments would normally be 
monitored by
> representatives of the FAA (the American airworthiness 
regulatory
> authority). However these were carried out in the spring of 
1999 so that
> these changes could proceed without delay to SR Flight 
Services. But
> because manufacturer Boeing withheld its agreement to these 
changes for a
> long time, there have been extensive delays in their 
implementation.
> Boeing sees much of the program as "enhancements" and not 



necessarily as
> required safety modifications. These new Swissair safety 
initiatives have
> now become even more expensive: Three SR MD-11's have 
only just completed
> their heavy maintenance checks. But now they must return to 
the hangar yet
> again for extensive rework.  But it's not necessarily a case of 
spending a
> dollar to save a penny. Once you look at the cost of SR111 and 
its
> potential for costing the airline industry as a whole, it may well 
have
> been the other way round.

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Sudden loud sound on CVR
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01

Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.

The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the Air 
India 182
accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited resources 
and a
backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe that 
cargo door
or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we are 



confident
that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased investigation.  
Therefore,
we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to that
occurrence.

I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to 
change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal 
stated explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling 
conflict. Just where was that bomb?

 I find that you have raised some interesting points that
have potential use for us in our work.

Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.
 To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.

Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your 
personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will put 
emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all 



the rest is circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden 
loud sound is everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 
'Explosive decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." 
When in doubt, I always come back to the sudden loud sound on 
the CVR's on all the four early model Boeing 747s that suffered 
the inflight explosions forward of the wing. The sound is 
incontrovertible.

>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason for 
your strong
interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for that.

Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of the 
five children he left became Navy pilots.

  If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed 
replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they come up.

 I
simply want you to understand my position with respect to your 
inputs.

I understand. Thanks again for your reply.



Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Startle/falling reflex
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        23 June 01

At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
If you
wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it, as
outlined above, to the best of my ability.

Thank you again for the opportunity to present some of my 



research and conclusions for review. I trust your two day trip was 
successful.

But first: Philosophy. To explain to myself the public's intense 
interest in aviation safety I go back to the basics. Infants are born 
with reflexes, two of which are the startle reflex and the grasping 
reflex. (Sucking is a third.) We are not born with the fear of fire, 
being crushed or drowning. We are born with the fear of a 
sudden loud sound and we are very afraid of falling. An infant 
will react by jerking when startled by a loud sound and the infant 
will instinctively grasp on to anything when it senses a fall 
backwards. A baby has to learn to fear fire or being squeezed too 
tightly and not to breathe underwater. So, being burned in car 
crash, crushed in a train wreck, or drowning in a ship sinking 
will always have less of a priority of a plane crash because a 
plane crash, especially one caused by a loud noise (explosive 
decompression or bomb explosion), holds two of the most primal 
of fears, startle and falling.

Because of these innate fears, severe reactions, even hysterical, 
are seen by X ray machines, sniffing dogs, etc, to try to stop a 
small percentage of probable causes of aviation accidents; 
sabotage. The billions of dollars could be better spent on pilot 
and maintenance training to reduce the crew error and 
mechanical problems which contribute to most of the accidents. 
However, the public demands a reduction in the fear of being 
startled in flight and then falling and a 'bomber' in a plane is 
terrifying.

That is why our job and in particular your job, sir, is so very very 
important. We must get it right, and if not exactly right the first 
time, then better the second time if we have the luxury of time 
and hindsight.



Second: Politics. A probable cause of an airplane accident which 
is high profile and involves literally hundreds of millions of 
dollars, thousands of jobs, and the pride of several countries is an 
important probable cause. Of course it is political and that means 
finding an answer which everyone can live with. The problem is 
that usually probable causes mean someone can't 'live with it.' 
Accidents are usually complex with no single overriding factor 
but, human nature being what it is, politics demands simple, 
quick, and easy answers. Money always enters the picture and 
changes things too.

I understand all these things. A probable cause of a machine 
accident should be independent of all those factors and focus on 
the actual events regardless of culture of pilot, country of origin 
of the manufacturer, passenger list, or religion of the owner of 
the airline.

My explanation for four Boeing 747 accidents involves many 
countries, airlines, and agencies and a lot of money. I did not 
pick the flight numbers of these 747 accidents, the evidence did. 
Of the almost 40 747 hull losses in the past 30 years, only four fit 
my criteria for the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. All four flight 
numbers are controversial because the official explanations are 
incomplete and contradictory.

Because the implications and consequences of the shorted 
wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for four 747 accidents are profound in a 
political and economic sense, please do not let that bias the TSB 
towards or against a particular probable cause; let the evidence 
speak for itself and there is much of it.



Third: Evidence.

Mr. Tucker, everyone talks about evidence but what is it? I use 
the legal terms of direct, tangible, and circumstantial; all of 
which can be very powerful and persuasive. The most is the 
direct. Direct evidence is the eyewitness, it's the participant, it's 
the CVR. The CVR was designed for this purpose; to tell us what 
happened up there, directly. The CVR heard what happened. Let 
the CVR speak and it says, "I heard a sudden loud sound that 
does not match a bomb explosion sound but does match an 
explosive decompression sound in a wide body airliner when the 
cargo door inadvertently opened in flight." And that is 
paraphrased from the official CASB and Kirpal report.

Let us assume the CASB and Kirpal report on the CVR sound is 
correct.  The implication is that the probable cause of Air India 
Flight 182 was not a bomb explosion but something else and that 
warrants further investigation.

I have done that further investigation. I can match the CVR 
sudden loud sound, (the only direct incontrovertible evidence,) 
from the DC-10 to Air India Flight 182 to United Airlines Flight 
811 to Trans World Airlines Flight 800 to Pan Am Flight 103.

In addition there are many other significant evidence matches 
among the four to be discussed later.

Yes, the claim is enormous and runs counter to the conventional 
wisdom for bombs for all, some for a day and some for years.

Conclusion:



My goal is not to persuade you for certain that Air India Flight 
182 was not a bomb explosion, but to persuade you that the 
mechanical alternative of shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup warrants further 
investigation by the TSB because of the direct evidence on the 
actual accident flight and the matching evidence of later accident 
flights. The probable cause of AI 182 may be something else 
other than bomb based on subsequent similar accidents, 
particularly United Airlines Flight 811, and that probable cause 
of faulty wiring is still present and unrecognized by authority.

TSB is that authority that can determine or rule out the danger. 
Can you and your staff spare some time to correspond with me 
via letter or email regarding Air India Flight 182 and its 
similarity to United Airlines Flight 811? They can ask rebutting 
questions which should be easily apparent if my explanation is 
bogus and I can reply with official documentation to support all 
my claims.

7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air India Flight 
182 and United Airlines Flight 811 specifically: From Smith 
AAR for AI 182:

A.        Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.  Breakup occurs amidships
F.      Section 41 retrofit not done
G.  At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 



all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y.      More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port 
side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 



door
AG.        Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause
AO.     Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight                                   
AP.     Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight

At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.

I appreciate that sir, they are the experts and can quickly discern 
if my shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation warrants further 
attention by TSB.

If your staff asks the questions, I will try very hard to provide the 
answers; I've had twelve years at it.

'Not to know is bad. Not to want to know is worse. Not to hope is 



unthinkable. Not to care is unforgivable." - Nigerian saying.

Mr. Tucker, I believe you want to know, you hope to find out, 
and you care. I do too. Thanks again for listening to me.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: DI-Air, DE, IIC, AITF
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     23 
June 01

Well, it's the 16th anniversary of Air India Flight 182 today. After 
reading and rereading the CASB and Kirpal reports so many 



times over the past years I can almost see and hear the Boeing 
747s involved as they preflight, taxi, takeoff and land. There was 
the 747 going to Tokyo, the 747 from Tokyo to Bangkok, the 747 
going to Toronto, the 747 going from Toronto to Montreal and 
thence to London. Four Boeing 747s; all safe except one, Air 
India Flight 182. All four were supposed to have bombs on them. 
Add in Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
and United Airlines Flight 811 which also were reported to have 
bombs in them and there were a total of seven Boeing 747s that 
had or were to have bombs on board at one time or the other. And 
of course, the bombs never went off when they were supposed to, 
either too early or too late or not at all or an explosion mistaken 
for a bomb. All of the four fatal accidents are intertwined with 
each other with Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 often 
relying on each other to support the bomb explanation.

Mr. Tucker, this conspiracy nonsense is contradictory, 
unproductive and non-scientific; I would prefer to leave it to the 
conspiracy people to play with, conspiracy people meaning the 
police, RCMP, FBI, and Scotland Yard who are paid to see plots 
everywhere.

I see singed metal, loud sounds on CVR, paint smears, twisted 
metal, broken turbine blades, fodded engines, and a forward 
cargo door frayed and damaged from an outward force lying on 
the ocean floor after a fall of five nautical miles from an 
explosion in flight leading to a total breakup, the nightmare come 
true for all of us pilots.

From CASB report:

All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had some 



fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed.

At 9:20 PM -0400 6/20/01, Tucker, Bill wrote:
To that end, I am personally looking
through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I think 
appropriate,
to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and the 
IIC of
the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward copes 
to Sgt.
Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you to 
do that
yourself whenever you so choose.

Thank you again, Mr. Tucker, for sending appropriate material to 
your staff; their opinions carry much weight. I'm curious as to 
what they are. The RCMP have acknowledged receipt of my 
Smith AAR for 182 that you sent them. Thank you for that, Mr. 
Tucker, they were sure to read it since it came from you. Sgt. 
Blachford has written me that he is taking the time to digest it 
and the earliest he can meet with me to discuss it is in mid 
August in California. I welcome all authorities to review my 
every email and all documents I create.

In regard to the specific departments such as Director of 
Investigations-Air, Director of Engineering, and the Investigator 
in Charge of Swiss Air 111, permit me to write as if I were 



addressing those gentlemen directly. I assume they have read my 
Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 which lays out the premise 
of the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation and gives the 
supporting documentation.

Director of Investigations-Air: I can understand the reluctance of 
become involved with a 16 year old crash. The evidence may be 
gone or altered, witnesses have moved or died, memories have 
faded, and who would want to pull a scab off a partially healed 
wound? However, Air India Flight 182 is unique in that the 
evidence is as fresh and accurate as ever in videotapes and high 
quality 35 mm film, the only direct witness is the CVR tape and 
it's memory is as clear as ever, and the wound is about to be 
opened in the Canadian court system in February.

My goal is not to persuade the TSB-Air, that faulty wiring caused 
the forward cargo door of AI 182 to inadvertently open in flight 
but to persuade TSB that a supplemental/update investigation 
report is warranted for reasons based on subsequent new 
evidence in a similar accident, United Airlines Flight 811. The 
TSB will be called to explain what happened to AI 182 at trial 
and, most importantly, a danger that existed in 1986 on this very 
night, still exists today, faulty wiring in early model Boeing 747s 
involved with the cargo door unlatch motor. Air India Flight 182 
is not gone and forgotten; it is in the forefront of aviation safety.

To put it another way: Why is a update supplemental 
investigation warranted? The original dual investigations of 
CASB and the Kirpal inquiry of 1986 gave conflicting 
conclusions which left many questions. A similar accident 
occurred later which gave a probable cause that was not the same 
as the Kirpal inquiry finding. Three men are on trial for their 



life's freedoms which will require a full explanation of what 
happened to the airplane they are accused of blowing up and that 
means the TSB, and probably the Director of Investigations-Air, 
will be called to give his best accounting of the events. I submit 
it is prudent, well prepared, and thinking ahead to incorporate the 
latest aviation safety data into an official opinion about a 
controversial accident. I call it 'accident' because it certainly is 
not an 'incident.' Who is the most qualified of all on the planet to 
give the most respected opinion about the aviation accident of AI 
182? The police? A foreign judicial authority? The press? The 
NTSB? I believe the TSB is and that means Director of 
Investigations-Air. I would like to know, as many would, what is 
the current thinking by TSB-Air about Air India Flight 182, it is 
very important. The still active opinion by CASB is no bomb; 
has that changed?  I respect the CASB opinion of 1986; they 
refused to be rushed into a probable cause that did not have the 
scientific support to uphold.

And most importantly, the updated supplemental investigation 
can rule in or rule out the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation because, if 
ruled in, then a clear and present danger exists to the flying 
public in early model Boeing 747s of which approximately 550 
are still active.

The original CASB report is correct as far as it went. It made 
conclusions based solely on the evidence and although many on 
the team may have believed the cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment was bomb caused, the evidence was 
not there to support that conclusion, so the prudent and cautious 
conclusion was made of an explosion of undetermined cause, a 
judgment proven correct years later. The Canadian aviation 
accident authorities have made no errors of fact and they made 



no errors of judgment. There is nothing for the Canadian aviation 
accident investigators to correct, only supplement and clarify. 
What was the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment the CASB said caused the inflight breakup? Only 
now, 16 years later and three similar accidents later is the cause 
strongly suggested to be explosive decompression by a ruptured 
open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches 
probably induced by faulty Poly X wiring.

The shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is plausible, it is reasonable, it has 
precedent, and it has actual direct and tangible evidence to 
support it. How many matches does it take for one aircraft 
accident to give a suspicion that another had the same probable 
cause? It depends on the actual matches. Are they trivial or 
important? Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811 
have many significant ones, most of which are relevant to the 
inflight breakup. Both flights were:

A.      Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.      Breakup occurs amidships
F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.      At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound



M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.     Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 



bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause

I submit to the Director of Investigations-Air that the above 38 
officially documented matches between Air India Flight 182 and 
United Airlines Flight 811 are enough to say they may have both 
had the same probable cause for their fatalities after their inflight 
breakup. Is that a reasonable premise to make? Would that thus 
warrant an updated supplemental report to the CASB report to 
explain the mystery cause of the explosion? I assume I would be 
asked for further proof that what happened to United Airlines 
Flight 811 actually happened to United Airlines Flight 811. I can 
do that and invite queries.

United Airlines Flight 811 was incontrovertibly not a bomb 
explosion, incontrovertibly not a missile hit, incontrovertibly not 
a center tank explosion, and most incontrovertibly an 
inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight probably 
caused by an electrical fault. United Airlines Flight 811 is the 
model for Air India Flight 182 except UAL 811 came back to tell 
what really happened. We must take advantage of that stroke of 
luck and the luxury of hindsight.

For Investigator in Charge of Swiss Air 111 (I assume Mr. Vic 
Gerden), I offer a probable cause for Air India Flight 182 of Poly 
X wiring, in the presence of moisture in the forward cargo hold, 
shorting on the door unlatch motor. Is that realistic? I believe that 



based on Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and Swiss Air 111 the 
knowledge of the faults of polyimide insulation in aircraft wiring 
is now well known. Is it realistic to make the supposition that the 
Kapton type wiring in Air India Flight 182 failed. http://
www.wire.nasa.gov/ is a new site demonstrating that the 
knowledge learned in Swiss Air is being applied across all 
aviation related areas, even space.

AA Flight 96 over Windsor Ontario in 1972 showed the potential 
catastrophic effects of an open cargo door in flight when the 
DC-10 almost went out of control and crashed when the small aft 
cargo door opened in flight. That problem was not fixed and it 
happened again two years later out of Paris and the Turkish 
airlines DC-10 cargo door opened in flight and the plane augered 
in killing all.

For me to say an open cargo door in Air India Flight 182 caused 
the accident is not unrealistic. Is a shorted wiring/cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup a reasonable 
premise to make? I would assume I would be asked why do I say 
such a thing and told to show proof. I can do that and invite 
queries. I would hope I have succeeded in showing that an 
alternative to the current bomb explosion explanation is 
plausible, reasonable, has precedent and therefore an update/
supplemental report is warranted.

For the Director of Engineering I would offer explosive 
decompression and the 300 knots IAS and all its power on a 
weakened airframe with the huge hole in the nose forward of the 
wing around the forward cargo door as described in text and 
shown by a drawing in the Kirpal report to explain the inflight 
breakup.



I know an engineer understands the power of 8.9 PSI differential 
between inside and outside Air India Flight 182 and the always 
present 96921 pounds of pressure on the 10890 square inches of 
the 99 inch by 110 inch cargo door. There are ten latches holding 
the 99 inch slice of fuselage closed. The bottom eight latches are 
close together and have additional locking sectors to prevent 
inadvertent back driving of the cams. The mid span latches are 
alone and in the middle of the 99 inches and have no locking 
sectors. The shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation offers the premise 
and documentation for the ruptures at one or both of the midspan 
latches of the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 which 
caused the explosive decompression causing the huge 30 foot by 
40 foot hole in the nose on the right side as shown in drawings in 
the CASB report.

I know an engineer understands the power of 300 knots. 300 
knots is higher than the highest wind on earth and would tear off 
or crumple the nose of a weakened airframe after the explosive 
decompression. Non-aviation oriented persons think that driving 
a car at 60 MPH and having a door open is a minor event with a 
little noise and small pressure on eardrums and pull over and 
close the thing. A Boeing 747 at 31000 feet at 300 knots having a 
huge door open is another matter with a potential total inflight 
breakup occurring. Is that a reasonable premise to make? I 
assume I would be asked to provide documented evidence to 
demonstrate what I believe the sequence of destruction of Air 
India Flight 182. I can do that based upon the inflight breakups of 
two other early model 747s that suffered hull rupture in flight 
near the forward cargo door, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and 
Pan Am Flight 103.

For the Air India Task Force of the RCMP (Sgt Blachford) I 



would ask exactly where was this 'bomb explosion' you have 
accused three men of planting in Air India Flight 182? Is the 
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment as stated by 
the Kirpal Report? Is it in the aft cargo compartment as stated by 
John Garstang recently who has been seconded to the RCMP for 
over a decade? Was the bomb loaded in Vancouver or in 
Montreal? Why does the RCMP say a bomb explosion anywhere 
in Air India Flight 182 when the Canadian aviation accident 
investigation authorities of the time declined to say it was a 
bomb explosion and would only state an explosion of 
undermined origin although the AAIB investigator flatly stated 
the explosion was not a bomb but an explosive decompression of 
a cause yet to be determined? The RCMP may not believe it is 
important to state exactly where a 'bomb' exploded on a plane but 
aviation accident experts know it is very important as even the 
placement of a few feet of an inflight explosion port or starboard 
has serious consequences. The aft cargo compartment and the 
forward cargo compartment are separated by many hundreds of 
feet and there is no interconnecting tunnel or any way for 
passengers to get into the cargo compartments in flight.

To say a bomb in the forward cargo compartment means the 
bomb was not loaded in Vancouver but in Montreal because all 
the baggage loaded in Vancouver went into the aft cargo 
compartment and the Montreal baggage went into the forward 
cargo compartment.

To say a bomb exploded in the aft cargo compartment is to 
contradict the CASB and Kirpal investigators who flatly said 
there was no explosion in the aft cargo compartment and they 
looked very closely for such an event. Is there any new evidence 
to make such a startling claim?



To say a bomb explosion at all is to second guess the Canadian 
experts on aviation accidents and side with an Indian judicial 
official who has no accident investigation experience and was 
under intense political pressure to declare the cause a bomb, even 
so far as to dismiss the Indian Aviation Accident Investigator, Mr. 
Khola, and replace him with Judge Kirpal.

The AITF RCMP position is fraught with contradictions, relies 
heavily on circumstances of events far away, and not supported 
by the direct and tangible evidence. I look forward to meeting 
with Sgt Blachford in mid-August to sort out the confusion. I 
will say that the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation does satisfactorily  
answer all the incongruities and resolves all the contradictions 
listed above. It is the answer to the cause of the accident but may 
not be the answer they want to hear or believe. I have hopes there 
will be a real investigator there in the AITF who will follow the 
factual clues and not the media conjecture or conspiracy 
fantasies. It's never to late to get it right.

Many disagree with my explanation for Air India Flight 182. 
Disagreement is not rebuttal. I disagree with the RCMP but offer 
documentation and interpretation of evidence to rebut their bomb 
explosion explanation. No one has ever offered evidence to rebut 
the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation although many have offered 
disagreement. I shrug off disagreement but welcome attempts at 
factual rebuttal.

June 23rd, it's a date I always remember, just like December 21, 
July 17, and February 24, dates for early model Boeing 747s that 
suffered hull ruptures in flight that all gave a sudden loud sound 
on the CVR and all quickly followed by an abrupt power cut to 



the recorders.

Thank you again, sir, for permitting me to present some of my 
years of research and conclusions for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Mon Jun 25 11:04:11 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR
Date:  Mon, 25 Jun 2001 14:05:37 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

Your reponse below prompts a further reply from me.  I 
appreciated the
understanding demonstrated in your e-mail.  I do have an open 
mind (or at
least I hope and try to), and I will strive to retain it long after I 
retire
from the TSB.

I am now up to date with your correspondence, except for one 
left to read



that you sent me on 23 June.  I have targetted specific elements 
to specific
people (e,g, the Appendix on Wiring to our SWR 111 IIC (Yes, 
that's Vic
Gerden) as well as to Dir of Inv. - Air).  I shall forward this to  all 
of
them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 
any follow-up
queries they may have 

Bill Tucker..

P.S.  In one of the things I read, you indicated that John Garstang 
had been
seconded to the RCMP for over a decade.  That is not so;  John G 
was loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 
for short terms
of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:     John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Wednesday, June 20, 2001 9:43 PM
> To:   Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Sudden loud sound on CVR
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker,  20 June 01
>
> Well, longest daylight of the year tonight, that's good.



>
> >
> >The TSB is not presently doing further investigation of the 
Air India 182
> >accident, nor is it planning to do so.  We have limited 
resources and a
> >backlog of investigation work-in-process; we do not believe 
that cargo
> door
> >or wiring problems were involved in that occurrence; and we 
are confident
> >that the RCMP are doing a thorough and unbiased 
investigation.
> Therefore,
> >we do not believe we would be justified in diverting our 
resources to
> that
> >occurrence.
>
> I understand the way things are now, and of course, subject to
> change. There is that pesky trial coming up and the RCMP is 
saying
> bomb in aft cargo compartment and the CASB and Kirpal 
stated
> explosion in forward cargo compartment, not a trifling conflict. 
Just
> where was that bomb?
>
> >  I find that you have raised some interesting points that
> >have potential use for us in our work.
>
> Thanks. UAL 811 is a big point.
>



> >  To that end, I am personally looking
> >through the material you send and forwarding copies, as I 
think
> appropriate,
> >to the Dir. of Investigations - Air, the Dir. of Engineering, and 
the IIC
> of
> >the SWR111 investigation.  If you wish, I can also forward 
copes to Sgt.
> >Blachford or the RCMP, but it seems more apporiate for you 
to do that
> >yourself whenever you so choose.
>
>
> Thanks. More eyeballs (or ears) is always good. I respect your
> personal opinion most of all. I can tell an open mind that will 
put
> emphasis on the evidence. A sudden loud sound on the CVR is 
the only
> direct evidence that exists for Air India Flight 182, all the rest 
is
> circumstantial or tangible consequence. The sudden loud sound 
is
> everything and it says, 'Not a bomb explosion' but 'Explosive
> decompression that matches DC 10 cargo door event." When in 
doubt, I
> always come back to the sudden loud sound on the CVR's on 
all the
> four early model Boeing 747s that suffered the inflight 
explosions
> forward of the wing. The sound is incontrovertible.
>
> >



> >>From one of your e-mails, I now also understand the reason 
for your
> strong
> >interest in advancing aviation safety, and I respect you for 
that.
>
> Thanks. I met the sons of my savior pilot years later, three of 
the
> five children he left became Navy pilots.
>
>
> >   If you
> >wish to continue sending material to me, I shall continue to 
process it,
> as
> >outlined above, to the best of my ability.
>
>
> Thanks, an open mind is all I ask. I would not expect detailed
> replies, but welcome any queries from you or your staff should 
they
> come up.
>
> >  I
> >simply want you to understand my position with respect to 
your inputs.
>
>
> I understand. Thanks again for your reply.
>
> Sincerely,
> Barry
>



> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
> Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate
> holder.

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Sudden loud sound on CVR
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                        25 June 01

  I shall forward this to  all of
them so they can note your addresses and your receptiveness to 
any follow-up
queries they may have

Thank you, sir.
 John G was loaned
or seconded to the RCMP on several occasions (maybe 3 or 4) 



for short terms
of about 1-2 months - most recently this spring.  Otherwise, he 
has
continued working as a valued employee in our Engineering 
Branch.

Correction noted, my error, thank you.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Part One in PDF file
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:6105:tuckerone.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                   2 July 



01

Attached is Part One of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Consensus on Location of explosion in Air India Flight 
182 Part One
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                        2 
July 01

Please allow me to present Part One of three parts of the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were 



in a conference room with members of the TSB listening to me 
for a period of time. Part One is to establish a consensus on the 
location of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on 
the right side that led to the inflight breakup. Part Two is to 
establish a consensus on the cause of the explosion. Part Three is 
to present conclusions, recommendations, and implications of the 
explanation.

As in any meeting, the participants can sit there and daydream 
until it's over and walk out with no comment except muttering 
under their breath, "Why do I have to put up with this crap?"

Or they can actively engage the speaker by heckling, asking 
pointed questions, or giving added confirmation to the ideas 
offered by their personal experiences. I accept all responses and 
will try to answer them appropriately. May I begin, sir?

Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this time to present an explanation 
for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of Air India 
Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985. My goal is not to persuade you of 
the higher standard of 'probable cause' but to persuade in the 
easier standard of 'possible cause' for the accident. You alone 
have access to the still accurate evidence of the inflight breakup 
in high quality film and data recorders which can raise the cause 



to 'probable' if applicable.

I would ask the TSB that if my three part presentation persuades 
that there is a new, possible, plausible, mechanical cause with 
precedent, then an updated supplemental investigation and report 
to the 1986 CASB AAR is warranted to rule it in or rule it out.

That is my goal; To have professional aviation safety officials of 
authority conduct an updated supplemental accident report on Air 
India Flight 182 to consider a possible cause of the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation based upon matching evidence of 
subsequent similar accidents, in particular, United Airlines Flight 
811 of 1989. The goal is to be reached in three parts: Part One is 
the determination of the location of the explosion and Part Two is 
the source of that explosion. Part Three is conclusions, 
recommendations, and implications. This is Part One.

If the new possible cause is correct, a consequence is that a 
present danger exists to the flying public because the fault of 
shorting wiring in the cargo door unlatch circuit still exists in the 
remaining 500 or so early model Boeing 747s still in service 
which would require airworthiness action to prevent a possible 
reoccurrence.

Why else to conduct a supplemental investigation into Air India 
Flight 182 other than imminent safety issues? Well, it happened a 
long time ago and much has been learned in the meantime that 
may clarify what exactly happened back then to answer the 
questions raised by initial reports, such as the unstated cause of 
the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side. 
Also, it is one of the most high profile, interesting, tragic, 
controversial, and mysterious plane crashes in Canadian history, 



right up there with the Arrow Gander crash and SWR 111, and 
current TSB investigators should have an opportunity at 
explaining it. Also, there are conflicting opinions of the probable 
cause among the authorities of CASB, AAIB, RCMP, and 
Indians which should be resolved. Also, there is an upcoming 
trial which will certainly ask questions of the TSB about what 
happened that day to that aircraft and having updated opinions on 
latest news already prepared for testimony would be most 
prudent.

The Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices is my major item of 
reference as it lays out the case, has references, and includes 
supporting documents. I assume you all have copies of that 116 
page report. If not, please tell me at barry@corazon.com and I 
will email the 1.2 meg PDF file to you. It includes color pictures, 
drawings, charts, and sketches as well as text which are very 
important to the understanding of the explanation.

Other documents which are used for support of the wiring/cargo 
door explanation are: The CASB report and the Kirpal Report for 
Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 92/02 for United 
Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am Flight 103, and 
NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800. All are 
available electronically and can be sent to you by email; please 
ask and I will provide them to you.

In this first meeting I would like to get us all to reach a consensus 
on the specific location of the explosion in Air India Flight 182. 
The sought after consensus is that of an explosion in the forward 
cargo compartment on the right side of Air India Flight 182 
which caused the inflight breakup that led to its destruction.

All opinion agrees there was a sudden explosion in Air India 



Flight 182 which led to the inflight breakup. There is some 
dispute as to where in the aircraft the explosion occurred and 
what caused it. I will attempt to clarify where and what in these 
three presentations.

 

Specific data about Air India Flight 182: Sequence in 
construction:#330, Construction Number 21473 Date completed: 
19 June 78, Type Aircraft: B747-237B Type of wiring: Poly-X 
(Raychem Corp), accident date: June 23 1985

The CASB,  Kirpal Inquiry, the AAIB representative, and this 
investigator all concluded that the explosion did occur in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side and all ruled out 
any explosion of any cause in the aft cargo compartment. That 
conclusion of the locus of explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment on the right side was based upon the physical 
evidence of shattered and frayed forward cargo door, inflight 
damage on right side such as the leading edge of right wing and 
the direct evidence of the CVR sudden loud sound. The ruling 
out of other locations such as cockpit and passenger cabin was 
determined by absence of any necessary corroborative evidence.

The possible location of an explosion from any source in the aft 
cargo compartment was extensively evaluated at the time based 
upon the subsequent accident of JAL 123 in which the aft 
pressure bulkhead cracked, caused an explosive decompression 
which led to loss of control of the Boeing 747 and its destruction. 
The removal and reinstallation of the aft cargo door stops before 
the fatal flight of Air India Flight 182 also caused intense 
examination for any type of explosion in the aft cargo 
compartment. There was suspicion of a potential problems in the 



aft section of Air India Flight 182 and thus the area was 
extensively examined and evaluated for an explosion by all 
authorities. Evidence of ruptures were found in both cargo 
compartments but no evidence of an explosion of any source was 
found in the aft cargo compartment, only the forward. All of the 
aft area of Air India Flight 182, especially the aft cargo 
compartment, was examined by video cameras and 35 MM film 
and evaluated by all investigators for an explosion but none was 
found. The unanimous undisputed opinions of all authority was 
of an explosion in the forward cargo compartment and no 
explosion in the aft cargo compartment. The evidence against an 
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment can be 
summed up thusly:

A. Absence of required corroborative evidence to support the 
assertion of aft cargo compartment bomb explosion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces of airframe well 
forward of the aft cargo compartment such as leading edge of 
wing and engines.
D. Overpressures in both cargo compartments, not just the aft.
E. Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F. Much straight and undamaged fuselage skin in the aft section.
G. Conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment to explain the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 
182.
H. General trajectory patterns from wreckage debris locations 
that match two other early model Boeing 747s, Pan Am Flight 
103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced 
inflight breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the 
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo compartment, as 
confirmed by the aircraft accident investigation authorities of the 
UK AAIB, and the USA NTSB.



A quote from the official Air India Flight 182 accident report 
states clearly:

" 2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was 
located between BS 1600
and BS 1760. Based on the direction of cleat rotation on the skin 
panel (target 7)
and the crossbeam displacement on this structure, target 47 
moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin. 
No other significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to indicate 
characteristics of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment."

Another opinion has recently been offered by Mr. John Garstang, 
while acting as an independent investigator and assigned and 
assisting the RCMP AITF, that the explosion took place in the aft 
compartment and the source was a bomb. His implication is that 
no explosion of any cause took place in the forward cargo 
compartment. No new evidence has been presented to refute the 
earlier Canadian, Indian, British conclusions. If Mr. Garstang has 
evidence that explains how the Canadians, the British, the 
Indians, and this investigator got the location of the explosion 
wrong, then now is the time to present it among fellow 
investigators and not later on the witness stand during a highly 
public trial with inquisitive attorneys and incredulous reporters. 
A rebuttal to the Garstang report of 16 March 2001 with the 
conclusion of bomb in the aft cargo compartment is presented in 
the Smith AAR of AI 182 of 1 May 2001.



Since the bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment 
explanation comes from the RCMP  which is primarily a police 
agency seeking criminals, an analogy comes to mind:

There was once a bank with two vaults which had no access 
between them. One was called the forward vault and the other 
the aft vault. One day it was discovered that all the money was 
gone from both vaults. Investigators investigated.

One group determined that the missing money was gone from the 
forward vault because it was stolen by three criminals but the 
missing money from the aft vault was not stolen.

Another investigator said the missing money from the forward 
vault was not stolen but disappeared for a reason yet to be 
determined and the missing money from the aft vault was also 
not stolen.

Another group said the money was gone from both vaults, no 
reason was given for the missing money in the forward vault but 
missing money not stolen from the aft vault.

Years went by as yet another group assumed a crime and sought 
the thieves of the missing money in the forward vault but did not 
search for any thieves for the missing money in the aft vault as 
everyone agreed the missing money in the aft vault was not 
stolen and therefore there were no thieves to catch.

Another independent investigator came upon the event with 
research of other similar missing money from banks and matched 
similar events and concluded the money was missing from the 
forward vault because of a clerical error which has happened 
before and the missing money from the aft vault was a side 



effect. There were no crimes nor thieves of either vaults.

And then, sixteen years after the event, three men are arrested as 
thieves for robbing the...the...aft vault!

And the agency with the most expertise about missing money in 
aft and forward vaults ponders whether to become involved.

I ask that agency to become involved and determine where and 
why the money went from both vaults to supplement their 
previous report of no money stolen from the aft vault.

We investigators are all on the same side on this issue of safety 
and the cause of accidents; we are all well intentioned; and we all 
want the right answers; honorable disagreement is normal and 
can usually be resolved by additional interpretation of facts. All 
factual criticism or rebuttal is welcomed via email or telephone 
or letter.

Let me show you below what a real bomb explosion looks like 
when it goes off in the aft cargo compartment of an early model 
747. This event did not happen to Air India Flight 182 because 
this evidence of the Bruntingthorpe real bombing is absent in the 
wreckage of Air India Flight 182.
 

The above bomb explosion would have been heard on the CVR, 
there were not large skin pieces near the explosion, there was 
explosive residue, the damaged area was very large, and the 
leading edge of the wing was not damaged. None of that 
corroborative bomb explosion damage was seen in Air India 
Flight 182 wreckage.



Then let me show you below what a real electrically caused open 
forward cargo door in flight does to an early model 747, United 
Airlines Flight 811:
 
Above is United Airlines Flight 811 from NTSB AAR 
('tremendous explosion' in the forward cargo compartment on the 
right side, as flightcrew was quoted).

 

Above is Air India Flight 182 from official AAR and matches 
United Airlines Flight 811, not the Bruntingthorpe bombing 
explosion evidence. Note the split longitudinally forward cargo 
door of Air India Flight 182 which matches exactly the recovered 
split cargo door of United Airlines Flight 811 picture below from 
NTSB AAR.

 

The corroborative real evidence which is present and matches Air 
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811 is listed below:

A.      Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.      Breakup occurs amidships



F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.      At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X.      Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched



AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.     Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.     Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.     At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.     Initial official determination modified from bomb 
explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause

Gentlemen, the immediate goal of this meeting is to gain 
consensus on the specific location of the explosion in Air India 
Flight 182 which caused the inflight breakup. Can we all agree at 
this time that the location was not the cockpit, the passenger 
cabin, the center fuel tank or the aft cargo compartment, all 
possible locations but ruled out by lack of corroborative 
evidence? Can we agree at this time, for the purposes of 
discussion, that the Canadians, the British, the Indians, and this 
independent investigator were correct and that the location of the 
explosion was in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side based upon the physical evidence?

Assuming we do agree on the location of the explosion, what 
was the cause?



Well, that is the question isn't it? Here's some choices of 
explosion source: Bomb, center fuel tank, missile hit, midair 
collision, and explosive decompression from hull rupture from 
metal fatigue of open window or cargo door.

If it is determined that the cause of the explosion was a bomb 
explosion, then I will be glad to stand around the water cooler 
and swap conspiracy tales of spies, anonymous informants, 
bribes for testimony, knocked off witnesses, sabotage in 
suitcases, x-ray machines that don't work and sniffing dogs that 
can't smell, explosions in airports far away, army assaults on 
temples, and bombs that never seem to go off when and where 
they are supposed to when set by incompetent terrorists who do 
happen to sneak two bombs onto two Boeing 747s on the same 
day at the same large metropolitan airport.

Until then, I shall stick to the physical evidence in airplane 
crashes because, after all, Air India Flight 182 was an airplane 
crash, not a bank robbery or an assassination or a truck hijacking; 
all crimes which might include the above ingredients for a good 
action adventure movie.

Let me end my Part One presentation at this time by assuming, 
for the purposes of further discussion to Part Two, a consensus 
has been reached that the specific location of the explosion in Air 
India Flight 182 which led to its inflight breakup was in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side. Unless rebuttal or 
criticism is offered, Part One is therefore completed.

The presentation will continue for Part Two in a few days via 
email for the determination of the cause of the explosion in Air 
India Flight 182. Let us use all the tools available to us in 2001 to 
find out the previously unstated cause of that powerful explosion 



and clear up that mystery presented by the CASB. I welcome all 
criticism, contrary opinion, or comment on data and conclusions 
presented so far.

After a meeting, there are usually informal talks among the 
participants and the presenter, commonly about personal stuff. 
The possible abrasive personality and lack of people skills of this 
discoverer are irrelevant to the determination of the correct 
probable cause of Air India Flight 182 but the style and 
demeanor of the messenger is always looked at and questioned. 
People like me who offer contrary perceptions to conventional 
wisdom are seldom charmers as we realize our egos are not 
important, only the facts, data, and evidence and the conclusions 
that they imply so we bluntly present the facts and implications 
with little regard for etiquette. Forgive any rudeness from me, 
please.

Anyway, here's my aviation history:
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

And here's my story. My life was saved in 1967 when my pilot 
thought of me during stress and told me to eject from our on-fire 
two seat carrier jet during night landing practice. We both 
ejected; I lived and he died. My chute opened two seconds before 
I landed but he did not have those two seconds to open and he 



died of multiple traumatic injuries when he hit the ground. I 
became interested in aviation safety. When Pan Am Flight 103 
occurred I immediately suspected explosive decompression from 
a hull rupture and could not shake that belief based on news 
reports. A few months later United Airlines Flight 811 happened 
and I immediately made the match. I continued to investigate 
although authorities had quickly called Pan Am Flight 103 a 
bomb and United Airlines Flight 811 an improperly latched 
forward cargo door. My cargo door explanation for both 
accidents was published in Flying magazine in 1992 but nothing 
came of it. In 1995 the internet allowed me to do more research 
and I obtained AARs for 103 and 811. I tried to refute the open 
cargo door explanation but could not because the evidence was 
not there; in fact the reports made it even clearer. During this 
time I was writing to authorities of my alarm at the potential risk 
from the cargo door event happening again. It did. On July 17, 
1996, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 suffered an inflight 
breakup that left all the similar evidence of United Airlines Flight 
811 and Pan Am Flight 103. I made the immediate UAL 811 
match and informed the authorities. Again Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 was called a bomb; a probable cause which remained 
primary for a year and a half. Right after the Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 event and again using the internet search 
abilities, I was able to research all the hull losses of Boeing 747s 
and sadly Air India Flight 182 jumped right out as another 
possible shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup event because of all the 
similarities of evidence to the other three, in particular United 
Airlines Flight 811, the incontrovertible cargo door caused event 
and incontrovertibly not a bomb explosion, although it was 
initially thought to be a bomb.

The evidence picks the flight numbers, not me, and if you know 



of any more early model Boeing 747s that have experienced a 
hull rupture in flight from an internal explosion forward of the 
wing which leaves a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed 
abruptly by a power cut to the recorders, a fodded engine number 
three, inflight damage to right wing and right horizontal 
stabilizer, missing midspan latches and a shattered forward cargo 
door, please tell me so I can add that flight to the list of four, as 
all of them have most of this matching evidence.

They all had an inflight explosion near the forward edge of the 
wing and they were all thought to be bomb explosions but now 
have differing official explanations:  Unstated and bomb for Air 
India Flight 182, bomb for Pan Am Flight 103, center tank 
explosion for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and electrically 
caused open cargo door for United Airlines Flight 811. My 
common explanation for the common evidence is the common 
cause which unifies all, the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

However, that conclusion for all four 747s is for later; at this 
time there is but one tree under examination in this forest of four, 
Air India Flight 182. Based solely on the evidence of that aircraft 
wreckage and without comparing others, it was difficult to 
determine a probable cause for the explosion in 1986. All the 
investigators at the time did the best they could since they did not 
have the benefit of hindsight as we do. Explosive decompression 
caused by an inadvertently opened forward cargo door mimics a 
bomb explosion; the crew of United Airlines Flight 811 even 
reported to the tower they had a bomb go off after hearing the 
noise and looking at the damage. It's understandable to call the 
cause of Air India Flight 182 a bomb explosion at first blush.

I must emphasize that the Canadian investigators in 1986 have 



made no errors of fact or judgment. There is nothing for the 
Canadians to correct or apologize for; they were right as far as 
they went. Their caution in stating the cause of the explosion as 
unknown was warranted, justified by lack of corroborative 
evidence, and proven correct these many years later. It is now 
possible to further clarify that earlier CASB report to state the 
cause of the explosion by a TSB supplemental report based on 
the similar accidents of the ensuing 16 years. There is still no 
official Canadian aviation authority modification to the unstated 
cause for the explosion and therefore the CASB report must be 
considered the current Canadian aviation authority opinion.

Why me as discoverer? I am able to be objective because I am 
not:  An airline employee, an attorney, work for Boeing, work for 
government, not a police officer, and not a family member of a 
victim. It is that objectivity plus my experience of 40 years in 
aviation and living through an aircraft accident that lets me face 
the unpleasant truth that Boeing airliners have a fatal design flaw 
of outward opening nonplug cargo doors and faulty Poly-X 
wiring which have caused four early model Boeing 747 
accidents. My job or reputation or welfare of my family is not on 
the line and I am able to speak frankly. I well understand the 
profound implications of the wiring/cargo door explanation for 
these controversial accidents. So be it. Safety is the priority and 
let the chips fall where they may.

I am able to pursue my belief in aviation safety, specifically hull 
ruptures in early model Boeing 747s, because I: Personally have 
been in a sudden night fiery jet fatal airplane crash, retired on a 
fixed income which gives me the time for research, and love a 
good mystery. Airplane crashes are always a mystery, sometimes 
hard to solve and sometimes easy. They are never supposed to 
happen but do; that's the mystery.



As accident investigators we all have a strong sense of justice 
and abhor injustice; in our case, the injustice of infants, children, 
and adult men and women who die in accidents that we know are 
preventable if we can only find out the causes so that they can be 
fixed and further deaths be prevented. We also know that if we 
get the probable cause wrong, then further injustice may occur; 
in this case, men imprisoned unjustly and reoccurring wiring 
problems in early model Boeing 747s.

We all have the common interest in solving those mysteries. You 
gentlemen have devoted your lives, your education, and your 
careers to the task; I respect you for that and thus offer my years 
of research, analysis, and conclusions to you for consideration 
and possible action.

Thank you for reading.

Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sincerely,
Barry

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Subject: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     5 
July 01
Please allow me to present Part Two of the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were in a 
conference room with members of the TSB listening to me for a 
period of time. Part Two is to establish a consensus on the cause 
of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side that led to the inflight breakup. May I begin, sir?

Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this second time to present an 
explanation for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of 
Air India Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985. My goal is to persuade 
that there is a new possible, plausible, mechanical cause with 
precedent that exists for Air India Flight 182 and therefore an 
updated supplemental investigation and report to the 1986 CASB 



AAR is warranted.

References:
Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices, CASB report and the 
Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 
92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am 
Flight 103, and NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800. All are available electronically and can be sent to you 
by email; please ask and I will provide them to you.

Part Two: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182

Assuming that we agree for purposes of discussion that the 
location of the explosion which caused the total inflight breakup 
of Air India Flight 182 was in the forward cargo compartment on 
the right side, what was the cause of that explosion?
Well, that is the key question, because once we determine the 
probable cause, it can be corrected so that it does not reoccur. 
What were the opinions of other investigators? As it turns out, 
there is conflict, contradiction, and confusion among all.

The Canadian aviation accident investigators in the CASB in 
1985/86 determined the location of the explosion which caused 
the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air India 
Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment on the 
right side but declined to state the cause of that explosion 
although under much pressure to declare it a bomb explosion. 
Their conclusions are understandable based upon the physical 
evidence for the location of the explosion and the lack of 
evidence to determine the cause. The later similar event of 
United Airlines Flight 811 did not happen until four years later. 
Explosive decompression by hull rupture leaves no residue, or 



timer, or metal casing of a bomb, or causes burns; all evidence 
lacking in Air India Flight 182 to support a bomb explosion 
explanation and therefore the bomb cause was not stated by the 
prudent Canadian investigators.

The British representative from the AAIB determined the 
location of the explosion which caused the inflight breakup 
which led to the destruction of Air India Flight 182 to have been 
in the forward cargo compartment on the right side and stated the 
cause of that explosion was not a bomb explosion but of an 
explosive decompression from a cause yet to be determined. 
Those conclusions are understandable based upon the physical 
evidence for the location of the explosion and the direct evidence 
of the sudden loud sound of the CVR which ruled out a bomb 
explosion and ruled in an explosive decompression by hull 
rupture of unknown cause based on what was known about 
wiring and cargo doors in 1985/86.

The Indian judicial investigating authority, Judge Kirpal, in the 
Kirpal Report determined the location of the explosion which 
caused the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air 
India Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment 
on the right side and stated the cause of that explosion to have 
been a bomb explosion. His findings are understandable based 
upon the physical evidence for the location of the explosion and 
the circumstantial evidence to deduce the cause as a bomb. In 
addition, the three assumptions upon which Judge Kirpal based 
his finding of a bomb explosion may have been valid in 1985 but 
were later shown to be incorrect in 1989 by a similar accident. 
The original aviation accident investigator, Mr. Khola, was 
replaced within days of the accident by a judicial officer of the 
Court, Judge Kirpal, and therefore the aircraft accident report 
became a legal inquiry which was denied the priority inputs of 



aviation accident expert investigators who might have been 
expected to be less political and more prudent in stating the cause 
of the mystery explosion.

The recent declaration by a TSB investigator assigned to the 
RCMP, and at the behest of the AITF, that the location of the 
explosion which caused the inflight breakup which led to the 
destruction of Air India Flight 182 to have been in the aft cargo 
compartment and stated the cause of that explosion to have been 
a bomb explosion is not understandable because of the lack of 
new evidence or any reasoning which refutes the previous 
conclusions and findings of the Canadian, British, and Indian 
investigating authorities. This unsubstantiated conclusion of a 
bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment also concludes 
there was no explosion of any cause in the forward cargo 
compartment which directly contradicts the tangible evidence of 
such an explosion and the opinions of the other accident 
investigators.

The conclusions reached by this independent aviation accident 
investigator that determined the location of the explosion which 
caused the inflight breakup which led to the destruction of Air 
India Flight 182 to have been in the forward cargo compartment 
on the right side and stated the cause of that explosion was not a 
bomb explosion but of the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup sequence of 
events is understandable based upon his personal experiences in 
a sudden fatal jet airplane accident, the new research tool of the 
internet, the objectivity of not being connected to any of the 
parties and the luxury of hindsight. The conclusions of the 
location and cause of the explosion were based on the physical 
evidence, the data from recorders, the facts of previous 
preliminary and final reports from NTSB, TSB, and AAIB, and 



the many significant matching similarities between other wide 
body airliner fatal accidents such as SWR 111, Pan Am Flight 
103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800. This independent investigator agrees with the Canadian, 
British and Indian accident investigators' conclusions of 
1985/1986 regarding the location and consequences of the 
explosion and agrees with the British investigator as to the cause 
being explosive decompression and supplements that cause as a 
ruptured open forward cargo door inflight at one or both of the 
midspan latches probably from faulty wiring in the door unlatch 
motor circuit.

Summary of offered old and new opinions: Some investigators 
say the explosion was in the forward cargo compartment and not 
in the aft while one says explosion the aft cargo compartment 
and not the forward; one investigative agency declines to state 
the cause of that explosion, one says definitely not a bomb, one 
say a bomb in forward, another says bomb in aft, and another 
says wiring caused a forward cargo door to rupture open in flight 
causing explosive decompression which mimicked a bomb 
explosion.

The pondering, reluctance, and silence by the most authoritative 
and knowledgeable aviation safety accident agency for Air India 
Flight 182, the Transportation Safety Board of Canada, which 
also has close jurisdiction, is bewildering. There is a clear need 
for that aviation authority to step in and resolve all the conflicts, 
contradictions, and confusion as to what happened to Air India 
Flight 182 from an aviation accident investigation point of view, 
and not as a police action, a political event, or a judicial 
litigation. If the new cause of faulty wiring is correct, a present 
danger exists to the flying public. A TSB supplemental report of 
the earlier CASB report is urgently needed and clarifications 



required that uses hindsight of the similar aviation events of the 
past 16 years in relation to Air India Flight 182.

Until then, let us look at the choices for the cause of the 
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side:

Based upon precedent in all airliners who have suffered inflight 
breakups which caused a sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice 
recorder while proceeding normally, a possibility could be that of 
a bomb explosion, a gunshot, an explosive decompression by an 
inadvertently opened window or cargo door, turbulence, 
lightning strike, fuel tank explosion, or other explanation which 
might become apparent in years to come.

Many potential causes have been considered, evaluated, and 
ruled out: Lightning and turbulence were not in the vicinity of 
Air India Flight 182 and the flight recorders showed no unusual 
maneuvers prior to breakup. A gunshot or open window would be 
unlikely to cause the size hole necessary for the breakup since 
the 747 is designed to withstand a several foot wide hole in the 
fuselage (a safety aspect learned from the Comet hull rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakups).  A fuel tank 
explosion was unlikely because of the lack of fire damaged 
wreckage with only a few pieces of wreckage burnt. That leaves 
bomb explosion or the inadvertent opening of a very large 
section of pressurized hull for a reasonable explanation for the 
sudden inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182

Is there a precedent for either alternative? There is an official 
probable cause of a bomb explosion in an early model Boeing 
747 in the forward cargo compartment causing an inflight 
breakup but that bomb was alleged to have been on the left side, 
not the right side. That event was Pan Am Flight 103. It also has 



many other similarities such as the sudden loud sound on the 
CVR followed by an abrupt power cut to the recorders.

There is an official probable cause of an inadvertent opening of a 
very large section of pressurized hull in the forward cargo 
compartment causing a partial inflight breakup and that opening 
was on the right side. That event was United Airlines Flight 811.  
It also has many other similarities such as the sudden loud sound 
on the CVR followed by an abrupt power cut to the recorders.
The closest official match to the events of Air India Flight 182 
with its inflight breakup from an explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment on the right side is the inadvertent opening of a 
very large section of pressurized hull at the  right side forward 
cargo door as shown by United Airlines Flight 811 below and Air 
India Flight 182 under it.

 

 
What caused the forward cargo door of United Airlines Flight 
811 to inadvertently open in flight causing the explosive 
decompression and the partial inflight breakup? At first it was 
thought to have been a bomb explosion as reported by the flight 
crew who heard the explosion and saw the damage. After landing 
and ruling out a bomb, it was then thought to have been an 
improperly latched forward cargo door. An AAR was written 
with that probable cause made, NTSB AAR 90/01. That 
explanation was modified years later when the cargo door was 
retrieved from the ocean floor and found to have been properly 
latched but the wiring was frayed to bare wire and a switch may 
have been faulty so the probable cause of the inadvertently 
opened forward cargo door was changed to electrical wiring or 



switch and a new, supplemental AAR was written, NTSB AAR 
92/02, excerpt below:

"EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing 
747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was 
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from 
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3 
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu 
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the 
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had 
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the 
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the 
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the 
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific 
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report 
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual 
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was 
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation 
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety 
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft 
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort 
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door, 
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle. 
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in 
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on 
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed 
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in 



service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door 
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when 
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed 
in the report and was supported by the evidence available at the 
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the 
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the 
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from 
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had 
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the 
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-
driving.
 Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo 
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause 
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and 
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and 
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and 
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors, 
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the 
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the 
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent 
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a 
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which 
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the 
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff. 
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the 
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them 
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become 
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also 
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective 
actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door 
opening incident on a Pan Am B-747.



As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued safety 
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug 
doors on pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety, 
and emergency response."

Below from CASB AAR for Air India Flight 182:

"All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some 
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the 
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage 
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John 
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the 
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free 
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea 
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful."
Years later, with Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and SWR 111 
occurring, the terrible aging characteristics of Kaptonized type 
wiring became apparent in commercial airliners while having 
been known to military aircraft.. The wiring/cargo door probable 
cause for Air India Flight 182 includes events, evidence, and 
faults which are well documented and have precedents such as 
the catastrophic consequences of an inadvertently open cargo 
door in flight with the DC-10 and Boeing 747 aircraft and faulty 
wiring causing causing problems in MD-11 and Boeing 747 
aircraft.

This investigator further refines the cause of the explosive 



decompression by the inadvertently opened forward cargo door 
of United Airlines Flight 811 to be faulty wiring and the initial 
location of the failure of the forward cargo door to be the rupture 
at one or both of the midspan latches.

I offer the same explanation for Air India Flight 182: Faulty 
wiring causing the rupture of one or both of the midspan latches 
of the forward cargo door causing the explosive decompression 
which caused the inflight breakup.

Further evidence which matches the incontrovertible open cargo 
door explanation for United Airlines Flight 811 exists in the 
evidence matches between Air India Flight 182 and United 
Airlines Flight 811 below, presented in Part 1 and the Smith 
AAR for AI 182 and repeated here:

A.  Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.  Breakup occurs amidships
F.      (Intentionally left blank.)
G.   At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.      Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 



data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.      Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.      Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.        Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.   Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.



AL.  Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 
probable cause
The bomb explanation opinion for the explosion in the forward 
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 is only stated by one 
of the four authorities investigating which was the Indians in its 
Kirpal report, written by a judge, not an aviation accident 
investigator, and was based on assumptions later proven to be 
incorrect.  The Indian Judge stated the cause was a bomb 
possibly because there was no other reasonable alternative 
offered to him in 1985/1986. He also based the choice of bomb 
explosion cause on premises that were later proven to be 
unreliable which were explosive decompression by structural 
failure could not cause an abrupt power cut to the flight recorders 
and it can, twinning could not be produced by an explosive 
decompression and it can, and floor panels can appear to be 
broken upwards when in fact the floor beams were broken 
downward. He also could not have been aware of the several 
airworthiness directives issued to correct faults in the cargo doors 
that only became apparent in the ensuing years.

Summary of evidence for a bomb explosion in Air India Flight 
182:
A. Blackened erosion on some seat cushions.
B. Cabinet had dent in it.
C. Minor fire and explosive damage in cabin.
D. Sudden and massive structural failure.
E. The lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
F. Although the wooden spares box was burned, this could have 
happened after the occurrence;
G. Although pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, 
it is not known if the burning happened at the time of the 



occurrence;
H. Although the pieces of U-section alloy clearly indicated 
evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible that these pieces 
were not associated with the aircraft;
I. The bottoms of some seat cushions show indications of a 
possible explosion;
J . The inside of the right wing root fillet appears to have been 
scorched; and
K. The deformation of the floor of the upper deck storage cabinet 
might have been caused by an explosive shock wave generated 
below the cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet.
L. Damage to the floor stantion and the presence of the 
fragments.
M. Targets 362/396 and 399 which contain some evidence that an 
explosion emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
N. Curling, cork-screwing, and saw tooth edges may also be 
indicative of an explosion though such fractures by themselves 
may not be conclusive evidence that an explosion was involved.
O. The bang could have been caused by a rapid decompression 
but it could also have been caused by an explosive device.
P. Marked similarities between the spectra of Indian Airlines 737 
and Air India's Kanishka CVR.
Q. Twinning on fragments of wreckage.

Summary of evidence against a bomb explosion for Air India 
Flight 182:
R. Wooden boxes were found broken apart exhibiting no burn 
marks.
S. An electronic device was found among some floating 
wreckage and was not modified as a detonating device.
T. There was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an 
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
U. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing 



mechanism was recovered.
V. Certain characteristics of the noise indicate the possibility that 
the noise was the result of an explosive decompression.
W. From the examination of the wreckage recovered and 
wreckage on the bottom, there is no indication that a fire or 
explosion emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas.
X. The medical examination of the bodies also showed no fire or 
explosion type injuries.
Y. A portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor shows no 
indications characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft 
cargo compartment.
Z. No evidence of fire burns or explosive material could be 
found.
AA. The floating wreckage recovered and showed there was no 
evidence of fire internal or external.
AB. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not show any 
explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
AC. The seat cushions and head cushions also did not show any 
explosive characteristics.
AD. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did not show 
any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck door 
showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
AE. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck, 
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and 
the rear bulk cargo hold.
AF. The bang could have been caused by a rapid decompression 
and no sound of a 'bomb' preceded the bang.
AG. The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at by 
the Court is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there 
has been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
AH. Twinning evidence is unreliable because of poor examining 
conditions and a powerful explosive decompression can be the 
cause of it.



To sum up the only two reasonable explanations for the cause of 
the explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side 
that caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 which are 
bomb explosion or inadvertently opened forward cargo door in 
flight:

1. Bomb explosion explanation has no exact precedent, the 
available supporting evidence is weak with alternative benign 
explanations for its presence, the required necessary 
corroborative evidence of a bomb explosion is absent, and the 
basis for the only authoritative opinion in 1986 of a bomb 
explosion has now been shown to be faulty by a subsequent 
accident and the bomb opinion finding was made by a non-
aviation accident investigator.

2. Wiring/cargo door explanation has a very close precedent 
which has many significant evidence matches to Air India Flight 
182, and subsequent accidents have confirmed the strong 
suspicions that faulty wiring is the initial cause, and the bomb 
conclusion was unstated by Canadian aircraft accident 
investigators and ruled out by the British.

Air India Flight 182 did explode in flight; there has to be an 
explanation for the explosion. The two most likely possibilities 
are bomb explosion and hull rupture causing explosive 
decompression. Based upon the above reasoning, this 
investigator submits that the most likely cause to be that of the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup sequence of events and not that 
of a bomb explosion although the first understandable false 
impression for Air India Flight 182 was that of a bomb by the 
noise, the damage, and political circumstances at the time of the 
explosion.



An analogy comes to mind:
A man is found lying dead in the street with blood coming from 
his head. There is a foreign man nearby who has a gun in his 
pants and is a known enemy of the dead man. The authorities 
blame the man with the gun and prefer not to check into the 
health records of the dead man nor examine the slippery 
pavement with the high curb in a favorite shopping mall. Years 
later, the man with the gun is charged with the crime based on 
the circumstantial evidence of the presence of the gun, the 
bleeding from the head of the dead man and the loss of blood that 
led to the death although the gun had not been fired and the gash 
in the dead man's head was too small for a gunshot wound. An 
independent investigator presents evidence that the dead man had 
had a history of aneurysms in his brain and probably slipped on 
the pavement as he was falling and hit his head on the curb 
causing the bloody gash. The artery had burst in the dead man's 
head and the ensuing internal loss of blood led to his death. And 
it had happened again years later to members of the dead man's 
family which had a genetic weakness in their brain arteries 
causing them to burst when they shouldn't. The dead man and his 
family are beloved and people did not want to think there was an 
inherent flaw in the lineage but preferred to blame the foreigner 
with a gun.

I submit to you gentlemen that the obvious and most satisfying 
explanation for a complex accident is not always the correct one. 
Aviation accidents are extremely complex and hindsight is a rare 
luxury. Please use that luxury and issue a supplemental report on 
the extremely complex aviation accident of Air India Flight 182 
which indicates there may be an inherent flaw in early model 
Boeing 747s in the wiring and non plug cargo doors.



If there is consensus for the possible cause of the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment on the right side that led to the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 to be faulty wiring 
causing a cargo door rupture, then Part Three will be presented 
which presents conclusions, recommendations, and implications 
of that mechanical explanation.

Thank you for reading.

Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sincerely,
Barry
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PDF Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:341462:tuckertwo.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                  6 July 



01

Attached is Part Two of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: PDF of Conclusions, Recommendations, and 
Implications of wiring/cargo door explanation, Part Three
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:341462:tuckerthree.pdf:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                   6 July 
01

Attached is Part Three of my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 



rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation in 
PDF format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be 
easier to forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Implications of 
wiring/cargo door explanation, Part Three
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,                                                                     4 
July 01

Please allow me to present Part Three of the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 as if I were in a 
conference room with members of the TSB listening to me for a 
period of time.  Part Three is to present the conclusions, 



recommendations, and implications of the explanation for Air 
India Flight 182. May I begin, sir?

Participants:

Mr. Bill Tucker, Director General, Investigation Operations.
Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.
John Barry Smith, Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator.

Thank you all for allowing me this third time to present an 
explanation for the possible cause of the fatal inflight breakup of 
Air India Flight 182 on 23 June, 1985.  Part Three is to present 
the conclusions, recommendations, and implications of the 
explanation.

References:
Smith AAR for AI 182 with appendices, CASB report and the 
Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182, NTSB AAR 90/01 and 
92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811, AAIB 2/90 for Pan Am 
Flight 103, and NTSB AAR 00/03 for Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800. All are available electronically and can be sent to you 
by email; please ask and I will provide them to you.

An analogy comes to mind:
Galileo was an amateur astronomer and announced that based 
upon his years of research and analysis of visual evidence of the 
skies that, counter to intuition, the earth in fact revolves around 
the sun and not the other way around. He was told no, he's 
wrong, he's crazy, he's ignored, he's told to shut up, but he kept 
on reviewing his evidence, realized his conclusions were still 



correct, understood the profound implications of his discovery, 
and kept on talking and publishing his findings.

He said to the authorities and the public, "Come over here, look 
through this telescope, see with your own eyes the moons of 
Jupiter which go around the planet and see how the planet goes 
around the sun, just like us. There is precedent for a moon going 
round a planet and a planet going round the sun, just like us. I 
conclude we go round the sun, not the other way around.

The authorities and the public said, "We don't need no stinking 
telescopes, we can stand in our front yard and see the sun go 
round us. You're wrong and we are ignoring you." No scientific 
rebuttal evidence was ever presented to refute the earth goes 
round the sun explanation, only common opinions from non 
astronomers who held positions of power and silence from other 
astronomers.

He continued presenting his evidence which was irrefutable that 
the earth goes round the sun. The authorities held a meeting. 
They asked of themselves, "What can we live with? Can we live 
with the sun going round the earth?" They all agreed that they 
can live with that since that's the way it was for years and 
everything seemed to be OK. They asked, "Can we live with the 
earth going round the sun?" They all agreed that they could not 
live with that because books would have to be revised and 
rewritten; reputations would be tarnished; and the people would 
be uneasy. The authorities concluded the sun goes round the 
earth because that was the most satisfactory answer that most of 
the people could live with, and what the heck, what difference 
did it make?

Galileo spent the rest of his life under house arrest, no new 



support was given to the earth round the sun explanation, and all 
the while the moon still went round the earth and the earth still 
went round the sun.

I am asking the authorities to look through the telescope of the 
internet at these official government AARs for Air India Flight 
182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, SWR 111, as well as my own report, 
the Smith AAR for AI 182, to see the precedent and the evidence 
matches and similarities among all events which indicate they are 
just like United Airlines Flight 811 which contrary to intuition 
and first official reports, was not a bomb explosion but was a 
electrical/cargo door rupture explosive decompression.

The machine killed the humans, not the other way around.

Assuming for the purposes of this discussion:

The CASB, the British AAIB representative, the Indian Kirpal 
Inquiry, and this independent accident investigator are correct in 
stating that the location of the explosion which caused the 
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 which led to its 
destruction was in the forward cargo compartment on the right 
side; and,

This independent investigator is correct in stating the cause of 
that explosion is explosive decompression when the forward 
cargo door ruptures open in flight at one or both of the midspan 
latches caused by faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch 
motor;

What are the implications of such a conclusion?



1. Their exists a present danger to the flying public of the wiring 
again failing and turning the unlatch cams to the open position 
which could reproduce the fatal events of United Airlines Flight 
811 in the 500 active early model Boeing 747s.
2. The Canadians were correct in 1985/86 in their CASB report 
in their location of the explosion and prudent in their caution for 
declining to state the cause.
3. There was no bomb explosion which means no crime which 
means no criminals which means the three on trial for the 
'bombing' are innocent of that particular crime.
4. The Indian Kirpal Inquiry was correct on the location of the 
explosion but incorrect on the cause of it which is understandable 
based upon what was known about wiring and cargo doors in 
1985/86.
5. The British AAIB representative was correct in location of the 
explosion and the cause as non-bomb and of a cause yet to be 
determined.
6. Outward opening nonplug doors will find a way to open 
inadvertently in flight regardless of AD 'fixes' and should be 
modified to plug type doors.
7. Poly-X Kaptonized type wiring is faulty and should be 
replaced in all airliners that have it installed.
8. The shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup probable cause may have also 
occurred in Pan Am Flight 103.
9. The shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup probable cause may have also 
occurred in Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and therefore the 
center fuel tank explosion was not the initial event but secondary.

I ask that the TSB advance the safety of the aviation 
transportation mode by conducting an independent supplemental 
investigation, including, when necessary, a public inquiry into 



the transportation occurrence of Air India Flight 182 in order to 
make findings as to the causes and contributing factors;
*       - identifying safety deficiencies as evidenced by 
transportation occurrences such as Pan Am Flight 103, United 
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and SWR 
111,
*       - making recommendations designed to eliminate or reduce 
any such safety deficiencies, such as faulty wiring and non plug 
cargo doors; and
*       - reporting publicly on its investigations and on the findings 
in relation thereto in a supplemental, modified report of the 1986 
CASB AAR.

Forgive my presumptuousness in suggesting a way to proceed 
but I realize you are the only ones with the authority and means 
of access to determine once and for all the cause of the Air India 
Flight 182 destruction:

1. Contact NTSB, AAIB, RCMP, and FAA, and state intentions 
to rule in or rule out the possible mechanical cause of wiring for 
Air India Flight 182 and request assistance. Many of the 
investigators that worked on the original AAR are still active and 
can provide first hand corroboration of new suspicions. These 
gentlemen below from US FAA and NTSB are fully aware of the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation and may assist:

Robert Francis II
Vice Chairman
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594



Thomas E. Haueter
Chief, Major Investigations Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

John B. Drake
Division Chief
Aviation Engineering Division
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Al Dickinson,
Lead Investigator, TWA 800
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

James F. Wildey II
National Resource Specialist
National Transportation Safety Board
490 L'Enfant Plaza East, SW.
Washington, DC 20594

Thomas McSweeny
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Washington D.C 20591

Lyle Streeter
FAA AAI



Aircraft Accident Investigator
FAA National Headquarters
800 Independence Avenue, S.W
Building FOB 10A, Room 838,
Washington D.C 20591

Ron Wojnar,
Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Neil Schalekamp
Manager, Propulsion & Mechanical Systems and Cabin Safety 
Branch
Transport Standards Staff
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

Bob Breneman,
Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056

2. Obtain evidence from respective agencies in their countries.
 

Air India Flight 182:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 



sketches now held by the RCMP, TSB, NTSB, AAIB, and BARC 
to include about 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs 
taken.
2. Access to all hard evidence of the wreckage which was 
retrieved from ocean now in Bombay.
3. Interviews with TSB, AAIB, and NTSB investigators who 
contributed to the AI 182 report through deposition or voluntary 
meeting.
4. Autopsy reports now held by Indian authorities.
5. Wreckage database and plots held by TSB
6. Passenger and cargo manifests held by TSB.
7. CVR and FDR printouts held by TSB.
8. All picture albums made of the wreckage, albums now held by 
TSB.

 

United Airlines Flight 811:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches now held by the NTSB.
2. Access to any existing wreckage.
3. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists, explosive expert and 
American law enforcement involved with the investigation.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.
7. CVR and FDR printouts.

 
Pan Am Flight 103:
1. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists and Boeing explosive 
expert and British law enforcement involved with the 



investigation.
2. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches now held by the AAIB and Scotland Yard.
3. Access inside the hangar at Farnborough of the Pan Am 103 
wreckage.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.
7. CVR and FDR printouts.

 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
1. Access to the hangar where the wreckage of TWA 800 is 
stored for at least 40 hours (five days at 8 hours a day) by at least 
five of your team.
2. Copies of all photographs, videotapes, interviews about TWA 
800 now held by FBI and NTSB.
3. Interviews with NTSB metallurgists, explosive expert and 
American law enforcement involved with the investigation.
4. Autopsy reports.
5. Wreckage database and plots.
6. Passenger and cargo manifests.
7. CVR and FDR printouts.

Manufacturer:
1. Copies of all memos, data, and information about cargo doors 
and cargo holds on Boeing 747s.
2. Copies of all memos, data, and information about cargo doors 
and cargo holds on DC-10, MD-11, and MD-12.

Airlines:
Pan Am, TWA, Air India, United Airlines:



1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and 
sketches regarding PA 103, AI 182, TWA 800, and UAL 811
2. Access to any existing wreckage held by them.
3. Interviews with airline staff involved with the accidents.
4. Maintenance logs for the accident aircraft long before and just 
before the fatal flights.

Miscellaneous:
1. Copies of all data about Canadian Pacific Air Flight 003, 
another Boeing 747 supposed to have a bomb on board.
2. Copies of all Data about Airworthiness Directives about cargo 
door on commercial airliners held by FAA and NTSB data banks.

3. Examine closely the actual wreckage in hangars or evidence 
on videotape and 35 mm color film for matching clues of United 
Airlines Flight 811 in the midspan latch area, the bottom latch 
area and all around the forward cargo door which has been 
implicated in all four events.

From Kirpal Report:
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all 
major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.12       After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered.

Recommendations:
1. Inspect all cargo door wiring for exposed bare wire in early 
model (-100 and -200 series) Boeing 747s.
2. Replace known faulty aromatic polyimide wiring in airliners.
3. Modify non-plug cargo doors into plug type doors.



The implications of the wiring/cargo door explanation are 
profound, controversial, and have great consequences for the 
flying public all over the world. The countries of USA, Canada, 
India, UK, New Zealand, Libya, and India are all directly 
involved by their investigations of years and millions of dollars 
and the loss of hundreds of their citizens as victims in the air and 
on the ground. Police type investigative agencies such as CIA, 
FBI, Scotland Yard, CSIS, RCMP, will have their procedures and 
findings reexamined. Aviation agencies such as NTSB, FAA, 
AAIB and TSB will have their probable causes modified. 
Lawsuits will proliferate as hundreds of millions of dollars will 
change hands. Insurance companies will readjust their premiums 
to reflect the real risks of mechanical failure and the lesser risks 
of sabotage. Careers will be enhanced or diminished. Reputations 
will be made or damaged. And on and on....

But, after all is said and done, after the new probable cause is 
determined, recommendations are made and implemented, flying 
will be a little safer, the risk of dying will be a little less, the 
people of the world will be a little bit less afraid of their fellow 
citizens. And those are good things.

Thank you for reading.

Please contact me at any time for any queries or discussion by 
phone, letter, or email at
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



Sincerely,
Barry

Quotes about evidence for Air India Flight 182 Reports:

FEBRUARY 26, 1986 3.2.6.5       To facilitate identification of 
the wreckage located by Scarab it was necessary to position 
aircraft maintenance personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft 
structure was badly torn, mutilated and distorted, serious 
difficulty was anticipated in identification of small pieces of 
structure. It was therefore essential that these maintenance 
personnel were provided with aircraft photographs, 
manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue, wiring diagram 
manuals and maintenance manuals.
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all 
major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.1      During recovery operation the video tapes as well as 
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to 
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and 
recovery of correct targets.
All the personnel involved in the recovery operation were shown 
the slides and photographs of the targets which were chosen for 
recovery on priority basis. The method and procedure of the 
recovery operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another 
meeting was convened on 6.10.85
 to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing 
various photographs of targets to be recovered.
3.2.10.12       After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to 
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the 



large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by 
the experts group to facilitate their packing.

3.2.10.15       Efforts were made to repair Scarab so that the ship 
John Cabot could sail again in order to salvage as many pieces as 
possible. It was fortunate that the weather had not deteriorated. 
Some of the important but small pieces which had to be 
recovered had been placed in a basket at the bottom of the ocean. 
The ship sailed out again after Scarab had been repaired. The 
basket was sought to be lifted, but, unfortunately, when it 
reached near the surface of the sea it overturned and the contents 
of the basket spilled and were never traced again.

3.2.1.5 Next phase was the task of :
(a) Locating hundreds of pieces of wreckage by the combined 
use of sonar and video monitors.
(b)     Video and still photography of the pieces of wreckage.
(c)       Plotting the distribution of the wreckage.
All this was to be carried out under the directions of the Court.
3.2.2.1      The means (vehicles/equipment) proposed to be used 
in the locating, mapping and video photography of the wreckage 
were the CCGS John Cabot and SCARAB II.
3.2.2.4        The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed 
and built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 
6000 feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
 3.2.2.5  The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has 
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to 
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35 
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work. 
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide 
illumination.



3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution 
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable 
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It 
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped 
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1   The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs. 
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating 
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence 
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only 
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up. 
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial 
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still 
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this 
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain 
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still 
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported 
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2       About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still 
photographs (positives and transparencies) provided the visual 
information on the targets.
 Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and 
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment 
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had 
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3    The still photography used special professional quality 
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was 
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies 
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be 
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to 
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies 
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the 
results of the operation
3.2.6.5      To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by 



Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance 
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly 
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in 
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore 
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with 
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue, 
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since 
carriage of such voluminous literature was not practicable, 3M 
micro film reader printer
 machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were 
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of 
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised 
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn, 
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.

3.2.9   Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1     All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and 
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During 
the course of the investigation, several members of the 
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and 
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it 
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and 
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of 
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending 
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave 
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident 
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage 
through photographic/video evidence without the physical 
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take 
this into account.



3.2.10.1        During recovery operation the video tapes as well as 
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to 
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and 
recovery of correct targets.
3.2.10.8        A meeting was held at 1400 hrs. on 4.10.85 on 
board CCGS John Cabot to establish/clarify the priorities for the 
wreckage recovery operation and coordination between John 
Cabot, Kreuzturm and Cork Search Centre. All the personnel 
involved in the recovery operation were shown the slides and 
photographs of the targets which were chosen for recovery on 
priority basis. The method and procedure of the recovery 
operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another meeting 
was convened on 6.10.85 to clarify the doubts and to present the 
picture albums containing various photographs of targets to be 
recovered.

3.2.10.9        A detail log of the activities of the ships John Cabot 
and Kreuzturm which started the recovery operation of 10.10.85, 
reveals the following :
(a)       The Scarab working independently recovered the 
following
(1)     Basket at target 192 containing copilot's chair, 2 suitcases 
and radar antenna (12.10.85)
(2)    Target 8 - Lower fuselage skin of aft cargo compartment. 
(11.10.85).
(3) Target 245 - Forward belly skin just aft of radome (16.10.85).
(4)       Target 350 - Economy class seats and carpet (23.10.85).
(5)      Target 296 - Piece of aft pressure bulkhead.
(b) The Scarab after attaching the grippers, bridal cable and lift 
line to the targets buoyed off the same to Kreuzturm which 
recovered the following targets :
(1)  Target 362/396 - Forward cargo fuselage skin from station 
700 to 840 and STR 41L to 43R. (16.10.85).



(2)     Target 193 - Fuselage skin from station 720 to 860 and 
passenger door 2L (17.10.85)
(3)     Target 223 - Nose landing gear pressure deck web and 
stiffeners, container pieces (station 260-340)(19.10.85).
(4)       Target 181 - Wing skin with forward cargo compartment 
SLIPPED OFF WITH GRIPPERS (21.10.85) AND WAS LOST.
(5)     Target 399/358 - Fuselage skin from station 780 to 940 and 
STR 7R to 35R with 2R door (25.10.85). A body entrapped in 
target 399/358 was recovered. Another body which came upto 
surface with the wreckage fell
 off into sea and was lost while hauling the wreckage on board. 
The recovered body was identified as of Dr. Mathew Alexander, 
a Canadian passenger and was brought to Cork by Fisherman's 
vessel "Orion" at 0130 hrs. on 28.10.85 and was sent for Post 
Mortem etc.
(6)   Target 7 - Aft cargo compartment fuselage skin from station 
1480 to 1860 (26.10.85).
(7) Target 47/50 - Aft cargo floor structure with roller tracks, 
frames, latch etc. from station 1600 to 1760 (27.10.85).
(8)        Target 117 - Three rows of coach class seats with 
passenger cabin floor boards, broken floor beam (28.10.85).
(9)        Target 35 - Aft Pressure Bulkhead piece (30.10.85).

3.2.10.12    After detailed macro photography of the recovered 
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each 
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to 
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the 
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by 
the experts group to facilitate their packing.

     The Canadian Transportation Investigation and Safety Board 



Act provides the legal framework governing the TSB's activities. 
Basically, the TSB has a mandate to advance safety in the 
marine, pipeline, rail, and aviation modes of transportation by:

*    - conducting independent investigations, including, when 
necessary, public inquiries, into selected transportation 
occurrences in order to make findings as to their causes and 
contributing factors;
*       - identifying safety deficiencies as evidenced by 
transportation occurrences;
*  - making recommendations designed to eliminate or reduce 
any such safety deficiencies; and
*       - reporting publicly on its investigations and on the findings 
in relation thereto.

INDEPENDENCE
     To enable the public to have confidence in the transportation 
accident investigation process, it is essential that the 
investigating agency be, and be seen to be, independent and free 
from any conflicts of interest when it investigates accidents, 
identifies safety deficiencies and makes safety recommendations. 
Independence is a key feature of the TSB. The board reports to 
Parliament through the President of the Queen's Privy Council 
for Canada and is separate from the other government agencies 
and departments. Its independence enables it to be fully objective 
in arriving at its conclusions and recommendations.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Jul 13 17:36:16 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Date:  Fri, 13 Jul 2001 20:38:37 -0400



Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.

Sincerely,

Bill T..

    ---Original Message-----
        From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
       Sent:   Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
        To:     Tucker, Bill
    Subject:        PDF Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air 
India
Flight 182

      W.T. (Bill) Tucker
      Director General,
       Investigation Operations

        Dear Mr. Tucker, 
                               6 July 01

       Attached is Part Two of my shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door
    rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup presentation 



in PDF

    format. It is identical to the email just sent. PDF may be easier 
to

    forward as the pictures and text are in one file.

       Sincerely,
      Barry

   John Barry Smith
        (831) 659-3552 phone
    551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

> -----Original Message-----
> From:      John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Thursday, July 05, 2001 11:17 PM
> To:   Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India Flight 
182
>
>  << Message: Untitled Attachment >>  << File: 
811nosetogether.jpg >>  <<
> File: 182nosetogether.jpg >>

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:



X-Attachments:

Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01

Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts, Location, Cause, and Conclusions.

I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any comments 
you have when you return.

(I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded 
me of years ago when my wife and I cycled all through and 
around the city. It was a very bicycle friendly city.)

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 



but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.

Sincerely,
Bill T..

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01

Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts, Location, Cause, and Conclusions.

I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any comments 
you have when you return.

(I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded 
me of years ago when my wife and I cycled all through and 
around the city. It was a very bicycle friendly city.)

Cheers,



Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both formats), 
but I'll
have to close a few applications before I can open the pictures.  I 
am about
to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" text 
to read
while I am away.

Sincerely,
Bill T..

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Jul 13 18:55:38 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182



Date:  Fri, 13 Jul 2001 21:58:00 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith.

Re: >>> I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any 
comments you
have when you return

Thanks very much.
 
Bill T..

> -----Original Message-----
> From:     John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Friday, July 13, 2001 9:16 PM
> To:      Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  RE: Consensus on Cause of explosion in Air India 
Flight 182
>
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker, 13 July 01
>
> Fine, glad to see they were sent and received OK; there were 
three parts,
> Location, Cause, and Conclusions.
>
> I hope you have an enjoyable holiday and I await any 
comments you have
> when you return.
>



> (I just saw the new movie with Robert De Niro and Marlon 
Brando, "The
> Score" filmed on location in Montreal. It reminded me of years 
ago when my
> wife and I cycled all through and around the city. It was a very 
bicycle
> friendly city.)
>
> Cheers,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
>
>
>
>
>
>
> >Dear Mr. Smith,
> >
> >Thanks.  I was able to open the first file you sent (both 
formats), but
> I'll
> >have to close a few applications before I can open the 
pictures.  I am
> about
> >to go on holidays, but I have printed your "conference room" 
text to read



> >while I am away.
> >
> >Sincerely,
> >
> >Bill T..
> >

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Startling SDR
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,

Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.

I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA database: Capitals in original.

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056



Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING.
Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know about 
forward cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If 
that CB had been pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that 
forward cargo door would have ruptured/opened with known 
catastrophic results. What is a 'controller' and what 
'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident airline and well familiar 
with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out and were told to 
stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling the 
door CB and it may have saved their ass.

Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events 
such as United Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of 
incidents like the above.



Please do something.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

ORDER:           8300.10

APPENDIX:        4

BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)    
                 for Airworthiness (FSAW)

BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50

BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
                 During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation

EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94    
---------------------------------------------------------------
1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
being used by some operators to close and lock the lower 



lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.

2.  BACKGROUND. 

A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a 
foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used 
by a
specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo 
doors of
B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping 
of the
cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 
ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
control circuitry.

B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special 
cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to 
trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in



relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors: 

(1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated 
voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo 
doors. 

(2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and 
overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms. 

(3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the 
failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
failed components and fire.

                                                              2

C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors 
warning
system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness 
Directive (AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent 
the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo 



doors.
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically 
removed by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the 
Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.

3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) 
having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of 
Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from 
its
continued use.

4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  
Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.

5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.

/s/
Edgar C. Fell

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Subject: Two matched events of uncommanded cargo door 
openings, old and new
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,

Below are two events (both UAL) which support the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup for four other Boeing 747 accidents.

The alarming part of the recently discovered SDR about the 
uncommanded forward cargo door opening is that it occurred in 
a 747-400 which is supposed to have fixed the faulty PolyX/
Kapton wiring situation.

The electrical fault which causes the cargo door to open when it 
shouldn't is still present. If event happens in flight, catastrophe 
ensues.

Please follow up somehow on this precursor event. Please open 
supplemental investigation into Air India Flight 182 which shall 
examine an alternative mechanical explanation  with precedent 
and now continuing problems which support the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation.

Please have specialized staff contact me for further clarification.



I've notified AAIB, NTSB, and FAA of my findings but have 
heard nothing back yet.

The problem is intermittent which is the most difficult to resolve. 
It needs heavy horsepower to find and fix.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

New Service Difficulty Report SDR:

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier



Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING.

From AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811

1.17.6    Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK 
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to 
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B, 
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was 
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, 
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL 
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker 
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had 
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment 
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset, 
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to 
defer further



 work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate for the flight. 
The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work on the door 
resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit 
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then 
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident. 
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple 
pin) connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located 
on the upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring 
bundle from the junction box to the fuselage was then 
manipulated while readings were taken on the cannon plug pins 
using a volt/ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were 
noted. When the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the 
door began to open with no activation of the electrical door open 
switches. The C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door 
operation ceased. When the circuit breaker was reset, the door 
continued to the full open position, and the lift actuator motor 
continued to run for several seconds until the circuit breaker was 
again pulled. At this time, a flexible conduit, which covered a 
portion of the wiring bundle, was slid along the bundle toward 
the J-4 junction box, revealing several wires with insulation 
breaches and damage.
UAL personnel notified the Safety Board of the occurrence, and 
the airplane was examined at JFK by representatives of the 
Safety Board, United Airlines, and Boeing. After the wires in the 
damaged area were electrically isolated, electrical operation of 
the door was normal when the door was unlocked. When the 
door was locked (master latch lock handle closed), activation of 
the door control switches had no effect on the door. This 
indicated that the S2 master latch lock switch was operating as 
expected (removing power from the door when it was locked). 
After the on-site examinations, the wiring bundle was cut from 
the airplane and taken to the Safety Board's materials laboratory 



for further examination.
The wiring bundle with the damaged wires contained all electric 
control wires (28 volt DC) and power wires (115 volt AC) that 
pass between the fuselage and the aft cargo door. From the 
forward side of the J-4 junction box, the bundle progresses in the 
forward direction, just above the forward pressure relief door, 
then upward, following the forward lift actuator arms. The 
bundle then enters an empty space between two floor beams, 
where the bundle has an approximate 180-degree bend when the 
door is closed. From this location, the wiring bundle progresses 
inboard, through a fore-to-aft intercostal between two floor 
beams. The wiring bundle then splits, with wires going in several 
directions.
 The bundle is covered by the flexible conduit approximately 
from the lower end of the lift actuator arms to the fore-to-aft 
intercostal between the floor beams.
The conduit covering the wiring bundle is intended to prevent the 
wire bundle from being damaged during opening and closing of 
the door and during cargo handling operations. The conduit is a 
sealed flexible interconnector consisting of a convoluted helical 
brass innercore covered by a bronze braid. The innercore is 
soldered at every other convolute, and should be capable of 
withstanding pressures exceeding 1,000 pounds per square inch 
(psi). Boeing has indicated that the conduit is an evolutionary 
improvement and that it has been installed on all B-747 airplanes 
produced since 1981 (from line number 489 on). Airplane 
N152UA was delivered in April 1987.
Airplanes produced prior to 1981, including N4713U, used a 
bungee retraction system, to retract the cargo door wire bundle. 
Guidelines for the replacement of the bungee system with the 
flexible conduit were covered in Boeing Service Bulletin 
747-752-2170, dated August 1981. The service bulletin was 
prompted by reports that the wire bundle bungee retraction 



system had not retracted the wire bundle sufficiently to prevent 
trapping the bundle between the cargo door and the door frame. 
UAL did not perform the retrofit on N4713U, which was line 
number 89, nor was the company required to do so.
Examination of the wires in the damaged area on the wiring 
bundle revealed that four of the wires were similar in appearance, 
with insulation breaches that progressed through to the 
underlying conductor. Adjacent to the breach on these four wires, 
the insulation was blackened, as if it had been burned. Another 
wire contained an extensive breach but no evidence of burned 
insulation. The damaged area was located on the bundle at a 
position approximately corresponding to a conduit support 
bracket and attached standoff pin on the upper arm of the 
forward lift actuator mechanism. This support bracket was found 
bent in the forward direction. In addition, mechanical damage 
was noted on adjacent components in this area.
A second damaged area was noted on the wiring bundle at a 
position approximately corresponding to the conduit swivel 
clamp at the elbow between the two arms of the forward lift 
actuator mechanism. Wires in this area were missing portions of 
their exterior coating, but no breaches to the underlying 
conductors were noted.
 The exterior braid on the conduit contained minor rub marks and 
was slightly kinked at a position corresponding to the area on the 
wires with breached insulation. Additional examinations revealed 
that the innercore of the conduit contained multiple 
circumferential cracks in the areas corresponding to the damage 
areas on the wires. The cracks were in the convoluted innercore 
directly adjacent to the inside diameter of the conduit.
The lock sectors, latch cams, and latch pins from the aft cargo 
door were examined on the incident airplane and were generally 
in excellent condition. There was no evidence to suggest that the 
cams had ever been electrically (or manually) driven into or 



through the lock sectors.
Boeing also informed the Safety Board that, in May of 1991, a 
B-747 operated by Quantas was found to have chafing of the 
wires in the wire bundle to the aft cargo door. This airplane also 
had a flexible conduit protecting the wires, and the chafing was 
located approximately at the standoff pin on the bracket at the 
upper arm of the forward lift actuator.
The Safety Board determined that the chafing of the wires on the 
airplane involved in the JFK occurrence was caused by, or was 
greatly accelerated by, the circumferential cracks in the conduit 
and that the cracks in the conduit were caused either by repeated 
flexing of the conduit as the cargo door opens and shuts or by 
unusual stresses on the conduit generated concurrently with 
damage to the conduit guide bracket and attached standoff pin on 
the upper end of the forward lift actuator upper arm.
A portion of the wire bundle for the forward cargo door on many 
B-747 airplanes is also covered by a flexible conduit that is very 
similar to the conduit for the aft cargo door. However, there are 
substantial differences between the orientation of the flexible 
conduits for the two doors, and the Safety Board has not become 
aware of problems associated with the flexible conduit for the 
forward door.
Nevertheless, because of the concerns about the chafed wires and 
possible electrical short circuits, on August 28, 1991, the Safety 
Board recommended that the FAA:
 Issue an Airworthiness Directive applicable to all Boeing 747 
airplanes with a flexible conduit protecting the wiring bundle 
between the fuselage and aft cargo door to require an expedited 
inspection of:
(1) the wiring bundle in the area normally covered by the conduit 
for the presence of damaged insulation (using either an electrical 
test method or visual examination);
(2) the conduit support bracket and attached standoff pin on the 



upper arm of the forward lift actuator mechanism;
(3)       the flexible conduit for the presence of cracking in the 
convoluted innercore.
Wires with damaged insulation should be repaired before further 
service. Damage to the flexible conduit, conduit support bracket 
and standoff pin should result in an immediate replacement of 
the conduit as well as the damaged parts. The inspection should 
be repeated at an appropriate cyclic interval. (Class II, Priority 
Action) (A-91-83)
Evaluate the design, installation, and operation of the forward 
cargo door flexible conduits on Boeing 747 airplanes so equipped 
and issue, if warranted, an Airworthiness Directive for inspection 
and repair of the flexible conduit and underlying wiring bundle, 
similar to the provisions recommended in A-91-83. (Class II, 
Priority Action) (A-91-84)
The FAA responded to these safety recommendations on 
November 1, 1991, stating that it agreed with the intent of the 
recommendations and that the issuance of an NPRM was being 
considered to address the issues in the safety recommendations. 
The Safety Board replied on November 27, 1991, classifying 
each of the recommendations as "Open--Acceptable Response," 
pending the completion of the rulemaking process. Since that 
exchange of correspondence, the FAA has published an NPRM 
which is now being reviewed by the Safety Board. Safety 
Recommendations A-91-83 and -84 will continue to be classified 
as "Open--Acceptable Response" until an acceptable final rule is 
published.
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Electrical cause of uncommanded forward cargo door 
opening initiated by civilians.
Cc:
Bcc:



X-Attachments:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker,  26 July 01

Below is back story to United Airlines Flight 811 and how 
civilians were able to get the door retrieved and the proper cause 
of it opening determined as electrical and not improperly latched.

Sometimes worthy information can come from the public, 
especially ones who are directly involved such as family member 
or crewmember of victim. Kevin and Susan Campbell lost their 
son and I lost my pilot.

Please note comments below relating directly to Air India Flight 
182.

Please start supplemental investigation into Air India Flight 182.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com

Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your 
kind comments
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt 
here in Waikiki
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were 
late
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not 
arrive until
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st 
june . Our son
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the 
new baby . I
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be 
managing OK .
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and 
got your
site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had 
obviously
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as 
we moved into
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve 
if he had
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo 
doors { I
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have 
found the reason



myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the 
one page ] 
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would 
contact you
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with 
me this trip as
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC 
Panorama progam
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the 
release to the
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the 
Discovery
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC 
depending on wether
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco 
followed a
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday 
program titled "Fire
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire  in Feb of this year .I had lent 
BBC some
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the 
cause of 811 and
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to 
Disaster"
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the 
811 disaster .
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to 
you if you
have never seen them.
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and 
have appeared in
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in 
NZ newspapers



,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and 
did a Documentry
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent 
Steve was
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my 
theory
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program 
the NTSB theory
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I 
had to be
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the 
Americas Cup
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page 
article on our efforts
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron 
Acihido of the
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they 
started with a
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures 
of the damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the 
NTSB
hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from 
the NTSB
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would 
only give us
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first 
recess
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the 
press table
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of 
proceedings we gave an



interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we 
went back in to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife 
Susan
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of 
stuff here
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB 
guys were
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and 
were off .
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was " 
Countdown
to Disaster"
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many 
times .On one visit
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements 
and wrote to
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were 
First and
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited 
everyone who
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New 
York Florida
San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle . 
Boeing would
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins 
Coie] and
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the 
accident
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of 
last resort for
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United 
maintenance base in



San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it 
did not work
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told 
them were they
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it 
ended up with the
Senior VP United  Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort 
around the base
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood 
in the cargo
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the 
Conduit at the
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had 
originated
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly 
painted 747with a
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I 
checked my
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it 
was N4713U
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
 We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried 
every avenue
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was 
phoned
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had 
a
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct 
the door was to
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the 
Campbells
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that 
the door is



going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we 
could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we 
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours 
later we held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they 
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed 
but not to
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released . 
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you 
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.
 I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my 
findings on
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we 
had the
problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in 
hooks opened
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what 
811`s did
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the 
fuselage as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it  .
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK 
and they could
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report 



however still
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at 
23000 ft
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary 
scenario for
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards 
preclude it
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground 
switch which I
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door 
design for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the 
cockpit of a
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the 
door
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system 
deleted by
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the 
aircraft was
certified with this system or not as it never made it into 
production . I
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I 
guess that
would have opened up liability problems for Boeing  I lent the 
document to a
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have 
plenty of
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart 
Mc Clure
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel 
702 831 7746  Fax
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the 



last bit of
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went 
up and
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can 
see that
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe 
that had it
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41 
section joint
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am 
103 and TWA
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I 
actually
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor 
off the
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by 
the cargo
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid 
floor left in
business class was were our son sat in 12H  But the shock wave 
went from the
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the 
hole ] forward
12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke 
his seat
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of 
the first
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had 
air
cavities in them  Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and 
called on all
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m 
it was at



22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a 
perfect landing at
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around 
for another
attempt  { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling 
reading } What was
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a 
loud explosion {
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to 
actually
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers 
some off them
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A 
thousand
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first 
class {with
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something 
start up
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed 
him and dismissed
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was 
already in the
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator 
was moving
. So the sequence was a whir  a thump a hiss and then 1.8 
seconds later the
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al 
replied "I
don't know "between the thump and the explosion  The CVR's 
power was then off
for 21.4 seconds
I have the all the NTSB  photos and my own of the door frame 
area,the side



frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are 
all
goughed but otherwise OK  the forward mid span pin is also 
goughed and the
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span 
pin was
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had 
broken . It
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to 
open 
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8 
second time gap
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door 
had blown
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they 
also opened
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had 
to be
different to PAN AM 10 out of  London where the door was 
closed by the
slipstream and they got back safely.
 At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the 
Coroners
report on what they found and I have seen what they removed 
from the engine
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a 
DNA sample
and the result was negative  Steve recently spoke to someone 
who inspected
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine 
was seat
material until he touched it and realised what it was  They told us 
that they



gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it , 
they
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in 
an action
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ]
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft 
and to the
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we 
know he
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4 
minutes below .
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the 
ground in
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended 
the
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM 
local time but it
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago 
and said he
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was 
caused by a body or
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly 
by luggage .
N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium 
{the first
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM 
did not wait for
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted 
them to their
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications 
of not
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one 
time test to



check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told 
the airlines
to hit the door open switch to see what happened  , a day later 
they stopped
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the 
planes ,
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators 
were live
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers  
and the
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel 
ones .
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Aug  3 15:25:09 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Startling SDR
Date:  Fri, 3 Aug 2001 18:24:11 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I'm back as of Monday (though have one more week to 
look forward to
in late Aug) and am catching up on e-mail again.  During my 
holiday, I
enjoyed reading two of the bigger docs you had sent me.

Re the info. below, I was not aware of that.  I found it of interest 
and
have forwarded it to 3 or 4 other people.  



Re your closing para about a supplemental report on Air India 
182, I don't
think we can contemplate doing so in view of present workload 
and the fact
of the very extensive RCMP investigation and the upcoming 
trial.  We would
at least want to see what the latter generates.  Also, if we were to 
suggest

re-consideration of the Govt of India safety investigation report, I 
believe
we should do so to the Govt of India.

 
Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:   John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Sunday, July 22, 2001 11:18 PM
> To:     Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Startling SDR
>
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker
> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,
>
> Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.
>
> I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA
> database: Capitals in original.



>
> Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
> Operator Type           : Air Carrier
> ATA Code                : 5210
> Part Name               : CONTROLLER
> Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
> Aircraft Group          : 747
> Aircraft Model          : 747422
> Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
> Engine Group            : 4056
> Engine Model            : PW4056
> Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
> Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
> Submitter Code          : Carrier
> Operator Desig.         : UALA
> Precautionary Procedure : NONE
> Nature                  : OTHER
> Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
> District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
> A/C N Number            : 199UA
> Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717
>
> Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR 
OPENED BY ITSELF WHEN CB
> PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT BREAKERS WERE 
PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE
> RELIEF DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR 
LATCHES OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR
> OPENED ON ITS OWN. COULD NOT DUPLICATE 
PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL OPENING.
>
> Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know 
about forward



> cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If that CB 
had been
> pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that forward cargo 
door would
> have ruptured/opened with known catastrophic results. What is 
a
> 'controller' and what 'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident 
airline and
> well familiar with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out 
and were told
> to stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling 
the door
> CB and it may have saved their ass.
>
> Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air
> India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events such as 
United
> Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of incidents like the 
above.
>
> Please do something.
>
> Sincerely,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
>



> ORDER:           8300.10
>
> APPENDIX:        4
>
> BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)   
>                  for Airworthiness (FSAW)
>
> BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
>
> BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
>                  During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
>
> EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94   
> ---------------------------------------------------------------
> 1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
> being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
> cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.
>
> 2.  BACKGROUND.
>
> A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
> airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
> specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors 
of
> B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
> operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of 
the
> cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
> handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
> possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door



> control circuitry.
>
> B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
> door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
> of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
> Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
> before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
> cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
> relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:
>
> (1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
> would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors.
>
> (2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
> conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving 
of
> the cargo door mechanisms.
>
> (3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
> doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure 
of
> a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
> failed components and fire.
>
>                                                               2
>
> C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
> system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive 
(AD)
> 90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual



> tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
> possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
> Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed 
by
> the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
> Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
>
> 3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
> certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
> 747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
> brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
> operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
> continued use.
>
> 4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  Any
> questions regarding this information should be directed to
> AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
>
> 5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.
>
>
>
> /s/
> Edgar C. Fell
>
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Government of India reconsideration of Air India Flight 
182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker



Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  2 Aug  2001

Thank you for reply and for reading two of the three 
'cybermeeting' docs.

Also thanks for forwarding the SDR of another forward cargo 
door opening on its own by electrical cause. Let us hope that 
does not happen in the air or that the FE or copilot does not push 
in that CB in the air and start that catastrophic sequence. I'm 
interested in the opinions of the 3 or 4 other people you sent it to. 
I'm also interested in the opinions of the other listed in the 
'cybermeeting' about this issue. They must be concerned as I am.

I am of course disappointed that TSB does not contemplate a 
supplemental report on Air India Flight 182 but understand 
workload, budget, and staff limitations. But, I realize that that 
choice can change in a minute with more incidents like the SDR 
above. I believe there are already enough warnings by these 
faulty wiring caused open doors to launch a supplemental but....I 
shall keep you informed of any new discoveries and I hope they 
stay only incidents.

The RCMP are doing an investigation but their conclusions do 
not make sense and contradict the realities of aircraft accidents. 
They are not aircraft accident investigators but police and this is 
an airplane crash not a bank robbery. Sgt Blachford of RCMP 
AITF said in his last mail to me that he would meet with me in 
Mid August but I have not heard from him since. If we do meet, I 
can show him the false thinking in his 'bomb' explanation for Air 
India Flight 182 in the aft cargo compartment or the forward.



Also noted is your figurative 'open door' to a supplemental report 
depending on what the RCMP or the upcoming trial generates. If 
the RCMP investigation or the trial shows that expert TSB 
technical advice and opinion is required, would the TSB then 
provide that information? I feel quite sure both circumstances 
will do that eventually.

Regarding a suggestion of a re-consideration of the Govt of India 
safety investigation report, you state you should do so the the 
Govt of India. Great idea, Mr. Tucker. I stayed out of the political 
arena, but that may be the way to go. The aviation authorities of 
India may wish to get a crack at explaining Air India Flight 182 
as they were quickly excluded from the original investigation and 
replaced by a judicial judge. Would you do that? A request to the 
Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi, India to 
reconsider Air India Flight 182 based upon similar subsequent 
accidents that suggest an alternative explanation exists of a 
mechanical cause with a precedent? Mr. H.S. Khola, Director of 
Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi may still be 
there and receptive to your suggestion to become involved.

The below excerpt from the Kirpal report does state that India 
has the authority to investigate the accident.

 "INITIAL ACTION TAKEN BY THE  GOVERNMENT OF 
INDIA
1.2.1   Initial intimation of the accident was received by Air India 
who, in turn, communicated the same to Mr. H.S. Khola, 
Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi. 
The Accident Investigation Branch of United Kingdom also sent 
information to the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi 
to the effect that the accident had taken place on international 
waters and as such it was India which was the authority to 



investigate the accident in accordance with the provisions of 
ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2  Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated 23rd June, 
1985 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation 
whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed Inspector of Accidents for 
the purpose of carrying out the investigation into the aforesaid air 
accident. This appointment was made under Rule 71 of the 
Aircraft Rules, 1937."

Thanks again, Mr. Tucker, for replying and sending on the SDR 
to others for opinion and trust your working holiday was 
successful. My wife and daughter are in Hawaii as I type and 
here I am at home. They are having a great time visiting relatives 
and swimming.

Sincerely,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thanks.  I'm back as of Monday (though have one more week to 
look forward to
in late Aug) and am catching up on e-mail again.  During my 
holiday, I
enjoyed reading two of the bigger docs you had sent me.



Re the info. below, I was not aware of that.  I found it of interest 
and
have forwarded it to 3 or 4 other people.  

Re your closing para about a supplemental report on Air India 
182, I don't
think we can contemplate doing so in view of present workload 
and the fact
of the very extensive RCMP investigation and the upcoming 
trial.  We would
at least want to see what the latter generates.  Also, if we were to 
suggest

re-consideration of the Govt of India safety investigation report, I 
believe
we should do so to the Govt of India.

 
Bill Tucker.

> -----Original Message-----
> From:  John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:        Sunday, July 22, 2001 11:18 PM
> To:     Tucker, Bill
> Subject:  Startling SDR
>
> W.T. (Bill) Tucker
> Director General,
> Investigation Operations
>
> Dear Mr. Tucker,   22 July 2001,
>



> Hope you had a good holiday and welcome back.
>
> I just did research this evening and found this startling SDR in 
the FAA
> database: Capitals in original.
>
> Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
> Operator Type           : Air Carrier
> ATA Code                : 5210
> Part Name               : CONTROLLER
> Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
> Aircraft Group          : 747
> Aircraft Model          : 747422
> Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
> Engine Group            : 4056
> Engine Model            : PW4056
> Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
> Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
> Submitter Code          : Carrier
> Operator Desig.         : UALA
> Precautionary Procedure : NONE
> Nature                  : OTHER
> Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
> District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
> A/C N Number            : 199UA
> Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717
>
> Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR 
OPENED BY ITSELF WHEN CB
> PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT BREAKERS WERE 
PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE
> RELIEF DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR 
LATCHES OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR



> OPENED ON ITS OWN. COULD NOT DUPLICATE 
PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL OPENING.
>
> Mr. Tucker, this is very very scary knowing what we know 
about forward
> cargo doors opening in flight from electrical causes. If that CB 
had been
> pushed in (why was it out) during flight, that forward cargo 
door would
> have ruptured/opened with known catastrophic results. What is 
a
> 'controller' and what 'malfunctioned'? UAL, above incident 
airline and
> well familiar with UAL 811, had habit of pulling door CB out 
and were told
> to stop, order 8300.10 below. They are apparently still pulling 
the door
> CB and it may have saved their ass.
>
> Sir, I hope you have decided to proceed with a supplemental 
report on Air
> India Flight 182 based on subsequent similar events such as 
United
> Airlines Flight 811 and for certain because of incidents like the 
above.
>
> Please do something.
>
> Sincerely,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone



> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
>
> ORDER:           8300.10
>
> APPENDIX:        4
>
> BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)   
>                  for Airworthiness (FSAW)
>
> BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50
>
> BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers
>                  During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation
>
> EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94   
> ---------------------------------------------------------------
> 1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
> being used by some operators to close and lock the lower lobe
> cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.
>
> 2.  BACKGROUND.
>
> A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a foreign
> airworthiness authority into the special procedures used by a
> specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo doors 
of
> B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
> operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping of 



the
> cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 ground
> handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
> possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
> control circuitry.
>
> B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special cargo
> door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
> of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function.
> Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to trip
> before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
> cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
> relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:
>
> (1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated voltage
> would cause increased manual operation of the cargo doors.
>
> (2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
> conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and overdriving 
of
> the cargo door mechanisms.
>
> (3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
> doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the failure 
of
> a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
> failed components and fire.
>
>                                                               2
>



> C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors warning
> system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness Directive 
(AD)
> 90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
> tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent the
> possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo doors.
> Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically removed 
by
> the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the Master
> Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.
>
> 3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) having
> certificate management responsibilities for operators of Boeing
> 747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
> brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
> operators using this procedure should be discouraged from its
> continued use.
>
> 4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  Any
> questions regarding this information should be directed to
> AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.
>
> 5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.
>
>
>
> /s/
> Edgar C. Fell
>

To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Subject: Warning/Alert/Interview me/Placentia
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,  9 Aug  2001

I just read about the RCMP taking over a ship collision 
investigation. Hmmmm. You have indicated the TSB will stand 
aside as the RCMP does the aircraft accident re-investigation 
(which now has the bomb going off in the aft cargo compartment 
contrary to earlier official conclusions.)

Please, Mr. Tucker, do not let this Air India Flight 182 event pass 
by. I have presented evidence that shows there is a strong 
possibility the forward cargo door opened in flight and a good 
possibility that the cause was wiring. The loyalty is to the living 
and the problem which occurred in 1985 exists to this day in 
2001. Potentially catastrophic hull ruptures in Boeing 747s 
caused by an inadvertently ruptured open cargo door have 
occurred by official count in 1987, 1989, 1991, and 2000, in the 
air and on the ground.  By my count after twelve years of 
research the count is 1985 with Air India Flight 182, 1987 with 
Pan Am 125, 1988 with Pan Am Flight 103, 1989 with United 
Airlines Flight 811, 1991 with UAL preflight, 1996 with Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, and 2000 with UAL post flight. Seven 
events in Boeing 747 that have killed nine officially and 838 by 
my count.

You did not tell me I was wrong. You gave no rebuttal nor any 
effort at refutation. I know why. It can't be done using facts, data, 



and evidence. I have tried myself for years to prove it is a wrong 
explanation, but the evidence always supports the wiring/cargo 
door sequence starting with the sudden loud sound on the CVR 
which is present on all four fatal aircraft.

Please do not ignore the warning that is presented by this 
identified person with official documents and who has experience 
in these matters. The eighth time of wiring causing the door 
unlatch motor to turn on when it shouldn't can happen again, as it 
has in the far past, the past, and the near past, October, 2000, 
only ten months ago. (Capitals in original report from US FAA 
SDR. Note it was a 747-400)

Difficulty Date         : 10/11/00
Operator Type           : Air Carrier
ATA Code                : 5210
Part Name               : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer   : BOEING
Aircraft Group          : 747
Aircraft Model          : 747422
Engine Manufacturer     : PWA
Engine Group            : 4056
Engine Model            : PW4056
Part/Defect Location    : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition          : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code          : Carrier
Operator Desig.         : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature                  : OTHER
Stage of Flight         : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region  : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number            : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No.     : 28717



Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING.

What were the opinions of your staff of aviation accident 
investigators regarding my shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for 
four Boeing 747 fatal events?

Director of Investigations-Air
Director of Engineering
Mr. John Garstang, Engineering Branch
Mr. Vic Gerden, Investigator in Charge, SWR 111.

Do they offer any rebuttal? Offering an alternative such as bomb 
or missile or fuel tank explosion is not rebuttal but disagreement.

The seriousness of this alert/warning is such that either it is 
worthy of preventive action or it is not, but to do nothing is not 
right. Some warnings can be ignored and some can't without 
further investigation. I believe based upon the evidence of Air 
India Flight 182 and evidence of other fatal accidents, that this 
warning about faulty wiring causing cargo doors to open when 
they shouldn't is a warning that can not be prudently ignored but 
must have further investigation to rule it in or rule it out. A 
warning about a potential explosive decompression caused by 
compressed air occurring on a Boeing 747 is just as serious about 
a warning about an explosive decompression caused by chemical 
means.



Have your staff interview me so they can either rule in or rule out 
the mechanical explanation. Let me enter into an email dialogue 
with them; we can talk as pilot to pilot.

I am not a drunk on a phone late at night saying check some 
airplanes because of some horrid plot afoot. (That might get a 
response sadly). I am experienced, I offer incontrovertible 
evidence, I am identified, I invite interviews, I plead for 
consideration and inspections of the wiring for cargo doors in 
Boeing 747s as well as a supplemental investigation into 
Canada's largest mystery aviation accident.

Has any professional contact been made with Indian 
Transportation Safety officials? Can you give me an contacts to 
email to with the results of my research?

What would the attorneys for the trial have to do or ask for TSB 
to become involved with Air India Flight 182?

Mr. Tucker, it seems that the conspiracy minded people are 
everywhere (That's a joke) and are in charge, such as FBI and 
RCMP (That's not a joke.)

Please consider Air India Flight 182 an airplane crash first (As 
CASB did years ago) requiring transport safety officials to 
evaluate or re-evaluate and not a bank robbery for which the 
police can take a 'lead role.'

By the way, paint smears are very important clues to United 
Airlines Flight 811, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 which support the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. 



Video examination of Air India Flight 182 may very well show 
important matching paint smears. It's another example of how 
subsequent accidents can be used to review the past and clarify 
some issues. It's learning from experience.

Please do not let this Air India Flight 182 event go by. It's an 
active issue legally and reveals a potential public safety issue to 
Canadian citizens in wiring and cargo doors in Boeing 747s. 
Please have your staff contact me for further discussions. Please 
ask the Indians to become involved in an updated report.

(Regarding Placentia Bay below: I was in the Navy as an enlisted 
aircrewmember flying P2V Neptune ASW patrol aircraft with 
VP-10 out of Naval Air Station Argentia Newfoundland in 1962. 
I walked around Placentia. Ah, the rain, ah the rocks, as, the 
wind, ah the cold, ah, the fog....it was very tough flying out of 
there for our 12 hour patrols but I look back and loved it. Every 
flight was an adventure of subs, or liners, or ice or mechanical 
problems and electronic problems to overcome on those aging 
WW II designed planes. I was 18 and remember Argentia and 
Placentia  so vividly.)

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

RCMP to take lead role in investigation of fatal high-seas 



collision
Updated: Thu, Aug 09 1:13 PM EDT

The bow of the tanker Virgo remains moored at the Come By 
Chance oil refinery in Placentia Bay, Nfld. (CP/St. John's 
Telegram/Gary Hebbard) (CP)COME BY CHANCE, Nfld. (CP) 
- The RCMP are taking over from Transport Canada as the lead 
agency in investigating a recent collision on the high seas that 
killed three American fishermen.

The change, announced Thursday by Transport Canada, raises 
the possibility that the investigation of the tanker Virgo - now 
anchored in Newfoundland's Placentia Bay - will turn to criminal 
matters. But a spokesman for Transport Canada declined to 
explain the significance of the change.

The Mounties were scheduled to hold a news conference in 
nearby Clarenville, Nfld., to clear up the confusion.

Meanwhile, the U.S. Coast Guard "will continue to play an 
active role," said Transport Canada spokesman Paul Doucet.

An investigator from the U.S. Coast Guard spent Thursday 
inspecting the 180-metre Virgo, which was one of several ships 
in the area when the trawler Starbound was hit by another ship 
Sunday and sank.

Joseph Marcantonio, the captain of the 28-metre Starbound, was 
the only survivor.

The tanker's log books were seized and the crew told to stay on 
board after it arrived at an oil refinery near Come by Chance, 
Nfld., early Tuesday.



Since the collision occured in U.S. waters - about 210 kilometres 
off Cape Ann, Mass. - the U.S. Coast Guard took the lead role in 
the investigation.

The oil tanker, owned by Russian-based Primorsk Shipping, was 
built in 1995. It displays the usual assortment of dents and 
scratches found on tankers, which normally require the aid of tug 
boats when docking.

But local fishermen have pointed to fresh scratches etched in 
green paint near the Virgo's portruding bow.

The Starbound was painted green.

"I saw the (scratches) when we got right along side of her this 
morning," Walter Brinston said Wednesday as he manoeuvred his 
heaving, 10-metre fishing boat in the shadow of the hulking 
tanker. "But it's just paint. Who knows what it means?"

Still, there were no obvious signs of a violent crash earlier in the 
day during an informal inspection of the 38,000-tonne tanker.

The skipper of a tugboat, who has been pushing tankers around 
Placentia Bay for eight years, said he didn't notice anything 
unusual about the ship after a brief sailpast with reporters on 
board.

Several divers also inspected Virgo on Wednesday, but the dive 
leader refused to say what they found or who the team was 
working for.

The divers spent more than an hour inspecting the underside of 



the ship's hull, close to the stern, on one side.

It's at that point where there are some larger dents near the high-
water line, though none of them appear to be new.
The company has said the ship's captain, Vladimir Ivanov, had 
no knowledge of a collision.

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Sep  7 16:11:01 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Defence team contact
Date:  Fri, 7 Sep 2001 19:11:26 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith

In answer to your question, you may certainly forward the e-
mail. 

I'm sorry to be so late in responding.  As I said before, I'll do my 
best to
review your e-mails and forward relevant material to other TSB 
staff, but I
can't undertake to deal with them promptly.  There is just too 
much
information from you and too much other work for me to 
undertake to do
otherwise.
Bill T..



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Request from RCMP AITF

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,    14 Nov 01

Below in a scan is a request from RCMP AITF Sgt Blachford to 



come to California to meet and discuss my Air India Flight 182 
report in some detail, taking at least a day to do so. He is asking 
when and where I would prefer to meet.

I am going to reply back soon that in my home office is a good 
place and the sooner the better. Would you or your representative 
like to join us? Note below that Mr. J. Garstang 'is not available 
and will not be available in the foreseeable future.'

Is there any way possible that a TSB aviation accident 
investigator can spare a few hours for discussion of my shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 with me and 
a representative of the RCMP AITF? It will be most fruitful.  
What dates and times or place would be convenient?

I'll meet you or your representative at the Monterey Airport, or, if 
you drive, as I did in March to Vancouver, call me and I'll set you 
up with lodging. An alternative meeting place is possible.

I've also invited an attorney from the defence assigned by the 
Crown, Mr. Keith Hamilton, to join us.

It seems the mood has changed in the past few days after AA 587 
and now the first speculation of a cause of an airliner crash is 
mechanical failure instead of a terrorist act (such as believed in 
1985). It looks like facts, data, and evidence, are taking priority 
now and that is good. There are lots of those for support of a 
mechanical cause for Air India Flight 182 and I would look 
forward to laying them out for you or your representative.

The poignant emails below between us were just prior to the 
WTC attacks in which obvious terrorist acts in airliners took 



place. It was a different world then for aviation security and I 
understand the added workload and budget expenditures the TSB 
now has.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Fri Sep  7 16:11:01 2001
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Defence team contact
Date:  Fri, 7 Sep 2001 19:11:26 -0400

Dear Mr. Smith

In answer to your question, you may certainly forward the e-
mail. 

I'm sorry to be so late in responding.  As I said before, I'll do my 
best to
review your e-mails and forward relevant material to other TSB 
staff, but I
can't undertake to deal with them promptly.  There is just too 
much
information from you and too much other work for me to 
undertake to do



otherwise.
Bill T..

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,   10 Sep 01

Thank you for permission to forward copies of our emails during 
these past few months. I believe this will show the defence team 
that the TSB is patient, objective, and will listen to reason.

I may have sent too much information for prompt evaluation; my 
only explanation is that I feel a sense of urgency.

I'm standing by for any queries from your staff. It can't hurt to 
ask questions, now can it?

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

 



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: More info for meeting:

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker, 14 Nov 01

Below is blow up of RCMP AITF letter for reference as well as 
email and snail mail addresses should you wish to consult with 
the gentlemen prior to any meeting.

Cheers,

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Email for Mr. Keith Hamilton:
Defense Counsel assigned by the Crown for Mr. Bagri

keithrh@telus.net

Address and phone for Sgt Blachford:



Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
604 264 2249

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@TSB.GC.CA>
Subject: December 5 fine for meeting.

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is just an interim reply.  In a nutshell:  I may be able to 
attend.  

I am certainly willing to do so if you and Sgt. Blachford feel I 
could be of
assistance.  It would be much better for John Garstang to be there 
- as my
knowledge of the subject is "orders of magnitude" below his.  
However, he
simply can not be made available given the amount of time he 
has already



contributed to the Air India 182 investigation and the magnitude 
and urgency
of the work on his plate for our investigation of the Swissair 111 
accident.

I must emphasize that my contribution would be essentially to 
attend as a
detached third party with a strong functional interest in the 
subject
matter, but no vested interest in the outcome.

I look forward to hearing from you.  Meanwhile, I shall follow 
up with Sgt
Blachford re his views, possible date, etc. 
Bill T..

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Mr. Tucker,   20 Nov 01

Thank you for the above email and I'm very glad to see that you 
may/will attend the meeting with Sgt Blachford. He called me 
today and I called back and confirmed that 4 and 5 December are 
fine for the meeting in my home office. I will have all the 
documents, photos, and analysis available for review and 
discussion.

I understand your position as a detached third party and that is 
exactly what we need, an objective point of view. It shall be just 
the three of us with no defence present.



Sgt Blachford indicated you two may fly to San Francisco and 
drive down to Monterey and Carmel Valley on Tuesday and meet 
on Wednesday the fifth. I live about 12 miles inland from 
Carmel. If I can assist with any lodging arrangements or 
otherwise, please let me know and I can do it.

This is a most important meeting as I consider it a life and death 
issue as the hazard from my point of view is still out there.

Hope to see you soon, Mr. Tucker,

Cheers,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Confirming 4/5+December meeting

Dear Mr. Smith,

This is to confirm receipt of your e-mail and to thank you for the 
thorough
directions.  I shall be meeting Sgt Blachford at the Car Rental 
Desk at the
airport, and I am expecting to be the Navigator - so your 



directions will
come in handy.  

I look forward to meeting you.  I'll call you if any glitches arise.   
Bill Tucker.

Dear Mr. Tucker,

Roger. If there is any layover time at Monterey Airport before 
meeting Sgt Blachford, give me a call and we can have a cup of 
coffee in the terminal and chat as we wait. I'm a tall man with 
short beard and hair.

Rained yesterday, clear and sunny today, cloudy and may rain in 
the next few days.

Cheers,
Barry Smith
831 659 3552

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: The End of the Day

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Mr. Tucker, 11 Dec 01

Well, it's been a week and it's all I've been thinking about; our 



meeting and all the things I should have said and didn't. I can't 
think of anything I said and shouldn't, just omissions and 
clarifications.
Thank you for your email of today; my mind was certainly 
broadened. I've taken your suggestions/corrections to my report 
and made the changes. If I were on your staff at TSB, my report 
would have been reviewed by other investigators and before it 
reached you would have been smoothed over. I sometimes regret 
not working in a committee with its checks and balances and 
only have myself for proofreading and checking of facts. I 
appreciated your in depth analysis of my report and wish I had 
kept a copy of your invaluable corrections to it. "Official 
determination' was too strong, and the many matches between 
Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811 were too 
picky, and 'all at night' was irrelevant.

I've written a letter to Sgt. Bart Blachford laying out my concerns 
and recommendations; it's at the bottom of this email. I have to 
send it snail mail so he will not receive it for a few days.

When I asked that a supplemental/updated investigation into Air 
India Flight 182 be conducted into the shorted wiring/forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation, I should have realized that that investigation had 
already begun as shown by your participation, although 
detached. I really appreciate your contribution of factual data 
about cargo doors, wiring, and Boeing 747s to Sgt. Blachford. I 
believe it was a fair and necessary thing for Sgt Blachford to hear 
from an aviation authority, an official Crown aviation authority, 
that when I said that wiring and outward opening cargo doors 
have a history of probable cause of fatal accidents, I was correct. 
It does not mean it happened to Air India Flight 182 but it does 
mean to me those mechanical culprits can be considered as 



justified suspects and should be ruled in or out.

I've used the analogy of a lineup with Sgt. Blachford in sticking 
with my criminal metaphors. If Mr. Garstang is going to bring in 
Pan Am Flight 103, as I believe he did and should, then it is only 
fair and prudent to bring in the other victims that have similar 
injuries, United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800.

The Garstang Report has been scanned and I'm sending a PDF, 
with scanning errors, via email to you for your consideration. As 
you read it, see that he has picked and chosen those facts that 
support his case, as a defense counsel or prosecutor would do, 
but not a fair investigator. He has not given any new or old 
evidence to contradict the solid findings of no explosion of any 
kind in the aft cargo compartment nor that the sudden loud sound 
on the CVR is not a bomb but in fact matched to the DC 10 cargo 
door explosive decompression. For his supplemental report on 
Air India Flight 182 to be given weight, those contradictions 
must be addressed and answered satisfactorily, and that he has 
not done.
I guess the big picture, Mr. Tucker, is a global look at aircraft 
accidents, not just the provincial ones in a certain jurisdiction. 
Each country has its own aircraft accident investigators which 
look at its assigned accidents but there is no global agency such 
as Interpol. I ask that you assume that task in your last six 
months of service in regard to four Boeing 747 accidents that 
have many similar evidence matches which occurred off  Hawaii, 
Cork, Long Island and Lockerbie. They all have much evidence 
of outward ruptures of the fuselage just forward of the wing. 
They may have had four different causes for those large ruptures 
but the evidence is there in reconstruction drawings, underwater 
photographs, a flying aircraft that survived, and wreckage in 



hangars of a huge hole appearing at event time on the starboard 
side forward of the wing in and around the forward cargo door. 
Could you assume the responsibility to look at all four Boeing 
747 accidents at if they had all been assigned to Canadian 
aviation authority for evaluation and thus fill in a power vacuum? 
You have access to NTSB, AAIB, and RCMP held evidence that 
very few have in the world.

Could you ask Mr. Ken Smart of AAIB to quickly rule in or rule 
out the starboard side rupture of Pan Am Flight 103 as details 
about that area of the aircraft have been omitted in the AAIB 
report 2/90? I'm sure that there are Pan Am Flight 103 experts in 
AAIB who would love to check out one more 'zany' explanation 
and an hour or so in the Farnborough hangar looking at the actual 
wreckage pieces around that cargo door to see if they match the 
United Airlines Flight 811 photographs would quickly rule in or 
rule out the possibility. If the investigators are as dedicated as 
you say they are, and I truly hope they are, they will take the 
extra effort to check out an alternative to bomb explosion, if the 
hard evidence warrants it, regardless of juries or non aviation 
judge's opinions. For the evidence to warrant it, it must be 
examined and that means somebody has to to walk into the 
hangar with the United Airlines Flight 811 AAR and make the 
matches or rule them out. I would fly to England to do it if 
invited and allowed access. I would also be glad to correspond 
with any AAIB investigator who wishes to talk to me about the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup for Pan Am Flight 103. I know 
it's a mythic 'bombed' aircraft but I did not pick the flight 
numbers, the sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt power cut 
to the FDR did.

Could you ask NTSB to resume 'correspondence' with me about 



Trans World Airlines Flight 800? Since you have determined I 
am no kook could you suggest they check out the message since 
the messenger does have proper credentials and his research 
seems to be in order? There has been a political change in the last 
year and newer NTSB investigators may be willing to examine 
and discuss the fact that only eight of the ten latches in that 
forward cargo door have been recovered with two midspan 
latches missing and the color photographs clearly showing large 
ruptures at those two midspan latch areas in the forward cargo 
door of Trans World Airlines Flight 800.
Bombs planted by humans in airplanes which explode implies 
conspiracy. Mechanical events which fail imply faults which can 
be corrected. Airplane crashes are overwhelming accidental by 
crew error, weather, or mechanical failure. When conspiracy 
takes hold...it strikes deep and into your life it will creep..as the 
song goes. Conspiracy thinking destroyed the CASB years ago. 
The Gander crash was most likely ice as one of its causes and 
there was no bomb involved, but...into life it crept and struck 
deep, even to this day. Mr. Filotas did a disservice to the 
Canadian aviation authority by his unorthodox investigative 
procedures. I suggest that history repeats and TSB is at risk if 
Mr. Garstang, of the TSB, is allowed to have his conspiracy 
bomb explosion explanation stand for Air India Flight 182 and it 
is subsequently shown to be bogus, possibly by another 747 
crash which leaves sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut, etc, 
etc...and was caused by the same fault as United Airlines Flight 
811.

Regardless of the twisted administrative titles, Mr. Garstang is 
and has been employed by TSB for many years, is paid by the 
Crown, prepared a report for the RCMP, and will be considered 
to be an expert Canadian government aviation accident expert by 
the judge, jury, defense, media, and public when he testifies that 



a bomb blew up Air India Flight 182 as it was planted in the aft 
cargo compartment; conclusions that are wholly without 
substantive supportive evidence and flatly contradicted by 
evidence and other official aviation opinion and findings. That is 
not right, sir! It's not fair, it's not scientific, and it's not proper 
investigative procedure.

Well, Mr. Tucker, thanks again for coming, I'm sure it was worth 
all your effort and I really enjoyed our chats about other issues as 
well.  Please call upon me at any time for further clarifications or 
input regarding the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air 
India Flight 182 and other Boeing 747s having similar accident 
evidence. As a fatal sudden jet plane accident survivor, I do feel 
an urgency as we both know how quickly aircraft related 
problems become out of control.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight      
                                                                AI 182  PA103   UAL 
811 TWA 800
Boeing 747                                                       Yes     Yes     Yes     
Yes



Early model -100 or -200                                             Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)                                       Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)                 
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Breakup occurs amidships                                             Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)                          No      
Yes     Yes     Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)                             No      
Yes     Yes     Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door        
                Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff                         No      
Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters                          
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts                                     
Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door 
area       Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound                                       
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is loud                                          Yes     Yes     
Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans                             Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data 
recorders     Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound               
        No      No      No      No



Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound
in wide body airliner                                             Yes     Yes     
Yes     Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area              
        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door                 
Maybe   Maybe   Yes     Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment                   
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
three            Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three                                     Maybe   
Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
four             Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight                            
Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight                                   Yes     
Yes     Yes     Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight                              
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side         
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris                            
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward 
cargo door   Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door               Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as 
latched            No      No      No      No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock 
sectors)  No      No      No      Yes



Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage                      
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally                   
Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched                             
Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries                            
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies   
        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft                                 Yes     
Yes     No      Yes
Initial unofficial speculation of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.             Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial unofficial speculation modified from bomb explosion     
        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause                             
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable 
cause   Yes     No      Yes     Yes
Unofficial probable cause as bomb explosion                             
Yes     Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'                
        No      Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause                
        Yes     No      No      No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source                                  No      No      
No      Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo 



door           No      No      Yes     No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door                             
No      No      Yes     No
"Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to detonation 
flight             Yes     Yes     N/A     N/A
"Bomb' allegedly loaded one flight previous to detonation 
flight                N/A     N/A     N/A     Yes
"Bomb' allegedly goes off on ground after a flight                      
N/A     N/A     N/A     N/A
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight     
                                                                AI 182  PA103   UAL 
811 TWA 800

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Sgt. Bart Blachford, 11 Dec 01
Thank you again for taking the time and effort to fly down here 
to my home from Vancouver. I trust you had a pleasant and safe 
flight home. Thank you for the RCMP badges you gave to my 
daughter, Laura Ashley; she treasures those very ornate and 
detailed emblems, so royal. I'm sending by separate post some of 
the documents I had prepared for you but neglected to give for 
your further review; they are mainly matching aircraft accident 
reports.

I've had a week to think about and digest our conversations 



regarding my shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air 
India Flight 182 and other Boeing 747s. Here are my thoughts:
1. You have not been on a wild goose chase these last six years, 
Sergeant. You said to me, "If I had thought that I has wasted 
these last six years..." and then trailed off. I took that to mean 
that for the first time, something I said led you to believe that 
actually the accused were not guilty and that all your 
investigative efforts to prove them guilty were for naught. Not 
true, sir! Your efforts have been fruitful. You have discovered the 
culprit. It's not human but then many villains are not; some are 
bacteria, some are lightning, and some are frayed wiring. If you 
consider yourself a prosecutor whose purpose is to convict three 
men, then you have been on a wild goose chase, but that is not 
your job, that is the Crown's prosecutor attorneys; your mandate 
is to find out the cause of a terrible event, regardless if human or 
not, and that you have done. You said words to the effect, "At the 
end of the day, you believe you can convince a jury that the three 
accused planted a bomb on Air India Flight 182." So what? You 
speak like a lawyer advising his client we can win because of 
your persuasive power to fellow humans, in this case the jury 
which will have all aviation experienced personnel rejected, only 
ignorant laypersons will be accepted. Their opinion about human 
nature is requested and valuable, but their opinion about why an 
airplane crashed is worthless. Please raise your investigative goal 
to include all causes for Air India Flight 182, not just evil 
humans.

2. Please continue your investigation into the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation as I now realize you have already started. 
You have received my report, you have interviewed me, you said 
when you left you 'had work to do', and I ask that you continue to 



evaluate my comments such as this letter.

3. I believe you to be a fair and determined public safety police 
officer, Sgt. Blachford. Your determination has been proven by 
your trip down here and your review of my documents. To be 
fair, please consider all possible suspects. To be fair, if you 
include Pan Am Flight 103 as a match to Air India Flight 182, as 
your 'expert' does, then please be fair and include other similar 
events, United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800.  After using the analogy of a partial fingerprint of 
United Airlines Flight 811 that matches Air India Flight 182 and 
others, let me use the analogy of the line up. The AITF has said 
the probable cause of the event was a bomb explosion inside a 
Boeing 747 and uses two aircraft in the line up to see if they 
match: Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103. Fine. They 
do match in evidence. We agree. I say to be fair, let's bring in the 
other suspected victims of the 'bomb' explosion: United Airlines 
Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, both also thought 
to have been bomb explosions for days to over a year. Based 
upon Trans World Airlines Flight 800, a center fuel tank 
explosion needs to be considered and ruled in or out for Air India 
Flight 182. I rule it out based on the evidence and lack of same to 
support a center fuel tank explosion as an initial event. The 
burned and sooted pieces of wreckage do not support a finding of 
center tank explosion for Air India Flight 182 but the possibility 
needs to be considered and evaluated by professional aircraft 
accident investigators specializing in fuel/air explosions because 
of its similarity to Air India Flight 182. Then to United Airlines 
Flight 811 to see if it fits to Air India Flight 182. I believe you 
will find it does if given the same degree of attention as was 
given to match Pan Am Flight 103 to Air India Flight 182. To be 
fair all four similar events of Boeing 747s suffering fuselage 
breakup in flight leaving a sudden loud sound on the cockpit 



voice recorder and an abrupt power cut to the flight data 
recorders must be considered equally. To only pick and choose 
those events which support your/AITF explanation of bomb 
explosion is not fair and is a prosecutorial or defense type action, 
not investigative. Prosecutors and defense counsel are not 
supposed to be fair, they are supposed to be biased and one 
sided; investigators are not one sided, they are fair and 
investigate all stories of all potential victims or suspects. Please 
give consideration of a match to Air India Flight 182 from United 
Airlines Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 as well 
as your current match of Pan Am Flight 103.

4. Your questions were mainly of a 'check out the messenger' 
type; who was I, what was my research based on, etc. You agreed 
I 'was not a kook'. The messenger checked out; now to check out 
the message: Air India Flight 182 was not a criminal offense but 
a mechanical event with precedent; shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation which matches United Airlines Flight 811.

5. Specific items to check out: (These are ones I recall we 
discussed, I think you wrote down several more.)
a. Have bomb expert evaluate if bomb explosion or midspan 
latch ruptures caused the outward force which frayed the forward 
cargo door of Air India Flight 182 as stated in the CASB and 
Kirpal reports. Are the torque tubes twisted or just blown away? 
Is there bluing on the latch pins which indicate rupture force 
similar to United Airlines Flight 811? These questions can be 
answered by close examination of the high quality 35 MM film 
and video of the forward cargo door area in RCMP custody.
b. Have bomb expert evaluate the finding of Mr. Garstang, not a 
bomb expert, that there was an explosion (not an overpressure) in 
the aft cargo compartment and that that explosion was caused by 



a bomb. When bombs explode they leave telltale signs, some of 
which should be present, such as pitting, gas washing, cratering, 
residue, etc. As far as my research goes, none of the required 
bomb explosion corroborating evidence was present in the aft 
area of Air India Flight 182 and it was closely examined for 
same, but a bomb expert should provide an opinion.
c. Find evidence to counter the specific findings in the previous 
reports based upon evidence that the sudden loud sound on the 
CVR was not a bomb sound but was in fact matched to the 
explosive decompression sound of another wide body airliner 
when its cargo door inadvertently opened in flight.
c. Find evidence to counter the specific finding in the previous 
reports based upon evidence that there was no explosion of any 
kind in the aft cargo compartment.
d. Find evidence to counter the specific and undisputed finding 
that Pan Am Flight 103 suffered an explosion in the forward 
cargo compartment but has been matched to Air India Flight 182 
by Mr. Garstang, who incredulously states that that aircraft 
suffered an explosion in the aft cargo compartment, an event, 
which if it had occurred, would have left much different evidence 
such as a debris pattern which would have differentiated it from 
Pan Am Flight 103.
e. Consult with engineers to evaluate possibility that normal 
overpressures from a broken up fuselage in flight can cause the 
evidence that exists for the aft section of Air India Flight 182 
which would be a reasonable alternative explanation for the 
overpressures other than a bomb explosion.
f. Examine high quality photo and video to see if there are paint 
smears above forward cargo door which would indicate ruptured 
open and not exploded open and would match United Airlines 
Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two non bomb 
events.
g. Ask Boeing to conduct computer simulations to evaluate what 



happens when various sized holes suddenly appear in the 
fuselage just forward of the wing; 20 inch hole on port side, nine 
foot by 15 foot, and 20 feet by 40 feet on the starboard side. 
Does the nose come off? Does the nose stay on? What noise 
would appear on the CVR? Would the electrical power shut off 
abruptly or not for each event? Where would the pieces of 
ejected debris impact on the aircraft inflight such as leading 
edges of the wings and horizontal and vertical stabilizers? Which 
engines would ingest FOD and what effects would occur, such as 
uncontainment and fire?

I know the specifics are detailed but, Sgt. Blachford, this is an 
airplane crash, not a bank robbery. First establish a crime, then 
find the criminals. In 1986 the CASB declined to describe Air 
India Flight 182 as a crime. You have engineers and aircraft 
investigators available for consultation although reluctant. You 
might check with Scotland Yard for their opinion about the 
starboard side of Pan Am Flight 103 blowing out first as that area 
is neglected in the AAIB report. Submit the mechanical 
explanation for Pan Am Flight 103 for their opinion, they may 
have one.

I have offered up other accident victims and accused the culprits, 
electrical systems, faulty wiring, and a design flaw of outward 
opening nonplug cargo doors in a pressurized hull. (That cargo 
door has only one latch per nine foot slice of fuselage and it has 
no locking sector to prevent inadvertent opening inflight.) All of 
my accused have been found to have killed before in other 
similar aviation events. They are not above suspicion; they are 
dirty. As you heard from Mr. Tucker, wiring in early model 
Boeing 747s (and other airliners) has been found to be faulty, the 
electrical system has failed and killed before, and outward 
opening cargo doors are a design shortcoming that has killed 



many in DC 10 and Boeing 747 as well as other models such as 
DC-9.

Prosecutors have accused humans who may or may not have 
committed other crimes but I know they did not cause Air India 
Flight 182 because 'nobody' did; it was a mechanical event with 
its accused culprits who have committed other tragedies as well 
as Air India Flight 182: wiring, electrical system, and outward 
opening nonplug cargo doors.

Please look beyond your one tree (AI 182) in the forest of four 
Boeing 747 accidents (AI 182, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811). 
Consider yourself not only a Canadian investigator but a world 
investigator. Include all four of the Boeing 747 events which are 
so often matched together because of their similarities: Air India 
Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800. As you have delved so 
diligently into the three Sikh accused lives, delve with equal 
fervor into the other three: Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines 
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800. Their histories 
are available as aircraft accident reports, and although not as 
spicy as human histories, still tell a fascinating tale of human life 
and death.

As always, Sgt. Blachford, I remain available anytime for further 
discussion and consultation to you and your fellow investigators 
as I consider this a life and death issue as the hazards I have 
identified remain today as they did sixteen years ago. Come 
down again and if it's my turn to come up and meet your staff, I 
certainly will try.

Cheers,
Barry



John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air India Flight 
182 and United Airlines Flight 811 specifically:

A.   Boeing 747
B.    Early model -100 or -200
C.      Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.        Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E.  Breakup occurs amidships
F.      Section 41 retrofit not done
G.  At least medium flight time
H.   At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in 
all parameters
K.  Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo 
door area
L.        Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.        Initial event sound is loud
N.   Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.      Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to 
data recorders
P.      Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q.    Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression 
sound in wide body airliner



R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.       Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T.    Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number three
U.     Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine 
number four
V.      Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W.     Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.  Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA.    Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the 
forward cargo door
AB.   Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo 
door
AC.       Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not 
reported as latched
AD.        Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented 
(stronger lock sectors)
AE.     Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF.     Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo 
door
AG.        Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH.   Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI.  Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ.      At least nine missing and never recovered passenger 
bodies
AK.     Initial unofficial speculation of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.
AL.     Initial unofficial speculation modified from bomb 
explosion
AM.  Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN.     Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for 



probable cause

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Sixteen years ago today...

 
 
      Accident description - Status:Final 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date:       12 DEC 1985
Time:        06.46
Type:      McDonnell Douglas DC- 8-63CF
Operator:   Arrow Air
Registration: N950JW
C/n:      46058/433
Year built:    1969
Total airframe hrs:         50861 hours 
Crew:       8 fatalities / 8 on board 
Passengers:   248 fatalities / 248 on board
Total:     256 fatalities / 256 on board 
Location: Gander (Canada)
Phase:   Initial Climb
Nature:    Non Scheduled Passenger
Flight:  Gander IAP - Fort Campbell, KY (Flightnumber 1285R) Remarks:
Crashed shortly after take-off from Runway 22. PROBABLE CAUSE: "The 
Canadian Aviation Safety Board was unable to determine the exact sequence of 
events which led to this accident. The Board believes, however, that the weight of 
evidence supports the conclusion that, shortly after lift-off, the aircraft experienced 
an increase in drag and reduction in lift which resulted in a stall at low altitude from 
which recovery was not possible. The most probable cause of the stall was 
determined to be ice contamination on the leading edge and upper surface of the 
wing. Other possible factors such as a loss of thrust from the number four engine 
and inappropriate take-off reference speeds may have compounded the effects of 



the contamination."

Source: (also check out sources used for every accident) 
AW&ST 19.12.88 (107), 20.3.89 (267), 27.3.89 (33)3.4.89 (67), 3.7.89 (66-67) ,
31.7.89 (29), 1.7.1991 (29) + FI 21-28.12.1985 (2) + ICAO Adrep Summary 1/89 
(29) 
 Gander: the untold story 

[legenda] [disclaimer] 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Copyright  1996-2001 Harro Ranter / Fabian Lujan
Aviation Safety Network; updated 5 August 2001

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Small world..

Noted, thanks.  In fact, I rec'd another e-mail today on the same 
topic.  It
was from Ron Schleede - formerly of the NTSB who retired last 
year and who
was heavily involved in the CASB investigation of the Arrow Air 
accident.

Bill T.

Dear Bill,

Small world, Ron Schleede and I had a short correspondence 



regarding TWA 800 as detailed below. Note that I presented the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation only days after the 
event because I knew what I was looking for starting with sudden 
loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut to the FDR, two 
rare occurrences.

Mr. Schleede has based his belief in ruling out the cargo door 
opening in flight on the bottom eight latches being latched and 
locked; however, it's the two midspan latches that show the huge 
rupture holes and which were never recovered. He also refers to 
the cargo door as if it were in one piece when in fact it was 
shattered into many pieces.
 
Photo above, nose to right, forward cargo door in shattered 
pieces with ruptures at aft midspan latch  and red paint smears on 
white fuselage apparent.

Below is entire finding of the NTSB "investigation" into the 
forward cargo door area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800:

22 April, 1997. Mr. James Wildey II signs report No. 97-82 of 
Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit 15C, Section 41/42, Forward Cargo 
Door, dated 22 April 1997, with Mr. Al Dickinson, AS-10, listed 
as investigator. Report states,  "Examination of the lower lobe 
forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching 
cams remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the 
pins along the lower door sill."

Well, the point is, Mr. Schleede knows United Airlines Flight 811 
and did not apply the similarities to Trans World Airlines Flight 
800 and ruled out the same probable cause on incomplete 
information; another opportunity lost.



However, NTSB has said wiring probably precipitated the 
destruction of Trans World Airlines Flight 800, after eighteen 
months as bomb conspiracy caused, and on that we agree.

By the way, that cause statement below is verbatim correct, and, 
in my view,
also correct in the sense of an appropriate conclusion to a 
thorough and
unbiased investigation.  It is quite different from what some 
people think
(or say) that the Board said.

Regarding Arrow Gander accident above, I was going to add that 
common sense prevailed and the bomb conspiracy theory is 
relegated to the fringe people. I hope the bomb conspiracy theory 
is again rejected in preference to common sense for Air India 
Flight 182.

Cheers,
Barry

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:  

Be assured that we are checking that.  I was the investigator in 
charge of
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes 



and factors.

Thanks for the interest.
 ----------
From: barry
To: schledr
Subject: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Sunday, July 28, 1996 9:58AM

Mr. Francis. The reasonable cause of the TWA crash is the 
inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door. That is the mechanical cause 
that must
be ruled out. Compare to United Flight 811 of Feb 1989.

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:  

I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and 
latched!
 ----------
From: barry
To: SCHLEDR
Subject: TWA crash cause
Date: Tuesday, 30 July, 1996 01:48



http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html is my 
website for cargo door
crash theory.

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@NTSB.gov>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: What is 'backup theory'?
Date: Mon, 19 May 1997 13:51:11 -0400
Encoding: 135 TEXT

As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched 
at
impact.  ron

>----------
>From:   John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
>Sent:  Tuesday, May 13, 1997 11:55 PM
>To:      Schleede Ron
>Subject:   What is 'backup theory'?
>
>Mr. Schleede, is the backup theory door opening by metal 
fatigue or
>inadvertent unlatching? Please tell me.
>Sincerely, John Barry Smith barry@corazon.com
>
>
>>    Robert Hager
>>>
>>>Discusses the lead
>>>
>>>theory on the crash
>>>



>>>Talks about the
>>>
>>>backup theory on the
>>>
>>>disaster
>
>>Reconstructing TWA Flight 800
>>
>>NBC NEWS
>>
>>        Ten months after TWA Flight 800
>>
>>exploded in midair and plummeted into the
>>
>>Atlantic Ocean, investigators are still piecing
>>
>>together the plane in hopes of finding what may
>>
>>have caused the tragedy that killed all 230 on
>>
>>board.
>>
>>
>>Robert Hager
>>
>>Discusses the lead
>>
>>theory on the crash
>>
>>Talks about the
>>
>>backup theory on the
>>



>>disaster
>>
>>
>>        On Monday, the National Transportation
>>
>>Safety Board let members of the media tour the
>>
>>hangar where the plane is being re-assembled as
>>
>>a giant jigsaw puzzle. Workers have so far
>>
>>logged 10,000 hours putting together 725 pieces
>>
>>of debris fished out of the ocean. TWA Flight
>>
>>800 stands 27 feet tall with pieces as small as a
>>
>>thumbnail. The reconstruction so far has cost
>>
>>$500,000. While FBI investigators are not ready
>>
>>to announce exactly how the plane blew up, they
>>
>>have said it was generally caused by
>>
>>"catastrophic mechanical failure" rather than
>>
>>sabotage.
>>
>>        "Nothing indicates a bomb blast took
>>
>>place and nothing indicates a missile penetrated
>>



>>this plane," said NBC aviation correspondent
>>
>>Robert Hager.
>>
>>
>>TWA Homepage
>>
>>Families of TWA Flight
>>
>>800
>>
>>TWA Flight 800
>>
>>Memorial
>>
>>
>>        Although no date has been set, the FBI
>>
>>criminal investigation is expected to be wrapped
>>
>>up in a few weeks. Then the investigation moves
>>
>>to the lab for a more microscopic look at what
>>
>>happened.
>>
>>        With 5 percent of the plane still missing,
>>
>>investigators hope that won't keep them from
>>
>>finding the answers they are looking for.
>>
>>        In July, the families of the victims will



>>
>>be allowed to tour the reconstruction during
>>
>>events to mark the first anniversary of the
>>
>>disaster.
>
>
>
>Email: barry@corazon.com
>Page: http://www.corazon.com/
>
>
>
>

The below information is from the NTSB investigator who 
helped locate the forward cargo door of UAL 811 in 1990:

Date: Sat, 17 Aug 1996 12:52:15 -0700
From: wmor@ix.netcom.com (William M. O'Rourke)
Subject: UAL811
To: barry@corazon.com
Status:  

JBS:

I'll try to answer your questions here re. UAL811 but the
answers may not be the ones you're looking for.

1.  Ron Schleede was the Chief of the Accident Investigation



    Division at the time of the accident and oversaw much
    of the on-scene investigation. He is highly expereinced
    and a reliable investigator. He started his career with
    the NTSB at the Denver Field Office after flying F-100's
    with the USAF.

2.  I never saw the actual door but was informed that it was
    in two pieces versus the single (entire) door we based
    our calculations on. I learned that the USN utilized our
    estimate of impact point & time and applied their detailed
    knowledge of under water current data. The result was that
    they drew a 5 NM box around a point they calculated would
    have been the resting place of the door. Thier ship then
    entered at the NW corner of the box steaming on a track
    towards the SE corner. At about the half-way point, on the
    first run, they located the debris field on the ocean floor
    in approximately 14,000 feet of water.

3.  I DID NOT SEE ANY BLIPS!  What I did see was a 
computer
    printout of FAA and USN FACSFAC ground based radars 
which
    listed all primary & secondary (transponder) returns covering
    the area we specified in our data reduction request.

    Since the Navy's FACSFAC processor (computer) was more 
state-of-the-art than the FAA system, plus it had more feeds, we
    utilized the USN data for the most accurate data presentation.

    From the data in the printout, we could not tell which target
    was the door or which was debris. Further, we had no way of
    telling which was which. What the printout did tell us was
    whether it was a long-run length or short-run length target.



    Generally, you could say that a long-run target is a strong
    target while the short-run length was a weak target. However,
    the difference twixt the two is actually more of radar cross
    section of a target. As an example, picture a billboard of
    15 feet high, 30 feet wide and 6 inches thick. If you look at
    the billboard staright on, you see its full 15x30 foot area
    or an object with a surface area of 450 sq. feet. However, 
when
    you view the same billboard from end-on, you see an object 
with
    a total area of 7.5 square feet. Hence, an excellent example of
    the primary difference between a long & short run length 
target.

    With respect to the UAL811 incident, we were very lucky in 
that
    while the flight was climbing out of HNL, a WX ballon was 
also
    on its way up. This gave use very accurate winds which 
enabled
    us to validate winds aloft info recorded on the DFDR. The 
largest
    problem I had was to coorelate the various timing involved 
from
    all of the data sets. Since the most accurate timing source was
    the FAA's ARTCC tapes, we had to adjust FAA & USN radar 
data, CVR,
    DFDR, NWS, and FAA tower tapes to one single time base.

The above are the same techniques we used in reconstruction of 
flight tracks of accident incident aircraft as well as the Shuttle 
Challenger accident.



Although my primary job was as an ATC investigator at the 
NTSB, I got stuck with doing radar data since I had a radar 
background going back to 1957 as a GCI controller, a brief stint 
on RC-121D's, TDY to a DDR and DER as well as TDY to 
VP-26 while at NQX (ASP-20).

If you give me your snail-mail address, I send you a copy of the
Factual Report - Radar Reconstruction, that I completed on this 
case. I think I still have a copy of it around here somewhere.

I retired from NTSB in May 1991 after 34-years and do not even 
have a copy of the amended UAL811 report. I do know that they 
had to amend the report based on the information the recovered 
door revealed.

Mike O'Rourke
wmor@ix.netcom.com

Below letter discusses the efforts to get door examined.

From: Chris Hinch <chris@dcc.govt.nz>
To: "'barry@corazon.com'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo Doors & UAL 811
Date: Thu, 22 Aug 96 22:29:00 NZT
Encoding: 90 TEXT
Status:  

Barry

Hang in there.

I was on a computer graphics team that developed computer 



animation sequences for a documentary about UAL811.  The 
animation sequences showed how the door latching mechanisms 
work for the cargo door in question.

At that time, the official story was that a ground handler had 
damaged the latching mechanism and/or not closed the door 
properly.  The father of a New Zealand teenager killed on the 
flight argued against this, and as a result, the TVNZ documentary 
was commisioned, presenting his theory that an electrical failure 
initiated the door opening sequence with the 'L' shape of the 
locking latches making them susceptable to deformation.

In order to create the animation sequences, we had to study and 
understand the issues involved.  We then predicted that if the 
door was found, what the relative positions of the cams and 
interlocks would be, and that the L locking bars would be 
deformed by the backdriven cams.

The documentary was rebuffed by United, who said that that they 
were aware, prior to the accident, that the L locks could be 
deformed by initiating the door open sequence while locked, and 
that a modification had been issued to strengthen them. As that 
modification had *apparently* been fitted to 811, we were 
"therefore" wrong.   In addition, local airlines said that a special 
'strengthening' modification had been fitted to their fleet of 
B747's, "therefore" it was okay to keep flying.

But when the door was retrieved, the locks were deformed as 
predicted, and the cams were in the positions we predicted.  
Obviously, if fitted, the modification was not strong enough.  
This meant that it could happen again, and I was approached by 
TVNZ to say so on camera.  I did so but  did not realise the 
personal and professional cost that would occur as a result.



I was not aware that the NTSB had changed their position, and I 
cannot tell you the personal feeling of relief, vindication and 
resolution that I felt reading their revised executive summary at 
your web site.  Thank you very, very much.

But now, the horrifying feeling that our words will continue to 
go  unheeded, and that more people will die - especially when we 
hear airlines continuing to say that they are "okay" because they 
have fitted the "special" strengthening mod.

Can you confirm if 811 had the rivetted L plates modification 
added?  Did  800? 103? Can you confirm or determine if any one 
has actually initiated  the opening sequence on the ground, with 
the door fully closed, with the L plates modification fitted?  Can 
Boeing/NTSB categorically demonstrate that the mod fitted will 
prevent deformation when the cams are backdriven?

I wish you the very very best of luck.  Remain focused, persistent 
and rational in your arguments, and they cannot argue.

By the way - check 811's pilot statement (on record I believe) 
that the only reason the aircraft didn't come apart underneath him 
was that he had just taken it off AP and let go of the controls at 
the point of event - he felt that fighting the aircraft (or trying to 
keep it straight, as the AP would have done) would have resulted 
in catastrophic failure.

In the other accidents, were they on AP?

Cheers
Chris Hinch
chris@dcc.govt.nz



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Recent forward cargo door crunch on Boeing 747 at 
Heathrow, AAIB bulletin:

Dear Bill,  15 December 01

Below excerpts show cargo door area for Boeing 747s is still ripe 
for damage. The recent AAIB report eerily resembles the Air 
India Flight 182 event a year before its crash. The new crunch 
looks innocent unless compared to other similar events. Crunches 
may accelerate any nearby wiring damage. Hamburg implies 
German air carrier.

Reports like these give urgency; I'm now hoping that Sergeant 
Blachford can persuade his superiors at AITF to invite me up 
there for a full scale presentation of the shorted wiring/forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation for Air India Flight 182. To do nothing is not right. 
To act is prudent.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



Air India Flight 182 Below from Kirpal Report:

(I)     On 13th July, 1984 at Dubai -- flight AI-868 The aircraft 
returned after aborting take off due to no rise in the EPR and N1 
on No.1 engine (Sl.No. 695612). The engine front and rear were 
checked and found OK. Slight wetness was noticed in the bleed 
outlets. No external oil leak was noticed. Oil quantity was topped 
up. The chip detectors and oil filter were found OK. EVC Ph 
filter was found 
 OK. EVC linkage wes exercised. The engine was run up and its 
operation was found satisfactory. The snag was suspected to be 
due to lack of pressurising air at low N1.
(ii)    On 18th July, 1984 at Delhi -- flight AI-105 The right hand 
side fuselage skin between stations 480 and 500 in line with 
lower portion of forward cargo door cut-out was damaged by 
high lift. The same was repaired at Delhi. Permanent repair was 
carried out at Bombay. The repairs were accomplished using 
guidelines given in the Boeing Structural Repair Manual.

Below from AAIB recently:

United Kingdom
Air Accidents Investigation Branch

Bulletins (December 2001)

AAIB Bulletin No: 12/2001 Ref: EW/G2001/08/27 Category: 
1.1       INCIDENT           Aircraft Type and Registration: 
Boeing 747-186B, EP-IAM   No & Type of Engines: 4 Pratt & 
Whitney JT9D-7A   Date & Time (UTC): 30 August 2001 at 



1645 hrs   Location: Stand L31 at London Heathrow Airport   
Type of Flight: Scheduled Public Transport   Persons on 
Board: Crew - None Passengers - None Injuries: Crew - None 
Passengers - N/A Nature of Damage: Buckled cargo door   
Information Source: Aircraft Accident Report Form  
The forward cargo hold of a Boeing 747 parked on Stand L31 at 
London Heathrow Airport had been loaded using a 'high loader'. 
On completion of loading, the handling agent activated the door 
closing mechanism with the 'high loader' still in position adjacent 
to the door. As the aircraft's cargo door approached the closed 
position the aft corner of the door struck a guide rail on the 'high 
loader' causing the door to buckle. The aircraft was removed 
from service and ferried to Hamburg for repair.

Published 6 December 2001

Return to December 2001 Index

Return to Bulletins Index

Return to Air Accidents Investigation Branch Index

Return to DTLR Aviation Index

Return to DTLR Home Page

x-msg://13930/dec01in.htm
x-msg://13930/bulletin.htm
x-msg://13930/index.htm
x-msg://13930/index.htm
http://www.aviation.dtlr.gov.uk/
http://www.aviation.dtlr.gov.uk/
http://www.aviation.dtlr.gov.uk/
http://www.dtlr.gov.uk/


Previously reported below:

Difficulty Date : 10/11/00 
Operator Type : Air Carrier
ATA Code : 5210
Part Name : CONTROLLER
Aircraft Manufacturer : BOEING
Aircraft Group : 747
Aircraft Model : 747422
Engine Manufacturer : PWA
Engine Group : 4056
Engine Model : PW4056
Part/Defect Location : CARGO DOOR
Part Condition : MALFUNCTIONED
Submitter Code : Carrier
Operator Desig. : UALA
Precautionary Procedure : NONE
Nature : OTHER
Stage of Flight : INSP/MAINT
District Office Region : Western/Pacific US office #29
A/C N Number : 199UA
Aircraft Serial No. : 28717

Discrepancy/Corrective Action:FWD CARGO DOOR OPENED 
BY ITSELF WHEN CB PUSHED IN. ON ARRIVAL, CIRCUIT 
BREAKERS WERE PUSHED IN, WHEN PRESSURE RELIEF 
DOOR HANDLE WAS OPENED THE DOOR LATCHES 
OPENED AND THEN THE DOOR OPENED ON ITS OWN. 
COULD NOT DUPLICATE PROBLEM AFTER INITIAL 
OPENING. 

From NTSB AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811



1.17.6   Uncommanded Cargo Door Opening--UAL B-747, JFK 
Airport
On June 13, 1991, UAL maintenance personnel were unable to 
electrically open the aft cargo door on a Boeing 747-222B, 
N152UA, at JFK Airport, Jamaica, New York. The airplane was 
one of two used exclusively on nonstop flights between Narita, 
Japan, and JFK. This particular airplane had accumulated 19,053 
hours and 1,547 cycles at the time of the occurrence.
The airplane was being prepared for flight at the UAL 
maintenance hangar when an inspection of the circuit breaker 
panel revealed that the C-288 (aft cargo door) circuit breaker had 
popped. The circuit breaker, located in the electrical equipment 
bay just forward of the forward cargo compartment, was reset, 
and it popped again a few seconds later. A decision was made to 
defer further work until the airplane was repositioned at the gate 
for the flight. The airplane was then taxied to the gate, and work 
on the door resumed.
The aft cargo door was cranked open manually, the C-288 circuit 
breaker was reset, and it stayed in place. The door was then 
closed electrically and cycled a couple of times without incident. 
With the door closed, one of the two "cannon plug" (multiple 
pin) connectors was removed from the J-4 junction box located 
on the upper portion of the interior of the door. The wiring 
bundle from the junction box to the fuselage was then 
manipulated while readings were taken on the cannon plug pins 
using a volt/ohmmeter. Fluctuations in electrical resistance were 
noted. When the plug was reattached to the J-4 junction box, the 
door began to open with no activation of the electrical door open 
switches. The C-288 circuit breaker was pulled, and the door 
operation ceased. When the circuit breaker was reset, the door 
continued to the full open position, and the lift actuator motor 
continued to run for several seconds until the circuit breaker was 



again pulled. At this time, a flexible conduit, which covered a 
portion of the wiring bundle, was slid along the bundle toward 
the J-4 junction box, revealing several wires with insulation 
breaches and damage.
ORDER:           8300.10

APPENDIX:        4

BULLETIN TYPE:   Flight Standards Information Bulletin 
(FSIB)     
                 for Airworthiness (FSAW)

BULLETIN NUMBER: FSAW 93-50 

BULLETIN TITLE:  Inappropriate Use of Circuit Breakers 
                 During B-747 Lower Lobe Cargo Door Operation

EFFECTIVE DATE:  06-02-94     
---------------------------------------------------------------
1.  SUBJECT.  This FSIB informs inspectors of unsafe 
procedures
being used by some operators to close and lock the lower 
lobe
cargo doors of the Boeing 747 (B-747) series aircraft.

2.  BACKGROUND.  

A.  This bulletin was developed after an inquiry by a 
foreign
airworthiness authority into the special procedures used 
by a



specific operator to close and lock the lower lobe cargo 
doors of
B-747 series aircraft.  The special procedure included in the
operator's maintenance manual called for manual tripping 
of the
cargo door control circuit breakers and the section 2 
ground
handling bus circuit breaker in order to further remove the
possibility of power being applied accidentally to the cargo 
door
control circuitry.

B.  The manual tripping of the circuit breakers in special 
cargo
door lock procedures is unnecessary and decreases the 
reliability
of the circuit breakers to perform their intended function. 
Frequent switching of the breakers could cause them to 
trip
before the point of rated voltage or not to trip at all.  Both
cases could have adverse effects (such as the following) in
relation to the safe operation of the cargo doors:  

(1)  Circuit breakers that trip before the point of rated 
voltage
would cause increased manual operation of the cargo 
doors.  

(2)  Manual operation could introduce additional failure
conditions, such as out-of-sequence operation and 



overdriving of
the cargo door mechanisms.  

(3)  Service history has shown that manual operation of the 
cargo
doors is more prone to cause damage; for example, the 
failure of
a breaker to trip at the point of rated voltage could lead to
failed components and fire.

                                                              2

C.  The revision to the B-747 cargo door lock sectors 
warning
system, in airplanes compliant with Airworthiness 
Directive (AD)
90-09-06, provides an increased level of integrity so that 
manual
tripping of the circuit breakers is not necessary to prevent 
the
possibility of an uncommanded opening of the cargo 
doors. 
Furthermore, power to the cargo door is automatically 
removed by
the Master Latch Lock System upon first motion of the 



Master
Latch Lock Switch away from the fully unlocked position.

3.  ACTION.  Principal maintenance inspectors (PMI) 
having
certificate management responsibilities for operators of 
Boeing
747 series aircraft should ensure that this information is
brought to the attention of their respective operators.  Any
operators using this procedure should be discouraged from 
its
continued use.

4.  INQUIRIES.  This FSIB was developed by SEA.AEG.  
Any
questions regarding this information should be directed to 
AFS-510 at (703) 661-0333, extension 5018.

5.  EXPIRATION.  This FSIB will expire on 05-31-95.

/s/
Edgar C. Fell

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca
Subject: Analysis of PA 103 cargo door pictures

W.T. (Bill) Tucker



Director General,
Investigation Operations
30 Jan 02

Dear Bill, thank you so very much with getting back in touch 
with me and also for following up with AAIB about the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Pan Am Flight 103. I got chill 
bumps when I opened your email and saw the pictures of the shy 
starboard side of that fuselage. It corroborated most of what I had 
deduced by looking at the reconstruction drawings and 
interpreting the text of AAIB 2/90. The consequences in metal of 
an open cargo door in flight for Pan Am Flight 103 are evident as 
the wiring/cargo door explanation implies.  The pictures are a 
'bombshell', pun intended, as they solidly support a shattered 
open cargo door in flight as reasoned below.

   Let me be specific about the pictures of Pan Am Flight 103 
forward cargo door area wreckage reconstruction:
1. The starboard side forward of the wing is a tangled mess of 
twisted metal when compared with the baby butt smooth port 
side. The port side is the 'bomb' side and reveals a 20 inch 
diameter hole purported to be the 'bomb' blast hole. The 
starboard side is the cargo door side and reveals many square 
yards of fuselage skin peeled outward. The fact of the relatively 
smooth port side and the shattered starboard side of Pan Am 
Flight 103 matches the other two 747s in question, Air India 
Flight 182 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 which in turn 
matches the model, United Airlines Flight 811.
2. There is a huge hole in the forward cargo door of 
approximately six feet by four feet with petaled adjacent skin 
pushed outward. This hole of missing metal is almost the entire 
bottom half of the door itself. It is easy to see that those expelled 



pieces of skin were ingested into nearby engine number three in 
flight causing the fire and early separation from the wing, the 
only engine to do so.
   The investigators were able to find fingernail sized pieces of 
wreckage on the land yet were unable to find 24 square feet of 
metal, pull in hooks, latch power unit, locking sectors, torque 
tubes, inspections windows and apparently the bottom eight 
latches of the door. Where are the missing metal pieces, tubes, 
hooks, power unit, sectors, windows, and latches for Pan Am 
Flight 103? The fact of the missing pieces and parts of the 
broken door of Pan Am Flight 103 matches the other two 747s in 
question, Air India Flight 182 and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800 which in turn matches the model, United Airlines Flight 811.
3. The pictures show a broken door which seals off a cargo hold 
which is purported to have contained a 'bomb' powerful enough 
to blow the nose off a 747 in flight but which only made a 20 
inch diameter hole 25 inches from the 'bomb' explosion on the 
port side; yet the actual evidence contradicts that conclusion as 
stated in the AAIB report: "8. Analysis With the two container 
reconstructions placed together it became apparent that a 
relatively mild blast had exited container 4041 through the rear 
lower face to the left of the curtain and impinged at an angle on 
the forward face of container 7511. This had punched a hole, 
Figure F-10, approximately 8 inches square some 10 inches up 
from its base and removed the surface of this face inboard from 
the hole for some 50 inches. Radiating out from the hole were 
areas of sooting, and other black deposits, extending to the top of 
the container. No signs were present of any similar damage on 
other external or internal faces of container 7511 or the 
immediately adjacent containers 14R and 21R." And,  "1.16 Tests 
and research Calculations suggest that a charge standoff distance 
of approximately 25 inches would result in a shattered region 
approximately 18 to 20 inches in diameter, comparable to the 



size of the shattered region evident in the wreckage." And, 
"1.12.2.1 Fuselage Where these panels formed the boundary of 
the shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, 
heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - 
rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the inner 
surface of the fuselage at close range."
   There was no bomb. There was a shotgun type discharge that 
occurred after the tremendous explosive decompression when 
door ruptured open inflight, possibly from a weapon or flare gun 
in the baggage in the hold.
4. There is classic upwards tearing of the structure above the 
hinge, contrary to Mr. Smart's inexplicable opinion, as seen by 
the vertical lines of metal tearing above as well as fore and aft of 
the door. This vertical tearing is corroborated by the 
reconstruction drawings that show the telling rectangular shape 
of the fuselage rupture area in and around the forward cargo 
door. The vertical tearing of the fuselage skin above, fore, and aft 
of the forward cargo door of Pan Am Flight 103 as well as the 
rectangular shape of the tear out zone matches the other two 747s 
in question, Air India Flight 182 and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800 which in turn matches the model, United Airlines Flight 811.
   The reconstruction colored drawings showing the relative 
disintegration sequence has the top half of the door departing the 
aircraft at the initial event time (sudden loud sound on CVR) and 
more departing skin than port side. Photos and drawings below 
from AAIB and NTSB AAR.

  

A split second later the shatter area on the cargo door side is still 
larger than the shatter zone on the port side. The characteristic 
rectangular shape of the shatter zone when the cargo door opens 
in flight is now apparent which matches the United Airlines 



Flight 811 rectangular shape.

 

Pan Am Flight 103 Above showing the classic upwards tearing of 
the structure above the hinge and classic rectangular shape of 
torn off skin; this cargo door opened in flight.

 
United Airlines Flight 811 Above showing classic upwards 
tearing of the structure above the hinge and classic rectangular 
shape of torn off skin; this cargo door opened in flight.
3. The latching status of the forward cargo door of Pan Am Flight 
103 is omitted in the AAIB report although the locked status is 
given for the identical aft cargo door and the bulk cargo door. 
The latching status is crucial in ruling in or ruling out the 
inadvertent opening of the door in flight so a working assumption 
must be made. Since the status of the two other cargo door was 
given as latched and the status of the forward was omitted, the 
assumption must be made that if the forward cargo door were 
latched, it would have been reported as such, but since it was not 
reported, the assumption must be that it was unlatched. Upon 
viewing the pictures it is clear to see why the status was unstated 
as the bottom eight latches along the lower sill appear to be 
missing as well as the aft midspan latch. The fact of the 
apparently missing latches of the forward cargo door of Pan Am 
Flight 103 matches the other two 747s in question, Air India 
Flight 182 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 which in turn 
matches the model, United Airlines Flight 811. What is the latch 
status of that forward cargo door of Pan Am Flight 103? Where 
all ten recovered? If so, is there bluing on the latch pins which 
shows the tremendous pressure exerted on them to open in flight 
when the latch cams inadvertently move to the open position?



4. The upper hinge appears to be intact along its entire length. 
This fact of intact upper hinge of Pan Am Flight 103 matches the 
other two 747s in question, Air India Flight 182 and Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 which in turn matches the model, United 
Airlines Flight 811.
5. There is apparently no blue paint transfer from the upper 
fuselage onto the door. It is possible but unlikely that some paint 
transfer took place but on the missing lower half of the door. This 
apparent fact of no paint transfer for Pan Am Flight 103 does not 
match Trans World Airlines Flight 800 which in turn matches the 
model of United Airlines Flight 811. Any paint transfer match for 
Air India Flight 182 is unknown at this time.

Mr. Tucker, I look at these pictures in amazement as the story 
they tell is so clear to me after all these years of matching the 
four Boeing 747s to each other. The outward petalling of the skin 
in and around the door has never been described nor viewed 
before in any media or the AAIB report but is now revealed. The 
expected damage from the wiring/cargo door explanation is 
present. It matches the other three 747s and is clearly indicative 
of a large outward force which could cause the nose to come off 
in flight. What caused this large outward force? An honest 'bomb' 
theorist would say the bomb did it; and honest missile theorist 
would say a missile did it; an honest center tank explosion 
theorist would say the fuel tank explosion did it; an honest wiring 
theorist would say the wiring caused the shorted wiring/forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
sequence. A wishful thinking or prosecuting bomb, missile, or 
center tank theorist would ignore these pictures, denigrate them, 
stifle them, dismiss them; actions which are not consistent with a 
proper aircraft investigation untainted by political influence.

An important step is to admit that this cargo door for Pan Am 



Flight 103 and the others of course, did open in flight and created 
the subsequent twisted metal, outward petalled skin, sudden loud 
sound on the CVR, inflight damage to right wing leading edge, 
FOD in number three engine and all the rest of the matching 
evidence. I contend that conclusion of open cargo door in flight 
is proven.

Next is to determine why these forward cargo doors are opening 
in flight. As you said to me, the cause for all four ruptured open 
cargo doors could be four different reasons and I agree. It could 
be four different reasons and even reasons not discussed such as 
cargo shift.

Each proponent must be given a chance in front of experienced, 
specialized aviation accident professionals to present the case. 
The bomb, missile, and center tank theorists have all been given 
much time while the wiring/cargo door person, me, has not been 
given that full chance. The short time we had together has borne 
this fruit of corroborating photographs.

Let me have that chance. Let me stand up in person to a team 
made up of professional accident investigators such as TSB has 
on staff and present my case, let me withstand any criticism, let 
the team look at all my evidence culled from years of research, 
let the evidence such as these very valuable pictures you have 
obtained have an opportunity to be seen and evaluated in light of 
all the other matching evidence. The validity of the wiring/cargo 
door explanation for any and all of those fatal accidents will 
become clear to all soon enough. Bogus explanations which 
sound good but have no basis in reality will be quickly ferreted 
out while any strong and potentially correct explanation will be 
out in the open. Each government agency is looking at its tree of 
a 747 but no one except me, and now you, sir, are seeing the 



forest of the four 747s. It's never too late to put two and two 
together to get four.

Here is key question:
Forward cargo door opened in flight for four 747s, but why? A 
key way to find out is your point: Try to determine difference 
between door blown open by bomb or door ruptured open by 
torque tubes turning latches to open position. A bomb expert 
could give advice on that and a structural engineer could give 
advice on the other.

I would like to go through the AAIB report with an AAIB official 
and show discrepancies and contradictions when viewed from 
the 'bomb' explanation but can  be explained by the wiring/cargo 
door explanation. We did not do that thoroughly when you were 
here because we concentrated on Air India Flight 182. The Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 AAR is similarly fraught with 
contradictions and not realistic conclusions when viewed from a 
center tank explosion as the initial event but which make sense 
when seen from the wiring/cargo door event followed by the 
center tank explosion as the aircraft fell and disintegrated as on 
fire engine number three ignited the fuel vapors from 
compromised center fuel tank. We already do know about the 
contradictions for Air India Flight 182 reports between the 
Canadians and the Indians such as unstated cause of the 
explosion, the location of the explosion, and the source of the 
sudden loud sound on the CVR. (A sound in all four 747 
accidents that is not a bomb sound, according to the AARs.)

What to do? And who does it? And why? Well, why is easy, it's 
because we want to prevent death from airplane crashes, simple 
as that. Who includes me, you, and Sgt Blachford as we have all 
pursued this so far; I would like to add other technical experts in 



structures, explosives, sound, and metallurgy.

What to do is more complex; I suggest:

1. The videotapes and high quality 35 MM film of Air India 
Flight 182 should be examined to match the forward cargo door 
area to Pan Am Flight 103 and the other two. That means TSB 
and RCMP have to do the work. I would love to assist.

2. The forward cargo door area of Pan Am Flight 103 now needs 
to be examined closely for torque tube damage, latch damage, 
locking sector breaking, or as much close examination as 
possible with the recovered pieces of wreckage so close to the 
explosion. That means AAIB needs to do the work. I would love 
to assist.

3. The CVR sudden loud sound analysis for United Airlines 
Flight 811 and other data regarding the latches must be retrieved 
from the vaults and offered for comparison to the other three 
aircraft. That means NTSB must do the work. I would love to 
assist.

4. The entire forward cargo door area of Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 should be given the same degree of examination and 
evaluation that was given to United Airlines Flight 811. Giving 
one sentence about the bottom eight latches being latched is 
woefully inadequate. That means NTSB will do the work. I 
would love to assist.

5. All the existing evidence still available for Air India Flight 182 
held by the Indians should be made available for evaluation from 
an open cargo door point of view. That means the Indian aviation 
authorities should do the work. I would love to assist.



I know Pan Am Flight 103 is sensitive as the appeal process is 
going on right now. I know AAIB may feel they may be beating 
a dead horse. My only hope is that true aircraft accident 
investigators will always keep an ear or eye open to new 
explanations about old crashes based on evidence of new crashes 
and evaluate and investigate the old ones because the cause may 
have relevance for the present.

Bill, thank you very much again for your efforts with Mr. Ken 
Smart of the AAIB, I have thought of our meeting in December 
every day for seven weeks, wondering what I omitted or what I 
should not have said. I have not heard a peep from SGT 
Blachford although, very eerie, the trial was delayed at the 
request of the Crown for another eight months right after our 
meeting. I would hope he's checking the videotapes of the door 
area of Air India Flight 182.

The pictures of Air India Flight 182 door area would probably 
look very close to those of Pan Am Flight 103 door area, as the 
description of the door area in the CASB and Kirpal report 
matches very closely for both:

From the Kirpal report:
"2.11.4.6  All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the 
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had 
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed."



I have to repeat my goal: It's not to prove one way or the other to 
the experts that the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup is the correct 
explanation for four fatal 747 accidents; the goal is to persuade 
that enough evidence exists that warrants a supplemental/updated 
investigation into the four accidents based on subsequent similar 
accidents leaving similar evidence. All of the current 
explanations of bomb, bomb, electrical, and center fuel tank 
explosion are plausible yet there may be one common cause for 
all: faulty Poly X wiring. If so, then the fault and dangerous 
hazard exists to this day and must be corrected somehow before 
there is a fifth fatal in flight breakup.

Can you think of anything that I should be doing to rule in or rule 
out the wiring/cargo door problem for Boeing 747s? I am willing 
to do it. I will travel to meet with aviation officials to present the 
case at length. I will email, talk on phone, draw pictures, 
(anything but fax(. What can I do?

>Dear Barry,
>
>As per our discussion last month, I contacted Ken Smart, the 
"Chief
>inspector of Air Accidents" in the U.K. (the head of the AAIB).

Thank you.

>He obtained
>and forwarded four photos of the Lockerbie B747 showing the 
forwrd cargo
>door, which I am now forwarding to you.

Very kind of him.



>
>Ken was quite familiar with the issue of cargo door failures.  
His team are
>positive that was not at play in the Lockerbie occurrence - 
either as a lead
>event or as a consequential one. 

Of course he is positive, he has not understood the contrary 
explanation nor evaluated all the matching evidence of 
subsequent accidents yet has heard thirteen years of bomb bomb 
bomb. He would change his mind, I would hope, once he sees 
and understands the forest of four 747s and not just his tree of 
one.

But when he states 'I hope that it can be clearly seen that there is 
none of the classic upwards tearing of the structure above the 
hinges," and that he believes the forward cargo door did not open 
as the initial event nor in flight at all, I despair. The pictures 
refute both assertions. The vertical skin is torn above and around 
door; I can see it; the skin in and around door is petalled outward 
from pressurized force in flight, not inward from ground impact; 
I can see it. We can see it.

What to do?

Best regards,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com



barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Analysis of PA 103 cargo door photo Part II

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
30 Jan 02

Dear Bill, I've put some captions over the areas in the photos of 
Pan Am Flight 103 discussed in previous email.  A conclusion 
that can be made based upon the observations below is that there 
is a significant match of evidence to United Airlines Flight 811 
which thus warrants an evaluation that Pan Am Flight 103 and 
United Airlines Flight 811 had the same common cause instead 
of two different ones and the hazard exists to the present day.

I believe that if the high quality Air India Flight 182 pictures 
were compared to these Pan Am Flight 103 pictures in the same 
area, they would generally match also. We do have Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 high quality photos of the area which show a 
similar tale; shattered, twisted, and outwardly peeled skin plus 
the missing parts and pieces of the forward cargo door, even after 
extensive recovery efforts. Those photos are very valuable, none 
were published in the Kirpal or CASB reports and all we have is 
the text of the door area which generally matches all of the other 
three aircraft.

Analogy: Wherever a tire blows or a balloon pops, the hole is 
shattered and torn, elsewhere, the tire or balloon is smooth. All 



four of these 747s have relatively smooth port side and shattered 
starboard sides. That is the area of initial explosive 
decompression and its right at the location of the forward cargo 
door, a door that has failed before, a door with weak locking 
sectors for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103, and no 
locking sectors for the midspan latches on all.

We can see, for the first time, the locus of initial damage to Pan 
Am Flight 103 and it's that vacant hole in the lower half of the 
forward cargo door outlined with outwardly peeled skin. That's 
the blowout hole and it's the same area for Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 and United Airlines Flight 811 as seen in photographs. 
Photos for Air India Flight 182 hopefully to follow.

To return again: What caused the blowout at the shattered 
starboard side? I present one cause, wiring/cargo door, which has 
not been thoroughly investigated and evaluated while others have 
presented theirs, bomb, missile, and center tank explosion, which 
have been thoroughly evaluated resulting in much disagreement, 
contradictions, and questions.

Let's give the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation a thorough 
chance, somehow, someway.

(By the way, the 'explosive residue' which was supposed to 
'prove' a bomb for Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 has benign explanations as suggested by an event 
today at the San Francisco Airport:: 'Thousands of people have 
been evacuated from a domestic terminal at San Francisco 
International Airport after a man disappeared when traces of 
explosives were found on his shoes. Officials have pointed out 
that there could be an innocent explanation for the explosives 



residue. It could, for example, come from a certain type of heart 
medicine or exposure to fireworks or gunpowder.')

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

 
Pan Am Flight 103 Starboard side above nose to right

 
Pan Am Flight 103 Port side above nose to left

 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Starboard side above nose to 
right
 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 port side above nose to left

For Air India Flight 182, text from the Kirpal report:
"2.11.4.6  All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the 
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had 
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 



cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed."

        Wednesday, 30 January, 2002, 17:57 GMT 
Alert at San Francisco airport
 
Thousands were cleared from the terminal 
Thousands of people have been evacuated from a domestic 
terminal at San Francisco International Airport after a man 
disappeared when traces of explosives were found on his shoes. 
Officials shut some 30 gates at the airport early on Wednesday 
after security guards detected the residue. All outgoing flights 
from that part of the airport were held. 

The man, who was checking in for a United Airlines flight, 
vanished into a crowd before guards could question him. 

The terminal has now been reopened after being given the all-
clear, but massive flight delays are expected as a result of the 
scare. 
Police and airport staff fail to find the man, who was described as 
a white male in his 40s. 

False alert?
Officials have pointed out that there could be an innocent 
explanation for the explosives residue. 
It could, for example, come from a certain type of heart medicine 
or exposure to fireworks or gunpowder. 

When they went to stop him, he didn't stop

Airport spokesman Mike McCarron 

The alert began as passengers were being checked through 



security at the beginning of the morning rush at the airport. 

A random test for explosives discovered a possible residue on the 
trainers of a male passenger. 
The man told the staff it could have come from fireworks and 
then vanished, Fox News reported. 

It is unclear why he was allowed to put his shoes back on, a 
spokesman said. 

"When they went to stop him, he didn't stop," airport spokesman 
Mike McCarron said. "Given the confusion he may not even 
know they wanted to ask him questions." 

Checks for explosives in passengers' shoes have been introduced 
after Briton Richard Reid's alleged attempt to blow up a flight 
from Paris to Miami on 22 December 2001 using a bomb hidden 
in his trainers. 
Passengers are randomly asked to remove their shoes for 
inspection and soles are swabbed with wipes that can detect 
explosive residue.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Analysis of PA 103 cargo door photo Part III

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
1 Feb 02

Dear Bill,



I've done further consideration of the Pan Am Flight 103 
photographs after cleaning the dark one up digitally:

 

1. The earlier conclusion about intact hinges is wrong. The 
hinges from the door to the fuselage have separated cleanly. The 
top of the door is intact. This intact top door and split skin below 
matches for Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and may for Air India Flight 
182 if photographs are made available. An important clue in the 
hinges is that of overtravel. The hinges for United Airlines Flight 
811 showed evidence of opening up and outward over the 
allowable limits. This clue can be investigated for Pan Am Flight 
103 and Air India Flight 182 and would further support the 
opening of the door in flight. Below is text for United Airlines 
Flight 811 (N4713U) which matches somewhat Pan Am Flight 
103 hinge area and may match precisely if investigated further.

From NTSB AAR 92/02: '1.16.1.2 After Recovery of the Door 1. 
Door Structure: The hinge that attaches the cargo door to the 
fuselage is comprised of several hinge sections--those attached 
along the upper edge of the cargo door and those along the 
fuselage just above the cargo door cutout--interconnected with 
hinge pins. The hinge pins and all hinge sections from N4713U's 
forward cargo door were intact; all hinge sections rotated 
relatively easily. All attach bolts from the hinge sections on the 
door remained attached; conversely, no bolts remained attached 
to the hinge sections on the fuselage. Several areas on the hinge 
sections, such as the fuselage hinge sections, showed evidence of 
contact from the door during overtravel. In addition, the fuselage 
forward hinge sections were slightly bent. The upper flange of 



the door, to which the door hinges are attached, was not 
deformed. The forward cargo door can rotate open 143 degrees 
before the hinge would deform, permitting the door to contact the 
fuselage above.'

2. The area above the door is somewhat curious. There is mud 
which is to be expected for landing in December on the ground. 
But above the door between the windows appears to be some 
bare metal spots which might have been caused by the below 
door slamming upward and rubbing the paint off. The area of the 
door which would then have the transferred blue paint is missing 
or unclear in the photographs. That clue of transferred blue paint 
to door or bare metal between windows can be evaluated by a 
person using close visual examination, an opportunity not 
available to us using  these photographs.

3. There is an area on the door skin itself which is lighter in 
color. This may be a photograph artifact or mud but is worth 
checking out as it is the same color as the bare skin between 
windows and equidistant from hinge line.

4. The vertical tears above and around the door and corroborated 
by reconstruction drawings are very clearly seen. (If Mr. Ken 
Smart is using vertical tear lines above a cargo door as evidence 
of an open door in flight, he has his confirmation. A more 
thorough closeup visual examination of that door area, hinges, 
latches, torque tubes, etc, is required before any valid ruling in or 
out.)

5. The area just aft of the door is interesting in that it shows the 
best example of outward petalling and curling of the metal as 
from an inside cargo hold explosion. This large hole matches 
closely with the large hole of the lower half of the door and puts 



the aft midspan latch in the center of two large outward opening 
holes in the fuselage, events which took place at the initial event 
time of the sudden loud sound, according to the reconstruction 
drawings.

It comes back to the conclusion that the starboard side of Pan Am 
Flight 103 suffered an outward explosion from within the 
forward cargo hold around the forward cargo door but why? 
Some might say a bomb, or missile, or center tank explosion or 
wiring causing the inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door 
in flight. And then it comes back to United Airlines Flight 811, as 
it always does.

Matches between 811 to 103 which were both:
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model-100
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in 
cargo door area
shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is 
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at 
midspan latch,



more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

Regarding United Airlines Flight 811 from NTSB AAR 92/02 to 
explain the above evidence:
'The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the 
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the 
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent 
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a 
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which 
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the 
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff. 
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the 
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them 
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become 
unlatched after being properly latched and locked.'

 
Above photo of United Airlines Flight 811 showing vertical tears 
of skin and outwardly peeled skin. The skin above the door was 
never recovered; the door halves were as shown below revealing 
the aft midspan latch rupture.

 

To conclude: The pattern is there, Bill, torn and outwardly 
shattered fuselage forward of the wing on the right side around 
the forward cargo door for four Boeing 747s. But why? The 



answers are in front of us and available in other photographs 
taken and kept for the very reason of further evaluations.

I've sent copies of the Pan Am Flight 103 photos as well as my 
analyses to you, sir, to Sgt. Bart Blachford for his consideration. 
I hope and hope he is examining the photographs of Air India 
Flight 182 cargo door area to detect the same clues that are 
evident on the long ago Pan Am Flight 103 photographs.

Best Regards,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Sgt. Bart Blachford, 1 Feb 02

Mr. Tucker of TSB has obtained very valuable photographs of 
the forward cargo door area of Pan Am Flight 103 which show 
clearly upward tearing of skin above the door, outwardly 
shattered and twisted metal skin in, above, and fore and aft of the 
door, and the general tangled mess of the fuselage forward of the 



wing on the right side. This photographic evidence of massive 
fuselage depressurization matches the photographic evidence of 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and United Airlines Flight 811 
and the text of Air India Flight 182.

High quality photographs of that forward cargo door area of Air 
India Flight 182 exist under RCMP control; can you obtain them, 
view them, evaluate them to see if they match the same area with 
the same damage for Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 
811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800?

At this time I am convinced more than ever for Air India Flight 
182 that there was no bomb explosion in the forward or the aft 
compartment. There was a huge explosion of decompression in 
the forward cargo hold at the door area probably caused by now 
known faulty Poly X wiring.

I've enclosed my analysis in three parts of the photographs for 
Pan Am Flight 103 to Mr. Tucker as well as my two letters to you 
after after meeting.

I have not heard back from you and worry that you did not get 
my follow up post meeting letters. I note that the Air India Flight 
182 trial has been delayed for many months at the request of the 
Crown. Is that related to our meeting?

The photographs of the forward cargo door area of Pan Am 
Flight 103 could have ruled out the shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation but only corroborated it. The same can be said for 
the photographs and video for Air India Flight 182, but one way 
or the other, the possibility should and must be evaluated, in my 
humble opinion.



Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca
Subject: Analysis of PA 103 cargo door photo Part IV

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 6 Feb 02

At 6:30 PM -0500 2/1/02, Tucker, Bill wrote:
>Thanks Barry, I'll try to go through your last two e-mail on the 
weekend.
>
>Bill T..

I've also reviewed those pictures for further analysis. A cropped 
one is below.
 
What does it say? It's not a normal looking forward cargo door. It 



is raw data subject to interpretation but absent of bias in itself. 
The metal is twisted, petalled, torn, shattered, the ribs are bent 
and missing, the door edge is bent and distorted, the door is split, 
the hinges have separated, and the manual locking external 
handle is missing as well as most of the lower half of the door 
which contains latches and locking sectors.

What to make of this raw evidence now visually seen for the first 
time?

Previous deductions in the last seven years about this heretofore 
unseen vision of the starboard side of Pan Am Flight 103 led me 
to conclude the door was split in two; there was vertical tearing 
of skin above and around the door; there was a rectangular shape 
to the blow out area; the time of blow out was at the initial event 
time; and the damage on starboard side was more severe on the 
port side. All that was based on the color coded reconstruction 
drawings and the text descriptions in AAIB 02/90.

What I could not have known and did not  know, but do now, 
thanks to your efforts and cooperation by Mr. Smart, is the telling 
match of the peeled back door skin away from the mid span 
latch, a proof of door rupture in flight that matches the peeled 
back door skin away from the mid span latch of United Airlines 
Flight 811.

 
Above picture shows Pan Am Flight 103 cargo door bottom half 
which is mostly missing; however, the peeled back door skin is 
seen which, if unpeeled, would stretch back to the aft midspan 
latch at top left and the top half of split door.



 
Above picture shows United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo 
door bottom half on right and aft midspan latch toward viewer in 
center. The photo reveals the peeled back door skin which, if 
unpeeled, would stretch back to the aft midspan latch and the top 
half of split door. The door above was found in two pieces on the 
ocean bottom and slid back together for the photograph.

The size of the Pan Am Flight 103 hole/rupture/skin peel back is 
larger than the corresponding pattern on United Airlines Flight 
811 which, I believe, is because the internal pressure differential 
of United Airlines Flight 811 was less because the pull in hooks 
held for 1.5 seconds to allow a partial decompression which 
caused a smaller rupture at aft midspan latch and the smaller 
rectangular blow out shape and, most importantly, allowed the 
forward section of United Airlines Flight 811 to stay on while the 
forward section of Pan Am Flight 103 separated in flight after the 
larger door rupture hole of the thirty foot by forty foot 
rectangular blow out hole caused such a severe fuselage 
structural compromise that it failed and separated when subjected 
to the 300 knots of air force.

 
Above shows United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door 
hole, peeled back skin, and smaller rectangular blow out hole.

 
Above reconstruction drawing of Pan Am Flight 103 shows 
lower half of cargo door hole and larger rectangular blow out 
hole.
 
Above reconstruction drawing shows Air India Flight 182 and 



the rectangular shape, the vertical tearing, and the split forward 
cargo door.
From the Kirpal report:
"2.11.4.6  All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the 
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had 
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed."

Mr. Tucker, the new pictures shown that there is a further 
significant match of Pan Am Flight 103 to United Airlines Flight 
811; the peeled back door skin from the aft midspan latch. The 
text of Air India Flight 182 door matches the photos of the door 
area of Pan Am Flight 103. The link is United Airlines Flight 811 
to Pan Am Flight 103 to Air India Flight 182.

Furthermore, the conclusion that the cargo door had nothing to 
do with Pan Am Flight 103 is a flawed one because it is 
incomplete. To accurately say a door was latched until ground 
impact, certain things must be checked for status, just like 
landing gear handle, throttle position, flaps, etc for a collision 
with terrain accident. For a suspected open forward cargo door in 
flight, the manual locking handle, all ten of the latching cams, 
eight locking sectors, as well as the overpressure relief doors, 
torque tubes, and bellcranks need to be recovered, examined, and 
evaluated. For Pan Am Flight 103, that was not done, and it may 
be that the task is impossible because the relevant parts are still 
missing, a finding which supports the blow out in flight of that 
door, not a finding that supports that the door was latched and 
closed until ground impact. Since most of the bottom half of the 



door is missing and the locking mechanism has not been 
evaluated as being closed and locked, the assumption must be 
that it opened in flight since if the latches and handles and 
locking sectors were there and were locked, it could be said that 
the door was latched and locked until ground impact, but that can 
not be said accurately. It can be said that the door ruptured open 
in flight at the aft midspan latch and the skin peeled back. The 
cause of that rupture may have been a bomb, missile, center fuel 
tank, or electrical. I offer United Airlines Flight 811 as the model 
for the electrical explanation.

Regardless, the small 20 inch hole on the port side is a result of a 
relatively mild directed blast that could have been a 'shotgun' 
type discharge, but not a powerful spherical bomb.

Can Mr. Smart know of my four analyses? May I enter into some 
sort of dialogue with AAIB officials?

May I see photos of the Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door 
area? Thank goodness the wreckage of Pan Am Flight 103 and 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 have been preserved, and photos 
exist of Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811. This 
subsequent revealing analysis is exactly why that evidence was 
preserved.

Let us not forget the link that binds them all, the sudden loud 
sound on the CVR at initial event time which is not a bomb 
sound.

 
Above from Kirpal report for Air India Flight 182.

 



Above chart from NTSB for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
public docket linking the four Boeing 747s together.

A point of this analysis number IV is the match of peeled back 
skin from the aft midspan latch for Pan Am Flight 103 and 
United Airlines Flight 811, a very significant match showing the 
location of the initial hull rupture and not evaluated until now.

I believe that all this matching evidence warrants a further 
supplemental/updated investigation into the alternative 
mechanical explanation for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 
Flight 103 other than the conspiracy explanation of bombs. The 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation is plausible and has 
much forensic evidence to support it. In addition to correcting an 
error of history, the fault which still exists can be addressed and 
hopefully corrected before history repeats itself.

Who to lead the international effort to coordinate the TSB, the 
NTSB, and the AAIB? I suggest you, Mr. Tucker. The TSB has 
access to the RCMP, FBI, and Scotland Yard photos of the 
wreckages, is most objective, cautious, and prudent, although not 
the richest. I would like to think this aviation safety issue is 
above money being the number one priority.

Based upon these Pan Am Flight 103 photos and their telling 
match to United Airlines Flight 811, I would hope the new match 
rules in checking the Air India Flight 182 photos for a similar 
match of peeled back skin from the aft midspan latch. In 
addition, I would hope that the visual match of the Pan Am Flight 
103 door to United Airlines Flight 811 means that all the latching 
and locking mechanisms for the Pan Am Flight 103 must now be 
physically examined and evaluated to rule in or rule out the door 



rupturing open in flight. The evidence is there; it just needs an 
investigator to look at it.

My worry is apathy; nothing gets done because there is no great 
political push to get it done. That is my fear, things sort of go 
along in spurts waiting for the next one. It's a worry all aviation 
accident investigators have too, I imagine. The wheels they do 
turn slowly. It's been thirteen years for me and counting. I am 
willing to do whatever you suggest, Mr. Tucker to speed things 
along. Examining for analysis the photos of Air India Flight 182 
forward fuselage would be very helpful, I think.

(By the way, the preposterous premise of a bomb in the aft cargo 
compartment for Air India Flight 182 is still laying out there. All 
the evidence, including this new visual evidence of a shattered 
and large blow out hole on the starboard side forward of the wing 
of Pan Am Flight 103 and the old evidence of the non shattered 
and absent blow out hole in the aft compartment of Air India 
Flight 182, {two aircraft which Mr. Garstang says are matched,} 
should put that stinking red herring of aft bomb for Air India 
Flight 182 into the garbage.)

Looking forward to the next move...

Best Regards,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: PA 103 analysis: Note to Sgt. Blachford

Dear Bill, just sent by snail mail the below letter to Sgt. Bart 
Blachford,

Cheers,
Barry

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Sgt. Bart Blachford, 10 Feb 02
Enclosed is analysis of PA 103 cargo door photo Part IV and 
recently sent to Mr. Tucker of TSB; Parts I, II, and III previously 
sent to you on February 1, 2002.



The key point here, Sgt. Blachford, is the visual irrefutable match 
in official photographs of the peeled back skin away from the aft 
midspan latch of United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door 
to the Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door. The photographs 
of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 also show this peeled back 
skin at the aft midspan latch. Air India Flight 182 states the, 
"damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared 
to have been caused by an outward force," but needs 
confirmation or ruling out by examination of the photographs 
preserved all these years. You have access to these high quality 
35 MM film and video for an opportunity to examine that area 
visually.

Can you do that, Sgt. Blachford? Can you match Air India Flight 
182 forward cargo door area to Pan Am Flight 103 and to United 
Airlines Flight 811 to Trans World Airlines Flight 800 using 
photographs to examine closely the area around the latches to see 
if they do in fact match? Can I see the photographs for evaluation 
since I have been studying this area on Boeing 747 for over a 
decade and can assist in your conclusions? Can Mr. Tucker see 
the photographs of Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door area 
and have his professional accident investigators evaluate them?

 

Boeing 747 forward cargo door above in normal closed position.

 

Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door above show peeled back 
skin and hole at aft midspan latch in upper left of photo.



 
United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door above showing 
peeled back skin and hole at aft midspan latch forward center of 
photo.

 

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door aft midspan 
latch above with rupture hole shown at 'x'.

From the Kirpal report below, (need pictures to properly 
evaluate):
"2.11.4.6  All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the 
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had 
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed."

Sgt. Blachford, I believe you are willing to give equal time to all 
plausible explanations for the destruction of Air India Flight 182 
in addition to the one your team has been pursuing all these 
years: Bomb! Please give equal time to another plausible 
explanation: Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup. This mechanical 
explanation keeps on being confirmed as the investigation into it 
continues. It has not been refuted; in fact it has gained support 
and credibility.

Please look at the forward cargo doors of the three accident 



aircraft, read the text of another, and then compare all with the 
normal forward cargo door of a Boeing 747. All four accident 
aircraft had ruptures in and around the lower half of that known 
failure prone cargo door activated by now known faulty wiring. 
And we know why it happened for sure to only one of them, 
United Airlines Flight 811, the one that came back to tell its tale 
of why a sudden loud sound appeared on the cockpit voice 
recorder which was quickly followed by an abrupt power cut to 
the recorders.

Please take advantage of your opportunity to conduct further 
evaluation of Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door area in 
photos and video you have access to. Please avail yourself of the 
talent in aviation agencies you have access to. First and foremost; 
this was an airplane accident. It may not have been criminal 
although at first blush, it may appear to have been; just like Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800, just like United Airlines Flight 811, 
just like Pan Am Flight 103, and just like the Boeing 747 that 
brought us to meet, Air India Flight 182.

Sincerely,

Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>



Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Despair

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 15 Feb 02

Enclosed is a recent letter from Sgt B. Blachford of the RCMP 
regarding my recent letters to him which included my recent 
letters to you regarding the 'smoking gun' Pan Am Flight 103 
forward cargo door pictures. (A smoking gun in that they are 
proof of open door in flight, but not the cause of it.)

He is unimpressed, apparently. It appears that he is 'passing' on 
the whole shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation as a source for 
further investigation.

A curious note is that he refers to ''investigators at TSB", and I 
wonder who they are. Is he referring to you? Mr. Garstang? If 
not, may I correspond with them? They can not reach any 
conclusion that is valid without speaking with the proponent, I 
would imagine.

Based upon photographic evidence of three forward cargo doors 
of Boeing 747s that suffered inflight breakups which show many 
significant similarities in metal twisting, peeling back skin, locus 
of rupture, missing essential latching items, missing skin, and 
vertical tears above the door, and text of another Boeing 747 that 
suffered an inflight breakup that matches the photographs of the 



three, I believe it is absolutely, unequivocally, irrefutably 
necessary to: 1.  Closely examine all photographs and video of 
the Air India Flight 182 cargo door area for matches to the three 
other aircraft door areas. 2. Closely examine physically the 
forward cargo door area of Pan Am Flight 103 for hinge 
overtravel, missing latches in database, paint transfers from door 
to fuselage or vice versa, and any loosed pieces of wreckage 
around the door which were not mounted and not visible in 
photos.

Number 1 is within Canadian purview, I believe, with RCMP or 
TSB holding the photos and videos.
Number 2 is within AAIB purview, I believe, with Mr. Smart 
having access to the hangar at Farnborough, UK.

It seems now that you alone are the only official with a still open 
mind, Mr. Tucker. I think it's because you evaluate evidence 
objectively with less concern for appearances. Sgt. Blachford is 
running a prosecution, not an investigation. He wants and stated 
that at the end of the day he thinks that he can get a conviction at 
trial. Well, as we know, airplanes don't care much about what 
humans or juries think, they obey natural laws of pressure 
differential, voltage differential, and lift over the wings.

When the cargo door unlatch motor chafed wiring shorts on in 
the presence of moisture, the latches have to try to unlatch, the 
92000 pounds of pressure differential have to rupture that door at 
the aft midspan latch which has no locking sector, the non plug 
door has to open outward and upward, the fuselage has to 
crumple into the huge hole where the door and skin used to be, 
the nose has to come off when confronted with that 300 knots on 
it, the aircraft has to fall and disintegrate in a specific pattern and 
item location, and of course, when that large door ruptures in 



flight, it makes a 'tremendous explosion' which is picked up and 
recorded on the CVR as a sudden loud sound.

A sudden loud sound which is not a bomb sound, linked to an 
explosive decompression sound when a cargo door opens, and a 
sound which Air India Flight 182 had, Pan Am Flight 103 had, 
United Airlines Flight 811 had, and Trans World Airlines Flight 
800 had.

So, Bill, my despair in dealing with RCMP is that they are not an 
investigative agency asking questions, they are prosecutors 
making statements. They are not curious or inquisitive but closed 
and immobile.

I dread every airplane crash I hear about in case it starts out with 
a 747 that went off the radar screen suddenly, bomb suspected, 
(and believed in these circumstances,) sudden loud sound on 
CVR and abrupt power cut to FDR, and then all the other 
evidence matches culminating with the reconstruction photo of a 
forward cargo door with peeled back skin from aft midspan latch, 
missing latches and other locking items, and vertical tears above 
door. Then I will know it happened for the fifth time as the above 
has happened four times already.

Regards,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Retirement, Not!

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 16 Feb 02
Permit me to talk a little philosophy. It's about people our age, 
late 50's, who think about the past and what we have 
accomplished and what is left to accomplish.

I was thinking about Dave Cronin, the pilot of United Airlines 
Flight 811, as the anniversary of 24 Feb 89 is coming up. He was 
59 and a half and faced forced retirement at age 60. And he was 
challenged like no other, least expecting it, never practiced such 
a thing, and he faced up to it and survived and left a legacy of 
evidence about that ruptured open cargo door.

Below is email from the Campbells, the couple who lost a son 
overboard in United Airlines Flight 811. It was through their 
civilain efforts that the door was retrieved to tell its true cause of 
inflight rupture, electrical wiring or switch and not an improperly 
latched cargo door, as NTSB has first concluded; and not a bomb, 
as the flight crew had first concluded.

I've asked the Campbells for their high quality photos of United 



Airlines Flight 811 so I can compare them with the high quality 
Air India Flight 182 photos if I ever get to see them as well as 
any new photos of the Pan Am Flight 103 cargo door from 
different angles and closeups.

I was a little down earlier reading Sgt Blachford's letter because 
it looks like he has no more interest in the shorted wiring/forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation even though the evidence continues to support it, 
even the brand new stuff.

But, the evidence is there in photos for all four aircraft and it can 
be reviewed sooner or later. So, I'm feeling upbeat again.

And sometimes when we think we've almost made it in our long 
trip, or our long time in our career, that there are no more 
surprises and therefore no great effort is needed, along comes 
something that is very very big. This wiring/cargo door thing and 
not a bomb for Air India Flight 182 and others is your 
unexpected surprise, Bill. It's up to you, you are the pilot on this 
one. Let's land it safely.

Regards,
Barry

Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel 
702 831 7746  Fax
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the 
last bit of
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went 
up and



sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can 
see that
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe 
that had it
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41 
section joint
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am 
103 and TWA
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I 
actually
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor 
off the
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by 
the cargo
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid 
floor left in
business class was were our son sat in 12H  But the shock wave 
went from the
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the 
hole ] forward
12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke 
his seat
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of 
the first
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had 
air
cavities in them  Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and 
called on all
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m 
it was at
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a 
perfect landing at
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around 



for another
attempt

To: SMANDKJC@aol.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: United Airlines Flight 811
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Kevin and Susan Campbell, 16 Feb 02

Nearing 24 Feb I know.

I've been rereading your email to me after recently I received 
pictures of the Pan Am Flight 103 cargo door area. They are from 
an unimpeachable source. They have never been seen before 
except by the AAIB investigators. There are no pictures of the 
starboard side of Pan Am Flight 103 in any of the reports, 
including AAIB 2/90.

It is very similar to United Airlines Flight 811 cargo door.  It's 
below:

 

I got goose bumps when I got it a few weeks ago. I have four 
long emails  of analysis of this picture. The analyses are yours on 
request. Note peeled back skin emanating from aft midspan latch 
rupture, missing bottom half of door, vertical tear lines above 
door, and distorted forward midspan latch area.



In NTSB AAR 92/02, there are scant black and white photos of 
the crucial door area of United Airlines Flight 811. If I had better 
quality pictures of United Airlines Flight 811, I could better 
match it to others such as Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 
103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

Would you find it in you to send me the pictures referred to 
below? I will pay postage to and from an address of your choice, 
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell. Of specific interest are the hinges, the 
midspan latches, the bottom latches and any torque tubes and 
locking sectors of the door, and the vertical tears in the skin 
above it.

In Dec 01, an official from TSB and a mountie from the RCMP 
visited me from Canada in my home in Carmel Valley, CA. The 
high official from TSB went back to Ottawa and contacted AAIB 
for the photos, got them, and sent them to me. Their purpose for 
the visit was to investigate my tale of Air India Flight 182 being 
not a bomb but shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup.

If I had higher quality photos of my model to which I match 
others, United Airlines Flight 811, it would make it clearer for all 
to see the similarities and thus the possible similar cause, 
electrical wiring or switch as the NTSB finally stated, after your 
valiant efforts.

At 10:39 PM -0400 8/22/99, SMANDKJC@aol.com wrote:
>I have the all the NTSB  photos and my own of the door frame 
area,the side
>frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins 
are all



>goughed but otherwise OK  the forward mid span pin is also 
goughed and the
>mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span 
pin was
>goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had 
broken .

At 10:39 PM -0400 8/22/99, SMANDKJC@aol.com wrote:
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.

There is no picture of the cargo door area of Air India Flight 182, 
only text:

From the Kirpal report:
"2.11.4.6  All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the 
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had 
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed."

If I had high quality United Airlines Flight 811 photos to match 
against the photos of Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800, then I may be able to get the still existing 
high quality photos of Air India Flight 182 which are in vault at 
TSB or RCMP.

Your efforts on United Airlines Flight 811 are still bearing fruit 



all these years later. Let's pick some.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com

Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your 
kind comments
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt 
here in Waikiki
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were 
late
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not 
arrive until
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st 
june . Our son



in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the 
new baby . I
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be 
managing OK .
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and 
got your
site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had 
obviously
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as 
we moved into
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve 
if he had
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo 
doors { I
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have 
found the reason
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the 
one page ] 
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would 
contact you
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with 
me this trip as
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC 
Panorama progam
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the 
release to the
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the 
Discovery
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC 
depending on wether
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco 
followed a
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday 



program titled "Fire
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire  in Feb of this year .I had lent 
BBC some
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the 
cause of 811 and
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to 
Disaster"
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the 
811 disaster .
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to 
you if you
have never seen them.
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and 
have appeared in
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in 
NZ newspapers
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and 
did a Documentry
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent 
Steve was
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my 
theory
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program 
the NTSB theory
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I 
had to be
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the 
Americas Cup
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page 
article on our efforts
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron 
Acihido of the
Seattle Times among others .



In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they 
started with a
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures 
of the damage
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the 
NTSB
hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from 
the NTSB
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would 
only give us
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first 
recess
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the 
press table
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of 
proceedings we gave an
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we 
went back in to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife 
Susan
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of 
stuff here
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB 
guys were
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and 
were off .
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was " 
Countdown
to Disaster"
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many 
times .On one visit
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements 
and wrote to



everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were 
First and
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited 
everyone who
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New 
York Florida
San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle . 
Boeing would
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins 
Coie] and
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the 
accident
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of 
last resort for
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United 
maintenance base in
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it 
did not work
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told 
them were they
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it 
ended up with the
Senior VP United  Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort 
around the base
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood 
in the cargo
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the 
Conduit at the
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had 
originated
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly 
painted 747with a
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I 



checked my
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it 
was N4713U
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
 We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried 
every avenue
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was 
phoned
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had 
a
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct 
the door was to
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the 
Campbells
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that 
the door is
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we 
could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we 
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours 
later we held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they 
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed 
but not to
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released . 
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you 
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the



video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.
 I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my 
findings on
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we 
had the
problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in 
hooks opened
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what 
811`s did
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the 
fuselage as
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it  .
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK 
and they could
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report 
however still
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at 
23000 ft
insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary 
scenario for
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards 
preclude it
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground 
switch which I
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door 
design for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the 
cockpit of a
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the 
door
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system 
deleted by



whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the 
aircraft was
certified with this system or not as it never made it into 
production . I
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I 
guess that
would have opened up liability problems for Boeing  I lent the 
document to a
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have 
plenty of
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart 
Mc Clure
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel 
702 831 7746  Fax
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the 
last bit of
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went 
up and
sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can 
see that
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe 
that had it
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41 
section joint
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am 
103 and TWA
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I 
actually
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor 
off the
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by 
the cargo



containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid 
floor left in
business class was were our son sat in 12H  But the shock wave 
went from the
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the 
hole ] forward
12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke 
his seat
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of 
the first
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had 
air
cavities in them  Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and 
called on all
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m 
it was at
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a 
perfect landing at
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around 
for another
attempt  { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling 
reading } What was
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a 
loud explosion {
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to 
actually
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers 
some off them
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A 
thousand
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first 
class {with
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something 



start up
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed 
him and dismissed
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was 
already in the
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator 
was moving
. So the sequence was a whir  a thump a hiss and then 1.8 
seconds later the
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al 
replied "I
don't know "between the thump and the explosion  The CVR's 
power was then off
for 21.4 seconds
I have the all the NTSB  photos and my own of the door frame 
area,the side
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are 
all
goughed but otherwise OK  the forward mid span pin is also 
goughed and the
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span 
pin was
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had 
broken . It
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to 
open 
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8 
second time gap
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door 
had blown
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they 
also opened
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had 



to be
different to PAN AM 10 out of  London where the door was 
closed by the
slipstream and they got back safely.
 At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the 
Coroners
report on what they found and I have seen what they removed 
from the engine
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a 
DNA sample
and the result was negative  Steve recently spoke to someone 
who inspected
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine 
was seat
material until he touched it and realised what it was  They told us 
that they
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it , 
they
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in 
an action
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ]
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft 
and to the
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we 
know he
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4 
minutes below .
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the 
ground in
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended 
the
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM 
local time but it



was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago 
and said he
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was 
caused by a body or
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly 
by luggage .
N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium 
{the first
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM 
did not wait for
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted 
them to their
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications 
of not
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one 
time test to
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told 
the airlines
to hit the door open switch to see what happened  , a day later 
they stopped
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the 
planes ,
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators 
were live
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers  
and the
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel 
ones .
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT



To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Got UAL 811 photos

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Bill, 22 Feb 02

Mr. and Mrs Campbell have sent me United Airlines Flight 811 
photos. Kevin and Susan Campbell are the parents of Lee 
Campbell, one of the nine lost passengers in United Airlines 
Flight 811. They are the ones that persevered and got that cargo 
door retrieved from the ocean by NTSB and the US Navy. We 
have been in intermittent correspondence for a few years. After I 
received the Pan Am Flight 103 door photos I asked them for the 
United Airlines Flight 811 photos. I shall send them all 
separately and include a few in this email.

The eventual goal is to fix the wiring and make the doors plug 
type. To do that the hazards must be proven to exist. To do that 
several fatal accidents must be attributed to the hazards. To do 
that the evidence needs to be evaluated that matches all four 
accidents to a common cause. To do that the photographs of the 
hull rupture area need to be compared. To do that all cargo door 
area photographs of all four aircraft need to be received.

I have closeup color photographs of the cargo door area of three 
of the aircraft, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, 
and Trans World Airlines Flight 800.  All were from special 
sources. TSB/AAIB for 103, family for 811, and a family 
member for 800. Air India Flight 182 is missing and the RCMP 
have those.

The near goal is to evaluate those Air India Flight 182 



photographs which we know are high quality color 35 MM and 
color video, have been maintained and protected and are in 
RCMP custody.

Mr. Tucker, can you ask RCMP for those photographs of the Air 
India Flight 182 cargo door area? Among you and your staff, and 
me and Mr. Campbell, we will be able to tell right away if the Air 
India Flight 182 cargo door evidence matches the others. If it 
does, and the text description leads us to believe it will, the 
conclusion will be that the forward cargo door opened in flight 
without stating why. The forward cargo door of Air India Flight 
182 opening in flight is not a surprise since the 'bomb' according 
to the Indians, was in the forward cargo hold on the right side, 
the cargo door side, and, according to CASB, the unstated 
explosion occurred in the forward cargo hold on the right side.

Once it is concluded that the forward cargo door ruptured open 
on all four aircraft in flight, the investigation can be conducted 
into why and all theorists can have a chance to present their 
findings and conclusions. I, of course, would present the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation.

For United Airlines Flight 811:

 

News  photo above of bottom half of United Airlines Flight 811 
forward cargo door, bottom of door to upper left. Note bent away 
torn skin at aft midspan latch area bottom left of picture. Note 
broken ribs and loose wiring.



 

United Airlines Flight 811 above showing broken floor beams 
and loose wiring.

 

Above United Airlines Flight 811 midspan latch pins.

 
United Airlines Flight 811 above shows floor damage.

Bill, the photos above are only important if compared to the 
other aircraft in the same location. There exists wreckage 
reconstructions and photos for that purpose. It is possible to 
conclusively determine if those cargo doors opened in flight; the 
evidence is there and just needs to be retrieved and evaluated. 
The model of United Airlines Flight 811 is much more complete 
now.

I keep coming back to what you said about a door blown open by 
a bomb is different than a door blown open by air pressure and 
why? Hinge overtravel is a good clue. United Airlines Flight 811 
had it. All the upper cargo door hinges for Air India Flight 182, 
Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 need to 
be examined for this important clue to open cargo door in flight. 
That can be done and has not been done. Bent torque tubes, 
damage to pins, broken ribs, outward petalled skin, while 
absence of residue, cratering, and other bomb evidence is 
important too.



In my mind, all these matching photographs give corroboration 
to my earlier research but to others, these photographs may mean 
the first step towards understanding what happened.

The retrieval of the Air India Flight 182 cargo door pictures may 
already be underway so pardon my persistence in this. I feel sure 
that since you got the Pan Am Flight 103 cargo door photos, 
getting the Air India Flight 182 should be a piece of cake, but I 
don't know much on the relationship between RCMP and TSB 
and the Indians in this regard. Good luck.

On another matter, could you forward a letter from me to Mr. 
Ken Smart of AAIB? With comments if you feel they are needed 
of course. I would like to present my case to him and possibly 
establish some dialogue regarding Pan Am Flight 103 not being a 
bomb but a mechanical event with precedent. I will also request 
more detailed photos of the Pan Am Flight 103 cargo door area 
from different angles and ask that certain things be checked such 
as hinge overtravel and paint smears.

I'll forward in a series of emails other United Airlines Flight 811 
pictures provided by Kevin Campbell. We do not know which 
photos are important and which are not because we have not yet 
compared the ones from Air India Flight 182.

And if the latches and pins and locking handle and torque tubes 
and hinges are missing for Air India Flight 182, let us not assume 
the door was all latched and tight until water impact, let us 
assume the explosive decompression in flight blew all those 
items to Kingdom Come and that's why they are not found or 
reported on.

If those items are found for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 



Flight 103, let's see if they exhibit the characteristics of an open 
cargo door in flight caused by an electrical problem such as the 
specific type damage on the midspan latch pins as shown above 
in photos of United Airlines Flight 811.

Regards,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 5

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 4

 



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 3

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 2

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 1

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 10

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT



To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 9

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 8

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 7

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 6

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 12

 



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix 11

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 811 pix from inside/missing seats/floor damage

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Bill, 27 Feb 02

Last weekend I was in email contact with the Campbells during 
the 13th anniversary of their son's death on 24 Feb 89 in United 
Airlines Flight 811. He sent me many more photos which I will 
send via separate emails and an incident report. I don't know 
which are important and which not since I don't have clear 
photos of Air India Flight 182 or Pan Am Flight 103 or Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 in the cargo door areas to match with 
the new photos of United Airlines Flight 811. But others do have 
those clear photos and can compare for a match to supplement 
the many matches of door area damage already evident. A few 
are relevant right now.

 

The above picture shows why engine number three is always 



involved in all the four Boeing 747 fatal accidents (total four 
engines) attributed by me to the shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation: The cargo door ruptures outward and upward 
tearing skin away with it, the contents of the cargo compartment 
and the passenger compartment are sucked out and into engine 
number three which becomes Fodded, catches on fire, and on 
occasion throws blades out. The right wing leading edge is 
always affected also which is seen in photo as in directly line of 
compartment contents as they are sucked into the airstream. It 
can also be deduced that the debris from inside the airplane 
which is spewed out would and does impact the right horizontal 
stabilizer.

None of the other three engines on the four aircraft (total 12 
engines) show fire and blade loss which rules against a 'bomb' on 
the port side or a 'center' fuel tank spontaneous explosion. None 
of the four aircraft show the inflight damage on the port side as 
severe on the starboard side or the starboard horizontal stabilizer 
which mitigates again initial damage starting from the port side 
or the center.

 

Above photo from inside United Airlines Flight 811 shows the 
severe damage an explosive decompression can cause. This 
photo can be matched to the damage in the same are for Air India 
Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 for a match.

 
Above photo from United Airlines Flight 811 shows downward 
sucked floor panels and other damage from the explosive 



decompression. The seats are also missing in this area and that 
clue can be matched to the other 747s. Some seats from the 
catastrophic losses would have been dislodged by water or 
ground impact but some would have been sucked out in flight 
and that can probably be determined by metallurgical analysis. A 
bomb explosion on the port side of Pan Am Flight 103 should not 
have caused seats on the starboard side to have been sucked out, 
and if they were, that is evidence of initial hole on starboard side, 
in the cargo door area.

The key thing, Bill, is the raw data and evidence of the actual 
aircraft such as Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103. I 
don't have that and Sgt. Blachford is not forthcoming and I have 
little hope that Mr. Garstang will be either. I'm trying to help 
aviation safety here and the lack of cooperation from them is 
discouraging when asking for public safety data which is proven 
relevant and available in storage somewhere. That is why I am so 
thankful for your objective help. The accuracy of the 
explanation, either bomb or wiring/cargo door, will become 
evident by the actual photographs, not by guesses or wishful 
thinking on anyone's part.

But the actual photos need to be examined, not guessed at. If I 
could see the actual photos from inside Pan Am Flight 103 and 
Air India Flight 182 in the cargo door area, I would be better able 
to match them up or rule them out.

There is so much to evaluate, from hinge overtravel, bent torque 
tubes, bluing on latch pins, to twisted metal patterns of damage. I 
will of course help in any way I can, and I think Mr. and Mrs. 
Campbell would be too, as we know more than most about why 
forward cargo doors on Boeing 747s open inadvertently in flight. 
His Incident Report is comprehensive and impressive when 



considered that it was written before the door was retrieved and 
subsequently proved him right.

I've written a note to Sgt. Blachford, attached below.

Best Regards,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Sgt. Bart Blachford, 27 Feb 02

Thank you for your letter of 18 Feb 02, file 85-3196 in which 
you state you have forwarded my previous correspondence to 
Mr. Garstang ('Our aviation investigator') for his consideration.

You further state that he has the photographs and film footage 
need to conduct any further follow up deemed necessary.
Well, that's fine. As you know, I had no way of knowing that the 
forward cargo door of PA 103 would match so carefully that of 
the forward  cargo door of United Airlines Flight 811 with the 



peeled away skin from the aft midspan latch because those 
photos had never before been released to the public. That match 
alone is enough for Mr. Gartstang, who compared and matched 
Air India Flight 182 to Pan Am Flight 103 previously in his 
March 2001 supplemental Air India Flight 182 report, to conduct 
further follow up by comparing the Air India Flight 182 forward 
cargo door photographs, to which he has access, to United 
Airlines Flight 811 and others.

In addition, I have been in contact with the Campbells of New 
Zealand whose son died in United Airlines Flight 811. They were 
instrumental in getting the door retrieved from the ocean which 
allowed the authorities to correctly state the cause of its opening 
in flight: electrical and not bomb or improper latching as 
previously thought. They have sent me many pictures of the door 
area of United Airlines Flight 811 which match the text of the 
door area of Air India Flight 182. I make these photos available 
to you and Mr. Gartstang upon request to compare to the photos 
of Air India Flight 182 which you and Mr. Garstang have access 
to. I would send them via email but you nor Mr. Garstang have 
given me an email address.

As always I am available to Mr. Garstang and yourself for any 
follow up you may have as you continue your investigation into 
Air India Flight 182 as part of the Air India Task Force.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Door of 182 like door of 811

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations

Dear Bill, 3 Mar 02

Well, Sgt. Blachford requests that I "deal directly with Mr. 
Tucker of TSB." That is very satisfying and I prefer it, thank you 
very much.
 

He then directly asks me about the provocative statement you 
queried me on during our meeting; the statement that NTSB said 
the Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door looks exactly like the 
forward cargo door or United Airlines Flight 811.

I've replied at length to Sgt. Blachford and will repeat the details 
here for the record.

First item below is from Kirpal Report on Air India Flight 182 
which describes a Group (A Committee of Experts) which had 
access to all photos and film and, indeed, was specifically asked 
to evaluate same. Mr. James F. Wildey II, of NTSB was present 
in that Air India Flight 182 group. Also note that Mr. Wildey is 



predominantly included in the Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
investigation and includes on his resume his work for the NTSB 
in the Pan Am Flight 103 investigation. He is still active in the 
NTSB, knows about cargo doors and is available for interview. 
Would you like his email?

"1.5.16 In order that there should be no undue delay the Court 
decided that a Group be constituted consisting of expert 
representatives of all the participants and also the nominees 
 of the Court. This group was asked to carry out metallurgical 
and other examination of some of the critical pieces salvaged and 
give its report to the Court. The group constituted as a 
'Committee of Experts' was as under :-
a.      Mr. A.J.W. Melson, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, 
Canada.
b.    Mr. R.K. Phillips, Canadian Pacific Air, Canada.
c.      Mr. T. Swift, Federal Aviation, Administration, USA.
d.  Mr. R.Q. Taylor, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
e. Mr. J.P. Tryzl, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
f.  Mr. J.F. Wildey II, National Transportation Safety Board USA.
g. Mr. S.N. Seshadri, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India 
(Coordinator)."

Below is excerpt from an email sent to me from Mr. and Mrs. 
Campbell whose son was killed in United Airlines Flight 811 and 
who know more about why forward cargo doors open 
inadvertently in flight than most people on earth. They are 
experts in this matter and must be highly respected for their 
perseverance, research, and conclusions. He has been awarded 
high honors by the New Zealand government for his efforts in 
aviation safety. Mr. Campbell connected Air India Flight 182 to 
United Airlines Flight 811 in 1991 as excerpt shows below. They 
are available for interview and currently live in New Zealand. 



(Full email attached at end.)

The points to be made here are: The Campbells are 
unimpeachable witnesses regarding who they spoke to and what 
they said, and, NTSB had access to the film and photos so their 
opinion about the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 is 
first hand. If NTSB said the Air India Flight 182 forward cargo 
door looks exactly like the forward cargo door of United Airlines 
Flight 811, that conclusion is based on personal viewing of the 
film and photos by an 'Expert'. Of course the dozens of words of 
text of the Kirpal report already describes a door that matches the 
United Airlines Flight 811 door but a picture tells a thousand 
words. The pictures are available for analysis and confirmation 
of the text.

"From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com

We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried 
every avenue 
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without success. I was 
phoned 
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had 
a 
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct 
the door was to 
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the 
Campbells 
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that 
the door is 
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we 



could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we 
entered the 
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours 
later we held 
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they 
admitted we were 
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed 
but not to 
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released . 
After lunch 
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you 
still think 
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the 
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811. 
 I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my 
findings on 
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply ."

Mr. Tucker, who is going to bite the bullet and look at the Air 
India Flight 182 door area photos and film and state the obvious: 
they look as if the same cause as United Airlines Flight 811 
occurred to AI 182 to give the same metallurgical evidence 
which indicates it may have had the same initial event....and it 
was not a bomb although thought so earlier in both cases. It looks 
like a hot potato; from RCMP to TSB to Mr. Gartstang and here I 
am willing and able to examine them, as is Mr. and Mrs. 
Campbell.

Will you put on some gloves and handle this issue? This shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/



inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 keeps on 
withstanding criticism against it and keeps on receiving evidence 
support as we dig deeper.

Best Regards,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Sgt. Bart Blachford, 3 Mar 02

Thank you for your letter of 26 Feb 02, file 85E-6410 tip 3196, in 
which you request I deal directly with Mr. Tucker of TSB. You 
then ask me to deal directly with you. My pleasure, Sergeant, and 
tip 3196 is the one that caught your culprit: Electrical, not 
human. The Mounties always get their man, even if it is a woman 
or parts of a machine.

I have no correspondence from the NTSB which states they said 
the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 was exactly like 



the door of United Airlines Flight 811 but I do have the 
correspondence from the actual person who met the actual NTSB 
official who said the actual words you are asking about. 
Explained below:

First item below is from Kirpal Report on Air India Flight 182 
which describes a Group (A Committee of Experts) which had 
access to all photos and film and, indeed, was specifically asked 
to evaluate same. Mr. James F. Wildey II, of NTSB was present 
in that Air India Flight 182 group. Also note that Mr. Wildey is 
predominantly included in the Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
investigation and includes on his resume his work for the NTSB 
in the Pan Am Flight 103 investigation. He is still active in the 
NTSB, knows about cargo doors and is available for interview. 
Would you like his email?

"1.5.16 In order that there should be no undue delay the Court 
decided that a Group be constituted consisting of expert 
representatives of all the participants and also the nominees 
 of the Court. This group was asked to carry out metallurgical 
and other examination of some of the critical pieces salvaged and 
give its report to the Court. The group constituted as a 
'Committee of Experts' was as under :-
a.       Mr. A.J.W. Melson, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, 
Canada.
b.    Mr. R.K. Phillips, Canadian Pacific Air, Canada.
c.      Mr. T. Swift, Federal Aviation, Administration, USA.
d.  Mr. R.Q. Taylor, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
e. Mr. J.P. Tryzl, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
f.  Mr. J.F. Wildey II, National Transportation Safety Board USA.
g. Mr. S.N. Seshadri, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India 
(Coordinator)."



Below is excerpt from an email sent to me from Mr. and Mrs. 
Campbell whose son was killed in United Airlines Flight 811 and 
who know more about why forward cargo doors open 
inadvertently in flight than most people on earth. They are 
experts in this matter and must be highly respected for their 
perseverance, research, and conclusions. He has been awarded 
high honors by the New Zealand government for his efforts in 
aviation safety. Mr. Campbell connected Air India Flight 182 to 
United Airlines Flight 811 in 1991 as excerpt shows below. They 
are available for interview and currently live in New Zealand. 
(Full email attached at end.)

"From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com

We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried 
every avenue 
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without success. I was 
phoned 
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had 
a 
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct 
the door was to 
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the 
Campbells 
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that 
the door is 
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we 
could not see 
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we 
entered the 



office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours 
later we held 
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they 
admitted we were 
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed 
but not to 
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released . 
After lunch 
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you 
still think 
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the 
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811. 
 I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my 
findings on 
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply ."

Sergeant Blachford, the points to be made here are: The 
Campbells are unimpeachable witnesses regarding who they 
spoke to and what they said, and, NTSB had access to the film 
and photos so their opinion about the forward cargo door of Air 
India Flight 182 is first hand. If NTSB said the Air India Flight 
182 forward cargo door looks exactly like the forward cargo door 
of United Airlines Flight 811, that conclusion is based on 
personal viewing of the film and photos by an 'Expert'. Of course 
the dozens of words of text of the Kirpal report already describes 
a door that matches the United Airlines Flight 811 door but a 
picture tells a thousand words. The pictures are available to you 
for analysis and confirmation of the text.

Kirpal Report Excerpt below about forward cargo door which 
matches in text that of the picture of United Airlines Flight 811:



"2.11.4.6 Section 42

All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage 
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some 
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the 
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage 
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John 
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the 
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free 
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea 
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful."

To sum up past and current official opinion about Air India Flight 
182: 
CASB, forward cargo hold explosion on right side, unstated 
cause.
AAIB, forward cargo hold explosion on right side, not a bomb 
but cause yet to be determined.
Kirpal, forward cargo hold explosion on right side, cause a 
bomb.
NTSB, not a bomb and cargo door looks exactly like a door on a 
matching model aircraft which had an explosion in the forward 
cargo hold on the right side, not a bomb.
RCMP, aft cargo hold explosion, cause a bomb.

This private investigator agrees with the CASB, the AAIB, the 
NTSB and further refines the determined cause of the ruptured 



opening of the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 to be 
that of electrical, either known faulty Poly X wiring or Switch 
S2.

Are you not curious, Sgt. Blachford? Don't your detective skills 
cry out to see the actual evidence? Would you not like to see a 
pattern of cause and effect? You have the authority, access, and 
should have the motive to examine those photographs which 
have been kept these many years just for the purpose of someone 
of your character and position to examine for analysis and 
conclusions based upon similar subsequent events. United 
Airlines Flight 811 was a subsequent event.

By the way, all your questions to me are of the "Check out the 
messenger," type and not of the 'Check out the message,' type. 
You are not asking about the door but what people are saying 
about the door. I must repeat, Air India Flight 182 was an 
airplane crash, first and foremost. Ask airplane crash type 
questions.

Cheers,

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT



Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com
CC: rocketman@hawaii.rr.com

Dear Barry , Steve emailed on your reply , Thank you for your 
kind comments 
about our work. As you know we live in NZ but we own an apt 
here in Waikiki 
and usually spend from may till end sept here .This year we were 
late 
arriving as our first grandchild was due early may , He did not 
arrive until 
the 19th and we stayed to help out our daughter until the 1st 
june . Our son 
in law gave us a computer so they could email pictures of the 
new baby . I 
have resisted getting a computer as I cant type but seem to be 
managing OK . 
Anyway as soon as I got on line the first search I did was 811 and 
got your 
site , it all sounded very familiar to me and I could tell you had 
obviously 
done your homework . Steve had visited us in NZ in Feb just as 
we moved into 
our new apt there after selling our family home so I asked Steve 
if he had 
been in contact with you and what spurred your interest in cargo 
doors { I 
should have explored your site a bit more and I would have 
found the reason 
myself but I was just starting searching the web and only hit the 
one page ]  
Steve did not know what your motives were so I thought I would 



contact you 
myself , however I had bought a lot of my documents over with 
me this trip as 
I had to fly on to Seattle to do an interview with the BBC 
Panorama progam 
for a documentry on aircraft wiring problems following the 
release to the 
media of the Swissair wreckage , the doco is cofunded by the 
Discovery 
Channel and may show [ Or a USA version of it ] on TLC 
depending on wether 
they want to upset Boeing or not . The request to do this doco 
followed a 
very good doco done by Channel 9 Sydney on their Sunday 
program titled "Fire 
in the Sky" also about Kapton wire  in Feb of this year .I had lent 
BBC some 
of my documents including my submission to the NTSB on the 
cause of 811 and 
also a document I had written in 1989 I called "Countdown to 
Disaster" 
detailing the sequence of events leading up to and beyond the 
811 disaster . 
I still have not had them returned but Steve can email them to 
you if you 
have never seen them. 
As you are probably aware we did an investigation on 811 and 
have appeared in 
the media many times . We had many stories about our efforts in 
NZ newspapers 
,magazines and TVNZ followed us on one visit to the USA and 
did a Documentry 
on our investigation { the email from the guy in NZ that you sent 



Steve was 
from one of the team that was to do a computer simulation of my 
theory 
compared to the NTSB theory as soon as they tried to program 
the NTSB theory 
they could see it did not compute and it was then they realised I 
had to be 
correct and were behind me 100%. the same people did the 
Americas Cup 
simulations] The WALL STREET JOURNAL did a front page 
article on our efforts 
on 24th feb 1990 and I have done several articles with Byron 
Acihido of the 
Seattle Times among others .
In all we took 7 trips to the USA investigating 811and they 
started with a 
look at the aircraft at Hickam AFB were we took many pictures 
of the damage 
and I was able to rule out corosion as the cause . We attended the 
NTSB 
hearing at Seattle and managed to steal all of the documents from 
the NTSB 
metalurgists seat after the hearing ended . Initially they would 
only give us 
the list of witness`s but after complaining to the media at the first 
recess 
they gave us a press set and said we could have anything off the 
press table 
when the hearing ended two days later . At the end of 
proceedings we gave an 
interview to The Honolulu Advertiser and when it finished we 
went back in to
get the stuff off the press table, as I was looking at it my wife 



Susan 
walked up to the top table and yelled out there was a good set of 
stuff here 
, we grabbed a box loaded it in and took off just as the NTSB 
guys were 
coming back in with a trolley to load it up . We hailed a taxi and 
were off . 
It took months to look at it and absorb it all but the result was " 
Countdown 
to Disaster" 
We have stayed with both Dave Cronin and Al Slader many 
times .On one visit 
to the NTSB we got copies of all the passenger safety statements 
and wrote to 
everyone that had replyd to the Questionair . Mainly they were 
First and 
Business class passengers with a few coach as well . We visited 
everyone who 
replyed to us , Flying in to Seattle and driving to Denver New 
York Florida 
San Diego San Francisco Lake Tahoe and back up to Seattle . 
Boeing would 
never talk to us directly only through their legal people [Perkins 
Coie] and 
initially United would not talk to us either but a year after the 
accident 
when United had gone from the most popular to the carrier of 
last resort for 
NZ passengers we got an invitation to visit the United 
maintenance base in 
San Francisco . they were just going to do a PR job on us but it 
did not work 
out that way and we got stuck into each of the VP`s and told 



them were they 
had failed , when one broke down we knew we had them and it 
ended up with the 
Senior VP United  Joe O Gorman giving us a personal escort 
around the base 
and getting answers to everything we wanted to know . We stood 
in the cargo 
bay of a 747 while they operated the door and I pointed to the 
Conduit at the 
top of the door and said that that was were I thought the Arc had 
originated 
from. as we walked back across the tarmac I spotted a newly 
painted 747with a 
number I did not recognise , when we got back to the motel I 
checked my 
records and there was no N4724U . so asked the next day if it 
was N4713U 
renumbered and they had to admit it was .
 We were in Hawaii for the search for the cargo door and I tried 
every avenue 
to be on that sub or even the recovery boat without sucess. I was 
phoned 
within an hour of the recovery of the door and told that they had 
a 
contingency plan , if the door revealed the NTSB were correct 
the door was to 
be released to the media in Hawaii ,if the door showed that the 
Campbells 
were correct the door was going straight to Boeing . He said that 
the door is 
going straight to Boeing . We flew to Seattle but were told we 
could not see 
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we 



entered the 
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours 
later we held 
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they 
admitted we were 
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed 
but not to 
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released . 
After lunch 
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you 
still think 
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the 
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811. 
 I wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my 
findings on 
811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply .
I was very upset to read your theory on TWA 800 as I thought we 
had the 
problem beat but it had never occured to me that if the pull in 
hooks opened 
that the door could break in half , this is of course exactly what 
811`s did 
but I had put it down to the fact that it struck the side of the 
fuselage as 
it opened and levered out the hinge and the section above it  . 
Fate intervened on 811 and the door opened on the 747 at JFK 
and they could 
no longer withhold the revised report on 811 . The new report 
however still 
does not admit that 811 got the signal to open right there at 
23000 ft 



insisting it happened before takeoff . This is a much less scary 
scenario for 
Boeing and the NTSB as they still believe that other safeguards 
preclude it 
from getting a signal after shutdown of the APU and the ground 
switch which I 
believe is a load of baloney .Are you aware that the original door 
design for
the 747 called for a warning light that would have advised the 
cockpit of a 
S2 switch failure and the fact that power was still available to the 
door 
latch actuators? I had the document that showed this system 
deleted by 
whiteout and no one would ever answer my question wether the 
aircraft was 
certified with this system or not as it never made it into 
production . I 
lobbied very hard for this system to be reinstated but it wasnt ,I 
guess that 
would have opened up liability problems for Boeing  I lent the 
document to a 
journalist and have never got it back either . You probably have 
plenty of 
questions for me but I will run through the ones you asked Stuart 
Mc Clure 
and answer any that I can .
Dave Cronin PO Box 4263 Incline Village NV 89451-8320 Tel 
702 831 7746  Fax 
702 831 3615 . Dave was flying the plane manually getting the 
last bit of 
pleasure before he retired , as it blew he just let it go and it went 
up and 



sideways about 50 ft { I have the engine readouts and you can 
see that 
airflow was cut over the engine intakes ] Dave and I both believe 
that had it 
been on autopilot it would have broken the nose off at the 41 
section joint 
which is a known weak point { This is what happened to Pan Am 
103 and TWA 
800] all of the beams in the business section were broken and I 
actually 
stood in the cargo hold of N4713U at Hickam and lifted the floor 
off the 
temporary struts with one hand , the floor was only held up by 
the cargo 
containers after the door went . Actually the only bit of solid 
floor left in 
business class was were our son sat in 12H  But the shock wave 
went from the 
back past Lee moving the toilets beside him { forward of the 
hole ] forward 
12" it the bounced off the front of the plane came back and broke 
his seat 
off its legs or mountings , it also blew the eardrums of most of 
the first 
class passengers and in some cases blew up their teeth if they had 
air 
cavities in them  Dave is a very experienced glider pilot and 
called on all 
his skills to get the plane back but it was dropping at 1000 ft p/m 
it was at 
22000 ft 22 minutes out and at METO speed it crashed to a 
perfect landing at 
Honolulu International Airport it could never have gone around 



for another 
attempt  { I have the CVR printout and it makes chilling 
reading } What was 
heard ? The CVR has a thump followed 1.8 seconds later by a 
loud explosion { 
I failed in my bid to listen to the actual tape ,I only wanted to 
actually 
hear the sound myself but was denied }Talking to the passengers 
some off them 
heard a hiss followed by an explosion described as being like "A 
thousand 
handclaps " no one saw the passengers go . One passenger in first 
class {with 
a Ph D in physics } nearest to the door said he heard something 
start up 
immediately prior to the thump . the NTSB never interviewed 
him and dismissed 
this as being the elevator to the galley but the steward was 
already in the 
galley at the time of the explosion and I dont think the elevator 
was moving 
. So the sequence was a whir  a thump a hiss and then 1.8 
seconds later the 
explosion . Dave had time to say " what the # was that " and Al 
replied "I 
don't know "between the thump and the explosion  The CVR's 
power was then off 
for 21.4 seconds 
I have the all the NTSB  photos and my own of the door frame 
area,the side 
frames and the sills are in perfect condition ,the 8 bottom pins are 
all 
goughed but otherwise OK  the forward mid span pin is also 



goughed and the 
mtg bracket had moved outward on its bolts , the rear mid span 
pin was 
goughed and the bracket was held by one bolt the other 3 had 
broken . It 
takes 1.5 seconds for the 8 C Locks on the bottom of the door to 
open  
followed by the opening of the pull in hooks , with the 1.8 
second time gap 
when the hiss was heard I take that to be the time that the door 
had blown 
off the 8 C Locks and it was held by the pull in hooks until they 
also opened 
sufficiently for the door to blow off them as well . Something had 
to be 
different to PAN AM 10 out of  London where the door was 
closed by the 
slipstream and they got back safely.
 At least one passenger was ingested by engine no 3 . I have the 
Coroners 
report on what they found and I have seen what they removed 
from the engine 
apart from the body bits . It was not our son as we had to give a 
DNA sample 
and the result was negative  Steve recently spoke to someone 
who inspected 
the engine the day it happened and thought the red on the turbine 
was seat 
material until he touched it and realised what it was  They told us 
that they 
gave the aircraft parts a Hawaiian burial at sea but I doubt it , 
they 
certainly did not give us the seat parts that we could have used in 



an action 
against the seat manufacturer [ Weber Aircraft Co ] 
We have photos of damage to the wings , the top of the aircraft 
and to the 
vertical stabiliser , we hope that one of these killed our son as we 
know he 
could have survived the fall to the sea 22000 ft and over 4 
minutes below . 
parts were still falling out of the sky after 811 was back on the 
ground in 
Honolulu. We have the reports from all the services that attended 
the 
accident . We found they knew Lee was missing by about 4 AM 
local time but it 
was not till about 12 Hrs later that they phoned us from Chicago 
and said he 
was missing presumed dead .The damage to No3 engine was 
caused by a body or 
bodies , luggage and aircraft parts . Damage to No 4 was mainly 
by luggage .
N4713U did not have the lock sectors strengthed by aluminium 
{the first 
fix]but I would think that PAN AM 103 would have as PAN AM 
did not wait for 
Boeing to supply the steel kits but made their own and fitted 
them to their 
fleet after the London incident , as they realised the implications 
of not 
doing so . As detailed in "Countdown " Boeing devised a one 
time test to 
check the integrity of the cargo door locking system , they told 
the airlines 
to hit the door open switch to see what happened  , a day later 



they stopped 
the test as operators were calling to say it was damaging the 
planes , 
obviously lots of aircraft had failed S2 switches and the actuators 
were live 
just waiting for a stray arc to doom the plane and the passengers  
and the 
FAA still gave up to 2 years to replace the lock sectors with steel 
ones .  
Regards Kevin and Susan Campbell

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:11 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Door overview and closeups

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Dear Bill, 24 Mar 02

 6:52 PM -0500 3/22/02, Tucker, Bill wrote:
>Hi Barry,
>
>Thanks.  By the way, I took with me much of the mat'l you had 
sent me and
>perused it during my time away.  Now I have some selective 
forwarding to do.
>I'll get back to you, but will not likely be able before at least 
next
>Thursday.   
>
>Bill T..



Well, as usual, you email has sent me into a paroxysm of activity.

I've been thinking about your phrase, "selective forwarding," and 
how I may help.

I assume you mean to AAIB and NTSB to further check out Pan 
Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800. Or even to some of your own staff for Air 
India Flight 182.

I assume your purpose is to gather further forensic evidence to 
rule in or rule out the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

Well, pictures are so powerful and the recent exchanges have 
been stimulated by the revealing, even startling, ones of the 
cargo door area of Pan Am Flight 103.

Let me condense it down to the core of the issue: All four 
forward cargo doors show evidence of outward shattering as 
would occur from an explosive decompression in flight. The port 
side forward of the wing of these aircraft is relatively smooth 
compared to the starboard side. The ruptured open in flight needs 
to be established and then the cause of that decompression can be 
debated. That's my two step process. First ruptured open in flight, 
there's the photographs on the table. Second, the probable cause 
is in these texts on the table, and everyone gets to bring their own 
theory to the table.

I hope the photos below may whet the appetites for other 
investigators to examine the higher resolution photos for their 
specific aircraft.



Cheers,
Barry

 
Above normal Boeing 747 door showing square overpressure 
relief doors near top hinge.

Below: The United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door, the 
irrefutable model, the truth, the reality, the poor door from the 
miracle aircraft which has its poor Poly X wiring only discovered 
after years of use. This forward cargo door shows the peeled 
back skin from the midspan latch and longitudinal split which is 
less severe than the others because the pressure differential was 
less and the fuselage skin was less torn.

 
Above is United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door.
Then the Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door below, opposite 
the 'bomb' side. This forward cargo door shows the peeled back 
skin from the midspan latch and longitudinal split.
 

Above is Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door.
Below is reconstruction drawing of Air India Flight 182 showing 
longitudinal split of forward cargo door. Door is said to look 
exactly like the door of United Airlines Flight 811 by NTSB 
officials who have seen both. No photos of this door area have 
been released to public.

 
Above is Air India Flight 182 reconstruction drawing.



Below is Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door 
area. Aft part of door is left picture; forward part of door is right 
picture. This forward cargo door shows the peeled back skin 
from the midspan latches.

  
Above is Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door.

Now for closeups of the peeled back skin from the aft midspan 
latch of all aircraft.

United Airlines Flight 811 below:
 
United Airlines Flight 811 above showing closeup of peeled back 
skin at aft midspan latch.
Pan Am Flight 103 below showing closeup of peeled back skin at 
aft midspan latch.
 
Pan Am Flight 103 above showing closeup of peeled back skin at 
aft midspan latch.
Below Air India Flight 182 closeup of longitudinal split at aft 
midspan latch which may have peeled back skin.
 
Above Air India Flight 182 closeup of longitudinal split at aft 
midspan latch which may have peeled back skin and was said to 
look exactly like United Airlines Flight 811 door above.
Below Trans World Airlines Flight 800 closeup of forward cargo 
door peeled back skin at aft and forward midspan latch.

  
Above Trans World Airlines Flight 800 closeup of forward cargo 
door peeled back skin at aft and forward midspan latch.



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Campbell page 4

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Campbell page 3

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Campbell page 2

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Campbell page 1 Significance

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,



Investigation Operations
Dear Bill, 23 Mar 02

Got an email from Mr. Campbell discussing the comment by 
NTSB about Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811 
being exactly alike.

At 11:07 AM +1300 3/4/02, Kevin & Susan Campbell wrote:
>X-From_: smandkjc@internet.co.nz  Sun Mar  3 14:08:39 2002
>From: "Kevin & Susan Campbell" <smandkjc@internet.co.nz>
>To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: Re: 182 door exactly like 811 door
>Date: Mon, 4 Mar 2002 11:07:55 +1300
>X-Priority: 3
>
>Hi!  The main guy we visited at the NTSB that day was Ron 
Schleede but there were at least 2 others involved in the meeting 
and lunch. Fairly sure it was Ron who made the comment but he 
may well deny it. Michael Marx was the Chief of the Materials 
Lab on 811 Jim Wildey was Senior Metallurgist but Susan recalls 
it was Ron and Michael we had lunch with.
>I have found a letter I wrote to Ron Schleede and Michael Marx 
after our meeting making reference to our discussion about AI 
182 and will email that as well.
>Regards Kevin
It also brings Ron Schleede into the picture again. Small world. 
Apparently is was Ron Schleede who matched the 182 door to 
the United Airlines Flight 811 door and he is able to be contacted 
to confirm that. So, Mr. Schleede is important in this door issue 
of 182 and 811.

The four page letter from Mr. Campbell to Mr. Schleede in 1990 
confirms even indirectly that the NTSB told Mr. Campbell that 



the Air India Flight 182 and the United Airlines Flight 811 
forward cargo doors looked exactly the same. This must give 
motive for them to reexamine the actual photos themselves to 
rule in or rule out that fact, because, if true, and I believe it to be 
true, then Air India Flight 182 is more likely to have suffered the 
same probable cause as United Airlines Flight 811 and it was not 
a bomb.

This four page letter also confirms that Mr. Campbell knows a lot 
about forward cargo doors on Boeing 747s. His expertise is 
invaluable and he is available for interview also. 
smandkjc@internet.co.nz

I'll be sending a multi part letter via PDF email soon, it's called 
door story and it has lots of pictures. It attempts to show visually 
the matches of the doors to each other. The goal of course is to 
get the supplemental investigation to reexamine the photographs 
and film to confirm the 182 door and the United Airlines Flight 
811 door match.

Cheers,
Barry

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Copy of letter to Sgt Blachford AITF, 22 Mar 02

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations



Dear Bill, 24 Mar 02

Below is letter to Sgt Blachford and AITF personnel sent by snail 
mail. It's a desperate effort to keep them in the hunt. I've said that 
they are the ones to continue the investigation into Air India 
Flight 182 because they have the staff and budget but my hopes 
are with the TSB.

Cheers,
Barry
Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
Dear Sgt. Bart Blachford, Mr. Schneider, and all Air India Task 
Force personnel, 22 March 2002

This is a follow up letter to Sgt. Blachford's letter requesting 
information about the NTSB statement that the United Airlines 
Flight 811 forward cargo door looks exactly like the Air India 
Flight 182 forward cargo door with the implication being that if 
the shattered cargo door of one plane looks like the shattered 
cargo door of another, the cause may be the same, and the 
irrefutable truth of one is that it was caused by an electrical 
problem, not a bomb, so that both may be electrical.

John Barry Smith wrote:
Below is excerpt from an email sent to me from Mr. and Mrs. 
Campbell whose son was killed in United Airlines Flight 811 and 
who know more about why forward cargo doors open 
inadvertently in flight than most people on earth. They are 
experts in this matter and must be highly respected for their 



perseverance, research, and conclusions. He has been awarded 
high honors by the New Zealand government for his efforts in 
aviation safety. Mr. Campbell connected Air India Flight 182 to 
United Airlines Flight 811 in 1991 as excerpt shows below. They 
are available for interview and currently live in New Zealand.

"From: SMANDKJC@aol.com
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 22:39:33 EDT
Subject: From Kevin Campbell
To: barry@corazon.com

After lunch with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 
811 do you still think that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in 
fact the video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811. I 
wrote to both Air India and the Canadian Safety Board with my 
findings on 811 but did not even have the courtesy of a reply ."

At 11:07 AM +1300 3/4/02, Kevin & Susan Campbell wrote:
>X-From_: smandkjc@internet.co.nz  Sun Mar  3 14:08:39 2002
>From: "Kevin & Susan Campbell" <smandkjc@internet.co.nz>
>To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
>Subject: Re: 182 door exactly like 811 door
>Date: Mon, 4 Mar 2002 11:07:55 +1300
>X-Priority: 3
>
>Hi!  The main guy we visited at the NTSB that day was Ron 
Schleede but there were at least 2 others involved in the meeting 
and lunch. Fairly sure it was Ron who made the comment but he 
may well deny it. Michael Marx was the Chief of the Materials 
Lab on 811 Jim Wildey was Senior Metallurgist but Susan recalls 
it was Ron and Michael we had lunch with.
>I have found a letter I wrote to Ron Schleede and Michael Marx 



after our meeting making reference to our discussion about AI 
182 and will email that as well.
>Regards Kevin

Sgt. Blachford, in the letter referenced above there is a paragraph 
4 which is referred to below:

At 5:38 PM -0800 3/3/02, John Barry Smith wrote:
>Ok, very very good, Kevin, thank you. Now Ron Schleede 
emailed me early on during the Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
investigation to assure me that the cargo door was latched until 
water impact, weeks before the wreckage was recovered and 
months before it was hung on the reconstruction which showed 
the large outward opening petal shaped ruptures at the aft 
midspan latches. Mr. Schleede is known to Mr. Tucker and they 
are on recent speaking terms even though Mr. Schleede retired 
some time ago. But, Mr. Schleede is still available for interview 
to confirm it was him or Marx who made the comment.
>
>Now, regarding top paragraph of page 4:
>
>"With further regard to the Air India 747..." That implies you 
had earlier discussion about Air India 747. Was this in reference 
to the 'both doors looked alike statement? This confirms that your 
earlier conversation took place.
>
>"Is the video footage showing the two pieces of that cargo door 
in the possession of the N.T.S.B?" How did you know the Air 
India Flight 182 forward cargo door was in two pieces? Because 
of your earlier conversation? This confirms you had the 
conversation and that they (NTSB) said it was in two pieces.



At 10:02 AM +1300 3/5/02, Kevin & Susan Campbell wrote:
>> Now, regarding top paragraph of page 4:
>>
>> "With further regard to the Air India 747..." That implies you 
had earlier
>discussion about Air India 747. Was this in reference to the 
'both doors
>looked alike statement? This confirms that your earlier 
conversation took
>place.
>YES
>> "Is the video footage showing the two pieces of that cargo 
door in the
>possession of the N.T.S.B?" How did you know the Air India 
Flight 182
>forward cargo door was in two pieces? Because of your earlier 
conversation?
>This confirms you had the conversation and that they (NTSB) 
said it was in
>two pieces.
>YES
>Regards Kevin

To summarize:

The United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door looks like it 
does with its peeled back skin from the aft midspan latch and 
longitudinal split because an explosive decompression occurred 
at that point caused by faulty wiring or switch that tried to 
unlatch to door in flight.
Concur: NTSB,  Smith.
Do not concur: None.



The Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door looks like it does 
with its peeled back skin from the aft midspan latch and 
longitudinal split because a bomb exploded on the other side of 
the cargo compartment.
Concur: NTSB, AAIB, Garstang, RCMP, FBI, CIA, and Scotland 
Yard.
Do not concur: Smith.

The Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door looks like it does 
with its peeled back skin from the aft midspan latch and 
longitudinal split because a bomb exploded on the starboard side 
of the cargo compartment.
Concur:
Indian Kirpal Report
Do not concur: CASB, AAIB, NTSB, Garstang, Smith, and 
RCMP.

The Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door looks 
like it does with its peeled back skin from the aft midspan latch 
and longitudinal split because of a spontaneous fuel air explosion 
in the center fuel tank with unknown ignition source.
Concur: NTSB
Do not concur: Smith

Sgt. Blachford and members of the Air India Task Force of the 
Royal Canadian Mounted Police: What is going on? Are you 
detectives? Or are you politicians, bureaucrats, aircraft accident 
investigators, or attorneys?

When viewing the matching facts, data, and evidence of the four 
aircraft, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines 
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 each would have 



a response:

Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747 Breakups in 
Flight     
                        AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 800
Boeing 747                      Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Early model -100 or -200                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)          Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)    Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Breakup occurs amidships                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)     No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)        No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Previous maintenance problems
with forward cargo door         Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff      No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters     Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts        Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in
or near forward cargo door area         Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound  Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is loud             Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event followed immediately by
abrupt power cut to data recorders              Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound matched to
explosion of bomb sound         No      No      No      No
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner       Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above
 forward cargo door area                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above
 forward cargo door             Maybe   Maybe   Yes     Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward
cargo compartment               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to
engine or cowling of engine number three        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three                Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or
cowling of engine number four           Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight       Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight           Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight   Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes



More severe inflight damage on
starboard side than port side           Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris       Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or
forward of the forward cargo door               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of
forward cargo door              Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Midspan latching status of
forward cargo door reported as latched  No      No      No      No
Airworthiness Directive
88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock sectors)    No      No      No      Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area
around forward cargo door               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally      Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched  Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
At least nine missing and never
recovered passenger bodies              Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft            Yes     Yes     No      Yes
Initial official opinion of probable
cause as bomb explosion.                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial official determination modified
 from bomb explosion            Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo
 door considered for probable cause             Yes     No      Yes     Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion       Yes     Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as 'improvised
 explosive device'                      No      Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as explosion
by unstated cause                       Yes     No      No      No
Official probable cause as explosion in
center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source            No      No      No      Yes
Official probable cause as improper
latching of forward cargo door          No      No      Yes     No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door        No      No      Yes     No
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747 Breakups in 
Flight     
                        AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 80



A politician would look at all the matching evidence among the 
four Boeing 747s and say to me, "It's obviously evil conspiracy 
plots by our enemies who managed to plant bombs in the cargo 
compartments of our planes and kill our innocent women 
children and it's not our fault for authorizing defectively wired 
aircraft with design flawed cargo doors that are nonplug and 
open outward. Give us more money to fight these evil monsters."

A bureaucrat would say to me, "This message may be monitored 
for quality control purposes. Don't talk to me. Go talk to that guy 
over there. I'm busy; my department has no budget, we need 
money, we are understaffed, and you may leave a message on my 
voice mail after the beep and I'll get back to you sooner or later."

An aircraft accident investigator would say to me and recently 
did, "What do you have, Smith; show me your evidence; why do 
you make the conclusions you make? Here's some photographs I 
have obtained for you of one of the aircraft in question; what do 
you think of the photos of the cargo door area of Pan Am Flight 
103?"

An attorney would say, "We got convictions against a bomber 
already and we'll get convictions from a jury on this one and my 
fee is four hundred dollars an hour."

Now, what would a detective say? I don't know but I can only 
assume that a detective would say all of the above and add,  
"Who told you this, where did you get this information, who are 
you, why do you say these things," and then start asking the real 
questions based upon several premises starting with the 
credibility of the messenger/tipster and once he is confirmed as 
credible, getting into the facts of the case.



Sgt. Blachford, you came down here to my house, met my 
family, looked at my personal documents and confirmed I have 
no ulterior motive for saying Air India Flight 182 was not a 
bomb but mechanical, that I am a rational adult married man and 
homeowner who retired from the US military and who also has 
thousands of flight hours as well has having a solid motive for 
aviation safety since I am a survivor of a sudden fiery fatal jet 
airplane crash and I'm talking about a sudden fiery fatal jet 
airplane crash.

This messenger/tipster checks out. Now to check out the 
message. Here is proof in pictures, drawings and text that the site 
of initial damage to Air India Flight 182 is the same as the initial 
site in three other Boeing 747s including the one key aircraft that 
did not totally destruction and was conclusively not a bomb, 
United Airlines Flight 811, thus warranting a further examination 
into the cause of Air India Flight 182 by examining and 
evaluating the photographs and film of the wreckage to confirm 
or rule out the match.

The modus operandi of the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup sequence is the 
same for the four aircraft. The forensic evidence the event leaves 
is real and matching to other cases. The events happen over a 
period of years in different jurisdictions, apparently randomly to 
different airlines in different countries, and the symptom is 
always blamed first, not the underlying cause. It's the classic case 
of a serial killer who is getting away with it. There is no central 
authority to put all the trees in order to see the forest. AITF can 
be that authority. Four airplane crashes with similar evidence. 
You are investigating one; check out the others.

Appearance of forward cargo door of the four Boeing 747s:



 
Above photo is normal forward cargo door in closed position.
 
Above photo from NTSB: The United Airlines Flight 811 
forward cargo door looks like it does with its peeled back skin 
from the aft midspan latch and longitudinal split because an 
explosive decompression occurred at that point caused by faulty 
wiring or switch that tried to unlatch to door in flight.
 

Above photo from AAIB: The Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo 
door with its peeled back skin from the aft midspan latch and 
longitudinal split.

 

Above drawing from CASB report: The Air India Flight 182 
forward cargo door looks like it does with its peeled back skin 
from the aft midspan latch and longitudinal split. Door is 
reported to look exactly like the United Airlines Flight 811 
forward cargo door by NTSB officials who had access to all the 
photographs and film of Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door 
area.
From the Kirpal report about door above:
"2.11.4.6  All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the 
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had 
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the 
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about 
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage 
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have 
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the 
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed."



 
Above photo from NTSB: The Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
forward cargo door with its peeled back skin from the aft 
midspan latch and longitudinal split.

Note that the port side of these aircraft, on the opposite side of 
the fuselage of these shattered areas, is relatively smooth and 
undamaged except for small areas of disruption.

So, Sgt. Blachford, what does all this mean? It means that one 
initial event probably caused all four similar consequences and 
should be the first working assumption, not the last. That cause 
may be a bomb, or missile, or center tank explosion or space 
debris or the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. 
Regardless, for so many similar consequences to occur the most 
likely reason is the same for all, but not many different reasons 
such as center tank fuel explosion with unknown ignition source, 
bomb in aft cargo compartment, bomb in forward cargo 
compartment on port side, bomb in forward cargo compartment 
on starboard side, missile, improperly latched cargo door, or 
wiring or switch turning on the door unlatch motor inadvertently.

My vote for the similar cause for the similar evidence is the 
mechanical explanation with precedent, the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation.

What is your primary duty? What are you dedicated to? What are 
you educated for, paid for, and sworn for? What is your 
professional goal in life?

What is the mandate of the AITF? To catch bad guys or to 



investigate the cause of a national tragedy and then catch the 
villains if a crime is confirmed? I know you know the case 
against the three accused is flawed, flimsy, and subject to 
criticism because I know no crime has been committed and thus 
no criminals. I know you figure it's the best you can do with what 
you have. It is the best you can do when you are searching for the 
ghosts of invisible killers with nonexistent bombs. But when you 
go after solid things like facts, data, and evidence, the solution is 
clear and confirmable; it's mechanical and can be confirmed by 
forensic examination of photo and film examination, by reality, 
not shadowy elusive conspiracy plots. I think about tipster 
3195...who was he/she? A person leaving an anonymous note 
saying they overhead a drunken conversation in a bar about men 
with turbans talking about revenge? What is the quality of your 
tips? Are they from experienced aviation pilots who give you 
quotes and photos from government accident investigations 
which check out every time you check them out?

What are you trying to do? That is a simple question with a 
complex answer when dealing with an internationally important 
event which has resulted in the deaths of hundreds of innocents.

I have tried to be objective, scientific, and calm during these 13 
years of my research into explosive decompression events in 
Boeing 747s and interacting with government officials in my 
own country as well as others. I have believed that science and 
facts, data, evidence will eventually prevail as to determining the 
probable cause of these accidents/tragedies/crashes, but never 
crimes.

Well, it hasn't worked. One man is in jail for the rest of his life 
and his appeal was just rejected. Three men will be on trial for 
their life's freedoms in November. Lawsuits will be litigated 



against fuel tank manufacturers in amounts of hundreds of 
millions of dollars. I'm saying the Emperor Boeing has no 
clothes on and no authority wants to admit it because of the 
perceived dire consequences to their careers, reputations, and 
honor. Well, I'm saying it again to you, Boeing has made aircraft 
with now known faulty wiring which inadvertently ruptures open 
the design flawed outward opening non plug cargo door at the 
midspan latches which have no locking sectors. It's happened 
before with United Airlines Flight 811 with the again reluctance 
at the time by authorities to admit the Emperor had no clothes on 
so blamed an improperly latched forward cargo door by a poor 
ground crew guy instead of the electrical system. It took the 
examination of the actual retrieved door for the authorities to 
finally see the truth; it was not a bomb or improperly latched 
door as previously thought, but electrical wiring or switch. And 
all hell temporarily broke loose; everyone was castigated by the 
investigating authority; the airline, the manufacturer, and the 
government oversight agency all were assessed some degree of 
blame. So be it. The safety of the citizen had the priority. I hope 
it still does because the hazard was not fixed; it still exists and is 
unacknowledged.

During these long years, as I have attempted to persuade the 
authorities to conduct a supplemental investigation into the cause 
from the point of view of the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight  breakup explanation, 
the facts, data, and evidence as shown above in my chart have 
been given short thrift because the implications are so profound. 
I understand the reluctance of authorities to disturb the wishful 
thinking of the senior officials and the desire for blood lust 
revenge by the populace. I might do the same if my job were on 
the line and the finances and security of my family were at stake. 
But they are not and that objectivity and detachment allows me 



to have perhaps a clearer and unbiased interpretation of the 
evidence.

No one was curious: Except Sgt. Blachford of RCMP AITF and 
Mr. Tucker of TSB. They have asked questions. They have read 
my material. They have visited me in my home. They have asked 
follow up questions. The last question from Sgt. Blachford was 
why do I say the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 
looks exactly like the forward cargo door of United Airlines 
Flight 811? I say it because the NTSB said it, that's why. And 
they had access to photos of the cargo doors of both events.

I appeal to the AITF to consider an alternative to conspiracy 
theories from this tipster 3196: I ask you to use your detective 
skills to rule in or rule out this intriguing possibility: Not a bomb, 
but something that sounds like, looks like, and smells like a 
bomb but isn't. It's called explosive decompression caused by 
accidental hull rupture in flight.

It's a plane crash, it's mechanical, it has happened before June 
1985, and it's happened since; it's bad wiring specifically and it's 
already agreed that that type of wiring (Poly X) is bad generally. 
It's not bombs planted by strange foreign men with funny hats 
and accents. It's an accepted mechanical problem in a machine 
that has experienced it before and since.

I know the implications are profound, I know careers are 
affected, I know emotions run wild by all living person 
connected to the four fatal events, and I know the wishful 
thinking is always that it is not the good guys' fault, but the bad 
guys' fault.

That's politics. To me that mean finding what can we all agree on 



that is satisfactory so we can get on with the business of our 
lives. Politics has nothing to do with truth, or right or wrong, or 
even justice, but is trying to keep the peace and avoiding 
conflicts. If the sun has to go round the earth to keep the status 
quo, then the sun goes round the earth and you can see it move 
with your own eyes, so what's the problem?

Politics has no place in aircraft accident investigations, (nor 
criminal investigations for that matter,) but we know politics 
intrudes in all aspects of life so we have to accommodate as best 
we can while staying true to our principles and ideals. 
Investigations by their very nature step on people's feet, ruffle 
feathers, rock the boat, make waves, rub the wrong way, and 
generally cause havoc. That's why there is so much political 
pressure to come to satisfying conclusions that keep everything 
running smoothly. The Kirpal Report was a political report as it 
cleared Air India of responsibility and the conclusion of bomb 
was wrong as to the cause which resulted in later accidents which 
killed hundreds. The Canadians were more cautious and non 
political, they reported what they discovered which was 
explosion in forward cargo compartment of unstated cause, and 
they were right. The Canadians at the time did not offer wishful 
thinking conjecture. Time has proven the Canadians of 1986 
correct in their appraisal of the cause of Air India Flight 182. 
Time has refined their findings with United Airlines Flight 811 in 
1989 showing the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment of Air India Flight 182 to be electrical.

The RCMP is an investigative agency; the Crown prosecutors are 
the ones to prosecute, get convictions, and rebuff appeals, not the 
detectives who are charged with an objective, neutral 
investigation. It appears to me, and this is controversial 
nontechnical opinion which may be wrong, that the AITF has 



become political in that the conclusions determined by it are 
known to be consistent with the wishful thinking of the 
politicians in India, USA, and Canada but inconsistent with the 
facts, data, evidence. It appears that the AITF is agreeing with 
the senior officers of RCMP by seeking prosecution of three men 
who are considered to be unfavorable by thirteen years of being 
labeled terrorists for blowing up an aircraft by planting a bomb in 
the...in the, well, just exactly where was that bomb on Air India 
Flight 182 and where was it loaded?

If you are saying the bomb was in the aft cargo compartment, as 
your lone aviation expert does, then you are refuting without 
evidence the conclusions of dozens and dozens of investigators 
from the Kirpal Commission, the AAIB, the NTSB, and the 
Canadian Aviation Safety Board who said an explosion occurred 
in the forward cargo compartment and definitely not in the aft 
cargo compartment. It appears that the bizarre conclusion that the 
'bomb' was in the aft cargo compartment is to allow the 'bomb' to 
be loaded in Vancouver since all that baggage went into the aft 
cargo compartment and an explosion in the forward cargo 
compartment, which is agreed to by all government agencies, 
would rule out Vancouver as the loading point. In addition, and 
this is more serious, frivolously claiming, with no actual 
evidence such as photographs or data recorder information for 
support, that there was a powerful bomb in the aft cargo 
compartment, location unstated, is to take United Airlines Flight 
811 out of consideration since that event happened in the forward 
cargo compartment.

But I digressed into facts, data, evidence again, as is my wont. 
Sorry, back to the subjective discussions which I have avoided 
for years but are now necessary in an attempt to break through 
this low wall of indifference that AITF has thrown up around the 



shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 
182. Please continue your investigation into the explanation and 
do not pass me off to another agency. You are the right agency, 
you are the Air India Task Force. You have the staff, budget, 
access, mandate, and authority to investigate. You have the 
means, opportunity, and motive to do the investigation right.

Are you investigators or are you prosecutors? The AITF and the 
RCMP appear to be doing a prosecutor's job such as giving pre 
trial press conferences to malign the accused as dirty phone 
callers, previously convicted bombers, and generally undesirable 
persons capable of blowing up an airplane full of crying women 
and children. That strategy is unworthy of the Gendarmerie 
royale du Canada.

Are you detectives? I think you think you are. I want to believe 
you are. Are you going for convictions at all costs or satisfying 
truth of an investigation leaving no stone unturned and then let 
the courts take over? The accused may or may not be terrible 
human beings but they did not put a bomb on Air India Flight 
182 in any location because nobody did. There was no bomb. 
There was an explosive decompression which mimics a bomb.

de¥tec¥tive  adj 1 : fitted or used for detection 2 : of or relating to 
detectives

de¥tect  vb : to discover the nature, existence, presence, or fact of 
˜ de¥tect¥able adj  de¥tec¥tion \- de¥tec¥tor \-"

To discover the nature, existence, presence or fact of...

Are you doing that with Air India Flight 182? Are you treating 



that as a plane crash or a bank robbery? Have you learned why 
planes crash and in particular why a huge airliner would 
suddenly come apart in the air? Like the Comet or DC-10 from 
years ago? Do you know why lightning strikes, why balloons pop 
and why your hand moves backwards when you stick it out the 
window of a car? If you do know those three basic things, and I 
think you do, then you will know why Air India Flight 182 
exploded in flight.

I know you know the evil that lurks in men's hearts but do you 
know about lift, drag, and thrust? Do you know about the weight 
of air and the immense pressure exerted when compressed? Did 
you know that there was about 100000 pounds of pressure on 
that large eight foot by nine foot forward cargo door at 31000 
feet? That's a lot of weight exerted on two midspan latches that 
each hold together an eight foot slice of fuselage....and they have 
no locking sectors as the bottom eight latches do which are there 
specifically to prevent an inadvertent opening in flight.

Sgt. Blachford has confirmed the facts of the sudden loud sound 
on the CVR which matches that of three other Boeing 747s. He 
has confirmed the presence of photographs and film of Air India 
Flight 182 which exist in vaults and available to be examined and 
evaluated for further matches to United Airlines Flight 811 which 
is the model, the victim, that just barely made it back to land and 
tell its tale which refuted the initial bomb explanation given by 
the flight crew and allowed the investigators to finally conclude it 
was not a bomb, nor an improperly latched forward cargo door, 
but faulty wiring or switch which started a sequence of events 
which caused a rupture at the aft midspan latch and a 
longitudinal split in that door; visual physical evidence with 
matches the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182, 
according to those government aviation investigators who have 



seen photographs and film of both doors.

He has discovered the fact that this private citizen has given a tip 
number 3196 and this citizen is a homeowner, father, husband, 
retired military officer, pilot, and survivor of a sudden fiery fatal 
jet airplane crash. The messenger of the tip checks out as 
legitimate and now is the time to check out the message: shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup is what caused the destruction of Air India Flight 
182.

Every scientist has his tools: Pasteur his microscope, Galileo his 
telescope, Magellan his ship, and me, my photographs. I risked 
my life in Vietnam to bring back photos of North Vietnam to my 
ship as a reconnaissance attack navigator. I was also a photo 
interpreter and air intelligence officer. I evaluate photographs of 
wreckage. You have access to additional answers to the mystery 
of Air India Flight 182 in the detailed, high quality color 
photographs and film of the wreckage that were taken at great 
expense and saved for years for this very purpose: 
Reexamination using hindsight and subsequent similar accidents 
to give refined evaluations. You have your photographs and I ask 
that you look at them. Look at the actual evidence to make your 
deductions, not whispered tapped telephone calls. Look at the 
forensic evidence of the event, the twisted metal, the gaping 
holes, the fractured ribs, the sudden loud sound on the cockpit 
voice recorder which is the best evidence since it is direct, it was 
there, it heard the initial event, and that sound was not a bomb, 
but of an explosive decompression which matched another 
explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door in a 
widebody airliner. At least that's what the investigating 
authorities stated in their report.



 
Above from the CASB report; DC-10 cargo door opened, made 
sudden loud sound on the CVR and then the aircraft crashed, 
killing all.

Respect the evidence. Look at it, please do not commit the sin of 
omission, do not pass the evaluation off to someone else as a 
bureaucrat would, do not go for emotionally swaying a jury as an 
attorney, do not dig up dirt as a prosecutor's assistant would, do 
not give platitudes and puffery as a politician would, but look 
and evaluate objectively using all the detective and sleuthing 
skills that you have acquired, been trained for, and I think, long 
to use.

It is better to be temporarily embarrassed than permanently 
shamed. It's not too late to get it right. The AITF RCMP did find 
the culprit for Air India Flight 182 and it was not a person but 
metal and insulation and latches. For 15 years the RCMP was 
like a bloodhound relentlessly hunting down a path directed by 
politicians labelled bomb bomb bomb planted by outsiders, and 
directed away from a path which may lead to blame towards 
insiders such as the manufacturer and government oversight 
agencies. But Sgt. Blachford, probably acting under orders from 
above, did start down that path when he reviewed my research 
documents and visited me here at home. Please continue down 
that investigation path. And the further down the wiring path one 
goes, the more solid and wider the path gets. The more the 
photographs are reviewed, the stronger the objective case 
becomes for wiring/cargo door explanation and weaker and 
weaker becomes the case for bomb. As investigators, you are 
neutral to the actual cause as long as it is the most probable; let 
the prosecutors worry about criminal charges being dismissed or 
the politicians worry about red faces.



I must give a story that is relevant and told from personal 
experience as a jet navigator on board ship.

On an aircraft carrier there are about 100 planes and about 150 
pilots of all ranks and titles, from an Ensign assistant operations 
officer to a Commander who is an Air Wing Commander. There 
is also someone called the LSO, Landing Signal Officer, of 
which there were about ten on board. These were the elite pilots 
among the elite pilots in the world. They were usually young 
Lieutenants or Lieutenant Commanders with several cruises of 
experience. One of them would always be at the end of the ship, 
near the arresting wires, and watch every approach and landing 
of every plane. He would then judge the landing and write down 
the approach and which wire was caught. The number three wire 
was best with an OK pass; number one, two, or four wire was 
poor and risky. After flight operations ceased and all pilots and 
crews were in the ready rooms debriefing, the LSO would go 
around to each pilot and give his report on the pilot's 
performance on landing such as high in groove, low in close, 
needed power, fair  two wire. Every pilot intently listened to this 
feedback report and remembered it on the next landing. In this 
way bad habits were caught early and corrected. The point of the 
story is this: Rank and status made absolutely no difference to 
the pilots. They were talking reality about life and death in their 
profession. It was not personal criticism but a professional 
critique. The junior officer was in effect telling the senior pilot 
that he made a bad landing and described why. The senior pilot 
listened and obeyed because they both knew it was not personal 
but integral to completion of the mission. It was objective and 
supported by the TV videotape from the camera embedded in the 
flight deck which monitored every cat shot and every trap.



It's never too late to start all over again. Start with the rare luxury 
of hindsight, the knowledge of similar subsequent events to the 
event under investigation and stay strictly with the facts, data, 
and evidence, and try to ignore wishful thinking suggested from 
higher ups. Match up the events by looking for the pattern which 
groups them all: Sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an 
abrupt power cut to the recorders, an event so rare it has only 
happened four times in Boeing 747s in flight, Air India Flight 
182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800.

 
Above chart from NTSB public docket for Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 matching the sudden loud sound on the CVR to four 
Boeing 747s and a 737.

Disregard the emotional buzz words of flight numbers and think 
of them as machine victims with a construction number and in 
service and accident dates:

Air India Flight 182 was the 330th 747 made, construction 
number 21473 and entered service on 19 June 1978 and came 
apart in flight on 23 June 1985.

#15, 19646, B747-121, 25 Jan 70,  PA103  event date 21 Dec 88

#89, 19875, B747-122, 20 Oct 70, UAL 811  event date, 23 Feb 
89

#153, 20083,, B747-131, 18 Aug 71 TWA 800,  event date, 17 
July 96

#330, 21473 , B747-237b 19 Jun 78 AI 182 , event date June 23 



1985

The evidence dictated the flight numbers, not me. There are no 
more Boeing 747 accidents with a sudden loud sound on the 
cockpit voice recorder followed by an abrupt power cut because 
I've checked all hull losses and serious accidents, but if there 
were, that construction number, in service date, and emotional 
flight number would be added to the above list.

Air India Flight 182 was a plane crash, not a bank robbery. One 
good thing about being a detective is that you get to learn a lot 
about a lot of things; for instance, in a bank robbery, you get to 
learn all about bank vaults and those big thick heavy metal doors, 
how they open, close, and how they come open when they 
shouldn't. You can do the same for cargo doors in pressurized 
hulls which keep safe much more important things than colored 
pieces of paper.

You can learn why the forward cargo door ruptured open when it 
shouldn't in Air India Flight 182, as the Kirpal Report and the 
Canadian Aviation Safety Board and the Air Accidents 
Investigation Board reported but disagreed on why, a mystery 
that remains to this day and which I contend the AITF has 
solved, faulty wiring causing the door unlatch motor to turn on.

You have solved the mystery of Air India Flight 182 and 
although the answer is not what you expected nor sought, you 
have it right, you got it from a tipster, you checked it out and 
apparently it needs further checking out by examining evidence 
you have access to such as photographs to overcome your 
incredulity at the immense implications of the solution to the 
mystery since it also solves other mysteries in two other aircraft 
accidents which have their own immense implications.



It's never too late, until it's too late, and then it's too late.

Respectfully,

Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Funny but shouldn't be

Dear Bill, this is supposed to have happened in Canada. Thin ice 
scares me, I hope he/they got out OK.

Barry

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Short landing and takeoff platform...

Pilot reports plane stuck in tree in Cleveland 
National Forest

Published 12:00 a.m. PST Thursday, April 4, 2002
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) - Two men aboard a small plane told 
air traffic controllers Wednesday night their aircraft was stuck in 
a tree in the Cleveland National Forest, officials said.



The unidentified pilot called air traffic controllers in San Diego 
about 9:05 p.m. to ask for help in getting out of the tree, said 
Larri Dillard, a Federal Aviation Administration operations 
officer in Los Angeles.

KNBC-TV reported the pilot of the single-engine Cessna 152 
and a passenger were in a tree at about the 3,000-foot level of the 
forest, which is about 60 miles southeast of Los Angeles. 
Authorities told the men that darkness and incoming fog would 
delay a rescue attempt until Thursday morning.

The men said they were not injured and could wait until then.

Meanwhile, the Riverside County Fire Department was trying to 
locate the aircraft.

Deputies on the ground and aboard a helicopter also were 
searching late Wednesday night for the plane, said Sgt. Shelley 
Kennedy-Smith of the Riverside County Sheriff's Department.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Letter to Mr. Ken Smart enclosed.

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations



Dear Bill, 17 April 2002

Enclosed is my letter to Mr. Smart of AAIB. I hope to have his 
office make enquiries to me about the shorted wiring/forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation for Pan Am Flight 103. All I want is questions. The 
answers are in the photographs, data, and evidence.

Cheers,

Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
United Kingdom
Dear Mr. Smart,  17 April 2002

It's never too late for safety and I really believe that since I was 
two seconds from dying in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal jet 
airplane crash. Mr. Bill Tucker of TSB and I have been in contact 
for about a year regarding the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup for Air India 
Flight 182. I respect Mr. Tucker immensely and value his 



opinions.

A few months ago he visited me in my home in Carmel Valley, 
California to discuss the hypothesis further. We both learned a 
lot.
Subsequently, I received some photographs of the forward cargo 
door area of Pan Am Flight 103. They literally sent chills down 
my back. For the first time I could see the actual start of the hull 
rupture that caused the explosive decompression that led to the 
destruction. And the locus was on the shattered starboard side at 
the aft midspan latch, not on the smoother port, 'bomb', side. The 
pictures of the cargo door area show that the skin is torn 
vertically in a characteristic straight line above the forward cargo 
door and the fuselage skin in and around the door is petalled 
outward from a suddenly released internal pressurized force in 
flight, not inward from ground impact. The latched status of the 
aft and bulk cargo door is given as 'locked' whilst the forward 
cargo door latching status is unstated which implies it was 
'unlocked' and corroborated by the picture below showing much 
of the door missing, especially the lower half where eight of the 
ten latches are located.

It is quite evident the forward cargo door opened in flight when 
compared to another Boeing 747 whose forward cargo door also 
opened in flight, United Airlines Flight 811, a wiring/cargo door 
event.
 

 
Above two pictures show the shattered forward cargo door area 
of Pan Am Flight 103 with its characteristic peeled back skin 
from the aft midspan latch and the vertical tearing of fuselage 
skin above the leading and trailing edge of the door which 



matches United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door area.
 

 
Above two pictures show the shattered forward cargo door area 
of United Airlines Flight 811 with its characteristic peeled back 
skin from the aft midspan latch and the vertical tearing of 
fuselage skin above the leading and trailing edge of the door 
which matches Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door area.

Please permit me to further explain, Mr. Smart. For reference I 
have attached a pdf file with pictures and text to demonstrate that 
what happened to United Airlines Flight 811 happened to Air 
India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800 starting with the sudden loud sound at event time for 
all four accidents which would occur at a sudden explosive 
decompression.

Yes, the implications are enormous but please let's stick to facts, 
data, and evidence. The reason those three aircraft (minus United 
Airlines Flight 811) are always clumped together is that they do 
indeed have a common cause because they display common 
evidence such as an abrupt power cut to the recorders right after 
the sudden loud sound at event time, a very rare occurrence, and 
the cause is probably wiring or a switch but could be a bomb, or 
a center tank explosion, or a missile, or any other event that 
would cause the explosive decompression in flight for all early 
model Boeing 747s.

I would ask that Pan Am Flight 103 be revisited one more time 
and examined from the point of view of an electrical problem 
causing the forward cargo door to try to unlatch which resulted in 
a rupture at the aft midspan latch and subsequent explosive 



decompression. The sooty and relatively mild directed blast in 
the baggage container which caused a 20 inch hole on the port 
side of Pan Am Flight 103 was probably caused by a 'rather large 
shotgun', as suggested by AAIB Report 2/90, and not a powerful, 
plastic, spherical, loud bomb.  The forward cargo door area of 
Pan Am Flight 103 now needs to be examined closely for torque 
tube damage, latch damage, locking sector cracking along with 
the recovered pieces of wreckage so close to the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment.

Regardless of the cause, I submit to you, Mr. Smart, with 
photographs, charts, and text, proof that the forward cargo door 
of Pan Am Flight 103 ruptured open in flight at initial event time. 
The cause of the inadvertent opening may have been bomb, 
center fuel tank explosion, missile, or electrical and each party 
may present its case. My belief is the cause was mechanical in 
that the known faulty Poly X wiring shorted on the door unlatch 
motor, circumstances very similar to United Airlines Flight 811, 
which is my model. It all comes back to United Airlines Flight 
811, the plane that almost lost its nose, that almost crashed, but 
didn't, and came back to tell its tale; a tale which was not a 
bomb, (although the crew thought so and so informed the tower) 
and not an improperly latched cargo door, (although an NTSB 
AAR, 90/01, was written stating so) but after reexamination 
years later by government aviation safety officials proved to be 
an electrical/cargo door problem which was incorporated into the 
updated NTSB, AAR for United Airlines Flight 811, 92/02.

I have much further evidence, if given a chance to present, (in 
addition to these cargo door photographs,) such as charts, text, 
and documents that support the wiring/cargo door explanation 
and these analyses are available upon request. Mr. Tucker has 
them also; as well as the RCMP Air India Task Force. A 



summary is below:
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747 Breakups in 
Flight     
                        AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 800
Boeing 747                      Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Early model -100 or -200                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)          Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)    Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Breakup occurs amidships                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)     No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)        No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Previous maintenance problems
with forward cargo door         Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff      No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters     Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts        Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in
or near forward cargo door area         Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound  Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is loud             Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event followed immediately by
abrupt power cut to data recorders              Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound matched to
explosion of bomb sound         No      No      No      No
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner       Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above
 forward cargo door area                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above
 forward cargo door             Maybe   Maybe   Yes     Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward
cargo compartment               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to
engine or cowling of engine number three        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three                Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or
cowling of engine number four           Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight       Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight           Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight   Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
More severe inflight damage on
starboard side than port side           Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes



Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris       Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or
forward of the forward cargo door               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of
forward cargo door              Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Midspan latching status of
forward cargo door reported as latched  No      No      No      No
Airworthiness Directive
88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock sectors)    No      No      No      Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area
around forward cargo door               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally      Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched  Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
At least nine missing and never
recovered passenger bodies              Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft            Yes     Yes     No      Yes
Initial official opinion of probable
cause as bomb explosion.                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial official determination modified
 from bomb explosion            Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo
 door considered for probable cause             Yes     No      Yes     Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion       Yes     Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as 'improvised
 explosive device'                      No      Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as explosion
by unstated cause                       Yes     No      No      No
Official probable cause as explosion in
center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source            No      No      No      Yes
Official probable cause as improper
latching of forward cargo door          No      No      Yes     No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door        No      No      Yes     No
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747 Breakups in 
Flight     
                        AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 80

Mr. Smart, it's never too late for safety and one implication of the 



shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan Am Flight 
103 is that the hazard of faulty wiring and outward opening 
nonplug cargo doors still exists. The hazard of potential 
catastrophic disaster still exists but can be prevented...if the 
photographs of the Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door area 
persuade you that the door opened in flight and the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is thus worthy of further 
investigation.

Please enquire further of me about the wiring/cargo door 
explanation.

Cheers,

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: aaib-dot@dircon.co.uk
Subject: Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA 103

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
United Kingdom
Dear Mr. Smart,  17 April 2002

It's never too late for safety and I really believe that since I was 
two seconds from dying in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal jet 
airplane crash. Mr. Bill Tucker of TSB and I have been in contact 
for about a year regarding the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup for Air India 
Flight 182. I respect Mr. Tucker immensely and value his 
opinions.

A few months ago he visited me in my home in Carmel Valley, 
California to discuss the hypothesis further. We both learned a 
lot.
Subsequently, I received some photographs of the forward cargo 
door area of Pan Am Flight 103. They literally sent chills down 
my back. For the first time I could see the actual start of the hull 
rupture that caused the explosive decompression that led to the 
destruction. And the locus was on the shattered starboard side at 
the aft midspan latch, not on the smoother port, 'bomb', side. The 
pictures of the cargo door area show that the skin is torn 
vertically in a characteristic straight line above the forward cargo 
door and the fuselage skin in and around the door is petalled 



outward from a suddenly released internal pressurized force in 
flight, not inward from ground impact. The latched status of the 
aft and bulk cargo door is given as 'locked' whilst the forward 
cargo door latching status is unstated which implies it was 
'unlocked' and corroborated by the picture below showing much 
of the door missing, especially the lower half where eight of the 
ten latches are located.

It is quite evident the forward cargo door opened in flight when 
compared to another Boeing 747 whose forward cargo door also 
opened in flight, United Airlines Flight 811, a wiring/cargo door 
event.
 

 
Above two pictures show the shattered forward cargo door area 
of Pan Am Flight 103 with its characteristic peeled back skin 
from the aft midspan latch and the vertical tearing of fuselage 
skin above the leading and trailing edge of the door which 
matches United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door area.
 

 
Above two pictures show the shattered forward cargo door area 
of United Airlines Flight 811 with its characteristic peeled back 
skin from the aft midspan latch and the vertical tearing of 
fuselage skin above the leading and trailing edge of the door 
which matches Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door area.

Please permit me to further explain, Mr. Smart. For reference I 
have attached a pdf file with pictures and text to demonstrate that 
what happened to United Airlines Flight 811 happened to Air 
India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines 



Flight 800 starting with the sudden loud sound at event time for 
all four accidents which would occur at a sudden explosive 
decompression.

Yes, the implications are enormous but please let's stick to facts, 
data, and evidence. The reason those three aircraft (minus United 
Airlines Flight 811) are always clumped together is that they do 
indeed have a common cause because they display common 
evidence such as an abrupt power cut to the recorders right after 
the sudden loud sound at event time, a very rare occurrence, and 
the cause is probably wiring or a switch but could be a bomb, or 
a center tank explosion, or a missile, or any other event that 
would cause the explosive decompression in flight for all early 
model Boeing 747s.

I would ask that Pan Am Flight 103 be revisited one more time 
and examined from the point of view of an electrical problem 
causing the forward cargo door to try to unlatch which resulted in 
a rupture at the aft midspan latch and subsequent explosive 
decompression. The sooty and relatively mild directed blast in 
the baggage container which caused a 20 inch hole on the port 
side of Pan Am Flight 103 was probably caused by a 'rather large 
shotgun', as suggested by AAIB Report 2/90, and not a powerful, 
plastic, spherical, loud bomb.  The forward cargo door area of 
Pan Am Flight 103 now needs to be examined closely for torque 
tube damage, latch damage, locking sector cracking along with 
the recovered pieces of wreckage so close to the explosion in the 
forward cargo compartment.

Regardless of the cause, I submit to you, Mr. Smart, with 
photographs, charts, and text, proof that the forward cargo door 
of Pan Am Flight 103 ruptured open in flight at initial event time. 
The cause of the inadvertent opening may have been bomb, 



center fuel tank explosion, missile, or electrical and each party 
may present its case. My belief is the cause was mechanical in 
that the known faulty Poly X wiring shorted on the door unlatch 
motor, circumstances very similar to United Airlines Flight 811, 
which is my model. It all comes back to United Airlines Flight 
811, the plane that almost lost its nose, that almost crashed, but 
didn't, and came back to tell its tale; a tale which was not a 
bomb, (although the crew thought so and so informed the tower) 
and not an improperly latched cargo door, (although an NTSB 
AAR, 90/01, was written stating so) but after reexamination 
years later by government aviation safety officials proved to be 
an electrical/cargo door problem which was incorporated into the 
updated NTSB, AAR for United Airlines Flight 811, 92/02.

I have much further evidence, if given a chance to present, (in 
addition to these cargo door photographs,) such as charts, text, 
and documents that support the wiring/cargo door explanation 
and these analyses are available upon request. Mr. Tucker has 
them also; as well as the RCMP Air India Task Force. A 
summary is below:
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747 Breakups in 
Flight     
                        AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 800
Boeing 747                      Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Early model -100 or -200                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)          Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)    Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Breakup occurs amidships                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)     No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)        No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Previous maintenance problems
with forward cargo door         Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff      No      Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters     Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts        Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in



or near forward cargo door area         Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound  Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is loud             Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event followed immediately by
abrupt power cut to data recorders              Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound matched to
explosion of bomb sound         No      No      No      No
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner       Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above
 forward cargo door area                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above
 forward cargo door             Maybe   Maybe   Yes     Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward
cargo compartment               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to
engine or cowling of engine number three        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three                Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or
cowling of engine number four           Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight       Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight           Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight   Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
More severe inflight damage on
starboard side than port side           Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris       Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or
forward of the forward cargo door               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of
forward cargo door              Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Midspan latching status of
forward cargo door reported as latched  No      No      No      No
Airworthiness Directive
88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock sectors)    No      No      No      Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area
around forward cargo door               Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally      Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched  Yes     Yes     Yes     Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
At least nine missing and never
recovered passenger bodies              Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,



forward and aft sections of aircraft            Yes     Yes     No      Yes
Initial official opinion of probable
cause as bomb explosion.                Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial official determination modified
 from bomb explosion            Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo
 door considered for probable cause             Yes     No      Yes     Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion       Yes     Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as 'improvised
 explosive device'                      No      Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as explosion
by unstated cause                       Yes     No      No      No
Official probable cause as explosion in
center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source            No      No      No      Yes
Official probable cause as improper
latching of forward cargo door          No      No      Yes     No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door        No      No      Yes     No
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747 Breakups in 
Flight     
                        AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 80

Mr. Smart, it's never too late for safety and one implication of the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan Am Flight 
103 is that the hazard of faulty wiring and outward opening 
nonplug cargo doors still exists. The hazard of potential 
catastrophic disaster still exists but can be prevented...if the 
photographs of the Pan Am Flight 103 forward cargo door area 
persuade you that the door opened in flight and the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is thus worthy of further 
investigation.

Please enquire further of me about the wiring/cargo door 
explanation.



Cheers,

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650 
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: I'm on call for any questions you may have/come 
visit

Barry,

I've sent it to Ken Smart.  I'll also be seeing him here in two 
weeks and
will follow up then 
Bill T..

Dear Bill,



Thank you, sir. I'm available for any questions/discussions via 
email or phone anytime. And of course, visits would be most 
welcome. The property you saw in winter has now bloomed in 
spring.

Cheers,

Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Thank you for email, detailed reply to follow.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

Dear Mr. Smart, 18 April 2002,

Thank you very much for your quick personal response. Please 
give me time to analyze and reply to your comments. I shall 
work on it all day today. I shall try to be polite as possible as it is 
difficult to offer evidence which refutes long held belief without 
being offensive. I shall use only AAIB, TSB, or NTSB data as 
support for the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/



explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan 
Am Flight 103 and others.

After a quick scan of your email, the following jumped out at 
me:

All the specialists involved were satisfied that the fwd. cargo 
door was correctly latched when the device detonated and that 
the subsequent structural failures where secondary events.

Sir, this seems to imply that it is accepted by AAIB that the 
forward cargo door opened in flight (a subsequent structural 
failure) and the cause was "device detonated."

If so, then we agree on a most important point: Door opened in 
flight. Then let me address my responsive email to the question 
of 'how' and 'why' it opened with consideration of 'bomb', 
'missile', 'center tank explosion', or 'electrical' as the initial event.

Thank you again for your valued opinions and I'm now off to my 
research sources and United Airlines Flight 811 for responses.

Cheers,

Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



Dear Mr Smith

Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of the 
PanAm 103.

During the first five days of the investigation into PanAm 103 the 
AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry.  The first was 
that the aircraft had suffered a structural failure in-flight as a 
result of a defect or induced structural overload, the second was 
that an improvised explosive devise was responsible.
When the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found, the investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited.  In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the 
subject of very detailed examination.  All the specialists involved 
were satisfied that the fwd. cargo door was correctly latched 
when the device detonated and that the subsequent structural 
failures where secondary events.

All structures by nature of their design have paths of least 
resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example.  
You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of breakup in 
structural failures that emanate from very different causes.  The 
important differences lie in the detailed examination rather than 
the macro features.

I'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your hypothesis, but 
the scenario that you suggest was the subject of very 
considerable examination in the early stages of the Lockerbie 



investigation.
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Note from Mr. Smart and my response:

At 5:41 PM +0100 4/18/02, Ken Smart wrote:
X-From_: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk  Thu Apr 18 09:41:49 2002
Date: Thu, 18 Apr 2002 17:41:27 +0100
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Mr. Bill Tucker/wiring/cargo door for PA 103   message!
Cc: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>

Dear Mr Smith

Thank you for your hypothesis on the immediate cause of the 
PanAm 103.

During the first five days of the investigation into PanAm 103 the 
AAIB were pursuing two general lines of inquiry.  The first was 
that the aircraft had suffered a structural failure in-flight as a 
result of a defect or induced structural overload, the second was 
that an improvised explosive devise was responsible.

When the evidence of an improvised explosive device was 
found, the investigation nevertheless concentrated on discovering 
whether there was any evidence that a structural weakness had 
been exploited.  In that respect the fwd. cargo door was the 



subject of very detailed examination.  All the specialists involved 
were satisfied that the fwd. cargo door was correctly latched 
when the device detonated and that the subsequent structural 
failures where secondary events.

All structures by nature of their design have paths of least 
resistance when subjected to abnormal loading.  The structure in 
the vacinity of large strengthened apertures such as the fwd. 
cargo door provide very good examples of this.  The window belt 
on pressurised aircraft provides another and similar example.  
You should not be surprised to find similar patterns of breakup in 
structural failures that emanate from very different causes.  The 
important differences lie in the detailed examination rather than 
the macro features.

I'm sorry to be the one to pour cold water on your hypothesis, but 
the scenario that you suggest was the subject of very 
considerable examination in the early stages of the Lockerbie 
investigation.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

At 10:39 AM -0700 4/18/02, John Barry Smith wrote:
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Air Accidents

Dear Mr. Smart, 18 April 2002,

Thank you very much for your quick personal response. Please 
give me time to analyze and reply to your comments. I shall 
work on it all day today. I shall try to be polite as possible as it is 



difficult to offer evidence which refutes long held belief without 
being offensive. I shall use only AAIB, TSB, or NTSB data as 
support for the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan 
Am Flight 103 and others.

After a quick scan of your email, the following jumped out at 
me:

All the specialists involved were satisfied that the fwd. cargo 
door was correctly latched when the device detonated and that 
the subsequent structural failures where secondary events.

Sir, this seems to imply that it is accepted by AAIB that the 
forward cargo door opened in flight (a subsequent structural 
failure) and the cause was "device detonated."

If so, then we agree on a most important point: Door opened in 
flight. Then let me address my responsive email to the question 
of 'how' and 'why' it opened with consideration of 'bomb', 
'missile', 'center tank explosion', or 'electrical' as the initial event.

Thank you again for your valued opinions and I'm now off to my 
research sources and United Airlines Flight 811 for responses.

Cheers,

Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: TWA 800 justification for reconsideration

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Dear Bill, 6 May 2002

As you can imagine, I am very curious as to the outcome of your 
meetings with Mr. Smart and your opinion of my AAR for Pan 
Am Flight 103 sent by .PDF. I hope all went well.

I'm left to guess on the progress, so I'm thinking/hoping you are 
putting together a team of international aviation safety experts to 
reconsider the probable causes of all Boeing 747s that suffered 
similar events to United Airlines Flight 811.

The team would be led by you representing Canada and Air India 
Flight 182, Mr. Smart of UK AAIB for Pan Am Flight 103, and 
two representatives are needed from NTSB for United Airlines 
Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

Regarding Trans World Airlines Flight 800: The rebuttal from 
NTSB to the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup for Trans World 



Airlines Flight 800 rests upon one document, Exhibit 15C, which 
reported: 'Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C 
'Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that 
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with 
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.'

Bill, there are several things seriously wrong with that 
conclusion and they are serious enough to justify a reexamination 
of the entire rejection of the wiring/cargo door explanation:
        1. Photographs of the forward cargo door area show the 
'door' to be in many pieces with an additional many important 
pieces missing. There is no 'door' to examine.
        2. There are ten, not eight latches in that door. Eight is not 
enough. Even if the required ten latches had been found (but 
were not) and had been latched (none reported so), the door 
could have ruptured open in the middle, inside the latches.
        3. The two midspan latches are not in the NTSB wreckage 
database of recovered wreckage parts.
        4. Photographs of the wreckage reconstruction of the 
forward cargo door area show large rupture holes exactly where 
the midspan latches used to be.
        5. The eight latches reported  to be 'attached' make no 
mention of 'latched' and could in fact be unlatched but attached 
to pins. There is no status report on the locking sectors, the 
manual locking handle, the pressure relief doors, the torque 
tubes, bellcranks, or door wiring.
        6. Only one sill was found and it was determined to be the 
aft cargo door sill. There is no forward cargo door sill in the 
wreckage database. There are two identical cargo doors on a 
Boeing 747 and TWA 800 and both have an identical lower door 
sill. Only one was recovered for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 
and it was not the forward cargo door sill. It was the aft cargo 
door sill. The sill was found in the aft fuselage debris field along 



with other items identified as coming from the aft cargo 
compartment. The area of the forward cargo compartment debris 
field was spread out far and wide and no forward cargo door sill 
was found. Conclusion: There is a very real probability that the 
wrong sill was hung on the wreckage reconstruction and called 
the forward sill when it is in fact the aft cargo door sill. That aft 
cargo door sill may have had the bottom eight latches attached as 
there is no information in the AAR about the aft cargo door.

So, the conclusion that the forward cargo door was latched and 
locked until water impact is a flawed conclusion. It justifies 
further examination. There are many other discrepancies/
contradictions like the above in areas such as CVR analysis, 
sequence of disintegration, and engine breakdown report.

Emails below from Mr. Schleede show that he made his 
conclusion of a latched and locked forward cargo door even 
before the NTSB wreckage lot shows the pieces and the sill 
recovered from the ocean: 11 Aug 96 for Mr. Schleede to state he 
examined the 'door' and 26 August 96 for the aft sill to be 
recovered. Some of the forward fuselage parts were recovered on 
the 29th of Aug 96.

If there is a forward cargo door sill recovered, it is not in the 
official NTSB wreckage database supplied by CD ROM to me 
from NTSB. (Database enclosed.)

I hope you were able to persuade Mr. Smart to an agreed course 
of action. I hope my AAR on Pan Am Flight 103 persuades you 
that a supplemental investigation is warranted. I hope the below 
can help persuade NTSB that a reconsideration is due for the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Trans World 



Airlines Flight 800.

Looking forward to a follow up.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

At 6:48 PM -0400 4/16/02, Tucker, Bill wrote:
X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca  Tue Apr 16 15:47:47 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Letter to Mr. Ken Smart enclosed.
Date:  Tue, 16 Apr 2002 18:48:14 -0400

Barry,

I've sent it to Ken Smart.  I'll also be seeing him here in two 
weeks and
will follow up then  
Bill T..

Below excerpts from NTSB wreckage database for Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 supplied by NTSB on CD ROM:



8/18/96-6 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 
46.90 -72 37 27.90 aft cargo door - lower sill latches & locks

8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1800 RIB 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80 FS 1810; outer frame aft cargo door panel stringer 
STR 24R-28R (aft upper main cargo door sill)

8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 metal strap with internal 
cargo door switch for forward cargo door; FS 560;
Metallurgist's Factual Report, Exhibit 15C:
 'Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door showed that 
all eight of the door latching cams remain attached (along with 
pieces of the door itself) to the pins along the lower door sill.

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause ATTN Robert Francis
Date: Mon, 29 Jul 1996 15:24:00 -0400
Encoding: 17 TEXT
Status:   
Be assured that we are checking that.  I was the investigator in 
charge of 
the UAL flight 811 case and fully knowledgeable in its causes 
and factors.

Thanks for the interest.

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov>
To: barry <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: TWA crash cause
Date: Sun, 11 Aug 1996 11:39:00 -0400
Encoding: 13 TEXT
Status:   



I have examined the cargo door from twa 800--it is locked and 
latched!

From: Schleede Ron <SCHLEDR@NTSB.gov>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: What is 'backup theory'?
Date: Mon, 19 May 1997 13:51:11 -0400
Encoding: 135 TEXT
As I have told you before, the cargo door was locked and latched 
at
impact.  ron

Microsoft Word 6.0 Document MSWordDoc 
Word.Document.6 C:\WORD6\TEMPLATE
\NORMAL.DOT X5000        Hong tao Hong tao 40 37 34.00 
-72 42 38.00 TWA carpet TWA headphone sachel, hair dryer 
and misc items 40 39 18.42 -72 40 45.99 plastic cover 6"(4" 
beige 40 38 27.29 -72 40 19.15 "levis" T-shirt, red, black, 
white 10/02/96-1 40 39 08.06 -72 40 10.92 40 38 51.68 -72 39 
54.32 food tray holder; 3 trays w/ food 8/08/96-14 40 38 
45.26 -72 39 51.96 front spar RH web LBL 75-115 
8/08/96-14 40 39 07.56 -72 39 47.89 nylon bag with cord 
9/11/96-4 40 38 46.39 -72 39 47.31 beer shelf; pan, black 
plastic 8/16/96-10 40 38 57.30 -72 39 45.38 white plastic 
piece 9/27/96-1 40 38 44.44 -72 39 43.97 2 CD's; clothing; 
small metal wreckage 40 38 57.00 -72 39 4.200 small piece of 
channel (green) 8/19/96-13 40 38 51.48 -72 39 38.58 black 
plastic box 8/14/96-11 40 38 43.85 -72 39 37.31 metal 
fragments (yellowish-green) 40 38 47.34 -72 39 36.77 ladies 
purse 10/02/96-1 40 39 18.03 -72 39 31.78 small piece of 



metal 1'(10", shirt 10/08/96-4 40 38 42.99 -72 39 29.48 
4'(6"(2" strut 8/14/96-9 40 38 49.80 -72 39 27.50 pack (air 
cond) inlet air scoop 8/20/96-15 40 38 56.53 -72 39 26.78 
bag of gum 8/14/96-11 40 38 52.50 -72 39 26.60 aspirator 
inlet, black circular object with items inside attached to 
yellow/silver 8/12/96-4 40 38 46.79 -72 39 25.61 forward 
lower cargo bay structure FS 800-840 L/H CW w/motor 
and wheels (cargo floor 4'(3'(2'; ac motor w/brake 
8/14/96-9 40 38 53.15 -72 39 25.08 air cycle mach #3 Part # 
719238.7, serial # KE10372 8/04/96-66 40 38 51.24 -72 39 
24.06 metal tubing; LH front spar 8/15/96-11 40 38 48.50 
-72 39 24.00 small clear bottle 8/20/96-15 40 38 51.70 -72 39 
23.30 fan inlet diffuser housing for pack #3 8/14/96-11 40 
38 51.70 -72 39 23.30 small aluminum box with toggle 
switch and red toggle switch safety cover 8/12/96-4 40 38 
58.50 -72 39 23.16 black plastic box 8/14/96-11 40 38 36.99 
-72 39 22.38 roller on track 8/15/96-11 40 38 42.98 -72 39 
21.70 3'(2' green aluminum 8/24/96-7 40 38 58.02 -72 39 
21.24 white piece of canvas 40 38 46.46 -72 39 21.01 part of 
seat and cord 10/02/96-1 40 38 46.44 -72 39 21.00 seat arm 
40 38 35.90 -72 39 20.71 #2 Ram Air duct 40 38 01.40 -72 39 
20.64 white plastic piece 9/27/96-1 40 38 47.24 -72 39 20.58 
flow control valve S/N SNKB5189-764476-2 P214-9, #3 
pack 8/05/96-2 40 38 47.24 -72 39 20.58 A/C unit K3283; 
TWA 1848; S/N 910424-separator water; catalytic ozone 
converter S/N02089 8/05/96-2 40 38 36.99 -72 39 20.25 ram 
air inlet screen 8/19/96-11 40 38 36.39 -72 39 19.99 
insulated tubing 1120363320 8/22/96-7 40 38 43.19 -72 39 
19.80 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 900-960 L/H 
CW w/ motor and wheels, pn 747-5100-5-0 8/03/96-85 40 



38 43.10 -72 39 19.80 FS 740-780 stringers 15R-26R with R2 
door attached (#5804951 7 on bottom inner door frame) 
8/03/96-85 40 38 53.62 -72 39 19.51 row 19 seat 4-5 
8/06/96-46 40 38 55.26 -72 39 19.08 projector 8/15/96-11 40 
38 34.66 -72 39 18.72 misc. metal 10/17/96-1 40 38 42.10 -72 
39 18.53 piping/U shaped 8', # 65B4093-5-1; Bleed Air 
Tubing, #3 pack ducting, forward end 8/03/96-85 40 38 
48.80 -72 39 18.30 blower assembly w/ piping part # 1923; 
Air Cycle Machine #1. casting P/N 18488, ACM valve 
turbo bypass; P/N 71 8/05/96-2 40 39 03.06 -72 39 18.00 
pants/shorts? tray 10/06/96-3 40 38 53.47 -72 39 17.98 row 
19, seat 6-7 8/12/96-4 40 38 54.02 -72 39 17.76 seat parts 
row 19, seat 4, panel, 8/15/96-11 40 38 48.54 -72 39 17.76 
seat track 8/16/96-10 40 38 40.74 -72 39 17.46 victim 40 38 
39.30 -72 39 17.22 1) 2.5" ( 1" ( 1" BAC27EBY-51 2) 
18" ( 1" ( 2" metal assy 69B60682-1 8/19/96-11 40 38 41.50 
-72 39 17.14 zone multiplexer s/n 0390234 (box 50) Zone B, 
p/n 51030 8/03/96-85 40 38 43.63 -72 39 16.20 8/16/96-10 
40 38 41.47 -72 39 15.82 1(1 alum. and honeycomb side 
8/03/96-85 40 39 00.87 -72 39 15.80 6" ( 2" honey comb 
insulation 1/4" thick; static cable guide; support bracket 
assembly #69840527-1 8/05/96-2 40 38 55.30 -72 39 15.60 
interior bulkhead 8/16/96-10 40 38 44.90 -72 39 15.49 #3 
pos air cycle machine/heat exchanger w/ ducts, dual heat 
exchanger #3 40 38 44.68 -72 39 15.42 metal strap, 1" wide 
8/04/96-66 40 38 45.13 -72 39 15.35 40 38 41.29 -72 39 15.25 
FS 760-960; stringer 22R-37R; p/n 6580173 40 38 41.29 -72 
39 15.25 keel beam section box; also refer to LF 55D 40 38 
41.29 -72 39 15.25 floor beam w/ fiberglass floor panel 
#101, FS 860-880; RBL 55-76; 9/19/96-1 40 38 41.75 -72 39 



15.19 ozone catalytic converter p/n D-19333-2 s/n 02103 
8/06/96-1 40 38 43.89 -72 39 15.14 alum/plastic strut; 3' 
long ( 5" wide 8/04/96-66 40 38 55.00 -72 39 15.00 side and 
bottom of meal cart/serving cart 8/16/96-10 40 38 55.00 
-72 39 15.00 row 19, seats 8,9,10 40 38 45.00 -72 39 15.00 AC 
access panel; right fuselage FS 1112-1170 40 38 39.45 -72 39 
15.00 2 coach seats # stenciled on frame 823566404 
8/03/96-85 40 38 39.45 -72 39 14.98 black tote bag 
8/04/96-66 40 38 52.86 -72 39 14.94 scarf red white and 
blue 10/02/96-1 40 38 41.25 -72 39 14.87 possible wing 
section, "caution on antenna" 40 38 40.87 -72 39 14.82 first 
class galley 40 38 40.87 -72 39 14.82 galley parts (3' ( 3' 
metal piece w/ latch on side) 8/03/96-85 40 38 40.87 -72 39 
14.82 alum. door (Plastic + honeycomb piece) 40 38 40.87 
-72 39 14.82 6' ( 2' inner galley room liner 40 38 49.70 -72 39 
14.80 gasper air hose 8/26/96-32 40 38 27.80 -72 39 14.80 
fuselage stringer, 7' section 8/26/96-32 40 39 05.29 -72 39 
14.76 debris 10/06/96-3 40 38 41.99 -72 39 14.67 AC motor 
p/n 747-5117-1-0 s/n 1638; 4(4 alum siding 8/06/96-1 40 
38 41.99 -72 39 14.67 green metal strut (04366-100) 
8/04/96-66 40 38 50.50 -72 39 14.60 oxygen cylinder 
8/26/96-32 40 39 00.50 -72 39 14.50 suitcase, baggage # 
TW194392 8/14/96-11 40 38 53.40 -72 39 14.30 ram air inlet 
to air cycle machine/heat exchanger 8/12/96-4 40 38 54.80 
-72 39 14.20 coffee maker 8/26/96-32 40 39 00.20 -72 39 
13.90 2 shirts on hangers 8/14/96-11 40 38 47.00 -72 39 
13.40 row 18, Seats 4,5,6,7 40 38 37.56 -72 39 13.38 cargo bin 
structure, upper track (roller tray), bent twisted metal piece 
8/12/96-4 40 38 43.63 -72 39 13.03 zone trim air duct 
8/16/96-10 40 38 40.00 -72 39 12.60 row 20, Seats 4,5,6,7 



8/3/96-85 FBM11A 40 38 37.29 -72 39 12.46 floor beam with 
seat track; FS 840-880; RBL 33.99 8/04/96-66 40 38 37.29 -72 
39 12.46 floor beam upper chord FS 920, RBL 16-37 40 38 
58.90 -72 39 12.00 side of galley cart; galley carrier 
8/16/96-10 40 38 44.55 -72 39 11.93 chrome brazing 
8/04/96-66 40 38 40.01 -72 39 11.67 outer body fuselage 
skin fairing, pn 192L 8/04/96-66 40 38 46.70 -72 39 11.60 ice 
hammer 8/16/96-10 40 38 57.66 -72 39 11.34 one 12"(24" tan 
fiberglass piece marked "823564-1A" 8/19/96-11 40 38 
33.10 -72 39 11.10 Pile of debris: 4' piece of metal tubing; 
short 6" piece of framing with several screws; interior 
framing with w/ hydrauli 8/12/96-4 40 38 55.01 -72 39 
10.78 black suit case 8/05/96-2 40 38 55.01 -72 39 10.78 blue 
TWA carpet 15'(5'; ball cap of Florida Marlins; 2-6" ( 6" 
dinner trays; 6" ( 3" aluminum plate with wire coming 
8/05/96-2 40 38 54.70 -72 39 10.69 2 misc. pieces; 2 1/2( 2 
1/2 plastic, 3(2 alum sheet 8/06/96-46 40 38 57.40 -72 39 
10.60 food cart w/4 drawers 8/08/96-31 40 39 00.00 -72 39 
10.55 levi's jeans size W28 L34 10/02/96-1 40 38 32.87 -72 
39 10.47 10' heavy framing 8/19/96-12 40 38 38.64 -72 39 
10.44 inlet valve 8/16/96-10 40 38 27.88 -72 39 10.07 metal 
part GD5340A wire attached 8/16/96-9 40 38 54.80 -72 39 
09.90 food service cart 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 Food carts 40 
38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 galley "C" frame 40 38 54.80 -72 39 
09.90 galley "C" frame 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 galley "C" 
frame 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 coffee maker 40 38 54.80 -72 
39 09.90 galley "C" structure 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 food 
service cart 40 38 54.80 -72 39 09.90 galley "C" frame 40 38 
55.04 -72 39 09.76 4 pieces of alum framing from galley ID 
on framing. pn 1681001-101 8/06/96-46 40 38 55.04 -72 39 



09.76 small plastic trays, broken; armrest 46-5, armrest 
support 48-3 8/06/96-46 40 38 54.72 -72 39 09.61 about 100 
small plastic galley pieces 8/06/96-46 40 38 35.80 -72 39 
09.00 fan inlet & diffuser housing for air cycle machine 
8/12/96-4 40 38 35.80 -72 39 09.00 Right belly and cargo 
track between FS 800-940; stringer 37R-44R 8/12/96-4 40 
38 35.80 -72 39 09.00 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 
800-840 centerline (FS 980 floor beam - LBL 20 to RBL 11. 
Cargo track (fwd 8/12/96-4 40 38 44.94 -72 39 08.97 wing 
front spar web LBL 20-70 8/03/96-85 40 38 38.54 -72 39 
08.77 front spar RBL 66 - LBL 28; (8(6 frame # 65B1029858 
front spare BL O;) CW front spar 40 39 05.98 -72 39 08.64 
suitcase 10/06/96-3 40 38 45.08 -72 39 08.48 wire plug 
DL9404 8/04/96-66 40 38 47.80 -72 39 08.40 front spar; LBL 
60-95 8/16/96-10 40 38 52.30 -72 39 08.20 galley piece 
8/16/96-10 40 39 06.08 -72 39 07.92 black shoe w/ glass 
imbedded in heel 10/06/96-3 40 38 36.06 -72 39 07.68 air 
cond heat exchanger tubing 8/16/96-10 40 39 12.20 -72 39 
07.56 tan hat 10/06/96-3 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 plastic 
travel light 8/04/96-66 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 metal/ 
wood framing 8' long 8/04/96-66 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 
lip stick (Honey Ginger color) 8/04/96-66 40 38 39.55 -72 
39 07.45 3' angle iron 8/03/96-85 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 
misc. pieces 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 misc. pieces 40 38 39.55 
-72 39 07.45 air cycle machine ducting (fan inlet & diffuser 
housing) 40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 misc. pieces 8/03/96-85 
40 38 39.55 -72 39 07.45 FS 800-840; stringer 13R-16R with 
R2 door frame 40 38 41.57 -72 39 07.30 FS 780-920; stringer 
23L-37L 8/03/96-85 40 38 53.00 -72 39 07.00 galley debris 
8/16/96-10 40 39 06.62 -72 39 06.84 debris 10/06/96-3 40 39 



00.63 -72 39 06.83 debris - black plastic 10/02/96-1 40 38 
41.77 -72 39 06.83 gear door, 65B10020-574, 8/03/96-85 40 
38 41.77 -72 39 06.83 hatch :Part # 65B10020-574, Serial # 
000160, MFR Code 82918 40 38 53.20 -72 39 06.80 bottom 
side and door to galley cart; serving cart bottom & 2 sides 
8/16/96-10 40 38 32.94 -72 39 06.78 5 misc pieces wired 
together largest 3' ( .5' ( 2" 8/19/96-11 40 38 47.33 -72 39 
06.68 minolta camera, lens on camera & and separate lens 
in bag all in zip lock bag sitting on bottom 8/03/96-85 40 
38 25.71 -72 39 06.68 Forward lower cargo bay structure FS 
820 right hand side 8/17/96-4 40 38 22.77 -72 39 06.67 
approx 1' long curved piece of fiberglass 10/02/96-1 40 38 
50.80 -72 39 06.50 aluminum tube seat frame; passenger 
seat bar 8/16/96-10 40 38 26.58 -72 39 06.48 part of tire 
8/16/96-9 40 38 26.58 -72 39 06.48 seat part, tray table piece 
8/16/96-9 40 38 24.28 -72 39 06.17 1' ( 1" broken heavy 
metal strut 8/17/96-4 40 39 06.37 -72 39 06.12 10/08/96-2 
40 38 46.63 -72 39 06.02 3 lights from interior of plane 
10/02/96-1 40 38 33.24 -72 39 05.70 duct work 8/16/96-10 
40 38 39.90 -72 39 05.50 small metal piece 8/26/96-32 40 38 
31.08 -72 39 05.10 front spar; FS web RBL 66-RBL 45; cw 
tank 8/08/96-14 40 38 50.80 -72 39 04.80 O2 cylinder 
8/16/96-10 40 38 51.98 -72 39 04.74 TWA M 88801-1 food 
cart 8/09/96-37 40 38 51.98 -72 39 04.74 2 food box holders 
40 38 51.98 -72 39 04.74 TWA M 88801-1 1068; outer frame 
for food carts s/n B972; M.O. 80E41 8/09/96-37 40 38 31.20 
-72 39 04.68 FS 980 lower frame Stringer 40L-42R 
8/08/96-14 40 38 30.60 -72 39 04.56 wire basket/ rubber 
coated 2"(2 1/2"(4"/6"(4" framing/ 2'(1" strut 8/08/96-14 
40 38 41.10 -72 39 04.30 panel, wires, 110v outlet (per TWA-



elec. relay panel, fwd cargo bin) p/n 65B40474-22 & 
65B40476-10 RA164 8/26/96-32 40 38 30.38 -72 39 04.30 3 
piece framing 1 1/2( 2 1/2 8/08/96-14 40 38 30.38 -72 39 
04.30 alum strut 4' long, circular tubing 18" diam; rubber/
plastic w/ metal strap; assembly 65341207-1 40 39 00.10 -72 
39 03.60 black tray 8/14/96-11 40 38 51.50 -72 39 03.60 24" 
piece of structure 8/16/96-10 40 38 31.50 -72 39 03.54 
telephone 8/16/96-10 40 38 31.50 -72 39 03.54 2' framing 
w/ hydraulic hose 8/19/96-11 40 38 51.40 -72 39 03.31 seat 
14 (8 9 0) 8/04/96-66 40 39 02.10 -72 39 03.20 plastic grate 
8/20/96-15 40 38 33.20 -72 39 03.20 White support 
8/24/96-8 40 38 33.59 -72 39 03.15 1/2 black hard side 
suitcase with hair dryer and misc items 40 39 01.20 -72 39 
03.00 metal strap 3' long 8/20/96-15 40 38 28.11 -72 39 02.61 
front spar web and stiffner++ 8/17/96-4 40 38 59.74 -72 39 
02.41 2-1/2' ( 3' piece of wreckage; 3 castor wheels 
8/04/96-66 40 38 29.19 -72 39 02.40 #1 heat exchanger ram 
air door 8/05/96-2 40 39 00.06 -72 39 02.37 food cart 
8/06/96-1 40 38 44.20 -72 39 02.37 seats 19 (123) 40 38 44.20 
-72 39 02.37 3 seats; row 19 seats 1,2,3 8/03/96-85 40 38 
50.28 -72 39 02.17 fuse box galley complete 6'(3"(2"; galley B 
& C 8/08/96-14 40 38 34.80 -72 39 01.90 part of cargo 
conveyor system 8/26/96-32 40 39 09.72 -72 39 01.80 shirt, 
small piece of plastic 10/08/96-2 40 39 16.67 -72 39 01.63 
gray garment bag w/ red plping 10/08/96-2 40 38 34.70 
-72 39 01.40 arm rest 8/26/96-32 40 38 26.64 -72 39 01.31 
fiberglass rib 3'(1'(3" 8/20/96-15 40 38 59.90 -72 39 01.20 
plastic tray 8/14/96-11 40 38 59.90 -72 39 01.20 small metal 
framing in bag 8/14/96-11 40 38 39.90 -72 39 01.20 3'(2' 
molded metal 8/14/96-11 40 39 01.50 -72 39 01.10 victim 40 



38 28.43 -72 39 01.03 9/10/96-4 40 38 30.78 -72 39 00.90 air 
plane wreckage? (literal quote from tag) 8/19/96-11 40 38 
29.30 -72 39 00.40 connector panel 8/24/96-8 40 38 34.48 
-72 39 00.37 FS 800-1000; stringer 40L-40R with forward 
lower cargo bay structure w/rollers attached 8/05/96-2 40 
38 34.34 -72 39 00.14 light alum framing; 2' and 3' long; arm 
rest Row 17, Seat 8 and 10 8/06/96-1 40 39 00.90 -72 38 
59.90 plastic strips 8/22/96-7 40 38 30.66 -72 38 59.76 3 
pieces: 1) metal 10"(18"; 2) spring/hinge, small; 3) plastic 
cowling 6"(6"(2" 8/20/96-15 40 38 30.66 -72 38 59.76 
Forward lower cargo bay structure FS 940 left hand side 
8/20/96-15 40 38 54.22 -72 38 59.50 blue seat backing 
8/08/96-14 40 38 53.96 -72 38 59.50 black suit case 
8/08/96-14 40 38 28.68 -72 38 59.46 clothing 9/10/96-4 40 
38 31.20 -72 38 59.30 cargo floor 8/24/96-8 40 38 54.19 -72 
38 59.18 row ?? Seats 8,9,10 8/06/96-46 40 38 53.37 -72 38 
59.07 row 15 seat 8-9-10 8/06/96-46 40 38 37.30 -72 38 59.00 
air filter (galley) 8/26/96-32 40 38 31.03 -72 38 59.00 
fiberglass framing 3(3(3 8/06/96-1 40 38 26.76 -72 38 58.74 
#1267448 - 65808074-39 Green piece w/ gasket; horizontal 
stabilizer fairing 8/17/96-4 40 38 31.09 -72 38 58.69 forward 
lower cargo bay structure FS 860-880 left hand cargo floor 
8/05/96-2 40 39 13.07 -72 38 58.56 magazine 10/06/96-3 40 
39 02.02 -72 38 58.56 shoe headphone volume control, 
debris 10/03/96-4 40 38 55.60 -72 38 58.48 row 10; seats 8,9, 
10 8/04/96-66 40 38 53.99 -72 38 58.22 umbrella, sweat shirt 
8/06/96-46 40 38 45.30 -72 38 58.10 luggage carrier, yellow 
blow dryer; AIWA walkman; Boeing p/n 60B40125-10 
8/08/96-31 40 38 45.30 -72 38 58.10 right SOB CW rib; web 
between SWB 1 and mid spar. Lat/long is in Red field 40 



38 45.30 -72 38 58.10 right SOB CW rib; web between R.S. 
and SWB 1. 40 38 32.10 -72 38 58.08 same mark, 6' strut; 
9302356 8/19/96-11 40 38 32.10 -72 38 58.08 1) fluorescent 
light fixture p/n BR6219-401 2) bracket 4" ( 18" 3) small 3" 
piece of plastic 8/19/96-23 40 39 01.90 -72 38 58.00 seat 
frame, round tube w/foot rest 8/20/96-15 40 38 44.17 -72 
38 57.89 row 15 seat 4-5-7 8/04/96-66 40 39 00.20 -72 38 
57.80 personal effects 8/14/96-11 40 38 59.76 -72 38 57.77 
clothing and CD 8/14/96-11 40 38 42.70 -72 38 57.46 
lighting strut; red shirt size 44 8/04/96-66 40 38 59.88 -72 
38 57.10 row 21, seat 1-2-3 8/08/96-14 40 38 33.80 -72 38 
57.00 rib w/ pulley; strut with wheels 8/24/96-8 40 38 
59.50 -72 38 56.90 electric part (personal) 8/17/96-2 40 38 
59.80 -72 38 56.60 "Star Wars" book 8/08/96-14 40 38 38.00 
-72 38 56.50 support rod 8/24/96-8 40 38 44.45 -72 38 56.32 
food warmer box 8"(20"(14" plastic TWA 44-0842 
8/06/96-46 40 38 31.07 -72 38 56.26 forward lower cargo 
bay structure, FS 800 Right hand side 8/06/96-1 40 38 31.07 
-72 38 56.26 3 small pieces; 18" long assembly 65B41247-79 
8/06/96-1 40 38 30.23 -72 38 56.20 framage curved 40 38 
48.23 -72 38 55.86 row 12 seat 10 8/16/96-10 40 39 02.88 -72 
38 55.68 luggage 10/03/96-4 40 39 02.12 -72 38 55.68 
personal effects, camera 10/03/96-4 40 39 02.12 -72 38 55.68 
luggage & rack 10/03/96-4 40 38 32.09 -72 38 55.64 
spanwise beam #3; LHS web; LBL 20-83 8/19/96-11 40 38 
51.90 -72 38 55.60 nylon bag 40 39 02.88 -72 38 55.6 blue 
shirt, 2 pieces plastic debris 10/03/96-4 40 38 59.40 -72 38 
55.40 wiring hanging off item, part of seat with audio 
cables seat track RBL 33.99; STA 950 to 995 w/ seat leg 
attached 8/12/96-4 40 38 25.50 -72 38 55.40 Forward lower 



cargo bay structure FS 960 left hand side 8/24/96-8 40 38 
31.77 -72 38 55.37 1) metal frame with electric plug & wire 
assy "69B71009-1" 2) metal tube 12" assy "65B41247.79" 
8/19/96-23 40 38 31.77 -72 38 55.37 1) metal strap 4'(1" p/n 
65B41247-5; 2) 4'(2"(11" possible fiberglass 8/20/96-15 40 39 
01.94 -72 38 55.32 piece of step 10/06/96-3 40 38 40.51 -72 
38 55.05 FS 940 tension tie; 665B09631-57 753 8/05/96-2 
FBM11D 40 38 40.51 -72 38 55.05 seat track LBL 33.99 FS 
840-880 40 38 46.20 -72 38 55.00 cargo track with cargo 
pallet stop 8/12/96-4 8 16 96-10 40 38 40.70 -72 38 55.00 
overhead reading light 8/16/96-10 40 38 40.70 -72 38 55.00 
forward lower cargo bay structure FS 800 left hand side 
8/12/96-4 FMB20D 40 38 40.70 -72 38 55.00 12" floor beam 
upper chord STA 800, RBL 55 to RBL 70 8/16/96-10 40 38 
40.70 -72 38 55.00 8/16/96-10 40 38 29.80 -72 38 55.00 
stringer 8/24/96-8 40 38 45.77 -72 38 54.89 row 18 seat 8 10 
8/04/96-66 40 38 48.14 -72 38 54.86 recovered white cable 
and a circuit box 10/02/96-1 40 38 45.83 -72 38 54.78 
luggage bin 3(2(3 8/05/96-2 40 38 45.83 -72 38 54.78 6"(4 
piece 8/05/96-2 40 38 45.83 -72 38 54.78 wire harness 
8/05/96-2 40 38 34.20 -72 38 54.50 plastic door 8/24/96-8 
40 38 30.70 -72 38 54.50 ducting 900 RH Zone C 8/24/96-8 
40 38 31.20 -72 38 54.42 1'(4" alum strut 8/19/96-11 40 38 
31.20 -72 38 54.42 body fairing 8/19/96-11 40 38 45.58 -72 
38 54.36 blower/fan (air search) #1166735 8/03/96-85 40 38 
45.55 -72 38 54.30 stewardess chairs (2) CO2 bottle on side, 
side strut, #971E13020-2 Rev E lot #12 2-6-71 A-2 40 38 
29.20 -72 38 54.30 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 
1000 left hand CW outer skin (canted press bulkhead w/
some body skin) 8/24/96-8 40 38 26.85 -72 38 53.82 Partial 



seat arm with green mesh att'd 8/22/96-7 40 38 26.85 -72 38 
53.82 8'(2" metal frame 8/16/96-10 40 38 51.80 -72 38 53.80 
coffee pot with silver 8/17/96-2 40 37 54.37 -72 38 53.54 
15'(10' siding "TR" on side; FS 840-960; stringer 6R-25R 
with window frame 8/14/96-11 40 38 32.50 -72 38 53.40 
long piece of framing 8/19/96-12 40 38 54.80 -72 38 53.30 
seat row 15 seat 2 (do not place in Aircraft Station) 
8/17/96-2 40 38 54.80 -72 38 53.30 row 15 seat 1-2-3 
8/17/96-2 40 38 54.80 -72 38 53.20 brown luggage with 
clothes 8/17/96-2 40 38 51.40 -72 38 53.20 luggage, black 
with green insert and gold lettered monogram (American 
Tourister) 8/17/96-2 40 38 41.69 -72 38 53.14 framing; alum 
light 8/06/96-46 40 38 41.69 -72 38 53.14 row 23 seat 5-6-7; 
row 12 seat 8 armrest-A2041 8/06/96-46 40 38 41.69 -72 38 
53.14 olympus camera 8/06/96-46 40 38 41.69 -72 38 53.14 
seat 12 (8) armrest 40 38 42.18 -72 38 53.04 seat track 
8/16/96-10 FBM10B 40 38 32.40 -72 38 53.00 floor beam 
lower chord FS 880 LBL 5-25 8/24/96-8 40 38 39.15 -72 38 
52.96 SWB #3 RBL 23 to LBL 20; p/n 65B01110 19 
8/06/96-46 LW05,LW06 40 38 39.15 -72 38 52.96 LW05 
lower wing skin outboard; LW06 upper wing skin 
outboard; both are attached to A2018 8/06/96-46 40 39 
02.61 -72 38 52.94 plastic drink holders 8/06/96-1 40 38 
43.38 -72 38 52.90 1' green light framing 8/06/96-1 40 38 
55.00 -72 38 52.80 empty hard side suitcase, gray 
(Samsonite) 8/17/96-2 40 38 29.20 -72 38 52.80 white "L" 
shaped brace 8/24/96-8 40 38 33.03 -72 38 52.61 2 small 
pieces of frame 1"(1"(3' (left leg to seats 17 (1 2 3) 
8/04/96-66 40 38 57.70 -72 38 52.50 personal effects 
8/15/96-11 40 38 57.70 -72 38 52.50 black carry-on plastic 



luggage 8/15/96-11 40 38 57.70 -72 38 52.50 galley 
compartment door see A623 8/16/96-10 40 38 57.70 -72 38 
52.50 black carry on bag 40 38 57.70 -72 38 52.50 see A623, 
galley debris 8/16/96-10 40 39 02.42 -72 38 52.48 food cart 
8/06/96-1 40 38 31.93 -72 38 52.42 small frame section with 
green rod 8/19/96-11 40 38 57.70 -72 38 52.30 Row 16 Seats 
1,2,3 8/15/96-11 40 38 55.00 -72 38 52.30 green fabric 
luggage (Olympla) 8/17/96-2 40 38 38.18 -72 38 52.30 FS 
780 900; 1'(2' (Possibly a floater) 8/09/96-37 40 39 00.80 -72 
38 52.20 victim 40 39 00.80 -72 38 52.20 seat recovered with 
victim (a645) numbers on seat 89490-1 & 89493-2 8/17/96-2 
40 38 30.10 -72 38 51.96 red seat back w/ frame; fiberglass 
round dome 2 1/2' diameter.; seat 16 (10) seat with no back 
- from cabin interior d  8/05/96-2 40 38 39.73 -72 38 51.81 
row 21, seat 4-5-6 8/14/96-11 40 38 35.58 -72 38 51.54 seat 
rail 8/19/96-13 40 39 01.23 -72 38 51.09 row 23, seat 4 
8/06/96-1 40 38 31.50 -72 38 51.00 seat piece 8/24/96-8 40 
38 59.10 -72 38 50.90 plastic tray / underwear 8/15/96-11 
40 38 35.64 -72 38 50.90 right nose gear wheel well door 
8/05/96-2 40 38 30.50 -72 38 50.50 metal fragments 
8/24/96-8 40 38 35.22 -72 38 50.32 blue towel; underwear; 
cosmetic bag 8/29/96-1 40 38 35.22 -72 38 50.32 TWA ID 
FBM11C 40 38 42.21 -72 38 50.28 seat track RBL 33-99 FS 
800-840, 1 bra 8/06/96-1 40 38 30.84 -72 38 49.80 14" angle 
structure; white stringer 40 38 38.79 -72 38 49.77 metal parts 
and framing 8/14/96-11 40 38 56.07 -72 38 49.74 suitcase 
8/04/96-66 40 38 28.29 -72 38 49.71 structural member w/
holes 8/24/96-8 40 38 38.09 -72 38 49.68 M320001-10 on 
plastic O2 holder; air ent lot #057 8/14/96-9 40 38 28.17 -72 
38 49.64 clothing - panties 8/22/96-7 40 38 28.17 -72 38 



49.64 frame #L220 40 38 28.17 -72 38 49.64 1.5' frame 
8/16/96-10 40 38 51.76 -72 38 49.56 clothes hanger 
10/06/96-3 40 38 39.24 -72 38 49.50 camera tripod 
8/19/96-12 40 38 53.50 -72 38 49.40 suitcase blue with 
clothes (Samsonite) 8/17/96-2 40 38 47.80 -72 38 49.20 
black carry on with handle top 8/19/96-12 40 38 26.19 -72 
38 49.05 galley serving traycontainer 8/16/96-10 40 38 
27.71 -72 38 48.87 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 
1000 left hand side 8/22/96-7 40 38 27.71 -72 38 48.87 3' 
bent metal # 86-4040 8/22/96-7 40 38 27.71 -72 38 48.87 
strut p/n 65B41247-83 & 84 8/16/96-10 40 38 27.21 -72 38 
48.87 8' wire, white 8/22/96-7 40 38 36.38 -72 38 48.52 
plastic bucket & light 8/19/96-11 40 38 26.08 -72 38 48.49 
forward lower cargo bay structure FS 920 left hand side 
(Cargo floor beam left hand station 920) 8/17/96-4 40 38 
24.53 -72 38 48.31 Arm rest 8/17/96-4 40 38 25.73 -72 38 
48.05 floor support 8/17/96-4 40 38 51.72 -72 38 48.02 1/2 
suitcase; open with clothing 8/04/96-66 40 38 51.72 -72 38 
48.02 fuselage skin w/red paint 40 38 51.72 -72 38 48.02 FS 
300-340 stringer 27R-41R; 8/04/96-66 40 38 51.72 -72 38 
48.02 fuselage skin 40 38 51.72 -72 38 48.02 fuselage skin 40 
38 54.80 -72 38 47.90 black hand cart luggage (jaguar) 
8/17/96-2 40 38 54.80 -72 38 47.90 misc clothing in various 
cloth cases 8/17/96-2 40 38 54.80 -72 38 47.90 misc jewelry 
in various cloth cases 8/17/96-2 40 39 12.96 -72 38 47.76 
debris 10/06/96-3 40 38 31.60 -72 38 47.50 floor beam 
upper chord FS 940, RBL 12-33 8/19/96-11 40 38 48.21 -72 
38 47.28 blue luggage w/ green trim 8/06/96-1 40 38 22.91 
-72 38 46.91 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 38 25.67 -72 38 46.82 
access door frame 8/17/96-4 40 38 37.80 -72 38 46.70 row 



22 Seats 4,5,6 8/05/96-2 40 38 41.52 -72 38 46.61 row 14 seat 
4-5-6-7 8/19/96-12 40 38 32.82 -72 38 46.25 four foot piece 
of ducting 8/19/96-11 40 38 50.80 -72 38 46.10 12" ( 12" 
black plastic grating 8/17/96-2 40 38 34.80 -72 38 46.00 
food galley tray 8/19/96-13 40 38 51.31 -72 38 45.83 
luggage cart 8/06/96-1 40 38 30.93 -72 38 45.73 stainless 
band with green rod 8/19/96-13 40 38 27.90 -72 38 45.31 
12" green metal strut; 6"(2" yellow plastic w/black clip 
162-1013-3 8/11/96-1 40 38 41.10 -72 38 45.30 2' long white 
framing piece with a flange in the center 8/12/96-4 40 38 
38.90 -72 38 45.30 stainless steel band 8/19/96-13 40 38 
24.22 -72 38 45.25 piece of wire 8/30/96-5 40 39 12.64 -72 38 
45.24 debris 10/06/96-3 40 38 51.45 -72 38 45.21 nail polish, 
debris 10/03/96-4 40 38 40.86 -72 38 45.07 yellow glass case 
w/ glasses 8/05/96-2 40 38 40.86 -72 38 45 07 L2 door 
65B04425-411 8/05/96-2 40 38 40.86 -72 38 45.07 pull latch 
assembly, overhead storage piece, 2'(4" honeycomb 
8/05/96-2 40 38 35.92 -72 38 44.95 nose gear dooor/hatch 
p/n 65B10019-2; 3'(6'(4" thick; RH nose gear wheel well 
door/first 6'; joins A152 8/06/96-46 40 38 55.25 -72 38 44.56 
row 14, Seats 1,2,3 8/08/96-14 40 38 51.80 -72 38 44.52 
pocket planner 8/06/96-1 40 38 36.01 -72 38 44.44 metal 
container appearing to be for food service 8/06/96-22 40 38 
24.11 -72 38 44.40 overhead light 8/17/96-4 40 38 51.80 -72 
38 44.00 insulation found in the red zone 8/06/96-1 40 38 
36.97 -72 38 44.00 seat assembly p/n S403359-402 s/n 1234 
Mod 901 8/06/96-1 40 38 34.80 -72 38 44.00 8" piece of 
green metal; support 8/24/96-8 40 38 24.57 -72 38 43.94 
misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 38 21.80 -72 38 43.80 Structure 
Framing 1' ( 3'; white fiberglass support 40 38 52.35 -72 38 



43.68 metal rack w/ wheels 8/04/96-66 40 38 52.35 -72 38 
43.68 green suitcase 8/04/96-66 40 38 30.80 -72 38 43.50 
metal section marked "FWD Unit No. 284" 8/19/96-13 40 
38 54.74 -72 38 43.34 10" ( 2" fiberglass part with Insulation 
40 38 50.49 -72 38 43.30 coat hanger 8/06/96-1 40 38 50.49 
-72 38 43.30 bar cart 8/06/96-1 40 38 37.20 -72 38 43.30 
frame piece 8/19/96-11 40 38 35.00 -72 38 42.90 white metal 
strip with rivets 8/19/96-11 40 38 33.74 -72 38 42.75 plastic 
box w/tubing' rectangular metal tube 3" 8/08/96-31 40 38 
33.74 -72 38 42.75 frame FS 820 & 5' Piece of 5/8" O2 
Tubing 8/06/96-46 40 38 50.89 -72 38 42.73 suitcase 
8/06/96-1 40 38 22.20 -72 38 42.70 2" ( 4' green frame 
8/04/96-66 40 38 46.80 -72 38 42.60 JVC power supply 
8/19/96-13 40 38 46.80 -72 38 42.60 frame in shape of cross 
with rivets 8/19/96-13 40 38 40.20 -72 38 42.30 circular item 
12" to 18" diam. honeycombed 8/19/96-11 FBM10A 40 38 
40.20 -72 38 42.30 floor beam lower chord; FS 880; RBL 
35-86 40 38 33.55 -72 38 42.25 FS 900-940; stringer 0-6R, 5(3 
rounded alum siding; inside p/n 4111-4#158; 7380-2DBLR; 
RH fuselage crown skin; 8/06/96-1 40 38 33.80 -72 38 42.06 
light framing 2' long 8/06/96-1 40 38 36.07 -72 38 42.01 
backpack 8/19/96-13 40 37 42.80 -72 38 42.00 very large net 
entangled with debris 9/27/96-1 40 38 37.69 -72 38 41.92 
metal strut; green 653B36 48864080 Rh; 2-3' pieces 
8/05/96-2 40 38 47.40 -72 38 41.50 small pieces of metal 
with light flexible material 8/19/96-12 40 38 48.40 -72 38 
41.40 3' long alum trim- 1" wide 8/08/96-14 40 38 56.70 -72 
38 41.20 black hard suit case w/clothes ( 8/22/96-7 40 38 
50.26 -72 38 41.20 jar facial cream 8/08/96-14 40 38 23.77 
-72 38 40.56 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 38 23.82 -72 38 40.48 



"L" shaped plastic piece 10/02/96-1 40 38 53.92 -72 38 40.36 
canyas suitcase (green) name tag -personal effects- 
8/15/96-11 40 38 53.92 -72 38 40.36 row 2 seats 4-5-6-7 
8/15/96-11 40 38 29.17 -72 38 40.13 1.5' ( 2" strut 
8/19/96-23 40 38 29.17 -72 38 40.12 Overhead compartment 
8/17/96-4 40 38 33.79 -72 38 40.07 fair lead assembly 3' 
8/05/96-2 40 38 24.01 -72 38 40.06 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 
38 47.88 -72 38 39.91 row 11, Seats 1,2,3 8/06/96-1 40 38 
51.85 -72 38 39.75 suitcase 8/06/96-1 40 38 51.59 -72 38 
39.75 wire connection; 4"(4" aluminum 8/06/96-1 40 38 
29.27 -72 38 39.52 slide compartment 8/17/96-4 40 38 39.20 
-72 38 39.50 luggage rack cart 8/22/96-7 40 38 26.42 -72 38 
39.48 several small pieces of wire 8/19/96-23 40 38 26.42 
-72 38 39.48 FS 920 Body Frame Segment 40 38 58.20 -72 38 
39.40 misc pieces 8/19/96-10 40 38 32.85 -72 38 39.36 coiled 
white wire; W848-5(38 2 alum pieces 1' long each 
8/06/96-46 40 38 32.85 -72 38 39.36 strut 3' long and black 
window molding 9/26/96-17 40 38 32.18 -72 38 39.28 18"(4" 
strut framing assembly#65B54207-3 8/06/96-46 40 38 45.38 
-72 38 39.15 suitcase w/ puller and insulation 8/15/96-11 
40 38 32.79 -72 38 38.98 4'(4" light framing w 3" diam hole 
through part of framing 8/06/96-1 40 38 32.79 -72 38 38.98 
food cart frame, levi's shorts 8/06/96-1 40 38 35.21 -72 38 
38.96 plastic holders/tray 65B60108; 65B0174-1 40 38 37.71 
-72 38 38.95 2.5(2.5 fiberglass w/PBE holder p/n 4566M37-
B-042NM S/N E955016 8/06/96-1 40 38 32.33 -72 38 38.95 
framing 3(1 rollers on bottom; cargo floor framing 
8/06/96-1 40 38 32.33 -72 38 38.95 pulley bracket FS 
960-980 8/06/96-46 40 38 36.39 -72 38 38.91 suitcase 
8/05/96-2 40 38 53.10 -72 38 38.90 black, hard side suitcase 



containing misc items (sunglasses, books); --Personal 
Effects- 8/22/96-7 40 38 48.20 -72 38 38.80 2 pair shorts, 1 
shirt, 4" tube seat framing 8/08/96-14 40 38 24.40 -72 38 
38.59 one blue bottle "Crystal" 8/19/96-11 40 38 24.40 -72 
38 38.59 1.5' long framing & various small pieces 
8/19/96-11 40 39 19.74 -72 38 38.52 clothing 9/11/96-4 40 
38 48.99 -72 38 38.41 forward galley 8/08/96-14 40 38 48.99 
-72 38 38.41 T-shirt @W513?? 40 38 32.60 -72 38 38.37 front 
spar web RBL 76 8/19/96-11 40 38 35.99 -72 38 38.36 arm 
rest row 15 Seat 4, foot rest bar, 3' alum strut FBM10F 40 38 
35.99 -72 38 38.36 STA 880 floor beam lower chord LBL 
25-70 40 38 26.56 -72 38 38.30 1) metal 14"(6"(1.5" p/n 
65B38600-137; 2) yellow oxygen mask; 3) 2.5' metal pipe 
3/4" diameter plus hose and toggl 8/20/96-15 40 38 26.56 
-72 38 38.30 small metal piece 3'(2' p/n: 65B08060-12n/c 
ADCN 1-2-3 7075-T6, s/n: 252 sept 11 1970 40 38 47.50 -72 
38 38.10 bottom half of seat no seat or row # 8/08/96-14 40 
38 35.99 -72 38 37.89 3(3(6" framing w/ honeycombing; 
#10-390#112, 114 hand written on honeycomb 8/05/96-2 
40 38 35.99 -72 38 37.89 floor beam and frame connection 
FS 960, LBL 110 to SOB S25-29 8/05/96-2 40 38 32.43 -72 38 
37.87 spanwise beam #3 -mid right side; p/n 65B10683 2 
8/06/96-46 40 38 57.40 -72 38 37.80 clothing, black 
8/15/96-11 40 38 57.40 -72 38 37.80 personal items, small 
plastic parts, insulation 8/15/96-11 40 38 57.40 -72 38 37.80 
row 20, seat 8-9-10 8/15/96-11 40 38 57.40 -72 38 37.80 misc 
wiring bundle 40 38 57.40 -72 38 37.80 sensor, zone temp 
8/19/96-10 40 38 23.71 -72 38 37.78 small metal piece 
3"(7"(0.25" metal 40 38 32.48 -72 38 37.73 floor beam upper 
chord & web FS 920, LBL 102-72 8/06/96-46 40 39 02.30 -72 



38 37.50 piece of plastic from interior 8/26/96-31 40 38 
39.80 -72 38 37.50 long structure piece w/crack on one end 
8/19/96-11 40 38 33.00 -72 38 37.42 frame 2' long w/ wire 
connectors 8/05/96-2 40 38 23.70 -72 38 37.30 4'(1' framing 
and wire harness 8/14/96-11 40 38 23.70 -72 38 37.30 seat 
track RBL 11.33 FS 940-960 40 38 05.24 -72 38 37.29 large 
section of metal (8' ( 6') changed from Z3453 to X2201 to 
match actual debris field (Kurt and Deb) 40 38 05.24 -72 38 
37.29 40 38 34.09 -72 38 37.28 mans loafer; assy 
#493780-0001A (19) light box; 5"(2" alum angle FS 820 
8/08/96-31 40 38 34.10 -72 38 37.25 1) plastic housing 
2' ( 8" ( 4" assy 493780-0002A" 8/19/96-23 40 38 27.70 -72 38 
37.20 2-1/2'(5"(1' framing 40 38 46.20 -72 38 37.00 black 
suitcase with strip (american tourister) 8/19/96-12 40 38 
46.20 -72 38 37.00 cargo track and rollers 8/12/96-4 40 38 
19.90 -72 38 37.00 metal strip w/rivets; white curtain 
attachment 40 38 19.90 -72 38 37.00 3' piece of white metal 
w/holes; overhead support 40 38 37.20 -72 38 36.84 floor 
assy STA 760-800 RBL 33 to RBL 72, 3(3 alum framing 
possible cargo area 8/05/96-2 40 38 37.20 -72 38 36.84 10' 
long 3/8" piping 8/05/96-2 FBM10C 40 38 37.54 -72 38 
36.75 floor beam lower chord FS 880 LBL 70-121 (SOB) 
8/19/96-13 40 38 34.61 -72 38 36.68 tea can 3(3(4 8/05/96-2 
40 38 32.68 -72 38 36.48 AC vents light/alum frame, green; 
FS 1140 BAC 27ECT-158 8/06/96-1 40 38 32.68 -72 38 36.48 
floor beam segment 40 38 43.20 -72 38 36.00 section of 
bulkhead; life raft support eam (fragment 40" length) FS 
800-860, LHS 8/19/96-12 40 38 48.67 -72 38 35.96 clothing; 
7'1" piping, door hinge 8/06/96-1 40 38 48.07 -72 38 35.95 
FS 820-900; stringers 14L-25L 8/06/96-1 40 39 17.96 -72 38 



35.91 clothing 9/10/96-4 40 39 17.96 -72 38 35.91 misc. 
plastic parts 9/11/96-4 40 39 17.96 -72 38 35.91 misc. plastic 
piece 9/11/96-4 40 38 28.24 -72 38 35.85 3(2 1/2 inner light 
framing/2' seat rail 8/08/96-14 40 38 34.67 -72 38 35.41 
frame work speaker 8/05/96-2 40 38 19.90 -72 38 35.14 
thick rubber piece 1' ( 4" ( 1"/ clear plastic cover 8/17/96-4 
40 38 32.20 -72 38 35.00 Small electrical access panel with 2 
plugs 8/24/96-8 40 38 29.20 -72 38 35.00 Small metal 
structure with rivets 8/24/96-8 40 38 33.00 -72 38 34.80 2 
small pieces of channel 8/24/96-8 40 38 18.00 -72 38 34.70 
lamp frame L517 40 38 26.39 -72 38 34.66 FS 800-880; 
stringer 36L-40L 8/08/96-14 40 38 26.39 -72 38 34.66 FS 
800-860; stringer 39L-44L 40 38 27.14 -72 38 34.54 18" light 
braising; 1(6 alum bulkhead 8/08/96-14 40 38 27.14 -72 38 
34.54 cw spanwise beam #1 section 40 38 26.92 -72 38 34.47 
6" plastic piece 8/19/96-11 40 38 22.55 -72 38 34.25 green 5' 
strut 8/14/96-11 40 38 20.80 -72 38 34.10 "Y" shaped Metal 
with holes; overhead support 40 38 23.87 -72 38 34.01 6' 
piece of red wire 8/19/96-23 40 38 22.70 -72 38 33.40 exit 
sign w/ electronics; spring hinged arm; 4" tubing 
8/10/96-9 40 39 09.35 -72 38 33.29 small O2 bottle; metal 
strut; plastic strap 8/28/96-14 40 38 53.00 -72 38 33.00 Black 
suitcase (softside) containing misc items.-Personal Effects- 
8/22/96-7 40 38 36.81 -72 38 33.00 blank photos/men's tie 
8/28/96-24 40 38 27.78 -72 38 32.88 strut 5'(3" p/n 
65B04366-145; 4'(3' p/n 86-4638 s/n AC668 8/11/96-1 40 38 
27.78 -72 38 32.88 metal piece with possible foot rest, 
1.5' ( 1.5' 40 38 17.80 -72 38 32.84 forward lower cargo bay 
structure FS 960 right hand side (intercostal fairing ES 
920-960) 8/17/96-4 40 38 17.80 -72 38 32.84 FS 960 lower 



body frame stringer 43L-47L 40 38 39.27 -72 38 32.83 floor 
panel 2(4 BMS4-17F, TY.2; Lot# 903140 MFGR.CIBA - 
GEIGY 8/06/96-46 FBM 19 40 38 39.27 -72 38 32.83 floor 
assy. STA 780 -840 RBL3 to LBL 94 8/06/96-46 40 38 39.27 
-72 38 32.83 fuselage skin 40 38 39.27 -72 38 32.83 fuselage 
skin 40 38 39.27 -72 38 32.83 fuselage belly skin 40 38 39.27 
-72 38 32.83 fuselage skin 40 38 36.96 -72 38 32.76 blue chair
(no seat #) 8/05/96-2 40 38 33.02 -72 38 32.52 3' strut 1'('1 
green FS 920 8/08/96-14 40 38 18.64 -72 38 32.52 cargo bin 
ceiling 8/17/96-4 40 38 29.10 -72 38 32.34 6' length of 
rectangular metal tubing 6'(.5"(1" 8/20/96-15 40 39 19.96 
-72 38 32.32 misc clothing (bagged) 40 38 39.85 -72 38 32.29 
small suitcase frame, MT-Personal Effects- 8/19/96-11 40 
38 20.64 -72 38 32.05 fuselage fairing frame 8/17/96-4 40 38 
20.64 -72 38 32.04 wire harness in bag 8/17/96-4 40 38 20.64 
-72 38 32.04 piece of bracket w/section of stringer & 
fiberglass/plastic sheet; cargo compartment support 40 39 
03.00 -72 38 32.00 Motor actuator cargo door 40 39 03.00 -72 
38 32.00 BAC 65B07943-931 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 power 
unit F+D wheel drive cargo 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 TWA 
38003; 12" diam press relief valve 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
cabin; 10"(12" door frame 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 1'(2' white 
structure w/90 deg 2' track 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 white 
bulkhead unknown location 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 
03.00 -72 38 32.00 813/96-85 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 TWA 
14002; see B053 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40" piece spiral 
staircase center support 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 same as 
B049; press relief valve 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 canted 
bulkhead FS 400 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 forward bulkhead 
FS 400 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 



stringer 26R - 38R Canted bulkhead FS 260-280 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 canted bulkhead FS 400 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
row?? Seat 9 8/3/96-145 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 canted bulkhead FS 260; 2(4 Bulkhead W/L323 
Equip Center Light - FWD 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 L-1 door 
slide raft housing 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 upper portion FS 
140; bulkhead 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 FS 240-287; stringer 22R-26R (Right fuselage; w/ pitot 
tube) 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 power drive 747-5100-5-0; 
5"(6"(8" 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 Rain repellent 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 Puritan plastic valve BAC# 60B50016-1 40 39 
03.00 -72 38 32.00 2' section seat rail w/ floor 40 39 03.00 -72 
38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
cargo floor w/ wheels 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 cargo 
handling drive wheel 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 10"(30" green 
assy p/n 65B0173240 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 
38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 see 35; 5"(13" roller latch-
cargo 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 PA system 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 2'(3' red & white skin peeled 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
R1 Door Top 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 power unit F+D wheel 
drive cargo 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 controlled thermostat 
2BACR158A5AD 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 FS 600-640 stringers 26R-25R with portion of floor 
beam 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
western power drive scd # 60B60006 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 RF 3 Cargo door hinge; 2 rollers 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 cargo 3"(4"(4" red latch 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
actuator 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 
340 bulkhead 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 LF22-05 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 FS 740; stringer 39L-44L 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 



RH wing upper skin plank; Right Hand Wing Upper Skin 
Plank 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 SWB #2 RBL 33-3. was cut by 
NTSB, its associated piece is B2003 or (CW 704) 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 bag support 3" base; EMCO 3 phase motor 
D2113 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 RH Nose Wheel & Tire 40 39 
03.00 -72 38 32.00 nose wheel well sidewall and FS 340 
Bulkhead 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 680-720 Stringer 
26R-36R 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 small 3"(8" sheet structure 
w/latch arm 2 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 cargo floor 40 39 
03.00 -72 38 32.00 4"(40" beam LF22-19 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 FS 580-600; stringer L38-L39 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
LF22-14 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 FS 600-620; stringer 
42L-39L 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 floor heater, electrical 40 39 
03.00 -72 38 32.00 6"(26" green structure; stiffener p/n 
65B38600-36 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
cargo tie down latch;AL 5"(14"track red latch 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 1'(1'(1' green structure 
w/12"armature shaft 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 6"(20" twisted 
white like box 6 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 40 39 03.00 -72 38 
32.00 FS 740-760 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 linear actuator 
747-5700-2-0 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 R/A gear box for fixed 
wheel drive 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 65B01731-402 40 39 
03.00 -72 38 32.00 Seat Frame 40 39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 
513-28-8750; 1"(10" casting w/eccentric groves 40 39 03.00 
-72 38 32.00 2'(3' cargo structure w/2-6" rubber wheels 40 
39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 white 40" roller ball track w/balls 40 
39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 spanwise beam #2 RBL 11 stiffener 40 
39 03.00 -72 38 32.00 right hand fuselage window bays; FS 
620-740 stringer 19R-26R with windows 40 38 23.46 -72 38 
31.94 FS 840-880. Stringer R1-R6 8/19/96-11 40 39 09.49 -72 



38 31.92 galley "A" kitchen galley ovens A6, A6a, A6b, A6c, 
A6c, A6d (3 pieces) 8/08/96-14 40 39 09.49 -72 38 31.92 dish 
tray box; 1'(16"(6" w/2 dishes 8/08/96-31 40 39 09.49 -72 38 
31.92 2 pieces alum sheet; ea 3'(2' 8/08/96-31 40 39 09.49 
-72 38 31.92 galley A 4 ovens, coffee maker & drawers 
8/08/96-14 40 39 09.49 -72 38 31.92 seat 52 (3) armrest/tray, 
40 39 09.49 -72 38 31.92 Fuselage skin 40 39 09.49 -72 38 
31.92 FS 160-180 stringer 24R-26R 40 39 06.38 -72 38 31.72 
insulation / lining; misc debris 8/31/96-3 40 39 01.66 -72 
38 31.62 p/n 58607, DME Receiver 40 38 56.80 -72 38 31.50 
lavatory door 8/22/96-7 40 38 35.44 -72 38 31.49 strut 
1.5'(2' / light fixture 8/28/96-22 40 39 06.77 -72 38 31.47 
luggage carrier; black dress 8/08/96-31 40 38 30.40 -72 38 
31.43 10(2(3 Metal box; 967-A stenciling inside 8/04/96-66 
40 38 23.58 -72 38 31.23 9/28/96-1 40 39 08.46 -72 38 31.20 
debris, fuel line 10/06/96-2 40 38 24.30 -72 38 31.08 1) floor 
beam and frame segment FS 920 LBL 100-SOB S25L-27.5 2) 
1.5(6" skin 3) drawer 1.5'(2'(3" p/n A0 8/19/96-23 40 38 
24.30 -72 38 31.08 fuselage skin 40 38 24.30 -72 38 31.08 
cargo container piece 40 38 30.10 -72 38 31.07 white wire, 
marked 02125 or C2125 (xeroxed dive report) approx 2' 
long 8/22/96-7 40 38 36.22 -72 38 30.98 shirt / metal siding 
8/28/96-25 40 38 24.01 -72 38 30.95 6" piece of J channel; 
white brace 40 38 18.57 -72 38 30.89 wiring 8/17/96-4 40 38 
29.76 -72 38 30.84 7' long strut; small piece 6"(2.5"(4" p/n 
65B38600-154; small piece 1'(5" no number; small metal 
shard with 2 whee 8/22/96-7 40 38 17.46 -72 38 30.72 
Plastic window frame 8/17/96-4 40 38 19.98 -72 38 30.60 
4'(2" Med. wtr Framing 8/17/96-4 40 39 01.90 -72 38 30.00 
piece of aircraft interior panel (insulation) 8/22/96-7 40 38 



33.00 -72 38 30.00 metal w/vent holes "ZONE C" on side 
8/24/96-8 40 38 22.30 -72 38 30.00 FS 900 frame stringer 
25R-21R 40 38 18.96 -72 38 30.00 wire harness/small 
framing 8/17/96-4 40 38 18.96 -72 38 30.00 3' fiberglass 
duct, 1' bent metal; Insulated duct 40 38 36.18 -72 38 29.99 
plastic bag containing 1. pencil sharpener, 2. pen 
"Reynolds" 3. stapler 4. little box of staples 8/28/96-23 40 
38 27.97 -72 38 29.96 4' light alum framing 8/14/96-11 40 38 
27.97 -72 38 29.96 upper portion of galley "B" 8/14/96-11 40 
38 35.98 -72 38 29.95 magna filter frame box structure p/n 
GB52424A30X 2'(2'(4" 8/06/96-46 40 38 42.43 -72 38 29.73 
empty plastic bag 40 38 24.90 -72 38 29.43 seat electronic 
box 85 8/06/96-1 40 38 22.97 -72 38 29.33 1) rubber window 
molding 2) piece of Insulation with plastic latch 3) angled 
plastic molding 6" ( 3" p/n 162-103-8 8/19/96-23 40 38 
58.70 -72 38 29.30 black plastic tray 8/22/96-7 40 38 32.71 
-72 38 29.30 floor beam lower chord (3' long); FS 920; LBL 
28-71 40 38 32.71 -72 38 29.30 floor beam lower chord (12") 
40 38 21.70 -72 38 29.30 Interior Metal Piece with Support 
Struts; metal panel 40 39 04.02 -72 38 29.25 various aircraft 
parts in basket 40 38 25.38 -72 38 29.22 5 pieces 69B517061 
HC 8/19/96-11 40 39 06.10 -72 38 29.21 TWA AKN7415 
cargo container 40 38 17.01 -72 38 28.97 1' ( 1' siding / light 
framing 8/17/96-4 40 38 47.80 -72 38 28.78 row 11 seat 6 
armrest 8/03/96-85 40 38 43.63 -72 38 28.78 2 seats one red, 
one blue # row 11' seat 6 40 38 28.80 -72 38 28.70 metal 
piece w/jagged edge 10" in length-green 8/24/96-8 40 39 
04.12 -72 38 28.52 wallet 40 38 57.30 -72 38 28.50 black 
suitcase, softside, full of misc items 8/26/96-31 40 38 20.94 
-72 38 28.49 body stringer cargo floor Area 4' long 40 38 



20.94 -72 38 28.49 stringer p/n 65B04366-144 8/19/96-23 40 
39 03.74 -72 38 28.43 green bag containing personal effects 
(inside clear bag) 8/21/96-3 40 39 03.74 -72 38 28.43 misc 
debris inside Black Bag 8/21/96-3 40 39 03.74 -72 38 28.43 
misc debris placed inside black plastic bag 8/21/96-3 40 39 
03.74 -72 38 28.42 Black Bag (Tag inside) contains Misc 
Debris 8/21/96-3 40 39 03.70 -72 38 28.40 misc pieces 
8/19/96-10 40 39 03.70 -72 38 28.40 victim 40 39 03.70 -72 
38 28.40 misc pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 03.70 -72 38 28.40 
miscellaneous small pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 03.70 -72 38 
28.40 fuselage skin, small fragment TBD 40 39 06.27 -72 38 
28.39 tubing & parts in plastic bag 8/17/96-1 40 39 06.27 
-72 38 28.39 4' tubing section "65B40128-756" 8/17/96-1 40 
39 06.27 -72 38 28.39 8' frame piece 8/17/96-1 40 39 13.28 
-72 38 28.32 1 green carry on bag 10/10/96-1 40 39 03.80 -72 
38 28.30 fuselage LHS FS 600-760 40 38 34.72 -72 38 28.27 
harlem NY shirt; Alum shelf siding 8/05/96-2 40 39 03.60 
-72 38 28.20 window frame interior 8/29/96-1 40 39 03.60 
-72 38 28.20 window frame 8/26/96-31 FBM-8A 40 38 31.73 
-72 38 27.88 FS 900 floor beam & frame LBL 85 to SOB; this 
part is part of LF36 & FBM-8A 8/08/96-14 40 38 31.73 -72 
38 27.88 piece of cabin overhead compartment 20" ( 4" 40 39 
04.853 -72 38 27.85 bag of small misc. debris 8/24/96-9 40 
39 04.853 -72 38 27.85 bag of misc. debris 8/24/96-9 40 39 
04.853 -72 38 27.85 bag of misc. debris 8/24/96-9 40 39 
04.85 -72 38 27.85 insulated hose with fittings 8/24/96-9 40 
38 43.99 -72 38 27.81 40 38 21.75 -72 38 27.64 body crown 
fuselage; changed from B561 to A2031 to match actual 
debris field 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 human remains (spine) 
8/23/96-13 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 



8/24/96-9 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 
8/24/96-9 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 
8/24/96-9 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 
8/24/96-9 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 
8/24/96-9 40 39 04.63 -72 38 27.62 bag of misc. debris 
8/24/96-9 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 fuselage skin 40 39 07.70 
-72 38 27.50 Misc. Personal Electronics and pr. women's 
glasses 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 part of 
intercoastal with # 326 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 
fuselage formering with 660 written on it 8/29/96-1 40 39 
07.70 -72 38 27.50 row 10 seat 2 label-cap 8/29/96-1 40 39 
07.70 -72 38 27.50 Baggage Claim TW 210981 8/29/96-1 40 
39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 part of RADOME 8/29/96-1 40 39 
07.70 -72 38 27.50 misc small debris 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 
-72 38 27.50 misc. debris 8/29/96-1 40 39 07.70 -72 38 27.50 
metal strap with internal cargo door switch for forward 
cargo door; FS 560; WL 164; RBL 96 40 38 58.80 -72 38 27.48 
misc. debris 8/29/96-1 40 38 58.80 -72 38 27.48 misc. debris 
8/29/96-1 40 38 58.80 -72 38 27.48 misc. debris 8/29/96-1 
40 38 58.80 -72 38 27.48 misc. debris 8/29/96-1 40 38 58.80 
-72 38 27.48 misc. debris 8/29/96-1 40 38 58.80 -72 38 27.48 
misc. debris 8/29/96-1 40 39 05.70 -72 38 27.40 crate 
containing misc plane fragments aluminum, fiberglass, 
liner plastic, wood, plexiglass, personal clothing, paper 
8/28/96-9 40 39 05.70 -72 38 27.40 crate containing misc 
plane fragments aluminum, fiberglass, liner plastic, wood, 
plexiglass, personal clothing 8/28/96-8 40 39 01.00 -72 38 
27.40 bone possibly human 40 39 01.00 -72 38 27.40 bone, 
possibly human 40 39 01.00 -72 38 27.40 Cargo Net of Misc 
wreckage Debris 8/26/96-31 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 



personal luggage 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal luggage 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 
5 seat 5 & 6 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 debris-
sweepings 8/05/96-7 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 1 pair eyeglass frames 40 
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 420-440; stringer 20R-27R 
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 forward fuselage 
bulkhead 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 sweepings 
8/05/96-11 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 victim 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 5' round spiral staircase ceiling panel 8/03/96-145 40 
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 1 jacket with contents of B138 
8/04/96-65 LF22-04 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 741; stringer 
45L-43R (1'(2'(5' twisted AL w/U stiffeners; cargo bin white 
w/primer) 8/05/96-5 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 nose wheel 
well skin surrounding nose seal FS 320-260 8/03/96-145 40 
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 right side cargo door, FS 640-760 aft 
stringer 28R-43R 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 1 large 
suitcase 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 circuit board 
8/05/96-6 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 5; seat 8-9 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FWD cargo door lift 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 tan sport jacket 
containing B208 (travelers checks/ticket) 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 one pair of pants 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 



personal luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 4, 
seat 8 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 armrest 54- 8, 10 
8/04/96-54 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 5 gal fiber drum small 
parts wire and plastic 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
cockpit debris; armrest, partial frame 34-9 -10, armrest 45-8, 
seat 45-10 8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 light fixture 
8/04/96-57 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal property 
8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cockpit wreckage 
8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 488-560 stringer 
13R-31R, aft and beneath R-1 door (Aircraft door frame 
and 3 window frames) 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
L-1 door 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal property 
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 380-488; stringer 
17L-30L includes door L1 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 canted bulkhead FS 400 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 personal luggage 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
L2 door 65B04425-411 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
forward fuselage 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
wallets, passports, cash 8/04/96-65 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
operations manual 8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
clothing 8/05/96-10 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 portion of a 
cargo bin 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 4'(6' floor FS 
580-520; left butt line 75 to RBL 11 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 INS battery 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 scraps, pieces 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 



Three(3) human feet and tissue 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
avionics bay; seat 9-10 8/05/96-17 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
3'(4-1/2' cargo floor w/roller balls 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 victim white female 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 victim white male 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 row 2, seat 8 and 9; row 3 seat 1 and 2 (See tag 
B2070) 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 victim 
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 victim 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 FS 380-580; stringer 23L-40L 8/05/96-34 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 Cargo bin 7866 (FC2) 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 Cargo bin 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
Victim-w/m Row 92, seat 1, wallet attached in clear plstic 
bag 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin; FS 340-360; 
stringer 37R-41R 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal effects 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage part 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 misc. debris 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo 
bin 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 travelers checks 
and ticket found in B207 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 540-580 
stringers 24R-30R with top right corner of forward cargo 
door 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 260-400; stringer 
23L-42L from window belt to nose wheel well 8/05/96-34 
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 8/06/96-2 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 frame member 8/05/96-34 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 forward fuselage bulkhead 8/03/96-145 LF22-27 
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 560; stringer 44R 8/06/96-2 40 
39 04.30 -72 38 27.2™ FS 240, skin splice, fuselage; FS 
260-280 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 8/03/96-145 40 



39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 1 large brown suitcase 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 row 4 seat 9 8/05/96-3 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
right hand skin R1 door FS 460-520 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
FS 340-380, stringer 23R-37R 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 personal effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
FS 420-480 stringers 11R-19R, door 1 upper door cutout; 
8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 crash ax 8/04/96-65 40 
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
FS 440-580; stringer 42L-37R 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 fwd portion lower right cargo door; FS 560-670; 
target # 2931.2S 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 section of cargo bin 
8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects, scarf 
8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage 
8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 support beam, fwd 
cargo 8/06/96-2 LF04, RF04 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 
520-800; stringer 4L-24L (Note: saw cut above from RF04) 
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 clothing from debris 
field row 5 seat 5 8/05/96-9 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 row 
92, seat 1,2 8/06/96-2 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 clothing 
8/05/96-12 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 340, skin 8/05/96-4 
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal effects 8/03/96-145 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 340-360; stringer 19R-22R with 
window 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin w/red paint 
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 360-380; stringer 19R-23R with 
window 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 140-380; stringer 0-45L; 
top of skin below cockpit window structure 8/07/96-15 40 



39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 240-287; stringer 8A-14R 
8/07/96-15 LF22-34 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 500-540; 
stringer 40R-45R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 seat 36 (9) armrest 
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 fuselage skin 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 Seat 8 (1 2 3) 
8/23/96-1 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 lower 140 bulkhead structure 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 fuselage skin 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 seat 3 (8) 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 first ACM seat 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal luggage; black bag w/wallet 8/07/96-15 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 LBL 70, Frame FS 320 (approx 50" 
fragment) @WL 302 with fragment of floor beam about 30" 
length 8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
computer 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage- 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal 
luggage pants w/wallet 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 nose gear wheel well FWD bulkhead w/actuator 
8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 fuselage skin w/red 
paint 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 second ACM seat 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 FS 1480-1550, 1480 bulkhead WL 220 to 
stringer 36R; 8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 
580-800; stringer 23L-39L (upper deck floor beam segment 
(approx 20" length)) 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 pulley bracket 
assy 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 upper deck floor 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 upper deck floor 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 Upper 
deck floor beam segment, about 7' length, FS 740 Stateroom 
8/04/96-64 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 440-520; stringer 
9R-14R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage; black 
handbag 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin floor 40 39 04.30 



-72 38 27.20 cockpit windows to FS 400. S 9L - 15 R 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 380-400 stringer 22R-23R (piece of 
window frame) 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 Fuselage skin 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin piece 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal luggage, electronics 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 nose wheel well structure upper pressure panel 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin support from B222 8/07/96-15 
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 520-560; aft; 40" long stringer 
12R-19R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 structural support 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 aircraft skin, 65B04705 410 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 small section of upper forward cargo door 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 460-520; stringer 31R-38R 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 cargo bin floor 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 oxygen 
bottle 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cockpit windows 
to FS 400 stringer 9L-15R includes B211 and B238; skin with 
wash nozzles and crew service door 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
wheel well struoture 8/07/96-15 8 07 96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 row 91, seat 1,2 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
passport 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cockpit floor 
40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 personal luggage, personal 
computer 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 560-640; 
stringer 19R-23R with window belt 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 aircraft debris 8/07/96-15 LF22-23 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 FS 640-660; stringer 44R-46R 8/07/96-15 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 600-780 stringer 23R-44R with 
attached cargo door 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 forward 
pressure bulkhead 8/07/96-15 LF22-20 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 FS 600-620; stringer 44R-47R 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 cardboard box 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 FS 220-287; stringer 14A-22R with window belt 



8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 section 41 FS 300-340. 
NWW Right fuselage side panel 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 
38 27.20 FS 600-720, stringers 24R-26R with rear top portion 
of forward cargo door 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 
personal items 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 skin 
section FS 200-260; stringer 34-43 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 upper deck floor 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 720 
frame fragment w/fragment of upper deck floor beam 
8/04/96-64 LF22-11 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 right fuselage 
FS 580-560 stringer 40-44 8/07/96-15 LF22-06 40 39 04.30 
-72 38 27.20 belly piece; FS 780-800 Stringer 40L-45L 
8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin 8/07/96-15 
LF22-13 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 660-680; stringer 
41L-45L 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 side panel, 
nose wheel well, FS 245-340, p/n65B07942 pressure panel 
8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 740-800; stringer 
44L-43R 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 skin section 8/07/96-15 40 
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 cargo bin 7430(FC4) 8/07/96-15 40 39 
04.30 -72 38 27.20 crew door 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 seat 4 (9) 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 floor assy; FS 
720-740; LBL 2 to LBL72 8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 
27.20 floor assy FS 740-800; RBL 11.33 to RBL 11.33 
8/03/96-145 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 180-120 stringer 
26R-36R, two pieces 40 39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 seat 3 (1 2) 40 
39 04.30 -72 38 27.20 FS 200-240 stringer 24R-45R 40 38 
24.48 -72 38 27.12 3' piece of circular green metal 
8/19/96-11 40 38 24.48 -72 38 27.12 spanwise beam #2 RH 
web door RBL 8-30 8/19/96-11 40 38 24.48 -72 38 27.12 
Forward lower cargo bay structures, FS 900 8/19/96-11 40 
39 02.70 -72 38 27.10 blue and white shirt, TWA face cloth, 



white sock 8/26/96-31 40 39 04.00 -72 38 27.00 green bag of 
misc pieces, airplane debris, wiring 8/26/96-26 40 39 04.00 
-72 38 27.00 green bag misc pieces airplane debris, 
insulation 8/26/96-25 40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 small body 
parts/tissue 40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 personal effects 
including tickets 8/29/96-1 40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 landing 
gear safety pin 8/29/96-1 40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 luggage 
tag 8/29/96-1 40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 TWA employee ID 
8/29/96-1 40 39 03.10 -72 38 27.00 personal checkbook 
8/29/96-1 40 38 28.22 -72 38 26.96 small piece of wire 
8/19/96-23 40 38 28.22 -72 38 26.96 piece of insulation 
found in vicinity of DIG268 8/19/96-23 40 38 29.30 -72 38 
26.90 Black plastic with two hinged pieces -white 
8/24/96-8 40 38 21.39 -72 38 26.86 white plastic box cover 
p/n 60B40053-3 8/19/96-23 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 frame 
part; 65 B 14073-1 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 frame 
part; 65B14006-2 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 debris 
parts 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 general aircraft 
debris 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 570-600 
stringers 22R-23R 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
window frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 500 
part 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 floor frame deck 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 
-72 38 26.80 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 740-760 
stringer 32R-36R 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 aircraft 
skin 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 debris/parts 
8/12/96-4 LF22-24 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 skin/frame; FS 
760-780 Stringer 40L-42L 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 cargo bin/part 
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 electronic bay 8/12/96-4 



40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 
04.70 -72 38 26.80 aircraft skin/frame; FWD Cargo Door 
skin 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 aircraft skin/frame 
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 675-725; stringer 
34L-38L 8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 plastic frame with darl 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 plastic frame 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 electronic box 
8/12/96-4 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 380-400; stringer 
19R-23R with window (skin panel; w/ window) 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 section 42 - skin 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 cargo floor 8/08/96-31 
40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 720 main deck floor beam 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 belly skin 8/08/96-31 
40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 cargo liners 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 
-72 38 26.80 FS 580, upper floor support beam 8/08/96-31 
40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 340-400 stringer 15R-19R
(passenger cabin skin, section 410) 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 
-72 38 26.80 personal luggage 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80 frame section 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
personal luggage 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
personal luggage 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 Row 92 
seats 8-9 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 cargo liner 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 TWA cargo container 
skin 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 160-220; 
stringer 22R-24A with window belt. 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 
-72 38 26.80 cargo container top frame - 7866 8/08/96-31 40 



39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 galley cabinet; row 10, seat 1-3 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 generator control unit 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 340-380; stringer 9L - 
19L 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 air-conditioning 
cabin duct 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal 
effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 load controller 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 wheel well part 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 frame w/pheniolic 
block 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 personal effects 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 400-420; stringer 
18R-23R with window 8/08/96-31 LF22-02 40 39 04.70 -72 
38 26.80 FS 680-700; stringer 41L-47R 8/08/96-31 40 39 
04.70 -72 38 26.80 generator control 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 
-72 38 26.80 belly skin 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 720 
frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 FS 540-560; 
stringer 34R (cargo door skin; RF FWD) 8/08/96-31 40 39 
04.70 -72 38 26.80 belly frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80 FS 800 frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 
galley floor 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.90 -72 38 24.80 personal 
luggage, 8/07/96-15 40 39 00.90 -72 38 24.80 piece of plastic 
& hair spray cylinder 8/26/96-31 40 38 27.00 -72 38 24.60 
seat belt and buckle 8/24/96-8 40 38 26.90 -72 38 24.50 
Aluminum Pipe 8/24/96-8 40 38 23.00 -72 38 24.50 metal 
object w/loose wire assembly 8/24/96-8 40 38 53.30 -72 38 
24.40 plastic box 8/26/96-31 40 38 54.17 -72 38 24.36 2 
pictures (photographs) & wallet type picture holder 
10/02/96-1 40 38 35.07 -72 38 24.27 3' light siding trim 



8/19/96-11 40 38 19.20 -72 38 24.26 1'(3"(3" green metal 
brace, piece of white electrical wire 8/22/96-7 40 38 52.70 
-72 38 24.20 electronic box "AIDS DATA ACQUISITION 
UNIT" part # 2222228 mod dav-70-101 ser. 30 TWA part # 
53502 8/26/96-31 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 various aircraft 
debris / parts 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 vent part 
FS 380 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 seat 1 (1), 
8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 fuselage skin 40 39 00.00 
-72 38 24.00 air-conditioning/vent part station 11-15 
8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 aircraft skin 8/10/96-16 
40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 generator control unit 8/10/96-9 40 
39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 personal effects 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 
-72 38 24.00 row 9 seat (8 9 10), 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 
24.00 personal effects 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 
various aircraft debris / parts 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 
24.00 personal effects 8/10/96-9 40 39 00.00 -72 38 24.00 
various aircraft debris 8/10/96-9 40 38 20.83 -72 38 23.95 
light alum/plastic 1' ( 1' 8/06/96-1 40 38 20.83 -72 38 23.95 
light alum/plastic 1'(1' 40 38 29.23 -72 38 23.90 3 short 
metal pieces w/ wires # stamped; must bend alum to see # 
8/05/96-2 40 38 23.00 -72 38 23.90 Duct 5" in diameter 
8/24/96-8 40 38 19.51 -72 38 23.68 forward lower cargo bay 
structure FS 840 left hand side (3(1 light inner framing) 
8/06/96-46 40 38 16.37 -72 38 23.68 O2 mask & overhead 
8/17/96-4 40 38 20.38 -72 38 23.58 small piece of metal 
frame 12"(3"(3" attached to coil spring 8/22/96-7 40 39 
05.10 -72 38 23.50 3' aluminum pc. 8/26/96-31 40 39 03.41 
-72 38 23.26 personal effects & a light fixture moved by 
ROV from unknown point, also wire and fiber glass moved 
from 12597.4P 8/22/96-8 40 38 47.50 -72 38 22.95 tag "towel 



disposal no cigarette disposal" - paper towel disposal door 
10/02/96-1 40 38 19.04 -72 38 22.74 coil of white electrical 
wire 8/22/96-7 40 38 26.32 -72 38 22.71 vent screen 2(8" 
LH#9 C ZONE AC#17119 40 38 18.40 -72 38 22.61 1(1 light 
alum framing assembly# 65B52747 8/06/96-46 40 38 20.48 
-72 38 22.58 18" alum light framing 1" thick 8/06/96-46 40 
38 21.02 -72 38 22.57 alum angle 2"(1"; 1" u shape angle; 
alum sheet w/brackets & hole 18"(12"; flex hose 10"; plastic 
window frame 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.50 -72 38 22.50 life vest 
and cover 8/26/96-31 40 39 04.50 -72 38 22.50 TWA label 
book 8/26/96-31 40 38 28.55 -72 38 22.39 small duffel; 
containing books, walkman, tapes; 8/08/96-31 40 38 20.04 
-72 38 21.80 metal/alum framing w/ smoke detector type 
II; p/n 30-231-7B, S/N 30336 8/06/96-1 40 38 28.55 -72 38 
21.78 egress system power supply M9412 8/04/96-66 40 38 
19.29 -72 38 21.50 FS 900 fuselage frame stringer 34L-36L 
8/06/96-1 40 38 21.00 -72 38 21.21 TWA Plate, 8", Broken, 
White 40 38 21.00 -72 38 21.21 TWA Plate, 8" broken, white 
40 38 23.05 -72 38 20.74 3"(2" piece of aluminum 8/31/96-2 
40 38 20.35 -72 38 20.68 1) oxygen mask, 2) 6'(1" brown 
rubber molding, 3) 5"(1" green metal bracket #69B50687-1, 
4) navy blue TWA seat 40 38 24.38 -72 38 20.64 misc metal 
9/28/96-1 40 39 01.62 -72 38 20.60 1 small bone 40 39 03.10 
-72 38 20.50 misc pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 03.10 -72 38 20.50 
misc pieces 8/19/96-10 40 39 05.21 -72 38 20.20 bra, alum 
angle 18"(1"; 5"(3" misc honey comb 8/08/96-31 40 38 59.90 
-72 38 20.20 Passport - French, 8/26/96-31 40 38 23.52 -72 
38 20.02 4' black wire with modular plug (#cory 71771) 
1'(10" piece of aluminum 8/31/96-1 40 38 52.00 -72 38 20.00 
metal box w/handle 8/26/96-31 40 38 53.60 -72 38 19.80 



seat row 22 seat 7 8/26/96-31 40 38 34.34 -72 38 19.49 40 38 
34.34 -72 38 19.49 3" metal structure, 6" ( 4" white plastic 
serving tray 10/13/96-4 40 39 04.40 -72 38 19.20 
passengerair & lightvent 8/26/96-31 40 39 02.00 -72 38 
19.00 pilot op manual; plastic window frame; 1' tubing 
alum "T", plastic inslulation 8/08/96-31 40 39 02.00 -72 38 
19.00 American tourister suitcase; black 8/08/96-31 40 39 
02.00 -72 38 19.00 Clothing and misc debris; personal 
effects 8/08/96-31 40 38 25.47 -72 38 18.91 multi color wires 
8/28/96-13 40 39 06.51 -72 38 18.88 misc personal effects 
and small parts 8/08/96-31 40 39 06.51 -72 38 18.88 seat 9 
(1), 40 38 19.78 -72 38 18.43 1 shirt; wire 8/30/96-6 40 38 
17.94 -72 38 18.42 5/16" socket driver; phenolic latch; alum 
metal w/bolts; alum angle 5'(10" rib 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.55 
-72 38 18.27 metal 1'(1'; pieces of ceramic plate; white 
pouch; wire; white slide; spiral notebook 8/28/96-20 40 38 
17.60 -72 38 18.17 8" flex tubing; 2" diameter 8/06/96-1 40 
38 45.45 -72 38 17.91 aluminum frame 8/03/96-85 40 39 
06.50 -72 38 17.90 stainless tray 8/26/96-31 40 39 01.21 -72 
38 17.89 multicolored suitcase, misc. luggage pieces 
8/22/96-8 40 39 01.21 -72 38 17.89 wallet 8/22/96-8 40 39 
01.21 -72 38 17.89 metal scraps (duty free cart) 8/22/96-8 40 
39 01.21 -72 38 17.89 stainless metal drawer 8/22/96-8 40 
38 55.76 -72 38 17.87 row 8 seat (8, 9, 10) 8/24/96-9 40 38 
27.07 -72 38 17.83 7' long 1" wide light strut 40 38 26.69 -72 
38 17.81 green suitcase/black hairclip 8/11/96-1 40 38 
26.69 -72 38 17.81 plastic tube #B18-5 3 1; metal green; 5'(5" 
metal p/n 65B54114-9SK; white insulation 8/11/96-1 40 38 
23.06 -72 38 17.78 light framing with trim "Assy 65B54___" 
8/19/96-11 40 38 13.88 -72 38 17.29 siding with 65B54890-1 



4 3071 / O2 mask 8/17/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 38 16.90 small 
debris/parts 8/12/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 38 16.90 personal 
effects 8/12/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 38 16.90 personal effects 
8/12/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 38 16.90 digital computer central 
air data 8/12/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 38 16.90 various aircraft 
debris/parts 8/12/96-4 40 39 02.80 -72 38 16.90 personal 
effects 8/12/96-4 40 38 23.99 -72 38 16.84 1) metal seat 
frame "5403359-404"; 2) electrical wire; 3) plastic tray small 
3" ( 6" 8/19/96-11 40 38 39.44 -72 38 16.82 P/N 863703 
dispenser for head 8/04/96-66 40 39 04.00 -72 38 16.80 
windowgasket 8/26/96-31 40 38 28.51 -72 38 16.55 
overhead flood light mfr p/n 30-0418-5/TWA 291-0191 
8/10/96-9 40 38 16.20 -72 38 16.53 body stringer segment 
(approx 6") 40 38 16.20 -72 38 16.53 white frame 1' ( 10" ( 2" 
8/19/96-23 40 38 19.20 -72 38 16.32 3 pieces 1) Porthole 
frame 2) Piece of porthole frame 3) "147/1074-98" green 
brace 8/19/96-11 40 38 24.03 -72 38 16.17 seat back 
8/08/96-31 40 38 15.00 -72 38 16.16 rubber window gasket 
8/11/96-1 40 39 13.18 -72 38 15.72 pair of shorts 10/08/96-2 
40 38 13.35 -72 38 15.71 1) 1-2' piece of pipe 3/4" diam, 2) 
6"(1.5" piece (1621012B), 3) 3'(1/2(1/8 strip, 4) 1' with bend 
with snap hook (69B 40 38 13.98 -72 38 14.91 forward lower 
cargo bay structure FS 860 left hand side (5'(2.5'(1" metal 
piece p/n 65B107; also a 1.5'(2" metal piec 8/22/96-7 40 38 
15.28 -72 38 14.65 green angle iron 20" ( 1.5" ( 1.5" 
8/19/96-23 40 38 22.60 -72 38 14.47 1) pair of socks; 2) piece 
of window 8/19/96-11 40 38 13.44 -72 38 14.47 wires, 
magnetic cassette tape, passenger headphones, bungi cord 
material, hair tie, 2 pieces of fiberglass, 2'(1' & 1' 8/22/96-7 
40 38 20.34 -72 38 13.50 5 pieces 1) TWA 44-0842 1' (2' 



plastic door 2) Plastic bin 3) small plastic tray 3 ( 6 4) 
RayBan Cats Eyeglass frame 8/19/96-11 40 38 13.09 -72 38 
13.50 18" piece of wire 8/19/96-23 40 38 12.18 -72 38 13.50 
honeycomb insulation 18"(5" 8/19/96-11 40 39 02.09 -72 38 
13.45 green strut 6"(2"(1" 8/28/96-15 40 39 03.68 -72 38 
12.85 misc. metal debris 8/22/96-8 40 39 03.68 -72 38 12.85 
flex tubing p/n 4811-189 8/28/96-10 40 38 24.50 -72 38 
12.79 8" green light strut 8/19/96-11 40 38 16.53 -72 38 
12.68 seat tray 8/08/96-31 40 38 12.43 -72 38 12.68 forward 
lower cargo bay structure FS 880 center line (7'( 2 1/2" light 
interior framing; wire harness W552-M621) 8/08/96-14 40 
38 15.48 -72 38 12.33 aluminum trim rail, green 
honeycombed fiberglass (2 pcs) 8/24/96-8 40 39 04.97 -72 
38 12.28 blue shirt 8/28/96-11 40 39 02.93 -72 38 12.02 ID 
card and business card 8/28/96-29 40 38 58.14 -72 38 11.61 
cargo container AKN 9737 TWA 8/11/96-1 40 38 55.16 -72 
38 11.53 black umbrella 8/11/96-1 40 39 16.97 -72 38 11.44 
plastic piece - white, interior (possible window frame) 
10/02/96-1 40 38 20.26 -72 38 11.40 3' light alum strut 
8/06/96-46 40 38 20.32 -72 38 11.38 1. 10"(4" fiberglass duct 
2. metal strut 5"( 1.5" "621012D" 3. white wire 8/30/96-4 40 
39 01.82 -72 38 11.36 metal tube 1.5'(0.5"; small luggage lock 
8/28/96-21 40 38 58.57 -72 38 11.25 2(2 white metal panel 
w. many connectors and wiring 8/11/96-1 40 39 01.47 -72 
38 11.04 blue suitcase of 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 -72 38 11.04 
green suitcase of 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 -72 38 11.04 blue 
soft side bag of 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 -72 38 11.04 
unidentified blue suitcase 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 -72 38 
11.04 metal box misc. metal pieces 8/22/96-8 40 39 01.47 
-72 38 11.04 black soft luggage of 8/22/96-8 40 38 15.40 -72 



38 10.97 intercostal door frame FS 434 (p/n 69B50675 DEC 
9) 8/22/96-7 40 38 06.10 -72 38 10.80 human body 40 39 
00.17 -72 38 10.35 brown soft luggage 8/11/96-1 40 39 00.65 
-72 38 10.15 6'(2' metal structure w/ ribs and insulation 
assmbl # ASSY 65B103305000085 8/11/96-1 40 38 57.39 -72 
38 10.07 1. 3' flexible tubing ( 1.5" 2.2' flexible tubing plus 
pipe with clear plastic box attached "4811-189" 3. jockey 
underwe 8/28/96-12 40 38 55.24 -72 38 09.74 8/11/96-1 40 
38 35.38 -72 38 08.94 fuselage FS 940-820; stringer 6L-17L 
8/04/96-66 40 38 35.38 -72 38 08.94 FS 270-290; stringer 
39R: 40 38 35.38 -72 38 08.94 FS 400-420; stringer 24A-32A 
right hand fuselage: 40 38 35.38 -72 38 08.94 fuselage skin 
FS 360-400 stringer 34R-41R; 8/04/96-66 40 38 35.38 -72 38 
08.94 FS 300-340; stringers 29R-41R; 8/04/96-66 40 38 35.38 
-72 38 08.94 fuselage skin FS 260; stringer 39R-41R; 
8/04/96-66 40 38 49.39 -72 38 08.49 food container 
8/28/96-21 40 38 12.01 -72 38 08.21 2' ( 6" aluminum siding; 
#3 spanwise center fuel tank beam 8/19/96-11 40 38 58.75 
-72 38 08.09 2 bottle O2 container attached to a wire 
protective blowout panel 8/08/96-14 40 38 17.24 -72 38 
07.67 1) 1 blanket, 2) 1 1/2' ( 2" ( 1/4" angle bracket, 3) 1 
1/2' ( 1/4" ( 1 1/2' metal piece 40 39 02.50 -72 38 07.25 
clothing 8/28/96-16 40 38 12.41 -72 38 06.75 1) 3' strut - 
white 2) contact panel 4" ( 6" 8/19/96-11 40 38 08.67 -72 38 
05.68 2 pieces 1) 1.5'(1' shard R644 R645 BAC27EEL652 2) 
2'(8" metal stamped TWA 8/20/96-15 40 38 08.67 -72 38 
05.68 floor beam lower chord FS 980 RBL 8-28 40 38 59.90 
-72 38 05.53 curved white exterior piece 4(4; TWA colored 
nose cone 8/08/96-14 40 38 59.90 -72 38 05.53 p/n 
65B50570-121 p/n 2-3 Order # E330894; 12(1(1 framing 



8/08/96-14 40 38 57.56 -72 38 05.50 fiberglass w/ 
honeycomb insulation, approx 1'(1'. p/n 69B55044-1 
SL648A3-500 8/22/96-7 40 38 49.88 -72 38 04.92 3"(2" white 
clear plastic piece w/3 small holes 10/02/96-1 40 38 59.44 
-72 38 04.65 yellow inflatable slide (p/n 3A2065-21 on 
handle)/strap<sup>*</sup>10 knife cut by riggers 
8/08/96-14 40 38 15.94 -72 38 02.36 food tray (plastic) 
8/19/96-11 40 38 52.19 -72 38 01.22 metal box; sneaker; 
piece of plate 9/25/96-2 40 38 52.19 -72 38 01.20 luggage 
9/22/96-1 40 38 50.05 -72 38 00.75 metal food storage unit 
10/03/96-4 40 38 07.32 -72 38 00.70 plastic piece p/n 
65B50174 "breathing oxygen" 8/11/96-1 40 39 02.88 -72 37 
59.88 debris 10/03/96-4 40 39 02.88 -72 37 59.88 clothing in 
plastic bag 10/03/96-4 40 38 57.66 -72 37 59.51 plastic bag 
w/ unknown contents 10/03/96-4 40 38 45.05 -72 37 59.05 
lg. piece of debris 10/03/96-4 40 38 05.10 -72 37 57.40 right 
forward cargo bin STA 780; 3'(1' alum siding -ribbed on 
back 8/10/96-9 40 38 05.04 -72 37 57.40 2'(10"(1/8" 
fiberglass w/ hinge p/n 69B52864-1 8/20/96-15 40 38 19.28 
-72 37 57.32 1. 7" plastic curved tube 2. 2.5'(1' metal 3. white 
wire 4 dirty white panties "hanes her way" 8/30/96-8 40 38 
08.06 -72 37 55.95 3'(1' piece of aluminum; 1'(2" piece of 
rubber 8/30/96-3 40 38 18.65 -72 37 55.58 plastic top of 
phone; metal shard curved 1'(6" 8/30/96-9 40 38 53.95 -72 
37 55.20 knife & signal mirror in plastic bag 10/03/96-4 40 
38 08.68 -72 37 54.73 1) grill cover assy 65B64174-2 2) green 
strut 2.5'(1"(1" assy 65B50404-27 8/19/96-23 40 38 47.67 -72 
37 54.52 misc. piece of metal from aircraft 8/29/96-5 40 39 
04.57 -72 37 54.12 debris 10/06/96-3 40 38 51.92 -72 37 52.92 
metal tray and plastic 10/02/96-1 40 38 54.67 -72 37 52.68 



rubber like debris & butter knife 10/02/96-1 40 38 05.10 -72 
37 51.18 12"(18" thin alum sheet 8/10/96-9 40 38 49.23 -72 
37 51.08 metal piece of airplane 8/29/96-5 40 38 19.51 -72 
37 50.33 metal shelf 3'(1.5'(10" 8/30/96-7 40 39 53.12 -72 37 
49.96 green metal piece 8" ( 1.5" (angular, riveted) 
10/13/96-3 40 40 02.93 -72 37 49.86 2 pieces aircraft 
structural metal 40 38 07.75 -72 37 49.44 4'(1.5' piece of 
aluminum 8/30/96-2 40 39 42.59 -72 37 49.29 plastic fuse 
cover TWA p/n 291-1570 10/11/96-10 40 39 13.30 -72 37 
48.31 pictures 10/08/96-2 40 39 52.00 -72 37 48.26 plastic 
bag w/ unknown contents 10/08/96-1 40 39 49.47 -72 37 
48.12 1 plastic bag various items 10/17/96-2 40 40 07.60 -72 
37 47.90 metal ribbing 40 39 47.94 -72 37 47.61 3 oxygen 
masks, assorted wires, plastic tubing 10/11/96-10 40 39 
47.95 -72 37 47.61 plastic time piece wrapped in plastic, 
10"(2" small green metal, 2"(1" fabric scrap, one photo 
10/13/96-3 40 39 51.83 -72 37 47.43 plastic bag w/ debris 
10/08/96-1 40 40 01.80 -72 37 47.40 aircraft structural metal 
with rib attached 40 39 54.64 -72 37 47.05 green twisted 
metal w/ rivets p/n 65B38600-350 209 10/11/96-10 40 40 
46.40 -72 37 46.50 structural framing 40 39 47.96 -72 37 
45.44 white plastic 6" ( 6", and black plastic cover with one 
metal prong 10/11/96-10 40 39 59.83 -72 37 44.60 skin 
yellow/green with electrical wiring and ribs attached 
10/18/96-3 40 40 04.70 -72 37 44.40 aircraft skin with 
structural partition attached white one side 40 39 56.69 -72 
37 43.72 twisted green metal 10/13/96-3 40 40 00.14 -72 37 
43.57 plastic bag with small debris 10/02/96-1 40 40 00.14 
-72 37 43.51 debris 9/22/96-1 40 40 05.11 -72 37 43.28 
honeycombed skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 52.14 -72 37 41.94 



plastic bag w/ debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 49.68 -72 37 40.14 
auto transformer; misc. metal; cloth; photos 9/27/96-1 40 
39 39.92 -72 37 40.12 1 twisted 12" ( 6" aluminum w/seams 
and rivets 1 small piece tan 2"(3" plastic - 1 piece light g 
Z2592a 40 39 43.30 -72 37 4.95 some kind of carpet; nylon 
bag other debris 40 39 51.12 -72 37 39.99 debris w/ pipe 
protruding, & plastic bag of unknown debris 10/08/96-1 
40 39 49.23 -72 37 39.54 curved plastic w/ black shirt 
10/11/96-10 40 39 51.08 -72 37 39.54 curved plastic 
attached to metal section w/ screws & nuts 10/11/96-10 40 
39 41.47 -72 37 38.90 aluminum piece with spring; skin 
plastic 10/11/96-10 40 40 00.73 -72 37 38.85 small piece 
curled aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 40 01.60 -72 37 38.80 
aluminum beam 10/17/96-1 40 40 01.60 -72 37 38.80 arm 
rest 10/17/96-1 40 39 55.18 -72 37 38.76 various white 
metal strips 10/17/96-2 40 39 57.97 -72 37 38.75 debris 
10/08/96-1 40 39 57.05 -72 37 38.35 metal debris and other 
debris in clear plastic bags 10/02/96-1 40 39 57.05 -72 37 
38.35 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 55.05 -72 37 38.35 debris 
9/22/96-1 RF114A 40 39 49.80 -72 37 38.30 window; 
fuselage 9/28/96-1 40 40 00.03 -72 37 38.22 debris & plastic 
bag containing debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 49.80 -72 37 38.10 
black melted plastic w/ tubing 9/28/96-1 40 39 59.78 -72 
37 37.55 small piece bent skin, aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 39 
50.80 -72 37 37.47 fuselage bulkhead parts, 8'(2' 8/16/96-5 
40 40 04.90 -72 37 37.00 10/17/96-1 40 39 44.60 -72 37 36.90 
carpet; seatbelt; wires; motor; misc. metal 9/27/96-1 40 39 
42.18 -72 37 36.79 plastic and metal cover 10/13/96-3 40 39 
42.20 -72 37 36.78 unknown type of motor 10/09/96-1 40 39 
42.20 -72 37 36.78 6' ( 3' ( 3' piece of wreckage 10/09/96-1 



40 40 01.10 -72 37 36.70 aluminum strip w/ red material 
attached 10/17/96-1 40 40 09.16 -72 37 36.54 2 small pieces 
of wreckage, s/n 65B82330 on larger piece 10/10/96-1 40 
40 09.16 -72 37 36.54 1 piece of skin s/n 65B02424-53 
10/10/96-1 40 40 09.16 -72 37 36.54 arm rest passenger seat 
10/10/96-1 40 39 46.70 -72 37 36.51 front spar web; RBL 
65-112; CW MOCKUP 9/08/96-2 40 39 46.70 -72 37 36.51 
fire extinguisher tanks and pipes; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 
46.70 -72 37 36.51 white piece of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 
46.70 -72 37 36.51 green metal piece w/ black metal piece 
(twisted) attached 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.70 -72 37 36.51 
window; carpet; debris; human jaw bone 9/21/96-1 40 39 
46.70 -72 37 36.51 riveting, fuel filter 10/18/96-3 40 39 58.10 
-72 37 36.50 aluminum strip 10/17/96-1 40 39 11.05 -72 37 
36.48 debris 40 39 10.84 -72 37 36.12 debris 40 40 00.30 -72 
37 35.60 6" piece of aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 40 00.30 -72 
37 35.60 small sheet metal piece 10/17/96-1 40 40 03.40 -72 
37 35.60 small light structural piece 10/17/96-1 40 39 45.57 
-72 37 35.30 twisted metal, riveted 10/13/96-3 40 39 45.40 
-72 37 35.20 fuselage skin w/2 skin patches 40 39 45.40 -72 
37 35.20 Fwd belly skin 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 Belly skin 
w/ stringer 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 Portion of engine 40 39 
45.40 -72 37 35.20 FS 2412-2436 (3'(2.5'); stringer 18L-23L 
PARTS BAY 8/29/96-2 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 one piece of 
metal from aircraft 8/29/96-2 
C1652 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 engine exhaust; tail cone 
8/29/96-2 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 misc. debris 8/29/96-2 
40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 misc. debris 8/29/96-2 40 39 45.40 
-72 37 35.20 small piece or cw tank side of body rib web 
(2" ( 3") CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 Fuselage 



skin 40 39 45.40 -72 37 35.20 fwd belly skin 40 39 45.40 -72 
37 35.20 Portion of fan reverser 40 40 04.45 -72 37 35.18 skin 
w/ red paint, mangled 10/17/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 34.83 
curved alum. w/honeycombs 10/17/96-1 40 40 00.43 -72 
37 34.66 skin part 10/17/96-1 40 39 58.10 -72 37 34.50 small 
irregular piece of aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 39 47.70 -72 37 
34.30 misc. wires; metal; flourny pipes; plastic 9/27/96-1 
40 39 47.70 -72 37 34.30 personal effects - 2 fanny packs; 
jacket; white shoe; waist band of pants 9/27/96-1 40 39 
56.68 -72 37 34.24 duct work and metal 9/11/96-5 40 39 
56.68 -72 37 34.24 debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 51.51 -72 37 34.22 
film projection device 10/10/96-1 40 39 53.38 -72 37 34.22 
debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 53.38 -72 37 34.22 debris 
10/07/96-1 40 39 53.38 -72 37 34.22 piece of black pipe, 2 
pieces of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 51.51 -72 37 34.22 plastic 
bag w/ unknown contents 10/08/96-1 40 39 53.38 -72 37 
34.22 part of filter system 10/07/96-1 40 40 01.50 -72 37 
34.20 skin piece 10/17/96-1 40 39 56.88 -72 37 34.02 debris 
10/07/96-1 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 #2 engine fan casing 
ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 #2 engine 
ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 #2 engine 
oil tank and main gear box ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 
45.00 -72 37 34.00 variable camber flap section ENG HGR 
8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 #2 engine tail pipe 
ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 45.00 -72 37 34.00 aircraft 
hydraulic filter assembly ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 40 06.10 
-72 37 33.79 long piece of stringer 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 33.74 spanwise beam 3 web + stiffener RBL 83.24 
CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 CW1020 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 
LBL 66; rear spar web segment with stiffener flange CW 



MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 debris and black bag of 
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 misc. metal debris 
9/24/96-16 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 debris and black bag of 
debris 9/22/96-1 
Z3500 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 misc. metal debris 
9/24/96-16 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 misc. metal debris 
9/24/96-16 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 misc. metal debris 
9/24/96-16 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 VISA card and 
photographs 9/24/96-16 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 large fuel 
flange 9/22/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 33.74 debris and black 
bag of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 54.40 -72 37 33.70 coupler 
antenna; large piece of metal 9/27/96-1 40 39 54.40 -72 37 
33.70 misc. metal debris; clothing; rubber hose 9/27/96-1 
40 39 54.46 -72 37 33.57 FS 1350-1394 stringer 23L - 33L 
9/19/96-1 40 39 54.46 -72 37 33.57 misc. metal debris 
9/19/96-1 40 39 54.46 -72 37 33.57 plastic bag and air duct 
9/11/96-5 40 40 01.50 -72 37 33.40 aluminum structural 
10/17/96-1 40 39 49.80 -72 37 33.20 green metal strip 40 39 
49.80 -72 37 33.20 misc. metal; plastic; lifevest; wires; rope 
9/27/96-1 40 39 49.80 -72 37 33.20 large metal green piece 
9/27/96-1 40 39 49.80 -72 37 33.20 misc. metal; plastic tray 
table 9/27/96-1 40 39 52.37 -72 37 33.01 burnt skin part & 
structure skin 10/17/96-1 40 39 52.37 -72 37 33.01 2' ( 3' 
piece of skin 40 39 30.48 -72 37 32.98 one woman's shoe 
(black). 10/17/96-1 40 40 04.30 -72 37 32.76 yellow 
structural piece 10/17/96-1 40 39 58.71 -72 37 32.73 piece of 
tubing 10/07/96-1 40 39 56.90 -72 37 32.71 green metal 
piece 1.5" ( 7" 10/13/96-3 40 39 29.95 -72 37 32.61 aircraft 
skin 10/17/96-3 40 39 48.20 -72 37 32.60 black boot; misc. 



metal 9/27/96-1 40 40 05.30 -72 37 32.55 small metal piece, 
purple on one side, yellow on the other 10/12/96-3 40 40 
05.30 -72 37 32.55 fuselage skin 40 40 05.30 -72 37 32.55 
cloth insulation (2 1/2"(2 1/2") 10/12/96-3 40 40 05.30 -72 
37 32.55 fuselage skin w/ frames (1' ( 1') 10/12/96-3 40 40 
05.30 -72 37 32.55 3' strip aluminum frame 10/12/96-3 40 
39 47.20 -72 37 32.40 misc. metal wires attached; seat back; 
plastic; flashlight 9/28/96-1 40 39 49.18 -72 37 32.15 green 
metal 40 38 12.04 -72 37 32.11 40 39 52.70 -72 37 32.10 grey 
"U" shaped metal 40 39 52.70 -72 37 31.90 heavy gauge 
green metal w/ rivet holes 40 38 11.33 -72 37 31.77 FS 
880-900 stringer 1R-3R RHS 1'(1' fuselage crown skin/
6"(2"(2" alum strut; 8/10/96-9 40 39 53.85 -72 37 31.41 
debris 10/07/96-1 
Z1783 40 39 53.85 -72 37 31.41 2 blazers, blue slacks, 
garment bag, 3 hangers 10/07/96-1 40 40 03.12 -72 37 31.34 
green american tourister luggage 10/17/96-1 40 40 04.07 
-72 37 31.31 towel dispenser 40 39 48.10 -72 37 31.20 7'(9' 
section of metal debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 48.10 -72 37 31.20 2 
cameras; personal hygiene items 9/25/96-2 40 39 48.10 -72 
37 31.20 1 hydro pump (vickers s/n MX438017); misc. 
metal debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine 
left hand side cowl door ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 31.00 #2 engine fuel pump and control ENG HGR 
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 aircraft fire bottle 
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine angle gear 
box ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 
engine tail pipe lining ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 31.00 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 
40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine strut ENG HGR 



8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 engine inlet duct 
ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 APU 
exhaust duct ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
31.00 #2 engine reverser air motor ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 
40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #1 engine LPT rub strip ENG HGR 
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 fuselage skin cargo 
door surround FS 1920-1960; stringer 27R-34R 8/10/96-16 
40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 power unit EEMCO 60B0037-25 
ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 bulkhead 
section PARTS BAY 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 FS 
2275-2360 stringer 11R-23R, aft lower body skin; 
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 FS 1870-1930; stringer 
22R-23R with window frame (fuselage strip with 3 
window frame portions) 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
31.00 FS 1920-1965, right side fuselage bulkhead frame 
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 FS 2290-2230, fuselage 
section 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 FS 2460, frame 
8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 FS 2340-2360; stringer 
8R-4L aft portion of RHS crown skin 8/10/96-16 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 31.00 bulk cargo door structure FS 1960-2060; 
stringer 23R-46R 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 #2 
engine inlet duct ENG HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
31.00 door crank mechanism/actuator arm EEMCO 
60B40037-25 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 FS 1640 
frame section 8/10/96-16 40 39 47.00 -72 37 31.00 cw lower 
skin-left S-14 to S-15 CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.10 -72 37 30.90 
hazmat bag containing human spine 40 39 45.70 -72 37 
30.90 camera (Nikkormat); lens; luggage tag brown 
9/26/96-17 40 39 45.70 -72 37 30.90 piece of luggage 
9/26/96-17 



Z3534 40 39 45.70 -72 37 30.90 seat 32 (7) arm and rail; 
window section (skin); motor exhaust (TWA#1501); misc 
metal debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 56.00 -72 37 30.80 piece of 
metal 1'(2" 10/09/96-1 40 39 50.40 -72 37 30.80 misc. metal/
rubber debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 47.90 -72 37 30.80 actuator 
pneumatic drive s/n 40P-1126C; misc. debris 9/27/96-1 40 
39 32.72 -72 37 30.72 18"(10" insulation PARTS BAY 
8/09/96-37 40 39 13.31 -72 37 30.69 blank photo 
10/07/96-1 40 39 49.68 -72 37 30.51 bag of debris 
10/02/96-1 40 39 49.68 -72 37 30.51 debris and black bag of 
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.68 -72 37 30.51 debris and black 
bag of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.70 -72 37 30.50 hazmat 
bag containing human bone 40 39 49.70 -72 37 30.50 lower 
center wing STR 13; 3"(4" piece; Lot # 9-24-96-16 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 30.50 lower center wing skin 
panel; RBL 85; stringer 14-15; Lot# 9-24-96-16 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 30.50 lower center wing skin 
panel; RBL 57-75; stringer 13-14; Lot # 9-24-96-16 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 30.50 misc. debris; camera; 
clothing (womens) 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.70 -72 37 30.50 long 
metal tube 9/24/96-16 40 39 48.00 -72 37 30.40 6'(2' section 
of metal 9/25/96-2 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.40 aluminum strip 
10/17/96-1 40 39 48.00 -72 37 30.40 misc. metal doors 
9/25/96-2 40 39 45.17 -72 37 30.39 metal pump 10/13/96-3 
40 39 43.58 -72 37 30.35 honeycombed metal 10/13/96-3 40 
39 50.10 -72 37 30.30 external aircraft skin #65B15697-5 
approx. 10'(8' CW MOCKUP 9/24/96-16 40 39 50.20 -72 37 
30.30 misc. metal debris; 1 pressure regulation bypass 
valve 9/25/96-2 40 39 56.10 -72 37 30.30 small structural 
piece 10/09/96-1 40 39 50.10 -72 37 30.30 misc. debris 



9/24/96-16 40 39 50.20 -72 37 30.30 misc. metal debris 
9/25/96-2 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.13 #1 engine cascade 
support ring ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.13 
FEGV casing #1 engine ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 47.50 
-72 37 30.10 drivers license/camera 9/25/96-2 40 39 59.50 
-72 37 30.10 small piece of aluminum 10/17/96-1 40 39 
53.90 -72 37 30.08 fuselage fragment or flight control 
surface or wing 9/11/96-5 40 39 53.90 -72 37 30.08 metal 
and pipe 9/11/96-5 40 39 53.90 -72 37 30.08 debris 
9/21/96-1 40 39 53.90 -72 37 30.08 misc. metal; rubber 
gasket material 9/27/96-1 40 39 53.90 -72 37 30.08 metal 
tubing; scrap metal 9/27/96-1 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.01 #1 
engine ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.01 inlet 
duct half ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.01 #1 
engine fan case ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 47.17 -72 37 
30.01 turbine exhaust casing #1 engine ENG HGR 
8/08/96-39 40 39 47.17 -72 37 30.01 #1 engine half intake 
duct ENG HGR 8/08/96-39 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 misc. 
metal debris; wiring; plastic 9/25/96-2 40 39 48.00 -72 37 
30.00 long metal piece 9/24/96-16 40 39 51.50 -72 37 30.00 
yellow metal 40 39 48.00 -72 37 30.00 misc. debris 
9/24/96-16 40 39 48.00 -72 37 30.00 misc. debris 9/24/96-16 
40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 seat 49 (6) cap and ashtray only 
CABIN HGR 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 SOB web CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 48.00 -72 37 30.00 luggage w/ wheels 
9/24/96-16 40 39 47.18 -72 37 30.00 misc. metal debris 
10/13/96-3 40 39 48.50 -72 37 30.00 misc. metal debris 
9/26/96-17 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 seat 46 (0) armrest only 
40 39 48.50 -72 37 30.00 camera; perfume; clothing 
9/26/96-17 40 39 48.50 -72 37 30.00 metal debris 



9/26/96-17 40 39 49.40 -72 37 30.00 green metal piece 
10/17/96-1 40 39 42.74 -72 37 29.97 aircraft skin 10/18/96-3 
40 39 48.50 -72 37 29.90 misc. metal debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 
47.90 -72 37 29.90 misc. metal debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 51.50 
-72 37 29.90 small piece of aluminum & section of fiberglass 
panel 10/17/96-1 40 39 49.40 -72 37 29.80 wallet 
9/24/96-16 40 39 49.40 -72 37 29.80 watches, US currency, 
personal effects 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.40 -72 37 29.80 black 
canvas carry-on bag 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.40 -72 37 29.80 
#65B9753-1EMG position 1&2, 3&4 9/24/96-16 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 29.60 leading edge flap; drive torque tube 
8/30/96-22 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. piece of metal 
from aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. metal 
debris PARTS BAY 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
human bones 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. piece of metal 
from aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 stainless 
steel tubing (hydro line) 8/30/96-23 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 FS 2220-2330 (lower L5 door) stringer 23-31 
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 wallet, earring set; 
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 2360-2506; stringer 
8L-20L; piece of outer skin of aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 29.60 misc metal piece from aircraft PARTS BAY 
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. metal pieces of 
aircraft PARTS BAY 8/29/96-4 
C1656 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc piece of metal from 
aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 2440-2500, aft 
fuselage, upper crown skin 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 frame #5 door; fragments probably from R5 door 
area 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 aft fuselage FS 2436 angle 
bulkhead 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 1480 bulkhead outer 



cord; fragment approximately 16" in length at WL 186 
8/29/96-14 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 vertical fin canted rib 
#3, section 86 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 aft fuselage FS 2502 
upper bulkhead 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 rod-to-cap/web; 
truss; 48 section 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. debris from 
aircraft PARTS BAY 8/30/96-23 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
stabilizer trim quadrant and cable 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 cabin entry door R5 
upper flap seal (upper gate #5R door FS 2261); stringer 17R 
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage 40 39 
47.80 -72 37 29.60 rudder web, rudder FS 32.865 8/29/96-4 
40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 1480-1500; stringer 10R-13R 
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. piece of metal from 
aircraft PARTS BAY 8/30/96-21 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 left 
wing outboard aileron - outer 1/3 of the aileron 8/29/96-4 
40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. piece of metal from aircraft 
PARTS BAY 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 fragment 
bulk cargo door; forward end with tee-stop 40 39 47.80 -72 
37 29.60 piece of fuselage, left side 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage - red (2' ( 1') PARTS BAY 40 39 
47.80 -72 37 29.60 fuselage skin, aft belly (3' ( 1') 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 29.60 Left side belly fuselage 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
Piece of fuselage 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 2320-2340 
stringer 20R-21R 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 piece of 
fuselage, red/white/silver 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Portion 
of fuselage - red - aft belly PARTS BAY 40 39 47.80 -72 37 
29.60 misc. personal effects including watch 8/29/96-4 40 
39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. metal pieces from aircraft 
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 1500-1600; stringer 
12R-21R; with window belt 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 



29.60 misc. metal pieces from aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 29.60 misc. metal pieces from aircraft 8/29/96-4 40 
39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. part (tail section) of aircraft 
8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 misc. body parts 40 39 
47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage - left side 40 39 47.80 -72 
37 29.60 piece of keel beam 
C2214 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 fuselage section w/fairing 
attachments 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 fuselage skin. red/
white paint aft FS 520 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 fuselage skin-
red/white paint (1' ( 1') 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Galley cart 
40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Portion of fuselage 40 39 47.80 -72 
37 29.60 Lower left side fuselage - red PARTS BAY 40 39 
47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of belly fuselage aft 40 39 47.80 -72 
37 29.60 Right side floor of duty free module. FS 2223-2253 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 2436-2484; stringer 
17L-23L 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage 
- aft PARTS BAY 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of fuselage - 
red - right side PARTS BAY 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 Piece of 
fuselage white/red PARTS BAY 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 
portion of fuselage 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 cabin 
entry door R5 lower section; FS 2240-2285, stringer 
24R-25R 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 FS 2280-2345, 
stringer 42R-51L 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 29.60 long 
piece of metal 8/29/96-4 40 39 47.10 -72 37 29.60 misc. 
metal debris to include: metal fragment labeled p/n 
65B97321B s/n RR005402 and 9.5'(6" ch 9/26/96-17 40 40 
01.78 -72 37 29.57 piece of bulkhead 10/17/96-1 40 39 41.70 
-72 37 29.56 piece of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 47.31 -72 37 
29.56 misc. metal debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.27 -72 37 29.52 
metal piping 10/17/96-1 40 40 04.97 -72 37 29.44 aluminum 



skin 10/12/96-3 40 40 04.97 -72 37 29.44 plastic valve 
assembly 10/12/96-3 40 39 47.50 -72 37 29.36 misc. metal 
debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.20 -72 37 29.20 metal tubes and 
misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.20 -72 37 29.20 wire and 
fabric 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.20 -72 37 29.20 long metal tube 
9/24/96-16 40 39 49.29 -72 37 29.20 white plastic bag 
containing misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.20 -72 37 29.20 
large riveted metal piece of debris 9/24/96-16 40 40 06.70 
-72 37 29.13 small piece of fiberglass honeycomb 
10/12/96-3 40 39 49.10 -72 37 29.10 FS 940-960; stringer 
38L-40L; fuselage skin under body fairing; lot # 9-25-96-2 
9/25/96-2 40 39 49.10 -72 37 29.10 misc. metal debris 
9/25/96-2 40 39 49.10 -72 37 29.10 right wing upper surface 
near rear spar WS 1250 9/25/96-2 40 39 49.10 -72 37 29.10 
SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 
frame fragment, white and green, 2'(3' 8/14/96-9 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 29.00 fuselage fragment, green/white/
partially charred 6'(8' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 
fuselage fragment 12'(10' w/windows and door, FS 
2140-2280 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 portion aft 
section bulkhead 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 
fuselage fragment green/white 3'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 29.00 fuselage, red heavy frame 3'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 29.00 human remains 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 
left fuselage FS 2200 - 2240. S34L - 46L; fuselage bulkhead 
w/window, red and white 3'(4' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 29.00 fuselage fragment 3'(1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 29.00 fuselage fragment 10'(8' green/white; STA 
2320-2489, stringer 3L-11L 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
29.00 actuator outflow valve, electric MOTOR BAY 



8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 29.00 cabin entry door R5, 
partial structure (window damage distinctive); FS 
2240-2285; stringer 18R-22 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
29.00 fuselage, exterior, red 1'(1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.90 -72 
37 29.00 2 cameras; US mail; perfume; watches 9/26/96-17 
40 39 46.90 -72 37 29.00 misc. metal debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 
49.00 -72 37 29.00 1 camera; 1 watch; 1 cassette recorder 
9/26/96-17 40 39 49.00 -72 37 29.00 plastic bag containing 
small copper pieces 9/26/96-17 40 39 49.00 -72 37 29.00 a/c 
motor s/n 325P205; metal fragment marked "93" and misc. 
debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 49.00 -72 37 29.00 misc. metal 
debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 55.61 -72 37 28.97 green metal 
piece 9/16/96-2 40 39 55.61 -72 37 28.97 pipe; material 
(cloth); little piece of filter; debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 52.40 
-72 37 28.90 misc. debris and large camber shaped piece of 
metal 9/24/96-16 40 39 45.39 -72 37 28.90 debris 9/22/96-1 
40 39 50.90 -72 37 28.90 piece of door 9/25/96-2 40 39 45.80 
-72 37 28.70 8' metal shaft w/ u-joint attached 9/26/96-17 
40 39 45.00 -72 37 28.70 3' aircraft skin 9/21/96-1 40 39 
46.00 -72 37 28.60 FS 1394-1880 fuselage; stringer 26L-12R 
40 39 49.20 -72 37 28.60 4 watches and 1 Visa gold card; 2 
cassette recorders 9/25/96-2 40 40 59.50 -72 37 28.60 
curved piece w/ bulkhead & honeycomb 10/17/96-1 40 39 
49.20 -72 37 28.60 misc. metal debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 49.20 
-72 37 28.60 misc. metal debris to include: 1 large and 
heavy circular shaped section of metal 9/25/96-2 40 39 
51.76 -72 37 28.59 metal tube and misc. parts 9/24/96-16 40 
39 51.76 -72 37 28.59 misc. metal; wires; window frame 
9/27/96-1 40 39 51.76 -72 37 28.59 numerous pieces of 
debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 51.76 -72 37 28.59 misc. metal piece 



9/27/96-1 40 39 46.44 -72 37 28.55 seat 32 (6) CABIN HGR 
40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 8" air vent line; 5' long 9/30/96-1 40 
39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc. siding 
Z2552 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 various siding (bagged); 
hydraulic framing 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 cargo deck roller, 
red encased- piece of tubing joint, small green tubing, 
green plastic, misc. wires, 10/03/96-1 40 39 49.55 -72 37 
28.39 various siding (bagged)/ hydraulic framing 40 39 
49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc. siding 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 
debris 10/06/96-1 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc debris, 
details on hard copy 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc. metal 
debris from plane 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc. 
metal debris from plane 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 
misc. wire, small pieces of metal, large circular piece of 
metal 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 misc wires; 
metal; metal coupling; skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.55 -72 37 
28.39 a/c skin, life jacket, tubing, actuator valve, black 
plastic bag 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 debris, beeper? hose, 
computer disk 10/06/96-1 40 39 49.55 -72 37 28.39 black 
electronics part, 3' gray metal tube w/ ball joint @ one end 
10/06/96-4 40 39 45.02 -72 37 28.38 bulkhead with hinge 
9/30/96-1 40 39 41.67 -72 37 28.38 large metal riveted pipe 
and channel and skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 41.67 -72 37 28.38 5' 
piece of metal section 10/13/96-3 40 39 49.10 -72 37 28.20 
aluminum strip 40 39 48.70 -72 37 28.20 two full baskets of 
debris 8/30/96-1 40 39 48.30 -72 37 28.20 metal debris 
10/13/96-3 40 39 48.70 -72 37 28.20 two full baskets of 
debris 8/30/96-1 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 upper CW skin; 
RH side R.S. to STR 19 CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-15 RW08, 
CW8 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right wing/part of fuselage 



FS 1140-1319; mid spar upper SOB paddle/fitting/web; 
right wing upper CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 -72 
37 28.10 right wing/part of fuselage FS 1140-1319 
8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right wing/part of 
fuselage FS 1140-1319 8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 
lower aft CW skin S1 to S5; LBL 76 to RBL 98 CW 
MOCKUP 8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right wing/
part of fuselage FS 1140-1319 8/08/96-15 40 39 49.60 -72 37 
28.10 right wing/part of fuselage FS 1140-1319 8/08/96-15 
40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right wing/part of fuselage FS 
1140-1319 8/08/96-15 CW1003 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 rear 
spar RBL33 to RBL87 CW MOCKUP CW1004 40 39 49.60 
-72 37 28.10 rear spar web RBL-21 -LBL11 CW MOCKUP 40 
39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 spanwise beam #2; RBL 83-110 at 
lower chord CW MOCKUP CW1012 40 39 49.60 -72 37 
28.10 rear spar RBL85 CW MOCKUP CW1011 40 39 49.60 
-72 37 28.10 rear spar right side RBL 70 to RBL 33 at lower 
chord CW MOCKUP CW1001 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 #3 of 
3 tags on same piece right side CW rear spar (see also 
C2278 (RF17), C2279 (CW CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.60 -72 37 
28.10 lower CW skin; RBL 98-127.5; R.S. to STR 1 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 #2 of 3 on same piece 
right side CW upper segment SOB rib (see also C2278 
(RF17), C2280 (CW CW MOCKUP 
C2278 40 39 49.60 -72 37 28.10 right hand body attached to 
right hand upper wing with 3R door opening; (#1 of 3 tags 
(see also C2 CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.20 -72 37 28.10 3'(5' 
section of twisted metal 9/26/96-17 40 40 01.00 -72 37 28.10 
aluminum strips & wires 10/17/96-1 40 39 48.20 -72 37 
28.10 misc. metal debris 9/26/96-17 40 39 48.20 -72 37 28.10 



watch; note recorder; nail polish 9/26/96-17 40 39 48.20 -72 
37 28.10 2'(1' metal section 9/26/96-17 40 39 46.50 -72 37 
28.00 row 54 seat 3 CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 
37 28.00 skull fragment 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 
row 42 seat 1 CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 
28.00 FS 1900-1960; stringer 49L-51R 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 
-72 37 28.00 spar fragment 8"(1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 
37 28.00 fuselage skin fragment 1'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 
-72 37 28.00 spar fragment 1-1/2'(2' PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 
40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 bulkhead fragment 2'(2' PARTS 
BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 cargo container 
base CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.50 -72 37 28.00 1/2 
wing rib fragment 4'(8' 8/14/96-9 40 39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 
longitudinal floor beam overhead pressure deck 40 39 51.00 
-72 37 28.00 body landing gear trunion support backup 
fitting aft 1450 inner and outer 40 39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 
stabilizer hinge fitting with hinge pin FS 2598 diagonal 
braces 40 39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 
39 51.00 -72 37 28.00 misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 51.00 
-72 37 28.00 misc. debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 51.00 -72 37 
28.00 misc. debris CW MOCKUP 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.35 
-72 37 27.93 65B07810917 section w/tubing & debris 
(tubing lost) 10/09/96-1 40 39 49.35 -72 37 27.93 metal 
labeled oil tank capacity 9/24/96-16 40 39 49.35 -72 37 
27.93 seat 34 (1) CABIN HGR CW1105 40 39 49.35 -72 37 
27.93 CW tank BL0 web aft of midspar CW MOCKUP 
10/9/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 pneumatic duct (blue 
stainless) 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 pneumatic duct (blue 
stainless) 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 row 26 seat 2-3, armrest & 
frame 26-1 CABIN HGR 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 fire 



extinguisher 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 row 26 seat 4-5 CABIN 
HGR 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 seat frame seat 44 (3) seat 
(partial) CABIN HGR 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 row 30 seat 8 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 fuselage sect w/parts 
of 3 window apertures, FS 2020-2100 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 cargo container wall CARGO BAY 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 recirculation fan 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing 
bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing 
bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 row 45 seats 
2-6 armrest 45-1 seat 45-2 CABIN HGR 8/06/96-46 40 39 
47.80 -72 37 27.90 row 44 seat 2 (partial) CABIN HGR 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing 
bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing 
bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 tire w/ 
section of hub (Imbedded) - 6R 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing 
bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing 
bulkhead with attached ACM ducting 8/08/96-30 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90 right cw body rib in-between rear spar 
and SWB #1 CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 hydraulic filter assembly 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 
37 27.90 #7 flap track 8/08/96-30 CW203, CW 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90 lower CW skin, STR 1-3, LBL 60-13 CW 
MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 galley 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing bulkhead 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint; FS 
1960-2020; stringers 30L - 37L 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 



27.90 wing section 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 2120-2180; stringer 13L-22L with 
window belt 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect 
w/ red paint 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin 
sect w/ red paint 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage 
skin sect w/ red paint; FS 1080-1120 stringer 24R-27R 
8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 1080-1120; stringer 
24R-39R 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ 
red paint 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90 LF FS 1980-2020 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 LF FS 
1840-1940; Stringer 22L - 30L 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 LF FS 1840-1940-part of C149, tag removed 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint-part 
of C149, tag removed 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage 
skin sect w/ red paint 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 LF FS 
1940-1960 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 LF FS 
1960-2020 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc fuselage 
skin sect w/ red paint 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 misc 
fuselage skin sect w/ red paint 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1060-1120; stinger 19R-24R, fuselage skin sect w/2 
windows, 8/06/96-46 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 left wing 
section w/variable camber scissors around WS 1516.6 
CW204, CW 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 lower CW skin - STR 
R.S. -3; LBL 104-62 CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 
misc fuselage skin sect w/ red paint 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 bulk cargo door structure FS 1960-2080; stringer 
23R-45R (Fuselage skin, FS 1960) 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90 FS 1480-1860; stringers 2R-23R with window 
belt and R4 door frame 8/04/96-111 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 



right body gear L22-24 8/04/96-55 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
left body gear 8/04/96-56 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 speaker 
system overhead mounting assembly 52747; position 9714 - 
9352 8/04/96-64 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 cargo container 
AP7309 CARGO BAY 8/04/96-64 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
LH keel chord FS 1480-1620 8/04/96-64 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 hydraulic sequence valve assembly MOTOR BAY 
8/08/96-30 40 39 47.80 -72 37 27.90 aft pressure bulkhead 
(approx 50%); 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 lower portion bulk 
cargo door surround FS 1960 - 2080; stringer 36R - 45R 
8/18/96-6 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 
46.90 -72 37 27.90 aft cargo door - lower sill latches & locks 
8/05/96-70 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 Left FS 1760-1800. S25L 
-31L 8/06/96-46 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 entrance door 40 
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 tire on rim; main wheel 40 39 46.90 -72 
37 27.90 fuel pump w/on-off valve and check valve 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 2664-2742, LH APU access door hinge 
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 corner of passenger entry door 40 
39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX 
frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.90 FS XXXX frame 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 
XXXX frame 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 5 bales jeans/jean 
jackets 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 BL 0 keel beam center web 
from FS 1330-1241 8/04/96-111 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 var. 
L.E. device torque tube 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 aft cargo 
door cutout (#1860)/seats/fuselage 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
FS frame 1350 stringer 22L-29L LW07, CW10 40 39 46.90 -72 
37 27.90 left upper wing skin; SOB to WBL 200; part of 
CW106, LW07, & CW401 CW MOCKUP 8/05/96-70 40 39 



46.90 -72 37 27.90 door (R4) 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 misc debris/black suitcase/red seat/2 bales (partial 
seat 42-6, seat 42-7 (armrest 42-9, armrest 43 8/05/96-70 40 
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 2280-2340 includes saw cut RF9A/
B 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 left lower wing skin jack point to 
LWS 670 8/04/96-111 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 spoiler panel 
40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 E-galley counter top 40 39 46.90 -72 
37 27.90 FS 2000-2120; stringer 8L-22L with window belt 
8/05/96-70 RF109B 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 1580-1620, 
stringer 30R-39R fuselage bulkhead w/frame section 
8/06/96-46 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 2200-2310 stringer 
21R-38R, cargo bulk door right side lower 8/05/96-70 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90 fuel pump maint pad 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 wing section, top landing gear FS 469-820 8/05/96-70 
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 row 24 seat 4-5-6-7 CABIN HGR 40 
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 bottom left wing 8/05/96-70 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 27.90 wing leading edge w/picelo tube/
triangle 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 hinged panel 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90 fuselage skin FS 1740-1760; stringer 42R-44R 
8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1660-1700; stringers 
40R-43R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1840-1960; 
stringer 23R-26R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1820-1840 stringer 23R-27R with aft cargo door hinge 
8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 lower cw skin- right 
fwd side S21 to S23 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
lower cw skin-right fwd side STR 1-21 CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1720-1820; stringers 49L-51L, 51R 
8/14/96-9 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1840; stringer 
45R-46R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1630-1680; 
stringer 22R-30R, with R4 door structure 8/05/96-70 40 39 



46.90 -72 37 27.90 fuselage skin FS 1760-1780; stringer 
41R-35R 8/05/96-70 LF16A, CW1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
part of CW1002; Note: saw cut separates part into two 
pieces; rear spar RBL 0 - RBL 76 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90 portion of aft press bulkhead FS 2360 
8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1620-1680; stringers 
45L-51L,51R 8/12/96-3 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 fuselage 
skin FS 1720-1760; stringer 40R-41R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 
-72 37 27.90 FS 1960-2080 stringer 36R-45R bulk cargo door 
surround 8/5/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1620-1680; 
stringer 36R-42R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 
2040 stringer 32R-33R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
FS 1680-1720; stringers 36R-41R 8/05/96-70 
C2242 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1640-1740; stringers 
43R-51R and 51L-49L 40 39 47.80 -72 37 27.90 portion aft 
press bulkhead FS 2360 LF16B, CW1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 part of CW1006; Note: saw cut separate part into two 
pieces; rear spar web LBL21-LBL57 CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 52 (7) CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
27.90 seat 50 (5) armrest partial frame CABIN HGR 40 39 
46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 52 (6) armrest partial frame CABIN 
HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1900-2320 stringers 10L-6R 
Note: saw cut from RHS for RF9B and RF15 40 39 44.30 -72 
37 27.90 9/12/96-2 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1810-1836; 
stringer 27R-30R; forward right upper corner of aft cargo 
door 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 left lower wing 
skin; SOB - WS600 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1980-2010, 
stringer 38R; handle from aft bulk cargo door 8/04/96-111 
40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1900-2140; stringer 6R-22R with 
window Note: saw cut from RF 9A and RF15 40 39 46.90 



-72 37 27.90 FS 1480-1520 stringer 26R-30R, from lot # 
8-5-96-70 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 49 (7) 
armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 42 (2 3) 
armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 fow 41 seat 
10 seat CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 50 (6) 
armrest, partial frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
seat 48 (9) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1480-1580, stringer 19R-26R with window frame 40 39 
46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1982-2020 36R-39R; section of aft bulk 
cargo door 8/04/96-111 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 50 (8) 
armrest, partial frame, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
seat 33 (1 2 3), CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1760 
stringer 42R-43R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
armrest for seat 35 (2), CABIN HGR 8/04/96-111 40 39 
46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 35 (8 9 0) armrest/partial seat 
CABIN HGR 8/04/96-64 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 37 (8) 
armrest/partial seat, seat 37 (10) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 
39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1960-1980; stringer 28R-31R 
8/05/96-70 40 39 44.30 -72 37 27.90 FS 1060 stub beam 
9/12/96-2 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 47 (5) armrest 
CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 2060-3000; stringer 
29R-36R 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.90 FS 1820-1840 stringer 
31L-34L 8/06/96-46 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 left wing 
outboard tip HF antenna portion 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 
seat 26 (8 9 0) CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 43 
(9) CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 44 (6) CABIN 
HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 45 (6 7) CABIN HGR 
C2367 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 42 (6 7) CABIN HGR 
RF109A 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1610-1640 stringer 
37R-40R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 42 (9) 



armrest only CABIN HGR 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 
1416-1480 stringers 28L-33L with chord beam 8/04/96-111 
RF109E 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 FS 1660-1680 stringer 
31R-35R 8/05/96-70 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 seat 51 (6) 
armrest, cap, and tray table 40 39 46.90 -72 37 27.90 LHS 
body gear drag brace reaction fitting common to the keel 
beam box FS 1350-1416 40 39 47.96 -72 37 27.84 seat 54 (1) 
CABIN HGR 8/12/96-3 CW104 CW 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 upper right fwd CW skin, double plus chord, STR 
19-30; also a portion of right SOB CW rib (CW30 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 lower CW skin; left SOB 
to LBL 100; R.S. to STR 3; (wing center section, lower skin 
segment, 20" CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
fuselage skin FS 1780-1800; stringer 34R-40R 8/26/96-36 40 
39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 landing gear trunion support segment; 
FS 1480 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1916-1960; 
stringer 48R-51R 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 
1480-1570; stringer 36R-45R with body landing gear 
trunion 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 Body Belly skin 
3' ( 2'. Red paint 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1900-1940 aft 
cargo door surround; stringer 41R-44R L 15.8 8/26/96-36 
40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 Bulkhead Aft wheelwell lower 40 
39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 Body belly skin 2' ( 2'. Red paint 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 a/c 1/2" tubing TUBING BAY 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 L5 - door threshold 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 unidentified landing 
gear brace with connected hydraulic line 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1536-1620, stringer 42R-49R 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1800 RIB 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80 FS 1810; outer frame aft cargo door panel 



stringer STR 24R-28R (aft upper main cargo door sill) 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 Aft cargo step 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 RHS keel chord aft of FS 1480 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80 FS 1480 Frame 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 aircraft 
motor (main landing gear and anti-skid valves, MOTOR 
BAY 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 unidentified piece 
of wreckage PARTS BAY 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 cargo bin stanchion, marked "STA 1680" 8/26/96-36 
40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 part of cargo bin structure 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 food storage box 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 support beam 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 27.80 unidentified piece of wreckage 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 partial seat assembly 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1920-1940; stringer 39R-45R 
8/26/96-36 
C1098 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 partial seat assembly armrest 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 49 (5) armrest 
CABIN HGR 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 portion of 
bottom of food service cart 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 seat 48 (10) armrest CABIN HGR 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 43 (10) armrest and partial frame 
CABIN HGR 8/26/96-36 40 39 51.30 -72 37 27.80 3 bags of 
small metal shards and plastic debris, one bag contains 3' 
length of 3" pipe marked fuel 9/24/96-16 40 39 51.30 -72 37 
27.80 3 bags of small metal shards and plastic debris, one 
bag contains 3' length of 3" pipe marked fuel 9/24/96-16 40 
39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 38 (6) armrest, not previously in 
database CABIN HGR 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
seat 32 (3) armrest and partial frame CABIN HGR 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 49 (10), armrest 



and partial frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 
1940-1961, stringer 30R-34R. Lot # 8-26-96-36 8/26/96-36 
40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1920-1940, stringer 34R-40R. Lot 
# 8-26-96-36 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 main 
landing gear wheel half 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
LHS fuselage segment FS 1416 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 27.80 unidentified piece of wreckage marked with STA 
1580 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 cargo 
compartment barrier net, 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 horizontal jack screw 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 main landing gear wheel half 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80 partial seat assembly seat 50 (9) 8/26/96-36 40 
39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 B. L. 0 keel beam web (wheel well) FS 
1460-1480 8/26/96-36 40 39 51.30 -72 37 27.80 3 bags of 
small metal shards & plastic debris, one bag contains 3' 
length of 3" pipe marked fuel 9/24/96-16 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 unidentified aircraft part 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 27.80 seat 38 (7) armrest, partial frame CABIN HGR 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 seat 46 (8), armrest, 
partial frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 wheel 
half with brake assembly 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 main landing gear wheel half 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80 seat 52 (0), armrest CABIN HGR 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 27.80 cargo bin stanchion, secondary structure marked 
"STA 1680" 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 unidentified 
piece of wreckage 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
hydraulic shutoff valves 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 possible gear well bulkhead piece 8/26/96-36 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 partial floor track and seat assembly with 
purple backpack remnants attached. Note: char marks o 



8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 main landing gear 
wheel half 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 partial brake 
assembly with torque rod 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 black wallet 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 one 
swiss army watch and one set of keys 8/26/96-31 
C2386 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 1720-1750 stringer 
45L-48L 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc clothing 
and personal effects 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 US 
passport 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 human remains 
appearing to be 2 hip bones and one skull bone, 8/27/96-9 
40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 possible human skull fragment 
8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 FS 2160-2200 stringer 
35L-42L 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 black fanny 
pack containing identification 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 27.80 misc personal clothing, intact camera, other effects 
8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc clothing and 
personal effects 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
apparent piece of jawbone with tooth 8/26/96-31 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 human remains 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 27.80 human remains 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 human remains 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
human remains 8/26/96-31 40 39 51.00 -72 37 27.80 flat 
yellow metal appro( 4"(6" 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 possible 
human hair 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 social security card 
8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc clothing and 
various personal effects 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 
six apparent human bones with tissue, 8/26/96-31 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 gold necklace 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 27.80 wallet containing French passport 8/27/96-9 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 27.80 human remains appearing to be 1 knee + 



1 arm 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc clothing and 
personal effects including a US mail plastic bag, empty 
8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 black fanny pack with 
green trim 8/27/96-9 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 photo album 
of children 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 27.80 misc 
personal clothing + effects 8/26/96-31 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
27.80 possible human remains 8/26/96-31 40 39 47.36 -72 
37 27.71 personal effects 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 personal 
items - glasses in case 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
miscellaneous personal items 8/19/96-16 40 39 47.36 -72 37 
27.71 cargo bin handling tires CARGO BAY 8/19/96-22 40 
39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 miscellaneous hydraulic line 
8/19/96-22 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 personal effects - red 
box 2" ( 4" 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 belly skin aft cargo bin 
8/19/96-22 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 small portion (2' ( 2' 
section) wing skin 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 Trash can lid aft 
of L-5 Door 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 miscellaneous clothing, 
pocket calculator 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 cargo container 
CARGO BAY 8/19/96-22 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 FS 
1920-2020; stringer 44L-49R 8/19/96-22 40 39 47.36 -72 37 
27.71 miscellaneous parts & pieces PARTS BAY 8/20/96-12 
40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 cargo bin CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 
40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 aircraft 1/2" tubing (miscellaneous 
cargo bin parts & pieces, carpet roll, passenger seats, floor 
boar TUBING BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
personal items 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 miscellaneous parts 
& pieces PARTS BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
miscellaneous parts & pieces PARTS BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 
47.36 -72 37 27.71 fuselage frame circa 1980 and 
miscellaneous parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 



personal effects black box 2" ( 4" 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
row 52 seat 2 duty free module CABIN HGR 8/19/96-22 40 
39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 miscellaneous cargo bin parts & 
pieces, carpet roll, passenger seats, floor board, cargo lock; 
row 4 CABIN HGR 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
cargo bin CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
miscellaneous cargo bin parts & pieces, carpet roll, 
passenger seats, floor board, cargo lock 8/20/96-12 40 39 
47.36 -72 37 27.71 Bulkhead Web 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 6" 
Piece of turbine blade ENG HGR 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
Anti-Skid Hydraulic Part 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 pickup 
for fuel tank FUEL ROOM 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 seat 
Row 50 seats 1 & 2 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 lot -seat parts 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 FS 1847-1877, stringer 
20R-23R 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 Fuselage 
Section PARTS BAY 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 FS 1800-1900; 
stringers 50R-50L 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 FS 1680-1720, 
stringer 27R-31R 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 
armrest 44-5 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 cabin flooring PARTS 
BAY 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.71 seat arm rest 43-5 40 39 48.60 
-72 37 27.70 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 40 01.10 -72 37 
27.70 small piece of aluminum w/ flap 10/17/96-1 40 39 
47.36 -72 37 27.66 misc. green metal 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.36 
-72 37 27.66 misc. metal debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.36 -72 
37 27.66 misc. green metal 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.36 -72 37 
27.66 misc. green metal 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.36 -72 37 27.66 
misc. wires, possible engine components, cylinder gear 40 
39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 cargo container CARGO BAY 
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 seat part foot rest 
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Mail, FED EX, DHL, 



manual 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 row 42, seat 8 armrest 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Miscellaneous 
personal items 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 cargo container 
CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 piece of 
fuel line 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 cargo flooring 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Intercostal fuel tank 
40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 miscellaneous parts & pieces 
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 1760-1850; stringers 
44R-48R 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 cargo pallet 
floor CARGO BAY 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 1740-1780; 
stringers 46L-49L. fuselage skin 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 
37 27.64 miscellaneous parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 
27.64 miscellaneous body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 skin 
& stiffeners-stringers, Crown, white-exterior apparent skin 
splice AF FS 1241 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
personal effects, memorex tape players, casio watches 40 39 
47.41 -72 37 27.64 miscellaneous body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 
37 27.64 miscellaneous parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 
27.64 misc parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 misc 
parts 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 miscellaneous 
body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 portion of cargo bin 
CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Portion of 
Cargo bin CARGO BAY 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous personal items 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
personal effects (wallet) 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Rt Hand 
rear spar, inboard in; left landing gear beam FS 1350 
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 2600-2640; station 



4L-46L 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 personal effects, 
3 women's make-up purses 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 
miscellaneous body parts 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 spanwise 
beam #1BL 0 - 60 / chord segment CW MOCKUP 
8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 Cabin flooring CABIN 
HGR 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 seat 53 (3) armrest, CABIN 
HGR 
C2311 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 seat 54 (5) armrest CABIN 
HGR 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 1780-1840, stringer 
38R-46R forward lower corner of aft cargo door cut-out. 
Lot # 8-20-96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 seat 45 (4) armrest, 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 seat 45 (5) armrest, 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 portion of aft pressure 
bulkhead 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 1660-1700 
stringer 39L-42L 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.41 -72 37 27.64 FS 
1480-1500 stringer 23L-27L w/ frame support 8/20/96-12 
40 39 49.10 -72 37 27.60 aircraft skin, red on one side 
10/17/96-1 40 39 48.02 -72 37 27.46 row 27, seats 1-2-3 
CABIN HGR 8/12/96-3 40 39 48.90 -72 37 27.40 misc metal 
debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 52.39 -72 37 27.31 some kind of 
pipes with (TWA 15201/ s/n 237) 9/21/96-1 40 39 49.70 -72 
37 27.30 CW stringer CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 
CW stringers- upper CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 
right SOB web (9-23-96-5) CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 
27.30 terminal fitting rear spar wing CW MOCKUP 40 39 
49.70 -72 37 27.30 CW lower skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 
-72 37 27.30 CW lower skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 
37 27.30 Fuel vent 9/23/96-5 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 black 
camera bag 9/23/96-5 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 riveted piece 



of metal 9/23/96-5 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 metal tube 
9/23/96-5 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 
40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 CW lower skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 
49.60 -72 37 27.30 center tank lower stringer CW MOCKUP 
40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 spanwise beam section CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 CW fuel capacitance 
probe 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 CW stringer end CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 spanwise beam section 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.70 -72 37 27.30 bio hazard bag 
containing skull fragment 9/23/96-5 40 39 49.60 -72 37 
27.30 misc. debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 1 
cargo net (misc. debris, passenger seats, 1 shoe 9/22/96-1 
40 39 46.00 -72 37 27.30 green metal rod 20' long 9/12/96-2 
40 39 46.00 -72 37 27.30 green metal rod 15' long 9/12/96-2 
40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 1 long tube 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.60 
-72 37 27.30 #8 flap track assembly and carriage 
transmission 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 fuel probe 
9/22/96-1 
Z3387 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 1 long piece of debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 49.60 -72 37 27.30 misc. debris (1 long 
piece) 9/22/96-1 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 AKN7488 cargo 
container CARGO HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo 
container 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 one bag of jeans & 
miscellaneous personal effects 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
fuselage skin 3' ( 2', aft cargo belly section 46 40 39 47.24 -72 
37 27.28 cargo bin ballmat 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 oxygen bottle 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 FS 
1480 bulkhead & skin 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
piece of cargo floor with rollers 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
Cargo floor panel from close to rear pressure bulkhead 40 



39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 4' piece of cargo bin support frame 
CARGO BAY 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 FS skin rear belly keel 
beam 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo container 
AKN7501 CARGO BAY 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 galley 
container CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo 
flooring CARGO HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 arm rest seat 
37 (2) 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 small section wing interior 
skin with nozzle fitting 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 food carrier 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 lower section of 
galley 8/20/96-12 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 personal effects 
(suitcase) 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 mag of blue 
jeans and misc. personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 
37 27.28 misc. personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 part of cargo hold #4 CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 
47.24 -72 37 27.28 upper part of galley 8/22/96-5 40 39 
47.24 -72 37 27.28 aircraft frame 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 
37 27.28 misc personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 galley top 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 Galley 
Drawer 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo handling 
wheel CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
gasper duct DUCTING BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 misc part of galley 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
part of galley 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 Movie 
Projector 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 US mail 
8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 cargo lock CARGO BAY 
8/22/96-5 
C2090 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 wiring bundle 40 39 47.24 -72 
37 27.28 misc personal items; clothing, watches 8/21/96-6 
40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 personal effects: purse, jewelry, 
coinage, credit card belonging to: 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 



37 27.28 misc. body parts and bones 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 
-72 37 27.28 cabin floor support PARTS BAY 8/22/96-5 40 
39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 piece of frame PARTS BAY 8/22/96-5 
40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 misc. personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 
39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 US mail 8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 part of cabin chair 37 (3), CABIN HGR 8/22/96-5 40 
39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 FS 2180-2240; stringers 36R-44R 
8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 DHL Mail Bag 
8/21/96-6 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 Part of Galley and 
Galley Bulkhead (D section) 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 service galley CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
cargo container CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 47.24 -72 37 
27.28 seat 34 (4), CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 seat 
35 (4), armrest with partial frame, CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 
-72 37 27.28 seat 38 (5) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 
37 27.28 seat 47 (7), CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 
seat 34 (5), CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 seat 44 (4), 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.24 -72 37 27.28 seat 36 (8), CABIN 
HGR 8/20/96-12 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 generator cable 
lead 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flap mechanism 8/09/96-37 40 
39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 fuel tank bulkhead; ?? CW MOCKUP 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 fuel tank bulkhead; 
right inboard fuel tank 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 
# 4 reserve fueling valve 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 flap carriage assembly 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 engine pylon firewall and harness 8/09/96-37 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 right lower wing skin; SOB rib, stringer 
3-rear spar 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flap carriage 
assembly 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 fuel tank slice 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flap carriage section 



8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flap drive assembly 
8/09/96-37 CW215, CW 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 front spar 
RH terminal fitting/jack point #2; right hand lower panel; 
contains jack point #2; this part i CW MOCKUP 
8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 spoiler section 
8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 engine wiring harness 
CW30?? 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 R14 #5 CW Body Rib. SWB 
#2 to mid spar CW MOCKUP 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 
37 27.24 FS 2285-2360; stringer 8L-24L 8/09/96-37 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 right wing stringer 8/08/96-30 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 spar section FSSI 920.00-ILES 922.25 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 variable cambor 
scissors 8/09/96-37 LF15A, RF09 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 
2100-2160; stringers 22L-30L 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 flap section 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 
fuselage section including 8 window apertures 8/09/96-37 
40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 wing center box bulkhead fragment 
8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 fuel capacitance probe 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 ?? center fuel tank 
assembly 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 R3 main entry 
door 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 lower CW skin; 
S-4 to S-10; left SOB to RBL 80 CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 
40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 2530 -2618 stringer 23R - 49L 
8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 flaptrack 8/08/96-30 40 
39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 top aft right cw tank skin S-1A to S-9 
CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 right 
wing lower skin; RWS 1196-1424 8/09/96-37 CW801, CW 
40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 mid spar web RBL 85 to LBL 49 
(CW801); SWB #2 RH web RBL 30,80 (CW702). Top right 
portion CW MOCKUP 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 



lower center and left CW skin 5-10 to 5-15; LBL 97 to RBL 
104 CW MOCKUP 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 
horizontal stabilizer skin section 8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 
37 27.24 FS 1540-1820 left side fuselage 8/08/96-30 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 right wing stringer 8/08/96-30 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 left wing #1 flap carriage ((See C2029) 
8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 CABIN HGR 
8/08/96-30 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 trailing edge flap 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 trailing edge flap 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 trailing edge flap 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 upper fwd inboard 
section wheel well wall; FS 1360-1380 8/09/96-37 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 wing to fuselage angle 8/09/96-37 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 right trailing edge flap section 
8/08/96-30 CW1010 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 rear spar RBL 
11-80, web @ lower chord CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 cw tank stringer 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 cw stringer 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 spanwise beam #1-
lower RBL 53 to 66 CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 
cw spanwise beam #2-LH web door perimeter CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 lower CW skin; STR 
14-15; RBL 30-80 CW MOCKUP 
C2160 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 cw lower skin-left side mid 
spar to S13; left SOB to LBL 104 CW MOCKUP 40 39 50.14 
-72 37 27.24 cw lower skin stringer CW MOCKUP 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 lower wing skin; right hand wing; WS 
1214-1243; FS 6 to rear spar 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 
27.24 lower cw skin-fwd left corner CW MOCKUP 40 39 
50.14 -72 37 27.24 skin panel FS 2020-2040; stringer 36L-41L 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 2160-2220; stringer 



23L-30L 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 seats 51 (1 2 3), 
CABIN HGR 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 rear spar CW tank @ 
RBL 127, was cut from lower right wing CW MOCKUP 40 
39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 2270-2300 stringer 10L-13L 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 1920-1940 stringer 
32L-36L 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 right wing outboard fore 
flap 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 1760-1810 stringer 25L-30L 
8/09/96-37 40 39 50.14 -72 37 27.24 FS 1740-1800 stringer 
30L-34L 8/08/96-30 40 39 49.40 -72 37 27.20 misc metal 
debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 49.40 -72 37 27.20 miscellaneous 
metal debris 40 39 48.90 -72 37 27.20 grey metal rivet 40 39 
47.62 -72 37 27.15 seat 36 (4) 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 
27.15 cargo bin w/ bone fragment in side CARGO BAY 
8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 fuselage frame approx 5', 
no FS # 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 toilet paper 
holder 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 metal strip 6"(1; 
cargo liner PARTS BAY 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 
cargo container fragment, approx 2'(2' 8/12/96-3 40 39 
47.62 -72 37 27.15 olive drab green panel, 4'(2' w/link to 4' 
structure 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 door section 
3'(1/2' 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 cargo container 
w/letters AK CARGO BAY 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 
27.15 cargo container 5'(2' w/letters KN7488 CARGO BAY 
8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 cargo container 
#AAP7309 1'(2' CARGO BAY 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 
27.15 bundle of blue jeans 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 
27.15 seat 41 (4 5) armrest only CABIN HGR 8/12/96-3 40 
39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 row 43 seat 7 armrest CABIN HGR 
8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 wing leading edge air 
foil rib 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 wing box beam 



w/fuel vent port approx 3' long 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 
37 27.15 white carry-on cloth bag 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 
37 27.15 FS 1900 fuselage approx 3' long p/n 65B04600 
separated 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 section of 
floor w/ball decking 2'(2' 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 
27.15 suitcase w/ tag located in galley structure 8/12/96-3 
40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 galley storage locker 8/12/96-3 40 
39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 black carry-on bag w/name tag 
( 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 US mail bag 8/12/96-3 
40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 red crushed fuselage skin 1'(1' 
8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 bulkhead fragment w/
circular fairing area (unpainted) approx 4'(4'(3/16" 
8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 electric pump - non-
aircraft 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 5' section of 
leading edge 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 5' length of 
fuselage frame w/handwritten "1960" 8/12/96-3 40 39 
47.62 -72 37 27.15 fuselage frame, FS 1520 approx 8' long 
8/12/96-3 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 FS 1220 frame from 
stringer 5R-11R 40 39 47.62 -72 37 27.15 FS 1620 frame 
section from stringer STR 5R-9R 40 39 47.60 -72 37 27.11 
black handbag 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.60 -72 37 27.10 fuselage 
frame # 1900 8/12/96-3 40 39 47.60 -72 37 27.10 bulkhead 
fragment, approx 3'(4' 8/12/96-3 40 39 46.80 -72 37 27.10 
1.5' long metal with hinge red on one side 9/10/96-4 40 39 
47.60 -72 37 27.10 seat 36 (1) armrest. CABIN HGR 40 39 
52.50 -72 37 27.10 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 wing rib w/#WS 1454.0 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 seat frame, unknown # 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 luggage; olive green flower print; 1'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 
39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 wallet and pants, 8/26/96-30 40 39 



47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo container fragment; 2'(4' CARGO 
BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 misc mail packet, 
DHL unopened 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo 
retention mechanism, 3' long 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 fuel tank bulkhead fragment, 1'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 
47.35 -72 37 27.06 light duty structural frame, 5' long 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 tire fragment 8/14/96-9 
40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 pneumatic actuator MOTOR BAY 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 movie projector housing 
CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 bathroom 
toilet paper dispenser CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 
-72 37 27.06 FS 1680 frame segment; stringers 4L-12L 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 misc luggage 8/14/96-9 
40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 FS 1860 frame segment; stringers 
7L-16L; light structural frame, 7' PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 40 
39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 misc mail packets in bags, USPS\ 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 fuselage bulkhead 
fragment 1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 FS 1800-1848 
stringer 22R with two windows (fuselage bulkhead, w/
window fragment) 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 row 
43, seat 4 armrest CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 
37 27.06 row 42 seat 4-5 CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 
-72 37 27.06 light structural frame 3' PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 
40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 fuselage bulkhead fragment 8'(3' 
PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 fuselage FS 
1560 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 fuselage bulkhead 
fragment 6'(1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 passports 
and wallets, 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 red fuselage 
skin 1'(1' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 a/c duct filter 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo container 



fragment CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 
interior bulkhead section 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 
interior bulkhead fragment 1'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 
37 27.06 cargo container wall and edge CARGO BAY 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo container 
motorized wheel CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 
37 27.06 olive drab box, 5'(3' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 main landing gear tire 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 non-structural interior, red, 5' long PARTS BAY 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 R4 jumpseat, F/A 
CABIN HGR 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 door, 
corner, exterior 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo 
container 2'(1' CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 
27.06 5'(5' alum pallet CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 
-72 37 27.06 cargo conatiner edge (10') CARGO BAY 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 door section fragment 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 interior non-structural 
box 2'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 luggage 
8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 fuselage bulkhead 
fragment 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 cargo 
container fragment 4'(6' CARGO BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 
47.35 -72 37 27.06 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 FS 2484-2598; 
stringer 23L-42L 8/14/96-9 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 armrest 
25 (0) CABIN HGR 40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 seat 52 (8), 
partial seat/armrest no back, CABIN HGR 40 39 48.01 -72 
37 27.06 portion of spanwise beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 
40 39 47.35 -72 37 27.06 seat 35 (6 7), CABIN HGR 40 39 
48.01 -72 37 27.06 portion of spanwise beam CW tank CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
48.01 -72 37 27.06 CW lower skin, RBL 9-50, STGR 10-13 



CW MOCKUP 9/22/96-1 
Z3375 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.01 
-72 37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
48.01 -72 37 27.06 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.01 -72 37 27.06 
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 45.03 -72 37 27.01 FS 910-940; 
stringer 13L-14L 9/02/96-11 CW1016 40 39 49.03 -72 37 
27.01 inboard leg CW tank left hand pickle fork rear CW 
MOCKUP 9/21/96-1 40 39 45.03 -72 37 27.01 CW front spar 
lower chord, LBL98.48 CW MOCKUP 9/21/96-1 40 39 
49.03 -72 37 27.01 metal debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 45.03 -72 37 
27.01 metal debris and wire (1 cargo net) 9/21/96-1 40 39 
45.03 -72 37 27.01 #2 eng, left under wing fitting outbd 
9/21/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.00 #3 engine diagonal brace 
pylon ENG HGR 8/08/96-30 40 39 45.00 -72 37 27.00 lower 
left wing skin; WBL 448-1098; mid to rear spar 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.00 right wing trailing edge flap; upper airfoil 
section 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.00 internal 
components to right wing 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.00 R3 cabin door; internal components to right wing 
8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.00 left wing - outboard 
section of the inboard aileron 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 -72 37 
27.00 internal components to right wing 8/08/96-30 40 39 
45.00 -72 37 27.00 L/W inside brace 40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.00 
internal components to right wing 8/08/96-30 40 39 47.00 
-72 37 27.00 internal components to right wing 8/08/96-30 
40 39 47.00 -72 37 27.00 internal components to right wing 
8/08/96-30 40 39 45.00 -72 37 27.00 lower left wing skin; 
WBL 584-910; lower panel skin splice to aft spar 40 39 45.00 
-72 37 27.00 left wing #4 flap track assembly 40 39 48.50 -72 



37 27.00 misc. airplane shell parts with snake-skin belt 
9/11/96-4 40 39 48.50 -72 37 27.00 CW spar CW MOCKUP 
40 39 48.50 -72 37 27.00 side of body center wing tank CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 49.00 -72 37 27.00 6 ft curved piece of 
metal 9/20/96-33 40 39 48.50 -72 37 27.00 right hand 
inboard aileron actuator and support assembly 9/12/96-2 
40 39 49.50 -72 37 27.00 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.50 -72 37 
27.00 FS 923-960; stringer 29L-35L with FS 940 frame 
segment 40 39 47.12 -72 37 26.99 misc. metal & plastic 
fragments 10/17/96-1< 40 39 47.12 -72 37 26.99 misc. metal 
debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.12 -72 37 26.99 misc. metal 
debris 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 spanwise H4, 
LE1A 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 piece of horizontal stabilizer 
station 106.9-131.9; part of H4 and LE1A 8/23/96-15 40 39 
47.04 -72 37 26.90 seat armrest marked Row 48 Seat 6 
CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 human 
remains 8/23/96-13 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 wreckage 
labeled actuator rotary motor part #544646-1 8/23/96-15 
40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 portion of galley-per ALPA 
representative CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 
26.90 fuselage side of body; FS 1393; LBL 98.58 to 110.5 
8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 portion of galley 
container- CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 
unidentified aircraft part PARTS BAY 8/23/96-15 40 39 
47.04 -72 37 26.90 partial seat assembly marked row 43 seat 
2 (armrest row 43 seat 1 and 2) 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 
37 26.90 portion of fuselage skin PARTS BAY 8/23/96-15 40 
39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 FS 1540-1600; stringer 35R-43R 
8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 unidentified aircraft 
part 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 unidentified 



aircraft part 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 fuselage 
skin FS 1680-1700; stringer 42R-44R 8/23/96-15 40 39 47.04 
-72 37 26.90 portion of galley- CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 
39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 seat 51 (6); armrest and partial frame 
CABIN HGR 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 misc clothing and 
personal effects 8/23/96-1 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 DHL 
package and misc papers 8/23/96-1 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 
misc clothing and personal effects 8/23/96-1 40 39 47.04 
-72 37 26.90 possible human bone 8/23/96-13 40 39 47.04 
-72 37 26.90 misc clothing and personal effects 8/23/96-1 
40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 one small photograph album 
8/23/96-1 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 possible human bone 
8/23/96-13 40 39 47.04 -72 37 26.90 misc clothing and 
personal effects 8/23/96-13 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 body 
part 8/21/96-6 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 suitcase with misc. 
personal effects 8/21/96-6 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 chair 
part row 35 seat 3 CABIN HGR 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.81 -72 
37 26.86 chair part; armrest 54-6,7 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.81 -72 
37 26.86 partial head skull 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 FS 
2020-2160 stringer 41L - 45R 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.81 -72 37 
26.86 suitcase and misc. personal effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 
46.81 -72 37 26.86 personal effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.81 -72 
37 26.86 misc. personal effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.81 -72 37 
26.86 bone part 40 39 46.81 -72 37 26.86 stringer 8/22/96-5 
40 39 54.24 -72 37 26.84 debris 10/07/96-1 
C2110 40 39 48.32 -72 37 26.81 fuel line tubing: seat 53-7 
CABIN HGR 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 scavenge pump 40 39 
51.30 -72 37 26.80 oxygen cylinder 9/24/96-16 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 26.80 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 
CW SOB rib CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 SWB #1 



web right hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 26.80 SWB #1 web right hand closure panel CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 SWB #1 web right hand 
closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.50 -72 37 26.80 2 
pieces gray metal 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.80 right SOB rib 
lower chord segment at SWB #1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.56 
-72 37 26.73 row 30, seat 9-10 CABIN HGR 40 39 45.60 -72 
37 26.70 FS 2100-2280 stringer 23R-2R 40 39 46.60 -72 37 
26.70 FS 1720-2018, stringer 27L-3R 40 39 51.33 -72 37 26.66 
seats 23 (2 3) armrest for 23 (1) CABIN HGR 8/23/96-1 40 
39 55.63 -72 37 26.64 debris, wing 9/16/96-2 40 39 55.63 -72 
37 26.64 right hand inboard flap assembly trailing edge 
with carriages (20'(10') 9/16/96-2 40 39 55.63 -72 37 26.64 
piece of debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 center 
fuel tank gauge 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 skin with stringer 
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 spanwise beam #1 - lower web at 
LBL 98 intercostal (wing center section intercostal) CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Wing Skin 1'(2' CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 mid spar wing section 
65B01036-17 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 fuel tank probe 
CW504A 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 front spar LH web above 
access hole approx 8"(8" section CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 seat 47 (6) armrest; seat 47 (7) seat CABIN 
HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 1840-1920, stringer 
47R-50R 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 center wing 
tank span 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. personal clothing 
and effects 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 tail cone / 
APU exhaust; FS 2742-2775 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 Item of jewelry and photo 8/25/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 one human foot 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 



aft cargo door fragment 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
cargo bin structure CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 cargo container CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 landing gear actuator 8/22/96-5 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 piece of cargo door 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 FS 940-1000; stringer 35L-39L with piece of 
bulkhead under wing front spar 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 inner sleeve for hydraulic actuator 8/22/96-5 40 
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 29 (1) armrest, seat 29 (2) seat 
CABIN HGR 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 left wing, 
rear spar, inboard end 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
TWA flight attendant jacket 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 misc personal clothing and effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 cargo bin ball matt - CARGO BAY 
8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 portion of cargo bin 
flooring CARGO BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
seat - Row 50 seat 3 CABIN HGR 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 armrest 51(7) and partial seat assembly CBN INT 
8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 41 (8) armrest cap 
8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 armrest, Row 47 Seat 9 
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 landing gear actuator 8/22/96-5 40 
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 library card 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 one piece of luggage 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 one piece of luggage 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 misc clothing 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 2 US 
mail bags 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 2 pieces of 
luggage + misc personal effects 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 lower belly skin 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
misc. personal clothing + ID credit card 8/22/96-4 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 one lap top computer 8/22/96-4 40 39 



46.89 -72 37 26.59 piece of skull 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
small blue pack containing French passport + US currency 
8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 check book 8/22/96-4 40 
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one piece of luggage 8/22/96-4 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc clothing 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 2 US mail bags 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
one piece of Luggage w/"TWA" cap visible 8/22/96-4 40 
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 body parts 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
unidentified aircraft wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 rib FS 1620 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 waist 
garment chain (charred) 8/22/96-4 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
right hand side aft bulk cargo door lower section 
8/23/96-15 RF109D 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS1620-1660 
stringer 30R-33R 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 piece of 
aircraft fuselage 8/22/96-5 
C2126 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Row 53 Seat 8 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 aircraft wreckage labeled rotary actuator TUBING 
BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 shutoff bleed valve 
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 aircraft wreckage labeled "water 
separator" 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified 
aircraft wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
unidentified aircraft wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 a/c 1/2" tubing TUBING BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 aircraft tire/wheel 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 unidentified aircraft wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 unidentified aircraft wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 aircraft wreckage TUBING BAY 
8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one (1) dollar bill US 
currency 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 flap drive tube 
PARTS BAY 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 8/22/96-5 



40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
wheel well structure 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
piece of fuselage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 49 
(4) armrest 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 possible seat 
part CABIN HGR 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
unidentified wreckage 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
piece of clear plastic to which foot was attached 8/25/96-1 
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial seat assembly; seat 34 (2) 
8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 left main landing gear 
air ducting for air start (with small hinged door marked 
"pneumatic ground se 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 
1620 rib 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 32 (1) 
armrest CBN INT 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seats 
33 (4 5 6 7) CABIN HGR 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
FS 2140-2160; stringer 23R - 35R 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 rib for wing 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Aircraft Wreckage 
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. personal effects 
and clothing 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. paper, 
magazines and other debris 8/25/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 Portion of Meal cart 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 Aircraft Wreckage 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Aircraft 
Wreckage 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 1725-1820, 
stringer 44R-50R 8/23/96-15 
C1008 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 aircraft part with wires 
attached 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 fuselage skin 
(per ALPA representative) PARTS BAY 8/23/96-15 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 32 (8 9 10) seat backs CABIN HGR 
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Apparent partial 
speaker assembly (aircraft wreckage) 8/23/96-15 40 39 



46.89 -72 37 26.59 two (2) bone fragments with some tissue 
attached 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Aircraft 
Wreckage 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial seat assembly 
marked row 51 seat 9 CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 FS 1760-1780, stringer 43R-45R 8/23/96-15 40 
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 right main wheel well; FS 1460; (body 
steering harness included) 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 seat assembly marked row 53 seat 10 CABIN HGR 
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 portion of cargo 
container CARGO BAY 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
piece of horizontal stabilizer 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 aircraft part marked FS 1660 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 partial seat assembly marked row 38 seat 3 
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 apparent container 
portion marked "TWA" bearing number 7501 CARGO BAY 
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 armrest marked Row 50 
Seat 7 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 aircraft wreckage 
8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc. personal clothing 
and effects 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc clothing 
and personal effects 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 unidentified 
piece of aircraft wreckage 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 six bones - all found in same proximity 8/25/96-1 40 
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 2 bags marked "US Postal Service" 
8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 1 Bundle of Blue Jeans 
8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Mail Bag, Misc. Personal 
Effects 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Blue Jean Pants 
From Bundle 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 
1540-1620; stringer 24R-31R 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 one (1) one-hundred dollar bill; one (1) fifty dollar 
bill; One (1) twenty dollar bill (all US Currency) 8/25/96-1 



40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 one bone approx. 8" long with black 
discoloration about 1/2 of bones length 8/25/96-1 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 one possible bone fragment 8/25/96-1 40 
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Personal effects including various 
forms of identification and photographs 8/25/96-1 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 aircraft wreckage 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 misc. personal clothing and effects 8/25/96-1 
40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 possible human bones and tissue 
8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 1680-1800; stringer 
46L - 50R 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc personal 
effects and clothing 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 1 
photo ID), 1 photo album, 1 broken JVC tape cassette 
8/25/96-1 
C1048 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 portion of fore support joist 
marked "STA 1980" PARTS BAY 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 1 Bundle of Blue Jeans 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 one possible human tooth (located on cargo net 
during loading of M boat) 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 Misc. Personal effects and clothing 8/25/96-1 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 possible piece of luggage with apparent 
charring 8/25/96-6 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Blue Jean Pants 
From Bundle 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 Blue Jean 
Pants From Bundle 8/25/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
aircraft wreckage 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 
51 (5) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
unidentified piece of wreckage 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 seat 46 (4) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 fuselage skin under body fairing, stringer 34 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 LE2B is portion of LHS outboard elevator 
from ES FS 335-385 8/26/96-36 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 



unidentified piece of wreckage marked "STA 1820" 
8/26/96-36 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 48 (5) armrest, 
CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial seat assembly 
8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 1800 frame segment; 
stringer 6L-14L 8/22/96-5 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 53 
(4) arm rest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 53 
(6) arm rest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 
unidentified aircraft wreckage 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 
26.59 apparent top of cargo bay - 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 
37 26.59 partial seat assembly marked "ROW 36 SEAT 7" 
8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 36 (5) armrest, 
CABIN HGR 8/8/96-31 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 partial 
cargo container 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 seat 47 
(8) armrest, CABIN HGR 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 FS 
2725-2742, part of RH APU access door hinge 40 39 46.89 
-72 37 26.59 FS 1438-1460 stringer 28L-29L 8/23/96-15 40 
39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 human remains 8/23/96-13 40 39 
46.89 -72 37 26.59 insulation material containing possible 
human bones 8/23/96-13 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc 
clothing 8/23/96-13 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 misc clothing 
and personal effects 8/23/96-1 40 39 46.89 -72 37 26.59 bag 
marked US mail 8/23/96-13 40 39 52.85 -72 37 26.54 1 large 
piece of twisted metal; 1 window and seal; 1 small piece of 
twisted metal 9/11/96-5 40 39 52.85 -72 37 26.54 CW tank 
midspar web LBL 52-78 CW MOCKUP 40 39 52.85 -72 37 
26.54 4.5-5' ( 2-3' piece of skin (red/white & green metal) 
10/02/96-1 40 39 52.85 -72 37 26.54 camera, black 
notebook, various sizes of green, gray, yellow metal pieces, 
woven belt 10/02/96-1 
Z3227 40 39 52.85 -72 37 26.54 thin metal (meshed) interior 



(seat arm rest), 1 tube colgate toothpaste, approx. 1'(6" gray 
metal pie 10/02/96-1 40 39 52.85 -72 37 26.54 debris- 
airplane/metal debris w/plastic bag attached w/debris in 
it also 10/02/96-1 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 small body parts 
8/30/96-23 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 misc. debris from 
aircraft PARTS BAY 8/30/96-23 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 
personal items including a black Casio watch 8/30/96-23 
40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 FS 2018-2040, with partial window 
40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 misc debris from aircraft PARTS 
BAY 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 wire bundle 8/30/96-23 40 39 
46.70 -72 37 26.50 personal effects - black reading glasses 40 
39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 misc metal from aircraft 8/31/96-4 40 
39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 Triple A Card 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 
black cover of the Holy Bible 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 FS 
920-1000, stringer 29R-34R CW MOCKUP 8/30/96-23 40 39 
46.70 -72 37 26.50 seat 47 (4) armrest CABIN HGR 40 39 
50.20 -72 37 26.50 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 46.70 -72 37 26.50 
seat 46 (9) armrest only CABIN HGR 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 #4 engine pylon section ENG HGR 8/19/96-22 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing lower skin LWS 1030-1230; front 
spar aft to S1 8/17/96-7 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 aft spar WS 
400 No. 2 tank outboard jettison 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
leading edge left wing with leading edge flap; part of edge 
flap 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Main Landing 
Gear Strut with tires 1F, 1R, 2R 8/17/96-7 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 miscellaneous cabin interior parts CABIN HGR 
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 seat 36 (3) CABIN HGR 
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 window reveal 
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 hydraulic lines 
TUBING BAY 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing 



structure part of hydraulic area 8/17/96-7 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 miscellaneous Payne Webber paper reports 
8/19/96-16 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 clothing, life vest, 
suitcase 8/19/96-20 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 personal 
effects, 8/19/96-16 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 2 bags of US 
Mail 8/19/96-16 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing ribs 
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 1920 crown frame 
(C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 fuselage station 1319 
8/16/96-5 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing up skin; LWS 
771-808 with front span cap (skin segment (C891)) 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 Lot - Misc Pieces Interior CABIN HGR 40 
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Piece of door with handle - L5 door 
C2012 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 seat 51 (8) armrest and tray 
table CABIN HGR 8/06/96-46 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 duct 
8" dia. (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 personal effects; 
wallet 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 row 49 seat 8 
armrest CBN HGR 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing 
stringer (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous parts 
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing skin piece 
2' ( 1' (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 rib (C891) 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49 rear spar segment WS 450.00 (C891) 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49 FS 920-1000; stringer S 24-28 (C891) 8/18/96-6 
40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 1235 WL 168 RBL 87 (C891) 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper skin @ side body (C891) 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing #1 flap carriage (C891) (See 
C229) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing spar segment (C891) 
CW108, CW 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper CW LH splice 
S14 (M.S.) (CW108); mid spar - 3' portion of LBL 127.5 
fitting; this part is part CW MOCKUP 8/18/96-6 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing front spar left lower center section 



CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing rib (C891) 
PARTS BAY 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 rear spar WS 522.00 
(C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 stringer 7-13; upper left 
hand splice body to center wing LBL 127.5(C891) CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 hydraulic return filter 
wheel well area (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 vent line 
18" (C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 cargo container (C891) 
CARGO BAY 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 12" ( 3" wing skin 
(C891) 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous clothing 
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous human 
rib bones 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 APU firewall segment 
8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 personal effects 
8/18/96-4 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing outboard 
aileron section and wing bulkhead WS 1325-1390 
8/18/96-4 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left lower wing skin WS 
520-660 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 lower left wing 
skin; WS 525-690 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 #3 left 
flap track and carriage assembly 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 FS 2484-2638, stringer 1R-17R 8/18/96-6 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing lower skin; (WS 650-1035; 
midspar to front spar) 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
air cycle machine 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 72 37 26.49 
8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing up skin; LWS 
586-688; from STR 10 to midspar 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 fuel pump 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
personal effects, 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing 
ribs 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 section of wing flap 
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous wing 
parts PARTS BAY 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 fuel 
boost pump 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing 



#1 flap track 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 long piece 
- misc parts 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 spoiler 
actuator, flap, gear box & misc wing structure & tubing; 
MOTOR BAY 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 lot- 
pieces of wing and fuel tank WING AREA 8/19/96-22 40 
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing flap track support LWBL 353 
5-7 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous parts 
8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 miscellaneous wing 
parts 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing stringer -
lower panel 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 fore flap track Assy - 
outboard 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 CW side body chord - 
upper; fits with C2176 CW MOCKUP LW15, CW 40 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 left upper wing skin at SOB S25-S33 CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Front spar center section 
Web CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 lower front 
spar Side of Body outboard wing left CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 left lower wing skin panel segment; WS 
860-902 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Row 37 Seat 4 
armrest CABIN HGR 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front spar 
web piece; center fuel tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 spanwise beam #3LBL 127.5 paddle fitting and 
web CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left lower wing 
skin; WS 650-760; STR 10-13 CW407A 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 LH BL127.5 (SOB) rib stiff at mid spar (lower half) o/
b wing side 65B11557-3 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 SOB rib at upper FS LH side CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 SOB rib at upper FS LH side CW 
MOCKUP CW407B 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 LH BL127.5 
(SOB) rib, stiff at MS (upper half) o/b wing side 
65B11557-3 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left 



upper wing skin; LWS 499-528 from STR 4-7 8/19/96-22 40 
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left upper wing up skin; WBL 470 to 
WS 791 from midspar to STR 17 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 FS 1319 WL 305 RBL 65 frame 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 spar segment approximately 2' 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 upper center wing skin piece; LH side at stringer 5-1; 
LBL 104-115 at upper STR 5-1 CW MOCKUP 8/18/96-6 40 
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper CW left hand splice stringer 
17-28 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 ducting 
YSTEMS ARE 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 lot - cargo area pieces 
CARGO BAY 
C2037 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 Pylon Fairing - Right Wing 
ENG HGR 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 1500 RBL 120 WL264 
Framing 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 FS 2000 Framing 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 rear spar segment WS 1007 to WS 1040 
CW113, CW 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper CW skin; LBL 
72-93; stringer 12-13; this part is part of CW113 & CW817 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper CW skin 
piece; LBL 6-29 stringer 20-21 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49 wing front spar fragment, possibly LHS WS 
686 (Rear Spar Segment approximately 2') 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 front spar LHS corner fitting CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 cw lower skin-matches w/C2160. LBL 
104 STR 11.5-13.5 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 lot 
- fuel vent + fuel feeds - several pieces FUEL ROOM 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 left lower wing skin; WS 660-734; stringer 
S5-S8 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing and tank 
parts small debris 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front spar LH 
terminal fitting piece CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 left upper wing skin LWS 670-725 with front spar to 



S23 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 upper CW skin; 
LBL 107.5-118.5; upper STR 3; center fuel tank CW 
MOCKUP 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front spar, 
lower dry bay access hole CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 front spar- LH web SOB above access hole CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 cw lower skin-fwd left 
corner CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 front spar 
lower dry bay access hole CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 center fuel tank stiffener, side of body, left hand S3 
upper S2 lower CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left 
upper wing skin WS 780-804 from stringer 22 to forward 
edge of panel 8/18/96-6 CW1013 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
upper rear spar web 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left wing #3 
trailing edge flap drive gear box 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 center wing tank lower 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 
center fuel tank left hand near rear spar 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 FS 1260-1280 stringer 28L-31L 8/18/96-6 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49 center wing tank spanwise beam 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49 cw mid spar stiffener BL 11L CW MOCKUP 40 
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 center wing tank LH side of body, 
upper span wise beam 1 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 seat 43 (8) 
armrest and partial frame CABIN HGR 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 seat 41 (3) CABIN HGR 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 SOB 
rib segment @ SWB #1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 left wing front spar ILES 280-440 40 39 46.15 -72 37 
26.49 SOB rib segment, in line w/ S-7 LWR CW MOCKUP 
40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP 
C2368 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 seat 41 (6 7) CABIN HGR 40 
39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 right side CW upper skin CW 



MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left SOB web CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 TWA blue passenger 
blanket and misc personal clothing 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 
-72 37 26.49 TWA blue passenger blanket with clear plastic 
material that was attached to it 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 
37 26.49 one Nikon one touch 100 camera 8/19/96-22 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 center wing tank upper skin stringers 3-6 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left sob web BBL 
127.5 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left SOB rib 
stiffener free FLG + web - 14" long CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.15 -72 37 26.49 CW upper skin LBL 98 @ S-16 CW 
MOCKUP 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 wing gear 
door rt side 8/19/96-22 40 39 46.15 -72 37 26.49 left upper 
wing skin WS 766-780; stringer 24-25 8/19/96-22 40 40 
03.70 -72 37 26.40 stainless steel tubing 10/17/96-1 40 40 
01.53 -72 37 26.34 skin yellow (4'(1') 10/17/96-1 40 39 44.90 
-72 37 26.30 misc. wreckage balance of cargo net 9/12/96-2 
40 39 44.75 -72 37 26.20 landing gear strut 10' long 
9/11/96-4 40 39 44.75 -72 37 26.20 CW upper skin M.S. to 
SWB #1, LBL 45 - LBL 98 CW MOCKUP 9/11/96-4 40 39 
44.75 -72 37 26.20 left wing flap track actuator #2 9/11/96-4 
40 39 44.75 -72 37 26.20 CW stringer 40 39 44.75 -72 37 26.20 
CW spar 40 39 44.75 -72 37 26.20 center section stringer 40 
39 50.60 -72 37 26.20 misc. debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 58.97 -72 
37 26.18 aircraft skin with red paint 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 26.10 15' ft curved metal piece 9/20/96-33 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 26.10 misc. debris in cargo net 9/20/96-33 40 
39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 miscellaneous metal debris 
9/20/96-33 40 39 48.70 -72 37 26.10 1 arm rest and misc. 
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 1 cargo net full of 



miscellaneous debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 3 
pieces of fuel probes 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 
cargo net full of misc. debris 9/20/96-33 CW1017 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 26.10 CW rear spar stiffener and web -LBL 98 
(9-20-96-33) CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 3 
sections of probable fuel probes 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.40 -72 
37 26.10 SOB rib lower cord (9-20-96-33) CW MOCKUP 40 
39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 26.10 SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 26.10 SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP 
Z2801 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 left SOB top edge of rib CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 CW upper skin tension 
fittings @ SWB #1, 3" ( 6" LBL 98 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 
-72 37 26.10 left SOB top edge of rib CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.40 -72 37 26.10 mid spar web, LBL 97-105, 9'(12' CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 right SOB web, just 
below CW310 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.40 -72 37 26.10 left 
SOB top edge of rib CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.08 -72 37 26.07 
lower center wing skin panel; LBL 127; stringer 2-5; Lot # 
9-21-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.08 -72 37 26.07 FS 
1700-1760; stringer 26R-28R 9/21/96-1 40 39 46.06 -72 37 
26.07 debris (1 cargo net) 9/21/96-1 40 39 46.08 -72 37 26.07 
fuselage skin under body fairing; stringer 37L; Lot # 
9-21-96-1 9/21/96-1 40 39 48.10 -72 37 26.00 misc metal 
debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 56.15 -72 37 25.96 two 5' long 
pieces of debris, plastic bag of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 
45.25 -72 37 25.86 misc. metal & plastic pieces 10/17/96-1 
40 39 48.50 -72 37 25.70 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 46.06 -72 37 
25.62 green & gray metal piece 10/17/96-1 40 39 51.70 -72 
37 25.50 misc. debris; wire 9/23/96-5 40 39 45.20 -72 37 



25.50 gray green piece of wreckage 9/12/96-2 40 39 45.20 
-72 37 25.50 stringer 34; Lot # 9-12-96-2 9/12/96-2 40 39 
51.70 -72 37 25.50 long metal debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 51.70 
-72 37 25.50 SOB rib web CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.70 -72 37 
25.50 left lower wing skin (6'(8'); WS 1335-1450; stringer s4 
to mid spar 9/22/96-1 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 center wing 
tank LH side of body lower spanwise beam 1 40 39 51.70 
-72 37 25.50 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 CW1014 40 39 45.20 -72 
37 25.50 Left butt line 98 rear spar stiffener CW1015 40 39 
45.20 -72 37 25.50 Aft left rear spar pickle fork, upper rear 
spar kik fitting CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 
upper CW tank wing skin @ side of body 4" ( 6" CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 left SOB web CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 46.50 -72 37 25.50 gray metal "T" bar 40 39 
51.70 -72 37 25.50 mid spar web RBL 112-116, 7'(6' CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 45.20 -72 37 25.50 left SOB rib upper 
stiffener between SWB #2 & mid spar CW MOCKUP 40 39 
46.50 -72 37 25.50 fuel probe 40 39 31.66 -72 37 25.49 misc. 
green metal. 10/17/96-1 40 39 31.66 -72 37 25.49 marked 
"M LAV DOOR" 10/17/96-1 40 39 48.71 -72 37 25.32 gray 
metal panel 10/17/96-1 40 39 53.78 -72 37 25.31 debris 
10/07/96-1 40 39 46.50 -72 37 25.30 misc metal debris 
9/20/96-33 
Z2664 40 39 47.72 -72 37 25.28 seat 34 (7) armrest CABIN 
HGR 40 39 46.45 -72 37 25.21 1) "L" shaped green metal 
piece 2) 4' long gray metal 9/09/96-49 40 39 48.60 -72 37 
25.20 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.50 -72 37 25.20 
metal pump 8"(8"; pump/gear box with brackets 
9/12/96-2 40 39 46.50 -72 37 25.20 green metal strip beam 
10/17/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 25.10 small motor and/or 



pump, "27 - 1061" 9/09/96-49 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 left 
hand SOB stiffener CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 
right hand SOB stiffener CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.02 -72 37 
25.09 CW stringer 22 RH end CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.02 -72 
37 25.09 upper center section stringer, LBL 11.3 - RBL 76 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 debris 9/21/96-1 40 
39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 1 cargo net of debris (fuel probe, 
personal effects) 9/21/96-1 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 debris 
9/21/96-1 40 39 49.02 -72 37 25.09 debris 9/21/96-1 Z3351a 
40 39 49.01 -72 37 25.07 personal effects (camera and wallet) 
40 39 49.01 -72 37 25.07 human remains - skull fragment 
9/21/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 long piping debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 debris (1 cargo net); 
camera, mini cassette 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 
RH SOB rib 24" portion of lwr chord FS 1058 - 1082 CW 
MOCKUP 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 RH SOB rib 
13" portion of lwr chord FS 1039 - 1052 CW MOCKUP 
9/22/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 25.05 RH SOB rib 26" of inbd 
& outbd mipspar stiffener CW MOCKUP 9/22/96-1 40 39 
47.50 -72 37 25.00 misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 49.70 
-72 37 25.00 sink; green oxygen bottle; debris 9/21/96-1 40 
39 45.90 -72 37 24.90 actuator w/ motor; 4'-5' long piece of 
wreckage; 2'-3' long piece of metal 9/12/96-2 40 40 02.70 
-72 37 24.90 airvent 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.30 -72 37 24.80 
lower panel out board wing (6' ( 2' section of wing) 
9/09/96-49 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 rectangular piece of 
metal approx. 5' ( 2.5' 9/11/96-4 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 left 
wing WS 523 9/11/96-4 40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 MED 3L 
cutout skin, lower part FS 1250-1241 stringer 24.5L-28.5L 
9/12/96-2 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 squared 3-D green piece 



of metal 9/11/96-4 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 metal with rivet 
holes and stripes 9/11/96-4 40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 
hydraulic shaft w/ metal body 9/12/96-2 40 39 45.40 -72 
37 24.80 circular metal piece w/ arm 9/12/96-2 40 39 45.40 
-72 37 24.80 gray/green tube w/ gears on end 2' long 
9/12/96-2 40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 left mid-spar fitting at 
double plus chord CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.40 -72 37 24.80 
gray/green piece of wreckage 1.5'(4.5' 9/12/96-2 
Z3066 40 39 42.60 -72 37 24.80 9/11/96-4 40 39 45.40 -72 37 
24.80 misc. items contained in cargo net 9/12/96-2 40 39 
55.75 -72 37 24.76 7' ( 5' piece of debris, plastic bag of debris 
10/07/96-1 40 39 44.70 -72 37 24.70 pump w/ hoses and 
large section of wing 9/12/96-2 40 39 47.40 -72 37 24.60 
small debris which fell from larger pieces on deck 
8/15/96-8 40 39 47,40 -72 37 24.60 top fwd, right and 
center; stringer 22 to front spar, LBL 33 to RBL 127.5 CW 
MOCKUP 8/15/96-8 40 39 47.40 -72 37 24.60 bag US Mail 
foreign - unopened 8/15/96-8 40 39 47.40 -72 37 24.60 wing 
front spar at station 778 - fragment 8/15/96-8 40 39 47.40 
-72 37 24.60 right hand upper wing segment, front spar to 
mid spar WS 1186-1280 8/15/96-8 40 39 47.40 -72 37 24.60 
FS 2638-2709, stringer 7R-4L 8/15/96-8 40 39 47.40 -72 37 
24.60 BLO web body gear wheel well 8/15/96-8 RF37, 
CW51 40 39 47.40 -72 37 24.60 FS 930-1065; stringer 
10R-27R; CW front spar - RH web and stiffener with 
window frame (upper R CW MOCKUP 8/15/96-8 40 39 
45.60 -72 37 24.60 5' pointy green metal piece 9/09/96-49 40 
39 45.00 -72 37 24.60 5' long gold colored tubing, bent 
9/09/96-49 40 39 45.10 -72 37 24.60 40 39 49.35 -72 37 24.60 
housing w/attached tubing 10/07/96-1 40 39 45.01 -72 37 



24.60 metal strip 40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 aircraft door panel 
40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 engine fan blade 40 39 50.90 -72 37 
24.60 honey comb aluminum, 2 pieces of skin, laptop 
computer, framing w/ holes, twisted framing 10/07/96-1 
40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 metal skin 40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 
metal fragment 40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 screened metal 40 
39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 metal fragment 40 39 45.01 -72 37 24.60 
wire bundle 40 39 43.10 -72 37 24.54 perforated metal 
10/17/96-2 40 39 43.10 -72 37 24.54 2 pieces of metal 
10/17/96-2 40 39 56.22 -72 37 24.53 possible wing skin, also 
possible hydraulic line broken off 10/10/96-1 40 39 45.20 
-72 37 24.50 1) 2' long structure 2) 3' long tubing 3) egg 
crate type rectangular 4"(12" 4) small metal piece 
9/09/96-49 40 39 48.40 -72 37 24.50 many misc items, 
details on hard copy 40 39 51.30 -72 37 24.50 seat foot rest 
40 39 48.40 -72 37 24.50 gear box 40 39 56.10 -72 37 24.39 #6 
flap track 10/10/96-1 40 39 48.43 -72 37 24.33 seat 32 (4 5) 
armrest and frame CABIN HGR 40 39 47.30 -72 37 24.30 
misc metal debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 47.50 -72 37 24.30 skin 
section 10/17/96-1 
Z3233 40 39 52.37 -72 37 24.21 possible section of structural 
ribbing (plastic) 10/07/96-1 40 39 49.00 -72 37 24.20 7' ( 2' 
metal 9/09/96-49 40 39 46.10 -72 37 24.20 misc metal debris 
9/20/96-33 40 39 41.30 -72 37 24.20 misc metal debris 
9/20/96-33 40 39 50.66 -72 37 24.14 possible section of 
structural ribbing 10/07/96-1 40 39 48.00 -72 37 24.00 trim 
air valve 40 39 49.90 -72 37 24.00 passenger seat + wire, 
debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 55.62 -72 37 23.91 bag with small 
metal part 9/09/96-49 40 39 48.90 -72 37 23.90 hinged 
bracket 10/17/96-1 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.80 wing CW 



stringer 40 39 47.40 -72 37 23.80 FS 940-960 (2' long); 
stringer 31L-32L 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.80 keel 
beam chord FS 1480 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.80 3' long metal 
structure type assembly 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.80 
heavy metal structure 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.40 -72 37 23.80 
sealed buttrib; WBL 140 40 39 47.40 -72 37 23.80 skin 
segment; FS 990-1000; stringer 32L-34L 9/09/96-49 40 39 
47.12 -72 37 23.76 beam with skin 10/17/96-1 40 39 57.98 
-72 37 23.73 upper CW skin FS to stringer 27; LBL 17-117 
(4' ( 5' section of interior structure) CW MOCKUP 
9/08/96-2 40 39 57.98 -72 37 23.73 small piece of crumpled 
metal 9/09/96-49 40 39 57.98 -72 37 23.73 misc. metal 
9/28/96-1 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 #4 engine stator Ring 
ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 wallet 
8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 portion of engine #4 
cowling ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 #4 
engine accessory gear box ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 
-72 37 23.70 cowling ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 
37 23.70 #4 engine thrust reverser actuator ENG HGR 
8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 #4 engine worm gear 
ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 cowling ENG 
HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 cowling ENG HGR 
8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 cowling ENG HGR 
8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 #4 engine cowling ENG 
HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 47.90 -72 37 23.70 #4 engine thrust 
reverser actuator ENG HGR 8/15/96-5 40 39 45.30 -72 37 
23.70 5' long white tubular piece 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.30 -72 
37 23.70 15' long structural member CW MOCKUP 40 39 
47.60 -72 37 23.70 FS 2517-2598 (6'(2'); stringer 8L-11L 
9/09/96-49 40 39 45.30 -72 37 23.70 15' long structural 



member CW MOCKUP 9/08/96-2 
Z3319 40 39 46.30 -72 37 23.70 misc metal fragments 
9/16/96-2 40 39 45.20 -72 37 23.70 propeller blade 
9/12/96-2 40 39 49.50 -72 37 23.70 seat 28 (8) armrest 
CABIN HGR 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.20 -72 37 23.70 hydraulic 
fuel pump 9/12/96-2 40 39 45.30 -72 37 23.70 left lower 
wing skin; WS 1140-1210; rear spar stringer S5 9/09/96-49 
40 39 45.30 -72 37 23.70 skin segment FS 960-1000 stringer 
27.5L -31.5L 40 39 46.40 -72 37 23.70 metal fragments 
9/16/96-2 40 39 45.20 -72 37 23.70 L shaped piece of metal 
light green, white and a bit blue 9/12/96-2 40 39 45.30 -72 
37 23.70 FS 1080 stub beam at side of body LHS 9/09/96-49 
40 39 47.50 -72 37 23.60 pieces of wheel assembly 
9/09/96-49 Z3108B 40 39 47.60 -72 37 23.60 flight 
attendant's personal luggage 40 39 43.50 -72 37 23.60 round 
metal item; misc. wreckage 9/12/96-2 Z3108A 40 39 47.60 
-72 37 23.60 5' high, 1' ( 1' square green and white metal 
structure 40 39 43.50 -72 37 23.60 CW stiffener 40 39 47.80 
-72 37 23.50 left lower wing skin (10'(2'); WS 557-670; mid-
spar to stringer 8 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 black 
Jansport knapsack with contents in small pouch 
9/09/96-49 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 assorted small pieces of 
debris 9/10/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 1 3" ( 5" 
photograph 9/09/96-49 40 39 46.30 -72 37 23.50 CW 
stabilization braces CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.30 -72 37 23.50 
outboard wing rib FS 1280 40 39 46.30 -72 37 23.50 edge of 
wing 7' section 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.40 -72 37 23.50 seat 
34-6 and other assorted pieces CABIN HGR 9/09/96-49 40 
39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 plastic bag with clothes and misc. wire 
9/10/96-3 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 suitcase luggage 



9/10/96-3 40 39 47.40 -72 37 23.50 portion of spanwise 
beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 
9/10/96-4 40 39 47.80 -72 37 23.50 9/10/96-3 40 39 50.80 
-72 37 23.47 seat part 40 39 50.80 -72 37 23.47 fuselage 
section, green, 4' ( 3', charred 40 39 50.80 -72 37 23.47 
fuselage bulkhead parts 8' ( 2' 40 39 50.80 -72 37 23.47 
spanwise beam #2 - RH web; SOB rib to RBL 90 CW 
MOCKUP 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.80 -72 37 23.47 seat part 
8/16/96-5 40 39 43.25 -72 37 23.45 round piece (like a gear) 
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.25 -72 37 23.45 FS 1350; stringer 
23L-30L; fuselage skin w/ red paint 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.25 
-72 37 23.45 outboard wing spar chord 40 39 43.25 -72 37 
23.45 beam section with metal plate attached (green) 
9/11/96-4 
Z3103 40 39 00.00 -72 37 23.40 5' metal beam 9/09/96-49 40 
39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 left lower wing & skin WS 1214-1420 
8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 HF coupler; "180R-17" 
8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 part of fuel tank 3'(6' 
section CARGO BAY 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 
systems hydraulic reservoir & 3 pumps (all connected) 
8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 spanwise beam #3 RBL 
78-127.5 CW MOCKUP 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 
right LW outboard 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 small 
pieces - human skull 40 39 50.94 -72 37 23.39 LWS 
1309-1423; left upper wing skin 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 
37 23.89 FS 1319-1434; stringer 5L-23-L 8/17/96-7 40 39 
50.94 -72 37 23.39 leading edge 8/17/96-7 40 39 50.94 -72 37 
23.39 SWB #3 chord with small segment right SOB web 
attached CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.75 -72 37 23.33 large metal 
piece w/ holes 10/17/96-1 40 39 43.05 -72 37 23.32 metal 



plate gray on one side, bright blue on the other 9/11/96-4 
40 39 43.20 -72 37 23.30 FS 920-1000; stringer 35R-40R 
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.20 -72 37 23.30 fuselage skin w/ red 
paint 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.20 -72 37 23.30 small piece with 
hydraulics lines attached 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.30 -72 37 23.30 
gear box assembly 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.20 -72 37 23.30 
possible CW spar 40 39 51.31 -72 37 23.22 stringer section 
10/07/96-1 40 39 43.65 -72 37 23.20 stainless steel tube 
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.65 -72 37 23.20 round engine part 
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.65 -72 37 23.20 "shovel-like" pieces of 
metal, green and red colors 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.65 -72 37 
23.20 flap panel with support arm 40 39 43.05 -72 37 23.20 
frame piece (semi-circle) burnt looking 9/11/96-4 40 39 
43.65 -72 37 23.20 framing piece 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.65 -72 
37 23.20 metal plate; gray on one side, green and red 
(screws) on the other side 9/11/96-4 40 39 47.10 -72 37 
23.17 10/17/96-1 40 39 50.50 -72 37 23.10 seats; seat 25 (1 2 
3), seat backs and frame CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 
50.90 -72 37 23.10 wing section, 9/23/96-5 40 39 44.20 -72 
37 23.10 stainless duct 9/12/96-2 40 39 44.20 -72 37 23.10 
metal tubing with torque hanging off 9/12/96-2 40 39 44.20 
-72 37 23.10 MED 3L cutout skin, LWR part FS 1265-1350, 
stringer 23L-31L 9/12/96-2 40 39 49.05 -72 37 23.07 1 long 
strand 9/22/96-1 40 39 49.05 -72 37 23.07 1 long strand 
9/22/96-1 40 39 49.05 -72 37 23.07 debris 9/22/96-1 
Z3381 40 39 49.05 -72 37 23.07 1 long strand 9/22/96-1 40 
39 47.68 -72 37 23.06 row 31, seats 9-10 CABIN HGR 
8/15/96-8 40 39 46.65 -72 37 23.04 section of stringer 
10/17/96-1 40 39 48.30 -72 37 22.95 metal debris 
10/17/96-1 40 39 45.85 -72 37 22.82 actuator part round 



metal item with rivets 18" round 9/12/96-2 40 39 49.50 -72 
37 22.80 body landing gear drag strut 8' 8/15/96-8 40 39 
49.50 -72 37 22.80 fuselage right side; FS 1350-1480, stringer 
23R-32R with FS 1350 bulkhead frame and RHS landing 
8/15/96-8 40 39 43.72 -72 37 22.80 motorblade (#23 written 
on it) 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.72 -72 37 22.80 flat plate 
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.72 -72 37 22.80 white metal w/ rivet 
holes 40 39 55.92 -72 37 22.75 4 small pieces of debris 
10/10/96-1 40 39 45.20 -72 37 22.70 left lower wing skin; 
WS 1120-1180; stringer 5-7 9/11/96-4 40 39 45.20 -72 37 
22.70 2 seats (row 27 seat 8 and seat 0) a third seat came off 
but we attached with plastic strap; seats 27 CABIN HGR 
9/11/96-4 40 39 48.50 -72 37 22.70 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
45.20 -72 37 22.70 outboard wing spar 40 39 48.50 -72 37 
22.70 possible CW lower skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.20 
-72 37 22.70 left wing spoiler #5 with actuator 9/11/96-4 40 
39 50.78 -72 37 22.68 metal ducting. 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.60 
-72 37 22.60 2' long green metal with jagged ends 
9/10/96-4 40 39 51.19 -72 37 22.50 FS 1170-1500; stringer 
7R-24R with window belt and door frame 8/16/96-5 40 39 
51.19 -72 37 22.50 spanwise beam #1- LBL 60-100 web 
segment CW MOCKUP 8/16/96-5 40 39 51.19 -72 37 22.50 
span wise beam #1 - upper LBL SOB connection CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 50.50 -72 37 22.50 seat belt w/ buckle 
9/24/96-16 40 39 45.80 -72 37 22.40 piece of bulkhead with 
frame section, hole in side of outer skin 9/08/96-2 40 39 
50.90 -72 37 22.40 small section of metal & housing 
10/07/96-1 40 39 46.10 -72 37 22.20 5' long twisted metal 
9/09/96-49 40 39 46.10 -72 37 22.20 portion of top wing 40 
39 46.10 -72 37 22.20 15' long twisted beam 9/09/96-49 40 



39 46.10 -72 37 22.20 seat 44 (9), CABIN HGR 40 39 43.66 
-72 37 22.19 #3 engine LP compressor ENG HGR 
8/09/96-37 40 39 48.42 -72 37 22.19 I-beam w/attached 
skin 10/09/96-1 40 39 43.66 -72 37 22.17 #3 engine inlet 
cowl 6'(2'; TWA tag s/n 2019; RR# 22028 ENG HGR 
8/09/96-37 40 39 43.66 -72 37 22.17 #3 engine exhaust (s/n 
64) case & piece of tailpipe ENG HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 
43.66 -72 37 22.17 lg piece of engine core cowling; hng end 
6'(4.5' ENG HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 43.66 -72 37 22.17 
21/2'(3' irreg shape, heat exchanger "precooler air bleed" s/
n 50-679 8/09/96-37 40 39 46.60 -72 37 22.15 piece of metal 
with pipe 10/17/96-1 
Z3724 40 39 46.60 -72 37 22.15 10/17/96-1 CW1104 40 39 
48.04 -72 37 22.06 spanwise beam web CW MOCKUP 40 39 
48.04 -72 37 22.06 debris (camera) 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.04 -72 
37 22.06 black metal box 9/22/96-1 40 39 48.04 -72 37 22.06 
CW stiffener CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.04 -72 37 22.06 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 42.00 -72 37 22.00 left wing up fragment 
mates in LWS 554-580 behind mid-spar small fragment 
8/11/96-2 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 formerly round-brown 
metal container 9/11/96-4 8/11/96-2 40 39 42.00 -72 37 
22.00 #3 engine ENG HGR 8/11/96-2 8/11/96-2 40 39 
42.00 -72 37 22.00 #3 engine fan rub ring ENG HGR 40 39 
43.50 -72 37 22.00 wing support strut 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.50 
-72 37 22.00 mangled metal 2.5' long with blue on it 
9/11/96-4 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 mangled green metal 3.5' 
long with arm 9/11/96-4 40 39 43.50 -72 37 22.00 misc 
engine parts 40 39 42.00 -72 37 22.00 aircraft pneumatic 
duct and panel 8/11/96-2 40 39 42.00 -72 37 22.00 aircraft 
pneumatic duct and panel 8/11/96-2 40 39 42.00 -72 37 



22.00 #3 engine ENGINE HGR 8/10/96-16 40 39 43.50 -72 
37 22.00 3' piece of metal w/ rubber molding 40 39 43.50 
-72 37 22.00 misc airline fragments in a black body bag and 
cardboard box; also loose turbine blades (engine bl 40 39 
47.25 -72 37 21.90 seat frame row 33; seats 33 (8 9 10) 
armrests and frames CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 
-72 37 21.90 photograph 3" ( 5" color, partially destroyed 
9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 fuel probe 40 39 47.25 
-72 37 21.90 CW tank piece CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.25 -72 
37 21.90 assorted plane parts 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90 1 black leather type bag with contents 9/08/96-2 40 
39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 structural piece approximately 3' long 
9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 FS 1120-1140, stringer 
23R-27R 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 portion CW tank 40 39 
47.25 -72 37 21.90 personal luggage 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 
-72 37 21.90 portion of flap assembly 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90 anti-skid valve module MOTOR BAY 40 39 47.25 -72 
37 21.90 portion of outboard fore flap 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90 metal frame with wheels from luggage 9/08/96-2 40 
39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 CW wing center section floor beam 40 
39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 piece of seat, seat 31(7) armrest frame 
CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 left wing 
aileron segment (o/b) 3'(4' 9/08/96-2 
Z3017 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 passenger seats; seats 25 (4 5 
6 7), seat 4 - frame, seat 5 - armrest/frame, seat 6 - frame, 
seat 7 - CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 
metal tubing, 1 approximately 25' long, 1 approximately 6' 
long 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 9' long metal with 
rivets 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 seats 25 (8 9 10) 
seat 25 (10) frame; seat 25(8) -armrest, back, frame; seat 25



(9) - armrest, frame CABIN HGR 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 
37 21.90 3' long cone shaped metal 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 
-72 37 21.90 section 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 cargo net full of 
debris; portion of rudder 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 
5' long metal strut hinged 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 
21.90 structural piece with pump type assembly 9/08/96-2 
40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 4' piece of airplane flap 9/08/96-2 
40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 2' length of large tubing 9/09/96-49 
40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 assorted pieces of metal 9/09/96-49 
40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 approximately 8' section of wing 
9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 right hand HF antenna 
assembly approximately 8' long 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 
37 21.90 bleed air #3 manifold station 1240 ACM BAY 
9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 human remains, spine, 
rib, small bones, lumbar vertebrae 1-5, sacrum, 1 rib, 2 
metatarsals 9/09/96-49 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 heavy 
tubular strut 9/08/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 5' long 
frame section 9/08/96-2 40 39 44.90 -72 37 21.90 misc metal 
pieces 9/16/96-2 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 CW tank upper 
center stringer 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 portion of spanwise 
beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.25 -72 37 21.90 3' 
long piece of metal 40 39 47.20 -72 37 21.70 6" ( 2' section of 
aluminum with rivets 9/08/96-2 40 39 44.25 -72 37 21.70 
various airplane parts and debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 45.13 -72 
37 21.52 6' ( 4' edge of wing target # GRS992 9/08/96-2 
CW211, CW 40 39 50.46 -72 37 21.45 lower CW skin; R.S. to 
STR 1; LBL 15 to RBL 15 CW MOCKUP 8/23/96-15 40 39 
46.00 -72 37 21.20 horizontal stabilizer upper skin between 
aux. spar and rear spar. stabilizer STA 143.60-180.50 
9/10/96-4 40 39 50.47 -72 37 21.03 seats 22 (8 and 9) plus 



armrest for 22(10) CABIN HGR 8/23/96-15 40 39 46.10 -72 
37 21.00 2 small pieces 1) 2.5' long 2) approximately 1' long 
and bent over 9/10/96-4 40 39 48.10 -72 37 21.00 toilet 
assembly 10/17/96-1 40 39 54.00 -72 37 20.98 piece of 
debris 9/20/96-33 40 40 02.82 -72 37 20.84 debris 9/22/96-1 
40 39 51.41 -72 37 20.65 2'(2' skin 10/07/96-1 40 39 41.30 -72 
37 20.50 landing gear door 9/11/96-4 40 39 44.90 -72 37 
20.40 large metal debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 44.90 -72 37 20.40 
bone fragments 
Z3128 40 39 45.00 -72 37 20.40 4' metal, triangular section, 
wing edge? 9/10/96-4 40 39 46.00 -72 37 20.30 1) 6' ribbed 
metal piece 2) 2' ( 1' piece of outside skin of plane 
9/10/96-4 40 39 45.60 -72 37 20.30 human remains skull, 
scalp, eye socket, jaw bone, teeth, part of spinal column 
9/10/96-4 40 39 50.72 -72 37 20.15 3' ( 4' section 9/08/96-2 
40 39 50.72 -72 37 20.15 outer part of plane 9/08/96-2 40 39 
48.46 -72 37 20.08 structural section 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.70 
-72 37 20.00 2' ( 2' section with 3 pieces of tubular coming 
off 9/10/96-4 40 39 47.53 -72 37 19.98 O2 compressore, 
wire, masks 40 39 47.53 -72 37 19.98 ss 1/2 tubing, 2 pieces 
40 39 47.20 -72 37 19.80 4 pieces 1) 3' long piece of rubber 2) 
5' piece of ribbed metal 3) 5' long, 6" wide green metal with 
"S 9/10/96-4 40 40 00.66 -72 37 19.80 AR1054; big 
cylindrical object 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.30 -72 37 19.70 5' 
long green metal with bolts and clips on edge 9/10/96-4 40 
39 53.55 -72 37 19.60 vhf antenna poss. 10/07/96-6 40 39 
50.57 -72 37 19.49 misc. metal; battery charger 9/28/96-1 40 
39 50.57 -72 37 19.49 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 48.77 -72 
37 19.47 armrest 32??2 40 39 48.77 -72 37 19.47 seat 36 (10) 
armrest CABIN HGR 8/24/96-7 40 39 48.77 -72 37 19.47 



seat 36 (6) 40 39 48.77 -72 37 19.47 main landing gear 
assembly 8/24/96-7 40 40 02.30 -72 37 19.40 metal structure 
10/17/96-1 40 39 43.28 -72 37 19.15 left upper wing skin, 
WS 503-584 from STR 16-22 8/09/96-37 40 39 48.60 -72 37 
19.10 1 small leather wallet 9/30/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 
19.00 left upper wing skin (3'(10'); WS 1200-1330; stringer 
5-12 9/10/96-4 40 39 46.90 -72 37 19.00 wing portion 
10/13/96-4 40 39 46.90 -72 37 19.00 aft wheel well 
bulkhead 40 39 53.02 -72 37 18.91 31 (5) partial frame, 31(6) 
armrest/frame CABIN HGR 9/09/96-49 40 39 46.30 -72 37 
18.90 2' ( 3' green metal with electrical connections plus 
assorted metal pieces and small items 9/10/96-4 40 39 
46.30 -72 37 18.90 passenger head phone tubing 9/10/96-3 
40 39 46.30 -72 37 18.90 door port (interior) 9/10/96-3 40 39 
46.30 -72 37 18.90 9/10/96-3 40 39 46.50 -72 37 18.80 1' (2' 
metal structure, green on one side, gray on the other 
9/10/96-4 40 39 49.48 -72 37 18.78 tire hub 10/07/96-11 40 
39 59.40 -72 37 18.70 metal skin section 10/17/96-1 40 39 
52.08 -72 37 18.66 #5 flap track "TWA 17729" mfg 
5B81129-6; flap track with jack screw 8/09/96-37 40 39 
46.60 -72 37 18.60 CW upper stringer 10/13/96-4 40 39 
46.60 -72 37 18.60 removed tag from part tagged Z3125 
10/13/96-4 
Z2531 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 upper wing skin - left side 
10/13/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 upper wing section left 
side 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 flight attendant jump seat 40 
39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 9/10/96-4 40 39 50.10 -72 37 18.60 5 
pieces of small metal; 2 small metal pipes intertwined; 
wire; life vest in package 9/30/96-1 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 
wing tank web 10/13/96-4 CW1021 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 



CW tank rear spar LBL 85 stiffener CW MOCKUP 
9/30/96-1 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 outboard wing stringer 
10/13/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 humerus bone 40 39 
46.60 -72 37 18.60 ulna and radius with metacarpal and 
distal/middle phalanges with skin intact 40 39 46.60 -72 37 
18.60 spinal column (complete) with humerus 40 39 46.60 
-72 37 18.60 10' ( 1' long/wide green metal, plus assorted 
smaller pieces of wreckage 9/10/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 37 
18.60 8' long ( 1' wide curved, green metal with rivets 
9/10/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 37 18.60 11' long, narrow angular 
piece with rivets - green color 9/10/96-4 40 39 46.60 -72 37 
18.60 portion of fuselage longeron 40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 
CW tank upper skin segment CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 
39 50.70 -72 37 18.40 misc metal box 9/28/96-2 40 39 45.90 
-72 37 18.40 green, yellow, and gray pieces of metal and 
piping; some interior pieces and personal items 9/30/96-1 
40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 8' to 9' piece of metal w/yellow 
exterior paint CW MOCKUP 9/30/96-1 40 39 45.90 -72 37 
18.40 8' to 9' metal piece; white on one side/green on 
opposite side 9/30/96-1 40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 1 multi-
colored rugby shirt; one piece of white notebook 9/30/96-1 
40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 blown-out tire including metal rim 
on tire 9/30/96-1 40 39 45.90 -72 37 18.40 CW tank 
spanwise beam #3 LBL 82-98.6 CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 
40 39 50.00 -72 37 18.30 #4 engine with wing strut ENG 
HGR 8/15/96-8 40 39 51.20 -72 37 18.10 Goodyear tire and 
rim (large) 10/07/96-1 40 39 51.20 -72 37 18.10 Goodyear 
tire & rim 10/07/96-1 40 39 43.86 -72 37 18.00 left upper 
wing skin; LWS 554-580 from STR 7-10 40 40 08.00 -72 37 
17.97 brown date book w/calculator 10/07/96-1 40 39 



54.72 -72 37 17.92 misc. metal; life vest; pipe 9/28/96-1 40 
39 47.61 -72 37 17.80 black + green metal, wire 40 39 52.10 
-72 37 17.50 small stringer section 10/07/96-10 40 39 50.40 
-72 37 17.50 misc metal 9/28/96-2 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 
center wing fuel tank spanwise beam CW MOCKUP 40 39 
45.80 -72 37 17.40 right upper wing skin 96"(33" adjoins 
mid spar FS1250 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 misc. 
small debris (1 cargo net full) 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 
17.40 (1) shoe and personal property 9/19/96-1 
Z2261 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 skin surface horizontal stab 
40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 horizontal stabilizer, part of 40 39 
45.80 -72 37 17.40 left upper wing skin; WS 1336-1423; 
stringer 5-14 40 39 45.80 -72 37 17.40 SWB #3 upper web 
RBL 99-112 CW MOCKUP 40 39 45.92 -72 37 17.38 metal 
beam 9/16/96-2 40 39 39.57 -72 37 17.34 fuselage fragment 
with attached burned insulation 3'(3'(1' 9/27/96-2 40 39 
50.68 -72 37 17.26 motor or valve 10/07/96-7 40 39 48.40 -72 
37 17.00 approx. 3' green metal spring w/ partial white 
metal casing 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 8' to 9' 
metal piping 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 CW tank 
spanwise beam 3 LBL 98.6 side of body CW MOCKUP 
10/03/96-4 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 approx. 6'(6" green 
metal trim 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 one interior 
light; headphone switch; 4 pieces of metal debris; one 
plastic debris piece 9/30/96-1 RF114C 40 39 48.40 -72 37 
17.00 3.5' to 4' square plane skin 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 
37 17.00 approx. 1.5' diameter mech. part, one cylinder w/2 
rows of 1" diameter holed, variety of interior/exte 
10/06/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 approx. 4' pipe possible 
shock attached to 1' square piece of metal and smaller 



metal pieces at a jo 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 
approx. 1.5'(3.5' gray metal piece w/ appendatures 
9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 17.00 approx. 4' piece green 
metal w/ slight curvature 9/30/96-1 40 39 06.44 -72 37 
16.68 life raft, debris 10/06/96-1 40 40 12.10 -72 37 16.67 
debris 10/07/96-1 Z3201a 40 39 50.80 -72 37 16.60 misc 
metal, first aid kit, wires near wheel well door 40 39 54.23 
-72 37 16.49 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 
misc engine component ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 
-72 37 16.46 #4 engine cowl, thrust reverser ENG HGR 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 engine component 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 misc actuator 8/16/96-5 
40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 misc actuator 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 
-72 37 16.46 misc engine component ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 
40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 metal, misc engine part ENG HGR 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 engine part ENG HGR 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 gear pump, fuel 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 #4 engine accessory, 
pump? ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 #4 
engine accessory, generator ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 
50.33 -72 37 16.46 engine fan stage ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 
39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 engine block part ENG HGR 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 engine cowl frame ENG 
HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 #4 engine intake 
section ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 16.46 row 
20 passenger vent CABIN HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 
37 16.46 engine component 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.33 -72 37 
16.46 misc engine component ENG HGR 8/16/96-5 40 38 
52.84 -72 37 16.32 plastic debris & a piece of american flyer 
luggage - piece of black gasket 10/02/96-1 40 39 43.17 -72 



37 16.07 cowling 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 center 
wing tank spanwise 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 misc. metal 
pieces CW MOCKUP 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 
airplane part 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 main entry 
door L3 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 misc. parts 
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 16.00 upper wing skin 
9/19/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 16.00 multiple pieces of gray 
metal piping, yellow & green metal, shredded plastic/
cloth; piece of burnt bl 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.40 -72 37 16.00 
multiple green and yellow pieces of metal; interior seat 
pieces; piping; approx. 1.5' diameter gray m 9/30/96-1 40 
39 47.50 -72 37 15.90 misc. metal pieces 9/19/96-1 40 39 
47.50 -72 37 15.90 fuselage skin aft 40 39 47.50 -72 37 15.90 
misc. metal pieces 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 37 15.80 metal 
piece 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 37 15.80 misc. metal debris 
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 37 15.80 various metal fragments 
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 37 15.80 misc. metal fragments 
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.05 -72 37 15.76 alum siding, figerglass 
vent and framing 8/14/96-10 40 39 45.80 -72 37 15.60 (1) 
cargo net full of misc. debris 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 
15.60 personal effects 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 15.60 
3'(3' metal panel 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 15.60 part of 
landing gear door 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.80 -72 37 15.60 APU 
fire wall Z3202a 40 39 48.20 -72 37 15.40 metal U-shaped 
wing piece 40 39 07.96 -72 37 15.24 black bag 10/96/96-1 40 
39 47.20 -72 37 15.16 misc metal, life vest with seat belt 
9/28/96-2 40 39 47.20 -72 37 15.16 upper center wing left 
hand SOB-LBL30; STR22-27 CW MOCKUP CW1103 40 39 
47.20 -72 37 15.16 center wing rear spar to SWB #1; BL0 rib; 
Lot # 9-28-96-2 CW MOCKUP 40 39 40.59 -72 37 15.15 



7'(2.5' aircraft skin 40 39 40.59 -72 37 15.15 yellow plastic 
with aircraft skin 10/17/96-2 40 39 44.57 -72 37 15.01 piece 
of skin and channel 10/13/96-3 40 39 08.21 -72 37 14.88 life 
raft 10/06/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 9 pieces (largest 
3'(15"(3"); B2B1 has chair rail attached p/n 65B817-2 PARTS 
BAY 8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 #65-41916-21 7 
pieces with part of back seat parts are charred CABIN 
HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 4 pieces including 
a shoe and melted life vest 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.51 -72 37 
14.83 #4 engine portion of cowling ENG HGR 8/11/96-1 40 
39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 5 small pieces; p/n 65B1029817; 
65B0275-15; 65B0275-16; 65B0275-17 PARTS BAY 8/11/96-1 
40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 2 pieces 6' long p/n 65B04600-9 FS 
1394; p/n 65B38600-170; s/n 001047 8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 
-72 37 14.83 p/n 69B02355; 1'(1' green metal; 3-1/2'(2' tube 
p/n 10234 on clamp PARTS BAY 8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 
37 14.83 white metal skin 3'(2'(.25"; green mesh 3'(1.5'(1/8" 
8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 1(1 electronic piece BAC 
60B40037-25 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 #3 engine 
portion of cowling ENG HGR 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.51 -72 
37 14.83 15'(4.5'(1.5' green metal; right wing with skin 
8/11/96-1 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 intercostal between 
beam #2 to #3 CW MOCKUP 40 39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 mid 
spar-lower web piece LBL 66-87 CW MOCKUP CW1022 40 
39 49.51 -72 37 14.83 rear spar stiffener at RBL 21, complete 
CW MOCKUP 40 40 06.31 -72 37 14.64 3' piece of metal 
(yellow) 10/17/96-2 40 39 46.50 -72 37 14.50 center wing 
tank spanwise 2 CW MOCKUP 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.34 -72 
37 14.42 burnt suitcase and aircraft skin 10/17/96-2 40 39 
47.00 -72 37 14.10 9/19/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 



ducting 9/19/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 metal frame 
work 9/19/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 sheet of metal 
9/19/96-1 40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 oxygen bottle 9/19/96-1 
40 39 47.00 -72 37 14.10 misc parts 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.76 -72 
37 14.05 CW tank upper skin segment@ LBL 106, stringer 2 
CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 right 
hand SWB #1 web RBL 106.2 CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 
37 14.05 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 LH SOB rib RS 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 left hand rib near 
right side (fits between CW411 and CW412) CW MOCKUP 
40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 portion of spanwise beam CW tank 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 left hand SOB rib 
section CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 portion of 
spanwise beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 37 
14.05 misc debris 9/19/96-1 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 left 
hand upper center section stringer end CW MOCKUP 
CW1018 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 LBL 70; rear spar web 
segment at upper chord with 8" piece of stiffener CW 
MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 CW1019 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 LBL 
66; rear spar web skin segment with 2' of stiffener CW 
MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 fuselage skin 
under body fairing; Lot # 9-20-96-33 9/20/96-33 40 39 
46.76 -72 37 14.05 CW tank upper skin segment with piece 
of spanwise beam and chord CW MOCKUP 10/03/96-4 
Z2785 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 CW upper skin, 10 pieces 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 CW upper skin LBL 
127, S-2 to R.S. CW MOCKUP 9/20/96-33 40 39 46.76 -72 
37 14.05 CW upper skin LBL 127; S-2 to R.S. CW MOCKUP 
9/20/96-33 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 vertical stabilizer 
station, fin staion 230.412-410.045 40 39 46.76 -72 37 14.05 



FS 1000 ring chord segment with stringer 37L end fitting 
9/20/96-33 CW518, LF3 40 39 52.48 -72 37 14.03 FS 
900-1350 stringer 4R-29L; 15'(40'; 14 windows CW 
MOCKUP 8/16/96-5 40 39 47.11 -72 37 13.88 lower center 
wing skin panel; LBL 100; stringer 2; Lot # 9-27-96-1 CW 
MOCKUP CW1106 40 39 47.11 -72 37 13.88 portion of span 
wise beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.11 -72 37 13.88 
large metal piece CW MOCKUP 9/27/96-1 40 39 47.11 -72 
37 13.88 metal snap; plastic; wiring; seatbelt; mirror base; 
picture; misc. metal 9/27/96-1 40 39 49.04 -72 37 13.76 5'(1' 
reinforced metal and insulation 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.04 -72 
37 13.76 amex travel checks 8/09/96-37 40 39 49.04 -72 37 
13.76 portion center wing fuel tank. butts up with C2132 
8/09/96-87 40 39 49.04 -72 37 13.76 various small pieces 
8/09/96-37 40 39 23.76 -72 37 13.74 6" piece metal frame # 
5B38600-361 10/12/96-2 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.70 piece of 
skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 43.70 -72 37 13.60 aluminum skin w/
red paint 10/13/96-3 40 39 34.91 -72 37 13.56 6(18"(3 1/2 
piece of rudder; FS 357.4 and 382.4 8/09/96-37 40 39 50.72 
-72 37 13.33 fuselage fragment; FS 1135-1280; stringer 
11R-6L 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 center wing tank 
spar 3' ( 3' 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 PARTS BAY 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 row 23 seat 9-10 CABIN 
HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 head rest F/A 
jumpseat CABIN HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 
fuselage frame FS 1200 (fuselage part green, 6' (6') 
8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 fuselage part, 2.5' ( 6", 
"65B38600-170" PARTS BAY 8/16/96-5 40 39 50.72 -72 37 
13.33 control surface, 6' ( 1' (ribbed metal skin) 8/16/96-5 
40 39 50.72 -72 37 13.33 engine part, exhaust cone ENG 



HGR 8/16/96-5 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 oblong metal 
frame 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 SWB #1 stiffener 
free flange CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 3' ( 5' 
metal 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 women's purse 
9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 misc metal 9/19/96-1 40 
39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 misc metal 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 
37 13.30 misc metal 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 misc 
metal 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 CW upper skin 
M.S. to SWB #2, LBL 41 - LBL 96 CW MOCKUP 9/19/96-1 
Z3342 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 metal frame 9/19/96-1 40 39 
44.50 -72 37 13.30 hatch door 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 
13.30 right SWB #1 above door CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.50 
-72 37 13.30 LBL 57.5 floor beam CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.50 
-72 37 13.30 misc metal 9/21/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 
long metal beam 9/19/96-1 40 39 44.50 -72 37 13.30 large 
wing section with window 9/19/96-1 40 39 47.11 -72 37 
13.18 misc. metal 9/27/96-1 40 39 31.88 -72 37 13.13 misc. 
plastic 40 39 44.63 -72 37 13.11 pieces of skin 10/13/96-3 40 
39 45.70 -72 37 13.10 metal pieces 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.70 -72 
37 13.10 metal fragment 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.70 -72 37 13.10 
metal sheet approximately 3'(4' 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.70 -72 
37 13.10 various metal fragments 9/19/96-1 40 39 45.70 -72 
37 13.10 small door 9/19/96-1 40 39 53.43 -72 37 12.66 
7'(1/2" hydro landing gear tubing TUBING BAY 8/11/96-1 
40 39 48.10 -72 37 12.50 several small pieces of metal 
green/silver/white; 1 battery to a cellular phone 
9/30/96-1 40 39 48.10 -72 37 12.50 small green piece of 
metal 2'(2' 9/30/96-1 40 39 48.10 -72 37 12.50 large oval 
cone shaped metal piece - black/silver 9/30/96-1 40 39 
43.30 -72 37 12.40 miscellaneous skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 



53.10 -72 37 12.30 misc metal, life vest 9/28/96-2 40 40 
03.58 -72 37 12.25 metal ribbing w/ partial honey comb 
attached 10/17/96-2 40 39 44.13 -72 37 12.15 flat aluminum, 
aluminum channel 10/13/96-3 40 39 44.13 -72 37 12.15 
wing piece and wiring conduit; piece of seat 10/13/96-3 40 
40 08.63 -72 37 12.14 stainless steel debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 
45.81 -72 37 12.12 9/19/96-1 40 39 42.00 -72 37 12.00 rusty 
gray metal pieces (2)approx. 6"(1'(2"; approx. 8'(3" green/
gray metal piece (twisted); approx. 10/02/96-1 Z3324a 40 
39 45.40 -72 37 11.90 misc. metal 40 39 47.56 -72 37 11.84 
honeycomb piping and channel 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.56 -72 
37 11.84 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 39.42 -72 37 11.77 
piece of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 44.91 -72 37 11.70 4 pieces 
longest 3'(2'(2" 8/09/96-37 40 39 44.91 -72 37 11.70 14 
pieces; p/n 65B10295-27 MAR 17; FS 2180 8/09/96-37 40 39 
46.99 -72 37 11.57 misc. metal; hoses; TWA p/n #291-4304 
s/n 1799 9/28/96-1 40 39 49.20 -72 37 11.20 10-12' gray, 
crushed pipe approx 6-8" diameter 10/02/96-1 40 39 43.30 
-72 37 11.20 aluminum strip 10/13/96-3 
Z2670 40 39 43.60 -72 37 11.10 center section floor beam 40 
39 43.60 -72 37 11.10 misc metal pieces 9/19/96-1 40 39 
43.60 -72 37 11.10 part of CW fuel tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 
43.60 -72 37 11.10 part of center wing tank 40 39 43.60 -72 37 
11.10 part of center wing tank 40 39 45.89 -72 37 11.10 
aluminum angle (2), piece of skin, bracket, metal strap with 
holes 10/13/96-3 40 39 33.13 -72 37 11.06 piece of metal and 
fiberglass 10/17/96-2 40 40 07.85 -72 37 10.95 window 
frame 10/11/96-9 40 39 45.40 -72 37 10.90 5'(8' piece of 
airplane structure 9/08/96-2 40 39 44.30 -72 37 10.90 green 
metal structure 10/13/96-3 40 39 43.60 -72 37 10.60 toilet 



seat 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.80 -72 37 10.50 8(8 section 
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.80 -72 37 10.50 3'(3' section 9/19/96-1 
40 39 46.40 -72 37 10.20 assorted small structural pieces 
9/09/96-49 40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 misc debris 9/11/96-5 
40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 6" hose + 7' aluminum 9/27/96-2 40 
39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 human leg bone 9/27/96-2 40 39 42.66 
-72 37 10.07 misc fuselage fragments, ribbing, wiring 
9/27/96-2 40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 seat and misc fragments 
9/27/96-2 40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 3' aluminum flanged 
pipe 9/27/96-2 40 39 42.66 -72 37 10.07 cargo door, 7'(3'(1' 
9/27/96-2 40 39 45.61 -72 37 10.01 bag of small metal parts 
9/09/96-49 40 39 45.61 -72 37 10.01 white toilet seat 
9/09/96-49 40 39 45.61 -72 37 10.01 RT stub frame FS 1060, 
RBL 98.58 - RBL 127.50 CW MOCKUP 40 39 54.20 -72 37 
09.86 bag of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 54.20 -72 37 09.86 
debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 54.20 -72 37 09.86 debris, poss. 
speaker assy. 10/08/96-1 40 39 46.59 -72 37 09.60 seat belt 
and small piece of structure 10/13/96-3 40 39 48.15 -72 37 
09.58 5' light framing/ various piping & light edging; 
waterline 100 RBL 55 Support 8/16/96-10 40 39 36.37 -72 
37 09.58 8/09/96-37 40 39 48.15 -72 37 09.58 aircraft struts, 
frame 6' length 8/15/96-12 40 39 43.30 -72 37 09.30 one 8' & 
one 2' of "z" channel 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.97 -72 37 09.21 
panel structure 10/11/96-10 40 39 46.90 -72 37 09.20 
9/19/96-1 40 39 46.90 -72 37 09.20 9/19/96-1 40 39 43.20 
-72 37 09.20 aluminum channeling 10/13/96-3 40 39 52.57 
-72 37 09.14 4'(1.5'(3" red/white exterior skin p/n 
65B03318376 8/11/96-1 40 39 52.57 -72 37 09.14 3 small 
pieces largest 3'(3"(1" #65B12201-8 8/09/96-37 40 39 45.46 
-72 37 09.10 one canvas bag; one knap sack 9/09/96-49 40 



39 45.46 -72 37 09.10 2'(2'(1' section of structure 9/09/96-49 
40 39 45.46 -72 37 09.10 3' length of tubing 9/09/96-49 40 39 
49.49 -72 37 09.00 fuselage 6'(2' 8/14/96-9 40 39 49.49 -72 37 
09.00 fuselage (yellow) 2.5'(18" CW MOCKUP 8/14/96-9 
40 39 43.40 -72 37 09.00 structural metal w/wire 
10/13/96-3 40 39 50.46 -72 37 08.96 5'(3',2'(3' oblong metal 
sect honeycomb insulation; fire damage part-metal 
8/14/96-11 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 8" tubing & pieces 
8/15/96-12 40 39 45.13 -72 37 08.61 paper products 
8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 US mail; magazine 
8/14/96-10 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 food container unit 
8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 exterior part PARTS 
BAY 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 metal part PARTS 
BAY 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 denimjacket 
8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 fiberglass part 
8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 metal part 8/15/96-12 
40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 metal part 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 
-72 37 08.61 sandal & metal parts 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 
-72 37 08.61 metal frame parts 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 
37 08.61 5' metal piece 8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 
seat back and rounded fwd wing sect 5'(4'(2' 8/14/96-10 40 
39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 photo's, suitcase parts - burn damage 
8/15/96-12 40 39 45.83 -72 37 08.61 horizontal stabilizer 
right side inboard nose section 40 39 34.02 -72 37 08.58 
piece of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 43.10 -72 37 08.30 
honeycomb skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.30 -72 37 07.90 right 
SOB web-lower segment CW MOCKUP 40 39 47.30 -72 37 
07.90 2 small pieces of skin 10/13/96-3 40 39 47.95 -72 37 
07.80 forward lower cargo bay structure FS 920 right hand 
side 8/15/96-11 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 aircraft - exterior & 



frame 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 plastic & metal parts PARTS 
BAY 8/16/96-9 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 aircraft exterior 
with access panel 8/16/96-9 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 skin & 
frame 8/14/96-10 40 39 47.95 -72 37 07.80 A/C exterior, 
overhead panel, metal carts fire damage 8/15/96-12 40 39 
05.11 -72 37 07.68 tan curtain or sheet 10/06/96-1 
Z3640 40 39 44.60 -72 37 07.50 gasket and metal parts 
10/13/96-3 40 38 05.10 -72 37 07.40 12"(18" thin alum sheet 
8/10/96-9 40 39 44.70 -72 37 07.40 aluminum skin, 2'(3' 
10/13/96-3 40 39 43.35 -72 37 07.38 misc debris 9/11/96-5 
40 39 48.38 -72 37 07.13 section of aluminum angle 
10/11/96-10 40 39 48.38 -72 37 07.13 white plastic strip 
with black screws and nuts 10/11/96-10 40 39 44.15 -72 37 
07.08 honeycomb fragment 10/13/96-3 40 39 44.15 -72 37 
07.08 panel structure 10/13/96-3 40 39 44.15 -72 37 07.08 
skin section 10/13/96-3 40 39 51.18 -72 37 06.75 assorted 
small pieces 9/09/96-49 40 39 45.00 -72 37 06.50 tubing & 
channel parts 10/13/96-3 40 39 43.70 -72 37 06.50 rubber 
hose and structure 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.85 -72 37 06.22 6 
pcs alum framing, 2 inner walls, largest 3'(1' 8/14/96-9 40 
39 46.30 -72 37 06.20 plastic skin and metal fragment 
10/13/96-3 40 39 46.40 -72 37 06.20 section of metal 
structure 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.30 -72 37 06.20 miss rubber, 
small stainless part 10/13/96-3 40 39 46.30 -72 37 06.20 
honeycomb 40 39 47.47 -72 37 06.01 aluminum structural 
GD 205.2A - serial #; plane skin 10/11/96-10 40 39 44.30 -72 
37 06.00 wiring bundle 10/13/96-3 40 39 44.30 -72 37 06.00 
one piece of aluminum skin, red, white & green, 6' 
10/13/96-3 40 39 47.37 -72 37 05.80 beam CW rear spar CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 47.37 -72 37 05.80 SWB #1 web; 1'(2' green 



sheet metal with rivets CW MOCKUP 9/09/96-49 40 39 
47.37 -72 37 05.80 mid spar CW stiffener CW MOCKUP 40 
39 32.77 -72 37 05.57 10'(1'(3" 8/09/96-37 40 39 48.13 -72 37 
05.51 overhead bin / various light framing / speaker frame 
8/16/96-10 40 39 48.13 -72 37 05.51 speaker frame, 4' metal 
frame, overhead compartment 8/15/96-12 40 39 51.71 -72 
37 05.34 bag of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 51.71 -72 37 05.34 
4'(2' piece of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 43.30 -72 37 04.95 
outboard wing rib segment, upper and lower 40 39 43.30 
-72 37 04.95 debris, purse 9/16/96-2 40 39 43.30 -72 37 04.95 
FS 1100 frame segment 40 39 43.30 -72 37 04.95 wing rib 
segment lower chord 40 39 43.30 -72 37 04.95 # 1 engine 
pylon access panel inboard 40 39 43.30 -72 37 04.95 gap 
cover engine 40 39 47.28 -72 37 04.89 5 small pcs alum 
framing, metal pc 4'(2' jagged edges 8/14/96-9 40 39 47.28 
-72 37 04.89 seat belt, wire harness p/n 8131913; 5 small 
pieces aluminum framing 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.05 -72 37 
04.78 metal parts and tubing 8/14/96-11 40 39 44.36 -72 37 
04.63 CW upper skin (9-21-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.36 
-72 37 04.63 9/22/96-1 40 39 44.36 -72 37 04.63 CW upper 
skin CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.36 -72 37 04.63 SWB #1 
(9-21-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 44.36 -72 37 04.63 name tag 
and debris plus some kind of pipe 9/20/96-33 40 39 44.36 
-72 37 04.63 large pieces of debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 44.36 
-72 37 04.63 debris 9/21/96-1 40 40 04.43 -72 37 04.48 metal 
bucket like object 10/17/96-2 40 39 47.98 -72 37 04.08 metal 
seat back 10/11/96-10 40 39 45.00 -72 37 03.76 20'(10' 
fuselage sect, also metal part # 501 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.00 
-72 37 03.76 4'(2' curled metal framing & siding; 20'(10' 
piece of fuselage 40 39 51.38 -72 37 03.58 debris 9/22/96-1 



40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 1'(2" metal piece PARTS BAY 
8/15/96-12 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 metal parts, tubing, 
smoke detector 8/16/96-9 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 light 
metal framing 8/15/96-12 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 framing 
& clamp 8/15/96-12 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 A/C exterior 
10'(10" 8/15/96-12 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 A/C exterior & 
light framing 40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 metal parts 8/16/96-9 
40 39 46.31 -72 37 03.51 5'(2' siding (alum) 8/15/96-12 40 39 
46.31 -72 37 03.51 fan inlet diffuser housing for air cycle 
machine 8/15/96-12 40 39 50.17 -72 37 03.35 metal plastic 
parts, headsets and spring 8/14/96-11 40 39 50.17 -72 37 
03.35 2.5' framing 8/15/96-11 40 39 46.62 -72 37 03.35 
7'(2'(1' square framing p/n 65B50570-119 8/14/96-9 40 39 
46.62 -72 37 03.35 light framing at hole built in #1621011 21 
8/14/96-9 40 39 46.62 -72 37 03.35 mail label; book 
8/14/96-9 40 39 57.66 -72 37 03.06 debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 
47.34 -72 37 02.89 strut marked 814491, alum framing w/ 
burn marking 8/14/96-9 40 39 59.07 -72 37 02.75 aircraft 
ribbing, 1.5' long, 'Z'shaped 10/17/96-2 40 38 19.30 -72 37 
02.70 plastic window framing (whole) 8/10/96-9 40 39 
36.47 -72 37 02.70 2'(1"(1"angle iron, small bundle of wires 
W1295-2CC48 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.72 -72 37 02.67 metal 
frame structure p/n 69B518H9-6, 4370, A3191; black 
luggage 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.72 -72 37 02.67 metal frame 
structure "69B518H9-6 4370 A3191" 40 38 52.33 -72 37 02.64 
some kind of gray tray 10/02/96-1 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 
white + yellow curved piece of plastic 10/11/96-10 
Z3426 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 debris and a piece of carpet 
9/22/96-1 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 lower center wing skin 
panel mid spar at BL0; Lot # 9-22-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 



48.47 -72 37 02.59 lower center wing skin panel; front spar 
at BL110; Lot # 9-22-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.47 -72 37 
02.59 misc. metal debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 
lower center wing skin panel; RBL 98; stringer 13-14, Lot # 
9-22-96-1 CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 lower 
center wing skin panel; RBL 98; stringer 9; Lot # 9-22-96-1 
CW MOCKUP 40 39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 debris 9/16/96-2 40 
39 48.47 -72 37 02.59 SOB rib segment CW MOCKUP 40 39 
30.20 -72 37 02.30 rudder section 10/17/96-1 40 39 36.06 -72 
37 02.28 tail rudder 6'(8'(1' "65B25056-1" 8/09/96-37 40 39 
53.91 -72 37 02.26 plastic bag of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 
53.91 -72 37 02.26 debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 46.35 -72 37 02.14 
speaker frame, 6" exhaust tubing 4' long, side panels; 
lighting panel PARTS BAY 8/14/96-10 40 39 46.75 -72 37 
02.14 metal parts, tubing test switch for fire ext. 8/16/96-9 
40 39 46.75 -72 37 02.14 rubber tubing 8/16/96-9 40 39 
32.16 -72 37 01.61 aircraft skin 10/17/96-1 40 39 30.50 -72 37 
01.30 skin, 1' ( 6" 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.40 -72 37 01.20 1 gray 
plastic bag and misc metal 9/11/96-5 40 39 46.40 -72 37 
01.20 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 46.40 -72 37 01.20 piece of 
jewelry on a piece of clothes; eye or sunglass case; debris 
9/21/96-1 40 39 49.50 -72 37 00.60 green metal, 3'(2"(3" 
10/11/96-10 40 39 46.36 -72 37 00.45 inner framing and 
wiring 8/14/96-10 40 39 46.36 -72 37 00.45 6'(4' siding 
various piping and siding 8/14/96-10 40 39 47.41 -72 37 
00.06 green metal with rivets twisted 10/11/96-10 40 39 
26.46 -72 37 00.06 aircraft skin 10/17/96-1 40 39 47.41 -72 37 
00.06 frame member/station 1438 40 39 00.00 -72 37 00.00 
misc metal debris from plane 40 39 45.04 -72 36 59.81 bag of 
debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 45.04 -72 36 59.81 toilet seat lid; life 



vest; debris 9/11/96-5 40 39 52.50 -72 36 59.80 debris - 
some kind of paper 9/22/96-1 40 39 45.23 -72 36 59.71 
green skin 10/11/96-10 40 39 47.70 -72 36 59.60 green skin 
10/11/96-10 40 39 48.08 -72 36 59.49 green skin 
10/11/96-10 40 39 46.08 -72 36 58.60 2 plastic bags; hatch; 
misc metal pieces 9/11/96-5 40 39 28.40 -72 36 58.50 
structural part 10/17/96-1 40 39 43.52 -72 36 58.38 debris 
9/16/96-2 
Z2568 40 39 43.52 -72 36 58.38 bags, gray 9/11/96-5 40 39 
43.52 -72 36 58.38 misc. debris; hoses 9/27/96-1 40 39 43.00 
-72 36 58.20 skin + l beam 10/11/96-10 40 39 46.07 -72 36 
58.02 green skin; framing 10/11/96-10 40 39 46.07 -72 36 
58.02 green metal with rivets with four circular holes 
10/11/96-10 40 39 46.07 -72 36 58.02 green metal 40 39 
46.94 -72 36 58.00 gasket 9/20/96-33 40 39 42.80 -72 36 
57.50 10/11/96-10 40 39 31.08 -72 36 57.32 LHS vertical 
stabilizer upper fin station 370-520 8/09/96-37 40 39 44.92 
-72 36 57.32 DOD flight info sheets/ 12 pieces bagged with 
flight info and 3'(2'(4' piece PARTS BAY 8/09/96-37 40 39 
45.74 -72 36 57.27 1'(1' outer hatch bolted shut; wallet 
8/14/96-9 40 39 45.74 -72 36 57.27 exhaust tubing?, 1'(1' 
small alum pcs, wallet 8/14/96-9 40 39 45.74 -72 36 57.27 
metal framing ?? damage PARTS BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 
45.03 -72 36 56.89 3'(4" inner wall attached to framing 
8/15/96-12 40 39 31.10 -72 36 56.80 small structural part 
10/17/96-1 40 39 45.13 -72 36 56.61 inner framing, largest 
18"(12", oxygen mask, alum rail 1' long CABIN HGR 
8/14/96-9 40 39 42.10 -72 36 55.94 brown zip bag; piece of 
small debris; bag containing newspaper 10/02/96-1 40 39 
42.10 -72 36 55.94 pipes & debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 44.77 -72 



36 55.72 possible wing framing 3'(1'(1'; 3'(1'(3" framing; 
misc. pieces 8/14/96-9 40 39 44.77 -72 36 55.72 1'(6" 
insulation and small aluminum inner siding 8/14/96-9 40 
39 44.42 -72 36 55.17 crown skin FS 1241-1438 stringer 
5L-8R 9/16/96-2 40 39 44.42 -72 36 55.17 debris - clothes 
9/20/96-33 40 39 32.00 -72 36 54.60 small structural part 
w/ fabric 10/17/96-1 40 39 46.30 -72 36 54.18 misc. small 
framing aluminum DUCTING BAY 8/14/96-9 40 39 46.60 
-72 36 54.18 7' long curved ducting p/n 65B38600-153-256 
8/14/96-9 40 39 30.50 -72 36 54.00 black boot w/ possible 
human remains 40 39 45.72 -72 36 53.73 p/n 65B0 3862 20; 
4'(2.5' inner wall; various hoses (melted) 8/14/96-9 40 39 
45.72 -72 36 53.73 various hoses melted PARTS BAY 
8/14/96-9 40 39 28.40 -72 36 52.70 ribbing with access hole 
10/17/96-1 40 39 44.79 -72 36 52.47 debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 
44.79 -72 36 52.47 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 44.31 -72 36 51.63 
2 pieces of skin, aluminum on one side, green on the other 
side 40 39 42.39 -72 36 50.64 2 pieces plastic & magazines 
10/12/96-2 40 39 45.10 -72 36 50.19 2 pieces of metal 
10/12/96-2 40 39 34.36 -72 36 49.37 1' light framing PARTS 
BAY 8/26/96-33 40 39 44.69 -72 36 49.13 bent piece of metal 
1' long 
Z1756 40 39 34.96 -72 36 49.06 small piece of debris 
10/02/96-1 40 39 29.65 -72 36 48.92 several small pieces of 
metal framing (5) the largest is 1'(6" 8/20/96-15 40 39 46.11 
-72 36 48.90 debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 28.22 -72 36 48.71 2 
pieces 1) 2'(1/8"(1' p/n 65B40501 M206; 2) 1'(2" shard 
8/20/96-15 40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 plastic window shade, 
fabric with insulation 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 
baggage & wreckage; 1 large aluminum piece marked: 



INTER COS. 65B01113-?; 4' curved framin 8/26/96-17 40 39 
43.93 -72 36 48.43 large bundle of debris 8/26/96-28 40 39 
43.93 -72 36 48.43 white bag with plane pieces 8/26/96-33 
40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 metal tubing. burnt metal frame 
PARTS BAY 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 blue bag, 
foreign air mail 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 2'(1.5' 
metal skin; 3'(20" metal 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.93 -72 36 48.43 
misc debris 8/26/96-1 40 39 53.91 -72 36 48.31 debris 
10/08/96-1 40 39 43.76 -72 36 48.16 1. 3' long with "DOOR 
MUST BE LATCHED" tag 2. 2' long with ripped out rivet 
holes 3. 3" piec 10/12/96-2 40 39 31.33 -72 36 47.97 part of 
aircraft skin 40 39 43.90 -72 36 47.67 various pieces of scrap 
metal; 18"(10"; 18"(36"; 15"(3.5" 8/24/96-10 40 39 25.97 -72 
36 47.25 3 pieces of green metal framing, longest 2.5'(2"(2" 
8/20/96-15 40 39 27.20 -72 36 47.00 aluminum strip 
10/17/96-1 40 39 43.90 -72 36 46.43 US airmail envelope 
8/26/96-14 40 39 43.04 -72 36 46.32 10/07/96-9 40 39 37.98 
-72 36 45.94 large piece of debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 37.97 -72 
36 45.93 seat frame with blanket; 1.5'(2' metal with 10' 
carpet; FWD unit #320 CABIN HGR 8/26/96-33 40 39 
41.83 -72 36 45.87 skin 1'(2' 10/07/96-12 40 39 48.09 -72 36 
45.78 debris 10/08/96-1 40 39 42.44 -72 36 44.43 piece of 
metal - 1 ft. long with "WL/310" stenciling 10/12/96-2 40 
38 26.13 -72 36 43.93 seat 5 (1 2) first class CBN INT 
10/29/96-2 40 39 24.05 -72 36 43.38 3'(1' exterior skin, 2'(1' 
exterior skin 8/26/96-33 40 39 23.45 -72 36 43.20 1'(8" 
exterior skin 8/26/96-33 40 39 53.68 -72 36 42.65 debris 
10/07/96-1 40 39 41.79 -72 36 42.48 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 
41.7 -72 36 42.48 book; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 26.40 -72 36 
42.30 black blanket 10/17/96-1 40 39 44.22 -72 36 42.19 



misc. debris 9/27/96-1 40 39 44.22 -72 36 42.19 debris 
9/21/96-1 40 39 49.22 -72 36 42.09 carpet 10/07/96-1 40 38 
50.27 -72 36 41.71 passport photo 10/02/96-1 
Z1703 40 39 18.20 -72 36 41.38 4' piece of debris 10/07/96-1 
40 39 49.50 -72 36 41.13 2.5" piece of plastic / fiberglass 
10/17/96-2 40 39 49.50 -72 36 41.13 1.5" green metal piece 
10/17/96-2 40 39 28.82 -72 36 40.73 1 piece plastic w/ metal 
strap 10/17/96-2 40 39 49.27 -72 36 40.24 debris 10/08/96-1 
40 39 26.70 -72 36 40.00 black rubber 10/17/96-1 40 39 40.22 
-72 36 39.99 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 55.29 -72 36 39.48 3' 
long frame section 8/24/96-10 40 39 44.16 -72 36 39.23 
financial papers 8/26/96-11 40 39 44.16 -72 36 39.23 2'(2' 
siding; t shirt; j&b whiskey bottle; siding p/n M442 B03287 
1 8/26/96-2 40 39 45.10 -72 36 39.17 metal pieces, hair 
dryer, rubber pieces 8/26/96-16 40 39 42.95 -72 36 39.04 
small plastic siding; small aluminum piece; 6"(6" fiberglass 
8/26/96-21 40 39 41.48 -72 36 38.76 window shade 3' ( 4' 
aluminum 8/26/96-3 40 39 43.36 -72 36 37.93 2'(1.5' piece of 
aluminum; 8"(14" aluminum; magazines; fiberglass pieces 
8/26/96-23 40 39 40.05 -72 36 37.90 metal debris, 
toothbrush, and photographs 9/23/96-5 40 39 40.15 -72 36 
37.80 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 40.15 -72 36 37.80 piece of 
pipe or hose 9/21/96-1 40 39 46.52 -72 36 36.92 
unidentified clothing 8/24/96-7 40 39 46.52 -72 36 36.92 
metal part w/frame (56B0551511), 4' ( 4" metal ?? toilet seat 
cover, misc debris (details on ha 8/24/96-7 40 39 41.24 -72 
36 36.62 debris; tube 9/21/96-1 40 39 38.86 -72 36 36.33 
piece of wire and a book 9/22/96-1 40 39 42.41 -72 36 36.19 
10/08/96-1 40 39 40.14 -72 36 36.02 portion of spartwise 
beam CW tank CW MOCKUP 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 piece 



of carpet and debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 4' 
long beam 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 blackened 
metal debris 9/25/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc. metal 
debris; towel; quilt; photographs; US mail 9/25/96-2 40 39 
37.86 -72 36 34.77 newspaper and letter with address 
10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 flight bag; flashlight 
9/27/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 several pieces of metal 
(&1 wire bundle) from wreckage log 10/17/96-2 40 39 
37.86 -72 36 34.77 1 piece of metal with oil tank written on 
it 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 seat pan 10/17/96-2 
40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 support beam metal 9/27/96-1 40 
39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc. metal debris 9/27/96-1 40 39 
37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc. debris 9/27/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 
34.77 hose; misc. debris; flotation device 9/27/96-1 
Z3544 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 west clock timer; seat cover 
9/27/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc. metal debris 
9/27/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 
39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 
36 34.77 carpet; misc. metal debris; floor trim 9/27/96-1 40 
39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 rubber gasket 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 
-72 36 34.77 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
personel effects, calculator 10/18/96-3 40 39 37.86 -72 36 
34.77 pieces of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
small pieces of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
several pieces of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
piece of plastic 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 2.5' 
length of pipe w/ metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
honeycomb insulation 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
green metal piece 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 1' 
long piece of plastic 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 



plastic ventilation 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
fiberglass w/ warning label 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 
34.77 1' ( 2' piece of metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 
34.77 misc metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 piece 
rubber coated wire 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
wiring harness 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
framework 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 framework 40 39 37.86 
-72 36 34.77 framework 10/18/96-3 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 
3' ( 4' metal piece 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 5' 
piece of black metal 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 6' 
metal piece 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 metal tube 
& wiring 10/17/96-2 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 6" green metal
(qty 2); 7" triangular orange metal; 5" flat metal 1/2 
wrapped in black plastic 40 39 37.86 -72 36 34.77 brown 
denim shorts, size small 40 39 46.96 -72 36 34.73 1'(1.5" 
metal p/n 65B03153 32; 6" wire cover; 1'(3" fiberglass 
8/24/96-7 40 39 23.84 -72 36 34.44 debris, head phone cords 
black; red exterior piece of plane 10/02/96-1 40 39 23.98 -72 
36 34.16 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 39 40.09 -72 36 34.11 
debris - carpet - P1 to 50 9/22/96-1 40 39 45.81 -72 36 34.11 
misc. metal 9/28/96-1 
Z3448 40 39 26.24 -72 36 34.01 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 40.21 
-72 36 33.92 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 44.99 -72 36 33.78 white 
plastic bag and metal debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 44.10 -72 36 
33.64 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.26 -72 36 33.16 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 33.57 -72 36 33.04 vent 5'(5" p/n 
1471075-34 8/20/96-15 40 39 45.38 -72 36 32.96 6"(6" alum.; 
metal fragments PARTS BAY  8/24/96-7 40 39 43.76 -72 36 
32.55 mail envelope (white); piece of hose 9/22/96-1 40 39 
40.29 -72 36 32.45 2 pieces of debris 10/07/96-1 40 39 46.40 



-72 36 32.44 umbrella, 6'(4' carpet; piece of burnt plastic, 
Carpet 7' long 8/24/96-7 40 39 39.49 -72 36 32.23 portion of 
aft pressure bulkhead; 9'(6' tapering mass w/insl attached 
p/n 65B0263458 on clip 8/11/96-1 40 39 39.49 -72 36 32.23 
8/11/96-1 40 39 39.49 -72 36 32.23 bag full of insulation 
8/11/96-1 40 39 23.26 -72 36 31.96 misc. metal 9/28/96-1 40 
39 42.67 -72 36 31.94 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.10 -72 36 
31.49 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.10 -72 36 31.49 strut 7' long 
65B067617 9/22/96-1 40 39 43.10 -72 36 31.49 2 women's 
cosmetic bags, striped with misc materials in it - no ID 
8/26/96-12 40 39 46.98 -72 36 31.42 1'(6" alum PARTS BAY 
8/24/96-7 40 39 44.95 -72 36 31.34 FS 920 frame; stringer 
33L-35L; (rib assy #65001736-401) 40 39 44.95 -72 36 31.34 
carpet & alum. pcs / panties / headphone 8/24/96-7 40 39 
45.37 -72 36 31.08 debris- honey comb/ plastic 10/02/96-1 
40 39 45.70 -72 36 30.46 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 43.24 -72 36 
30.45 small pieces of debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 43.93 -72 36 
29.83 green cloth 9/23/96-5 40 39 03.03 -72 36 29.57 burnt 
rubber tubing DUCTING BAY 8/24/96-7 40 39 39.68 -72 36 
29.54 personal effects photo (no picture) 40 39 44.55 -72 36 
29.11 debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 44.94 -72 36 28.85 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 45.10 -72 36 28.75 luggage rack cart 
8/22/96-7 40 39 38.37 -72 36 28.75 2 small pieces of debris 
10/07/96-1 40 39 45.82 -72 36 28.59 2"(4" plastic #68-5330; 
armrest piece 8/24/96-7 40 39 19.58 -72 36 28.58 new levi's 
jeans, tags still attached; rubber weather strip 8/26/96-33 
40 39 19.43 -72 36 28.58 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 42.04 -72 36 
28.57 gasket; debris; picture 9/21/96-1 40 39 37.42 -72 36 
28.42 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 41.63 -72 36 28.41 fiberglass 
pieces, metal pieces, world business report 8/26/96-33 40 



39 41.63 -72 36 28.41 6'(4" curved framing p/n 
65B38600-170 257 PARTS BAY 8/26/96-33 40 39 41.63 -72 
36 28.41 p/n 69B501101:1 on frame 6'(2' 8/26/96-33 40 39 
42.01 -72 36 27.99 piece of backbone 9/21/96-1 40 39 42.01 
-72 36 27.99 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 42.83 -72 36 27.99 debris 
9/21/96-1 40 39 20.35 -72 36 27.82 piece of metal with paint 
on one side 10/17/96-2 40 39 40.42 -72 36 27.56 debris 
9/11/96-5 40 39 46.28 -72 36 27.56 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 
34.23 -72 36 27.55 strapped gray mass unknown (mail?) 
9/22/96-1 40 39 37.76 -72 36 27.41 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 
40.66 -72 36 27.34 bag of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 44.43 -72 36 
27.20 various small metal pieces (6) & 1 picture; small alum 
and plastic pieces 8/24/96-7 40 39 37.60 -72 36 27.00 
insulation panel, 6"(6" 10/12/96-3 40 39 37.60 -72 36 27.00 
coded steel cable 10/12/96-3 40 39 42.87 -72 36 26.64 
windows shade; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 43.53 -72 36 26.17 
window molding 9/21/96-1 40 39 44.72 -72 36 25.97 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 37.78 -72 36 25.65 two pieces of debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 38.81 -72 36 25.39 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
43.10 -72 36 24.97 debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 42.93 -72 36 24.91 
1'(4" piece of plastic; a photo; 3 small pieces of fiberglass; 5 
bags 8/24/96-7 40 39 15.55 -72 36 24.87 white rain jacket & 
small burlap bag 8/24/96-10 40 39 43.32 -72 36 24.87 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 38.88 -72 36 24.77 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
38.88 -72 36 24.77 row 31 (1 2 3) seats CABIN HGR 40 39 
38.88 -72 36 24.77 paper and debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 35.62 
-72 36 24.73 various framing 40 39 35.62 -72 36 24.73 misc 
debris with the following p/n 65B09123-23 919 FS 1301; p/
n 69B42019-1 8/26/96-33 40 39 43.65 -72 36 24.67 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 41.38 -72 36 24.55 debris 9/11/96-5 40 39 



32.58 -72 36 24.49 9/22/96-1 40 39 41.41 -72 36 24.15 piece 
of black hose 10/12/96-3 40 39 41.41 -72 36 24.15 one side 
of honeycomb insulation panel 10/12/96-3 40 39 37.82 -72 
36 23.96 debris 9/20/96-33 40 39 37.25 -72 36 23.43 debris 
9/20/96-33 
Z3413 40 39 37.25 -72 36 23.43 some kind of book and 
computer disk 9/21/96-1 40 39 41.28 -72 36 23.13 debris 
9/11/96-5 40 39 38.34 -72 36 22.87 US mail envelope; hose; 
debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 38.34 -72 36 22.87 see tag 9/21/96-1 
40 39 00.03 -72 36 22.79 microfiche, red bag, orange bag 
8/24/96-10 40 39 38.99 -72 36 22.67 right SOB stiffener, 4th 
aft of SWB #3; 65B11554-16 CW MOCKUP 40 39 38.99 -72 
36 22.67 right SOB web at first stiff forward of M.S., FS 
1120, below CW303 CW MOCKUP 40 39 38,99 -72 36 22.67 
SWB #1 web right hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 
38.99 -72 36 22.67 right SOB web at SWB #1 CW MOCKUP 
40 39 38.99 -72 36 22.67 right wing upper surface, stringer 
9-mid spar, WS 1250 40 39 38.99 -72 36 22.67 SWB #1 web 
right hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 40 39 38.99 -72 36 
22.67 rubber strip and debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 38.99 -72 36 
22.67 SWB #1 web right hand closure panel CW MOCKUP 
40 39 40.05 -72 36 22.00 debris in bag 9/22/96-1 40 39 36.15 
-72 36 21.94 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 38.43 -72 36 21.78 
personal effects and debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 39.29 -72 36 
21.75 various small metal & plastic pieces, one measures 
18"(8"(8" 8/24/96-10 40 39 39.62 -72 36 21.74 debris 
9/22/96-1 40 39 33.43 -72 36 21.38 fuel pipe 9/22/96-1 40 
39 37.20 -72 36 21.35 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 36.96 -72 36 
20.93 9/22/96-1 40 39 41.20 -72 36 20.82 debris and 
miniature bottle 9/22/96-1 40 39 39.69 -72 36 20.69 debris 



9/21/96-1 40 39 39.69 -72 36 20.69 SWB #2, LBL 93.48 web, 
9'(14'H inc?? fuel hole CW MOCKUP 40 39 39.69 -72 36 
20.69 CW upper skin 5 pieces CW MOCKUP 40 39 39.69 
-72 36 20.69 large piece of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 35.92 -72 
36 20.24 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 22.52 -72 36 19.81 
misc. plastic 10/17/96-1 40 39 43.02 -72 36 19.42 debris 
9/16/96-2 40 39 29.60 -72 36 19.40 structural piece 
10/17/96-1 40 39 43.42 -72 36 19.06 debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 
42.44 -72 36 19.01 clothes (bumt); burnt lifevest 8/24/96-7 
CW1008 40 39 42.44 -72 36 19.01 rear spar, left corner 
section CW MOCKUP 8/24/96-7 40 39 41.28 -72 36 18.99 
picture - bundle - piece of debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 39.55 -72 
36 18.31 book; debris 9/21/96-1 40 39 39.55 -72 36 18.31 
metal & fiberglass insulation 10/17/96-2 
Z3457 40 39 35.01 -72 36 18.25 misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 
39.72 -72 36 18.22 piece of debris - piece of cloth - 
instruction book- picture 9/22/96-1 40 39 36.65 -72 36 18.17 
misc. debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 31.73 -72 36 17.67 2'(2" 
framing 8/26/96-33 40 39 34.15 -72 36 17.55 p/n 
69B01906-1 7/24/70; a/c headphones; rain jacket 
8/26/96-33 40 39 35.02 -72 36 17.52 mail box; plastic tubing; 
metal piece of fuselage 8/26/96-33 40 39 32.82 -72 36 17.52 
men's slipper, US Mail 8/26/96-33 40 39 35.02 -72 36 17.52 
4'(2' framing and wall PARTS BAY 8/26/96-33 40 39 44.02 
-72 36 17.37 debris 9/16/96-2 40 39 33.92 -72 36 16.54 1'(4" 
metal piece and 8"(4" insulation 8/26/96-33 40 39 42.28 -72 
36 14.50 1 piece rubber, piece skin 4' long ( 1' wide 40 39 
42.45 -72 36 13.92 10"(10" piece of siding 8/24/96-7 40 38 
58.84 -72 36 13.53 inner wall siding CABIN HGR 8/24/96-7 
40 39 36.67 -72 36 12.89 misc. debris, strap 9/23/96-5 40 39 



38.31 -72 36 11.20 plastic gasket 9/16/96-2 40 39 41.91 -72 
36 10.87 p/n 69B41076- piece of pipe - seatbelt 9/22/96-1 
40 39 42.73 -72 36 10.77 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 42.31 -72 36 
10.57 CW stiffener (9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 
-72 36 10.57 CW mid spar RBL 87.26-98.59 (9-22-96-1) CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW mid spar CW 
MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 debris 9/22/96-1 40 39 
42.31 -72 36 10.57 SWB #1 (9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 
42.31 -72 36 10.57 right SOB web CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 
-72 36 10.57 right SOB web (9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 
42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW stiffener CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 
-72 36 10.57 CW stiffener (9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 
42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW upper skin (9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 
40 39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 CW upper skin CW MOCKUP 40 
39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 portion of spanwise beam #1 upper 
chord CW MOCKUP 40 39 42.31 -72 36 10.57 SWB web 
(9-22-96-1) CW MOCKUP 40 39 43.85 -72 36 09.48 misc. 
debris 9/23/96-5 40 39 40.98 -72 36 08.72 magazine bundle, 
photograph 10/07/96-1 40 38 55.45 -72 36 08.34 metal 
debris 10/02/96-1 40 39 46.00 -72 36 08.18 debris 9/16/96-2 
40 39 34.44 -72 36 06.17 misc metal debris 9/24/96-16 40 39 
31.49 -72 36 05.17 misc. metal 10/17/96-1 
Z2577 40 39 44.66 -72 36 05.01 rudder sta. 57.8 9/16/96-2 40 
39 33.70 -72 36 04.98 L shaped metal with honeycomb 
fiberglass p/n 65B54890-1 4 3071; small 20" wire p/n 
W9412107 8/26/96-10 40 39 39.34 -72 36 04.53 assy p/n 
65B0350392 (M151), 10"(1' siding 8/24/96-7 40 39 37.63 -72 
36 03.90 2'(2' fiberglass, possible wing section / 
photograph 8/24/96-7 40 39 45.88 -72 36 03.74 3" triangular 
fiberglass piece & photos 8/23/96-6 40 39 05.64 -72 36 03.45 



left wing outboard aileron section and wing bulkhead 
8/24/96-7 40 39 36.46 -72 36 01.00 1'(7" fiberglass debris 
8/24/96-7 40 39 33.63 -72 35 58.95 2'(2' aluminum interior 
skin & framing - m1 2 65B?3864 PARTS BAY 8/26/96-18 40 
39 21.88 -72 35 57.87 various pieces of laptop computer 
largest is 12"(8"(2" 8/24/96-10 40 39 26.78 -72 35 56.81 
aluminum with honeycomb 10/18/96-3 40 39 29.04 -72 35 
56.09 plastic 1.5'(6", Eddie Bauer shirt 8/26/96-7 40 39 
30.43 -72 35 55.18 2' framing p/n 65B52313-192 8/26/96-19 
40 39 36.60 -72 35 54.71 plastic parts #1621028-2; US mail 
envelope and sheet music 8/23/96-6 40 39 38.20 -72 35 
54.66 wreckage log says 2'(6" aluminum piece 8/26/96-29 
40 39 38.29 -72 35 54.66 plastic sink basin CABIN HGR 40 
39 38.29 -72 35 54.66 plastic sink basin 8/26/96-33 40 39 
21.78 -72 35 54.39 various pieces of cloth 8/24/96-10 40 39 
30.70 -72 35 53.80 plastic window framing 8/26/96-33 40 39 
34.97 -72 35 53.57 metal parts, p/n 65B0386314 M207; 2 
fiberglass parts; black clothing 8/23/96-6 40 39 27.80 -72 35 
53.48 misc. plastic 10/17/96-1 40 39 09.86 -72 35 53.16 outer 
metal skin - 2 pieces 40 39 41.43 -72 35 52.61 debris 
9/16/96-2 40 39 29.20 -72 35 52.56 suit case tag #A21131; 
clothing; cargo overhead bin 8/26/96-27 40 39 31.17 -72 35 
51.34 2'(3" metal structure PARTS BAY 8/26/96-33 40 39 
39.00 -72 35 51.25 4 photos 8/26/96-13 40 39 39.00 -72 35 
51.25 8"(12" fiberglass/ 18" ( 12" twisted metal 8/26/96-22 
40 39 35.05 -72 35 49.33 2.5'(20" insulation 8/26/96-29 40 39 
29.69 -72 35 48.54 partial jordache suitcase (frame) 
10/17/96-1 40 39 32.44 -72 35 47.62 small metal piece; small 
fiberglass piece marked with p/n 65B16805-004 42; 
horizontal stabilizer w plcd w/horz stab 40 39 32.44 -72 35 



47.62 1.5'(1" fiberglass 1"(2' metal (assy M3255 p/n 
65B16805-04) 8/26/96-20 40 39 23.59 -72 35 45.51 luggage/
personal items (glasses, belt, pants) in white plastic bag 40 
39 33.45 -72 35 43.89 magazine 8/26/96-15 40 39 33.40 -72 
35 43.89 1) fiberglass piece; 2) picture; 3) burnt life 
preserver CABIN HGR 8/26/96-9 40 39 37.20 -72 35 41.76 
1) torn fiberglass with honeycomb; 2) faded kodak paper; 
3) torn fiberglass with honeycomb, mild 8/26/96-8 40 39 
31.50 -72 35 39.93 bent window shade; seat cover 
8/26/96-29 40 38 57.83 -72 35 37.23 parachute & metal 
cylinder 10/03/96-4 
Z3791 40 39 30.32 -72 35 33.05 rib framing 6"(7' long arc, 
STA 2080, lime green 40 39 31.71 -72 35 32.43 aluminum 
structure, circular with 3 protusions 40 39 31.26 -72 35 32.36 
metal structure with many wires, 15' long ( 2' wide, #'s 
available STA 280, STA 2200 40 39 24.43 -72 35 31.60 life 
jacket 10/17/96-2 40 39 21.92 -72 35 26.16 debris 
10/07/96-1 40 39 21.97 -72 35 25.42 plastic with insulation 
on opposite side 10/17/96-2 40 39 04.07 -72 32 23.90 
various (7 bags and various piping) all in metal box 
8/26/96-24 40 37 52.79 -72 30 06.79 black and white plastic 
10/02/96-1 4L9)y0 4L9)AZ 4L9)k3 4P9)xr 4P9)!$ 4P9)<Y 
4P9)yv 4P9)Q= 4P9)CM 4P9)(\ Microsoft Word 6.0 4P9)l9 
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LF22-01 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 Skin panel section 42, FS 
660-680, stringer 41L-47L 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 
26.80 FS 520-560 stringer 27R-35R cargo bin #7430 
8/08/96-31 40 39 04.70 -72 38 26.80 Wheel well frame, 
torque box ˆ nose wheel FS 340 LH Side 8/08/96-31 40 39 
01 60 -72 38 26.80 General aircraft debris 8/08/96-31 40 39 
01 60 -72 38 26.80 General aircraft debris 8/08/96-31 40 39 
01 60 -72 38 26.80 Personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 01 60 
-72 38 26.80 Personal effects 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.10 -72 38 
26.30 Carpet  8/08/96-37 40 39 04.10 -72 38 26.30 1 suit 
case, small bag 8/08/96-37 40 38 20 00 -72 38 26.30 Metal & 
Plastic interior piece #147107B 1, 147 1114 26; galley piece? 
40 38 27 70 -72 38 26.20 Metal piece with electronics 
8/24/96-8 40 39 00 40 -72 38 26.10 Bone, possibly  human 
40 38 21 45 -72 38 26.09 Alum angle w/wires 1.5‚x3‰ 
(#65B52112-76) 8/08/96-31 40 38 21 82 -72 38 25.96 FS 
940-1000; stringer 9R-15R 8/06/96-46 40 39 18.23 -72 38 
25.62 Vent 5‰x6‰ diameter 40 39 04.75 -72 38 25.51 
Window frame, cushion, honeycomb insulation; shorts 
8/14/96-11 40 39 00.30 -72 38 25.50 Plastic box w/handle 
8/26/96-31 40 39 05.50 -72 38 25.40 Luggage tag 
8/26/96-31 40 39 00.00 -72 38 25.40 Misc pieces 8/19/96-10 
40 39 06.41 -72 38 25.26 passport 8/08/96-31 40 38 40.92 -72 
38 25.24 FS 800-860, RBL 33 to RBL 53.5, portion of life raft 
beam 8/04/96-66 40 38 26.67 -72 38 25.04 1) 3 oxygen 
masks 2) metal shard 1 foot long 3) 2 small pieces of 
framing 8/19/96-23 40 39 06.00 -72 38 25.00 Plastic pc. 



Approx 4‰, gray 8/26/96-31 40 38 22.81 -72 38 24.99 
Interior metal sheet with rivets & strut 65B01741; rib and 
stringer 40 38 31.64 -72 38 24.90 Assy part 65B54209-5, 2‚x5
‚ green alum folded w/holes 8/08/96-31 40 38 23.70 -72 38 
24.90 Alum angle 6‰x 1‰x 1‰ (assy #65B09314-950) 
7-8-70 R373 8/10/96-9 40 39 04.90 -72 38 24.80 Personal 
luggage. 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.90 -72 38 24.80 Personal 
luggage/makeup case 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.90 -72 38 24.80 
Small pieces from deck sweepings 8/08/96-31 40 39 04.90 
-72 38 24.80 FWD Pressure Bulkhead Portion FS180 40 39 
04.90 -72 38 24.80 FWD Pressure Bulkhead Portion FS180 
40 39 04.90 -72 38 24.80 Personal luggage 8/07/96-15 40 39 
04.90 -72 38 24.80 FS 140-220; stringer 0-31A with window 
belt 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.90 -72 38 24.80 Front end 
passenger floor & radome bulkhead FS 140-180 8/07/96-15 
40 39 04.90 -72 38 24.80 Left side upper fuselage, FS 
380-520, stringer 18L-19R 8/07/96-15 40 39 04.90 -72 38 
24.80 Part of LF19A; saw cut separated part into two pieces 
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Wednesday, May 8, 2002 

More delays likely in Air India trial
By DENE MOORE-- Canadian Press

VANCOUVER (CP) -- The trial of three men accused in the 
bombing of Air India Flight 182 will likely be delayed again as a 
new lawyer for one of the accused gets up to speed on the case. 
David Gibbons appeared in court representing Inderjit Singh 
Reyat for the first time during pre-trial motions in B.C. Supreme 
Court on Wednesday. 
Details of the court proceedings are under a publication ban, but 
Gibbons confirmed outside court that he will be the lead lawyer 
for Reyat's defence team. 
Gibbons defended Reyat at his 1991 trial for the manslaughter of 
two Japanese baggage handlers killed by a bomb at the Narita 
airport. He said pre-trial motions in the latest case will likely 
continue into March. 
"We'd be ready to start the trial soon after that," Gibbons said. 
The trial was set to begin in November and the Crown will 
continue to prepare for that date, Crown spokesman Geoff Gaul 
said after the brief court appearance. 
"Right now there's a trial date that's set," he said. "If there's an 
adjournment of the trial, that will be a decision that the judge 
makes." 
Eight of the 10 lawyers on Reyat's defence team resigned last 
week. 
Gibbons wouldn't comment on the resignations or a media report 
that two of Reyat's adult children are employed by taxpayer-



funded defence lawyers as an office clerk and a receptionist. 
He said he would not be employing any members of Reyat's 
family. 
Gibbons said David Martin is still a member of the defence team 
and they are looking for more lawyers to join them. 
"Good counsel are busy and they can't just drop their other 
commitments to begin right away," Gibbons said. 
B.C. Attorney General Geoff Plant said the allegations about 
defence funding will be investigated but he wouldn't comment on 
reports that public money was paid to Reyat's children. 
"The public has an interest in ensuring that its expenditure, or the 
expenditure made on its behalf in relation to the Air India case, is 
money properly spent," he said. 
"And my job as attorney general is to do what I can within the 
limits of my ability to protect the public interest in that regard." 
But there is a publication ban in the case that limits what he can 
say, Plant said. 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Maybe again?

        Accident description - Status: Preliminary 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Date:        25 MAY 2002
Time:        15.30
Type:      Boeing 747-209B
Operator:        China Airlines
Registration:     B-18255
C/n:     21843 / 386



Year built:  1979
Engines:    4 Pratt & Whitney Canada JT9D-7AW
Crew:  19 fatalities / 19 on board 
Passengers: 206 fatalities / 206 on board
Total:     225 fatalities / 225 on board 
Location: 20mls NE off Penghu (Taiwan)
Phase:      Climb
Nature:    Scheduled Passenger
Departure airport:   Taipei-Chiang Kai Shek Airport (TPE)
Destination airport:        Hong Kong-Chek Lap Kok 
International Airport (HKG)
Flightnumber: 611Remarks:
Flight 611 departed Taipei at 14.50, ten minutes late for a flight 
to Hong Kong which would take an estimated time of 1 hour and 
38 minutes. The plane was flying at 35,000 feet just before it 
disappeared off radar screens, some 40 minutes after takeoff.

Source: (also check out sources used for every accident) 
BBC
 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca, ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: China Airlines 611

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Ken Smart



Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom
Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart,   25 May 2002

It probably happened again. Based upon what is released to the 
public, the pattern is the same as TWA 800, Air India Flight 182,  
and Pan Am Flight 103 and of course, United Airlines Flight 811.

The chart below will be filled in slowly with 'yes' for most of the 
pattern for China Airlines Flight 611. It already fits eight 
categories. The CVR with the sudden loud sound followed by an 
abrupt power cut will be the clincher at this stage.

Gentlemen, please, please, reconsider continuing/reopening your 
respective investigations with aircraft accidents within your 
jurisdiction, Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103. Now is 
the time to announce reexamination based upon subsequent 
similar events of United Airlines Flight 811 and now China 
Airlines Flight 611 with the view of the probable cause being the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. Several weeks ago I 
said there was urgency. I was right.

Mr. Tucker, please don't retire until you have seen the 
photographs of the cargo door area of Air India Flight 182 to see 
if it matches Pan Am Flight 103 and United Airlines Flight 811. 
Please don't retire until the CVR and FDR are recovered for 
China Airlines Flight 611 to see if the sudden loud sound is there 
as it is on all of them. Fate has timed this accident before your 



retirement/bailing out.

Mr. Smart, please reply to my email response to your email and 
to my Smith AAR for PA 103 sent to you. They warrant 
consideration and response since they are primarily factual, 
refute the bomb explanation, and support the wiring/cargo door 
cause. I am on your side even though we may disagree.

Waiting has been done while hoping the problem goes away; it 
didn't. And there are still 500 early model 747s in service 
exposed to catastrophic breakup by the aging wiring. Aging 
problems get worse with age, not better.

Could you have members of your staffs contact me for further 
information?

China Airlines Flight 611 may be a bomb and that will be the 
first choice of the nations involved. At this time, 24 hours after 
the event, the cause could be the usual, bomb, missile, or 
explosive decompression by hull rupture and all must be 
considered. Center fuel tank explosion may be tentatively ruled 
out because of lack of extensive fire.

The Taiwanese authorities grounded the other 747-200 in the 
China Airlines Fleet, a very prudent action. Sooner or later the 
Chinese will come upon the shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for 
their crash.

China Airlines Flight 611 probably is another mechanical 
problem that will be difficult to prove except we have historical 
precedent to lead the way. Another 225 persons died to get the 
attention of authorities. It's very difficult to shut off the power to 



an entire large airliner and have it come apart in flight allowing 
no time for a Mayday while giving a sudden loud sound on the 
CVR that is not matched to a bomb sound but is matched to an 
explosive decompression in an open cargo door event. It's only 
happened four times in the history of the model and soon to be 
five when the CVR is recovered for China Airlines Flight 611.

To ignore me and my AARs, to ignore United Airlines Flight 
811, and to ignore China Airlines Flight 611 in relation to Air 
India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103 is not right. To 
reexamine the causes of Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 
103 is right and the sooner the better.

I am feeling the same way I did in July 1996 when Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 came apart in the air and I knew the cause 
then and emailed the authorities. What is more important? 
Political red faces or passengers at risk for their lives? I know 
some would say politics is everything but I hope the aviation 
safety officials of two countries believe passenger safety is 
paramount.

Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747 
Breakups in Flight     
                                                        AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 800 
CI 611
Boeing 747                                                      Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes     
Yes
Early model -100 or -200                                        Yes     Yes     Yes     
Yes     Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)                                  Yes     Yes     Yes     
Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)                 Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes



Breakup occurs amidships                                        Yes     Yes     Yes     
Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)                             No      
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)                             No      Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door                        
Yes     Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff                         No      Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters                          Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts                             Maybe   Yes     
Yes     Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door area       
        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound                                       Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound is loud                                          Yes     Yes     Yes     
Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans                             Yes     Yes     
Yes     Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data 
recorders             Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound                  
No      No      No      No
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound
in wide body airliner                                             Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area                      
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door                 
Maybe   Maybe   Yes     Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment                   Yes     



Yes     Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number three    
        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three                                     Maybe   Yes     
Yes     Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number four     
        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight                            Yes     
Maybe   Yes     Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight                                      Yes     Yes     
Yes     Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight                              Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side                 
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris                            Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward cargo door   
        Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door               
Maybe   Yes     Yes     Yes
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as latched            
No      No      No      No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock sectors)  
        No      No      No      Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage                              
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door                
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally                   Yes     
Yes     Yes     Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched                             Yes     
Yes     Yes     Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries                            Yes     



Yes     Yes     Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies                   
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft                                 Yes     Yes     
No      Yes
Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb explosion.          
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion                  
Yes     Yes     Yes     Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause                             Yes     
Yes     Yes     Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable 
cause                Yes     No      Yes     Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion                            Yes     Yes     
No      No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'                      
No      Yes     No      No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause                        
Yes     No      No      No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source                                  No      No      No      
Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo door   
        No      No      Yes     No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door                             No      No      
Yes     No
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747 
Breakups in Flight   
                                                        AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 800
Cheers,
Barry



John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Below email sent 20 July 1996, three days after the event.
To: newyork@fbi.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA Flight 800 Crash Theory Explained
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

I have a reasonable explanation for the cause of crash of TWA 
flight 800. May I speak with someone involved with aircraft 
accident investi.gations? I have extensive aircraft experience and 
am a retired military officer. It's worth listening to.
The culprit was caught on radar. A radar blip fell with the 
aircraft, news
reports state. The cargo door opened inadvertently and explosive
decompression leading to disintegration of wing storing fuel to 
fireball.
Extensive research on UAL Flight 811, Pan Am 103 and other 
accidents has
led me to this inescapable conclusion. I welcome contrary 
discussion.
Email at barry@corazon.com.
 John Barry Smith email at barry@corazon.com
phone 4086593552
address 551 Country Club Drive



Carmel Valley Ca 93924

Below email sent November 1996
To: webmaster@ntsb.gov
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: TWA 800 mechanical cause analysis, door versus fire
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear  Webmaster/postmaser, please forward to Mr. Jim Hall, 
Chairman.
Chairman Hall, please consider the following analysis...
Friday, 15 November, 1996

Crash of TWA 800: Analysis of two possible causes.
Not a bomb.
Not a missile, friendly or enemy.
Not a meteor/space debris.
Not pilot or other crew error.
Not environment/weather factors.
Not air traffic control.
Not other aircraft/midair.
What else is there?
Mechanical/equipment failure.
What failed?
What is the evidence?
Yes, aircraft was in climb.
Yes, visual streak observed at event.
Yes, primary radar return recorded just before event.
Yes, secondary radar return disappeared abruptly.
Yes, sudden loud sound heard on cockpit voice recorder, CVR.
Yes, abrupt power cut to flight data recorder, FDR.



Yes, fifteen never recovered bodies after extensive search.
Yes, nose separated from rest of aircraft.
Yes, one or more engines exhibited foreign object damage, FOD.
Yes, fireball observed.
Yes, center fuel tank exploded.
Yes, explosive damage on wreckage.
Yes, two main wreckage trails.
Yes, nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft 
wreckage.
Yes, breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over or just in 
front of wing.
Yes, aircraft was high time/high cycles Boeing 747-131.
Yes, 230 people died.
What initial mechanical/equipment failure caused the crash and 
still satisfies the evidence?
  There are only two; center fuel tank explosion and inadvertent 
opening of the forward cargo door. Which is more likely? Let us 
examine them side by side.
  Climb: Fuel tank contents were same as takeoff, climb should 
have no effect on explosion.Or: Climb is pressure changing 
mode of flight and might assist in popping cargo door.
  Streak: Fuel streaming out of wing and somehow catching fire 
leading to explosion. Or: Shiny metal cargo door with white 
fuselage skin attached spinning away at orange dusk on clear 
summer night at 13700 feet.
  Radar blip anomaly just before event: Tank fire doesn't fit. Or: 
Large metal cargo door with fuselage skin attached spinning 
away at 13700 feet close to ground radar site.
  Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center fuel tank 
exploded and cut off power to transponder. Or: Cargo door 
opened and with fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot 
wind to enter gash on right side which tore off nose severing 
power to main equipment compartment housing transponder.



  Sudden loud sound on CVR. Tank explodes and sound is 
recorded on cockpit voice recorder before power is severed. Or: 
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away causing explosive 
decompression loud sound to be recorded on cockpit voice 
recorder before power is severed.
  Abrupt power cut to flight data recorder. Center fuel tank 
exploded and cut off power to FDR. Cargo door with fuselage 
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right 
side which tore off nose severing power to main equipment 
compartment housing FDR.
  Fifteen never recovered bodies: Center tank explosion cremated 
passengers sitting in explosion area. Or: Cargo door and fuselage 
skin tore away exposing passengers who were ejected in 
decompression and sucked into number 3 jet engine and 
cremated.
  Nose separated from rest of aircraft: Center tank explosion cuts 
fuselage in two just forward of the wing. Or: Cargo door with 
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash 
on right side which tore off nose just forward of the wing.
 One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank 
explosion ejects debris into running engines. Or: Cargo door tore 
away exposing baggage compartment which explosive 
decompression ejects material into engines.
 Center fuel tank exploded into fireball. Center tank explodes 
from unknown ignition source. Or: Cargo door with fuselage 
skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right 
side which tore off nose allowing rest of wing and fuselage to 
fall and disintegrate into mass of fuel vapor and spinning jet 
engines which exploded.
 Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explodes. Or: 
Cargo door with fuselage skin tore away allowing explosive 
decompression to occur in passenger compartment and cargo 
hold which mimics explosion.



 Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explodes, severs nose 
which falls into tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft 
disintegrates into a larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with 
fuselage skin tore away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash 
on right side which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage 
trail and rest of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger 
wreckage trail.
  Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft 
wreckage.  Center tank explodes, severs nose which falls into 
tight wreckage pattern and rest of aircraft disintegrates into a 
larger wreckage trail. Or: Cargo door with fuselage skin tore 
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side 
which tore off nose which fell into tight wreckage trail and rest 
of aircraft fell and disintegrated into larger wreckage trail.
  Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front 
of wing .Center tank near forward part of wing explodes. Or: 
Cargo door and fuselage skin tears away just forward of the 
wing.
Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131.
Two hundred thirty people died.
  So, two theories exist which explain much of the evidence. 
Here is why  the cargo door theory is more credible than the 
center tank explosion theory.
 Mechanical/equipment failure. Both are mechanical/equipment 
failure, Center tank has yet to be discovered essential ignition 
source which isn't supposed to be ignition source while cargo 
door is a complicated, previously known to fail and kill, 
mechanical system with four airworthiness directives against if. 
Cargo door more likely failure.
 Streak at event. Metal door with metal skin spinning away could 
be reflected orange dusk light and appear as streak. Time of year, 
altitude, clear night, sun angle, and type of object all fit streak as 
spinning door. Tank fire with streaming fuel on fire is less likely. 



Cargo door more likely streak.
  Primary radar return before event. Metal door with metal skin 
spinning away could be primary radar return recorded on nearby 
ground radar. Center tank would not give return. Cargo door 
more likely radar return.
  Secondary radar return disappeared abruptly. Center tank 
explosion and nose separating when nine foot by 15 foot gash 
appears allowing 300 knot wind to enter and tear off nose would 
both cause abrupt secondary radar return to disappear. Tie.
  Sudden loud sound on CVR. Center tank explosion and cargo 
door would both give sudden loud sound on CVR. Tie until 
sound matched to fuel tank explosion or explosive 
decompression.
  Abrupt power cut to FDR. Center tank explosion and cargo door 
causing nose separation would both cause abrupt to FDR. Tie.
  Fifteen missing bodies. Center tank explosion and cargo door 
would both cause missing never to be recovered bodies. Tie.
  Nose separated from rest of aircraft. Center tank explosion 
would cause nose to separate. Cargo door with fuselage skin tore 
away and allowed 300 knot wind to enter gash on right side 
which tore off nose just forward of the wing. Tie.
  One or more engines foreign object damage. Center tank 
explosion and cargo door opening would both cause engines to 
be fodded. Tie.
  Fireball. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening leading 
to fuselage disintegration would both cause fireball. Tie.
  Center fuel tank exploded. Center tank explosion and cargo 
door would both cause center tank to explode. Tie.
  Explosive damage on wreckage. Center tank explosion and 
cargo door opening would both cause explosive type damage on 
wreckage. Tie unless no fire explosive damage found on nose 
section.
  Two main wreckage trails. Center tank explosion and cargo 



door opening would both cause two main wreckage trails. Tie.
  Nose wreckage was closer to event than rest of aircraft 
wreckage. Center tank explosion and cargo door would both 
cause nose wreckage to be closer to rest of aircraft wreckage. 
Tie.
  Aircraft was high time/cycles Boeing 747-131. Center tank fire 
and cargo door more likely on aging aircraft. Tie.
  Breakup started at forward part of fuselage, over on just in front 
of wing. Center tank explosion and cargo door opening would 
cause breakup at forward part of fuselage. Tie unless breakup is 
traced to above and forward of the wing on the right side, nearer 
to the cargo door.
  Yes, 230 people died. Center tank explosion and cargo door 
could both cause the deaths of all passengers. Tie.
 Many of the evidence explanations are ties, a few go to cargo 
door and none alone go to center tank fire. Cargo door theory is 
more likely.
 Additional statements to support cargo door theory.
  A structural breakup of a Boeing 747 which is disintegrating in 
flight can catch fire into a fireball as shown by the Saudi Arabian 
Airlines Boeing 747 involved in a midair over India. The initial 
event was not a center tank fire and yet there was fireball.
  Eyewitness pilot saw the fireball of TWA 800 and stated altitude 
of fireball was 7500 feet, initial event for TWA 800 was at 13700 
feet. Center tank fire was secondary event.
  Foreign object damage can be cowling material or baggage or 
human material.
 Explosive decompression produces loud sound and mimics a 
bomb for pressure damage on seats and baggage.
 NTSB computer simulation traced inflight breakup of TWA 800 
to above and forward of the wing on the right side, exactly where 
the hole is formed when the cargo door tears away with fuselage 
skin.



  Cargo doors opening in flight are more common than inflight 
fuel tank explosions.
  A cargo door accident exists, UAL 811, with much evidence 
which matches TWA 800. Two other Boeing 747 crashes exist 
with much evidence which matches TWA 800 and UAL 811, 
none of which was caused by  a center tank fire.
  Tank fire accident of Iranian Boeing 747 exists which does not 
match TWA 800 in wreckage pattern, left wing alone, or extreme 
weather and lightning.
  A Boeing 737 tank fire on the ground does match a  Boeing 747 
in flight.
  Cargo door theory includes center tank explosion.
Additional statement to support center tank explosion. It 
happened, there was a center tank explosion.
  Forward cargo door theory can be proved or disproved easily be 
examination, experiment and observation:
1. examine forward cargo door for steel rods to confirm AD 
88-12-04 complied with on TWA 800.
2. examine cargo door for status of cam latches, unlocked or 
locked.
3. examine cargo door lock sectors, unlocked or locked.
4. examine cargo door lock sectors and cam sectors for wear and 
gouging.
5. examine cargo door manual locking bar for locking position.
6. examine all door electrical switches for proper operation.
7. check maintenance history of TWA 800 for previous cargo 
door problems.
8. note condition of cargo door, in how many pieces to match 
UAL 811.
9. note position of cargo door when found, close to event site or 
far away indicating time it left aircraft.
9. detect frayed wiring in door control system.
10. examine direction of buckled floor beams, up or down 



indicating decompression or explosion.
11. match TWA 800 evidence with other similar crashes leaving 
similar evidence.
12. check for presence or non presence of evidence of fire/
explosion on separated nose.
13. match sudden on loud sound on CVR to sound library of in 
flight aircraft explosions and decompressions.
14. match abrupt end of tape signals on FDR to two other abrupt 
end of tape Boeing 747 crashes.
15. confirm by computer simulation that 300 knot wind blowing 
into nine foot by 15 foot hole in right side of weakened nose will 
tear nose of in an second.
16. examine wreckage for more severe in flight debris damage on 
right side of aircraft to include wing fillet, leading edges of wing 
and horizontal stabilizer and vertical stabilizer, engine cowls and 
pylons.
   A low cost experiment to reproduce the streak and radar 
anomaly is to take several two car garage doors painted silver 
and white and push them out the back of a C-130 going as fast as 
it can at 13700 feet on clear evening with same sun angle as July 
17th near New York and look for streak and radar primary return. 
They will be there, two  mysteries explained at reasonable cost.
   Analogies:
1. A hole is cut in a balloon. A patch is put on the hole in balloon. 
The balloon is blown up and deflated 20000 times. The next 
inflation the balloon pops. The site of the popping is at the patch. 
The patch has failed before. The patch is a likely cause of the 
balloon popping.
2. A soda can has a semi cut hole in the top to drink out of. The 
can is the pressurized hull and quite strong. The semi cut hole 
can not be opened by pressing on it with fingers. But once the 
semi cut hole/door seal is broken by pressing on the hole with the 
metal tab using leverage, the soda fluid/debris escapes in the 



explosive decompression and flies into face/engines. Now the 
semi cut hole can easily be pressed down further with little force 
from  finger because the structural integrity of the soda can/hull 
has been cracked.
  Now is the time to investigate another reasonable mechanical 
cause theory, with evidence, the real possibility of inadvertent 
opening cargo door in flight. This event leads to a large gash in 
nose the size of double car garage door allowing twice hurricane 
force winds to enter and tear off weakened nose in a second 
leaving evidence of visual streak, radar blips, FOD, sudden loud 
sound on tape, abrupt power cut to FDR, same missing bodies in 
general same seating, damage start location of forward cargo 
hold in front of the wing on the right side, wreckage trails, and it 
happened to TWA Flight 800, it happened before to UAL Flight 
811, and it will happen again.
  Disregard the demeanor of the discoverer/messenger, examine 
the message of cargo door, and exploit the medium of internet to 
email barry@corazon.com and study cargo door web site at 
www.corazon.com. Sincerely, John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca, ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: My email to Mr. Chou for China Airlines Flight 611 

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,



Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom
Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart,   29 May 2002

Below is email to Mr. Chou regarding China Airlines Flight 611. 
It looks more and more like the cause is the shorted wiring/
forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation. Note the ejected material caught by radar, 
as reported.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Accident Investigation Division
K.F. Chou
Aviation Safety Council
16th Floor, 99 Fu-Hsing North Road, Taipei 105, Taiwan, 
R.O.C. 

Dear Mr. Chou, 29 May 2002

Allow me to introduce myself, sir, John Barry Smith, 



independent aircraft accident investigator.

For my references, please contact Mr. Bill Tucker of the 
Transportation Safety Board of Canada and Mr. Ken Smart of the 
AAIB, UK. They know me and my shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation for inflight breakups for early model Boeing 747s 
which explains China Airlines Flight 611, sadly enough.

Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca
 
ksmart@aaib.gov.uk

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Mr. Chou, I have been working on the probable cause of early 
model Boeing 747s that suffer sudden inflight breakups for 
fourteen years as an independent accident investigator in 
California. The key finding is that the CVR has a sudden loud 
sound followed by an abrupt power cut at initial event time.



This is my prediction for China Airlines Flight 611 CVR also. 
The sound is the air rushing out of the ruptured open forward 
cargo door. The abrupt power cut is when the nose comes off. 
The model for China Airlines Flight 611 is United Airlines Flight 
811.

 
The ejected material from China Airlines Flight 611 picked up by 
radar was probably from the right side forward of the wing in the 
cargo door area as the skin and baggage is expelled rapidly in an 
explosive decompression.

Supporting documents are at http://www.corazon.com.
The match of evidence to United Airlines Flight 811 to China 
Airlines Flight 611 on http://www.corazon.com/Smithtable.html
%20

Boeing 747     
Early model -100 or -200       
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type) 
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)           
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)    
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)       
Initial event within an hour after takeoff     
Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in all 
parameters   
Initial event has unusual radar contacts       
Structural failure considered for probable cause

The other predictions of evidence as it is retrieved from the 
ocean for China Airlines Flight 611 are in my table: http://
www.corazon.com/Smithtable.html%20



Mr. Chou, when my predictions come true as the investigation 
unfolds, please contact me for further information regarding my 
research, analysis and conclusions.

Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight                                                     
Boeing 747                                                                              
Early model -100 or -200                                                                
        
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)                                                  
        
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)                    
                                
Breakup occurs amidships                                                        
                
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)                                     
                        
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)                                        
                        
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door           
                                
Initial event within an hour after takeoff                                      
                        
Initial event at about 300 kts
while proceeding normally in all parameters                             
                               
Initial event has unusual radar contacts                                        
                
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door 
area                          
Initial event starts with sudden sound                                          
                
Initial event sound is loud                                                             



        
Initial event sound is audible to humans                                        
               
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data 
recorders                                                                               
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound
in wide body airliner                                                                       
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area         
                                
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door            
                                
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment              
                                
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
three                               
Fire/soot in engine number three                                                
                
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
four                               
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight                               
                        
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight                                           
                
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight                                   
                
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side    
                                
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris                       
                        
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward 
cargo door                              
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door  
                                



Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as 
latched                                       
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock 
sectors)                            
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage                         
                
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door   
                                
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally                      
                        
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched                                  
                
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries                         
               
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies      
                                                                                                        
                               
Structural failure considered for probable cause                        
                               
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable 
cause                                                                                  
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight     

Regards,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.

 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: To Mr. Chou: China Airlines Flight 611 Black Box 
results

Date: Wed, 29 May 2002 14:00:32 -0700
To: 611chiefchou <kfchou@asc.gov.tw>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: China Airlines Flight 611 Black Box results
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
Accident Investigation Division
K.F. Chou
Aviation Safety Council
16th Floor, 99 Fu-Hsing North Road, Taipei 105, Taiwan, 
R.O.C. 

Dear Mr. Chou, 29 May 2002

'Black boxes' located along with large chunk of fuselage 
(UPDATED AM 12:01)
2002/5/30
The China Post staff with agencies
The "black boxes" of the crashed China Airlines Boeing 747-200 
commercial jet have been located, Taiwan's top transport official 
confirmed yesterday.



"After searches throughout the morning, we are certain about the 
site of the black boxes," revealed Transportation and 
Communications Minister Lin Ling-san.

The plane's flight data and cockpit voice recorders are at 
longitude 119'40 east, and latitude 23'58 north in waters off the 
Penghu island, the location where the first of the victims' bodies 
was recovered, he said.

The printout will look like the below Chart 12 from NTSB public 
docket for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, a sudden loud sound 
followed by an abrupt power cut to the recorders.

It's the air rushing out of the ruptured open cargo door and the 
sudden power cut is when the adjacent main equipment 
compartment is severed in the explosive decompression. The 
sound will not be a bomb sound but will match a DC 10 cargo 
door event.

Below from Kirpal Commission report on Air India Flight 182:
 

 

Mr. Chou, please have your staff contact me for further details 
and well done on finding those boxes so soon, they are very 
important.

Cheers,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith



(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: To Mr. Chou: China Airlines Flight 611 Black Box 
results

To: 611chiefchou <kfchou@asc.gov.tw>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: China Airlines Flight 611 Black Box results
Cc: 
Bcc: 
X-Attachments: 
Accident Investigation Division
K.F. Chou
Aviation Safety Council
16th Floor, 99 Fu-Hsing North Road, Taipei 105, Taiwan, 
R.O.C. 

Dear Mr. Chou, 29 May 2002

'Black boxes' located along with large chunk of fuselage 
(UPDATED AM 12:01)
2002/5/30
The China Post staff with agencies
The "black boxes" of the crashed China Airlines Boeing 747-200 
commercial jet have been located, Taiwan's top transport official 
confirmed yesterday.



"After searches throughout the morning, we are certain about the 
site of the black boxes," revealed Transportation and 
Communications Minister Lin Ling-san.

The plane's flight data and cockpit voice recorders are at 
longitude 119'40 east, and latitude 23'58 north in waters off the 
Penghu island, the location where the first of the victims' bodies 
was recovered, he said.

The printout will look like the below Chart 12 from NTSB public 
docket for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, a sudden loud sound 
followed by an abrupt power cut to the recorders.

It's the air rushing out of the ruptured open cargo door and the 
sudden power cut is when the adjacent main equipment 
compartment is severed in the explosive decompression. The 
sound will not be a bomb sound but will match a DC 10 cargo 
door event.

Below from Kirpal Commission report on Air India Flight 182:
 

 

Mr. Chou, please have your staff contact me for further details 
and well done on finding those boxes so soon, they are very 
important.

Cheers,
Barry Smith



John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Stay and fight, Bill, you are needed and most 
important.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
POSTED AT 7:17 PM EDT    Wednesday, May 29

Canada nation of defeatists, Harper says

Canadian Press

Ottawa Ñ Alliance Leader Stephen Harper called Canada a 
nation of defeatists on Wednesday as he defended his remark that 
the woes of Atlantic Canada are linked to a pervasive "can't-do" 
attitude.

Mr. Harper said there is a "culture of defeat" not just in the 
eastern provinces, but on the Canadian prairies and among some 
Quebeckers.

"In parts of the prairies we're increasingly seeing similar views Ñ 
there is no hope, there is no way forward, and all we can do is 
kind of negotiate with the party in power," he said. 



"I think any region where you have sustained underdevelopment 
or lack of growth for a long period of time, this starts to 
develop."

Mr. Harper then went one step further, calling defeatism a 
"general problem" among Canadians.

"Generally the kind of can't-do attitude is a problem in this 
country," he said. 

"I think this whole country ... should be leapfrogging the United 
States and there's too many people in this country think that we 
can't do it.

"This should be the wealthiest country in the world, not a country 
with a living standard that's 25 per cent lower. So obviously the 
growth and the attitudes that go with that are different in some 
parts of the country than others, but it's a general problem."

Mr. Harper said he comes from an "eighth-generation Canadian 
family that's left the Maritimes because there's no growth."

He argued Tuesday in a newspaper interview that his party's 
biggest stumbling block to a breakthrough in Atlantic Canada 
was the "can't-do attitude," fostered by years of federal transfer 
payments and industry handouts.

Rather than toning down his argument Wednesday by expanding 
it, Mr. Harper appeared to ratchet up the rhetoric, saying Atlantic 
politicians outraged by his remarks don't understand their own 
constituents.



"Frankly, they're out of touch with their own people if they don't 
think that there isn't a lot more that could be done to get people 
more optimistic in that part of the country," he said.

"Atlantic Canada can be as wealthy as any other region but that 
needs to be pursued agressively and we don't sit around waiting 
for favours from government ...."

He said the Alliance would put an end to federal handouts, and 
that Ñ combined with low taxation and less regulation Ñ would 
help "have-not" regions flourish.

Other federal leaders also jumped on the remarks Wednesday, 
saying Mr. Harper was being irresponsible by perpetuating 
stereotypes.

"You know, the more things change, the more they stay the same 
with the Alliance party," said NDP Leader Alexa McDonough.

"This is the real Stephen Mr. Harper, who wanted to put up 
firewalls around Alberta to keep those nasty eastern Canadians 
out because we're ne'er-do-wells and we're lazy bums.... They've 
just got it dead wrong.

Tory Leader Joe Clark said the comments were uncalled for.

"It's just an irresponsible thing for a national political leader to 
say," he said.
"Atlantic Canadians are not defeatist and certainly the people of 
Saskatchewan are not. Mr. Harper, all of us, should be very 
careful not to apply false caricatures to people or parts of the 
country."



From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: 182pix/sweet retirement

Hi Barry,

You are getting way ahead of me again with e-mail msgs.  I have 
several
replies to write to you, especially about the AI 182 photos.

Bill,

All right! That's great. They are as important as the photos of the 
forward cargo door area of China Airlines Flight 611.

  I hope I can
do so today or tomorrow.

Good Luck, please have success.

This one is easy.

As a public servant, referring to comments by a politician, my 
reaction is
"No comment". 

Understand fully, Bill. I think he was making the 'can't do' 
comments to provoke discussion. I have found that the Canadian 
aviation authorities, at least from 1986, have been 'can do' and 
have not been pressured by political pressures. They have been 



prudent, factual, and matter of fact.
As for my pending retirement, I don't think there is anything that 
could
dissuade me.  I am really looking forward to having a better 
balance to my
life - and especially, more time with my wife (who is also going 
to retire
in late June).

All I can say, Bill, is that retirement is the sweetest thing that 
happened to me. I was finally able to become myself, whatever 
that is, because I could pursue my interests without interruption 
or distractions. For intelligent men with curiosity, retirement is a 
blessing that coupled with income and health, is the pinnacle of 
human endeavor. I am sure you and your wife will relish every 
moment.

Standing by for pix, if coming.

Sincerely,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: I do consider all alternatives, I ask others do also.

Dear Barry,



Based on what little I know about the China Airlines 611 
accident, I would
say: "You may well be right".  Of course, to be complete one 
should also add
that "You may be wrong".

Dear Bill, 30 May 02
Right.
 I am quite sure that you would agree with both of
those statements; however, those who don't know you may not 
realize that.
It may seem to them that you have a focus only on cargo doors.

I consider all and ask others to consider all.  I stick with cargo 
door because it keeps on showing true such as ejected radar 
reflections of China Airlines Flight 611 which is probably the 
cargo door and skin ripping loose. There have been several 
Boeing 747 hull losses since Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and 
several other airliners, but China Airlines Flight 611 is the only 
one I'm saying is the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

A wise old investigator taught me, almost 20 years ago, that there 
is a good
reason why accident investigators have two eyes and two ears, 
but only one
mouth. 

I agree it's too soon for a definitive answer for China Airlines 



Flight 611 and have and will consider all plausible alternatives 
such as meteor, bomb, missile, metal fatigue, mid-air, and clear 
air turbulence as well as shorted wiring/forward cargo door 
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.

I had to rule out missile for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 long 
ago based on evidence. And bombs for Air India Flight 182 and 
Pan Am Flight 103.

I have not gotten the forum I deserve to openly discuss my 
explanation in the free market of ideas. It seems that I am either 
denigrated or the explanation ignored. United Airlines Flight 811 
is never discussed, only the accidents which absolve the parties. 
I'm getting desperate. 225 more died in addition to the 270 in 
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and all since I have been trying 
to get my explanation a fair hearing. I see the missile guys and 
bomb guys get TV time and interviews based on unsupported 
speculation while I offer facts, data, evidence and ignored. That 
blind spot has cost another 225 lives.

So, I have to go out on a limb. I have to gamble. I don't like it 
but...

The way I will do it is to predict what they will find as they 
investigate. I will be one step ahead because I know what they 
will find if in fact, that forward cargo door ruptured. The risk is 
losing my credibility if one of my predictions is wrong.

I was onto that design flaw of cargo door five years before Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 and ten years before China Airlines 
Flight 611. Letters attached below to insurance companies and 
media from 1992 to 1996.



It does not get easier; vindication is not sweet, it is bitter.

Cheers,
Barry

Article in Flying magazine July 1992.
J. Mac McClellan Editor

'Door bomb?

John Barry Smith, of Carmel Valley, California, wrote with a 
provocative
comment on the Pan Am 103 crash. Smith points out the 
similarities
between the damage caused by the cargo door failure of United 
Flight 811
over the Pacific and that of Pan Am's 103 over Scotland. Both 
airplanes
involved were Boeing 747s and both suffered massive structural 
damage to
the lower forward fuselage. The United flight made it safely to 
Hawaii
while Pan Am's 747 came down in pieces.

The cargo door from the United airplane was retrieved from very 
deep
water, and examination of the door forced the NTSB to change 
its
probable-cause finding for the accident. The Board had originally
concluded that improper latching of the door before takeoff 
caused the
failure; but the minimal damage found on the door now indicates 
that an



electrical malfunction probably caused electrically operated 
latches to
open in flight.

Smith points out how the cargo door opening at 23,000 feet on 
the United
flight ripped a large hole in the fuselage and sent baggage and 
other
debris into the number-three engine. He notes that the Pan Am 
flight was
at a higher altitude when it suffered massive structural failure 
and
that baggage and debris were also found in the number-three 
engine. He
believes the greater differential cabin pressure of the higher 
altitude
could have been enough to cause loss of the airplane if the cargo 
door
opened on the Pan Am flight.

It's an interesting theory. British and U.S. investigators are 
working
with microscopic evidence of a bomb when in fact damage 
caused by the
failure of the cargo door on the United flight proves door failure 
could
have caused the Pan Am crash. Actual bomb evidence is small 
and we're
told finding it was one of the most astute investigative feats ever.
Investigators also tell us that the bomb evidence is 
incontrovertible.
Could they be wrong? The NTSB was wrong about the United 
cargo door



failure until the actual door was recovered from the ocean floor. 
The
bomb on board the Pan Am flight may have been the cargo door 
latches,
not plastic explosive hidden in a portable radio. Politics drives 
the
investigation to search for terrorists but aviation safety demands 
a
totally open mind and the suspicion that the airplane could have 
failed
without outside interference. Smith has no evidence that a cargo 
door
failed on Pan Am 103-but he gives us something to think about.'

Mr. John Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,                                                                     
                                                                        16 August 1995

  This is John Barry Smith from Carmel Valley, California. We 
spoke on the phone today,  16 August 1995. Thank you again for 
the conversation.
  The essential point is that I think it was an inadvertent opening 
of the cargo door which resulted in explosive decompression and 
not a bomb leading to the crash of Pan Am 103. You believe 
opposite.



  In response to my statement that if there were a picture of the 
skin peeling back I would be persuaded that it was a bomb, you 
told me about a picture in Flight International. I immediately 
went down to the Monterey library which did not carry the 
magazine but, to my luck, the Naval Postgraduate School did, 
from 1962 to 1992. As a retired officer, I had access and 
reviewed the entire bound and unbound back issues. The 
enclosed copies are some of what I found.
  The only visual reference I could find is this drawing. It is a 
drawing made by someone in a publishing group on assignment 
to read the report and make a picture. It has several 
inconsistencies and has very little credibility. 
  Mr. Brennan, will you consider an alternate cause for the crash 
of 103? A quality of an intelligent mind is the ability to hold two 
completely opposite trains of thought at the same time. One 
would be the bomb theory and the other the door.
  The copilot of United Flight 811 reported, "A bomb went off," 
when the cargo door let loose. He was wrong but based upon 
what he felt and heard he could have been right. Only later did he 
change his mind.
  Will you follow the hypothetical line that it was an inadvertent 
opening of the cargo door which resulted in explosive 
decompression?
  Accident investigations must rule out certain possible causes as 
well as rule in the probable. May we assume that the cause of the 
explosive decompression was not a mid-air with some foreign 
object? Yes, because the object should have shown up on radar, 
and didn't. May we assume human error was not the cause such 
as a pilot induced sudden pitchup? Yes, because the flight 
recorder information would have revealed such deviation.
  Can we rule out mechanical malfunction? No, although many 
types of malfunction can be ruled out such as aft bulkhead 
breaking and shearing of the vertical stab and rudder, or other 



known 747 problems. If those mechanical malfunctions had 
occurred, the disintegration would have taken a few seconds 
longer and shown up on the flight recorder.
  Is there a mechanical malfunction which could cause the sudden 
explosive decompression and explain the subsequent actions of 
the crash? Yes. A large hatch opening at high altitude would do it. 
The plane would pop like an inflated balloon. That possibility 
then needs to be conclusively ruled out if a different cause is to 
be believed.
  In my opinion, the cargo door mechanical malfunction 
possibility has not been conclusively ruled out.  It doesn't matter 
how much belief there is that it was something else, this 
possibility needs to be ruled out for the alternate bomb theory to 
be believed without doubt.
  Mr. Brennan, please persuade me that it could not have been a 
cargo door.
  I will always say it could have been a bomb. In my opinion, 
however, the scale of reasonable probability tips towards the 
mundane explanation of a mechanical event that happened before 
and happened afterward-inadvertent cargo door opening; as 
opposed to the tortuous, twisted, shadowy, flimsy explanation of 
Libyan agents, Maltese tailor shops, German bomb factories, 
botched British security, transferred luggage, traces of explosive 
on fragments, concealed warnings, and fake cassette recorders.
  Let me get back to our conversation by telephone today. Thank 
you again for your time. I fully realize the possible futile effort of 
talking about a subject so close to you with a stranger on the 
telephone. You were gracious and patient. I recall your statement 
of it's not an economic thing but more important thing to find out 
the truth. I agree.
  Of note in the Flight International article is the the investigating 
board declared, within a week, the cause of the crash to be a 
bomb found on traces on a metal pallet and no evidence of 



structural failure. That was fine for a quick guess but carries little 
weight for an accident scene miles wide. In September of  1990, 
the accident report was released, (which I assume you have 
access to, where can I get one?,) but did not address the 
possibility of a cargo door opening, a very curious omission for 
such an obvious cause, a cause you immediately speculated 
upon, an aging aircraft with mechanical problems.
  Let us examine the drawing and then the picture of the large 
piece of cockpit.
  It doesn't make sense. Why is the cargo door closed? Logic says 
that when the bomb went off and the fuselage started to 
disintegrate the tear would have been at a point where the 
fuselage was already cut, the cargo door.
  The size of the bomb hole is much larger that the report stated, 
50cm.
  The photo picture shows a straight line cut near the cockpit, 
exactly what the forward fuselage of Flight 811 looked like after 
it limped home from its 20000 feet, lower altitude, inadvertent 
door opening. That 747 was also an aging aircraft. The picture 
shows a line consistent with a shearing action of a door torn off, 
not an explosive disintegration of jagged edges.
  To rule out the cargo door the accident board should have done 
the following:
  1. Where did the door land? Was it near the frame of the door as 
it would be if it were a bomb and the whole front of the aircraft 
disintegrated together? Or was it far away indicating it separated 
first and drifted further away?
  2. Was the door found with any of the latches still intact and 
clasping indicating it was bomb? Or was the door found with all 
latches unlatched indicating the door was opened in flight?
  3. Was the door compared with the door from Flight 811 which 
was conclusively proven to be an inadvertent door opening? 
Dissimilar markings would indicate a bomb. Similar markings 



would indicate inadvertent door opening.
  4. Was the tape from 103 compared to the tape of 811 during the 
critical second after the event? Dissimilar would indicate bomb; 
similar would indicate cargo door opening.
    5. Explain debris in starboard engines and not port engines. 
Port engine FOD indicates bomb, starboard engines indicate 
door.
  Did the board do these steps to rule out an obvious crash cause? 
If they didn't, they were negligent.
  To rule in the bomb I ask;
  1. Where is the picture of the peeled back skin in the 
reconstruction of the aircraft? The omission of the important 
picture is alarming. As Sherlock Holmes said, "The hound should 
have barked, but didn't."
  2. Where are the pictures of the fragments on which traces of 
explosive were found? They may be too small to photograph or 
damaged during testing. Fragments imply very small pieces and 
traces imply very small amounts. To find a very small amount of 
something on a very small piece of something among millions of 
very small pieces of something spread out over many square 
miles in a few days is not probable, is not likely, and is not 
believable. I believe it also rained following the crash so that 
may have washed off any residue.
  3. Where is conclusive evidence from the terrorists. Many 
terrorists want credit for their cause and have code numbers or 
leave notes. None for Flight 103 because there is none.
  4. Explain how the sequence and coincidences and lapses and 
bad luck could have resulted in the bomb going off when and 
where it did and remain plausible to a reasonable person.
  If the opening of such a small hole that the bomb caused could 
cause an explosive decompression, why was the possibility not 
considered of inadvertent opening of other hatches, such as the 
passenger doors which can be opened from inside?



  I can explain why the bomb theory holds such weight but I get 
into controversial opinion which might be better discussed later. 
Let us stick to objective facts as much as possible.
  Bomb scenario...Too confusing for me but many people can 
explain the path as well as disagree as to the exact route.
  Door scenario...several documented accidental openings on 
ground, documented accidental opening at 20000 feet, accidental 
opening at 31000 feet. Boring, sad, and completely plausible.
  Which sequence is more probable, more likely, more 
believable?
  If the door can not be ruled out, then the conclusion must be 
that it could be the cause just as if the bomb can not be ruled out, 
it must be considered to be the cause.
  If the door is the cause, then your company has just saved a 
billion dollars. I have never written a billion dollars before and in 
this case, it is a real number.  The damage awards are from two 
to twenty million. If a conservative number is five million and 
the number is 200 passenger sue out of the 260 killed, then a 
billion dollars changes hands.
  If not a bomb then a cargo door, still misconduct but not wilful 
and therefore limited to 75000$.
  Why is money important? It should act as an inducement for 
closed minds to consider other options, even if embarrassing or 
surprising. The cause of the crash should be reexamined. There 
are many historical precedents for catastrophes to be blamed on 
bombs and then later reassessed to be natural phenomena.
  Changing a person's mind is the most difficult thing in the 
world to do. I'm open, sir, persuade me it was not a cargo door 
and it was a bomb. I will say it could have been a bomb. Will you 
say it could have been a cargo door inadvertently opening at high 
altitude causing explosive decompression of Flight 103?
  Should you choose to reply by telephone, Mr. Brennan, I'm at 
408 659 3552. By email, I'm at meadow@redshift.com. By snail 



mail, I'm at 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, California, 
93924.  To help put an image for your reply I've enclosed a 
graphic of me. I'm a commercial pilot, instrument rated, formerly 
owned a FAR Part 135 charter company, Navy P2V aircrewman, 
RA5C navigator, squadron legal officer, and now a retired officer 
with wife and daughter.
  Please continue our dialogue.
 

                                                    Sincerely,

                                                      John Barry Smith

Mr. John V. Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation Underwriters
One Seaport Plaza
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,                                                                            
                                             6 September 1995
 
  Well, sir, a polite brush off is better than no brush off. Thank 
you for reading my letter of 16 August and replying; it could 
have been ignored.  I will followup on your lead of the picture of 
the bomb caused petalled hole in the side of Pan Am 103 which 
is said to appear in a later issue of Flight International. I shall 
drive to San Francisco from Carmel Valley to find a library with 
the back issues. A 50cm bomb hole is six inches; I hope it's a 
closeup.
  While waiting for your reply I wrote a shorter letter to Mr. 



Harold Clark reviewing the essential points supporting my belief 
that the inadvertent opening of the cargo door caused the 
explosive decompression of the airframe of the older Boeing 747 
leading to its destruction.
  Your letter does not rebut any of those suppositions. Nor does it 
answer my question of how I can get hold of the official accident 
board investigation report.
  The question I have that should be answered in that report is 
where did the door land?  Assuming a bomb, the door falls 
nearby with the rest of the nose. Assuming the door unlatched, 
opened up,  was torn  way, and then drifted down to land, that 
certain spot can be calculated. Start at 31000 feet, velocity 450 
knots, factor in the wind, use a drift angle determined by the 
United Flight 811 door falling, and the area of probability can be 
approximated. If the door was found in that far location, then it 
must be assumed it came off and did not come down with the rest 
of the forward fuselage.
  Easy problem with easy answer with big consequences.
  I will seek the book you recommend, "Sky Gods: the Fall of 
Pan Am," by Robert Gandt. I will keep an open mind although it 
appears that the book will rule in a bomb, something that has 
been done, and done poorly, for the last six years.
  I'm asking to rule out the accidental opening of a cargo door; 
something that has happened before, could have happened then, 
and happened after. This is not a weird request like saying it 
could have been a midair with a flying saucer, man, check out the 
autopsy photos. I'm the rational one here with a boring, ordinary, 
mechanical event. An old airplane gets worn, twisted and its door 
snaps open. Not very interesting unless you have a billion dollars 
on the line. And you do.
  Much more interesting with shadowy spies with secret weapons 
concealed duping security, switching airplanes and whatever, the 
bomb theory just gets too strange for me. I'm very down to earth 



when it comes to reality. I also know who killed John  F. 
Kennedy...Lee Harvey Oswald.
  The American people do not want to believe that  a single 
twisted person with a gun could kill a beloved symbol or a few 
simple latches unsnapped and killed hundreds. They want to 
believe it was a conspiracy of dozens of shadowy secret agents in 
cahoots doing terrible things. They even tried to blame the 
Oklahoma bombing on Mideast terrorists until the real culprits 
showed up.
  There is a way for me to stop writing to you....tell me it is in 
your best interest that the cause of the crash be a bomb. If your 
company is better off with a bomb cause than a cargo door, I'll go 
elsewhere. Your mind will not be changed.
  If a cargo door, the US government loses 30% of two billion for 
taxes. They have already issued tax claims against the family 
members. It wants a bomb.
  If a cargo door, the family members don't get their 10 million 
each from you, just a lousy $75000 to assuage their grief. They 
want a bomb.
  If a cargo door, Boeing has some questions to answer and may 
have to pay a lot money to somebody. They want a bomb.
  Pan Am is dead and said, as it was dying, "It was a bomb but it 
wasn't my fault, it got on the plane because of faulty airport 
security, blame Heathrow, and the government knew about it and 
should have told me and should share the blame." Blah, blah, 
blah.
  Now it comes down to paying the piper, the insurance 
company: you. The insurance company is to pay for other's 
screwups. Is that the way it works?
  Mr. Brennan, let us be philosophical. You are the good guys. 
You correctly judged the risk to loss and assigned a correct 
premium to insure Pan AM. It was not wilful misconduct. Your 
company should not pay.



 In one sense you are the victim of an enormous insurance fraud 
by well meaning institutions who are blind to boring truth 
because they believe it is in their best interest to believe the 
exciting lie of a bomb. And for hundreds of millions of dollars, in 
cold cash, I would have trouble believing otherwise myself.
  I see your letterhead reads-Chairman of the Executive 
Committee. What does that mean? What does the Executive 
Committee do? When I called to find out the correct spelling of 
your name, the secretary said you were retired but still employed. 
What does that mean? Do you have a staff? a budget?
  Did I detect a New York Irish accent in our conversation?  I was 
born in England and emigrated at age two and a half. My parents 
have given me a bias against the Irish. I fight against that bias 
and try to be objective in matters of Ireland and the IRA, etc. (If 
the Boeing had been British Airways, the cause would have been 
an IRA bomb. Still wrong.)
 Mr. Brennan, put yourself in my position for a few moments., 
You are a fifty one year old retired military officer who built 
model airplanes as a kid, then flew model airplanes as a teenager, 
then soled a real plane at eighteen. Went on to get commercial 
license and becomes a charter pilot. Went to war as a navigator 
on Navy carrier jet. Survived an ejection and crash which killed 
his pilot. And believes that the cause of a world famous crash is 
not the common belief. The common belief has nations fighting 
with each other. It has nations refusing to fly into other nations 
airports, has stopped commerce into another country, has caused 
barbaric bounties for the capture of foreign citizens. It has caused 
delayed compensation to grieving family members. It has glossed 
over a defective apparatus in an aircraft that we may fly in and 
crash. The common belief is wrong; it happens all the time. What 
would you do, Mr. Brennan if you believed as I do?  Who should 
I talk to? Where should I write?
  Back to objective. Can you assign a lowly staff member a 



morning of work to work out the landing spot of the door if it 
were to come loose at 31000 feet over Lockerbie? I would do it if 
I had access to the accident reports of Flights 811 and 103. I don't 
have the data. You do.
  Does the Flight 103 door look like the Flight 811 door? I don't 
have access to the pictures. You do.
  Do the flight recorder sounds of Flight 811 match the sounds of 
Flight 103? I don't have access to the sound tapes. You do.
  Please explain the starboard engines FOD. It should be the port 
engines if a bomb.
  Where may I obtain copies of the accident reports of Flight 811 
and Flight 103?
                                                
                                                                                                        
Sincerely,

                                                                                                      
John Barry Smith
                                                                                                        
email meadow@redshift.com
                                                                                                       
(408) 659-3552
                                                                                                  551 
Country Club Drive,
                                                                                                
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. John V. Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation Underwriters
One Seaport Plaza
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038



Dear Mr. Brennan,                                                                     
                                                                16 September 1995

 Well, sir, I went to the local bookstore, (the Thunderbird, at the 
mouth of Carmel Valley, you may know it if you have visited the 
Monterey Peninsula,) and excitedly picked up the book you 
recommended about Pan Am by Robert Gandt. It has three pages 
about the crash. Two of the pages are about the cause being 
structural failure. One page is about a bomb. The rest of the book 
is tabloid heart-pulling pseudo-dramatic crap.
  I shall have to add wild goose chase to polite brush off. But 
then, a wild goose chase is better than no goose chase.
  As you also recommended, I went back to the library and found 
another visual representation in Flight International of the Pan 
Am Boeing 747 being blown apart by a bomb. It was the same 
non-official drawing I sent you; they just repeated it in another 
later issue. There was no picture.
  If you have a picture, please send it. I would think that a 
company that is about to pay a billion or so dollars because of an 
event would have a picture of that event displayed prominently 
in the files with a note,  "Here is the bomb! Read it and weep!" 
  (To quote from a report, "General Re's US Aviation subsidiary 
was the leader of a 15-member syndicate that carried 30% of the 
insurance on the plane involved in the 1988 Pan Am 103 crash, 
about which there has been considerable litigation that may still 
affect this unit.")
  To have no picture in your files is curious. To have no picture at 
all, even in the British official files, is damning.
  I sent a picture to you; it was the 747 lying on its side with a 
straight line cut on its starboard side, exactly as it would appear 



if the cargo door ripped off in flight.
  Why the resistance to accept a contrary theory until ruled out, 
Mr. Brennan?
  Our difference in opinion is the cause of the crash; you bomb, 
me cargo door.
  What do we have in common? We are men. We are aviation 
experienced. We are retired. We are over fifty. We speak English. 
We are Americans. We respect the truth. Our names are both 
John. (Check out my web page, http://www.redshift.com/
~coyote, it includes a story of ejection and a link to my John 
Smith club.)
  Since we are men we know that terrible crimes such as mass 
murder do exist so it could have been a bomb. Since we are 
aviation experienced we know that there are an infinite number 
of causes of crashes so it could have been a bomb or a cargo 
door. Since we are retired we don't have to kiss ass for money or 
approval, we can think for ourselves. Since we are over fifty we 
can look back and see that many events are misunderstood for 
years and some are never correctly explained. Since we speak 
English we can talk about all this stuff. Since we are Americans 
we know that many other cultures hate us for whatever reasons 
and could kill us with a bomb. We also know we Americans 
make things that don't often work the way they should and 
occasionally break, like space shuttles. Since we respect the truth 
we never give up trying to find out what happened about 
important events until 100% sure.
  Mr. Brennan, are you 100% sure the cause of the crash was a 
bomb? If so, crush this letter up, hold it over the wastebasket and 
let it float down to destruction.
  If not 100% sure, then read further. What else could it be if not 
a bomb?
  Let's skip the bomb or door theory for now. Let's agree it was a 
sudden decompression and then go to what happened next. Do 



you agree it was a sudden decompression? Is the analogy of a 
pricked fully inflated balloon satisfactory?
  The prick came from inside. Do we agree so far? Then what 
happened?
  How far can we agree before we disagree?
  Tomorrow I'm going on a few days motorcycle trip around 
California. I want to see the high Sierra passes before the snows 
hit. Then down to the deserts, flat and fast and alone. It's good to 
get away and just think with no distractions and outside 
pressures.

                                                                                                        
Sincerely,

                                                                                                      
John Barry Smith
                                                                                                        
email meadow@redshift.com,
                                                                                                      
web page http://www.redshift.com/~coyote/
                                                                                                       
(408) 659-3552
                                                                                                  551 
Country Club Drive,
                                                                                                
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. John Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,                                              Wednesday, 04 



December, 1996

  Mr. Brennan, John Barry Smith here. We spoke on the phone 
and exchanged a few letters last summer.
  The cause of the crash of Pan Am 103, the inadvertent opening 
of the forward cargo door in flight, which we spoke about, has 
happened again, this time to TWA Flight 800.
  As the insurer of both, I assume you have a responsibility to 
investigate a reasonable report of hazard to the things you insure.
  I wish again to make a reasonable report of a hazard to the 
airplane you insure and which has crashed at least two of them, 
Pan Am 103, and TWA 800.
  The reasonable mechanical cause is the inadvertent  opening of 
the forward cargo door in flight.
   Full documentation and support for the report of hazard is on 
web site, www.corazon.com The web site has ADs, NTSB 
reports, other government reports such as UK AAIB, and news 
reports.
  I wish to thank you for steering me on to the path of 
documentation by referring me to the Flight International article 
on Pan Am 103 which was supposed to have a picture of the 
petalling of the fuselage skin from the bomb but actually had an 
artist's impression. Once started on documentation, I went to the 
NTSB and other governments and literature for information on 
the crashes. The research only made me more firmly believe in 
the cargo door theory.
  By the way, if the proof of bomb on 103 was the same evidence 
as used for bomb on TWA 800 but later shown to be benign such 
as heart medicine or planted explosives for dog sniffing tests, 
why not PA 103 also be benign? It can be and the cause of the 
crash can be shown by evidence to be that forward cargo door. 
The weight of evidence for bomb on 103 is lessened by the 
discovery of innocent evidence on 800. The investigation of 103 



should be reopened.
  Regardless, the cargo door theory must be investigated for the 
current crash and for the fact that the hazard still exists and can 
cause another Boeing 747 crash.
  I invite you to turn this over to your investigators by referring 
them to the web site or calling me at 408 659 3552.
 
                                                     
                                                        Sincerely,

                                                      John Barry Smith

Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
1 Seaport Plaza,
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Clark,                                                                              
                                                                                        30 August 
1995

  I am John Barry Smith from Carmel Valley, California. The 
cause of the crash of Pan Am 103 was the inadvertent opening of 
the starboard cargo door resulting in explosive decompression to 
the airframe. The cause of the crash of Pan Am 103 was not a 
bomb.
   Why is that important to you? Because that truth will mean that 
your company does not spend a billion dollars in claims because 



the company you insured was not guilty of wilful misconduct by 
allowing a bomb through security checkpoints. The company you 
insured did its best to make sure the door was locked but, as 
documented, many inadvertent openings happened before and 
happened after December 21, 1988. Your judgment about risk to 
loss to insure the airline was correct.
  For the past six years all interested parties have believed it was 
in their best interests to believe it was a bomb and spent their 
time ruling in a bomb and not ruling out the cargo door. Until 
now.
  It is in your interest to try to rule out a cargo door, Mr. Clark. 
And sir, that can't be done. I've tried to in my hobby/interest of 
six years and the deeper I go, the more I am persuaded that it was 
the door. It could have been a bomb but the more reasonable, 
mundane, tragic cause is the cargo door.
  I ask you, Mr. Clark, to use science and open mindedness to try 
to rule out the cause of the crash being the opening of the cargo 
door. Ruling in a bomb has been done, and done poorly, but still 
holds as the consensus opinion. It is a wrong opinion.
  A letter to your employee, Mr. John Brennan, is enclosed. As a 
retired military officer I followed the chain of command. Time is 
getting short. He has not replied yet so I have come directly to 
you.
  As a commercial licensed, instrument rated pilot I want the 
causes of crashes to be accurately appraised to prevent a 
reoccurrence. Truth hurts. We must realize our planes have 
defects but we are not totally hated with mysterious foreigners 
tying to bomb us. Let Boeing pay for their design errors which 
led to death of passengers and crew.
  Important questions not answered yet to rule out door:
      1. Where did the door land? Close to cockpit means bomb; 
far away means failure of door.
        2. Was the door found with any of the latches still intact? Or 



all latches unlatched?
   3. Was the door compared with the door from United Flight 
811 which was conclusively proven to be an inadvertent cargo 
door opening? Dissimilar markings would indicate a bomb. 
Similar markings would indicate inadvertent door opening.
       4. Explain FOD in starboard engines and not port engines. 
Port engine FOD indicates bomb, in starboard engines indicates 
door.
  I welcome discussion; please reply.
  
                                                                                           
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
Email  meadow@redshift.com
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley CA 93924
408 6593552

Ronald Ferguson
Chairman, President, and CEO,
General Reinsurance
HQ: 695 E. Main St.,
PO Box 10351,
Stamford, CT 06904-2351

Dear Mr. Ferguson                                                                    
                                                                                                    12 
October 1995

  I'm at the top corresponding with you. Please consider this a 
billion dollar letter.



  Your company should not pay the claims against you for the 
crash of Pan Am 103 because you are not fairly liable. The cause 
was not a bomb which was judged wilful misconduct but an 
inadvertent opening of a cargo door which is not wilful 
misconduct.
  The accident board ruled in a bomb. They should have ruled out 
the door. If unable, the accident board investigation must be 
reopened. Current facts prove the door theory possible. Further 
investigation will prove it correct.
  Current facts show foreign object damage (FOD) in the 
starboard engines, consistent with the cargo door opening. There 
was no FOD to the port engines, consistent with a bomb theory.
  Documentation shows seven previous inadvertent cargo door 
openings on the ground in early boeing 747s with no damage. A 
few months after Flight 103, records show one door opening in 
flight, United Flight 811, with loss of life and heavily fodded 
starboard engines.
 Further investigation will match similarities to the known door 
opening of Flight 811 to Flight 103 such as sounds on tape, 
markings on door, number of latches attached, and landing 
distance from cockpit.
  Why you and your company, sir? Because only now is the piper 
due his payment and you are asked to pay for someone else's 
tune. You should not pay the billion dollars and should listen to 
clear reasons why not.
  The tune of conspiracy of spy Libyans in Malta buying stuff 
and going to Germany and hiding bombs etc is not your tune. 
There is no conspiracy. A stupid boring thing happened. A door 
opened when it should not have. It's happened before and will 
happen again. You insured against that door opening and should 
pay the 75000$ maximum. You should not pay the 20 million 
dollars per victim for a phantom bomb. When multiplied by 260 
victims and divided by the other companies shares, you still will 



pay out a billion of real dollars unnecessarily.
  Here's how to avoid that injustice. Attempt to rule out the door 
opening. When unable, petition to reopen the accident board 
investigation. The new cause will be the faulty cargo door. Then 
ask the courts to moot the wilful misconduct decision. There will 
be no new trial against you because the victims will seek 
damages against Boeing, the true culprit.
  How to reopen the accident investigation? Show it was a cargo 
door.
  Will you go through the thinking with me?
 A real event happens and consistent, reasonable events follow.
 An imagined event occurs and inconsistent unreasonable events 
are proposed.
  The real event is the cargo door and the imagined event is the 
bomb.
  The imagined event is much more interesting and much more 
profitable for many people who believe it is in their best interest 
to believe it. So they do.
  The real event is ordinary, boring, and deprives sad people a lot 
of money who therefore disbelieve it.
  Will you agree with me that a 747 cargo door opening at 31000 
feet would cause an explosive decompression such as a pricked 
balloon? We know from Flight 811 that the fuselage is torn apart 
when the door opens. Flight 811 was at 21000 feet and therefore 
the door opening had less explosive force which did not destroy 
the craft, but did tear a large piece of skin off, blew debris into 
number 3 and 4 engines, and allowed the solo door to float down 
a far distance away into the water where it was retrieved. In 
addition, the co-pilot of United Flight 811 said a bomb had gone 
off. Only upon landing was it discovered that the door had 
opened and torn off. (If that United 747 had not limped back to 
Honolulu but crashed into the ocean, there would have been two 
bomb thought US 747 crashes within three months with terrible 



international repercussions.)
  If the Pan Am 103 crash could have been the cargo door 
opening, a competent accident investigation would rule that 
cause out. That was not done. The board concentrated on ruling a 
cause in, a bomb.
  In the real event of the door coming open and then off, the door 
would drift to a certain spot on the ground that can be calculated 
using the United Flight 811 data. Did the Pan Am 103 door land 
near that spot? That must be determined.
  In the imagined bomb explosion, the door would land 
someplace else. Where? The landing location of the door must be 
determined.
   I can't do that. I don't have access to the board investigation. I 
have asked your employees, Mr. John Brennan and Mr. Harold 
Clark of US Aviation Underwriters, for help, but so far, no joy. 
(Letters attached.)
  The door needs to be examined in close detail to determine if it 
is similar or dissimilar to the United Flight 811 door. The real 
event of the door opening at altitude would leave similar 
scratches, snapped latches, twisted hinges, etc. If a bomb, the 
markings would be dissimilar.
  The audio tape needs to be examined closely for similar sounds. 
A half a second is an eternity to an audio expert. The tape of 
Flight 811 and Flight 103 may be similar in the critical one half 
second after the door opened. Or they would be dissimilar if a 
bomb. If both flights of early 747's suffered inadvertent door 
openings, there would be a discernible pattern in the half million 
microseconds before the tape ended for Flight 103 when 
compared to Flight 811.
  If the door theory is to be discounted, a reasonable explanation 
needs to be provided for the pounds of debris found in the 
engines on the cargo door side of the plane and no debris found 
in the engines on the bomb side of the fuselage.



  The bomb theory is the flimsiest set of coincidences with 
improbable discoveries and is easily discarded when a strong, 
verifiable explanation is presented.
  (Just one wildly impossible occurrence which is required for the 
bomb theory...Within two days of the crash, with twisted, 
shattered debris scattered over dozens of miles, fragments of a 
storage pallet were discovered which had traces of explosive on 
them. Something invisible, traces of explosive, was quickly 
found on something very small, fragments, in an area of millions 
of very small pieces, debris, in a very large area, pastures. 
Possible but improbable, just as are all the other bomb linking 
clues.)
  A competent, non-political, unbiased aircraft accident 
investigation has to rule out probable causes. The Pan Am 103 
investigation was inadequate and only ruled in a cause.
  The early conjecture of the cause of the crash was structural 
failure on an airframe with over 70000 flight hours. That cause 
was not ruled out. It can't be because that was the cause.
  (Other interesting coincidental facts about early 747s: They had 
the cargo door area worked on as part of a civilian retrofit for 
military purposes in event of war. That was an opportunity for 
defective workmanship. After the crash of 103, early 747s were 
recalled and more structural work was done on the cargo door 
area. This was an opportunity to fix door problems.)
  To review:
1.You should pay for what you agreed to pay...75000$. You 
should not pay for what you did not agree to pay...20 million per 
victim for wilful misconduct of your client.
2. Determine if there is reasonable belief that the cargo door 
opening could be a cause of the crash by calculating landing 
spot.
3. Request that investigation be reopened upon further evaluation 
of facts.



4. When confirmed that door could have and probably did cause 
the crash, ask the wilful misconduct judgment be set aside.
  You will have potent opposition. Everybody except the 
insurance company loves the bomb theory, especially Boeing. 
The US government wants the half billion or so in taxes it will 
collect from the families after you pay them off. (It has already 
sent tax due notices to families how have yet to be paid off.) The 
families want the 20 million dollars instead of the 75000$.  The 
US government and Boeing will be concerned at the sales export 
drop at the decreased reputation of the 747. Everyone will be 
upset at the door explanation except you, who saves a billion 
dollars.
  Conspiracy theories abound and are false. Lee Harvey Oswald 
killed President Kennedy, not a group of ex-CIA agents. A cargo 
door opened and caused the crash of a 747, not  a  group of 
Libyan secret agents working in several countries smuggling a 
bomb on  board a plane. A jealous ex-husband slashed his wife to 
death, not a group of racist police who planted evidence to frame 
OJ Simpson.
  You may think, who is presenting this idea of cargo door crash 
cause, which goes against the popular belief? The crash cause 
should stand on its merits but the messenger is always judged.
  I may be a tramp pushing a shopping cart full of carefully 
selected items picked up from trash cans while talking on a 
broken cellular telephone to people on another planet. But, even 
a blind squirrel finds an acorn once in a while. The acorn is the 
cargo door.
  But I am not the person described above although I did see 
someone just like that. Again, that homeless tramp is more 
interesting than the reality which is a retired military officer 
living in own home with wife and daughter.
  Here I am. Call me anytime, Mr. Furguson. I have a phone, 408 
659 3552, a snail mail address, 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel 



Valley, CA, 93924, an email address, meadow@redshift.com, a 
web site, http://www.redshift.com/~coyote/, and an insurance 
company I have had for thirty years, USAA, account number 
0071 03 10. Check me out.
  Regarding the crash of Pan Am 103, I have been in a plane 
crash, ejected and lived to tell about it. The story is on my web 
page under FCLP. I am a commercial licensed pilot, instrument 
rated. I have flight time as enlisted crewmember, jet carrier 
navigator, civilian owner and pilot, and Boeing 747 passenger. 
On the legal side, I was a Navy squadron legal officer, not an 
Article 27b lawyer, but a Navy trained legal officer handling 
summary courts-martial and non-judicial punishments.  I've had 
a few articles published in aviation newspapers, worked on a 
local newspaper, and finished a novel which can be read at my 
web page under Valiant Dust. I became an audiologist which 
examines sound very closely and assists the hard of hearing.
  Do you disregard free advice but respect information you pay 
for? Then send me a dollar.
  I can see clearly how a person's perceived best interests rule 
their beliefs. This individual delusional response applies to 
aircraft accident boards, corporations, and governments. Truth 
does not shape administrative reality.
  The accident board, Boeing, and the US government all believe 
a bomb was smuggled on board Pan Am 103 because they 
believe it is in their best interests to believe in the bomb theory. 
It's just not true.
  A jury in a courtroom ruled Pan Am showed wilful misconduct 
in allowing the bomb on board. Pan Am paid you premiums to 
pay off any claims against them. You must now pay a billion or 
so dollars to fulfill your contract.
  But you don't have to, sir. Before payout, take that last gasp and 
check out the landing spot of the cargo door. Find out if the 
latches and markings on the door match the documented 



defective cargo door of Flight 811. Clutch that last straw and 
demand to know why the starboard engines of Flight 103 were 
fodded and the port engines were not. Look under the final stone 
and examine that audio tape for a frequency pattern similar to 
Flight 811.
  You have that right. You can examine the aircraft pieces for 
which you are about to pay a billion dollars. Give the case to 
your fraud squad. Tell them to look at the claim as bogus from 
claimants who stand to gain much from the flimsy bomb theory 
and little from the solid cargo door theory.
  When the door theory is shown to be correct, your actuarial 
judgment in assessing premiums against risk will be vindicated.  
You did not gamble and lose a lot. You gambled and lost a little. 
General Reinsurance will have re-established the integrity of the 
insurance risk/premium/claim/payment/ model. It's worth the 
effort.
                                                                                            
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,                                                               
                meadow@redshift.com
Carmel Valley CA 93924
(408) 659-3552

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Conscience/Comet/Wiring/Doors

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accidents Investigations Branch



AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom
Dear Mr. Smart,  3 June 2002

Conscience: It's what safety is all about:  Doing the right thing 
although many would try to dissuade.
By your silence to my Smith AAR for Pan Am Flight 103 and 
your lack of response to my personal replies to your email 
regarding the photographs of the torn and twisted forward cargo 
door, I know you know that there is a very real possibility that 
the probable cause of the inflight breakup was not a bomb but the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression explanation and that the finding of 'bomb' was 
probably based on the red herring of a rather large shotgun blast 
in the compartment after the tremendous explosion of the sudden 
decompression.

I know you know this because the evidence, the facts, and the 
data support those conclusions and have been presented to you. 
You have implied that vertical torn skin above a cargo door 
proves it opened in flight and indeed, the forward cargo door of 
Pan Am Flight 103 has those telltale vertical tears. The wreckage 
distribution shows that ruptured open door occurred at the initial 
event time which is the sudden loud sound which matches the 
United Airlines Flight 811 sudden loud sound. You may be 
stunned by the enormity of the discovery.
 
Above picture of Pan Am Flight 103 shattered forward cargo 
door with peeled back skin from aft midspan latch and vertical 
tear lines above door.



I also know you know the complex political implications of this 
more accurate mechanical probable cause becoming accepted by 
aviation professionals and the public. There must be strong 
pressure to maintain the reputations of the New Scotland Yard, 
the AAIB, the NTSB, the FBI, and the stature of at least three 
foreign governments, India, UK, and USA. Literally billions of 
dollars have and will change hands thereby shifting the fortunes 
of millions. Based on the non-conspiracy theory for Pan Am 
Flight 103, apologies may be made to a foreign government. The 
viability of the largest airliner manufacturer in the world may be 
in question.

I want you to know that I know of all these political implications 
and probably ignorant of many more such as promotions and 
assignments of those involved.

Yet, my purpose is clear: Aviation safety for crew and passengers 
is paramount and comes before financial or emotional 
considerations. I feel this way probably because I am a survivor 
of a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash myself. I've been 
there. I'm trying to stop others from going there.

The one caught in the middle is you, sir, the Chief Inspector of 
the branch which investigates Air Accidents.

What to do?
Remain silent? Well, that silence of authorities over the years has 
apparently resulted in the recent deaths of 225 more passengers 
and crew in China Airlines Flight 611.

Speak up? What good would that do? What's the use? Why try?

And that's where conscience comes in. Just because the political 



forces are aligned against safety and just because the will of the 
people you represent wants very badly for Pan Am Flight 103 to 
be a terrorist event and really, really don't want it to be 
mechanical, are those good enough reasons to ignore the 
evidence that shows a mechanical cause? Just because the cause 
to reopen the investigation based on subsequent similar accidents 
appears to be daunting, is that reason not to try?

Please don't turn a blind eye to the photographs of the shattered 
door; please don't use a deaf ear to the sudden loud sound on the 
CVR; and please look and listen to the purest and best evidence 
of what happened; the CVR and photographs.

 
Above: Chart 12 from NTSB showing four Boeing 747 sudden 
loud sounds on the CVR and the abrupt power cut. The sound for 
Air India Flight 182 has been matched to a DC-10 explosive 
decompression cargo door event.

Several men are accused or convicted of causing a Boeing 747 to 
suddenly come apart inflight within an hour of takeoff and yet 
the similar inflight breakup has happened again...in 1989, and 
again in 1996...and again in 2002. The serial killer called faulty 
Poly X wiring is striking again and again and again while others 
or symptoms such as a fuel tank explosion or shotgun discharge 
are blamed.

The evidence of similar matching evidence is overwhelming as 
shown by the SmithTable below with more matches coming for 
China Airlines Flight 611 as the wreckage is retrieved.

The political pressure and popular will to keep the situation 
status quo of terrorist bombing is overwhelming also.



I realize I am pleading my case. Not my personal cause because I 
have little to gain. Pleading as in a legal sense, not for myself but 
for others such as passengers and for things such as wiring and 
doors.

Wiring pleads innocent in the sense it was light, strong, good 
insulation, and designed for fifteen years. It apparently fulfilled 
its design requirements at the time. Only later did the problems 
appear: Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A 
Systems Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 
47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X 
wire was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800) 
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service 
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration 
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No. 
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly 
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest 
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. 
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is 
also a contributor."

The Cargo Door pleads innocent in the sense that outward 
opening nonplug doors to baggage compartments have been the 
tradition for transportation vehicles for centuries. Stagecoaches, 
trains, buses, cars, and airplanes have always had baggage doors 
that opened outward; it's a tradition. The reason is to save 
internal space, of course. The advent of highly pressurized cabins 



which mandated plug type doors were not enough to overcome 
the tradition of outward opening doors. Ten latches but only eight 
locking sectors were thought sufficient to overcome any 
unwanted unlocking signal.

Passengers plead innocent in the sense of wishing to spend the 
least amount of money to go where they want to go and if that 
means flying in a plane with cheap tickets with a dangerous door, 
then they will. The tickets are cheaper because more income can 
be derived from a larger cargo compartment than one which is 
taken up by a door that opens inward.

Manufacturers plead innocent in the sense they are in a 
competitive business that must make a profit to continue to make 
aircraft and the wiring and doors were deemed to be adequate at 
the time. Only decades later did the problems appear.

And that's why safety agencies exist; to identify these difficult to 
prove problems and urge repair. These are plane crashes, not 
bank robberies. Plane crashes are usually mechanical or pilot 
error; bank robberies are usually conspiracies.

Mr. Smart, what gives me the assumed right to lecture a senior 
government aviation safety official on his duty? What allows me 
to tell you things you already know? It's because I have the 
arrogance based on experience, the experience of actually being 
in one sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash and specifically 
talking to you about another sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane 
crash. I have the right to suggest what you should do because I 
have earned that right by surviving even though my pilot died 
during his ejection.

Please reconsider the probable cause of Pan Am Flight 103 to be 



mechanical and not sabotage. It's never too late to correct an 
error of judgment by those who did not have the benefit of 
hindsight.

The Comet investigation is a good example of history repeating 
itself. Bombs were suspected for the inflight breakups and the 
planes grounded. After a while the political pressure exerted 
itself and the planes flew again only to come apart again with 
more deaths. Then an objective, comprehensive investigation 
was conducted and the true culprit of hull rupture by mechanical 
reason was discovered, metal fatigue in a corner of a squarish 
ADF window. Bomb cause was ruled out. The Boeing 707 
surged into the lead of commercial aviation. Safety 
improvements were made with round smaller windows and 
stiffeners and belts installed to prevent the spread of a crack or 
hole. (The 20 inch 'bomb' hole in Pan Am Flight 103 port side 
would have stopped at a small manageable size and did.)

I've included the Comet AAR to show that my conclusions on 
Pan Am Flight 103 are based on solid research and to show that 
similarities among each Comet accident led to the answers. The 
Comet probable cause was determined by comparing the similar 
evidence in similar crashes. I did the same for the Boeing 747. 
The Comet comparisons were made by safety officials because of 
the short time (one year and four months) between inflight 
breakups while the Boeing 747 intervals for inflight breakups 
have been 1985 to 2002 or seventeen years.

Comments made almost fifty years ago about the Comets are 
relevant today for Boeing 747s: "Some considerable attention 
was paid in the Press last weekend to Sir Miles Thomas' 
statement that the possibility of sabotage in the case of the Elba 
accident "cannot be overlooked." This statement was natural 



enough in the circumstances, since such a cause is always a 
possibility in any such disaster, and efforts must obviously be 
made to follow up likely clues.
But the weight of the investigation will, no doubt, continue to be 
directed towards what I believe to more practical possible causes. 
Among these could be the explosion of a kerosene-air mixture, or 
of hydraulic fluid vapour, and the medical evidence may go a 
long way towards confirming the likelihood of one or other 
similar possibility.

Nevertheless, no one imagined it probable that signs of incipient 
structural failure would actually be found in the Comets under 
examination. B.O.A.C.'s maintenance and inspection is among 
the most thorough in the World, and if such signs were to be seen 
in any of the Comets in service it is likely that they would have 
been found during previous maintenance checks completed 
during the past few months.
But a full and careful inspection of all the Corporation's Comets 
was vital, both as a means of assuring the public and as an 
essential link in the series of checks which must be made towards 
a narrowing-down of the possible cause of the accident.
Finally, let us remember, that the Comet is far from being the 
first or only civil aircraft to have suffered serious trouble, the 
cause of which could not be immediately diagnosed, in the 
earlier stages of its service life.

There have been other similar cases of trouble with civil 
transports which have afterwards continued, during their long 
lives, to be popular and successful aircraft."

Mr. Smart, meet the new boss of 1988, 1989, 1996, and 2002, 
same as the old boss of 1954: Explosive decompression caused 
by pressurized hull rupture inflight; several aircraft destroyed; 



errors of judgment by politicians to keep flying; and the Airbus 
surges into the lead of commercial aviation. China Airlines Flight 
611 is the fifth controversial, strange, mysterious inflight breakup 
of a Boeing 747 and the people who buy airplanes are mindful of 
this.

Regarding China Airlines Flight 611: A recent news article 
reports: "Aviation experts have offered several theories on the 
cause of crash, including metal fatigue, an internal explosion, 
sudden loss of cabin pressure, a mid-air collision or a military 
accident. U.S. crash experts who investigated the mid-air 
explosion of a Trans World Airlines jumbo jet in 1996 are in 
Taiwan to try to determine why the China Airlines aircraft broke 
into four pieces at an altitude of 30,000 feet and plunged into the 
Taiwan Strait. "

History has repeated history.

What to do?
From my point of view, the choice is clear: Investigate fully and 
let the chips fall where they may. Let the politicians handle the 
red faces and the attorneys handle the money exchanges. Let the 
Air Accidents Investigation Branch investigate an air accident 
which now appears to possibly have been caused by a 
mechanical cause which has happened before December, 1988, 
happened in February, 1989, and is still happening again and 
again.

Based on the preliminary findings for China Airlines Flight 611 
and the retrospective of United Airlines Flight 811, there is full 
justification to reopen/continue the investigation into a probable 
cause of a disintegration of an airliner which continues to fly 
thousands of passengers a day in hundreds of planes still in 



service which crash cause is now open to question.

Hindsight is valuable and a luxury. To do nothing after United 
Airlines Flight 811 was wrong. To do nothing after Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 was wrong. To do nothing after China 
Airlines Flight 611 is wrong.  To not reconsider the probable 
cause for Pan Am Flight 103, even at this late date, is to betray 
the trust of the passengers and crew; to ignore the visual and 
aural evidence is to betray the aviation safety profession; and to 
pretend UAL 811 is irrelevant to PA 103 is to make a lie of your 
career.

Do you need more evidence presented to you, Mr. Smart? I have 
it and can assist your staff of investigators. There is much to 
check out in the wreckage at Farnborough. Motivated, informed 
citizens can have much to offer the experts. I am available at any 
time to answer any questions you may have. You have access to 
the answers in your files and in a hangar. I can direct you where 
to look. You can satisfy your curiosity and the skepticism of the 
senior government politicians within a few hours of examination 
of the wreckage which has been saved for exactly this purpose.

Do you need advice on how to proceed politically? I can't help 
you there and good luck facing the press and the politicians.

All I can do is to go to the authority that have the responsibility 
and present my evidence and conclusions. They are in my Smith 
AAR for Pan Am Flight 103 and sent to you earlier as well as 
other documentation. There is much more if required and is 
available upon request. There is no dearth of factual support for 
the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan Am Flight 
103.



Please, Mr. Smart, let the weight of the investigation continue to 
be directed towards more practical possible causes. It may be a 
difficult decision but the right one when it comes to life and 
death.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight      
AI 182  PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800 and counting for China 
Airlines Flight 611
Boeing 747                                                                              
Early model -100 or -200                                                                
        
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)                                                  
        
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)                    
                                
Breakup occurs amidships                                                        
                
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)                                     
                        
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)                                        
                        



Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door           
                                
Initial event within an hour after takeoff                                      
                        
Initial event at about 300 kts
while proceeding normally in all parameters                               
                                
Initial event has unusual radar contacts                                        
                
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door 
area                          
Initial event starts with sudden sound                                          
                
Initial event sound is loud                                                             
        
Initial event sound is audible to humans                                        
                
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data 
recorders                                
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound          
                                
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound
in wide body airliner                                                                       
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area         
                               
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door            
                                
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment              
                                
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
three                               
Fire/soot in engine number three                                                
                



Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
four                                
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight                               
                        
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight                                           
                
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight                                   
               
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side    
                                
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris                       
                        
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward 
cargo door                              
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door  
                                
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as 
latched                                       
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock 
sectors)                            
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage                         
                
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door   
                                
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally                      
                       
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched                                  
                
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries                         
                
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies      
                                
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,



forward and aft sections of aircraft                                            
                
Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.                             
Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion     
                                
Structural failure considered for probable cause                        
                                
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable 
cause                           
Official probable cause as bomb explosion                               
                        
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'                
                                
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause                  
                        
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source                                                    
        
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo 
door                                      
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door                                       
                
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight     
AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 800 and counting for China 
Airlines Flight 611

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT, 1949

THE CIVIL AVIATION (INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS) 



REGULATIONS 1951

Report of the Public Inquiry into the causes and circumstances of 
the accident which occurred on the 10th January, 1954, to the 
Comet aircraft G-ALYP

*      AIRCRAFT: Comet G-ALYP
* ENGINES: Four de Havilland Ghost 50
*    REGISTERED OWNERS AND OPERATORS: British 
Overseas Airways Corporation
*  CREW:
*  Captain A. Gibson - Killed
*     First Officer W. J. Bury - Killed
*      Engineer Officer F. C. Macdonald - Killed
*      Radio Officer L. P. McMahon - Killed
*   Steward F. L. Saunders - Killed
*        Stewardess J. E. Clarke - Killed
*       PASSENGERS: 29- All Killed
*     PLACE OF ACCIDENT: Over the Mediterranean off Elba.
*    DATE AND TIME: 10th January, 1954, at about 1000 
G.M.T.
All times in this Report are G.M.T.

PART I
INTRODUCTORY

(a) Definitions

1. In this Report the following expressions bear the following 
meanings:

*      " A.R.B." means the Air Registration Board incorporated as 
a company limited by guarantee under the Companies Act, 1929, 



on the 26th February, 1937.
*   " A.S.B." means the Air Safety Board appointed by the 
Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation.
*        " de Havillands " means the de Havilland Aircraft 
Company Limited.
*     " R.A.E." means the Royal Aircraft Establishment controlled 
by the Minister of Supply.
* " B.O.A.C." means British Overseas Airways Corporation.

(b) The Air Registration Board

2. The primary object of A.R.B. is to carry out such 
administrative and advisory functions with regard to the design, 
construction and maintenance of aircraft and matters connected 
therewith as may from time to time be delegated to A.R.B. by the 
Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation. Under its Articles of 
Association A.R.B. is to consist of two members appointed by 
the Minister and sixteen other members. Of these sixteen four 
must represent operators of aircraft, four must represent 
constructors of aircraft, four must represent insurers engaged in 
aircraft insurance business and the remaining four are co-opted. 
It is provided that of the two members to be nominated by the 
Minister one is to be an independent person and the other a 
person who has had not less than five years' professional 
experience as a pilot of civil aircraft. It is further provided that 
the co-opted members are to be persons representative of some 
interest connected with civil aviation.

3. By section 7 of the Civil Aviation Act, 1949, which reproduces 
section 2 of the Air Navigation Act, 1936, it is provided that the 
Minister may by order provide for delegating to a body 
appearing to him to be constituted as is A.R.B. under its 
Memorandum and Articles, such of the administrative functions 



of the Minister with respect to the matters mentioned in the 
subsection as may be specified in the order and for entrusting to 
that body such advisory functions in connection with any of such 
matters as may be specified.

4. In pursuance of this section the Minister by the Civil Aviation 
(Air Registration Board) Order of 1951 (which replaces Orders 
made under the 1936 Act) delegated a number of his 
administrative functions to A.R.B. and entrusted to it certain 
advisory functions. Under section 1 of the Order the Minister 
delegated to A.R.B. the following functions (inter alia):_

*       (a) the formulation and publication of technical 
requirements as regards the design, construction and 
maintenance of aircraft and engines, components, accessories, 
instruments, equipment and apparatus of aircraft;
*  (b) the investigation of aircraft (including their engines, 
components, accessories, instruments, equipment and apparatus 
(excluding radio apparatus) and the manner of the installation of 
the same) for the purposes of the issue and renewal of certificates 
of airworthiness or of validations of such certificates and for the 
purposes of the variation of particulars and conditions specified 
in such certificates of any flight manual or performance schedule 
issued therewith;
*      (c) the making of recommendations to the Minister as to the 
issue of certificates of airworthiness and of validations of such 
certificates and as to the variation of particulars and conditions 
specified in such certificates or any flight manual or performance 
schedule issued therewith;
* (d) the renewal of certificates of airworthiness and of 
validations of such certificates and to such extent as may be 
determined by the Minister in writing the variation of particulars 
and conditions specified in such certificates or any flight manual 



or performance schedule issued therewith;
*  (e) the making of any investigation required in connection 
with an application for a special permission for an aircraft to fly 
without a certificate of airworthiness being in force in respect 
thereof and the making of recommendations to the Minister as to 
the giving of such a special permission;
*       (f) the approval of engines for aircraft;
*      (g) the making of inspections of organisations of persons or 
firms desiring to furnish reports or certificates as to compliance 
by aircraft and engines, components, accessories, instruments, 
equipment and apparatus of aircraft with airworthiness 
requirements, the approval of any such firm or persons as 
qualified to furnish such reports of certificates, and the 
acceptance of such reports or certificates;

5. The chairman of A.R.B. is the Rt. Hon. Lord Brabazon of Tara. 
The members of the Council are identical with the members of 
the Board. The Council are advised by a technical staff of about 
125 of whom about 84 are employed on inspectional duties. The 
Chief Executive Officer is Mr. R. E. Hardingham and the Chief 
Technical Officer of the Board is Mr. W Tye.

6. To enable A.R.B. to discharge its functions it prepares and 
from time to time publishes detailed requirements which inform 
manufacturers of the minimum conditions with which, prima 
facie, they have to conform if they are to obtain a Certificate of 
Airworthiness. To assist A.R.B. in the preparation of these 
requirements they have appointed an " Airworthiness 
Requirements Co-ordinating Committee" which includes 
representatives of the Ministry of Supply, R.A.E., manufacturers 
of aircraft, operators of aircraft and A.R.B. itself.



7. Requirements are not, however. treated by A. R. B. as being as 
immutable as the laws of the Medes and Persians. On the one 
hand, during the development of a new type, requirements more 
exacting than those prescribed in the published regulations are 
often imposed or adopted by the manufacturer concerned. On the 
other hand, on occasions certain deviations from the prescribed 
conditions are accepted by A.R.B. provided that they are satisfied 
that the safety of the aircraft is not thereby jeopardised.

(c) The Air Safety Board

8. A.S.B. is a purely advisory body and has no statutory authority 
behind it. It was appointed in November. 1946, with the 
following terms of reference: " To keep under continuous review 
the needs of safety in British civil aviation and to recommend 
measures calculated to promote safety in respect of both (a) the 
operation of British civil aircraft throughout the world, and (b) 
the efficiency of the system of ground facilities provided for civil 
aircraft of all nations operating over the United Kingdom." Its 
members are appointed by the Minister and at the material date 
consisted of Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill, Lord 
Brabazon, Sir Leonard Bairstow Air Commodore Banks and Mr. 
(now Sir) Arnold Hall.

(d) The Royal Aircraft Establishment

9. R.A.E. is controlled by the Minister of Supply. The main 
establishment is at Farnborough but there are branch 
establishments in other parts of the country. In this Report I am 
mainly concerned with the work done at Farnborough. The 
Director of R.A.E. is Sir Arnold Hall. The Head of the Structures 
Department is Dr. P. B. Walker. The only other member of the 
staff who need be mentioned by name is Mr. E L. Ripley who 



was responsible for the work in connection with the 
reconstruction and investigation of the wreckage recovered after 
the accident. I should, however, add that R.A.E. has its own 
flight testing facilities which were fully used in the investigations 
which took place after the accident.

(e) The de Havilland Aircraft Company Limited
10. de Havillands were the manufacturers of the Cornet aircraft 
and the engines were made by a subsidiary company. the de 
Havilland Engine Company Limited. Mr. R. E. Bishop is the 
Chief Designer of de Havillands and his Chief Assistant is Mr. C. 
Wilkins. Mr. R. H. T. Harper is the Chief Structural Engineer and 
Mr. H. Povey is the Director in charge of Production. de 
Havillands have an Inspection Department entirely separate from 
their Production Department and the independence of the 
Inspection Department is secured by the provision that it reports 
direct to the Managing Director and is not in any way under the 
control of the Production Department. de Havillands have been 
approved under paragraph 1(g) of the Civil Aviation (Air 
Registration Board) Order of 1951 as qualified to furnish reports 
and certificates as to compliance with airworthiness 
requirements.

PART II
HISTORY OF THE COMET PROJECT

11. Mr. Bishop stated that at the end of the war de Havillands 
were faced with the problem of recommencing the manufacture 
of civil aircraft. During the war they had been building only 
military aircraft. They decided that it would be inadvisable 
merely to build another version of the conventional aircraft; they 
had had some years' experience with jet fighters and concluded 
that with the help of their engine company they should be able to 



produce a useful civil aircraft which would be a step ahead of the 
current type. With this end in view they commenced design by 
the end of September, 1946. Some idea, however, of the amount 
of work involved is indicated by the fact that it was not until the 
27th July 1949, that the first prototype Comet made its first flight. 
de Havillands were, however, fortunate that B.O.A.C. and the 
Minister of Supply were willing to enter into a contract for the 
purchase of Comet aircraft without waiting for the prototype to 
be available. This enabled de Havillands at once to do 
preliminary work in the Production Department. The contract 
was entered into on the 21st January, 1947 and under it B.O.A.C. 
started their proving, flights in April, 1951.

12. At some date in 1951 it was arranged that the first two 
prototypes should be delivered to the Ministry of Supply but that 
the remaining aircraft to be supplied under the contract should be 
delivered to B.O.A.C. and that the approval of the Ministry of 
Supply to them should no longer be required.

13. A.R.B. issued a number of special category certificates of 
airworthiness to enable the requisite tests, both in this country 
and overseas, to be carried out, but it was not until early in 1952 
that a full Certificate of Airworthiness was issued. This enabled 
the passenger service to be started and it was actually 
commenced on the 2nd May, 1952. The personnel for the service 
had received intensive training. B.O.A.C. had established a 
school for the training of pilots and crews and made full use of a 
special school which had been established by de Havillands for 
the training not only of pilots and crews, but also of station 
engineers. By the 8th April, 1954, when the Comet fleet of 
B.O.A.C. was grounded after the disaster near Naples, Comet 
aircraft had flown almost 25,000 hours, representing, on the basis 
of 400 miles per hour, a mileage of 10,000,000 miles.



14. Dealing more specifically with the technical aspect of the 
development of the project between September, 1946, and the 
2nd May l952, de Havillands' outlook and practice underwent 
virtually no chance. In order to provide an economically 
satisfactory payload and range at the high cruising speed which 
the turbo-jet engines offered, it was essential that the cruising 
height should be upwards of 35,000 ft. double that of the then 
current airliners and that the weight of the structure and 
equipment should be as low as possible.

15. Throughout the design they relied upon well established 
methods, essentially the same as those in general use by aircraft 
designers. But they were going, outside the range of previous 
experience and they decided to make thorough tests of every part 
of the cabin structure. They had not only to prove to their own 
satisfaction that their design was basically sound, but also to 
investigate the effect, on the large variety of materials involved, 
of the extreme conditions which would be met. They gave 
special attention to the structural integrity of the pressure cabin. 
The difference -- This difference is sometimes referred to 
hereafter as ' P ' -- between the internal and external pressure 
(8.25 lb./sq. in) was about 50 per cent. greater than that in 
general use and there was in addition a larger difference between 
the internal and external temperatures.

16. Their policy of testing in the laboratory was not a novel one, 
nor indeed were they alone in their belief in it. They recognised, 
however, that testing alone is not sufficient. Every test is to some 
extent a compromise, since the conditions to be met in service 
can seldom be represented completely in the laboratory and in 
many cases are not accurately known. The result must therefore, 
be reviewed in the light of calculations based on fundamental 



knowledge, and on general experience and practice.

17. For the design of the basic structure of the cabin they adopted 
a multiple of the Working pressure difference, P. in excess of 
current requirements in any country. The British Civil 
Airworthiness Requirements (B.C.A.R.) called for a " proof " 
pressure of 1.33 P (under which the cabin must show no signs of 
permanent deformation), together with a "design" pressure of 2 P 
(at which the material may reach its ultimate strength). These 
requirements were the same as those of the International Civil 
Aviation Organisation (I.C.A.O.) and also those of this country 
for military transport aircraft. de Havillands used a design 
pressure of 2.5 P and tested the cabin to 2 P. Two test sections of 
the cabin were built. The front part, 26 ft. in length, extended 
from the nose nearly to the front spar of the wing, and included 
typical windows, hatches and door. The centre part, 24 ft. in 
length, extended from a few feet in front of the front spar to a 
few feet aft of the rear spar, covering the large cut-out containing 
the wine structure .

18. Their reasons for adopting these substantially higher figures 
were two. They believed, and this belief was shared by A.R.B. 
and other expert opinion, that a cabin which would survive 
undamaged a test to double its working pressure, 2 P. should not 
fail in service under the action of fatigues -- There is attached 
hereto as Appendix IV a note on the subject of fatigue in metals 
and its bearing on the design of engineering structures which has 
been prepared for my assistance by my Assessors. -- due to the 
pressurisation to working pressure, P, on each flight, and to other 
fluctuating loads to which it is subjected in operations.

Secondly, they considered that it would ensure a larger margin of 
safety against the possible failure of windows, doors, and 



hatches. These are contingencies which had been shown by 
experience to be a serious risk, for even if nothing worse 
happens, the resulting loss of pressure may be rapid.

19. So much importance did they attach to this latter 
consideration that they made many tests of window panes to very 
high pressures in addition, they applied pressures of between P 
and 2P some 30 times to the test section of the front part of the 
cabin together with a series of 2,000 pressurisations to rather 
over P. These tests were not intended as a test of the fatigue 
resisting properties of the structure, but rather as providing an 
assurance that the cabin would be satisfactory as a pressure 
vessel. But they undoubtedly contributed to de Havillands' 
confidence in the soundness of the cabin.

20. Simultaneously With the design and testing of the pressure 
cabin, all other parts of the structure were receiving treatment 
based on the same outlook -- design to at least the current 
requirements, coupled with exhaustive tests. The wing is of 
special interest, since it is here that requirements specifically 
directed to resistance to fatigue first became important. During 
the period 1949 o 1951 there had been growing among all 
aircraft designers and users a realisation that the life of the 
essential structure of an aircraft is not unlimited. The effects of 
atmospheric turbulence had produced unexpected and relatively 
early failure of the wings of certain transport aircraft. Gusts are 
most severe near the ground and in the tropics. Methods had 
been devised, and have since been improved and extended, for 
determining their frequency and intensity. In the light of this 
knowledge, repeated loading tests -- In which the appropriate 
load is applied and removed many times, simulating the effects 
of gusts, or any other cause of variation of load -- of the wings of 
transport aircraft became accepted as necessary. Tests of the 



Comet's wing were made in close co-operation with R.A.E.

21. Until about the middle of 1952 the likelihood that the fatigue 
resistance properties of a pressure cabin demanded further 
precautions, either in design or by test, than were provided by the 
current static strength requirements had not been realised. The 
matter first came to de Havillands' notice through Sir. Harper's 
association with the problem on Service (R.A.F.) transport 
aircraft, as a member of the Joint Airworthiness Committee 
(J.A.C.) of the Ministry of Supply. Draft Requirements (Paper 
579, Oct., 1952) called for a static test to 2 P, a proof test to 1.33 
P, together with repeated loading tests of 1.25 P applied 10,000 
times.

22. At about the same time A.R.B. were reviewing the civil 
position. In due course they issued proposals in Paper No. 230 
(19th June 1953) which called for the same static test to 2 P and 
proof test to 1.33 P but raised the number of applications of 1.25 
P to 15,000. At the same time the paper suggested that certain 
structural parts such as riveted joints, door and window frames 
etc., might have to be designed to 3 P (on the ultimate strength of 
the material), in order to meet these requirements. It also stated 
that the figure of 15,000 was intended to cover the number of 
applications of P during the life of an aircraft, and that the test 
pressure of 1.25 P was intended to cover the phenomenon of 
"scatter" -- see Appendix IV -- in the fatigue strength of different 
cabins built to the same design.

23. The result of these developments was that in July, 1953 de 
Havillands reconsidered the position of the Comet's cabin. Up to 
that time no Comet had exceeded 2,500 hours flying say 800 
pressurised flights. In order to satisfy themselves of its safety, 
and also to discover its probable safe working life, they carried 



out repeated loading tests of the test section of the fore part of the 
cabin, applying the working pressure P about 16,000 times. By 
September, 1953, this specimen had withstood 18.000 
applications of P in addition to some 30 earlier applications of 
pressures between P and 2P.

24. These tests were ended by a failure of the skin in fatigue at 
the corner of a window, originating at a small defect in the skin. 
But the number of pressurisations sustained was so large that, in 
conjunction with the numerous other tests, it was regarded as 
establishing the safety of the Comet's cabin with an ample 
margin.

25. Meanwhile, on the 2nd May, 1953, Comet G-ALYV had 
crashed in a tropical storm of exceptional severity near Calcutta. 
An inquiry was directed by the Central Government of India and 
was held under Rule 75 of the Indian Aircraft Rules 1937. The 
Court reported on the 26th May, 1953, that the accident was 
caused by structural failure of the airframe during flight through 
a thundersquall. In the opinion of the Court the structural failure 
was due to overstressing which resulted front either :

*        (i) Severe gusts encountered in the thundersquall, or
*  (ii) Overcontrolling or loss of control by the pilot when flying 
through the thunderstorm.
Fatigue failure of the cabin was not then suspected as a cause and 
in my opinion the evidence adduced in the course of the present 
Inquiry affords no sufficient reason for doubting the conclusion 
of the Indian Court.

PART III
THE ACCIDENT



26. Comet G-ALYP (sometimes hereinafter called Yoke Peter) 
left Ciampino Airport, Rome, at 09:31 hours on the 10th January, 
1954, on a flight to London. After taking off the aircraft was in 
touch with Ciampino control tower by radio telephone and from 
time to time reported its position. These reports indicated that the 
flight was proceeding according to the B.O.A.C. flight plan and 
the last of them, which was received at 09:50 hours, said that the 
aircraft was over the Orbetello Beacon. The Captain of another 
B.0.A.C. aircraft, Argonaut G-ALHJ. gave evidence of 
communications which passed between him and Yoke Peter. The 
last such message received by the Argonaut began "George How 
Jig frown George Yoke Peter did you get my" and then broke off. 
The Captain of the Argonaut gave it as his opinion that the 
message was not merely interrupted by another aircraft but that 
transmission ceased after the word "my" and he estimated that 
the message was received by him at approximately 09:51 hours. 
Shortly after 10:00 hours the Ciampino Traffic Control Clerk 
heard a sound which he suggested might have been an 
unmodulated transmission from Yoke Peter.

27. The evidence of four witnesses from Elba as to things seen 
and heard by them on the 10th January suggests that Yoke Peter 
must have crashed into the sea at about 10:00 hours and it 
therefore appears that something happened to the aircraft with 
catastrophic suddenness which may have accounted for the 
interruption of the transmission of the last message to the 
Argonaut. It is also clear from the evidence of the Elba witnesses 
that part of Yoke Peter fell into the sea in flames.
28. The chart, which is Figure 1 of this Report, was prepared 
from all the information available and produced by a Navigating 
Officer from B.O.A.C. The estimated flight track of the aircraft 
and the position in which bodies and wreckage were found can 
be seen on the chart and the witness gave it as his opinion that at 



09:51 hours the aircraft was probably approaching a height of 27 
000 feet.

PART IV
THE AIRCRAFT

29. Yoke Peter was designed and constructed by de Havillands 
and was of the type properly described as DH106 series 1, 
commonly known as the Comet 1. It was designed for high speed 
long distance, passenger and freight transport at high altitude and 
was propelled by four de Havilland Ghost 50 turbo-jet engines 
mounted within the wings, each engine developing a static thrust 
of 5,000 lb. The crew and passenger compartments were 
pressurised, so that when flying at 40,000 ft. a cabin pressure 
equivalent to atmospheric pressure at an altitude of 8,000 ft. was 
maintained. The cabin pressure was regulated to a maximum 
pressure difference between cabin and outside atmosphere of 
8.25 lb/sq. in. and a safety valve was set to open at a pressure 
difference of 8.5 lb/sq. in. The dual flying control were power 
operated by hydraulic servo control units. The fuel for the 
engines was kerosene carried in a centre section tank made up of 
four inter-connected bag tanks and in four integral wing tanks. 
The authorised maximum all-up weight was 107,000 lb. Yoke 
Peter first flew on the 9th January, 1951, and was granted a 
Certificate of Registration No. R.3162/1 on the 18th September, 
1951, in the name of B.O.A.C. as owner. A Certificate of 
Airworthiness No. A.3162, valid until the 12th March, 1953, was 
granted on the 22nd March, 1952. The aircraft was delivered to 
B.0.A.C. on the 13th March, 1952, and from that date was 
operated by B.O.A.C. On the 2nd May, 1952, having by then 
flown a total of 339 flying hours in experimental, test and 
training flights on behalf of de Havillands and B.O.A.C. it 
entered scheduled passenger service and was the first jet-



propelled passenger aircraft carrying aircraft in the world to do 
so.

30. On the 11th March, 1953. the Certificate of Airworthiness 
was renewed for one year and was therefore, valid at the time of 
the accident. On the 11th November 1953, after the aircraft had 
flown 3,207 hours and following a repair to the passenger 
entrance door the fuselage was subjected to a proving test to 11 
lb/sq. in. The airframe and engine log books show that the 
airframe and engines had been regularly inspected and 
maintained in accordance with the Approved Maintenance 
Schedules and that the number of flying hours of each engine 
since its last complete overhaul was well within the approved 
life.
31. In accordance with the Approved Maintenance Schedules a 
Check I inspection was completed on the 6th January, 1954, at 
London Airport and a Certificate of Maintenance, signed by 
properly licensed airframe and engine maintenance engineers and 
valid for 75 flying hours, was issued on the 7th January 1954. At 
the time of the accident the aircraft had flown only 40 hours 
since the issue of the Certificate of Maintenance and its total 
flying life was 3,681 hours. An Aircraft Radio Station Certificate 
of Serviceability was issued in respect of Yoke Peter on the 7th 
January, 1954, with the remark "no items unserviceable."

PART V
THE CREW

32. Captain Alan Gibson, D.F.C., who was in command of Yoke 
Peter at the time of the accident was aged 31 years and 3 months. 
He held Airline Transport Pilot's Licence No. 22713, valid until 
the 24th February 1954, which entitled him to fly in command of 



Comet aircraft and he had a valid Instrument Rating.

Captain Gibson also held Flight Navigator' s Licence No. 1442 
which was valid until the 19th February, 1954. He entered the 
employment of B.O.A.C. under contract in 1946 having 
previously been employed by B.O.A.C. on secondment from the 
Royal Air Force. While in the Royal Air Force Captain Gibson 
had a total flying experience of 1,348 hours of which 1.175 were 
flown in command. He had flown a total of 4,062 hours by day 
and 1,165 hours by night with B.O.A.C. and most of these were 
flown as first pilot. He had flown Comets for 84 hours by day and 
48 hours by night as second pilot and for 79 hours by day and 80 
hours by night as first pilot. During the six months preceding the 
accident he had flown 79 hours by day and 80 hours by night as 
first pilot of Comets and 47 hours by day and 31 hours by night 
under supervision.

33. While with B.O.A.C. Captain Gibson was concerned in an 
accident involving the forced landing of a Hermes aircraft in 
1951 and was complimented by the Operations Manager for his 
conduct on that occasion. He was successful in both his flying 
checks during the period when he was flying Comets and l am 
satisfied that he was fully equipped to carry out his normal duties 
as a pilot and as a captain and to deal with emergencies.

34. The second pilot of Yoke Peter was First Officer William 
John Bury whose ace was 33 years and 10 months. He held 
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence No. 27251 valid until the 8th 
April, 1954, and a valid Instrument Rating. In addition he held 
Flight Navigator's Licence No. 2583 valid until the 9th October, 
1954. He had flown a total of 1,917 hours in the Royal Air Force 
of which 1,735 were as first pilot, all in piston engined aircraft. 
With B.O.A.C. he had flown 2,355 hours by day and 643 by 



night as second pilot and 11 hours by day and 1 hour by night as 
first pilot and altogether had flown 153 hours by day and 109 by 
night in Comets, all as second pilot. I am satisfied that First 
Officer Bury was fully equipped to carry out his normal duties 
and to support his captain in emergencies.

35. The Engineer Officer was Mr. Francis Charles Macdonald 
who was aged 27 years and 11 months. Since joining B.O.A.C. 
on the 21st January, 1952, he had 439 hours flying as Engineer 
Officer in Hermes aircraft and 281 hours in Comets of which 225 
hours were flown during the six months preceding the accident 
Mr. Macdonald's Flight Engineer's Licence was No. 428 and had 
expired on the 11th December, 1953. During its validity this 
licence included Comet aircraft. Had he applied to renew his 
licence he would have been required to give Log Book evidence 
of six hours flying as engineer-in-charge including six flights 
during the 12 months preceding the date of application and 
would have been required to pass a medical examination.

36. On joining B.O.A.C. Comet Fleet Mr. Macdonald obtained 
an endorsement to his licence which made it valid in respect of 
Comet aircraft and he completed a form giving details of his 
licence. In completing this form he stated, wrongly, though no 
doubt in good faith, that his licence was valid until the 24th 
April, 1954. He himself made no application to renew the licence 
before its expiry nor was he given any reminder to do so by B.
0.A.C. This matter is further referred to in paragraph 147 of this 
Report.

37. I am satisfied that Mr. Macdonald's flying experience was 
sufficient to support an application for renewal of his licence but 
I have no evidence as to his medical fitness. However, I have no 
reason to suppose that he was in fact unfit at the time of the 



accident.

38. The Radio Officer was Mr. Luke Patrick Mc Mahon who was 
aged 32 years and 2 months. He held a First Class Flight Radio 
Telegraphy Operator's Licence No. 1235 which was valid until 
the 16th October, 1954, and had done 2,946 flying hours with 
B.O.A.C. in various aircraft before the 3rd October, 1952, and 
629 hours in Comets thereafter. During the six months preceding 
the accident he had flown 207 hours in Comets. I am satisfied 
that he was a capable officer.
39. The other members of the crew were Steward Frank Leonard 
Saunders and Stewardess Jean Evelyn Clarke, both of whose 
services had at all times been entirely satisfactory.

PART VI
THE PASSENGERS AND CARGO
40. Yoke Peter carried a total of 29 passengers, all of whom were 
killed in the accident. The cargo carried did not include any items 
which could have been relevant to the cause of the accident. The 
comparison between the amount of cargo known to have been 
carried and that shown in the Load Distribution and Trim Sheet 
showed a discrepancy of 27 kilograms in hold 2A. Moreover, no 
load was shown on the Load Distribution and Trim Sheet for 
hold 3, whereas there was evidence that 15 kilograms of baggage 
were placed in that hold. I am satisfied, however by the evidence 
of Mr. B. J. Folliard that these errors in the Load Distribution and 
Trim Sheet would have left the loading and trim of the aircraft 
well within the prescribed safe limits.
PART VII
PRE FLIGHT INCIDENTS

41. The last three flights made by Yoke Peter prior to that which 
ended in disaster were from Karachi to Bahrein, Bahrein to 



Beirut and Beirut to Rome. During refuelling at Karachi a defect 
developed in the port wing tanks the Engineer Officer of Yoke 
Peter adopted a procedure known as "off-load" refuelling which 
is authorised for use in such an emergency. It involves holding 
the refuelling switch in the "off-load" position -- The normal 
purpose of this position is to enable the tanks to be emptied -- 
and releasing it when refuelling is complete. In fact the Engineer 
Officer did not release the switch in time and about five gallons 
of fuel escaped from the airvent on the under surface of the 
mainplane. There was no repetition of this incident at Bahrein 
but at Beirut, after the Engineer Officer had explained to the 
ground engineer, who was assisting him with the refuelling what 
had happened at Karachi, a further incident occurred. When the 
Engineer Officer returned to the port wine after inspecting the 
starboard tanks he noticed fuel emerging from the port air vent. 
The refuelling switch was in the neutral position from which fact, 
and from the fact that fuel was obviously entering the tank, he 
deduced that somebody, intending to put the switch to the "off-
load" position, from which it should automatically have returned 
to neutral when released must have failed to do so and that the 
switch, instead of returning to neutral had remained half open. 
He attempted to close the switch by moving it to the full "off-
load" position and releasing it but this had no effect and the flow 
of fuel was eventually stopped by shutting down the bowser.

42. As a result of this incident the actuator was removed and as 
no replacement was available it was tested, found satisfactory 
and refitted. These incidents were reported by the Engineer 
Officer to Mr. Macdonald when the aircraft was handed over at 
Rome. The practice of "off-load" refuelling is further referred to 
in paragraph 111 of this Report.
43. Two other items were also unserviceable during the flights 
from Karachi to Rome. These were the No. 1 engine hydraulic 



flow warning light and the automatic temperature control 
selector. The former device is designed to draw the attention of 
the pilot to a possible failure of the engine-operated hydraulic 
pump. On this occasion, when the flow warning light appeared 
faulty, the operation of the pump was tested by other means and 
found satisfactory. The automatic temperature control selector is 
intended to control automatically the temperature of the crew and 
passenger compartments. When it was found to be faulty the 
temperature was controlled manually. I am satisfied that neither 
of these faults, both of which were drawn to the attention of Mr. 
Macdonald, can have endangered the aircraft in any way.

PART VIII
WEATHER CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF THE 
ACCIDENT
44. From take-off at Rome at 09:31 hours on the 10th January, 
1954, to the time of the accident at approximately 27,000 ft. near 
Elba Comet G-ALYP experienced essentially good weather 
conditions. The climb was made through only thin and broken 
layers of cloud with no rain and with negligible icing conditions. 
At the time and position of the accident it is probable that some 
turbulence in clear air may have existed due to the proximity of a 
narrow high velocity wind current called a " jet stream ". Such 
turbulence, if encountered, would be less than aircraft frequently 
experience in turbulent cloud conditions. It can, therefore, be 
assumed that the state of the weather was not a contributory 
cause of the accident.

PART IX
ACTION TAKEN AFTER THE ACCIDENT AND PRIOR
TO THE ACCIDENT TO COMET G-ALYY



(a) Local salvage and medical investigation

45. At 11:50 hours on the 10th January, 1954 the Harbour 
Authority at Portoferraio in the Isle of Elba was informed of the 
occurrence of the accident, being told that an aircraft had 
exploded in the air and crashed in flames into the sea south of 
Cape Calamita roughly in the direction of the island of Monte 
Cristo. With commendable promptness Lieutenant-Colonel 
Lombardi, the Officer Commanding the Harbour Authority of 
Portoferraio, despatched all available craft to the scene of the 
accident with a doctor and nurse on board and he himself put to 
sea after he had made all the necessary arrangements. In these 
salvage operations 15 bodies, various mail bags and some 
aircraft wreckage and personal effects were recovered. The ships 
had been assisted in their search by the collaboration of aircraft. 
On the two following days the search was continued. No more 
bodies were found but various pieces of wreckage and articles 
were recovered.

46. Under Lieutenant-Colonel Lombardi's directions the bodies 
were taken to the local cemetery at Porto Azzurro and devoutly 
placed in the chapel there. At the request of the examining 
magistrate at Portoferraio an examination of the bodies recovered 
was carried out by Professor Antonio Fornari who was acting 
under the direction of Dr. Folco Domenici, Director of the 
Institute of Forensic Medicine in the University of Pisa. 
Professor Fornari gave evidence before me and he put in a report 
which had been prepared by him and Dr. Domenici. The 
substance of their report is to be found in the conclusions at p. 60 
of the translation of the report and may be summarised as 
follows :



(1) Death was caused by impact against parts of the aircraft.

(2) There was serious lesions resulting from explosive 
decompression and deceleration.

(3) The probable point of impact between the bodies and the 
structure of the aircraft was the forepart of the fuselage, perhaps 
in the vicinity of that part of the fuselage which lies above the 
engines.

(4) There were burns on the bodies of all the victims but they 
presented post-mortem characteristics from which the inference 
was that the burns took place after death.

(b) Action taken by the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation

47. News of the accident was received by the Accidents 
Investigation Branch of the Ministry of Transport and Civil 
Aviation at 12:00 hours on the 10th January, 1954, and both the 
Senior Inspector of Accidents, Mr. Nelson, and the Senior 
Investigating Officer, Mr. Morris. left for Italy that evening.

48. On arrival Mr. Nelson got into touch with the Commission 
which had been convened by the Italian aviation authorities and 
went with the Commission to Elba. Some days later it was 
agreed that the responsibility for the investigation of the accident 
should be handed over to the Accidents Investigation Branch of 
the British Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation but Colonel 
Miniero and Signor Roveri, who have attended this Inquiry, were 
appointed accredited representatives to the British investigators 
and gave them every possible assistance. The Minister of 
Transport and Civil Aviation was also in touch with the 



Admiralty and it was arranged that the Commander-in-Chief 
Mediterranean, Admiral Earl Mountbatten, would cause an 
intensive search to be made for the wreckage. The Chief 
Inspector of Accidents, in accordance with normal practice, 
arranged for the wreckage recovered to be sent to and examined 
at R.A.E. Mr. Nelson and Mr. Morris remained in Elba, 
examined the Wreckage recovered and arranged for its transport 
back from Elba to the mainland and thence to Rome, whence it 
was flown direct to the United Kingdom, but certain very large 
pieces had to be sent by sea.

(c) Naval search for wreckage

49. Commander Forsberg was placed in charge of the operations. 
Special vessels, H.M.S. Barhill and H.M.S. Sea Salvor, were 
fitted up to carry 200 tons of heavy moving gear. An observation 
chamber, television gear, all toothed grab and other equipment 
were obtained from England and the necessary modifications to 
the vessels were made in the dockyard at Malta. This was all 
done in under a fortnight and the two vessels and H.M.S. 
Wakeful, in which the television equipment was installed, arrived 
off Elba on the 25th January, 1954.

50. The search was prosecuted at depths varying between 70 
fathoms and 100 fathoms. It is noteworthy that this was the first 
occasion on which television equipment had been used for this 
purpose. The first date on which anything was located on the 
bottom by television was the 12th February. 1954. I need not 
recount in detail the history of the search. Suffice is to say that by 
the 23rd March, 1954, only the floating wreckage, the pressure 
dome, and parts of the rear fuselage and the engines and wing 
centre section had been recovered and that thereafter the search 
continued until by the end of August, 1954, about 70 per cent. of 



the empty weight of the aircraft, made up of about 70 per cent. of 
the structure, 80 per cent. of the power plant and 50 per cent of 
the equipment, had been recovered. I have included as Appendix 
V a table, which was put in evidence, showing the dates of 
recovery of the main portions of the wreckage and the dates on 
which they reached Farnborough. Diagrams (Figures 2 and 3) 
give a striking impression of the amount of material which was 
ultimately recovered, though they relate only to the external 
structure. Figure 4 is a photograph showing the reconstruction of 
the fuselage and tail unit from the wreckage and Figure 5 is a 
photograph showing the reconstruction of the front fuselage.

51. The amount of wreckage recovered was greatly in excess of 
the expectations entertained in March, 1954, when the decision 
to allow the Comets to fly again was taken. A remarkable fact 
was the small amount of damage which had been caused to the 
structure either by immersion in sea water or in the process of 
salvage.

(d) The Abell Committee

52. Immediately on receiving news of the accident B.O.A.C. had 
decided to suspend their normal Comet passenger services, for 
the purpose of carrying, out a detailed examination of the aircraft 
of the Comet operational fleet in collaboration with A.R.B. and 
de Havillands and to this end the Chairman of B.O.A.C. had 
called a meeting at London Airport for the 11th January, 1954, 
which was attended by representatives of B.O.A.C., the 
Accidents Branch of the Ministry of Transport and Civil 
Aviation, de Havillands, the de Havilland Engine Company 
Limited and A.R.B. As a result of that meetings a committee 
under the chairmanship of Mr C. Abell, the Deputy Operations 
Director (Engineering) of B.O.A.C., and composed of 



representatives of A.R.B., B.O.A.C. and de Havillands, was 
appointed to consider what modifications were necessary before 
B.O.A.C. could properly seek the agreement of the Minister of 
Transport and Civil Aviation to the resumption of passenger 
services by Comet aircraft. The Committee proceeded to 
consider what possible features or combination of features might 
have caused the accident. According to the evidence of Mr. 
Abell. they came to the view that possible main causes of the 
accident were as follows :

(a) Flutter of control surfaces. This is a term used to describe a 
type of vibration of a surface, which may be dangerous and may 
arise from one or more of several causes such as the failure of 
some part of the mechanism connecting the control surface to the 
hydraulic power unit which operates it in flight, or to the 
development of play or backlash in the mechanism. It was 
decided to make a special inspection of the whole of the 
mechanism and of the control surfaces and mass-balance arms.

(b) Primary structural failure. They considered, in particular, the 
possible effects of gusts, in causing abnormally high loads, and 
surveyed all parts of the structure of which there was any 
suspicion in the light of previous experience.

(c) Flying controls. For each hydraulic power unit operating a 
control surface there is an output circuit connected to the control 
surface, and an input circuit connected to the pilot's control in the 
cabin. Many possible sources of malfunctioning both of the 
hydraulic power units themselves and of these mechanical 
circuits were examined and special investigations initiated.

(d) Fatigue of the structure. They had in mind more particularly 



fatigue of the wing, because about the time of the Elba accident 
cracks had appeared near the edge of the wheel-wells, on the 
under-surface of the wing of the first prototype which was under 
test at R.A.E., after the equivalent of about 6,700 flying hours. 
They re-examined also one or two other parts of the structure at 
which they felt fatigue effects might be appearing.

(e) Explosive decompression of the pressure cabin. They had no 
reason to suspect the primary structure of the cabin itself. They 
reviewed the records of damage by, for example, the steps used 
to load the aircraft, and the methods of repairing such damage by 
schemes approved by de Havillands. Their main concern, 
however, was the window panels, where they thought it 
necessary to consider possible defects which might cause 
weakness not revealed in the tests made during design at de 
Havillands.

(f) Engine installation. Their main preoccupation here was with 
the possibility of fire and investigations were made at a number 
of points in order to remove every cause of possible fire risk 
which they could imagine.

53. As a result of the inspections and tests which followed the 
meetings of the Committee, a large number of modifications 
were made both to the power plants and to other parts mentioned 
above. At the conclusion of their work the Committee still 
regarded fire as the most likely cause of the accident. But one 
modification deserves special mention since it shows the care 
which was taken to avoid the possibly serious consequences of 
failure of a turbine blade. although there existed no evidence of 
such a failure in all previous experience. The only 
recommendation specifically directed to fatigue related to the 
wing as mentioned above. One modification and two special 



inspections were called for. Mr. Abell said that the possibility of 
fatigue in the wing structure due to gusts was believed to be 
much more likely than fatigue in the pressure cabin since this is 
subject to much less frequent chances of load. At this stage 
neither Mr. Bishop nor Mr. Harper of de Havillands suspected 
that the failure of the cabin structure by fatigue or otherwise was 
a primary cause of the accident. They still regarded the 18,000 
repeated loadings as removing any doubt about the fatigue life of 
the cabin.

(e) Resumption of Comet services

54. On the 17th February, 1954, Mr Abell forwarded to the 
Operations Director of B.O.A.C. a report and papers showing in 
detail all the inspections, investigations, modifications and other 
work which had been carried out since the Comet aircraft had 
been temporarily removed from service by B.O.A.C. on 11th 
January, 1954. On the 19th February the Chairman of B.O.A.C. 
forwarded the above-mentioned report and papers to the Minister 
of Transport and Civil Aviation stating in the course of his letter 
that, on the assumption that no further indication of the cause of 
the accident emerged prior to the completion of the inspection 
and modification work, B.O.A.C. considered that all such steps 
as were possible before putting the aircraft back into passenger 
service should have been taken.

55. The position was also considered by A.R.B. On the 4th April 
Lord Brabazon wrote to the Minister saying :

"Although no definite reason for the accident has been 
established, modifications are being embodied to cover every 
possibility that imagination has suggested as a likely cause of the 
disaster. When these modifications are completed and have been 



satisfactorily flight tested, the Board sees no reason why 
passenger services should not be resumed.'"

56. In the meantime the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation, 
who had not revoked the Certificate of Airworthiness of the 
Comet fleet had asked A.S.B. for advice on the resumption of the 
Comet passenger services. On the 5th March Air Chief Marshal 
Sir Frederick Bowhill, the Chairman of A.S.B., minuted the 
Minister as follows :

" 2. The Board has considered all the available information 
resulting from recent investigations and has noted the nature and 
extent of the modifications planned as a result. It realises that no 
cause has yet been found that would satisfactorily account for the 
Elba disaster, and whilst the Calcutta disaster is completely 
accounted for if the aircraft is supposed to have encountered a 
gust of very great severity (which would have broken any other 
aircraft) we cannot eliminate that the accident might have been 
due to some other cause which was possibly common to both 
disasters. Nevertheless, the Board realises that everything 
humanly possible has been done to ensure that the desired 
standard of safety shall be maintained. This being so, the Board 
sees no justification for imposing special restrictions on Comet 
aircraft.

3. The Board therefore recommends that Comet aircraft should 
return to normal operational use after all the current 
modifications have been incorporated and the aircraft have been 
flight tested."
57. Acting on this advice the Minister gave permission for flights 
to be resumed and the first Comet aircraft to resume passenger 
service took the air on the 23rd March, 1954.



PART X
THE ACCIDENT TO G-ALYY
58. On the 8th April, 1954, Comet aircraft G-ALYY, which was 
on charter to South African Airways, crashed near Naples while 
on a flight from Rome to Cairo. I am making a separate Report 
on that accident. It is sufficient for the purpose of this Report to 
record that the accident occurred at approximately the same 
height and after approximately the same lapse of time after 
departure from Rome as in the case of Yoke Peter. On receiving 
news of the accident B.O.A.C. decided immediately to suspend 
all Comet services until more was known and on the 12th April, 
1954, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Transport 
and Civil Aviation informed the House of Commons that the 
Minister, after consulting A.R.B. and A.S.B. and discussing the 
matter with the Chairman of A.R.B., had withdrawn the United 
Kingdom Certificate of Airworthiness from all Comet aircraft.

PART XI
INVESTIGATION OF THE ACCIDENT TO
G-ALYP AND G-ALYY

(a) Investigation by R.A.E.

59. The loss of Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke presented a problem of 
unprecedented difficulty, the solution of which was clearly of the 
greatest importance to the future, not only of the Comet, but also 
of Civil Air Transport in this country and, indeed, throughout the 
world. Accordingly, shortly after the Naples accident, the 
Minister of Supply instructed Sir Arnold Hall the Director of 
R.A.E. to undertake at R.A.E. a complete investigation of the 
whole problem presented by the accidents and to use all the 
resources at the disposal of the Establishment. This provided an 



opportunity of showing what can be done by a close 
collaboration between a private firm and R.A.E. with the unique 
facilities at its disposal. It will be seen hereafter that full use was 
made of that opportunity by R.A.E. and de Havillands.

60. R.A.E. made a complete review of the conclusions which had 
been reached by the Abell Committee, and particularly of the 
implications arising from the fact that there had been two 
accidents in what appeared to be similar conditions, each 
occurring at about the time when the aircraft was nearing the top 
of its climb. They thought it necessary to satisfy themselves 
about the structural integrity of the aircraft, in particular of the 
cabin and the tail and to consider in more detail possible sources 
of explosion and loss of control. They also considered that flight 
tests would be required in order to investigate the possibility of 
flutter of control surfaces (see para. 52 (a)). It soon became 
evident that it was probable that more wreckage would be 
recovered than had at first been expected. The wing centre 
section was received on the 5th April (the engines had been 
recovered and sent by air to de Havillands on the 21st March), 
and the front part of the cabin arrived on the 15th April. But at 
the time when their attention became directed to fatigue of the 
pressure cabin they were influenced chiefly by the apparent 
similarity of the circumstances of the two accidents, and by the 
fact that the modifications carried out after Elba seemed to rule 
out many of the other possible causes.

61. On the 18th April Sir Arnold Hall decided that a repeated 
loading test of the whole cabin ought to be made. He said that he 
regarded this as one of a number of lines of inquiry which had to 
be pursued and that he felt it to be necessary to study every 
possible cause in detail.



62. The normal method of testing pressure cabins up to the point 
when they fail under pressure is similar to that used for vessels 
such as boilers. They are filled with water, and more water is 
pumped in until the desired difference between the internal and 
external pressure is reached. This method has two advantages 
over the use of air. Water is relatively incompressible, so that 
failure when it occurs produces only a mild form of explosion. 
The origin of the failure can be determined and the structure can 
generally be repaired and tested again. If air were used instead of 
water, the failure would be catastrophic (equivalent in the case of 
the Comet's cabin to the explosion of a 500 lb bomb). Such a test 
would be dangerous, the cabin would be destroyed, and the 
evidence of the origin of the failure should almost certainly be 
lost. It is however necessary to prevent unrepresentative loading 
of the cabin structure by the weight of the water. This is ensured 
in practice by immersing the whole cabin in a tank, and filling 
the tank and the cabin simultaneously with water. Pressure in the 
cabin is then raised by pumping in water from the space outside 
it. Cycles of loading, to the same or different levels of pressure 
as desired are applied by a suitable routine of pumping.

63. By a remarkable effort, to which de Havillands and the firms 
who built the tank (see Figure 6) contributed to the full and by 
the use of all the resources of R.A.E., repeated loading tests 
began early in June on aircraft G-ALYU (Yoke Uncle). The 
object of the tests was to simulate the conditions of a series of 
pressurised flights. To this end the cabin and wings were 
repeatedly subjected to a cycle of loading as far as possible 
equivalent to that to which they would be subjected in the period 
between take-off and landings. In addition to one application of 
cabin pressure, fluctuating loads were applied to the wings in 
bending to reproduce the effect of such gusts as might be 
expected in normal conditions, although the contribution of gust 



loads to the stresses in the cabin structure, compared with that 
made by the internal pressure, was in general small. Moreover, 
the programme of tests included, at intervals of approximately 
1,000 " flights " a proving test in which the pressure was raised 
to 1.3 P (11 lb./sq. in.). It must be understood that there are other 
sources of fluctuation, load and. therefore, of fatigue to which no 
precise value can be attached. No attempt was made to represent 
these in the test. Examples are vibration due to irregular airflow, 
vibration due to the engines and the jet efflux and fluctuating 
loads occurring during take-off and landing.

64. Yoke Uncle had made 1.230 pressurised flights before the test 
and after the equivalent of a further 1.830 such flights, making a 
total of 3,060, the cabin structure failed, the starting point of the 
failure being the corner of one of the cabin windows (see Figures 
7 and 8). The fact that the failure occurred during one of the 
proving tests to 11 lb/sq. in. is not thought significant since the 
crack would have spread in very much the same way after a few 
more applications of the working pressure. Examination of the 
failure provided evidence of fatigue at the point where the crack 
would be most likely to start, namely near the edge of the skin at 
the corner of the window (see Figures 9 and 10). This was 
revealed by the discoloration due to algae in the water which 
made it clear that the crack had endured several pressurisations 
before it spread catastrophically. It is important to note here that 
the sources of fatigue mentioned above, which were not 
reproduced in the tank test, all tend to increase the burden of 
fatigue and that, therefore, the life of a fuselage deduced from the 
test is longer than would be expected in service. It is not possible 
to do more than estimate the magnitude of this effect but it was 
suggested by Dr. Walker that a "life" of 3,060 flights in the test 
might be equivalent to about 2.500 in practice.



65. It is convenient to note here that Comet G-ANAV, which had 
been sent to R.A.E. to undergo flight tests (unpressurised) on a 
number of matters which could only be explored in flight, made 
its first flight on the 23rd June. A large amount of miscellaneous 
wreckage was arriving at R.A.E. during the whole of this period 
and was being stored out and examined by the Accidents 
Investigation Section under Mr. Ripley.

66. The failure of the cabin of Yoke Uncle marks the point at 
which the character of the investigation changed to one in which 
the problem of fatigue in the structure of the cabin began to 
dominate all others, although many possible sources of trouble 
were continually investigated during the whole of the summer. In 
the main their results were negative so far as the accidents were 
concerned though they revealed points which needed and will 
receive attention. The inference suggested by the tank test, that 
the primary failure of Yoke Peter was the bursting of the pressure 
cabin, was confirmed by a close examination of the wreckage 
and by the experiments referred to in the next following 
paragraphs of this Report.

67. The character of the damage caused to the structure was such 
that it became possible to determine with a high degree of 
probability the manner in which the various fragments struck the 
sea, mainly because of the very high local pressures produced by 
the impact with the sea. Moreover, it rapidly became clear that 
the intense fire which had existed was confined virtually to the 
centre part of the wing, leaving the outer parts of the wing and 
the front and rear parts of the cabin untouched. These 
considerations led to the conclusion that it was probable that the 
main part of the aircraft fell into the sea in a small number of 
relatively large pieces, one of which was on fire (see Figure 11). 
Most of these pieces had fallen in a surprisingly small area. This 



conclusion was in agreement with the evidence of the farmer at 
Elbas who saw fragments, one of which was on fire, falling into 
the sea. This led to a line of experiment which produced 
remarkable results. Models were made of the Comet in light 
wood, suitably ballasted, and projected in the air at the 
appropriate speed. They were released from a kite balloon at a 
height above the ground corresponding to that at which it was 
believed the Comet structure failed, reduced in proportion to the 
scale of the model. The model was so constructed that it would 
break at the point where the failure of the cabin was suspected, 
namely in the neighbourhood of the wing. The outer parts of the 
wing (only one of which had been recovered), were also 
separated from the centre part. The descent of the fragments was 
photographed, and it was found that they fell in a manner which 
agreed faith the deductions which had been made from the 
evidence mentioned above.

68. Simultaneously with this work, further experiments in the 
water tank were made on the cabin of Yoke Uncle, after the first 
failure had been repaired by de Havillands. Until then, owing to 
the need to discover whether the cabin had, against all previous 
belief, a relatively short life under repeated loading, no attempt 
had been made to measure the stress in the material of the skin at 
points where it might be expected to be higher than the average. 
One reason for this omission was that the number of places 
coming within this description is large, and it would have taken a 
long time to install the necessary strain gauges and other 
associated equipment. But it now seemed highly probable that 
the stress near the corners of the windows was higher than had 
been believed by the designers, and the strain gauges were 
therefore fixed to the surface of the skin, at various positions near 
the corners of typical windows, including the windows 
corresponding to the one which had failed but on the other side 



of the cabin.

69. A discussion of the evidence bearing on the reliability of the 
estimates of the stress at the edge of the window will be found in 
paragraphs 118 to 129. It is sufficient here to say that I am 
satisfied that the highest stress in the skin, at the edge near the 
corner of the window of Yoke Uncle, was probably over 40,000 
lb./sq. in. when the pressure difference was 8.25 lb. / sq. in. and 
that the general level of the stress in the skin in these regions was 
significantly higher than had been previously believed. In the 
light of known properties of the aluminium alloy D.T.D. 546 or 
746 of which the skin was made and in accordance with the 
advice I received front my Assessors, I accept the conclusion of 
R.A.E. that this is a sufficient explanation of the failure of the 
cabin skin of Yoke Uncle by fatigue after a small number, 
namely, 3.060 cycles of pressurisation.

70. In considering the possible bearing of this result on the 
accidents at Elba and Naples, it is necessary to recognise that 
there are inevitable differences between individual aircraft 
structures built to the same drawings. The nature and extent of 
these depend on a number of factors such as variations in the 
thickness of metal sheet of nominally the same gauge, and local 
regions of high stress due to the methods employed in joining the 
various parts, such as rivets, bolts, etc. If a number of such 
structures are tested under repeated loading, there will be 
appreciable differences between the number of cycles of 
application of given loading before failure occurs. Experience 
suggests that there will be a variation of at least 9 to 1 in the 
number of cycles necessary to produce failure when the general 
level of stress is high, and the number of cycles undergone 
before failure therefore low. If a large number of specimens 
could be tested, it would undoubtedly be found that the weak and 



the strong were relatively few in number, and that the majority 
would be more or less evenly distributed round a mean value. 
But it is impossible from a single test to say where, in the total 
range to be expected from general experience, a particular 
specimen lies.

71. At the time of the Elba accident Yoke Peter had made 1,290 
pressurised flights and at the time of the Naples accident Yoke 
Yoke had made 900 pressurised flights. Sir Arnold Hall said in 
evidence that in the light of the experiment on Yoke Uncle, and 
of the measurements and calculation of stress referred to above 
he considered that the cabin of Yoke Peter had reached a point in 
its life when it could be said to be in danger of failure from 
fatigue, and that the Cabin of Yoke Yoke would similarly be in 
danger. Dr. Walker said that he did not regard the picture 
presented by the three failures (on the assumption that these were 
all due to the same fundamental cause) as surprising, since the 
three results taken together are consistent with general 
experience of the strength under repeated loading of a number of 
nominally identical structures, in which the stress level is high. 
They lie within a range of just over 3 to 1, whereas experience 
suggests a total range of at least 9 to 1.

72. At this stage in R.A.E. 's attack on the problem, it seemed 
unlikely that any more wreckage would be recovered which 
would throw light on the problem which was now obviously the 
chief one. But after a further review of the whole of the 
circumstances of the flight of the aircraft and the distribution of 
the wreckage on the sea bed, R.A.E. reached the conclusion that 
search in a wider area was justified. Whatever the cause of the 
bursting, it seemed probable that the disruption of the aircraft 
would have resulted in some relatively large pieces of the 
structure being blown clear. These might well have fallen some 



distance away from the main pieces of wreckage, all of which, as 
mentioned above, were found within a remarkably small area. It 
was therefore decided to make a search of an area some miles 
long in the sea below the path of the aircraft working towards 
Rome from the area where the main items were recovered. As the 
depth of the sea increased rapidly in this direction, the only 
practicable method was trawling.

73. As a result of the new search R.A.E. received a piece of cabin 
skin, which had been found by an Italian fishing boat. It was 
identified as coming from the centre of the top of the cabin 
approximately over the front spar of the wing (see Figure 12). It 
contained the two windows in which lie the aerials which are part 
of the A.D.F. (Automatic Direction Finding) equipment. At the 
same time R.A.E. received a part of the aileron of the port wing 
(see Figures 13 and 16) and a part of the "boundary layer fence" 
fitted to the leading edge of the port wing not far from the tip 
(see Figures 14 and 16).

74. The latter parts provided important evidence about the 
bursting of the cabin. There were marks on them which were 
identified as made by pieces from the cabin itself. Taken together 
with the paint mark on the leading edge of the centre section not 
far from where the outer wing broke off, which was identified as 
caused by the piece of the cabin wall containing the first window 
(escape hatch) (see Figures 15, 16 and 12), they established that 
the cabin burst catastrophically in the neighbourhood of the front 
spar of the wing when the aircraft was flying substantially 
normally.

75. By examination of the piece containing the A.D.F. windows 
and the adjacent pieces (see Figure 12) it was established that it 
was here that the first fracture of the cabin structure of Yoke 



Peter occurred. In general terms, it took the form of a split along 
the top centre of the cabin along a line approximately fore and aft 
passing through corners of the windows as shown in Figure 17. 
The direction in which the fracture spread was determined by 
examination of the lines of separation of the material.

76. A development drawing of the wreckage recovered from the 
part of the cabin over the wing spar is shown in Figure 18. Apart 
from the area on top of the cabin around the A.D.F. windows, 
which is shown cross-hatched, the remainder was recovered 
with, and in many cases remained attached to, either the front 
fuselage, the wing centre section, or the rear fuselage. These 
three groups are distinguished by different hatchings, as 
indicated in the diagram. In the light of all this evidence, I accept 
R.A.E. 's conclusion that the first fracture of the cabin occurred 
near the rear A.D.F. window and spread fore and aft from it.

77. I do not consider it possible to establish with certainty the 
point at which the disruption of the skin first began. But I 
consider that it is probable that it started near the starboard aft 
corner of the rear A.D.F. window, at a point where examination 
by experts showed that fatigue had existed, at the edge of the 
countersunk hole through which a bolt passed (see Figure 19)

78. The only alternative point suggested was the opposite (port 
forward) corner of the same window. Here the fracture passed 
through a small crack in the reinforcing plate, about 0.2 in. long, 
made accidentally during the build, of the aircraft. This had been 
dealt with by de Havillands in accordance with their procedure 
for dealing with any departure from the strict requirements of 
their drawings which might appear during the manufacture of 
their aircraft. All such matters were required to be reported to the 
Technical Office, and each was dealt with as a special case by a 



qualified expert. In this case approval was given to the use of the 
normal process of "locating" small cracks in the skin of an 
aircraft by drilling small holes at their ends. Advised by my 
Assessors I see no reason to doubt that this would have been a 
satisfactory method of dealing with the crack in question had it 
not been for the fact that the stress in this region was relatively 
high. It was suggested that such a crack might be a possible place 
of origin of fatigue but no witness was able to identify any 
evidence of fatigue at the material point.

79. It is my opinion that the fundamental cause of the failure of 
the cabin structure was that there existed around the corners of 
the windows and other cut-outs a level of stress higher than is 
consistent with a long life of the cabin, bearing in mind the 
unavoidable existence of points, within the areas of generally 
high stress, at which it will be still further raised by relatively 
local influences, such as the countersunk hole near the starboard 
rear corner, and the small crack with its "locating" hole near the 
port forward corner. I find it impossible to say definitely, on any 
evidence before me, which of these operated first. But, since the 
existence of fatigue near the bolt hole is established, I think it the 
more probable.

(b) Investigation by the de Havilland Engine Company Limited

80. The R.A.E. investigation did not deal with the engines. The 
history of their recovery and investigation is as follows.

81. The centre section of the wing of Yoke Peter was recovered 
from the sea on the 15th March. It was severely damaged by fire 
and by impact with the water. It contained the four Ghost engines 
substantially intact with the exception that the turbine disc of No. 
2 engine (port inner) was missing. The shaft on which it had been 



mounted had broken near the hub to which it was bolted and it 
had escaped through a large gash in the exhaust cone. The disc 
has not been recovered.

82. The engines were removed and examined superficially by an 
engineer from de Havillands Engine Company Limited. They 
were then sent by air to that company's works where they arrived 
on the 21st March and were dismantled and examined in detail.

83. Dr. Moult, Chief Engineer of the de Havilland Engine 
Company Limited, said in evidence that there were no signs 
consistent with seizure of any engine, or of any excessive 
internal heat, or of any failure having occurred before the break-
up of the aircraft. The extensive fire damage was all external to 
the engines. The four compressor impellers were intact on their 
shafts.

84. The turbine discs from Nos. 1, 3 and 4 engines showed no 
signs of failure. No blades were missing from them. In No. 2 
engine, there was no evidence of penetration of the shroud ring 
surrounding the turbine, either by a blade or by the complete 
disc. There was no evidence of failure of any blade in any of the 
engines.

85. Examination of the hubs to which the turbine discs of Nos. 1, 
3 and 4 engines were bolted showed that all were on the point of 
failing. Cracks were found in the same regions as those which 
had resulted in the fracture of No. 2 engine, which led to the loss 
of the disc.

86. The remarkable similarity of the damage to the turbine shafts 
of all four engines pointed to a common cause external to the 
engines, and further examination showed that the most probable 



cause was a sudden and very rapid rotation of the whole wing 
about a transverse axis, nose downwards, while the engines were 
still running normally. Such a rotation, being about an axis at 
right angles to the engine shafts, would produce gyroscopic 
couples tending to bend the shafts in a sideways direction, that is, 
in the plane of the wing. Since the clearances between the discs 
and the stationary parts surrounding them are small, signs of 
rubbing would be expected in definite regions. Examination 
showed such signs in each engine.

87. From this evidence the conclusion was reached that the 
engines had run, though only for a short time, possibly a few 
hundred revolutions after a sudden nose-down rotation of the 
wing and had not stopped suddenly. Further examination showed 
other evidence consistent with this, namely the absence of any 
deformation in the splines on the turbine shafts. This also 
suggested that by the time the whole of the centre section, 
including the engines, hit the surface of the sea, the engines were 
no lancer rotating.

88. The whole of the remaining extensive damage to the engines 
was considered to be due to impact with the surface of the sea. It 
was in the main confined to the upper parts of the engines, and 
was therefore consistent with the deductions from the 
examination of the centre section of the wing itself, which 
showed everywhere evidence of the wing having hit the sea 
upside down.

89. In order to investigate the conditions which were now 
thought to have caused the failure of the turbine hubs, tests were 
made on a Ghost engine supported in a framework which was 
pivoted about a horizontal axis some distance above the engine, 
so that it could swing in a vertical plane, like a pendulum. The 



engine was run at normal speed, and was pulled sideways, thus 
raising it from its lowest position. When released, it accelerated 
under the combined influence of its weight and the thrust from 
the jet. The rate of rotation round the transverse axis could be 
varied by releasing it from different heights. It was found that 
when this reached a value of nearly 180° a second 
(corresponding to the centre section of the wing turning upside 
down in about one second) the turbine disc hub broke and the 
engine slowed down and stopped without any further substantial 
damage. Examination showed the same type of failure and 
symptoms, as were found on the four engines of Yoke Peter.

90. The examination of the engines, combined with the striking 
evidence of this experiment, confirmed de Havillands in the view 
that no part of the engines was in any way the cause of the failure 
of the aircraft. Dr Moult said that in their previous experience of 
Ghost engines of the same type as those used in the Comet, they 
had had no records of any blade failures. The modifications made 
to the aircraft as a result of the Abell Committee's discussions, 
consisting of fitting high tensile steel plate round certain parts of 
the engines in the plane of the turbine discs, was regarded by him 
as possibly a wise precaution, in view of the need to guard 
against every source of trouble which could be imagined. At the 
time it was put into effect, with the other modifications decided 
by the Abell Committee, the engines from Yoke Peter had not 
been examined.

91. In the light of all this evidence and these considerations, I 
accept Dr. Moult's conclusion that there was no failure of any 
part of any engine which could have been the cause of the failure 
of Yoke Peter. The fire which damaged the engines externally 
was in my opinion subsequent to and not a cause of the 
disintegration of the aircraft.



 

PART XII
THE R.A.E. REPORT

92. The Report (which was part of the evidence before the Court) 
is divided into 12 parts. The first part contains an outline of the 
investigation and states the opinion R.A.E. formed as to the 
cause of the accident. I have included the first part which is 
intelligible without reference to the other parts, as an appendix to 
this Report (Appendix VI). Para. 4 thereof which states the 
opinion of R.A.E. is in the following terms:_

"we have formed the opinion that the accident at Elba was 
caused by structural failure of the pressure cabin, brought about 
by fatigue. We reach this opinion for the following reasons:_

* (i) The low fatigue resistance of the cabin has been 
demonstrated by the test described in Part 3, and the test result is 
interpretable as meaning that there was, at the age of the Elba 
aeroplanes a definite risk of fatigue failure occurring (Part 3).
*    (ii) The cabin was the first part of the aeroplane to fail in the 
Elba accident (Part 2).
*      (iii) The wreckage indicates that the failure in the cabin was 
of the same basic type as that produced in the fatigue test (Parts 2 
and 3).
*    (iv) This explanation seems to us to be consistent with all the 
circumstantial evidence.
*       (v) The only other defects found in the aeroplane (listed in 
Section 3) were not concerned at Elba. as demonstrated by the 



wreckage.

Owing to the absence of wreckage, we are unable to form a 
definite opinion on the cause of the accident near Naples, but we 
draw attention to the fact that the explanation offered above for 
the accident at Elba appears to be applicable to that at Naples."

It should be added that the medical evidence as to the state of the 
bodies recovered was consistent with the conclusion thus 
reached.

93. The "other defects" mentioned in subpara. (v) quoted above 
are:_

*   (a) relatively low resistance of the wing to fatigue;
*  (b) possibility of fuel from the fuel tank venting system 
entering the trailing edge area of the wing near the jet pipe 
shrouds;
*       (c) risk of internal damage during refuelling to the outer 
wing tanks under conditions which, though abnormal, may 
sometimes have occurred in practice.
94. I shall return to these defects after I have stated my opinion 
on the major conclusion of the Report.

PART XIII
THE COURT'S CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE CAUSE OF THE 
ACCIDENT

(a) The main finding in the R.A.E. Report

95. The opinions expressed in the Report were supported by the 
evidence of Sir Arnold Hall, Dr. Walker and Mr. Ripley. Their 
conclusions were accepted by de Havilland and B.O.A.C. All 



parties appearing at the Inquiry paid a warm, and in my opinion 
well-deserved, tribute to the Report and to all who had co-
operated in the work done at R.A.E. As I have already indicated 
and for the reasons I have given I have accepted the main 
conclusion of the Report that the cause of the accident to Yoke 
Peter was the structural failure of the pressure cabin brought 
about by fatigue.

(b) The alternative suggestion made by Mr. B. Jablonsky

96. The only rival Suggestion was made by Mr. Jablonsky. His 
experience of structural problems in aeronautics has been 
concerned mainly with propellers having blades of highly 
compressed wood. He is, therefore, familiar with adhesives, and 
with the problems which have to be overcome in using them to 
make components.

97. In the construction of the Comet wide use is made of a metal-
to-metal adhesive known as Redux, mainly for the purpose of 
attaching members, generally known as "stringers", to the skin 
both of the wing and of the cabin. In the cabin there are about 
forty stringers more or less evenly spaced around the 
circumference and running longitudinally. They are not 
structurally continuous from end to end, the largest uninterrupted 
length being about 25 ft. de Havillands were pioneers in using 
Redux for such purposes in aircraft structures, and have had long 
experience of it. It is in effect an alternative to the conventional 
riveting.

98. Mr. Jablonsky's argument proceeded on the following lines:_

*   (a) The skin of the cabin is exposed under service conditions 
to a large variation in temperature. He suggested a range of 80°C 



on the around in the tropics to -55°C at about 40.000 ft. The rate 
of climb of the Comet is fairly high and the temperature of the 
skin might change over this range in about 30 minutes. The 
stringers, however. although inside the skin, are outside the 
insulating lining of the cabin and therefore not exposed to the full 
temperature of the warm cabin air. His argument contemplated a 
difference in temperature between skin and stringer of as much 
as 60° or 70°C. This would have the result that the skin would 
contract relative to the stringer in the direction of the cabin's 
length. The adhesive would therefore, be subjected to a shear 
stress which might be sufficient to cause it to fail.
*    (b) Even if this did not cause the adhesive to fail statically 
(that is on the first occasion when such a difference of 
temperature between the skin and the stringers occurred) 
frequent repetition of the shear stress might produce fatigue in 
the adhesive, and cause it to fail.
*  (c) Mr. Jablonsky recognised that the dependence on 
temperature level of the properties of Redux is well known. He 
suggested, however, that frequent and rapid variations of 
temperature would reduce its strength substantially .
*     (d) It is generally recognised that the satisfactory use in 
engineering structures of any form of adhesive (or, indeed, of 
processes essentially similar such as the welding or soldering of 
metals) can be ensured only by the development and 
maintenance of higher standards of workmanship and process 
inspection than are necessary in the use of riveting. While Mr. 
Jablonsky recognised that de Havillands' production technique 
for Redux had been developed after many years' study of its 
properties, and that their experience of its use in other aircraft 
had been highly satisfactory, he suggested that it was not a 
process sufficiently reliable for use in the primary structure of a 
pressure cabin.



99. Mr. Jablonsky said in evidence that in his inspection of the 
wreckage at R.A.E. he had seen examples of failure of the "glue 
line" which had satisfied him that weakness in it was primarily 
responsible for the failure of the structure of the cabin.

100. I deal below with these points separately:_

*       (a) During the experiments made in flight on Comet G-
ANAV at R.A.E., measurements were made of the difference in 
temperature between the skin and the stringers in typical 
positions in steady flight at cruising altitude. They led to the 
conclusion that the maximum probable steady difference in 
temperature is about 10°C. I am advised that the shear stress in 
the Redux caused by the relative contraction between the skin 
and the Stringers due to a temperature difference of this order 
would be well within its capacity.
Mr. Jablonsky did not agree that any reliable inference about the 
conditions on an operational climb could be drawn from these 
experiments. I recognise that this comment has some force but I 
base my conclusions on this aspect of his criticism on the more 
general considerations set out in paragraphs 101, 102 and 103 
below.
*     (b) No evidence was submitted of the effect, on the fatigue 
strength of a Redux joint, of the level of temperature of the 
adhesive. But I am advised that the wide experience of its use by 
de Havillands in the structures of other aircraft, where 
alternations of load on the glue line have certainly existed in 
numbers far in excess of any likely to have been experienced in 
the cabin structure of the Comet, and over a wide range of 
temperature of the Redux itself, is satisfactory evidence that this 
is not a probable cause of failure of the Redux joints in the 
Comet's cabin.
*       (c) de Havillands made special tests to investigate the effect 



on topical joints of repeated alternation of temperature between 
60°C and -50°C. I am advised that these show that alternations of 
temperature within this range have no appreciable effect on the 
strength of a Redux joint.
*   (d) At my request, de Havillands submitted a statement which 
summarised the history and present state of their production 
methods in the use of Redux, with particular reference to its 
application to the construction of the Comet Mr. Povey, the 
Director responsible for production, gave evidence on the point. I 
am advised that this statement and evidence show that de 
Havillands fully appreciated the importance of this aspect of the 
use of an adhesive in essential structural components and that the 
methods they have devised, including process control and 
inspection. tests of samples of every joint, and periodic stripping 
of complete stringers from the skin, provide all the assurance that 
could reasonably be required.

101. However, the final test of a process of this type is 
recognised to be experience in service. No evidence was 
produced of any failure of de Havillands' methods of dealing 
with the same problem in aircraft such as the Hornet and the 
Dove, in both of which Redux is widely used. Moreover, 
inspection of Yoke Uncle at R.A.E., both before and after it was 
tested under repeated loading, showed no signs of any deficiency 
in the glue line. It must be remembered that before it was 
delivered to R.A.E. for tests, this aircraft had done 3,521 hours of 
flying on B.O.A.C. services, experiencing the conditions of 
temperature, and of temperature variation between the skin and 
the stringers, contemplated by Mr. Jablonsky.

102. Finally. examination of the wreckage led Mr. Ripley to 
conclusions contrary to those inferred by Mr. Jablonsky. for 
reasons which he explained in detail.



103. It has been established to my satisfaction that the rear part 
of the fuselage substantially intact, hit the surface of the sea at 
high speed, open end downwards. This caused the equivalent of 
an explosion in it, whose effects were naturally most acute near 
the open end (see Figures 3 and 4). I am advised that the failure, 
under these circumstances, of the adhesion between the skin and 
the stringers cannot be regarded as evidence of the failure of the 
adhesive to meet the requirements of the normal use of the 
aircraft. There was in this neighbourhood abundant evidence of 
the failure of all the methods of attaching the various structural 
components to one another. Moreover, the numerous places 
where the skin had parted from the stringers exposed the glue 
line to examination and Mr. Ripley said that he had been unable 
to find any sign of any unsatisfactory features in the process 
employed by de Havillands, or of any weakness in the adhesive.

104. In the light of these considerations I have no hesitation in 
rejecting Mr. Jablonsky's suggested alternative cause of the 
failure of the cabin.

(c) Mr. Tye's evidence

105. The only other witness who did not completely accept the 
suggestion advanced in the Report was Mr. Tye. He did not 
dispute that the primary cause of the accident was the bursting of 
the cabin structure, but he expressed himself as not entirely 
satisfied that fatigue was the cause of that disruption. He appears 
to have proceeded on the basis that the 9,000 hours (3,000 
flights) at which Yoke Uncle burst could be regarded as a fair 
average life for the fuselage and to have been impressed by the 
improbability, on this basis, of both Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke 
failing from fatigue after only about 3,000 hours (1,000 flights). 



He was unable, however to suggest any other cause. He admitted 
that he could find no evidence either (a) of excessive internal 
pressure in the cabin or (b) of excessive stresses in the cabin 
structure due to external action such as gusts or failure of the 
control system. He agreed also that he could not name any 
alternative cause of the failure which R.A.E. had failed to 
consider.

106. Bearing in mind that Mr. Tye is the Chief Technical Officer 
of A.R.B. and as such will be responsible for advising A.R.B. 
when an application is made for a new Certificate of 
Airworthiness for Comet aircraft, his caution is understandable, 
but I have the duty of expressing my conclusion on the evidence. 
I rely in this connection on an answer given by Mr. Tye to Sir 
Lionel Heald which seems to me to represent the proper 
approach for me to adopt in the circumstances of the case. Mr. 
Tye said "I think in concluding on the likelihood of the cause one 
has to take the thing as a whole: one has to take the tank test 
evidence and say that that shows that fatigue is possible, 
although on my argument not necessarily probable, that is the 
tank test by itself; one then has to look at the other half of the 
matters namely, all the other possible causes, and if in the 
process of eliminating possible causes you become completely 
confident that you have eliminated every other possible cause, 
then you are driven to say that the possible fatigue rises to the 
most probable cause." Applying these observations to what was 
done in the course of the investigations by R.A.E. and by the de 
Havilland Engine Company Limited and to the evidence given in 
the Inquiry before this Court, I unhesitatingly come to the 
conclusion that R.A.E. were right in their conclusion that the 
accident at Elba was caused by structural failure of the pressure 
cabin in the region of the A.D.F. window, brought about by 
fatigue. In reaching this conclusion I am fortified by the advice I 



have received from my Assessors.

(d) The possibility of over-pressurisation

107. I considered nevertheless that although the R.A.E. Report 
contained a full investigation of the equipment used for 
controlling the pressure in the cabin, including both an 
examination of the possible causes of mal-functioning and of the 
condition of the equipment recovered from the wreckage, de 
Havillands should be asked to produce further evidence directed 
towards establishing that the precautions taken in the Comet 
installation, to ensure that the pressure could not rise appreciably 
above the normal working pressure, were reliable. Mr. Wilkins, 
an Assistant Chief Designer of de Havillands, who was 
responsible for this aspect of the designs gave evidence on the 
matter, and a statement was produced by de Havillands 
summarising the method of operation of the essential controlling 
and safety valves. Messrs. Normalair Limited, the firm 
responsible for the pressurisation control equipment, also 
produced full information about the essential parts. Taken 
together with the R.A.E. Report, this additional evidence satisfies 
me that the possibility of the development of excessive internal 
pressure in the cabins of an amount sufficient to endanger its 
structure, was so remote that it can be excluded as a probable 
cause of the bursting of the cabin.

(e) Certain defects referred to in the R.A.E. Report

108. I turn now to the other defects discovered by R.A.E. and 
already referred to in paragraph 93 of this Report, I see no reason 
to differ from the conclusion reached by R.A.E. that none of 
these defects was in any way the cause of the accident.



109. It is clear that the separation of both port and starboard outer 
wings from the centre section (see Figure 11) was not the 
primary cause of the accident, for there is ample evidence from 
the distribution of paint marks and scratches on both wings that 
they were made by parts of the cabin structures and form a 
pattern (see Figure 16) which is consistent only with the whole 
wing having been intact when they were made. For the same 
reason, the known point of fatigue weakness in the wing skin 
near the edge of the wheel-wells is not suspect. Moreover the 
fracture of the wings occurred some distance outside this region.

110. As regards escape of fuel from the fuel venting system, 
examination of the wreckage disclosed that fire did not start until 
alter the disruption of the cabin. It is cIear, therefore, that escape 
of fuel from the tank vents during take-off or climb had nothing 
to do with the accident.

111. Turning to refuelling, the danger apprehended could only 
occur by a concatenation of five events. The risk was, therefore, 
said to be a remote one and in any event in the present case 
R.A.E. state that examination of the Elba wreckage made it plain 
that even if the aircraft had sustained damage of the type 
indicated in Part 6 of the R.A.E. Report (which deals with this 
subject), such damage was not the cause of the accident to Yoke 
Peter. There had, however, been a recorded instance of trouble 
due to this cause and it is to be observed that de Havillands have 
indicated their intention of devising a method of removing the 
possibility of damage of this kind (see Appendix VIII).

(f) The possibility of damage by jet efflux

112. During the operation of B.O.A.C. services, there had been 
some experience of small damage to the cabin skin, due to the 



buffeting by the efflux from the jet engines. This damage was 
partly in front of and partly behind the pressure dome of the 
cabin. As soon as it was observed, a systematic inspection was 
made of all Comets, and where any signs of cracking were 
detected a repair was made according to a scheme specially 
devised by de Havillands. Internal inspection showed that the 
buffeting was also causing slight loosening of the joint between 
the stringers and the skin in this region, and rivets were therefore 
inserted in order to ensure that this would not give rise to danger.

113. This point of possible weakness was under continuous 
observation. The steps taken to deal with it may be considered to 
be satisfactory, particularly since, where the repair had been 
carried out, no further trouble occurred.
114. It is, however, recognised by de Havillands that a situation 
in which it is known that such cracks are likely to occur is 
unsatisfactory, and among the improvements they intend to make 
on future Comets is one which they believe will reduce the cause 
of this damage, namely, a slight change in the direction of the jet 
pipes at their exits, with the object of diverting the jets away 
from the sides of the cabin.

PART XIV
RESPONSIBILITY

(a) Introductory

115. No suggestion was made that any party wilfully disregarded 
any point which ought to have been considered or wilfully took 
unnecessary risks. Buts in the course of the evidence, questions 
were put which make it necessary for me to consider a number of 
points in the light of the conclusion I have already expressed as 
to the cause of the accident.



(b) Criticism of de Havillands' design work

116. Dealing first with the period prior to the commencement of 
the scheduled passenger service on the 2nd May, 1952, the 
calculations made by de Havillands were criticised and it was 
suggested that the tests they carried out were inadequate to guard 
against the risk of fatigue in the cabin structure. In support of this 
contention particular reference was made to certain calculations 
included in paragraph 4 of Part 3 of the R.A.E. Report and to 
other calculations produced by Sir Arnold Hall in the course of 
his evidence. It is, however, to be observed that the primary 
object of de Havillands was to lay the foundation for extensive 
tests which they regarded as the soundest basis for the 
development of a project rather than to arrive at a precise 
assessment of the stress distribution at the corners of the cabin 
windows.

117. I do not think that they can justly be criticised for this 
approach to the problem. In arriving, at this conclusion I have 
been assisted by a Memorandum which has been prepared for me 
by my Assessors and which confirms the impression I formed 
from the evidence of the witnesses that de Havillands were 
proceeding in accordance with what was then regarded as good 
engineering practice. I am also satisfied that in the then state of 
knowledge de Havillands cannot be blamed for not making 
greater use of strain gauges than they actually did or for 
believing, that the static test that they proposed to apply would, if 
successful, give the necessary assurance against the risk of 
fatigue during the working life of the aircraft. The Memorandum 
to which I have referred is included as paragraphs 118 to 129 of 
this Report.



(c) Memorandum by Assessors

118. During the design of the Comet de Havillands did not make 
use of calculations in an attempt to arrive at a close estimate of 
the stress distribution near the corners of the cabin windows. We 
have examined such of their calculations as had a bearing on this 
question; these led to the stress of 28,000 lb./sq. in. mentioned by 
Mr. Harper. It is clear that this stress refers to an area of the skin 
in the neighbourhood of the corners, and may fairly be said to be 
an average value over a width of 2 or 3 inches. de Havillands 
believed that their method was satisfactory for the purpose they 
had in mind, namely, the design of a test specimen. They did not 
consider that a closer estimate of the highest value of the stress 
could be made by any method which they would regard as 
reliable. They preferred to rely on tests of specimens designed on 
the basis of their calculations.

119. Since their estimate of the general level of stress in the 
region investigated was less than half the ultimate strength of the 
material (about 65,000 lb/sq. in.) they were confident that they 
could demonstrate by static test that there would be no failure at 
twice the working pressure, and that there would be a 
considerable reserve in hand. Their tests of panels about 3 ft. 
square, including, a window, substantiated this view.

120. We note, however, that in these tests the panel was 
supported on the face of a stiff steel "pressure box", and not in 
conditions truly representative of those which existed near the 
window in the pressure cabin itself. It is not possible to say what 
the effect of this would be. de Havillands were reassured by the 
results of the tests, in which the specimen withstood nearly 20 
lb./sq. in. without failure.



121. de Havillands used the same approach to the design of the 
whole pressure cabin. The static tests which they made on the 
two parts of the pressure cabin, respectively 26 and 24 ft. long, 
gave them confidence in the integrity of the whole cabin. Since 
they believed, with general support from then current practice 
and opinion, including that of A.R.B., that this basis of design 
and static tests would give ample assurance against risk of failure 
under repeated applications of the working pressure, and other 
known causes of fatigue, they felt that the cabin was good for the 
life of the aircraft (say 10,000 pressurised flights, or 10 years).

122. Here again, however, we note that the test sections of the 
cabin differed from the cabin as fitted to the aircraft in several 
respects. In the first place, each was incomplete, and incapable of 
sustaining pressure if it had not been fitted with a stiff bulkhead 
at the open end or ends. It is not possible to say whether the 
constraint which these bulkheads imposed on the structure would 
make it stronger or weaker than when it formed part of a 
complete cabin. But it must be recognised that the stresses in the 
structure near the bulkheads would be appreciably affected by 
the constraint, and the reliability of deductions about the strength 
of the cabin would thereby be reduced. Secondly neither section 
was fitted with the complete number of windows, etc. Moreover, 
the windows of special interest in this Inquiry, which were in the 
front test section, were rather near the bulkhead mentioned, so 
that the stresses in the skin round them might have been 
appreciably different from those in similar places in the complete 
cabin.

123. The increasing attention which de Havillands gave, during 
the period mid 1952 to end 1953, to the fatigue life of pressure 
cabins has been mentioned in paragraphs 21 to 24. In their 
repeated loading tests the front test section of the cabin survived 



16,000 applications of just over the working pressure. They felt 
confident that the Comet's cabin would have a safe life well 
beyond their target of 10 years in service.

124. The repeated loading test on Yoke Uncle at R.A.E. led to an 
unexpected failure after some 3,000 applications of load. Though 
this was about three times the life of Yoke Peter at Elba or Yoke 
Yoke at Naples it was surprisingly short and led directly to the 
inference that there were high local stresses. Steps were, 
therefore, taken at R.A.E. to measure the stresses near the corner 
of the window, using strain gauges placed as near as possible to 
the edge of the skin where the failure started. These 
measurements led to an estimated stress of 43,000 lb/sq. in. at the 
edge at the normal pressure difference of 8.25 lb./sq. in.

125. This estimate of the stress was regarded by de Havillands as 
unreliable, partly because the process of deriving it from the 
experimental measurements involved some extrapolation, but 
also because it would imply that in their own test to twice the 
working pressure, there was a local stress of double this amount, 
namely 86,000 Ib/sq. in., which is some 30 per cent. above the 
ultimate strength of the material. This apparent paradox can be 
explained by recognising that it neglects to take account of the 
effect of the ductility of the material in relieving "stress 
concentrations" (see on this subject paras. 148 to 153 below).

126. Calculations were made by Sir Arnold Hall to explore the 
problem in the light of such theoretical solutions as were known 
of the problem of stress distributions round a cut-out of the shape 
of the cabin windows, in a cylindrical shell of metal under 
pressure. These calculations were not put forward as exact, but, 
with due allowance for the fact that the window frame, and the 
cabin stringers and hoop frames, would influence the result they 



supported the reasonableness of the estimate made from 
measurements on Yoke Uncle.

127. It is our view that the two results taken together point 
strongly to the conclusion that the stress in the skin at the edge of 
the window near the corner was far higher than had been 
suspected by de Havillands, and was probably over 40,000 lb/sq. 
in. under the normal pressure difference.

128. In the course of the Inquiry much attention was paid to an 
estimate, given in Part 3, para. 6 of the R.A.E. Report on the tests 
on Yoke Uncle, of the stress which might be predicted on the 
basis of their measurements by strain gauges, as probably 
existing in flight. The figure "70 per cent. of the ultimate 
strength" was obtained by adding to the 43,000 lb/sq. in. 
(mentioned above) due to the working pressure, another 2,700 
lb / sq. in. due to other known loads, leading to a total of 45,700 
lb/sq. in. This was contrasted with de Havillands' own estimate 
of 28,000 lb/sq. in. It has already been pointed out that de 
Havillands' figure relates to an average over a considerable 
distance near the corner of the window, and due only to the 
working pressure, whereas the estimate made by R.A.E. relates 
to a particular point where the stress would be expected, on 
general grounds, to reach a maximum. A direct comparison 
between them is therefore misleading. Having regard to the 
different approach the two figures cannot be said to be 
inconsistent.

129. It is natural that de Havillands and R.A.E. should have 
approached the problem of the "safe life" of the pressure cabin of 
the Comet from different points of view. de Havillands were the 
designers and looked at the problem as designers would, having 
confidence in their methods based on their experience. R.A.E. 



had had virtually no previous knowledge of the design 
background of the Comet, since it is a civil aircraft and their 
connection with it before the 8th April, 1954, was primarily 
advisory in character and was wholly concerned with fatigue of 
the wings. In the early stages of the Inquiry there was, therefore, 
a sharp disagreement between them on the interpretation of their 
calculations and tests. These differences of opinion diminished in 
the course of the Inquiry as greater mutual understanding 
developed. While there are still minor points on which they do 
not quite see eye to eye, a situation which is by no means 
unusual in technical problems of such difficulty, there is now no 
longer any substantial disagreement between them. Our own 
interpretation of the situation, so far as it can be determined by 
existing evidence, is set out above, and we believe that it would 
be accepted by de Havillands and R.A.E.

(d) Criticism of de Havillands repeated loading tests in 1953

130. Another criticism of de Havillands was connected with the 
repeated loading tests carried out by them in 1953. When the 
R.A.E. test revealed the short life of the cabin structure of Yoke 
Uncle the question arose as to how to reconcile the result of that 
test with the result of these earlier repeated loading tests. Sir 
Arnold Hall suggested that the explanation might well be that the 
1953 tests were carried out on a nose section which had 
previously been subjected to static tests up to a differential 
pressure of 16.5 lb/sq. in. and that the effect of such a test might 
be to prolong the life of the specimen subjected to it. Mr. Harper 
said that he was aware of this possibility but he considered that if 
there was any increase in life of the nose section attributable to 
pre-loading the tests so amply covered the life of the aircraft both 
at the time of the tests and for the immediate future that de 
Havillands could safely accept the test as satisfactory. In the then 



state of knowledge I think this conclusion was reasonable.

(e) de Havillands' method of dealing with cracks

131. There is one other question bearing on responsibility to 
which I must refer. This concerns certain cracks, revealed by the 
examination of the wreckage (see para. 78), which had occurred 
in the process of manufacture and had been dealt with by 
location. Sir Arnold Hall said that such manufacturing cracks 
might form foci for fatigue and thus shorten the life of the 
structure. It was suggested in cross-examination that the fatigue 
which led to the disintegration of Yoke Peter had originated in 
these cracks, that they ought not to have been dealt with as they 
were and that accordingly some responsibility ought to attach to 
de Havillands for allowing the aircraft which contained them to 
be put into service.

132. It will be convenient to deal with the subject of cracks 
generally before giving my opinion on the specific question of 
responsibility mentioned above. This course may also enable the 
whole matter to be viewed in proper perspective. Public concern 
may have been aroused by what was said during the Inquiry and 
it is important that groundless fears should be allayed.

133. I am advised that it has been the general experience that 
certain parts of the structure of aircraft develop cracks as the 
result of fluctuation of load, vibration or casual damage and that 
the external skin, whether in the wings, tail or fuselage is 
particularly vulnerable. Cracks which occur during manufacture 
do not differ materially, in their significance, from those which 
may develop subsequently save, of course, that their presence 
may indicate an unsatisfactory manufacturing process.



134. It is the ordinary practice to make careful inspection of the 
structure, both during manufacture and subsequently, particularly 
in regions known to be specially susceptible and, if cracks are 
found, to deal with each case on its merits in the light of a now 
very wide experience of the problem. Where frequent inspection 
shows that a particular crack is likely to spread, it is dealt with by 
a carefully considered repair scheme, either prepared by the 
designers or by the operators in collaboration with the designers. 
However if after such repair the crack continues to spread it is 
considered as a matter of major concern possibly requiring a 
radical modification to the design to reduce the stress which gave 
rise to it.

135. For small cracks in regions not highly stressed the method 
of location is generally found to prevent further spread, provided 
that care is taken to ensure the inclusion of the end of the crack 
in the hole drilled. All witnesses who dealt with this matter in the 
Inquiry were agreed that location was a reasonable method of 
dealing with such cracks.

136. I am also advised that most aircraft experience cracks due to 
one or more of the causes mentioned above and that it would, 
indeed be hardly practicable to insist on a standard of design and 
construction which would preclude completely the possibility of 
any crack in the skin.

137. The methods employed by de Havillands in dealing with 
manufacturing cracks were in no way different from those used 
to deal with other deviations from the strict requirements of the 
drawings to which the aircraft was being built. Defects whether 
discovered by the workman or the inspector would be dealt with 
by the procedure known as "Concession" procedure which varied 
according to whether the defect was classed as major or minor. 



Mr. Povey said that manufacturing cracks were required to be 
dealt with as major defects with the result that "Concession 
Notes" containing the proposals for dealing, with them would 
have to go forward to the Chief Inspector and, if approved by 
him, would have to be submitted to the Design Department for 
final approval. In the case of Yoke Peter three cracks were 
discovered in the reinforcing plates of the A.D.F. windows. The 
action taken, which was approved by the Chief Inspector and the 
Design Department, was "splits have been located with a 1/16th 
dia. drill hole". According to the then current engineering 
practice this action would have been appropriate had the stresses 
been as low as de Havillands believed them to be, but was, in 
fact inappropriate as the region concerned was one in which 
there were high stresses. However, as I have already stated in 
paragraphs 116 and 117 my opinion that de Havillands cannot be 
blamed for their ignorance of the true state of affairs, it follows 
that no responsibility attaches to them.

138. The evidence disclosed other cracks in Comet aircraft. Thus 
in the wreckage of Yoke Peter there was a crack in the skin at the 
starboard front corner of the rear A.D.F. window. This had been 
located at both ends. No Concession Note was available in 
relation to this crack and it would appear that there had been a 
defect in the operation of the Concession procedure. Although 
this crack had spread during the life of the aircraft beyond one of 
the points at which it had been located, the actual fracture did not 
take place there nor was there any sign of fatigue. Other clacks 
were referred to in Yoke Uncle and Yoke Yoke but in no case was 
there any evidence that the crack had contributed to the failure of 
the aircraft.
139. I need not pursue further the question of manufacturing 
cracks of this type since the statement put in on behalf of de 
Havillands (see Appendix VIII) records that if in future a crack 



does occur at any time either in manufacture or subsequently 
during the life of an aircraft no repair scheme for such a crack 
will be sanctioned unless it ensures that, after it has been carried 
out, the part of the aircraft concerned will be as strong and will 
have as long a life as it would have had, had there been no crack.

PART XV
FUTURE

(a) Statements on behalf of the Attorney-General and de 
Havillands

140. By s. 9 (12) of the Civil Aviation (Investigation of 
Accidents) Regulations 1951 the duty is imposed on me of 
making such recommendations as I think fit with a view to the 
preservation of life and the avoidance of similar accidents in 
future. I have been greatly assisted in that part of my task (a) by 
the statement as to future policy made by Sir Lionel Heald on the 
12th November, 1954 on behalf of the Attorney-General after 
consultation with the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation 
and A.R.B.: (b) by the statement put in by Sir Hartley Shawcross 
on the 23rd November, 1954 recording the action which de 
Havillands now propose to take to deal with the problem of 
fatigue and with the other defects referred to in the Report of 
R.A.E. These statements are of such importance that I have 
attached them to this Report as Appendices VII and VIII. I 
respectfully agree with the course therein proposed to be 
adopted.

(b) Further suggestions directed to guarding against fatigue

141. The problem of securing an economically satisfactory safe 
life of the pressure cabin of an aircraft needs more study, both in 



design and by experiments if the lightest possible safe structure 
is to be achieved. This is recognised by de Havillands in their 
policy in regard to the future of the Comet (Appendix VIII).

142. In Appendix IV para. 4 (iii), reference is made to the 
problem which arises owing to the variation among the lives, 
under a given loading cycle, of nominally identical parts, known 
as "scatter". In the pressure cabins of aircraft there are probably a 
number of causes of scatter. Tests of a large number of specimens 
are however virtually impracticable and, in order to ensure a safe 
life well above the minimum that is economically acceptable to 
an operator, methods must be devised of ensuring that design 
combined with a reasonable programme of tests can guarantee 
that the pressure cabins of transport aircraft will be entirely safe.

143. The policy which de Havillands propose to adopt for the 
Comet is directed to achieving this end, primarily by reducing 
both the general level of stress and the local excesses, due to all 
known causes, above the general level of stress. The knowledge 
which has been acquired as a result of the investigation of the 
accident to Yoke Peter, and the tests made on Yoke Uncle at 
R.A.E., strongly suggests that steps should be taken to determine 
by calculation, by tests of typical parts of the cabin, and by tests 
on one or more complete cabins, both the distribution of stress 
throughout the structure in considerable detail, the influences 
which determine both the highest static load which it will sustain, 
and its life to failure under repeated loading. In the present state 
of knowledge, it is likely that two complete cabins will have to 
be tested one under static loads and one under cycles of repeated 
loads.

144. From the evidence of Sir Arnold Hall and from advice I 
have received from my Assessors it became clear that there exist 



methods of calculating, the stress distribution in the structure of a 
pressure cabin which could with advantage be employed more 
widely. Moreover the result of R.A.E.'s investigation satisfied me 
that in tests of pressure cabins or parts of them the stress 
distribution should be determined by wide use of strain gauges. 
This procedure will enable the calculations used in the design to 
be verified or amended, and will lead to a fuller understanding of 
the problem.

145. When these measures have been applied and the tests 
completed, de Havillands will no doubt ask A.R.B. to 
recommend the grant of a Certificate of Airworthiness to the re-
designed Comet aircraft. It would not be desirable for me to say 
anything which might in any way limit the discretion of A.R.B. 
but I may perhaps appropriately express the hope that this 
procedure will reassure the public as to the integrity of pressure 
cabins and will justify Sir Arnold Hall's confidence that the 
Comet aircraft will fly again.

(c) Use of available Government facilities

146. In the course of the evidence there was some suggestion that 
prior to 1954 inadequate use was made in the development of the 
Comet of the unrivalled facilities available at R.A.E. to the civil 
aircraft industry. This may have been exagerated. Be that as it 
may, in view of the importance of that industry to the national 
economy it is essential that in future manufacturers should be 
aware of, and should make full use of, such facilities as the 
research establishments of the Ministry of Supply can offer. The 
Court was informed that in practice there had been close personal 
association between members of the staffs of A.R.B. and R.A.E. 
and that R.A.E. was represented on the Airworthiness 
Requirements Co-ordinating Committee of A.R.B. It is desirable, 



nonetheless, to strengthen the liaison between A.R.B. and all the 
research establishments of the Ministry of Supply and it might be 
worth considering whether, when the Council of A.R.B. is being 
strengthened in accordance with the statement made by Sir 
Lionel Heald (see Appendix VII), it should not also receive such 
additional reinforcement as will encourage the full use by 
manufacturers, operators and A.R.B of all available facilities.

(d) Avoidance of flight by unlicensed crew

147. Reference has been made in paragraphs 35 and 36 to the 
fact that the Engineer Officer of Yoke Peter was not in possession 
of a valid licence at the time of the accident. I was informed by 
Counsel for B.O.A.C. that their system for ensuring the prompt 
renewal of licences had been overhauled and that adequate steps 
have been taken to prevent a recurrence of this lapse. It is clearly 
of the first importance to ensure that no aircraft flies save with a 
crew not only fully qualified in knowledge and experience but 
also properly licensed.

(e) Suggested scientific and technical investigations

148. There are certain scientific and technical matters on which, 
acting on the advice of my Assessors, I recommend that research 
can usefully be undertaken, in the interest of increasing 
knowledge of the problems of the design of pressure cabins. The 
first arises from the influence of the ductility of the aluminium 
alloy from which the skin of the cabin is made, on the manner in 
which the stress distribution in the skin is related to the 
difference between the internal and external pressure on the 
cabin. It is perhaps simplest to look at this problem in the light of 
the situation which develops as the pressure in the cabin is 
increased from the working pressure P up to the value somewhat 



below that at which it fails under a static test.

149. In the first place it is essential to appreciate that, although it 
would from many points of view be desirable that the stress in 
the skin should be the same everywhere, in practice considerable 
variations are unavoidable. There will, therefore, be points, 
generally near to the cut-outs, where the stress is appreciably 
higher than the average, and it is on these points that the 
designer's attention is naturally focussed when considering, the 
strength of the structure.

150. As the pressure difference in the cabin rises from P to, say, 
1.5 P the stresses everywhere will rise in the same proportion. 
But as the pressure difference approaches, say, 2 P the stress in 
the more highly stressed regions will reach that at which the 
material is no longer elastic. Its extension will then be of a plastic 
nature, that is to say, one which does not disappear when the 
stress which caused it is removed. Over most of the skin the 
stress will remain within the range in which the material is still 
elastic and the removal of the pressure will restore this part of the 
skin to its original dimensions. But in areas where the stress was 
high there will remain a permanent stretch. The pre-loaded cabin 
is therefore physically different from a new one, if the pre-load 
has exceeded a certain level.

151. Although the permanent extension of the material in the 
areas where it has stretched plastically, but without fracture, is 
small and undetectable by visual inspection, it may have a 
profound effect on the distribution of stress in the material when 
the working pressure is applied a second time. Without going 
into details, the general nature of this will be to reduce markedly 
the stress in the areas where it was previously greatest. The stress 
concentration in such areas is therefore relieved.



152. This is a process whose general nature is understood, and 
there are examples where it has been deliberately used in order to 
improve resistance to fatigue. It has indeed been suggested that it 
might be used in such structures as a pressure cabin. But there 
are obvious difficulties, not to say dangers, in applying it. 
Nevertheless, the subject should undoubtedly receive more study, 
if only to ensure that tests during design are not rendered 
unreliable by failure to appreciate its significance.

153. Though there can be no direct proof, there is no doubt that 
the phenomenon described above provides at any rate a partial 
explanation of the apparent anomaly presented by the failure of 
the pressure cabin of Yoke Uncle at R.A.E. after 3,000 cycles, in 
spite of the survival of the test specimen of the forepart of the 
cabin to over 16,000 cycles when tested by de Havillands. The 
maximum pressure difference which had ever been applied to 
Yoke Uncle was 1.33 P. whereas the test specimen had been 
subjected to two applications of 2 P in addition to nearly twenty 
of between P and 2 P.

154. The second question which needs study may be put shortly 
as follows: what is the true static strength of the complete Comet 
cabin ? Reasons have been given in paras. 120 and 122 why the 
tests made on sections of the cabin may have been somewhat 
misleading. A test conducted in the tank at R.A.E., with the most 
comprehensive exploration of the stress distribution, would be 
invaluable. Not only would it clear up such uncertainties as 
remain from our Inquiry, but, in conjunction with the repeated 
loading, tests already made on Yoke Uncle, would provide an 
invaluable body of information for the basis of design of future 
pressure cabins



155. The remaining question which requires study relates to the 
system used to operate the aircraft controls. Most of the evidence 
On this subject was concerned with the alleged excessive "break-
out" force and indicated a difference of opinion, among pilots, as 
to whether the existing system was satisfactory in this respect, 
though none suggested that the alleged defect had in any way 
contributed to the accident. A different criticism was made by 
one of the Assessors to the Indian Court of Inquiry into the 
accident to G-ALYV and apparently prompted that Court's 
second recommendation, which was as follows: "That 
consideration should be given to the desirability of modifying the 
flying control system of the Comet aircraft in order to give the 
pilot a positive 'feel' of airloads exerted on the control surfaces." 
Only a passing reference was made to this before me. As advised 
by my Assessors, I am satisfied that the characteristics of the 
control system of the Comet should be reconsidered by de 
Havillands and by A.R.B. in the light of both the criticisms 
which have been made.

(f) Observations on certain suggestions made in the course of the 
Inquiry

156. I cannot conclude this part of my Report without 
mentioning two suggestions made during the Inquiry which, after 
full consideration, I feel unable to recommend.

157. The first of these arose out of some criticism which was 
made of the system whereby inspection of aircraft parts is 
delegated by A.R.B. to manufacturers. By this system, the 
operation of which is set out in an A.R.B. pamphlet on "The 
Approval of Inspection Organisations and the Maintenance of 
Airworthiness", manufacturers' own inspectors have the duty of 
supervising all the work done in building civil aircraft. This 



inspection organisation is supervised by A.R.B. through their 
own inspectors to ensure that it is adequate. A.R.B. inspectors do 
only such detailed inspection of work as is needed to assure 
themselves that the system is working satisfactorily. Evidence 
was given by Mr. Povey illustrating how this system worked at 
de Havillands.

158. The suggestion was made that the system for inspection 
would be more satisfactory if all the lnspectors were responsible 
direct to A.R.B. and not to manufacturers, or alternatively that 
there should be a duplicate system of inspection whereby both 
manufacturers and A.R.B. would have inspectors. Reference was 
also made to the method of inspection of shipping by Lloyd's as 
an example of how such a system might work but no evidence 
was produced as to this method. I cannot, therefore, form any 
conclusion on the suggested analogy.

159. It is plain that there would be inherent dangers in 
duplication. Responsibility for the quality of his product must 
rest with the producer. It is, therefore, essential for the producer 
to have his own system of inspection. Any additional system 
would add to expense, but not, it was argued to safety.

160. I have come to the conclusion that the present system of 
inspection by manufacturers approved and supervised by A.R.B. 
is essentially satisfactory. It is, of course subject to human errors, 
but it has the beneficial effect of creating a sense of responsibility 
in manufacturers without which aircraft could not be designed 
and built to the requisite standard of reliability and safety.

161. The second suggestion arose out of some criticism which 
was levelled at A.R.B. on the ground that their flight testing 
organisation is relatively small compared with similar flight test 



teams at aircraft firms and at the Ministry of Supply 
Experimental Establishments. A suggestion was, therefore, put 
forward that A.R.B. flight testing and aircraft approval would be 
made more effective if an active pilot were appointed to their 
Council and if civil aircraft were sent to a Ministry of Supply test 
establishment where a much wider and more experienced 
opinion on flying qualities could be obtained from a larger 
organisation, instead of the somewhat restricted assessment at 
present available to A.R.B.

162. Although I am satisfied that there is no reason to criticise the 
flight testing of the Comet I as carried out by de Havillands and 
A.R.B., I think serious consideration should be given to the 
possibility of obtaining the best available opinion on the flight 
characteristics of future airliners particularly when they 
incorporate novel features in design which effect those 
characteristics. As I have mentioned in para. 146 of this Report, 
such facilities are available in Ministry of Supply 
Establishments, and the importance of the civil aircraft industry 
to the economy of this country seems to warrant making the 
fullest use of those facilities.

163. With reference to the suggested appointment of an active 
pilot to the Council of A.R.B., there are clearly difficulties in 
such an arrangement since the pilot would be unable to do his job 
as an airline pilot and at the same time be available to give his 
advice to the Council. I have no reason to believe that the present 
representation on the Council has been in any way lacking in the 
past and I hesitate to recommend any change. If an active pilot 
were to be appointed the post would have to be made a whole 
time paid employment and it would not be long, before he ceased 
to possess the qualifications upon which those who advocated the 
appointment laid stress. On the whole I think it is better to rely 



on the Minister to secure that the person he nominates to the 
Council as possessing professional experience as a pilot of civil 
aircraft is always someone who is reasonably up-to-date.

PART XVI
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

My answers to the questions submitted on behalf of the Attorney-
General are as follows:_

Question 1

What was the cause of the accident?

Answer.

The cause of the accident was the structural failure of the 
pressure cabin brought about by fatigue. See para. 95.

Question 2.

If several factors caused the accident what were such factors and 
to what extent was each contributory?

Answer.

This does not arise.

Question 3.

Was the accident due to the act or default or negligence of any 
party or of any person in the employment of that party?



Answer.

The accident was not due to the wrongful act or default or to the 
negligence of any party or of any person in the employment of 
any party.

Question 4.

At the time of the accident:

Question 4 (a).

Had the aircraft been maintained in accordance with the current 
approved maintenance schedules? If not, did any defect in 
maintenance affect the safety of the aircraft or contribute to the 
accident?

Answer.

Yes. The second part of the question does not arise.

Question 4 (b).

Was the aircraft airworthy so far as could reasonably have been 
then ascertained ?

Answer.

Yes.

Question 4 (c).

Was there a valid Certificate of Airworthiness in respect of the 



aircraft?

Answer.

Yes.

Question 4 (d).

Was there a valid Certificate of Maintenance in respect of the 
aircraft?

Answer.

Yes

Question 4 (e).

Was the radio station of the aircraft serviceable and was there a 
valid Certificate of Serviceability in respect thereof ?

Answer.

Yes.

Question 4 (f).

Was the aircraft properly loaded and trimmed within the limits 
specified in the Flight Manual?

Answer.

Yes.



Question 4 (g).

Were all members of the crew properly licensed and adequately 
experienced to make the flight? If not, did any defect in the 
licence of any member of the crew affect the safety of the aircraft 
or contribute to the accident?

Answer.

All members of the crew were adequately experienced to make 
the flight but the flight engineers Engineer Officer F. C. 
Macdonald was not properly licensed to make the flight (see 
paragraph 35). This defect did not affect the safety of the aircraft 
or contribute to the accident.

Question 5.

Upon consideration of all facts disclosed by this Inquiry what 
steps should be taken to increase .the safety of civil aircraft?

Answer.

See Paragraphs 140-155 of this Report.
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0. Figures
Flight pad of G-APDN

1. Investigation
1.1. History of flight

The aircraft was operating a regular Dan-Air charter flight from 
Manchester to Barcelona. It took off from Manchester for 
Barcelona at 1608 hrs. The routing specified on the flight plan 
was via Airways UA1, UA34, UB31 and Point Berga. Because of 
ATC delays in the Paris area the aircraft was cleared to proceed 
via UA25 to the Cognac VOR (1725 hrs) - Agen VOR - Toulouse 
VOR (1743 hrs), joining UB31 at point 'B'. G-APDN was then 
cleared by French ATC to descend from FL370 to FL220. At 
1753 hrs the pilot established contact with Barcelona ACC on 
124.7 MHz and after reporting that he had passed the Spanish 
frontier requested clearance to descend further; it was cleared to 
descend from FL220 to FL90.

At 1757 hrs G-APDN reported passing the Barcelona FIR 
boundary and that it was leaving FL160, and gave an ETA of 
1801 hrs for Point Berga. At 1759 hrs the pilot received 
instructions to contact Barcelona Approach (APP) on 119.1 
MHz; a few seconds after changing to that frequency G-APDN 



was instructed to turn left on to heading 140°. The pilot 
acknowledged the turn and reported that he was leaving FL130, 
and immediately afterwards gave an ETA for Sabadell of 1807 
hrs.

At 1800 hrs APP requested confirmation of this estimate and the 
pilot corrected it to 1805 hrs. On receiving this information, APP 
cancelled the turn on to 140° and told the pilot to proceed to 
Sabadell. At 1801 hrs, G-APDN reported leaving FL100 for 
FL90. APP enquired whether it had DME on board and the pilot 
replied that it did not. G-APDN was then cleared to descend to 
FL60.

At 1802 hrs, APP instructed the pilot to turn left on to 140°. The 
pilot acknowledged this instruction and informed ATC that he 
was leaving FL85 for FL60. Immediately after this transmission, 
APP requested confirmation that G-APDN was passing Sabadell, 
and the pilot replied 'in about 30 seconds'; 15 seconds later the 
pilot said 'Barcelona, G-APDN passing Sabadell'. APP 
acknowledged the message and added 'radar contact, continue 
descent to 2,800 feet, altimeter 1017, transition level five zero'.

At 1803 hrs G-APDN requested information on the duty runway, 
APP replying that the duty runway was 25, which the pilot 
acknowledged. At 1805 hrs, APP requested aircraft altitude and 
G-APDN reported passing 4,000 feet. At 1807 hrs APP called the 
aircraft for confirmation that it was still on course; G-APDN did 
not reply to this transmission, nor to other calls which were 
subsequently made.
The site of the accident was: Latitude 41°47'45" North, 
Longitude 02°27'34" East, and it occurred between 1805 and 
1806 hrs, in daylight. The altitude of the site is about 3,900 feet.



1.2 Injuries to persons
Injuries Crew    Passengers      Others
Fatal     7       105     -
Non-fatal      -       -       -
None    -       -       -

1.3 Damage to aircraft The aircraft was destroyed.
1.4 Other damage Destruction of 125 acres of a privately owned 
beech wood, valued at approximately 25,000 pesetas.

1.5 Crew information

Captain Alexander George Neal, aged 48, held a valid British 
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence, with a current instrument 
rating, endorsed to fly Comet, Britannia and HS 104 aircraft in 
command. His licence was issued on 6 February 1967 and was 
valid until 5 February 1972. He passed his last instrument rating 
renewal flight test on 17 March 1970. He passed his last periodic 
medical examination on 3 March 1970 and there were no 
medical restrictions on his licence. Captain Neal was trained as a 
pilot in the Royal Air Force and had previously been employed 
as a first officer by British Eagle. He joined Dan-Air as a first 
officer in March 1969 and was promoted to captain in May 1970. 
At the time of the accident he had flown a total of 7,427 hours as 
a pilot. He had accrued a total of 605 hours on Comet aircraft, 29 
hours being in command. The flight on which the accident 
occurred was his first flight to Barcelona as commander. 
Previously he had made one flight into Barcelona, on 19 May 
1970 during his command and route check.

First Officer David Shorrock, aged 41, held a valid British 
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence endorsed for Comet, Britannia 
and BAC 1-11. His licence was issued on 18 July 1968 and was 



valid until 17 July 1973. He passed his last instrument rating 
renewal flight test on 18 March 1970. He passed his last periodic 
medical examination on 26 June 1970. He was required to wear 
spectacles to correct his near vision when exercising the 
privileges of his licence. Mr Shorrock was trained as pilot at a 
civilian flying school and had previously been employed by 
British Eagle. He joined Dan-Air as a first officer on BAC 1-1 1 
aircraft in April 1969 and converted to the Comet in March 1970. 
At the time of the accident he had flown a total of 4,765 hours as 
a pilot of which 189 had been in Comet aircraft.

The flight engineer, Mr David Walter Stanley Sayer, aged 40, 
held a British Flight Engineer's Licence endorsed for Comet 4 
and DC-7B aircraft. His licence was issued on 20 August 1969 
and was valid until 21 August 1970. He passed his last periodic 
medical examination on 7 August 1969. Mr Sayer was originally 
a ground engineer with Dan-Air before qualifying as a flight 
engineer on DC-7B aircraft in July 1967. He converted to the 
Comet 4 in December 1969. At the time of the accident he had 
flown a total of 1,275 hours as a flight engineer, 218 hours being 
in the Comet 4. He was considered to be a very competent 
engineer.
Air Hostesses: Miss S Hinde, Miss H P Barber, Miss C A 
Maddock and Miss A Vickers.

1.6 Aircraft information

G-APDN was a standard production HS Comet 4 originally 
acquired by BOAC in April 1959; Dan-Air bought it from that 
company in 1969. The certificate of airworthiness was last 
renewed in the transport category (passenger) on 13 May 1970 
and was valid until 12 May 1971. Although the original of the 
aircraft's certificate of airworthiness could not be recovered, the 



British commission states that the certificate was in order.

A certificate of maintenance was issued by Dan-Air Engineering 
on 11 June 1970, after a Check 1 inspection, valid for 62 days or 
638 hours. At the time of the accident the aircraft had flown 257 
hours since the certificate of maintenance was issued. The total 
airborne hours of the aircraft were 25,786 since manufacture the 
aircraft had been maintained in accordance with an ARB 
approved schedule. It has been calculated that at the time of the 
impact the weight was below the maximum total weight 
authorised and that the centre of gravity was within the 
prescribed limits.

The aircraft was equipped with duplicated flight instruments, 
both general flight instruments and the Smiths flight director 
system. Each pilot had two radio magnetic indicators (RMI), one 
for presenting VOR information and the other for ADF. The 
commander's altimeter was of the three-pointer barometric type, 
whereas the copilot's was of the direct reading digital type 
incorporating a flasher unit and an altitude switch when the 
height indicated was below 10,000 feet.

The radio equipment carried by the aircraft was as follows:

Marconi AD 307        HF/RT   duplicated
Marconi AD 305/704    VHF COM duplicated
Marconi AD 712        ADF     duplicated
Marconi AD 704/706    ILS/VOR duplicated
Marconi AD 708        MARKER  single
Echo E 160        SEARCH RADAR    single
Marconi AD 2300A  DOPPLER single
Bendix TRA 61 AL  TRANSPONDER     single
Marconi 28800     SELCAL  single



Ultra UA 56       INTERCOM        single

Examination of the company records shows that the Doppler had 
been out of action since 20 June 1970. This equipment is 
classified as an allowable deficiency and is not a mandatory 
requirement.
There had apparently been a series of defects on number 1 VOR 
set. On 1 July 1970 a controller socket was replaced. A continuity 
check revealed an open circuit. This was rectified and the VOR 
was again serviceable. On 2 July 1970 number 1 VOR would not 
change frequency. The set was changed and the installation then 
worked normally, according to information received from the 
British sources. Although it is impossible to be certain that the 
VOR set was working properly at the time of the accident, it is 
certain that after the set was changed the aircraft flew four 
consecutive sectors, apparently without any defect in the 
equipment.

1.7 Meteorological information

The Sierra del Montseny, lying some 65 kilometres to the NE of 
Barcelona Airport, was covered by cloud, due to the phenomenon 
known as 'barrage' effect. The cloud mass showed little vertical 
development, consisting of stratus and stratocumulus. On the 
mountain top, known as Turo de l'Home (1,712 metres) situated 
about 4 kilometres in a straight line to the south of the accident 
site, and 500 metres higher, there is a meteorological observatory 
at which the following data were recorded at the time of the 
accident: pressure at sea level, 1,018 mbs, falling; temperature 
9°C; dew-point temperature, 9°C; wind SW, 10 knots; mist, 
visibility nil; sky not visible on account of mist; orographic 
precipitation in the form of intermittent drizzle, 1 litre/metre2 
having been recorded in the last twelve hours.



The condensation level to windward was 600 meters and the 
cloud clining to the mountain extending on the leeward side 
down to levels of between 800 and 1,000 metres. The 
surrounding valleys, away from the direct influence of the high 
mountains, showed light to medium cloud cover, with scattered 
cumulus; visibility was reduced by haze, except towards the 
coastal regions where visibility could be described as good.
Because of the nature and type of the observed cloud, the light 
southerly winds both at the lowest atmospheric levels and at 
mountain-top level, and because of the standard distributions 
which gave the following upper winds and temperatures 850 mbs 
340° 20 knots 9°; 700 mbs 330° 25 knots 5°; 500 mbs 310° 30 
knots 9° and 300 mbs 290° 40 knots 20°; the question of the 
formation of turbulent air movements and mountain waves has 
not been taken into account because if they did exist they would 
have been weak and of no importance to air navigation.

1.8 Navigation aids

There are various aids available in the region for an instrument 
approach to Barcelona Airport. Those relevant to the accident 
now being investigated are: Sabadell NDB, Barcelona VOR, 
Perpignan VOR and Gerona VOR. All these aids were operating 
normally on the day of the accident.

Barcelona ACC/APP also had ASR-5 radar equipment in use, the 
main characteristics of which are:

*     range 60 nm
*    accuracy in azimuth: +- 0.5° error
*     accuracy in range within 3%
*    theoretical coverage up to 40,000 feet and from 20,000 feet at 



60 nm; 12,000 feet at 50 nm; 5,000 feet at 35 nm; 2,000 feet at 
20 nm and 1,000 feet at 10 nm.
*  The usable range scales are: up to 6 nm with range circles of 2 
nm; up to 10 nm with 2 nm; up to 20 with 2 nm, up to 40 with 5 
nm and up to 60 nm with 10 nm.
The obstacle clearance chart (MOCA) is attached as Annex 1. 
Local instructions for use of the radar are attached as Annex 2. 
Barcelona VOR underwent routine inspections in flight on 2 
April 1970 and 9 September 1970, without any corrective 
measures being required, as stated in the records of the 
Calibration Service (Servicio de Calibracion). Sabadell NDB was 
also inspected in flight as a routine measure on 5 June 1969 and 
31 July 1970, its condition being regarded as GOOD by the 
aforementioned service, only some interference from the NDB 
CST (Costix)(MAJORCA) being observed in the first of these 
inspections.

1.9 Communications
Communications between G-APDN and Barcelona Control 
Centre were clear, with the appropriate terminology being used 
throughout. According to data exchanged, neither Barcelona 
ACC nor Barcelona APP noticed any abnormality in the flight of 
the aircraft. Defects have been observed in the tape recording 
when ACC was talking on 124.7 MHz. When the frequency was 
changed to 119.1 MHz communications between G-APDN and 
APP were properly recorded on the Barcelona Control tape.

1.10 Aerodrome and ground facilities
These are not a factor.

1.11 Flight recorders
The aircraft carried a MIDAS type CMT/SC flight recorder. 
Using all the traces of the parameters of time, speed, altitude, 



pitch attitude, heading and vertical acceleration, during the last 
eight or nine minutes of the flight, the track of the aircraft was 
reconstructed on the map (Annex 3). This showed a close 
correlation between the aircraft's manoeuvres and the 
information exchanged between Barcelona Control and the 
aircraft, and that the track of the aircraft was not correct, 
deviating the whole time to the east of airway UB31. The 
accident occurred at 1805.30 hrs and the aircraft was descending, 
operating completely normally, at a true airspeed of 410 km/h.

1.12 Wreckage of the aircraft
The accident site was on the beech-covered north-east slopes of 
the Les Angudes peak (1,704 metres), at an altitude of about 
3,800 feet, in the municipal district of Arbucias (Gerona). The 
heading of the aircraft before impact was approximately 145°, 
and its flight path was descending between 5° and 10° as 
indicated by the path cut through the trees by the aircraft. Later, 
two goniometers (direction finders) were found which indicated a 
heading of 142°. On detailed examination of the crash it was 
ascertained that the longitudinal axis of the aircraft at the 
moment of impact was at an angle of approximately 45° up from 
the horizontal, ie roughly equal to the angle of the mountain 
slope, it being noted that the main side marks were produced by 
the auxiliary fuel tanks and not by the fuselage. The fuel tanks 
exploded and started a fire.

1.13 Fire
There was an explosion and fire on impact with the ground.

1.14 Survival

As soon as the site of the disaster was known, amongst those 
who went to the spot were forces of the Civil Guard of 413 



Command, Gerona; No 13 Company of the Fourth Group Ninth 
Brigade of the Red Cross, Barcelona; 110 firemen from the 
Municipality of Barcelona, 38 militiamen from the Municipality 
of Barcelona, 25 Red Cross volunteers from the Barcelona 
Mobile Squad, personnel from the near-by townships of Viladrau 
and Arbucias (Gerona) and San Celoni (Barcelona). There were 
also civil and military authorities from the Provinces of 
Barcelona and Gerona, and an examining magistrate from Santa 
Coloma de Farnes (Gerona), provincial medical officers from 
Barcelona and Gerona and members of the staff of Dan-Air 
Limited. A British commission was appointed to collaborate with 
the Spanish authorities in investigating the cause of the accident. 
There were also British technicians and a pathologist, an 
Anglican priest, the British Consul and Vice-Consul in 
Barcelona, along with 77 soldiers with NCO's and Officers of 
CIR No 9 from San Clemente de Sasebas (Gerona).
Due to the uneven terrain, the steepness of the slope and the 
dense vegetation, a bulldozer and excavator shovels had to be 
used to widen paths and open up a new one to facilitate 
evacuation of the victims. Since the Spanish health authorities 
reported that "it was technically impossible for the remains of the 
bodies to be embalmed and preserved, due to the extreme 
mutilation and scattering of the remains as a result of injuries of 
exceptional violence caused by an explosive shock-wave, and 
that death was presumably instantaneous in every case", the court 
ordered the bodies to be removed and taken to the municipal 
cemetery at Arbucias where they were burned.

1.15 Tests and investigations

One spoiler (air brake) was extended and the other was retracted, 
but it was impossible to establish whether the latter had been 
closed by the impact although this appears most likely in view of 



the manner of operation of these brakes.
The main landing gear was retracted. No flaps were extended. 
Safety belts were in use. The life-jackets were not removed from 
their normal position. The turbine and compressor blades showed 
evidence of heavy abrasion as a result of their having been 
functioning normally. The accident took place at 1805.30 hrs this 
figure being obtained from data in the flight recorder.

1.16 Procedure followed by Barcelona APP

When the aircraft established radio contact with Barcelona APP 
on a frequency of 119.1 MHz, the latter in order to identify the 
aircraft instructed it to turn on to 140°, then cancelled this turn 
when the aircraft revised its ETA for the Sabadell beacon; this 
took place between 1759 hrs and 1800 hrs. Later, at 1802.20 hrs, 
and for identification purposes, APP again instructed G-APDN to 
turn on to 140° and the aircraft did so. At about 1802.25 hrs APP 
asked the aircraft if it was over Sabadell - since APP radar 
showed an echo with characteristics similar to those which the 
Comet should produce in terms of direction and speed - and the 
aircraft confirmed 'passing Sabadell', where upon the controller 
authorised descent to 2,800 feet, this altitude being authorised on 
the 'minimum radar altitudes chart' of Barcelona Control Centre.

1.17
In the investigation into the causes of the accident current ICAO 
regulations have been borne in mind, particularly paragraphs 
3.5.2.2 of Annex 2 and Part II, 1, Note 2 and Part X, 1.6 of ICAO 
Doc. 4444 (RAC/501/9).

2. Analysis and Conclusions
2.1 Analysis



From a study of the recording tape from Barcelona Control; from 
the plan obtained from the graph taken from the transcription of 
the flight data recorder tape (black box) from the wrecked Comet 
4, G-APDN (Annex 3); from the reports on the aircraft and its 
crew; and from the UIR chart for south west France and other 
documents relating to the flight, it is deduced:

That due to heavy traffic in the Paris area, the aircraft was 
diverted from the route laid down in the flight plan drawn up in 
Manchester (UA1, UA34, UB31 and Point Berga), and, on the 
instructions of French ATC, followed the route Nantes VOR - 
Agen VOR - Toulouse VOR - Point 'B.' (situated on the axis of 
the airway UB31) - Barcelona VOR. Take-off from Manchester 
was planned for 1600 hrs, but took place at 1608 hrs.

The aircraft did not follow airway UB31, which is the route to 
Barcelona for that zone, since at 1756.18 hrs it was still in the 
Bordeaux FIR on a heading of 193°, the direction of the above 
airway being 181°.

At 1757 hrs, the aircraft reported 'over the boundary', which was 
taken to mean that it was entering the Barcelona FIR (it had 
already reported this at 1753 hrs, according to the Barcelona 
ACC tape) and did so approximately 30 km to the east of the 
centre of airway UB31, still on the previous heading of 193° and 
giving at that time an ETA for Point Berga at 1801 hrs. This 
estimate would have been correct if it had been 'ABEAM 
BERGA' since at its calculated speed of 8 kilometres per minute 
(according to data from the flight recorder) it would have been 4 
minutes away if it had been heading towards Berga; but it was 
impossible for the aircraft to reach that reporting point, since at 
1801.30 hrs it was level with Point Berga and 26 kilometres to 
the left, still on a heading of 193°.



When radio contact was established on a frequency of 119.1 
MHz with APP, the controller instructed the aircraft to turn on to 
140°; the aircraft began the turn as shown on the map at Annex 3, 
only covering a distance of approximately 4.5 kilometres. The 
pilot revised his ETA for Sabadell, making it 2 minutes earlier. 
The controller cancelled the turn and it will be observed from 
Annex 3 that the aircraft gradually cancelled the turn, proceeding 
on its previous heading from 1802.18 hrs.

At 1802.30 hrs, for identification purposes, APP Barcelona again 
instructed G-APDN to turn to the left on to 140°; the pilot of the 
aircraft confirmed this instruction and reported that he was 
leaving FL85 for FL60. At approximately 1802.48 hrs, at the 
request of APP, the aircraft reported passing Sabadell, without 
having reached that point, since it can be observed on the map at 
Annex 3 that it was still 52 kilometres away. This message, 
'passing Sabadell', transmitted by the aircraft, and also the fact 
that by coincidence the APP controller had observed an echo on 
the radar screen over Sabadell, led to the aircraft being informed 
that radar contact had been made. Neither Barcelona ACC nor 
the Aeroclub of Sabadell have been able to clarify the reasons for 
the above-mentioned echo, but this does not rule out the 
possibility that it was caused by an aircraft flying over Sabadell 
on a VFR flight plan. At this time the controller authorised 
descent to 2,800 feet, the minimum altitude indicated on the 
radar chart for this sector.

The bearing and speed of the echo were similar to those expected 
from a Comet.

At 1803 hrs, G-APDN requested the duty runway and APP 
replied that No. 25 was in service. This the pilot acknowledged. 



At 1805 hrs, APP requested an altitude reading and the aircraft 
replied 'passing 4,000 feet'. At 1807 hrs, APP requested G-APDN 
to confirm it was maintaining its heading, but the aircraft did not 
reply.
The displacement of the aircraft's track to the east cannot be 
attributed to deviations of the Barcelona VOR signals, since if 
such a considerable defect had existed it would have been 
detected by numerous flights which have used and continue to 
use this VOR. Furthermore as has previously been stated, on 2 
April 1970 the appropriate official service carried out a check 
and found the equipment within the permitted tolerances and 
therefore no adjustments were made.

2.2 Conclusions and probable causes

2.2.1

From the time the aircraft reported passing Toulouse VOR (if 
correct) it can be seen that it did not continue on UB31 after the 
BRAVO intersection point, but followed a line considerably to 
the east of that airway. This error persisted right up to the 
moment of the accident, and the information on ETAs and times 
of passing Point Berga and Sabadell NDB was also incorrect, as 
was the time given for passing the UIR boundary which was 
given twice with an interval of some 3 minutes.

2.2.2

Barcelona VOR was functioning correctly according to 
information from the Flight Air Inspecting Services, and from the 
absence of unfavourable reports on the functioning of the radio 



aid in question.

2.2.3

Consequently, the aircraft's continuing displacement to the east 
could have come about as a result of some defect of the aircraft 
equipment, bearing in mind that from Toulouse VOR positions 
had to be determined by intersection of radials.

2.2.4

The pilots should have reported to Barcelona APP that they were 
passing to the east and not above Point Berga. The fact that this 
information was not given, together with an inexact ETA for 
Sabadell, made it difficult for the controller to identify correctly 
the aircraft on the radar screen.

2.2.5
To sum up, it can be deduced that the combination of erroneous 
information regarding reporting points, together with the 
existence of a radar echo over Sabadell NDB (coinciding with 
the report from the aircraft of passing that reporting point), led 
both the aircraft and APP to believe, erroneously, that the aircraft 
was already over Sabadell; this was an involuntary error (on both 
sides: ATC and aircraft) which was physically impossible to 
correct when Air Traffic Control realised it.

3. Recommendations

3.1

Emphasis should be given to the need for commanders of aircraft 
flying on a new route to verify successive positions of the aircraft 



using all the aids available on board, rather than relying on the 
evidence of any one of them.

3.2

It would perhaps be desirable that the rules laid down by ICAO 
for radar identification should be revised, to prevent similar 
situations occurring. The Spanish authorities, for their part, have 
already made suitable provision in this respect, so that 
identification can be properly checked by more than one method.

3.3

Radio installation charts which are used for navigation purposes 
(radio navigation charts) should incorporate spot heights of the 
significant points along the route to be followed.

Madrid October 1971

IMPORTANT NOTE : The information contained is this report 
remains the property of the Spanish Air Ministry and may not be 
distributed without their written approval.
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Aerolineas Argentinas, Comet IV, LV-AHR,
accident at Campinas Airport, Sao Paulo, Brazil,
23 November 1961,
Report released by The Brazilian Air Ministry

Circumstances
The flight had originated at Buenos Aires, Argentina. At Vira 
Copos (Campinas) Airport, Brazil, the engines were started at 
05:20 hours and the aircraft took off for Trinidad (alternately 
Barbados) at 0538 hours. After reaching an altitude of about 100 
m, the aircraft lost altitude, collided with a eucalyptus forest and 
was destroyed. Twelve crew and forty passengers died in the 
accident, which occurred at approximately 05:40 hours .

Investigation and Evidence
The Aircraft

It had flown a total of 5 242 hours, 2 242 of which had been 
flown since the last overhaul and about 6 hours since the last 90-
hour inspection. It was not possible to check the maintenance 
reports regarding the 30 days prior to the accident.

The Crew

A pilot-in-command, co-pilot and ten other crew members were 
aboard the flight . The pilot-in-command was sitting in the right-
hand seat, presumably acting as instructor at the time of the 



accident.
He had flown the following hours:

total flight time : 12 550 hours
as pilot-in-command or instructor : 11 246 hours
by night : 5 791 hours
in the same type aircraft : 1 612 hours
as pilot-in-command or instructor in the same type of aircraft      : 
584 hours
He held a valid IFR rating.

The co-pilot was sitting in the lefthand seat and had no flight 
time registered as pilot-in-command on this type of aircraft. It 
was, therefore, believed that he was receiving instruction as such.
His previous experience was:

total flight time : 13 427 hours
in the same type of aircraft : 1 074 hours
as pilot-in-command in this type of aircraft : zero hours
by night : 2 833 hours
instrument flight : unknown
He also held a valid IFR rating.
It was not believed that the accident was caused by fatigue as the 
crew had only flown about 3 hours during the preceding 24 
hours .

Weather conditions
It was not believed that the weather situation contributed to the 
accident. It was a dark night due to 7/8 stratocumulus at 400 m 
and to 8/8 coverage by altostratus at 2 100 m.

Weight at take-off



At time of take-off the aircraft was estimated to weigh 71488 kg. 
The maximum authorised weight was 72575 kg, i.e. 1087 kg 
below the maximum allowed.

The centre of gravity was within the prescribed limits.
From the time of starting the turbines to the actual take-off about 
528 kg of fuel were consumed thus increasing to 1 615 kg the 
balance in favour of safety. According to the control tower's 
testimony the take-off run was approximately 2 000 m. 
According to the dispatch estimate it should have been 2 240 m.

Take-off run
From tests with LV-AHU, another aircraft the same type as LV-
AHR, it was concluded that the take-off run took about 40 
seconds.

Climbing angle

In view of the control tower operator's testimony, the conclusion 
was reached that the aircraft's climbing angle was around 4.5 
deg. The aircraft reached an estimated altitude of 100 m. Taking 
into account the minimum climbing angle of 4.5 deg, the aircraft 
should have reached an altitude of 120 m, which corroborates the 
control tower operator's statements.

Comparing the above with the results obtained during the LV-
AHU test flight, it was concluded that from the beginning of the 
take-off run up to 120m, LV-AHR took about 55 seconds. Then it 
should have reached the indicated airspeed of 170 kts. At that 
moment LV-AHR was midway between the take-off point and 
the first impact point. So taking into consideration the remaining 
runway ( 1 240 m and the distance from the end of the runway to 
the first impact point (1 930 m), the aircraft flew 3 170 m.



The point where the aircraft started losing altitude could not 
precisely be stated ... however, it may be estimated as the middle 
distance between the point where the aircraft became airborne 
and the first impact point.

Comet IV flight instructions

According to the instructions, when a speed of 170 kts is 
reached, the pilot must control the "elevator change gear". When 
changed from "coarse" to "fine" the aircraft's nose has a tendency 
to drop, which has to be counteracted by using the manual trim 
tab. It was believed that the unit was under control when the 
accident occurred.
From analysis it was deducted that the aircraft, LV-AHR, hit the 
eucalyptus tree in a nearly horizontal attitude, which leads to the 
conclusion that the pilot, a short time before, when noting the 
loss of altitude, attempted to regain climbing attitude but due to 
the action of the elevator travel limiting unit in the "fine" 
position, the aircraft took longer to regain it. This must have been 
the reason why, at the moment of collision with the tree, the 
aircraft was still flying in a horizontal attitude.

Reconstruction of the last part of the flight

One hundred and twenty meters after the first impact point the 
pilot put the aircraft in a climbing angle of approximately 25 deg. 
This conclusion was reached as the eucalyptus trees were burned 
from the top down, probably by turbine exhaust gas, and the 
elevator counterbalance collided with a eucalyptus tree and was 
then torn off. About 145 m after the first impact point the aircraft 
collided with a larger eucalyptus tree and fire in the left wing pod 
tank resulted.



Moments later a further impact occurred with another eucalyptus 
in the No. 1 reactor area. The aircraft began sinking . Due to 
terrain declivity the aircraft touched the ground about 303 m 
from the first impact point. The aircraft slipped, ultimately 
collided with a ground obstacle, and exploded. Many fuselage 
parts found 120 m from the first impact point showed no signs of 
fire.

Probable Cause
It was presumed that the co-pilot was under flight instruction. If 
such was the case, the instructor, who was pilot-in command, 
may have failed to brief or supervise the co-pilot properly.

Observations of the Government of Argentina as the State of 
Registry of the Aircraft Concerned
Argentina has determined in the light of information it has 
gathered, that the cause of the accident was "Failure to operate 
under IFR during a take-off by night in weather conditions 
requiring IFR operation and failure to follow the climb procedure 
for this type of aircraft; a contributory cause was the lack of 
vigilance by the pilot-in-command during the operations."
IMPORTANT NOTE : The information contained is this report 
remains the property of the Brazilian Air Ministry and may not 
be distributed without their written approval.
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British European Airways Corporation, Comet IVB, G-ARJM,
accident at Esenboga Airport, Ankara, Turkey,
21 December 1961,

Report released by The Ministry of Communications, Turkey
and by the UK Ministry of Aviation

Circumstances

The aircraft was on a scheduled flight from London to Rome, 
Athens, Istanbul, Ankara, Nicosia and Tel Aviv. From Istanbul 
the flight was operated by British European Airways on behalf of 
Cyprus Airways. The operating crew, employed by BEA, 
consisted of a captain and two first officers. Also aboard were 
four cabin staff employed by Cyprus Airways and 27 passengers.

The trip to Ankara was normal. The time between landing and 
starting engines at Ankara was 46 minutes during which light 
snow was falling. (At take-off the aircraft had a light covering of 
snow on the upper surface of its wings, however, this deposit had 
no bearing on the accident).

The radio-telephony tape recording showed that the aircraft 
taxied out along the short taxiway, then back-tracked up the 
runway to its take-off position on runway 21 at the intersection 
with the longer taxiway. The runway length available from this 



position was 9 027 ft. Take-off weight was 53 465 kg, i.e. 18 185 
kg below maximum permissible weight or 1 085 kg below the 
regulated take-off weight.

The takeoff run as to distance and time was quite normal, as also 
were rotation and unstick. The first abnormality occurred a 
second or two after unstick when the aircraft rapidly assumed an 
excessively steep climbing angle. One witness put the angle 
achieved as about twice the normal, another as 45 deg to 50 deg 
There was also evidence from witnesses of a wing drop and of 
variations in the engine noise during this climb. The aircraft 
stalled with the left wing down at a height of about 450 ft then 
sank to the ground in a relatively flat attitude. The accident site 
was 1 600 m and on a bearing of 214 degT from Esenboga 
Tower. The accident occurred at 21:43 hours GMT.
G-ARJM was almost completely destroyed by impact and fire. 
All 7 crew and 20 passengers were killed. Six passengers were 
seriously injured.

Investigation and Evidence

The Crew
The operating crew held valid licences. The captain had flown a 
total of 13 240 hours including 785 hours on Comet aircraft.

The Aircraft

It had valid certificates of airworthiness, registration and 
maintenance and had been maintained in accordance with the 
approved maintenance schedule. The aircraft's weight and centre 
of gravity were within the permissible limits.
There was no record of any defect or repair during the recent 



operation of the aircraft which could be considered to have any 
bearing on the accident.

Weather conditions

At 21:50 hours GMT (i.e. 7 minutes after the accident) the 
weather conditions were
surface wind: calm; visibility: 2 km;
weather: snow; 6/8 stratus at 600 ft.; 6/8 Ns at 2 500 ft; 8/8 As at 
7 000 ft.;
temperature 0 degC,

Navigational Aids
All the ground navigational aids and radio-telephony channels 
were checked after the accident and were found to be functioning 
satisfactorily. The ILS was not operational and had been notified 
as such by Notam.

The Accident Site
The ground at the scene of the accident sloped up at an angle of 2 
or 3 deg, and the aircraft struck on a heading of 180 degM 
without yaw with the left wing down and the fuselage parallel to 
the ground. The nature of the damage, the marks on the ground 
and the disposition of the wreckage all indicated that the aircraft 
had a low forward speed coupled with a high rate of descent at 
the moment of impact.

Technical Examination

External examination of all flying control surfaces revealed no 
evidence of any damage or abnormality. No evidence was found 
of any control or electrical failure or emergency such as pilot's 
seat slippage or fouling of the control column, nor was there any 



evidence of fire or structural failure prior to the impact with the 
ground.

Flaps were in the take-off position (i.e. 20 deg) dive brakes were 
in, and the landing gear "down" and locked. No evidence of any 
malfunction of the engines was found, however two of the three 
booster pumps in each of the No. 4 fuel tanks should have been 
switched on for take-off but all were found switched off. This 
failure to follow the fuel management drill may have brought 
about fuel starvation of the two outer engines when the climb 
became steeper than normal, but it did not contribute to the 
accident as a stall was by then inevitable and any subsequent 
recovery impossible because of lack of height,

The captain's director horizon was examined by the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (England). it was found that 
the pitch pointer "spider" was being obstructed by the upper left 
dial mask screw, which had unscrewed sufficiently for its head to 
be in the plane of movement of the "spider". To attain this 
position, the screw had to be three and a half turns from the fully 
tightened condition. Examination of the screw head, the washer 
and the surface around the screw hole in the dial mask flange 
showed that the screw had not been tightened down fully during 
the assembly of the instrument. Local disturbance of the paint of 
the flange suggested that the assembly was tightened to within 
about half a turn from the fully tightened state.

Checks have shown that complete obstruction to "spider" upward 
movement would have first occurred when the screw was one 
full turn from the condition as found. At this time the "spider" 
had to be below the screw position and since the "spider", and 
hence the pitch pointer, gives a direct indication of aircraft pitch 
attitude, then the aircraft had to be below 7.5 deg of pitch (the 



aircraft angle equivalent to the obstructed position of the pitch 
pointer).

The instrument had been installed in the aircraft during 
construction of the latter and there had been no reports of any 
malfunctioning of it since 12 October 1961 when the left vertical 
gyro was changed.
The inspection records showed that this instrument had been 
inspected at all the requested stages of manufacture. In the 
inspection procedure laid down by the manufacturers there is a 
specific item "check that MAIN MASK fixing screws are 
secure".

Analysis

The position of the impact point in relation to the unstick point, 
the fact that the aircraft did not begin to assume an abnormally 
nose-up attitude until a second or two after unstick, and the fact 
that the landing gear was not selected up, together gave a strong 
indication that something unusual occurred immediately after 
unstick. From unstick the aircraft assumed an increasingly steep 
angle which reached about 45 deg, that is about twice the normal, 
before it stalled. The exact sequence of events and the actions of 
the crew during the brief flight cannot be established.

The only fault in the aircraft and its equipment that could account 
for the abnormally steep climb was the obstruction of the pitch 
pointer in the captain's director horizon, It is believed probable 
that the captain looked at this instrument for attitude information 
immediately after unstick and seeing the pitch pointer only about 
half way to the normal nose-up position on the pitch scale, 
applied more up elevator. Although this would have at once 
steepened his climbs there would have been no indication of it 



from the pitch pointer, It has been calculated that the time 
interval between unstick and the stall was approximately 8 to 10 
seconds.

The evidence suggests that the outer engines may have begun to 
fail due to fuel starvation after the angle became excessive. But 
as the fuel starvation would have occurred very close to the stall 
and when recovery was impossible in the height available, it is 
not considered a contributory cause of the accident.
In the event that the co-pilot was at the controls for the take-off 
the accident would then have been brought about by the captain 
either telling the co-pilot to increase the climb or himself pulling 
back the control column, basing his action upon glance at his 
own director horizon.

Safety harness of the crew
Only the lap straps of the crew's safety harness were fastened at 
impact, it is probable that the three pilots would save survived 
had they used the shoulder straps of their harnesses.

Probable Cause
The probable cause of the accident was the obstruction of the 
pitch pointer in the captain's director horizon which led him to 
make an excessively steep climb immediately following unstick.

IMPORTANT NOTE : The information contained is this report 
remains the property of the Turkish Ministry of Communications 
and may not be distributed without their written approval.
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Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation

Civil Aircraft Accident
Report of the Court of Inquiry into the accident to
Comet G-ALYY on 08th April, 1954

 

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT, 1949

THE CIVIL AVIATION (INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS) 
REGULATIONS 1951

Report of the Public Inquiry into the causes and circumstances of 
the accident which occurred on the 8th April, 1954, to Comet 
aircraft G-ALYY

*  AIRCRAFT: Comet G-ALYY
* ENGINES: Four de Havilland Ghost 50
*    REGISTERED OWNERS: British Overseas Airways 



Corporation
*        OPERATORS: South African Airways (under charter)
*       CREW:
*  Senior Captain W. K. Mostert - Killed
*  First Officer B. J. Grove - Killed
*     Navigation Officer A. E. Sissing - Killed
*      Flight Engineer Officer A. R. Lagesen - Killed
* Radio Officer B. E. Webbstock - Killed
* Steward J. B. Kok - Killed
*     Air Hostess P. Reitz - Killed
*  PASSENGERS: 14 - All Killed
*    PLACE OF ACCIDENT: Over the Mediterranean, S.E. of 
Naples.
*     TIME OF ACCIDENT: 8th April, 1954, at about 19:10 
G.M.T.
All times in this Report are G.M.T.

PART I
INTRODUCTORY

(a) Matters in common with the Report on G-ALYP

1. In my Report of today on the accident to Comet aircraft G-
ALYP (sometimes called Yoke Peter) I gave a short explanation 
of the constitution and functions of the Air Registration Board 
(A.R.B.) and of the Air Safety Board (A.S.B.) which I need not 
repeat here. It is also unnecessary for me to repeat the account I 
gave in that Report of the origin and history of the Comet 
aircraft.

2. As the two Inquiries were conducted together, the evidence in 
the Inquiry into the loss of Yoke Peter is the evidence in the 
present Inquiry. I need not, therefore, append any lists of the 



witnesses or parties represented at the hearings or the dates of 
such hearings.

(b) Arrangements with South African Airways
3. South African Airways are the national operators of the 
Government of the Union of South Africa. Air communication 
between London and South Africa was carried on under 
arrangements made between British Overseas Airways 
Corporation (hereinafter called " B.O.A.C. ") and South African 
Airways. I need not go in full into the history of the 
arrangements between the two operators. Suffice it to say that the 
arrangements were revised on the 3rd October, 1953 and it was 
agreed, amongst other things, that South African Airways should 
participate with B.O.A.C. in the operation of the standard class 
services between England and the Union of South Africa by 
operating Comet aircraft chartered from B.O.A.C. The 
Corporation trained the necessary South African Airways crews 
to carry out this arrangement. Amongst the aircraft so chartered 
to South African Airways was Comet G-ALYY (sometimes 
hereinafter called Yoke Yoke).

PART II
THE ACCIDENT

4. Yoke Yoke left Ciampino Airport, Rome, at 18:32 hours on the 
8th April, 1954 on a flight to Cairo. After taking off the aircraft 
from time to time gave its position by radio telephone to Rome 
Air Control at Ciampino and on the last such occasion at about 
18:57 hours reported that it was abeam Naples and climbing to 
35,000 ft. This position and those given earlier indicated that the 
flight was proceeding according to the B.O.A.C. flight plan. At 
19:05 hours Cairo received a signal from the aircraft reporting its 



departure from Rome and giving its estimated time of arrival at 
Cairo. Thereafter no message was received from Yoke Yoke and 
all attempts to make contact failed.
5. A chart, which is Figure 1 of my Report on Yoke Peter, was 
prepared by a Navigating Officer of B.O.A.C. from all the 
information available, and shows the probable flight track of the 
aircraft. It also indicates the position in which bodies and 
wreckage were found on the day following the accident. It is 
evident from the chart that something catastrophic happened to 
the aircraft at about 19:10 hours when it must have been at or 
near the end of its climb to 35,000 ft.

PART III
THE AIRCRAFT

6. Yoke Yoke was the same in all relevant respects as Yoke Peter. 
Details of Yoke Peter are given in my Report thereon and I need 
not repeat them here.

7. Yoke Yoke was granted a Certificate of Registration No. R.
3221/1 on the 18th September, 1951 in the name of B.O.A.C. as 
owners and first flew on the 10th September, 1952. On the 23rd 
September, 1952 it was certified and approved by A.R.B. for the 
issue of its Certificate of Airworthiness and this Certificate, No. 
A.3221, was issued by the Ministry of Civil Aviation on the 30th 
September, 1952. After approval by A.R.B. on the 21st 
September, 1953 the Certificate of Airworthiness was renewed 
on the 23rd September, 1953 and was valid at the time of the 
accident.

8. After the accident to Yoke Peter on the 10th January, 1954, 
special checks, in addition to the routine Check 4 in accordance 
with the Approved Maintenance Schedules, were carried out on 



Yoke Yoke and a number of modifications were made affecting 
the airframe the controls and the fire detection and protection at 
the engines. On the 15th February, 1954, the fuselage was 
subjected to a proving test to 11 lb/sq. in. The aircraft was 
returned available for service on the 24th February, 1954.

9. On the 2nd April, 1954, following a Check 1 inspection in 
accordance with the Approved Maintenance Schedules, carried 
out at London Airport, a Certificate of Maintenance signed by 
duly licensed airframe and engine maintenance engineers and 
expressed to be valid for 75 flying hours, was issued. Further 
reference to this Certificate is made in paragraphs 21 and 22 of 
this Report. On the 7th April, 1954, an Aircraft Radio Station 
Certificate of Serviceability was issued and showed no items 
unserviceable.

10. At the time of the accident Yoke Yoke had had a total flying 
life of about 2,704 hours including 841 since the renewal of its 
Certificate of Airworthiness and including less than 75 hours 
since the issue of the Certificate of Maintenance on the 2nd 
April, 1954.
11. From examination of the airframe and engine log books and 
maintenance records it appeared that all routine inspections of 
airframe and engines had been regularly carried out within the 
limits of time specified by the Approved Maintenance Schedules 
and that the flying life of each of the engines since its last 
complete overhaul was within, and in two cases very well within, 
the approved life between complete overhauls. Save as 
mentioned in paragraphs 21 and 22 of this Report the evidence 
disclosed no irregularity in connection with any such inspection.

PART IV
THE CREW



12. Senior Captain Willem Karel Mostert, who was in command 
of Yoke Yoke was born on the 27th April, 1916. Before joining 
South African Airways he had flown 2,812 hours in the South 
African Air Force and had served as a flying instructor. He joined 
South African Airways on the 10th June, 1946, was promoted 
Captain on the 1st November, 1946 and on the 15th June, 1949 
became a Flying Instructor. On the 15th May, 1953, he became 
Senior Flying Instructor and on the same day was promoted to 
the rank of Senior Captain.

In June, 1953, Captain Mostert was transferred to the Comet 
Line of South African Airways and became the Comet Line 
Instructor. In South African Airways, captains who are appointed 
Line Instructors have to spend two-thirds of their time on route 
flying and one-third on instruction within the line. During his 
service with South African Airways Captain Mostert flew a total 
of 8,159 hours of which about 51 hours by day and 35 hours by 
night were flown in Comets within the six months preceding the 
accident.

13. Captain Mostert's last "six monthly check" prior to the 
accident was carried out on the 19th December, 1953 and his 
report was: "Proficient. (Very well executed flight)". He had not 
been involved in any previous accident. Captain Mostert was the 
holder of a Union of South Africa Air Line Transport Pilot's 
Licence No. 65A valid until the 11th June, 1954. A rating for 
Comet aircraft had been added to this licence by the British 
Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation. I am satisfied that 
Captain Mostert was fully equipped to carry out his normal 
duties as a pilot and as a captain and to deal with emergencies.

14. The second pilot was First Officer Barent Jacobus Grove who 



was born on the 15th July, 1922. After service in the South 
African Air Force, in which he had flown a total of 1,640 hours, 
he joined South African Airways on the 29th January, 1953, as a 
First Officer and was posted to the Comet Line on the 26th 
February 1953. While with South African Airways First Officer 
Grove flew for a total of 54 hours, including about 47 hours in 
Comets during the 90 days preceding the accident.

There was no evidence of First Officer Grove having been 
involved in any previous accidents save as a result of enemy 
action. His last check took place on the 20th February, 1954, 
when he obtained a satisfactory pass. First Officer Grove was the 
holder of a Union of South Africa Senior Commercial Pilot's 
Licence No. 48 (S), valid until the 11th June, 1954, to which a 
Comet rating had been added on the 2nd March, 1954. I am 
satisfied that he was fully equipped to carry out his normal duties 
and to support his captain in emergencies.

15. Navigation Officer Albert Escourt Sissing was born on the 1st 
January, 1917. After training in the South African Air Force he 
joined South African Airways on the 16th October, 1946 and 
from then until his death had 4,840 hours flying experience 
including about 155 hours in Comets in 1953 and about 51 hours 
in Comets during 1954, all of the latter during the 90 days 
preceding the accident. At his last six monthly check, in March, 
1954, he passed in Comet Refresher Flight Planning and Plotting. 
Navigation Officer Sissing was the holder of a Union of South 
Africa Navigator's Licence No. 17(N) valid until 1st December, 
1954 and I am satisfied that he was a capable officer.

16. Radio Officer Bertram Ernest Webbstock was born on the 
17th June, 1917. He joined South African Airways on the 23rd 
April, 1946 and after spending some time on the London service 



passed a Comet course on the 20th June, 1953 and thereafter flew 
only in Comets. His total flying hours were 4,373 of which about 
98 hours were during the 90 days preceding the accident. He was 
passed as proficient in his Comet check on the 5th October, 1953. 
Radio Officer Webbstock was the holder of a Union of South 
Africa First Class Flight Radio Operator's Licence No. 348 valid 
until the 30th April, 1954 and I am satisfied that he was a capable 
officer.

17. Flight Engineer Officer August Ranwald Lagesen was born 
on the 22nd May, 1920. He had wide experience of several types 
of aircraft both during the war and after rejoining South African 
Airways on the 16th February, 1945. There was no positive 
evidence relating to his flying hours prior to the 11th May, 1950 
but such records as were available suggested that up to that date 
he had flown a total of about 4,300 hours. After the 11th May, 
1950 he had a total flying time of 2,290 hours 35 minutes. He 
had flown about 203 hours in Comets including about 141 hours 
during the 90 days preceding the accident and had completed a 
Comet Conversion Course on the 2nd September, 1953, a Comet 
Refresher Course on the 19th December, 1953 and a further 
refresher course and flight training programme on the 21st 
March, 1954. He was examined on the 19th December, 1953 and 
found proficient. Flight Engineer Officer Lagesen was the holder 
of a Union of South Africa Aircraft Maintenance Engineer's 
Licence No. 387, valid until the 26th February, 1955, and Flight 
Engineer's Licence No. 10 valid until the 22nd February, 1955. I 
am satisfied that he was a capable officer.

18. Air Hostess Pamela Reitz, who was born on the 16th 
February, 1932 and Steward Jacobus Bruwer Kok, who was born 
on the 18th December, 1918 had both flown extensively with 
South African Airways.



PART V
THE PASSENGERS AND CARGO
19. Yoke Yoke carried 14 passengers all of whom were killed in 
the accident. There was nothing in the cargo which could have 
been relevant to the cause of the accident and I am satisfied that, 
despite the off-loading of a small bag of aircraft spares at London 
after the Load Sheet had been completed, the aircraft was loaded 
and trimmed within the prescribed limits.

PART VI
PRE-FLIGHT INCIDENTS

20. Yoke Yoke, in common with the rest of the Comet fleet of 
B.O.A.C., had been grounded by B.O.A.C. after the accident to 
Yoke Peter. The circumstances in which Comet services were 
resumed are fully stated in paragraphs 54 to 57 of my Report on 
the accident to Yoke Peter and I need not repeat them here.

21. Yoke Yoke arrived at Ciampino on the 7th April from London 
and was due to depart from Ciampino the same evening. 
However, on completion of refuelling it was discovered that the 
centre tank contents gauge showed no reading although the tank 
was full. The fault was eventually traced to a co-axial cable for 
which a replacement had to be flown from England and the 
departure of the aircraft was consequently delayed for about 24 
hours.

While the fault was being traced a number of bolts were found 
lying about in the port wing of the aircraft and further inspection 
revealed that an equal number of bolts were missing from the 
inspection panel providing access between the rear spar and the 
wheel-well wall and that the remainder of the bolts securing the 



panel, though in position, were not properly tightened. The 
missing bolts were replaced and all were properly tightened. The 
maintenance engineer who supervised this work was satisfied 
from visual examination and from the readiness with which the 
missing bolts were refitted that no distortion of the panel or 
adjacent structure had occurred during the absence of the bolts.

22. As has been stated in paragraph 9 a Check 1 inspection was 
carried out on Yoke Yoke before the issue of the Certificate of 
Maintenance on the 2nd April. It is quite clear that it must have 
been during that inspection that the panel was removed and 
incorrectly refitted and I was informed that disciplinary action 
had been taken against the inspectors concerned.

23. The arrangements for safeguarding the aircraft during its stay 
at Ciampino were the subject of a great deal of evidence. For the 
greater part of this period Yoke Yoke was under observation by 
B.O.A.C. officials whose duties, however, were not primarily 
concerned with security. For the rest of the time it was guarded 
by an Italian Finance Guard whose main duty was to prevent 
smuggling. In all the circumstances I consider it unlikely that any 
unauthorised person gained access to the aircraft.
24. Apart from the above-mentioned defects, the Refuel and 
Departure checks disclosed nothing unusual.

PART VII
WEATHER CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF THE 
ACCIDENT
25. From the take-off at Rome at 18:32 hours on the 8th April, 
1954 until the time of the accident, which was approximately 
19:10 hours, Yoke Yoke climbed through three moderately thick 
layers of cloud. In the top layer there may have been slight to 
moderate icing conditions but these would have been insufficient 



to cause anxiety. It is unlikely that any severe turbulence was 
encountered either during the climb through the cloud layers or 
in the clear air above. It can, therefore, be assumed that the state 
of the weather was not a contributory cause of the accident.

PART VIII
ACTION TAKEN AFTER THE ACCIDENT

26. As in the case of the accident to Yoke Peter the assistance of 
the Royal Navy was invoked and on the 9th April, 1954, H.M.S. 
Eagle and H.M.S. Daring, proceeded to search for Yoke Yoke. 
Avenger aircraft of H.M.S. Eagle were used to assist in the 
search as also were certain United States aircraft. A number of 
dead bodies as well as some aircraft seats and other wreckage 
were identified in the water and in due course recovered. The 
depth of water where the bodies and Wreckage were found 
varied between approximately 520 fathoms and 580 fathoms and 
the evidence established that at that depth the prospect of further 
recovery was hopeless.

27. The six bodies recovered were not examined by Professor 
Fornari, who had examined the bodies recovered at Elba, but 
four of them were examined at Uxbridge on the 12th April, 1954 
by Dr. Teare, one was not subjected to autopsy and the other was 
examined by the Italian authorities.

These examinations did not disclose anything inconsistent with 
the view that the accident to Yoke Yoke was attributable to the 
same cause as the accident to Yoke Peter.
28. As a result of the accident to Yoke Yoke the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment (hereinafter referred to as R.A.E.) were directed to 
conduct a full investigation into it and the accident to Yoke Peter. 
In the absence of any wreckage from Yoke Yoke R.A.E. could 



only proceed with their investigations in the light of a priori 
reasoning and experiments and of conclusions to be drawn from 
the wreckage of Yoke Peter. I have dealt at length with the 
R.A.E. investigations and Report in my Report on the accident to 
Yoke Peter.

PART IX
THE COURT'S CONCLUSION AS TO CAUSE OF 
ACCIDENT
29. R.A.E's conclusion as regards the cause of the accident to 
Yoke Yoke is expressed in the following paragraph: "Owing to 
the absence of wreckage, we are unable to form a definite 
opinion on the cause of the accident near Naples, but we draw 
attention to the fact that the explanation offered for the accident 
at Elba appears to be applicable to that at Naples". I agree with 
this conclusion and have only to add that it is impossible in the 
case of the Naples accident to be dogmatic that defects of the 
kind considered in paras. 108-144 of my Report on Yoke Peter 
were not contributory causes to the Naples accident. I am 
therefore glad to note that the programme of future action 
outlined by the de Havilland Aircraft Company Limited and set 
forth in Appendix VIII to my Report on Yoke Peter includes 
measures to deal with those defects.

PART X
RESPONSIBILITY

30. I have dealt at length faith this question in my Report on the 
accident to Yoke Peter. There is, however, one matter on which 
criticism was made which is applicable only to Yoke Yoke and 
that is the decision, after the accident to Yoke Peter, to allow the 
Comet passenger services to be resumed on the 23rd March, 
1954. I have set out in paras. 52 and 53 of my Report on the 



accident to Yoke Peter the nature of the full investigation carried 
out by the Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Abell, the 
Deputy Operations Director (Engineering) of B.O.A.C. and the 
modifications made on the recommendation of that Committee.
31. Before deciding to authorise the resumption of the Comet 
passenger services the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation 
consulted A.R.B. and A.S.B. Both of these bodies recommended 
that consent should be given. When they did so, there had been 
only one accident to a Comet aircraft for which no explanation 
had been furnished. According to the evidence it was certainly 
not the practice either in the United Kingdom or elsewhere to 
ground all aircraft of a type because of an unexplained accident 
to one aircraft of that type. The evidence indicated that steps had 
been taken to deal with what the experts then considered to be all 
potentially dangerous features. In these circumstances I am of the 
opinion that no blame can be attached to any one for permitting 
the resumption of the services.

PART XI
FUTURE
32. I cannot usefully add anything to what I have said on this 
branch of the Inquiry in my Report on the accident to Yoke Peter.

PART XII
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

My answers to the questions submitted on behalf of the Attorney-
General are as follows:

Question 1.
What was the cause of the accident?

Answer.



Owing to the impossibility of salvaging any appreciable part of 
the wreckage of the aircraft no positive answer can be given to 
this question but the fact that this accident occurred in similar 
weather conditions, at approximately the same height and after 
approximately the same lapse of time after take-off from Rome 
as that to G-ALYP makes it at least possible that the cause was 
the same as in that case. The state of the bodies recovered was, as 
in the case of G-ALYP, consistent with the accident being due to 
failure of the cabin structure owing to metal fatigue.

Question 2.
If several factors caused the accident what were such factors and 
to what extent was each contributory?

Answer.
I cannot usefully add anything to my answer to Question 1.

Question 3.
Was the accident due to the act or default or negligence of any 
party or of any person in the employment of that party?

Answer.
There was no evidence on which I could attribute the accident to 
the wrongful act or default or negligence of any party or of any 
person in the employment of any party.

Question 4.
At the time of the accident:

Question 4 (a).
Had the aircraft been properly maintained in accordance with the 
current approved maintenance schedules? If not did any defect in 
maintenance affect the safety of the aircraft or contribute to the 



accident?

Answer.
The aircraft had been properly maintained save that on arrival at 
Rome a number of bolts were found lying in the port wing of the 
aircraft and further inspection revealed that an equal number of 
bolts were missing from the inspection panel providing access 
between the rear spar and the wheel well wall and that the 
remainder of the bolts securing the panel though in position were 
not properly tightened. The missing bolts were replaced and all 
were properly tightened and I am satisfied that this defect in 
maintenance did not affect the safety of the aircraft or contribute 
to the accident.

Question 4 (b).
Was the aircraft airworthy so far as could reasonably have been 
then ascertained?

Answer.
Yes.

Question 4 (c).
Was there a valid Certificate of Airworthiness in respect of the 
aircraft?

Answer.
Semble yes. I do not find it necessary to deal with the legal 
question whether the default in reassembly referred to in paras. 
21 and 22 of this Report had any effect on the validity of the 
Certificate of Airworthiness since I am satisfied that this default 
did not contribute to the accident.

Question 4 (d).



Was there a valid Certificate of Maintenance in respect of the 
aircraft?

Answer.
Semble yes. see my answer to Question 4 (c) on Certificate of 
Airworthiness.

Question 4 (e).
Was the radio station of the aircraft serviceable and was there a 
valid Certificate of Serviceability in respect thereof?

Answer.
Yes.

Question 4 (f).
Was the aircraft properly loaded and trimmed within the limits 
specified in the Flight Manual?

Answer.
Yes.

Question 4 (g).
Were all members of the crew properly licensed and adequately 
experienced to make the flight? If not did any defect in the 
licence of any member of the crew affect the safety of the aircraft 
or contribute to the accident?

Answer.
Yes. The second part of the question does not arise.

Question 5.
Was the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation properly 
advised in March, 1954 that Comet services should be resumed?



Answer.
Yes. See paragraph 31 of this Report.

Question 6.
Upon consideration of all facts disclosed by this Inquiry what 
steps should be taken to increase the safety of civil aircraft?

Answer.
See paragraphs 140-155 of my Report on Yoke Peter.

Report by COHEN., W. S. FARREN., W. J. DUNCAN., A. H. 
WHEELER.
1st February, 1955.
IMPORTANT NOTE : The information contained is this report 
remains the property of the Ministry of Transport and Civil 
Aviation and may not be distributed without their written 
approval.

 Official accident report of Comet I G-ALYZ

B.O.A.C., Comet I, G-ALYZ,
accident at Ciampino Airport, Rome, Italy,
26 October 1952,
Report released by I.C.A.O.
Circumstances
The aircraft was operating a scheduled passenger service from 
London to Johannesburg. The flight from London Airport to 
Rome was without incident. During the take-off from Rome on 
the second stage, the aircraft's normal speed failed to build up 
and after becoming airborne for a few seconds the Captain's 
immediate reaction was that there was a lack of engine thrust. He 
throttled back the engines at the same time as the aircraft came to 



rest near the airport boundary, and the aircraft sustained 
considerable damage and two passengers were slightly injured.

Investigation and Evidence

For take-off the aircraft was taxied to Runway 16 and lined up on 
the centre line; all pre-take-off checks were made and the 
elevator, aileron and rudder trim were set at the neutral position. 
The Captain's estimation of runway visibility was 5 miles but 
with no horizon. The flaps were lowered to 15 deg. and the 
windscreen vipers were both operating. The engines were opened 
up to full power and the isolation switches were set to "Isolate" 
The RPM were checked at 10.250 on all engines; fuel flows, 
engine temperatures and pressures were reported to be correct. 
The brakes were released and the aircraft made a normal 
acceleration. At an IAS of 75-80 knots, the nose wheel was lifted 
from the runway and a slight tendency to swing to starboard was 
corrected. At an IAS of 112 knots the Captain lifted the aircraft 
from the ground by a positive backward movement of the control 
column and when he considered that the aircraft had reached a 
safe height he called for "undercarriage up". At about the same 
instant the port wing dropped rather violently and the aircraft 
swung to port; the controls gave normal response and lateral 
level was regained. At this point the Captain realised that the 
aircraft's speed was not building up, although he made no 
reference to the ASI. A pronounced buffeting was felt which he 
associated with the onset of a stall and in spite of two corrective 
movements of the control column the buffeting continued. 
Before the First Officer had time to select undercarriage up, the 
aircraft came down on its main landing wheels and bounced. It 
was now plainly evident to the Captain that the aircraft's speed 
was not increasing and he was convinced that there was a 
considerable loss of engine thrust. He was also aware that the 



aircraft was rapidly approaching the end of the runway and a 
decision to abandon the take-off was made. The undercarriage 
struck a mound of earth as he was closing the throttles and the 
aircraft slid for some 270 yards over rough ground. The main 
undercarriages were wrenched off and considerable damage 
resulted; a large spillage of fuel occurred but fire did not break 
out. One passenger suffered slight shock and another sustained a 
cut finger.

Subsequent interrogation of the crew confirmed that all engines 
had given their maximum power and that fuel flows, 
temperatures and pressures had all been normal during the take-
off. It was the belief of the First Officer that the nose wheel was 
lifted from the ground in the usual manner although the control 
column appeared to be "a fair way back". He also thought that 
the "unstick" was made by moving the control half way back 
from the neutral position and that it was held there until the port 
wing dropped. He also stated that he was unable to determine the 
attitude of the aircraft after the bounce as no runway lights were 
visible to him.

Due to darkness and due also to rain, no ground witness had a 
clear view of the take-off. One, however, who observed it from a 
point opposite the half-way position of the runway, considered 
that the aircraft's attitude was critical as it passed him. He 
continued to observe it as the nose was exceptionally high and he 
vas not aware that the aircraft became airborne.

An inspection carried out at the scene of the accident showed that 
the aircraft came to rest about 270 yards from the upwind end of 
runway 16 and 10 yards from the boundary fence; considerable 
damage had resulted. A large spillage of fuel from the port wing 
integral tanks had occurred but fire did not break out. Both 



inertia switches had tripped. The two crash switch operating 
levers functioned correctly and the methyl fire extinguisher 
bottles had discharged. The seats and their attachments in the 
crew and passengers compartments were undamaged. The crew's 
forward entrance door and the passenger's entrance door 
functioned normally as also did the emergency hatches.

The flaps were: in the lowered position of about 15 deg. and this 
corresponded to that indicated in the cockpit, The elevator, 
aileron and rudder trim indicators were in the neutral position. 
Wheel marks on the runway showed that the main landing 
wheels had been in contact with the runway over the last 30 feet 
of its length. The next contact was made on two mounds of earth, 
when this occurred the undercarriages were wrenched off and 
parts of these units damaged the tailplane. The port main plane 
hit the runway direction indicator which is mounted on concrete 
blocks and the wing tip and pitot head were torn off. The 
starboard inner engine steady strut had become detached at its 
forward end when the attachment bracket rivets had sheared due 
to impact forces. This detachment allowed the engine to rotate on 
its mounting trunnions through the mainplane skin and in a nose-
down direction.

The nose wheel was forced upwards into its housing and the tail 
bumper unit was torn from the rear portion of the fuselage. The 
bumper attachment bracket was subsequently found in the 
wreckage trail, An examination of this bracket showed that the 
shoe was missing and that the bracket was deeply scarred. A 
search made along the runway revealed evidence of tail bumper 
marks which varied in length from 3 feet to 40 feet. These marks 
extended along the last 650 yards of the runway and showed that 
the aircraft's track was inclined a few degrees to starboard of the 
runway centre line.



The BOAC Training Manual recommends the following take-off 
technique:

"At 80 knots the nose should be lifted until the rumble of the 
nose wheel ceases. Care should be taken not to overdo this and 
adopt an exaggerated tail-down attitude with a consequent poor 
acceleration."

The normal fuselage incidence during the take-off ground run is 
about 2 to 3 deg. after the nose wheel has been raised just clear 
of the runway. To do this a backward stick movement of about 4 
inches is required which is then reduced to 1 to 1.5 inches. The 
attitude of "unstick" is approximately 6 deg. to 6.5 deg. and to 
attain this the required stick movement at the time of leaving the 
ground is of the order of 6 inches back from the neutral position, 
after which the stick must be returned towards the pre-take-off 
position.

Take-off by the manufacturers have shown that a constant 6 deg. 
incidence of fuselage during the ground run gives good results 
for distance run and for climb-away behaviour. They have also 
shown that an increase of incidence to 9 deg. results in a partially 
stalled wing giving high drag which appreciably affects the 
aircraft's acceleration, and that the symptoms are noticeable to 
the pilot as low frequency buffet. The aircraft recovers from its 
semi-stalled position if the nose is pushed well down.

Figure shows a diagrammatic representation of the nose-up 
attitude of the aircraft in the correct position of unstick, i.e., 6 
deg. to 6.5 deg. nose up. The Appendix also shows that for the 
tail bumper to touch the ground an angle of at least 11 deg. is 
required.



Probable Cause
The accident was due to an error of judgement by the Captain in 
not appreciating the excessive nose-up attitude of the aircraft 
during the takeoff.

 Summary of all D.H. Comet crashes

In this table you will find the most important information related 
to all De Havilland DH106 Comet crashes. To compile this page, 
I used different sources. The detailed descriptions of the 
accidents are listed in separate sections.

Nr     Date    Type    Registration    SN      Operator        
Fatalities      Location        Cause
1  26 Oct 52       Comet 1 G-ALYZ  6012    B.O.A.C.        0/8 + 
0/35      Rome,
Italy      Aircraft
2       03 Mar 53       Comet 1A        CF-CUN  6014    Canadian 
Pacific        5/5 + 6/6       Karachi,
Pakistan        Aircraft
3       02 May 53       Comet 1 G-ALYV  6008    B.O.A.C.        
6/6 + 37/37     Calcutta,
India  Aircraft
4       25 Jun 53       Comet 1A        F-BGSC  6019    UAT     0/7 
+ 0/10      Dakar,
Senegal   Pilot
5  10 Jan 54       Comet 1 G-ALYP  6003    B.O.A.C.        6/6 + 
29/29     Elba,
Italy      Aircraft
6       08 Apr 54       Comet 1 G-ALYY  6011    South African
Airways    7/7 + 14/14     Stromboli,



Italy Aircraft
7       27 Aug 59       Comet 4 LV-AHP  6411    Aerolineas
Argentinas    1/6 + 1/44      Asuncion,
Paraguay       Pilot
8  20 Feb 60       Comet 4 LV-AHO  6410    Aerolineas
Argentinas    0/6 + 0/0       Buenos Aires,
Argentinia Pilot
9  23 Nov 61       Comet 4 LV-AHR  6430    Aerolineas
Argentinas    12/12 + 40/40   Sao Paulo,
Brazil        Pilot
10 21 Dec 61       Comet 4B        G-ARJM  6456    British 
European
Airways 7/7 + 20/27     Ankara,
Turkey   Aircraft
11      19 Jul 62       Comet 4C        SU-AMW  6464    United 
Arab
Airlines     8/8 + 18/18     Mt Kao Yai,
Thailand     Pilot
12 20 Mar 63       Comet 4C        SA-R-7  6461    Saudi Arabian
Government 9/9 + 9/9       Cuneo,
Italy     Pilot
13 27 Jul 63       Comet 4C        SU-ALD  6441    United Arab
Airlines     8/8 + 55/55     Madh,
India      Pilot
14 22 Mar 64       Comet 4 G-APDH  6409    Malaysian Airlines
System        0/8 + 0/60      Singapore,
Singapore     Aircraft
15      12 Oct 67       Comet 4 G-ARCO  6449    British European
Airways 7/7 + 59/59     Nicosia,
Zypria  Bomb
16  14 Jan 70       Comet 4C        SU-ANI  6475    United Arab
Airlines     0/9 + 0/5       Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia    Pilot



17 09 Feb 70       Comet 4C        SU-ALE  6444    United Arab
Airlines     0/9 + 0/14      Munchen-Riem,
Germany    Pilot
18 03 Jul 70       Comet 4 G-APDN  6415    Dan-Air
Services 7/7 + 105/105   Sierra Montensy,
Spain   ATC
Aircraft
19   07 Oct 70       Comet 4 G-APDL  6413    Dan-Air
Services 0/4 + 0/5       Newcastle,
GB    Pilot
20 02 Jan 71       Comet 4C        SU-ALC  6439    United Arab
Airlines     8/8 + 8/8       Tripoli,
Libya   Pilot

Nr      Date    Type    Registration    SN      Operator        
Fatalities      Location        Cause
A  25 Jul 53       Comet 1 G-ALYR  6004    B.O.A.C.        0/0     
Calcutta,
India  Pilot
B  13 Sep 57       Comet 2R        XK663   6027    RAF 192 sqn     
0/0     Wyton,
GB        Fire
C   01 Jan 68       Comet C2        7926M   6028    RAF     0/0     
Lyneham,
GB      Fire
D   28 Dec 68       Comet 4C        OD-ADR  6445    Middle East
Airlines     0/0     Beirut,
Lebanon  Bomb
E   28 Dec 68       Comet 4C        OD-ADS  6448    Middle East
Airlines     0/0     Beirut,
Lebanon  Bomb
F   28 Dec 68       Comet 4C        OD-ADQ  6446    Middle East
Airlines     0/0     Beirut,



Lebanon  Bomb
G   ?? ??? 70       Comet 4C        XM829   06021   Stansted 
Airport        0/0     Stansted,
GB      Fire

 Details about all D.H. Comet crashes
 1. G-ALYZ / 6012 crash in Rome (Crew 0/8 & Passengers 0/35)

G-ALYZ was the last Comet 1 which was delivered to B.O.A.C. 
and the first one to be involved in a major incident. The plane 
with 35 passengers and 8 crew was in the takeoff phase and 
didn't get altitude. The plane overshoot the runway and stopped 
finally with broken landing gears. The plane was a hull loss. 
Initially Captain Foote was made responsible for this incident. It 
was stated that the plane was pulled up too fast, leading to an 
interruption of the airflow on the wings.

After the crash of CF-CUN it was found out that a considerable 
part of the wing lost its lift if the plane was pulled up too fast. A 
design change of the leading edge of the Comet wings was the 
solution to this problem. This change proved to be sufficient.

Photo Credit: Aeroplane Monthly [Sep-89]. Thanks to Trevor 
Friend for contributing this picture. Added [15-Nov-98]

 Cause of the accident: design fault
 [ Official accident report of G-ALYZ ]
F-CUN / 6014 crash in Karachi (Crew 5/5 & Passengers 6/6)

CF-CUN was the first Comet 1A for Canadian Pacific. On its 
delivery flight from England to Sydney the first fatal Comet 
crash occurred. In the early morning the 'Empress of Hawaii' 
didn't takeoff in Karachi. The plane collided with a bridge and 



took fire. None of the 11 people, including Captain Pentland 
survived this crash.

Initially the Captain was made responsible, but flight tests found 
out that a considerable part of the wing lost its lift if the plane 
was pulled up too fast. A design change of the leading edge of 
the Comet wings was the solution to this problem. This change 
proved to be sufficient.

 Cause of the accident: design fault
 [ Accident description of CF-CUN ]

 3. G-ALYV / 6008 crash in Calcutta (Crew 6/6 & Passengers 
37/37)

G-ALYV was on a flight from Singapore to London. The aircraft 
was in the initial climb phase and at 10Kft it flew in a heavy 
tropical thunderstorm. The plane disintegrated in this 
thunderstorm. The remains of the Comet were found in an area 
of 20 km2.

The cause of the crash was an overload of the tail of the aircraft. 
Other crashes of the Comet make the weak structure of the 
aircraft a more likely reason.

 Cause of the accident: design fault
See also the comments about this crash in the YP accident report.

 4. F-BGSC / 6019 crash in Dakar (Crew 0/7 & Passengers 0/10)

The Comet 1A registered, F-BGSC of the French company UAT 
-- Union Aeromaritime de Transport -- was as scheduled 
passenger flight in the landing phase to Dakar airport. It overshot 



the runway and crossed a -- 0.7 m deep and 22 m wide -- sandy 
culvert. As a result it came to rest 38.4 m later with a sheared 
landing gear. None of the passengers was injured.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 5. G-ALYP / 6003 crash in Elba (Crew 6/6 & Passengers 29/29)

G-ALYP was as flight BA781 on the way from Singapore to 
London. A fuel stop was made in Rome. Captain Gibson was in 
the command when the aircraft crashed at 25Kft. Since the crash 
occurred in daylight, whiteness could report three explosions. 
The remains of the aircraft were 150 meters deep in the sea.

Initially an engine explosion or a bomb was assumed to have led 
to this tragic event. All flights of Comet's were suspended. More 
than sixty modifications were done on existing Comet aircrafts, 
all possible causes were eliminated. At least that's what the 
experts thought at the time. Protections were added in the case of 
an engine explosion. New fuel pipes, fire and smoke detectors 
were added. On the 23 Mar 54 the Comet's were again allowed to 
takeoff.

Only the next Comet crash allowed to find out the real reason of 
this tragic event. More about it in the next section.

 Cause of the accident: design fault
 [ Official accident report of G-ALYP ]

 6. G-ALYY / 6011 crash in Stromboli (Crew 7/7 & Passengers 
14/14)

G-ALYY was leased from B.O.A.C. to South African Airways. 
Flight SA201 was on its way from London to Johannesburg. 



After a fuel stop in Rome the plane took-off, but only 36 minutes 
later the radio-contact was interrupted in the area of Stromboli.

The next morning remains were found in the sea. Since the sea 
was at this place as deep as 1000 meters, no parts of the aircraft 
could be inspected. Only four days after the crash the Comet 
flights were again suspended, one of the reasons being the 
similarities to the YP crash. G-ALYY had only performed 2704 
flighthours. A very intensive flight test program was performed in 
order to find out the reason of the YY and YP crashes, with no 
special conclusion.

Only after a very long expensive investigations, which included 
the assembly of the remains of the crashed YP and the 
underwater stress test of the YU Comet which came from 
B.O.A.C. Finally the fuselage of YU broke up on a sharp edge of 
the forward escape-hatch. After that this rupture was repaired the 
tests were restarted, but only shortly afterwards the fuselage 
broke up. This time the rupture started at the upper edge of a 
window and was three meters long.

The YP and YY crashes were due to metal fatigue, which took 
place because of the crystalline changes in the fuselage skin. 
They were amplified by the high speed and altitude the Comets 
were operated. The metal fatigue resulted in ruptures of the 
fuselage, this had as a consequence a terrible decompression at 
33Kft, tearing up the plane with all known consequences.

 Cause of the accident: design fault
 [ Official accident report of G-ALYY ]

 7. LV-AHP / 6411 crash in Asuncion (Crew 1/6 & Passengers 
1/44)



LV-AHP a Comet 4 of Aerolineas Argentinas was on final 
approach to Asuncion, Paraguay when it hit a hill top. One 
passenger and one crew member died. Further information is 
missing.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 8. LV-AHO / 6410 crash in Buenos Aires (Crew 0/6 & 
Passengers 0/0)

LV-AHO a Comet 4 of Aerolineas Argentinas was in the landing 
phase of a training flight. The aircraft was damaged beyond 
repair, due to a heavy landing, but none of the six crewmembers 
was killed.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error
LV-AHR / 6430 crash in Sao Paulo (Crew 12/12 & Passengers 
40/40)

The flight had originated at Buenos Aires, Argentina. At Vira 
Copos (Campinas) Airport, Brazil, the engines were started at 
05:20 hours and the aircraft took off for Trinidad (alternately 
Barbados) at 05:38 hours. After reaching an altitude of about 100 
m, the aircraft lost altitude, collided with a eucalyptus forest and 
was destroyed. Twelve crew and forty passengers died in the 
accident, which occurred at approximately 05:40 hours .

It was presumed that the co-pilot was under flight instruction. If 
such was the case, the instructor, who was pilot-in command, 
may have failed to brief or supervise the co-pilot properly.

 Cause of the accident: pilot error
 [ Official accident report of LV-AHR ]



 10. G-ARJM / 6456 crash in Ankara (Crew 7/7 & Passengers 
20/27)

The probable cause of the accident was the obstruction of the 
pitch pointer in the captain's director horizon which led him to 
make an excessively steep climb immediately following unstick.

 Cause of the accident: instrument failure
 [ Official accident report of G-ARJM ]

 11. SU-AMW / 6464 crash in Bangkok (Crew 8/8 & Passengers 
18/18)

SU-AMW, a Comet 4C of UAA -- United Arab Airlines -- was 
supposed to land as scheduled passenger a/c to Bangkok when it 
made a premature descent and struck Mt Kao Yai. None of the 
passengers survived this CFIT crash.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 12. SA-R-7 / 6461 crash in Cueno (Crew 9/9 & Passengers 9/9)

SA-R-7 was the private a/c of the Saudi Arabian Royal family. 
During a flight from Geneva to Nice the plane struck during the 
descent phase a mountain at 900 m. The crash occurred at Cuneo 
in Italy. Everybody on board of the a/c -- including members of 
the royal family -- died.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 13. SU-ALD / 6441 crash in Bombay (Crew 8/8 & Passengers 
55/55)

SU-ALD was supposed to land in Bombay, India. The plane 
crashed at 20h20 in the sea while approaching the Bombay 



airport. This crash during the initial approach was probably due 
to a loss of control caused by the heavy rain and severe 
turbulence which took place at the moment of the crash. None of 
the passengers survived this crash.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 14. G-APDH / 6409 crash in Singapore (Crew 0/8 & Passengers 
0/60)

G-APDH, a Comet 4 of MAS -- Malaysian Airlines Systems -- 
was as scheduled passenger plane on a flight from Kuala Lumpur 
to Singapore. Shortly after landing the right gear forging broke 
because of a fatigue failure. The Comet remained on the runway 
but fire broke out. None of the passengers was killed.

This crash was caused by a fatigue failure of the right gear 
forging.
 Cause of the accident: fatigue failure

 15. G-ARCO / 6449 crash off Nicosia (Crew 7/7 & Passengers 
59/59)

G-ARCO, a Comet 4 of British European Airways was flying 
Athens - Cyprus when it disappeared form the radar screens 10 
minutes after it took off from Nicosia. Captain Gordon 
Blackwood had previously not informed of any technical 
difficulties. Since there were a lot of similarities to the YP and 
YY crashes, rumours were saying that this crash was again due to 
fatigue.

The analysis of the wreckage allowed to detect that the Comet 
6449 was indeed teared up, following the detonation of a highly 
explosive device within the cabin. In addition this theory was 



reinforced by the fact that initially the General in command of 
the Cyprus army should have been on board. He cancelled in the 
last moment his flight. The political problems which existed at 
the time on the island make a terrorist act highly possible. The 
official accident report concluded therefore to a bombing.

 Cause of the accident: bomb explosion

 16. SU-ANI / 6475 crash in Ethiopia (Crew 0/9 & Passengers 
0/5)

SU-ANI was as flight MS755 on a flight from Khartoum to 
Addis Ababa-Bole in the final approach phase. The aircraft broke 
through clouds at 150ft, but was 200-300ft to the right of 
Runway 32. The Comet banked left, made some shallow turns 
and made a higher than normal landing flare half way down the 
runway. This caused the aircraft to stall; the left wing and pod 
fuel tank struck the runway and the Comet crashed.

This crash was caused by the fact that the pilot attempted to land 
from an unfavourable position, brought about by the fact that he 
had descended below weather minima before being able to 
establish visual ground contact.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 17. SU-ALE / 6444 crash in Munchen (Crew 0/9 & Passengers 
0/14)

SU-ALE was taking off from Munchen-Riem, but due to 
buffeting, the take-off had to be rejected at a height of 30ft. The 
aircraft landed back, overran the runway and struck a fence. The 
undercarriage was torn off and a small fire started.



This crash was caused by buffeting probably caused by icing on 
the wings. In addition due to improper operation of the flight 
controls, the Comet over-rotated.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 18. G-APDN / 6415 crash in Spain (Crew 7/7 & Passengers 
105/105)

G-APDN, a Comet 4 of Dan-Air Services was as a charter flight 
in the descent phase when it hit a mountain. All passengers and 
crewmembers died.

 Cause of the accident: ATC and intrument failure
 [ Official accident report of G-APDN ]

 19. G-APDL / 6413 crash in Newcastle (Crew 0/4 & Passengers 
0/5)

G-APDL, a Comet 4 of Dan-Air Services was on a training flight 
when it landed wheels up. The aircraft was damaged beyond 
repair.

This crash was caused by the fact that the crew omitted to carry 
out the pre-landing checks while practising a flapless landing.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 20. SU-ALC / 6439 crash in Tripoli (Crew 8/8 & Passengers 
8/8)

SU-ALC was as flight MS844 on a flight from Alger-Houari 
Boumediene to Tripoli and made its initial approach. The Comet 
struck sand dunes at 395ft while making an ADF approach 
procedure turn for Runway 18.



This crash was caused by the fact that the captain decided to land 
while prevailing visibility was below company-minimum for that 
airport at night.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 Details about all D.H. Comet incidents

In this section I summarized the information of the hull-losses 
which I collected from different sources. However errors are 
human, if you think that some information is not correct feel free 
to post me an . Don't forget to tell me your source.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

 A. G-ALYR / 6004 hull-loss in Calcutta (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)

G-ALYR, a Comet 1 operated by B.O.A.C. was damaged beyond 
repair because the aicraft was being taxied off a curving taxyway. 
Capt Willerton was faced with a design defect. At night the taxy 
lights were too dim to use safely, and the crews had to use the 
landing lights, which were high poer, and got hot. So they had to 
be alternated left and right to avoid a meltdown. The switches to 
do this were fitted on the left flight deck wall low down, and 
behind the captains seat. The taxy light switches were also there, 
and the layout was poor. It was easy to find the wrong switch. 
Also the nosewheel steering wheel was self centering, and if the 
hand was taken off it then the aircraft would turn.

In a left hand turn Capt. Willerton took his left hand off the 
steering wheel to select another landing light. The steering 
centered, and then the aircraft right wheel bogies ran off the 
paved surface. Capt. Willerton made the mistake of trying to get 



the aircraft back onto the paved surface, and when it did not 
respond he applied engine power on the two right engines. This 
caused the bogie struts to be forced up and into the wing 
structure causing much damage. Willerton was blamed, and lost 
seniority. Soon afterwards the switches were relocated to the 
upper front panel. Note that G-ALYR was returned to the UK for 
repairs.

Thanks to Capt. Peter Duffey for the details of the report listed 
above.
Photo Credit: Aeroplane Monthly [Sep-89]. Thanks to Trevor 
Friend for contributing this picture. Added [15-Nov-98]

 B. XK663 / 6027 hull-loss in Wyton (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
XK663, a Comet 2R of the 192th RAF sqn was damaged beyond 
repair during a hangar fire. Unfortunately further details are 
missing.

 C. 7926M / 06028 hull-loss in Lyneham (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
7926M, a Comet C2 of the RAF burnt during fire rescue training 
in 1968. Unfortunately further details are missing.

 D. OD-ADR / 6445 hull-loss in Beirut (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
The Comet 4C of MEA registered OD-ADR was one of three 
destroyed by an Israeli commando attack on the 28th December 
68.

 E. OD-ADS / 6448 hull-loss in Beirut (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
The Comet 4C of MEA registered OD-ADS was one of three 



destroyed by an Israeli commando attack on the 28th December 
68.

 F. OD-ADQ / 6446 hull-loss in Beirut (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
The Comet 4C of MEA registered OD-ADQ was one of three 
destroyed by an Israeli commando attack on the 28th December 
68.

 G. XM829 / 06021 hull-loss in Stansted (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
Frame 06021, the former Air France Comet 1A, which was 
converted to 1XB specifications and last served as XM829 was 
donated to the Stansted airport fire services and destroyed by fire 
at Stansted in 1970. Sorry I don't have the precise date.
Radical thougts on the Comet

Now that the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation has 
announced that there is to be a public inquiry into the causes of 
the accident to the Comet on January 10, it will be both useful 
and astringent to look back for a moment. By so doing some of 
the misfortunes suffered by this Comet which means so much to 
us may be viewed again as rationally as possible and brought into 
perspective in the light of present information.

There would be no point in minimizing the seriousness of this 
latest accident, but, at the same time, any tendency to connect it 
too closely in our minds with previous accidents must, at this 
difficult time, be prevented. It is true that of the 19 Comet 1s and 
1As which have entered, or been about to enter, air-line service, 
five have been written off. Two of the accidents concerned 
involved no loss of life, and, more important still, three of the 
five were the result of known and fully understood causes.



Only two of the five accidents, therefore, need to have any air of 
mystery about them, but, unfortunately, the causes of two of the 
three fully understood accidents may tend to remain a little hazy 
in the eyes of the public. This should not be, but, at the time 
when the headlines were at their biggest and the public were 
most interested, no authoritative explanatory information could 
be made available about the aircraft's accepted characteristics. To 
ordinary people, a couple of Comets simply failed, for some 
reason or other, to become airborne.
Even though an official report about the first of these two 
accidents had already been issued when the second one occurred, 
the wording of this report was not such as to lead any reader 
straight to an understanding of both accidents.
U.A.T. Comet 1A F-BGSC

The third of these "understood" accidents received little attention 
in this country and concerned one of Union Aéromaritime de 
Transport's Comets. It was a mishap on the landing run at an 
African aerodrome and need only be mentioned here because the 
aircraft was considered, from the insurance point of view, to be 
damaged beyond repair.
So, before considering the two more recent tragedies, let us try to 
remove any remaining mystery from the sequence of these take-
off accidents.
The Take-off Accidents

B.O.A.C. Comet 1 G-ALYZ

The first was suffered by a B.O.A.C. Comet, G-ALYZ, at 
Ciampino Airport, Rome, on October 26, 1952. It was dark and it 
was raining. The Comet failed to accelerate adequately, or even 
to become properly airborne, and the captain, considering that 



there must be a lack of thrust, abandoned the take-off.

No one was seriously hurt, but the aircraft was irrevocably 
damaged in the resultant crash landing. The report showed that 
the attitude of the Comet had, unknown to the crew, become very 
nose-high during the takeoff run, so much so that the wing was 
stalled or semi-stalled.

In the Corporation's Training Manual, as quoted in the report at 
that time, it was noted that "an increase of incidence to 9 deg. 
results in a partially stalled wing giving a high drag which 
appreciably affects the aircraft's acceleration .... " In fact, the tail-
bumper of G-ALYZ had been scoring the runway, so the Comet's 
attitude was of the order of 11 deg., or more, noseup. At the take-
off weight of 100,370 lb. it would never have flown at all in that 
attitude.
Following this accident a new take-off technique was apparently 
recommended for B.O.A.C. pilots and more attention was paid to 
this particular problem during the training of Comet pilots. The 
modified system involved lifting the nosewheel at the appropriate 
speed and afterwards letting it touch again, so that it could be felt 
on the runway until take-off safety speed had been reached. The 
Comet's controls are power-operated, and "feel" is provided by 
spring-loading from a neutral trimming datum.
Canadian Pacific Air Lines Comet 1A CF-CUN

The second of the two take-off accidents followed the same 
form, but the conditions were much more difficult this time and 
the accident disastrous. It occurred at Karachi on March 3, 1953, 
during the delivery flight of the first of the Canadian Pacific Air 
Lines' Comet 1As to its service base at Sydney.

No official report was published after the accident, but a 



summary was issued. This made it clear that the aircraft was at 
its limit of weight for the conditions existing. It was being taken 
off at 114.816 lb., which was very nearly the permissible 
maximum for the 1A Series, and the hours of darkness had been 
chosen so that the air temperature should be as low as possible. 
Even so, this was about 8 degC. above International Standard 
Atmosphere and water-methanol injection was being used to 
regain the power from the Ghosts for the take-off. There was no 
wind--and the Comet's take-off distance is sensitive to wind 
conditions.

In the words of the report summary, "the aircraft continued along 
nearly the whole length of the runway in a very nose-high 
attitude and never left the ground." The summary concluded with 
the words: "at this high weight strict compliance with the take-
off technique would be necessary for a successful take-off."
It is tragic that good and experienced pilots should have been 
defeated, as they were at Rome and Karachi, by a new type of 
aircraft, but the Comets characteristics and power-operated 
controls were known and its technique of take-off understood. 
Later history has shown the Comet to be a "different" aircraft, 
but far from being a difficult one.
Calcutta and Elba

Long afterwards it was learnt that de Havillands had started 
experimenting with a new wing section before even the accident 
at Rome in 1952. No doubt this re-design was primarily intended 
as a development to permit the use of higher weights for a later 
Comet Series, but its advantages in the take-off case must have 
been much in the designers' and test pilots' minds. Meantime 
they had, supported by B.O.A.C. Comet pilots, adamantly 
resisted any suggestion that the control system should be altered. 
Its simplicity and other advantages apparently outweighed, in 



their view, any risks of over-control it might involve.

The two take-off accidents and the one almost unrecorded 
landing accident can now be put on one side in the knowledge 
that their reasons are well understood.
But the Elba accident--and, to a lesser degree, the Calcutta 
accident--are still in the present. They must be understood and 
explained as thoroughly as possible so that we can go on to the 
next stage of progress with clear minds and a full understanding 
of the means by which such accidents can be prevented in future. 
There will always be aeroplane accidents, but even the most 
timid traveller will accept this prospect-- just as he or she accepts 
the possibility of a train accident or of a sinking ship--so long as 
the reasons are known and action known to have been taken.
B.O.A.C. Comet 1 G-ALYV

The sequence of events leading up to, and following, the Calcutta 
accident on May 2, 1953, will be remembered by the majority of 
people and only certain features need to be mentioned here.

The report of the Indian Court of Inquiry which had investigated 
the accident --and which included one experienced British 
assessor amongst the three who were appointed-- gave the 
"probable" cause of the Comets disintegration as: "severe gusts 
encountered in the thundersquail: or over-controlling or loss of 
control by the pilot when flying through the thunderstorm." An 
appendix, written by one of the assessors and giving a suggested 
sequence of events leading to the disaster, was described by the 
Court as being "plausible" but unproven.

Concurrently with the issue of this report B.O.A.C. and de 
Havillands, in a combined statement, made it clear that they did 
not agree that over-control or loss of control was a likely cause, 



and stressed the theoretical nature of any findings before a more 
detailed examination of the wreckage had been made.

The Indian report had, in fact, recommended that such an 
examination should be made.
No further information has yet been made publicly available 
about the results of this continued examination. So, following 
this very' natural resistance to the findings of the Court. This 
leaves the Calcutta accident still in the "unsolved" category. 
Since they each occurred on the climb it may be natural for many 
people interested in the Comet to tend to connect the Calcutta 
accident with that near Elba twelve days ago.

B.O.A.C. Comet 1 G-ALYP

Some considerable attention was paid in the Press last weekend 
to Sir Miles Thomas' statement that the possibility of sabotage in 
the case of the Elba accident "cannot be overlooked." This 
statement was natural enough in the circumstances, since such a 
cause is always a possibility in any such disaster, and efforts 
must obviously be made to follow up likely clues.

But the weight of the investigation will, no doubt, continue to be 
directed towards hat I believe to more practical possible causes. 
Among these could be the explosion of a kerosene-air mixture, or 
of hydraulic fluid vapour, and the medical evidence may go a 
long way towards confirming the likelihood of one or other 
similar possibility.

The very difficult feature of the Elba accident--that the aircraft 
fell into water--has also provided medical evidence which might 
not have been available if the wreckage had fallen on land. 
Unfortunately, latest reports say that the wreckage of G-ALYP is 



lying at a depth of the order of 600 ft. and salvage may not be 
practicable.

The fact that the Comets had been taken out of service by 
B.O.A.C. was a voluntary move so there was no reason why 
these aircraft should not be returned to service when they had 
been thoroughly examined.

Nevertheless, no one imagined it probable that signs of incipient 
structural failure would actually be found in the Comets under 
examination. B.O.A.C.'s maintenance and inspection is among 
the most thorough in the World, and if such signs were to be seen 
in any of the Comets in service it is likely that they would have 
been found during previous maintenance checks completed 
during the past few months.

But a full and careful inspection of all the Corporation's Comets 
was vital, both as a means of assuring the public and as an 
essential link in the series of checks which must be made towards 
a narrowing-down of the possible cause of the accident.

Air France and Union Aéromaritime de Transport had also 
removed their Comets temporarily from service last week and the 
former was making a thorough examination of at least one 
aircraft. The Royal Canadian Air Force, as military operators, 
were taking no action for the time being.

Last week-end Mr. A. T. Lennox-Boyd, Minister of Transport 
and Civil Aviation, flew out to Rome to observe the progress of 
the investigation there. He was due to return on Tuesday for the 
opening of Parliament.

Finally, let us remember, that the Comet is far from being the 



first or only civil aircraft to have suffered serious trouble, the 
cause of which could not be immediately diagnosed, in the 
earlier stages of its service life.

There was the case, for instance, of the DC-6. After one of these 
aircraft had been lost, with all its passengers and crew, following 
a fire in the air (October 24, 1947) another, flown by a different 
U.S. operator, was successfully force-landed after suffering 
similar trouble (November 11, 1947).

All DC-6s were then grounded while investigations were made. 
It was discovered that if, after transferring fuel between certain 
tanks, the immersion pumps were accidentally left "on," the 
resultant pressure build-up caused fuel to vent. This could be 
carried by the airflow straight into the air-intake of a combustion 
heater, causing a continuous fire which could not be controlled.

There have been other similar cases of trouble with civil 
transports which have afterwards continued, during their long 
lives, to be popular and successful aircraft.---H.n.w.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: Sent to Mr. Smart: Last ditch effort, clutching at 
straws, hoping against hope...

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accidents Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough



Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom
Dear Mr. Smart,  3 June 2002

Conscience: It's what safety is all about:  Doing the right thing 
although many would try to dissuade.
By your silence to my Smith AAR for Pan Am Flight 103 and 
your lack of response to my personal replies to your email 
regarding the photographs of the torn and twisted forward cargo 
door, I know you know that there is a very real possibility that 
the probable cause of the inflight breakup was not a bomb but the 
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression explanation and that the finding of 'bomb' was 
probably based on the red herring of a rather large shotgun blast 
in the compartment after the tremendous explosion of the sudden 
decompression.

I know you know this because the evidence, the facts, and the 
data support those conclusions and have been presented to you. 
You have implied that vertical torn skin above a cargo door 
proves it opened in flight and indeed, the forward cargo door of 
Pan Am Flight 103 has those telltale vertical tears. The wreckage 
distribution shows that ruptured open door occurred at the initial 
event time which is the sudden loud sound which matches the 
United Airlines Flight 811 sudden loud sound. You may be 
stunned by the enormity of the discovery.
  
Above picture of Pan Am Flight 103 shattered forward cargo 
door with peeled back skin from aft midspan latch and vertical 
tear lines above door.

I also know you know the complex political implications of this 
more accurate mechanical probable cause becoming accepted by 



aviation professionals and the public. There must be strong 
pressure to maintain the reputations of the New Scotland Yard, 
the AAIB, the NTSB, the FBI, and the stature of at least three 
foreign governments, India, UK, and USA. Literally billions of 
dollars have and will change hands thereby shifting the fortunes 
of millions. Based on the non-conspiracy theory for Pan Am 
Flight 103, apologies may be made to a foreign government. The 
viability of the largest airliner manufacturer in the world may be 
in question.

I want you to know that I know of all these political implications 
and probably ignorant of many more such as promotions and 
assignments of those involved.

Yet, my purpose is clear: Aviation safety for crew and passengers 
is paramount and comes before financial or emotional 
considerations. I feel this way probably because I am a survivor 
of a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash myself. I've been 
there. I'm trying to stop others from going there.

The one caught in the middle is you, sir, the Chief Inspector of 
the branch which investigates Air Accidents.

What to do?
Remain silent? Well, that silence of authorities over the years has 
apparently resulted in the recent deaths of 225 more passengers 
and crew in China Airlines Flight 611.

Speak up? What good would that do? What's the use? Why try?

And that's where conscience comes in. Just because the political 
forces are aligned against safety and just because the will of the 
people you represent wants very badly for Pan Am Flight 103 to 



be a terrorist event and really, really don't want it to be 
mechanical, are those good enough reasons to ignore the 
evidence that shows a mechanical cause? Just because the cause 
to reopen the investigation based on subsequent similar accidents 
appears to be daunting, is that reason not to try?

Please don't turn a blind eye to the photographs of the shattered 
door; please don't use a deaf ear to the sudden loud sound on the 
CVR; and please look and listen to the purest and best evidence 
of what happened; the CVR and photographs.

  
Above: Chart 12 from NTSB showing four Boeing 747 sudden 
loud sounds on the CVR and the abrupt power cut. The sound for 
Air India Flight 182 has been matched to a DC-10 explosive 
decompression cargo door event.

Several men are accused or convicted of causing a Boeing 747 to 
suddenly come apart inflight within an hour of takeoff and yet 
the similar inflight breakup has happened again...in 1989, and 
again in 1996...and again in 2002. The serial killer called faulty 
Poly X wiring is striking again and again and again while others 
or symptoms such as a fuel tank explosion or shotgun discharge 
are blamed.

The evidence of similar matching evidence is overwhelming as 
shown by the SmithTable below with more matches coming for 
China Airlines Flight 611 as the wreckage is retrieved.

The political pressure and popular will to keep the situation 
status quo of terrorist bombing is overwhelming also.

I realize I am pleading my case. Not my personal cause because I 



have little to gain. Pleading as in a legal sense, not for myself but 
for others such as passengers and for things such as wiring and 
doors.

Wiring pleads innocent in the sense it was light, strong, good 
insulation, and designed for fifteen years. It apparently fulfilled 
its design requirements at the time. Only later did the problems 
appear: Quote from TWA 800 Public Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A 
Systems Group Chairman's Factual report of Investigation, Page 
47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X 
wire was used as general purpose wire on the RA164 (TWA 800) 
aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X had three in-service 
problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration 
areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No. 
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly 
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest 
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable. 
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is 
also a contributor."

The Cargo Door pleads innocent in the sense that outward 
opening nonplug doors to baggage compartments have been the 
tradition for transportation vehicles for centuries. Stagecoaches, 
trains, buses, cars, and airplanes have always had baggage doors 
that opened outward; it's a tradition. The reason is to save 
internal space, of course. The advent of highly pressurized cabins 
which mandated plug type doors were not enough to overcome 
the tradition of outward opening doors. Ten latches but only eight 



locking sectors were thought sufficient to overcome any 
unwanted unlocking signal.

Passengers plead innocent in the sense of wishing to spend the 
least amount of money to go where they want to go and if that 
means flying in a plane with cheap tickets with a dangerous door, 
then they will. The tickets are cheaper because more income can 
be derived from a larger cargo compartment than one which is 
taken up by a door that opens inward.

Manufacturers plead innocent in the sense they are in a 
competitive business that must make a profit to continue to make 
aircraft and the wiring and doors were deemed to be adequate at 
the time. Only decades later did the problems appear.

And that's why safety agencies exist; to identify these difficult to 
prove problems and urge repair. These are plane crashes, not 
bank robberies. Plane crashes are usually mechanical or pilot 
error; bank robberies are usually conspiracies.

Mr. Smart, what gives me the assumed right to lecture a senior 
government aviation safety official on his duty? What allows me 
to tell you things you already know? It's because I have the 
arrogance based on experience, the experience of actually being 
in one sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash and specifically 
talking to you about another sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane 
crash. I have the right to suggest what you should do because I 
have earned that right by surviving even though my pilot died 
during his ejection.

Please reconsider the probable cause of Pan Am Flight 103 to be 
mechanical and not sabotage. It's never too late to correct an 
error of judgment by those who did not have the benefit of 



hindsight.

The Comet investigation is a good example of history repeating 
itself. Bombs were suspected for the inflight breakups and the 
planes grounded. After a while the political pressure exerted 
itself and the planes flew again only to come apart again with 
more deaths. Then an objective, comprehensive investigation 
was conducted and the true culprit of hull rupture by mechanical 
reason was discovered, metal fatigue in a corner of a squarish 
ADF window. Bomb cause was ruled out. The Boeing 707 
surged into the lead of commercial aviation. Safety 
improvements were made with round smaller windows and 
stiffeners and belts installed to prevent the spread of a crack or 
hole. (The 20 inch 'bomb' hole in Pan Am Flight 103 port side 
would have stopped at a small manageable size and did.)

I've included the Comet AAR to show that my conclusions on 
Pan Am Flight 103 are based on solid research and to show that 
similarities among each Comet accident led to the answers. The 
Comet probable cause was determined by comparing the similar 
evidence in similar crashes. I did the same for the Boeing 747. 
The Comet comparisons were made by safety officials because of 
the short time (one year and four months) between inflight 
breakups while the Boeing 747 intervals for inflight breakups 
have been 1985 to 2002 or seventeen years.

Comments made almost fifty years ago about the Comets are 
relevant today for Boeing 747s: "Some considerable attention 
was paid in the Press last weekend to Sir Miles Thomas' 
statement that the possibility of sabotage in the case of the Elba 
accident "cannot be overlooked." This statement was natural 
enough in the circumstances, since such a cause is always a 
possibility in any such disaster, and efforts must obviously be 



made to follow up likely clues.
But the weight of the investigation will, no doubt, continue to be 
directed towards what I believe to more practical possible causes. 
Among these could be the explosion of a kerosene-air mixture, or 
of hydraulic fluid vapour, and the medical evidence may go a 
long way towards confirming the likelihood of one or other 
similar possibility.

Nevertheless, no one imagined it probable that signs of incipient 
structural failure would actually be found in the Comets under 
examination. B.O.A.C.'s maintenance and inspection is among 
the most thorough in the World, and if such signs were to be seen 
in any of the Comets in service it is likely that they would have 
been found during previous maintenance checks completed 
during the past few months.
But a full and careful inspection of all the Corporation's Comets 
was vital, both as a means of assuring the public and as an 
essential link in the series of checks which must be made towards 
a narrowing-down of the possible cause of the accident.
Finally, let us remember, that the Comet is far from being the 
first or only civil aircraft to have suffered serious trouble, the 
cause of which could not be immediately diagnosed, in the 
earlier stages of its service life.

There have been other similar cases of trouble with civil 
transports which have afterwards continued, during their long 
lives, to be popular and successful aircraft."

Mr. Smart, meet the new boss of 1988, 1989, 1996, and 2002, 
same as the old boss of 1954: Explosive decompression caused 
by pressurized hull rupture inflight; several aircraft destroyed; 
errors of judgment by politicians to keep flying; and the Airbus 
surges into the lead of commercial aviation. China Airlines Flight 



611 is the fifth controversial, strange, mysterious inflight breakup 
of a Boeing 747 and the people who buy airplanes are mindful of 
this.

Regarding China Airlines Flight 611: A recent news article 
reports: "Aviation experts have offered several theories on the 
cause of crash, including metal fatigue, an internal explosion, 
sudden loss of cabin pressure, a mid-air collision or a military 
accident. U.S. crash experts who investigated the mid-air 
explosion of a Trans World Airlines jumbo jet in 1996 are in 
Taiwan to try to determine why the China Airlines aircraft broke 
into four pieces at an altitude of 30,000 feet and plunged into the 
Taiwan Strait. "

History has repeated history.

What to do?
From my point of view, the choice is clear: Investigate fully and 
let the chips fall where they may. Let the politicians handle the 
red faces and the attorneys handle the money exchanges. Let the 
Air Accidents Investigation Branch investigate an air accident 
which now appears to possibly have been caused by a 
mechanical cause which has happened before December, 1988, 
happened in February, 1989, and is still happening again and 
again.

Based on the preliminary findings for China Airlines Flight 611 
and the retrospective of United Airlines Flight 811, there is full 
justification to reopen/continue the investigation into a probable 
cause of a disintegration of an airliner which continues to fly 
thousands of passengers a day in hundreds of planes still in 
service which crash cause is now open to question.



Hindsight is valuable and a luxury. To do nothing after United 
Airlines Flight 811 was wrong. To do nothing after Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 was wrong. To do nothing after China 
Airlines Flight 611 is wrong.  To not reconsider the probable 
cause for Pan Am Flight 103, even at this late date, is to betray 
the trust of the passengers and crew; to ignore the visual and 
aural evidence is to betray the aviation safety profession; and to 
pretend UAL 811 is irrelevant to PA 103 is to make a lie of your 
career.

Do you need more evidence presented to you, Mr. Smart? I have 
it and can assist your staff of investigators. There is much to 
check out in the wreckage at Farnborough. Motivated, informed 
citizens can have much to offer the experts. I am available at any 
time to answer any questions you may have. You have access to 
the answers in your files and in a hangar. I can direct you where 
to look. You can satisfy your curiosity and the skepticism of the 
senior government politicians within a few hours of examination 
of the wreckage which has been saved for exactly this purpose.

Do you need advice on how to proceed politically? I can't help 
you there and good luck facing the press and the politicians.

All I can do is to go to the authority that have the responsibility 
and present my evidence and conclusions. They are in my Smith 
AAR for Pan Am Flight 103 and sent to you earlier as well as 
other documentation. There is much more if required and is 
available upon request. There is no dearth of factual support for 
the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Pan Am Flight 
103.

Please, Mr. Smart, let the weight of the investigation continue to 



be directed towards more practical possible causes. It may be a 
difficult decision but the right one when it comes to life and 
death.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight      
AI 182  PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800 and counting for China 
Airlines Flight 611
Boeing 747                                                                              
Early model -100 or -200                                                                
        
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)                                                  
        
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)                    
                                
Breakup occurs amidships                                                        
                
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)                                     
                        
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)                                        
                        
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door           
                                



Initial event within an hour after takeoff                                      
                        
Initial event at about 300 kts
while proceeding normally in all parameters                               
                                
Initial event has unusual radar contacts                                        
                
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door 
area                          
Initial event starts with sudden sound                                          
                
Initial event sound is loud                                                             
        
Initial event sound is audible to humans                                        
                
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data 
recorders                                
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound          
                                
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound
in wide body airliner                                                                       
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area         
                               
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door            
                                
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment              
                                
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
three                               
Fire/soot in engine number three                                                
                
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number 
four                                



Right wing leading edge damaged in flight                               
                        
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight                                           
                
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight                                   
               
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side    
                                
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris                       
                        
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward 
cargo door                              
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door  
                                
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as 
latched                                       
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock 
sectors)                            
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage                         
                
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door   
                               
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally                      
                       
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched                                  
                
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries                         
                
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies      
                                
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft                                            
                



Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb 
explosion.                             
Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion     
                                
Structural failure considered for probable cause                        
                                
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable 
cause                           
Official probable cause as bomb explosion                               
                        
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'                
                                
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause                  
                        
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source                                                    
        
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo 
door                                      
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door                                       
                
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four 
B747 Breakups in Flight     
AI 182  PA103   UAL 811 TWA 800 and counting for China 
Airlines Flight 611

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT, 1949

THE CIVIL AVIATION (INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS) 
REGULATIONS 1951



Report of the Public Inquiry into the causes and circumstances of 
the accident which occurred on the 10th January, 1954, to the 
Comet aircraft G-ALYP

*      AIRCRAFT: Comet G-ALYP
* ENGINES: Four de Havilland Ghost 50
*    REGISTERED OWNERS AND OPERATORS: British 
Overseas Airways Corporation
*  CREW:
*  Captain A. Gibson - Killed
*     First Officer W. J. Bury - Killed
*      Engineer Officer F. C. Macdonald - Killed
*      Radio Officer L. P. McMahon - Killed
*   Steward F. L. Saunders - Killed
*        Stewardess J. E. Clarke - Killed
*       PASSENGERS: 29- All Killed
*     PLACE OF ACCIDENT: Over the Mediterranean off Elba.
*    DATE AND TIME: 10th January, 1954, at about 1000 
G.M.T.
All times in this Report are G.M.T.

PART I
INTRODUCTORY

(a) Definitions

1. In this Report the following expressions bear the following 
meanings:

*      " A.R.B." means the Air Registration Board incorporated as 
a company limited by guarantee under the Companies Act, 1929, 
on the 26th February, 1937.
*   " A.S.B." means the Air Safety Board appointed by the 



Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation.
*        " de Havillands " means the de Havilland Aircraft 
Company Limited.
*     " R.A.E." means the Royal Aircraft Establishment controlled 
by the Minister of Supply.
* " B.O.A.C." means British Overseas Airways Corporation.

(b) The Air Registration Board

2. The primary object of A.R.B. is to carry out such 
administrative and advisory functions with regard to the design, 
construction and maintenance of aircraft and matters connected 
therewith as may from time to time be delegated to A.R.B. by the 
Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation. Under its Articles of 
Association A.R.B. is to consist of two members appointed by 
the Minister and sixteen other members. Of these sixteen four 
must represent operators of aircraft, four must represent 
constructors of aircraft, four must represent insurers engaged in 
aircraft insurance business and the remaining four are co-opted. 
It is provided that of the two members to be nominated by the 
Minister one is to be an independent person and the other a 
person who has had not less than five years' professional 
experience as a pilot of civil aircraft. It is further provided that 
the co-opted members are to be persons representative of some 
interest connected with civil aviation.

3. By section 7 of the Civil Aviation Act, 1949, which reproduces 
section 2 of the Air Navigation Act, 1936, it is provided that the 
Minister may by order provide for delegating to a body 
appearing to him to be constituted as is A.R.B. under its 
Memorandum and Articles, such of the administrative functions 
of the Minister with respect to the matters mentioned in the 
subsection as may be specified in the order and for entrusting to 



that body such advisory functions in connection with any of such 
matters as may be specified.

4. In pursuance of this section the Minister by the Civil Aviation 
(Air Registration Board) Order of 1951 (which replaces Orders 
made under the 1936 Act) delegated a number of his 
administrative functions to A.R.B. and entrusted to it certain 
advisory functions. Under section 1 of the Order the Minister 
delegated to A.R.B. the following functions (inter alia):_

*       (a) the formulation and publication of technical 
requirements as regards the design, construction and 
maintenance of aircraft and engines, components, accessories, 
instruments, equipment and apparatus of aircraft;
*  (b) the investigation of aircraft (including their engines, 
components, accessories, instruments, equipment and apparatus 
(excluding radio apparatus) and the manner of the installation of 
the same) for the purposes of the issue and renewal of certificates 
of airworthiness or of validations of such certificates and for the 
purposes of the variation of particulars and conditions specified 
in such certificates of any flight manual or performance schedule 
issued therewith;
*      (c) the making of recommendations to the Minister as to the 
issue of certificates of airworthiness and of validations of such 
certificates and as to the variation of particulars and conditions 
specified in such certificates or any flight manual or performance 
schedule issued therewith;
* (d) the renewal of certificates of airworthiness and of 
validations of such certificates and to such extent as may be 
determined by the Minister in writing the variation of particulars 
and conditions specified in such certificates or any flight manual 
or performance schedule issued therewith;
*  (e) the making of any investigation required in connection 



with an application for a special permission for an aircraft to fly 
without a certificate of airworthiness being in force in respect 
thereof and the making of recommendations to the Minister as to 
the giving of such a special permission;
*       (f) the approval of engines for aircraft;
*      (g) the making of inspections of organisations of persons or 
firms desiring to furnish reports or certificates as to compliance 
by aircraft and engines, components, accessories, instruments, 
equipment and apparatus of aircraft with airworthiness 
requirements, the approval of any such firm or persons as 
qualified to furnish such reports of certificates, and the 
acceptance of such reports or certificates;

5. The chairman of A.R.B. is the Rt. Hon. Lord Brabazon of Tara. 
The members of the Council are identical with the members of 
the Board. The Council are advised by a technical staff of about 
125 of whom about 84 are employed on inspectional duties. The 
Chief Executive Officer is Mr. R. E. Hardingham and the Chief 
Technical Officer of the Board is Mr. W Tye.

6. To enable A.R.B. to discharge its functions it prepares and 
from time to time publishes detailed requirements which inform 
manufacturers of the minimum conditions with which, prima 
facie, they have to conform if they are to obtain a Certificate of 
Airworthiness. To assist A.R.B. in the preparation of these 
requirements they have appointed an " Airworthiness 
Requirements Co-ordinating Committee" which includes 
representatives of the Ministry of Supply, R.A.E., manufacturers 
of aircraft, operators of aircraft and A.R.B. itself.

7. Requirements are not, however. treated by A. R. B. as being as 
immutable as the laws of the Medes and Persians. On the one 



hand, during the development of a new type, requirements more 
exacting than those prescribed in the published regulations are 
often imposed or adopted by the manufacturer concerned. On the 
other hand, on occasions certain deviations from the prescribed 
conditions are accepted by A.R.B. provided that they are satisfied 
that the safety of the aircraft is not thereby jeopardised.

(c) The Air Safety Board

8. A.S.B. is a purely advisory body and has no statutory authority 
behind it. It was appointed in November. 1946, with the 
following terms of reference: " To keep under continuous review 
the needs of safety in British civil aviation and to recommend 
measures calculated to promote safety in respect of both (a) the 
operation of British civil aircraft throughout the world, and (b) 
the efficiency of the system of ground facilities provided for civil 
aircraft of all nations operating over the United Kingdom." Its 
members are appointed by the Minister and at the material date 
consisted of Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Bowhill, Lord 
Brabazon, Sir Leonard Bairstow Air Commodore Banks and Mr. 
(now Sir) Arnold Hall.

(d) The Royal Aircraft Establishment

9. R.A.E. is controlled by the Minister of Supply. The main 
establishment is at Farnborough but there are branch 
establishments in other parts of the country. In this Report I am 
mainly concerned with the work done at Farnborough. The 
Director of R.A.E. is Sir Arnold Hall. The Head of the Structures 
Department is Dr. P. B. Walker. The only other member of the 
staff who need be mentioned by name is Mr. E L. Ripley who 
was responsible for the work in connection with the 
reconstruction and investigation of the wreckage recovered after 



the accident. I should, however, add that R.A.E. has its own 
flight testing facilities which were fully used in the investigations 
which took place after the accident.

(e) The de Havilland Aircraft Company Limited
10. de Havillands were the manufacturers of the Cornet aircraft 
and the engines were made by a subsidiary company. the de 
Havilland Engine Company Limited. Mr. R. E. Bishop is the 
Chief Designer of de Havillands and his Chief Assistant is Mr. C. 
Wilkins. Mr. R. H. T. Harper is the Chief Structural Engineer and 
Mr. H. Povey is the Director in charge of Production. de 
Havillands have an Inspection Department entirely separate from 
their Production Department and the independence of the 
Inspection Department is secured by the provision that it reports 
direct to the Managing Director and is not in any way under the 
control of the Production Department. de Havillands have been 
approved under paragraph 1(g) of the Civil Aviation (Air 
Registration Board) Order of 1951 as qualified to furnish reports 
and certificates as to compliance with airworthiness 
requirements.

PART II
HISTORY OF THE COMET PROJECT

11. Mr. Bishop stated that at the end of the war de Havillands 
were faced with the problem of recommencing the manufacture 
of civil aircraft. During the war they had been building only 
military aircraft. They decided that it would be inadvisable 
merely to build another version of the conventional aircraft; they 
had had some years' experience with jet fighters and concluded 
that with the help of their engine company they should be able to 
produce a useful civil aircraft which would be a step ahead of the 
current type. With this end in view they commenced design by 



the end of September, 1946. Some idea, however, of the amount 
of work involved is indicated by the fact that it was not until the 
27th July 1949, that the first prototype Comet made its first flight. 
de Havillands were, however, fortunate that B.O.A.C. and the 
Minister of Supply were willing to enter into a contract for the 
purchase of Comet aircraft without waiting for the prototype to 
be available. This enabled de Havillands at once to do 
preliminary work in the Production Department. The contract 
was entered into on the 21st January, 1947 and under it B.O.A.C. 
started their proving, flights in April, 1951.

12. At some date in 1951 it was arranged that the first two 
prototypes should be delivered to the Ministry of Supply but that 
the remaining aircraft to be supplied under the contract should be 
delivered to B.O.A.C. and that the approval of the Ministry of 
Supply to them should no longer be required.

13. A.R.B. issued a number of special category certificates of 
airworthiness to enable the requisite tests, both in this country 
and overseas, to be carried out, but it was not until early in 1952 
that a full Certificate of Airworthiness was issued. This enabled 
the passenger service to be started and it was actually 
commenced on the 2nd May, 1952. The personnel for the service 
had received intensive training. B.O.A.C. had established a 
school for the training of pilots and crews and made full use of a 
special school which had been established by de Havillands for 
the training not only of pilots and crews, but also of station 
engineers. By the 8th April, 1954, when the Comet fleet of 
B.O.A.C. was grounded after the disaster near Naples, Comet 
aircraft had flown almost 25,000 hours, representing, on the basis 
of 400 miles per hour, a mileage of 10,000,000 miles.

14. Dealing more specifically with the technical aspect of the 



development of the project between September, 1946, and the 
2nd May l952, de Havillands' outlook and practice underwent 
virtually no chance. In order to provide an economically 
satisfactory payload and range at the high cruising speed which 
the turbo-jet engines offered, it was essential that the cruising 
height should be upwards of 35,000 ft. double that of the then 
current airliners and that the weight of the structure and 
equipment should be as low as possible.

15. Throughout the design they relied upon well established 
methods, essentially the same as those in general use by aircraft 
designers. But they were going, outside the range of previous 
experience and they decided to make thorough tests of every part 
of the cabin structure. They had not only to prove to their own 
satisfaction that their design was basically sound, but also to 
investigate the effect, on the large variety of materials involved, 
of the extreme conditions which would be met. They gave 
special attention to the structural integrity of the pressure cabin. 
The difference -- This difference is sometimes referred to 
hereafter as ' P ' -- between the internal and external pressure 
(8.25 lb./sq. in) was about 50 per cent. greater than that in 
general use and there was in addition a larger difference between 
the internal and external temperatures.

16. Their policy of testing in the laboratory was not a novel one, 
nor indeed were they alone in their belief in it. They recognised, 
however, that testing alone is not sufficient. Every test is to some 
extent a compromise, since the conditions to be met in service 
can seldom be represented completely in the laboratory and in 
many cases are not accurately known. The result must therefore, 
be reviewed in the light of calculations based on fundamental 
knowledge, and on general experience and practice.



17. For the design of the basic structure of the cabin they adopted 
a multiple of the Working pressure difference, P. in excess of 
current requirements in any country. The British Civil 
Airworthiness Requirements (B.C.A.R.) called for a " proof " 
pressure of 1.33 P (under which the cabin must show no signs of 
permanent deformation), together with a "design" pressure of 2 P 
(at which the material may reach its ultimate strength). These 
requirements were the same as those of the International Civil 
Aviation Organisation (I.C.A.O.) and also those of this country 
for military transport aircraft. de Havillands used a design 
pressure of 2.5 P and tested the cabin to 2 P. Two test sections of 
the cabin were built. The front part, 26 ft. in length, extended 
from the nose nearly to the front spar of the wing, and included 
typical windows, hatches and door. The centre part, 24 ft. in 
length, extended from a few feet in front of the front spar to a 
few feet aft of the rear spar, covering the large cut-out containing 
the wine structure .

18. Their reasons for adopting these substantially higher figures 
were two. They believed, and this belief was shared by A.R.B. 
and other expert opinion, that a cabin which would survive 
undamaged a test to double its working pressure, 2 P. should not 
fail in service under the action of fatigues -- There is attached 
hereto as Appendix IV a note on the subject of fatigue in metals 
and its bearing on the design of engineering structures which has 
been prepared for my assistance by my Assessors. -- due to the 
pressurisation to working pressure, P, on each flight, and to other 
fluctuating loads to which it is subjected in operations.

Secondly, they considered that it would ensure a larger margin of 
safety against the possible failure of windows, doors, and 
hatches. These are contingencies which had been shown by 
experience to be a serious risk, for even if nothing worse 



happens, the resulting loss of pressure may be rapid.

19. So much importance did they attach to this latter 
consideration that they made many tests of window panes to very 
high pressures in addition, they applied pressures of between P 
and 2P some 30 times to the test section of the front part of the 
cabin together with a series of 2,000 pressurisations to rather 
over P. These tests were not intended as a test of the fatigue 
resisting properties of the structure, but rather as providing an 
assurance that the cabin would be satisfactory as a pressure 
vessel. But they undoubtedly contributed to de Havillands' 
confidence in the soundness of the cabin.

20. Simultaneously With the design and testing of the pressure 
cabin, all other parts of the structure were receiving treatment 
based on the same outlook -- design to at least the current 
requirements, coupled with exhaustive tests. The wing is of 
special interest, since it is here that requirements specifically 
directed to resistance to fatigue first became important. During 
the period 1949 o 1951 there had been growing among all 
aircraft designers and users a realisation that the life of the 
essential structure of an aircraft is not unlimited. The effects of 
atmospheric turbulence had produced unexpected and relatively 
early failure of the wings of certain transport aircraft. Gusts are 
most severe near the ground and in the tropics. Methods had 
been devised, and have since been improved and extended, for 
determining their frequency and intensity. In the light of this 
knowledge, repeated loading tests -- In which the appropriate 
load is applied and removed many times, simulating the effects 
of gusts, or any other cause of variation of load -- of the wings of 
transport aircraft became accepted as necessary. Tests of the 
Comet's wing were made in close co-operation with R.A.E.



21. Until about the middle of 1952 the likelihood that the fatigue 
resistance properties of a pressure cabin demanded further 
precautions, either in design or by test, than were provided by the 
current static strength requirements had not been realised. The 
matter first came to de Havillands' notice through Sir. Harper's 
association with the problem on Service (R.A.F.) transport 
aircraft, as a member of the Joint Airworthiness Committee 
(J.A.C.) of the Ministry of Supply. Draft Requirements (Paper 
579, Oct., 1952) called for a static test to 2 P, a proof test to 1.33 
P, together with repeated loading tests of 1.25 P applied 10,000 
times.

22. At about the same time A.R.B. were reviewing the civil 
position. In due course they issued proposals in Paper No. 230 
(19th June 1953) which called for the same static test to 2 P and 
proof test to 1.33 P but raised the number of applications of 1.25 
P to 15,000. At the same time the paper suggested that certain 
structural parts such as riveted joints, door and window frames 
etc., might have to be designed to 3 P (on the ultimate strength of 
the material), in order to meet these requirements. It also stated 
that the figure of 15,000 was intended to cover the number of 
applications of P during the life of an aircraft, and that the test 
pressure of 1.25 P was intended to cover the phenomenon of 
"scatter" -- see Appendix IV -- in the fatigue strength of different 
cabins built to the same design.

23. The result of these developments was that in July, 1953 de 
Havillands reconsidered the position of the Comet's cabin. Up to 
that time no Comet had exceeded 2,500 hours flying say 800 
pressurised flights. In order to satisfy themselves of its safety, 
and also to discover its probable safe working life, they carried 
out repeated loading tests of the test section of the fore part of the 
cabin, applying the working pressure P about 16,000 times. By 



September, 1953, this specimen had withstood 18.000 
applications of P in addition to some 30 earlier applications of 
pressures between P and 2P.

24. These tests were ended by a failure of the skin in fatigue at 
the corner of a window, originating at a small defect in the skin. 
But the number of pressurisations sustained was so large that, in 
conjunction with the numerous other tests, it was regarded as 
establishing the safety of the Comet's cabin with an ample 
margin.

25. Meanwhile, on the 2nd May, 1953, Comet G-ALYV had 
crashed in a tropical storm of exceptional severity near Calcutta. 
An inquiry was directed by the Central Government of India and 
was held under Rule 75 of the Indian Aircraft Rules 1937. The 
Court reported on the 26th May, 1953, that the accident was 
caused by structural failure of the airframe during flight through 
a thundersquall. In the opinion of the Court the structural failure 
was due to overstressing which resulted front either :

*        (i) Severe gusts encountered in the thundersquall, or
*  (ii) Overcontrolling or loss of control by the pilot when flying 
through the thunderstorm.
Fatigue failure of the cabin was not then suspected as a cause and 
in my opinion the evidence adduced in the course of the present 
Inquiry affords no sufficient reason for doubting the conclusion 
of the Indian Court.

PART III
THE ACCIDENT

26. Comet G-ALYP (sometimes hereinafter called Yoke Peter) 
left Ciampino Airport, Rome, at 09:31 hours on the 10th January, 



1954, on a flight to London. After taking off the aircraft was in 
touch with Ciampino control tower by radio telephone and from 
time to time reported its position. These reports indicated that the 
flight was proceeding according to the B.O.A.C. flight plan and 
the last of them, which was received at 09:50 hours, said that the 
aircraft was over the Orbetello Beacon. The Captain of another 
B.0.A.C. aircraft, Argonaut G-ALHJ. gave evidence of 
communications which passed between him and Yoke Peter. The 
last such message received by the Argonaut began "George How 
Jig frown George Yoke Peter did you get my" and then broke off. 
The Captain of the Argonaut gave it as his opinion that the 
message was not merely interrupted by another aircraft but that 
transmission ceased after the word "my" and he estimated that 
the message was received by him at approximately 09:51 hours. 
Shortly after 10:00 hours the Ciampino Traffic Control Clerk 
heard a sound which he suggested might have been an 
unmodulated transmission from Yoke Peter.

27. The evidence of four witnesses from Elba as to things seen 
and heard by them on the 10th January suggests that Yoke Peter 
must have crashed into the sea at about 10:00 hours and it 
therefore appears that something happened to the aircraft with 
catastrophic suddenness which may have accounted for the 
interruption of the transmission of the last message to the 
Argonaut. It is also clear from the evidence of the Elba witnesses 
that part of Yoke Peter fell into the sea in flames.
28. The chart, which is Figure 1 of this Report, was prepared 
from all the information available and produced by a Navigating 
Officer from B.O.A.C. The estimated flight track of the aircraft 
and the position in which bodies and wreckage were found can 
be seen on the chart and the witness gave it as his opinion that at 
09:51 hours the aircraft was probably approaching a height of 27 
000 feet.



PART IV
THE AIRCRAFT

29. Yoke Peter was designed and constructed by de Havillands 
and was of the type properly described as DH106 series 1, 
commonly known as the Comet 1. It was designed for high speed 
long distance, passenger and freight transport at high altitude and 
was propelled by four de Havilland Ghost 50 turbo-jet engines 
mounted within the wings, each engine developing a static thrust 
of 5,000 lb. The crew and passenger compartments were 
pressurised, so that when flying at 40,000 ft. a cabin pressure 
equivalent to atmospheric pressure at an altitude of 8,000 ft. was 
maintained. The cabin pressure was regulated to a maximum 
pressure difference between cabin and outside atmosphere of 
8.25 lb/sq. in. and a safety valve was set to open at a pressure 
difference of 8.5 lb/sq. in. The dual flying control were power 
operated by hydraulic servo control units. The fuel for the 
engines was kerosene carried in a centre section tank made up of 
four inter-connected bag tanks and in four integral wing tanks. 
The authorised maximum all-up weight was 107,000 lb. Yoke 
Peter first flew on the 9th January, 1951, and was granted a 
Certificate of Registration No. R.3162/1 on the 18th September, 
1951, in the name of B.O.A.C. as owner. A Certificate of 
Airworthiness No. A.3162, valid until the 12th March, 1953, was 
granted on the 22nd March, 1952. The aircraft was delivered to 
B.0.A.C. on the 13th March, 1952, and from that date was 
operated by B.O.A.C. On the 2nd May, 1952, having by then 
flown a total of 339 flying hours in experimental, test and 
training flights on behalf of de Havillands and B.O.A.C. it 
entered scheduled passenger service and was the first jet-
propelled passenger aircraft carrying aircraft in the world to do 
so.



30. On the 11th March, 1953. the Certificate of Airworthiness 
was renewed for one year and was therefore, valid at the time of 
the accident. On the 11th November 1953, after the aircraft had 
flown 3,207 hours and following a repair to the passenger 
entrance door the fuselage was subjected to a proving test to 11 
lb/sq. in. The airframe and engine log books show that the 
airframe and engines had been regularly inspected and 
maintained in accordance with the Approved Maintenance 
Schedules and that the number of flying hours of each engine 
since its last complete overhaul was well within the approved 
life.
31. In accordance with the Approved Maintenance Schedules a 
Check I inspection was completed on the 6th January, 1954, at 
London Airport and a Certificate of Maintenance, signed by 
properly licensed airframe and engine maintenance engineers and 
valid for 75 flying hours, was issued on the 7th January 1954. At 
the time of the accident the aircraft had flown only 40 hours 
since the issue of the Certificate of Maintenance and its total 
flying life was 3,681 hours. An Aircraft Radio Station Certificate 
of Serviceability was issued in respect of Yoke Peter on the 7th 
January, 1954, with the remark "no items unserviceable."

PART V
THE CREW

32. Captain Alan Gibson, D.F.C., who was in command of Yoke 
Peter at the time of the accident was aged 31 years and 3 months. 
He held Airline Transport Pilot's Licence No. 22713, valid until 
the 24th February 1954, which entitled him to fly in command of 
Comet aircraft and he had a valid Instrument Rating.



Captain Gibson also held Flight Navigator' s Licence No. 1442 
which was valid until the 19th February, 1954. He entered the 
employment of B.O.A.C. under contract in 1946 having 
previously been employed by B.O.A.C. on secondment from the 
Royal Air Force. While in the Royal Air Force Captain Gibson 
had a total flying experience of 1,348 hours of which 1.175 were 
flown in command. He had flown a total of 4,062 hours by day 
and 1,165 hours by night with B.O.A.C. and most of these were 
flown as first pilot. He had flown Comets for 84 hours by day and 
48 hours by night as second pilot and for 79 hours by day and 80 
hours by night as first pilot. During the six months preceding the 
accident he had flown 79 hours by day and 80 hours by night as 
first pilot of Comets and 47 hours by day and 31 hours by night 
under supervision.

33. While with B.O.A.C. Captain Gibson was concerned in an 
accident involving the forced landing of a Hermes aircraft in 
1951 and was complimented by the Operations Manager for his 
conduct on that occasion. He was successful in both his flying 
checks during the period when he was flying Comets and l am 
satisfied that he was fully equipped to carry out his normal duties 
as a pilot and as a captain and to deal with emergencies.

34. The second pilot of Yoke Peter was First Officer William 
John Bury whose ace was 33 years and 10 months. He held 
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence No. 27251 valid until the 8th 
April, 1954, and a valid Instrument Rating. In addition he held 
Flight Navigator's Licence No. 2583 valid until the 9th October, 
1954. He had flown a total of 1,917 hours in the Royal Air Force 
of which 1,735 were as first pilot, all in piston engined aircraft. 
With B.O.A.C. he had flown 2,355 hours by day and 643 by 
night as second pilot and 11 hours by day and 1 hour by night as 
first pilot and altogether had flown 153 hours by day and 109 by 



night in Comets, all as second pilot. I am satisfied that First 
Officer Bury was fully equipped to carry out his normal duties 
and to support his captain in emergencies.

35. The Engineer Officer was Mr. Francis Charles Macdonald 
who was aged 27 years and 11 months. Since joining B.O.A.C. 
on the 21st January, 1952, he had 439 hours flying as Engineer 
Officer in Hermes aircraft and 281 hours in Comets of which 225 
hours were flown during the six months preceding the accident 
Mr. Macdonald's Flight Engineer's Licence was No. 428 and had 
expired on the 11th December, 1953. During its validity this 
licence included Comet aircraft. Had he applied to renew his 
licence he would have been required to give Log Book evidence 
of six hours flying as engineer-in-charge including six flights 
during the 12 months preceding the date of application and 
would have been required to pass a medical examination.

36. On joining B.O.A.C. Comet Fleet Mr. Macdonald obtained 
an endorsement to his licence which made it valid in respect of 
Comet aircraft and he completed a form giving details of his 
licence. In completing this form he stated, wrongly, though no 
doubt in good faith, that his licence was valid until the 24th 
April, 1954. He himself made no application to renew the licence 
before its expiry nor was he given any reminder to do so by B.
0.A.C. This matter is further referred to in paragraph 147 of this 
Report.

37. I am satisfied that Mr. Macdonald's flying experience was 
sufficient to support an application for renewal of his licence but 
I have no evidence as to his medical fitness. However, I have no 
reason to suppose that he was in fact unfit at the time of the 
accident.



38. The Radio Officer was Mr. Luke Patrick Mc Mahon who was 
aged 32 years and 2 months. He held a First Class Flight Radio 
Telegraphy Operator's Licence No. 1235 which was valid until 
the 16th October, 1954, and had done 2,946 flying hours with 
B.O.A.C. in various aircraft before the 3rd October, 1952, and 
629 hours in Comets thereafter. During the six months preceding 
the accident he had flown 207 hours in Comets. I am satisfied 
that he was a capable officer.
39. The other members of the crew were Steward Frank Leonard 
Saunders and Stewardess Jean Evelyn Clarke, both of whose 
services had at all times been entirely satisfactory.

PART VI
THE PASSENGERS AND CARGO
40. Yoke Peter carried a total of 29 passengers, all of whom were 
killed in the accident. The cargo carried did not include any items 
which could have been relevant to the cause of the accident. The 
comparison between the amount of cargo known to have been 
carried and that shown in the Load Distribution and Trim Sheet 
showed a discrepancy of 27 kilograms in hold 2A. Moreover, no 
load was shown on the Load Distribution and Trim Sheet for 
hold 3, whereas there was evidence that 15 kilograms of baggage 
were placed in that hold. I am satisfied, however by the evidence 
of Mr. B. J. Folliard that these errors in the Load Distribution and 
Trim Sheet would have left the loading and trim of the aircraft 
well within the prescribed safe limits.
PART VII
PRE FLIGHT INCIDENTS

41. The last three flights made by Yoke Peter prior to that which 
ended in disaster were from Karachi to Bahrein, Bahrein to 
Beirut and Beirut to Rome. During refuelling at Karachi a defect 
developed in the port wing tanks the Engineer Officer of Yoke 



Peter adopted a procedure known as "off-load" refuelling which 
is authorised for use in such an emergency. It involves holding 
the refuelling switch in the "off-load" position -- The normal 
purpose of this position is to enable the tanks to be emptied -- 
and releasing it when refuelling is complete. In fact the Engineer 
Officer did not release the switch in time and about five gallons 
of fuel escaped from the airvent on the under surface of the 
mainplane. There was no repetition of this incident at Bahrein 
but at Beirut, after the Engineer Officer had explained to the 
ground engineer, who was assisting him with the refuelling what 
had happened at Karachi, a further incident occurred. When the 
Engineer Officer returned to the port wine after inspecting the 
starboard tanks he noticed fuel emerging from the port air vent. 
The refuelling switch was in the neutral position from which fact, 
and from the fact that fuel was obviously entering the tank, he 
deduced that somebody, intending to put the switch to the "off-
load" position, from which it should automatically have returned 
to neutral when released must have failed to do so and that the 
switch, instead of returning to neutral had remained half open. 
He attempted to close the switch by moving it to the full "off-
load" position and releasing it but this had no effect and the flow 
of fuel was eventually stopped by shutting down the bowser.

42. As a result of this incident the actuator was removed and as 
no replacement was available it was tested, found satisfactory 
and refitted. These incidents were reported by the Engineer 
Officer to Mr. Macdonald when the aircraft was handed over at 
Rome. The practice of "off-load" refuelling is further referred to 
in paragraph 111 of this Report.
43. Two other items were also unserviceable during the flights 
from Karachi to Rome. These were the No. 1 engine hydraulic 
flow warning light and the automatic temperature control 
selector. The former device is designed to draw the attention of 



the pilot to a possible failure of the engine-operated hydraulic 
pump. On this occasion, when the flow warning light appeared 
faulty, the operation of the pump was tested by other means and 
found satisfactory. The automatic temperature control selector is 
intended to control automatically the temperature of the crew and 
passenger compartments. When it was found to be faulty the 
temperature was controlled manually. I am satisfied that neither 
of these faults, both of which were drawn to the attention of Mr. 
Macdonald, can have endangered the aircraft in any way.

PART VIII
WEATHER CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF THE 
ACCIDENT
44. From take-off at Rome at 09:31 hours on the 10th January, 
1954, to the time of the accident at approximately 27,000 ft. near 
Elba Comet G-ALYP experienced essentially good weather 
conditions. The climb was made through only thin and broken 
layers of cloud with no rain and with negligible icing conditions. 
At the time and position of the accident it is probable that some 
turbulence in clear air may have existed due to the proximity of a 
narrow high velocity wind current called a " jet stream ". Such 
turbulence, if encountered, would be less than aircraft frequently 
experience in turbulent cloud conditions. It can, therefore, be 
assumed that the state of the weather was not a contributory 
cause of the accident.

PART IX
ACTION TAKEN AFTER THE ACCIDENT AND PRIOR
TO THE ACCIDENT TO COMET G-ALYY

(a) Local salvage and medical investigation



45. At 11:50 hours on the 10th January, 1954 the Harbour 
Authority at Portoferraio in the Isle of Elba was informed of the 
occurrence of the accident, being told that an aircraft had 
exploded in the air and crashed in flames into the sea south of 
Cape Calamita roughly in the direction of the island of Monte 
Cristo. With commendable promptness Lieutenant-Colonel 
Lombardi, the Officer Commanding the Harbour Authority of 
Portoferraio, despatched all available craft to the scene of the 
accident with a doctor and nurse on board and he himself put to 
sea after he had made all the necessary arrangements. In these 
salvage operations 15 bodies, various mail bags and some 
aircraft wreckage and personal effects were recovered. The ships 
had been assisted in their search by the collaboration of aircraft. 
On the two following days the search was continued. No more 
bodies were found but various pieces of wreckage and articles 
were recovered.

46. Under Lieutenant-Colonel Lombardi's directions the bodies 
were taken to the local cemetery at Porto Azzurro and devoutly 
placed in the chapel there. At the request of the examining 
magistrate at Portoferraio an examination of the bodies recovered 
was carried out by Professor Antonio Fornari who was acting 
under the direction of Dr. Folco Domenici, Director of the 
Institute of Forensic Medicine in the University of Pisa. 
Professor Fornari gave evidence before me and he put in a report 
which had been prepared by him and Dr. Domenici. The 
substance of their report is to be found in the conclusions at p. 60 
of the translation of the report and may be summarised as 
follows :

(1) Death was caused by impact against parts of the aircraft.



(2) There was serious lesions resulting from explosive 
decompression and deceleration.

(3) The probable point of impact between the bodies and the 
structure of the aircraft was the forepart of the fuselage, perhaps 
in the vicinity of that part of the fuselage which lies above the 
engines.

(4) There were burns on the bodies of all the victims but they 
presented post-mortem characteristics from which the inference 
was that the burns took place after death.

(b) Action taken by the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation

47. News of the accident was received by the Accidents 
Investigation Branch of the Ministry of Transport and Civil 
Aviation at 12:00 hours on the 10th January, 1954, and both the 
Senior Inspector of Accidents, Mr. Nelson, and the Senior 
Investigating Officer, Mr. Morris. left for Italy that evening.

48. On arrival Mr. Nelson got into touch with the Commission 
which had been convened by the Italian aviation authorities and 
went with the Commission to Elba. Some days later it was 
agreed that the responsibility for the investigation of the accident 
should be handed over to the Accidents Investigation Branch of 
the British Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation but Colonel 
Miniero and Signor Roveri, who have attended this Inquiry, were 
appointed accredited representatives to the British investigators 
and gave them every possible assistance. The Minister of 
Transport and Civil Aviation was also in touch with the 
Admiralty and it was arranged that the Commander-in-Chief 
Mediterranean, Admiral Earl Mountbatten, would cause an 



intensive search to be made for the wreckage. The Chief 
Inspector of Accidents, in accordance with normal practice, 
arranged for the wreckage recovered to be sent to and examined 
at R.A.E. Mr. Nelson and Mr. Morris remained in Elba, 
examined the Wreckage recovered and arranged for its transport 
back from Elba to the mainland and thence to Rome, whence it 
was flown direct to the United Kingdom, but certain very large 
pieces had to be sent by sea.

(c) Naval search for wreckage

49. Commander Forsberg was placed in charge of the operations. 
Special vessels, H.M.S. Barhill and H.M.S. Sea Salvor, were 
fitted up to carry 200 tons of heavy moving gear. An observation 
chamber, television gear, all toothed grab and other equipment 
were obtained from England and the necessary modifications to 
the vessels were made in the dockyard at Malta. This was all 
done in under a fortnight and the two vessels and H.M.S. 
Wakeful, in which the television equipment was installed, arrived 
off Elba on the 25th January, 1954.

50. The search was prosecuted at depths varying between 70 
fathoms and 100 fathoms. It is noteworthy that this was the first 
occasion on which television equipment had been used for this 
purpose. The first date on which anything was located on the 
bottom by television was the 12th February. 1954. I need not 
recount in detail the history of the search. Suffice is to say that by 
the 23rd March, 1954, only the floating wreckage, the pressure 
dome, and parts of the rear fuselage and the engines and wing 
centre section had been recovered and that thereafter the search 
continued until by the end of August, 1954, about 70 per cent. of 
the empty weight of the aircraft, made up of about 70 per cent. of 
the structure, 80 per cent. of the power plant and 50 per cent of 



the equipment, had been recovered. I have included as Appendix 
V a table, which was put in evidence, showing the dates of 
recovery of the main portions of the wreckage and the dates on 
which they reached Farnborough. Diagrams (Figures 2 and 3) 
give a striking impression of the amount of material which was 
ultimately recovered, though they relate only to the external 
structure. Figure 4 is a photograph showing the reconstruction of 
the fuselage and tail unit from the wreckage and Figure 5 is a 
photograph showing the reconstruction of the front fuselage.

51. The amount of wreckage recovered was greatly in excess of 
the expectations entertained in March, 1954, when the decision 
to allow the Comets to fly again was taken. A remarkable fact 
was the small amount of damage which had been caused to the 
structure either by immersion in sea water or in the process of 
salvage.

(d) The Abell Committee

52. Immediately on receiving news of the accident B.O.A.C. had 
decided to suspend their normal Comet passenger services, for 
the purpose of carrying, out a detailed examination of the aircraft 
of the Comet operational fleet in collaboration with A.R.B. and 
de Havillands and to this end the Chairman of B.O.A.C. had 
called a meeting at London Airport for the 11th January, 1954, 
which was attended by representatives of B.O.A.C., the 
Accidents Branch of the Ministry of Transport and Civil 
Aviation, de Havillands, the de Havilland Engine Company 
Limited and A.R.B. As a result of that meetings a committee 
under the chairmanship of Mr C. Abell, the Deputy Operations 
Director (Engineering) of B.O.A.C., and composed of 
representatives of A.R.B., B.O.A.C. and de Havillands, was 
appointed to consider what modifications were necessary before 



B.O.A.C. could properly seek the agreement of the Minister of 
Transport and Civil Aviation to the resumption of passenger 
services by Comet aircraft. The Committee proceeded to 
consider what possible features or combination of features might 
have caused the accident. According to the evidence of Mr. 
Abell. they came to the view that possible main causes of the 
accident were as follows :

(a) Flutter of control surfaces. This is a term used to describe a 
type of vibration of a surface, which may be dangerous and may 
arise from one or more of several causes such as the failure of 
some part of the mechanism connecting the control surface to the 
hydraulic power unit which operates it in flight, or to the 
development of play or backlash in the mechanism. It was 
decided to make a special inspection of the whole of the 
mechanism and of the control surfaces and mass-balance arms.

(b) Primary structural failure. They considered, in particular, the 
possible effects of gusts, in causing abnormally high loads, and 
surveyed all parts of the structure of which there was any 
suspicion in the light of previous experience.

(c) Flying controls. For each hydraulic power unit operating a 
control surface there is an output circuit connected to the control 
surface, and an input circuit connected to the pilot's control in the 
cabin. Many possible sources of malfunctioning both of the 
hydraulic power units themselves and of these mechanical 
circuits were examined and special investigations initiated.

(d) Fatigue of the structure. They had in mind more particularly 
fatigue of the wing, because about the time of the Elba accident 
cracks had appeared near the edge of the wheel-wells, on the 



under-surface of the wing of the first prototype which was under 
test at R.A.E., after the equivalent of about 6,700 flying hours. 
They re-examined also one or two other parts of the structure at 
which they felt fatigue effects might be appearing.

(e) Explosive decompression of the pressure cabin. They had no 
reason to suspect the primary structure of the cabin itself. They 
reviewed the records of damage by, for example, the steps used 
to load the aircraft, and the methods of repairing such damage by 
schemes approved by de Havillands. Their main concern, 
however, was the window panels, where they thought it 
necessary to consider possible defects which might cause 
weakness not revealed in the tests made during design at de 
Havillands.

(f) Engine installation. Their main preoccupation here was with 
the possibility of fire and investigations were made at a number 
of points in order to remove every cause of possible fire risk 
which they could imagine.

53. As a result of the inspections and tests which followed the 
meetings of the Committee, a large number of modifications 
were made both to the power plants and to other parts mentioned 
above. At the conclusion of their work the Committee still 
regarded fire as the most likely cause of the accident. But one 
modification deserves special mention since it shows the care 
which was taken to avoid the possibly serious consequences of 
failure of a turbine blade. although there existed no evidence of 
such a failure in all previous experience. The only 
recommendation specifically directed to fatigue related to the 
wing as mentioned above. One modification and two special 
inspections were called for. Mr. Abell said that the possibility of 
fatigue in the wing structure due to gusts was believed to be 



much more likely than fatigue in the pressure cabin since this is 
subject to much less frequent chances of load. At this stage 
neither Mr. Bishop nor Mr. Harper of de Havillands suspected 
that the failure of the cabin structure by fatigue or otherwise was 
a primary cause of the accident. They still regarded the 18,000 
repeated loadings as removing any doubt about the fatigue life of 
the cabin.

(e) Resumption of Comet services

54. On the 17th February, 1954, Mr Abell forwarded to the 
Operations Director of B.O.A.C. a report and papers showing in 
detail all the inspections, investigations, modifications and other 
work which had been carried out since the Comet aircraft had 
been temporarily removed from service by B.O.A.C. on 11th 
January, 1954. On the 19th February the Chairman of B.O.A.C. 
forwarded the above-mentioned report and papers to the Minister 
of Transport and Civil Aviation stating in the course of his letter 
that, on the assumption that no further indication of the cause of 
the accident emerged prior to the completion of the inspection 
and modification work, B.O.A.C. considered that all such steps 
as were possible before putting the aircraft back into passenger 
service should have been taken.

55. The position was also considered by A.R.B. On the 4th April 
Lord Brabazon wrote to the Minister saying :

"Although no definite reason for the accident has been 
established, modifications are being embodied to cover every 
possibility that imagination has suggested as a likely cause of the 
disaster. When these modifications are completed and have been 
satisfactorily flight tested, the Board sees no reason why 
passenger services should not be resumed.'"



56. In the meantime the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation, 
who had not revoked the Certificate of Airworthiness of the 
Comet fleet had asked A.S.B. for advice on the resumption of the 
Comet passenger services. On the 5th March Air Chief Marshal 
Sir Frederick Bowhill, the Chairman of A.S.B., minuted the 
Minister as follows :

" 2. The Board has considered all the available information 
resulting from recent investigations and has noted the nature and 
extent of the modifications planned as a result. It realises that no 
cause has yet been found that would satisfactorily account for the 
Elba disaster, and whilst the Calcutta disaster is completely 
accounted for if the aircraft is supposed to have encountered a 
gust of very great severity (which would have broken any other 
aircraft) we cannot eliminate that the accident might have been 
due to some other cause which was possibly common to both 
disasters. Nevertheless, the Board realises that everything 
humanly possible has been done to ensure that the desired 
standard of safety shall be maintained. This being so, the Board 
sees no justification for imposing special restrictions on Comet 
aircraft.

3. The Board therefore recommends that Comet aircraft should 
return to normal operational use after all the current 
modifications have been incorporated and the aircraft have been 
flight tested."
57. Acting on this advice the Minister gave permission for flights 
to be resumed and the first Comet aircraft to resume passenger 
service took the air on the 23rd March, 1954.

PART X



THE ACCIDENT TO G-ALYY
58. On the 8th April, 1954, Comet aircraft G-ALYY, which was 
on charter to South African Airways, crashed near Naples while 
on a flight from Rome to Cairo. I am making a separate Report 
on that accident. It is sufficient for the purpose of this Report to 
record that the accident occurred at approximately the same 
height and after approximately the same lapse of time after 
departure from Rome as in the case of Yoke Peter. On receiving 
news of the accident B.O.A.C. decided immediately to suspend 
all Comet services until more was known and on the 12th April, 
1954, the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Transport 
and Civil Aviation informed the House of Commons that the 
Minister, after consulting A.R.B. and A.S.B. and discussing the 
matter with the Chairman of A.R.B., had withdrawn the United 
Kingdom Certificate of Airworthiness from all Comet aircraft.

PART XI
INVESTIGATION OF THE ACCIDENT TO
G-ALYP AND G-ALYY

(a) Investigation by R.A.E.

59. The loss of Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke presented a problem of 
unprecedented difficulty, the solution of which was clearly of the 
greatest importance to the future, not only of the Comet, but also 
of Civil Air Transport in this country and, indeed, throughout the 
world. Accordingly, shortly after the Naples accident, the 
Minister of Supply instructed Sir Arnold Hall the Director of 
R.A.E. to undertake at R.A.E. a complete investigation of the 
whole problem presented by the accidents and to use all the 
resources at the disposal of the Establishment. This provided an 
opportunity of showing what can be done by a close 
collaboration between a private firm and R.A.E. with the unique 



facilities at its disposal. It will be seen hereafter that full use was 
made of that opportunity by R.A.E. and de Havillands.

60. R.A.E. made a complete review of the conclusions which had 
been reached by the Abell Committee, and particularly of the 
implications arising from the fact that there had been two 
accidents in what appeared to be similar conditions, each 
occurring at about the time when the aircraft was nearing the top 
of its climb. They thought it necessary to satisfy themselves 
about the structural integrity of the aircraft, in particular of the 
cabin and the tail and to consider in more detail possible sources 
of explosion and loss of control. They also considered that flight 
tests would be required in order to investigate the possibility of 
flutter of control surfaces (see para. 52 (a)). It soon became 
evident that it was probable that more wreckage would be 
recovered than had at first been expected. The wing centre 
section was received on the 5th April (the engines had been 
recovered and sent by air to de Havillands on the 21st March), 
and the front part of the cabin arrived on the 15th April. But at 
the time when their attention became directed to fatigue of the 
pressure cabin they were influenced chiefly by the apparent 
similarity of the circumstances of the two accidents, and by the 
fact that the modifications carried out after Elba seemed to rule 
out many of the other possible causes.

61. On the 18th April Sir Arnold Hall decided that a repeated 
loading test of the whole cabin ought to be made. He said that he 
regarded this as one of a number of lines of inquiry which had to 
be pursued and that he felt it to be necessary to study every 
possible cause in detail.

62. The normal method of testing pressure cabins up to the point 
when they fail under pressure is similar to that used for vessels 



such as boilers. They are filled with water, and more water is 
pumped in until the desired difference between the internal and 
external pressure is reached. This method has two advantages 
over the use of air. Water is relatively incompressible, so that 
failure when it occurs produces only a mild form of explosion. 
The origin of the failure can be determined and the structure can 
generally be repaired and tested again. If air were used instead of 
water, the failure would be catastrophic (equivalent in the case of 
the Comet's cabin to the explosion of a 500 lb bomb). Such a test 
would be dangerous, the cabin would be destroyed, and the 
evidence of the origin of the failure should almost certainly be 
lost. It is however necessary to prevent unrepresentative loading 
of the cabin structure by the weight of the water. This is ensured 
in practice by immersing the whole cabin in a tank, and filling 
the tank and the cabin simultaneously with water. Pressure in the 
cabin is then raised by pumping in water from the space outside 
it. Cycles of loading, to the same or different levels of pressure 
as desired are applied by a suitable routine of pumping.

63. By a remarkable effort, to which de Havillands and the firms 
who built the tank (see Figure 6) contributed to the full and by 
the use of all the resources of R.A.E., repeated loading tests 
began early in June on aircraft G-ALYU (Yoke Uncle). The 
object of the tests was to simulate the conditions of a series of 
pressurised flights. To this end the cabin and wings were 
repeatedly subjected to a cycle of loading as far as possible 
equivalent to that to which they would be subjected in the period 
between take-off and landings. In addition to one application of 
cabin pressure, fluctuating loads were applied to the wings in 
bending to reproduce the effect of such gusts as might be 
expected in normal conditions, although the contribution of gust 
loads to the stresses in the cabin structure, compared with that 
made by the internal pressure, was in general small. Moreover, 



the programme of tests included, at intervals of approximately 
1,000 " flights " a proving test in which the pressure was raised 
to 1.3 P (11 lb./sq. in.). It must be understood that there are other 
sources of fluctuation, load and. therefore, of fatigue to which no 
precise value can be attached. No attempt was made to represent 
these in the test. Examples are vibration due to irregular airflow, 
vibration due to the engines and the jet efflux and fluctuating 
loads occurring during take-off and landing.

64. Yoke Uncle had made 1.230 pressurised flights before the test 
and after the equivalent of a further 1.830 such flights, making a 
total of 3,060, the cabin structure failed, the starting point of the 
failure being the corner of one of the cabin windows (see Figures 
7 and 8). The fact that the failure occurred during one of the 
proving tests to 11 lb/sq. in. is not thought significant since the 
crack would have spread in very much the same way after a few 
more applications of the working pressure. Examination of the 
failure provided evidence of fatigue at the point where the crack 
would be most likely to start, namely near the edge of the skin at 
the corner of the window (see Figures 9 and 10). This was 
revealed by the discoloration due to algae in the water which 
made it clear that the crack had endured several pressurisations 
before it spread catastrophically. It is important to note here that 
the sources of fatigue mentioned above, which were not 
reproduced in the tank test, all tend to increase the burden of 
fatigue and that, therefore, the life of a fuselage deduced from the 
test is longer than would be expected in service. It is not possible 
to do more than estimate the magnitude of this effect but it was 
suggested by Dr. Walker that a "life" of 3,060 flights in the test 
might be equivalent to about 2.500 in practice.

65. It is convenient to note here that Comet G-ANAV, which had 
been sent to R.A.E. to undergo flight tests (unpressurised) on a 



number of matters which could only be explored in flight, made 
its first flight on the 23rd June. A large amount of miscellaneous 
wreckage was arriving at R.A.E. during the whole of this period 
and was being stored out and examined by the Accidents 
Investigation Section under Mr. Ripley.

66. The failure of the cabin of Yoke Uncle marks the point at 
which the character of the investigation changed to one in which 
the problem of fatigue in the structure of the cabin began to 
dominate all others, although many possible sources of trouble 
were continually investigated during the whole of the summer. In 
the main their results were negative so far as the accidents were 
concerned though they revealed points which needed and will 
receive attention. The inference suggested by the tank test, that 
the primary failure of Yoke Peter was the bursting of the pressure 
cabin, was confirmed by a close examination of the wreckage 
and by the experiments referred to in the next following 
paragraphs of this Report.

67. The character of the damage caused to the structure was such 
that it became possible to determine with a high degree of 
probability the manner in which the various fragments struck the 
sea, mainly because of the very high local pressures produced by 
the impact with the sea. Moreover, it rapidly became clear that 
the intense fire which had existed was confined virtually to the 
centre part of the wing, leaving the outer parts of the wing and 
the front and rear parts of the cabin untouched. These 
considerations led to the conclusion that it was probable that the 
main part of the aircraft fell into the sea in a small number of 
relatively large pieces, one of which was on fire (see Figure 11). 
Most of these pieces had fallen in a surprisingly small area. This 
conclusion was in agreement with the evidence of the farmer at 
Elbas who saw fragments, one of which was on fire, falling into 



the sea. This led to a line of experiment which produced 
remarkable results. Models were made of the Comet in light 
wood, suitably ballasted, and projected in the air at the 
appropriate speed. They were released from a kite balloon at a 
height above the ground corresponding to that at which it was 
believed the Comet structure failed, reduced in proportion to the 
scale of the model. The model was so constructed that it would 
break at the point where the failure of the cabin was suspected, 
namely in the neighbourhood of the wing. The outer parts of the 
wing (only one of which had been recovered), were also 
separated from the centre part. The descent of the fragments was 
photographed, and it was found that they fell in a manner which 
agreed faith the deductions which had been made from the 
evidence mentioned above.

68. Simultaneously with this work, further experiments in the 
water tank were made on the cabin of Yoke Uncle, after the first 
failure had been repaired by de Havillands. Until then, owing to 
the need to discover whether the cabin had, against all previous 
belief, a relatively short life under repeated loading, no attempt 
had been made to measure the stress in the material of the skin at 
points where it might be expected to be higher than the average. 
One reason for this omission was that the number of places 
coming within this description is large, and it would have taken a 
long time to install the necessary strain gauges and other 
associated equipment. But it now seemed highly probable that 
the stress near the corners of the windows was higher than had 
been believed by the designers, and the strain gauges were 
therefore fixed to the surface of the skin, at various positions near 
the corners of typical windows, including the windows 
corresponding to the one which had failed but on the other side 
of the cabin.



69. A discussion of the evidence bearing on the reliability of the 
estimates of the stress at the edge of the window will be found in 
paragraphs 118 to 129. It is sufficient here to say that I am 
satisfied that the highest stress in the skin, at the edge near the 
corner of the window of Yoke Uncle, was probably over 40,000 
lb./sq. in. when the pressure difference was 8.25 lb. / sq. in. and 
that the general level of the stress in the skin in these regions was 
significantly higher than had been previously believed. In the 
light of known properties of the aluminium alloy D.T.D. 546 or 
746 of which the skin was made and in accordance with the 
advice I received front my Assessors, I accept the conclusion of 
R.A.E. that this is a sufficient explanation of the failure of the 
cabin skin of Yoke Uncle by fatigue after a small number, 
namely, 3.060 cycles of pressurisation.

70. In considering the possible bearing of this result on the 
accidents at Elba and Naples, it is necessary to recognise that 
there are inevitable differences between individual aircraft 
structures built to the same drawings. The nature and extent of 
these depend on a number of factors such as variations in the 
thickness of metal sheet of nominally the same gauge, and local 
regions of high stress due to the methods employed in joining the 
various parts, such as rivets, bolts, etc. If a number of such 
structures are tested under repeated loading, there will be 
appreciable differences between the number of cycles of 
application of given loading before failure occurs. Experience 
suggests that there will be a variation of at least 9 to 1 in the 
number of cycles necessary to produce failure when the general 
level of stress is high, and the number of cycles undergone 
before failure therefore low. If a large number of specimens 
could be tested, it would undoubtedly be found that the weak and 
the strong were relatively few in number, and that the majority 
would be more or less evenly distributed round a mean value. 



But it is impossible from a single test to say where, in the total 
range to be expected from general experience, a particular 
specimen lies.

71. At the time of the Elba accident Yoke Peter had made 1,290 
pressurised flights and at the time of the Naples accident Yoke 
Yoke had made 900 pressurised flights. Sir Arnold Hall said in 
evidence that in the light of the experiment on Yoke Uncle, and 
of the measurements and calculation of stress referred to above 
he considered that the cabin of Yoke Peter had reached a point in 
its life when it could be said to be in danger of failure from 
fatigue, and that the Cabin of Yoke Yoke would similarly be in 
danger. Dr. Walker said that he did not regard the picture 
presented by the three failures (on the assumption that these were 
all due to the same fundamental cause) as surprising, since the 
three results taken together are consistent with general 
experience of the strength under repeated loading of a number of 
nominally identical structures, in which the stress level is high. 
They lie within a range of just over 3 to 1, whereas experience 
suggests a total range of at least 9 to 1.

72. At this stage in R.A.E. 's attack on the problem, it seemed 
unlikely that any more wreckage would be recovered which 
would throw light on the problem which was now obviously the 
chief one. But after a further review of the whole of the 
circumstances of the flight of the aircraft and the distribution of 
the wreckage on the sea bed, R.A.E. reached the conclusion that 
search in a wider area was justified. Whatever the cause of the 
bursting, it seemed probable that the disruption of the aircraft 
would have resulted in some relatively large pieces of the 
structure being blown clear. These might well have fallen some 
distance away from the main pieces of wreckage, all of which, as 
mentioned above, were found within a remarkably small area. It 



was therefore decided to make a search of an area some miles 
long in the sea below the path of the aircraft working towards 
Rome from the area where the main items were recovered. As the 
depth of the sea increased rapidly in this direction, the only 
practicable method was trawling.

73. As a result of the new search R.A.E. received a piece of cabin 
skin, which had been found by an Italian fishing boat. It was 
identified as coming from the centre of the top of the cabin 
approximately over the front spar of the wing (see Figure 12). It 
contained the two windows in which lie the aerials which are part 
of the A.D.F. (Automatic Direction Finding) equipment. At the 
same time R.A.E. received a part of the aileron of the port wing 
(see Figures 13 and 16) and a part of the "boundary layer fence" 
fitted to the leading edge of the port wing not far from the tip 
(see Figures 14 and 16).

74. The latter parts provided important evidence about the 
bursting of the cabin. There were marks on them which were 
identified as made by pieces from the cabin itself. Taken together 
with the paint mark on the leading edge of the centre section not 
far from where the outer wing broke off, which was identified as 
caused by the piece of the cabin wall containing the first window 
(escape hatch) (see Figures 15, 16 and 12), they established that 
the cabin burst catastrophically in the neighbourhood of the front 
spar of the wing when the aircraft was flying substantially 
normally.

75. By examination of the piece containing the A.D.F. windows 
and the adjacent pieces (see Figure 12) it was established that it 
was here that the first fracture of the cabin structure of Yoke 
Peter occurred. In general terms, it took the form of a split along 
the top centre of the cabin along a line approximately fore and aft 



passing through corners of the windows as shown in Figure 17. 
The direction in which the fracture spread was determined by 
examination of the lines of separation of the material.

76. A development drawing of the wreckage recovered from the 
part of the cabin over the wing spar is shown in Figure 18. Apart 
from the area on top of the cabin around the A.D.F. windows, 
which is shown cross-hatched, the remainder was recovered 
with, and in many cases remained attached to, either the front 
fuselage, the wing centre section, or the rear fuselage. These 
three groups are distinguished by different hatchings, as 
indicated in the diagram. In the light of all this evidence, I accept 
R.A.E. 's conclusion that the first fracture of the cabin occurred 
near the rear A.D.F. window and spread fore and aft from it.

77. I do not consider it possible to establish with certainty the 
point at which the disruption of the skin first began. But I 
consider that it is probable that it started near the starboard aft 
corner of the rear A.D.F. window, at a point where examination 
by experts showed that fatigue had existed, at the edge of the 
countersunk hole through which a bolt passed (see Figure 19)

78. The only alternative point suggested was the opposite (port 
forward) corner of the same window. Here the fracture passed 
through a small crack in the reinforcing plate, about 0.2 in. long, 
made accidentally during the build, of the aircraft. This had been 
dealt with by de Havillands in accordance with their procedure 
for dealing with any departure from the strict requirements of 
their drawings which might appear during the manufacture of 
their aircraft. All such matters were required to be reported to the 
Technical Office, and each was dealt with as a special case by a 
qualified expert. In this case approval was given to the use of the 
normal process of "locating" small cracks in the skin of an 



aircraft by drilling small holes at their ends. Advised by my 
Assessors I see no reason to doubt that this would have been a 
satisfactory method of dealing with the crack in question had it 
not been for the fact that the stress in this region was relatively 
high. It was suggested that such a crack might be a possible place 
of origin of fatigue but no witness was able to identify any 
evidence of fatigue at the material point.

79. It is my opinion that the fundamental cause of the failure of 
the cabin structure was that there existed around the corners of 
the windows and other cut-outs a level of stress higher than is 
consistent with a long life of the cabin, bearing in mind the 
unavoidable existence of points, within the areas of generally 
high stress, at which it will be still further raised by relatively 
local influences, such as the countersunk hole near the starboard 
rear corner, and the small crack with its "locating" hole near the 
port forward corner. I find it impossible to say definitely, on any 
evidence before me, which of these operated first. But, since the 
existence of fatigue near the bolt hole is established, I think it the 
more probable.

(b) Investigation by the de Havilland Engine Company Limited

80. The R.A.E. investigation did not deal with the engines. The 
history of their recovery and investigation is as follows.

81. The centre section of the wing of Yoke Peter was recovered 
from the sea on the 15th March. It was severely damaged by fire 
and by impact with the water. It contained the four Ghost engines 
substantially intact with the exception that the turbine disc of No. 
2 engine (port inner) was missing. The shaft on which it had been 
mounted had broken near the hub to which it was bolted and it 
had escaped through a large gash in the exhaust cone. The disc 



has not been recovered.

82. The engines were removed and examined superficially by an 
engineer from de Havillands Engine Company Limited. They 
were then sent by air to that company's works where they arrived 
on the 21st March and were dismantled and examined in detail.

83. Dr. Moult, Chief Engineer of the de Havilland Engine 
Company Limited, said in evidence that there were no signs 
consistent with seizure of any engine, or of any excessive 
internal heat, or of any failure having occurred before the break-
up of the aircraft. The extensive fire damage was all external to 
the engines. The four compressor impellers were intact on their 
shafts.

84. The turbine discs from Nos. 1, 3 and 4 engines showed no 
signs of failure. No blades were missing from them. In No. 2 
engine, there was no evidence of penetration of the shroud ring 
surrounding the turbine, either by a blade or by the complete 
disc. There was no evidence of failure of any blade in any of the 
engines.

85. Examination of the hubs to which the turbine discs of Nos. 1, 
3 and 4 engines were bolted showed that all were on the point of 
failing. Cracks were found in the same regions as those which 
had resulted in the fracture of No. 2 engine, which led to the loss 
of the disc.

86. The remarkable similarity of the damage to the turbine shafts 
of all four engines pointed to a common cause external to the 
engines, and further examination showed that the most probable 
cause was a sudden and very rapid rotation of the whole wing 
about a transverse axis, nose downwards, while the engines were 



still running normally. Such a rotation, being about an axis at 
right angles to the engine shafts, would produce gyroscopic 
couples tending to bend the shafts in a sideways direction, that is, 
in the plane of the wing. Since the clearances between the discs 
and the stationary parts surrounding them are small, signs of 
rubbing would be expected in definite regions. Examination 
showed such signs in each engine.

87. From this evidence the conclusion was reached that the 
engines had run, though only for a short time, possibly a few 
hundred revolutions after a sudden nose-down rotation of the 
wing and had not stopped suddenly. Further examination showed 
other evidence consistent with this, namely the absence of any 
deformation in the splines on the turbine shafts. This also 
suggested that by the time the whole of the centre section, 
including the engines, hit the surface of the sea, the engines were 
no lancer rotating.

88. The whole of the remaining extensive damage to the engines 
was considered to be due to impact with the surface of the sea. It 
was in the main confined to the upper parts of the engines, and 
was therefore consistent with the deductions from the 
examination of the centre section of the wing itself, which 
showed everywhere evidence of the wing having hit the sea 
upside down.

89. In order to investigate the conditions which were now 
thought to have caused the failure of the turbine hubs, tests were 
made on a Ghost engine supported in a framework which was 
pivoted about a horizontal axis some distance above the engine, 
so that it could swing in a vertical plane, like a pendulum. The 
engine was run at normal speed, and was pulled sideways, thus 
raising it from its lowest position. When released, it accelerated 



under the combined influence of its weight and the thrust from 
the jet. The rate of rotation round the transverse axis could be 
varied by releasing it from different heights. It was found that 
when this reached a value of nearly 180° a second 
(corresponding to the centre section of the wing turning upside 
down in about one second) the turbine disc hub broke and the 
engine slowed down and stopped without any further substantial 
damage. Examination showed the same type of failure and 
symptoms, as were found on the four engines of Yoke Peter.

90. The examination of the engines, combined with the striking 
evidence of this experiment, confirmed de Havillands in the view 
that no part of the engines was in any way the cause of the failure 
of the aircraft. Dr Moult said that in their previous experience of 
Ghost engines of the same type as those used in the Comet, they 
had had no records of any blade failures. The modifications made 
to the aircraft as a result of the Abell Committee's discussions, 
consisting of fitting high tensile steel plate round certain parts of 
the engines in the plane of the turbine discs, was regarded by him 
as possibly a wise precaution, in view of the need to guard 
against every source of trouble which could be imagined. At the 
time it was put into effect, with the other modifications decided 
by the Abell Committee, the engines from Yoke Peter had not 
been examined.

91. In the light of all this evidence and these considerations, I 
accept Dr. Moult's conclusion that there was no failure of any 
part of any engine which could have been the cause of the failure 
of Yoke Peter. The fire which damaged the engines externally 
was in my opinion subsequent to and not a cause of the 
disintegration of the aircraft.



 

PART XII
THE R.A.E. REPORT

92. The Report (which was part of the evidence before the Court) 
is divided into 12 parts. The first part contains an outline of the 
investigation and states the opinion R.A.E. formed as to the 
cause of the accident. I have included the first part which is 
intelligible without reference to the other parts, as an appendix to 
this Report (Appendix VI). Para. 4 thereof which states the 
opinion of R.A.E. is in the following terms:_

"we have formed the opinion that the accident at Elba was 
caused by structural failure of the pressure cabin, brought about 
by fatigue. We reach this opinion for the following reasons:_

* (i) The low fatigue resistance of the cabin has been 
demonstrated by the test described in Part 3, and the test result is 
interpretable as meaning that there was, at the age of the Elba 
aeroplanes a definite risk of fatigue failure occurring (Part 3).
*    (ii) The cabin was the first part of the aeroplane to fail in the 
Elba accident (Part 2).
*      (iii) The wreckage indicates that the failure in the cabin was 
of the same basic type as that produced in the fatigue test (Parts 2 
and 3).
*    (iv) This explanation seems to us to be consistent with all the 
circumstantial evidence.
*       (v) The only other defects found in the aeroplane (listed in 
Section 3) were not concerned at Elba. as demonstrated by the 
wreckage.



Owing to the absence of wreckage, we are unable to form a 
definite opinion on the cause of the accident near Naples, but we 
draw attention to the fact that the explanation offered above for 
the accident at Elba appears to be applicable to that at Naples."

It should be added that the medical evidence as to the state of the 
bodies recovered was consistent with the conclusion thus 
reached.

93. The "other defects" mentioned in subpara. (v) quoted above 
are:_

*   (a) relatively low resistance of the wing to fatigue;
*  (b) possibility of fuel from the fuel tank venting system 
entering the trailing edge area of the wing near the jet pipe 
shrouds;
*       (c) risk of internal damage during refuelling to the outer 
wing tanks under conditions which, though abnormal, may 
sometimes have occurred in practice.
94. I shall return to these defects after I have stated my opinion 
on the major conclusion of the Report.

PART XIII
THE COURT'S CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE CAUSE OF THE 
ACCIDENT

(a) The main finding in the R.A.E. Report

95. The opinions expressed in the Report were supported by the 
evidence of Sir Arnold Hall, Dr. Walker and Mr. Ripley. Their 
conclusions were accepted by de Havilland and B.O.A.C. All 
parties appearing at the Inquiry paid a warm, and in my opinion 
well-deserved, tribute to the Report and to all who had co-



operated in the work done at R.A.E. As I have already indicated 
and for the reasons I have given I have accepted the main 
conclusion of the Report that the cause of the accident to Yoke 
Peter was the structural failure of the pressure cabin brought 
about by fatigue.

(b) The alternative suggestion made by Mr. B. Jablonsky

96. The only rival Suggestion was made by Mr. Jablonsky. His 
experience of structural problems in aeronautics has been 
concerned mainly with propellers having blades of highly 
compressed wood. He is, therefore, familiar with adhesives, and 
with the problems which have to be overcome in using them to 
make components.

97. In the construction of the Comet wide use is made of a metal-
to-metal adhesive known as Redux, mainly for the purpose of 
attaching members, generally known as "stringers", to the skin 
both of the wing and of the cabin. In the cabin there are about 
forty stringers more or less evenly spaced around the 
circumference and running longitudinally. They are not 
structurally continuous from end to end, the largest uninterrupted 
length being about 25 ft. de Havillands were pioneers in using 
Redux for such purposes in aircraft structures, and have had long 
experience of it. It is in effect an alternative to the conventional 
riveting.

98. Mr. Jablonsky's argument proceeded on the following lines:_

*   (a) The skin of the cabin is exposed under service conditions 
to a large variation in temperature. He suggested a range of 80°C 
on the around in the tropics to -55°C at about 40.000 ft. The rate 
of climb of the Comet is fairly high and the temperature of the 



skin might change over this range in about 30 minutes. The 
stringers, however. although inside the skin, are outside the 
insulating lining of the cabin and therefore not exposed to the full 
temperature of the warm cabin air. His argument contemplated a 
difference in temperature between skin and stringer of as much 
as 60° or 70°C. This would have the result that the skin would 
contract relative to the stringer in the direction of the cabin's 
length. The adhesive would therefore, be subjected to a shear 
stress which might be sufficient to cause it to fail.
*    (b) Even if this did not cause the adhesive to fail statically 
(that is on the first occasion when such a difference of 
temperature between the skin and the stringers occurred) 
frequent repetition of the shear stress might produce fatigue in 
the adhesive, and cause it to fail.
*  (c) Mr. Jablonsky recognised that the dependence on 
temperature level of the properties of Redux is well known. He 
suggested, however, that frequent and rapid variations of 
temperature would reduce its strength substantially .
*     (d) It is generally recognised that the satisfactory use in 
engineering structures of any form of adhesive (or, indeed, of 
processes essentially similar such as the welding or soldering of 
metals) can be ensured only by the development and 
maintenance of higher standards of workmanship and process 
inspection than are necessary in the use of riveting. While Mr. 
Jablonsky recognised that de Havillands' production technique 
for Redux had been developed after many years' study of its 
properties, and that their experience of its use in other aircraft 
had been highly satisfactory, he suggested that it was not a 
process sufficiently reliable for use in the primary structure of a 
pressure cabin.

99. Mr. Jablonsky said in evidence that in his inspection of the 
wreckage at R.A.E. he had seen examples of failure of the "glue 



line" which had satisfied him that weakness in it was primarily 
responsible for the failure of the structure of the cabin.

100. I deal below with these points separately:_

*       (a) During the experiments made in flight on Comet G-
ANAV at R.A.E., measurements were made of the difference in 
temperature between the skin and the stringers in typical 
positions in steady flight at cruising altitude. They led to the 
conclusion that the maximum probable steady difference in 
temperature is about 10°C. I am advised that the shear stress in 
the Redux caused by the relative contraction between the skin 
and the Stringers due to a temperature difference of this order 
would be well within its capacity.
Mr. Jablonsky did not agree that any reliable inference about the 
conditions on an operational climb could be drawn from these 
experiments. I recognise that this comment has some force but I 
base my conclusions on this aspect of his criticism on the more 
general considerations set out in paragraphs 101, 102 and 103 
below.
*     (b) No evidence was submitted of the effect, on the fatigue 
strength of a Redux joint, of the level of temperature of the 
adhesive. But I am advised that the wide experience of its use by 
de Havillands in the structures of other aircraft, where 
alternations of load on the glue line have certainly existed in 
numbers far in excess of any likely to have been experienced in 
the cabin structure of the Comet, and over a wide range of 
temperature of the Redux itself, is satisfactory evidence that this 
is not a probable cause of failure of the Redux joints in the 
Comet's cabin.
*       (c) de Havillands made special tests to investigate the effect 
on topical joints of repeated alternation of temperature between 
60°C and -50°C. I am advised that these show that alternations of 



temperature within this range have no appreciable effect on the 
strength of a Redux joint.
*   (d) At my request, de Havillands submitted a statement which 
summarised the history and present state of their production 
methods in the use of Redux, with particular reference to its 
application to the construction of the Comet Mr. Povey, the 
Director responsible for production, gave evidence on the point. I 
am advised that this statement and evidence show that de 
Havillands fully appreciated the importance of this aspect of the 
use of an adhesive in essential structural components and that the 
methods they have devised, including process control and 
inspection. tests of samples of every joint, and periodic stripping 
of complete stringers from the skin, provide all the assurance that 
could reasonably be required.

101. However, the final test of a process of this type is 
recognised to be experience in service. No evidence was 
produced of any failure of de Havillands' methods of dealing 
with the same problem in aircraft such as the Hornet and the 
Dove, in both of which Redux is widely used. Moreover, 
inspection of Yoke Uncle at R.A.E., both before and after it was 
tested under repeated loading, showed no signs of any deficiency 
in the glue line. It must be remembered that before it was 
delivered to R.A.E. for tests, this aircraft had done 3,521 hours of 
flying on B.O.A.C. services, experiencing the conditions of 
temperature, and of temperature variation between the skin and 
the stringers, contemplated by Mr. Jablonsky.

102. Finally. examination of the wreckage led Mr. Ripley to 
conclusions contrary to those inferred by Mr. Jablonsky. for 
reasons which he explained in detail.

103. It has been established to my satisfaction that the rear part 



of the fuselage substantially intact, hit the surface of the sea at 
high speed, open end downwards. This caused the equivalent of 
an explosion in it, whose effects were naturally most acute near 
the open end (see Figures 3 and 4). I am advised that the failure, 
under these circumstances, of the adhesion between the skin and 
the stringers cannot be regarded as evidence of the failure of the 
adhesive to meet the requirements of the normal use of the 
aircraft. There was in this neighbourhood abundant evidence of 
the failure of all the methods of attaching the various structural 
components to one another. Moreover, the numerous places 
where the skin had parted from the stringers exposed the glue 
line to examination and Mr. Ripley said that he had been unable 
to find any sign of any unsatisfactory features in the process 
employed by de Havillands, or of any weakness in the adhesive.

104. In the light of these considerations I have no hesitation in 
rejecting Mr. Jablonsky's suggested alternative cause of the 
failure of the cabin.

(c) Mr. Tye's evidence

105. The only other witness who did not completely accept the 
suggestion advanced in the Report was Mr. Tye. He did not 
dispute that the primary cause of the accident was the bursting of 
the cabin structure, but he expressed himself as not entirely 
satisfied that fatigue was the cause of that disruption. He appears 
to have proceeded on the basis that the 9,000 hours (3,000 
flights) at which Yoke Uncle burst could be regarded as a fair 
average life for the fuselage and to have been impressed by the 
improbability, on this basis, of both Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke 
failing from fatigue after only about 3,000 hours (1,000 flights). 
He was unable, however to suggest any other cause. He admitted 
that he could find no evidence either (a) of excessive internal 



pressure in the cabin or (b) of excessive stresses in the cabin 
structure due to external action such as gusts or failure of the 
control system. He agreed also that he could not name any 
alternative cause of the failure which R.A.E. had failed to 
consider.

106. Bearing in mind that Mr. Tye is the Chief Technical Officer 
of A.R.B. and as such will be responsible for advising A.R.B. 
when an application is made for a new Certificate of 
Airworthiness for Comet aircraft, his caution is understandable, 
but I have the duty of expressing my conclusion on the evidence. 
I rely in this connection on an answer given by Mr. Tye to Sir 
Lionel Heald which seems to me to represent the proper 
approach for me to adopt in the circumstances of the case. Mr. 
Tye said "I think in concluding on the likelihood of the cause one 
has to take the thing as a whole: one has to take the tank test 
evidence and say that that shows that fatigue is possible, 
although on my argument not necessarily probable, that is the 
tank test by itself; one then has to look at the other half of the 
matters namely, all the other possible causes, and if in the 
process of eliminating possible causes you become completely 
confident that you have eliminated every other possible cause, 
then you are driven to say that the possible fatigue rises to the 
most probable cause." Applying these observations to what was 
done in the course of the investigations by R.A.E. and by the de 
Havilland Engine Company Limited and to the evidence given in 
the Inquiry before this Court, I unhesitatingly come to the 
conclusion that R.A.E. were right in their conclusion that the 
accident at Elba was caused by structural failure of the pressure 
cabin in the region of the A.D.F. window, brought about by 
fatigue. In reaching this conclusion I am fortified by the advice I 
have received from my Assessors.



(d) The possibility of over-pressurisation

107. I considered nevertheless that although the R.A.E. Report 
contained a full investigation of the equipment used for 
controlling the pressure in the cabin, including both an 
examination of the possible causes of mal-functioning and of the 
condition of the equipment recovered from the wreckage, de 
Havillands should be asked to produce further evidence directed 
towards establishing that the precautions taken in the Comet 
installation, to ensure that the pressure could not rise appreciably 
above the normal working pressure, were reliable. Mr. Wilkins, 
an Assistant Chief Designer of de Havillands, who was 
responsible for this aspect of the designs gave evidence on the 
matter, and a statement was produced by de Havillands 
summarising the method of operation of the essential controlling 
and safety valves. Messrs. Normalair Limited, the firm 
responsible for the pressurisation control equipment, also 
produced full information about the essential parts. Taken 
together with the R.A.E. Report, this additional evidence satisfies 
me that the possibility of the development of excessive internal 
pressure in the cabins of an amount sufficient to endanger its 
structure, was so remote that it can be excluded as a probable 
cause of the bursting of the cabin.

(e) Certain defects referred to in the R.A.E. Report

108. I turn now to the other defects discovered by R.A.E. and 
already referred to in paragraph 93 of this Report, I see no reason 
to differ from the conclusion reached by R.A.E. that none of 
these defects was in any way the cause of the accident.

109. It is clear that the separation of both port and starboard outer 
wings from the centre section (see Figure 11) was not the 



primary cause of the accident, for there is ample evidence from 
the distribution of paint marks and scratches on both wings that 
they were made by parts of the cabin structures and form a 
pattern (see Figure 16) which is consistent only with the whole 
wing having been intact when they were made. For the same 
reason, the known point of fatigue weakness in the wing skin 
near the edge of the wheel-wells is not suspect. Moreover the 
fracture of the wings occurred some distance outside this region.

110. As regards escape of fuel from the fuel venting system, 
examination of the wreckage disclosed that fire did not start until 
alter the disruption of the cabin. It is cIear, therefore, that escape 
of fuel from the tank vents during take-off or climb had nothing 
to do with the accident.

111. Turning to refuelling, the danger apprehended could only 
occur by a concatenation of five events. The risk was, therefore, 
said to be a remote one and in any event in the present case 
R.A.E. state that examination of the Elba wreckage made it plain 
that even if the aircraft had sustained damage of the type 
indicated in Part 6 of the R.A.E. Report (which deals with this 
subject), such damage was not the cause of the accident to Yoke 
Peter. There had, however, been a recorded instance of trouble 
due to this cause and it is to be observed that de Havillands have 
indicated their intention of devising a method of removing the 
possibility of damage of this kind (see Appendix VIII).

(f) The possibility of damage by jet efflux

112. During the operation of B.O.A.C. services, there had been 
some experience of small damage to the cabin skin, due to the 
buffeting by the efflux from the jet engines. This damage was 
partly in front of and partly behind the pressure dome of the 



cabin. As soon as it was observed, a systematic inspection was 
made of all Comets, and where any signs of cracking were 
detected a repair was made according to a scheme specially 
devised by de Havillands. Internal inspection showed that the 
buffeting was also causing slight loosening of the joint between 
the stringers and the skin in this region, and rivets were therefore 
inserted in order to ensure that this would not give rise to danger.

113. This point of possible weakness was under continuous 
observation. The steps taken to deal with it may be considered to 
be satisfactory, particularly since, where the repair had been 
carried out, no further trouble occurred.
114. It is, however, recognised by de Havillands that a situation 
in which it is known that such cracks are likely to occur is 
unsatisfactory, and among the improvements they intend to make 
on future Comets is one which they believe will reduce the cause 
of this damage, namely, a slight change in the direction of the jet 
pipes at their exits, with the object of diverting the jets away 
from the sides of the cabin.

PART XIV
RESPONSIBILITY

(a) Introductory

115. No suggestion was made that any party wilfully disregarded 
any point which ought to have been considered or wilfully took 
unnecessary risks. Buts in the course of the evidence, questions 
were put which make it necessary for me to consider a number of 
points in the light of the conclusion I have already expressed as 
to the cause of the accident.

(b) Criticism of de Havillands' design work



116. Dealing first with the period prior to the commencement of 
the scheduled passenger service on the 2nd May, 1952, the 
calculations made by de Havillands were criticised and it was 
suggested that the tests they carried out were inadequate to guard 
against the risk of fatigue in the cabin structure. In support of this 
contention particular reference was made to certain calculations 
included in paragraph 4 of Part 3 of the R.A.E. Report and to 
other calculations produced by Sir Arnold Hall in the course of 
his evidence. It is, however, to be observed that the primary 
object of de Havillands was to lay the foundation for extensive 
tests which they regarded as the soundest basis for the 
development of a project rather than to arrive at a precise 
assessment of the stress distribution at the corners of the cabin 
windows.

117. I do not think that they can justly be criticised for this 
approach to the problem. In arriving, at this conclusion I have 
been assisted by a Memorandum which has been prepared for me 
by my Assessors and which confirms the impression I formed 
from the evidence of the witnesses that de Havillands were 
proceeding in accordance with what was then regarded as good 
engineering practice. I am also satisfied that in the then state of 
knowledge de Havillands cannot be blamed for not making 
greater use of strain gauges than they actually did or for 
believing, that the static test that they proposed to apply would, if 
successful, give the necessary assurance against the risk of 
fatigue during the working life of the aircraft. The Memorandum 
to which I have referred is included as paragraphs 118 to 129 of 
this Report.

(c) Memorandum by Assessors



118. During the design of the Comet de Havillands did not make 
use of calculations in an attempt to arrive at a close estimate of 
the stress distribution near the corners of the cabin windows. We 
have examined such of their calculations as had a bearing on this 
question; these led to the stress of 28,000 lb./sq. in. mentioned by 
Mr. Harper. It is clear that this stress refers to an area of the skin 
in the neighbourhood of the corners, and may fairly be said to be 
an average value over a width of 2 or 3 inches. de Havillands 
believed that their method was satisfactory for the purpose they 
had in mind, namely, the design of a test specimen. They did not 
consider that a closer estimate of the highest value of the stress 
could be made by any method which they would regard as 
reliable. They preferred to rely on tests of specimens designed on 
the basis of their calculations.

119. Since their estimate of the general level of stress in the 
region investigated was less than half the ultimate strength of the 
material (about 65,000 lb/sq. in.) they were confident that they 
could demonstrate by static test that there would be no failure at 
twice the working pressure, and that there would be a 
considerable reserve in hand. Their tests of panels about 3 ft. 
square, including, a window, substantiated this view.

120. We note, however, that in these tests the panel was 
supported on the face of a stiff steel "pressure box", and not in 
conditions truly representative of those which existed near the 
window in the pressure cabin itself. It is not possible to say what 
the effect of this would be. de Havillands were reassured by the 
results of the tests, in which the specimen withstood nearly 20 
lb./sq. in. without failure.

121. de Havillands used the same approach to the design of the 
whole pressure cabin. The static tests which they made on the 



two parts of the pressure cabin, respectively 26 and 24 ft. long, 
gave them confidence in the integrity of the whole cabin. Since 
they believed, with general support from then current practice 
and opinion, including that of A.R.B., that this basis of design 
and static tests would give ample assurance against risk of failure 
under repeated applications of the working pressure, and other 
known causes of fatigue, they felt that the cabin was good for the 
life of the aircraft (say 10,000 pressurised flights, or 10 years).

122. Here again, however, we note that the test sections of the 
cabin differed from the cabin as fitted to the aircraft in several 
respects. In the first place, each was incomplete, and incapable of 
sustaining pressure if it had not been fitted with a stiff bulkhead 
at the open end or ends. It is not possible to say whether the 
constraint which these bulkheads imposed on the structure would 
make it stronger or weaker than when it formed part of a 
complete cabin. But it must be recognised that the stresses in the 
structure near the bulkheads would be appreciably affected by 
the constraint, and the reliability of deductions about the strength 
of the cabin would thereby be reduced. Secondly neither section 
was fitted with the complete number of windows, etc. Moreover, 
the windows of special interest in this Inquiry, which were in the 
front test section, were rather near the bulkhead mentioned, so 
that the stresses in the skin round them might have been 
appreciably different from those in similar places in the complete 
cabin.

123. The increasing attention which de Havillands gave, during 
the period mid 1952 to end 1953, to the fatigue life of pressure 
cabins has been mentioned in paragraphs 21 to 24. In their 
repeated loading tests the front test section of the cabin survived 
16,000 applications of just over the working pressure. They felt 
confident that the Comet's cabin would have a safe life well 



beyond their target of 10 years in service.

124. The repeated loading test on Yoke Uncle at R.A.E. led to an 
unexpected failure after some 3,000 applications of load. Though 
this was about three times the life of Yoke Peter at Elba or Yoke 
Yoke at Naples it was surprisingly short and led directly to the 
inference that there were high local stresses. Steps were, 
therefore, taken at R.A.E. to measure the stresses near the corner 
of the window, using strain gauges placed as near as possible to 
the edge of the skin where the failure started. These 
measurements led to an estimated stress of 43,000 lb/sq. in. at the 
edge at the normal pressure difference of 8.25 lb./sq. in.

125. This estimate of the stress was regarded by de Havillands as 
unreliable, partly because the process of deriving it from the 
experimental measurements involved some extrapolation, but 
also because it would imply that in their own test to twice the 
working pressure, there was a local stress of double this amount, 
namely 86,000 Ib/sq. in., which is some 30 per cent. above the 
ultimate strength of the material. This apparent paradox can be 
explained by recognising that it neglects to take account of the 
effect of the ductility of the material in relieving "stress 
concentrations" (see on this subject paras. 148 to 153 below).

126. Calculations were made by Sir Arnold Hall to explore the 
problem in the light of such theoretical solutions as were known 
of the problem of stress distributions round a cut-out of the shape 
of the cabin windows, in a cylindrical shell of metal under 
pressure. These calculations were not put forward as exact, but, 
with due allowance for the fact that the window frame, and the 
cabin stringers and hoop frames, would influence the result they 
supported the reasonableness of the estimate made from 
measurements on Yoke Uncle.



127. It is our view that the two results taken together point 
strongly to the conclusion that the stress in the skin at the edge of 
the window near the corner was far higher than had been 
suspected by de Havillands, and was probably over 40,000 lb/sq. 
in. under the normal pressure difference.

128. In the course of the Inquiry much attention was paid to an 
estimate, given in Part 3, para. 6 of the R.A.E. Report on the tests 
on Yoke Uncle, of the stress which might be predicted on the 
basis of their measurements by strain gauges, as probably 
existing in flight. The figure "70 per cent. of the ultimate 
strength" was obtained by adding to the 43,000 lb/sq. in. 
(mentioned above) due to the working pressure, another 2,700 
lb / sq. in. due to other known loads, leading to a total of 45,700 
lb/sq. in. This was contrasted with de Havillands' own estimate 
of 28,000 lb/sq. in. It has already been pointed out that de 
Havillands' figure relates to an average over a considerable 
distance near the corner of the window, and due only to the 
working pressure, whereas the estimate made by R.A.E. relates 
to a particular point where the stress would be expected, on 
general grounds, to reach a maximum. A direct comparison 
between them is therefore misleading. Having regard to the 
different approach the two figures cannot be said to be 
inconsistent.

129. It is natural that de Havillands and R.A.E. should have 
approached the problem of the "safe life" of the pressure cabin of 
the Comet from different points of view. de Havillands were the 
designers and looked at the problem as designers would, having 
confidence in their methods based on their experience. R.A.E. 
had had virtually no previous knowledge of the design 
background of the Comet, since it is a civil aircraft and their 



connection with it before the 8th April, 1954, was primarily 
advisory in character and was wholly concerned with fatigue of 
the wings. In the early stages of the Inquiry there was, therefore, 
a sharp disagreement between them on the interpretation of their 
calculations and tests. These differences of opinion diminished in 
the course of the Inquiry as greater mutual understanding 
developed. While there are still minor points on which they do 
not quite see eye to eye, a situation which is by no means 
unusual in technical problems of such difficulty, there is now no 
longer any substantial disagreement between them. Our own 
interpretation of the situation, so far as it can be determined by 
existing evidence, is set out above, and we believe that it would 
be accepted by de Havillands and R.A.E.

(d) Criticism of de Havillands repeated loading tests in 1953

130. Another criticism of de Havillands was connected with the 
repeated loading tests carried out by them in 1953. When the 
R.A.E. test revealed the short life of the cabin structure of Yoke 
Uncle the question arose as to how to reconcile the result of that 
test with the result of these earlier repeated loading tests. Sir 
Arnold Hall suggested that the explanation might well be that the 
1953 tests were carried out on a nose section which had 
previously been subjected to static tests up to a differential 
pressure of 16.5 lb/sq. in. and that the effect of such a test might 
be to prolong the life of the specimen subjected to it. Mr. Harper 
said that he was aware of this possibility but he considered that if 
there was any increase in life of the nose section attributable to 
pre-loading the tests so amply covered the life of the aircraft both 
at the time of the tests and for the immediate future that de 
Havillands could safely accept the test as satisfactory. In the then 
state of knowledge I think this conclusion was reasonable.



(e) de Havillands' method of dealing with cracks

131. There is one other question bearing on responsibility to 
which I must refer. This concerns certain cracks, revealed by the 
examination of the wreckage (see para. 78), which had occurred 
in the process of manufacture and had been dealt with by 
location. Sir Arnold Hall said that such manufacturing cracks 
might form foci for fatigue and thus shorten the life of the 
structure. It was suggested in cross-examination that the fatigue 
which led to the disintegration of Yoke Peter had originated in 
these cracks, that they ought not to have been dealt with as they 
were and that accordingly some responsibility ought to attach to 
de Havillands for allowing the aircraft which contained them to 
be put into service.

132. It will be convenient to deal with the subject of cracks 
generally before giving my opinion on the specific question of 
responsibility mentioned above. This course may also enable the 
whole matter to be viewed in proper perspective. Public concern 
may have been aroused by what was said during the Inquiry and 
it is important that groundless fears should be allayed.

133. I am advised that it has been the general experience that 
certain parts of the structure of aircraft develop cracks as the 
result of fluctuation of load, vibration or casual damage and that 
the external skin, whether in the wings, tail or fuselage is 
particularly vulnerable. Cracks which occur during manufacture 
do not differ materially, in their significance, from those which 
may develop subsequently save, of course, that their presence 
may indicate an unsatisfactory manufacturing process.

134. It is the ordinary practice to make careful inspection of the 
structure, both during manufacture and subsequently, particularly 



in regions known to be specially susceptible and, if cracks are 
found, to deal with each case on its merits in the light of a now 
very wide experience of the problem. Where frequent inspection 
shows that a particular crack is likely to spread, it is dealt with by 
a carefully considered repair scheme, either prepared by the 
designers or by the operators in collaboration with the designers. 
However if after such repair the crack continues to spread it is 
considered as a matter of major concern possibly requiring a 
radical modification to the design to reduce the stress which gave 
rise to it.

135. For small cracks in regions not highly stressed the method 
of location is generally found to prevent further spread, provided 
that care is taken to ensure the inclusion of the end of the crack 
in the hole drilled. All witnesses who dealt with this matter in the 
Inquiry were agreed that location was a reasonable method of 
dealing with such cracks.

136. I am also advised that most aircraft experience cracks due to 
one or more of the causes mentioned above and that it would, 
indeed be hardly practicable to insist on a standard of design and 
construction which would preclude completely the possibility of 
any crack in the skin.

137. The methods employed by de Havillands in dealing with 
manufacturing cracks were in no way different from those used 
to deal with other deviations from the strict requirements of the 
drawings to which the aircraft was being built. Defects whether 
discovered by the workman or the inspector would be dealt with 
by the procedure known as "Concession" procedure which varied 
according to whether the defect was classed as major or minor. 
Mr. Povey said that manufacturing cracks were required to be 
dealt with as major defects with the result that "Concession 



Notes" containing the proposals for dealing, with them would 
have to go forward to the Chief Inspector and, if approved by 
him, would have to be submitted to the Design Department for 
final approval. In the case of Yoke Peter three cracks were 
discovered in the reinforcing plates of the A.D.F. windows. The 
action taken, which was approved by the Chief Inspector and the 
Design Department, was "splits have been located with a 1/16th 
dia. drill hole". According to the then current engineering 
practice this action would have been appropriate had the stresses 
been as low as de Havillands believed them to be, but was, in 
fact inappropriate as the region concerned was one in which 
there were high stresses. However, as I have already stated in 
paragraphs 116 and 117 my opinion that de Havillands cannot be 
blamed for their ignorance of the true state of affairs, it follows 
that no responsibility attaches to them.

138. The evidence disclosed other cracks in Comet aircraft. Thus 
in the wreckage of Yoke Peter there was a crack in the skin at the 
starboard front corner of the rear A.D.F. window. This had been 
located at both ends. No Concession Note was available in 
relation to this crack and it would appear that there had been a 
defect in the operation of the Concession procedure. Although 
this crack had spread during the life of the aircraft beyond one of 
the points at which it had been located, the actual fracture did not 
take place there nor was there any sign of fatigue. Other clacks 
were referred to in Yoke Uncle and Yoke Yoke but in no case was 
there any evidence that the crack had contributed to the failure of 
the aircraft.
139. I need not pursue further the question of manufacturing 
cracks of this type since the statement put in on behalf of de 
Havillands (see Appendix VIII) records that if in future a crack 
does occur at any time either in manufacture or subsequently 
during the life of an aircraft no repair scheme for such a crack 



will be sanctioned unless it ensures that, after it has been carried 
out, the part of the aircraft concerned will be as strong and will 
have as long a life as it would have had, had there been no crack.

PART XV
FUTURE

(a) Statements on behalf of the Attorney-General and de 
Havillands

140. By s. 9 (12) of the Civil Aviation (Investigation of 
Accidents) Regulations 1951 the duty is imposed on me of 
making such recommendations as I think fit with a view to the 
preservation of life and the avoidance of similar accidents in 
future. I have been greatly assisted in that part of my task (a) by 
the statement as to future policy made by Sir Lionel Heald on the 
12th November, 1954 on behalf of the Attorney-General after 
consultation with the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation 
and A.R.B.: (b) by the statement put in by Sir Hartley Shawcross 
on the 23rd November, 1954 recording the action which de 
Havillands now propose to take to deal with the problem of 
fatigue and with the other defects referred to in the Report of 
R.A.E. These statements are of such importance that I have 
attached them to this Report as Appendices VII and VIII. I 
respectfully agree with the course therein proposed to be 
adopted.

(b) Further suggestions directed to guarding against fatigue

141. The problem of securing an economically satisfactory safe 
life of the pressure cabin of an aircraft needs more study, both in 
design and by experiments if the lightest possible safe structure 
is to be achieved. This is recognised by de Havillands in their 



policy in regard to the future of the Comet (Appendix VIII).

142. In Appendix IV para. 4 (iii), reference is made to the 
problem which arises owing to the variation among the lives, 
under a given loading cycle, of nominally identical parts, known 
as "scatter". In the pressure cabins of aircraft there are probably a 
number of causes of scatter. Tests of a large number of specimens 
are however virtually impracticable and, in order to ensure a safe 
life well above the minimum that is economically acceptable to 
an operator, methods must be devised of ensuring that design 
combined with a reasonable programme of tests can guarantee 
that the pressure cabins of transport aircraft will be entirely safe.

143. The policy which de Havillands propose to adopt for the 
Comet is directed to achieving this end, primarily by reducing 
both the general level of stress and the local excesses, due to all 
known causes, above the general level of stress. The knowledge 
which has been acquired as a result of the investigation of the 
accident to Yoke Peter, and the tests made on Yoke Uncle at 
R.A.E., strongly suggests that steps should be taken to determine 
by calculation, by tests of typical parts of the cabin, and by tests 
on one or more complete cabins, both the distribution of stress 
throughout the structure in considerable detail, the influences 
which determine both the highest static load which it will sustain, 
and its life to failure under repeated loading. In the present state 
of knowledge, it is likely that two complete cabins will have to 
be tested one under static loads and one under cycles of repeated 
loads.

144. From the evidence of Sir Arnold Hall and from advice I 
have received from my Assessors it became clear that there exist 
methods of calculating, the stress distribution in the structure of a 
pressure cabin which could with advantage be employed more 



widely. Moreover the result of R.A.E.'s investigation satisfied me 
that in tests of pressure cabins or parts of them the stress 
distribution should be determined by wide use of strain gauges. 
This procedure will enable the calculations used in the design to 
be verified or amended, and will lead to a fuller understanding of 
the problem.

145. When these measures have been applied and the tests 
completed, de Havillands will no doubt ask A.R.B. to 
recommend the grant of a Certificate of Airworthiness to the re-
designed Comet aircraft. It would not be desirable for me to say 
anything which might in any way limit the discretion of A.R.B. 
but I may perhaps appropriately express the hope that this 
procedure will reassure the public as to the integrity of pressure 
cabins and will justify Sir Arnold Hall's confidence that the 
Comet aircraft will fly again.

(c) Use of available Government facilities

146. In the course of the evidence there was some suggestion that 
prior to 1954 inadequate use was made in the development of the 
Comet of the unrivalled facilities available at R.A.E. to the civil 
aircraft industry. This may have been exagerated. Be that as it 
may, in view of the importance of that industry to the national 
economy it is essential that in future manufacturers should be 
aware of, and should make full use of, such facilities as the 
research establishments of the Ministry of Supply can offer. The 
Court was informed that in practice there had been close personal 
association between members of the staffs of A.R.B. and R.A.E. 
and that R.A.E. was represented on the Airworthiness 
Requirements Co-ordinating Committee of A.R.B. It is desirable, 
nonetheless, to strengthen the liaison between A.R.B. and all the 
research establishments of the Ministry of Supply and it might be 



worth considering whether, when the Council of A.R.B. is being 
strengthened in accordance with the statement made by Sir 
Lionel Heald (see Appendix VII), it should not also receive such 
additional reinforcement as will encourage the full use by 
manufacturers, operators and A.R.B of all available facilities.

(d) Avoidance of flight by unlicensed crew

147. Reference has been made in paragraphs 35 and 36 to the 
fact that the Engineer Officer of Yoke Peter was not in possession 
of a valid licence at the time of the accident. I was informed by 
Counsel for B.O.A.C. that their system for ensuring the prompt 
renewal of licences had been overhauled and that adequate steps 
have been taken to prevent a recurrence of this lapse. It is clearly 
of the first importance to ensure that no aircraft flies save with a 
crew not only fully qualified in knowledge and experience but 
also properly licensed.

(e) Suggested scientific and technical investigations

148. There are certain scientific and technical matters on which, 
acting on the advice of my Assessors, I recommend that research 
can usefully be undertaken, in the interest of increasing 
knowledge of the problems of the design of pressure cabins. The 
first arises from the influence of the ductility of the aluminium 
alloy from which the skin of the cabin is made, on the manner in 
which the stress distribution in the skin is related to the 
difference between the internal and external pressure on the 
cabin. It is perhaps simplest to look at this problem in the light of 
the situation which develops as the pressure in the cabin is 
increased from the working pressure P up to the value somewhat 
below that at which it fails under a static test.



149. In the first place it is essential to appreciate that, although it 
would from many points of view be desirable that the stress in 
the skin should be the same everywhere, in practice considerable 
variations are unavoidable. There will, therefore, be points, 
generally near to the cut-outs, where the stress is appreciably 
higher than the average, and it is on these points that the 
designer's attention is naturally focussed when considering, the 
strength of the structure.

150. As the pressure difference in the cabin rises from P to, say, 
1.5 P the stresses everywhere will rise in the same proportion. 
But as the pressure difference approaches, say, 2 P the stress in 
the more highly stressed regions will reach that at which the 
material is no longer elastic. Its extension will then be of a plastic 
nature, that is to say, one which does not disappear when the 
stress which caused it is removed. Over most of the skin the 
stress will remain within the range in which the material is still 
elastic and the removal of the pressure will restore this part of the 
skin to its original dimensions. But in areas where the stress was 
high there will remain a permanent stretch. The pre-loaded cabin 
is therefore physically different from a new one, if the pre-load 
has exceeded a certain level.

151. Although the permanent extension of the material in the 
areas where it has stretched plastically, but without fracture, is 
small and undetectable by visual inspection, it may have a 
profound effect on the distribution of stress in the material when 
the working pressure is applied a second time. Without going 
into details, the general nature of this will be to reduce markedly 
the stress in the areas where it was previously greatest. The stress 
concentration in such areas is therefore relieved.

152. This is a process whose general nature is understood, and 



there are examples where it has been deliberately used in order to 
improve resistance to fatigue. It has indeed been suggested that it 
might be used in such structures as a pressure cabin. But there 
are obvious difficulties, not to say dangers, in applying it. 
Nevertheless, the subject should undoubtedly receive more study, 
if only to ensure that tests during design are not rendered 
unreliable by failure to appreciate its significance.

153. Though there can be no direct proof, there is no doubt that 
the phenomenon described above provides at any rate a partial 
explanation of the apparent anomaly presented by the failure of 
the pressure cabin of Yoke Uncle at R.A.E. after 3,000 cycles, in 
spite of the survival of the test specimen of the forepart of the 
cabin to over 16,000 cycles when tested by de Havillands. The 
maximum pressure difference which had ever been applied to 
Yoke Uncle was 1.33 P. whereas the test specimen had been 
subjected to two applications of 2 P in addition to nearly twenty 
of between P and 2 P.

154. The second question which needs study may be put shortly 
as follows: what is the true static strength of the complete Comet 
cabin ? Reasons have been given in paras. 120 and 122 why the 
tests made on sections of the cabin may have been somewhat 
misleading. A test conducted in the tank at R.A.E., with the most 
comprehensive exploration of the stress distribution, would be 
invaluable. Not only would it clear up such uncertainties as 
remain from our Inquiry, but, in conjunction with the repeated 
loading, tests already made on Yoke Uncle, would provide an 
invaluable body of information for the basis of design of future 
pressure cabins

155. The remaining question which requires study relates to the 
system used to operate the aircraft controls. Most of the evidence 



On this subject was concerned with the alleged excessive "break-
out" force and indicated a difference of opinion, among pilots, as 
to whether the existing system was satisfactory in this respect, 
though none suggested that the alleged defect had in any way 
contributed to the accident. A different criticism was made by 
one of the Assessors to the Indian Court of Inquiry into the 
accident to G-ALYV and apparently prompted that Court's 
second recommendation, which was as follows: "That 
consideration should be given to the desirability of modifying the 
flying control system of the Comet aircraft in order to give the 
pilot a positive 'feel' of airloads exerted on the control surfaces." 
Only a passing reference was made to this before me. As advised 
by my Assessors, I am satisfied that the characteristics of the 
control system of the Comet should be reconsidered by de 
Havillands and by A.R.B. in the light of both the criticisms 
which have been made.

(f) Observations on certain suggestions made in the course of the 
Inquiry

156. I cannot conclude this part of my Report without 
mentioning two suggestions made during the Inquiry which, after 
full consideration, I feel unable to recommend.

157. The first of these arose out of some criticism which was 
made of the system whereby inspection of aircraft parts is 
delegated by A.R.B. to manufacturers. By this system, the 
operation of which is set out in an A.R.B. pamphlet on "The 
Approval of Inspection Organisations and the Maintenance of 
Airworthiness", manufacturers' own inspectors have the duty of 
supervising all the work done in building civil aircraft. This 
inspection organisation is supervised by A.R.B. through their 
own inspectors to ensure that it is adequate. A.R.B. inspectors do 



only such detailed inspection of work as is needed to assure 
themselves that the system is working satisfactorily. Evidence 
was given by Mr. Povey illustrating how this system worked at 
de Havillands.

158. The suggestion was made that the system for inspection 
would be more satisfactory if all the lnspectors were responsible 
direct to A.R.B. and not to manufacturers, or alternatively that 
there should be a duplicate system of inspection whereby both 
manufacturers and A.R.B. would have inspectors. Reference was 
also made to the method of inspection of shipping by Lloyd's as 
an example of how such a system might work but no evidence 
was produced as to this method. I cannot, therefore, form any 
conclusion on the suggested analogy.

159. It is plain that there would be inherent dangers in 
duplication. Responsibility for the quality of his product must 
rest with the producer. It is, therefore, essential for the producer 
to have his own system of inspection. Any additional system 
would add to expense, but not, it was argued to safety.

160. I have come to the conclusion that the present system of 
inspection by manufacturers approved and supervised by A.R.B. 
is essentially satisfactory. It is, of course subject to human errors, 
but it has the beneficial effect of creating a sense of responsibility 
in manufacturers without which aircraft could not be designed 
and built to the requisite standard of reliability and safety.

161. The second suggestion arose out of some criticism which 
was levelled at A.R.B. on the ground that their flight testing 
organisation is relatively small compared with similar flight test 
teams at aircraft firms and at the Ministry of Supply 
Experimental Establishments. A suggestion was, therefore, put 



forward that A.R.B. flight testing and aircraft approval would be 
made more effective if an active pilot were appointed to their 
Council and if civil aircraft were sent to a Ministry of Supply test 
establishment where a much wider and more experienced 
opinion on flying qualities could be obtained from a larger 
organisation, instead of the somewhat restricted assessment at 
present available to A.R.B.

162. Although I am satisfied that there is no reason to criticise the 
flight testing of the Comet I as carried out by de Havillands and 
A.R.B., I think serious consideration should be given to the 
possibility of obtaining the best available opinion on the flight 
characteristics of future airliners particularly when they 
incorporate novel features in design which effect those 
characteristics. As I have mentioned in para. 146 of this Report, 
such facilities are available in Ministry of Supply 
Establishments, and the importance of the civil aircraft industry 
to the economy of this country seems to warrant making the 
fullest use of those facilities.

163. With reference to the suggested appointment of an active 
pilot to the Council of A.R.B., there are clearly difficulties in 
such an arrangement since the pilot would be unable to do his job 
as an airline pilot and at the same time be available to give his 
advice to the Council. I have no reason to believe that the present 
representation on the Council has been in any way lacking in the 
past and I hesitate to recommend any change. If an active pilot 
were to be appointed the post would have to be made a whole 
time paid employment and it would not be long, before he ceased 
to possess the qualifications upon which those who advocated the 
appointment laid stress. On the whole I think it is better to rely 
on the Minister to secure that the person he nominates to the 
Council as possessing professional experience as a pilot of civil 



aircraft is always someone who is reasonably up-to-date.

PART XVI
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

My answers to the questions submitted on behalf of the Attorney-
General are as follows:_

Question 1

What was the cause of the accident?

Answer.

The cause of the accident was the structural failure of the 
pressure cabin brought about by fatigue. See para. 95.

Question 2.

If several factors caused the accident what were such factors and 
to what extent was each contributory?

Answer.

This does not arise.

Question 3.

Was the accident due to the act or default or negligence of any 
party or of any person in the employment of that party?

Answer.



The accident was not due to the wrongful act or default or to the 
negligence of any party or of any person in the employment of 
any party.

Question 4.

At the time of the accident:

Question 4 (a).

Had the aircraft been maintained in accordance with the current 
approved maintenance schedules? If not, did any defect in 
maintenance affect the safety of the aircraft or contribute to the 
accident?

Answer.

Yes. The second part of the question does not arise.

Question 4 (b).

Was the aircraft airworthy so far as could reasonably have been 
then ascertained ?

Answer.

Yes.

Question 4 (c).

Was there a valid Certificate of Airworthiness in respect of the 
aircraft?



Answer.

Yes.

Question 4 (d).

Was there a valid Certificate of Maintenance in respect of the 
aircraft?

Answer.

Yes

Question 4 (e).

Was the radio station of the aircraft serviceable and was there a 
valid Certificate of Serviceability in respect thereof ?

Answer.

Yes.

Question 4 (f).

Was the aircraft properly loaded and trimmed within the limits 
specified in the Flight Manual?

Answer.

Yes.

Question 4 (g).



Were all members of the crew properly licensed and adequately 
experienced to make the flight? If not, did any defect in the 
licence of any member of the crew affect the safety of the aircraft 
or contribute to the accident?

Answer.

All members of the crew were adequately experienced to make 
the flight but the flight engineers Engineer Officer F. C. 
Macdonald was not properly licensed to make the flight (see 
paragraph 35). This defect did not affect the safety of the aircraft 
or contribute to the accident.

Question 5.

Upon consideration of all facts disclosed by this Inquiry what 
steps should be taken to increase .the safety of civil aircraft?

Answer.

See Paragraphs 140-155 of this Report.
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0. Figures
Flight pad of G-APDN

1. Investigation
1.1. History of flight

The aircraft was operating a regular Dan-Air charter flight from 
Manchester to Barcelona. It took off from Manchester for 
Barcelona at 1608 hrs. The routing specified on the flight plan 
was via Airways UA1, UA34, UB31 and Point Berga. Because of 
ATC delays in the Paris area the aircraft was cleared to proceed 
via UA25 to the Cognac VOR (1725 hrs) - Agen VOR - Toulouse 
VOR (1743 hrs), joining UB31 at point 'B'. G-APDN was then 
cleared by French ATC to descend from FL370 to FL220. At 
1753 hrs the pilot established contact with Barcelona ACC on 
124.7 MHz and after reporting that he had passed the Spanish 
frontier requested clearance to descend further; it was cleared to 
descend from FL220 to FL90.

At 1757 hrs G-APDN reported passing the Barcelona FIR 
boundary and that it was leaving FL160, and gave an ETA of 
1801 hrs for Point Berga. At 1759 hrs the pilot received 
instructions to contact Barcelona Approach (APP) on 119.1 
MHz; a few seconds after changing to that frequency G-APDN 
was instructed to turn left on to heading 140°. The pilot 
acknowledged the turn and reported that he was leaving FL130, 



and immediately afterwards gave an ETA for Sabadell of 1807 
hrs.

At 1800 hrs APP requested confirmation of this estimate and the 
pilot corrected it to 1805 hrs. On receiving this information, APP 
cancelled the turn on to 140° and told the pilot to proceed to 
Sabadell. At 1801 hrs, G-APDN reported leaving FL100 for 
FL90. APP enquired whether it had DME on board and the pilot 
replied that it did not. G-APDN was then cleared to descend to 
FL60.

At 1802 hrs, APP instructed the pilot to turn left on to 140°. The 
pilot acknowledged this instruction and informed ATC that he 
was leaving FL85 for FL60. Immediately after this transmission, 
APP requested confirmation that G-APDN was passing Sabadell, 
and the pilot replied 'in about 30 seconds'; 15 seconds later the 
pilot said 'Barcelona, G-APDN passing Sabadell'. APP 
acknowledged the message and added 'radar contact, continue 
descent to 2,800 feet, altimeter 1017, transition level five zero'.

At 1803 hrs G-APDN requested information on the duty runway, 
APP replying that the duty runway was 25, which the pilot 
acknowledged. At 1805 hrs, APP requested aircraft altitude and 
G-APDN reported passing 4,000 feet. At 1807 hrs APP called the 
aircraft for confirmation that it was still on course; G-APDN did 
not reply to this transmission, nor to other calls which were 
subsequently made.
The site of the accident was: Latitude 41°47'45" North, 
Longitude 02°27'34" East, and it occurred between 1805 and 
1806 hrs, in daylight. The altitude of the site is about 3,900 feet.

1.2 Injuries to persons
Injuries Crew    Passengers      Others



Fatal     7       105     -
Non-fatal      -       -       -
None    -       -       -

1.3 Damage to aircraft The aircraft was destroyed.
1.4 Other damage Destruction of 125 acres of a privately owned 
beech wood, valued at approximately 25,000 pesetas.

1.5 Crew information

Captain Alexander George Neal, aged 48, held a valid British 
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence, with a current instrument 
rating, endorsed to fly Comet, Britannia and HS 104 aircraft in 
command. His licence was issued on 6 February 1967 and was 
valid until 5 February 1972. He passed his last instrument rating 
renewal flight test on 17 March 1970. He passed his last periodic 
medical examination on 3 March 1970 and there were no 
medical restrictions on his licence. Captain Neal was trained as a 
pilot in the Royal Air Force and had previously been employed 
as a first officer by British Eagle. He joined Dan-Air as a first 
officer in March 1969 and was promoted to captain in May 1970. 
At the time of the accident he had flown a total of 7,427 hours as 
a pilot. He had accrued a total of 605 hours on Comet aircraft, 29 
hours being in command. The flight on which the accident 
occurred was his first flight to Barcelona as commander. 
Previously he had made one flight into Barcelona, on 19 May 
1970 during his command and route check.

First Officer David Shorrock, aged 41, held a valid British 
Airline Transport Pilot's Licence endorsed for Comet, Britannia 
and BAC 1-11. His licence was issued on 18 July 1968 and was 
valid until 17 July 1973. He passed his last instrument rating 
renewal flight test on 18 March 1970. He passed his last periodic 



medical examination on 26 June 1970. He was required to wear 
spectacles to correct his near vision when exercising the 
privileges of his licence. Mr Shorrock was trained as pilot at a 
civilian flying school and had previously been employed by 
British Eagle. He joined Dan-Air as a first officer on BAC 1-1 1 
aircraft in April 1969 and converted to the Comet in March 1970. 
At the time of the accident he had flown a total of 4,765 hours as 
a pilot of which 189 had been in Comet aircraft.

The flight engineer, Mr David Walter Stanley Sayer, aged 40, 
held a British Flight Engineer's Licence endorsed for Comet 4 
and DC-7B aircraft. His licence was issued on 20 August 1969 
and was valid until 21 August 1970. He passed his last periodic 
medical examination on 7 August 1969. Mr Sayer was originally 
a ground engineer with Dan-Air before qualifying as a flight 
engineer on DC-7B aircraft in July 1967. He converted to the 
Comet 4 in December 1969. At the time of the accident he had 
flown a total of 1,275 hours as a flight engineer, 218 hours being 
in the Comet 4. He was considered to be a very competent 
engineer.
Air Hostesses: Miss S Hinde, Miss H P Barber, Miss C A 
Maddock and Miss A Vickers.

1.6 Aircraft information

G-APDN was a standard production HS Comet 4 originally 
acquired by BOAC in April 1959; Dan-Air bought it from that 
company in 1969. The certificate of airworthiness was last 
renewed in the transport category (passenger) on 13 May 1970 
and was valid until 12 May 1971. Although the original of the 
aircraft's certificate of airworthiness could not be recovered, the 
British commission states that the certificate was in order.



A certificate of maintenance was issued by Dan-Air Engineering 
on 11 June 1970, after a Check 1 inspection, valid for 62 days or 
638 hours. At the time of the accident the aircraft had flown 257 
hours since the certificate of maintenance was issued. The total 
airborne hours of the aircraft were 25,786 since manufacture the 
aircraft had been maintained in accordance with an ARB 
approved schedule. It has been calculated that at the time of the 
impact the weight was below the maximum total weight 
authorised and that the centre of gravity was within the 
prescribed limits.

The aircraft was equipped with duplicated flight instruments, 
both general flight instruments and the Smiths flight director 
system. Each pilot had two radio magnetic indicators (RMI), one 
for presenting VOR information and the other for ADF. The 
commander's altimeter was of the three-pointer barometric type, 
whereas the copilot's was of the direct reading digital type 
incorporating a flasher unit and an altitude switch when the 
height indicated was below 10,000 feet.

The radio equipment carried by the aircraft was as follows:

Marconi AD 307        HF/RT   duplicated
Marconi AD 305/704    VHF COM duplicated
Marconi AD 712        ADF     duplicated
Marconi AD 704/706    ILS/VOR duplicated
Marconi AD 708        MARKER  single
Echo E 160        SEARCH RADAR    single
Marconi AD 2300A  DOPPLER single
Bendix TRA 61 AL  TRANSPONDER     single
Marconi 28800     SELCAL  single
Ultra UA 56       INTERCOM        single



Examination of the company records shows that the Doppler had 
been out of action since 20 June 1970. This equipment is 
classified as an allowable deficiency and is not a mandatory 
requirement.
There had apparently been a series of defects on number 1 VOR 
set. On 1 July 1970 a controller socket was replaced. A continuity 
check revealed an open circuit. This was rectified and the VOR 
was again serviceable. On 2 July 1970 number 1 VOR would not 
change frequency. The set was changed and the installation then 
worked normally, according to information received from the 
British sources. Although it is impossible to be certain that the 
VOR set was working properly at the time of the accident, it is 
certain that after the set was changed the aircraft flew four 
consecutive sectors, apparently without any defect in the 
equipment.

1.7 Meteorological information

The Sierra del Montseny, lying some 65 kilometres to the NE of 
Barcelona Airport, was covered by cloud, due to the phenomenon 
known as 'barrage' effect. The cloud mass showed little vertical 
development, consisting of stratus and stratocumulus. On the 
mountain top, known as Turo de l'Home (1,712 metres) situated 
about 4 kilometres in a straight line to the south of the accident 
site, and 500 metres higher, there is a meteorological observatory 
at which the following data were recorded at the time of the 
accident: pressure at sea level, 1,018 mbs, falling; temperature 
9°C; dew-point temperature, 9°C; wind SW, 10 knots; mist, 
visibility nil; sky not visible on account of mist; orographic 
precipitation in the form of intermittent drizzle, 1 litre/metre2 
having been recorded in the last twelve hours.

The condensation level to windward was 600 meters and the 



cloud clining to the mountain extending on the leeward side 
down to levels of between 800 and 1,000 metres. The 
surrounding valleys, away from the direct influence of the high 
mountains, showed light to medium cloud cover, with scattered 
cumulus; visibility was reduced by haze, except towards the 
coastal regions where visibility could be described as good.
Because of the nature and type of the observed cloud, the light 
southerly winds both at the lowest atmospheric levels and at 
mountain-top level, and because of the standard distributions 
which gave the following upper winds and temperatures 850 mbs 
340° 20 knots 9°; 700 mbs 330° 25 knots 5°; 500 mbs 310° 30 
knots 9° and 300 mbs 290° 40 knots 20°; the question of the 
formation of turbulent air movements and mountain waves has 
not been taken into account because if they did exist they would 
have been weak and of no importance to air navigation.

1.8 Navigation aids

There are various aids available in the region for an instrument 
approach to Barcelona Airport. Those relevant to the accident 
now being investigated are: Sabadell NDB, Barcelona VOR, 
Perpignan VOR and Gerona VOR. All these aids were operating 
normally on the day of the accident.

Barcelona ACC/APP also had ASR-5 radar equipment in use, the 
main characteristics of which are:

*     range 60 nm
*    accuracy in azimuth: +- 0.5° error
*     accuracy in range within 3%
*    theoretical coverage up to 40,000 feet and from 20,000 feet at 
60 nm; 12,000 feet at 50 nm; 5,000 feet at 35 nm; 2,000 feet at 
20 nm and 1,000 feet at 10 nm.



*  The usable range scales are: up to 6 nm with range circles of 2 
nm; up to 10 nm with 2 nm; up to 20 with 2 nm, up to 40 with 5 
nm and up to 60 nm with 10 nm.
The obstacle clearance chart (MOCA) is attached as Annex 1. 
Local instructions for use of the radar are attached as Annex 2. 
Barcelona VOR underwent routine inspections in flight on 2 
April 1970 and 9 September 1970, without any corrective 
measures being required, as stated in the records of the 
Calibration Service (Servicio de Calibracion). Sabadell NDB was 
also inspected in flight as a routine measure on 5 June 1969 and 
31 July 1970, its condition being regarded as GOOD by the 
aforementioned service, only some interference from the NDB 
CST (Costix)(MAJORCA) being observed in the first of these 
inspections.

1.9 Communications
Communications between G-APDN and Barcelona Control 
Centre were clear, with the appropriate terminology being used 
throughout. According to data exchanged, neither Barcelona 
ACC nor Barcelona APP noticed any abnormality in the flight of 
the aircraft. Defects have been observed in the tape recording 
when ACC was talking on 124.7 MHz. When the frequency was 
changed to 119.1 MHz communications between G-APDN and 
APP were properly recorded on the Barcelona Control tape.

1.10 Aerodrome and ground facilities
These are not a factor.

1.11 Flight recorders
The aircraft carried a MIDAS type CMT/SC flight recorder. 
Using all the traces of the parameters of time, speed, altitude, 
pitch attitude, heading and vertical acceleration, during the last 
eight or nine minutes of the flight, the track of the aircraft was 



reconstructed on the map (Annex 3). This showed a close 
correlation between the aircraft's manoeuvres and the 
information exchanged between Barcelona Control and the 
aircraft, and that the track of the aircraft was not correct, 
deviating the whole time to the east of airway UB31. The 
accident occurred at 1805.30 hrs and the aircraft was descending, 
operating completely normally, at a true airspeed of 410 km/h.

1.12 Wreckage of the aircraft
The accident site was on the beech-covered north-east slopes of 
the Les Angudes peak (1,704 metres), at an altitude of about 
3,800 feet, in the municipal district of Arbucias (Gerona). The 
heading of the aircraft before impact was approximately 145°, 
and its flight path was descending between 5° and 10° as 
indicated by the path cut through the trees by the aircraft. Later, 
two goniometers (direction finders) were found which indicated a 
heading of 142°. On detailed examination of the crash it was 
ascertained that the longitudinal axis of the aircraft at the 
moment of impact was at an angle of approximately 45° up from 
the horizontal, ie roughly equal to the angle of the mountain 
slope, it being noted that the main side marks were produced by 
the auxiliary fuel tanks and not by the fuselage. The fuel tanks 
exploded and started a fire.

1.13 Fire
There was an explosion and fire on impact with the ground.

1.14 Survival

As soon as the site of the disaster was known, amongst those 
who went to the spot were forces of the Civil Guard of 413 
Command, Gerona; No 13 Company of the Fourth Group Ninth 
Brigade of the Red Cross, Barcelona; 110 firemen from the 



Municipality of Barcelona, 38 militiamen from the Municipality 
of Barcelona, 25 Red Cross volunteers from the Barcelona 
Mobile Squad, personnel from the near-by townships of Viladrau 
and Arbucias (Gerona) and San Celoni (Barcelona). There were 
also civil and military authorities from the Provinces of 
Barcelona and Gerona, and an examining magistrate from Santa 
Coloma de Farnes (Gerona), provincial medical officers from 
Barcelona and Gerona and members of the staff of Dan-Air 
Limited. A British commission was appointed to collaborate with 
the Spanish authorities in investigating the cause of the accident. 
There were also British technicians and a pathologist, an 
Anglican priest, the British Consul and Vice-Consul in 
Barcelona, along with 77 soldiers with NCO's and Officers of 
CIR No 9 from San Clemente de Sasebas (Gerona).
Due to the uneven terrain, the steepness of the slope and the 
dense vegetation, a bulldozer and excavator shovels had to be 
used to widen paths and open up a new one to facilitate 
evacuation of the victims. Since the Spanish health authorities 
reported that "it was technically impossible for the remains of the 
bodies to be embalmed and preserved, due to the extreme 
mutilation and scattering of the remains as a result of injuries of 
exceptional violence caused by an explosive shock-wave, and 
that death was presumably instantaneous in every case", the court 
ordered the bodies to be removed and taken to the municipal 
cemetery at Arbucias where they were burned.

1.15 Tests and investigations

One spoiler (air brake) was extended and the other was retracted, 
but it was impossible to establish whether the latter had been 
closed by the impact although this appears most likely in view of 
the manner of operation of these brakes.
The main landing gear was retracted. No flaps were extended. 



Safety belts were in use. The life-jackets were not removed from 
their normal position. The turbine and compressor blades showed 
evidence of heavy abrasion as a result of their having been 
functioning normally. The accident took place at 1805.30 hrs this 
figure being obtained from data in the flight recorder.

1.16 Procedure followed by Barcelona APP

When the aircraft established radio contact with Barcelona APP 
on a frequency of 119.1 MHz, the latter in order to identify the 
aircraft instructed it to turn on to 140°, then cancelled this turn 
when the aircraft revised its ETA for the Sabadell beacon; this 
took place between 1759 hrs and 1800 hrs. Later, at 1802.20 hrs, 
and for identification purposes, APP again instructed G-APDN to 
turn on to 140° and the aircraft did so. At about 1802.25 hrs APP 
asked the aircraft if it was over Sabadell - since APP radar 
showed an echo with characteristics similar to those which the 
Comet should produce in terms of direction and speed - and the 
aircraft confirmed 'passing Sabadell', where upon the controller 
authorised descent to 2,800 feet, this altitude being authorised on 
the 'minimum radar altitudes chart' of Barcelona Control Centre.

1.17
In the investigation into the causes of the accident current ICAO 
regulations have been borne in mind, particularly paragraphs 
3.5.2.2 of Annex 2 and Part II, 1, Note 2 and Part X, 1.6 of ICAO 
Doc. 4444 (RAC/501/9).

2. Analysis and Conclusions
2.1 Analysis

From a study of the recording tape from Barcelona Control; from 
the plan obtained from the graph taken from the transcription of 



the flight data recorder tape (black box) from the wrecked Comet 
4, G-APDN (Annex 3); from the reports on the aircraft and its 
crew; and from the UIR chart for south west France and other 
documents relating to the flight, it is deduced:

That due to heavy traffic in the Paris area, the aircraft was 
diverted from the route laid down in the flight plan drawn up in 
Manchester (UA1, UA34, UB31 and Point Berga), and, on the 
instructions of French ATC, followed the route Nantes VOR - 
Agen VOR - Toulouse VOR - Point 'B.' (situated on the axis of 
the airway UB31) - Barcelona VOR. Take-off from Manchester 
was planned for 1600 hrs, but took place at 1608 hrs.

The aircraft did not follow airway UB31, which is the route to 
Barcelona for that zone, since at 1756.18 hrs it was still in the 
Bordeaux FIR on a heading of 193°, the direction of the above 
airway being 181°.

At 1757 hrs, the aircraft reported 'over the boundary', which was 
taken to mean that it was entering the Barcelona FIR (it had 
already reported this at 1753 hrs, according to the Barcelona 
ACC tape) and did so approximately 30 km to the east of the 
centre of airway UB31, still on the previous heading of 193° and 
giving at that time an ETA for Point Berga at 1801 hrs. This 
estimate would have been correct if it had been 'ABEAM 
BERGA' since at its calculated speed of 8 kilometres per minute 
(according to data from the flight recorder) it would have been 4 
minutes away if it had been heading towards Berga; but it was 
impossible for the aircraft to reach that reporting point, since at 
1801.30 hrs it was level with Point Berga and 26 kilometres to 
the left, still on a heading of 193°.

When radio contact was established on a frequency of 119.1 



MHz with APP, the controller instructed the aircraft to turn on to 
140°; the aircraft began the turn as shown on the map at Annex 3, 
only covering a distance of approximately 4.5 kilometres. The 
pilot revised his ETA for Sabadell, making it 2 minutes earlier. 
The controller cancelled the turn and it will be observed from 
Annex 3 that the aircraft gradually cancelled the turn, proceeding 
on its previous heading from 1802.18 hrs.

At 1802.30 hrs, for identification purposes, APP Barcelona again 
instructed G-APDN to turn to the left on to 140°; the pilot of the 
aircraft confirmed this instruction and reported that he was 
leaving FL85 for FL60. At approximately 1802.48 hrs, at the 
request of APP, the aircraft reported passing Sabadell, without 
having reached that point, since it can be observed on the map at 
Annex 3 that it was still 52 kilometres away. This message, 
'passing Sabadell', transmitted by the aircraft, and also the fact 
that by coincidence the APP controller had observed an echo on 
the radar screen over Sabadell, led to the aircraft being informed 
that radar contact had been made. Neither Barcelona ACC nor 
the Aeroclub of Sabadell have been able to clarify the reasons for 
the above-mentioned echo, but this does not rule out the 
possibility that it was caused by an aircraft flying over Sabadell 
on a VFR flight plan. At this time the controller authorised 
descent to 2,800 feet, the minimum altitude indicated on the 
radar chart for this sector.

The bearing and speed of the echo were similar to those expected 
from a Comet.

At 1803 hrs, G-APDN requested the duty runway and APP 
replied that No. 25 was in service. This the pilot acknowledged. 
At 1805 hrs, APP requested an altitude reading and the aircraft 
replied 'passing 4,000 feet'. At 1807 hrs, APP requested G-APDN 



to confirm it was maintaining its heading, but the aircraft did not 
reply.
The displacement of the aircraft's track to the east cannot be 
attributed to deviations of the Barcelona VOR signals, since if 
such a considerable defect had existed it would have been 
detected by numerous flights which have used and continue to 
use this VOR. Furthermore as has previously been stated, on 2 
April 1970 the appropriate official service carried out a check 
and found the equipment within the permitted tolerances and 
therefore no adjustments were made.

2.2 Conclusions and probable causes

2.2.1

From the time the aircraft reported passing Toulouse VOR (if 
correct) it can be seen that it did not continue on UB31 after the 
BRAVO intersection point, but followed a line considerably to 
the east of that airway. This error persisted right up to the 
moment of the accident, and the information on ETAs and times 
of passing Point Berga and Sabadell NDB was also incorrect, as 
was the time given for passing the UIR boundary which was 
given twice with an interval of some 3 minutes.

2.2.2

Barcelona VOR was functioning correctly according to 
information from the Flight Air Inspecting Services, and from the 
absence of unfavourable reports on the functioning of the radio 
aid in question.



2.2.3

Consequently, the aircraft's continuing displacement to the east 
could have come about as a result of some defect of the aircraft 
equipment, bearing in mind that from Toulouse VOR positions 
had to be determined by intersection of radials.

2.2.4

The pilots should have reported to Barcelona APP that they were 
passing to the east and not above Point Berga. The fact that this 
information was not given, together with an inexact ETA for 
Sabadell, made it difficult for the controller to identify correctly 
the aircraft on the radar screen.

2.2.5
To sum up, it can be deduced that the combination of erroneous 
information regarding reporting points, together with the 
existence of a radar echo over Sabadell NDB (coinciding with 
the report from the aircraft of passing that reporting point), led 
both the aircraft and APP to believe, erroneously, that the aircraft 
was already over Sabadell; this was an involuntary error (on both 
sides: ATC and aircraft) which was physically impossible to 
correct when Air Traffic Control realised it.

3. Recommendations

3.1

Emphasis should be given to the need for commanders of aircraft 
flying on a new route to verify successive positions of the aircraft 
using all the aids available on board, rather than relying on the 
evidence of any one of them.



3.2

It would perhaps be desirable that the rules laid down by ICAO 
for radar identification should be revised, to prevent similar 
situations occurring. The Spanish authorities, for their part, have 
already made suitable provision in this respect, so that 
identification can be properly checked by more than one method.

3.3

Radio installation charts which are used for navigation purposes 
(radio navigation charts) should incorporate spot heights of the 
significant points along the route to be followed.

Madrid October 1971

IMPORTANT NOTE : The information contained is this report 
remains the property of the Spanish Air Ministry and may not be 
distributed without their written approval.
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Aerolineas Argentinas, Comet IV, LV-AHR,
accident at Campinas Airport, Sao Paulo, Brazil,
23 November 1961,
Report released by The Brazilian Air Ministry

Circumstances
The flight had originated at Buenos Aires, Argentina. At Vira 
Copos (Campinas) Airport, Brazil, the engines were started at 
05:20 hours and the aircraft took off for Trinidad (alternately 
Barbados) at 0538 hours. After reaching an altitude of about 100 
m, the aircraft lost altitude, collided with a eucalyptus forest and 
was destroyed. Twelve crew and forty passengers died in the 
accident, which occurred at approximately 05:40 hours .

Investigation and Evidence
The Aircraft

It had flown a total of 5 242 hours, 2 242 of which had been 
flown since the last overhaul and about 6 hours since the last 90-
hour inspection. It was not possible to check the maintenance 
reports regarding the 30 days prior to the accident.

The Crew

A pilot-in-command, co-pilot and ten other crew members were 
aboard the flight . The pilot-in-command was sitting in the right-
hand seat, presumably acting as instructor at the time of the 
accident.
He had flown the following hours:



total flight time : 12 550 hours
as pilot-in-command or instructor : 11 246 hours
by night : 5 791 hours
in the same type aircraft : 1 612 hours
as pilot-in-command or instructor in the same type of aircraft    : 
584 hours
He held a valid IFR rating.

The co-pilot was sitting in the lefthand seat and had no flight 
time registered as pilot-in-command on this type of aircraft. It 
was, therefore, believed that he was receiving instruction as such.
His previous experience was:

total flight time : 13 427 hours
in the same type of aircraft : 1 074 hours
as pilot-in-command in this type of aircraft : zero hours
by night : 2 833 hours
instrument flight : unknown
He also held a valid IFR rating.
It was not believed that the accident was caused by fatigue as the 
crew had only flown about 3 hours during the preceding 24 
hours .

Weather conditions
It was not believed that the weather situation contributed to the 
accident. It was a dark night due to 7/8 stratocumulus at 400 m 
and to 8/8 coverage by altostratus at 2 100 m.

Weight at take-off

At time of take-off the aircraft was estimated to weigh 71488 kg. 
The maximum authorised weight was 72575 kg, i.e. 1087 kg 
below the maximum allowed.



The centre of gravity was within the prescribed limits.
From the time of starting the turbines to the actual take-off about 
528 kg of fuel were consumed thus increasing to 1 615 kg the 
balance in favour of safety. According to the control tower's 
testimony the take-off run was approximately 2 000 m. 
According to the dispatch estimate it should have been 2 240 m.

Take-off run
From tests with LV-AHU, another aircraft the same type as LV-
AHR, it was concluded that the take-off run took about 40 
seconds.

Climbing angle

In view of the control tower operator's testimony, the conclusion 
was reached that the aircraft's climbing angle was around 4.5 
deg. The aircraft reached an estimated altitude of 100 m. Taking 
into account the minimum climbing angle of 4.5 deg, the aircraft 
should have reached an altitude of 120 m, which corroborates the 
control tower operator's statements.

Comparing the above with the results obtained during the LV-
AHU test flight, it was concluded that from the beginning of the 
take-off run up to 120m, LV-AHR took about 55 seconds. Then it 
should have reached the indicated airspeed of 170 kts. At that 
moment LV-AHR was midway between the take-off point and 
the first impact point. So taking into consideration the remaining 
runway ( 1 240 m and the distance from the end of the runway to 
the first impact point (1 930 m), the aircraft flew 3 170 m.
The point where the aircraft started losing altitude could not 
precisely be stated ... however, it may be estimated as the middle 
distance between the point where the aircraft became airborne 



and the first impact point.

Comet IV flight instructions

According to the instructions, when a speed of 170 kts is 
reached, the pilot must control the "elevator change gear". When 
changed from "coarse" to "fine" the aircraft's nose has a tendency 
to drop, which has to be counteracted by using the manual trim 
tab. It was believed that the unit was under control when the 
accident occurred.
From analysis it was deducted that the aircraft, LV-AHR, hit the 
eucalyptus tree in a nearly horizontal attitude, which leads to the 
conclusion that the pilot, a short time before, when noting the 
loss of altitude, attempted to regain climbing attitude but due to 
the action of the elevator travel limiting unit in the "fine" 
position, the aircraft took longer to regain it. This must have been 
the reason why, at the moment of collision with the tree, the 
aircraft was still flying in a horizontal attitude.

Reconstruction of the last part of the flight

One hundred and twenty meters after the first impact point the 
pilot put the aircraft in a climbing angle of approximately 25 deg. 
This conclusion was reached as the eucalyptus trees were burned 
from the top down, probably by turbine exhaust gas, and the 
elevator counterbalance collided with a eucalyptus tree and was 
then torn off. About 145 m after the first impact point the aircraft 
collided with a larger eucalyptus tree and fire in the left wing pod 
tank resulted.

Moments later a further impact occurred with another eucalyptus 
in the No. 1 reactor area. The aircraft began sinking . Due to 
terrain declivity the aircraft touched the ground about 303 m 



from the first impact point. The aircraft slipped, ultimately 
collided with a ground obstacle, and exploded. Many fuselage 
parts found 120 m from the first impact point showed no signs of 
fire.

Probable Cause
It was presumed that the co-pilot was under flight instruction. If 
such was the case, the instructor, who was pilot-in command, 
may have failed to brief or supervise the co-pilot properly.

Observations of the Government of Argentina as the State of 
Registry of the Aircraft Concerned
Argentina has determined in the light of information it has 
gathered, that the cause of the accident was "Failure to operate 
under IFR during a take-off by night in weather conditions 
requiring IFR operation and failure to follow the climb procedure 
for this type of aircraft; a contributory cause was the lack of 
vigilance by the pilot-in-command during the operations."
IMPORTANT NOTE : The information contained is this report 
remains the property of the Brazilian Air Ministry and may not 
be distributed without their written approval.
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British European Airways Corporation, Comet IVB, G-ARJM,
accident at Esenboga Airport, Ankara, Turkey,
21 December 1961,

Report released by The Ministry of Communications, Turkey
and by the UK Ministry of Aviation

Circumstances

The aircraft was on a scheduled flight from London to Rome, 
Athens, Istanbul, Ankara, Nicosia and Tel Aviv. From Istanbul 
the flight was operated by British European Airways on behalf of 
Cyprus Airways. The operating crew, employed by BEA, 
consisted of a captain and two first officers. Also aboard were 
four cabin staff employed by Cyprus Airways and 27 passengers.

The trip to Ankara was normal. The time between landing and 
starting engines at Ankara was 46 minutes during which light 
snow was falling. (At take-off the aircraft had a light covering of 
snow on the upper surface of its wings, however, this deposit had 
no bearing on the accident).

The radio-telephony tape recording showed that the aircraft 
taxied out along the short taxiway, then back-tracked up the 
runway to its take-off position on runway 21 at the intersection 
with the longer taxiway. The runway length available from this 
position was 9 027 ft. Take-off weight was 53 465 kg, i.e. 18 185 
kg below maximum permissible weight or 1 085 kg below the 
regulated take-off weight.



The takeoff run as to distance and time was quite normal, as also 
were rotation and unstick. The first abnormality occurred a 
second or two after unstick when the aircraft rapidly assumed an 
excessively steep climbing angle. One witness put the angle 
achieved as about twice the normal, another as 45 deg to 50 deg 
There was also evidence from witnesses of a wing drop and of 
variations in the engine noise during this climb. The aircraft 
stalled with the left wing down at a height of about 450 ft then 
sank to the ground in a relatively flat attitude. The accident site 
was 1 600 m and on a bearing of 214 degT from Esenboga 
Tower. The accident occurred at 21:43 hours GMT.
G-ARJM was almost completely destroyed by impact and fire. 
All 7 crew and 20 passengers were killed. Six passengers were 
seriously injured.

Investigation and Evidence

The Crew
The operating crew held valid licences. The captain had flown a 
total of 13 240 hours including 785 hours on Comet aircraft.

The Aircraft

It had valid certificates of airworthiness, registration and 
maintenance and had been maintained in accordance with the 
approved maintenance schedule. The aircraft's weight and centre 
of gravity were within the permissible limits.
There was no record of any defect or repair during the recent 
operation of the aircraft which could be considered to have any 
bearing on the accident.

Weather conditions



At 21:50 hours GMT (i.e. 7 minutes after the accident) the 
weather conditions were
surface wind: calm; visibility: 2 km;
weather: snow; 6/8 stratus at 600 ft.; 6/8 Ns at 2 500 ft; 8/8 As at 
7 000 ft.;
temperature 0 degC,

Navigational Aids
All the ground navigational aids and radio-telephony channels 
were checked after the accident and were found to be functioning 
satisfactorily. The ILS was not operational and had been notified 
as such by Notam.

The Accident Site
The ground at the scene of the accident sloped up at an angle of 2 
or 3 deg, and the aircraft struck on a heading of 180 degM 
without yaw with the left wing down and the fuselage parallel to 
the ground. The nature of the damage, the marks on the ground 
and the disposition of the wreckage all indicated that the aircraft 
had a low forward speed coupled with a high rate of descent at 
the moment of impact.

Technical Examination

External examination of all flying control surfaces revealed no 
evidence of any damage or abnormality. No evidence was found 
of any control or electrical failure or emergency such as pilot's 
seat slippage or fouling of the control column, nor was there any 
evidence of fire or structural failure prior to the impact with the 
ground.

Flaps were in the take-off position (i.e. 20 deg) dive brakes were 



in, and the landing gear "down" and locked. No evidence of any 
malfunction of the engines was found, however two of the three 
booster pumps in each of the No. 4 fuel tanks should have been 
switched on for take-off but all were found switched off. This 
failure to follow the fuel management drill may have brought 
about fuel starvation of the two outer engines when the climb 
became steeper than normal, but it did not contribute to the 
accident as a stall was by then inevitable and any subsequent 
recovery impossible because of lack of height,

The captain's director horizon was examined by the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (England). it was found that 
the pitch pointer "spider" was being obstructed by the upper left 
dial mask screw, which had unscrewed sufficiently for its head to 
be in the plane of movement of the "spider". To attain this 
position, the screw had to be three and a half turns from the fully 
tightened condition. Examination of the screw head, the washer 
and the surface around the screw hole in the dial mask flange 
showed that the screw had not been tightened down fully during 
the assembly of the instrument. Local disturbance of the paint of 
the flange suggested that the assembly was tightened to within 
about half a turn from the fully tightened state.

Checks have shown that complete obstruction to "spider" upward 
movement would have first occurred when the screw was one 
full turn from the condition as found. At this time the "spider" 
had to be below the screw position and since the "spider", and 
hence the pitch pointer, gives a direct indication of aircraft pitch 
attitude, then the aircraft had to be below 7.5 deg of pitch (the 
aircraft angle equivalent to the obstructed position of the pitch 
pointer).

The instrument had been installed in the aircraft during 



construction of the latter and there had been no reports of any 
malfunctioning of it since 12 October 1961 when the left vertical 
gyro was changed.
The inspection records showed that this instrument had been 
inspected at all the requested stages of manufacture. In the 
inspection procedure laid down by the manufacturers there is a 
specific item "check that MAIN MASK fixing screws are 
secure".

Analysis

The position of the impact point in relation to the unstick point, 
the fact that the aircraft did not begin to assume an abnormally 
nose-up attitude until a second or two after unstick, and the fact 
that the landing gear was not selected up, together gave a strong 
indication that something unusual occurred immediately after 
unstick. From unstick the aircraft assumed an increasingly steep 
angle which reached about 45 deg, that is about twice the normal, 
before it stalled. The exact sequence of events and the actions of 
the crew during the brief flight cannot be established.

The only fault in the aircraft and its equipment that could account 
for the abnormally steep climb was the obstruction of the pitch 
pointer in the captain's director horizon, It is believed probable 
that the captain looked at this instrument for attitude information 
immediately after unstick and seeing the pitch pointer only about 
half way to the normal nose-up position on the pitch scale, 
applied more up elevator. Although this would have at once 
steepened his climbs there would have been no indication of it 
from the pitch pointer, It has been calculated that the time 
interval between unstick and the stall was approximately 8 to 10 
seconds.



The evidence suggests that the outer engines may have begun to 
fail due to fuel starvation after the angle became excessive. But 
as the fuel starvation would have occurred very close to the stall 
and when recovery was impossible in the height available, it is 
not considered a contributory cause of the accident.
In the event that the co-pilot was at the controls for the take-off 
the accident would then have been brought about by the captain 
either telling the co-pilot to increase the climb or himself pulling 
back the control column, basing his action upon glance at his 
own director horizon.

Safety harness of the crew
Only the lap straps of the crew's safety harness were fastened at 
impact, it is probable that the three pilots would save survived 
had they used the shoulder straps of their harnesses.

Probable Cause
The probable cause of the accident was the obstruction of the 
pitch pointer in the captain's director horizon which led him to 
make an excessively steep climb immediately following unstick.

IMPORTANT NOTE : The information contained is this report 
remains the property of the Turkish Ministry of Communications 
and may not be distributed without their written approval.
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Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation

Civil Aircraft Accident
Report of the Court of Inquiry into the accident to
Comet G-ALYY on 08th April, 1954

 

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT, 1949

THE CIVIL AVIATION (INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS) 
REGULATIONS 1951

Report of the Public Inquiry into the causes and circumstances of 
the accident which occurred on the 8th April, 1954, to Comet 
aircraft G-ALYY

*  AIRCRAFT: Comet G-ALYY
* ENGINES: Four de Havilland Ghost 50
*    REGISTERED OWNERS: British Overseas Airways 
Corporation
*        OPERATORS: South African Airways (under charter)
*       CREW:
*  Senior Captain W. K. Mostert - Killed



*  First Officer B. J. Grove - Killed
*     Navigation Officer A. E. Sissing - Killed
*      Flight Engineer Officer A. R. Lagesen - Killed
* Radio Officer B. E. Webbstock - Killed
* Steward J. B. Kok - Killed
*     Air Hostess P. Reitz - Killed
*  PASSENGERS: 14 - All Killed
*    PLACE OF ACCIDENT: Over the Mediterranean, S.E. of 
Naples.
*     TIME OF ACCIDENT: 8th April, 1954, at about 19:10 
G.M.T.
All times in this Report are G.M.T.

PART I
INTRODUCTORY

(a) Matters in common with the Report on G-ALYP

1. In my Report of today on the accident to Comet aircraft G-
ALYP (sometimes called Yoke Peter) I gave a short explanation 
of the constitution and functions of the Air Registration Board 
(A.R.B.) and of the Air Safety Board (A.S.B.) which I need not 
repeat here. It is also unnecessary for me to repeat the account I 
gave in that Report of the origin and history of the Comet 
aircraft.

2. As the two Inquiries were conducted together, the evidence in 
the Inquiry into the loss of Yoke Peter is the evidence in the 
present Inquiry. I need not, therefore, append any lists of the 
witnesses or parties represented at the hearings or the dates of 
such hearings.

(b) Arrangements with South African Airways



3. South African Airways are the national operators of the 
Government of the Union of South Africa. Air communication 
between London and South Africa was carried on under 
arrangements made between British Overseas Airways 
Corporation (hereinafter called " B.O.A.C. ") and South African 
Airways. I need not go in full into the history of the 
arrangements between the two operators. Suffice it to say that the 
arrangements were revised on the 3rd October, 1953 and it was 
agreed, amongst other things, that South African Airways should 
participate with B.O.A.C. in the operation of the standard class 
services between England and the Union of South Africa by 
operating Comet aircraft chartered from B.O.A.C. The 
Corporation trained the necessary South African Airways crews 
to carry out this arrangement. Amongst the aircraft so chartered 
to South African Airways was Comet G-ALYY (sometimes 
hereinafter called Yoke Yoke).

PART II
THE ACCIDENT

4. Yoke Yoke left Ciampino Airport, Rome, at 18:32 hours on the 
8th April, 1954 on a flight to Cairo. After taking off the aircraft 
from time to time gave its position by radio telephone to Rome 
Air Control at Ciampino and on the last such occasion at about 
18:57 hours reported that it was abeam Naples and climbing to 
35,000 ft. This position and those given earlier indicated that the 
flight was proceeding according to the B.O.A.C. flight plan. At 
19:05 hours Cairo received a signal from the aircraft reporting its 
departure from Rome and giving its estimated time of arrival at 
Cairo. Thereafter no message was received from Yoke Yoke and 
all attempts to make contact failed.
5. A chart, which is Figure 1 of my Report on Yoke Peter, was 



prepared by a Navigating Officer of B.O.A.C. from all the 
information available, and shows the probable flight track of the 
aircraft. It also indicates the position in which bodies and 
wreckage were found on the day following the accident. It is 
evident from the chart that something catastrophic happened to 
the aircraft at about 19:10 hours when it must have been at or 
near the end of its climb to 35,000 ft.

PART III
THE AIRCRAFT

6. Yoke Yoke was the same in all relevant respects as Yoke Peter. 
Details of Yoke Peter are given in my Report thereon and I need 
not repeat them here.

7. Yoke Yoke was granted a Certificate of Registration No. R.
3221/1 on the 18th September, 1951 in the name of B.O.A.C. as 
owners and first flew on the 10th September, 1952. On the 23rd 
September, 1952 it was certified and approved by A.R.B. for the 
issue of its Certificate of Airworthiness and this Certificate, No. 
A.3221, was issued by the Ministry of Civil Aviation on the 30th 
September, 1952. After approval by A.R.B. on the 21st 
September, 1953 the Certificate of Airworthiness was renewed 
on the 23rd September, 1953 and was valid at the time of the 
accident.

8. After the accident to Yoke Peter on the 10th January, 1954, 
special checks, in addition to the routine Check 4 in accordance 
with the Approved Maintenance Schedules, were carried out on 
Yoke Yoke and a number of modifications were made affecting 
the airframe the controls and the fire detection and protection at 
the engines. On the 15th February, 1954, the fuselage was 
subjected to a proving test to 11 lb/sq. in. The aircraft was 



returned available for service on the 24th February, 1954.

9. On the 2nd April, 1954, following a Check 1 inspection in 
accordance with the Approved Maintenance Schedules, carried 
out at London Airport, a Certificate of Maintenance signed by 
duly licensed airframe and engine maintenance engineers and 
expressed to be valid for 75 flying hours, was issued. Further 
reference to this Certificate is made in paragraphs 21 and 22 of 
this Report. On the 7th April, 1954, an Aircraft Radio Station 
Certificate of Serviceability was issued and showed no items 
unserviceable.

10. At the time of the accident Yoke Yoke had had a total flying 
life of about 2,704 hours including 841 since the renewal of its 
Certificate of Airworthiness and including less than 75 hours 
since the issue of the Certificate of Maintenance on the 2nd 
April, 1954.
11. From examination of the airframe and engine log books and 
maintenance records it appeared that all routine inspections of 
airframe and engines had been regularly carried out within the 
limits of time specified by the Approved Maintenance Schedules 
and that the flying life of each of the engines since its last 
complete overhaul was within, and in two cases very well within, 
the approved life between complete overhauls. Save as 
mentioned in paragraphs 21 and 22 of this Report the evidence 
disclosed no irregularity in connection with any such inspection.

PART IV
THE CREW

12. Senior Captain Willem Karel Mostert, who was in command 
of Yoke Yoke was born on the 27th April, 1916. Before joining 
South African Airways he had flown 2,812 hours in the South 



African Air Force and had served as a flying instructor. He joined 
South African Airways on the 10th June, 1946, was promoted 
Captain on the 1st November, 1946 and on the 15th June, 1949 
became a Flying Instructor. On the 15th May, 1953, he became 
Senior Flying Instructor and on the same day was promoted to 
the rank of Senior Captain.

In June, 1953, Captain Mostert was transferred to the Comet 
Line of South African Airways and became the Comet Line 
Instructor. In South African Airways, captains who are appointed 
Line Instructors have to spend two-thirds of their time on route 
flying and one-third on instruction within the line. During his 
service with South African Airways Captain Mostert flew a total 
of 8,159 hours of which about 51 hours by day and 35 hours by 
night were flown in Comets within the six months preceding the 
accident.

13. Captain Mostert's last "six monthly check" prior to the 
accident was carried out on the 19th December, 1953 and his 
report was: "Proficient. (Very well executed flight)". He had not 
been involved in any previous accident. Captain Mostert was the 
holder of a Union of South Africa Air Line Transport Pilot's 
Licence No. 65A valid until the 11th June, 1954. A rating for 
Comet aircraft had been added to this licence by the British 
Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation. I am satisfied that 
Captain Mostert was fully equipped to carry out his normal 
duties as a pilot and as a captain and to deal with emergencies.

14. The second pilot was First Officer Barent Jacobus Grove who 
was born on the 15th July, 1922. After service in the South 
African Air Force, in which he had flown a total of 1,640 hours, 
he joined South African Airways on the 29th January, 1953, as a 
First Officer and was posted to the Comet Line on the 26th 



February 1953. While with South African Airways First Officer 
Grove flew for a total of 54 hours, including about 47 hours in 
Comets during the 90 days preceding the accident.

There was no evidence of First Officer Grove having been 
involved in any previous accidents save as a result of enemy 
action. His last check took place on the 20th February, 1954, 
when he obtained a satisfactory pass. First Officer Grove was the 
holder of a Union of South Africa Senior Commercial Pilot's 
Licence No. 48 (S), valid until the 11th June, 1954, to which a 
Comet rating had been added on the 2nd March, 1954. I am 
satisfied that he was fully equipped to carry out his normal duties 
and to support his captain in emergencies.

15. Navigation Officer Albert Escourt Sissing was born on the 1st 
January, 1917. After training in the South African Air Force he 
joined South African Airways on the 16th October, 1946 and 
from then until his death had 4,840 hours flying experience 
including about 155 hours in Comets in 1953 and about 51 hours 
in Comets during 1954, all of the latter during the 90 days 
preceding the accident. At his last six monthly check, in March, 
1954, he passed in Comet Refresher Flight Planning and Plotting. 
Navigation Officer Sissing was the holder of a Union of South 
Africa Navigator's Licence No. 17(N) valid until 1st December, 
1954 and I am satisfied that he was a capable officer.

16. Radio Officer Bertram Ernest Webbstock was born on the 
17th June, 1917. He joined South African Airways on the 23rd 
April, 1946 and after spending some time on the London service 
passed a Comet course on the 20th June, 1953 and thereafter flew 
only in Comets. His total flying hours were 4,373 of which about 
98 hours were during the 90 days preceding the accident. He was 
passed as proficient in his Comet check on the 5th October, 1953. 



Radio Officer Webbstock was the holder of a Union of South 
Africa First Class Flight Radio Operator's Licence No. 348 valid 
until the 30th April, 1954 and I am satisfied that he was a capable 
officer.

17. Flight Engineer Officer August Ranwald Lagesen was born 
on the 22nd May, 1920. He had wide experience of several types 
of aircraft both during the war and after rejoining South African 
Airways on the 16th February, 1945. There was no positive 
evidence relating to his flying hours prior to the 11th May, 1950 
but such records as were available suggested that up to that date 
he had flown a total of about 4,300 hours. After the 11th May, 
1950 he had a total flying time of 2,290 hours 35 minutes. He 
had flown about 203 hours in Comets including about 141 hours 
during the 90 days preceding the accident and had completed a 
Comet Conversion Course on the 2nd September, 1953, a Comet 
Refresher Course on the 19th December, 1953 and a further 
refresher course and flight training programme on the 21st 
March, 1954. He was examined on the 19th December, 1953 and 
found proficient. Flight Engineer Officer Lagesen was the holder 
of a Union of South Africa Aircraft Maintenance Engineer's 
Licence No. 387, valid until the 26th February, 1955, and Flight 
Engineer's Licence No. 10 valid until the 22nd February, 1955. I 
am satisfied that he was a capable officer.

18. Air Hostess Pamela Reitz, who was born on the 16th 
February, 1932 and Steward Jacobus Bruwer Kok, who was born 
on the 18th December, 1918 had both flown extensively with 
South African Airways.

PART V
THE PASSENGERS AND CARGO
19. Yoke Yoke carried 14 passengers all of whom were killed in 



the accident. There was nothing in the cargo which could have 
been relevant to the cause of the accident and I am satisfied that, 
despite the off-loading of a small bag of aircraft spares at London 
after the Load Sheet had been completed, the aircraft was loaded 
and trimmed within the prescribed limits.

PART VI
PRE-FLIGHT INCIDENTS

20. Yoke Yoke, in common with the rest of the Comet fleet of 
B.O.A.C., had been grounded by B.O.A.C. after the accident to 
Yoke Peter. The circumstances in which Comet services were 
resumed are fully stated in paragraphs 54 to 57 of my Report on 
the accident to Yoke Peter and I need not repeat them here.

21. Yoke Yoke arrived at Ciampino on the 7th April from London 
and was due to depart from Ciampino the same evening. 
However, on completion of refuelling it was discovered that the 
centre tank contents gauge showed no reading although the tank 
was full. The fault was eventually traced to a co-axial cable for 
which a replacement had to be flown from England and the 
departure of the aircraft was consequently delayed for about 24 
hours.

While the fault was being traced a number of bolts were found 
lying about in the port wing of the aircraft and further inspection 
revealed that an equal number of bolts were missing from the 
inspection panel providing access between the rear spar and the 
wheel-well wall and that the remainder of the bolts securing the 
panel, though in position, were not properly tightened. The 
missing bolts were replaced and all were properly tightened. The 
maintenance engineer who supervised this work was satisfied 
from visual examination and from the readiness with which the 



missing bolts were refitted that no distortion of the panel or 
adjacent structure had occurred during the absence of the bolts.

22. As has been stated in paragraph 9 a Check 1 inspection was 
carried out on Yoke Yoke before the issue of the Certificate of 
Maintenance on the 2nd April. It is quite clear that it must have 
been during that inspection that the panel was removed and 
incorrectly refitted and I was informed that disciplinary action 
had been taken against the inspectors concerned.

23. The arrangements for safeguarding the aircraft during its stay 
at Ciampino were the subject of a great deal of evidence. For the 
greater part of this period Yoke Yoke was under observation by 
B.O.A.C. officials whose duties, however, were not primarily 
concerned with security. For the rest of the time it was guarded 
by an Italian Finance Guard whose main duty was to prevent 
smuggling. In all the circumstances I consider it unlikely that any 
unauthorised person gained access to the aircraft.
24. Apart from the above-mentioned defects, the Refuel and 
Departure checks disclosed nothing unusual.

PART VII
WEATHER CONDITIONS AT THE TIME OF THE 
ACCIDENT
25. From the take-off at Rome at 18:32 hours on the 8th April, 
1954 until the time of the accident, which was approximately 
19:10 hours, Yoke Yoke climbed through three moderately thick 
layers of cloud. In the top layer there may have been slight to 
moderate icing conditions but these would have been insufficient 
to cause anxiety. It is unlikely that any severe turbulence was 
encountered either during the climb through the cloud layers or 
in the clear air above. It can, therefore, be assumed that the state 
of the weather was not a contributory cause of the accident.



PART VIII
ACTION TAKEN AFTER THE ACCIDENT

26. As in the case of the accident to Yoke Peter the assistance of 
the Royal Navy was invoked and on the 9th April, 1954, H.M.S. 
Eagle and H.M.S. Daring, proceeded to search for Yoke Yoke. 
Avenger aircraft of H.M.S. Eagle were used to assist in the 
search as also were certain United States aircraft. A number of 
dead bodies as well as some aircraft seats and other wreckage 
were identified in the water and in due course recovered. The 
depth of water where the bodies and Wreckage were found 
varied between approximately 520 fathoms and 580 fathoms and 
the evidence established that at that depth the prospect of further 
recovery was hopeless.

27. The six bodies recovered were not examined by Professor 
Fornari, who had examined the bodies recovered at Elba, but 
four of them were examined at Uxbridge on the 12th April, 1954 
by Dr. Teare, one was not subjected to autopsy and the other was 
examined by the Italian authorities.

These examinations did not disclose anything inconsistent with 
the view that the accident to Yoke Yoke was attributable to the 
same cause as the accident to Yoke Peter.
28. As a result of the accident to Yoke Yoke the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment (hereinafter referred to as R.A.E.) were directed to 
conduct a full investigation into it and the accident to Yoke Peter. 
In the absence of any wreckage from Yoke Yoke R.A.E. could 
only proceed with their investigations in the light of a priori 
reasoning and experiments and of conclusions to be drawn from 
the wreckage of Yoke Peter. I have dealt at length with the 
R.A.E. investigations and Report in my Report on the accident to 



Yoke Peter.

PART IX
THE COURT'S CONCLUSION AS TO CAUSE OF 
ACCIDENT
29. R.A.E's conclusion as regards the cause of the accident to 
Yoke Yoke is expressed in the following paragraph: "Owing to 
the absence of wreckage, we are unable to form a definite 
opinion on the cause of the accident near Naples, but we draw 
attention to the fact that the explanation offered for the accident 
at Elba appears to be applicable to that at Naples". I agree with 
this conclusion and have only to add that it is impossible in the 
case of the Naples accident to be dogmatic that defects of the 
kind considered in paras. 108-144 of my Report on Yoke Peter 
were not contributory causes to the Naples accident. I am 
therefore glad to note that the programme of future action 
outlined by the de Havilland Aircraft Company Limited and set 
forth in Appendix VIII to my Report on Yoke Peter includes 
measures to deal with those defects.

PART X
RESPONSIBILITY

30. I have dealt at length faith this question in my Report on the 
accident to Yoke Peter. There is, however, one matter on which 
criticism was made which is applicable only to Yoke Yoke and 
that is the decision, after the accident to Yoke Peter, to allow the 
Comet passenger services to be resumed on the 23rd March, 
1954. I have set out in paras. 52 and 53 of my Report on the 
accident to Yoke Peter the nature of the full investigation carried 
out by the Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Abell, the 
Deputy Operations Director (Engineering) of B.O.A.C. and the 
modifications made on the recommendation of that Committee.



31. Before deciding to authorise the resumption of the Comet 
passenger services the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation 
consulted A.R.B. and A.S.B. Both of these bodies recommended 
that consent should be given. When they did so, there had been 
only one accident to a Comet aircraft for which no explanation 
had been furnished. According to the evidence it was certainly 
not the practice either in the United Kingdom or elsewhere to 
ground all aircraft of a type because of an unexplained accident 
to one aircraft of that type. The evidence indicated that steps had 
been taken to deal with what the experts then considered to be all 
potentially dangerous features. In these circumstances I am of the 
opinion that no blame can be attached to any one for permitting 
the resumption of the services.

PART XI
FUTURE
32. I cannot usefully add anything to what I have said on this 
branch of the Inquiry in my Report on the accident to Yoke Peter.

PART XII
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

My answers to the questions submitted on behalf of the Attorney-
General are as follows:

Question 1.
What was the cause of the accident?

Answer.
Owing to the impossibility of salvaging any appreciable part of 
the wreckage of the aircraft no positive answer can be given to 
this question but the fact that this accident occurred in similar 
weather conditions, at approximately the same height and after 



approximately the same lapse of time after take-off from Rome 
as that to G-ALYP makes it at least possible that the cause was 
the same as in that case. The state of the bodies recovered was, as 
in the case of G-ALYP, consistent with the accident being due to 
failure of the cabin structure owing to metal fatigue.

Question 2.
If several factors caused the accident what were such factors and 
to what extent was each contributory?

Answer.
I cannot usefully add anything to my answer to Question 1.

Question 3.
Was the accident due to the act or default or negligence of any 
party or of any person in the employment of that party?

Answer.
There was no evidence on which I could attribute the accident to 
the wrongful act or default or negligence of any party or of any 
person in the employment of any party.

Question 4.
At the time of the accident:

Question 4 (a).
Had the aircraft been properly maintained in accordance with the 
current approved maintenance schedules? If not did any defect in 
maintenance affect the safety of the aircraft or contribute to the 
accident?

Answer.
The aircraft had been properly maintained save that on arrival at 



Rome a number of bolts were found lying in the port wing of the 
aircraft and further inspection revealed that an equal number of 
bolts were missing from the inspection panel providing access 
between the rear spar and the wheel well wall and that the 
remainder of the bolts securing the panel though in position were 
not properly tightened. The missing bolts were replaced and all 
were properly tightened and I am satisfied that this defect in 
maintenance did not affect the safety of the aircraft or contribute 
to the accident.

Question 4 (b).
Was the aircraft airworthy so far as could reasonably have been 
then ascertained?

Answer.
Yes.

Question 4 (c).
Was there a valid Certificate of Airworthiness in respect of the 
aircraft?

Answer.
Semble yes. I do not find it necessary to deal with the legal 
question whether the default in reassembly referred to in paras. 
21 and 22 of this Report had any effect on the validity of the 
Certificate of Airworthiness since I am satisfied that this default 
did not contribute to the accident.

Question 4 (d).
Was there a valid Certificate of Maintenance in respect of the 
aircraft?

Answer.



Semble yes. see my answer to Question 4 (c) on Certificate of 
Airworthiness.

Question 4 (e).
Was the radio station of the aircraft serviceable and was there a 
valid Certificate of Serviceability in respect thereof?

Answer.
Yes.

Question 4 (f).
Was the aircraft properly loaded and trimmed within the limits 
specified in the Flight Manual?

Answer.
Yes.

Question 4 (g).
Were all members of the crew properly licensed and adequately 
experienced to make the flight? If not did any defect in the 
licence of any member of the crew affect the safety of the aircraft 
or contribute to the accident?

Answer.
Yes. The second part of the question does not arise.

Question 5.
Was the Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation properly 
advised in March, 1954 that Comet services should be resumed?

Answer.
Yes. See paragraph 31 of this Report.



Question 6.
Upon consideration of all facts disclosed by this Inquiry what 
steps should be taken to increase the safety of civil aircraft?

Answer.
See paragraphs 140-155 of my Report on Yoke Peter.

Report by COHEN., W. S. FARREN., W. J. DUNCAN., A. H. 
WHEELER.
1st February, 1955.
IMPORTANT NOTE : The information contained is this report 
remains the property of the Ministry of Transport and Civil 
Aviation and may not be distributed without their written 
approval.

 Official accident report of Comet I G-ALYZ

B.O.A.C., Comet I, G-ALYZ,
accident at Ciampino Airport, Rome, Italy,
26 October 1952,
Report released by I.C.A.O.
Circumstances
The aircraft was operating a scheduled passenger service from 
London to Johannesburg. The flight from London Airport to 
Rome was without incident. During the take-off from Rome on 
the second stage, the aircraft's normal speed failed to build up 
and after becoming airborne for a few seconds the Captain's 
immediate reaction was that there was a lack of engine thrust. He 
throttled back the engines at the same time as the aircraft came to 
rest near the airport boundary, and the aircraft sustained 
considerable damage and two passengers were slightly injured.

Investigation and Evidence



For take-off the aircraft was taxied to Runway 16 and lined up on 
the centre line; all pre-take-off checks were made and the 
elevator, aileron and rudder trim were set at the neutral position. 
The Captain's estimation of runway visibility was 5 miles but 
with no horizon. The flaps were lowered to 15 deg. and the 
windscreen vipers were both operating. The engines were opened 
up to full power and the isolation switches were set to "Isolate" 
The RPM were checked at 10.250 on all engines; fuel flows, 
engine temperatures and pressures were reported to be correct. 
The brakes were released and the aircraft made a normal 
acceleration. At an IAS of 75-80 knots, the nose wheel was lifted 
from the runway and a slight tendency to swing to starboard was 
corrected. At an IAS of 112 knots the Captain lifted the aircraft 
from the ground by a positive backward movement of the control 
column and when he considered that the aircraft had reached a 
safe height he called for "undercarriage up". At about the same 
instant the port wing dropped rather violently and the aircraft 
swung to port; the controls gave normal response and lateral 
level was regained. At this point the Captain realised that the 
aircraft's speed was not building up, although he made no 
reference to the ASI. A pronounced buffeting was felt which he 
associated with the onset of a stall and in spite of two corrective 
movements of the control column the buffeting continued. 
Before the First Officer had time to select undercarriage up, the 
aircraft came down on its main landing wheels and bounced. It 
was now plainly evident to the Captain that the aircraft's speed 
was not increasing and he was convinced that there was a 
considerable loss of engine thrust. He was also aware that the 
aircraft was rapidly approaching the end of the runway and a 
decision to abandon the take-off was made. The undercarriage 
struck a mound of earth as he was closing the throttles and the 
aircraft slid for some 270 yards over rough ground. The main 



undercarriages were wrenched off and considerable damage 
resulted; a large spillage of fuel occurred but fire did not break 
out. One passenger suffered slight shock and another sustained a 
cut finger.

Subsequent interrogation of the crew confirmed that all engines 
had given their maximum power and that fuel flows, 
temperatures and pressures had all been normal during the take-
off. It was the belief of the First Officer that the nose wheel was 
lifted from the ground in the usual manner although the control 
column appeared to be "a fair way back". He also thought that 
the "unstick" was made by moving the control half way back 
from the neutral position and that it was held there until the port 
wing dropped. He also stated that he was unable to determine the 
attitude of the aircraft after the bounce as no runway lights were 
visible to him.

Due to darkness and due also to rain, no ground witness had a 
clear view of the take-off. One, however, who observed it from a 
point opposite the half-way position of the runway, considered 
that the aircraft's attitude was critical as it passed him. He 
continued to observe it as the nose was exceptionally high and he 
vas not aware that the aircraft became airborne.

An inspection carried out at the scene of the accident showed that 
the aircraft came to rest about 270 yards from the upwind end of 
runway 16 and 10 yards from the boundary fence; considerable 
damage had resulted. A large spillage of fuel from the port wing 
integral tanks had occurred but fire did not break out. Both 
inertia switches had tripped. The two crash switch operating 
levers functioned correctly and the methyl fire extinguisher 
bottles had discharged. The seats and their attachments in the 
crew and passengers compartments were undamaged. The crew's 



forward entrance door and the passenger's entrance door 
functioned normally as also did the emergency hatches.

The flaps were: in the lowered position of about 15 deg. and this 
corresponded to that indicated in the cockpit, The elevator, 
aileron and rudder trim indicators were in the neutral position. 
Wheel marks on the runway showed that the main landing 
wheels had been in contact with the runway over the last 30 feet 
of its length. The next contact was made on two mounds of earth, 
when this occurred the undercarriages were wrenched off and 
parts of these units damaged the tailplane. The port main plane 
hit the runway direction indicator which is mounted on concrete 
blocks and the wing tip and pitot head were torn off. The 
starboard inner engine steady strut had become detached at its 
forward end when the attachment bracket rivets had sheared due 
to impact forces. This detachment allowed the engine to rotate on 
its mounting trunnions through the mainplane skin and in a nose-
down direction.

The nose wheel was forced upwards into its housing and the tail 
bumper unit was torn from the rear portion of the fuselage. The 
bumper attachment bracket was subsequently found in the 
wreckage trail, An examination of this bracket showed that the 
shoe was missing and that the bracket was deeply scarred. A 
search made along the runway revealed evidence of tail bumper 
marks which varied in length from 3 feet to 40 feet. These marks 
extended along the last 650 yards of the runway and showed that 
the aircraft's track was inclined a few degrees to starboard of the 
runway centre line.

The BOAC Training Manual recommends the following take-off 
technique:



"At 80 knots the nose should be lifted until the rumble of the 
nose wheel ceases. Care should be taken not to overdo this and 
adopt an exaggerated tail-down attitude with a consequent poor 
acceleration."

The normal fuselage incidence during the take-off ground run is 
about 2 to 3 deg. after the nose wheel has been raised just clear 
of the runway. To do this a backward stick movement of about 4 
inches is required which is then reduced to 1 to 1.5 inches. The 
attitude of "unstick" is approximately 6 deg. to 6.5 deg. and to 
attain this the required stick movement at the time of leaving the 
ground is of the order of 6 inches back from the neutral position, 
after which the stick must be returned towards the pre-take-off 
position.

Take-off by the manufacturers have shown that a constant 6 deg. 
incidence of fuselage during the ground run gives good results 
for distance run and for climb-away behaviour. They have also 
shown that an increase of incidence to 9 deg. results in a partially 
stalled wing giving high drag which appreciably affects the 
aircraft's acceleration, and that the symptoms are noticeable to 
the pilot as low frequency buffet. The aircraft recovers from its 
semi-stalled position if the nose is pushed well down.

Figure shows a diagrammatic representation of the nose-up 
attitude of the aircraft in the correct position of unstick, i.e., 6 
deg. to 6.5 deg. nose up. The Appendix also shows that for the 
tail bumper to touch the ground an angle of at least 11 deg. is 
required.

Probable Cause
The accident was due to an error of judgement by the Captain in 
not appreciating the excessive nose-up attitude of the aircraft 



during the takeoff.

 Summary of all D.H. Comet crashes

In this table you will find the most important information related 
to all De Havilland DH106 Comet crashes. To compile this page, 
I used different sources. The detailed descriptions of the 
accidents are listed in separate sections.

Nr     Date    Type    Registration    SN      Operator        
Fatalities      Location        Cause
1  26 Oct 52       Comet 1 G-ALYZ  6012    B.O.A.C.        0/8 + 
0/35      Rome,
Italy      Aircraft
2       03 Mar 53       Comet 1A        CF-CUN  6014    Canadian 
Pacific        5/5 + 6/6       Karachi,
Pakistan        Aircraft
3       02 May 53       Comet 1 G-ALYV  6008    B.O.A.C.        
6/6 + 37/37     Calcutta,
India  Aircraft
4       25 Jun 53       Comet 1A        F-BGSC  6019    UAT     0/7 
+ 0/10      Dakar,
Senegal   Pilot
5  10 Jan 54       Comet 1 G-ALYP  6003    B.O.A.C.        6/6 + 
29/29     Elba,
Italy      Aircraft
6       08 Apr 54       Comet 1 G-ALYY  6011    South African
Airways    7/7 + 14/14     Stromboli,
Italy Aircraft
7       27 Aug 59       Comet 4 LV-AHP  6411    Aerolineas
Argentinas    1/6 + 1/44      Asuncion,
Paraguay       Pilot



8  20 Feb 60       Comet 4 LV-AHO  6410    Aerolineas
Argentinas    0/6 + 0/0       Buenos Aires,
Argentinia Pilot
9  23 Nov 61       Comet 4 LV-AHR  6430    Aerolineas
Argentinas    12/12 + 40/40   Sao Paulo,
Brazil        Pilot
10 21 Dec 61       Comet 4B        G-ARJM  6456    British 
European
Airways 7/7 + 20/27     Ankara,
Turkey   Aircraft
11      19 Jul 62       Comet 4C        SU-AMW  6464    United 
Arab
Airlines     8/8 + 18/18     Mt Kao Yai,
Thailand     Pilot
12 20 Mar 63       Comet 4C        SA-R-7  6461    Saudi Arabian
Government 9/9 + 9/9       Cuneo,
Italy     Pilot
13 27 Jul 63       Comet 4C        SU-ALD  6441    United Arab
Airlines     8/8 + 55/55     Madh,
India      Pilot
14 22 Mar 64       Comet 4 G-APDH  6409    Malaysian Airlines
System        0/8 + 0/60      Singapore,
Singapore     Aircraft
15      12 Oct 67       Comet 4 G-ARCO  6449    British European
Airways 7/7 + 59/59     Nicosia,
Zypria  Bomb
16  14 Jan 70       Comet 4C        SU-ANI  6475    United Arab
Airlines     0/9 + 0/5       Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia    Pilot
17 09 Feb 70       Comet 4C        SU-ALE  6444    United Arab
Airlines     0/9 + 0/14      Munchen-Riem,
Germany    Pilot
18 03 Jul 70       Comet 4 G-APDN  6415    Dan-Air



Services 7/7 + 105/105   Sierra Montensy,
Spain   ATC
Aircraft
19   07 Oct 70       Comet 4 G-APDL  6413    Dan-Air
Services 0/4 + 0/5       Newcastle,
GB    Pilot
20 02 Jan 71       Comet 4C        SU-ALC  6439    United Arab
Airlines     8/8 + 8/8       Tripoli,
Libya   Pilot

Nr      Date    Type    Registration    SN      Operator        
Fatalities      Location        Cause
A  25 Jul 53       Comet 1 G-ALYR  6004    B.O.A.C.        0/0     
Calcutta,
India  Pilot
B  13 Sep 57       Comet 2R        XK663   6027    RAF 192 sqn     
0/0     Wyton,
GB        Fire
C   01 Jan 68       Comet C2        7926M   6028    RAF     0/0     
Lyneham,
GB      Fire
D   28 Dec 68       Comet 4C        OD-ADR  6445    Middle East
Airlines     0/0     Beirut,
Lebanon  Bomb
E   28 Dec 68       Comet 4C        OD-ADS  6448    Middle East
Airlines     0/0     Beirut,
Lebanon  Bomb
F   28 Dec 68       Comet 4C        OD-ADQ  6446    Middle East
Airlines     0/0     Beirut,
Lebanon  Bomb
G   ?? ??? 70       Comet 4C        XM829   06021   Stansted 
Airport        0/0     Stansted,
GB      Fire



 Details about all D.H. Comet crashes
 1. G-ALYZ / 6012 crash in Rome (Crew 0/8 & Passengers 0/35)

G-ALYZ was the last Comet 1 which was delivered to B.O.A.C. 
and the first one to be involved in a major incident. The plane 
with 35 passengers and 8 crew was in the takeoff phase and 
didn't get altitude. The plane overshoot the runway and stopped 
finally with broken landing gears. The plane was a hull loss. 
Initially Captain Foote was made responsible for this incident. It 
was stated that the plane was pulled up too fast, leading to an 
interruption of the airflow on the wings.

After the crash of CF-CUN it was found out that a considerable 
part of the wing lost its lift if the plane was pulled up too fast. A 
design change of the leading edge of the Comet wings was the 
solution to this problem. This change proved to be sufficient.

Photo Credit: Aeroplane Monthly [Sep-89]. Thanks to Trevor 
Friend for contributing this picture. Added [15-Nov-98]

 Cause of the accident: design fault
 [ Official accident report of G-ALYZ ]
F-CUN / 6014 crash in Karachi (Crew 5/5 & Passengers 6/6)

CF-CUN was the first Comet 1A for Canadian Pacific. On its 
delivery flight from England to Sydney the first fatal Comet 
crash occurred. In the early morning the 'Empress of Hawaii' 
didn't takeoff in Karachi. The plane collided with a bridge and 
took fire. None of the 11 people, including Captain Pentland 
survived this crash.

Initially the Captain was made responsible, but flight tests found 



out that a considerable part of the wing lost its lift if the plane 
was pulled up too fast. A design change of the leading edge of 
the Comet wings was the solution to this problem. This change 
proved to be sufficient.

 Cause of the accident: design fault
 [ Accident description of CF-CUN ]

 3. G-ALYV / 6008 crash in Calcutta (Crew 6/6 & Passengers 
37/37)

G-ALYV was on a flight from Singapore to London. The aircraft 
was in the initial climb phase and at 10Kft it flew in a heavy 
tropical thunderstorm. The plane disintegrated in this 
thunderstorm. The remains of the Comet were found in an area 
of 20 km2.

The cause of the crash was an overload of the tail of the aircraft. 
Other crashes of the Comet make the weak structure of the 
aircraft a more likely reason.

 Cause of the accident: design fault
See also the comments about this crash in the YP accident report.

 4. F-BGSC / 6019 crash in Dakar (Crew 0/7 & Passengers 0/10)

The Comet 1A registered, F-BGSC of the French company UAT 
-- Union Aeromaritime de Transport -- was as scheduled 
passenger flight in the landing phase to Dakar airport. It overshot 
the runway and crossed a -- 0.7 m deep and 22 m wide -- sandy 
culvert. As a result it came to rest 38.4 m later with a sheared 
landing gear. None of the passengers was injured.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error



 5. G-ALYP / 6003 crash in Elba (Crew 6/6 & Passengers 29/29)

G-ALYP was as flight BA781 on the way from Singapore to 
London. A fuel stop was made in Rome. Captain Gibson was in 
the command when the aircraft crashed at 25Kft. Since the crash 
occurred in daylight, whiteness could report three explosions. 
The remains of the aircraft were 150 meters deep in the sea.

Initially an engine explosion or a bomb was assumed to have led 
to this tragic event. All flights of Comet's were suspended. More 
than sixty modifications were done on existing Comet aircrafts, 
all possible causes were eliminated. At least that's what the 
experts thought at the time. Protections were added in the case of 
an engine explosion. New fuel pipes, fire and smoke detectors 
were added. On the 23 Mar 54 the Comet's were again allowed to 
takeoff.

Only the next Comet crash allowed to find out the real reason of 
this tragic event. More about it in the next section.

 Cause of the accident: design fault
 [ Official accident report of G-ALYP ]

 6. G-ALYY / 6011 crash in Stromboli (Crew 7/7 & Passengers 
14/14)

G-ALYY was leased from B.O.A.C. to South African Airways. 
Flight SA201 was on its way from London to Johannesburg. 
After a fuel stop in Rome the plane took-off, but only 36 minutes 
later the radio-contact was interrupted in the area of Stromboli.

The next morning remains were found in the sea. Since the sea 



was at this place as deep as 1000 meters, no parts of the aircraft 
could be inspected. Only four days after the crash the Comet 
flights were again suspended, one of the reasons being the 
similarities to the YP crash. G-ALYY had only performed 2704 
flighthours. A very intensive flight test program was performed in 
order to find out the reason of the YY and YP crashes, with no 
special conclusion.

Only after a very long expensive investigations, which included 
the assembly of the remains of the crashed YP and the 
underwater stress test of the YU Comet which came from 
B.O.A.C. Finally the fuselage of YU broke up on a sharp edge of 
the forward escape-hatch. After that this rupture was repaired the 
tests were restarted, but only shortly afterwards the fuselage 
broke up. This time the rupture started at the upper edge of a 
window and was three meters long.

The YP and YY crashes were due to metal fatigue, which took 
place because of the crystalline changes in the fuselage skin. 
They were amplified by the high speed and altitude the Comets 
were operated. The metal fatigue resulted in ruptures of the 
fuselage, this had as a consequence a terrible decompression at 
33Kft, tearing up the plane with all known consequences.

 Cause of the accident: design fault
 [ Official accident report of G-ALYY ]

 7. LV-AHP / 6411 crash in Asuncion (Crew 1/6 & Passengers 
1/44)

LV-AHP a Comet 4 of Aerolineas Argentinas was on final 
approach to Asuncion, Paraguay when it hit a hill top. One 
passenger and one crew member died. Further information is 



missing.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 8. LV-AHO / 6410 crash in Buenos Aires (Crew 0/6 & 
Passengers 0/0)

LV-AHO a Comet 4 of Aerolineas Argentinas was in the landing 
phase of a training flight. The aircraft was damaged beyond 
repair, due to a heavy landing, but none of the six crewmembers 
was killed.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error
LV-AHR / 6430 crash in Sao Paulo (Crew 12/12 & Passengers 
40/40)

The flight had originated at Buenos Aires, Argentina. At Vira 
Copos (Campinas) Airport, Brazil, the engines were started at 
05:20 hours and the aircraft took off for Trinidad (alternately 
Barbados) at 05:38 hours. After reaching an altitude of about 100 
m, the aircraft lost altitude, collided with a eucalyptus forest and 
was destroyed. Twelve crew and forty passengers died in the 
accident, which occurred at approximately 05:40 hours .

It was presumed that the co-pilot was under flight instruction. If 
such was the case, the instructor, who was pilot-in command, 
may have failed to brief or supervise the co-pilot properly.

 Cause of the accident: pilot error
 [ Official accident report of LV-AHR ]

 10. G-ARJM / 6456 crash in Ankara (Crew 7/7 & Passengers 
20/27)

The probable cause of the accident was the obstruction of the 



pitch pointer in the captain's director horizon which led him to 
make an excessively steep climb immediately following unstick.

 Cause of the accident: instrument failure
 [ Official accident report of G-ARJM ]

 11. SU-AMW / 6464 crash in Bangkok (Crew 8/8 & Passengers 
18/18)

SU-AMW, a Comet 4C of UAA -- United Arab Airlines -- was 
supposed to land as scheduled passenger a/c to Bangkok when it 
made a premature descent and struck Mt Kao Yai. None of the 
passengers survived this CFIT crash.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 12. SA-R-7 / 6461 crash in Cueno (Crew 9/9 & Passengers 9/9)

SA-R-7 was the private a/c of the Saudi Arabian Royal family. 
During a flight from Geneva to Nice the plane struck during the 
descent phase a mountain at 900 m. The crash occurred at Cuneo 
in Italy. Everybody on board of the a/c -- including members of 
the royal family -- died.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 13. SU-ALD / 6441 crash in Bombay (Crew 8/8 & Passengers 
55/55)

SU-ALD was supposed to land in Bombay, India. The plane 
crashed at 20h20 in the sea while approaching the Bombay 
airport. This crash during the initial approach was probably due 
to a loss of control caused by the heavy rain and severe 
turbulence which took place at the moment of the crash. None of 
the passengers survived this crash.



 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 14. G-APDH / 6409 crash in Singapore (Crew 0/8 & Passengers 
0/60)

G-APDH, a Comet 4 of MAS -- Malaysian Airlines Systems -- 
was as scheduled passenger plane on a flight from Kuala Lumpur 
to Singapore. Shortly after landing the right gear forging broke 
because of a fatigue failure. The Comet remained on the runway 
but fire broke out. None of the passengers was killed.

This crash was caused by a fatigue failure of the right gear 
forging.
 Cause of the accident: fatigue failure

 15. G-ARCO / 6449 crash off Nicosia (Crew 7/7 & Passengers 
59/59)

G-ARCO, a Comet 4 of British European Airways was flying 
Athens - Cyprus when it disappeared form the radar screens 10 
minutes after it took off from Nicosia. Captain Gordon 
Blackwood had previously not informed of any technical 
difficulties. Since there were a lot of similarities to the YP and 
YY crashes, rumours were saying that this crash was again due to 
fatigue.

The analysis of the wreckage allowed to detect that the Comet 
6449 was indeed teared up, following the detonation of a highly 
explosive device within the cabin. In addition this theory was 
reinforced by the fact that initially the General in command of 
the Cyprus army should have been on board. He cancelled in the 
last moment his flight. The political problems which existed at 
the time on the island make a terrorist act highly possible. The 



official accident report concluded therefore to a bombing.

 Cause of the accident: bomb explosion

 16. SU-ANI / 6475 crash in Ethiopia (Crew 0/9 & Passengers 
0/5)

SU-ANI was as flight MS755 on a flight from Khartoum to 
Addis Ababa-Bole in the final approach phase. The aircraft broke 
through clouds at 150ft, but was 200-300ft to the right of 
Runway 32. The Comet banked left, made some shallow turns 
and made a higher than normal landing flare half way down the 
runway. This caused the aircraft to stall; the left wing and pod 
fuel tank struck the runway and the Comet crashed.

This crash was caused by the fact that the pilot attempted to land 
from an unfavourable position, brought about by the fact that he 
had descended below weather minima before being able to 
establish visual ground contact.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 17. SU-ALE / 6444 crash in Munchen (Crew 0/9 & Passengers 
0/14)

SU-ALE was taking off from Munchen-Riem, but due to 
buffeting, the take-off had to be rejected at a height of 30ft. The 
aircraft landed back, overran the runway and struck a fence. The 
undercarriage was torn off and a small fire started.

This crash was caused by buffeting probably caused by icing on 
the wings. In addition due to improper operation of the flight 
controls, the Comet over-rotated.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error



 18. G-APDN / 6415 crash in Spain (Crew 7/7 & Passengers 
105/105)

G-APDN, a Comet 4 of Dan-Air Services was as a charter flight 
in the descent phase when it hit a mountain. All passengers and 
crewmembers died.

 Cause of the accident: ATC and intrument failure
 [ Official accident report of G-APDN ]

 19. G-APDL / 6413 crash in Newcastle (Crew 0/4 & Passengers 
0/5)

G-APDL, a Comet 4 of Dan-Air Services was on a training flight 
when it landed wheels up. The aircraft was damaged beyond 
repair.

This crash was caused by the fact that the crew omitted to carry 
out the pre-landing checks while practising a flapless landing.
 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 20. SU-ALC / 6439 crash in Tripoli (Crew 8/8 & Passengers 
8/8)

SU-ALC was as flight MS844 on a flight from Alger-Houari 
Boumediene to Tripoli and made its initial approach. The Comet 
struck sand dunes at 395ft while making an ADF approach 
procedure turn for Runway 18.

This crash was caused by the fact that the captain decided to land 
while prevailing visibility was below company-minimum for that 
airport at night.



 Cause of the accident: pilot error

 Details about all D.H. Comet incidents

In this section I summarized the information of the hull-losses 
which I collected from different sources. However errors are 
human, if you think that some information is not correct feel free 
to post me an . Don't forget to tell me your source.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

 A. G-ALYR / 6004 hull-loss in Calcutta (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)

G-ALYR, a Comet 1 operated by B.O.A.C. was damaged beyond 
repair because the aicraft was being taxied off a curving taxyway. 
Capt Willerton was faced with a design defect. At night the taxy 
lights were too dim to use safely, and the crews had to use the 
landing lights, which were high poer, and got hot. So they had to 
be alternated left and right to avoid a meltdown. The switches to 
do this were fitted on the left flight deck wall low down, and 
behind the captains seat. The taxy light switches were also there, 
and the layout was poor. It was easy to find the wrong switch. 
Also the nosewheel steering wheel was self centering, and if the 
hand was taken off it then the aircraft would turn.

In a left hand turn Capt. Willerton took his left hand off the 
steering wheel to select another landing light. The steering 
centered, and then the aircraft right wheel bogies ran off the 
paved surface. Capt. Willerton made the mistake of trying to get 
the aircraft back onto the paved surface, and when it did not 
respond he applied engine power on the two right engines. This 
caused the bogie struts to be forced up and into the wing 
structure causing much damage. Willerton was blamed, and lost 



seniority. Soon afterwards the switches were relocated to the 
upper front panel. Note that G-ALYR was returned to the UK for 
repairs.

Thanks to Capt. Peter Duffey for the details of the report listed 
above.
Photo Credit: Aeroplane Monthly [Sep-89]. Thanks to Trevor 
Friend for contributing this picture. Added [15-Nov-98]

 B. XK663 / 6027 hull-loss in Wyton (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
XK663, a Comet 2R of the 192th RAF sqn was damaged beyond 
repair during a hangar fire. Unfortunately further details are 
missing.

 C. 7926M / 06028 hull-loss in Lyneham (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
7926M, a Comet C2 of the RAF burnt during fire rescue training 
in 1968. Unfortunately further details are missing.

 D. OD-ADR / 6445 hull-loss in Beirut (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
The Comet 4C of MEA registered OD-ADR was one of three 
destroyed by an Israeli commando attack on the 28th December 
68.

 E. OD-ADS / 6448 hull-loss in Beirut (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
The Comet 4C of MEA registered OD-ADS was one of three 
destroyed by an Israeli commando attack on the 28th December 
68.

 F. OD-ADQ / 6446 hull-loss in Beirut (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 



0/0)
The Comet 4C of MEA registered OD-ADQ was one of three 
destroyed by an Israeli commando attack on the 28th December 
68.

 G. XM829 / 06021 hull-loss in Stansted (Crew 0/0 & Passengers 
0/0)
Frame 06021, the former Air France Comet 1A, which was 
converted to 1XB specifications and last served as XM829 was 
donated to the Stansted airport fire services and destroyed by fire 
at Stansted in 1970. Sorry I don't have the precise date.
Radical thougts on the Comet

Now that the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation has 
announced that there is to be a public inquiry into the causes of 
the accident to the Comet on January 10, it will be both useful 
and astringent to look back for a moment. By so doing some of 
the misfortunes suffered by this Comet which means so much to 
us may be viewed again as rationally as possible and brought into 
perspective in the light of present information.

There would be no point in minimizing the seriousness of this 
latest accident, but, at the same time, any tendency to connect it 
too closely in our minds with previous accidents must, at this 
difficult time, be prevented. It is true that of the 19 Comet 1s and 
1As which have entered, or been about to enter, air-line service, 
five have been written off. Two of the accidents concerned 
involved no loss of life, and, more important still, three of the 
five were the result of known and fully understood causes.

Only two of the five accidents, therefore, need to have any air of 
mystery about them, but, unfortunately, the causes of two of the 
three fully understood accidents may tend to remain a little hazy 



in the eyes of the public. This should not be, but, at the time 
when the headlines were at their biggest and the public were 
most interested, no authoritative explanatory information could 
be made available about the aircraft's accepted characteristics. To 
ordinary people, a couple of Comets simply failed, for some 
reason or other, to become airborne.
Even though an official report about the first of these two 
accidents had already been issued when the second one occurred, 
the wording of this report was not such as to lead any reader 
straight to an understanding of both accidents.
U.A.T. Comet 1A F-BGSC

The third of these "understood" accidents received little attention 
in this country and concerned one of Union Aéromaritime de 
Transport's Comets. It was a mishap on the landing run at an 
African aerodrome and need only be mentioned here because the 
aircraft was considered, from the insurance point of view, to be 
damaged beyond repair.
So, before considering the two more recent tragedies, let us try to 
remove any remaining mystery from the sequence of these take-
off accidents.
The Take-off Accidents

B.O.A.C. Comet 1 G-ALYZ

The first was suffered by a B.O.A.C. Comet, G-ALYZ, at 
Ciampino Airport, Rome, on October 26, 1952. It was dark and it 
was raining. The Comet failed to accelerate adequately, or even 
to become properly airborne, and the captain, considering that 
there must be a lack of thrust, abandoned the take-off.

No one was seriously hurt, but the aircraft was irrevocably 
damaged in the resultant crash landing. The report showed that 



the attitude of the Comet had, unknown to the crew, become very 
nose-high during the takeoff run, so much so that the wing was 
stalled or semi-stalled.

In the Corporation's Training Manual, as quoted in the report at 
that time, it was noted that "an increase of incidence to 9 deg. 
results in a partially stalled wing giving a high drag which 
appreciably affects the aircraft's acceleration .... " In fact, the tail-
bumper of G-ALYZ had been scoring the runway, so the Comet's 
attitude was of the order of 11 deg., or more, noseup. At the take-
off weight of 100,370 lb. it would never have flown at all in that 
attitude.
Following this accident a new take-off technique was apparently 
recommended for B.O.A.C. pilots and more attention was paid to 
this particular problem during the training of Comet pilots. The 
modified system involved lifting the nosewheel at the appropriate 
speed and afterwards letting it touch again, so that it could be felt 
on the runway until take-off safety speed had been reached. The 
Comet's controls are power-operated, and "feel" is provided by 
spring-loading from a neutral trimming datum.
Canadian Pacific Air Lines Comet 1A CF-CUN

The second of the two take-off accidents followed the same 
form, but the conditions were much more difficult this time and 
the accident disastrous. It occurred at Karachi on March 3, 1953, 
during the delivery flight of the first of the Canadian Pacific Air 
Lines' Comet 1As to its service base at Sydney.

No official report was published after the accident, but a 
summary was issued. This made it clear that the aircraft was at 
its limit of weight for the conditions existing. It was being taken 
off at 114.816 lb., which was very nearly the permissible 
maximum for the 1A Series, and the hours of darkness had been 



chosen so that the air temperature should be as low as possible. 
Even so, this was about 8 degC. above International Standard 
Atmosphere and water-methanol injection was being used to 
regain the power from the Ghosts for the take-off. There was no 
wind--and the Comet's take-off distance is sensitive to wind 
conditions.

In the words of the report summary, "the aircraft continued along 
nearly the whole length of the runway in a very nose-high 
attitude and never left the ground." The summary concluded with 
the words: "at this high weight strict compliance with the take-
off technique would be necessary for a successful take-off."
It is tragic that good and experienced pilots should have been 
defeated, as they were at Rome and Karachi, by a new type of 
aircraft, but the Comets characteristics and power-operated 
controls were known and its technique of take-off understood. 
Later history has shown the Comet to be a "different" aircraft, 
but far from being a difficult one.
Calcutta and Elba

Long afterwards it was learnt that de Havillands had started 
experimenting with a new wing section before even the accident 
at Rome in 1952. No doubt this re-design was primarily intended 
as a development to permit the use of higher weights for a later 
Comet Series, but its advantages in the take-off case must have 
been much in the designers' and test pilots' minds. Meantime 
they had, supported by B.O.A.C. Comet pilots, adamantly 
resisted any suggestion that the control system should be altered. 
Its simplicity and other advantages apparently outweighed, in 
their view, any risks of over-control it might involve.

The two take-off accidents and the one almost unrecorded 
landing accident can now be put on one side in the knowledge 



that their reasons are well understood.
But the Elba accident--and, to a lesser degree, the Calcutta 
accident--are still in the present. They must be understood and 
explained as thoroughly as possible so that we can go on to the 
next stage of progress with clear minds and a full understanding 
of the means by which such accidents can be prevented in future. 
There will always be aeroplane accidents, but even the most 
timid traveller will accept this prospect-- just as he or she accepts 
the possibility of a train accident or of a sinking ship--so long as 
the reasons are known and action known to have been taken.
B.O.A.C. Comet 1 G-ALYV

The sequence of events leading up to, and following, the Calcutta 
accident on May 2, 1953, will be remembered by the majority of 
people and only certain features need to be mentioned here.

The report of the Indian Court of Inquiry which had investigated 
the accident --and which included one experienced British 
assessor amongst the three who were appointed-- gave the 
"probable" cause of the Comets disintegration as: "severe gusts 
encountered in the thundersquail: or over-controlling or loss of 
control by the pilot when flying through the thunderstorm." An 
appendix, written by one of the assessors and giving a suggested 
sequence of events leading to the disaster, was described by the 
Court as being "plausible" but unproven.

Concurrently with the issue of this report B.O.A.C. and de 
Havillands, in a combined statement, made it clear that they did 
not agree that over-control or loss of control was a likely cause, 
and stressed the theoretical nature of any findings before a more 
detailed examination of the wreckage had been made.

The Indian report had, in fact, recommended that such an 



examination should be made.
No further information has yet been made publicly available 
about the results of this continued examination. So, following 
this very' natural resistance to the findings of the Court. This 
leaves the Calcutta accident still in the "unsolved" category. 
Since they each occurred on the climb it may be natural for many 
people interested in the Comet to tend to connect the Calcutta 
accident with that near Elba twelve days ago.

B.O.A.C. Comet 1 G-ALYP

Some considerable attention was paid in the Press last weekend 
to Sir Miles Thomas' statement that the possibility of sabotage in 
the case of the Elba accident "cannot be overlooked." This 
statement was natural enough in the circumstances, since such a 
cause is always a possibility in any such disaster, and efforts 
must obviously be made to follow up likely clues.

But the weight of the investigation will, no doubt, continue to be 
directed towards hat I believe to more practical possible causes. 
Among these could be the explosion of a kerosene-air mixture, or 
of hydraulic fluid vapour, and the medical evidence may go a 
long way towards confirming the likelihood of one or other 
similar possibility.

The very difficult feature of the Elba accident--that the aircraft 
fell into water--has also provided medical evidence which might 
not have been available if the wreckage had fallen on land. 
Unfortunately, latest reports say that the wreckage of G-ALYP is 
lying at a depth of the order of 600 ft. and salvage may not be 
practicable.

The fact that the Comets had been taken out of service by 



B.O.A.C. was a voluntary move so there was no reason why 
these aircraft should not be returned to service when they had 
been thoroughly examined.

Nevertheless, no one imagined it probable that signs of incipient 
structural failure would actually be found in the Comets under 
examination. B.O.A.C.'s maintenance and inspection is among 
the most thorough in the World, and if such signs were to be seen 
in any of the Comets in service it is likely that they would have 
been found during previous maintenance checks completed 
during the past few months.

But a full and careful inspection of all the Corporation's Comets 
was vital, both as a means of assuring the public and as an 
essential link in the series of checks which must be made towards 
a narrowing-down of the possible cause of the accident.

Air France and Union Aéromaritime de Transport had also 
removed their Comets temporarily from service last week and the 
former was making a thorough examination of at least one 
aircraft. The Royal Canadian Air Force, as military operators, 
were taking no action for the time being.

Last week-end Mr. A. T. Lennox-Boyd, Minister of Transport 
and Civil Aviation, flew out to Rome to observe the progress of 
the investigation there. He was due to return on Tuesday for the 
opening of Parliament.

Finally, let us remember, that the Comet is far from being the 
first or only civil aircraft to have suffered serious trouble, the 
cause of which could not be immediately diagnosed, in the 
earlier stages of its service life.



There was the case, for instance, of the DC-6. After one of these 
aircraft had been lost, with all its passengers and crew, following 
a fire in the air (October 24, 1947) another, flown by a different 
U.S. operator, was successfully force-landed after suffering 
similar trouble (November 11, 1947).

All DC-6s were then grounded while investigations were made. 
It was discovered that if, after transferring fuel between certain 
tanks, the immersion pumps were accidentally left "on," the 
resultant pressure build-up caused fuel to vent. This could be 
carried by the airflow straight into the air-intake of a combustion 
heater, causing a continuous fire which could not be controlled.

There have been other similar cases of trouble with civil 
transports which have afterwards continued, during their long 
lives, to be popular and successful aircraft.---H.n.w.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: From Ken Smart

Dear Bill, 7 June 02

Well, rebuffed by opinion but never facts, as usual, again. He 
refuses to address the vertical skin tears above the door or the 
peeled back skin from the aft midspan latch that match United 
Airlines Flight 811.

Are the photos of Air India Flight 182 cargo door area 
forthcoming?



The officials say use evidence for conclusions and then when you 
ask for the evidence they refuse it.

If only Ken Smart had not misspelled his title, 'Inspector', in the 
last line; that lack of attention to detail really rankles me 
although it appears trivial.

very extensive technical evidence presented at the trial by 
specialists from around the world.

From the Trial Judgment:
[2] It is not disputed, and was amply proved, that the cause of the 
disaster was indeed the explosion of a device within the aircraft.

It was never disputed it was a bomb by the defence so to say they 
was extensive technical evidence which proved it is not true.

Well, Bill, will you wait until the photos are delivered to you for 
Air India Flight 182 and the CVR for China Airlines Flight  611 
is recovered? If the CVR for China Airlines Flight 611 has that 
sudden loud sound and the abrupt power cut to the recorders, just 
like Air India Flight 182 and the rest, will you stay on to find out 
what is going on with Boeing 747s that suffer inflight breakups?

Cheers,
Barry

X-From_: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk  Fri Jun  7 02:33:31 2002
Date: Fri, 7 Jun 2002 10:33:14 +0100



To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
From: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Conscience/Comet/Wiring/Doors
Dear Mr Smith

Your recent e-mail trails presents me with the difficulty of 
responding to your hypothesising in what I hope is a reasonable 
way.

I can only reiterate that accident investigation, along with all 
other forms of investigation, is an evidence based process.  I 
cannot afford the luxury of taking a stance that is in effect one 
that says " don't confuse me with the facts".
I can see that there is nothing that I can do to convince you that 
Panam 103 was bought down by an improvised explosive device. 
I can only refer you to the AAIB report and the very extensive 
technical evidence presented at the trial by specialists from 
around the world.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspecrtor of Air Accidents
IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICIARY AT CAMP ZEIST
Lord Sutherland
Lord Coulsfield
Lord MacLean
Case No: 1475/99
OPINION OF THE COURT
delivered by LORD SUTHERLAND
in causa
HER MAJESTYÕS ADVOCATE
v
ABDELBASET ALI MOHMED AL
MEGRAHI and AL AMIN KHALIFA



FHIMAH, Prisoners in the Prison of Zeist,
Camp Zeist (Kamp van Zeist), The
Netherlands
Accused
-----------------
Act: The Lord Advocate, AP Campbell QC, Advocate 
Depute; Turnbull QC,
Advocate Depute; Lake and Armstrong; the Crown Agent.
Alt: Taylor QC; Burns QC; Beckett, McCourts, Solicitors, 
Edinburgh for the
first accused.
Keen QC; Davidson QC, Macleod, McGrigor Donald, 
Solicitors,
Edinburgh for the second accused.
[1] At 1903 hours on 21 December 1988 PanAm flight 103 fell 
out of the sky.
The 259 passengers and crew members who were on board and 
11 residents of
Lockerbie where the debris fell were killed. The Crown case is 
that the cause of the
disaster was that an explosive device had been introduced into 
the hold of the aircraft
by the two accused whether acting alone or in concert with each 
other and others.
This device exploded when the aircraft was in Scottish air space 
thus causing the
aircraft to disintegrate. In these circumstances it was originally 
contended that the
accused were guilty of conspiracy to murder, alternatively 
murder, alternatively a
2
contravention of section 2(1) and (5) of the Aviation Security Act 
1982. At the
conclusion of the CrownÕs submissions, however, the libel was 



restricted to the charge
of murder.
[2] It is not disputed, and was amply proved, that the cause of the 
disaster was
indeed the explosion of a device within the aircraft. Nor is it 
disputed that the person
or persons who were responsible for the deliberate introduction 
of the explosive
device would be guilty of the crime of murder. The matter at 
issue in this trial
therefore is whether or not the Crown have proved beyond 
reasonable doubt that one
or other or both of the accused was responsible, actor or art and 
part, for the deliberate
introduction of the device.

Thursday, June 6, 2002 

Ottawa ripped on info access
By LOUISE ELLIOTT -- The Canadian Press

OTTAWA -- Horror stories involving interference and deceit by 
top civil servants and troubling new government rules marked 
the further erosion of Canadians' right to know last year, says the 
country's information commissioner. 
Top bureaucrats were found to have deliberately misled and 
threatened people seeking information under Canada's access law 
in at least two instances, John Reid said in his annual report on 
Thursday. 
"The fragility of the right of access was also illustrated in this 
reporting year by the disdain showed towards some access 
requesters by certain senior officials in the government of 
Canada," he wrote in the 149-page report. 



In one case, a former deputy minister of Fisheries and Oceans 
sent an intimidating letter to a person who was requesting 
information after he learned the person's identity from an 
unidentified source, Reid said. 
Bill Rowat subsequently refused to give the name of his source 
to Reid, who cited him for contempt. Rowat then stated he had 
forgotten the identity of his source. 
Another well-known case involving top officials of former 
finance minister Paul Martin led to a reprimand from Reid earlier 
this year. 
Reid concluded Martin's staff committed "errors of judgment" 
and some gave "intentionally misleading" answers in 1999 when 
they withheld documents pertaining to a tainted blood scandal. 
The staff cited by Reid included then-deputy minister Scott 
Clark; there was no evidence to suggest Martin was aware that 
documents were withheld. 
These "horror stories" reveal a government-wide resistance to 
access rights at the top levels, Reid said in an interview. 
"I think the motivation is that they're trying to maintain control 
over an awful lot of information, and the motivation comes from 
senior levels of the civil service as well as some ministers." 
A political storm over recent revelations about advertising 
contracts granted by the Department of Public Works has 
prompted calls for an inquiry for the same reasons outlined in 
Reid's report, said Alliance Leader John Reynolds. 
"An independent justice looking into all these issues could start 
asking some serious questions of bureaucrats who'd have to 
answer under oath," he said, adding Canadians need to know 
whether political interference is also a matter of course. 
"No government, be it Liberal, Conservative or Alliance, should 
be pressuring bureaucrats to lie to the public or to lie to the 
media." 
Some of the revelations about Montreal ad firm Groupaction, 



which led Auditor General Sheila Fraser to call for an RCMP 
investigation, resulted from requests under the Access to 
Information Act. 
The act is used by journalists, businesses, researchers and private 
citizens to unearth details of government activities. 
Liberal MP John Bryden said Reid's report points to corruption at 
the highest levels of government. 
"The reason one has to be very uneasy about that is that senior 
levels of government lead," he said. 
"And if you haven't persuaded senior levels of government -- 
both in the bureaucracy and the cabinet -- to be transparent, to 
underwrite transparency, then it's going to be a very slow process 
to bring more freedom of information to Canadians." 
Reid's report also says new rules to obscure ministerial spending, 
new security laws post-Sept. 11 and new government bodies not 
subject to access laws have all jeopardized public accountability. 
Most Canadians are unaware that the sweeping power granted 
under Bill C-36 allows the government to exempt large amounts 
of information from access laws, he said. 
He said the bill was the result of a "panic attack" on the part of 
government after terrorist attacks in the United States. 
Also, an access request for Prime Minister Jean Chretien's daily 
agenda book, still before the courts, led to new Treasury Board 
rules regarding ministerial spending, Reid argued. 
"The government quietly and firmly shut the door on 19 years of 
public access to the records showing how ministers and staff 
spend their money," he said. 
He added that the creation of more and more arms-length bodies 
that are exempt from access laws is allowing the government to 
hide information. On the positive side, Reid said the operations 
of departments in fulfilling access requests have led to shorter 
wait times. 
The number of complaints has gone down while the number of 



access requests has gone up, he said. Complaints about delays 
have dropped to 28.2 per cent from 43.1 per cent. 
Also Thursday, a new study found the federal information 
commissioner should have more powers, possibly including the 
power to order the release of disputed files. 
Reid currently cannot make binding orders and may only 
recommend solutions to disagreements between requesters and 
federal agencies.
Ottawa lawyer Barbara MacIsaac, who prepared the report for a 
federal task force on information access, wrote that relations 
between the commissioner's office and government are strained. 
 

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Line of communication open Pan Am Flight 103

Dear Mr Smith
Your recent e-mail trails presents me with the difficulty of 
responding to your hypothesising in what I hope is a reasonable 
way.
I can only reiterate that accident investigation, along with all 
other forms of investigation, is an evidence based process.  I 
cannot afford the luxury of taking a stance that is in effect one 
that says " don't confuse me with the facts".
I can see that there is nothing that I can do to convince you that 
Panam 103 was bought down by an improvised explosive device. 
I can only refer you to the AAIB report and the very extensive 
technical evidence presented at the trial by specialists from 
around the world.

Ken Smart



Chief Inspecrtor of Air Accidents
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart, 9 June 02

Thank you for replying to my latest email, I realize you do not 
have to reply to any of my warnings about a current hazard in 
early model Boeing 747 that may suffer an inflight breakup. You 
do have a conscience after all. And you sound perplexed and a 
little vexed. I can understand why.

Let me first reply to your comments above:

Your recent e-mail trails presents me with the difficulty of 
responding to your hypothesising in what I hope is a reasonable 
way.

Well, yes, air, I think we have been reasonable. The issue of Pan 
Am Flight 103 is fraught with emotion, bias and conspiracy 
theories. It's hard to be factual. I contend I have been factual and 
reasonable and may, in fact, have overloaded you with facts, 
data, and evidence to support my reasoning. If you are perplexed 
it is because on one hand you have the official version of an 
explosive device and on the other hand my version of 
mechanical/electrical. They appear to be a paradox but are fully 
explainable and mutually correct if taken literally.



I can only reiterate that accident investigation, along with all 
other forms of investigation, is an evidence based process.

Would that were so. I was naive in 1990 to believe facts count 
but not now after twelve years of research and interacting with 
officials, media, and business. I am fully aware of the pressures 
put upon official investigators by all parties involved to come to 
a quick, satisfactory, and resolvable answer. I used to think that 
aviation safety was above all that politicking but I was wrong.

Of course it's political. Any event that involves relationships 
among nations and billions of dollars has to be political. Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 was a bomb from the day after when 
President Clinton said that 'terrorist' act would not go 
unpunished. It took 17 months of intense FBI efforts to make it a 
bomb, but eventually the evidence was not there and bomb/
missile ruled out for the same reasons Pan Am Flight 103 is not a 
bomb: Not enough corroborative evidence and any minute 
evidence can be explained as benign. Air India Flight 182 was a 
bomb from the few days after the event when the Indian 
government removed a real aircraft accident investigator and 
installed a judge with no aviation experience to conduct the 
'investigation' which concluded it was a bomb. Pan Am Flight 
103 was a bomb when the NTSB 'go' team left New York on the 
way to London hours after the event and it was a bomb five days 
after the event according to the AAIB. United Airlines Flight 811 
was a bomb moments after the event according to the flight crew. 
China Airlines Flight 611 was speculated already to be a bomb 
and still may be pending corroborative evidence. All those 
accidents were all rushed to political judgment by blaming others 
because it cleared so many of responsibility for the horror.

Everyone wants the quick easy satisfactory answer and will 



accept pleasant lies. Everyone rejects unpleasant truths. I 
thought, as an aviation accident survivor, that aviation safety was 
above politics. I was wrong.

Aviation accident investigation is a politically based process, sad 
to say, when it comes to the big crashes.

I cannot afford the luxury of taking a stance that is in effect one 
that says " don't confuse me with the facts".

I'm confused by that statement, Mr. Smart: Does it mean if you 
could afford the luxury you would not want to be confused by 
facts but since you can't afford the luxury, you are confused by 
the facts? The only facts that confuse you, Mr. Smart, are the 
solid ones proved by the AAIB itself that refute the official 
conclusions such as the small 'bomb' hole and the huge cargo 
door hole at concurrent initial event time.

I hate that cliche anyway. It reveals a closed and lazy mind and 
I'm glad you did not use it. I welcome facts, make sure they are 
accurate, and then sort them out; that is the requirement of my 
stance. I want more facts for Pan Am Flight 103; for instance, 
may I see the engine breakdown report from Pratt and Whitney 
on their JTD-9s, in particular for engine number three to check 
for missing blades, sooted blades, and soft body impacts? I 
understand your vexation at the evidence I present which 
conflicts with the official conclusions. I'm not making up the 
small 'bomb' hole or the sudden loud sound or the peeled back 
skin at the aft midspan latch or the wreckage distribution charts. 
The explanation that makes more sense and fits the facts better is 
the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation, not the bomb 
explanation with shadowy confusing conspiracy plots.



I can see that there is nothing that I can do to convince you that 
Panam 103 was bought down by an improvised explosive device.

Strange statement. The implication is that I can not be convinced 
because I am an idiot, stubborn, and unreasonable. My Smith 
AAR, my website, and my emails to you have shown me to be 
otherwise. (Bought down? Freudian slip?)

http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html and http://
www.corazon.com/PDF182and103SmithAAR.html%20 give 
details on the entire shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. It is 
factual and devoid of the conspiracy nonsense which permeates 
all these Boeing 747 inflight breakups.

You have not tried to convince me it was a bomb other than to 
refer me to other's opinions such as a trial judge and AAIB 
conclusions from long ago. And I agree it was brought down by 
an improvised explosive device, the forward cargo door 
rupturing open in flight. The UAL 811 crew reported in quotes, a 
"tremendous explosion' when the cargo door blew open in flight. 
Even at this late date, you are reluctant to call the IED a bomb 
even though I know, the media knows, and you know, you mean 
a bomb, a bomb planted by terrorists in a conspiracy. Sabotage is 
such a rare event in airplane accidents and pilot error/mechanical 
problems so prevalent that a mechanical or crew error must be 
the assumed probable cause unless proven otherwise but in this 
topsy turvy world, it's a bomb unless proven it wasn't, and even 
then there are lingering suspicions of conspiracy, such as a 
missile for Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

I can only refer you to the AAIB report



I can refer you to that report and the CASB report, the Kirpal 
Report, the three NTSB reports and the eventual China Airlines 
Flight 611 report, all for early model Boeing 747s that suffered 
sudden inflight breakups.

Regarding the AAIB Report: Fourteen observations of fact are 
attached to this email as well as a pdf file regarding the 
contradictory findings in that report. I know that AAIB report by 
heart. I well remember the moment in 1995 after receiving it 
when I read the aft cargo door and bulk cargo door latch status 
was reported as latched but nary a whisper about the forward 
cargo door. It's as if it never existed and yet was very close to the 
'bomb' detonation.

You, Mr. Smart, as representing AAIB, said that vertical tear 
lines above the door mean it opened in flight. They are there. You 
said, by the wreckage distribution drawings in the AAIB report, 
the open cargo door happened at initial event time and the 
drawings also show that the door hole was many times larger 
than the concurrent small bomb hole on the port side. You said 
that stiffeners and belts are there to stop small holes from getting 
bigger and they did. You said the small hole and the minor 
damage to the baggage container appeared as if a rather large 
shotgun was discharged at close range. You said the blast was 
relatively mild, directed, and not heard on the CVR. You said 
there was a sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt power cut. 
You showed, by the photographs you provided, there was peeled 
back skin from the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door.

And the facts go on and on. They support the mechanical 
explanation, not the conspiracy one. The red herring, which you 
(AAIB staff and predecessors) have chosen to follow, is that of a 



relatively mild directed blast discharged from a rather large 
shotgun causing a 20 inch hole which has been turned into a 
powerful spherical noisy plastic bomb making a huge hole in the 
port side which tore the nose off. That red herring is a pleasant 
lie but refuted by facts presented in the AAIB report which give 
the unpleasant truth the forward cargo door ruptured open in 
flight at the initial event time. A subsequent similar event, UAL 
811, proved to be an electrical cause after the red herring of 
improper latching was ruled out years later after further 
investigation. NTSB did not give up on United Airlines Flight 
811, even after an AAR was written, 90/01. They got it right the 
second time and wrote another AAR, 92/02. United Airlines 
Flight 811 set so many precedents.

The probable cause of bomb is a pleasant lie because it absolves 
so many of culpability. The probable cause of electrical problem 
causing the ruptured open forward cargo door is an unpleasant 
truth because it implicates so many as negligent. It's human 
nature to go for the easy out. I had assumed professional 
investigators do not go for the easy out but for the difficult 
comprehensive answer.

I partly understand human nature and the primal urge to look 
good and not look bad. I have been in a life and death situation in 
a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash and I will tell you, 
Mr. Smart, and all the other accident investigators in this world, 
there is no pride, no embarrassment, and no shame when faced 
with imminent death. Exact and timely truth is everything, 
regardless of reputation or stature. If  the engine has 
inadvertently reduced thrust and drag stays the same, lift is 
reduced and the plane descends to crash. Period. Time to eject. It 
does not matter who is on board, good guys or bad guys, the 
plane descends. There is no negotiation with the natural laws of 



physics. The outward opening nonplug cargo door had to rupture 
open when the cams turned to the unlock position with the 
almost 100000 pounds of internal pressure exerted on those lone 
midspan latches with no locking sectors.

And it's all happened before with United Airlines Flight 811, the 
one accident of an unpleasant truth about an early model Boeing 
747 that no one wants to refer to, never mind discuss. It's like a 
guilty ghost accident hanging around in the background while 
Pan Am Flight 103 is the exciting myth in the foreground.

Investigators who want to know what happened ask questions. 
Prosecutors who' know' what happened and are trying to make it 
official just refer to documents and opinions of those 'experts' 
who agree with them. Investigators are curious whilst 
prosecutors reject or ignore any information which hurts their 
case.

You have never asked me any question about Pan Am Flight 103, 
Mr. Smart. You have never asked me any telling questions which 
would reveal the errors of my reasoning, if present. You are not 
curious about any door hinge overtravel, or paint smears, or guns 
in baggage manifests, or missing manual locking handles and 
midspan latches which should be there and aren't. You have all 
the wreckage and reports available to you but are unwilling to 
check them out for a match to United Airlines Flight 811. There 
is no funding to seek or permission to gain for you to review the 
background documents or the wreckage in Farnborough. You 
could determine for yourself very easily and quickly when that 
forward cargo door opened in flight for Pan Am Flight 103. You 
might even find the precise location and the shorted/arcing/burnt 
cargo door motor wiring or switch S2 that was implicated in 
United Airlines Flight 811.



You have acted like a prosecutor trying to keep his case together 
while fending off unwanted criticism from an amateur citizen. 
You have not acted like a curious investigator who never gives 
up until completely satisfied. And you are not completely 
satisfied that the initial cause was not mechanical, are you. 
United Airlines Flight 811 always comes back to haunt. It's that 
sudden loud sound on Pan Am Flight 103 and United Airlines 
Flight 811 CVRs. And those similar sounds are not a bomb 
sounds but they are the sound of the consequences of an 
explosive device, air rushing out that huge hole on the starboard 
side where the cargo door and the skin above it used to be. It's 
the sound of explosive decompression. If the Comets had had 
CVRs in them, they would have picked up the same sound at 
their inflight breakups. The DC-10 did. United Airlines Flight 
811 did. Air India Flight 182 had the sound and it was matched to 
the DC-10 event. The best evidence which exists is the CVR 
because it was there at the initial event time and that 
unimpeachable witness says no bomb explosion but explosive 
decompression. If that sudden loud sound were able to be 
matched to the extensive FBI library of bomb sounds, it certainly 
would have been proclaimed as proof positive of a bomb. But it 
was not matched to a bomb sound because there was no bomb 
sound because there was no bomb...or planted device.

KS>and the very extensive technical evidence presented at the 
trial by specialists from around the world.

High Court>[2] It is not disputed, and was amply proved, that the 
cause of the disaster was
indeed the explosion of a device within the aircraft. The matter at 
issue in this trial



therefore is whether or not the Crown have proved beyond 
reasonable doubt that one
or other or both of the accused was responsible, actor or art and 
part, for the deliberate
introduction of the device.

The defence never disputed it was a bomb. They just said their 
clients did not plant it. There was no extensive technical 
evidence presented at the trial that it was a bomb because it was 
agreed by both sides it was a bomb. Only the location of the 
bomb was disputed, inside or outside the baggage container. The 
issue at trial was who put the bomb there, not whether it existed 
or not. To imply trial evidence by specialists confirmed it was a 
bomb is misleading. The CIA and FBI and Scotland Yard may 
have said it was a bomb because to a person with a hammer, 
everything is a nail. The evidence which was was needed, but 
absent, to rule in a bomb for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 is 
the same evidence found lacking for the presence of a bomb for 
Pan Am Flight 103.

And that faulty defence strategy was to be expected from 
attorneys who know about conspiracy crimes like bank robberies 
but not about airplane crashes and did not want to learn or 
research previous similar accidents.

Pan Am Flight 103 was an airplane crash with a mechanical 
cause. The accident had two causes for precedent, Air India 
Flight 182 long before and United Airlines Flight 811 shortly 
thereafter.

And it has apparently happened again with China Airlines Flight 
611 just a two weeks ago.



And of course, it can happen again as I type but probably within 
two years. 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1996, 2000, and now 
2002 are all Boeing 747 cargo door uncommanded openings on 
the ground or in the air, according to my research as documented 
on www.corazon.com.

1985 for Air India Flight 182, inflight, 329 dead.
1987 for Pan Am Flight 125, inflight, 0 dead.
1988 for Pan Am Flight 103, inflight, 270 dead.
1989 for United Airlines Flight 811, inflight, 9 dead.
1991 for United Airlines Flight preflight, on the ground, 0 dead.
1996 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, inflight, 230 dead.
2000 for United Airlines Flight postflight, on the ground, 0 dead.
2002 for China Airlines Flight 611, inflight, 225 dead.

I do not pick the flight numbers, Mr. Smart, the evidence does. 
China Airlines Flight 611 fits the pattern so far but needs more 
corroborative evidence to confirm it is a wiring/cargo door event 
which may be forthcoming.

So, where does that leave the Pan Am Flight 103 situation? Libya 
wants to payoff the relatives and get back into the real world. 
The secret agent sits in jail for life. The UK gets even for having 
a policewoman shot in the stomach outside an embassy. The 
insurance has paid off. Pan Am went bankrupt and ceases to 
exist. Almost everybody is happy. Life goes on.

And the known faulty Poly X wiring occasionally continues to 
crack and short and turn on the door unlatch motor in early 
model Boeing 747s of which over 500 are in service around the 
world flying thousands of passengers every day and killing a few 
hundred every few years.



And the safety officials who have sworn to investigate leads, who 
are trained to evaluate facts, who are paid to turn over every 
stone, who have budgets for databases to compare similar 
accidents for matches, who have staffs to ask questions of 
informed citizens with important information and warnings, 
those safety officials instead remain silent about the 
contradictory evidence, refuse to consider correcting serious 
errors, narrowly look at their one tree in the forest of seven, and 
continue to give their seniors comfortable conclusions they want 
to hear which are essentially it's not their fault.

Chief Inspecrtor of Air Accidents

Mr. Smart, the above typo would be funny but it's not. This 
appears to be a trivial error but it's not. It reveals a lack of 
attention to detail, a rush to get off the email with no 
proofreading or using the high tech tool of a spell checker. It is 
an insult to me. I'm not a dummy. I've been a charter pilot and 
accepted the responsibility of flying passengers for money. I've 
been in aerial combat in wartime. I've owned my own plane. I've 
flown thousands of hours in props, propjets, and jets. Heck, I've 
been supersonic twice. And I've worked twelve years on early 
model Boeing 747s that suffer inflight breakups, one of which is 
Pan Am Flight 103. I am not to be dismissed with a quickly 
typed note with grammatical and spelling errors, even lacking the 
grace of exit line such as 'Sincerely.'

But, I've learned in life and death situations, as this is, there is no 
pride. I am not important, only my message. I care little about the 
insult and the attempted curt dismissal of me and my mechanical 
explanation for Pan Am Flight 103. I keep on trying, polite, 
factual, and hopefully persuasive.



Mr. Smart, will you please do this: Keep an open mind and wait 
for the CVR and FDR of China Airlines Flight 611 to be 
retrieved and if they reveal a sudden loud sound followed by an 
abrupt power cut, will you reconsider the probable cause for Pan 
Am Flight 103 to be that for China Airlines Flight 611? Will you 
let the facts and evidence of China Airlines Flight 611 be 
matched to Pan Am Flight 103? Maybe China Airlines Flight 611 
is a bomb which would strengthen your IED cause for Pan Am 
Flight 103.

Will you be willing to look to the recent accident of China 
Airlines Flight 611 and the past accident of United Airlines 
Flight 811 for similar evidence to Pan Am Flight 103 for a match 
which would reveal a common cause for both? If the common 
cause is revealed by the evidence, would you consider reopening 
the investigation into Pan Am Flight 103 with a point of view of 
a mechanical cause?

Would you keep this email line of communication open between 
us in the narrow subject of Boeing 747s that suffer inflight 
breakups?

But in case you don't and boot me out and close the door to your 
virtual office, let me take this opportunity to talk about aviation 
safety in general.

Everyone talks about facts, even me. I'm awash in facts and have 
inundated you, Mr. Smart. So why has not the wiring/cargo door 
explanation become accepted by aviation safety authorities?

Why was not United Airlines Flight 811 compared to Pan Am 
Flight 103 since the events happened two months apart? Did not 
someone say on February 23, 1989, 'Hey look, here's another 



early model Boeing 747 that suffered an inflight breakup leaving 
a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to the 
recorders, and yet the crew thought it was a bomb but it wasn't?' 
Why was and is to this day, United Airlines Flight 811 ignored as 
a match for Pan Am Flight 103 and others?

The facts have always been on the wiring/cargo door side for Pan 
Am Flight 103, and yet, the investigators went back three and a 
half years for a match, Air India Flight 182, while ignoring the 
one that happened just two months later.

Let's follow the logic trail for a bomb for Pan Am Flight 103 
from 1988 to 2002:

In 1985 Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight breakup leaving 
a sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt power cut. The 
Canadian aviation accident authorities, the CASB, investigated 
and determined there was an explosion on the right side of the 
forward cargo compartment but declined to state the cause. The 
AAIB representative to the investigation, Mr. Davis, stated it was 
not a bomb but of a cause yet to be determined.

But....politics....three weeks after the event the Indian aviation 
accident authority, Mr. Khola, was replaced and a political judge 
was assigned to 'investigate into the circumstances of the 
accident.' After much twisting and turning, according to the 
Kirpal Report which is sometimes embarrassing to read, Judge 
Kirpal said that the finding for Air India Flight 182 was an 
inflight breakup from an explosion on the right side of the 
forward cargo compartment caused by a bomb. There was even 
less evidence for a bomb in Air India Flight 182 than Pan Am 
Flight 103 which is less than Trans World Airlines Flight 800. 
However, bomb it was for Air India Flight 182 and three Sikhs 



go on trial for their life's freedom in March 2003 for planting it.

The precedent was set by a judge for blaming political opposition 
forces as being terrorists and planting bombs in airplanes, 
curiously always early model Boeing 747s in which the 'bomb' 
always seems to get randomly placed in the forward cargo 
compartment, not the aft or bulk or passenger cabins.

So, three and a half years later, in 1988, another early model 
Boeing 747 suffers an inflight breakup with a sudden loud sound 
and much other matching evidence. What is the call? Bomb of 
course planted by the Iranians....then the Syrians...then the 
Libyans. The conspiracy machine cranks up and plots appear all 
over the place.

Two months later, 1989, another early model Boeing 747 suffers 
an inflight breakup leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR and 
an abrupt power cut to the recorders, a very rare twin event, and 
the passengers and pilots thought it was Pan Am Flight 103 all 
over again but the nose stayed on. The crew at first says a cargo 
door opened and then reports a bomb went off. Against all odds 
the aircraft landed and was able to provide evidence of what 
really happened.

After landing it was apparent the forward cargo door did rupture 
open in flight. It was, after all, a mechanical event, a boring event 
that had happened before in 1987 to a sister ship on the assembly 
line to Pan Am Flight 103, Pan Am Flight 125, as stated in NTSB 
AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811: '1.17.1 Previous 
Cargo Door Incident: On March 10, 1987, a Pan American 
Airways B-747-122, N740PA, operating as flight 125 from 
London to New York, experienced an incident involving the 
forward cargo door. According to Pan Am and Boeing officials 



who investigated this incident, the flightcrew experienced 
pressurization problems as the airplane was climbing through 
about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and the 
pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew began 
to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude began to 
rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London. When the 
airplane was examined on the ground, the forward cargo door 
was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom with the 
latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle closed. 
The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.

So, the investigators for Pan Am Flight 103 in 1989 and 1990 
had two early model Boeing 747s to compare and all three had 
the sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt power cut plus 
many other similarities.

Both United Airlines Flight 811 and Pan Am Flight 103 were:
Aged.
High flight time.
Early model-100.
Poly x wired.
Boeing 747.
Experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in 
cargo door area.
Shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is 
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
Fodded number three engine.
On fire number three engine.
Sudden sound on CVR
Loud sound on the CVR.
Short duration sound on the CVR.
Abrupt power cut to FDR.
Outwardly peeled and down skin in cargo door area from aft 



midspan latch.
Longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at 
midspan latch.
More severe inflight damage on starboard side.
At least nine never recovered bodies.
Vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door.
Torn off and missing skin in forward cargo door area on 
starboard side.
Outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage.
Destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India Flight 182 were both:
early model,
poly x wired,
Boeing 747,
suffered hull rupture in forward cargo hold,
engine three falls apart from other engines,
sudden sound on CVR,
loud sound on the CVR,
short duration sound on the CVR,
abrupt power cut to FDR,
sound does not match bomb sound,
outward peeled skin in cargo door area,
midspan latch status not determined,
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door,
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as 
explanation during official inquiry,
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected.



Which one to pick? Which one to refer to in the AAIB report for 
Pan Am Flight 103?

All three had explosions in the forward cargo compartment. 
Forward cargo doors were known to open in flight. A suddenly 
opened cargo door in flight was known to be catastrophic in wide 
body airliners. What did the forward cargo door areas of the three 
early model Boeing look like after the fatal events?

By text and pictures they all looked basically the same, door split 
longitudinally, frayed from an outward force, vertical tear lines 
above door edges, and missing essential pieces of the door.

Which accident to match was the one with the irrefutable, 
indisputable, and plain to see probable cause? Yes, United 
Airlines Flight 811 as a mechanical cause, not a conspiracy 
sabotage terrorist act.

And yet, which accident is compared to Pan Am Flight 103 and 
referred to at length in the AAIB 2/90 report? Yes, Air India 
Flight 182 as a terrorist bombing.

The trail of bomb conclusion led from Air India Flight 182 to 
Pan Am Flight 103 while ignoring United Airlines Flight 811, 
still ignored for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and now, 
incredibly, still ignored for China Airlines Flight 611.

So, you see, Mr. Smart, facts and truth have little to do with a 
probable cause for Pan Am Flight 103 according to the 
authorities. Narrow perspective, selfish attitudes, and small 
minds believing in myth and superstition ruled in 1990. And the 
aviation safety authorities went along for the ride.



Judge Kirpal decided he knew what caused a plane to crash and 
it was a bomb although the Canadian aviation accident officials 
declined to state the cause of the explosion. Three years later the 
UK and USA faced the same mystery and agreed it was a bomb 
too. Then seven years after that the USA faced another similar 
mystery and tried to make it a bomb for a year and a half but 
reason prevailed and it was not a bomb. And now, six years after 
that, another mystery Boeing 747 suffers an inflight breakup and 
now the Chinese get a chance to solve their mystery.

And all along United Airlines Flight 811 is ignored as if it never 
happened; as if it is not relevant, as if it were a ghost.

I believed, Mr. Smart, that by your producing the photographs of 
the starboard side of Pan Am Flight 103 that you had an open 
mind, you had a wider view, and that you were not selfish in 
pursuit of favor with your bosses. I believed you actually were 
willing to consider all probable causes for Pan Am Flight 103 as 
long as they made sense, were backed up by facts and evidence, 
and exposed a current hazard to flying passengers.

You stated to me the obvious: the forward cargo door of Pan Am 
Flight 103 opened in flight but added it happened after the 'bomb' 
went off. Well, fine, let us discuss when that door opened in 
flight. I offered as evidence the wreckage distribution drawings 
that showed it happened at initial event time. Why do you think it 
happened later? Why do you think a relatively mild directed blast 
that gives minor damage to a baggage container and makes a 20 
inch hole in the fuselage skin can be construed to be a powerful 
spherical plastic bomb sufficient to cause the nose of a 747 to 
tear off? What do you think caused the peeled back skin from the 
aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door? Why do you never 
mention United Airlines Flight 811 when discussing Pan Am 



Flight 103? Why is there no mention of the forward cargo door in 
the AAIB report? I ask these questions not in a belligerent 
manner but to really find out why. Those questions have been on 
my mind to ask aviation authorities for 12 years.

We are on the same side for aviation safety. Do you have other 
priorities? What can be more important that preventing death 
from a plane crash? All other reasons are secondary to me such 
as promotion, fame, adulation from strangers, loyalty towards 
friends, and respect from media. But then, I can afford the luxury 
of being objective since my job or financial status or popularity is 
not on the line here and I have the motivation to pursue this 
forever because of my near death experience in a sudden night 
fiery fatal jet airplane crash.

I'll understand but will be disappointed if you stop 
corresponding, Mr. Smart. I'll understand if Pan Am Flight 103 
just lies there forever a bomb although the facts and hindsight 
say otherwise. Judge Kirpal was partially wrong with Air India 
Flight 182 and it led to Pan Am Flight 103. The AAIB was 
partially wrong with Pan Am Flight 103 and it led to Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800. NTSB was partially wrong about Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 and it may have led to China Airlines 
Flight 611. We shall see.

I ask again to keep that open mind with a larger view, Mr. Smart. 
If China Airlines Flight 611 proves to be a forward cargo door 
event, will you please reconsider Pan Am Flight 103 in light of 
the newer advantage of hindsight?

History is important to be accurate and never more so than 
aviation safety which is built upon the discovered errors which 
can be corrected.



We are on the same side for aviation safety.

Sincerely,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICIARY AT CAMP ZEIST
Lord Sutherland
Lord Coulsfield
Lord MacLean
Case No: 1475/99
OPINION OF THE COURT
delivered by LORD SUTHERLAND
in causa
HER MAJESTYÕS ADVOCATE
v
ABDELBASET ALI MOHMED AL
MEGRAHI and AL AMIN KHALIFA
FHIMAH, Prisoners in the Prison of Zeist,
Camp Zeist (Kamp van Zeist), The
Netherlands
Accused
-----------------
Act: The Lord Advocate, AP Campbell QC, Advocate Depute; 
Turnbull QC,
Advocate Depute; Lake and Armstrong; the Crown Agent.



Alt: Taylor QC; Burns QC; Beckett, McCourts, Solicitors, 
Edinburgh for the
first accused.
Keen QC; Davidson QC, Macleod, McGrigor Donald, Solicitors,
Edinburgh for the second accused.
[1] At 1903 hours on 21 December 1988 PanAm flight 103 fell 
out of the sky.
The 259 passengers and crew members who were on board and 
11 residents of
Lockerbie where the debris fell were killed. The Crown case is 
that the cause of the
disaster was that an explosive device had been introduced into 
the hold of the aircraft
by the two accused whether acting alone or in concert with each 
other and others.
This device exploded when the aircraft was in Scottish air space 
thus causing the
aircraft to disintegrate. In these circumstances it was originally 
contended that the
accused were guilty of conspiracy to murder, alternatively 
murder, alternatively a
contravention of section 2(1) and (5) of the Aviation Security Act 
1982. At the
conclusion of the CrownÕs submissions, however, the libel was 
restricted to the charge
of murder.
[2] It is not disputed, and was amply proved, that the cause of the 
disaster was
indeed the explosion of a device within the aircraft. Nor is it 
disputed that the person
or persons who were responsible for the deliberate introduction 
of the explosive
device would be guilty of the crime of murder. The matter at 



issue in this trial
therefore is whether or not the Crown have proved beyond 
reasonable doubt that one
or other or both of the accused was responsible for the deliberate
introduction of the device.

From Smith AAR for Pan Am Flight 103:

John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Copyright May 2002
All Rights Reserved
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1. Observations:
Engine number three was the only engine to fall apart from the 
others; it was the only one to catch fire; and it contained ingested 
debris from within the aircraft.
2. Observation:
Forward fuselage section was bent to starboard and then entirely 
detached.
3. Observations:
There are only two small fragments of plastic which are the only 
ÔhardÕ evidence of a bomb (there is much evidence of an 
explosive decompression).
4. Observation:
The overall evidence of damage from an explosion of a powerful 
plastic bomb in the port side of the forward cargo hold is very 
limited.
5. Observation:
The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder can be 
linked to the explosive decompression sound of a cargo door 
opening in flight on an airliner.
6. Observation:
Inflight damage to the airframe of Pan Am Flight 103 does not 
match airframe damage from a staged bomb explosion event in a 
Boeing 747 at Bruntingthorpe.
7. Observations: 
In the AAIB report there is a grammatical error in verb tense and 
irrelevant inclusions of phrases and conclusions for bomb 
explosion which are unsupported by evidence.
8. Observations:
There are two photographs in the AAIB report of the port 
ÔbombÕ side hole
9. Observation:
The latch status of the forward cargo door is omitted whilst the 
latch status of the identical aft cargo door (frames 1800-1920) 



and the CRAF door is given and stated as Ôlatched.Õ
10. Observation:
There is much more airframe damage on the starboard side of the 
airframe away from the ÔbombÕ explosion in areas such as the 
leading edge of the right wing and the right horizontal stabilizer.
11. Observation:
There was a single primary return received by both Great Dun 
Fell and Claxby radars approximately 16 seconds before SSR 
returns were lost.
12. Observation:
The aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New York, 
had been in level cruising flight at flight level 310 (31,000 feet)
13.Observation:
Pan Am Flight 103 was proceeding normally until a sudden, 
loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an abrupt 
power cut to the data recorders.
14. Observation:
The evidence of Pan Am Flight 103 was matched to Air India 
Flight 182 in AAIB 2/90 but not to United Airlines Flight 811.

1. Observations:
  Engine number three was the only engine to fall apart from the 
others; it was the only one to catch fire; and it contained ingested 
debris from within the aircraft.

There are confusing statements in the AAIB report regarding 
which engines had foreign object damage:
Ò...it is reasonable to deduce that a manoeuvre of the aircraft 
occurred before most of the energy of the No 2 engine fan was 
lost due to the effect of ingestion (seen only in this engine.Ó
Ò...No 3 engine, identified on site as containing ingested debris 
from within the aircraft,..,Ó



A.  Bomb explanation:
       No explanation given for engine number three falling 1100 
meters apart from the others. When the bomb explosion caused 
the 20 inch hole on the port side, the ejected debris went out and 
into engine number two but not serious enough to cause a fire, 
then went under the fuselage and into far away engine number 
three causing the foreign object damage and fire. The distance 
from bomb explosion hole to engine number two is about 27 feet 
aft and 30 feet outboard and the distance to engine number three 
is 27 feet aft and 50 feet outboard.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
      The major amount of ejected material from within the cabin 
or baggage hold, which had opened up in the starboard side in 
the explosive decompression, entered the nearby engine number 
three causing it to catch fire.  A minor amount of ejected material 
from the small shotgun firing hole on port side went into engine 
number two. The large hole where the cargo door and skin used 
to be caused the forward fuselage section to bend to the starboard 
and impact engine number three causing it to break loose and fall 
apart from the other three engines. No explanation given for 
contradiction in AAIB report on which engines ingested foreign 
objects and when it occurred.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense that foreign objects ejected from a small hole 
on the port side would go around the fuselage and into engine 
number three serious enough to cause a fire.
It makes greater sense that foreign objects from the cabin or 
baggage hold ejected from the very large hole on the starboard 
side would go into nearby engine number three; and when the 
larger amount of ejected material went into engine number three 



a normal consequence of fire ensued. When the nose bent to the 
starboard because of the large hole where the door and skin used 
to be, the forward fuselage section hit engine number three and 
broke it loose to land apart from the other three engines still 
attached to the wing.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
       ÔBy similar reasoning, the absence of such shingling 
damage on blades of No 3 engine was a reliable indication that it 
suffered no ingestion until well into the accident sequence.Õ
Ô(ii)   No 3 engine, identified on site as containing ingested 
debris from within the aircraft, nonetheless had no evidence of 
the type of shingling seen on the blades of No 2 engine. Such 
evidence is usually unmistakable and its absence is a clear 
indication that No 3 engine did not suffer a major intake airflow 
disturbance whilst delivering significant power.
(iii)        All 3 engines had evidence of blade tip rubs on the fan 
cases having a combination of circumference and depth greater 
than hitherto seen on any investigation witnessed on Boeing 747 
aircraft by the Pratt and Whitney specialists. Subsequent 
examination of No 4 engine confirmed that it had a similar deep, 
large circumference tip rub. These tip-rubs on the four engines 
were centred at slightly different clock positions around their 
respective fan cases. Ô
Ô2.5 Engine evidence The shingling damage noted on the fan 
blades of No 2 engine can only be attributed to airflow 
disturbance caused by ingestion related fan blade damage 
occurring when substantial power was being delivered. This is 
readily explained by the fact that No 2 engine intake is 
positioned some 27 feet aft and 30 feet outboard of the site of the 
explosion and that the interior of the intake exhibited a number 
of prominent paint smears and general foreign object damage. By 
similar reasoning, the absence of such shingling damage on 



blades of No 3 engine was a reliable indication that it suffered no 
ingestion until well into the accident sequence.Õ

ÔThe combination of the position of the explosive device and the 
forward speed of the aircraft was such that significant sized 
debris resulting from the explosion would have been available to 
be ingested by No 2 engine within milliseconds of the 
explosion. ...The onset of this time period would have been the 
time at which debris from the explosion first inflicted damage to 
fan blades in No 3 engine and, since the fan is only 
approximately 40 feet from the location of the explosive device, 
this would have been an insignificant time interval after the 
explosion.Õ

ÔExamination of engines: The No 3 engine had fallen 1,100 
metres north of the other three engines, striking the ground on its 
rear face, penetrating a road surface and coming to rest without 
any further change of orientation i.e. with the front face 
remaining uppermost. The intake area contained a number of 
loose items originating from within the cabin or baggage hold. It 
was not possible initially to determine whether any of the general 
damage to any of the engine fans or the ingestion noted in No 3 
engine intake occurred whilst the relevant engines were 
delivering power or at a later stage.Õ

2. Observation:
Forward fuselage section was bent to starboard and then entirely 
detached.

A. Bomb explanation:
  No explanation given why a 20 inch bomb shatter hole on the 
port side caused the forward fuselage section to bend to starboard 
and separate.



B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
  A twenty foot by thirty foot hole appeared suddenly on the 
starboard side where the forward cargo door and skin around it 
used to. The large hole was too large for the fuselage to maintain 
structural integrity as the forward fuselage section forward of the 
forward cargo door bent to the starboard, hit number three 
engine, and the forward fuselage section separated.

C. Conclusions:
  It makes little sense for a forward fuselage section to bend to 
the starboard and detach when the bomb exploded on the port 
side giving a small 20 inch hole which the aircraft is designed to 
withstand.
       It makes greater sense that the forward fuselage section 
would bend into a huge hole on starboard side, lose structural 
integrity, and then separate.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) Quotes:
        Ô1.12.3.3 General damage features not directly associated 
with explosive forces.
A number of features appeared to be a part of the general 
structural break-up which followed on from the explosive 
damage, rather than being a part of the explosive damage process 
itself. This general break-up was complex and, to a certain 
extent, random. However, analysis of the fractures, surface 
scores, paint smears and other features enabled a number of 
discreet elements of the break-up process to be identified. These 
elements are summarised below.

(v)     A large, clear, imprint of semi-eliptical form was apparent 
on the lower right side at station 360 which had evidently been 



caused by the separating forward fuselage section striking the No 
3 engine as it swung rearwards and to the right (confirmed by No 
3 engine fan cowl damage).
(iv)   The forward fuselage deflected to the right, pivoting about 
the starboard window belt, and then peeled away from the 
structure at station 800. During this process the lower nose 
section struck the No 3 engine intake causing the engine to 
detach from its pylon. This fuselage separation was apparently 
complete within 3 seconds of the explosion.
(xiii)  The No 3 engine detached when it was hit by the 
separating forward fuselage.Õ

 
3. Observations:
  There are only two small fragments of plastic which are the 
only ÔhardÕ evidence of a bomb. One is a fragment of circuit 
board (with serial number!) alleged to be part of a ÔtimerÕ of  
for the bomb. This fragment was discovered at an unknown time 
by an unknown person on a baggage container behind the 
container manufacturerÕs data plate which contained a burnt 
piece of material which itself contained a fragment of circuit 
board.  The other fragment was discovered in  a buckled section 
of the metal container by an AAIB Inspector to contain, trapped 
within its folds, an item which was subsequently identified by 
forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments Research and 
Development Establishment (RARDE) as belonging to a specific 
type of radio-cassette player and that this had been fitted with an 
improvised explosive device (IED).

A. Bomb explanation:
Bomb exploded in a metal baggage container and blew the timer 
to pieces which lodged in baggage container. The data plate is on 
the outside of the container, not the inside and no explanation 



given for its discovery on the outside of the container. A piece of 
plastic from a boom box radio-cassette player was found in the 
folds of the container and determined to be the bomb container 
holding the timer and plastic explosive. No explanation given for 
that determination.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
       The ÔtimerÕ fragment did not get into a burnt piece of 
material and placed behind a data plate on the outside of the 
container by action of explosion or wind; it was placed there by a 
person and that person should be asked where and when he found 
the fragment and why he put it behind the manufacturerÕs data 
plate on the outside of that particular container. No explanation 
given for matching of fragment and container which blew up at 
31000 feet.

The boom box fragment may have been a piece from a boom-box 
loaded into the baggage compartment by a passenger who 
listened to music. There is no supporting evidence that a piece of 
plastic from a boom box was part of a bomb or that the ÔtimerÕ 
fragment was inside the plastic boom box.

C. Conclusions:
   It makes little sense that a bomb containing a timer (which is 
neither timing or altitude actuated) explodes six miles high, 
scatters thousands of pieces of debris to the winds, and yet a 
fragment of the ÔtimerÕ is found in the wreckage of the baggage 
container, identified as such, and placed on the outside in the 
correct container out of many. It makes little sense that a bomb 
with a timer exploded inside a suitcase inside a baggage 
container which then sends a fragment of the timer to lodge on 
the outside, not the inside, of the baggage container, which is 



mostly intact. It makes little sense that a piece of a boom box 
which can reasonably be expected to be in a baggage 
compartment can be determined to be a makeshift bomb with no 
supporting evidence.
      It makes greater sense that an unknown person put the plastic 
fragment behind the data plate for some unknown reason and that 
there was a boom box in a suitcase of a passenger who listened to 
music.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
       Appendix F-5, item ÔcÕ which states, ÒContainer 
manufacturerÕs data plate which contained a burnt piece of 
material which itself contained a fragment of circuit board.Ó
ÔContainer Reconstruction Those parts which could be 
positively identified as being from containers AVE 4041 PA and 
AVN 7511 PA were assembled onto one of three wooden 
frameworks; one each for the floor and superstructure of 
container 4041, and one for the superstructure of container 7511.  
Approximately 85% of container 4041 was identified, the main 
missing sections being the aft half of the sloping face skin and all 
of the curtain.Õ

ÔWhile this work was in progress a buckled section of skin from 
container 4041 was found by an AAIB Inspector to contain, 
trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently 
identified by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments 
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE) as 
belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette player and that this 
had been fitted with an improvised explosive device.Õ

ÔExamination of all other component parts of the remaining 
containers from the front and rear cargo holds did not reveal any 
evidence of blast damage similar to that found on containers 



4041 and 7511.Õ

4. Observation:
        The overall evidence of damage from an explosion of a 
powerful plastic bomb in the port side of the forward cargo hold 
is very limited.

A. Bomb explanation:
     The powerful bomb exploded and caused a series of events 
which are difficult to explain but did cause the forward fuselage 
section to come off.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
       The firing of a rather large shotgun on the port side of the 
forward cargo compartment which may have given evidence 
which led investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been 
detonated causing the destruction of Pan Am Flight 103. The 
limited damage to the fuselage skin and the baggage containers 
may have been caused by a rather large shotgun which fired after 
the nearby huge explosive decompression when the cargo door 
ruptured open. The evidence shows a relatively mild directed 
blast existed a corner of a baggage container, traveled 25 inches 
and caused a 20 inch hole in the fuselage skin. The sound of the 
mild directed blast was not heard on the cockpit voice recorder.

Bombs are loud, spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are 
relatively mild and directed. The damage in the baggage 
container and adjacent area is from a mild directed blast as if a 
rather large shotgun had gone off at close range. The AAIB 
official opined the cause of the damage he/she personally viewed 
to be as if a rather large shotgun had been fired at the fuselage at 
close range. It may not have been exactly a shotgun but some 



other type of directed firearm.

This AAIB opinion may have been correct in its assessment of 
the cause of the mild blast, pitting, sooting, distortions, ragged, 
and shattered skin as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the 
inner surface of the fuselage at close range. It may be that pitting, 
sooting, distortions, ragged, and shattered skin could also have 
been interpreted as evidence of a bomb explosion.

Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners 
before and have been accidentally discharged, (April 26, 2000 
Gun goes off in bag being loaded into jet. Associated Press - 
Portland  ÒA high-powered handgun went off in the baggage 
compartment of an Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at 
Portland International Airport, sending a bullet into the passenger 
compartment within inches of passengers' feet. Nobody was 
injured.Ó)

Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires 
in a directed manner and would give a relatively mild blast 
compared to a high explosive bomb. The sound of the weapon 
firing is not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the 
power had been abruptly cut after the tremendous explosive 
decompression when the huge hole appeared on the starboard 
side of the hold or the gunshot was over shouted by the 
tremendous noise from the huge hole and the explosive 
decompression.

The evidence corroborates the firing of a device called a rather 
large shotgun in a baggage container which caused a relatively 
mild directed blast which resulted in a 20 inch hole in the 
fuselage skin on the port side. This damage was not sufficient to 
cause the forward fuselage section to come off Pan Am Flight 



103 because the structure was designed to withstand a hole that 
size in the pressurized hull by the presences of stiffeners, ribs, 
and belts. In fact, a Boeing 747 can withstand a hole of nine feet 
by twenty feet in the nose just forward of the wing as shown by 
United Airlines Flight 811.

The firing of the shotgun was after the explosive decompression 
because the sound of the gunshot is not on the cockpit voice 
recorder which had had an abrupt power cut.

The location in the forward cargo compartment in the baggage 
container which had its lower quadrant blown way may have 
held a rather large shotgun which was stored in baggage, was 
loaded, and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened 
nearby. A tremendous explosion did happen nearby when the 
opposite fuselage blew out when a huge twenty foot by forty foot 
hold appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin 
above it used to be. The rather large shotgun fired, the relatively 
mild directed explosion left soot on a rib, burst through the 
corner of the baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 
inch hole in the port side of the fuselage. A sooty rib was soon 
found on the ground and incorrectly declared proof a bomb had 
gone off instead of a shotgun cartridge.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense that a 20 inch hole in the fuselage was 
caused by a powerful plastic bomb and that small hole would 
cause the forward fuselage section  of a Boeing 747 to bend to 
the starboard and detach.
      It makes greater sense that a rather large shotgun 
inadvertently fired in a suitcase and caused the 20 inch hole in 
the skin and other sooty evidence and misled investigators to 
believe it was the result of a powerful plastic bomb explosion.



D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
    Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels formed the boundary of the 
shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, 
heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - 
rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the inner 
surface of the fuselage at close range.Ó
ÔAnalysis: ÒWith the two container reconstructions placed 
together it became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited 
container 4041 through the rear lower face to the left of the 
curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward face of container 
7511.Õ

ÔThroughout the general examination of the aircraft wreckage, 
direct evidence of blast damage was exhibited on the airframe 
only in the area bounded, approximately, by stations 700 and 720 
and stringers 38L and 40L. Blast damage was found only on 
pieces of containers 4042 and 7511, the relative location and 
character of which left no doubt that it was directly associated 
with airframe damage.Õ

ÔBlast damage to the forward face of container 7511 was as a 
direct result of hot gases/fragments escaping from the aft face of 
container 4041. No evidence was seen to suggest that more than 
one IED had detonated on Flight PA103. Ô

5. Observation:
  The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder can be 
linked to the explosive decompression sound of a cargo door 
opening in flight on an airliner. The sudden loud sound has not 
been matched to any bomb explosion sound because of missing 
lower frequencies and a too slow rise time. The sudden loud 
sound is stated to be the initial event and is the best evidence 



because it is direct proof of the explosion.

A. Bomb explanation:
        No explanation given why a bomb explosion sound is 
absent from the CVR when it must be present if it were the initial 
event.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
  The initial event of sudden loud sound is the explosive 
decompression sound when the rupture/structural failure 
occurred and the air molecules rushed out making the sudden 
loud sound on the CVR. Pan Am Flight 103 has been matched to 
Air India Flight 182 in the AAIB report. This initial event sudden 
sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182 has been matched to a 
DC-10 explosive decompression sound when its cargo door 
opened in flight. All four Boeing 747 sudden loud sound events, 
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and United Airlines 
Flight 811 have been matched by NTSB in Chart 12 (Cover sheet 
of Part II of Smith AAR) of the public docket for Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800. The sound of the shotgun firing was not 
heard because the explosive decompression noise was louder or 
was because there was an abrupt power cut to the recorders after 
the sudden loud sound of explosive decompression.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense to disregard the most direct evidence of the 
initial event which is the sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice 
recorder which is not matched to a bomb explosion.
It makes greater sense to determine the sudden loud sound is the 
sound of the explosive decompression when the hull ruptures at 
the forward cargo door giving a sudden loud sound have been 
linked to an explosive decompression in a DC-10 cargo door 



event.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
        ÔCockpit voice recorder  The CVR tape was listened to for 
its full duration and there was no indication of anything 
abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual crew behaviour. The tape 
record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +- second, with a sudden loud 
sound on the CAM channel followed almost immediately by the 
cessation of recording whilst the crew were copying their 
transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC." UK AAIB Report 
2/90 Page 15  It is not clear if the sound at the end of the 
recording is the result of the explosion or is from the break-up of 
the aircraft structure. The short period between the beginning of 
the event and the loss of electrical power suggests that the latter 
is more likely to be the case. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38Õ

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:  Ô2.10.2 
Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United 
Kingdom An analysis of the CVR audio found no significant 
very low frequency content which would be expected from the 
sound created by the detonation of a high explosive device.  
Considering the different acoustic characteristics between a 
DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis indicates that there were 
distinct similarities between the sound of the explosive 
decompression on the DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI 
182 CVR.Õ

6. Observation:
      Inflight damage to the airframe of Pan Am Flight 103 does 
not match airframe damage from a staged bomb explosion event 
in a Boeing 747 at Bruntingthorpe.

A. Bomb explanation:



   No explanation given why staged Boeing 747 bombing 
evidence does not match the evidence of a terrorist planned 
bombing of another Boeing 747, Pan Am Flight 103.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
      A real bombing gives an obvious and unique signature of 
specific evidence. That signature was present at the 
Bruntingthorpe staged bombing but absent from Pan Am Flight 
103 because there was no bomb explosion.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense to disregard a mismatch between a real 
bombing event and a presumed bombing event and continue to 
call the presumed event a bomb explosion.
       It makes greater sense to determine Pan Am Flight 103 was 
not a bombing event because a bomb signature, such as that 
found at Bruntingthorpe staged bombing, was absent.

D. Quote from official at Bruntingthorpe:
       "Very small amounts of explosives left very distinctive 
marks, unlike anything we've seen on the plane," said one 
investigative source, speaking of the recent tests. "Even the small 
amounts [of explosives] left distinctive signatures on the 
structures, so if a small bomb had gone off, it clearly would leave 
a signature."

7. Observations: 
     In the AAIB report there is a grammatical error in verb tense 
and irrelevant inclusions of phrases and conclusions for bomb 
explosion which are unsupported by evidence.

AAIB 2/90:



ÔThe datum line, discussed at paragraph 1.12.1.6, was derived 
from a detailed analysis of the distribution of specific items of 
wreckage, including those exhibiting positive evidence of a 
detonating high performance plastic explosive.Õ

ÔThe items used to define the datum line, included those 
exhibiting positive evidence of a detonating high performance 
plastic explosive, would have been the first pieces to have been 
released from the aircraft.Õ

A. Bomb explanation:
   Any time an opportunity arises to declare a bomb exploded in 
Pan Am Flight 103 is a good time.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
        The AAIB report is generally well written, precise, 
grammatically correct, and punctuation is perfect; however, the 
only two exceptions deal with statements about the Ôplastic 
explosiveÕ.
        The text reads clearer: ÔThe datum line, discussed at 
paragraph 1.12.1.6, was derived from a detailed analysis of the 
distribution of specific items of wreckage.Õ The inclusion of the 
phrase, Ò...including those exhibiting positive evidence of a 
detonating high performance plastic explosive,Ó is irrelevant and 
incongruous in context of datum lines.

And:

ÔThe items used to define the datum line would have been the 
first pieces to have been released from the aircraft.Õ The 
inclusion of the almost identical strange phrase, Ò...included 
those exhibiting positive evidence of a detonating high 



performance plastic explosive,Ó is appended, grammatically 
incorrect as written, and incongruous in context of datum lines.

C. Conclusions:
     It makes little sense that AAIB investigators who have written 
an important document which is precise and grammatically 
correct in most respects would make grammar errors in two 
sentences concerning a detonating high performance plastic 
explosive.
It makes greater sense that the the phrases were inserted as 
changes at the last minute by a non-AAIB official to bolster a 
weak case and the insertions were not caught by AAIB officials.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:

     ÔThe datum line, discussed at paragraph 1.12.1.6, was 
derived from a detailed analysis of the distribution of specific 
items of wreckage, including those exhibiting positive evidence 
of a detonating high performance plastic explosive. The scatter 
of these items about the datum line may have been due partly to 
velocities imparted by the force of the detonating explosive and 
partly by the difficulty experienced in pinpointing the location of 
the wreckage accurately in relatively featureless terrain and poor 
visibility. However, the random nature of the scatter created by 
these two effects would have tended to counteract one another, 
and a major error in any one of the eleven grid references would 
have had little overall effect on the whole line. There is, 
therefore, good reason to have confidence in the validity of the 
datum line.

ÔThe items used to define the datum line, included those 
exhibiting positive evidence of a detonating high performance 
plastic explosive, would have been the first pieces to have been 



released from the aircraft.Õ

8. Observations:
    There are two photographs in the AAIB report of the port 
ÔbombÕ side hole just forward of the wing in the wreckage 
reconstruction, B-16 and B-17, and two identical artistÕs 
impression of the port side bomb explosion on B-19 and B-24. 
There are no pictures of the shattered starboard, cargo door, side 
just forward of the wing in the wreckage reconstruction. The 
forward cargo door is sketched in as undamaged in B-20 and 
B-21 in three drawings of explosive damage which contradicts 
the wreckage reconstruction evidence in the photographs of the 
shattered forward cargo door.

A. Bomb explanation:
    The only important side to look at is the bomb explosion side 
which is the port side with its 20 inch hole in the fuselage skin 
and worthy of two photographs, two identical sketches and 
another of an artistÕs impression of the explosion. The twenty 
foot by thirty foot hole in the starboard side, the cargo door side, 
is not relevant and thus can be omitted.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
        No explanation given for omission of photographs of the 
wreckage reconstruction of the other side of the cargo hold said 
to contain a powerful bomb. No explanation given for sketches 
of an undamaged forward cargo door when the photographic 
evidence shows it shattered. Recent photographs of the forward 
cargo door area are very revealing and show much outward 
shattered skin and missing parts. The port side damage was 
exaggerated in sketches and the starboard side damage omitted or 
played down.



C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense to go to the expense of a total fuselage 
reconstruction and only show one side, a relatively smooth port 
side while omitting a shattered starboard side.
  It makes greater sense that the investigators were making a case 
for a bomb explosion on the port side and deemed any other 
information which contradicted that conclusion as irrelevant and 
distracting and thus omitted.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
     ÔTo facilitate this additional work, wreckage forming a 65 
foot section of the fuselage (approximately 30 feet each side of 
the explosion) was transported to AAIB Farnborough, where it 
was attached to a specially designed framework to form a fully 
three-dimensional reconstruction [Appendix B, Figures B-16 and 
B-17] of the complete fuselage between stations 360 & 1000 
(from the separated nose section back to the wing cut out). The 
support framework was designed to provide full and free access 
to all parts of the structure, both internally and externally.Õ

9. Observation:
The latch status of the forward cargo door is omitted whilst the 
latch status of the identical aft cargo door (frames 1800-1920) 
and the CRAF door is given and stated as Ôlatched.Õ

A. Bomb explanation:
        The latch status of the forward cargo door is unimportant as 
it was not involved in any way with the bomb explosion and thus 
omitted.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:



        The assumption must be made that the latch status of the 
forward cargo door was ÔunlatchedÕ or Ôunknown,Õ since, if it 
were latched, it would have been reported as same.
       No explanation given for the omission in the report of the 
latch status of a cargo door which is known to have failed before, 
is a complex device prone to airworthiness directives, and was 
very near the site of the ÔbombÕ explosion.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense to omit such vital information about a 
complex device that has failed before which could cause a hull 
rupture inflight if it had failed again.
    It makes greater sense that the information was omitted 
because it conflicted with the official conclusions of a bomb 
explosion and thus deemed unimportant.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
ÔThe CRAF door itself (latched) apart from the top area 
containing the hinge;Õ

ÔOther items found in the wreckage included both body landing 
gears, the right wing landing gear, the left and right landing gear 
support beams and the cargo door (frames 1800-1920) which was 
latched.Õ

10. Observation:
There is much more airframe damage on the starboard side of the 
airframe away from the ÔbombÕ explosion in areas such as the 
leading edge of the right wing and the right horizontal stabilizer.

A. Bomb explanation:
    The ejected material and skin from the post side bomb 
explosion went out, aft, and over the fuselage then impacted the 



starboard side wing and tailplane. The bomb energy spread out 
and through the aircraft gaining power and blew out the faraway 
sections of skin although it was not possible to find a specific 
mechanism for the damage.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
      The more severe starboard side fuselage, tail, and wing 
damage was caused by the tremendous explosive decompression 
on the starboard side of the fuselage just forward of the wing in 
the forward cargo door area. The evidence of localised skin 
separation and peel-back is from the explosive decompression 
forces, not the relatively mild blast from the Ôbomb explosion.Õ

C. Conclusions:
  It makes little sense that a small 20 inch hole on the port side 
could cause the severe damage on the starboard side of the 
airframe or that material from the port side of the aircraft travels 
out, over, and aft of the fuselage and impacts on the starboard 
side of the tailplane.
It makes greater sense that the more severe airframe localised 
skin separation and peel-back inflight damage on the starboard 
side is because of the massive ejected material and torn away 
skin from the forward cargo door area on the starboard side of 
the airframe from the explosive decompression that ejected 
material out and directly aft into the right wing leading edge, 
engine number three and right horizontal stabilizer.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
   ÔWhilst it has not been possible to find a specific mechanism 
to explain the regions of localised skin separation and peel-back 
(i.e. the 'pressure blow' regions referred to in para 2.12.2), they 
were almost certainly the result of high intensity shock 



overpressures produced locally in those regions as a result of the 
additive recombination of shock waves transmitted through the 
lower hull cavities. It is considered that the relatively close 
proximity of the left side region of damage just below floor level 
at station 500, [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region D] to the 
forward end of the cargo hold may be significant insofar as the 
reflections back from the forward end of the hold would have 
produced a local enhancement of the shock overpressure. 
Similarly, 'end blockage effects' produced by the cargo door 
frame might have been responsible for local enhancements in the 
area of the belly skin separation and curl-back at station 560.Õ

Ô(iv)   The fuselage left side lower lobe from station 740 back to 
the wing box cut-out, and from the window level down to the 
cargo deck floor (the fracture line along stringer 38L), had peeled 
outwards, upwards and rearwards - separating from the rest of 
the fuselage at the window belt. The whole of this separated 
section had then continued to slide upwards and rearwards, over 
the fuselage, before being carried back in the slipstream and 
colliding with the outer leading edge of the right horizontal 
stabiliser, completely disrupting the outer half.Õ

ÔThe right tailplane exhibited massive leading edge impact 
damage on the outboard portion which also appeared to have 
progressed to disruption of the aft torsion box. A fragment of 
right tailplane spar cap was found embedded in the fuselage 
structure adjacent to the two vent valves, just below, and forward 
of, the L2 door and it is clear that this area of forward left 
fuselage had travelled over the top of the aircraft and contributed 
to the destruction of the outboard right tailplane.Õ

11. Observation:
     There was a single primary return received by both Great Dun 



Fell and Claxby radars approximately 16 seconds before SSR 
returns were lost. The return was only present for one paint and 
no explanation can be offered for its presence. It is displayed as a 
green diamond in Figures C-15 through C-23 in the AAIB Report 
2/90.

A. Bomb explanation:
   No explanation given for radar returns shown as green 
diamond. Information was disregarded.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
   One primary target on one radar may be an artifact. Two targets 
on two radars may be a coincidence. Two targets on two radars at 
the same time and at the same place is a real target which means 
a large piece of metal reflected radar energy to two radars.
  The explanation offered for its presence is of the lower half of 
the forward cargo door rupturing outward and spinning away in 
the night. The angles of the spinning metal skin were such to 
only return energy to two radars on only one sweep. A precedent 
was set of surveillance radars picking up pieces of cargo door 
spinning away in flight has been set by United Airlines Flight 
811.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense for a genuine primary radar target to appear 
just before the destruction of a large airliner and for that target 
information to be disregarded.
   It makes greater sense that when the lower half of the forward 
cargo door ruptured open in flight and ejected the door pieces 
and fuselage skin into the air that two radars picked up the 
reflections from the spinning metal skin and the target appeared 
on the radar scopes at the same time at the same location.



D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
       ÔRecorded radar information: Recorded radar information 
on the aircraft was available from from 4 radar sites. Initial 
analysis consisted of viewing the recorded information as it was 
shown to the controller on the radar screen, from this it was clear 
that the flight had progressed in a normal manner until Secondary 
Surveillance Radar (SSR) was lost. There was a single primary 
return received by both Great Dun Fell and Claxby radars 
approximately 16 seconds before SSR returns were lost. The 
Lowther Hill and St. Annes radars did not see this return. The 
Great Dun Fell radar recording was watched for 1 hour both 
before and after this single return for any signs of other spurious 
returns, but none was seen. The return was only present for one 
paint and no explanation can be offered for its presence.Õ

12. Observation:
        The aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New 
York, had been in level cruising flight at flight level 310 (31,000 
feet) for approximately seven minutes when the last secondary 
radar return was received just before 19.03 hrs. The radar then 
showed multiple primary returns fanning out downwind.

A. Bomb explanation:
      A bomb was placed in a Boeing 727 which took off from 
Malta and flew to Frankfurt Germany without the bomb going 
off. The plane then flew to London without the bomb going off. 
The bomb was transferred to a Boeing 747 which took off and 
then the bomb went off. The timer was thus not an altitude timer 
nor a timing timer but a timer of unknown type.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:



      The explosion occurred soon after the highest pressure 
differential was reached, 8.9 PSI at 31000 feet MSL, when the 
midspan latches ruptured open the forward cargo door. There was 
no bomb and there was no timer and there was no bomb 
explosion but there was something that looked, smelled, and 
sounded like a bomb explosion, but wasnÕt. It was a tremendous 
explosion of an explosive decompression from a hull rupture at a 
door. There was something that looked like a rather large shotgun 
had gone off in a baggage container and it probably was and it 
probably did which led investigators to assume a bomb explosion 
had occurred.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense for a bomb to be placed aboard an aircraft 
which flies and flies without detonating and then the bomb is 
transferred to another plane which explodes later by some 
unknown type of timer.
It makes greater sense that an explosive decompression occurred, 
which mimics a bomb explosion, at the highest pressure 
differential in the hull soon after takeoff and cruise established.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
  None regarding the several flights of the bomb in two aircraft in 
three airports in three countries before it detonated.

13.Observation:
Pan Am Flight 103 was proceeding normally until a sudden, 
loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an abrupt 
power cut to the data recorders.

A. Bomb explanation:
        The bomb explosion cut the power to the recorders.



B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
    The tremendous explosive decompression explosion cut the 
power to the recorders in the adjacent main equipment 
compartment abruptly after the sudden loud sound of the air 
rushing out of the forward cargo compartment was picked up on 
the cockpit voice recorders.

C. Conclusions:
    It makes little sense that a relatively mild explosion which 
caused a 20 inch hole in the fuselage skin would cause an abrupt 
power cut to the recorders when the aircraft is designed to easily 
withstand such an event.
        It makes greater sense that a tremendous explosive 
decompression would cause an abrupt power cut to the recorders 
in the adjacent compartment.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
       ÔDigital flight data recordings  The analysis of the recording 
from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, showed that the recorded data 
simply stopped. Following careful examination and correlation 
of the various sources of recorded information, it was concluded 
that this occurred because the electrical power supply to the 
recorder had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +- second. UK AAIB 
Report 2/90 Page 37 The analysis of the cockpit voice recording, 
which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded that there were valid 
signals available to the DVR when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- 
second because the power supply to the recorder was interrupted. 
It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the result 
of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure. 
The short period between the beginning of the event and the loss 
of electrical power suggests that the latter is more likely to be the 
case. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38



14. Observation:
       The evidence of Pan Am Flight 103 was matched to Air 
India Flight 182 in AAIB 2/90 but not to United Airlines Flight 
811.

A. Bomb explanation:
   Air India Flight 182 was deemed a bomb explosion by the 
Indian judicial authorities. Since Pan Am Flight 103 was 
determined early on to be a bomb explosion, only that flight 
information was relevant and thus compared and included in 
AAIB 2/90.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
   No explanation given why the evidence of United Airlines 
Flight 811 with much similar evidence to Pan Am Flight 103 was 
not matched to Pan Am Flight 103 as well as Air India Flight 182 
in AAIB 2/90.
Both United Airlines Flight 811 and Pan Am Flight 103 were:
Aged.
High flight time.
Early model-100.
Poly x wired.
Boeing 747.
Experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in 
cargo door area.
Shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is 
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
Fodded number three engine.
On fire number three engine.
Sudden sound on CVR
Loud sound on the CVR.



Short duration sound on the CVR.
Abrupt power cut to FDR.
Outwardly peeled and down skin in cargo door area from aft 
midspan latch.
Longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at 
midspan latch.
More severe inflight damage on starboard side.
At least nine never recovered bodies.
Vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door.
Torn off and missing skin in forward cargo door area on 
starboard side.
Outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage.
Destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

C. Conclusions:
  It makes little sense to ignore closely matching evidence of Pan 
Am Flight 103 to another similar event of United Airlines Flight 
811 while including an accident with inconclusive findings, Air 
India Flight 182.
     It makes greater sense to compare Pan Am Flight 103 to 
United Airlines Flight 811 as well as Air India Flight 182. (Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 had not yet occurred.)

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
   ÔDetection of explosive occurrences: In the aftermath of the 
Air India Boeing 747 accident (AI 182) in the North Atlantic on 
23 June 1985, RARDE were asked informally by AAIB to 
examine means of differentiating, by recording violent cabin 
pressure pulses, between the detonation of an explosive device 
within the cabin (positive pulse) and a catastrophic structural 
failure (negative pulse).Õ



15. Conclusions:
        Pan Am Flight 103 occurred before United Airlines Flight 
811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and after Air India 
Flight 182.

The AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) report 
reflects the sentiment of the times in the late 1980s that terrorists 
were everywhere and were blowing up airplanes at will. The 
determination was made within days of the inflight breakup that 
the cause was probably a bomb explosion and efforts were 
directed toward catching the culprits. A precedent has been set by 
the Indian government who declared that the similar accident, 
Air India Flight 182, was caused by a bomb explosion in the 
forward cargo hold, although the Canadians refused to state the 
cause of that explosion. A mechanical explanation for Pan Am 
Flight 103, such as that of United Airlines Flight 811, was given 
very little consideration.

The AAIB investigators did not have the luxury of hindsight to 
learn the lessons of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 nor did they 
take advantage of the lessons of United Airlines Flight 811 which 
occurred a short two months later after Pan Am Flight 103.

The writers of the AAIB report struggled to explain how a 
relatively mild directed blast on the port side of the forward 
cargo compartment caused outward ruptures faraway from the 
shatter zone, caused foreign object damage in an engine far 
away, caused inflight damage to an opposite side horizontal 
stabilizer, and caused much more damage throughout the 
starboard side of the airframe. They stretched with explanations 
such as the ejected material did strange things by going over, 
around, and under the fuselage to get to the affected areas. They 
brought in a theory of Mach Stem which presents the novel idea 



that a mild blast which disseminates through ducts and baggage 
containers actually manages to gain enough energy to do more 
damage faraway even as the energy is being absorbed by 
suitcases, baggage containers, and floor panels.

The writers ignored the logical questions of  how a mild blast on 
the port side could have caused such a large hole opposite on the 
starboard side at initial event time; why the forward section 
buckled to the starboard instead of the port side; why was the 
sound of a powerful bomb not heard on the cockpit voice 
recorder; how a mild blast abruptly shut off the entire power 
supply to the aircraft, and how a piece of timer of a bomb which 
exploded high up shows up inexplicably tucked in behind a plate 
on the outside of a baggage container.

Only photographs of the port side are revealed, no text 
explanations are given to the starboard side opposite, sketches of 
the cargo door are inaccurate while the port side sketches are 
exaggerated. The writers generally ignored the starboard side of 
the wreckage reconstruction although it showed more damage 
than the port and all of the inflight damage to engine number 
three, right wing, and right horizontal stabilizer would be easily 
explained if the explosion had occurred on the starboard side.

The AAIB report reads more like a prosecution case for a crime 
of a terrorist bombing than an objective investigative aircraft 
accident report. In fact, one could say the report doth protest too 
much that it was a bomb explosion. (As one might say the Smith 
AAR doth protest too much it was a wiring/cargo door event.)

The precision of the English language was put to good use by the 
conclusions reached of an ÒImprovised Explosive DeviceÕ 
instead of a ÒBombÕ since the evidence did show an improvised 



explosive device and not a bomb explosion, although the intent 
was for the reader to believe it was a bomb explosion. To this 
day, officials continue to call the object which started the 
destruction a ÔdeviceÕ and not a ÔbombÕ.

Mechanical alternatives were not given due consideration after 
the first few days when a sooty and pitted rib was found in the 
wreckage. There is very little information in the AAIB report 
about possible alternatives such as a center fuel tank explosion, 
hull rupture by structural failure, or explosive decompression by 
a mechanical source such as inadvertently opened cargo door or 
cargo shift.

Since major aircraft accidents now have international 
repercussions, politics which reflects the popular will of the 
moment takes precedence over objective investigations 
conducted in a calm and thoughtful manner. Extreme pressure 
was put on all investigative authorities from law enforcement to 
aviation accident investigators for a quick answer to the cause of 
Pan Am Flight 103. A popular answer was that the cause was not 
the fault of the manufacturer, the airline, or the government 
oversight agencies but was the fault of evil terrorists who had 
managed to slip by inadequate security. The direction of the 
investigation was set; a crime of a bombing and find the 
perpetrators.

The result is AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90, written 
fifteen months after Pan Am Flight 103 suffered the inflight 
breakup which appeared to be caused by a bomb, was assumed to 
be a bomb explosion, and almost all of the report describes what 
happened after the bomb went off on the port side of the forward 
cargo compartment. To this day, it is assumed a bomb exploded 
in Pan Am Flight 103 and the only disagreements are who put it 



there, when, and why.

The conclusion reached by this investigator in this AAR is that 
there was no bomb in Pan Am Flight 103. There was no bomb 
explosion. There was something that looked like a bomb 
explosion but wasnÕt. The evidence revealed by subsequent 
similar accidents indicates that there was a tremendous explosion 
of an explosive decompression when the forward cargo door 
ruptured open inflight, probably at the midspan latches and 
probably caused by faulty wiring or switch.

Respectfully submitted;

John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
1 May 2002,
Carmel Valley, California

Below is from NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811:
'1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, 
N740PA, operating as flight 125 from London to New York, 
experienced an incident involving the forward cargo door. 
According to Pan Am and Boeing officials who investigated this 
incident, the flightcrew experienced pressurization problems as 
the airplane was climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew 
began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased about 
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000 
feet, the cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight 
returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward 
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom 
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle 



closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo 
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock 
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and 
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent 
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had 
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being 
driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing 
and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo 
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually 
after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the 
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures 
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and 
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in 
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged 
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being 
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns 
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A 
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual 
drive system.'

From the Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182:
ACTION TAKEN BY THE COURT
1.4.1   Despite the fact that Mr. H.S. Khola had been appointed 
as the Inspector of Accidents under Rule 71 of the Aircraft Rules, 
the Government thought it proper to appoint Mr. Justice B.N. 
Kirpal as the Court to investigate into the circumstances of the 
accident.
NOTICE  AIR INDIA KANISHKA  ACCIDENT 
INVESTIGATION
The Government of India, vide Notification dated 13th July, 
1985, appointed Hon'ble Mr. Justice B.N. Kirpal as a Court to 



investigate into the accident to Air India's Boeing 747 aircraft 
VT-EFO (KANISHKA) near the Irish Coast on 23rd June, 1985, 
when the aircraft was engaged on a scheduled passenger flight 
from Montreal to Bombay via London and New Delhi.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: To Ken Smart: Line of communication open Pan Am 
Flight 103

Dear Bill, below sent to Mr. Smart for his consideration.

Cheers,
Barry

Date: Sun, 9 Jun 2002 22:00:39 -0700
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Line of communication open Pan Am Flight 103
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :AuxMaster:
58933:SmithAAR103fourobserve.pdf:
Dear Mr Smith

Your recent e-mail trails presents me with the difficulty of 
responding to your hypothesising in what I hope is a reasonable 
way.
I can only reiterate that accident investigation, along with all 



other forms of investigation, is an evidence based process.  I 
cannot afford the luxury of taking a stance that is in effect one 
that says " don't confuse me with the facts".
I can see that there is nothing that I can do to convince you that 
Panam 103 was bought down by an improvised explosive device. 
I can only refer you to the AAIB report and the very extensive 
technical evidence presented at the trial by specialists from 
around the world.

Ken Smart
Chief Inspecrtor of Air Accidents
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart, 9 June 02

Thank you for replying to my latest email, I realize you do not 
have to reply to any of my warnings about a current hazard in 
early model Boeing 747 that may suffer an inflight breakup. You 
do have a conscience after all. And you sound perplexed and a 
little vexed. I can understand why.

Let me first reply to your comments above:

Your recent e-mail trails presents me with the difficulty of 
responding to your hypothesising in what I hope is a reasonable 
way.



Well, yes, air, I think we have been reasonable. The issue of Pan 
Am Flight 103 is fraught with emotion, bias and conspiracy 
theories. It's hard to be factual. I contend I have been factual and 
reasonable and may, in fact, have overloaded you with facts, 
data, and evidence to support my reasoning. If you are perplexed 
it is because on one hand you have the official version of an 
explosive device and on the other hand my version of 
mechanical/electrical. They appear to be a paradox but are fully 
explainable and mutually correct if taken literally.

I can only reiterate that accident investigation, along with all 
other forms of investigation, is an evidence based process.

Would that were so. I was naive in 1990 to believe facts count 
but not now after twelve years of research and interacting with 
officials, media, and business. I am fully aware of the pressures 
put upon official investigators by all parties involved to come to 
a quick, satisfactory, and resolvable answer. I used to think that 
aviation safety was above all that politicking but I was wrong.

Of course it's political. Any event that involves relationships 
among nations and billions of dollars has to be political. Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 was a bomb from the day after when 
President Clinton said that 'terrorist' act would not go 
unpunished. It took 17 months of intense FBI efforts to make it a 
bomb, but eventually the evidence was not there and bomb/
missile ruled out for the same reasons Pan Am Flight 103 is not a 
bomb: Not enough corroborative evidence and any minute 
evidence can be explained as benign. Air India Flight 182 was a 
bomb from the few days after the event when the Indian 
government removed a real aircraft accident investigator and 
installed a judge with no aviation experience to conduct the 
'investigation' which concluded it was a bomb. Pan Am Flight 



103 was a bomb when the NTSB 'go' team left New York on the 
way to London hours after the event and it was a bomb five days 
after the event according to the AAIB. United Airlines Flight 811 
was a bomb moments after the event according to the flight crew. 
China Airlines Flight 611 was speculated already to be a bomb 
and still may be pending corroborative evidence. All those 
accidents were all rushed to political judgment by blaming others 
because it cleared so many of responsibility for the horror.

Everyone wants the quick easy satisfactory answer and will 
accept pleasant lies. Everyone rejects unpleasant truths. I 
thought, as an aviation accident survivor, that aviation safety was 
above politics. I was wrong.

Aviation accident investigation is a politically based process, sad 
to say, when it comes to the big crashes.

I cannot afford the luxury of taking a stance that is in effect one 
that says " don't confuse me with the facts".

I'm confused by that statement, Mr. Smart: Does it mean if you 
could afford the luxury you would not want to be confused by 
facts but since you can't afford the luxury, you are confused by 
the facts? The only facts that confuse you, Mr. Smart, are the 
solid ones proved by the AAIB itself that refute the official 
conclusions such as the small 'bomb' hole and the huge cargo 
door hole at concurrent initial event time.

I hate that cliche anyway. It reveals a closed and lazy mind and 
I'm glad you did not use it. I welcome facts, make sure they are 
accurate, and then sort them out; that is the requirement of my 
stance. I want more facts for Pan Am Flight 103; for instance, 
may I see the engine breakdown report from Pratt and Whitney 



on their JTD-9s, in particular for engine number three to check 
for missing blades, sooted blades, and soft body impacts? I 
understand your vexation at the evidence I present which 
conflicts with the official conclusions. I'm not making up the 
small 'bomb' hole or the sudden loud sound or the peeled back 
skin at the aft midspan latch or the wreckage distribution charts. 
The explanation that makes more sense and fits the facts better is 
the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation, not the bomb 
explanation with shadowy confusing conspiracy plots.

I can see that there is nothing that I can do to convince you that 
Panam 103 was bought down by an improvised explosive device.

Strange statement. The implication is that I can not be convinced 
because I am an idiot, stubborn, and unreasonable. My Smith 
AAR, my website, and my emails to you have shown me to be 
otherwise. (Bought down? Freudian slip?)

http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html and http://
www.corazon.com/PDF182and103SmithAAR.html%20 give 
details on the entire shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. It is 
factual and devoid of the conspiracy nonsense which permeates 
all these Boeing 747 inflight breakups.

You have not tried to convince me it was a bomb other than to 
refer me to other's opinions such as a trial judge and AAIB 
conclusions from long ago. And I agree it was brought down by 
an improvised explosive device, the forward cargo door 
rupturing open in flight. The UAL 811 crew reported in quotes, a 
"tremendous explosion' when the cargo door blew open in flight. 
Even at this late date, you are reluctant to call the IED a bomb 



even though I know, the media knows, and you know, you mean 
a bomb, a bomb planted by terrorists in a conspiracy. Sabotage is 
such a rare event in airplane accidents and pilot error/mechanical 
problems so prevalent that a mechanical or crew error must be 
the assumed probable cause unless proven otherwise but in this 
topsy turvy world, it's a bomb unless proven it wasn't, and even 
then there are lingering suspicions of conspiracy, such as a 
missile for Trans World Airlines Flight 800.

I can only refer you to the AAIB report

I can refer you to that report and the CASB report, the Kirpal 
Report, the three NTSB reports and the eventual China Airlines 
Flight 611 report, all for early model Boeing 747s that suffered 
sudden inflight breakups.

Regarding the AAIB Report: Fourteen observations of fact are 
attached to this email as well as a pdf file regarding the 
contradictory findings in that report. I know that AAIB report by 
heart. I well remember the moment in 1995 after receiving it 
when I read the aft cargo door and bulk cargo door latch status 
was reported as latched but nary a whisper about the forward 
cargo door. It's as if it never existed and yet was very close to the 
'bomb' detonation.

You, Mr. Smart, as representing AAIB, said that vertical tear 
lines above the door mean it opened in flight. They are there. You 
said, by the wreckage distribution drawings in the AAIB report, 
the open cargo door happened at initial event time and the 
drawings also show that the door hole was many times larger 
than the concurrent small bomb hole on the port side. You said 
that stiffeners and belts are there to stop small holes from getting 
bigger and they did. You said the small hole and the minor 



damage to the baggage container appeared as if a rather large 
shotgun was discharged at close range. You said the blast was 
relatively mild, directed, and not heard on the CVR. You said 
there was a sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt power cut. 
You showed, by the photographs you provided, there was peeled 
back skin from the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door.

And the facts go on and on. They support the mechanical 
explanation, not the conspiracy one. The red herring, which you 
(AAIB staff and predecessors) have chosen to follow, is that of a 
relatively mild directed blast discharged from a rather large 
shotgun causing a 20 inch hole which has been turned into a 
powerful spherical noisy plastic bomb making a huge hole in the 
port side which tore the nose off. That red herring is a pleasant 
lie but refuted by facts presented in the AAIB report which give 
the unpleasant truth the forward cargo door ruptured open in 
flight at the initial event time. A subsequent similar event, UAL 
811, proved to be an electrical cause after the red herring of 
improper latching was ruled out years later after further 
investigation. NTSB did not give up on United Airlines Flight 
811, even after an AAR was written, 90/01. They got it right the 
second time and wrote another AAR, 92/02. United Airlines 
Flight 811 set so many precedents.

The probable cause of bomb is a pleasant lie because it absolves 
so many of culpability. The probable cause of electrical problem 
causing the ruptured open forward cargo door is an unpleasant 
truth because it implicates so many as negligent. It's human 
nature to go for the easy out. I had assumed professional 
investigators do not go for the easy out but for the difficult 
comprehensive answer.

I partly understand human nature and the primal urge to look 



good and not look bad. I have been in a life and death situation in 
a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash and I will tell you, 
Mr. Smart, and all the other accident investigators in this world, 
there is no pride, no embarrassment, and no shame when faced 
with imminent death. Exact and timely truth is everything, 
regardless of reputation or stature. If  the engine has 
inadvertently reduced thrust and drag stays the same, lift is 
reduced and the plane descends to crash. Period. Time to eject. It 
does not matter who is on board, good guys or bad guys, the 
plane descends. There is no negotiation with the natural laws of 
physics. The outward opening nonplug cargo door had to rupture 
open when the cams turned to the unlock position with the 
almost 100000 pounds of internal pressure exerted on those lone 
midspan latches with no locking sectors.

And it's all happened before with United Airlines Flight 811, the 
one accident of an unpleasant truth about an early model Boeing 
747 that no one wants to refer to, never mind discuss. It's like a 
guilty ghost accident hanging around in the background while 
Pan Am Flight 103 is the exciting myth in the foreground.

Investigators who want to know what happened ask questions. 
Prosecutors who' know' what happened and are trying to make it 
official just refer to documents and opinions of those 'experts' 
who agree with them. Investigators are curious whilst 
prosecutors reject or ignore any information which hurts their 
case.

You have never asked me any question about Pan Am Flight 103, 
Mr. Smart. You have never asked me any telling questions which 
would reveal the errors of my reasoning, if present. You are not 
curious about any door hinge overtravel, or paint smears, or guns 
in baggage manifests, or missing manual locking handles and 



midspan latches which should be there and aren't. You have all 
the wreckage and reports available to you but are unwilling to 
check them out for a match to United Airlines Flight 811. There 
is no funding to seek or permission to gain for you to review the 
background documents or the wreckage in Farnborough. You 
could determine for yourself very easily and quickly when that 
forward cargo door opened in flight for Pan Am Flight 103. You 
might even find the precise location and the shorted/arcing/burnt 
cargo door motor wiring or switch S2 that was implicated in 
United Airlines Flight 811.

You have acted like a prosecutor trying to keep his case together 
while fending off unwanted criticism from an amateur citizen. 
You have not acted like a curious investigator who never gives 
up until completely satisfied. And you are not completely 
satisfied that the initial cause was not mechanical, are you. 
United Airlines Flight 811 always comes back to haunt. It's that 
sudden loud sound on Pan Am Flight 103 and United Airlines 
Flight 811 CVRs. And those similar sounds are not a bomb 
sounds but they are the sound of the consequences of an 
explosive device, air rushing out that huge hole on the starboard 
side where the cargo door and the skin above it used to be. It's 
the sound of explosive decompression. If the Comets had had 
CVRs in them, they would have picked up the same sound at 
their inflight breakups. The DC-10 did. United Airlines Flight 
811 did. Air India Flight 182 had the sound and it was matched to 
the DC-10 event. The best evidence which exists is the CVR 
because it was there at the initial event time and that 
unimpeachable witness says no bomb explosion but explosive 
decompression. If that sudden loud sound were able to be 
matched to the extensive FBI library of bomb sounds, it certainly 
would have been proclaimed as proof positive of a bomb. But it 
was not matched to a bomb sound because there was no bomb 



sound because there was no bomb...or planted device.

KS>and the very extensive technical evidence presented at the 
trial by specialists from around the world.

High Court>[2] It is not disputed, and was amply proved, that the 
cause of the disaster was
indeed the explosion of a device within the aircraft. The matter at 
issue in this trial
therefore is whether or not the Crown have proved beyond 
reasonable doubt that one
or other or both of the accused was responsible, actor or art and 
part, for the deliberate
introduction of the device.

The defence never disputed it was a bomb. They just said their 
clients did not plant it. There was no extensive technical 
evidence presented at the trial that it was a bomb because it was 
agreed by both sides it was a bomb. Only the location of the 
bomb was disputed, inside or outside the baggage container. The 
issue at trial was who put the bomb there, not whether it existed 
or not. To imply trial evidence by specialists confirmed it was a 
bomb is misleading. The CIA and FBI and Scotland Yard may 
have said it was a bomb because to a person with a hammer, 
everything is a nail. The evidence which was was needed, but 
absent, to rule in a bomb for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 is 
the same evidence found lacking for the presence of a bomb for 
Pan Am Flight 103.

And that faulty defence strategy was to be expected from 
attorneys who know about conspiracy crimes like bank robberies 
but not about airplane crashes and did not want to learn or 



research previous similar accidents.

Pan Am Flight 103 was an airplane crash with a mechanical 
cause. The accident had two causes for precedent, Air India 
Flight 182 long before and United Airlines Flight 811 shortly 
thereafter.

And it has apparently happened again with China Airlines Flight 
611 just a two weeks ago.

And of course, it can happen again as I type but probably within 
two years. 1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1996, 2000, and now 
2002 are all Boeing 747 cargo door uncommanded openings on 
the ground or in the air, according to my research as documented 
on www.corazon.com.

1985 for Air India Flight 182, inflight, 329 dead.
1987 for Pan Am Flight 125, inflight, 0 dead.
1988 for Pan Am Flight 103, inflight, 270 dead.
1989 for United Airlines Flight 811, inflight, 9 dead.
1991 for United Airlines Flight preflight, on the ground, 0 dead.
1996 for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, inflight, 230 dead.
2000 for United Airlines Flight postflight, on the ground, 0 dead.
2002 for China Airlines Flight 611, inflight, 225 dead.

I do not pick the flight numbers, Mr. Smart, the evidence does. 
China Airlines Flight 611 fits the pattern so far but needs more 
corroborative evidence to confirm it is a wiring/cargo door event 
which may be forthcoming.

So, where does that leave the Pan Am Flight 103 situation? Libya 
wants to payoff the relatives and get back into the real world. 
The secret agent sits in jail for life. The UK gets even for having 



a policewoman shot in the stomach outside an embassy. The 
insurance has paid off. Pan Am went bankrupt and ceases to 
exist. Almost everybody is happy. Life goes on.

And the known faulty Poly X wiring occasionally continues to 
crack and short and turn on the door unlatch motor in early 
model Boeing 747s of which over 500 are in service around the 
world flying thousands of passengers every day and killing a few 
hundred every few years.

And the safety officials who have sworn to investigate leads, who 
are trained to evaluate facts, who are paid to turn over every 
stone, who have budgets for databases to compare similar 
accidents for matches, who have staffs to ask questions of 
informed citizens with important information and warnings, 
those safety officials instead remain silent about the 
contradictory evidence, refuse to consider correcting serious 
errors, narrowly look at their one tree in the forest of seven, and 
continue to give their seniors comfortable conclusions they want 
to hear which are essentially it's not their fault.

Chief Inspecrtor of Air Accidents

Mr. Smart, the above typo would be funny but it's not. This 
appears to be a trivial error but it's not. It reveals a lack of 
attention to detail, a rush to get off the email with no 
proofreading or using the high tech tool of a spell checker. It is 
an insult to me. I'm not a dummy. I've been a charter pilot and 
accepted the responsibility of flying passengers for money. I've 
been in aerial combat in wartime. I've owned my own plane. I've 
flown thousands of hours in props, propjets, and jets. Heck, I've 
been supersonic twice. And I've worked twelve years on early 
model Boeing 747s that suffer inflight breakups, one of which is 



Pan Am Flight 103. I am not to be dismissed with a quickly 
typed note with grammatical and spelling errors, even lacking the 
grace of exit line such as 'Sincerely.'

But, I've learned in life and death situations, as this is, there is no 
pride. I am not important, only my message. I care little about the 
insult and the attempted curt dismissal of me and my mechanical 
explanation for Pan Am Flight 103. I keep on trying, polite, 
factual, and hopefully persuasive.

Mr. Smart, will you please do this: Keep an open mind and wait 
for the CVR and FDR of China Airlines Flight 611 to be 
retrieved and if they reveal a sudden loud sound followed by an 
abrupt power cut, will you reconsider the probable cause for Pan 
Am Flight 103 to be that for China Airlines Flight 611? Will you 
let the facts and evidence of China Airlines Flight 611 be 
matched to Pan Am Flight 103? Maybe China Airlines Flight 611 
is a bomb which would strengthen your IED cause for Pan Am 
Flight 103.

Will you be willing to look to the recent accident of China 
Airlines Flight 611 and the past accident of United Airlines 
Flight 811 for similar evidence to Pan Am Flight 103 for a match 
which would reveal a common cause for both? If the common 
cause is revealed by the evidence, would you consider reopening 
the investigation into Pan Am Flight 103 with a point of view of 
a mechanical cause?

Would you keep this email line of communication open between 
us in the narrow subject of Boeing 747s that suffer inflight 
breakups?

But in case you don't and boot me out and close the door to your 



virtual office, let me take this opportunity to talk about aviation 
safety in general.

Everyone talks about facts, even me. I'm awash in facts and have 
inundated you, Mr. Smart. So why has not the wiring/cargo door 
explanation become accepted by aviation safety authorities?

Why was not United Airlines Flight 811 compared to Pan Am 
Flight 103 since the events happened two months apart? Did not 
someone say on February 23, 1989, 'Hey look, here's another 
early model Boeing 747 that suffered an inflight breakup leaving 
a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to the 
recorders, and yet the crew thought it was a bomb but it wasn't?' 
Why was and is to this day, United Airlines Flight 811 ignored as 
a match for Pan Am Flight 103 and others?

The facts have always been on the wiring/cargo door side for Pan 
Am Flight 103, and yet, the investigators went back three and a 
half years for a match, Air India Flight 182, while ignoring the 
one that happened just two months later.

Let's follow the logic trail for a bomb for Pan Am Flight 103 
from 1988 to 2002:

In 1985 Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight breakup leaving 
a sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt power cut. The 
Canadian aviation accident authorities, the CASB, investigated 
and determined there was an explosion on the right side of the 
forward cargo compartment but declined to state the cause. The 
AAIB representative to the investigation, Mr. Davis, stated it was 
not a bomb but of a cause yet to be determined.

But....politics....three weeks after the event the Indian aviation 



accident authority, Mr. Khola, was replaced and a political judge 
was assigned to 'investigate into the circumstances of the 
accident.' After much twisting and turning, according to the 
Kirpal Report which is sometimes embarrassing to read, Judge 
Kirpal said that the finding for Air India Flight 182 was an 
inflight breakup from an explosion on the right side of the 
forward cargo compartment caused by a bomb. There was even 
less evidence for a bomb in Air India Flight 182 than Pan Am 
Flight 103 which is less than Trans World Airlines Flight 800. 
However, bomb it was for Air India Flight 182 and three Sikhs 
go on trial for their life's freedom in March 2003 for planting it.

The precedent was set by a judge for blaming political opposition 
forces as being terrorists and planting bombs in airplanes, 
curiously always early model Boeing 747s in which the 'bomb' 
always seems to get randomly placed in the forward cargo 
compartment, not the aft or bulk or passenger cabins.

So, three and a half years later, in 1988, another early model 
Boeing 747 suffers an inflight breakup with a sudden loud sound 
and much other matching evidence. What is the call? Bomb of 
course planted by the Iranians....then the Syrians...then the 
Libyans. The conspiracy machine cranks up and plots appear all 
over the place.

Two months later, 1989, another early model Boeing 747 suffers 
an inflight breakup leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR and 
an abrupt power cut to the recorders, a very rare twin event, and 
the passengers and pilots thought it was Pan Am Flight 103 all 
over again but the nose stayed on. The crew at first says a cargo 
door opened and then reports a bomb went off. Against all odds 
the aircraft landed and was able to provide evidence of what 
really happened.



After landing it was apparent the forward cargo door did rupture 
open in flight. It was, after all, a mechanical event, a boring event 
that had happened before in 1987 to a sister ship on the assembly 
line to Pan Am Flight 103, Pan Am Flight 125, as stated in NTSB 
AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811: '1.17.1 Previous 
Cargo Door Incident: On March 10, 1987, a Pan American 
Airways B-747-122, N740PA, operating as flight 125 from 
London to New York, experienced an incident involving the 
forward cargo door. According to Pan Am and Boeing officials 
who investigated this incident, the flightcrew experienced 
pressurization problems as the airplane was climbing through 
about 20,000 feet. The crew began a descent and the 
pressurization problem ceased about 15,000 feet. The crew began 
to climb again, but about 20,000 feet, the cabin altitude began to 
rise rapidly again. The flight returned to London. When the 
airplane was examined on the ground, the forward cargo door 
was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom with the 
latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle closed. 
The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.

So, the investigators for Pan Am Flight 103 in 1989 and 1990 
had two early model Boeing 747s to compare and all three had 
the sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt power cut plus 
many other similarities.

Both United Airlines Flight 811 and Pan Am Flight 103 were:
Aged.
High flight time.
Early model-100.
Poly x wired.
Boeing 747.
Experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in 



cargo door area.
Shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is 
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
Fodded number three engine.
On fire number three engine.
Sudden sound on CVR
Loud sound on the CVR.
Short duration sound on the CVR.
Abrupt power cut to FDR.
Outwardly peeled and down skin in cargo door area from aft 
midspan latch.
Longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at 
midspan latch.
More severe inflight damage on starboard side.
At least nine never recovered bodies.
Vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door.
Torn off and missing skin in forward cargo door area on 
starboard side.
Outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage.
Destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India Flight 182 were both:
early model,
poly x wired,
Boeing 747,
suffered hull rupture in forward cargo hold,
engine three falls apart from other engines,
sudden sound on CVR,
loud sound on the CVR,
short duration sound on the CVR,
abrupt power cut to FDR,
sound does not match bomb sound,



outward peeled skin in cargo door area,
midspan latch status not determined,
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door,
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as 
explanation during official inquiry,
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected.

Which one to pick? Which one to refer to in the AAIB report for 
Pan Am Flight 103?

All three had explosions in the forward cargo compartment. 
Forward cargo doors were known to open in flight. A suddenly 
opened cargo door in flight was known to be catastrophic in wide 
body airliners. What did the forward cargo door areas of the three 
early model Boeing look like after the fatal events?

By text and pictures they all looked basically the same, door split 
longitudinally, frayed from an outward force, vertical tear lines 
above door edges, and missing essential pieces of the door.

Which accident to match was the one with the irrefutable, 
indisputable, and plain to see probable cause? Yes, United 
Airlines Flight 811 as a mechanical cause, not a conspiracy 
sabotage terrorist act.

And yet, which accident is compared to Pan Am Flight 103 and 
referred to at length in the AAIB 2/90 report? Yes, Air India 
Flight 182 as a terrorist bombing.

The trail of bomb conclusion led from Air India Flight 182 to 



Pan Am Flight 103 while ignoring United Airlines Flight 811, 
still ignored for Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and now, 
incredibly, still ignored for China Airlines Flight 611.

So, you see, Mr. Smart, facts and truth have little to do with a 
probable cause for Pan Am Flight 103 according to the 
authorities. Narrow perspective, selfish attitudes, and small 
minds believing in myth and superstition ruled in 1990. And the 
aviation safety authorities went along for the ride.

Judge Kirpal decided he knew what caused a plane to crash and 
it was a bomb although the Canadian aviation accident officials 
declined to state the cause of the explosion. Three years later the 
UK and USA faced the same mystery and agreed it was a bomb 
too. Then seven years after that the USA faced another similar 
mystery and tried to make it a bomb for a year and a half but 
reason prevailed and it was not a bomb. And now, six years after 
that, another mystery Boeing 747 suffers an inflight breakup and 
now the Chinese get a chance to solve their mystery.

And all along United Airlines Flight 811 is ignored as if it never 
happened; as if it is not relevant, as if it were a ghost.

I believed, Mr. Smart, that by your producing the photographs of 
the starboard side of Pan Am Flight 103 that you had an open 
mind, you had a wider view, and that you were not selfish in 
pursuit of favor with your bosses. I believed you actually were 
willing to consider all probable causes for Pan Am Flight 103 as 
long as they made sense, were backed up by facts and evidence, 
and exposed a current hazard to flying passengers.

You stated to me the obvious: the forward cargo door of Pan Am 
Flight 103 opened in flight but added it happened after the 'bomb' 



went off. Well, fine, let us discuss when that door opened in 
flight. I offered as evidence the wreckage distribution drawings 
that showed it happened at initial event time. Why do you think it 
happened later? Why do you think a relatively mild directed blast 
that gives minor damage to a baggage container and makes a 20 
inch hole in the fuselage skin can be construed to be a powerful 
spherical plastic bomb sufficient to cause the nose of a 747 to 
tear off? What do you think caused the peeled back skin from the 
aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door? Why do you never 
mention United Airlines Flight 811 when discussing Pan Am 
Flight 103? Why is there no mention of the forward cargo door in 
the AAIB report? I ask these questions not in a belligerent 
manner but to really find out why. Those questions have been on 
my mind to ask aviation authorities for 12 years.

We are on the same side for aviation safety. Do you have other 
priorities? What can be more important that preventing death 
from a plane crash? All other reasons are secondary to me such 
as promotion, fame, adulation from strangers, loyalty towards 
friends, and respect from media. But then, I can afford the luxury 
of being objective since my job or financial status or popularity is 
not on the line here and I have the motivation to pursue this 
forever because of my near death experience in a sudden night 
fiery fatal jet airplane crash.

I'll understand but will be disappointed if you stop 
corresponding, Mr. Smart. I'll understand if Pan Am Flight 103 
just lies there forever a bomb although the facts and hindsight 
say otherwise. Judge Kirpal was partially wrong with Air India 
Flight 182 and it led to Pan Am Flight 103. The AAIB was 
partially wrong with Pan Am Flight 103 and it led to Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800. NTSB was partially wrong about Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 and it may have led to China Airlines 



Flight 611. We shall see.

I ask again to keep that open mind with a larger view, Mr. Smart. 
If China Airlines Flight 611 proves to be a forward cargo door 
event, will you please reconsider Pan Am Flight 103 in light of 
the newer advantage of hindsight?

History is important to be accurate and never more so than 
aviation safety which is built upon the discovered errors which 
can be corrected.

We are on the same side for aviation safety.

Sincerely,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
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Lord Sutherland
Lord Coulsfield
Lord MacLean
Case No: 1475/99
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delivered by LORD SUTHERLAND
in causa
HER MAJESTYÕS ADVOCATE
v



ABDELBASET ALI MOHMED AL
MEGRAHI and AL AMIN KHALIFA
FHIMAH, Prisoners in the Prison of Zeist,
Camp Zeist (Kamp van Zeist), The
Netherlands
Accused
-----------------
Act: The Lord Advocate, AP Campbell QC, Advocate Depute; 
Turnbull QC,
Advocate Depute; Lake and Armstrong; the Crown Agent.
Alt: Taylor QC; Burns QC; Beckett, McCourts, Solicitors, 
Edinburgh for the
first accused.
Keen QC; Davidson QC, Macleod, McGrigor Donald, Solicitors,
Edinburgh for the second accused.
[1] At 1903 hours on 21 December 1988 PanAm flight 103 fell 
out of the sky.
The 259 passengers and crew members who were on board and 
11 residents of
Lockerbie where the debris fell were killed. The Crown case is 
that the cause of the
disaster was that an explosive device had been introduced into 
the hold of the aircraft
by the two accused whether acting alone or in concert with each 
other and others.
This device exploded when the aircraft was in Scottish air space 
thus causing the
aircraft to disintegrate. In these circumstances it was originally 
contended that the
accused were guilty of conspiracy to murder, alternatively 
murder, alternatively a
contravention of section 2(1) and (5) of the Aviation Security Act 
1982. At the



conclusion of the CrownÕs submissions, however, the libel was 
restricted to the charge
of murder.
[2] It is not disputed, and was amply proved, that the cause of the 
disaster was
indeed the explosion of a device within the aircraft. Nor is it 
disputed that the person
or persons who were responsible for the deliberate introduction 
of the explosive
device would be guilty of the crime of murder. The matter at 
issue in this trial
therefore is whether or not the Crown have proved beyond 
reasonable doubt that one
or other or both of the accused was responsible for the deliberate
introduction of the device.

From Smith AAR for Pan Am Flight 103:

John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Copyright May 2002
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Report on the accident to 



Boeing 747-121, N739PA 
at Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire, Scotland
on 21 December 1988
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Part IV:  Comparison between AAIB 2/90 and Smith AAR for PA 
103
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1. Observations:
Engine number three was the only engine to fall apart from the 
others; it was the only one to catch fire; and it contained ingested 
debris from within the aircraft.
2. Observation:
Forward fuselage section was bent to starboard and then entirely 
detached.
3. Observations:
There are only two small fragments of plastic which are the only 
ÔhardÕ evidence of a bomb (there is much evidence of an 
explosive decompression).
4. Observation:
The overall evidence of damage from an explosion of a powerful 
plastic bomb in the port side of the forward cargo hold is very 
limited.
5. Observation:
The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder can be 
linked to the explosive decompression sound of a cargo door 
opening in flight on an airliner.
6. Observation:
Inflight damage to the airframe of Pan Am Flight 103 does not 
match airframe damage from a staged bomb explosion event in a 
Boeing 747 at Bruntingthorpe.



7. Observations: 
In the AAIB report there is a grammatical error in verb tense and 
irrelevant inclusions of phrases and conclusions for bomb 
explosion which are unsupported by evidence.
8. Observations:
There are two photographs in the AAIB report of the port 
ÔbombÕ side hole
9. Observation:
The latch status of the forward cargo door is omitted whilst the 
latch status of the identical aft cargo door (frames 1800-1920) 
and the CRAF door is given and stated as Ôlatched.Õ
10. Observation:
There is much more airframe damage on the starboard side of the 
airframe away from the ÔbombÕ explosion in areas such as the 
leading edge of the right wing and the right horizontal stabilizer.
11. Observation:
There was a single primary return received by both Great Dun 
Fell and Claxby radars approximately 16 seconds before SSR 
returns were lost.
12. Observation:
The aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New York, 
had been in level cruising flight at flight level 310 (31,000 feet)
13.Observation:
Pan Am Flight 103 was proceeding normally until a sudden, 
loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an abrupt 
power cut to the data recorders.
14. Observation:
The evidence of Pan Am Flight 103 was matched to Air India 
Flight 182 in AAIB 2/90 but not to United Airlines Flight 811.

1. Observations:
  Engine number three was the only engine to fall apart from the 
others; it was the only one to catch fire; and it contained ingested 



debris from within the aircraft.

There are confusing statements in the AAIB report regarding 
which engines had foreign object damage:
Ò...it is reasonable to deduce that a manoeuvre of the aircraft 
occurred before most of the energy of the No 2 engine fan was 
lost due to the effect of ingestion (seen only in this engine.Ó
Ò...No 3 engine, identified on site as containing ingested debris 
from within the aircraft,..,Ó

A.  Bomb explanation:
       No explanation given for engine number three falling 1100 
meters apart from the others. When the bomb explosion caused 
the 20 inch hole on the port side, the ejected debris went out and 
into engine number two but not serious enough to cause a fire, 
then went under the fuselage and into far away engine number 
three causing the foreign object damage and fire. The distance 
from bomb explosion hole to engine number two is about 27 feet 
aft and 30 feet outboard and the distance to engine number three 
is 27 feet aft and 50 feet outboard.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
      The major amount of ejected material from within the cabin 
or baggage hold, which had opened up in the starboard side in 
the explosive decompression, entered the nearby engine number 
three causing it to catch fire.  A minor amount of ejected material 
from the small shotgun firing hole on port side went into engine 
number two. The large hole where the cargo door and skin used 
to be caused the forward fuselage section to bend to the starboard 
and impact engine number three causing it to break loose and fall 
apart from the other three engines. No explanation given for 
contradiction in AAIB report on which engines ingested foreign 



objects and when it occurred.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense that foreign objects ejected from a small hole 
on the port side would go around the fuselage and into engine 
number three serious enough to cause a fire.
It makes greater sense that foreign objects from the cabin or 
baggage hold ejected from the very large hole on the starboard 
side would go into nearby engine number three; and when the 
larger amount of ejected material went into engine number three 
a normal consequence of fire ensued. When the nose bent to the 
starboard because of the large hole where the door and skin used 
to be, the forward fuselage section hit engine number three and 
broke it loose to land apart from the other three engines still 
attached to the wing.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
       ÔBy similar reasoning, the absence of such shingling 
damage on blades of No 3 engine was a reliable indication that it 
suffered no ingestion until well into the accident sequence.Õ
Ô(ii)   No 3 engine, identified on site as containing ingested 
debris from within the aircraft, nonetheless had no evidence of 
the type of shingling seen on the blades of No 2 engine. Such 
evidence is usually unmistakable and its absence is a clear 
indication that No 3 engine did not suffer a major intake airflow 
disturbance whilst delivering significant power.
(iii)        All 3 engines had evidence of blade tip rubs on the fan 
cases having a combination of circumference and depth greater 
than hitherto seen on any investigation witnessed on Boeing 747 
aircraft by the Pratt and Whitney specialists. Subsequent 
examination of No 4 engine confirmed that it had a similar deep, 
large circumference tip rub. These tip-rubs on the four engines 
were centred at slightly different clock positions around their 



respective fan cases. Ô
Ô2.5 Engine evidence The shingling damage noted on the fan 
blades of No 2 engine can only be attributed to airflow 
disturbance caused by ingestion related fan blade damage 
occurring when substantial power was being delivered. This is 
readily explained by the fact that No 2 engine intake is 
positioned some 27 feet aft and 30 feet outboard of the site of the 
explosion and that the interior of the intake exhibited a number 
of prominent paint smears and general foreign object damage. By 
similar reasoning, the absence of such shingling damage on 
blades of No 3 engine was a reliable indication that it suffered no 
ingestion until well into the accident sequence.Õ

ÔThe combination of the position of the explosive device and the 
forward speed of the aircraft was such that significant sized 
debris resulting from the explosion would have been available to 
be ingested by No 2 engine within milliseconds of the 
explosion. ...The onset of this time period would have been the 
time at which debris from the explosion first inflicted damage to 
fan blades in No 3 engine and, since the fan is only 
approximately 40 feet from the location of the explosive device, 
this would have been an insignificant time interval after the 
explosion.Õ

ÔExamination of engines: The No 3 engine had fallen 1,100 
metres north of the other three engines, striking the ground on its 
rear face, penetrating a road surface and coming to rest without 
any further change of orientation i.e. with the front face 
remaining uppermost. The intake area contained a number of 
loose items originating from within the cabin or baggage hold. It 
was not possible initially to determine whether any of the general 
damage to any of the engine fans or the ingestion noted in No 3 
engine intake occurred whilst the relevant engines were 



delivering power or at a later stage.Õ

2. Observation:
Forward fuselage section was bent to starboard and then entirely 
detached.

A. Bomb explanation:
  No explanation given why a 20 inch bomb shatter hole on the 
port side caused the forward fuselage section to bend to starboard 
and separate.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
  A twenty foot by thirty foot hole appeared suddenly on the 
starboard side where the forward cargo door and skin around it 
used to. The large hole was too large for the fuselage to maintain 
structural integrity as the forward fuselage section forward of the 
forward cargo door bent to the starboard, hit number three 
engine, and the forward fuselage section separated.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense for a forward fuselage section to bend to the 
starboard and detach when the bomb exploded on the port side 
giving a small 20 inch hole which the aircraft is designed to 
withstand.
       It makes greater sense that the forward fuselage section 
would bend into a huge hole on starboard side, lose structural 
integrity, and then separate.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) Quotes:
        Ô1.12.3.3 General damage features not directly associated 
with explosive forces.
A number of features appeared to be a part of the general 



structural break-up which followed on from the explosive 
damage, rather than being a part of the explosive damage process 
itself. This general break-up was complex and, to a certain 
extent, random. However, analysis of the fractures, surface 
scores, paint smears and other features enabled a number of 
discreet elements of the break-up process to be identified. These 
elements are summarised below.

(v)     A large, clear, imprint of semi-eliptical form was apparent 
on the lower right side at station 360 which had evidently been 
caused by the separating forward fuselage section striking the No 
3 engine as it swung rearwards and to the right (confirmed by No 
3 engine fan cowl damage).
(iv)   The forward fuselage deflected to the right, pivoting about 
the starboard window belt, and then peeled away from the 
structure at station 800. During this process the lower nose 
section struck the No 3 engine intake causing the engine to 
detach from its pylon. This fuselage separation was apparently 
complete within 3 seconds of the explosion.
(xiii)  The No 3 engine detached when it was hit by the 
separating forward fuselage.Õ

 
3. Observations:
  There are only two small fragments of plastic which are the 
only ÔhardÕ evidence of a bomb. One is a fragment of circuit 
board (with serial number!) alleged to be part of a ÔtimerÕ of  
for the bomb. This fragment was discovered at an unknown time 
by an unknown person on a baggage container behind the 
container manufacturerÕs data plate which contained a burnt 
piece of material which itself contained a fragment of circuit 
board.  The other fragment was discovered in  a buckled section 
of the metal container by an AAIB Inspector to contain, trapped 



within its folds, an item which was subsequently identified by 
forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments Research and 
Development Establishment (RARDE) as belonging to a specific 
type of radio-cassette player and that this had been fitted with an 
improvised explosive device (IED).

A. Bomb explanation:
Bomb exploded in a metal baggage container and blew the timer 
to pieces which lodged in baggage container. The data plate is on 
the outside of the container, not the inside and no explanation 
given for its discovery on the outside of the container. A piece of 
plastic from a boom box radio-cassette player was found in the 
folds of the container and determined to be the bomb container 
holding the timer and plastic explosive. No explanation given for 
that determination.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
       The ÔtimerÕ fragment did not get into a burnt piece of 
material and placed behind a data plate on the outside of the 
container by action of explosion or wind; it was placed there by a 
person and that person should be asked where and when he found 
the fragment and why he put it behind the manufacturerÕs data 
plate on the outside of that particular container. No explanation 
given for matching of fragment and container which blew up at 
31000 feet.

The boom box fragment may have been a piece from a boom-box 
loaded into the baggage compartment by a passenger who 
listened to music. There is no supporting evidence that a piece of 
plastic from a boom box was part of a bomb or that the ÔtimerÕ 
fragment was inside the plastic boom box.



C. Conclusions:
   It makes little sense that a bomb containing a timer (which is 
neither timing or altitude actuated) explodes six miles high, 
scatters thousands of pieces of debris to the winds, and yet a 
fragment of the ÔtimerÕ is found in the wreckage of the baggage 
container, identified as such, and placed on the outside in the 
correct container out of many. It makes little sense that a bomb 
with a timer exploded inside a suitcase inside a baggage 
container which then sends a fragment of the timer to lodge on 
the outside, not the inside, of the baggage container, which is 
mostly intact. It makes little sense that a piece of a boom box 
which can reasonably be expected to be in a baggage 
compartment can be determined to be a makeshift bomb with no 
supporting evidence.
        It makes greater sense that an unknown person put the 
plastic fragment behind the data plate for some unknown reason 
and that there was a boom box in a suitcase of a passenger who 
listened to music.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
       Appendix F-5, item ÔcÕ which states, ÒContainer 
manufacturerÕs data plate which contained a burnt piece of 
material which itself contained a fragment of circuit board.Ó
ÔContainer Reconstruction Those parts which could be 
positively identified as being from containers AVE 4041 PA and 
AVN 7511 PA were assembled onto one of three wooden 
frameworks; one each for the floor and superstructure of 
container 4041, and one for the superstructure of container 7511.  
Approximately 85% of container 4041 was identified, the main 
missing sections being the aft half of the sloping face skin and all 
of the curtain.Õ

ÔWhile this work was in progress a buckled section of skin from 



container 4041 was found by an AAIB Inspector to contain, 
trapped within its folds, an item which was subsequently 
identified by forensic scientists at the Royal Armaments 
Research and Development Establishment (RARDE) as 
belonging to a specific type of radio-cassette player and that this 
had been fitted with an improvised explosive device.Õ

ÔExamination of all other component parts of the remaining 
containers from the front and rear cargo holds did not reveal any 
evidence of blast damage similar to that found on containers 
4041 and 7511.Õ

4. Observation:
        The overall evidence of damage from an explosion of a 
powerful plastic bomb in the port side of the forward cargo hold 
is very limited.

A. Bomb explanation:
     The powerful bomb exploded and caused a series of events 
which are difficult to explain but did cause the forward fuselage 
section to come off.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
       The firing of a rather large shotgun on the port side of the 
forward cargo compartment which may have given evidence 
which led investigators to conclude a powerful bomb had been 
detonated causing the destruction of Pan Am Flight 103. The 
limited damage to the fuselage skin and the baggage containers 
may have been caused by a rather large shotgun which fired after 
the nearby huge explosive decompression when the cargo door 
ruptured open. The evidence shows a relatively mild directed 
blast existed a corner of a baggage container, traveled 25 inches 



and caused a 20 inch hole in the fuselage skin. The sound of the 
mild directed blast was not heard on the cockpit voice recorder.

Bombs are loud, spherical, and powerful. Shotgun blasts are 
relatively mild and directed. The damage in the baggage 
container and adjacent area is from a mild directed blast as if a 
rather large shotgun had gone off at close range. The AAIB 
official opined the cause of the damage he/she personally viewed 
to be as if a rather large shotgun had been fired at the fuselage at 
close range. It may not have been exactly a shotgun but some 
other type of directed firearm.

This AAIB opinion may have been correct in its assessment of 
the cause of the mild blast, pitting, sooting, distortions, ragged, 
and shattered skin as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the 
inner surface of the fuselage at close range. It may be that pitting, 
sooting, distortions, ragged, and shattered skin could also have 
been interpreted as evidence of a bomb explosion.

Loaded guns have been inserted into baggage holds of airliners 
before and have been accidentally discharged, (April 26, 2000 
Gun goes off in bag being loaded into jet. Associated Press - 
Portland  ÒA high-powered handgun went off in the baggage 
compartment of an Alaska Airlines jetliner on the tarmac at 
Portland International Airport, sending a bullet into the passenger 
compartment within inches of passengers' feet. Nobody was 
injured.Ó)

Shotgun cartridges give sooty residue when fired. A shotgun fires 
in a directed manner and would give a relatively mild blast 
compared to a high explosive bomb. The sound of the weapon 
firing is not heard on the cockpit voice recorder because the 
power had been abruptly cut after the tremendous explosive 



decompression when the huge hole appeared on the starboard 
side of the hold or the gunshot was over shouted by the 
tremendous noise from the huge hole and the explosive 
decompression.

The evidence corroborates the firing of a device called a rather 
large shotgun in a baggage container which caused a relatively 
mild directed blast which resulted in a 20 inch hole in the 
fuselage skin on the port side. This damage was not sufficient to 
cause the forward fuselage section to come off Pan Am Flight 
103 because the structure was designed to withstand a hole that 
size in the pressurized hull by the presences of stiffeners, ribs, 
and belts. In fact, a Boeing 747 can withstand a hole of nine feet 
by twenty feet in the nose just forward of the wing as shown by 
United Airlines Flight 811.

The firing of the shotgun was after the explosive decompression 
because the sound of the gunshot is not on the cockpit voice 
recorder which had had an abrupt power cut.

The location in the forward cargo compartment in the baggage 
container which had its lower quadrant blown way may have 
held a rather large shotgun which was stored in baggage, was 
loaded, and was safe unless a tremendous explosion happened 
nearby. A tremendous explosion did happen nearby when the 
opposite fuselage blew out when a huge twenty foot by forty foot 
hold appeared suddenly where the forward cargo door and skin 
above it used to be. The rather large shotgun fired, the relatively 
mild directed explosion left soot on a rib, burst through the 
corner of the baggage container, went 25 inches and made a 20 
inch hole in the port side of the fuselage. A sooty rib was soon 
found on the ground and incorrectly declared proof a bomb had 
gone off instead of a shotgun cartridge.



C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense that a 20 inch hole in the fuselage was 
caused by a powerful plastic bomb and that small hole would 
cause the forward fuselage section  of a Boeing 747 to bend to 
the starboard and detach.
      It makes greater sense that a rather large shotgun 
inadvertently fired in a suitcase and caused the 20 inch hole in 
the skin and other sooty evidence and misled investigators to 
believe it was the result of a powerful plastic bomb explosion.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
    Fuselage: ÒWhere these panels formed the boundary of the 
shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged, 
heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - 
rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the inner 
surface of the fuselage at close range.Ó
ÔAnalysis: ÒWith the two container reconstructions placed 
together it became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited 
container 4041 through the rear lower face to the left of the 
curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward face of container 
7511.Õ

ÔThroughout the general examination of the aircraft wreckage, 
direct evidence of blast damage was exhibited on the airframe 
only in the area bounded, approximately, by stations 700 and 720 
and stringers 38L and 40L. Blast damage was found only on 
pieces of containers 4042 and 7511, the relative location and 
character of which left no doubt that it was directly associated 
with airframe damage.Õ

ÔBlast damage to the forward face of container 7511 was as a 
direct result of hot gases/fragments escaping from the aft face of 



container 4041. No evidence was seen to suggest that more than 
one IED had detonated on Flight PA103. Ô

5. Observation:
  The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder can be 
linked to the explosive decompression sound of a cargo door 
opening in flight on an airliner. The sudden loud sound has not 
been matched to any bomb explosion sound because of missing 
lower frequencies and a too slow rise time. The sudden loud 
sound is stated to be the initial event and is the best evidence 
because it is direct proof of the explosion.

A. Bomb explanation:
        No explanation given why a bomb explosion sound is 
absent from the CVR when it must be present if it were the initial 
event.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
  The initial event of sudden loud sound is the explosive 
decompression sound when the rupture/structural failure 
occurred and the air molecules rushed out making the sudden 
loud sound on the CVR. Pan Am Flight 103 has been matched to 
Air India Flight 182 in the AAIB report. This initial event sudden 
sound on the CVR for Air India Flight 182 has been matched to a 
DC-10 explosive decompression sound when its cargo door 
opened in flight. All four Boeing 747 sudden loud sound events, 
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and United Airlines 
Flight 811 have been matched by NTSB in Chart 12 (Cover sheet 
of Part II of Smith AAR) of the public docket for Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800. The sound of the shotgun firing was not 
heard because the explosive decompression noise was louder or 
was because there was an abrupt power cut to the recorders after 



the sudden loud sound of explosive decompression.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense to disregard the most direct evidence of the 
initial event which is the sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice 
recorder which is not matched to a bomb explosion.
It makes greater sense to determine the sudden loud sound is the 
sound of the explosive decompression when the hull ruptures at 
the forward cargo door giving a sudden loud sound have been 
linked to an explosive decompression in a DC-10 cargo door 
event.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
        ÔCockpit voice recorder  The CVR tape was listened to for 
its full duration and there was no indication of anything 
abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual crew behaviour. The tape 
record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +- second, with a sudden loud 
sound on the CAM channel followed almost immediately by the 
cessation of recording whilst the crew were copying their 
transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC." UK AAIB Report 
2/90 Page 15  It is not clear if the sound at the end of the 
recording is the result of the explosion or is from the break-up of 
the aircraft structure. The short period between the beginning of 
the event and the loss of electrical power suggests that the latter 
is more likely to be the case. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38Õ

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:  Ô2.10.2 
Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United 
Kingdom An analysis of the CVR audio found no significant 
very low frequency content which would be expected from the 
sound created by the detonation of a high explosive device.  
Considering the different acoustic characteristics between a 
DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis indicates that there were 



distinct similarities between the sound of the explosive 
decompression on the DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI 
182 CVR.Õ

6. Observation:
      Inflight damage to the airframe of Pan Am Flight 103 does 
not match airframe damage from a staged bomb explosion event 
in a Boeing 747 at Bruntingthorpe.

A. Bomb explanation:
   No explanation given why staged Boeing 747 bombing 
evidence does not match the evidence of a terrorist planned 
bombing of another Boeing 747, Pan Am Flight 103.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
      A real bombing gives an obvious and unique signature of 
specific evidence. That signature was present at the 
Bruntingthorpe staged bombing but absent from Pan Am Flight 
103 because there was no bomb explosion.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense to disregard a mismatch between a real 
bombing event and a presumed bombing event and continue to 
call the presumed event a bomb explosion.
       It makes greater sense to determine Pan Am Flight 103 was 
not a bombing event because a bomb signature, such as that 
found at Bruntingthorpe staged bombing, was absent.

D. Quote from official at Bruntingthorpe:
       "Very small amounts of explosives left very distinctive 
marks, unlike anything we've seen on the plane," said one 
investigative source, speaking of the recent tests. "Even the small 



amounts [of explosives] left distinctive signatures on the 
structures, so if a small bomb had gone off, it clearly would leave 
a signature."

7. Observations: 
     In the AAIB report there is a grammatical error in verb tense 
and irrelevant inclusions of phrases and conclusions for bomb 
explosion which are unsupported by evidence.

AAIB 2/90:
ÔThe datum line, discussed at paragraph 1.12.1.6, was derived 
from a detailed analysis of the distribution of specific items of 
wreckage, including those exhibiting positive evidence of a 
detonating high performance plastic explosive.Õ

ÔThe items used to define the datum line, included those 
exhibiting positive evidence of a detonating high performance 
plastic explosive, would have been the first pieces to have been 
released from the aircraft.Õ

A. Bomb explanation:
   Any time an opportunity arises to declare a bomb exploded in 
Pan Am Flight 103 is a good time.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
        The AAIB report is generally well written, precise, 
grammatically correct, and punctuation is perfect; however, the 
only two exceptions deal with statements about the Ôplastic 
explosiveÕ.
        The text reads clearer: ÔThe datum line, discussed at 
paragraph 1.12.1.6, was derived from a detailed analysis of the 
distribution of specific items of wreckage.Õ The inclusion of the 



phrase, Ò...including those exhibiting positive evidence of a 
detonating high performance plastic explosive,Ó is irrelevant and 
incongruous in context of datum lines.

And:

ÔThe items used to define the datum line would have been the 
first pieces to have been released from the aircraft.Õ The 
inclusion of the almost identical strange phrase, Ò...included 
those exhibiting positive evidence of a detonating high 
performance plastic explosive,Ó is appended, grammatically 
incorrect as written, and incongruous in context of datum lines.

C. Conclusions:
     It makes little sense that AAIB investigators who have written 
an important document which is precise and grammatically 
correct in most respects would make grammar errors in two 
sentences concerning a detonating high performance plastic 
explosive.
It makes greater sense that the the phrases were inserted as 
changes at the last minute by a non-AAIB official to bolster a 
weak case and the insertions were not caught by AAIB officials.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:

     ÔThe datum line, discussed at paragraph 1.12.1.6, was 
derived from a detailed analysis of the distribution of specific 
items of wreckage, including those exhibiting positive evidence 
of a detonating high performance plastic explosive. The scatter 
of these items about the datum line may have been due partly to 
velocities imparted by the force of the detonating explosive and 
partly by the difficulty experienced in pinpointing the location of 
the wreckage accurately in relatively featureless terrain and poor 



visibility. However, the random nature of the scatter created by 
these two effects would have tended to counteract one another, 
and a major error in any one of the eleven grid references would 
have had little overall effect on the whole line. There is, 
therefore, good reason to have confidence in the validity of the 
datum line.

ÔThe items used to define the datum line, included those 
exhibiting positive evidence of a detonating high performance 
plastic explosive, would have been the first pieces to have been 
released from the aircraft.Õ

8. Observations:
    There are two photographs in the AAIB report of the port 
ÔbombÕ side hole just forward of the wing in the wreckage 
reconstruction, B-16 and B-17, and two identical artistÕs 
impression of the port side bomb explosion on B-19 and B-24. 
There are no pictures of the shattered starboard, cargo door, side 
just forward of the wing in the wreckage reconstruction. The 
forward cargo door is sketched in as undamaged in B-20 and 
B-21 in three drawings of explosive damage which contradicts 
the wreckage reconstruction evidence in the photographs of the 
shattered forward cargo door.

A. Bomb explanation:
    The only important side to look at is the bomb explosion side 
which is the port side with its 20 inch hole in the fuselage skin 
and worthy of two photographs, two identical sketches and 
another of an artistÕs impression of the explosion. The twenty 
foot by thirty foot hole in the starboard side, the cargo door side, 
is not relevant and thus can be omitted.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 



decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
        No explanation given for omission of photographs of the 
wreckage reconstruction of the other side of the cargo hold said 
to contain a powerful bomb. No explanation given for sketches 
of an undamaged forward cargo door when the photographic 
evidence shows it shattered. Recent photographs of the forward 
cargo door area are very revealing and show much outward 
shattered skin and missing parts. The port side damage was 
exaggerated in sketches and the starboard side damage omitted or 
played down.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense to go to the expense of a total fuselage 
reconstruction and only show one side, a relatively smooth port 
side while omitting a shattered starboard side.
  It makes greater sense that the investigators were making a case 
for a bomb explosion on the port side and deemed any other 
information which contradicted that conclusion as irrelevant and 
distracting and thus omitted.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
     ÔTo facilitate this additional work, wreckage forming a 65 
foot section of the fuselage (approximately 30 feet each side of 
the explosion) was transported to AAIB Farnborough, where it 
was attached to a specially designed framework to form a fully 
three-dimensional reconstruction [Appendix B, Figures B-16 and 
B-17] of the complete fuselage between stations 360 & 1000 
(from the separated nose section back to the wing cut out). The 
support framework was designed to provide full and free access 
to all parts of the structure, both internally and externally.Õ

9. Observation:
The latch status of the forward cargo door is omitted whilst the 



latch status of the identical aft cargo door (frames 1800-1920) 
and the CRAF door is given and stated as Ôlatched.Õ

A. Bomb explanation:
        The latch status of the forward cargo door is unimportant as 
it was not involved in any way with the bomb explosion and thus 
omitted.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
        The assumption must be made that the latch status of the 
forward cargo door was ÔunlatchedÕ or Ôunknown,Õ since, if it 
were latched, it would have been reported as same.
       No explanation given for the omission in the report of the 
latch status of a cargo door which is known to have failed before, 
is a complex device prone to airworthiness directives, and was 
very near the site of the ÔbombÕ explosion.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense to omit such vital information about a 
complex device that has failed before which could cause a hull 
rupture inflight if it had failed again.
    It makes greater sense that the information was omitted 
because it conflicted with the official conclusions of a bomb 
explosion and thus deemed unimportant.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
ÔThe CRAF door itself (latched) apart from the top area 
containing the hinge;Õ

ÔOther items found in the wreckage included both body landing 
gears, the right wing landing gear, the left and right landing gear 
support beams and the cargo door (frames 1800-1920) which was 



latched.Õ

10. Observation:
There is much more airframe damage on the starboard side of the 
airframe away from the ÔbombÕ explosion in areas such as the 
leading edge of the right wing and the right horizontal stabilizer.

A. Bomb explanation:
    The ejected material and skin from the post side bomb 
explosion went out, aft, and over the fuselage then impacted the 
starboard side wing and tailplane. The bomb energy spread out 
and through the aircraft gaining power and blew out the faraway 
sections of skin although it was not possible to find a specific 
mechanism for the damage.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
      The more severe starboard side fuselage, tail, and wing 
damage was caused by the tremendous explosive decompression 
on the starboard side of the fuselage just forward of the wing in 
the forward cargo door area. The evidence of localised skin 
separation and peel-back is from the explosive decompression 
forces, not the relatively mild blast from the Ôbomb explosion.Õ

C. Conclusions:
  It makes little sense that a small 20 inch hole on the port side 
could cause the severe damage on the starboard side of the 
airframe or that material from the port side of the aircraft travels 
out, over, and aft of the fuselage and impacts on the starboard 
side of the tailplane.
It makes greater sense that the more severe airframe localised 
skin separation and peel-back inflight damage on the starboard 
side is because of the massive ejected material and torn away 



skin from the forward cargo door area on the starboard side of 
the airframe from the explosive decompression that ejected 
material out and directly aft into the right wing leading edge, 
engine number three and right horizontal stabilizer.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
   ÔWhilst it has not been possible to find a specific mechanism 
to explain the regions of localised skin separation and peel-back 
(i.e. the 'pressure blow' regions referred to in para 2.12.2), they 
were almost certainly the result of high intensity shock 
overpressures produced locally in those regions as a result of the 
additive recombination of shock waves transmitted through the 
lower hull cavities. It is considered that the relatively close 
proximity of the left side region of damage just below floor level 
at station 500, [Appendix B, Figure B-19, region D] to the 
forward end of the cargo hold may be significant insofar as the 
reflections back from the forward end of the hold would have 
produced a local enhancement of the shock overpressure. 
Similarly, 'end blockage effects' produced by the cargo door 
frame might have been responsible for local enhancements in the 
area of the belly skin separation and curl-back at station 560.Õ

Ô(iv)   The fuselage left side lower lobe from station 740 back to 
the wing box cut-out, and from the window level down to the 
cargo deck floor (the fracture line along stringer 38L), had peeled 
outwards, upwards and rearwards - separating from the rest of 
the fuselage at the window belt. The whole of this separated 
section had then continued to slide upwards and rearwards, over 
the fuselage, before being carried back in the slipstream and 
colliding with the outer leading edge of the right horizontal 
stabiliser, completely disrupting the outer half.Õ

ÔThe right tailplane exhibited massive leading edge impact 



damage on the outboard portion which also appeared to have 
progressed to disruption of the aft torsion box. A fragment of 
right tailplane spar cap was found embedded in the fuselage 
structure adjacent to the two vent valves, just below, and forward 
of, the L2 door and it is clear that this area of forward left 
fuselage had travelled over the top of the aircraft and contributed 
to the destruction of the outboard right tailplane.Õ

11. Observation:
     There was a single primary return received by both Great Dun 
Fell and Claxby radars approximately 16 seconds before SSR 
returns were lost. The return was only present for one paint and 
no explanation can be offered for its presence. It is displayed as a 
green diamond in Figures C-15 through C-23 in the AAIB Report 
2/90.

A. Bomb explanation:
   No explanation given for radar returns shown as green 
diamond. Information was disregarded.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
   One primary target on one radar may be an artifact. Two targets 
on two radars may be a coincidence. Two targets on two radars at 
the same time and at the same place is a real target which means 
a large piece of metal reflected radar energy to two radars.
  The explanation offered for its presence is of the lower half of 
the forward cargo door rupturing outward and spinning away in 
the night. The angles of the spinning metal skin were such to 
only return energy to two radars on only one sweep. A precedent 
was set of surveillance radars picking up pieces of cargo door 
spinning away in flight has been set by United Airlines Flight 
811.



C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense for a genuine primary radar target to appear 
just before the destruction of a large airliner and for that target 
information to be disregarded.
   It makes greater sense that when the lower half of the forward 
cargo door ruptured open in flight and ejected the door pieces 
and fuselage skin into the air that two radars picked up the 
reflections from the spinning metal skin and the target appeared 
on the radar scopes at the same time at the same location.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
       ÔRecorded radar information: Recorded radar information 
on the aircraft was available from from 4 radar sites. Initial 
analysis consisted of viewing the recorded information as it was 
shown to the controller on the radar screen, from this it was clear 
that the flight had progressed in a normal manner until Secondary 
Surveillance Radar (SSR) was lost. There was a single primary 
return received by both Great Dun Fell and Claxby radars 
approximately 16 seconds before SSR returns were lost. The 
Lowther Hill and St. Annes radars did not see this return. The 
Great Dun Fell radar recording was watched for 1 hour both 
before and after this single return for any signs of other spurious 
returns, but none was seen. The return was only present for one 
paint and no explanation can be offered for its presence.Õ

12. Observation:
        The aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New 
York, had been in level cruising flight at flight level 310 (31,000 
feet) for approximately seven minutes when the last secondary 
radar return was received just before 19.03 hrs. The radar then 
showed multiple primary returns fanning out downwind.



A. Bomb explanation:
      A bomb was placed in a Boeing 727 which took off from 
Malta and flew to Frankfurt Germany without the bomb going 
off. The plane then flew to London without the bomb going off. 
The bomb was transferred to a Boeing 747 which took off and 
then the bomb went off. The timer was thus not an altitude timer 
nor a timing timer but a timer of unknown type.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
      The explosion occurred soon after the highest pressure 
differential was reached, 8.9 PSI at 31000 feet MSL, when the 
midspan latches ruptured open the forward cargo door. There was 
no bomb and there was no timer and there was no bomb 
explosion but there was something that looked, smelled, and 
sounded like a bomb explosion, but wasnÕt. It was a tremendous 
explosion of an explosive decompression from a hull rupture at a 
door. There was something that looked like a rather large shotgun 
had gone off in a baggage container and it probably was and it 
probably did which led investigators to assume a bomb explosion 
had occurred.

C. Conclusions:
It makes little sense for a bomb to be placed aboard an aircraft 
which flies and flies without detonating and then the bomb is 
transferred to another plane which explodes later by some 
unknown type of timer.
It makes greater sense that an explosive decompression occurred, 
which mimics a bomb explosion, at the highest pressure 
differential in the hull soon after takeoff and cruise established.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
  None regarding the several flights of the bomb in two aircraft in 



three airports in three countries before it detonated.

13.Observation:
Pan Am Flight 103 was proceeding normally until a sudden, 
loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an abrupt 
power cut to the data recorders.

A. Bomb explanation:
        The bomb explosion cut the power to the recorders.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
    The tremendous explosive decompression explosion cut the 
power to the recorders in the adjacent main equipment 
compartment abruptly after the sudden loud sound of the air 
rushing out of the forward cargo compartment was picked up on 
the cockpit voice recorders.

C. Conclusions:
    It makes little sense that a relatively mild explosion which 
caused a 20 inch hole in the fuselage skin would cause an abrupt 
power cut to the recorders when the aircraft is designed to easily 
withstand such an event.
        It makes greater sense that a tremendous explosive 
decompression would cause an abrupt power cut to the recorders 
in the adjacent compartment.

D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
       ÔDigital flight data recordings  The analysis of the recording 
from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, showed that the recorded data 
simply stopped. Following careful examination and correlation 
of the various sources of recorded information, it was concluded 
that this occurred because the electrical power supply to the 



recorder had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +- second. UK AAIB 
Report 2/90 Page 37 The analysis of the cockpit voice recording, 
which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded that there were valid 
signals available to the DVR when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- 
second because the power supply to the recorder was interrupted. 
It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the result 
of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure. 
The short period between the beginning of the event and the loss 
of electrical power suggests that the latter is more likely to be the 
case. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38

14. Observation:
       The evidence of Pan Am Flight 103 was matched to Air 
India Flight 182 in AAIB 2/90 but not to United Airlines Flight 
811.

A. Bomb explanation:
   Air India Flight 182 was deemed a bomb explosion by the 
Indian judicial authorities. Since Pan Am Flight 103 was 
determined early on to be a bomb explosion, only that flight 
information was relevant and thus compared and included in 
AAIB 2/90.

B. Shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation:
   No explanation given why the evidence of United Airlines 
Flight 811 with much similar evidence to Pan Am Flight 103 was 
not matched to Pan Am Flight 103 as well as Air India Flight 182 
in AAIB 2/90.
Both United Airlines Flight 811 and Pan Am Flight 103 were:
Aged.
High flight time.
Early model-100.



Poly x wired.
Boeing 747.
Experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in 
cargo door area.
Shape of hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side is 
rectangle with specific rectangular shape.
Fodded number three engine.
On fire number three engine.
Sudden sound on CVR
Loud sound on the CVR.
Short duration sound on the CVR.
Abrupt power cut to FDR.
Outwardly peeled and down skin in cargo door area from aft 
midspan latch.
Longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at 
midspan latch.
More severe inflight damage on starboard side.
At least nine never recovered bodies.
Vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo 
door.
Torn off and missing skin in forward cargo door area on 
starboard side.
Outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage.
Destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

C. Conclusions:
  It makes little sense to ignore closely matching evidence of Pan 
Am Flight 103 to another similar event of United Airlines Flight 
811 while including an accident with inconclusive findings, Air 
India Flight 182.
     It makes greater sense to compare Pan Am Flight 103 to 
United Airlines Flight 811 as well as Air India Flight 182. (Trans 
World Airlines Flight 800 had not yet occurred.)



D. AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) quotes:
   ÔDetection of explosive occurrences: In the aftermath of the 
Air India Boeing 747 accident (AI 182) in the North Atlantic on 
23 June 1985, RARDE were asked informally by AAIB to 
examine means of differentiating, by recording violent cabin 
pressure pulses, between the detonation of an explosive device 
within the cabin (positive pulse) and a catastrophic structural 
failure (negative pulse).Õ

15. Conclusions:
        Pan Am Flight 103 occurred before United Airlines Flight 
811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and after Air India 
Flight 182.

The AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 (EW/C1094) report 
reflects the sentiment of the times in the late 1980s that terrorists 
were everywhere and were blowing up airplanes at will. The 
determination was made within days of the inflight breakup that 
the cause was probably a bomb explosion and efforts were 
directed toward catching the culprits. A precedent has been set by 
the Indian government who declared that the similar accident, 
Air India Flight 182, was caused by a bomb explosion in the 
forward cargo hold, although the Canadians refused to state the 
cause of that explosion. A mechanical explanation for Pan Am 
Flight 103, such as that of United Airlines Flight 811, was given 
very little consideration.

The AAIB investigators did not have the luxury of hindsight to 
learn the lessons of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 nor did they 
take advantage of the lessons of United Airlines Flight 811 which 
occurred a short two months later after Pan Am Flight 103.



The writers of the AAIB report struggled to explain how a 
relatively mild directed blast on the port side of the forward 
cargo compartment caused outward ruptures faraway from the 
shatter zone, caused foreign object damage in an engine far 
away, caused inflight damage to an opposite side horizontal 
stabilizer, and caused much more damage throughout the 
starboard side of the airframe. They stretched with explanations 
such as the ejected material did strange things by going over, 
around, and under the fuselage to get to the affected areas. They 
brought in a theory of Mach Stem which presents the novel idea 
that a mild blast which disseminates through ducts and baggage 
containers actually manages to gain enough energy to do more 
damage faraway even as the energy is being absorbed by 
suitcases, baggage containers, and floor panels.

The writers ignored the logical questions of  how a mild blast on 
the port side could have caused such a large hole opposite on the 
starboard side at initial event time; why the forward section 
buckled to the starboard instead of the port side; why was the 
sound of a powerful bomb not heard on the cockpit voice 
recorder; how a mild blast abruptly shut off the entire power 
supply to the aircraft, and how a piece of timer of a bomb which 
exploded high up shows up inexplicably tucked in behind a plate 
on the outside of a baggage container.

Only photographs of the port side are revealed, no text 
explanations are given to the starboard side opposite, sketches of 
the cargo door are inaccurate while the port side sketches are 
exaggerated. The writers generally ignored the starboard side of 
the wreckage reconstruction although it showed more damage 
than the port and all of the inflight damage to engine number 
three, right wing, and right horizontal stabilizer would be easily 
explained if the explosion had occurred on the starboard side.



The AAIB report reads more like a prosecution case for a crime 
of a terrorist bombing than an objective investigative aircraft 
accident report. In fact, one could say the report doth protest too 
much that it was a bomb explosion. (As one might say the Smith 
AAR doth protest too much it was a wiring/cargo door event.)

The precision of the English language was put to good use by the 
conclusions reached of an ÒImprovised Explosive DeviceÕ 
instead of a ÒBombÕ since the evidence did show an improvised 
explosive device and not a bomb explosion, although the intent 
was for the reader to believe it was a bomb explosion. To this 
day, officials continue to call the object which started the 
destruction a ÔdeviceÕ and not a ÔbombÕ.

Mechanical alternatives were not given due consideration after 
the first few days when a sooty and pitted rib was found in the 
wreckage. There is very little information in the AAIB report 
about possible alternatives such as a center fuel tank explosion, 
hull rupture by structural failure, or explosive decompression by 
a mechanical source such as inadvertently opened cargo door or 
cargo shift.

Since major aircraft accidents now have international 
repercussions, politics which reflects the popular will of the 
moment takes precedence over objective investigations 
conducted in a calm and thoughtful manner. Extreme pressure 
was put on all investigative authorities from law enforcement to 
aviation accident investigators for a quick answer to the cause of 
Pan Am Flight 103. A popular answer was that the cause was not 
the fault of the manufacturer, the airline, or the government 
oversight agencies but was the fault of evil terrorists who had 
managed to slip by inadequate security. The direction of the 



investigation was set; a crime of a bombing and find the 
perpetrators.

The result is AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90, written 
fifteen months after Pan Am Flight 103 suffered the inflight 
breakup which appeared to be caused by a bomb, was assumed to 
be a bomb explosion, and almost all of the report describes what 
happened after the bomb went off on the port side of the forward 
cargo compartment. To this day, it is assumed a bomb exploded 
in Pan Am Flight 103 and the only disagreements are who put it 
there, when, and why.

The conclusion reached by this investigator in this AAR is that 
there was no bomb in Pan Am Flight 103. There was no bomb 
explosion. There was something that looked like a bomb 
explosion but wasnÕt. The evidence revealed by subsequent 
similar accidents indicates that there was a tremendous explosion 
of an explosive decompression when the forward cargo door 
ruptured open inflight, probably at the midspan latches and 
probably caused by faulty wiring or switch.

Respectfully submitted;

John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
1 May 2002,
Carmel Valley, California

Below is from NTSB AAR 92/02 for United Airlines Flight 811:
'1.17.1 Previous Cargo Door Incident
On March 10, 1987, a Pan American Airways B-747-122, 
N740PA, operating as flight 125 from London to New York, 
experienced an incident involving the forward cargo door. 



According to Pan Am and Boeing officials who investigated this 
incident, the flightcrew experienced pressurization problems as 
the airplane was climbing through about 20,000 feet. The crew 
began a descent and the pressurization problem ceased about 
15,000 feet. The crew began to climb again, but about 20,000 
feet, the cabin altitude began to rise rapidly again. The flight 
returned to London.
When the airplane was examined on the ground, the forward 
cargo door was found open about 1 1/2 inches along the bottom 
with the latch cams unlatched and the master latch lock handle 
closed. The cockpit cargo door warning light was off.
According to the persons who examined the airplane, the cargo 
door had been closed manually and the manual master latch lock 
handle was stowed, in turn closing the pressure relief doors and 
extinguishing the cockpit cargo door warning light. Subsequent 
investigation on N740PA revealed that the latch lock sectors had 
been damaged and would not restrain the latch cams from being 
driven open electrically or manually. It was concluded by Boeing 
and Pan Am that the ground service person who closed the cargo 
door apparently had back-driven (opened) the latches manually 
after the door had been closed and locked. The damage to the 
sectors, and the absence of other mechanical or electrical failures 
supported this conclusion.
Further testing of the door components from N740PA and 
attempts to recreate the events that led to the door opening in 
flight revealed that the lock sectors, even in their damaged 
condition, prevented the master latch lock handle from being 
stowed, until the latch cams had been rotated to within 20 turns 
(using the manual 1/2 inch socket drive) of being fully closed. A 
full cycle, from closed to open, is about 95 turns with the manual 
drive system.'

From the Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182:



ACTION TAKEN BY THE COURT
1.4.1   Despite the fact that Mr. H.S. Khola had been appointed 
as the Inspector of Accidents under Rule 71 of the Aircraft Rules, 
the Government thought it proper to appoint Mr. Justice B.N. 
Kirpal as the Court to investigate into the circumstances of the 
accident.
NOTICE  AIR INDIA KANISHKA  ACCIDENT 
INVESTIGATION
The Government of India, vide Notification dated 13th July, 
1985, appointed Hon'ble Mr. Justice B.N. Kirpal as a Court to 
investigate into the accident to Air India's Boeing 747 aircraft 
VT-EFO (KANISHKA) near the Irish Coast on 23rd June, 1985, 
when the aircraft was engaged on a scheduled passenger flight 
from Montreal to Bombay via London and New Delhi.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca, ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
Subject: Please notify Chinese Authorities about the wiring/
cargo door explanation

W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough



Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom
Dear Mr. Bill Tucker and Mr. Ken Smart, 22 June 2002

The last noise was a sharp "thud" before the power went off, he 
said.

Please Mr. Smart and Mr. Tucker, I suggest/ask/beg you to notify 
the Chinese aviation safety authorities, your counterparts, in 
Taipei about the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. Inform 
them there there is a similar event of United Airlines Flight 811 
from which to match China Airlines Flight 611 evidence.

The officials in Taiwan are mystified by the sudden loud sound/
thud and the abrupt power cut. I am not and I believe you are not 
surprised either.

Please get them on the right track before another Boeing 747 
suffers an inflight breakup.

Respectfully,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com



China Airlines Crash Remains Mystery
Sun Jun 23,10:32 AM ET

By ANNIE HUANG, Associated Press Writer

TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) - Initial analysis of a black box from a 
China Airlines jet has yielded no clues in the crash last month 
that killed 225 people but has shown several unusual sounds, the 
chief investigator said Sunday.

Minutes before the Boeing 747-200 went down, the cockpit 
voice recorder picked up a noise that
sounded like a human heart beat. But investigators have yet to 
identify the source of the noise, said Kay Yong, the chief 
investigator at Taiwan's Aviation Safety Council.
Shortly before the crash, the black box also recorded a noise that 
sounded like "ka ta, ka ta, ka ta," Yong said. The last noise was a 
sharp "thud" before the power went off, he said.

Several Boeing 747 pilots who listened to the tape said the 
sounds were not normal in the cockpit, Yong said.

Each sound lasts a fraction of a second. Investigators could not 
say if they were related to the crash, "but at this moment, we'd 
rather be more suspicious," Yong said.

A closer and more sophisticated analysis was needed to identify 
the noises, he said.

The second black box, the flight data recorder, was still being 
analyzed, and Yong would not comment on its contents.



Yong repeated on Sunday that the pilots' conversations did not 
indicate any problems.

He refused to speculate about why the plane crashed on May 25 
about 20 minutes after taking off from Taiwan enroute for Hong 
Kong. But divers searching for the wreckage deep under the sea 
did not "find anything that did not belong to the airplane."

Search crews are still trying to recover large parts of the plane, 
which split into four pieces before plunging into the Taiwan 
Strait near the Penghu island chain off Taiwan's western coast. 
The wreckage might offer the best clues about why the plane 
crashed.

Some aviation experts have suggested that metal fatigue might 
have caused the 22-year-old plane to break up. Others have 
suggested that an explosion  perhaps in the fuel tank  was to 
blame. Security officials have said there were no signs of 
terrorism or a missile attack.

Rescue teams have so far recovered 160 bodies. Eight corpses  
including that of co-pilot Hsieh Ya-hsiung  were found
Saturday in wreckage about 200 feet under the sea.

The United Daily News quoted prosecutors as saying Hsieh's 
body was attached to the seat when it was found, indicating there 
had been no problem requiring him to get up immediately before 
the crash.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT



To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Please notify Chinese Authorities about the 
wiring/cargo door  explanation

Dear Barry,

I have forwarded your message to them.  However, I must 
emphasize that I
will not immerse myself in the ASC's investigation.  I did say 
that I found
you to be sincere and well motivated, and I suggested that they 
may find it
worthwhile to look through what you have sent them and to use 
whatever they
find to be useful. 

Dear Bill, thanks, that will be very useful to them.

I have a long half-finished e-mail reply to you which I will 
complete before
I "depart this fix" on Wednesday.

Looking forward to the email, Bill but not to your retirement. 
Who is your replacement? Will you brief him on the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182? May I 
email him?

 As I had indicated, though I wanted to
reply anyway, I felt I had to reply "for the record" when I read 
your
comments about "something fishy going on".   



My frustration may have led to that premise.  My frustration is 
that weirdos can say they overheard an Arab speaking on a cell 
phone about something and he is interviewed and taken seriously 
while I have credentials, experience, and documents which 
support an important explanation with current relevance and yet 
am mostly ignored. You are one of the few that at least checked 
out the story.

Photos of the Air India Flight 182 explosion area are very 
valuable as none have been seen before in public.

The CVR of the four affected aircraft can be matched to the 
China Airlines Flight 611 CVR.

Well, we shall see what the evidence turns up. The Chinese seem 
very competent and open so far.

Looking forward to your 'fishy' email and any photos you can 
obtain.

It's been a pleasure communicating and meeting with you, Bill; I 
just wish all the other aviation officials were as open, fair, and 
polite as you have been.

Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>



Subject: Summary of exit briefing...

Dear Bill, 24 June, 2002

1)  - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".

Well, rebuffed since no pictures for somewhat curious reasons. If 
cargo door not involved in Air India Flight 182 crash and thus 
not involved in criminal action, then why can't release pictures. 
Bottom line, Bill, no pictures.

2)  - There is nothing fishy going on.

Fishy...Things don't add up. Things like Garstang saying bomb in 
aft cargo compartment when CASB and Kirpal all say explosion 
in forward cargo compartment. Things like sudden loud sound is 
not bomb according to AAIB representative. And yet, 
conclusion? Bomb in aft compartment.

3)  - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a 
friend.  He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six 
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).

Then you could follow up on his strange email where he reports 
the forward cargo door was locked and latched when it had not 
been retrieved and when only later retrieved one door sill and 
that was the aft door sill.



Bill, I keep on bringing up contradictory facts, I know. It's 
because the official version does not make sense while the 
wiring/cargo door version does.

4)  - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I am 
shocked
that you would suspect a connection.  The fact is that my 
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before 
Ken's visit.

Just a coincidence. I think you are the honest and fair official I 
have been seeking for six years. I believe you want to retire 
because you also know things do not add up and do not want to 
get involved with the earth shaking consequences of the wiring/
cargo door explanation. Things do not make sense in official 
versions. There are too many contradictions and omissions. 
When an omission is filled in, such as starboard side photo of 
Pan Am Flight 103, and it supports the shorted wiring/forward 
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation, the obvious implications are ignored. Really, Bill, 
the forward cargo door area of Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 
Flight 103 are shattered, frayed, and ruptured; it's plain to see in 
the photo and read in the text. The official version of bomb in aft 
compartment or bomb on port side is 'fishy', only because it 
contradicts the plain to see evidence. I'm not blind and I can read. 
So can you.

5)  - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India 
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy".  Based on my direct 



knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one 
plausible
explanation.  Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in 
the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I 
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be 
plausible, but
unlikely.  Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired 
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation 
sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.

Because of the conspiracy circumstantial evidence of Narita 
bombing and the bad person Sikhs, but not because of the hard 
evidence in the wreckage because bomb evidence is not there. 
The same reasons for ruling out bomb for Air India Flight 182 
are the same reasons it was ruled out in Trans World Airlines 
Flight 800, absence of corroborative evidence.

6)  - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182, 
PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity 
with the UA
811 investigation than the other three.  However, I have 
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed 
in UA
811.



United Airlines Flight 811 is the model for all and is the model 
for China Airlines Flight 611. The evidence is being matched as 
we speak.

7)  - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to 
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182.  Moreover, my personal opinion is 
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so.  
Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I 
still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision.  I have high confidence 
in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I 
sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.

Your faith in a fellow government official and agency is 
laudable. I did but do not now share that faith. May 2002 was a 
turning point for me: 1. Your retirement. 2. China Airlines Flight 
611. 3. This email of no photos for Air India Flight 182.

Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right 
side of
the AI 182 B747.

Yes, a request for photos of the area at which the explosion 
occurred according to the CASB and Kirpal Report which 



brought down Air India Flight 182. Sort of like the autopsy photo 
of a famous assassinated person. Very important and relevant 
photos that any investigator charged with considering a door 
open in flight would have before him. If Garstang was supposed 
to give an objective opinion about this wiring/cargo door 
explanation, he would have had the photos, grainy or clear, 
available to you in ten minutes.

 

I spoke with John Garstang about your request.  He advised that 
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation.  However, 
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is 
only
certain about the video.  They have pictures showing where the 
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at 
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he 
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus 
photographs..

Cagey, stonewalling, stalling, this area is the most important part 
of the entire wreckage, it is the location of the wound, it is not 
the left wing tip. And the drawings show two parts to the door 
(which match United Airlines Flight 811perfectly) and the text 
describes much worse. There is no picture of 'a' door, there are 
pictures or video of door pieces.

Let's see the picture at the surface.



To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went 
by.

How convenient for someone who does not want anyone to see 
that important area. The Kirpal report states much about the 
multitude of high quality 35 MM color film and video from 
special cameras taken underwater. 1985 was not 1885.

 Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic 
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a 
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both 
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume).

A copy is easy to make to show the Director General of TSB.

 Moreover, they have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in 
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be 
prejudicial
to the court process.

Publication ban is on court matters. A photo of wreckage from 17 
years ago is not under ban, unless someone is looking for an 
excuse not to show the photos.



So far:  Photo may or may not exist; if it does, it's deteriorating; 
and if it exists and has not deteriorated, it can't be shown under 
court order.

Bill, fishy is the least of the words that come to mind to describe 
this debacle. Cover up, concealment, hiding, is closer to it. You 
are not a nosy reporter from a tabloid asking for the pictures of a 
plane crash from long ago.

Cover up is not by you but to you.

 Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that 
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's 
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access 
to
Information Act.

Yeah, yeah, yeah, Blachford refers me to you and you refer me to 
RCMP and RCMP refers to the Court and the result? No photos 
of an important area of a plane crash, (not a crime according to 
CASB) of 17 years ago.

The 'C' in CASB stands for Canadian. The CASB says not a 
crime since no bomb stated. If TSB wanted to look at those 
photos, it could, would, and should.

Injurious to the RCMP work? How is that? Bill, it's pieces of 
metal, not testimony from informers. What a crock of bull. The 
RCMP are investigators not prosecutors. TSB are investigators 
not RCMP assistants.



This is reminiscent of the FBI taking over the Trans World 
Airlines Flight 800 investigation from NTSB for 17 months. The 
guys with the guns rule, even in plane crash investigations.

There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info 
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be 
releasable
to you.  To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be 
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John 
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the 
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next 
few
months.

The brushoff. Garstang will have nothing to do with me and I 
know why. I have refuted his assertions about aft compartment 
bomb.

 However, I have obtained a personal commitment from both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations 
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is 
anything
that can be made available to you.

A shard of hope. Thank you for this. It's something. May I 



communicate with them?

 To that end, I shall send both of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward" 
reminder to
follow up.

Bill, thank you and I mean that sincerely.
At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can certainly be made
available after the trial.

I doubt that but I could be wrong. One would think that the 
prosecution would say here is the bomb, here is the bomb 
damage in photos, and here are the accused. A crime has to be 
established for criminals to exist. But, in the Pan Am Flight 103 
trial, the defense never disputed the bomb and thus a crime and 
criminals and it may happen to Air India Flight 182 also.

Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure 
possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner.

I keep hearing that but I don't see the proof. There was no 
detailed examination of the cams, latches, pressure doors, manual 
locking handle, etc, as was done in United Airlines Flight 811 
report. The CASB and Kirpal reports never considered the door 
opening inflight. One paragraph on the door is all there is. Where 
is the documentation that the cargo door failure possibility was 
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner?

  In fact, I understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information 



and
suggestions that you had provided.  John G. told me that when he 
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest 
hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed 
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.

And where is the rebuttal to my conclusions?  He never talked to 
me, he never asked questions, he never followed up.

As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related 
elements
are only part of a huge investigation.  The trial (which is 
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence 
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation.

It's all conspiracy nonsense. I've been through that jungle with 
the missile guys for Trans World Airlines Flight 800. Conspiracy 
guys are really nuts; it is impossible to reason with them. Every 
gap in logic is filled with mystery men. The premise for bomb for 
Air India Flight 182 is even funny with a plane taking off with 
bomb..that does not go off, lands, new baggage and passengers 
and plane takes off and bomb does not go off, lands, and new 
plane, new crew, new baggage, new passengers and plane takes 
off, flies for five hours and explodes and lo, bomb. Ha!

I never believed in cover up until I met you, Bill, you are the one 
honest guy, and your bailing out when the situation is getting hot 



with China Airlines Flight 611 is very disappointing.

I don't think there is a conspiracy to hold back evidence such as 
photos since I think everyone is acting in their own perceived 
best interest. That best interest is maintaining reputation of self 
and agency.

If Garstang wanted to know about shorted wiring/forward cargo 
door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup 
explanation he would email me with questions which would 
reveal the errors of logic. There is none. It is correct. Bomb in aft 
compartment, his pet answer totally unsupported by evidence and 
contradicted by direct examination of the area underwater, is 
incorrect. He never responded to my rebuttal to his explanation.

This head in the sand attitude has resulted in another 225 dead. 
Judge Kirpal did great damage by his jump to bomb for Air India 
Flight 182. Because of that, 747s were not checked for door 
problems and Pan Am Flight 103 was thought a bomb too. Then 
United Airlines Flight 811 happened and the door was 'fixed' but 
the midspan latches had no locking sectors to strengthen. 
So...Trans World Airlines Flight 800 which was a bomb for 17 
months...and now China Airlines Flight 611 for which bomb is 
mentioned already.

 You will no doubt be
following the trial, as I will.  Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome 
(whatever
that may be)..

It's not a bank robbery, it's a plane crash. The verdict will be 
political which is to say one guy goes to jail and the others walk 



away.

In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating 
with you -
at least most of the time.

Likewise.

 (I must admit that there have been times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with 
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere 
message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.)

My passion comes from having my life saved in a sudden night 
fiery fatal jet plane crash. Near death experiences do change 
people's lives. You should read the emails from United Airlines 
Flight 811 survivors.

 If I may offer some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume 
you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists.

It does not consume me, my daughter's welfare and upbringing 
consumes me. I have learned from the conspiracy guys; zealots 
always defeat their cause. I must resist lies, exaggerations, 
misleading statements, profanity, and unsubstantiated allegations.

When I now read that the Director General of TSB can not get 
quick access to photos of the direct area of the explosion in the 



most important crash in Canada history, I have to wonder, what 
is going on?
You have already raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing 
it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents,

Only four until May 25, and now five. Only five have the 
evidence out of about 40 hull losses of 747s of 32 years. I do not 
pick the flight numbers, the evidence does. Know any more early 
model 747 that suffer inflight breakup with sudden sound on 
CVR followed by abrupt power cut...and about a dozen hard 
evidence matches? I've only discovered four and soon probably 
five.

 people will not listen to
what you have to say.

They rarely do now. Once the mythic Pan Am Flight 103 comes 
into play, off they go....It shows the power of myth and 
superstition, especially when the story absolves so many of 
responsibility and gives good reason to smite enemies.

 I was, and still am, impressed with you.  You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful 
family and
home;  Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement 
years.       
Bill, thanks for the thoughts and you too. You were most helpful 
in obtaining the Pan Am Flight 103 cargo door photos, for 
notifying ASC for China Airlines Flight 611, and for the future 
involving DE and DAI of TSB.



It's not over yet. The Chinese have been open and objective so 
far which is to say non political. They will eventually come to 
the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive 
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for China Airlines 
Flight 611. (I've just read that bomb, missile meteor, CWT 
explosion, crew error have all been ruled out and metal fatigue or 
structural failure still a possibility.)

And of course there's always the next one.

Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Pattern emerging

Dear Mr. Smart, 25 June 2002

Yong said the disaster apparently wasn't caused by a fuel tank 
explosion, bomb, missile or meteor.

Investigators are considering the possibility that metal fatigue, 



structural failure or engine problems brought down the Taipei-
Hong Kong flight,

Mr Smith

You can rest assured that the Aviation Safety Council in Tiawan, 
who are leading the investigation, will examine all possible 
causes for this tragic accident.

Well, it appears they are getting closer and closer to the shorted 
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup (Structural failure) explanation.

I understand that the cockpit voice recording contains some very 
interesting sounds in the seconds before the cessation of the 
record. These may give an important clue to the circumstances 
surrounding the loss of the aircraft, its passengers and crew.

Right,  sudden 'thud' sound and then abrupt power cut. Only 
happened five time before on early model Boeing 747 just before 
inflight breakups. I wonder if the sudden loud sound on Pan Am 
Flight 103 was a 'thud'?

The Chinese are very impressive by being fast, open, and 
forthright in their reporting of this investigation. It also appears 
they are going to get all the wreckage. The forward cargo door 
area will show a striking resemblance to Pan Am Flight 103 
cargo door area as per your photographs, and when it does, will 
you reconsider the cause of Pan Am Flight 103 if China Airlines 
Flight 611 is shown not to be an 'explosive device'?



Both Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and China Airlines Flight 
611 both showed abnormal climb at event time, as one would 
imagine when the nose comes off a Boeing 747. Did Pan Am 
Flight 103 show a marked climb at event time? Was there 
altitude radar on it?

At least you now can understand the mystery 'green diamond' in 
the AAIB report which was the mystery primary radar return 
from two radars on the same target at same time; it was probably 
parts of the airframe coming apart and reflecting to radars on 
ground.

All of the suspect aircraft had that mystery radar return except 
Air India Flight 182 which was out of primary radar range. China 
Airlines Flight 611 had it with ejected material coupled with the 
other three main pieces of airframe.

Ah, the similar evidence matches keep on coming...did you 
notice the similarity between the cockpit wreckage of China 
Airlines Flight 611 and Pan Am Flight 103?

When one looks at the forest of five Boeing 747 inflight breakups 
the pattern is clear; when one looks closely at the one tree, the 
pattern is hard to see.

Cheers,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924



www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Investigators find no signs of pilot error, explosion in debris of 
China Airlines crash
Tue Jun 25, 5:31 AM ET

By WILLIAM IDE, Associated Press Writer

TAIPEI, Taiwan - The initial probe of a China Airlines crash is 
ruling out an explosion and pilot error as causing the Boeing 
747-200 to break up over the Taiwan Strait shortly after takeoff 
last month, the chief investigator said Tuesday.

 

Investigators are considering the possibility that metal fatigue, 
structural failure or engine problems brought down the Taipei-
Hong Kong flight, killing 225 passengers and crew, said Kay 
Yong, the chief investigator at Taiwan's Aviation Safety Council.

Flight CI611 suddenly split into four pieces about 20 minutes 
after takeoff on May 25. The pilots indicated no problems before 
the plane disappeared from radar screens and crashed near the 
Penghu island chain, off Taiwan's west coast.

Yong said the disaster apparently wasn't caused by a fuel tank 
explosion, bomb, missile or meteor.

"From the bodies and wreckage that have been recovered so far, 
we haven't seen any signs of burning or an explosion," Yong told 
reporters.
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After analyzing the plane's so-called black boxes, or cockpit 
voice and flight data recorders, Yong said that the devices 
showed no evidence of flight operation errors, such as pilot 
mistakes or communication problems. "Seventy percent of air 
accidents are caused by flight operation," he added.

The chief investigator said the flight data recorder indicated that 
one engine seemed to be running slightly abnormally. But it was 
unknown if this was related to the crash, he said.

In the flight's final seconds, the plane climbed at three times its 
previous rate Ñ from 3,960 meters (1,200 feet) per minute to 
11,220 meters (3,400 feet) per minute, he said. This supposedly 
equated to about 27 secs. Most likely explained by the crew 
converting speed to height in order to slow down. (i.e. doubt that 
it was a stab failure / trim runaway). More likely that they heard 
the sounds of breakup begin and slowed as quickly as possible - 
by simply raising the nose.

"The ascent should have been more gradual," Yong said, but he 
added that such a steep ascent shouldn't have caused problems 
for the plane.

The investigator also said that a security review of the passengers 
showed no evidence that any of them were carrying hazardous 
materials. There was also no evidence that any passenger 
purchased large amounts of insurance as part of a suicide plan 
that would enrich relatives, he said.

Earlier this week, Yong said the plane's cockpit voice recorder 
picked up several unusual sounds, but investigators have yet to 
identify them.



Minutes before the crash, the cockpit voice recorder detected 
noises, some resembling a human heartbeat. The last recorded 
noise was a thud, Yong said. Several Boeing 747 pilots who 
listened to the tape said these were not sounds usually heard in 
the cockpit, Yong said.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: ksmart@aaib.gov.uk, Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca, 
kfchou@asc.gov.tw, Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov, 
WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov
Subject: Maybe not open cargo door....

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: How about midspan latches?
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Still no real ideas, fwd cargo door intact and locks in place so 
there goes that theory.

John, I've heard that before. How many locks? the bottom eight 
will be attached and locked to sill because of the AD 
strengthening the lock sectors. The midspan ones may be 
ruptured.

But, the debris field rules against nose coming off .......
And last noise was not loud...

Hull rupture but where and why?



FCD is not in FS 800 to 1200...it's 560 to 670...

How close is first to second debris field?

Barry

Fuse section 800-1200 and another engine was delivered to the 
dock last night, the eng core was relatively intact and showed no 
signs of failure other than smacking into the sea at terminal 
velocity. Still no real ideas, fwd cargo door intact and locks in 
place so there goes that theory. Got all the charts ref wreckage 
spread etc but as I am sure you can understand I canÕt publish 
any here but IÕll see what I can do ref exact position of main 
groups of wreckage. In a nutshell the debris closest to the last 
radar return was the tail (+CVR and FDR) first then main 
wreckage (sect 41) then the cockpit and then 2 of the engines, 
that was expected as the engines are classed as ballistic items and 
therefore will travel max dist. Keep in mind that this model of 
engine is capable of still running for 3-4 seconds after detaching 
from the pylon. There are still areas that havenÕt been mapped 
due to various reasons, presently there is a large vessel called 
Fisheries Research 1 mapping the area and also Navy 
minesweepers are going to assist soon. The area is so huge and 
resources are stretched. The team examined the new wreckage 
last night including the second engine and are still stumped as to 
what happened. The center fuel tank is clean and shows no signs 



of burning at all. The CVR was perfectly normal and the sounds 
that were on it are routine other than the ÒfunnyÓ sounds that 
make no sense, a sim run will be made today to try to duplicate 
the sounds and the Capt doing it is a top guy and knows his stuff.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Terry.Burtch@tsb.gc.ca
Cc: Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 update

At 9:09 AM -0400 7/3/03, Delorme, Paulette wrote:
Thank you for your recent inquiry regarding the last 
correspondence you had with Mr. Bill Tucker on the Air India 
file.  Mr. Tucker's replacement is Mr. Terry Burtch, who joined us 
last October.   Mr. Burtch is presently following up with other 
staff in those respective organizations, and will communicate 
directly with you at the earliest opportunity.

Terry Burtch
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board Canada

Dear Mr. Burtch, Monday, July 14, 2003 12:23 PM

John Barry Smith here following up on Ms. Delorme's email of a 
few weeks ago.

Essentially my premise is that Air India Flight 182 and others 
were brought down by a mechanical cause with precedent. There 



are no conspiracies, just a machine obeying the physical laws of 
nature.

My proof is in official documents, photographs, and the 
wonderful luxury of hindsight of 18 years.

The issue is important because the mechanical problems exist to 
this day and the danger exists of a reoccurrence of the shorted 
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation.

There also exists the trial of two men accused of causing the 
inflight breakup. Would it not be prudent for TSB to conduct an 
update of the AAR of so many years ago? The CASB report and 
the Kirpal report were conducted without the benefit of 
subsequent similar accidents to similar type aircraft and model 
under similar circumstances.

An update would be most beneficial since the latest Canadian 
opinion as to the probable cause of Air India Flight 182 was an 
explosion of undetermined origin in the forward cargo 
compartment, an opinion I concur with as time has revealed the 
cause of the explosion.

It's not a bomb. Nobody 'blew' it up. It was an explosion all right, 
an explosive decompression.

John Garstang has been seconded to the RCMP and his opinion 
does not reflect that of the TSB, does it? If so, then there are 
many inconsistencies and contradictions in his opinion that a 
bomb  in the aft cargo compartment  caused the breakup.

The Crown is in the position of arguing against itself in the 



pursuit of justice for the 329 deaths in Air India Flight 182. For 
instance, CASB and the Kirpal Report both conclusively agree 
the explosion was in the forward cargo compartment. The reports 
offer ample evidence to support that conclusion.  Yet the Crown 
now postulates the explosion occurred in the aft cargo 
compartment, a premise easily refuted with the Crown's own 
evidence.

If the explosion occurred in the forward cargo compartment, the 
accused are innocent as all the baggage from the Vancouver 
passengers were loaded in the aft cargo compartment. The 
Montreal passengers' baggage was loaded into the forward cargo 
compartment.

If the explosion occurred in the aft cargo compartment, the 
CASB and the Kirpal Report are incorrect in a basic finding. If 
so, that error must be explained by data, facts, and evidence. That 
has not been done.

Just exactly where did the explosion occur? The lives of the 
accused and flying passenger's today are dependent on that 
conclusion.

Once determined where, then the question is why. I believe I 
have found the answer and it is the shorted wiring/ruptured open 
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation 
for Air India Flight 182 and others.

This is quite controversial and refutes conventional wisdom/
wishful thinking of many years. However the facts are there. I 
can present them to you at your convenience, Mr. Burtch.

Many facts can be deduced from the actual photographs of the 



actual wreckage of Air India Flight 182. Apparently the RCMP 
has those photographs and will not release them to TSB, 
according to Mr. Bill Tucker.

That's not right. That's wrong when an aviation safety board can 
not look at accident photographs. Could you look at the 
photographs and high quality video to see if the forward cargo 
door area of  Air India Flight 182 matches the photographs of 
United Airlines Flight 811? Could you update the AAR for Air 
India Flight 182 to include the knowledge gained by hindsight 
and similar accidents in  early model Boeing 747s?

Could you assign a staff person to listen to me as I present my 
research and analysis that concludes the probable cause of the 
inflight breakup of  Air India Flight 182 was the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight 
breakup explanation?

Cheers,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135 
certificate holder.
US  Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy



Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:12 PM PDT
To: Ken Smart <ksmart@aaib.gov.uk>
Subject: Investigators ask questions....

Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Smart; Saturday, August 16, 2003 11:23 PM

Ask the Libyans to prove to you they did it. They can't do it 
because they did not do it. They said they would cooperate, ask 
for evidence that persuades you they put a bomb on board on 
their evidence alone. They can't do it.



pledges to cooperate in good faith with any further requests for 
information in connection with the Pan Am 103 investigation. 
Such cooperation would be extended in good faith through the 
usual channels;

accepts responsibility for the actions of its officials;

Oh, rogue secret agent working against orders from the 
government? Hung out to dry in prison?

Pan American World Airways Flight 103 was a mechanical event 
with precedent. No conspiracies. No bombs. Just bad wiring and 
non plug cargo doors.

And I know you know about that shattered forward cargo door 
on the starboard side and that small shotgun shot sized hole on 
the port side which occurred at the same time as that sudden loud 
sound that was not matched to a bomb sound.

A politician lets the judgment slide and the money exchange 
hands. An investigator asks questions whenever facts contradict 
the conventional wisdom.

Which are you?

Cheers
 Barry Smith

John Barry Smith



541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

H.E. Dr Mikhail Wehbe
President of the Security Council
Excellency
1. I am pleased to inform you that the remaining issues relating 
to fulfilment of all Security Council resolutions resulting from 
the Lockerbie incident have been resolved. I am also pleased to 
inform you that my country is confident that Representatives of 
the United Kingdom and of the United States of America will be 
confirming this development to you and to members of the 
Council as well.
2. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya has sought to cooperate in good 
faith throughout the past years to bring about a solution to this 
matter.
3. In this context, and out of respect for international law and 
pursuant to the Security Council resolutions, Libya as a 
sovereign state:
has facilitated the bringing to justice of the two suspects charged 
with the bombing of Pan Am 103, and accepts responsibility for 
the actions of its officials;
has cooperated with the Scottish investigating authorities before 
and during the trial and pledges to cooperate in good faith with 
any further requests for information in connection with the Pan 
Am 103 investigation. Such cooperation would be extended in 
good faith through the usual channels;
has arranged for the payment of appropriate compensation. To 
this end, a special fund has been established and instructions 



have already been issued to transmit the necessary sums to an 
agreed escrow account within a matter of days
4. The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, which during the last two 
decades did, on numerous occasions, condemn all acts of 
terrorism in its correspondence to the General Assembly and to 
the Security Council, reaffirms its commitment to this policy.
The following are examples of this policy:
The Libyan Arab Jamahiriya confirms its support for UN 
Security Council resolution 1373 of 2001 which stipulates, 
according to Chapter VII of the (UN) Charter, that all states are 
to "refrain from providing any form of support, active or passive, 
to entities or persons involved in terrorist acts"; that they are to 
"take the necessary steps to prevent the commission of terrorist 
acts, including taking action and sharing information to provide 
early warning to other states"; that they are to "deny safe haven 
to any person who finances, plans, supports, or commits terrorist 
acts"; that they are to "ensure that any person who participates in 
the financing, planning, preparation or perpetration of terrorist 
acts or in supporting terrorist acts is brought to justice"; and that 
they are to "afford one another the greatest measure of assistance 
in connection with criminal investigations or proceedings 
relating to the financing or support of terrorist acts, including 
assistance in obtaining evidence in their possession, deemed 
necessary for legal proceedings."
5. In this connection, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya is committed 
to be cooperative in the international fight against terrorism. It is 
also committed to cooperate with efforts to bring those who are 
suspects to justice.
6. In addition, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya renews its support for 
the U.N. General Assembly's Declaration against International 
Terrorism as well as its support for General Assembly resolutions 
such as resolution 55/158 which "strongly condemns all acts, 
methods and practices of terrorism as criminal and unjustifiable, 



wherever and by whom so ever committed."
7. The Libyan Jamahiriya continues to endorse the "Declaration 
on Measures to Eliminate Terrorism," annexed to General 
Assembly Resolution 49/60. That resolution stipulates that "all 
states shall refrain from organizing, instigating, assisting or 
participating in terrorist acts in territories of other states, or from 
acquiescing in or encouraging terrorist activities within their 
territories directed towards the commission of such acts." It also 
stipulates that "those responsible for acts of international 
terrorism must be brought to justice."


